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ѶՍƼĺ,٠éņԅkۄڍڟہۓڞ
ۤͪҭۥ
ۚ۽é ٦ґŶ
ۮԉ٢̩٦٘ٸ٦̖Ȗ,̯ۡڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٦ɖзۯۡڀل٠ۄڍڟہۓڞفـ٧ѣԓ
ڭۓڽڋ٠ِٞɳɋَۘڂڃ
 Ȳņ٧̩ۗ٣ٻڠۓۍڴԉچȝځʰْقفٟۗӆ˲٣θن٢փ´چϏٛٞۏڴؾۑڗۘڂـ
kٸ̓م٨̓ٲٷ١ۗȲņ٦ѫӵ٣٧Ƅِ٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ۮـŸD˪٦"ԅkÝۯڭږێڹۓښ
مΎقٞۗنـ/ۗӢԉю̩ٻ٦ϭ˅٣չچǇڂي٠فـɺЫ͉ѹٹΎِٞۘڂـѶՍƼچĺ
ڂق/¯ٌ٭٠ٟۗ"ۮԅkÝۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۯ٣Ŵڅ̖ٛٞڂـ٫٠٧ٌِ͉ۗ٘فѹ٠١٦فٿ٣
Ǉنǭق٨ــ٦ٙۘلفڄ
 Ȳņ٦ζӘɻڠڱڟڷٻѶՍƼ٦͙վtٌۗم٦κ٣ٜـٞۏںؾګڮۓڍۍِٟǭٌف
٠٧Ď̩̋ۗ٘ٵۘـ¢ǲ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ٦ĺ,ɳͥɻ٠Ȳņ٦ζӘɻچƿقٞۗ¢ǲ٣
ڠڱڟڷڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˵چĳ֏ِۗڵکۑؾی٣٘̈ڂيك٢̖Ȗ,̯٦κچϐۓڞڂ
ۄڍڟہ٧j٦Вځٟۘڂؿ
ۚ۾é ٦չЫ
 Ȳņ٦̖Ȗ¨چڡؾڰѺْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٦͕ŗЫ٢ֻѾ҇چ
ԉٯۯќ̖ڂيȖچ,ْ̯ٸ٘ڂ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦փ´چի¨٣ْۘڂ

ֻِۙۛۮ

3ۚöίَ̯ڂڃw
Ȳņ٧ƥζɺچǖْ̯ڂʪ֦٢֦͵٦/ٜ٢٦ٟۗȲņΓ̩ڀل٦Ӣԉю٢˵ļچ
ٌْͫڂ٠٣EłچĚٌْٳ٠ٹٟۗ٘ٵۘڂنŸȍ¶љٙيٟ٧٢̖ۗو٠̖چٜ٢ـٟڊګڰۉۃښ
˰ڂڃٵ̵مٟۘڂؿٹéņ٠ĺ,ùÞ٦Ŵ٣ۗځٿǲۛԅkچЈقٞ¶ֆٟ̖ڂنȖم,َ̯ۗڃ
ٌٖڀلǔ٣ِ̈ـĳњάمǖϨَم۠ۘڂڃʢڇٟڂـɺ٣ٌ٦فٿ٢ăʪ٢ǦƖمٟۗڂن
ۏڴؾۑڗ٢Ʌզ̮٦ů̯چչɉٌِْ̈ۮـ٠٨ٟ٦¶љۯ٣ٜـٞƼٖۗځ٦ɳͥٯќوѠچ
Αْۘڂ

Panel 1 ԉ٢̩٦٘ٸ٦̖Ȗ,̯
ۡéņ֦ğ٠ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,
Kaneyuki ISEDA (ȕډێڦڋѶՍˋǋ)
Maki HOSODA (ډێڦڋȮӏˋɝ)
Kaori HATTA (ÐƔۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ҄)ڭڠګו
Junko OKUDA (ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼƗģ)

Ѷŷéņمğ̖ڂٸȖ٠
ڠڱڟڷù٣ٜـٞ٦ǠȦ
Kaneyuki ISEDA (ȕډێڦڋѶՍˋǋ)
ۛȕډێڦڋѶՍˋǋؾڴۓۅéņڀل٦ڭؾژۓډяڠؾڽچ٣ۗѶŷéņمğۏڒؾۑڂٸ
̖ڹکڦڠԀچˣ
ۛɳȔ٣ѶŷŒǣ٦ɊвЉ٦ׂ˰ڀلƙֻ٘;٦ڹکڦڠۏڒؾۑ٣ٜـٞ
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ۛڠڱڟڷ٦ÙзۗڀلѶՍƼ¯ʛچВّٞۗѶՍ٦١٦فٿ٢ԅkۛʛÌڇ¯چٟلـ٘ـڀٹ
ۛѶՍƼچʛѡِ٘ƹ٦ڠڱڟڷù٣ٜـٞ

éņΓ٘ٶڀلѶՍƼ̖Ȗ٦ڡؾڰ
Maki HOSODA (ډێڦڋȮӏˋɝ)
ۛѶՍƼÅ҄٢ɺ4٦ɳȔ٦¶ֆם٦ˣ
ۛ˪Ăچє٘قٵɺΓ٦ѶՍƼ̖Ȗ٦ڠڱڟڷۛڡؾڰ٦ÙзۗڀلѶՍƼ¯ʛچВّٞۗѶՍ٦
١٦فٿ٢ԅkۛʛÌڇ¯چٟلـ٘ـڀٹ
ۛѶՍƼĺɆ٦֡٣éņΓمՀٷɝ

BJT ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ҄مڭڠګוΘОْו҄ڂ٠ BJT
مwْ٘փ´
Kaori HATTA (ÐƔۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ҄)ڭڠګו
ۛBJT ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ҄ڭڠګוҨ٦ґŶ
ۛBJT ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ҄مڭڠګוΘОْו҄ڂ
ۛBJT مȲņۛĺ,٣ـكٞwْ٘փ´

ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,ۛƗģ٦ٌٵڃٟ٠ٌڀلڃ
Junko OKUDA (ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼƗģ)
ѶՍǲѫ٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼƗʕ̖ڀلȖ,̯̖ۗÝů̯ٯ٠£ϼۗҨбِٞڠڱڟڷ٘نѶՍƼ
ĺ,ۛƗģ٦ٌٵڃٟۗچι 1 öۤ1970 ѽζۢ1980 ѽζۗۥι 2 öۤ1990 ѽζۢ2000 ѽζۗۥι 3 ö
ۤ2010 ѽζۢƥȕۥ٣ԁيٞ̇ځԚֻۛۮۗځԉٯۯ٠ќ̖ڂيȖ,̯٠فـÙзۗڀلǷƹۗğٸ
ڠڱڟڷڂڃڀѶՍƼĺ,ۛƗģ٦Ǉ̮چƔѓِ٘ۘـ

Panel 2A ̩¢Ϡڀل٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,ɳͥ٦
ՠ٠ƥ˵ԪǱ
Harald CONRAD (ڮۏؾڊڹڎڞۗڠێڕڋθ¯)
Izumi WALKER (ۏؾہړۓڞǲׂθ¯)

٦ѶՍ¯Ξņ̵٣ڂيك
ѶՍٯ٦ʓׯʷӉ٣ٜـٞ
Harald CONRAD (ڮۏؾڊڹڎڞۗڠێڕڋθ¯)
ŏѽۗѶՍéņ٧ʁـǲ̖Ξņ̵چѶՍ٦Սɺ٣͆ŉЫ٣Ƴٌِْ֤ٞۘٵـ٦ŪǇ٧ׯј
چוΧ֡kِۗéņ٣͠ȕЫ٢ַMِڀ٘ٹچْٞۘٵـéņ٧ǲɅ˰ٻΧ֡٢˚ӄɻڻؾۏڗ
٣ٌڂْڠڢږډ٠مٟٵڃٌۗنٟ٦њʈ٦ѶՍ̖ʥņ4٣Χ֡٢ǠقٻսκƄԱٯ٦ډ
چڠڢږФıٌْڂ٠٣ٿַٛٞMچѡٌڂ٠مْٟٖۘٵن٦/ٟۗѶՍ٦Ƴ֤ʃ٠ǲȔЫ٢ʥ
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Φ٦Ϡ+ٟ٦ٻٌْٖٟۘۗѶՍ¯u٧ѶՍٵـκ٣Ћձِٞڂمņ4٧ٖۗ٦öε˽٣ٜ٢
̵ٟۗ٧ۗѶՍéņۗǲȔΞņۓۋڞؾګۓڣېڻ۞ٌ٦لفپِٟڂن٣¯̵٦ʷӉٟٸ٘Ƴ֤٦
ْۘٵِٞǠȦـٌٞۗ٦ɲս٣ٜـ٦ѶՍ¯u٠٦Ȉŏ٦Їȁ٣íٝڵکۑؾیۗԤʡζֻв
ǲچ˼Ͷڀلْۘéņ٧ѫӵٵـɁِٞچ֤ѶՍéņ٧ۗŏѽۗǲѫ٦θ¯٦Ξņ̵٦ȋ
ٌ٠ڂـŸƟِٞچۗƗģٟ٧ŋէŹΝöÝ٦սκمْٵـٟڇՀچۥǲȔkڂٌ٠ۤѫ٢ڂْȔk
ّ٠Ëـِѱم٦ڂٔڅ٦˰ǭۗѶՍ٦˽˰٦Ӑ֦˴Ɗ٣ǭوْۘǲȔΞņ̵٧ۗΧٵـɦِٞچ
نÆͮ٣Ь]ٟم̵ٟǲȔΞņڃٖۗό٣مْٵځؿم֦Ӑڂْ̱Їچ٘ۗéņ٧Ìǣٵْۘٵـٞ
ڂـƃѸِٞمǲȔΞņ̵٦Ь͌٢ʷӉوڀٖك٦սκ٧ڀڃٌِۗلِۘڇٔٵـ٠٧öίِٞڂ
٣͆ŉٸ٘ڂٸǫچِΞņ̵٦Ƴ֤q̮҄٦ƙВم٧ۗѶՍ¯uڃٌْۘٵڃڀقơ5٠Ǡمٌ٠
٦٦ۗŏѽٟ٧ΞņٹڂؿٛٞȀ٧ٿ٦ѶՍ¯uٟ٧ۗǲ٣ڵکۑؾیْٟۘڄٌ٠ڂنЫ٣ǦƖٟ
چו֤҄Ξņ̵٦Ƴم¯٦θو٣Χڀَِۘ٘ٵځلڅمٌ٠ڂـٞڃَʪ֦ɖم̵̮҄٦Ƴ֤q
ٞيӘիِΝچٞƓѾـ٦̓б٣ٜڀڃٌ٦¯ɻ٧وِۗΧلِْۘٵـٞقٞǠـԱ٣ٜڂٸǫ
ْۘٵـ٠ʃϼِٞـ٧ɳȔ٣ĺ4٦ѹէ٦/ӵٟ٧٢ۏڔڠ̮҄ۗƳ֤qځك
٦ٌ٠ٟו҄٫ٿك̮Λڂّ٠ËـِٵՀم٧Ƴ֤ɻڃٖ۞لفپِ٠٧mٟۏڔڠ̮҄Ƴ֤q
ٵڃڀي٣ϥٝۏڔڠжÍq҄٢ڂڃƪ٨ٹ٠ۏڔڠڭڹڤ٘٧ٵۗۏڔڠ٧/ҵЫ٢ڀڃْٖۘ
ي̑٣ٜو٧ԁց٣Þũ٢ۏڔڠۗжÍq҄٢ـ'٠٧ۏڔڠٜϯ̅Ыل֦ʃڂْۘuչԓ٣"٢
ڔڠƳ֤q̮҄٦ڂيكْۘɑ٦ƙٟ٧ۗѶՍ¯u٣ٵن٢˵ļ٣Ь֤ٟٵُٵَۗنٟمٌ٠ڂ
٢فٿْٖۘ٦ٵڃٵäمۏڔڠϟɬِٖۗٞжÍq҄٢ڂْ٠ѶՍ٣Þו҄٣٧ۗǫф٢ѶՍƼۏ
ѐǭЫ٢ڂقիɦЫ٣ĺچۏڔڠו҄҄ѫٟƳ֤qۄۍۉڔێڒ֦Ȉͫ٦Ա٧ۗʃوՑچۏڔڠ
ڷۗ٦Uʛ٦ȝ̯ۗ˽˰ٟ٦кۆۅٌ٠ْٟۘѶՍƼ٦ĺʍԱٟ٧ۗȸɝ٦ف٣ʥڨؾۑڻډ
ڻډ٘ڃَѐǭم٢١٦¶љنˀ٦ˀקָ٘٧ѶՍ٦ٵ͍ۗ٦ճČձٸ٘ۗʓ˽٦ۏؾۅڠڱڟ
ګۓڣېڻۗوٟ٢ي٢¯ʱ̯wٙفٿ٦ڋڢکڏْۘѶՍ¯٦ʍņٟ٧ۗ¯̵٧ٵڃڅٟǣڨؾۑ
ˍچʰٌْ٠ٶ̵چ٦ȝ̯F٢١٦ӆ¯ʱЫ̯wڻکێږۛڑڬڷۗڭڠہڗۑںۗؾڦڠہۗۓۋڞؾ
эٞچֻ٣˝зٻ٘ۗѶՍ¯٦ʍņ٧ۗѶՍ٦Ƴ֤̬ф٦ѣϾٵۘلفپِٟـٟ٧٢نْٰן
ۗի¨٢ņ͈չӖ٦ƃѸۗѽږؾےۄؾڨۗۘɑ٘ٚ٦Ɨģٟ٧ۗΞņ̵٧ȸɝ٦жفپِٟنٰڂ
ۄګڠڞ֤٧ѶՍ٦Ƴڃْٖۘٵڃڀƙوٿمٌ٠ـ٢ـѺɬِٞچŭЍŐ٢١٦ņէÌǣר˅ǃ
ْۘٵڃڀق٠Ǡڂنٟمٌ٠ڂيӅچڨکۂڠۃٌ٠ٟۗöί٦ڂֻَٔچֻ٦

ѶՍƼĺ,٦ڠڱڟڷڂيك٣ۏؾہړۓڞ
ɳͥ٠Ď
)¯ǲׂθۏؾہړۓڞ( Izumi WALKER
ۘѶՍéڂؿً̢٘тɅǲtٟچ٣Ğ̯Љٶ֯چ٧ 1965 ѽ٦Ƒǲ֮ۗǲɛՍۏؾہړۓڞ
̖٦ǫфǲڀلۗѶՍٻׂ͐ѐµՍӵ٦ۓډڢډۗŏѽ٧م٘نٞڃَΧ̤֔Ϧڀلэʼٹņ
ِۗلِۘڂـʪ֦κ٠٢ٛٞم٦ʣɳۯѶՍƼĺ,ڠڱڟڷۮۗڀلٌ٠ڂـΎpِٞم̖̖Ȗ٦ğ
¯ٰ٢ل̵ِ 10۹٦ϯǫڻکڭ͈̯ۗѶՍƼ٧ځځكٞڃڅǣمĺ,ۏړۓێڋڴJƼ٠ϯǲƼ٦
ۗёυٸ٘ـ٢ـٞڃڀيϥٝلِ˪ۗθ¯ٟ٧/ҵĺ֨uչ٦/ٜ٠ڂـĺ,̬ф٣٢ٛٞـ
ڃڀـĸچјׯ٣ۗѶŷéņ٧`ԎŷۛϠƠéņ٠ӁٰٞҟĥٟЉɢÝڀَۘڂؿمځ٣٧Ƨۏڽې
٢و¯̵٧ΧڂْñՀچ˽ʓٯѶŷéņٹָʕِٞچۯѶՍƼڠڱڟڷۮۗوĸمڟؾۅڋ٘ٛـ٠ڂ
ٜـ֨چו҄ѶՍƼڠڱڟڷ٠ו҄ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧ۗíͳЫ٢ѶՍƼڠڱڟڷٌٖٟۘۗθ¯٦ـ
٢١ۥۤŏђ 2015ۗՌ* 2012ۯוĴјۮٻۯו҄]"ԅkЬۮۯו҄սκƄۮۯו̯҄κυۮٜۗ
ٌڂْ̯,چ̖Ȗۏڴؾۑڗڂنٟ¶ֆٟڠڱڟڷٓѶՍÞڀۗѶŷéņ٣Ƨځٿٌ٠٣ڂٸǫٹ
¯ŭڭږڎڟۑڻ٘ن٣ɳِͥٞٸ٘ڂْ̯υچ٢չӖفٿۘՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦ڂـչӖ٠٢ٛٞم٠
ۥ2018ؾڒؾڐڍۤۯڭږڎڟۑڻؾگۃڢéņۮ٠ۥշ 2016ؼۛؾڒؾڐڍۤۯڭږڎڟۑڻéņԵսۮۜʛ
ѶՍڠڱڟڷۮۗ٘ǲȔθڃَ٣Ȇۂؾګچ̯̖Ȗ,ۏڴؾۑڗۗ٣٧ڀَۘڂْٞԪǱـ٣ٜ
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Ƽĺ,ǲȔθۤۯ2015 ѽۥ٠ۮѶՍƼĺ,ǲȔďۤۯ2017 ѽۥ٣ٜـٞԪǱِۗۏؾہړۓڞ٣
ڠڱڟڷۮڂيكѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٦Ď٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂ
ȯǠԅƖ
ؼۛ͜ؾڒؾڐڍշ֓Ʉۤ2016ۏڴؾۑڗۮۥk٣Ǉ̖٘يȖ,̯٦٘ٸ٦ۮѲǲÝĴ
ј¯ʛۓڋڝڬۯ٠ĺɆ٦փ´ۯ۰ڠڱڟڷۏؾہړۓڞѶՍƼĺ,ǲȔƗģθԅʡ۱
ۤ͜ؾڒؾڐڍ2018ۮۥѶŷéņۏؾہړۓڞ ڭږڎڟۑڻؾگۃڢ٣ڱڟڷڂيك
ڠѶՍƼĺ,ۯ۰ǲȔۄڍڟہۓڞĀ֦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٠̖ۏڴؾۑڗȖ۱ ڋڲڳՄ θ
¯
ŏђȊۤ2015¯ڠؾژۮۥʛ٠٧mۯ?لŏђȊ(Ԙ)۰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷ٦٘ٸ٦¯ڠؾژ
ʛ ˽˰٦ڊګڞؾڴڋڧٟ¯٫͒(فؿԘ)۱ښښʰҲ
Ռ*ؒɄۤ2012ۮۥ٣ڠڱڟڷڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٦̈٘٢ۄڋڧۍڵ−ڭږڎڟۑڻŭڠڱڟڷ
ѶՍƼĺ,٦ɳͥۯڀل۰ 21 ̩Ā٦̩ѶՍƼĺ,ۛѶՍƼƗģ ϯѶǲǲƿ̳˲k 40 ʑ
ѽĂѾԅʡ۱ǫюĺ,ʰҲɺ

AM_A 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:00

Japanese Language & Corporate Culture Symposium
(Part 1)
ۚ۽é ٦ґŶ
ۮԉ٢̩٦٘ٸ٦̖Ȗ,̯ۡڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٦ɖзۯۡڀل٠ۄڍڟہۓڞفـ٧ѣԓ
ڭۓڽڋ٠ِٞɳɋَۘڂڃ
 Ȳņ٧̩ۗ٣ٻڠۓۍڴԉچȝځʰْقفٟۗӆ˲٣θن٢փ´چϏٛٞۏڴؾۑڗۘڂـ
kٸ̓م٨̓ٲٷ١ۗȲņ٦ѫӵ٣٧Ƅِ٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ۮـŸD˪٦"ԅkÝۯڭږێڹۓښ
مΎقٞۗنـ/ۗӢԉю̩ٻ٦ϭ˅٣չچǇڂي٠فـɺЫ͉ѹٹΎِٞۘڂـѶՍƼچĺ
ڂق/¯ٌ٭٠ٟۗ"ۮԅkÝۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۯ٣Ŵڅ̖ٛٞڂـ٫٠٧ٌِ͉ۗ٘فѹ٠١٦فٿ٣
Ǉنǭق٨ــ٦ٙۘلفڄ
 Ȳņ٦ζӘɻڠڱڟڷٻѶՍƼ٦͙վtٌۗم٦κ٣ٜـٞۏںؾګڮۓڍۍِٟǭٌف
٠٧Ď̩̋ۗ٘ٵۘـ¢ǲ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ٦ĺ,ɳͥɻ٠Ȳņ٦ζӘɻچƿقٞۗ¢ǲ٣
ڠڱڟڷڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˵چĳ֏ِۗڵکۑؾی٣٘̈ڂيك٢̖Ȗ,̯٦κچϐۓڞڂ
ۄڍڟہ٧j٦Вځٟۘڂؿ
ۚ۾é ٦չЫ
 Ȳņ٦̖Ȗ¨چڡؾڰѺْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٦͕ŗЫ٢ֻѾ҇چ
ԉٯۯќ̖ڂيȖچ,ْ̯ٸ٘ڂ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦փ´چի¨٣ْۘڂ

ֻِۙۛۮ

3ۚöίَ̯ڂڃw
Ȳņ٧ƥζɺچǖْ̯ڂʪ֦٢֦͵٦/ٜ٢٦ٟۗȲņΓ̩ڀل٦Ӣԉю٢˵ļچ
ٌْͫڂ٠٣EłچĚٌْٳ٠ٹٟۗ٘ٵۘڂنŸȍ¶љٙيٟ٧٢̖ۗو٠̖چٜ٢ـٟڊګڰۉۃښ
˰ڂڃٵ̵مٟۘڂؿٹéņ٠ĺ,ùÞ٦Ŵ٣ۗځٿǲۛԅkچЈقٞ¶ֆٟ̖ڂنȖم,َ̯ۗڃ
ٌٖڀلǔ٣ِ̈ـĳњάمǖϨَم۠ۘڂڃʢڇٟڂـɺ٣ٌ٦فٿ٢ăʪ٢ǦƖمٟۗڂن
ۏڴؾۑڗ٢Ʌզ̮٦ů̯چչɉٌِْ̈ۮـ٠٨ٟ٦¶љۯ٣ٜـٞƼٖۗځ٦ɳͥٯќوѠچ
Αْۘڂ
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Panel 1 Nurturing Human Resources for a Peaceful
World: Corporate Demand and Business Japanese
Education

Kaneyuki ISEDA (ȕډێڦڋѶՍˋǋ)
Maki HOSODA (ډێڦڋȮӏˋɝ)
Kaori HATTA (ÐƔۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ҄)ڭڠګו
Junko OKUDA (ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼƗģ)

Consideration of what are competencies or skills
required to those who are working in Japanese
corporations and the business chances for those who
study of Japanese language and culture

Kaneyuki ISEDA (ȕډێڦڋѶՍˋǋ)

ۛIntroduction of the result of questionnaire conducted among the company members of Japanese
Chambers of Commerce in Italy, regarding their ideal local staff for their companies
ۛ Personal experiences and opinion as a branch manager of overseas branches (Italy and Qatar)
concerning local staff.
ۛUseful advises from business point of view, for the students who study Japanese language, culture,
and custom.
ۛDiscussion about business opportunities after the study of Japanese language, culture, and custom.

Needs for Japanese Speakers from Japanese
company’s point of view

Maki HOSODA (ډێڦڋȮӏˋɝ)

ۛIntroduction of actual activities of Japanese speakers working at our company
ۛOur expectations for Japanese speakers
ۛOur expectations for Teachers

The skills measured by the BJT Business Japanese
Proficiency test and the role of the BJT in Japanese
language education and business world

Kaori HATTA (ÐƔۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ҄)ڭڠګו

ۛThe Purpose of the BJT development
ۛThe skills measured by the BJT
ۛThe role of the BJT in Japanese language education and business world
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Business Japanese Education and Research Trends

Junko OKUDA (ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼƗģ)

Over the past few decades, business Japanese education and research inside Japan has been
expanding and developing from Japanese language training through human resource development to
character building. We will reflect on its history to date, dividing it into three parts, i.e., the first period
(1970's to 1980's), the second (1990's and 2000's), and the third (2010's to the present), and will consider
the direction business Japanese education and research will need to take in the future from the point of
human resource development to lead to "Understanding  ۺPeace".

Panel 2A The Meaning of Business Japanese
Language Education Practice: Relevance and Reports
from around the World

Harald CONRAD (ڮۏؾڊڹڎڞۗڠێڕڋθ¯)
Izumi WALKER (ۏؾہړۓڞǲׂθ¯)

How to prepare foreign Japanese studies students for
employment in Japan

Harald CONRAD (ڮۏؾڊڹڎڞۗڠێڕڋθ¯)

In recent years, Japanese companies have been actively hiring young international graduates into
their headquarters in Japan. This trend offers potential benefits for companies through increased
workforce diversity. Companies are better able to access foreign markets and diverse consumer groups
and stand to benefit by giving their hitherto homogeneous Japanese workforce access to more diverse
ways of thinking and problem solving. However, both Japanese employers and international employees
face challenges that can lead to employees resigning early. Can and should Japanese Studies
departments prepare their students better for employment in Japan or elsewhere? My presentation will
discuss this question based on recent research with Japanese companies, international graduates,
recruitment agents and Japanese Studies departments in Europe.
Japanese companies have in recent years opened their recruitment to international graduates, both
from universities in Japan and abroad. While companies hope to internationalize their organizations
from within, our research shows that they experience retention problems. International graduates find
it often challenging to adjust to the requirements of Japanese workplaces. While companies will also
need to make adjustments to their practices and cannot simply expect international graduates to fully
adjust, these problems are arguably in part due to a lack of appropriate preparation of international
graduates. This is where Japanese Studies departments can make a positive contribution to enhance the
employability prospects of their graduates.
Our research among Japanese Studies departments in Europe shows that, while there remain
differences between countries, graduate employability has gained in importance in recent years. More
and more universities think about ways to enhance the employability skills of their graduates. Yet, many
academics continue to express concerns about these developments and argue that employability skills
are not really part of their teaching remit.
What are employability skills? Employability skills are attributes and capabilities employers find
desirable. They fall under the umbrella term of transferable skills, also known as generic or soft skills.
Unlike core or key skills, which differ by subject area, transferable skills can be developed regardless
of discipline and applied to a variety of different contexts. In the context of Japanese Studies,
employability skills include in my view high-level Japanese language skills and knowledge about Japan,
as well as transferable skills. The best way to develop such skills is to follow an integrated approach by
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which employability skills are taught explicitly within the core curriculum. In Japanese language
teaching an integrated approach might include activities such as the writing of work memos, mock
phone conversations in the workplace, business emails, mock job interviews, or Japanese CV writing.
In Japanese studies teaching, students should not only be encouraged to produce academic outputs, such
as essays, but also non-academic outputs such a presentations, posters, blog-posts, or films. Moreover,
studies teaching should focus on the particular features and logic of the Japanese employment system.
Our research shows that graduates are often not aware of work practices such as frequent job rotations,
team work, lack of clear performance targets, or seniority pay. Making them understand the logic of the
Japanese employment system might avoid expectation mismatches.

Practice and Significance of Business Japanese
Education in Singapore

Izumi WALKER (ۏؾہړۓڞǲׂθ¯)

Since its foundation in 1965, the city state of Singapore has grown rapidly based on foreign capital.
Many Japanese companies were attracted from the beginning, but in recent years the establishment of
ASEAN headquarters has increased, and job opportunities for highly-qualified foreign workers have
been increasing, so that the enhancement of "Business Japanese Education" has become an important
issue.
Bilingual education, usually in English and Chinese, is taught in the schools, and only the top 10%
of junior high school students can learn Japanese as a third language, and Japanese is treated as a general
subject in universities in Singapore, and therefore there is a limit to the achievement level of Japanese.
In addition, Japanese companies are not so popular among university students due to the image that
they are forced to work for a long period of time with a lower salary compared to Western and local
companies. Consequently, students who wish to get a job at a Japanese company are limited even after
taking "Business Japanese".
The objectives of business Japanese language education are, while cultivating basic Japanese
language ability and business Japanese language ability, the "Task accomplishment ability", "Problemsolving ability", "Cross-cultural adaptation" and "Collaboration ability" (Kondo 2015, Horii 2012); but
these need to be enhanced to foster successful global human resources not only in Japanese companies
but also in Japanese related businesses.
In this presentation, I will report on project work which has been developed and practiced to achieve
such goals: "Corporate visit project" (Walker · Takagi 2016) and "Corporate seminar project" (Walker
2018). Furthermore, I will report on two international conferences whose theme was global human
resource development; " International Conference on Business Japanese Language Education" (2015)
and “International Conference on Japanese Language Education” (2017) and discuss the significance
of Business Japanese Education in Singapore.
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ѶՍƼĺ,٠éņԅkۄڍڟہۓڞ
ۤƹҭۥ

Panel 2B ̩¢Ϡڀل٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,ɳͥ٦
ՠ٠ƥ˵ԪǱ
Yoko FURUSAKI (ېژۅۗډڸڑڨڏθ¯)
Yoshiko JONES (ۓڮۓۑۗڠێڕڋθ¯ SOAS)
Tomoko TAKAMI (ډڰڈ۔ۏڞۓھۗڒێۅډθ¯)

ډڸڑڨڏ٣ڂيكѶՍéņ٣ڂٿщɛ¶̮k٦
٘ٸ٦xيĻ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦q̮҄
Yoko FURUSAKI (ېژۅۗډڸڑڨڏθ¯)
ډڸڑڨڏٟ٧ۗƥϠȕʢԷ̖܄۽ۼ۾̖ۤۼ܀۾ٹѽ۾Ɖɢзۥ٠ː٢ۗوщɛِٞڂـѶՍéņ٦Ī
з̤܃۽ۼ۾ۤ۾۽ٹѽۼ۽Ɖɢзۥ٠ӆ˲٣ː٢ٖۘـ٦فٿ٢ϯۗېژۅθ¯ٟ٧܄ۼۼ۾ѽʙځٿǥ
Ȅ٠ِٞѶՍƼǥȄمǥَڃٞۘ٘نθΧ̤٦¯̵٧¯۽ö٦ٶ٦ָʕٙۗمѼ̅٢/ӵ٦¯̵
ָمʕچΝۗيȟѽ۾۽Ɖ٦ JLPT ٟ٧ȕǕ̵۾թ مN3 ٣ǭ¤ِ٘ۘېژۅۗ٘ٵθ¯ѶՍƼǥȄ٦
קζۿթ٦ƥϠ̖ǥɆͮٹ4ېژۅθ¯٦Ξņ̵ٟ٘ٵۘڂؿĴОǕٟڂؿİтθ¯٦ɊS٣ځٿ
ʋт٦ڴڽډڠڊڬډθ¯ٟٹѶՍƼǥȄ٦ǥمʷӉَڃٞډڸڑڨڏۗځكٟ٦ѶՍƼĺ,
٧Ǎځمٜٜۘڂؿ/ۗƥɢзٟ٧̓ٯډڸڑڨڏʰِٞڂـѶՍéņ٧ː٢َۗځؿٹѶՍƼǥ
Ȅ٦ָʕ̵ٟѶՍÞũ٦ȸɝ٣ٜ٘ـ٦٧ۗJETRO ډڸڑڨڏɝէʽ٣ʓ˽ِ٘۽թٙيٟۘڂؿ
ٌ٦فٿ٣ƥɢзٟ٧Ȳņڀل٦ѶՍƼ̖ڂٔمȖٯ٦ʎ֦٧ٲ٠ڇ١٢˵ـļٖٙۗم
٦/ٟѶՍéņ٠ʄ6ِچٞڂـƥϠéņ٦ɺЉ٣ѶՍƼمٟ̖ڂنȖـِ֪م٠Ʀٌ٘ڃڅ
٠٘ٵۘڂؿمѶՍéņ٣ـكٞۗٹѶՍƼǥȄ٦Πȕٵمٙٵٙϟڃڀٞـ٢ٌـ٠ٹٖٹٖۗڀل
ѶՍƼ̖ڂٔمȖͪچФ٠ِ٘ņէ͐Żڃَمٞـ٢ـ٠;Оَۘڂڃǔ٣ډڸڑڨڏٟ٧ڋڒ
ڇ̶مۓڣ٣ќѷَڃٌٞڂـ٠ۗځؿٹȲņ٠ѶՍ٦ٜ٢ٵمځمٛ٘و٢يڅـٟ٧٢ۘـ
ٌ٦فٿ٢ډڸڑڨڏ٣ـكٞۗǷƹ٦ѶՍéņ٣ڂٿщɛ¶Ҩk٦/˂٠٢ۗٸ٘ڂѶՍƼǥ
Ȅ٠ِٞ١٦فٿ٢ٌ٠مٟډڸڑڨڏۘلڂن٣ɝէʽچɡٜѶՍéņۗѶՍéņ٠٦ʄ6ڂؿم
ƥϠéņۗJETRO ٟјوΞņ̵ۗډڸڑڨڏٟٳٲɨʛٟϯǲƼ¯چʛِ٘ƹۗϯǲ٣ҭѽƼ¯׆
¯ِ٘Хф٦̖ȖوٵفچȺٌـ٢ِٞـِڀڂـϯǲéņٟј̖ډڸڑڨڏو٣ِ٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋ
Ƈwچ٬قٵٞǠȦْۗ٘ٵۘڂΦ٣ѶՍƼĺ,مǣڃڅٞڂـыڒێڹډ¢ǲۤڰژۗۏڒڠړڧۂ
ۥډڷۓڝۗډڰڝۓڦۗډ٦˵ļٹÖό٣ԪǱْۘڂ

ɳͥԪǱۜڠڱڟڷѶՍƼڠؾښĚ٫
ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼڭڠګۓښڨؾڸڠ٦ԪǱ
Yoshiko JONES (ۓڮۓۑۗڠێڕڋθ¯ SOAS)
ՍԪǱٟ٧ɣ٦ 2 з٣ٜـٞʲٰۘڂ
1ۚѶՍƼ٦ۜڠؾښAdvanced Japanese for Business Course
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2ۚSpeech Contest for Spoken Bisuness Japanese
1ۚAdvanced Japanese for Business Course ٧ SOAS School of Economics & Finance ٦ MSc
international Management for Japan ٦ۄۍڗۑڻ٦/Ñ٠ِٞǥَڃٞڠؾښڂـٟۘڂؿ
ɛ¤ۜȺ֤ƦƼѶՍƼ٦٘ۗٸѶՍƼ҄וəƟ N2 ˪ۗ٘ٵ٧ٖۗڃ٣ӍЪْڂѶՍƼ҄چו
˴Ɗ٠ْۘڂ
ڠؾښչӖۜѶՍƼٟ˪ڠڱڟڷ٦مۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښʰ֮ۘڂ
ʍņѫ֝ۜږکڸڭ٣Tٛ٘Ăɝ٢١ۘڠڱڟڷԅˀۗۏؾۅ٦ˀنۗŵƼچäڷۗؾگۂڠڱڟڷٸ
˪ڠڱڟ٦ۘۓۋڞؾګۓڣېڻ
ۜږکڸڭʃ٣ٖ٦ѽ٦¯̵٦ŀՠڂؿԁց٣TٛٞŻ ْۥםۘڂѶՍŸȍ٦ƥ˵ۗјن®ۗ
˄̮٠јنۗҊƛɺ4٦ƥ˵ۗѶՍ٦ȘҪюۗ
әnۜ¯ѽ՚əƟۗʟ ڭڠګȈʚʟ٦ѶՍƼٟ٦ҨӘۘ
Ξņ̵٦љǇ٢١ٹԪǱ٣ѷ֘ڂڃОۘ
2ۚSpeech Contest for Spoken Business Japanese ٧̳ɫթ٧ Sir Pete Parker Awards for Spoken
Business Japaneseٌۘ٦ڭڠګۓښ٦ۏڭڋڦ٦ؾڒؾڵĵ٧͛ɢϯ SOAS ٟѶՍƼ¯ʛѣťچʌ
٘ي/̖ۘJǲٟ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦͕ŗɻ٠ِٞ֏թۘ1980 ѽζ٣Jǲڠڱڟڷ٣ѶՍ٠٦ڷ
ڠڱڟ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗJǲ̖مѶՍƼ٦ԝĸنْٰچٟۗڂؿ٠̰Ө٣ФƦٖۘ٦ƹθ¯ٟ٦ѶՍƼ
ĺ,¶مҨkِ٘٠Ʀڃڅٞۘڂـ1989 ѽ٣ؾڒؾڵĵ٦ФˌٟȆَ ڃ2018 ѽ 28 չ٣ɕٛ
ٌٞۘڂـ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ٣چڭڠګۓښ١٦ ͮفٿEU/ڵکۑؾیāճ٣ْملڂǷƹ٦κ٠
ƦڠڱڟڷۘڂقѶՍƼ٦ڠؾښ٠ڭڠګۓښ٦ŴٹǠۘڂڃڀق

Ԏǲθ¯٣ڂيكɣ̩ζ̖ۏڴؾۑڗȖ٦,̯چ
ُْٸĺ,ɳͥ
Tomoko TAKAMI (ډڰڈ۔ۏڞۓھۗڒێۅډθ¯)
 ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗԎǲ٦θ¯٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٣ٜـٞۗק ۥ۽Ƚۛɝ˳ ۗۥ۾ҨӘɻ٦ ڠڱڟڷ
ѶՍƼ٦ڠؾښٟ٦ɳͥۗۥۿҨӘɻمǠڂقԎǲ٣ڠڱڟڷڂيكѶՍƼ٦Ďۗ٦ۿзچϯ̅٣
ďۘـِ٘
 ۗٓٵԎǲٟ٧ 1980 ѽζƹҭ ڀل1990 ѽζͪҭ٣يلٞ ѶՍƼمۄؾںĄٌٛ٘ۘ ٖ٦ǶѶ
ՍƼچԝĸِˎ֮٦˽ņ٣̵ـِ٘ل٠ñՀْ¯ڂʛɻمΎڠڱڟڷۗقѶՍƼٹڠؾښǥَڃ
Ɂۘ٘ٸэɢ٦ԅƖ٣٧ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ٦Ӑ֦̮چФƦِۗڠڱڟڷ ٘ٵ٦˵ļjٟ٦Ь͌٢ ۃښ
مۓۋڞؾژڰۉٟفٿڂن٣ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ʛѡچչӖ٠ْڂʪ֦̮چĸЇْٹڂ٦م
Χِۗلِۘڂڃڀٶو1990 ѽƹҭ٦ѶՍ٦Ŷûƹε٠٠ٹ٣ۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمƣːِ٘ۘ
ǨۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼڠؾښ٦Ď٧čսɖۛȇǠَـِ̈ڃĎمճȡَڂڃϯٟٖۗڃٗڃ٦
¯ʛչЫڡؾڰٻ٣ǭ٘ٔڅΧ֡٢ɳͥ٣ٜ٢مٛٞنٞۘڂـ
 ɣ٣ҨӘɻ٦ɳͥچˣْ¯ۘڂʛչЫڃٗڃٖۗچ٦چڊګڊګۓڬڋډʪِۗΧƦƼۛΧԅ
k٦֡۠٢̖٠Ĵјٌْڂ٠مٟ֮ˎڂن٦̖ۏڴؾۑڗȖ٦,ٌُْ̯ٸچ٠٣ِ̈͐وОِ٘
ֻ֑ٖۗ٦ڠؾښٟ٦ɳͥچםѲٜʄۘڂً˪ځ/ٜ٧ چڠؾژڠڱڟڷȺڠڱڟڷۗـ٠ځ͌فـ
ǆٟѶՍ٦ɺۛԅkۗ¯ʛɻ٦ɺۛԅk¯چ٫ǠȦْ ڂ٠فـѫ֝ʪɖ٦ƦƼĺ,چʄځѷ
¯٘ڃʛۤǫƙ 2015; Takami2008ۥٟفٹۘڂؿ/ٜ٧ѫ֝ʪɖ٦ҿҬЫƦƼĺ,ۤǽђΦ 2015)
٣єٶǵڇٙۗڭږڎڟۑڻŭ¯ʛٌٟۘڂؿ٦ڭږڎڟۑڻ٦ۂؾګ٧ۯڠۓۍڴڹڋۍږؾےۮٟۗѶ
Սɺٟ٦սκ٭¯چٙيٟ٧٢¯ۗوʛɻمɨԁɨ̑٦սκٻƄȠچďٌڂْ٠ٹäۘ٘ٸ
Ȉƹ٣ٵ٠ٸ٠ِٞۗԎǲ٣ڠڱڟڷڂيكѶՍƼ٦Ď٣ٜـٞҨӘɻ٦ƙچʲٰۘڂ
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ǽђ̆ȼۛǫƙϡɄۛ̎đ>/ۛšωֻ֑ۤԘ( ۥ2015) ۰ա֮چٌڂ٠٨٦ĺ,ُِٸچٞۜѫ
֝ʪɖ٦ҿҬЫƦƼĺ,۱ښښʰҲ
ǫƙϡɄۤ2014)۰ϯĤ́ڀل٨ْۜڠؾژڠڱڟڷٟ¯٭ѶՍƼ۱The Japan Times
Takami, T (2008).
"Employing International Business Cases for Business Language
Instruction,"Global Business Languages: Vol. 13, Article 6.
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Japanese Language & Corporate Culture Symposium
(Part 2)
Panel 2B The Meaning of Business Japanese
Language Education Practice: Relevance and Reports
from around the World

Yoko FURUSAKI (ېژۅۗډڸڑڨڏθ¯)
Yoshiko JONES (ۓڮۓۑۗڠێڕڋθ¯ SOAS)
Tomoko TAKAMI (ډڰڈ۔ۏڞۓھۗڒێۅډθ¯)

Possibility of Japanese Language Education in Ethiopia
as a catalyst to invite more investment by Japanese
companies

Yoko FURUSAKI (ېژۅۗډڸڑڨڏθ¯)

In Ethiopia, the number of Japanese residents is few (240 as of February 2018), and the number of
Japanese companies investing in Ethiopia is very little (12 office sites by Japanese companies as of
October 2017). In this environment, Mekelle University has been offering certificate program in
Japanese language since autumn 2008. Most students only study the language for one semester, but
there are several earnest students who continue many semesters, and two of those students passed JLPT
N3 in December 2017. Three Ethiopian Japanese teachers who have taught the Japanese program are
all graduates of the Mekelle University Japanese program as well. Japanese program is also about to
start in Addis Ababa University in the capital with support from Kyoto University, its Japanese partner
university, and we could say that the Japanese language education in Ethiopia is expanding. On the
other hand, owing to the scarcity of Japanese companies in Ethiopia, there is only one former student
of the Japanese program who obtained a job related to Japan (JETRO Ethiopia office).
Although there seems to be very few demand for Japanese language skill, on the other hand, the
president of an Ethiopian company doing business with a Japanese company once commented that he
would welcome a resource with Japanese language skill. It is also probable that the Japanese companies
do not know the existence of the Japanese program and the resource with some Japanese language skills,
and thus design their business process assuming that there are no Ethiopians with Japanese language
skills. In addition to this, there is already some linkage between Japan and Ethiopia business, as many
Ethiopian companies are implementing KAIZEN.
In this circumstance, what can the Japanese language program do to help stimulate more investment
by Japanese companies in Ethiopia? This research attempts to provide some answers to this question
based on interviews to Japanese companies with offices in Ethiopia, Ethiopian companies doing
business with Japanese companies, a former student of the Japanese program working in JETRO, and
Ethiopians working in Chinese companies that seem to be making good use of resources who only
studied the language in China for half a year after studying the language by themselves in Ethiopia. At
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the same time, high-level overview of the situations in other east African countries with Japanese
language programs (Madagascar, Kenya, Tanzania, and Zambia) will be presented.

Practical report: Report on Business Japanese Course
and Business Japanese Speech Contest

Yoshiko JONES (ۓڮۓۑۗڠێڕڋθ¯ SOAS)

In this report, I discuss the following two points.
1. Course in Japanese: Advanced Japanese for Business Course
2. Speech Contest for Spoken Business Japanese
1. Advanced Japanese for Business Course is being offered as part of the program of MSc
International Management for Japan, SOAS School of Economics & Finance.
Eligibility: As the course is taught in Japanese, the students must have JLPT N2 or above, or
equivalent.
Course objective: able to communicate in business in Japanese.
Content of the lesson: Articles on chosen topics; how to write business documents and e-mails;
Business manners including how to use ‘keigo’; business presentations etc.
Topic: Topics are chosen according to the field of interest of students of the given year. E.g., the
state of Japanese economy, reform on working habits, Women and work, the current situation of
temporary staff, Japanese zaibatsu system etc.
Evaluation: End-of-year examination, weekly tests, a presentation in Japanese on the last week.
I will also report on the trends of the graduates’ status etc.
2. The official name of Speech Contest for Spoken Business Japanese is Sir Pete Parker Awards for
Spoken Business Japanese. Sir Parker was one of those who received a special Japanese training at
SOAS during the war. He is famous as a pioneer of Japanese language learning in the UK. In the 1980’s,
he suggested to the government that British people should study Japanese in order to do business with
Japan for the UK business on the whole. After that it is said that Japanese language education at
university became popular. The contest was first held in 1989 by Sir Parker's suggestion and the 28th
contest was held in 2018. Our future task is to endeavor to make the contest open to all EU/ European
nationals for Business Japanese. Some forms of co-operation between business Japanese courses and
contests can also be considered.

Cultivating Future Global Professionals in Business
Japanese Education at an American University

Tomoko TAKAMI (ډڰڈ۔ۏڞۓھۗڒێۅډθ¯)

This paper addresses business Japanese education in the United States, touching upon three topics:
1) the history and evolution of Japanese education in the United States, 2) insight on my business
Japanese instruction at university, and 3) my perspectives about the meaning of business Japanese
education in the United States.
In the U.S., interest in business Japanese peaked during the late 1980s and early 1990s, boosted by
the strong Japanese economy and Japanese language boom.
The number of students interested in learning Japanese for professional purposes increased, and
business Japanese courses began to be offered at universities at that time. Most of the articles found
in this period concern the legitimization of business Japanese instruction and importance of aiming to
have learners acquire communicative competence . The courses emphasized teaching appropriate
business Japanese language use as well as business Japanese culture. In late 1990s, the number of
business Japanese students decreased as the Japanese economy stalled. Due to this, the purpose of
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business Japanese education had been challenged and re-considered. New purposes of business
Japanese education have been explored, resulting in a much wider range of teaching objectives.
With that background in mind, I introduce some of my new initiatives in the business Japanese course
that I teach at the University of Pennsylvania in the U.S. I set up the new learning objective, which is
to cultivate future global professionals who respect their own and other’s identities and can collaborate
with a diverse group of people with different languages and cultures. One example incorporates
content-based instruction that uses business cases to learn about Japanese and students’ own culture
through the lens of business. Another example attempts to incorporate critical content based instruction
through a project. The project called “work-life balance” aims to have students understand issues of
work-life balance within the context of Japanese business. This provides another perspective and allows
students to discuss their own work-life balance and explore solutions.
In conclusion, I would like to present my synopsis of the meaning of business Japanese instruction
in the US..
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ڵکۑؾیϯюѶՍƼĺ,٠ CEFR
ۡ ǲƼĺ,٦Ď٠̩Ʌզ٦,̯
ۤͪҭۥ

2015 ѽф٦ǲȔƿׄíŐ٦Їȁ٣ڂٿ٠̩ۗ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ 366 ՜̖٦քҭ̤چϯюĺ,ù
Þٟ¯٭ϯǫ̵ۘڂٸ͗مϯǫ̵ͮمά٦¯ʛɻ̤٦ϯٟȈΧٟڂؿ٠فـƥ˧٧ۗ1990 ѽζƹ
ҭڀلԖڅٛٞـ٢ٌٖۘـٟۗǂMɺϗԱ̖ѶՍƼĺ,¯٧ۮѶՍƼĺ,ؾےڭکڱۏڴؾۑڗ
ۤڭږڎڟۑڻږGN ۯۥڭږڎڟۑڻ٠ِٞǲȔƗģθ٦˰ٟϯюĺ,ϛ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ٜـٞ
ٌڂي͐چ˰ڂّ٠چФِۗ2016 ѽ٦ێڴθچۄڍڟہۓڞڀلé ۛȆِٞێڴ  ۘڂـθ
٣Νډڊڪڱڎ۔وθٟ٧ۗθȆϠ+٦ڵکۑؾی٣˝зچэٞۘڂӾƦƼۛӾԅkʃĎچ
ֻѾ٣ųً̖ۗمƦƼ٭¯چĎچɦِ٘ڵکۑؾیۮƦƼĳВȯ˞ۤCEFRۯۥ٦jٌۗ٦ֻѾ٧
ĺ,ƥ˰ٟ١٦فٿ٣ɳƥٟڂن٦ۗلϯюĺ,ϛ٣ـكٞѶՍƼچäٷǲƼ٭¯چĎ٧
١ٌ٣ڂؿ٦ۗلǲƼĺ,٧̩Ʌզۤۥڻکڞۓڡڊګڞۛۏڴؾۑڗ,̯٣١٦فٿ٣ǦƖْڂ
٦ل٣ٜـٞۘـّ٘íЇǥU٣٧`ʔәďƦƼ̰Ƞӵվ٦ѣԓƴսچէڋڴۛۏژڋۂڂٸ
ۄۍɏڀَۗچ٣͙ۗڀلڠۓۍڹۗؾێړۓڳۗڪڋڮۗڮۓۍۏڋډվٹʽΛùÞٹϯюĺ,ٯ٦Þڅ
ځٹΧ֡٢ɳͥɻۛƗģɻچžۗقΧ֡٢ɖзڀلϯюĺ,ϛ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣Ҡۘـ٘ځ

ѣԓǥU

ǲƼ¯ʛ٦ĺ,ЫnϞ
Michael BYRAM (ۄۍڧθ¯ թ֛ĺʍ)

There are increasing indications in Europe, and elsewhere, that the exclusive focus on the
instrumental purposes of language learning is giving way to the inclusion of educational purposes,
sometimes called ‘humanistic’. These aspirations to make language teaching part of liberal education
include emphasis on criticality and, in particular, critical cultural awareness: the ability to evaluate
critically and self-consciously, the values beliefs and behaviours of other cultural groups and our own
(Byram, 1997). In this presentation, I will illustrate and explain how these abstract aspirations can be
realised in concrete objectives for language teaching.
I will then go further to explain and illustrate how language teaching can also contribute to citizenship
education, by bringing an international dimension to active citizenship (Byram, 2008; Byram, Golubeva,
Han and Wagner, 2017). This can be justified as an element of liberal education but is also formulated
in at least one national language teaching policy as a significant purpose for language teaching.
The problem area in this educational approach to language teaching has always been the question of
assessment, of critical cultural awareness, of intercultural and pluricultural competence. In the final
section, I will discuss how this might be done, and refer to recent proposals from the Council of Europe
(2017) and the American Council on Foreign Language Teaching (2017).
References:
ACTFLF (2017) ACTFL Can-do Statements.
۷https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/ncssfl-actfl-can-do-statements۸
Byram, M. (1997) Teaching and Assessing Intercultural Communicative Competence. Clevedon:
Multilingual Matters.
Byram, M. (2008) From Foreign Language Education to Education for Intercultural Citizenship.
Clevedon: Multilingual Matters.
Byram, M., Golubeva, I., Han, H. and Wagner, M. (eds) (2017) From Principles to Practice in
Education for Intercultural Citizenship. Bristol: Multilingual Matters
Council of Europe (2017) CEFR Companion Volume. Council of Europe: Strasbourg ۷
www.coe.int/lang-cefr۸
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ڮۓۍۏڋډϯюĺ,٣ڂيك
ѶՍƼĺ,٦ِ̈ـǇ̮
Karen RUDDOCK (ڮۓۍۏڋډĺ,ċ҄˟)ںڊګډڞڰڋۛڟؾڙۓۍۛؾێۂڋۍڻۛڭڠہ
ڮۓۍۏڋډٟ٧Ȉŏۗϯ¯ǕǇي٦ِ̈مۄۍۉڔێڒـќѷَۘ٘ڃƦƼ٦ِ̈ـȸ֡٧ۗۃښ
ۗו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉƦƼɬۗؾڞۍګێۏڦڟڬ٣pقٞۗɺԅkϟɬ"ٻԅkֻѺɬچä
ڇٟڀڃٖۗځك٧Ʒـ٣Þٝڃڀيٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـöِٔٓٞܒ܊܉܈٠ٹέ]̵ِٞۘڂـо٧ښ
ͮڠؾάچάƟٌْڂ٠٣ٿٛٞƦƼ¯ʛ٦ͮٞ٦Γձ́چ٨ٌْ٠مٟ٘ۘڂنٙۗǫǕǇي٦ڒ
ۄۍۉڔێ٧ِٖ٘فȸ֡٣٧٢ٛٞـ٢ـ٦مƥ˵ٟۘڂؿ
ѶՍƼ٦˰ǭ̵ۗо٧ѶՍƼ٣źڂمԅk٦nϞۗ̂ѾۗΰфۗʛÌۗиѐچѫ˟ِۗɨԁ٘ٚ٦
ԅkЫڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٠Ӂ«ِْٖۘڂٞۗչӖƦƼ٠ɨǲԅk٦'چـѺɬِ٘˪ٟۗΦ٦ԅk
Ы٢'چـʪِۗѺٸǭۘفѣ٣̵ۗо٧ڻڋڦڑېګڠ٣ٜـٞ¯٫ۗɝɳ٠ƙ٦ŕԓ٦ِ٘ل
چƗģْۗ٘ٵۘڂѶՍ٠ɨԁ٦ǲ٦כɞз'΅ٻзچ١فɬԓْ¯چلڂ٫ۗɨԁ٘ٚمɡٛٞـ
ڂǺՍЫ٢ΰфچҿҬЫ٣ϐģْۘڂ
ڮۓۍۏڋډٟ̓ڀلĺڃڀقٞ٘نǲƼ٧ڵکۑؾیƦƼٟۗٸ٘ڂؿѶՍƼ٦¯ʛ٧̵о٣
"٢ڂάƟ٦ۘڂق֚چڠۓۇڨѶՍ٧Xو٣ڂؿբЫ٢ǲ٠Ǡڃڀقٞڠؾښـِ̈ۗځكٟ٦ʪ
з٧ۗѶՍƼٻѶՍԅk٠֏Ď٢ÞچځڅɡٜùځٿچΎِٻٌٞوـ٠ٟۘڂؿ٠њɢ٣ۗ¯
ʛɻمǲȔЫ٢ڟؾګڠٟ٦ѶՍ٦ׂٚϥچѺɬِۗǔ٣ۏڴؾۑڗ٢ԅդٟ٦Χ̮֡ٯ٦/
ҵЫ٢ѺɬچҨυٌَٔڂ٠ٹչɉِٞۘڂـ
ƥȕЋձْڂսκٻǷƹ٦ٖۗڟۓېۇڨ٦ƄȠ٣ÞِٞٹٟڂنƧځƦĚِٞۘـ٘نـ
ȯǠɛۜ
A Framework for Junior Cycle 2015, Department of Education and Skills.
۷https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Policy-Reports/Framework-for-Junior-Cycle-2015.pdf۸
Junior Cycle Short Course in Japanese, Post-Primary Languages Initiative.
۷ http://www.languagesinitiative.ie/curriculum-support/junior-cycle-short-courses/japanese-juniorcycle-short-course/short-course-in-japanese-specification۸

ڪڋڮ٦ϯюĺ,٣ـكٞ CEFR ٦ֻѾ٧
١٦فٿ٣ɳƥَڃٞلڂـ
Kaoru MATSUO ()ۄڍڟگۄڕۛڭؾڴۓڋڦۉڞۗڪڋڮ
 21 ̩Ā٣ѷ̩ۗځ٦Χو٦ǲٟ¯ۮʛѫ֝ϯ̅ŭؾڞۓګڸۓښۮڀلۯíҺŭٯۯ٦ĺ,ٯ٠
жÍمƙڂڃڀϯۗڪڋڮٟچؾڞۓګڸۓښٹíҺ٠ِ٘ĺ,ٯ٠®مǣͮۗڃڅǲѐ/Ы٢
ۮĺ,مۯڮؾڧۓڦڠƄďَۘ٘ڃ
ٌ٦فٚۗǲƼĺ,٣Þِٞ٧ۗíÊ¯Ǖ(9 ѽ̵)ۗͪöϯюϛ(10 ѽ̵)ۗ/ҵЫθ¯ѷ¯
ɛ¤(12/13 ѽ̵)٦ۿٜ٦ۮĺ,(ڮؾڧۓڦڠJƼڠۓۍڹƼ)مۯʰَڃٌٞۘڂـ٦ϯٟϴչْ
ٰنз٧ۗ①CEFR ٦ǠقچíҺ٠ِۗƼؐۗԅԱۗԅǖΑچչӖ٠ِٞ¯ۮ٘نǕǲƼ¯ʛ٦
иѐڀلۯ٦ƈԓمիĂَڃٌٞڂـ٠ۗ②ׁЋٟۗ՝ĸۗوզʃЫ٢Ʌզچ,ٞٸ٘ڂ٣ۗ"ԅ
kÝǣљ҄ו٦̯֨چʪɖٌِٞڂـ٠ۗ③θ¯ѷ¯ɛ¤əƟ٦ѫ֝چԖǔٌِ٘٠ۗ٦ 3 зٟؿ
ۘفڄ
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ٌڀڃ٦Ùз٧ۗJƼ٠ڠۓۍڹƼ٦ǲƼ٣ـكٞٹʌيŹۗڃمʔٍ٠٣¢ƦƼuչ٦
ŘάЫ٢ɉќ֦̬مהОَڃٞۘڂـҨӘɻ٦ĺ ڂقNRW ʔٟٹѶՍƼuչ٦ۮϯ¥ɉќ֦ۯה
مʰَۗڃ2017 ѽ٣̈ɉќ֦ה٦jٟʼٸٞ٦ΞņəƟمǣ٘ڃڅ
ٌڀڃ٦®ۗمϯюĺ,٦ĺ,ƥ˰٣١٦فٿ٢ق֚چڭږڵۓڋٞڂـ٦ۗلՍҨӘٟ٧ۗڋڮ
ڪ٦ NRW ʔچϯ̅٣¯Ǖĺ,٦ƥ˰٦ɖзڀلԪǱِۗڵکۑؾی٦ϯюĺ,ϛٟѶՍƼچ
¯٭Ď٣ٜـٞۗǠڂقù٠ِ٘ۘـ
ȯǠɛۜ
KMK (2005) Bildungsstandards für die erste Fremdsprache (Englisch/Französisch) für den
Hauptschulabschluss.
KMK (2004) Bildungsstandards für die erste Fremdsprache (Englisch/Französisch) für den Mittleren
Schulabschluss.
KMK (2014) Bildungsstandards für die fortgeführte Fremdsprache (Englisch/Französisch) für die
Allgemeine Hochschulreife.
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Secondary-level Japanese Language Education in
Europe and CEFR ۵ Significance of Foreign Language
Education and Global Citizenship
(Part 1)
2015 ѽф٦ǲȔƿׄíŐ٦Їȁ٣ڂٿ٠̩ۗ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ 366 ՜̖٦քҭ̤چϯюĺ,ù
Þٟ¯٭ϯǫ̵ۘڂٸ͗مϯǫ̵ͮمά٦¯ʛɻ̤٦ϯٟȈΧٟڂؿ٠فـƥ˧٧ۗ1990 ѽζƹ
ҭڀلԖڅٛٞـ٢ٌٖۘـٟۗǂMɺϗԱ̖ѶՍƼĺ,¯٧ۮѶՍƼĺ,ؾےڭکڱۏڴؾۑڗ
ۤڭږڎڟۑڻږGN ۯۥڭږڎڟۑڻ٠ِٞǲȔƗģθ٦˰ٟϯюĺ,ϛ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ٜـٞ
ٌڂي͐چ˰ڂّ٠چФِۗ2016 ѽ٦ێڴθچۄڍڟہۓڞڀلé ۛȆِٞێڴ  ۘڂـθ
٣Νډڊڪڱڎ۔وθٟ٧ۗθȆϠ+٦ڵکۑؾی٣˝зچэٞۘڂӾƦƼۛӾԅkʃĎچ
ֻѾ٣ųً̖ۗمƦƼ٭¯چĎچɦِ٘ڵکۑؾیۮƦƼĳВȯ˞ۤCEFRۯۥ٦jٌۗ٦ֻѾ٧
ĺ,ƥ˰ٟ١٦فٿ٣ɳƥٟڂن٦ۗلϯюĺ,ϛ٣ـكٞѶՍƼچäٷǲƼ٭¯چĎ٧
١ٌ٣ڂؿ٦ۗلǲƼĺ,٧̩Ʌզۤۥڻکڞۓڡڊګڞۛۏڴؾۑڗ,̯٣١٦فٿ٣ǦƖْڂ
٦ل٣ٜـٞۘـّ٘íЇǥU٣٧`ʔәďƦƼ̰Ƞӵվ٦ѣԓƴսچէڋڴۛۏژڋۂڂٸ
ۄۍɏڀَۗچ٣͙ۗڀلڠۓۍڹۗؾێړۓڳۗڪڋڮۗڮۓۍۏڋډվٹʽΛùÞٹϯюĺ,ٯ٦Þڅ
ځٹΧ֡٢ɳͥɻۛƗģɻچžۗقΧ֡٢ɖзڀلϯюĺ,ϛ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣Ҡۘـ٘ځ

Special Keynote

The Educational Value of Foreign
Language Learning

Michael BYRAM (ۄۍڧθ¯ թ֛ĺʍ)

There are increasing indications in Europe, and elsewhere, that the exclusive focus on the
instrumental purposes of language learning is giving way to the inclusion of educational purposes,
sometimes called ‘humanistic’. These aspirations to make language teaching part of liberal education
include emphasis on criticality and, in particular, critical cultural awareness: the ability to evaluate
critically and self-consciously, the values beliefs and behaviours of other cultural groups and our own
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(Byram, 1997). In this presentation, I will illustrate and explain how these abstract aspirations can be
realised in concrete objectives for language teaching.
I will then go further to explain and illustrate how language teaching can also contribute to citizenship
education, by bringing an international dimension to active citizenship (Byram, 2008; Byram, Golubeva,
Han and Wagner, 2017). This can be justified as an element of liberal education but is also formulated
in at least one national language teaching policy as a significant purpose for language teaching.
The problem area in this educational approach to language teaching has always been the question of
assessment, of critical cultural awareness, of intercultural and pluricultural competence. In the final
section, I will discuss how this might be done, and refer to recent proposals from the Council of Europe
(2017) and the American Council on Foreign Language Teaching (2017).
References:
ACTFLF (2017) ACTFL Can-do Statements.
۷https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/ncssfl-actfl-can-do-statements۸
Byram, M. (1997) Teaching and Assessing Intercultural Communicative Competence. Clevedon:
Multilingual Matters.
Byram, M. (2008) From Foreign Language Education to Education for Intercultural Citizenship.
Clevedon: Multilingual Matters.
Byram, M., Golubeva, I., Han, H. and Wagner, M. (eds) (2017) From Principles to Practice in
Education for Intercultural Citizenship. Bristol: Multilingual Matters
Council of Europe (2017) CEFR Companion Volume. Council of Europe: Strasbourg ۷
www.coe.int/lang-cefr۸

New directions in the teaching of Japanese in secondlevel schools in Ireland

Karen RUDDOCK (ڮۓۍۏڋډĺ,ċ҄˟)ںڊګډڞڰڋۛڟؾڙۓۍۛؾێۂڋۍڻۛڭڠہ

In Ireland, a new curriculum for lower second-level education has recently been introduced. New
specifications in languages include sociocultural knowledge and intercultural awareness in addition to
communicative competence, language awareness, and digital literacy. These strands are designed to be
interwoven and correspond closely with the CEFR although they were not designed to do so. This
enables students to develop all aspects of language learning as they progress through the course,
however this is not how the curriculum is designed at upper secondary level.
In the case of Japanese, at lower secondary students reflect on values, beliefs, attitudes, customs and
traditions in cultures associated with Japanese and in comparison with their own cultural identity.
Students learn to appreciate and respect cultural differences both within the target culture and in their
home culture. Specifically, students learn about stereotypes, and investigate how to distinguish between
fact and opinion; they learn how to identify similarities and differences between Japan and their own
country; to explore diversity within Japan; and to explore critically underlying attitudes and beliefs that
they may have. At upper secondary students are focussed on getting a good exam grade.
The traditional foreign languages taught in Ireland have been European and the learning of Japanese
is seen as an opportunity to experience something different. Japan has been seen as distant and exotic
and the emphasis in the new course is to provide an opportunity to engage in a meaningful sense with
the Japanese language and culture. Simultaneously, the learner develops an awareness of the place of
Japan on the international stage, and awareness in general of the diversity that exists in the global
context.
Some challenges that mitigate against the implementation of this course will also be presented, as
well as possible solutions.
References
A Framework for Junior Cycle 2015, Department of Education and Skills.
۷https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Policy-Reports/Framework-for-Junior-Cycle-2015.pdf۸
Junior Cycle Short Course in Japanese, Post-Primary Languages Initiative.
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۷ http://www.languagesinitiative.ie/curriculum-support/junior-cycle-short-courses/japanese-juniorcycle-short-course/short-course-in-japanese-specification۸

How are the ideas of the CEFR put into practice at
German secondary schools?

Kaoru MATSUO ()ۄڍڟگۄڕۛڭؾڴۓڋڦۉڞۗڪڋڮ

While entering the 21st century, a shift from a “content-based” to a “competency-based” approach
to teaching can be observed in many countries around the world. Likewise, a reform moving towards a
competency-based form of teaching has been carried out in Germany in which “standards of education”
have been implemented uniformly nationwide.
Concerning foreign language teaching, three „standards of education (English/French)” have been
issued for the respective degrees of secondary school qualifications in Germany, lower secondary
school leaving certificate (9th grade), intermediate school-leaving qualification (10th grade) and
general higher education entrance qualification (12th/13th grade). Three points from those standards
are of particular interest for us. First, due to the CEFR-based mindset, a break is stipulated from the
“traditions of foreign language teaching at schools”, which focused on vocabulary, grammar and
sentence structures. Second, a strong emphasis is put on the training of intercultural communicative
competences in order to teach students to become open-minded, forbearing and democratic citizens.
Third, a change of the examination guidelines of the German Abiturprüfungen (school leaving
examinations for the access to higher education) has been conducted.
This point of view was also taken as a basis for the teaching of languages other than English and
French and has led to the establishment of detailed teaching guidelines for every foreign language taught
at school in each federal state of Germany. Similarly, in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia, in which
the presentation speaker is teaching, a "common-core syllabus" for the school subject Japanese has been
issued and in 2017 the first school leaving examination under the new teaching guidelines was
conducted.
What kind of impact does this reform have on classrooms in secondary schools? This presentation
will give a report from the viewpoint of these places of education focusing on the federal state of North
Rhine-Westphalia. Also, it attempts to facilitate a discussion on the purpose of Japanese language
teaching at the level of secondary education.
Reference:
KMK (2005) Bildungsstandards für die erste Fremdsprache (Englisch/Französisch) für den
Hauptschulabschluss.
KMK (2004) Bildungsstandards für die erste Fremdsprache (Englisch/Französisch) für den Mittleren
Schulabschluss.
KMK (2014) Bildungsstandards für die fortgeführte Fremdsprache (Englisch/Französisch) für die
Allgemeine Hochschulreife.
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ڵکۑؾیϯюѶՍƼĺ,٠ CEFR
ۡ ǲƼĺ,٦Ď٠̩Ʌզ٦,̯
ۤƹҭ ۥ

CEFR ٣ʷĪِ٘ѶՍƼĺuˀ۰DEKIRU۱٠
ؾێړۓڳ٦ϯюĺ,٣ڂيك
"ԅkÝו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ,̯٦ƥ˵٠κ
Noriko SATO (ˋڭڠھڧںۗؾێړۓڳuθ¯)
 ؾێړۓڳٟ٧ۗ2003 ѽۄۍۉڔێڒۛډښۛۏگۋڞگڀل٣ CEFR مќѷَۗڃϯюĺ,٦ǲ
Ƽĺ,٧ CEFR ٣íٌٝو٠مơΔ٠٢ٌٛ٘ۘچڃʌيٞۗ2007 ѽڀلӑɻچä֏ٷɇمǲȔƿ
ׄíŐ٦ɊSچʌۗيϯюĚ٫ǫюĺ,٦ؾێړۓڳƼԦƼɻǇي٣ CEFR ٣ʷĪِ٘ѶՍƼ
ĺuˀ۰DEKIRU۱٦Ҩ٣ʄځͶڇٙۘҨ٣٘ؿٛٞ٧ۗCouncil fo Europe ٠ CEFR مչɉْӾ
ԅkۛӾƦƼʃĎ٣íٝۗنѶՍƼĺ,مѶՍƼѶՍԅkچВِٞ٦"ԅkÝۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ
҄ו٠έچו,ْ̯̖ڂÝĺ,ٌٟڂؿ٠چĺuˀ٦ֻѾ٠ِ٘ۘ۰DEKIRU۱٧ۗؾێړۓڳ٦
ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمΌŜْ"ڂԅk͍˿˰ձ;چОِۗ҄וĂʲچ¢٦Ղї٣īًٞ¯ʛɻچ
κ̢ǣ٣ќو٠فـзٟ CEFR ٦Eł˾چ҂وʌيٞۗمڂـmٹځٿѶՍԅkٻѶՍƼ٠θن٢
Į־٦ؾێړۓڳڂؿƼԦƼɻ٣٠ٛٞӾԅkۛӾƦƼʃĎچυْ̯ٸ٘ڂ٣Ӑ֦٢"ԅkÝښ
ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃ٦,̯چĺuˀ٦ʃ֦υ̯չӖ٠ِ٘зٟ CEFR ٣ʷĪِ٘ĺuˀ٠Ʀۘڂق
ٖ٦٘ۗٸĺuˀ٦ϯ٦ۗڡڋږٻڭڠڔګκٟ٧ۗ"ԅkֻ٠њɢ٣ɨԅk٦Ҩ̂چʪɖِٞ
ۗځكɨԅk٠չӖԅk٠چέ˞َٔ΅έkِۗӘƥԱٻʛÌۗnϞÙ٦'ٻـĳВзچҨƙٟ
فٿڂن٣ȝڃڀٞۘڂـ2011 ѽ٣ʰҲَ٘ڃ۰DEKIRU1۱٧ۗ2017 ѽɢзٟؾێړۓڳ٦ϯюĺ
,ùÞ 10 ùÞϯ 7 ùÞٟȺَ֤ڃٞۘڂـՍҨӘٟ٧ۗʰҲ֮ 7 ѽچŸ٘ƥȕۗĺuˀ٦չӖ
ٟ"ڂؿԅkÝו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦,̯مɳȔ٣ĺ,ƥ˰ٟ١٦فٿ٣ɳَͥڃٞڂـ٦ۗل
١٦فٿ٣әnَڃٞڂـ٦ل٣ٜـٞƥ˰٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٣ِ٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋƇwچԪǱْۘڂ
ȯǠԅƖۜ
ǽђĀɄۗۤگۓډۛڨؾڒؾڢ2008ۮۥCEFR ٣íٝوѶՍƼĺuˀ٠٧?۵έ٣íٝ"وԅk
Ýف֨چו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښѶՍƼĺ,چչɉِٞ۵ۯ۰ι 13 ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,ڟہۓڞ
ۄڍԪǱۛҨӘԅʡ۱ۗ211-218ۗڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺɆ
Ӽч̾ȽΦۤ2012"ۮۥԅkÝו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦٘ٸ٦ĺ,٠ٖ٦ĺȖk٣ٜـٞ۵ۓڳ
ؾێړ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ĺuˀ۰ٟڂن۱ȝ̯םچ٠ِٞ۵ۯѶՍƼĺ,Ā֦ι 8 Ǭۗ87-101.

ϯюĺ,ۛǫюĺ,ۛɺچٜ٢ىәn٠٧
ۡډېۑڒڴѶՍƼəƟڀل٦ǠȦ
Tomoko HIGASHI (ڻۏډۛۏںؾڲۏڗۗڠۓۍڹθ¯)
ڠۓۍڹĺ,˟٧ˏ¯ǕڀلǫǕʚٵٟ٦/Úِ٘ǲƼĺ,̰Ƞٟͮۮٞ٦̵о٧ϯюĺ
,ʚɢ٣ː٢و٠ ٹ2 ەǲƼٟۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٌٟڂن٠چۯչӖ٣ۗǲƼ¯ʛمɅզ̮ۗԶ
ل٢̖¤ِٖ̩ۗٞЫɖց٦ů̯٣wْ٘փ´چĸЇِٞ ڂـ1ۘϯюĺ,ʚѺОɛ¤ۑڒڴ
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ډې٦ǲƼəƟ ٹ2013 ѽ٦О٣ۗځٿCEFR ٦ɿф٣ڂٿӘɦ٠Ăʲԅ٣íٝوәnӘ٦ќ
ѷۗǫǕ٦ۄۍۉڔێڒāО٦ԅkЫځ͌چۂؾګǆ٣ِ٘ۗږڠڦŹΝЫәn٦ʪɖ٢١ CEFR ٦
ǠقمíҺ٣٢ٛٞۘڂـ
ӆڵکۑؾیƦƼٟڂؿѶՍƼٹΦ٦ǲƼњ֡ CEFR ʷĪ٦ɉќ֦ǟمԘȴَېۑڒڴۗڃ
ډ٦ѶՍƼəƟمɳɋَڃٞۘڂـϯюĺ,ùÞٟǥَڃٞڂـѶՍƼڠۍږ٧ː٢ۗٸ٘ـθ
¯ۛۏؾښڣۓۍڗ٣ѷٛٞڀلѶՍƼָچʕِɁ¯ڂٸʛɻمΧِۗلِۘـŏѽѶՍƼ٧ۅڰډ
ۄؾڙڑڬڷٻ٢١چВِۗΧو٦ѽːɻ٣٠ֻٛٞ̅Ы٣̑ŏ٢ƦƼ٣٢ٛٞنٖٞۘڂـ٦٘ۗٸ
ǫǕ٦ʍņٻВ̂ĺ,٦ָچۄۍڗۑڻʕ̵ْڂо٣ڭکڱؾڦۓڋۗٹ٢١ٟѶՍƼ٣˿ۗڃ
ѶՍƼٵُٵَچ٢ůٟɨԁ٦ƦƼۛԅkؾێڭؾڵې٦/ӵ٣ْڂʁɻمΎقٌٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢
ƥ˵٦ٹ٠ۗϯюĺ,Х٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛٟ٧١٦فٿ٢҄ו٦ʛѡمöίَڃٞڂـ٦ٙۘلفڄ
ǫюĺ,ХِٖۗٞɺٯʰٞٹڀلŹΝЫ٢¯ʛچq҄٣ْٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦҄ו٦١٦
ձچʪɖِ٘ـٿڀ٦ٙۘلفڄ
ٌ٦فٿ٢սـ٣яٸ٘ڂق٣ۗՍҨӘٟ٧ۗډېۑڒڴٓٵ٦ǲƼəƟۗѣ٣ѶՍƼ٦əƟ٦
ůɫٻսκچםǠȦِٖۗ٦әnԱ٦ǺР٣ׄ ڂڃCEFR ٦ֻѾٿك٫ڠۓۍڹ٦ƦƼĺ,Ùچ
ϐۗځәnَچו҄ڂڃիلڀ٣ْٖۗ٘ٵۘڂ٦әn٦Ƈw٠ǫюĺ,Хٟ٦¯ʛ٠٦Ŵمʤ
ԁٟ٢ـ٠فـƥ˵چɉЩِۗ/Ú̮٦ڂؿәn٦Ӑ֦̮چďۘڂْѣ٣ӆڵکۑؾیƦƼٟڂؿ
ѶՍƼ٦¯ʛ٣ـكٞۗϯюĺ,ڀلŹΝЫ٣ۮӾƦƼۛӾԅkЫۗۯו҄ڂْ֤¶چؾێڭؾڵې
ۮƦƼԅkЫϰɻ٠ِٞɺȯpْۯו҄ڂ٣ϴչِٞәnٌْڂ٠٦֏M̮ۛq̮҄٣ٜـٞ
ٹǠقٞۘـ٘ٶ
ϴۜ
1. http://www.education.gouv.fr/cid206/les-langues-vivantes-etrangeres.html ۤȈʚOֶѶ 2018 ѽ
6 Ɖ 7 Ѷۥ
ȯǠԅƖۜ
AJE-CEFR ڭږڎڟۑڻәníʷ( ڻؾۏڗ2016) ۰ڵکۑؾی٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكәníʷ
٦ĳ֏٦q̮҄٠κ−θāճƦƼəƟ٦ԁ̈́ڀل٦ǠȦ۱
http://www.eaje.eu/media/0/myfiles/cefr/dainibu-full.pdfۤȈʚOֶѶ 2018 ѽ 6 Ɖ 7 Ѷۥ
Council of Europe (2017) Comme European Framework of Reference for language : learning,
teaching, assessment : Companion volumen with new descriptors
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages
ۤȈʚOֶѶ 2018 ѽ 6 Ɖ 7 Ѷۥ

ϯюĺ,٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٣Ƿۗğٹڂڃڀٸ٦
۵ĺɆ̯֨٦ɖзڀل٦ǠȦ۵
Jean BAZANTAY (ڠۓۍڹǲׂы֢ƦƼԅkθ¯ۗINaLCO)
 ϯюĺ,٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٦ȕځچƄڂٸ/֦5٧ٖۗ٦ĺ,چϏفѶՍƼĺɆٙ٠Ʀق
ڂٙۘفڄՍҨӘٟ٧ٖۗ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٦θ¯9ۤʕɀХۥٟ٦ۯ̯֨ۮ٠ǲtəƟ٦ۮȋ֤ۯ٣˝
зچэٞ٢ڠۓۍڹۗڀم٦ϯюĺ,Хٟ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦وـٜ٦κچ٠ًؿځٞǠȦْۘڂ
 ۗٓٵ2017 ѽ٣َ͐٘ڃѶՍƼۤڠھڒϯюĺ,ĺ4ɛ¤نچۥٛيل٣ۗѶՍƼ٦ĺ4ɛ¤
əƟ̬ф٦קȽĚ٫ۗƥȕ٦ڠۓۍڹ٦ϯюĺ,٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺɆ٦چۏڊڹۑڻÙْ¯ۘڂ
Ǖĺ,ۤϯюĺ,ۥùÞ٣ـكٞ٧ǲtĺ4ɛ¤ۤۥڠٱڒۗۓڑڞړېڗډԟɡɻ٦ȋ֤مơΔٟ
ځؿ٢ۗڀمƥɳ٣ѶՍƼĺ,٧ٵـٙ٣ŮքǥɆۤӆ̳āĺ4ۥ٦¶ֆ٣θـ٣Πٌْڂ٠ٹ
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ѐŻ٣ٿٛٞɦِْٖٖۘٞۗ٦ĺɆ٦ۤڮۓڍۍڗږکڴʰ̑ǲ͙ۗǓۗĺ,ŸƟ٢١ۥ٧ĺɱɳͥ٣
لـ٢ڂEłلڂؿم٣ٜـٞƦĚْۘڂ
ɣ٣ɨԁ٦ŋڂٸθ¯ۤINalCO)םچ٣ۗڠٱڒ٦ǭ¤ٯǇ٘يʌƟʷӉٹǣفѶՍƼĺ,ʕɀ
چڠؾښˣْۘڂ3 ѽͪ٣ۗѶՍԅ¯קٻȽю̖ۗԅu¯٦Ɨģمϯ̅Ыϥٸ͗چٞڂـѶՍ
¯٦ʕɀХ٦ϯ٣͙ۗվ˽ņ̖٦ُْ̯֨ٸچѶՍƼĺ,٦ۗمِ٘͐̈چڠؾښəǣȢƽ٦
՚٣Ƅٵٛ٘ۄۍۉڔێڒѫ֝٠ٖ٦Ď͒چիْ٘ٵۘڂĺɆ٦̂Ѿů̯٣ڂيكĺɆɨڀ٦ĺ
,Ñķ٦Eł٦Ùз٢١ۗڀلCEFR ٦ֻѾ٣íٝ٘ـϯюĺ,٠٧ǺՍЫ٣'فÑķۤθ¯ٟ٦
ѶՍƼĺ,ۥٟ٧١ڇ٢սκٹلڂ̵ّمʲٰۘڂ٢ڠۓۍڹۗكϯюĺ,ѶՍƼ¯ʛɉќ֦ה
ۤ2007 ѽĺ,˟Ѻqۥ٦ȝ̯4ٌٙٛ٘٠ۗڀلCEFR ٦ֻѾ٦Ь֤٦q̮҄٠Ƨ٣ٜـٞٹ
̇ځԚۘڂ
 Ȉƹ٣ѶՍƼĺ,٦ۤڠؾښؾڦڠۂʕɀХۥ٣ٜـٞۗȋ֤əƟʷӉ٠ĺ4̯֨٠فـѲٜ
٦ɖзۗڀلϯюĺ,٦ƥ˰ٟѶՍƼĺɆ٣ğڂڃڀٸϟɬۏڔڠٻ٣ٜـٞƔѓْۘڂ

AM_F 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 16:00

Secondary-level Japanese Language Education in
Europe and CEFR ۵ Significance of Foreign Language
Education and Global Citizenship
(Part 2)
Japanese language textbook „DEKIRU” compiled in
accordance with the CEFR and the current
intercultural communicative competence development
needs in secondary schools in Hungary

Noriko SATO (ˋڭڠھڧںۗؾێړۓڳuθ¯)

In Hungary, since 2003 the CEFR has been introduced in the National Core Curriculum and hence
foreign languages education in secondary schools has been based on the CEFR in principle. In response
to this, some Japanese language teachers in Hungary including the author began to develop a Japanese
language textbook entitled "DEKIRU" in accordance with the CEFR for Hungarian native speakers of
secondary and higher education in 2007, assisted by the Japan Foundation. In editing the textbook,
based on plurilingualism/pluriculturalism aimed at by the CEFR, the main idea of the textbook is that
Japanese language education is a type of human education that cultivates intercultural communicative
competence and dialogue skills through teaching Japanese language-and-culture.
Each section of the textbook progresses along the intercultural contact scenes encountered by
Hungarian learners with the Japanese culture. The DEKIRU 1 published in 2011 is strongly influenced
by the CEFR not only because at the beginning of each lesson the can-do statements to be learned in
the lesson are listed, but also because in terms of setting the main goal of the textbook as to cultivate
the intercultural communicative competence necessary to achieve plurilingualism and pluriculturalism
for Hungarian native speakers being in great distance from Japanese culture. For this reason, texts,
quizzes, tasks and columns in the DEKIRU 1 and the DEKIRU 2 place importance on disseminating
self-cultures as well as understanding the target culture, mediating the two cultures interchangeably and
contrasting self-culture and target culture to observe, discover, relate differences and common points in
expression methods, customs, and values.
In 2017 the DEKIRU 1 was used in seven schools out of the ten secondary schools where the Japanese
language is taught in Hungary. This presentation, forcussing on developing the intercultural
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communicative competence, reports on the result of interviewing Japanese language teachers in
Hungarian secondary schools about how to develop and evaluate it in practice after seven years since
the publication of the DEKIRU 1.
References:
Matsuura Y., Miyazaki R., Fukushima S., 2012. A case study of Hungary’s development of education
for intercultural communicative competence – the design of Japanese language teaching materials.
Nihongo Kyoiku Kiyo. 8. 87-101.
Sato N., Székács A., 2008. Japanese language education based on the CEFR in Hungary. Japanese
Language Education in Europe. 13. 211-218.

What is evaluation connecting secondary education,
higher education, and society like? - consideration from
the Baccalaureate Japanese Examination

Tomoko HIGASHI (ڻۏډۛۏںؾڲۏڗۗڠۓۍڹθ¯)

The French Ministry of Education aims at making all students develop communicative abilities in at
least two languages by the end of secondary education by implementing consistent foreign language
education policy from elementary school to Baccalaureate, emphasizing that language learning plays
an important role in the formation of citizenship, rich personality, and global perspective1. The 2013
revision of Baccalaureate’s Foreign Language Exams introduced the CEFR scale and an evaluation
table based on the CEFR descriptions. These revised exams emphasize many CEFR’s ideas, for
example, the inclusion of assessment tasks based on the cultural themes of high school curriculum and
continuous assessment.
For Japanese, which is a non-European language, a new curriculum was compiled and a
Baccalaureate test has been carried out, just like other foreign languages. Due to the reason that few
secondary institutions offer Japanese language classes in France, many Japanese language students start
taking Japanese language classes after entering universities. In recent years, however, Japanese has
become a affectively familiar language for many young people through anime and video games and so
on. For this reason, in addition to students taking high school classes or correspondence courses, there
are an increasing number of young people who have contact with Japanese language, for instance, on
the Internet and made Japanese part of their own linguistic and cultural repertoire in various forms.
Under these circumstances, what competences are students expected to acquire in Japanese learning of
secondary school? In the higher education as well as in the real-world, which aspect of the learner's
competences should be taken into account for lifelong learning?
In order to respond to these questions, this presentation first examines the feature of Baccalaureate's
foreign language examinations, especially, the format of Japanese examination and examples of topics,
in order to explore the underlying philosophy of CEFR and the French view of language education, and
clarify what competences are evaluated. Then, we point out the current situation in which the result of
the Baccalaureate’s evaluation and language learning curriculum in the higher education are not well
articulated and discuss the necessity of consistent evaluation. Finally, we explore the benefits and
possibilities of evaluating language abilities focusing on "competences to build on plurilingual and
pluricultural repertoire" and "competences to participate in society as a linguistic and cultural mediator"
from secondary education, especially, in learning Japanese, which is a non-European language.
Notes:
1. http://www.education.gouv.fr/cid206/les-langues-vivantes-etrangeres.html
Reference:
AJE-CEFR Project evaluation criteria group (2016) ۰ڵکۑؾی٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكәníʷ
٦ĳ֏٦q̮҄٠κ−θāճƦƼəƟ٦ԁ̈́ڀل٦ǠȦ (possibility of sharing evaluation
criteria and problem in Japanese language education in Europe –consideration from analysis of
language certificates ۱ http://www.eaje.eu/media/0/myfiles/cefr/dainibu-full.pdf
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Council of Europe (2017) Comme European Framework of Reference for language : learning,
teaching, assessment : Companion volumen with new descriptors
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages

What is required from Japanese teachers in
secondary schools:
From the perspective of teacher training

Jean BAZANTAY (ڠۓۍڹǲׂы֢ƦƼԅkθ¯ۗINaLCO)

Teachers' background (country of origin, education, teaching experiences, etc.) shapes their beliefs
about education and, consequently, has a substantial impact on their class rooms practices. In this short
presentation, I will discuss several issues of Japanese language education in the French secondary
education system from the point of view of teachers in charge of it. I will review how Japanese teachers
are trained at University, recruited by the Ministry of education and what skills and abilities are today
required from Japanese teachers in French schools.
I will start by mapping out the profile of Japanese teachers in the French secondary education system.
Although recruitment of holders of national qualifications as regular teachers with public servant status
is the principle, figures will describe a slightly different situation. In reality Japanese language
education is still highly dependent on the activity of Japanese contract lecturers who often lack
specialized training in language education or personal knowledge of the French educational culture.
Then, I will present the Japanese language education Master course established three years ago at
INaLCO and Paris Diderot University. It is one of the first university courses aiming at training
Japanese teachers in France, and maybe in Europe. I will present the contents of the curriculum and
explain some choices with regard to the adoption, in 2007, of new guidelines defined on the basis on
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). These new guidelines have
indeed substantially modified the goals and the way of teaching foreign languages in the secondary
system and require specific knowledge and savoir faire from teachers. In fact, it is no exaggeration to
say that didactic thinking and practices are now more advanced in secondary education than university.
From our experience as a member of the guidelines committee, I will finally look back on the
possibilities and limitations of the application of the CEFR for Japanese language education in
secondary schools.
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q҄٦ʈכ٠˵ΰ̮٦Þځڅ
 ―ֻ̅љɗ٦q҄Әƥچϯ̅٣―

Soeun KIM

ѶՍƼ٦q҄Әƥ٧ۗ֡۠٢ԅԱˀ٣ـكٞۗۮٞچۯڂـϯ̅٠ِ٘ԁכ٦ٹ٠ٟۮٞۯڂـ٠͍
Νٟن٢˵ۮـΰљɗۯ٠ِٞԁڃَכٞچڃٌۘڂـӘِ٘٦| *ۮمɄ٧Iًٞۯۘڂـ٦םٟۘڂؿ
ِِۗلŏѽ٣٢ٌٛٞ٦مםӆԅٟ٧٢ـ٠فـƗģٖٹ٦ם٠ِٞƙۗڃڀq҄Әƥچљȝљ
ɗ٠ِٞʄځٛ٘Ɨģٹʰƥِ٘ۘɳȔۗq҄Әƥ٣ۮ͍ٞچۯڂـΝِ٘Әƥِم٨ِ٨ÙȦَۗڃ
¯ʛɻ٧q҄Әƥ٣ۮٞـ֤چۯڂـٞــٹ٦مȺـԁميѱِۘـ
ٌ٦فٿ٢q҄Әƥ٦սκ٣ٜـٞȈ¶ٹҨ٣ďڃَٞڂـѫֻ֝̅مљɗ٦q҄Әƥٟؿ
ۘڂњّםԅٟ͕ٹǣƗģ٣ٿٛٞ٧̳ۗҮέ٣ʀَ˰ڂڃǭٿۘڂؿٹٛٞۗՍǝٟ٧ֻۗ̅љɗ
٦q҄Әƥچϯ̅٣˵ۮΰљɗۮلۯљȝљɗلۯ٣ٿٛٞۗի¨٢ŕԁچəڂٶ٦ٟ٧٢˵ۮۗوΰ
̮ۯ٠فـɿфـ֤چٖٞۗ٦ХфچŻٌڂ٠ٟƗģچǣ͕ۘفǣƗģٟӆԅҬϚ٦ďؿمٛ٘٘
ۗٸՍǝٟ٧ÎقٞӆԅҬϚ٧ٔٓۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ 40 ̖چέ˧٠ֻِٞ̅љɗ٦q҄Әƥ٣
ۮ͍ٞچۯڂـΝِ٘چםФɦِۗԅ٦ɨَͭ چ4 ϛͦڀلξِٞڀٹٛ٘ۘם֤ۗ٘ٵ٧۰ƥζѶՍ
ƼˀنƦ֥ŌǤڠڵؾښ۱ڀلϲʰِ٘ٻםȝ˵ۗچםِ٘םΰ̮٣١٦فٿ٢֦5مEłچĚٳ
ْچلϐۗٸ٘ڂq҄٦ʈכ٣ٿٛٞԁِכٞȺِ֤٘ۘq҄٦ʈכ٧҄וq҄ۛЫ˴Ɗq҄ۛѫ
Ы˴Ɗq҄ۛ̅˳q҄٦فٿ٣θونȿٜ٣ԁۗمڂڃڀيՍǝٟ٧َڀ٣˦ِوϐٸ٘ڂ٣ۗ҄ו
q͕҄چаЫۛƹаЫ٣ԁۗيЫ˴Ɗq҄چɢÝۛ˰ʽٖۛ٦Φ٣ԁۗيѫЫ˴Ɗq҄چӛۛûԁ
٣ԁيٞǠȦچəۘ٘ٶ
ԁ̈́Ƈwۗ҄וq҄٦˰ǭ͕ۗаЫ٢҄וq҄ځٿƹаЫ٢҄וq҄٦˰ǭ٣˵ΰ̮مǫلٛ
٘ۘƹаЫ٢҄ו٦˰ǭۗԖk٣ו҄ڂٿ٦ƇwمɡΝٌِٞڂـ٠چӘِٖٞۗٸ٘ڂـ٦Ełٟ
˵ΰ̮ځٿمǫـ٠͒իٟۗ٘ٵۘڂنЫۛѫЫ˴Ɗq҄٦˰ǭ٧ֻۗ̅љɗ٦ʈכ٠ְٶǭٛٞ
˵ΰ̮٦'مـÙȦֻَ̅ڀلٌٌۘ٘ڃљɗ٦֦͵٠q҄Әƥ٦֦͵٣Þũ̮مƙۘڂڃڀȈ
ƹ٣̅˳q҄٦˰ǭ٧ۗHΝЫ٢̮ɲچӘْ̅˳q҄ƫ֏٦ѣϾ٣ۗځٿΦ٦q҄٦ʈ˵ځٿכ
ΰ̮مǫلٛ٘ۘ
˪ۗՍƗģٟ٧ѶՍƼԦƼɻٟ"ٹƙۗځؿمˑǔ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ٧ʛѡِѱֻ̅ـљɗ
٦q҄Әƥ٦˵ΰ̮٣ٜـٞ٦Ɨģچəۘ٘ٶ

2B_A1 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:00

The connection between type of potential verb and
'status'

Soeun KIM

Possible expressions of Japanese language are classified into 'status verb' which cannot be connected
with ۮteiru ۯunder the criteria using ۮteiru ۯin grammar. However, recently there are increaing number
of studies suggesting that this example sentence is not grammatically incorrect and possible expression
needs to be regarded as action verb.
What is vibrantly discussed in the issue of possible expression is the possible expression of
psychology verb. Therefore, this study does not clearly divide psychology verbs into status verb or
action verb, but examines the degree of status using one scale of 'status'. As there were contradicting
results in judging incorrect sentences in previous studies, the acceptance of sentences will be determined
in the following method. Forty Japanese scholars using Japanese language as a native language were
asked to select naturalness of sentences by suggesting example sentences using the conjunctive
expression ۮteiru ۯin psychological verb possible expressions. Example sentences were classified
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depending on the kinds of possibility to see which factors influence status based on example sentences
extracted from BCCWJ. The kinds of possibility are divided into four kinds including capability
possibility, external condition possibility, internal condition possibility, and emotional possibility. This
study made more detailed classification of the kinds of possibility in order to see more concrete
influence.
The findings suggest that in terms of capability possibility, status degree was higher in the acquired
possibility than in the inborn possibility. With regard to the acquired capability, as it was shown that
results from changes continued, the status degree was hider because of the influence. In addition,
regarding internal and external condition possibility, there were changes in status in relation to the kinds
of verb. Lastly, in the case of the emotional possibility, due to the original characteristics of emotional
possibility expressing lasting traits, the status degree was hider than other kinds of possibility kinds.
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ʍʌљɗ٦Ⱥ֤ɳΰ٠ĺɱɉќ٦ǋӤ
Naoko MAEDA (¯ʛ9θ¯)
ՍƗģ٧ۗѶՍƼ٦ʍʌљɗچƥ˰ٟ١٦فٿ٣لنٰف٣ٜـٞɳ˥Ы٣ۘڂّѶՍƼ٦
ʍʌљɗ٣٧ۗíՍљɗۯفڀٹۛڂڃوۛڂًؿۮ٦ۿůɫ٣p˪ۗقǇنίŜљɗوۛڂًؿَِۮٙ
َ٘ـۛڂٙۗۯوjǇنίŜљɗۗځؿمۯڂٻۮǔ٣ٌ٦܃ůɫۮمՍљɗۯ٠ۮԢ˂љɗۯ٦֤Ա
چɡٜ٘ۗٸԦƼ٣Þ¯ٓڀڅʛɻ٣٠ٛٞۙ٘ٵĺɆ٣٠ٛٞٹӾȬ٢ԅԱǩչٟۘڂؿٙ¯ۗمʛ
ɻۗѣ٣ʼĤ¯ʛɻ٧ۗͮٞ٦ʍʌљɗچюِ٭¯وӐ֦ڂؿم٦ٙچڃٖۘلفڄЇȁْٸ٘ڂ٣
ՍƗģ٧ۗۮٓٵƥζѶՍƼˀنƦ֥ŌǤۤڠڵؾښBCCWJچۯۥȺِ֤٘Ⱥ֤ɳΰЇȁچǣۗـ١
ٌ٣ʪзچϥ٘ـʛڂق֚چ٦مǄwЫۗلǠȦِٖ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗڀلɣ٦فٿ٢зمɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
ٓٵՍљɗ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗ(1)íՍљɗٟ٧ۗۯفڀٹۮٜـٟمۯڂڃوۮΧۯڂًؿۮۗو٦Ⱥ֤مː٢ـ
ٌ٠ۯڂًؿۮۗڀل٦Ȳʰʛ٧Χو٧Ӣ֦ٟ(ۘڂؿ2)˪ǇنίŜљɗٟ٧٘ـۮٙٹمۯوٛ٩ڀ
Ⱥَ֤ڃٞ(ۘڂـ3)/ҵ٣Ԣ˂љɗۮَِٞۯڂًؿ٧ِ^ۮٜـِٵمي٦ٟȺِ֤٢ـۯـٿم
٠ɉЩَۗمڂڃՍљɗٹۯڂًؿَِۮۯڂًؿۮȺ֤ڃَ̬֩مٞڂـq̮҄(ۗڀل˪ۘڂؿم4)
Սљɗٟ٧ۗɨԁمԀچʌيʄٌٛ٘٠چӘْ٘ـۮۯفڀٹۮٙۯو٦Ȳʰʛمʪ֦ٙ٠Ʀۘڂق/
ۗԢ˂љɗٟٓٵʪ֦٢з٧ۗ(5)ʍʌљɗ٧Սљɗ֤ԱٹځٿԢ˂љɗ֤Ա٦مȺ֤مΧـ
ٌ٠ۘ(6)íՍљɗ٦Ԣ˂љɗ֤Աٟ٧ۗՍљɗ֤Ա٠ėжِۗۮٞمۯڂڃوȈٹΧۮۗوٞمۯفڀٹ
Νۮۘوٞۯڂًؿ٦Ⱥ֤٧ʥ֮٦ɉЩ٦Вڃَ̬֩ځٞٿۘڂـٛٞۯڂڃوۮ٧Ȳʰʛ٦ʪзچ
Սљɗ֤Աٟ٧٢وԢ˂љɗ֤Ա٣ϥٌو٠مǄwЫٟ(ۘڂؿ7)˪ǇنίŜљɗٟ٧ِۮٞ٘ـٙ
مۯوΧوȺَ֤ڃٞۗځكՍљɗ٠Ⱥ֤ŪǇمюِ(ۗڀل˪ۘـ8)Ԣ˂љɗ֤Աٟ٧ِۗʆΓ
مgűچʌٌ٘ي٠چӘْ˰ǭۗΦɻʃƼ٦ِۮٞمۯڂڃوíՍٟ˪ۗځؿǇنίŜ٦ՠچpڂق
˰ǭ٧ِۗʆʃƼ٦ۮٞ٘ـٙچۯوȺفȲʰʛمǄwЫٙ٠Ʀۘڂقĺ,ƥ˰ٟ٧ۗĺȖ٦ͦ
ξ٣֡۠٢̬քٌۗمڂؿم٦فٿ٣ۗʪзچɬِ٘ȲʰʛچǋӤٌْڂ٠٣ۗځٿĺȖ٦̈āȝ
̯ۗٻĺuˀ٦Ԗǔٓٔچ٠ۗٹĺɆ٦Ȓד٣ځٿۗځٿǄwЫۛɳ֤Ы٢ɉќمq҄٣٢ڂ٦ٟ٧
٢ـٙۘلفڄ
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Actual Use and Effective Teaching of
Giving/Receiving Verbs

Naoko MAEDA (¯ʛ9θ¯)

In this research, we will discuss how to teach Giving/Receiving verbs in the classroom.
Giving/Receiving verbs are said to be difficult because Japanese language has 3 forms of the basic
Giving/Receiving verbs: “ageru”, “kureru”, and “morau”. In addition, we have 3 upward (honorific)
verbs and 1 downward verb: “sashiageru”, “kudasaru”, “itadaku” and “yaru”. Furthermore these 7
forms are used as both main verbs and auxiliary verbs. So Giving/Receiving verbs are complicated
grammatical items for learners and even for native teachers. However, do the learners, especially the
beginner learners, need to learn all of these verbs equally? In order to investigate it, this research first
examined the actual conditions of use of them by using BCCWJ (Balanced Corpus of Contemporary
Written Japaneseۥand analyzed how to teach effectively and what should be emphasized in teaching
them. From the results, the following points were suggested. First of all, with regard to the main verbs,
(1) Among the basic 3 verbs,” morau” is most used, “kureru” is the second and “ageru” is the least used.
So many production practices of “ageru” are unnecessary. (2) "itadaku" is the most used in upward
verbs. (3) The use of “ageru” and “sashiageru” may be suppressed, just like that “–te sashiageru” should
not be used easily because it is condescending. (4) Among 7 verbs, “morau” and “itadaku” are important
verbs and they need the production practice. As auxiliary verbs, (5) Giving/Receivin verbs are used
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more as auxiliary verbs than as main verbs. (6) “–te kureru” is the most used form and “-te morau” is
the second. So “kureru” is necessary to practice as the auxiliary verb, not as the main verb. (7)”-te
itadaku” is the most used upward verb just like the main verb “itadaku”. From above, (8) in the auxiliary
verb usage, “-te kureru” (speaker-object) and “-te itadaku” (supeaker-subject) are the most useful forms
when expressing the speaker side is benefited and the production practice of these 2 are effective. In
schools and classrooms, there are various restrictions in the selection of the teaching materials, but
teachers can devise and give the effective practices of production, without making a new teaching
material or changing the textbooks.
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ڠڱڭڋۍہ٠ِٞ٦ۮq҄Әƥ۴ۏڋګůۯ
Jun TAKAHASHI (чǺƘׂθ¯ϒöθ¯ӵ)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗۮq҄Әƥ٦ۏڋګůۯ٧ۗۮٟۯڂن٠˵فـļچ/ɢЫ˵ΰ٠ِٞӘƥِۗ˵ļq
҄kٌْڂ٠ٟۮƚΥچۯӘƥْڂ٠چؾڟګۍڭڠفـɡٌٛٞڂـ٠چƔ˥ْۘڂ
ِٖٞۗq҄Әƥ٣ۏڋګů٧˓ِ͍٢ـ٠فـʥ֮٦ɉЩ٠٧ۗڂؿمظط٣ٌۗٓڀڅللٹ
٦սκ٣ƦĚِٞڂـƗģ٧ː٢ٌٖۘـٟۗՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦ӘƥمΧَ֤ڂڃґŶ٧ۗѶՍɺ
٦ڠڱڭڋۍہ٦ɬٌم٦ůɫ٦Ɋق٠٢ٌٛٞڂـ٠چʃϼْۘڂ
ʥ֮ۗq҄Әƥ٣٧ۏڋګů٧͍Νِ٢ـ٠َڃِٞۗلِۘ٘نq҄Әƥ٦ۏڋګů٧Ѷ˲Ы٣
ɧ٣ْڂӘƥٟۘڂؿ
(1)ۤڂؿyʆ٦ۥڭۓۅښǷٌۗٻفٛٞyٌف٠مٟنٞڂـ٦٧ۗٶ٢َڇ٦Ɋؿمقٛ٘ڀلٟ
…
q҄Әƥ٠٧ۗ˵ΰچӘْůɫِٟٖۘڂؿٞۗq҄Әƥ٣٧ۗ҄וq҄٠˵ļq҄ۘڂؿم
˵ۗٓٵΰљɗ٣ۏڋګůچȺْ֤ڂ٠/ɢЫ٢˵ļچӘƥْۤڂϩй 2015ِٖۘۥٞۗ/ɢЫ٢
ɝΰ٠ٌْڂ٠٣ٿٛٞۗ˵ļq҄kْڂ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀقj٣҄וq҄٠˵ļq҄٠٦ОĎچՍΧ
ۤ2015:383ځٿۥ6ِ֤ٞۜوك
҄וq҄Әƥِۜʆ٧ۗǣ!٦̯Ҽ٦ơ5چǣ!ɻ٣ğڂٸΖقِچٞۘڂـ
˵ļq҄Әƥِۜʆ٧ۗǣ!٦̯Ҽ٦ơ5چǣ!ɻ٣ğڂٸΖقِچٞۘڂـ
ِٖٞۗ(2)٧҄וq҄٦םٟۗ(3)٧˵ļq҄٦םٟۜڂؿ
(2) ɑ٧ۗف١ڇ٢ ڀ10 Ґ٧ٰ̀ڂڃڀ
(3) ɑ٧ۗكӽمŚـٞڂـ٦ٟۗف١ڇ٢ ڀ10 Ґ٧ٰ̀ڂڃڀ
(2)٧ɨԁ٦҄ו٦͒իٟ(ۗمڂؿ3)٧Śӽ٠˵فـļ٦٘ۮٸٌٟۯڂن٠͒چիِٞۘڂـٜٵ
ۗځɨԁ٣ǣ!٦̯Ҽ٦ơ5چğٸٞۘڂـ
(3)٧ۗόʸ٢q҄Әƥٟ(ۗمڂؿ1)ٟ٧ۗq҄Әƥ٦ۏڋګůٌڂـ֤چ٠ٟۗɨԁ٦ƥȕ٦ב
˵ـļۗچ/ɢЫلٜ˵ļ٣Πٌِٞڂـ٠چӘƥِۗۮƚĬَچۯӘِۗۮɨ՝ۯ٠٢ڀ٢فٿـ٣ِ
ٞۘڂـ
ٌٌ٦ם٧ۗǣ!ɻم/̖ˠ٦ٹ٦ٟۗمڂؿѲ̖ˠ٦Ȕ٣٧ۗ΅ʆ٦ƚΥٵَڀلؿچ٣ҼОِ
٢ـ٠چؾڟګۍڭڠفـӘƥۗȮ̖ˠٟ٧ۗӢ٦˵ļچӘƥْڂ٦٣ٌ֤ڂڃڀـ٠چʃϼْۘڂ
ٌ٦فٿ٢ѶՍɺ٣ڂيكƚĬَ٦ӘƥԱ٧ۗѶՍƼ٦ϯĤ˪٦¯ʛɻ٣Ӑ֦٢ϟɬٟ
ۗځؿѶՍƼٟ٦چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښP·٣ْڂ/˂٠٢ڂ٠ّ̂ٞۘڂـ
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“Potential + Teiru-form” Expressed as Politeness

Jun TAKAHASHI (чǺƘׂθ¯ϒöθ¯ӵ)

This research examines the function of the expression “potential + teiru-form”.
It has been said that expressions of potentiality aren’t combined with the teiru-form. Traditionally,
this form could not be used for potential expressions in Japanese. Now, expressions of potentiality using
the teiru-form are very common in modern Japanese usage. Why can the impossible expression be used
by many Japanese speakers. It would have an association with Japanese consciousness of politeness.
In this presentation I argue that sensitivity to politeness in Japanese society is responsible for this shift
in language use.
I suppose that the “potential + teiru-form” expresses humility (Kenkyosa) by changing the expression
of personal ability to as a temporary situation with the teiru-form.
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The following sentence is an example of the “potential + teiru-form” expression:
(1) (a comment of a singer) Ima kooyatte utaukoto-ga dekiteiruno-wa minasan-no sasae-ga attakarade …
Example (1) sounds humble because the teiru-form is used in the sentence.
The potential is, however, is classified as a stative verb. This is why the potential cannot normally be
combined with teiru-form.
But it has been pointed out that in English the stative predicate can co-occur with the progressive
form. This expression means indicates a temporary situation. Likewise, Takeda (2015) points out that
in Japanese the “potential + teiru-form” expression represents a temporary situation.
Next, I’ll explain why “temporary situation” is connected to “humility”.
The potential is classified into two types: (I) the potential which expresses that a person has the ability
to do something. (II) the potential which expresses that environment which makes it possible for a
person to do something. (Honda 2015)
The following (2) is an example of type (I), (3) type (II).
(2) Watashi-wa udon-nara 10 pai-wa taberareru.
(3) Watashi-wa onaka-ga suiteiru-node, udon-nara 10 pai-wa taberareru.
Example (2) is simply an expression of ability but Example (3) explains that the speaker can take
such action due to the circumstance of being hungry. In other words, the factor responsible for the action
is not the speaker, it is the situation.
Example (3) is simply a potential expression, but in Example (1), by using the teiru-form, the speaker
expresses that his or her favorable circumstances are temporary and dependent on the support of others
or a favorable environment, thereby appearing humble and avoiding the impression of bragging about
their success.
Even if a Japanese speaker did something alone and due to their own ability, it is considered polite
to indicate that the surrounding circumstances were responsible rather than oneself.
Example (1) is spoken in the first person. In the second person the expression implicates a strategy
to accentuate the humility of the other speaker. In the third person, the teiru-form is often used to
express negative events and their potential to eventually have positive outcomes.
I believe that learning this way of expression is necessary for intermediate level learners or higher.
Through such an expression they could learn to express humility and develop a smoother relationship
with Japanese native speakers.
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ړۓۂ٦̳ڦۅˀԱЫӘĂ
ۢѶՍƼӘĂ̵֤ĺȖ٠ِٞ٦ۢړۓۂ
Fusae IVARSSON (ێۀګؾڎڋθ¯)
ѶՍƼ٦ӘĂ٧ӾȬٟɨ֑фمǫۗوӖʷЫӘĂڀل٦̝Ы٢0χٻɠʈ٦ͦξЫȺ֤٣
ځٿӘƥ˪٦q̮҄م£θْۗمڂѶՍƼ¯ʛٟ٧ԅɠʛѡ٣Χθ٢ɢÝۗٸ٘ڂْ֦چӘĂ٦
Χ̮֡چŗȺِ٘Әƥ٦ֻ٣Ӣqƃ٢̳ڦۅˀԱ҄ו٦̯֨٧ѱِۘـ/ۗٯړۓۂ٦ŀՠچ
¯ʛљù٠ْ¯ڂʛɻ٦ΎpچʌچړۓۂۗيѶՍƼ¯ʛĺȖ٠ַِْ֤ٞمםڂŏѽΎpِٞـ
ۗمڂӘĂ̵֤ĺȖ٠ِٞ٦ַ֤٧ɳɲЫ٣աҨٟۘڂؿ
ٌچڀڃє¯ۗقٵʛɻ٦̳ڦۅˀԱ̯҄֨ו٦Ӑ֦̮٠ӘĂĺȖ٠ِٞ٦ړۓۂ٦ַз٦Ɣ˥
٦٘ۗٸѶՍƼ٦¯ʛɻĚ٫ԦƼѧɻچέ˧٣ۗړۓۂ٦ѧˀʛÌԋ٫٣̳ڦۅˀԱ҄ו٦Їȁ
چɳɋِ٘ۘЇȁ٦̳ڦۅˀԱÞ٦ӵԁٟ٧̳ۗڦۅˀԱЫѣϾ٦םٟڂؿ
① ɠʈ٦ԖÍۤ٪مڀ٢kۛگڒڦڒkۛÐɠkۥ
② ̇lթ٦ѣʇ٢֤ԱۤօƼۛĎťюۥڂ̇چ
② ʩˀ_ۛنˀن٦ͦξЫȺ֤ۤҨƦƼ٦ѣОۥ
 ړۓۂڂْ֏چ8 ȝӜ٦ эӵԁچ6ِ֤֤ۗڃڀـ̳ٞڦۅڂـˀԱЫѣϾ٦Ʀ٦ՠ٠ٖ
مڃȝӜ٣ْڀ٘ٹǄwͦچξɔͦڀل٨ٔ٘ۘЇȁƇw٦ŪǇ٠ِٞ٧ۗ¯ʛɻŦ٦я٧ԦƼ
ѧɻŦ٦я٣Ӂٰٞ٨ڀٜمنθٌـن٠مīً¯ۗڃڀʛɻ٦̳ڦۅˀԱ҄ו٦Ҩυфǭـ
٦'مـɦǾَۘڂڃ
̳ڦۅˀԱЫӘĂ٧Ő̠ (2003)٦ˌڂقփ´Ƽ٦ӘĂҲ٠ٹƦۗمڂقփ´Ƽ٧Ʀ֥ƛـ٠̖
Ԁ̳ڦۅۗچˀԱЫӘĂ٧ӘĂ٠ƦƼЫѣϾۛӘƥǄwچÞӣٹڂي٦ٟڂؿ٠ؿمـ'فـ
ۗ٘ٵۘڂUnser-Schutz (2013)٧چړۓۂƦƼЫɛ٠ِٞԁِ̈́ѶՍƼ¯ʛٯ٦¶֤٦q̮҄چ
Ɣѓِ٘ۗمՍҨӘ٦Ɨģ٧ٖچڃӘĂ٣ѣkِɳ֤٣ǇيٞҨбَٔ٘ٹ٦ٟڂؿ٠ϥӣڀي
ۘڂڃ
ȯǠԅƖ
Ő̠ӡ (2003)۰ۏۇڨؾڈ۔ѶՍƼ փ´Ƽ٦Ѭ۱ç҉ˀв
Unser-Schutz, G. (2013). The Role of Language in Manga: From the Point of View of Structure,
Vocabulary and Characters. Graduate School of Social Sciences, Faculty of Social Sciences.
Hitotsubashi University. Ph.D.
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Metaorthographic Features of Manga: Manga as an
Authentic Material for L2 Japanese Writing System
Classes

Fusae IVARSSON (ێۀګؾڎڋθ¯)

The Japanese orthography is complicated and has a high degree of freedom. The expressive
potentialities of written Japanese can be expanded by selective uses of script types as well as intentional
deviation from the writing norms. However, there is hardly the time to spare for acquisition of
metaorthographic ability (an ability to use abstract knowledge on orthographies and functions of writing
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systems in order to process written data) in second language (L2) Japanese classes since limited hours
of writing system lectures are spent on teaching the basic necessities of kanji characters and their usage.
In recent years manga has been one of the important reasons for studying Japanese and there is a
trend to use manga in L2 Japanese teaching. Nevertheless, most of existing manga-inspired teaching
materials utilize manga not as authentic texts but as a content style.
In view of the current situation, a survey on manga-reading habits and metaorthographic ability of
L2 learners and native readers of Japanese has been conducted in order to verify (i) the necessity to
develop learners’ metaorthographic ability and (ii) merits of utilizing manga as authentic texts in L2
Japanese writing system classes. The metaorthographic part of the survey cited scenes from eight works
of manga that include metaorthographic features, such as:
(1) transliteration into other script types (into hiragana/katakana/kanji);
(2) special use of furigana (a translation/context-based appellation is given instead of a
straightforward reading); and
(3) selective use of vertical/horizontal writing (indicating the language in which utterances are made);
and the survey participants were to select alternatives for between-the-line information of such
metaorthographic features and its effects on the cited scenes. Learners’ responses varied more widely
than native readers’, which suggests that learners have varying degrees of metaorthographic ability.
In terms of framework and previous studies, metaorthographic features resemble "yakuwarigo" (role
language) initiated by Kinsui (2003) in so many aspects that it can virtually be called an orthographic
version of role language. Nevertheless, role language associates styles of speech with image of persons,
whereas metaorthographic features relate ways of writing with linguistic traits and expressive effects.
Unser-Schutz (2013) analysed language of manga and its usability as educational resource. The present
study can be regarded as a development of the concept of her study towards practical use in the area of
writing system.
References:
Kinsui, S. (2003). Vaacharu Nihongo: Yakuwarigo no Nazo. Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten.
Unser-Schutz, G. (2013). The Role of Language in Manga: From the Point of View of Structure,
Vocabulary and Characters. Graduate School of Social Sciences, Faculty of Social Sciences.
Hitotsubashi University. Ph.D.
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ۅڰډ٧ѶՍƼĺ,٣Ⱥلڂق
 ۡCo-Chu چȺٛ٘ۅڰډ٦ԁ̈́ۡ

Hiroko YAMAMOTO ( ϟʬѢθ¯)
Saeko KOMORI (ϯӵθ¯)
Matthew LANIGAN ()ۏڎڍڱڳ

ŏѽۗѶՍ٦ۅڰډ٧̩Ы٣̖ûۗځؿمĺɱٟ٧٢ۅڰډو٦ٶٟѶՍƼ¯٭¯چʛɻـٹ
چۅڰډۗ٘ٵۘڂѶՍƼĺ,٣ʄځѷڂڃəٹٶĞΚ٣Ǎمٛٞۤڂـšց͚ۛш 2011 Φۘۥ
ِچۅڰډِلѶՍƼĺ,٣¶ْ֤ڂ٣٧ۗۅڰډٓٵ٦ѶՍƼ٦ѣϾچϟڂӐٌ֦ٖۘڂؿمٟ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗ܁ۅڰډڷېګȝӜۗۅڰډF ܀Սۯڠڵؾښۅڰډۮچ٠ِۗˀنƦ֥ŌǤڠڵؾښ
BCCWJۤjۮˀنƦ֥ۥۯ٠ِƦ֥٦ڠڵؾښٟڂؿթθۤڠڵؾښjِۮƦ֥ۥۯ٠Ӂ«ِٞۗ
Ƽؐٿك٫ԅԱЫѣϾچԁِ̈́٘ۘˀنƦِ֥ۗƦ֥٦ԁ̈́٧ϯ҃ƦچȺِ֤ۗڠڵؾښۅڰډ٧
ۏگڟێڑ٦ԁ̈́ۏؾڪٟ ڂؿCo-Chu چȺِ֤٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٧ͮάЫ٢ѣϾۗƼؐۗԅԱ٦ۿٜ٦Ùзڀلǣٛ٘ۘƇwچj٣ɦْۘ
1. ͮάЫ٢ѣϾٍۜڠڵؾښ٠٣Ӝɗ٦´ǭ٘ٶچ٠ٌِۗڄƦ֥ٟ٧ʃÙЫ٢Әƥ٣Χـ٠
َڂڃů֝ɗۗӸɗۗËљɗ٦´ǭمǫۗمـˀنƦ֥ٟ٧ٖ٦ۿԁ٦۽jٟؿٛ٘ۘۅڰډ٘ٵ
٧ɻ٦ϯÝЫ٢´ǭٟؿٛ٘ۘ
2. Ƽؐձ٦ѣϾۜˀنƦ֥٦љɗۛů֝ɗۛӸɗ٦Ӡʰ˪ 10 Ƽۅڰډچ٠Ӂ«ِ٘٠ٌۗڄљ
ɗ٧ 9 ƼۗӸɗ٧ 8 Ƽۗů֝ɗ٧ 6 ƼمĳВٟؿٛ٘ۘ˪ 50 Ƽٟ٧١٦Ӝɗ´܃ٹʂمĳВِٞ
ۘ٘ـǫӠфƼؐ٧ل٢ځĳВِٞڂـ٠Ʀۘڂق
3. ԅԱձ٦ѣϾۜʼĤٟ¯٭ԅŭډښڀلԅŭۤçйۛˏ̻ 2015ۥ٦ʰƥӠфۿچٜ٦ڠڵؾښ
ٟӁ«ِ٘٠ٌ ˪ۗڄ15 ٦فٚ 9 ԅŭمĳВِٞۗ٘ٵۘ٘ـˀنƦ֥ٟΧڂڃڀـ֤وԅŭِۗ
Ʀ֥ٟΧڂڃڀـ֤وԅŭ٦١ٚڠڵؾښۅڰډۗمٹڀ٣٧֤ڃڀـٞۘ٘ـ
ٌ٦فٿ٣ڠڵؾښۅڰډ٧ۗˀنƦ֥٠ِƦ֥٦١ٚلڀ٣ŏـ٠ٌفـ٠٧٢ۗو١ٚڀ٦ѣ
Ͼِ֏ٹٞۅڰډۘڂـ٦ѶՍƼ٧ِƦ֥ٲ١وٙيٞـ٢ۗٸ٘ـѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ٧ԅԱ
ǩչـْٻֻِچq̮҄ۘڂؿمǷƹۗوِ˦ځٿԁِ̈́ۗۅڰډ٦ѶՍƼ٦ѣϾچի¨٣ِ٘ۘـ
6֤ԅƖ
šցɮ͚ۛшűɄ(2011).ۮ۰ړۓۂۛۅڰډ٦ѶՍƼ۱Web ڭڋڜҨ-ʉՠڀلѶՍƼ¯ʛٯ
−ۯ۰ǲȔƿׄíŐѶՍƼĺ,Ā֦۱7,103-117,ǲȔƿׄíŐ.
çй/̯ۛˏ̻Pۤ2015ۥ.ۮʰƥӠфڀلƙ٘ԅԱۯڠڴۍڞǃ֖ۛȰѫҜҀԘ۰ڦؾڬ٣íٝ
وԅԱڠڴۍڞ۱ʽʐ,87-10.كِڄوʰҲ.
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Is anime useful in Japanese language education? An
analysis using Co-Chu

Hiroko YAMAMOTO ( ϟʬѢθ¯)
Saeko KOMORI (ϯӵθ¯)
Matthew LANIGAN ()ۏڎڍڱڳ
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In recent years, anime has grown in popularity globally, and some Japanese learners learn solely
from anime, rather than in the classroom. There are also a growing number of examples of anime being
used in the classroom (Kumano & Kawashima, 2011).
However, before anime can be used effectively in the classroom, it is necessary to know the
characteristics of the Japanese used in anime. To that end, we created an "anime corpus" using 5 TV
anime and 4 anime movies and analyzed grammar and vocabulary differences among the written
language corpus BCCWJ (henceforth written language) and the spoken language Meidai corpus
(henceforth spoken language). Written and spoken language were analyzed using Chunagon, and the
anime corpus was analyzed using the original analysis tool, Co-Chu.
We performed analyses from three perspectives: overall characteristics, vocabulary, and grammar.
The results are as follows:
1. Overall characteristics: A comparison of part-of-speech distribution showed that in spoken
language, adjectives, adverbs, and interjections (i.e. subjective expressions) were more common,
whereas in written language, the number was less than one third of that. Anime showed a result in
between spoken and written language.
2. Vocabulary: A comparison of the top 10 most frequently used verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in
written language and anime showed 9 common verbs, 8 common adverbs, and 6 common adjectives.
Around 70% of the words in the top 50 were shared. From this we can say that high-frequency
vocabulary are largely shared between the two.
3. Grammar: Of the sentence patterns learned in beginner Japanese, or "core patterns" (Iwata &
Konishi, 2015), 9 of the top 15 were common to the three corpora. Further, the common sentence
patterns used in both written and spoken language were also used in anime.
From these analyses, we see that anime is not particularly close to either written or spoken languages,
but rather has its own unique characteristics. As the Japanese used in anime is not as informal as spoken
language, it may be easier for learners to understand the grammar points. In the future, we would like
to further investigate and make clear the unique traits of Japanese used in anime.
References
Kumano, N. & Kawashima, K. (2011). Development of "Japanese in Anime & Manga" Website:
Offering Japanese-Language Learning Motivation to Anime & Manga fans. Kokusai koryu kikin
nihongo kyoiku kiyo [Japan Foundation Japanese Language Education Bulletin], 7, 103-117. The Japan
Foundation.
Iwata, K. & Konishi, M. (2015). Shutsugen hinshi kara mita bunpo shirabasu [Part-of-speech
frequency and the Japanese grammar syllabus]. In Iori, I. and Yamauchi, H. (Eds.), Genba ni
yakudatsu nihongo kyoiku kenkyu 1 [Useful Japanese language education research for the classroom
1] (pp. 87-108). Kuroshio Shuppan.
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ԉɈ;٠ ڊګڷڊګږڎڟںڜ
―Ĝțʶ٦ۓۋڞؾۅڰډF ٣˝зؿچٞٞ―

Miyuki YONEMURA (͙ʕθ¯)
Koji OKUDA ( ϟĺ,θ¯)

ѶՍ٦ۓۋڞؾۅڰډ٣ŀՠچɡٚۗѶՍƼۗѶՍԅk̵¯׆٭¯چ٧ː٢و٢ۘـՍҨӘ٧ۗ׆
¯̵٣Ĝțʶ٦ۓۋڞؾۅڰډF چĺقٞڂـҨӘɻ٣ڊڬڦڠۛڠؾژڂٿٟۘڂؿĜțF ٣
ٜـٞ٦͕ǣƗģ٧ۗF ҿә٧̤ԘΠȕْٹڂ٦٦ۗѶՍԅkٻѶՍɈ;٦ɖªڀلşځjً
٘ٹ٦٧ٲ٠ڇ١٢ۘـՍҨӘٟ٧ۗĜțF ٦ґŶ٣٧ۗ͛ƹѶՍ٣ڂيكԉɈ;٦սκؿم
̮˄مڃٖۗځ٦چڊګڷڊګږڎڟںڜВِٞӘƥَڃٞچ΅֡ڂـիلڀ٣ْۘڂՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѲ
̖٦ĳњҨӘ٦٘لٚچ٠ۘڂ
/̖٧ۗ۰ښێږښșڀل۱ۤ2011ـچۥ٢ۗڀمԉɈ;۶ӆ͛٦Ɉ;٣ٜـٞǠȦْڟڦڠۘڂ
ێںڟڑҨǣ٦ˏȤɄ۰ѼӶ۱ۤ2013 ѽ܃ƉǬۮƒԱ̳ۥۯ٦ĂɝٟۗĜțمѶՍǲƒԱιœ˴٦
̳٣έِ"ďقˌچٌٞڂـ٠٣ϮչْۘڂĜț٧۰ښێږښșڀل۱٦ĖՍچϏэْۗمڂF ٦
ơȝ٠٢ٛ٘՟ ٣٧٢˰ـձ٠ِٞЂͩ͛΄٦pӑمɉЩٌٟۘڂن٦pӑ٣٧ۗҏ͛ƹ٦ѶՍ
مӹŀْڂХٟЂͩ͛΄٣̋وÞڅٌٛٞ٘ـ٠مɦǾَڃٞ͛ۗځكƹѶՍ٦ԡمٶѶՍǲƒ
Աιœ˴چ٢ڄِمـ٣ِٞ٘نɝɳمսڃڅٞڂـ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق۰ښێږښșڀل۱٦ʃ̖ǂ٧ۗ
Ђͩ͛΄ٟӭچɰٛ٘ː˄ٟۗمڂؿҽ˄٧ӭ٦Ɏ٣ˈٜن٢ۗٹڀمիͪوڂǇن٣̵فٿن٠ْ
ۘڂњF ٧ۗ/̖٦ː˄̯مЉِٞ̾وـʴF ٠ǍوΖڃڀقٞۗمڂـԀƼ٦ґŶۤĜțʶ٦
Ė˾ӵԁچۥѶՍԅk٦ɖзڀلɖց٣ʐڂٸ٠͛ۗنƹѶՍ٦ԮقٞڂـսκمӬم˪نٛٞو
ڂٙۘفڄ
فٹ/̖٧ۗ۰٦˪٦ۋڰہ۱ۤ2008ۥ۰Ӷׂٚ٤۱ۤ2013ۥ٣ڂيكɨͭȎ٦Ә˧ۗڀلĜțʶ
٦ԉɈ;٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂĜțۗمF k٣ځ٘ؿơȝ٦͐ОچԖǔِٜٜɨͭȎچpӑْ
ٌڂ٠٣ٿٛٞۗȎɢ٦̖۠٦ǣљچӚʰِٞڂـз٣Ϯչْۘڂ۰٦˪٦ۋڰہ۱٧ۗڭڋۍڋڳ
ۓؾڞ٠ِٞθن٢҉٦ف٥ځ٦ϯٟمۓڋۑڶΊۗٸ٘ڂыѶՍθ̕Ȏۤ2011ۥ٦ƹِۗ٨ڷېګوڀ
ԯFمɨʮَۘ٘ڃϠ̕ٻЏ҉چκȖ٠ِ٘F ٦˪FRöٻϯɍ΅مɣـٙ٘ٸِِٖٙۘل٦
ƹۗĜț٧۰Ӷׂٚ٤۱٣ـكٞٹϠۤ̕Þыθ̕ȎچۥӘƥْۘڂњF ٧ۗŧʎȲņ٣Þڂڅʃ
̖ǂ٦ԀƼ٠Ζڃڀقٖٞۗمڂـ٦/ٟۗɨͭȎ٠έ؎ِٜٜٹʃάЫ٣٬ڋۑڶ̮˄فٵڂ
چۓВِ̖ٞۗÝمȎچ١فʌيɍٸٞلوٽ٠فـսچـФĄِٞڂـ٠Ǡۘڂقڀق
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Pacifism and Subjectivity : Focusing on Hayao
Miyazaki’s animated fantasy films

Miyuki YONEMURA (͙ʕθ¯)
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There are not a few foreign students who are interested in Japanese animation movies and learn
Japanese and Japanese culture through them. This presentation is a case study by presenters who teach
animation films by Hayao Miyazaki to international students. In the previous research on Miyazak’s
movies there are several film criticisms. However, there are few articles from the perspective of
Japanese culture and Japanese thought. In this presentation, we consider the background of the
Miyazaki movies which have issues of peace in postwar Japan, and clarify female subjectivities in
them. In this presentation, we will take the form of a joint presentation.
Okuda will discuss Miyazaki’s pacifist thought in " From Up On Poppy Hill" (2011) which is
supported to deal with non-war idea. He focuses on the fact that Miyazaki is contesting the revision of
Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution in his article in o "Neppu" published by Studio Ghibli (July 2013).
Yonemura will examine the representation of natural disaster in "Ponyo on the Cliff by the Sea" (2008).
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ɠՎօٟɰۮڂڃڅƪˠۯ٦ɺԅkЫ֦͵
۵΅Ʒֻچչɉِ٘۰ţ٦թ٧ۘ۱٦ԁ̈́۵
Toshiko HOSAKA (ѶՍθ¯θ¯9·ǭɺ˳ԪƗģu)
Megumi SHIMADA (ѶՍθ¯)
Seiko ITO (ȜŊθ¯)
۲ґŶ٠չЫ۳ŏѽۗɠچȺٛٞѶՍ٦FȝӜ٣ِ̐ٷѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٧ΧۘـՍƗģ٦չЫ
٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢¯ʛɻم٪٠ځٟ٧¯ٰ٢ٌـ٠٧mچلϐٸ٘ڂ٣ۗFȝӜ٦ѶՍƼ٦ڑێگڞ
٠ٖ٦JƼɠچӁ«ԁِ̈́ۗɠՎօ٣ٿٛٞȞˇۗـڂؿ٧ۗԖǔَ٘ڃƦ֥ٖۗڃ٣ٿٛٞɰ
͵֦٘ڃڅ٧mچلիٌْڂ٠ٟۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ2016 ѽ٣ǂَۗڃ125 ٦ǲ٠Ϡ+ٟ
ғĥَڃٞѶՍF ٦קζȈǫ٦ŀǣʐѷچĂۅڰډِ٘״F ۰ţ٦թ٧ۘ۱چέ˧٣ۗɠՎ
օ٣ـكٞԖ֝مΧلٛ٘ۮƪˠچۯʄۮۘڂً˪ځƪˠۯ٠٧ۗ΅ِʆ٣Ћ͍ƪ٫ۗځ٘يلƦĚْ
ڂȔ٣Ⱥَ֤ڂڃƼٟ ِۗʆɨ̑٣ƦĚْڂɨˠٹäۮۘٷƪˠۯ٧ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣ڂيكɺ
ЫÞũ٦$ɡۛÕֻù҄چϏفƦƼůɫٟۗԅkȀمθـن٠َۘڂڃՍҨӘٟ٧ɠՎօ٣ٿ
ٛٞɰۮ٘ڃڅƪˠۯ٦ɺԅkЫ֦͵٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂ
۲Ɨģ٦Ա۳DVD۰ţ٦թ٧ۘ۱ۤыԫ 2017ۥ٣ʽΏَ٘ڃѶՍƼ٦ڹێڢ٠JƼ٦ɠՎօ٦
ԅɠɛڦؾڬچ٣ۗɻچF٠˞ِڀǭٔڅ٢ڀمӁ«ۛԁِ̈́٘ۘՍҨӘٟƔѓْڂƗģκ
٧j٦ 3 ٜٟۘڂؿ
κۚ۽ʃ̖ǂۤλۗȮ֥ۥњɀ٦΅ʆ٣έْڂƪˠ٦Ⱥـԁي
κۚ۾2 ̖٦ʃ̖ǂ٣έْڂΦɻ٣ڂٿƪˠ٦'ـ
κۚۿ2 ̖٦ʃ̖ǂ٦ɨˠ٦Ⱥـ
۲Ƈw٠ǠȦ۳۰ţ٦թ٧ۘ۱٦ؾێؾڭڠ٧ۗйɵ٣ʢ˄ٷɄǫ̵٠ыİ٣ʢٷϜɄǫǕ̵٦ɢ
Ý٠ŚÝچЈ٘قѷڃαچقɭ٠ْۘڂԁ̈́٦ƇwۗѶՍƼٟ٧̮٦'ֻ̅ٻـЫ˵ΰ٣ځٿƪˠ
ӘƥمȺـԁڃڀيٌٞڂـ٠ۤκ̖ۗۥ۽ÝÞũ٦'ـ٣ځٿњّ̖Ԁ٣έْڂƪˠ٣ؾڏێڴ
ٌڂؿمۓۋڞ٠ۤκۗۥ۾ѷڃαڅٛ٘ 2 ̖ؾڧۓڎڟم٣Ьَ٢ـƪˠӘƥچȺٌف٠٣ۗځٿʑ
'مځËچËّ٘ۗځѷڃαځڅ٣ûٌٝڂْځ٘ـ٠ۤκ¨مۥۿѺَۘ٘ڃJƼՎօٟ٧ٌڃ
ڀ٦ՠǭـ٧ͼɰِٞۮۘ٘ـƪˠۯ٧ۗɺЫÞũچ$ɡۛÕֻْڂù҄چɡٜٹ٦ٟۗ΅Ʒֻ
چչɉْѶՍƼĺ,٣٠ٛٞʪ֦̮مǫـ٠Ǡ¯ۘڂقʛɻمɠڀل٧¯ٰ٢ۮـƪˠۯ٣έ
ْڂƦƼĺ,٦wْ٘փ´٧θـن٠ƦڂقٙٵڃٌۘفڄٟɠՎօچέ˧٣ٌۗ٠٨٦ґŶ٣ؿ
ۗڂ٪٠ځٟ¯ٰ٢ـɺԅkЫ֦͵چɳ˥Ы٣ɦِ͕٘ǣƗģ٧٢ۗوՍҨӘ٧ۗFȝӜچȺٛ
٘ѶՍƼĺ,٣ِ̈ـɖзچФıٟٹڂن٦٠Ǡۘڂق
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Toshiko HOSAKA (ѶՍθ¯θ¯9·ǭɺ˳ԪƗģu)
Megumi SHIMADA (ѶՍθ¯)
Seiko ITO (ȜŊθ¯)
۲Background and Objective۳ In recent years, there are many Japanese language learners who use
subtitles to familiarize themselves with Japanese-language movies. To understand what learners cannot
learn independently, we performed a contrastive analysis on the Japanese scenario of a movie and its
English subtitle. First we found out deleted words or changed words by subtitle translation, and then
elucidated the missing elements caused by those procedures. In this presentation, we used “Your
Name.”, a movie released in 2016 that has been distributed in 125 countries and regions around the
world and has recorded the highest box office revenue among Japanese movies, and covered the
“Address terms” in the movie, where there were many transformations in subtitle translation. “Address
terms” are the words or phrases used to address or refer to someone including the speaker him/hersef. ”
Address Terms” is a language form responsible for maintaining and managing social relationships
during a communication, which is said to contain large cultural differences. In this presentation we will
consider the socio-cultural elements of “Address terms” that were lost by subtitle translation.
۲Method of Study۳ We compared the subtitle texts of the Japanese script and its English translation
that are contained in the DVD of “Your Name.” (Toho, 2017), in checking against video, and analyzed
the comparison results. The following three topics are discussed in this presentation.
Topic 1. How to use address terms of the main characters (Taki, Mitsuha) against
each other
Topic 2. How to use address terms by other people to the two main characters
Topic3. How to use self-reference terms by the two main characters
۲Results and Discussion۳ The story of "Your Name." is centered on a high school girl living in the
rural area and a high school boy living in Tokyo who swap bodies that goes beyond space and time.
From the analysis, we confirmed that the address expressions in Japanese are properly used based on
the differences in gender and psychological states (topic 1), there are variations in the address terms
for the same person due to differences in human relations (topic 2), and that the use of address
expressions that are not suitable for the genders of the two main characters caused the surroundings to
feel uncomfortable or to notice the changes (topic 3). These were lost in the English translation.
“Address terms” has the function of maintaining and managing social relations and is very important
in Japanese language education for a mutual understanding. It can be said that language education on
“Address terms” can play a major role for learners. In the past, there have been no preceding studies
that empirically show socio-cultural factors that cannot be learned independently, which are contained
in the background of words, using subtitle translations. We believe that this presentation can provide a
new point of view for Japanese language education using movies.
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ɠՎօ٣ڂيكȞƣƥ˧ٿك٫"ԅk֦͵٦
Վօؾڟګۍڭڠ
۵F ځوكۮ٫٠ۯ٦ϯǲƼօםچ٠ِٞ۵
Katei TEI (̩̈θ¯)
ۏڴؾۑڗk٠ډڊڬۅڠۂ٦Ҩб٠٠ٹ٣ۗF مԅkиυ٣θن٢փ´چwْ٘فٿ٣٢ٛٞۗ
ɠՎօ٦ٹڡؾڰǫٵٛٞۘڂـ٣ۗٓڀڅللٹԅŽՎօƗģ٣ӁٰٞɠՎօƗģ٧¯ս٠
ِٞŴڅٛٞٹڂـ٦٧ٵٙΧو٢ٖۘـ٦فٚۗѶՍF ٦ϯǲƼɠ٣ÞْڂƗģ٧ŉٸٞː٢
ـ٦مƥ˵ٟۘڂؿ
ʥ֮٦ՎօƗģ٣ـكٞۗơƼ٣"ڂؿԅk֦͵٦äڃٵٞٹڂـ٦م١٦فٿ٣օʰَڃٞـ
لڂ٧Ɨģ٦ʪз٦٪٠ِٜٟٖۘڂؿٞ"ԅk٦ɷХ٣ٜـٞۗƗģɻ٣ٿٖٛٞڃٗڃ٧˝з
"م٢ۘڂơԅ٠օԅ٣ڂيكՠЫېڡ٣ٜـٞڅـّۗ٨ۮюnۯ٠فـɖзڀل٦ٹ٦ڃؿٹ
٨ۤ˙ϯ 2005ۗ ڋڌڹ2014ۗۥơԅ٠օԅ٣ڂيكƦƼǖΑ٦'ـ٣ٜـٞԁْ̈́ڂƼ¯٦ɖзل
ڀ٦ٹ٦ۤڂؿٹϯΤ 2015ۘۥ/ۗۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦͙վt Pedersen ٧"ԅk֦͵چфדǤۗ
ƫ֏թɗۗփ˽թۗВ٢١٦ 12 ה+٣ԁيٞۗՎօƗģ٣Ǉ̮چɦِ٘ۘ
ɠՎօ٧ԅɠ̤ٿك٫ФɦɢÝ٦̬քځٔۗٸ٘ڂؿم٬٦ 43۹مɰڂڃڅ٠ۤفـђ؞
2007ۗԟș 2016ڂٽڅـۘۥɠՎօ٣٧ŚÝЫۗɢÝЫ̬քٟȈʼڀلơƼ٣˳ڂؿԪچΧڃل
ː٢ڃلȞڀ٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ـ٠فـθن٢ѣϾۘڂؿمθӵԁ٦ɖІɻ٧ɠچВِٞF ٦ѫ
֝ڂֻْچ٦ٟۗ˳Ԫ٧١ٻفٛٞͦξَۗل٘ڃ١٦֦͵مɰۗل٘ڃڅơƼ٦ԅkٻơƼ٣
ڂيكѦѣ٦֦͵م١٦فٿ٣չӖƦƼ٣ٿٛٞȇǖϨَل٘ڃ٧ԅkمNķٟلڂن١لف٠̋
وÞڅٛٞۘڂـ
Սǝ٧ 2008 ѽ˨ؾۃڬڒډǲƼF ˨چʌ˨ِ٘ѶՍF ځوكۮ٫٠چۯέ˧٠ِۗՎօ٣ٿ
˳ڂԪȞƣٿك٫"ԅk֦͵٦ՎօԱ٣˝зچϥۤۏؾۅۏڎڹۗنVermeerۥ٦ù҄ʃĎֻ
ٟɠՎօ٦ؾڟګۍڭڠ٣ٜـٞǠȦچǣۘفƗģԱ٠ِٞ٧ ٓٵPedersen ٦ 12 ԁچכȯǠ
٣"ԅk֦͵٦˳ڂؿԪچϲʰِٖۗ٦Վօچؾڟګۍڭڠԁۘڂْכɣ٣ʭƣَ˳٘ڃԪֻِ̱چ
ԁْ̈́ڀَۘڂ٣ٖۗ٦Ƈw٣íٝۗنՎօĺ,ٯ٦ɦǾٿك٫]֤٣ٜـٞۘڂّ

.
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ѶՍƼɠF¯مʛɻ٦ו҄ڗۓڰڠێ٣
֚ڂقǄw
Natsumi SUZUKI (ؾۉڬڵθ¯)
ǲȔɺ٦ۏڴؾۑڗk٣ҫۗـѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٹչЫ٠ِ٘ѶՍƼ
C֤҄ו٦,̯م/ͽğڃڀٸٞنٖٞۗځك٦ɉќԱ٣ٹǋӤمğڃڀٸٞنٞۘڂـƥȕۗΧ
و٦ƦƼĺ,ùÞ٣ـكٞ ډڊڬۅڨۏۂĺȖו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٘ـ֤چ٦̯֨چǣفÑķ
مѽ۠ʣɳِٞنٞۘڂـ
ٖ٦ϯٟۗƦƼĺ,٣ڂيكFϯ٦ɠ(ۜۓۋڞڻۇڔІ©˩چɡٜ̖۠ڷېګمҹͶ٦˳
ԪچƋ˲ɻ٠њ֡٣įʌٟفٿڂن٣i̹˳Ԫٖچ٦ٵٵԅɠ٣ِٞi̹٠ĳ٣Фɦِ٘ٹ٦)٦Ǆ
w٣ÞْڂƗģڃڀٸ̓مٞنٞۘڂـ
ٌٵڃٟ͕ǣƗģٟۗɠچȺِ֤٘(ۏڧؾۆڋڴbi-modal:L2 i̹ L2 ɠ٦)ڭکڻۓڋ
٧ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣٧ƃٔل٢ ـL2 ¯ʛɻ٦І҄ו٣֏M٢Ǆwٌڂق֚چ٠مԪǱَڃ
ٞ(ڂـe.g. Charles & Trenkic, 2015) ِۘچڭکڻۓڋۏڧؾۆڋڴِۗلȺِ֤٘ɳƟ٧JƼĺ,ٟ
٧̶ڇ٣ǣڃڅٞنٞڂـϯۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ِ٘ɳƟ٧ǣڃڅٞـ٢ٿۘـٛٞۗՍƗģٟ
٧ۗڒێۅډՁθ¯٦ѶՍƼۿѽ̵۾۽թچέ˧٣ɳƟچɳɋِ٘ۘ
ӃƟɻ٧ NHK for School ٦ҹͶŻ܁۽ՍۗچѶՍƼɠӣنٟ/¯öچВِٞɖІِ٘ۘǷ٦
ɳƟٟ٧ɖІِ٘ҹͶ٦ֻфچΘڂ٦ٟ٧٢ڑڬڷۗوѫٟȺَ֤ڃٞڂـƼŔم١ڃِ̳ٙي
وԆنʄفٿڂڃ٣٢ٛ٘٦چلƔ˥ْٸ٘ڂ٣ۗɝͪڭڠګ٠ɝƹڭڠګٟ٧ Elicited Imitation
Tasks (EIT)چȋٌِ֤٘ۘ٦ږڠڦٟӃƟɻ٧ۗڀلڑڬڷҩنʄ٘ڃڀϒـԅˡچԆٖۗن٦ƹْ
ى٣Ԇ٘ـԅچٟڂنٙ¨̳ي٣ŢځԚْفٿɉɦچʌۘ٘يԅˡ٧Ֆњّɻ٣ٿٛٞҨڃَ
ٞـٞۗԅˡٟȺڃڅٞڂـƼؐ٦ѱ фٹѐِ̬٘ۘӃƟɻ٧¢ڑڬڷ٦ͪƹِٖۗٞ¯öʼٸ
٠ʚځڅ٣ EIT چǣٛ٘ۘȋз٧ѶՍƼԦƼɻ۾թ٣ٿٛٞǣۗڃڅȋзɻ٧ EIT ٟ״iَ٘ڃ
ӃƟɻ٦ҨچԆـٞۗԅˡ٦ƼŔم١ڃٙوِ̳يƦقٞچلڂـȋзِ٘ۘƇwۗٲ٠ڇ١٦¯
̵٦ EIT ٦مډښڠ/¯öچВِٞǇ˪ِ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗږکڊګۓڢؾڑ٢ĺȖچȺِ֤٘ѶՍƼɠF¯مʛɻ٦ו҄ڗۓڰڠێ٣ٹ
ْ٘ڀǄwچƔ˥ِ٘ƇwچФɦْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗɠFچȺِ֤٘ѶՍƼڗۓڰڠێĺȖ٦Ƿƹ
٦q̮҄٣ٜـٞʲٰۘڂ
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The Effects of Captioned-Video on Fostering L2
Japanese Speech Segmentation Skills

Natsumi SUZUKI (ؾۉڬڵθ¯)

As globalization progresses, there is a growing demand for fostering communication skills among
language learners, and Japanese is no exception. Teachers have been seeking ways to effectively train
learners’ communication skills, and the use of multi-media materials have been receiving considerable
attention in recent years. Among them, the effect of captions intended for the deaf and hearing-impaired
have been investigated to see whether it can be a valuable resource for language learning.
Accurately identifying words in speech is a fundamental process for comprehending the overall
message and to carry out successful communication. However, studies show that foreign language
learners often find word identification in continuous speech difficult, even when all individual words
are familiar to them (e.g. Field, 2003; Goh, 2000). Studies have shown that the combination of written
and audio input (bi-modal input), like when providing captions in the target language, has the potential
to help improve learners’ listening skills because it makes the input more intelligible (e.g. Charles &
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Trenkic, 2015). While much research on the effectiveness of bi-modal input on second language (L2)
learning has been done in English, none to my knowledge has been done on Japanese learners. The
purpose of this study is to investigate to what extent bi-modal input improves Japanese as a foreign
language learners’ segmentation skills.
This study is implemented through a single-case design (SCD), an experimental method that is
appropriate for testing the effectiveness of behavior and educational interventions with individual
participants. Participants in this study were 12 third-year Japanese learners at a public university in the
Midwestern United States, and the study called for the participants to undergo a semester-long pre-post
design experiment. Participants watched a series of Japanese documentary with sound and captions (bimodal input) throughout the semester. Before and after viewing each video, participants took Elicited
Imitation Tasks (EIT) as the pre-post-tests, as well as once at the beginning and at the end of the
semester. This task requires participants to listen to short excerpts taken out of the videos, and to repeat
them immediately afterwards. This task, therefore, simply tests their ability to identify words in a
continuous speech signal, i.e. lexical segmentation. The vocabulary and grammar used in excerpts were
those that have been learned previously, and the difficulty of the vocabulary was controlled across all
sentences. Additionally, all excerpts were spoken by the same speaker. Two Japanese raters counted
the number of correctly repeated words/morphemes from each excerpt in the pre-post-tests for each
participant, and the results were turned into proportion scores. The result showed that most participants
improved their EIT scores throughout the semester, even to utterances from videos to which they have
not been exposed to.
This presentation reports the success, confounds, and limitations of this proposed educational tool
and explores the future directions of research and the possible role of bi-modal input for L2 Japanese
learning.
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ڷېګҹͶ٣Ә˧َڂڃѶՍƼĺ,٦
ɺЫϥٝي٦Ԗͧ
-NHK ҹͶַِ֤٘چڠںڋڒؾډȽЫƗģ٦əٶ-

Makiko KOGA (1йθ¯)
Noriaki FURUYA (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)
Minae OBATA (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)

ՍƗģ٧ۗNHK ҹͶ¯ڠںڋڒؾډʱַ֤ ۏډڋۍڭ2017 ѽфι 3 ȋξκڷېګۮ٧ѶՍ
Ƽĺ,چ١٦فٿ٣Ӛـٞ―ل٘نNHK ڠںڋڒؾډ٣ڂٶѶՍƼĺ,٦ɺЫϥٝي٦Ԗͧ
―ۯ٦̯wԪǱٟۘڂؿ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍɺ٣ـكٞѶՍƼĺ,م١٦فٿ٣ϥٝڃڀيٞچل٘نիلڀ٣ٌْڂ
٠چչЫ٣ۗħ٣ NHK ٟԯFَ٘ڃҹͶ٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼĺ,م١٦فٿ٣Ӛڃلٞۤلڂـҹ
Ͷڀلѧٶʄڟؾڢکۅڂڃ٧mچۥلԁِ̈́٘ۘ
ԁ̈́Ա٧ɣ٦Вځٟ(ۘڂؿ1)NHK ۏږڰۑږ٦ԟΠҹͶۮۗـ֤چڠؾڽڦؾڬѶՍƼۮۯѶՍ
Ƽĺ,ۮۯѶՍƼĺɆۯ٢١٦ڮؾےؾڔٟƔȡچǣ(ۘف2)چۏۓۇڟԪѠۛؾێڦۓۅۉڔڮ٣Ƨۗځ
ҹͶ˳ԪچȯǠ٣ۗҹͶͦچОِ٘ۘͦОِ٘ҹͶ٦فٚۗNHK ڀلɖІĭqمj ٘ځ33 Ս٦ҹͶ
چԁ̈́έ˧٠ِ٘ۘ(3)33 Ս٦ҹͶچɖІِۗѶՍƼĺ,٣Þْۓؾڞڂ٦˦ȑٿك٫ۓۋڞؾېگ
ؾۉڷڦۓڋٻ٦ѫ֝ڦؾڬچkِ٘ۘ(4)(3)٦چڦؾڬɣ٦Ѳٜ٦Ùзڀلԁِ̈́٘ۘ①ѶՍƼɺ
٣ȯѷْ̖ۤڂjۗۥڭڠڙ٧ϊمڭڠڙ②ۘلѶՍƼɺ٣ȯѷْٸ٘ڂ٦ƦƼձٟ٦ɊS
٧ۗٙۗمڃ١٦فٿ٢չЫٟۗ١٦فٿ٣ǣٛٞۘلڂـ
ԁ̈́٦ƇwۗNHK ٟԯFَ٘ڃҹͶ٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼĺ,٦Ӛڃل٣٧ɣ٦فٿ٢Ԗͧمƙ
ۘ٘ڃڀ
1960 ѽζۜѶՍ٦̵¯׆ʌيѷ̰ڃȠ٦/Ñ٠ِٞۗچ̵¯׆έ˧٣ۗθ¯ĺ4٣ځٿǣڂڃڅ
θ¯̓¯֘Ӊĺ,چչЫ٠ْڂѶՍƼĺ,ۘ
1970 ѽζۜϯǲȷ׆Է̖ٯ٦ɊSɋȠ٦/Ñ٠ِٞۗϯǲȷ׆Է̖٦tΜچέ˧٣ۗ¯Ǖĺ4
٣ځٿǣڂڃڅОϮɊSچչЫ٠ْڂѶՍƼĺ,ۘ
1980 ѽζۜѶՍéņ٦̩̓ʰچґŶ٠ْڂѶՍƼۄؾں٦Ә˧٠ِٞۗٻۏڻؾڸڠڱڟڷ
٦¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ۗǲѫ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٣ځٿǣڂڃڅѶՍ̖٠٦P·٢ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښΒ
̓چչЫ٠ْڂѶՍƼĺ,ۘ
1990 ѽζǨۜѶՍ̖٠ǲ̖٦ĳ̵چΒْDٶ٠ِٞۗѶՍǲѫ٦Оʢʓׯǲ̖چέ˧
٣ۗϠ+٦ٻډڊګۓۍۀǣ̰˽4٣ځٿǣڂڃڅɺȯp̵ۛ¶ɊSچչЫ٠ْڂѶՍƼĺ,ۘ
ɺЫ٢˵ļ٦Ԗk٣ҫۗـέ˧ɻ٧ۗѶŷ̖ۗʓ¯̵ۗEPA ÔƾɆۛƾӼɐɀǀԢɻۗǲ̖
ɟџ̵о٢١ۗΧ֡kِٞۘڂـ
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Transition in the social cognition of Japanese
language education represented in TV programs: Trial
of historical research using NHK program archives

Makiko KOGA (1йθ¯)
Noriaki FURUYA (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)
Minae OBATA (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)

This research is a result report of the adopted subject of the 3rd NHK program archives academic
utilization trial in 2017, "How television has been drawing Japanese language education - transition in
the social cognition of Japanese language education seen in NHK program archives".
In this research, in order to clarify how Japanese language education has been positioned in Japanese
society, we analyze how Japanese language education was drawn in NHK programs in the past.
The analysis method is as follows. (1) Using the TV program database provided on NHK Chronicle,
we search programs by keywords such as "Japanese", "Japanese education" or "Japanese teacher". (2)
We select programs with reference of program information, only news programs and documentaries for
genres. Among the selected programs, we analyzed 33 programs that had been granted viewing
permission from NHK. (3) We watched programs and made the database of the details of scenes
concerning Japanese language education and the contents of narration and interview. (4) We analyze
the data of (3) from the following two viewpoints. ①Who are the people who enter the Japanese society
(hereinafter referred to as "guests")? ② Who does the language support for guests in order to enter the
Japanese society, for what purpose and how are they doing?
As a result of the analysis, the following changes were seen in the way of the Japanese language
education was drawn in the program aired on NHK.
1960s: Japanese language education for international students conducted by university faculty aimed
at pre-university education as a part of Japanese policy for accepting international students.
1970s: Japanese language education for returnee from China conducted by school teachers as a part
of measures to support returnee from China.
1980s :Japanese language education for business people and overseas learners conducted by Japanese
language teachers working both within and outside Japan with the aim of promoting smooth
communication with Japanese people. It was a representation of the “Japanese boom” backed by
worldwide expansion of Japanese companies.
After the 1990s: Japanese language education for living or working foreigners in Japan conducted by
local volunteers and administrative staff aimed at supporting for social participation and living support
as a way to promote coexistence between Japanese and foreigners. With changes in social circumstances,
the target has diversified, including Nikkeijin (Japanese descendants), pre-college students, candidates
for EPA nurses / care workers, children who learn Japanese as a second language.
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ѶՍƼĺ,¯͙چվ٠ِ٢̵¯ـ٧
ѶՍƼĺ,ŷuչڀلm٭¯چ٦ل
Mari KOMORI (θȚθ¯)
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗӐِٓٹѶՍƼĺɆچչɉِٞ٧ـ٢ـѶՍ̖θ¯̵مѶՍƼĺ,ŷuչָچʕ
ٌْڂ٠ٟ١٦فٿ٢¯٫ؿمٛ٘٦چلЇȁِ٘ۘՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,٣ٜـٞ¯ٌ٭٠٧Ѷ
ՍƼĺɆ٣٢ٌڂ٠چչɉِٞـ٢وٞٹ/О٦¯٫ٌڂؿم٠چʃϼْۘڂ
Їȁ٦έ˧٧ۗѶՍǲѫ٦ A θ¯ٟ 2017 ѽфʴ¯ö٣ۮѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٠ فـ1 ѽ̵˪
چέ˧٠ِ٘uչ٦ָʕɻٟۗځؿЇȁ٧ 2 ǣٛ٘ۘι 1 Їȁ٧Սuչ٦ʼ٦ʍņ٣ʰِ́
٘ѶՍ̖θ¯̵ 31 թۗι 2 Їȁ٧Սuչ٦Ȉʚ٦ʍņ٣ʰِ́٘ѶՍ̖θ¯̵ 35 թ٣έ
ِٞǣٛ٘ۘ¯̵٦ʽΛ¯u٧ۗ·ǭԅk¯uۗۛډڊڬۅŽʱ¯uۗƥζɺ¯uٟۗ¯ѽ٧ 3 ѽ
̵ م3 թٖۗ٦Φ٧ͮٞ 1 ѽ̵ٟؿٛ٘ۘˎ֮ѶՍƼĺɆ٣٢ٌڂ٠چñՀِٞلڂـ١لف٣ٜـ
ٞ٧ۗι 1 Їȁέ˧ɻ 31 թϯ 8 ̖ۮم٧ۗۯـ6 ̖ۗۯقــۮم17 ̖ڀلڅۮم٢ۯـ٠яِ٘ۘ
ι 1 Їȁٟ٧ۗ①ۮѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٦ʍņچ٠ٌڂ٠ٟmمٟفٿڂن٣٢②ۗلـ٘ځѶՍ
Ƽĺ,٣ٜـٞ¯ٌ٭٠٧١ڇ٢ڂؿمڭکێۅ٠Ɉلف٠فـɲսِۗچɨ֑Ăʲůɫٟяچѡ
٘ۘяچԅόِٟڗۓڊڬؾښѫ֝ԁ̈́چǣٛ٘٠ٌ①ۗڄ٣ٜـٞ٧ѶՍƼچĺڂقċʱ̑چ
٣ٌٜڂي٠چöίْڂяمΧلٛ٘ۘ①ۗ٘ٵ٠②٣ĳВِ٘я٠ِِ̳ٞۗـѶՍƼ٦Ⱥ֤ۗ
ѶՍƼٻѶՍ٣ٜـٞ٦ֻ٢١ۗځؿمՍuչمѶՍ٦ƦƼٻԅk٭¯چuչٙ٠Ζڃڀقٞ
ڂـŪǇ٣ڂؿ٠لڅٛ٘ۘ
ι 2 Їȁٟ٧ۗ③ۮѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٦ʍņچ٠ٌڂ٠ٟmمٟفٿڂن٣٢ٛ٘④ۗلѶՍƼ
ĺ,٣ٜـٞ¯ٌ٭٠٧١ڇ٢ؿمڭکێۅٛ٘ل٠فـɲս③ِۘ٘چ٠④٣ĳВِٞۗѶՍƼĺ,
٦͙վϟɬ"ٻԅkֻ٦ϟɬ٦§ѡمΦɻچʌيѷفٿֻِڃ٠ْ́چוڂ٨ِۗژڰۉۃښ
ۏڔڠۛۓۋڞؾ٦Ǉ˪٣ٹٜ٢مٛ٘٠Ζڃڀقٌٞڂـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ④ۗ٘ٵٟ٧ۗ¯öɁɢ
٣֮ˎڂيك٦q̮҄ٯ٦ҡͭ٠ِ٘öίمŘάkِۗǷƹ٦̓˽ٻņͦξю٣ڂيكɬٻ
ǣљ٣ի¨٢Ԗkٌ٘ق֚چ٠ۘ٘قملفم̵ٜ٘¯ۗځٵٚ٧ѶՍƼĺ,¯ŷuչ٦ָʕچВ
ِٞۗɺ٦/4٠ِٞӐ֦٢ɛɲ̑چ٣ٜ٘ي٠Ǡفٿڂق٣٢ٛ٘٠ۘڂقـ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗӐِٓٹѶՍƼĺɆچչɉِٞ٧ـ٢̵¯ـ٣έِѶՍƼĺ,ŷuչم١فǦƖ
ٟڂن٦ل٣ٜـٞɦǾٌڂق֚چ٠مٟۘ٘ن
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The Significance of Subjects Related to Teaching
Japanese for the Students Who do not Aim to Become
Japanese Teacher

Mari KOMORI (θȚθ¯)

In this study, the significance of subjects related to teaching Japanese for the students who do not aim
to become Japanese teachers is considered. It is argued that the study of Japanese language education
has something to offer to students, even if they are not aiming to become Japanese language teachers.
For this study, Japanese university students who took a course titled “Introduction to Japanese
Language Teaching,” in the spring semester of 2017 at A university were surveyed twice. The first
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survey was conducted at the first class to 31 students, and the second survey was given on the last class
to 35 students. The fields of study of the students are cultural and historical studies, media and arts,
and modern social studies. Three students are juniors, and the others are freshmen. To the question
whether they want to be Japanese teachers, eight students answered “yes,” six answered “no,” and
seventeen answered “I don’t know.”
In the first survey, two open-ended questions were asked: ① “What do you expect to be able to do
by taking this course?” and ② “What do you think are the merits of learning about Japanese language
teaching?” The answers to these questions were encoded and analyzed. For question ①, many students
expressed the desire to gain the skills to teach Japanese. Also the correct use of Japanese and deep
understanding about Japan and Japanese language were common answers to questions ① and ② which
indicates that the course is regarded as a subject to learn about Japanese language and culture.
In the second survey, two open-ended questions were asked: ③ “What were you able to achieve by
taking this course?” and ④ “What do you think are the merits of learning about Japanese language
teaching?” Common answers to ③ and ④, were the development of their ability to accept and
understand other persons, and improve their communication skills. In addition, their ambiguous views
of their futures at the beginning of the semester became more concrete, and their consciousness of their
future career choices was raised. This shows that they matured as individuals through taking the course
of Japanese language teaching. This study argues that learning how to teach Japanese can contribute to
the career education of students who do not aim to become Japanese teachers.
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̵̯ۮ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٦ɳͥ٣Ǉ٘ي
ֻЫǠȦ٦əٶ
Yasuhiro NAKAGAWA (ϯZθ¯)
ѶՍƼĺ,̟̓íՍԱюچ٧ّٸ٠ْڂΧԅkĳ̵٣ũڂѶՍƼĺ,ɋȠ̓مбِٞۘڂـٙ
مƥ˰ٟ٧ԦƼāҷ٣ڂٿĺ,مǣ¯ۗڃڅѫٟ٧ۏڴؾۑڗkچųًٜٜۗٹѶՍ̖¯̵چʃά
٠ْڂǖΑЫӢԉю٣م̵¯׆ځٿʑVkَڂڃŪǇ٧Ǻĸڃٌۘـ٧ǲѫ٦ѶՍƼĺ,¯ۮم
Ǖk ڨکێڋۤۯ1971ڂڃَۥϯۗѶՍ̖چɭ٣ِ٘ǲ٦ˎ֮چӚۏؾڪو٠ِٞˠَ֞¯ۗڃʛɻ
چڃٖٹʌْ֝˵ڂļ٣ϥۗٸ٘ڂڃلĺڂقΓ٧¯ʛɻ٦ۮƨ چۯ/kَٔۗչӖچԦƼɻí
ʷ٦҄ו٠ۮفـƿÍnϞۯ٣٥ِٞفٵ٦ٙ٠Ǡۘڂق
Χԅkĳ̵ۮɺۯ٠ƪ٨ڃĘِلۗمـٜٞۤڭۓېډ1994ۜ1958ۥ٧ŏζ٣Ɂۮڂٵɺۗچۯƨ
̖٦μN̮مƿÍnϞ٦٬ـڂ٣ ڃڀيل/kَٹڂڃ٦٠ِۗقٽ٣̖Ý٦Ӿ̤̮مƥڂڃǂ
ĳЫŚÝۘ٘قˌچϯ͚ۤ2014ۥ٧ٌٖ٣Χԅkĳ̵٠٦̐ٶچ̮ٞѶՍƼĺ,٦փ´٣Þْڂ
ֻЫǠȦچəٶٞۗمڂـɳͥչӖ٣٧˿ڃٞـ٢ۘـ
ՍҨӘٟ٧چڭۓېډȯ˞ِٜٜۗɨƭڂڃڀ٭َ֟مάƟچΦɻڀل٦ۮʸ̡ΐ֚ۯ٠ِ٘ĺ,
¯ɻ٦ւցϡȼۤ2008ۥ٣ϮչِۗƿÍnϞ٠٧ԓ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ֻ٠ɳͥչӖچƙʰٌْ٠چ
չЫ٠ْۘڂւց٦Ɉ;٧Φɻ٠٦Ȁ"ۮچɑۯ٦ŸƟ٠ِٞʐْڂ۶ۮҨυۯٟ٧٢ۮۗوɑۯ٦õ
ϟ٘چٙըkَ֣ٔڂάƟ۶ۯ̵̯ۮ٣ĺ,چĎӣٹڂي٦ٟۘڂؿ
ԁ̈́٧ؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍԱۤȣ* 2002ۥٟѡ٘ۗǲ٣چڪؾۏɡٜЇȁĴוɻ̤թ٠ҨӘɻ٦
έڦؾڬ٦˟ȦٟۘڂؿҨӘɻ٧ѶǶڀلƨ̖٦Χ̮֡چѺɬْڂɻٙۗمĴוɻ٦Ƽڂؿچځ
Ͷٶٟʀِفٿ٠ِٞځ̇چڦؾڬِلِۘ٘ـԚۗځĴוɻ٧ۗҨӘɻ٦щًڂيلսـ٣έِ
ٞۗ /kٌَڂڃ٠ٯ٦ۮУǐچۯɦٖف٠ْڂΰфچɦٌِٞڂـ٠لڅمَٛ٘ۘڀ٣ٖۗ٦˰٦
ځٻ٠ځ٧ҨӘɻ٣ԓ٦ԅդٟ٦כɞŸƟ;چĄَِٖٔۗ٘فΰф٦ՠچƼځʆ٠ĳ٣Ǡ٘ق
ـ٠֪فـğ̵َّۘ٘ٔچ
ҨӘɻ٦õϟٻƫОÙѾۗЇȁɻӃЇȁɻ٦ӆέˠÞũ٘ڃڀ٭َ֟مơάƟ٧ۗւց٦
ۯ̵̯ۮفـٟۗځؿӾ̤̮مƥۗڃΦɻֻچğفٿٸ٠ْڂΧԅkĳ̵٦Ůù٠٢ٿۘڂٌٛٞ٦
άƟۗچĺɆچäٷΦɻ٠٦ƿچځڅВّ٘ƥ˰٦¶љ٣]ٌَ֤ٔڂ٠ٟۗƿÍnϞ٠٧ԓ٦̵ۮ
̯٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٠فـɳͥ٦չӖمƙـٙٔڂ٠Ƈӣۘ٘ي
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An Approach to the Theoretical Study on the Practice
of " Japanese Language Education as Becoming "

Yasuhiro NAKAGAWA (ϯZθ¯)

Japanese language education policies pertaining to multicultural coexistence are developing and
making progress. Since education is given based on native-language norms however, there is a deeplyrooted trend of International students being marginalized due to structural inequality which makes
Japanese students the main subjects, despite globalization being touted within the school. While
Japanese language education within the country was undergoing “schooling” (Illich, 1971), this trend
was praised as a tool for drawing a future image of the country which centered on Japanese people. It
is thought that since learners are also placed in a situation where they must accept this, those giving the
education standardize an “individual” learner and commit to the goal of “exchange value,” which would
be abilities at a native-speaker standard.
What has long been called multicultural coexistence “society”, and what Arendt (1994: 1958) once
called the “society” that began in the modern era, standardizes individual excellence by filtering it
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through the sieve of exchange value; therefore, it advocates for public spaces which embody human
plurality. Although Nakagawa (2014) attempted a theoretical study concerning the role of Japanese
language education which observed the affinity between that society and multicultural coexistence, they
did not touch upon practical goals.
While continuing to reference Arendt, the goal of this presentation is to discover theoretical and
practical goals for Japanese language education which are different from those of exchange value, by
focusing on the pedagogical scholar Satoji Yano (2008) who claimed that experiences which can be
influenced by yourself are “pure gifts” from other people. In Yano’s philosophy, collecting differences
from other people as “my” experiences does not = “growth.” Rather, only experiences which nullify
and dissolve “my” existing knowledge = “becoming,” and give education meaning.
The analysis was obtained using the Life Story Method (Sakurai, 2002), and it is an observation of
dialogue data between the informants and me (the presenter). Although I am people habitually aware
of individual diversity, I did try to interpret the stories of the informants through certain frameworks.
When reviewing the data, however, I learned that informants display an attitude of showing “resistance”
to being standardized as far as the questions that were thrown to them by me. Furthermore, the backand-forth on those occassions caused informants to recall similar experiences in other contexts than
those offered by me, which produced the desire to consider the significance of such attitudes together
with the informants.
Experiences which can influence my existing knowledge and fixed notions, or the assymetrical
relationship between interviewers/interviewees, are what Yano calls “becoming.” These experiences
embody plurality, and are opportunities for multicultural coexistence that seeks to understand others.
Therefore, we concluded that practical goals for “Japanese language education for becoming,” which
are different from those of exchange value, can be found by applying these experiences to real activities
through interaction with others, including teachers.
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ѶՍ̖¯̵٦ѶՍƼۛѶՍɝ˳٦¯٫٣ڂٿ
ۏڴؾۑڗɈǠٯ٦Ůù
Kenji SOEJIMA (ӦȰθ¯)
Simon peter BAHAU (University of TOYAMA)
ѶՍƼۛѶՍɝ˳ĺ,٧/ҵ٣ѶՍƼӆԦƼɻچέ˧٣ǣ٢ۗمفՍҨӘ٧ۗۮѶՍƼۛѶՍ
ɝ˳ۯĺ,چѶՍ̖¯̵چέ˧٠ْڂĺ֨٦¯٫٠ِٞϥٝۗيɳِͥ٘ԪǱۛǠٟ٘ۘڂؿٙ
ِۗՍƗģ٦ʉɌ٧ۗѶՍ̖θ¯̵٦¯ʱЫԅˡ٦ѧٶˀו҄ن٦Ӣʤԁَٯ٦êùËۗڀلǲ
Ƽו٦ԢÆ٠فـՠٟ٦ѶՍƼ٦¯٫Ћِـڂؿۏڔڠږکۃڬڒډٻ٧ʼѽɢĺ,ю٣ڂلل
ǠۤȮν لٲ2004 ٢١ۥ٠٧/͡ٹْ چ٦ٟۗѶՍ̖¯̵مѶǶ٧ځٵؿû٣ٸ׆ٞـ٢ـɨ
ԅkٟۤۮڂؿ1 ٜ٦ǲƼ٠فـɖзڀل٦ۥѶՍƼۛѶՍɝ˳ٸچۯٞ¯ٌ٭٠ڀلѡڂڃڀѶ
Ս̖٠ِٞ٦ؾڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٦ȇ¨Ѻَۗڀ٣٧ۮѫǇنɇǇڀلۯ٦χĔ٦Ůù٠٢ځѡٌڂ٠
مɳͥڀلԁلٌٛ٘٠٣ۘڂؿ
ҨӘɻ٧ۗ2016 ѽфڀلѶՍ̖¯̵چέ˧٠ْ ڂ2 ٜ٦ɳͥچǣ٢ٛ٘ۘ1 ٜ٧ĺ֨ĺ,٦ۑښ
ۄډڔکuչ¯׆ۮ٦٘ٸ٦ĺ֨ǥȄۗۯ1 ٜ٧̖ÝҨυu¯ӵ٦͙վuչ٣ϥӣۮ٘ڃڀيǲ
Ȕƿׄ¶љۯ٠فـuչٟͪۘڂؿɻ٧٦θ¯ٯ٦¯׆٣ٜـٞΧː٠ٹÞ̅چɡٛٞڂـ
ѶՍ̖¯̵مʌǥِۗƹɻ٧Ξņƹʼюϯюĺ,٦ĺ4چɇՀْم̵¯ڂʌǥِٖ٘ۘ٦ 2 ٜ٦
uչ٧ۗلٓڅ٢ـˇچםٞٹڃٓـʌǥɻ٧ѶՍ̖¯̵ٟۘڂؿ
¯׆ۮ٦٘ٸ٦ĺ֨ǥȄۯ٧ѶՍ̖¯̵چ¯׆مչُْ٣э٘ۮۮځɨԁچۯϟڂ٠ٌچڄĄ
з٠ِۙɨǲ٦ԅkۛƦƼ چrevisitۤȇԵսڀلٌِٖۙۥǔ٣٧΅ۮʆْۯ٢څٚ"ԅkۛΧԅkچʌ
يѷ̑چ֨͵ڂڃڀڃ٣ӣۥځٿڠڴۍڞۤۯۘڂي٠ٹفـ٦ٟؿٛ٘ۘۮǲȔƿׄ¶љۯ٧ˎ֮ʼ
юϯюĺ,٦ĺ˽٣ʓٌو٠چչُْ¯̵چέ˧٠ْٹڂ٦ٟۙۮɨԁمѶՍƼ٦ԦƼɻٟڂؿ
ٌ٠چѺɬِۙѶՍƼ٠فـƦƼچĕÙЫ٣٠ڂقڀуٌڂْچו٠¯چ٫ٖۙ٦˪ٟѶՍԅk٦Ә
˧٠ِٞ٦ƦƼٟڂؿѶՍƼ٠ѶՍɝ˳٣ٜـٞíՍЫ٢ĺ֨̑چ٣ٜۮۙيǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍ
Ƽٿكۯ٫ۮѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٣Þْۥځٿڠڴۍڞۤۯۘڂٸ̋چֻڂ٠ٹفـ٦ٟؿٛ٘ۘ
ٌڀڃ٦ɳͥ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯̵ٖم٦¯٫٣ٿٛٞɨԅk٦ȇԵս٠ȇҨƙ٠ͩ̈فـ٢ŸƟِچ
ɨڀ٦¨چؾڊګڊګۓڬڋډѺٌْڂ٠٣٢ۗځѫǇنɇǇچχĔْڂŮù٠ٹ٢ځѡٌڂ٠لڅم
ٛ٘ۘۗ٘ٵѶՍ̖¯̵٣ѫȕْڂǇنɉǇچʃάЫ٣6نʰْŮù٠ِٞ٦٘ڭۓۅؾےڵۓڏ
ځѡٌڂ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘ
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Enhancing Global Thinking in Japanese Students
through learning of the Japanese Language and
Japanese Affairs and Culture

Kenji SOEJIMA (ӦȰθ¯)
Simon peter BAHAU (University of TOYAMA)

Japanese language and Japanese Affairs and Culture Education have been offered primarily to the
international students and non-Japanese speakers thus far. However, for the purposes of this
presentation, the said courses have been offered and positioned as an educational approach that targets
the Japanese students to be reported on and discussed here. It is also worth noting that the presenters
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wish to keep a distance and do not follow what Miyake, 2004; Takamatsu, 2006; Sakai, 2012; and
others mention about the education being complementary to the Japanese students’ insufficiencies of
skills for reading and writing academic Japanese; a revisit to their own proficiencies of the national
language; nor thoughts and discussions on academic skills and first-year education. The main reason
being that, it focusses more on what the Japanese students have not even been conscious of, in relation
to their own cultures, deriving from perspectives that the Japanese language is a foreign language.
Therefore, the presentation will report on a re-study of the Japanese Language and Japanese Affairs and
Culture, where the students experience a reconfirmation of their identity as Japanese; thus, creating
opportunities to free themselves of the so-called introvert orientation.
The presenters have both been in charge of two subject courses at a Japanese national university since
2016. One was a general education colloquium course called “Preparatory Course for Study Abroad”.
The other was called “International Exchange Activity Theory”, which is designated specifically as a
major subject credit course for the Human Development Science Faculty students. The former was
attended to by students, who, to some extent had an interest in study-abroad, while the latter was
attended to by those students who are aiming at becoming teachers in primary and secondary schools.
With a few exceptions, most of the attendees were Japanese nationals.
As mentioned earlier, the former course of “Preparatory Course for Study Abroad”, where the
Japanese students endeavouring on study-abroad, need to know that their origins start from “oneself”;
thus, resulting in a revisit of one’s own culture and language, which then leads on to the establishment
of essential knowledge and skills to accept “the other”. In other words, they begin to equip themselves
with intercultural and multicultural knowledge (taken from the syllabus). On the contrary, the latter
course of “International Exchange Activity Theory” is targeted at those students who are aiming at
becoming future teachers in primary and secondary schools. The future teachers need to reconfirm that
they are native speakers of the Japanese language and objectively direct efforts towards learning this
foreign language called Japanese. On top of that, there is a need to gain knowledge on the fundamental
characteristics of the Japanese culture, which distinguish “Japanese as a foreign language” and
“Japanese language education”, thus, inducing a deeper understanding (taken from the syllabus).
In the practice reported in this paper, it has been found that the Japanese students, while revisiting
and rediscovering one’s own culture as a fresh experience which results in confirming ones’ own
identity, thus, allowing for the opportunity to rid themselves of the introvert orientation perspective. In
addition, the presenters have drawn the conclusion that through this practice report, empowerment guide
will provide the opportunity to possible luring and guiding out of the extrovert orientation perspective
that the Japanese students possess within.
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ɳͥԪǱۜѶՍƼŹ˓Ƽĺ,ْڀ٘ٹم
ؾڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٠¯ʛɻ٦ͪǇن٢Ƀ̭

Akane SHIRATA (Washington Japanese Heritage Center)

ѶՍ٧ѶՍƼم։/٦ǂ֤ƼٟۗځؿĺuˀڠؾۉڰٻٟٹӖʷƼچȺٌْ֤ڂ٠مэٟͭۘڂؿ
¢Ϡ+ѣ֏٦ƦمΧ۠ΠȕْڂϯۗۮѶՍƼۯ٠Ʀفό/ƦƼْچǲٟۮځؿӖʷƼۯ٠Ʀفí
ʷڂؿمɺٟٸ٘ڂؿ٣ۗɳ̵¶٦ϯٟΠȕْ۠֡ڂ٢ڻڋڦ٦ѶՍƼمըɬ٣ҼОَڃٞـ
ۘڂ٣ʢٷѶՍ̖ٻǲȔƇǹtС٣̵٘ڃٵɄı٘ٚمΎق֮ٞٞۏڴؾۑڗڂـkٷ̓م
ǷѶٖۗ٦Ʉı٘ٚ٦ѶՍƼ٧ۗڂٽڅـӖʷƼٻǲƼ٦ĺuˀٟȺڂڃڅѶՍƼ٠ӁٰٞۗԅԱ
ЫÝ'ٻـƼؐו٦ӢʤԁَمɉЩَڃٖۘڂڃ٧ںڊګڋڱ٦ƙ٣ڃٿ٨ڂؿՠӢÆͮ٢
ѶՍƼٟڀلڂؿٙ٠Ʀۤفٿقϯчۗ2003ۺڠۍڗڧϟѾۗ2013ٌۘۥ٦ҨӘٟ٧ۗڒێۅډٟۉۃښ
ۄۍڗۑڻؾڊګڰ٠َِٞ͐٘ڃѶՍƼŹ˓Ƽۄۍڗۑڻ٦ɳͥԪǱ٠ِٞۗɄı٘ٚ٦ѶՍٻ
ѶՍƼ٣έْڂǡОЫ٢Ƀ̭٠ѶՍ٣έْڂƲۗځѶՍ٠ɨԁ٠٦ȇҨƙٻԅkϟɬ٦ǫ֞چʃ
٠ِ٘چۄۍۉڔێڒˣْڀلڃٌۘڂ٦ɺٟ٧ۗŹ˓Ƽɻ٠٧ӢÆͮ٢ѶՍƼْچ٠فـ
ըɬ٢ƫОѾْ־ځ͌چӐ֦ۤۘڂؿمѣ٣ۥڒێۅډٟѶՍƼŹ˓Ƽچʛѡ̵ِٞڂـо
٦ĺɆ٠ِٞۗǷƹ٦ˎ֮چϏف#ʢ٦̈Ѳ̩ٻɣ̩ζ٦ʁɻ٠٦Þũٝځو٣ʪзچϥ٘ـ
ˏϯǫ̵έ˧٦Ź˓ƼĺȖ٠ٖ٦ɳͥ٣ٜـٞԪǱْڂ٠ĳ٣̵ۗоɨ̑٦ؾڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٣
ÞْڂǇؾۉڷڦۓڋچ٠چۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬڻؾۏڗВِٞڦؾڬԁِ̈́٢ۄۍۉڔێڒۗڀم٠ĺ
,ڨؾۑڻډ٦Ǆwԁ̈́ٵچ٠ٌۘڂٸ٦ɳͥԪǱ٧ٟۗѶՍƼŹ˓Ƽ¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِٞـ
ٻۄۍڗۑڻڂƥ˰ĺ,ɻ¯ۗمʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ҄ו٦Ǉ˪٠ͪǇن٢ڂٻûٸ٘ف֨چ٦¯ʛÑ
ķٝځو٦ɳם٠ِٞۗѣ٣ˏϯǫ̵چέ˧٠ِ٘Ź˓Ƽĺ,ɻ٣ǦƖٌْڀ٘ٹچ٠ـͱچ٠ْۘڂ
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Field report: Japanese heritage language education
for positive attitudes and identity construction

Akane SHIRATA (Washington Japanese Heritage Center)

In Japan, the Standard Japanese (hyoujun go) is the national language which Japanese textbooks and
news anchors use, and is considered as the official language. Although varieties of dialects exist
nationwide in Japan, Japan seems to identify as a country with one language with the Standard Japanese
as the correct or socially accepted Japanese. In other words, other Japaneses, which are used in people's
daily life in their region are unconsciously labeled as a non-standard, or unaccepted Japanese in the
formal settings. Ironically, today's Japan is one of the countries where globalization and
internationalization have become a favorite topic due to the increasing number of international married
families, and foreign-residing Japanese. The Japanese language their children speak, use, and learn
have become an objective for many Japanese language scholars because of lack of vocabulary or variety
of expressions such as code-switching and mixed languages, grammar errors, and poor fluency
performed by those children when compared with the Standard Japanese (hyoujun go), and Japanese
textbooks. The presenter argues that it is based on the native speakers' perspectives and judgments
where such Japaneses are seen as imperfect (Nakajima, 2003; Douglas & Chinen, 2013). This
presentation shares a field report on a Japanese heritage language program in the United States and the
program's approach, where children's positive attitude towards learning Japanese language and culture
is actively witnessed. Children who attend this program develop pride and sense of belongingness in
the Japanese community while they find a strong connection with Japan and a positive self-identity.
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The presenter discusses the need for changing the stereotypical view and ideology towards heritage
language learners who will be the majority of the populations soon. The presenter, who is an educator
for the Japanese heritage language children in the United States, reports the field study and its
curriculum which offer practical and meaningful learning materials to the adolescence of the next
generations or Shin-Nisei. She also presents a successful example of effective heritage language
teaching approach by analyzing the data from group discussions and informal interviews on their own
perceptions of their identity. This field report aims to provide Japanese heritage language educators
and administrators resources for creating an influential learning environment for their learners where
they can cultivate motivations and uplifts towards Japanese language and culture with self-defining
their membership to the Japanese heritage.
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ڇ٭٘ۮɑ٦ٻٌٛٞڂ٠٧Ý'ٛٞڂ٢ۯ
۵ԢʛǕĺɆ٦ۮɊق٠ْۯؾێؾڭڠڂ٦ǖϨ٠Ԗ֝٦
ڠ ڢۑ ڻ
Yukiko SEO (آĴθ¯)
Ʉ١ٹυ٦ґŶ٦Χ֡k٣ۗځٿȕĺ,ɋٟ͐ڂؿԢʛʍņǕۤjۗԢʛǕۥ٧ۗúǲʷӉ
٦٘ٸ٦ĺ,ڀلɄ١ٹυ٦ɳ˳٣ǭٛ٘ĺ,ٯ٦жÍمҠڃڀٞۤڂـǽђ, 2008; Kataoka,
Koshiyama, & Shibata, 2008ِلِۘۥ٢ۗڀمԢʛǕ٧úǲʷӉ٦٘ٸ٦ĺ,ùÞٟڂؿ٠ͪفـФ
٧ǺĸۗوѶՍǲѫ٦ĺ,٣ʷĪِ٘ĺ,ۗمɄ١ٹυ٦ɳ˳٣Ӑِٓٹǭٛٞـ٢ٌـ٠٣ԟƾ
ɻٻĺɆυ٧ûٝن٢ۗٹڀم٢ل٢لжÍمǣڃڅٞـ٢ـƥ˵مɉЩَڃٞۤڂـʨω, 2013;
±, 2014ٌٖۘۥٟۗΧ֡٢ґŶچɡٜɄ١ٹυ٣ǭٛ٘ĺ,چճȡِۗɳِͥٞڂـĺɆυ٦Ƽځ
ۗڀلҽ˄υم١٦فٿ٣ِٞĺ,٦жÍچɳƥٌْڂ٠مٟ٘ن٦چلϐٛ٘ۘ
Їȁ٧ۗ3 ̖٦ԢʛǕĺɆ٠ٖڃٗڃŻ 5-6 ۗɢÝ٣ِٞք 8-12 ɢÝ٦چؾۉڷڦۓڋǣۗـ
Clandinin & Connellyۤ1999ۥ٦ۮɊق٠ْۯؾێؾڭڠڂ٠فـѾـ֤چٞƼچځԁِ̈́٘ۘۮɊق٠
ْۯؾێؾڭڠڂ٠٧ۗĺɆ٦ƨ̖Ыɳͥϟ٠ĺɆن̵مٞڂـԅդچԩµЫ٣Ζٸ٘ڂق٣Фˌَ
٘ڃѾٟۗځؿΧ֡٢̖۠˰ٻʽۗԀɝ٠٦Þũ٦ϯ٣ڂؿĺɆ٦ŸƟچӾȬ٢ٵٵ٣ֻْڂ
ٌ٠چq҄٣ْۘڂԁ̈́٦ƇwۗԢʛǕٟĺقɁٵڂٸٟ٦ĺɆɨ̑٦̵نۗمɄ١ٹυ٣ǭٛ٘
ĺ,چճȡِفٿ٠ْڂơз٠٢ٖٛٞۘ٘ـ٦ƹۗɄ١ٹυ٦ԢʛǕѫ̯ٻЉِ٘ɃچƙԆِن
ٌ٘٠ٻѶՍ٦¯Ǖĺ,΅چέЫ٣Ζٌ٘ق٠ٟۗۮɊق٠ْۯؾێؾڭڠڂ٧ŘάkَۗڃԢʛǕٟ
١٦فٿ٢ĺ,چǣف٦ل٠فـǠمقի¨٣٢ٛٞـِٖٛ٘ۘٞۗĴוɻυ٧ѶՍ٦¯Ǖĺ,چ
͓έɖٌْڂ٠٢ۗوչ٦ͪ٦Ʉ١ٹυ٣ǭٛ٘ĺ,چǣفٿف٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢ۮɊق٠ْۯؾێؾڭڠڂ٦ǖϨ٠Ԗ֝٦ХۗچŘάЫ٢ڦؾڬ٠ĳ٣ɦ
ِْٖۘٞۗԢʛǕ٣ـكٞɄ١ٹυ٦ɳ˳٣ځٿΕِ٘ĺ,چǣٸ٘ف٣٧ۗۄۍۉڔێڒ٦Ҩٻ
Ź˓Ƽڠؾښ٦͐ϥ٢١̬фЫ٢έ]ٙيٟ٧٢ۗوĺɆمɄ١ٹυ٣έْۗٸ̋چֻڂԢʛǕ
ٟ١٦فٿ٢ĺ,چչɉْ٦ل٠فـзٹǠقٞفٿڂيـ٢Ñķ٦̱ӉٹӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠چʃϼْ
ٖۘڂ٦Ȕۗ١٦فٿ٣Ñķ̱چӉٟچلڂنЇȁ٦ƇwچєقٵٞФْۘڂ
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“Probably, I’m doing something wrong.”: Japanese
supplementary school teachers’ construction and
transformation of “stories to live by”

Yukiko SEO (آĴθ¯)

Japanese supplementary schools (JSS hereafter) used to consist mostly of students who temporarily
live abroad and return to Japan within a few years. However, more and more students who do not have
clear plans to return to Japan have enrolled in such schools. Due to the diversification of these students’
backgrounds, JSS is now to reform its education to serve the new needs of their students (Kataoka,
Koshiyama, & Shibata, 2008; Sato, 2008). However, educational reform at JSS is hindered by its
original mission to prepare students to re-adapt to Japanese schools upon their return while teachers and
parents are aware of the limitation of it (Nukaga, 2014; Shibuya, 2013).
This study investigates how JSS teachers succeeded in changing their educational practice to serve
diverse students. Five to six individual interviews that lasted for 90-120 minutes were conducted with
three JSS teachers respectively. Data were analyzed through the lens of “stories to live by,” a notion
submitted by Clandinin and Connelly (1999). This notion was adopted because it enables to understand
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the teachers’ complex experiences in relation to the context filled with people, places, and events. After
examining the teachers’ narratives, it was found that their stories to live by rooted in their lives prior to
teaching at JSS. Teachers developed clear ideas toward the educational goal of their practices as their
stories to live by gained clear plots by deepening their understandings toward students’ lives in and out
of JSS as well as the lives after graduating from JSS. As a result, teachers changed their practice to fit
well with diverse students.
In this presentation, the presenter will report how the stories to live by were constructed and
transformed using narrative data obtained from the interviews. Then, it will be claimed that developing
curriculum and/or heritage language courses are not enough to serve diverse students. Environments
where teachers can deepen their understanding toward students who grow up in
multilingual/multicultural settings and examining their educational goals and practice must be created
as well.
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ӾƦƼÑķٟ,ٜɄı٘ٚ٦
ƦƼِ֤¶چڗۓڟؾڙۓۍۛڠۓۍڭۜڊګڊګۓڬڋډ
٘ѶՍƼĺɱ٦ŸƟڀل
Miho ZLAZLI (ۓڮۓۑθ¯ы֢ڒێڹډƗģ¯9)
ʕɀԅڭږڎڟۑڻ٠ِٞۗۓڮۓۑٟѶՍƼچäٷӾƦƼÑķ٣,ٜɄı٘ٚ 7ۢ11 Ȍ٦ 7
̖چέ˧٣ۗϒöÝٟ٧ۗمڂؿƦƼЫچڊګڊګۓڬڋډʪِ٘ʟ 1 ٦ѶՍƼĺɱ٦CDچ
ə٘ٶ٦ٟٖۗ٦ƇwچҨӘِ٘ۘـɝͪ٣Ʉı٘ٚ٣ƦƼЫґŶچϯ̅٠ِ٘ƨԓձ͍چǣۗـ
ƦƼچڭؾېڭؾہӚ َٔ٘ۘ2 ɢÝ٦ĺɱ٦ͪҭٟ٧ٌ٠٨٦Ȳʰ٣ʪچنϥͮ٘ـ4ȯpŭ
٦¶љچɳɋِۗƹҭ٧ѽЉ٦Ʉı٘ٚ 4 ̖ۤAۢDچۥέ˧٣ۗԅu˟ڀلȕʢɄТ٣ғӣَ
ڂڃĺuˀچκȖ٠ِٖٞۗ٦ґŶ٣ڂؿnϞÙ٠ɨ̑٦nϞÙچӁ«ْۘ٘ي͐چ˰ڂɄı٘ٚ
٦Ⱥ֤ƦƼ٣̬Ƨ٧͐ۗٓيѶՍƼچϯ̅٣Φ٦tСƦƼ٦Πȕ٣ٹɬمǇفٿوǋӤچŅڀ
ِ٘ۘȈƹ٣ۗĺɱȯp٦Ë;چƨԓ٣Ԇنʄۗځȇ٫ƦƼچڭؾېڭؾہӚ َٔۗͪ٦Ӛ ٠
Ӂ«ِ٘ۘѶՍƼۗJƼ٠ٹ٣Ȳʰ҄مוǫۗوԯƹٳٲՖѶ/ʾ٣֕ڇٟ֜ڂـѭ͟٦ 11 Ȍ
Ϝɟ AۗB ٦ƦƼڭؾېڭؾہ٣ŀՠ̋ـȀ"مѺۘ٘ڃڀٸA ٧JƼ٠ѶՍƼ٦مۏړۓێڲۆƫ
ОĳΠْلڂ٦فٿ٢3˧ٟۗB ٧֡۠٢ƦƼلٻ×م٣Ƈ٫ٜۗنĺɱȯpͪƹ٦ƦƼېڭؾہ
ڭؾ٣пЫ٢ԖkمѺۘ٘ڃڀٸΦ٦ѶՍƼĺɱ٣ٹВ¯ِٞ ٘ـA ٧ۗэʼ٧Սĺɱ٦ɨ֑٢
Ԅûچ°ِڇٟ۠ˆۗم٘ـ٣ۗĺɱѫٟöίَڂڃĺɆ٠̵о٦ÞũۗԅkЫׂٚĨ̇ڂӴـ
٦'ـ٣Ӣفٿڂق©چ٣٢ٍٛ٘ۘوƧ٘ڃڀѶՍƼʌљ҄چוФɦْڂ٣ٵ׆ٛ٘ 11 ȌϜɟ
C ٦ƦƼڭؾېڭؾہٟ٧ֻۗ̅ձٟɨ̑٦ѶՍƼ٣ϸِـǈԖkمѺۘ٘ڃڀٸӭ̐٦ۍؾہ
ڮۓƼґŶچӷٔمٟٚؿٛ٘ 8 Ȍ˄ɟ D ٧ۗȈƹ٦ƨԓձ͍ٟɨҨЫ٣Ʋچځɡٛٞɨ̑ؾہم
ؾڦؾڐڍږ̖ڮۓۍٌٟڂؿ٠چʲٰ٘ۘɄı٘ٚ٦Ҩυϛۗƨԓڡؾڰ٦'ٯـ٦έ]مǸѱ
ٟؿٛ٘ڃٖۗم٣١فέʻْلڂǠڂق٣٧ۗٹٛ٠ЉöЫ٢ʄځͶچٶВِ٘ǠȦمӐ֦ٟۘڂؿ
ڗۓڟؾڙۓۍڠۓۍڭ٦Ѿۮِ٘ل̵چιȮ٦ɺЫŚÝۯ٧̯ۗЉ٦ХٟӾ̤٦ƦƼۛԅ
kۛĺ,̬фƎچǣِ֮۠֡ۗن٢֦ğٻöί٣ȭَڃٞڂـɄı٘ٚ٣٠ٛٞۗɄı٘ٚمʃά̮
چɡٛٞɨ׀Ы٣ɨ̑٦ƦƼЫچڊګڊګۓڬڋډճȡٟڂنăʪ٢˰٠٢ڂq̮҄چӂٸٞۘڂـ
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Linguistic identities of children who grow up in
plurilinguistic environment: from the experience of
translanguaging Japanese language classroom

Miho ZLAZLI (ۓڮۓۑθ¯ы֢ڒێڹډƗģ¯9)

I attempted to design short-term, weekly Japanese language classroom sessions which appreciated
linguistic identity of children who grew up in plurilinguistic environment including Japanese in London
as my dissertation project (n=7, aged 7 to 11). In the pre-sessional individual interview, I collected each
child’s linguistic background and language portrait. In the 90-minute sessions, the first half was
dedicated for everyone to facilitate their productive language skills, and the second half was for four
older children (A to D) to discuss the difference between their perspectives and those illustrated in
textbooks provided to overseas children from MEXT (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology) in Japan. Children were allowed to use any languages in the classroom, and the
sessions were designed not only to focus on Japanese but also on other languages spoken at home of
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participants. In the post-sessional individual interview, I asked how they liked or did not like the
classroom, collected another language portrait and compared it to the previous one. There was an
intriguing difference between portraits produced by 11-year-old children A and B who had lived next
door since they were very young and played together almost every day after school. They both had
highly productive language skills both in English and Japanese. Child A’s portrait appeared as if he was
a double monolingual split in half, and Child B’s portrait illustrated a holistic system consisting of
transient, loosely connected languages which evolved after the sessions. Child A who also attended
another Japanese language classroom elsewhere enjoyed freedom in our classroom in the beginning,
however gradually felt anxious to the new cultural behaviours and new relationships especially between
students and a teacher in our classroom. The 11-year-old Child C whose Japanese receptive skills
remained very limited demonstrated a significant improvement in his attitude towards Japanese
language on his language portrait. The 8-year-old Child D who was reluctant to disclose her father’s
Polish background proudly described herself as a quarter Polish in the post-sessional interview. It was
challenging to accommodate different developmental stages of children and their individual needs.
However, longer-term projects are needed to explore these challenges. For children who are exposed to
various demands and expectations as they cross different spheres of language, culture and educational
system, ‘the third social space’ based on the concept of translanguaging has a potential to become an
invaluable space where they can autonomously explore their linguistic identity.
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η٦ǫǕ̵ʼĤѶՍƼڠۍږٟ٦
ԉ¯ʛ٦Ď٠ ʄځͶٶ٣ٜـٞ٦ɳͥԪǱ
Junko DOSAKA (ǲׂةϯuċθ¯]֤ѶՍƼ¯u)
ۏڴؾۑڗۮɺۯ٧ǲȔԃ΄ۑګٻ٦̋ǰ٢սκ٣Ћձِٞ ۘڂـη٠فـчǲٟѶՍƼĺ
,٣Ŵڂڅ٢̵¯ۗل٧ѶՍ٣չيٷچٞۗٹϠĢͮά٦ϯٟ٦ɨǲٻѶՍ٠٦Þũچƙۑږۂڂ
ۏڽې٦ɖցچɡ٘٢ۘـ
η٦ǫǕѲѽ̵٠فـѶՍƼʼĤ¯ʛɻٌٖٙۗڀلǷڀلΧԅkĳ̵٦ɖз٣٘ٛٞۗѶՍ
Ƽ٭¯چӐ֦̮ڂؿم٠ǠۘڂقՍԅ٧܃۽Ȍ٦ʁɻمԉ¯ʛ٣ʄځͶڇٙɳͥԪǱٟڂؿ٠њ
ɢ٣ۗ¯̵مɨԁ٠̩٦̖۠٠٦ٜ٢چځمʼĤۏڽې٦ϛڀلѺɬِۗǲȔɺ٦/4ٟؿ
ٌٖۗڀلڂѶՍƼٌ٭¯چ٠٣ٿ̩ٛٞԉۤΧԅkĳ̵ɺۥ٣ǦƖٌٟڂن٠٧mچلǠق
ڂ٦٧ۗۏڴؾۑڗkɺ٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٣٠ٛٞθԖʪ֦٢Ďچɡٜ٠Ǡۘڂق
ٌٌ܁ѽٲ١ۗɑ٦ĺڂقǫǕ۾ѽ̵ʼĤѶՍƼ٦ʍņٟ٧ιѲ¯ö٣ȮʟÝ٦ڻڭکڰۊ
ۓۍٟԉ¯ʛچڭږڎڟۑڻǣ̵ٛٞ¯ۘڂـ٧ۗٓٵѶՍƼٟМɄ٠͖?Й٣Þْڂɛچѧۗٶ
ιѲɣ̩θ͛ϯ٦Ǎч٠Љț٦ơҢӃ٣ٜـٞ¯ٖۘ٭٦ƹۗ¯̵٧ۮǷ٦ɨԁ٣ٟڂنԉ
ǦƖۯ٠ۂؾګفـٟچۓڣېڻǣـȈƹ٣͖ۗ?Йڇٶچ٢ٟ͏ۗځǍч٦ԉĂѾá٣ڢکۅ
چڟؾгقٞۘڂáЉٹڀلƺס٦ʆɓچٛٞj̵َ¯ۗځ٠٦Ď̋ـƿׄمΝـٞۘڂـ
̵¯ڂؿ٧ۮɨԁɨ̑٦וٟmمٟڂن̩ٙۗلفڄա֮٦ʃ̖ǂ٠ِٞۗmڃْچ٨̩٧
وٿ٢ڂٙۗلفڄ٢١Ǡۘۯِ٘ٵقɣ̩ζچϏفҽ̩مڀԉچɬِ٢ۗڀمѶՍ٦θ¯̵٠
¶Ҩ٢ǲȔƿׄٸ̋چٌٞوـ٠٧ʪ֦ٙ٠Ǡۘڂق
ٌ٦ԉ¯ʛڭږڎڟۑڻ٧ѶՍƼĺ,٣ïٟ֚ۿم͵֦ڂنٜۘڂؿι/٣ۗʼĤۏڽېٟۗٹ
¯̵٧ɨԁٟ֡۠٢ɛچϐِٵ٠ٸٞۓڣېڻҨӘٻѓٌڂْ٠ٟۗѶՍƼ҄مוǇ˪ٟڂن
ٌ٠ٟۘڂؿιѲ٣ۗ¯̵٦ۮǠۤۯוڂقսκƄٌ҄ف֨چۥו٠مٟۘڂنѶՍƼ٭¯چĎ̩ٻ
٦ԉսκ٢١ۗʼĤۏڽېٟځٵؿǠٌڂق٠م٢ۂؾګـ٣ÎقٞʄځͶٌٷ٠ٟۗҽڀ٦Ǡق
چוڂ,ٌٞڂ٠مٟۘڂنȈƹ٣ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ٠̩ԉَۗٔږۓێچΧԅkĳ̵ɺ٦ˏَ٢
/4٠ِٞۗǷ٦ɨԁ٣mمٟڂن٦چلǠٌڂق٠٧ۗ¯̵٦ɨ¯׀ʛ٦θن٢/ԡٟڂؿ٠Ǡق
ۘڂʥٛٞۗʼĤۏڽې٦ǫǕ̵مԉ¯ʛ٣ʄځͶٌٷ٠٧¯̵ɨ̑ۗҽڀ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ـك
ٞٹθن٢̯ЉمöίٟۘڂنѶՍ٦¯̵٠ٹƿِׄ٘ۘـ
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A report on peace learning project for high school
Japanese novice learners in
Taiwan

Junko DOSAKA (ǲׂةϯuċθ¯]֤ѶՍƼ¯u)

“Global society,” this word has been used for many years; however, international disputes and
terrorism have gotten worse, and yet we have not observed any dramatic improvements. While I have
been teaching Japanese language in Taiwan, students seem to focus on only Japan at a micro level
without considering relationships between Taiwan and Japan at a macro level in the framework of
globalization.
My students are sixteen or seventeen years old (high school age in Taiwan) major in Japanese. They
are currently at elementary level, thus, they need to study Japanese in the perspective of multicultural
coexistence. This project report explains how these young students have worked with peace learning.
It is important for such young students to recognize connection among people in the world, to consider
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how they can contribute themselves for the world peace (multicultural coexistence) through learning
Japanese as a member of international society. This project seems to be very significant for 21st century
Japanese education in globalized community.
I have provided this project for about five years in the second semester as a three-week unit plan.
Students first read a story related to “Sadako and one thousand paper cranes.” After reading it, they
learn about atomic bombs dropped in Hiroshima and Nagasaki during WWII. Then, students do the
discussion and presentation on “What I can contribute for the world peace.” Finally, the students make
one thousand paper cranes to send them to Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum with their message.
Here, I would like to share my students’ voices with you. Some students mentioned that “I thought
it was very important for me as a seventeen year-old to think about world peace now,” “I thought about
various issues such as what I can do by myself, what I should do to improve as a future main
character(hero/heroine) of the world.” With such mind-set, it would be extremely important for them
to strengthen active international communication with Japanese college students, recognizing world
peace.
This peace-learning project contributes to Japanese education in three aspects. First, even though
students are young elementary-level learners, they examine various articles, read them, discuss and
present about this issue, students can improve their proficiency level. Second, students could cultivate
their problem-solving competence by discussing peace which is rare to exercise at this level. Finally,
this project would encourage them to become autonomous learners through their own thinking and
action in relation between Japanese education and world peace as a member of multicultural society.
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ؾۉڷڦۓڋ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦
ۮԆنʆۯ٠ِٞ٦΅Ʒǣ!҄ו
Mari YAMAMOTO (Þ̻¯9θ¯)
`Ԏچϯ̅٠ِ٘ιѲƦƼʛѡ٦ԁցٟ٧ۗۛؾڟۑڮڤۅڲڠڏԁ̈́ۤSacks, Schegloff &
Jefferson 1974چۥԁ̈́٦Ͷٶ٠ِٞۗιѲƦƼɻ٦΅ۮƷǣ!҄ۤۯוYoung 1999ۗHall 1999ۥ
چĂʲْڂəمٶ٢َڃٌٞۘڂـ٦҄וÙٟ٧¯ʛɻ٦҄چוƨ̖٦ϟɬ٦ʡǭ٠ِٟٞ٧٢ۗو
٦ȯpɻڀ٠ĳњٟǖϨْڂљЫ٢҄ו٠ِٞΖۤڂقFirth & Wagner1997ۘۥՍƗģٟ٧ѶՍ
ƼچιѲƦƼ٠ْڂɻۤL2 ɻ۠֡مۥ٢ۤڠؾڤێŞй 2006ַِ֤چۥٞ΅Ʒǣ!چυْ̯֡ڂɄ
چĂʲِْٖۘڂٞ΅Ʒǣ!҄ו٠فـÙз ڀلL2 ɻ٦҄چוΖٌڂق٠٦ʪ֦̮چɦْۘՍҨ
Әٟ֤ڦؾڬڑڬڷڂـ٧ۗθ¯٦ڭږڎڟۑڻŭʍņٟǣ˰ؾۉڷڦۓڋ٘ڃڅձٟڦؾڬۘڂؿ
ٟ٧ L2 ɻؾډۉڷڦۓڋم٠٢ۗځѶՍƼچι/ƦƼ٠ْڂɻۤL1 ɻۥ٣چؾۉڷڦۓڋǣۘف
ՍҨӘٟ٧ L1 ɻمɲս٣яڂقХٟԆنʆ٦ֻ٣ɇǇِٞҨچϯϚِۗƼؐ٦ƦـÍ
͒ٻقիچǣۤڠڊګږۍڻفɨƭɁʕӹ; SchegloffۗJefferson ۺSacks 1977ۥ٠ٖڃ٣έْڂԆن
ʆ٦Ү]٣˝зؿچٞۘڂj٦ɝםٟ٧ۗ01ۗ03 ǣչ٣يلٞҨ٦ϯϚ٠ٖ٦ƦـÍمقǣڅ
→ۗڃٟٖڃ٣έْ ڂA ٦Ү]م٢َڃٞۘڂـ
ɝۜםA ۤؾډۉڷڦۓڋمL2 ɻۗۥB ۤؾڋۉڷڦۓڋمL1 ɻۥ
01 B: قם٨ԓ٦:,(.)љԀ٦,[(.)ȑԳ(چ.)[<ҕْ֨ٸ٘>ڂ٦ <j>٦:
02 A:
  
[((˚ؿؿ˚[ ))نص
03 B: قق٠:(.) ڇn-ٵ,<íҺ>٠ٹفـ]فٖ?لف[ـ٦٣Ⱥځ٘ڃڅ:
04→ A:
[٧  ؿ: ]
05→ A: (فٖ[ؿؿ٢)ڇْٟ]ل
ԁ̈́٦Ƈw(1)L2 ɻ٧ L1 ɻ٦Ҩѫ֝ٙيٟ٢ۗوҨ٦γٻځɖ͡٦#љۗ̑ά٦#љ
٢١ۗƦƼ٦֦͵چʪ֦٢ڠؾڤێ٠ِٞҮ]ٌِٞڂـ٠ۤMori & Yanagimachi 2015(ۗۥ2)ٖڀڃ
چυْ̯ٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗL1 ɻַ֤مq҄٠٢فٿڂ٢ůٟҨ٠ĳ٣̑ά٦љچنФɦٌِٞڂـ
٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ
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An Analysis of Interactional Competence of Second
Language Learners of Japanese as an Interviewer

Mari YAMAMOTO (Þ̻¯9θ¯)

In the field of second language acquisition, primarily in the West, researchers have attempted to
utilize ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974) as an
analytical framework within which to describe the interactional competence of second language
learners (Young 1999, Hall 1999). From this perspective, a language learner’s competence is assessed
not by the collection of knowledge which he or she possesses but, rather, by the dynamic, coconstructive competence which he or she demonstrates when in conversation with others (Firth &
Wagner 1997). The present research looks at actual filmed video data of second language learners
(hereafter, “L2 speakers”) of Japanese utilizing a variety of resources (Kushida 2006) and describes the
interactions achieved. It demonstrates the importance of using interactional competence as a perspective
through which an L2 speaker’s competence is ascertained. The data used in this presentation comes
from an interview setting within a university project-type class. The L2 speakers serve as interviewers
whose subjects are people who speak Japanese as their first language (hereafter, “L1 speakers”). In this
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presentation, the question answering process of the L1 speaker is examined, focusing on those points
where the speaker interrupts the conversation to facilitate the listener’s understanding by practicing
alternative word choice selection and offering explanations (self-initiated repair; Schegloff, Jefferson
& Sacks 1977), as well as focusing on the listener’s reaction at these points. Those points where a
recognizable alternative word choice is made are those points at which the listener makes some sort of
appropriate response (response-opportunity places; Nishizaka 2008). In the following excerpt, the
utterances in line 01 and 03 indicate conversation interruptions and alternative word choices, and the
arrows (→) indicate A’s reaction to them.
Excerpt 1 (A: Interviewer (L2 speaker)  B: Interviewee (L1 speaker))
01 B: tatoeba betsuno:,(.)doobutsuno, [(.)saibooo(.)[<baiyoosuru>tameno <shita>no:
02 A:
[((nod))
[˚aa˚
03 B: eeto:(.)n n-ma,<kiban>toi[uka?soo]iumononi tsukawaretari:
04→A:
[ha a: ]
05→A: aa[soo(nan)deska]
In this excerpt, the L2 speaker successfully produced a response at the appropriate point; however,
there are other examples within this data where a response was not produced, and the L1 speaker tried
again or provided an explanation. The results of analysis demonstrate (1) the importance of not only
the L1 speaker’s verbalized content but also nonverbal elements, such as pauses, eye movement and
body movement, as resources for the L2 speaker (Mori & Yanagimachi 2015), and (2) the
communicative success of these verbal and non-verbal elements depends upon whether or not the L1
speaker presents them together in a utilizable form.
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ǲѫʓ˽چչɉْǲ̵̖¯׆٦Ƽ¯ĺ,
چו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷؾҕف
ڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋۛۄډۃېڻ٦Ҩ―

Keiko IKEDA (Kansai University )
Yoshida đй (»ɫɺ)ڋڒڲۆڭ

Hymes ٦ОĎǨۯו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮ٧ȇǠمʪ٥ۗڃڀΧو٦مؾڞۓګڸۓښΧɣƠۛ
ΧͽЫ٣ĳĄِٞǖَ̯ٹڂڃ٦ٙ٠مֻفـОϮِٜٜۤڂؿԗbۛϢй 2013 Φٌۘۥ٦Ѻɬچ
єۗقٵ١٦فٿ٢ǲƼۤѶՍƼۥĺ,¶љ֏مǄ٢٦چلƔѓِفٿ٠ْ̈ڂ٢ׄمڃŏѽ̓ڇ
ٟۤڂـֈЄ 2017ۘۥՍƗģٟڠڱڟڷۮٹٟВْ֤چۯו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂǖْ̯ڂΧ֡ۛΧ
ͽ٢́چڀڃِٖۗ ҇چؾڞۓګڸۓښ٨ْ¶љ٣ٜـٞɳ˥ЫƔ˥Աـ֤چٞǠȦِ٘ۘ
ՍƗģڭږڎڟۑڻٟ٧ۗځٿǄwЫ٢ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ʛѡچѾї٣ۗéņ٠Ĵјِڬ
ۤڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋۄډۃېڻۮِ٘ۓڋڝj PI چۯۥSUCCESS-Osaka ٠فـԅu˟ρɝņ٦jۗ
Ҩِ٘ۘƥɢз٣ٞۗ2017 ѽ٣ɳɋِۗ2018 ѽ܄Ɖƥȕ٧َڀ٣̈бِ٘ PI چθȚӨ٠Ŵِ
̓ٸٞۘڂـՍƗģٟ٧ٌۗ٦ڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋöÝٟل̤ڂؿƉ٣пۗځȯpɻڀ٦¶љ٣գϮِۗ
PI مȯpɻ٣١٦فٿ٢Ԗk̯ۤЉِ٘ڀ٘ٹچۥ٦ۗلΧ֡٢ЇȁԱـ֤چٞƔ˥چǣٛ٘ۘۗٓٵ
①ȯ֚ÙȦچǣۗـPI ٦¶љ٦͑չ٣ـكٞ②éņ̖٠٦ږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻ٦ϝڤۅڲڠڏچ
ۛؾڟۑڮԁ̈́ـ֤چٞԁِ̈́٘ۘۗ٘ٵPI ¶љϯٿك٫Ћƹ٦ԖkچЇȁْٸ٘ڂ٣③ƨ̖
ձϝٹǣٛ٘ۘpقٞۗ④ۮBEVI-j ۯڭڠګ٠ֻ̅فـԁ̈́ـ֤چۏؾڪٞۗƨ۠٦ȯpɻٿك٫ȯp
ɻڻؾۏڗ٦"ԅkέ]҄ו٦Ԗk٦ΘОٹəǣЫ٣̓"ۘ٘ٸԅkέ]҄ו٧ŸɢЫ٢̯Љ
ٻԖk٦ÙȦمӐ֦ٟۘڂؿʥٛٞۗPI ¶љϯۛЋƹۛҭѽƹ٦ڗۓۃڋڦٟэ چڭڠګǣۤفƥȕ
̓ǣϯۘۥɳƟŦ٠ِٞ PI ٣Þِ֚٢̵¯׆ـ٣ٹʌƟِچٞۗـڀٹӁ«چǣٛ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦Їȁ٦ԁ̈́ƇwچԪǱِۗɣѽф٦ PI ٦چۓڋڝڬȇфْͫ˪ڂٟӐ֦٢
Ɣѓκ٣ٜـٞďۘڂْՍƗģٟ٧ۗ¶ڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋљ٧ٖۗ٦ۓڋڝڬ٣ٿٛٞɳͥЫل
ٜ̳̮̍٦ǫۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷـ٦ù¯چʛɻ٣Фıٟژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷۗٸ٘ڂن
ו҄ۓۋڞؾ٦Ǉ˪٣ٹθونïٌْ֚ڂ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘډێۇڔĺ,٠ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,
֗چǭ;ֻم٦ůٌٟڂؿ٠ۗمՍƗģ٣ـكٞٹƇ٠٢ۘڂ
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Cultivating interactional communicative competence
for the business world in Japan: Developing a new
internship design for international students

Keiko IKEDA (Kansai University )
Yoshida đй (»ɫɺ)ڋڒڲۆڭ
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Since Hymes’ definition of communicative competence (174), it has now been widely understood
among the scholars in the field of communication and language education that communicative
competence consists of various domains and channels in a multi-dimensional and multi-layered
composition (Kataoka & Ikeda, 2013). In order to cultivate such a competence through language
education trainings, there seems many yet underdeveloped areas still existing in terms of the pedagogy,
the process of acquisition/learning. Exploration to discover what works effectively in communicative
competence training has been recently paid much attention in research (Yamagimachi & Okada 2017).
This study also follows such a trend. It narrows the focus to business (Japanese) communicative
competence, and aims to identify most effective methods of teaching and learning for it through a set
of real-life practices.
The on-going project which this current study has span off from is a government funded, five year
long project (as known as SUCCESS-Osaka) to promote international students’ employments within
Japan. A particular segment of the project highlighted in this study is its specially developed internship
program, which we call “premium internship (hereafter PI).” Currently we have finished the first trial
in 2017, and the second PI program is on-going until September 2018. Both PI programs involve various
stakeholders, e.g., private sectors, Kansai Economic Federation, and Osaka prefecture division (2025
Japan World Expo Committee).
In this study, we made a careful recording of the PI programs to explore what kind of changes in the
participating international students can be observed. We have asked the participating students to take a
psychological profiling test called BEVI, both at the beginning of the PI and after the PI. We compare
the results with the answers by those who have not participated in the PI program. We have also
recorded the group work communication among the students and the hosting business persons of their
internship. In addition, we collected individual interview data for a reference.
Although these two PI programs are still pilot level in our project, we have learnt that intervention in
the design of internship to promote communicative competence is necessary. The PI programs have
provided various group-based interactional opportunities, and they were to work at a problem-based
task together. What has been practiced the most through the PI was spontaneous negotiation skills using
Japanese language in the business context. An internship with a specially customized pedagogical
intervention like PI seems highly effective to develop one’s communicative competence and careerbound experience at once. We would like to continue the endeavor and further discover the learning
gains from it as well.
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̵¯׆٦ʓ˽˵ļ٦Ԗk٠ѶՍƼĺ,ùÞ٣ڔڂيك
ډێۇɊS٦əٶ
Shiano OYAMA (ڋڒѶՍƼ)ۏؾږڠ
Rina KUWAHARA (ԅkǲƼ͙վ¯Ǖ)
̵¯׆٦ѶՍǲѫʓ˽ɻ̤´ǭ٧ 2009 ѽǨ˪˕چΝيٞۗځكǷƹٌٹ٦ŪǇمΝو٠ƙ
ǵڃٵِٞۗلِۘڂـѶՍٟ٦ʓ˽چñՀ̵ِ٘¯׆٦فٚۗքҭ̤٧ʓ˽مºڅ٢لٛ٘٠٦̟
Оۘڂؿٹԅӵu¯˟٧̵¯׆٦ʓ˽Β̓٦٘ٸ٦κ٠ِٞ① ѶՍɫ٦ʓ˽ԱɉќٻѶՍ
Ƽ٦ʕѡ٦٘ٸ٦ɊSۗ② éņ٣̵¯׆ڂٿȋ֤٦£θٻȋ֤٦իɦۗ③ ̵¯׆Ǉي٦ʓ
˽˳Ԫ٦ʣɳ٦ۿзچФɦِٞڀڃٌۘڂـ٦κ٦فٚۗѣ٣① ③ ٣ٜـٞ٧۠ѶՍƼĺ,ù
ÞمЋ͍Ы٢փ´چϏٛٞٵڃٌِۗلِۘڂـٟѶՍƼĺ,ùÞ٦Χو٧ۗ̓¯ɊSچʃά٠ِٞ
نٞۗځكʓ˽˵ļ٦Ԗkٯ٦έ]مБـٜـٞـ٢ٖۘـ٦̵٘¯׆ۗٸ٦ʓ˽ɊS٦ά̬ٝو
مځĞէ٠Ʀۘڂق
ՍҨӘɻ 2 թ٧ыİ٣ڂؿѶՍƼ¯Ǖ٠͙վ¯Ǖ٦Вօڠڱڟڷu٣ٖڃٗڃʽΛِۗѶՍƼ
ĺɆٟڂؿ٠њɢ٣ڗۓڊګۏڜۓښډێۇڔċ҄ɀ٠ِٞۗѶ̵۠¯׆٠ÞڅٛٞۘڂـՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ
ѶՍƼĺ,٦ϯٟڭۓڦۏڜۓښډێۇڔ٠ِٞ٦͙վ̮̖ٻЫِ֤¶چږؾےڭکڱٞǣ٢ٛ٘ۇڔ
ډێɊS٦əٶ٣ٜـٞˣِ٘ۘـ
ҨӘɻمʽΛْڭۓڦۏڜۓښډێۇڔڂ٦ϗά٣٧ۗډێۇڔ٣ÞْڂԶӦ٢˳Ԫ٠̖Ыےڭکڱ
ډێۇڔۗږؾɊS٣ÞْڂƗش٦ùمΧٖۘڂؿو٦٘ۗٸǕٟ٧ۄۍۉڔێڒ٦ϯ٣ۗéņ٦
̖ɝÞũɻ̖ٻȖو˔چڭۓڎڟؾڏùۗي͐چŴِٞéņΓ٦ɖзٻʓ˽¶љ٦љǇ٣˿
َٔڃٌٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٣ۗѶՍƼĺ,ùÞٟډێۇڔɊSچǣفك٠ْڂ٠͙ۗنվ̮٦ؾڤێڂؿ
ٌڂْ֤¶چڠ٠̖ٻЫږؾےڭکڱ٠Ŵٌِٞوـ٠֏مǄٟڂؿ٠Ëّٞۘڂـ
ۗ٘ٵҨӘɻ٦فٚ/٧ۗѶՍƼ¯Ǖ٣ـكٞڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ٦ۄۍڗۑڻҨۗʓ˽ɊSɱ
٦CDۗƨԓ٦چڗۓێڢۓڍڒډێۇڔǣ٢ٛٞفٹۗځك/٧͙ۗվ¯Ǖ٣ـكٞڠڱڟڷѶՍ
Ƽٻʓ˽٦٘ٸ٦ѶՍƼ٦ʍņچϏэِٖٞۘڂـ٦ϯٟҨӘɻ٧ٖۗڃٗڃéņԁָ̈́ۗקˀȝ
̯ۗձ͍ʷӉ٢١٦ɊSچǣ٢ٛٞۘڂـѣ٣ۗڗۓێڢۓڍڒۑږڋۂ٢١٦ċԱچȺٛٞۗŢځԚِ
چڗۓێڢۓڍڒǣ٢ٌف٠̵ٟۗ¯׆٦ɨƭֻٌڂَٔٸ̋چ٠٣چוѷڃ̵ٞ¯ۘڂـɨ̑م
ɨƭ٦ѫձ٠ǇنǭۗـnϞÙچۓۋڟڷډێۇڔٻƙٜمڀٽۗي٢ـɨԁَِڀ٣ûٝچڃٖۗن
ѶՍƼ٣ֱ٠ِǵڇٌٟوـ٠̵¯׆م٦ډێۇڔɊS٣٧Ӑ֦ٟۘڂؿ
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Changes in the employment situation of international
students in Japan, and attempts to provide career
support by Japanese language educational institutions

Shiano OYAMA (ڋڒѶՍƼ)ۏؾږڠ
Rina KUWAHARA (ԅkǲƼ͙վ¯Ǖ)
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The international students who are employed in Japan has been increasing since 2009, and it is
expected that this trend will continue in the future. However, it is estimated that about half of the jobseeking international students in Japan were not able to find jobs. The Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) presented the following three challenges to enable
international students to find employment: (1) guiding them in their understanding of the Japanese way
of finding a job and supporting them to acquire better Japanese language skills, (2) expanding the
number of international students to be recruited and specifying their employment policy by companies,
and (3) providing solid employment information for international students. Among these tasks,
Japanese language educational institutions play a direct role in items (1) and (3). Until now, however,
most of the institutions have focused on assisting students’ entry to Japanese universities and cannot
keep pace with changes in the job market. Therefore, there is an urgent need to create a system for
international student employment support.
The two speakers here belong to a Japanese language school and the business Japanese interpreting
course of a vocational school in Tokyo, respectively. They are both Japanese language teachers and
career consultant specialists and are involved with international students every day. In this presentation,
they will introduce career support efforts using their specialties and human networks as career
consultants through Japanese language education.
The career consultant groups to which the speakers belong have abundant information on careers,
human networks, and many opportunities to receive career support education. Thus, both schools
incorporate opportunities to invite people involved in personal affairs of companies and human resource
agents, so that their students can be exposed to viewpoints from companies and trends in job hunting
activities. In this way, the speakers feel that, when Japanese language educational institutions try
providing career support, it is effective to make use of specialized resources including human networks.
In addition, one of the speakers is developing a program for business Japanese, managing an
employment support office, and providing individual career counseling at the Japanese language school,
while the other speaker is responsible for business Japanese and Japanese language classes for job
hunting at the vocational school. Through such activities, the speakers have been providing support by
helping students to study corporate profiles, draft resumes, and prepare for job interviews. In particular,
by providing repeated counseling with techniques including microskills, they focus on deepening
international students' self-understanding. Thereby, the required career support of international students
should be such that it helps them to face deep inside their own heart, find their sense of value and career
vision, and come to notice their own enduring uniqueness, so that they can express their awareness in
Japanese.
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ۉڞڬۍڗۓڴǲ ICT ċʱɻǇيѶՍƼĺ,
֤ۄۍڗۑڻĺȖҨۜ ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼȇǠ
Kiyoko EGUCHI (Ĝțθ¯)
Yoshihiko SUGIMURA (Ĝțθ¯)
Chihiro YAGINUMA (Ĝțθ¯)
Fumie SHIRAISHI (Ĝțθ¯)

ՍҨӘ٧ۗۉڞڬۍڗۓڴǲ ICT ċʱɻǇيѶՍƼĺ,ۄۍڗۑڻٟȺَ֤ڂڃĺȖ٦Ҩ٣
ٜـٖٞۗ٦̺ȝХٿك٫Ⱥ֤ɳɋ˵ļچԪǱْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿњۄۍڗۑڻ٧ۗĜțθ¯مΦ
ùÞ٠Ĵјِȯ ْۗڂϠ+Ŵ٣ڂٿǫф ICT ǲ̖Ȗʌيѷڭږڎڟۑڻڃ٦íҺچ٢ْٹ٦
ٟۗۉڞڬۍڗۓڴǲѫٟɳɋَ¯ۘڂڃʛɻ٧ۗˎ֮ѶՍ٦ ICT Ʌ˰ٟјٌو٠;چОِ٘ڗۓڴ
 ۉڞڬۍICT ̖ȖٟٹڃٓـۗځؿѶՍƼ¯ʛק٦٢ۏړۓڽـƼԦƼɻٟۘڂؿ13 ʟۤ·ʍņ
ɢÝ 260 ɢÝۥ٦ۄۍڗۑڻʕƹ٣ѶՍ٦ ICT Ʌ˰ٟۗICT ډڰڟۓڏ٠ِٞјٌو٠مٟڂنȈ
КƧ٦ѶՍƼ҄̑چו٣ٌٜڂي٠چչɉْۘ
ٌٌٟսκ٠٢ڂ٦٧ۗۮȈКƧ٦ѶՍƼ҄مۯוmچɉْ٦ل٠ٌفـ٠ٟۘڂؿʥ֮ۗѶՍéņ
ٟјٸ٘و٦ѶՍƼ٧ڠڱڟڷۮѶՍƼۯ٠ƪ٨̤ۗڃΧو٦ĺȖمҨَڃٞۗم٘نθҭ٧ϯĤ
˪٦¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِ٘ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ٢ٕʼĤڀل٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,ٵ̓م٢ـ٦ل٣ٜـ
ٞ٧ۗҸơ (2013) ۗمĺȖӢΙ٠فـЫ֦5٠ۗĺɆ٦Ӣ٣Ą5ْڂѫЫ֦5چɉЩِٞـ
ۗ٘ٵۘڂŏђ (2014) مɉЩْفٿڂ٣ڠڱڟڷۮѶՍƼۯ٧ۗŵƼٻѶՍƼ٦ԝĸ٠ۗĽĎ٣٠قڀ
ٌڂڃڀ٠مΧۗوĺ,٦ѫ֝٣ٜـٞچڡؾڰۗٹЫ¨٣҇ َٹ٘ڃ٦٠٧Ʀق٢ـΓձۘڂؿم
ٌٖٟՍɝņٟ٧ۗ1) ʼ¯ɻچέ˧٠ْۗڂ2) ѶՍٟ ICT ډڰڟۓڏ٠ِٞјٸ٘و٦ѶՍƼ҄
̑چו٣ٜٸ٘ڂي٦ĺȖٝځو٣Ϯʆِ٘ۘĺȖȝ̯٣Ȕِْٟۗ٣ѶՍٟʓِׯٞۍڗۓڴڂـ
 ̖ۉڞڬICT چډڰڟۓڏέ˧٣ٿكڭؾژۓډ٫ؾۉڷڦۓڋůɫ٦Їȁچǣٛ٘ۘЇȁ٦Ƈwۗ
ڠڱڟڷڂٽڅـѶՍƼ٠ځٿفـ٧̵ۗ¶ͮҵ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ٣ǸѱچËّٞڂـƥ˵ٹӬنϽځ
٠٢ٌٛ٘ۘ٦Ƈwچєقٵٞȝِ̯٘ĺȖ٧ͮ 13 ڀل٢ۗځ¢٧њ/٦ږکڸڭٟбْڂƶ
ٜ٦ڭکڰۊٟǖَ̯ۘڂڃՍԅ٧ۗ¯ʛɻمɳȔ٣ΌŜِ˰ڂفձ;چОِбَڂڃԅٟۗ
ۏړۓڽƼ٠JƼ٣ڂٿԅԱ͒ٻƼؐمڭڠێӣڃڀيٞۘڂـ
2020 ѽ٦ڭږڎڟۑڻʚɢ٣ۗۑڣʼĤڀل٦ڠڱڟڷۮѶՍƼۯ٦ĺ,چۏڬۆФıْٰۗو
ՍƗģٟ٧ْٟۗ٣ѶՍٟʓِׯٞڂـƗʕ̵ٻʌيѷ͕ڃéņٯ٦Б͋Їȁچǣͫۗـз٣
ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂ
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Development of Teaching Material for the Japanese
Language Teaching Program for ICT Engineers in
Bangladesh: Revisit to Business Japanese

Kiyoko EGUCHI (Ĝțθ¯)
Yoshihiko SUGIMURA (Ĝțθ¯)
Chihiro YAGINUMA (Ĝțθ¯)
Fumie SHIRAISHI (Ĝțθ¯)
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This presentation reports on the development process and the implementation situation of
teaching materials used in the Japanese language teaching program for ICT engineers in Bangladesh.
This program, which will be held in Bangladesh, forms the foundation of a project through which the
University of Miyazaki, in collaboration with other institutions, is aiming to help overcome this
deadlock through a Japanese language teaching program for software engineers in Bangladesh that
aims to recruit to Japan highly skilled foreign software engineers.
The learners are Bangladeshi ICT engineers who intend to work in the ICT market in the
future and are Bengali native speakers who have not previously studied Japanese. After completing
the 13-week program (total lesson time of 260 hours), we hope learners will have acquired the
minimum Japanese language proficiency necessary to work as an ICT engineer in the Japanese ICT
market. The program not only contributes to stemming the human resource shortage in Japan but also
builds future business ties between Japan and Bangladesh.
A problem arises in regard to the definition of "minimum Japanese language ability."
Conventionally, the Japanese used at a Japanese company is called "business Japanese," and many
teaching materials for business Japanese have been developed, but the majority are aimed at
intermediate-level learners. As for why business Japanese language education from an elementary
level does not exist, Awaihara (2013) points out the external factor of a lack of teaching materials and
the internal factor of teachers’ anxiety. Furthermore, as Kondo (2014) points out, "business Japanese"
is often defined in a narrow sense as studying honorific terms, but in terms of what educational
content is accurately grasped, research is unclear.
Therefore, this project targets beginners and develops teaching materials to aid in the
acquisition of a sufficient Japanese language proficiency to work as an ICT engineer in Japan. While
creating teaching materials, we conducted questionnaires and interviews with Bangladeshi ICT
engineers already working in Japan. The surveys highlighted that the engineers have more difficulties
understanding everyday Japanese than so-called “business Japanese.” Based on these results, the
teaching materials span all 13 lessons, each consisting of five units developed on the same topic. The
texts are conversational dialogues based on scenes learners may actually encounter, with grammatical
commentary and vocabulary lists in Bengali and English.
Seeking to investigate how the program can be improved so that the trainees can successfully
launch their careers in Japan, a goal has been set to present the project outcomes at the end of the
project in 2020. The present study examines the practical possibilities of teaching "business Japanese"
from an absolute beginner level and improvement points based on follow-up surveys administered to
former graduates already working in Japan and companies that accept trainees.
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ѶՍ٦˽˰٣ڂيكǲ͇ɺ4٦
ۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋ
Chikako KETCHAM (˪ϡθ¯)
Ɨģ֦ۜ
ǲȔЫ٢éņÝĲ΄مƂkْڂϯۙѶՍéņ٣٠ٛٞʘ٢̖Ȗ٠٢ڂفځǲ͇ɺ4ۤFBPۥ٦
§ѡ٧Ğէٟۙمڂؿƥ˵ٟ٧ѶՍéņمǫфǲ̖Ȗ٠َڂڃǲ̖٣Ӣәٌٟڂؿ٠مիڀ
ل٠٢ٛ٘ۤŸȍȲņ˟ۙ2016ۘۥѶՍéņ٧ƥ˵چΪْۙٸ٘ڂƳ֤ۄګڠڞ٦ͫٻɺѫJƼ
ǂ֤Ƽkِ̟̓چٞ˰˽ۙمڂـ٦ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ɳΰ٣Εِ٘սκģի٠ٖ٦ƄȠٵٟ٣
٧ɕٛٞـ٢ۘـՍǝ٧ۙFBP مѶՍ٦˽˰ٟŸƟْ چۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋڂFBP ٦ɖзڀلիڀ
ل٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ِٞ FBP ٣چؾۉڷڦۓڋǣ˰˽ۙـٟĄٌٛ٘כچۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋŭkِ
ԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦ƇwۙFBP ٧ѶՍ٦ԅkɺ٣ÞڂڅƦƼǣљ٣ɨڀ٦āҷ٠"٢ڂ0χْ׆چ
ٌڂ٠مȈٹΧۙوսκچӅْڂǣљمםΧ̤ɦَڃٞۙ٘ٵۘ٘ـγѶöÝ م5 ѽա՞ٻƦƼÑ
ķمΧƦƼ˽˰٣ ڂؿFBP ٣ۙѣϾЫ٢¨مۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋѺَۘ٘ڃ
Їȁԁ̈́Աۜ2016 ѽ 2 Ɖ ڀل8 ƉيلٞۙѶՍǲѫ٦éņ٣ŋ ڂٸ11 թ٦ FBP چέ˧٣ 60
ۢ90 ԁ٦ҭǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋɳɋِۙ˽˰ٟ٦ۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋ٣Þْچڦؾڬڂʐʡِ٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٧ۙƦƼÕֻֻۙؾڰڻڭڠڍڱۤ1995)چí٣ۙFBP ٦ǣљچԅԱǣљۛɺƦƼǣљۛɺ
ԅkǣљ٣ԁڀَۙي٣ƨ۠٦ǣљچjԁِۙכFBP مɬچǇ٘يɝԊٻѫ֝٣ٜـٞԁِ̈́
٘ۘ
ƗģĎۜ
ѶՍ٦˽˰٣ ڂيكFBP ٦ɳΰЇȁ٧ٌۙٵڃٟɲЫۛדЫ٣ЇȁَڃٞنٞځكҽمڀѶՍ٦
˽˰ٟËّۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂ٦ѱَِچԁِ̈́٘Ɨģۤŏђۙ2007ٹۥƙۏڴؾۑڗِۙلِۘڂڃڀ
kمpΚْڂǷѶ٦ѶՍ٦˽˰ٟј وFBP ٦چۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋγѶöÝٻƦƼÑķ٦'لـ
ڀԁِ̈́٘ٹ٦٧Õƙ٦ƧځΠȕِ٢˰˽ۘـٟ٦ FBP ٦ۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋ٦ɝםƗģ٧ۙؾۑڗ
ۏڴkڇ̓مٟوـѶՍ٦˽˰ٟ٦ FBP ɨ̑٦¯ʛچڡؾڰϐ˪ڂٟĎ֮ˎۙځؿم٦ڱڟڷ
ڠѶՍƼĺ,٦ۄۍۉڔێڒҨ٣ïْ֚ٹڂ٦٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
6֤ԅƖۜ
ŸȍȲņ˟(2016ۥ۰ԉ̯ 27 ѽфډڟډȲņíҺĸk٢١ɝņۤۮѫ٢ڂǲȔk٘ڂٸْْچۯ
ٸ٦ЇȁƗģۥԪǱˀ۱
ŏђۤ2007ۥ۰ѶՍ̖٠ǲ̖٦ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۛڠڱڟڷ٣Þْڂɳ˥Ɨģ۱٪ّٜˀԾ
(ؾڰڻڭڠڍڱ1995)۰ِ̈ـѶՍƼĺ,٦٘ٸ٣۱θʕáˀв
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Interactions of Foreign Business People in Japanese
Workplaces

Chikako KETCHAM (˪ϡθ¯)

Facing growing competition in a global market, many have argued that it is crucial for Japanese
domestic companies to secure talented Foreign Business People (FBP) to maintain competitive power
in the global economy. However, it appears to be difficult for Japanese companies to fully achieve
this goal. Japanese companies are unpopular among foreign people who are regarded as a highly
talented workforce (METI, 2016). The possible explanations may be related to the Japanese
management systems and it’s style of communication. The traditional Japanese management system
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has been supported by the hierarchy within Japanese society. To improve the current workplace
environment, some Japanese companies are adopting new hiring systems and promoting English as
the official corporate language.
This paper conducted interviews aimed at clarifying the actual state of communication in Japanese
workplaces from the perspective of the FBP who experienced interactions in their workplaces. The
results showed that most FBP noted deviations from their norms in the Japanese sociocultural
features, where FBP intended not to make any adjustment actions in order to avoid any possible
problems from happening. In addition, the data showed significant differences of adjustment actions
in-between the language environments, and in-between the FBP’s period of stay in Japan.
The data was collected from February to August 2016, through 60 to 90 minute semi-structured
interviews, from eleven FBP working in companies in Japan, and analyzed according to the language
management theory (Neustupný,1995). The extracted data were classified firstly into linguistic,
sociolinguistic, and sociocultural features, then further categorized to scrutinize the interactions.
Previous studies on the actual state of FBP in the Japanese workplaces have been done qualitatively
as well as quantitatively, including the study of the difficulty of communication from the perspective
of FBP (Kondo, 2007). However, studies on the interactions of FBP concerning the current conditions
of Japanese workplaces such as difference of mono/multi lingual working environment or period the
FBP stayed in Japan do not seem to exist. Hence such a case study of FBP's interactions in the
workplaces should be meaningful in exploring the learning needs of FBP in the Japanese workplaces
where global management will progress and to contribute to the curriculum development of Businesscommunication in Japanese.
References:
METI (2016) Study Group on “Internal Globalization”.
Kondo (2007) Nihonjin to gaikokujin no bijinesu-komyunikeeshon nikansuru jisshoukenkyuu
[Empirical Study on Business and Communication between Japanese and Foreigners],Tokyo: Hitsuji
Shobo
Neustupný,J.V.(1995) Atarashii Nihongo kyouiku no tameni [Towards a new Japanese language
Education], Tokyo: Taishuukan Shoten
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ѶηڠڱڟڷÞũɻÝ٦ѶՍƼ٣ڂيك
ԅkЫ˳ԪȀچՒ΅ڂٸƷǣ!
Akiko HATTORI (Ȯʪθ¯ĺ,¯ӵ)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶŷéņѫٟѶՍ̖ɺ4٠η̖ɺ4مȯpْڂОםď٣ـكٞۗԅk
Ы˳ԪȀ̵ّ٘مѶՍƼ٦ځٻ٠ځ٣˝зچэٞۗ΅ƷֻمǖϨَڂڃХچɲЫԁ̈́٣ځٿի
لڀ٣ِْ٘فٌۗ٘ٵۘڂԁ̈́ڠڱڟڷۮمѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٦ĺȖҨ٣لـ٣ïْ֚چلڂɦ
ْۘ
ڦؾڬ٧ۗѶՍ̖˪ȼۤjۗ˪ȼۮمۥćƉۯ٠فـƥϠ٦ӶʛچϟۗٓڀηƥϠɺ4ۤjۗ
ɺ4ڃٖمۥ٣яڂق۷ɲս−]я۸٦ 3 ̖٦ٟۘڂؿ2015 ѽ 8 Ɖ٣Їȁچǣۗـ10 թͪƹم
ȯpْڂОםď۾ԁۍۅڒڑڬڷچ٠ؾڧؾښې܈܋¢۾ηـ֤چٞĂِۗ״Їȁњˀٯ٦ʿթ
٣ڦؾڬۗځٿȺ֤٦ĭqچʌۘ٘ي
ԁ̈́ۤConversation Analysisۥ٦ʆԱ٣ڂٿɲЫԁ̈́٦ƇwۗǖΑ٧ 3 ٜ٦ӵԁ̯ڀل
ٌڂ٠مɦَۘ٘ڃι/٧ۗɺ4ۮڀلćƉمؾگؾښۯéņѫ٣͐ϥٌَڂڃ٠مԪǱَ˪ۗڃȼم
ۯڇٸٍۮ٠ɼȗ٦Әƥ٣ۮٚپٛ٠ϟڀ٢ۯـ٠فـɨچڀϟɬ٦٢ـɻ٠ϥٝڂيҨچpۗقɲ
սمɁَڂڃӵԁٟۘڂؿιѲ٧ۗӾ̤ɺ4مĳњٟ͒իچǣ˪ۗـȼכٹɞْڂԅkЫʛÌچ
īً٘¨̳ۗځ٣ֻْٸ٘ڂ٦Бpɲսچǣ΅ۗفƷֻǖϨӵٟۘڂؿĦ צ7 ƉچɉْۮćƉۯ
٣٧ף٦վʹ͕ۗنم٦ٶ٢̖ٹף ٓڀÝɺ٣ѷٛٞڂو٠Ǡۗڃڀقʰ˚ٻӄمǒق
ڃڀٞۗځكɺЫŸȍ¶љ٣ٹEłٌْڂ٠مɦَۘڂڃιȮ٧ۗ΅ƷֻمǖϨٌَ٘ڃ٠ٟ
ȃمԍّۗڃڀɣ٦ďκ٣#ڂʚƇӵٟۘڂؿ
Ƈٿك٫͕ǣƗģ٠٦'ـ٧ɣ٦ВځٟۘڂؿÕƙ٦ƧۗځƥȕۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺȖ٣ڂيك
˪ȼ٠ɺ4٦٦Þũ̮ٻӘƥ٧ƫОَڃٞفٿڂـ٣Ɉڃٌۘڂڃڅ٣έِۗՍڦؾڬٟ
٧ۗƥϠ٣Þْ˳ڂԪچѡٞņէچǣٛٞ˪ڂـȼٟۗٹƥϠ٦̵¶ɻ٠ِٞ٧ڭڠڙЫׂ˰٣ۗځؿ
ۏڒؾۑ٢˳Ԫِْٰٞ ҇چٞيڅڂـٟ٧٢ٌـ٠ۗ˪ȼ٠ɺ4٦ٌِ٘فÞũ̮ۗمҨ٦Ͷ
ׂٶٞٿك٫ȃ٣ƥ΅ۗڃƷֻ٦ǖϨمP·٢ņէ̢ǣ٣Ћ͍Þڅٌٛٞڂـ٠مɦ
ٌَۘ٘ڃ٦فٿ٣ۗɳȔ٦ڠڱڟڷ٦͍˿˰ձٟ٧ۗ֡۠٢΅Ʒǣ!مǣڃڅٞڂـ٠֘;َۘڂڃ
ʓׯɢÝѫ٦͍˿˰ձ٣ڂيكɨͭچԁِ̈́٘Ɨģ٧ӆ˲٣ː٢ۘـǷƹَۗڀ٣Χ֡٢ڟڷ
ڠڱ٦͍˿˰ձ٣ـكٞɨͭچʐʡِۗɲЫԁ̈́٣ٿٛٞ΅Ʒǣ!˦چȑ٢Ăʲۗϫٌْ͆ڂ
٠ٟۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ٦ĺȖҨ٣ҮFٌَٔڂ٠مٟڂن٠Ǡۘڂق
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Interaction between Japanese and Taiwanese
businesspersons in a Japanese-speaking setting, with a
view to filling the cultural information gap

Akiko HATTORI (Ȯʪθ¯ĺ,¯ӵ)

This study aims to reveal the process of establishing mutual understanding between Japanese
employees and local employees in workplaces of Japanese-affiliated enterprises in Asia. The data
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analysis was focused on the cultural information gap filling occurred in regular meetings, to apply to
developing teaching materials for Business Japanese Education.
Data were collected in a Japanese company in Taiwan in August 2015, including dialogue fragments
of three local employees in response to their Japanese supervisor’s question about Ghost Month, a local
custom. Audio- and video-recording were carried out in two regular meetings with about ten
participants in. Written informed consent from each participant was obtained, and the Conversation
Analysis technique was used for the qualitative data analysis.
Our findings showed a conversational structure composed of three stages. In the first stage, the
supervisor started to question based on that reported from the local employees. The second stage is the
stage of establishing mutual understanding, in which explanations were offered by multiple local
employees. The last is the stage of ending: following the establishment of mutual understanding, the
conversation sequence was brought to a close and moved on to a next topic.
In the setting of our data, the Japanese supervisor was a language guest and did not fully grasp the
local information, which was indispensable for conducting business. Interestingly, we found that
establishment of mutual understanding was directly connected to smooth fulfillment of business duties
in the workplace, and a superior-subordinate relationship was reflected on the construction and
sequence of the conversations.
There are no available conversation models for current Business Japanese Education regarding a
situation that a Japanese supervisor asks local employees for offering information. Moreover, studies
on contact situations in business context, using data of natural conversation, are very few. Findings of
the current study could add to the literature and might contribute to the practice of Business Japanese
Education and the development of its teaching materials.
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˪ڠڱڟڷ٦͍˿˰ձ٣ڂيك
ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښǸѱз٦իۜѶՍéņ٦
ϯǲ̖ڠڱڟڷÞũɻچϯ̅٣
Yun MENG (ѶՍǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
ǅ̵ׯј˟ۤ2017ۥ٣ڂٿ٠ۗѶՍǲѫ٦ǲ̖ׯјɻ̤٧ 1,278,670 ̖ٟۗͪѽњöӁٟ 18.0%
Ύpِٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـǲȔƿׄíŐۤ2017ۥ٣ڂٿЇȁٟ̩ͮۗٹά٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦չЫ٦فٚۗ
38.7%֮ˎۮم٦ʓ˽چۯչɉِٞڂـ٠ۘفـɳȔۗéņ٦ۏڴؾۑڗk٦̓бۗѶՍɺ٦ːɄ
ǫץk٣ڂٿѶՍ̖ׯјו٦ӢΙٻǲ̖ǫф̖Ȗ٦,̯ۛ§ѡ٦٘ٸ٣ۗѶՍéņ٧ǲѫٟ
ѶՍƼمٟڂنǲ̖٦ȋ֤چΎِٻٞڠڱڟڷِ٘فٌۘڂـƥ˰ٟ٧ۗэͭۗǲ̖ɺ4٣٠ٛ
ٞۗٹѶՍƼ٣ڂٿP·٢مו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښʪ֦٠َڃِٞۗلِۘڂـѶՍƼ٣ڱڟڷڂٿ
مۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۛڠӐ֦٢ɢζمёِ֮٘٠Ʀٹڂڃڅ٦٦ۗƂљْٻڠڱڟڷڂɺ٣Ɨģ
مБـٜـٞـ٢ـ٠فـ٦̋مǰ٢ƥ˵ٟۘڂؿѣ٣ۗŏѽۗȕѶǲ̖٦ϯٟϯǲŷ٦´ǭم
ْٵْٵ£θْڂѶՍɺ٣ـكٞۗѶՍ̖٠ϯǲ̖٦ѶՍƼ٣ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۛڠڱڟڷڂٿ
٦ɳΰۗچԦƼ˰ձ٠͍˿˰ձ٦ڀلիٌْڂ٠٧ۗĒŎ٦κٟڂؿ٠Ʀۘڂق
ՍƗģ٧͕ǣƗģچє˪ڠڱڟڷۗقٵ٦͍˿˰ձ٣ـكٞۗѶՍéņ٦ϯǲ̖ڠڱڟڷÞũ
ɻ 10 թچέ˧٣ۗڠڱڟڷѶՍƼC֤٣ÞْڂǸѱзچϯ̅٣ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁ٠ڭؾژۓډЇȁ
چǣٛ٘ۘ٢ۗكՍƗģٟ٧̳ۗ¨َچöْ٘ۗٸЇȁ٧Їȁέ˧ɻ٦ԦƼ٦ϯǲƼٟǣٛ٘ۘ
ɲЫԁ̈́٦Ƈwۗɣ٦ٌ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
(1) ЇȁɻؾۉڷڦۓڋمЇȁٟʄۮًۗ٘˪ځʰžۮۯقкۮۯɺѫďٻΪٚǭۮۯٔڅƿ˛ٻ
ˋϝۮۯȬϝ͍ۮۯίۯ٠ فـ6 ˰ձ٣pقٞۗۏؾۅюمսκچËّڂ٠َۘ٘ڃ
(2) َڀ٣ۗڭؾژۓډЇȁ٦ƇwڀلѶՍéņ٦ϯǲ̖ڠڱڟڷÞũɻ٣٠ٛٞۗӫϛۗѶՍƼچ
Ⱥٛٞȸɝڂْچɢ٣ۗ1 ҹ٦սκ٧ۮȸɝ٦ӆǄׁۗۯ2 ҹչ٧ۮѶՍƼ٦ƦƼ҄ۗۯו3 ҹչ٧
ۮԅkʛÌ٦΅'ۗۯ4 ҹչ٧ٖۮ٦Φ٦ٌ٠ۗۯ5 ҹչ٧ۮȸɝ٣ٵٜڂڅÌǣ٦΅'ۗۯ6 ҹչ٧ۮ
ɺ٦̬ф٣Þٌْڂ٠ۗۯ7 ҹչ٧ۮӢэ٢ίŜۯٟڂؿ٠فـŪǇمƙۘ٘ڃڀ
ՍƗģ٦ƇwچєۗقٵѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰ٟ٧ۗΌŜِʺـْٻ٣ʥۗـ¢˰ձ٣ڂيكǸѱз
ٻսκз٣چוϴـٟɉќٌْڂ٠¯ۗمʛɻ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼڠڱڟڷٻÌǣ٦ʛѡ٣٠ٛٞ֏
Ǆٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
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An Analysis of Communication Difficulties in
Business Contact Situations: Focusing on Chinese
Businesspeople Working in Japanese Companies

Yun MENG (ѶՍǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)

The purpose of this study is to investigate the difficulties in business contact situations by Chinese
businesspeople working in Japanese companies. Ten Chinese people working in Japanese companies
throughout Tokyo were surveyed and interviewed. The native language of survey respondents, i.e.,
Chinese, was used to ensure accuracy in the research.
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The results of qualitative analyses are as follows:
i. Mainly through the interview, the participants revealed that they feel problems in the following six
settings: Meeting, Telephones, Internal Meetings, Negotiations, Chatting, Business Entertaining, as
well as in e-mail use.
ii. The results of questionnaires suggested that the biggest problem that Chinese businesspeople feel
when they usually use the Japanese language to work was inefficiency in work. The rest of the problems,
in the order of their magnitude, were (1) Japanese language competence, (2) differences in culture and
customs, (3) others, (4) differences in business practices, (5) differences in corporate systems, and (6)
unfair treatment.
Based on the results of this study, in the field of Japanese education, it is probable that focusing on
difficulties and problems according to the frequency of their occurrence in various scenes will be one
of the most effective ways for learners of Japanese to master business Japanese and business practices.
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ƽ٣íٝوӆѱ٣έْڂƦƼǣљ۵˰ڠڱڟڷձ٣
ڂيكѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦Әƥůɫ٣Ϯչِٞ۵

Mikako SUETA

ƽ˰ձ٦Ɨģ٧έ˞ƗģمΧ¯ۗوʛɻ٣˝зچэٞ٘Ɨģ٧ː٢˰ڠڱڟڷۗوձ٣ڂيك
ƽٻӆѱ٣έْ¯ڂʛɻ٦έʻچٛ٘Ɨģ٧لٓڅٟۘڂؿՍƗģٟ٧ۗƽ٣íٝوӆѱ٣
έْ¯ڂʛɻ٦ƦƼǣљ٣ٜـٞۗ˰ڠڱڟڷձםچ٠ِٖٞۗ٦Әƥůɫ٣ϮչِۗѶՍ̖٠Ӂ
«ِ٢ۗڀمƼ֤ЫÙзۗڀلѣϾ٠սκзچԁِ̈́٘ۘ
έ˧ɻ٧ۗϯǲ̖¯ʛɻ(j L)63 թۗѶՍ̖¯̵(j J)68 թٟ˰ۘڂؿձ٧①΅ۮʆƽۯ
ۤғυ֘Оɢ٣ˋӜمѩكٓلĕمƽِӆѱْۮ②ۥڂЫ֦5ƽۤۯƿВɝư٣ڂٿғυ֘
Оɢ٦ϧكچڃĕمϟٓڀƽِӆѱْۥڂ٦˰۾ձ͐چОِ٘ۘЇȁ٧ۗ①ϝÆ̯ڭڠګ٣ڂٿ
Ăʲ چ13 ٦ՠǂɫ٣ԁ②ِۗכʃ٘ڂՠǂɫ٠ِٞʰƥِ٘ۮɼȗ͒ۮۯիۯ٦Әƥůɫ٣ٜ
ـٞۗځٵۮфـٵـؿۮۯӘƥ٦Ⱥ֤ۮۯԅ՚٦Әƥůɫۮۯƽ٦иقۯю٦Ùзڀلԁِۗכ
ʰƥׁچȳʰِ٘ۘ
ٖ٦Ƈwۗ①ʃ٢΅'٧͒ۮիۯ٣ʰƥْ͒ۮ②ڂիۯ٣ƹΝْڂՠǂɫ٠ِٞۗL ٧ۯ֯ۮ
ۮǷƹ٦ǣљۗۯJ ٧ۮǇȹ¨ۮۯـѺ˵ۮۯļҬϚمۯΧٌـ٠юمԁلٛ٘ۘJ ٦Әƥůɫ٣٧ۗك
ĕ٦چږڠێْ̃چڠڋڎڹżƣْڂǄwڂؿم٠ɈۗمڂڃڅL ٧ٖ٦Ⱥ֤مː٢ۯ֯ۮۗو٦ƹ
Ν٦Χ֤٧ۗ͒իمӢʤԁ٢3˧ڂق֚چq̮҄ۘڂؿم
ҨӘٟ٧ۗŘάЫ٢ĂʲچڦؾڬФɦِ٢ڀمԪǱْۘڂ

3A_E2 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 14:30

Language Behavior Regarding the Criticism
Provoked by Misunderstanding: Expressions of
Learners of Japanese in Business Situations

Mikako SUETA

Amongst the research of misunderstanding there are many comparative studies, but there is little
research which puts the focus on students, and even fewer studies which deal with students’
misunderstandings and criticisms in business situations. Using business situations as an example, the
present study analyses, from a pragmatics point of view, the characteristics and problem areas of
students’ language behaviour in regards to the criticisms provoked by misunderstandings, while
comparing it to those of Japanese individuals.
The target group is 63 Chinese individuals learning Japanese (L) and 68 Japanese individuals (J).
Two situations were set up: 1 – ‘misunderstanding of the other party’ (goods are not delivered at the
expected time of delivery and the customer misunderstands and criticises), 2 – ‘misunderstanding due
to external factors’ (there is a delay in the expected time of delivery due to a traffic accident and the
customer misunderstands and criticises without knowing about this). The survey sorted the descriptions
in the Discourse Completion Test into thirteen semantic formulas. The ‘apology’ and ‘explanation’
forms of expression which appeared as the main semantic formulas from this were sorted from various
points of view including ‘degree of formality’, ‘the use of ambiguous expressions,’ ‘the form of
expression at the end of a sentence,’ and ‘the way of conveying the misunderstanding,’ and the
appearance rate was calculated.
As a result, the main difference appeared in the ‘explanation’ semantic formula. It was found that
Group L often used ‘requests’ and ‘future actions’ as the semantic formulas following their explanation,
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while Group J often used the semantic formulas of ‘asking another’s intentions,’ ‘confirmation,’ and
‘assessing the situation’. Among Group J, it is thought that their most commonly used forms of
expression reduce the risk of customers losing face. However, among Group L, the use of these same
forms of expression is lower, and the high use of ‘requests’ has the possibility of giving the impression
that the explanation was insufficient.
In this presentation, I will present concrete description data while reporting.
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ںڎڍďۄګڠڞ٣ڂٿѶՍƼĺ,ɳٟͥ٦έÑ
ķۓڋڝڬ٦ǠȦ
Hiroyoshi IWASAKI (1йθ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
ںڎڍďچۄګڠڞȺِ֤٘XѶՍƼƿׄ٦ɳͥ٧ٌٵڃٟ 2 لǲ٦¯̵њɀمƷـ٦Ԧ
Ƽ٠ɨԅkچĺقǭڻڋڦف٦ɳͥمʃٟׄؿٛ٘ڀڃٌۗم٦ɳͥ٧٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻڱۮم
ںڊګڋ٠ۯْ٠ͪفـФٸ٘ڂؿم٣ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ƦƼۛԅkÙ٣έْڊګڋڱٻڻڋڦڑېګڠڂ
̂ںńچĸkَٔڂq̮҄مɉЩَڃٌٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢սκɬۗڀلӑɻ٧ۗǲѫ٦Ӿ̤Ϡ
з٣ڂـѶՍƼɻњɀمƨ٠ƨ٠ِٞʰۗـƷـ٣έю٢ׂ˰ٟ¯٫ǭفέ٦˰چȝڂɳ
ͥچǣٛ٘ۘՍƗģٟ٧ۗȯpɻمɨ̑٦ŸƟ٠ƙچӘƥِۗƷـ٣Þ̅چɡٚفٿفؿ٢¯ʛÑ
ķم١٦فٿ٣ȝڂڃڀ٦ڦؾڬ ״ۗل٦ԁ̈́ڀلǠȦْۘڂ
ɳͥȯpɻ٦ʰ̑٧ۗѶՍۗàǲۗڋڦ٦ 3 لǲٟ̖̤٧ 7 թٟؿٛ٘ۘȯpɻ٧ǲѫ٦ɨν
٢١ںڎڍڀلďچۄګڠڞȺٛٞȯpِ٘ۘњّؾڴۓۅٟ 2 ʟÝ٣/фۗ1 ɢÝХфڂْ
چۓۋڞکڢӾ̤ǣٛ٘ۘՍҨӘٟ٧ 1 չ٦ʼέձ٣˝зؿچٞٞԁٌْ̈́ۘڂ٦ۋڞکڢ
ۓ٧ɨƭˣۂؾګچ٠ِٞۗۮȯpɻمƷـ٣ٜـٞوٿϟٌۯڂ٠چչЫ٠ٌِ٘ۘ٦ۓۋڞکڢ٦
ۗڀلڦؾڬ ״ȯpɻÝ٦ֻٸ٘ڂٸ̋چ٦΅Ʒǣ!م١٦فٿ٣Ә٘ڃ٦چلԁِ̈́٘ۘŘ
άЫ٣٧ۗӾ̤٦ȯpɻمXٟڂْ٠ن٦ڗۓڔؾګۓؾڦ٠փ´Þũۗںڎڍď ձ٦
Әɦ٠ٖڃ٣ÞِٞĄٌٛ٘΅Ʒǣ!چԁِ̈́٘ۘ
ԁ̈́Ƈw٦Ƈwۗj٦ٌ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
①Ɂэʼۗچ˰ۮȸ͌ۮۗۯ̖ڂΒَڃٞɲսۯ̖ڂْچ٢١ۗ٣ڂيكփ´مƫОЫٟ
ؿٛ٘مږکڸڭۗمĳВِٞŀՠچɡٜٹ٦٣#ǣِ٘٠ن٣ۗփ´ׄمљkِۗƷـ٦ŀՠ٣Tٛ
ٞɨ֑٣έڂْÑķۘ٘ڃٵ̵م
②έچΒْنٛيل٠ِٞۗ ձĳ֏٣ڂٿɶ̍٦ӘɦمǄwЫٟؿٛ٘ۘȯpɻ٧ɶ̍٦ѫ
֝٣έٌِٞۮ٦ۢ٧ۗۛۛۛۯ٠ۤڠڞږڋڧفـЋɦچۥȺٌِ֤ٞڂـ٠ۗڀلXÑķٟځؿ٢ڀم
˰ձچĳ֏ِٞڂـË©چɡٌٛٞڂـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ
˪٦فٿ٣ۗκ٦Ї̱ ۗٻձӘɦю٦˪ۄګڠڞ٦ǋӤۗمXέچΒْ٘ٸ٣ƃٔل
٢͵֦ـٌٟڂؿ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ӣĂ ՍƗģ٧ۗ2018 ѽфѣОκƗģ˂̯ӄ ѣОκۤíͳ˂̯ۮۥXέŭѶՍƼĺ
,٦ۏڬۆǖϨچչɉِ٘ɳͥƗģۯ٦˂̯چʌيٞڂـ

3A_F1 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 16:00

Consideration on Designing Dialogue Environment of
the Japanese Language Education Practice by Web
Conference System

Hiroyoshi IWASAKI (1йθ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ

The most of practices of distance Japanese communication using web conference system so far have
involved students from two countries mutually sharing their mother tongue and self-culture. In these
practices, there is a premise that Japanese learners outside Japan speak with native speakers. Therefore
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it is pointed out that there is certain possibility of strengthening learners’ stereotype of language/culture
and the belief that in order to improve a language, one should speak with the native speakers. In order
to avoid the situation, I, the author, have conducted practices where speakers of the Japanese language
at multiple locations both in Japan and abroad meet others as ‘one-self’ and have chance to learn
mutually from each other by creating dialogues. In this research, I analyze the recorded data of practices
and examine how to develop the learning environments where participants can express their own
experiences and opinions and create interests in others.
There were seven participants from three countries, Japan, South Korea and Thailand. They
participated from each one’s home either in Japan or in other countries using the web conference system.
The talking session was held several times for about one hour every two weeks with the same member.
In this presentation, I focus on the conversation of the very first meeting. The theme of this session was
self-introduction so that the participants can get to know each other well. Using the recorded data of
this session, I analyzed how interactions took place to deepen the understanding among the participants.
In particular, I examined turn-taking and role when multiple participants talk online. And I analyzed
the multimodal representation of the web conference screen and the mutual actions related to it.
The results of the analysis are the following;
1) At the beginning of the conversation, the roles in the conversation such as "person who facilitates
dialogues", "person who questions," were fixed. However when the topics shifted to those of common
interest, the role became changeable and the environment where participants freely interact with each
other with interest was created.
2) The display of photographs by screen sharing was effective as a trigger to encourage dialogue.
Participants used deixis such as "This …" to explain the photograph and it turned out that they have a
sense of sharing the scenes while being in a distance environment.
As mentioned above, it became clear that it is essential to adjust topics and make the best use of the
system such as screen display in order to encourage dialogues in distance environment.
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¯ـ̋ۮ٫ۯ٣ɕڂέ٣ٜـٞ٦Ɨģ ―ڑڬڷď
ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ٠Э¯ڎڹڒ٣ڂيك
ۮɑЫ٢κۯ٣ϴչِٞ
Kenji KAWAMOTO (ڭۏۂۛڡڔڢۓڑۛېڒکگۇڨθ¯)
Miho FUKAGAWA (Őπθ¯ǲȔùǖ)ؾڦۓڢ̵¯׆
Kanae MIURA (Őπθ¯ǲȔùǖ)ؾڦۓڢ̵¯׆

ŏѽۗѶՍ٦ĺ,ԁցٟ٧ۮʃάЫۛέЫ٢̋¯ـ٫مۯɉЩَۗڃѶՍƼĺ,ٟ¯ٹʛɻʃ
ά٦ĺ,٦فٿ٣ۗۮʃά̮چۯʪɖِٞ¯ـ̋ۮۘ٘ن٫ۯ٣٧Φɻ٠٦Ĵј̮٠ۗڂؿϟɬچΦ٦ϟ
ɬٻɨƭ٦ŸƟю٠ÞӣمוڂيğۗمڂڃڀٸɳȔ٦ƦƼĺ,٦ƥ˰ٟۗɨԁɨ̑٠Þْ
ٌڂْچـ̋ڂ٠٧Öόٟ٧٢ۮۘـʃάۯ٠٧ۗʃÙچɉْٙيٟ٧٢ۮۗوǂۮۯɑۯ٠٦Þũ̮
ڀلǖَ̯٘ڃѦѣٟӾȬ٢Э¯ѾٟۮۗځؿʃάЫ٢¯٫چۯչɉْ٢ڀ٨ۗ¯ʛɻچОЫ٢
ǣ!ɻ٠ْڂ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوɺ̮٠ѫձ̮٦ӾȬَچäۮٷʃάۯ٠ِٞΖقЋْӐ֦ڂؿم٦ٟ٧
٢ٌٖۘلـٟۗ/ҵЫ٢چۂؾګϯ̅٠ِ٘ڑڬڷďۤۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬj VCۥ٠ۗɑЫ٢ؾګ
چۂϯ̅٠ِ٘Э¯ۤڎڹڒj PCۥ٠فـѲٜ٦ɳͥچВِٞۗۮʃάۯ٣Ƈ٫ӣفٿو٢έ٣ٜ
ـٞǠȦِ٘ۘ
VC ٠٧ۗ2011 ѽځٿѶՍ٦θ¯٠ښۏڭ٦θ¯ٟɳِͥٞ"ڂـԅkֻۗΦɻֻچչЫ٠ِ
٘¯ʛ¶љٟۗѶՍ̖ԦƼɻ٠̖ښۏڭѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۗچXϠзٟƇ ٭Web ďۄګڠڞ٠
Web ˪٦ųɦҰچВّٞۗѶՍƼٟŹΝЫ٣ďٹڂْ٦ٟۘڂؿ2017 ѽ٣٧ۮȸɝۮۯtΜۮۯĺ
,چۯďκ٣ 3 ɳɋِ٘ۘPC ٠٧ۗΦɻ٦چɾڀ٢ـ٢١٦Öό٢āΔ٦jِۗ٘ڠږکۍێϯٟ
ɨԁ٦ٌ٠ٻЭ¯Ы٢ْچۂؾګέЫ¶љٟۘڂؿѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦/Ñ٠ِ̖ٞښۏڭѶՍƼ¯
ʛɻ٣ɳɋِ٘ۘҽڀ٧ɨԁمɡٜčսـ̒ٻŸƟ٣ٜـٞѶՍƼ٘ٵ٧ښۏڭƼِٟǭٛ٘ۘ
ٌڀڃ٦ɳٟͥ¨Ѻَ٘ڃ٦٧ۗВ˲٦ʍņٟ٧Ӆَمڃٚ٢κ͆مŉЫ٣ٌ٘ڃَ٠ٟؿ
ۘڂVC ٟ٧ۗԅkЫďκٟؿٛٞٹʓ˽٢١٦ɑЫ٢ҁٶ٠Þӣۗځ٘يɨԁ٢ځ٣ۮѬچۯƙٜ
يٞǠȦْ֡ڂɄ¨مѺَۘ٘ڃΝـٞ PC ٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻمΦɻ٦ҁچٶɨԁ٦ٌ٠٦فٿ٣Ζۗق
ِٵןǭف٢١ۗVC ٠٧"٢ڂɨƭ٠սκ٠٦Þӣ¨ميѺَۘ٘ڃ
В˲٦ʍņٟٹƨ̖Ы٢ɝԊڃَٹ٧ْؾڞڴڋۍڻۗمڂ٦սκۗځؿٹѫձЫ٢ٌ٠٧ʄځ
˪ً٣ۘـوٙۗمɨ֑٣Ƽځǭٌڂي͐چ˰ڂق٠ٟۗ¯ʛɻمɑЫ٢κچƼوْٻځ٢ۗځǫـ
՞Ιфمѡ٘̈٘ٵۗڃڀ٢ɨƭѺɬ٦§ѡ٣ٹźمٖٛ٘ۘ٦٘ۮۗٸʃάۯ٦ѾЫսκچǠׇ
ِ٘έ٦ɳǣ¯ـ̋ۮم٫ۯ٣٧ʪ֦ٙ٠Ǡۘڂق
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A Study of Dialogues Leading to Deep Learning:
Focusing on "Private Topics" in Video Conferencing
and Philosophy Cafe

Kenji KAWAMOTO (ڭۏۂۛڡڔڢۓڑۛېڒکگۇڨθ¯)
Miho FUKAGAWA (Őπθ¯ǲȔùǖ)ؾڦۓڢ̵¯׆
Kanae MIURA (Őπθ¯ǲȔùǖ)ؾڦۓڢ̵¯׆
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In recent years “Proactive and Interactive Deep Learning” has attracted attention in the fields of
education in Japan. Also, the term SHUTAI-SEI, which could be translated as subjectivity,
independence, self-direction or proactiveness, has been given importance in the Japanese language
education field as in GAKUSHUSHA SHUTAI, that is, learner centered. It is required not only to have
a cooperative mind with others but also an ability to integrate newly gained knowledge with one’s
vested knowledge or one’s own experiences if one wants to realize “Deep Learning”. However, in real
educational situations it is not easy for teachers to lead the students to enjoy a deep conversation in
which the students really become involved. It often ends up as a mere exchange of information. The
term SHUTAI means not only subjectivity, but also a unique and complicated philosophical conception
that is constructed on the relevance of “public” and “private”. If a teacher wants his students to reach
the point of “Proactive Learning”, the teacher should not treat the students as stable and settled agents.
It is necessary for the teacher to capture the essential features of the students as SHUTAI, meaning a
subject or an independent self, that includes the complexity of their social and inner aspects. In this
presentation we discuss on the students’ dialogues that include essential questions of SHUTAI. The
dialogues are taken from two types of activities: Video Conferencing (VC) and Philosophy Café (PC).
VC is a series of remote discussion activities that has been practiced between Japanese and Turkish
university students since 2011, aiming at cross-cultural and interpersonal understanding of the students.
It is an ongoing discussion program for Japanese native speakers in Japan and Turkish Japanese learners
in Turkey, through a web conferencing system and the bulletin board system (BBS). In 2017 three web
conferences were conducted. They focused on the topics “work”, “family”, and “education”. PC is faceto-face discussion activities for the Turkish Japanese language learners. The conversation topics were
chosen from philosophical or private matters. The students were given simple rules for PC, for example,
to listen to other students without interference. They freely talked about the questions and problems of
life and their happy or painful experiences. During the activities students spoke about private matters
which may be easily avoided in regular Japanese classes. In VC, even with the general and cultural
topics, students linked the topic to their personal concerns like obtaining a job, or found a “mystery” to
be solved. In PC, private topics were spoken more than in VC, for example, they took the other person’s
problem as their own and encouraged each other.
Although private matters are spoken about even in regular Japanese classes, it is not so easy to pick
up inner and private issues in class. However, by providing an occasion and place to talk freely, we
have succeeded in having the students speak up more about their private life. According to the course
evaluation by the students, most of them felt highly satisfied with the course. The teachers’ point of
view is that the course was the path to their self-knowledge. Thus, we propose the dialogue activities,
in which the students get involved to be confronted with themselves, to be practiced. This is the way to
realize “Deep Learning”.
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فڄ̖ڒێۅډڂؿɻ٦ŸƟڀلƙڂѶՍƼ¯ʛ
Aiko OTSUKA (ۓڮۓۑθ¯ SOAS)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗʥ֮ϴչَڃٌٞ٢لٛ٘ۗفڄɻٟڂؿѶՍƼȺ֤ɻ٦ƼچځВِٞۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ
٦Χ̮֡٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂ
ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ٜـٞ٧ѶՍٻ٦ĺ,ùÞٟ٦¯ʛɻۗٻȸɝٻƇǹ٦٘ٸ٣֮Ѷِ٘Ѷ
Սȕʢǲ̖٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٢١֡۠٢ůΰ¯ٻʛɻ٣ÞْڂƗģۗ٘ٵŏѽٟ٧ۗ̐٦#љ٣ҫ
ـǲچЈقٞ#љْڂɄ١٘ٹٚ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ͚ۤ˪, 2013; 2017ٻۥʥ֮٦ۮŹ˓Ƽۯ٠ِٞ٦Ѷ
ՍƼ¯ʛٯ٦սـЋِۤȮν, 2015ۗۥѶՍچ¯׆ŸƟِ٘ΧƦƼÑķ̵ٟڃٵ,ٛ٘¯ʛɻ٦Ʀ
Ƽڊګۓڬڋډ٦Ԗ֝ۤçغ, 2015ۥю٦Ɨģڇ̓ٹٟۘڂـ
ٌ٦فٿ٢ɖзٟǷٵٟƗģέ˧٣٢̖ٛٞ۠٘ن٦ι/ƦƼ٧i̹ƦƼِِٙٛ٘ۘلɳ٧Ѷ
ՍƼȺ֤ɻ٦ϯ٣٧i̹ƦƼچι/ƦƼ٠ِ٢̖۠ـ-فڄɻ-مΠȕْفڄۘڂɻ٧ʆچι/Ʀ
Ƽ٠ْڂɧ٦Ԇٌق٢̖٘ـٟٚۤڂؿշΤۛɅй, 1996ۘۥʆ٧i̹ƦƼ٠٧ƦƼ"چڊګێڧۆ
٣ْڂɖ©ƦƼٟۗفڄɻ٦Χو٧ʆ٠i̹ƦƼ٦ˀĂάŷچȺۤۏڧؾۆڋڴفbimodalۥ٢ڴ
ۏړۓێڋٟۤڂؿGrosjean, 2010ٖۘۥ٦̖مȺفƦƼمʑ٦ƦƼ٠ϸِ"و٢ڂ٠ٖۗچڃВِٞ
ѡ̩ڂڃڀÙٹʑ٦̖۠٦ٹ٦٠٧ϸِ"و٢ڂq̮҄مǫـ٠ɉЩَڃٞۤمڂـLadd,
2003فڄۗۥɻ٣٠ٛٞ٦ѶՍƼۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ٧ʥ֮Ɨģَڃٞٹ٘ن٦٠٧"٢ٌڂ٠ڃَ;֘م
فڄۘڂɻ٦ŸƟچВِٞѶՍƼȺ֤٦ځؿچΖٌڂق٠٧ƦƼȺ֤٦Χ̮֡چѺۗٸƦƼ¯ʛ
٣έْڂõΠ٦nϞÙ΅چέkِ̖ۗ۠٦΅Ʒֻ٣ǦƖْڂ٧ٟٓۘڂؿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧Ԏǲʰٟ̑ƥȕѶՍȕʢ٦ 30 ζ٦فڄɻٟ ڂؿM َڇ٣ϴչْۘڂM َڇ٦Ⱥ֤
ƦƼ٧ڒێۅډʆۗJƼۗѶՍʆۗѶՍƼٟۤJƼ٠ѶՍƼ٧ˀĂάŷچȺۗۥفѶՍƼچՍ¤
Ы٣ɁِٞքۿѽٟѶՍƼ҄וəƟ۽Ĥ٣ǭ¤ۗƥȕ٧ѶՍ̖٣ڒێۅډʆچĺڂق٠ĳ٣Ѷ
JՎօٹʆيمٞۘڂـǈن٢ȝt٧͚ϓǎ̯ٻȮч֑ĀӤٟơȝچѧۗٶǍǱю٦Վօņէٟ
٧ѶՍƼ٦ڟؾڢکۅ٦ʀچņɻ٠Їِ̱٢ڂٸ̓ڀمюۗІɻڊګڰۉۃښ٣ۮѧٶˀچۯنВِ
ٞ͆ŉЫ٣ȯpْڂʃάЫ٢ѶՍƼȺ֤ɻٟۘڂؿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗҭǖΑkؾۉڷڦۓڋٟѡ٘ۗفڄɻٟڂؿѶՍƼȺ֤ɻ M َڇ٦ƼچځВِٞۗΧ
֡٢ѶՍƼۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ٜـٞ̈٘٢ɖзڀلǠȦْۘڂ
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Japanese language learning from a Deaf American
learner’s perspective

Aiko OTSUKA (ۓڮۓۑθ¯ SOAS)

This study examines a Deaf American's experience of learning and using Japanese language and
explores diversity of L2 Japanese language users.
Previous studies on Japanese language learning have covered various settings of learning
environments such as learners studying Japanese outside Japan or in Japan, or learners who came to
live in Japan for marriage or for work. More recently, studies from new perspectives towards
Japanese language learning have been conducted: such as Japanese learning experienced by children
who crossing borders with their parents (Kawakami, 2013; 2017), rethinking of Japanese as a heritage
language (Miyake, 2015) and trajectory of identity construction of students brought up in multiple
language environments who experienced a year abroad in Japan (Iwasaki, 2015).
Those studies conducted so far have been dealing with Japanese language learners whose preexisting languages are all spoken languages. However, there are L2 Japanese language users who
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don't use spoken languages; Deaf users of Japanese. The Deaf people are those who use sign language
as their primary language, and they unable to hear (Kimura & Ichida, 1996). Sign languages are
languages based on visual-gestural language modality. Most Deaf signers are bimodal-bilingual
because although they use sign language as their primary language in their community, they also need
to use the written form of spoken language surrounding them in order to communicate with hearing
people. It has been pointed out that when the language one uses is extremely different from the
language used by people surrounding them, their perspective towards the world can also be extremely
different from that of those who surrounding them (Ladd, 2003). Therefore, Deaf learners'
experiences of Japanese can possibly be different from hearing leaners' experiences studied so far.
Investigating Deaf learners' experiences of learning and using Japanese will allow us to understand
the diversity of language use, to re-evaluate the existing value of language learning and will
contribute to better mutual understanding of people with various perspectives.
This study focuses on a Deaf American, M, who immigrated to Japan. M is in his 30s and his
languages are American Sign Language, English, Japanese Sign Language and Japanese (He uses
English and Japanese in their written form). He passed the 1st level of the Japanese Language
Proficiency Test approximately three years after he seriously started learning Japanese and now he
teaches American Sign Language to Japanese people and also works as a translator from Japanese to
English. He is an active user of Japanese and participates in the hearing society, being fond of
Kawabata Yasunari and Mishima Yukio's novels and reading them in Japanese, doing translation
work and discussing the nuance of the original Japanese with the agency.
In the presentation, the diversity of L2 users of Japanese and Japanese language learning will be
discussed by examining M's story about his experience of Japanese language learning and using
obtained through semi-structured interview.
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ϯǲ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ͙Ǔθ¯̵٦
љùƣε֦5٦ǖΑ
Qing XU (ՆѠθ¯ ǲȔǍԪۛډڊڬۅÙǁ¯9)
¯ʛɻ٦љùƣε٣ٜـٞ٧̩ۗϯ֡۠٢ǲ٦"٢ڂΛ̮٦¯ʛɻچέ˧٣Ɨģَڃٞۘ٘ن
ϯǲ٦ѶՍƼ͙Ǔ¯ʛɻ٦љùƣε֦5چЇٰ٘דЫƗģ٣٧ۗǫۤ2016ۥ٠֠ۤ2016ِۘڂؿمۥ
ِۤ֠ۗل2016ۥ٧Їȁɢö٦̬Ƨٟۗ4 ѽ̵مЇȁέ˧٠٢ٛ٘ۘ4 ѽ̵٧θ¯ 4 ѽÝ٣пۗځ
љù٦ԖљٻƣεچȈٹŸƟِچٞ¯ڂـѽٙ٠Ɉٌ٘ڃَˇۗڃڅ٠٧ͮά٦Ƈw٣Ełْڂ
q̮҄ۘڂؿمǫۤ2016ۥ٧ό/θ¯٦¯ʛɻ٦چٶЇȁέ˧٣ِٞۗٸ٘٘ـЇȁέ˧Ǖ٦ɝ˳
٣Ełَڂڃq̮҄ڂؿم٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗ"٢ۗ٘ٵۗڻڋڦڂϠ٠тɅ٦٦ 3 θ¯٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼ͙Ǔ¯ʛɻچέ
˧٣љùƣε֦5٦ǖΑچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
2014 ѽ 7 Ɖۢ12 Ɖ٣ۗ9 թ٦ѶՍƼ͙Ǔ¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ۗҭǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋǣٛ٘ۘ
M−GTA ٣ٿٛٞۗϲʰَ ٘ڃ81 ƨ٦љùƣε֦5٣íٝۗن35 ǩչ٦ɲսɓچȝِ̯٘ۘ
2016 ѽ 6 Ɖ٣ۗɲսǩչ٦̮̂֯٠Ωэ̮چΘٸ٘ڂ٣ۗÒʮ˟٦ڂؿθ¯٦ѶՍƼ͙Ǔ¯ʛ
ɻ 36 թچέ˧٣ۗ֘ӉЇȁچǣٛ٘ۘԁ̈́٦Ƈwۗɲսǩչ٦ α ṳ̃٧.789 ٟ̮ۗ̂֯مǫـ٠
ҬϚَۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃ8 ƨ٦˒ǩչچȞˇۗʕ̳ۗȑԁkِۗ37 ƨ٦ɲսǩչچȝِ̯٘ۘ
2016 ѽ 9 Ɖۢ2017 ѽ 4 Ɖ٣ۗϯǲ٦˪ɅۗƱѯ˟ۗגѻ˟٣ ڂؿ3 θ¯ٟۗՍЇȁچɳɋِ
٘ۘʐِ٘֏Ǆ٢я̤٧ 283 ӵٟۘڂؿѫօ٧ۗ1 ѽ̵ 34 թۗ2 ѽ̵ 33 թۗ3 ѽ̵ 128 թۗ4
ѽ̵ 88 թٟۘڂؿ
SPSS ٟԁِ̈́٘Ƈwۗљùƣε֦5٠ِٞۗѫҨЫљù٠¯ʛ҄ו٦ƃѸۗѶՍƼ¯ʛǸѱۗ
C֤҄ו٠υ̯Ë٦ӢΙۗĺɆ͙ۗǓͦξ˪٦սκ٠ فـ5 5Ʉمϲʰَۘ٘ڃ
ĺɆ٧Ы֦5ٟ͙ۘڂؿǓͦξ˪٦սκ٧ѫЫ֦5٠Ы֦5٦مäۗمڂڃٵΦ٦5
Ʉ٧ْٰٞѫЫ֦5ٟۘڂؿѫҨЫљù٠¯ʛ҄ו٦ƃѸۗC֤҄ו٠υ̯Ë٦ӢΙۗĺɆ٠فـ
3 5Ʉ٧֠ۤ2016ۥ٠ٖٿكك/Ϧِٞ¯ۗمڂـʛѫ֝٦ѱَِ٧֠ۤ2016ۥٟϲʰَ¯ۮ٘ڃʛѫ
֝مÖόْۯڂه٠٧ėٟ͙ۗ٘ٵۘڂؿǓͦξ˪٦սκ٠فـ5Ʉ٧ՍƗģ٦ٶ٣ƙ֦٘ڃڀ5
ٟۘڂؿ
˪٦فٿ٣ۗϯǲ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ͙Ǔθ¯̵٦љùƣε٧ѫЫ֦5مʃٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ĺɆ٠ِٞ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ֻ̅ЫԖk٢١ۗѫЫΓձ٣ϴչِ٘ɊSمӐ֦ٟۘفڄؿ
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An analysis of demotivation factors of Japanese
Language major students in China

Qing XU (ՆѠθ¯ ǲȔǍԪۛډڊڬۅÙǁ¯9)

In the past, in the field of second language acquisition and Japanese education, research on
demotivation has concentrated on demotivation factors of language learners from various countries.
In China, Gao (2016) and Yang (2016) investigated Chinese students about their demotivation
factors of Japanese language learning. However, due to the limitation of the investigation time, senior
students were not included in Yang (2016)’s research. It is generally believed that senior students
probably experienced demotivation most. We can infer that the results might be changed if senior
students were included. Additionally, a similar research was conducted by Gao (2016) who only
investigated one university and did not state the method of how the questionnaire was designed.
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The aim of this research is to understand the demotivation factors of Japanese Language major
students in China.
From July to December 2014, a semi-structured interview with nine Japanese Language major
students was conducted. 81 demotivation factors extracted by using the analysis of M-GTA. As a
result, questionnaire consisted of 35 items was used as the next step of the research.
In June 2016. In order to measure the reliability and validity of questionnaire, a pilot study was
conducted with 36 Japanese major learners from a university of Gansu province in China. From the
results of the pilot study, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.789. The items in the questionnaire were revised
accordingly through group discussions.
From September 2016 to April 2017, the questionnaire was administered during their Japanese
class time. 283 respondents were from three universities located in Shanghai, Hunan province and
Liaoning province respectively.
Factor analysis was carried out on the data collected through the Likert scale questionnaire. A sixfactor structure was assumed. The five factors are: 1. Lack of intrinsic motivation and learning ability;
2. Japanese language was difficult; 3. Lack of Japanese proficiency and sense of accomplishment; 4.
Dissatisfaction with the teacher; 5. Problem with the choice of major.
“Teacher” is an external factor. “Problem with the choice of major” consist of both internal and
external factors, but the rest of factors are internal factors. “Lack of intrinsic motivation and learning
ability” and “Lack of Japanese proficiency and sense of accomplishment” “Dissatisfaction with the
teacher” are almost agree with Yang (2016), but “Japanese language was difficult” is different from
the factor of “The content of the learning is too easy” in Yang (2016). In addition, “Problem with the
choice of major” is a factor found only in this research.
When taking all the results into account, I envision that internal factors are considered to be the
main demotivation factors of Japanese Language major students in China. Teacher was expected to
focus on the internal aspects such as psychological changes of the learners.
References:
Gao rongcong(2016)ۮѶ语专业θ¯̵Ѷ语¯习负动ôE响5͵Ɨģۯ۰uĺԅ汇۱,pp.179-182.
Yang haojieۤ2016ۮۥѶ语专业θ¯̵¯习负动ôơ5ϐ̈́ۯ۰؝Ǘǲ语¯9¯报۱,pp.21-26.
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̖ډڞڱڮۓڋѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦љùӣ۾― ي٦ۓډ
ڭؾژЇȁ٠ЉöЫ٢¯ʛѶĂЇȁ―ڀل

Ni wayan PRILYASINTA (թƩdǲƼθ¯θ¯9̵)

ѶՍ٦иѐЫ٢ԅkؾۇڨۏڒڻکہٻ٦̖ûۗѶŷéņ٦̓ʰچґŶ٣ډڞڱڮۓڋٟ٧ѶՍ
Ƽ¯٭¯چʛɻ̤مΧٖۗو٦¯ʛɻ̤٧̩ι۾٣٢ٛ٘ۤǲȔƿׄíŐۗ2015ِۗلِ ۘۥѶ
ՍƼ٦̖ûمǫٵٛٞڂـ٣ٹǑډڞڱڮۓڋۗٓڀ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ʥɝْڂĺɆ٦ѶՍƼ٦C֤
҄ۗוѶՍƼԦƼɻ٦ĺ4̤٦ː٢َۗĺɱ٦͐Ӊ٦Ӣʤԁَ٢١ۗ֡۠٢κٌۘڂؿم٦فٿ
٢Ñķ٦jٟѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦љùӣي٧١فԖkْڂ٦چلիلڀ٣ِ٘ۘـ
ǲƼĺ,ƥ˰٣Ŵڂڅɻ٧ϊ¯مٹʛɻ˲م٣ǫـљùӣچي$ɡٌِٞڂڃو٠چöίْ
ڂِٙۗلِۘفڄɳȔ٧¯ʛɻ٦љùӣي٧Ѷ۠Ԗkِٞٸ٘ڂـљùӣي٦Ԗkڂْ ҇چ٦
٧ŉٸٞѱِۘـǲƼ¯ʛ٣¯ڂيكʛɻ٦љùӣميϴչَڃɁٸٞҭ̩Ā٣٢ٵڃٌۗمڂ
ٟΧو٦љùӣيƗģم٢َڃٞ¯ۘ٘نʛÑķٻЇȁέ˧ɻ٢١"م٢ۗځ/Ϧِ٘ƇwمÕƙ
٦ځهلƙڃڀ٢ۗ٘ٵۘـ/фځن٦Їȁٙيٟ٧Ԗkْڂљùӣچيիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٧ٟن٢
ۘـՍƗģ٧ډڞڱڮۓڋ٦θ¯ٟѶՍƼ͙چǓِ̖ٞډڞڱڮۓڋڂـѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۤ36 թچۥέ
˧٣ل܀Ɖ٣п¯ځʛɻ٦љùӣمي١فԖkْ٘ٵۗلڂ١٦فٿ٢֦5مљùӣي٣Eł֚چ
¯ۤ۾ۗچلڂقö٦Ȉʼ٠Ȉƹۥ٦ڭؾژۓډЇȁ٠¯ʛѶĂٟիلڀ٣ْڭؾژۓډۘڂ٧љù
ӣي٦Ԗk٦Хфچƙٸ٘ڂ٣ږکێڭۅۍڵۓڲƔО٦٪٠ٜٟ ڂؿWilcoxon ӮǬӣʺƔО٣
يلٞԁِ̈́ۗ¯ʛѶĂ٦ڦؾڬ٧ Nvivo ٟɲЫ٣ԁِ̈́٘ۘڭؾژۓډ٦ԁ̈́Ƈw٧ۗp Ϟ =
0.196 ٟ֏Ȁ٧٢ۗوǄwד٧ dz = 0.2249685ۤˏۥٟۗͮά٠ِٞ¯۽ö٦Ȉʼ٠Ȉƹٟ¯ʛɻ
٦љùӣي٣Ԗkم٢ۤوКjِٞۗۥٓڀك$ɡٟنٌٞ٘ـ٠مԁلِٛ٘ۘ¯ِۗلʛѶĂ٦ԁ
ٟ̈́٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦љùӣي٧Ѷ۠٦¯ʛ٣ـكٞ֡۠٢֦5ۤ76 ֦5ۥ٣ٿٛٞEłَڃԖkِٞ
ٌ٘ـ٠مԁلٖٛ٘ۘڀڃ٦֦5¯ڀلʛɻ٦љùӣيКj٣ĸوEł֦٘ق֚چ5٧ۗۮκٯ
٦Ӣ՞ۮۗۯĺɆ٦ĺقٯ٦Ӣ՞ۮۗۯĺɆ٦ɢÝÕֻսκۯ٠ډڞڱڮۓڋفـ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٦ڻ
ڊګێگۋڞکڎڹۑ٣Þ֦ڂڅ5¶ۮۗٻљۮۗۯɰҏŸƟۯٟؿٛ٘ۘ/ۗљùӣ˕˪ي٦֦
5٣٧̯ۮǃŸƟۮۗۯѶՍ̖٠٦ƿׄۯ٢١ؿمٛ٘ۘ
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Indonesian students' motivation in learning Japanese:
A longitudinal learning diaries and questionnaire
studies

Ni wayan PRILYASINTA (թƩdǲƼθ¯θ¯9̵)

In the background of the popularity of Japanese traditional culture, pop culture and the
number of Japanese companies entering the country, many students are interested in learning Japanese
in Indonesia and the number of learners became the second in the world after China (The Japan
Foundation, 2015). However, despite the growing popularity of Japanese culture, there are still many
problems remain in Japanese language education in Indonesia, such as teachers’ low ability in
Japanese, the small number of Japanese native speaker teachers, insufficient classroom facilities. In
this study, I examined how the motivation of Japanese learners in Indonesia changes and what factors
influence its change under such circumstances.
Everyone who involves in a foreign language education field will expect that learners will
always maintain a high motivation during their learning. However, in reality since the motivation of
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learners always changes day by day, it is extremely difficult for teachers to grasp the changes in
motivation of their students. Learners’ motivation in foreign language learning has been attracting
attentions in the second language acquisition research for half a century and many studies tried to
figure out what motivates students in foreign language learning. Many studies investigate learners’
motivation however since there were differences in learning environment and learners’ situation, it is
difficult to find a comprehensive results.
This study investigated how Japanese language students’ motivation in Indonesia changed
and what factors influenced their motivation for one semester (4 months) using questionnaires and
learning diary surveys. Research participants were 36 students majoring in Japanese at an Indonesian
university. Questionnaires data were analyzed by Wilcoxon signed rank test which is one of
nonparametric test to see the degree of change of motivation and data from learning diaries were
qualitatively analyzed using Nvivo. The analysis result of the questionnaire was p value = 0.196 and
the effect size was dz = 0.2249685 (small), overall there was no significant change in the motivation
of the learners at the beginning and the end of the semester. However, in the analysis of the learning
diaries, we found that the motivation of the learner was influenced and changed by various factors (76
factors) in their daily learning. Factors that strongly influenced the lowering of the motivation of the
learners are dissatisfaction with the tasks, dissatisfaction with teachers’ teaching method, problem in
teachers' time management, extracurricular activities factor and failure experience. Meanwhile,
factors that motivate learners are success experience, exchange activities with Japanese people and
others. Because of the limited number of native speaker teachers in Indonesia, this opportunity
becomes a special occasion for students to practice their Japanese. Communication with native
speakers gives students the opportunity to use what they have learned in the classroom. It also helps
them develop a sense of confidence and courage to use the Japanese language in real communication.
These results have implications for policies and practices i.e. that teachers can control the number of
the tasks and extracurricular activities, and create more opportunities for learners to communicate
with Japanese native speakers.
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ٌۮ٠٨٦¯٫ۯ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ
―ۓڠکېڭؾڽڋۍڻ٣¯ڂيكʛɻ٦
ۮûٝچۯنɝם٣―

Mai MACHER

ʥ֮٦ٻۏړۓێڑڊڬؾڑԅŭً͆˪ٶϯ̅٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ٠٧Ƽؐٻ
Ðɠۗځ٘ق©چɳȔ٣Ⱥٛٞٶٞʛٌِ٘ڂْځ٠ٙ٠Ǡڃڀقٞڃٖۘ٘ن٣έِۗ¯ʛ٠ٹفـ
٦¯چʛɻ٦ї٦ϯٙيٟĄٌٛٞڂـƨ̖Ы٢ٹ٦ٟ٧٢¯ۗوʛɻ٠ʑ٦Þũ̮٦ϯٟĄٌ
ٹڂ٦٠ِٞΖ˵ڂقļЫ¯ʛمϴչَڃ̻ٞۘڂـǆۤ1999ۥ٧ۗ˵ļЫ¯ʛڀلƙڂ٠ѶՍ
Ƽĺ,مٹنٰڂ٦٧ۮѶՍƼوٿمٟۯِ٘څڂن٠فـʯ٦ڊګڊګۓڬڋډٟڂؿ٠ʲٰٞ
̻٘ٵۘڂـǆۤ2004ۥٟ٧ۗڊګڊګۓڬڋډů̯٦Хٟ¯ڂؿ٫چÙȦِٞ¯ۗځكʛɻ٦΅Ʒ
ǣ!٦ϯٟѶՍƼ٦i̹ʛѡ٦Ůùمƙٌ٘ڃڀ٠٢١چɦِٞۘڂـ
ِٵڃٌِۗلٟѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ٜـٞ٧ĺڂقΓ٦ɖзۗڀلmچ١٦فٿ٣¯ʛَٔلنٰڂ٠
فـď٧ؿٛٞٹٖٹٖۗٹѶՍƼ¯ʛ٠٧mل٠فـɖзڀل٦ď٧َڃٌٞ٢لٛ٘٦ٟ٧
٢ٌٖۘلـٟՍƗģ٧ۗɳͥ٣¯ڂيكʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛچÙȦِۗԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٟۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ
چ١٦فٿ٣Ζچلنٰڂقիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
Їȁέ˧٧ۗӑɻ م2014 ѽ 6 Ɖ ڀل10 Ɖٵٟ٦ 5 لƉÝ٣ǣ٢ٛ٘ѶՍƼ٦کېڭؾڽڋۍڻ
ۓڠٟ ۘڂؿЇȁέ˧ɻ٧ 2 թ٦ڪڋڮƼԦƼɻ٦¯ʛɻٟٖۗ ۽ڃٗڃ90 ԁۗʃ٢Ⱥ֤ƦƼ
٧JƼٟۗ۾ۢ۽ʟÝ٣ 1 ф٦Ӡфٟǣ٢ٖٛ٘ۘ٦ϯ٦ 6 Ɖ٠ 7 Ɖ٦Ż 10 ٦ۓڠکې٣ۗڂيك
ӑɻ٠¯ʛɻ٦ځٻ٠״چځiِ٘i̹چԅɠkِ٘ٹ٦ڦؾڬچ٠ِِٖ٘ۘٞۗѶՍƼ¯ʛچǍو
¯ۮʛɻ٦ѶՍƼʛѡ٦Х٣ۗڂيكիɦЫٟÙȦq҄٢ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ǣљۯ٠ِٖۗ٦فٿ٢{ʽ
چϲʰِٞۗԁِ̈́٘ۘ
ٖ٦Ƈwۗقם٨¯ʛɻ٧كۮթͪ٧۞ۯ٠فـѶՍƼۗڀلɨԁ٦ԦƼٟڪڋڮڂؿƼٟ٧ۗթͪ
̘چ٥ڂ٠ن٣ٖ٦فٿ٢Ʀـ٧ِ٢ـ٠ٌفـ٠٣ûٝ֡وɄۗمҨѫ֝ڀلƙۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀ
Φ٣ٹιѲƦƼٟڂؿJƼ٣έِٞ٦њ֡٦ûٝٹنƙٌڂ٠مٌٟۘ٘ن٦Ƈw¯ۗڀلʛɻ٧
ѶՍƼ¯ʛچВِٞۗѶՍƼٙيٟ٢ۗوɨԁ٦ԦƼچǷٵٟ٠٧'فɖзٟǠقٞۗځ٘ٶΦ٦Ʀ
Ƽ٣Þِِٞ̈ـҨƙځِ٘چ٠ٌۮفـ٠٨٦¯٫چۯǣٛٞڂـ٦ٙ٠ƦۘڂقǷƹ٦κ٠ِٞۗ
ٌ٦فٿ٢¯ʛɻ٦ٌۮ٠٨٦¯٫فٿڂٔل̵چۯ٢ĺ,ɳͥۗچԦƼ٠ιѲƦƼ٠٦Ŵچäٸ
ٞǠȦِ٘ۘـ
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Learning of Japanese as “general language learning”
―Learner’s awareness in Japanese private lesson

Mai MACHER

In traditional Japanese language education with its focus on audio-lingual methods and a gradualist
approach, Japanese language learning has been thought to consist of memorizing vocabulary and Kanji
and practicing the use of those by yourself. On the other hand, recently more attention has been focused
on situated learning, which sees learning as happening in a relationship between learners and their
surroundings. Nishiguchi (1999) states that according to situated learning, Japanese language education
should try to create an identity of proficiency, i.e. that the learner can see themselves as “somebody that
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can use Japanese well”. Nishiguchi (2004) observes learning as an identity-forming process and notes
that learners find opportunities for acquiring spoken language skills when interacting with each other.
But Japanese language learning has mainly been discussed from a teaching point of view, that is what
and how to learn, while there has been little discussion about what Japanese language learning is in the
first place. The purpose of this study is to clarify how Japanese language learning should be perceived
by observing and analysing students’ Japanese learning in practice.
The object of study are Japanese private lessons that I conducted from June to October in 2014. Two
German native speakers were surveyed. Each lesson was 90 min, once per 1-2 weeks and the main
teaching language was English. Out of those, 10 lessons during June and July were audio recorded and
transcripts of our conversations were used as data for the study. Defining Japanese language learning
widely as “explicit and visible actions of the learner during the process of acquiring Japanese language”,
I selected and analysed parts of the transcript that match this definition. As one result, for instance it
was possible to see from what one student said that from the Japanese “O-namae wa?” (“What’s your
name?”) they noticed that in their German mother language you do not say it that way when asking for
somebody’s name. Similar realizations could be observed also for English which was their second
language.
From these results, we can see that when studying Japanese learners are not only learning Japanese,
but rather they also start thinking about their mother language from a different point of view and
discover new things about other languages, so we could say they are doing “general language learning”.
As a next topic, I would like to think about how to make use of this “general language learning” in
practical teaching that includes links to students’ mother languages and second languages.
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ѶՍƼĺ,٣¯ۏۂؾڐڹۓڋۮڂيكʛ٦
ْْ̾ۮؾۯٸŚԅƮۯѧˀ٦ɝם
Junko MORITA (ыİǋņθ¯)
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗʍņ٦¯ʛ¶љ¯مʛɻ٣١٦فٿ٢Ǆwچلْڀ٘ٹچƔ˥ِۗѶՍƼĺ,
٣¯ۏۂؾڐڹۓڋڂيكʛ٦ɳͥƗģچΒٌْ̓ڂ٠چչЫ٠ِ٘ۘOECD(2010)٣ۮڂٿǂɫ٢¯
ʛۯ٠٧ۮͶ˼kَۗڃǖΑkَ٘ڃÑķ٣ـكٞҨ̵ِۗիلڀ٣¯ʛ٠ِٞڃَۓڋڝڬٞ¯ڂـ
ʛۯٟۘڂؿθ¯٦ʍņ٧ٌۗڃ٣ эْڃٌۘڂ٣έِ¯ۏۂؾڐڹۓڋۮʛۯ٧ۮȸɝۗtС̵¶ۗ
֙v٣Þِ٘Ѷ˲٦¶љ٦Ƈw٠ِٞ٦¯ʛ¯ۮۗۯʛ٠ِٞ٧ի٣ڃَۓڋڝڬٞـ٢ۗمـ
Ż َ¶٘ڃљ٣Ւٸǵ¯٘ڃٵʛۯ٧¯ۏۂؾڐڹۓڲۮʛۯ٠َۘڂڃՍƗģٟ٧ۮǍĎ٦ڹۓڋ
¯ۏۂؾڐʛ٧ۗOECD ٦ОĎٟǂɫ٦¯ʛ٦ůΰْۗ٢څٚۗ¯ۏۂؾڐڹۓڲʛۛڑڹۓڋ
¯ۏۂؾʛچԩµْٹڂ٦٠ْۯڂ٠فـȰѫۛȰй(2016)٦ОĎ٣íٝ¯ۏۂؾڐڹۓڋ٘ـʛɝ
چםƔ˥ِ٘ۘέ˧ɻ٧گڋۍږڍ٦ǫюĺ,ùÞ٦ѶՍƼ͙ǓХ¯ӵ̵ٟۘڂؿњХٟ٧
ѷ¯ѽф٣مڠۍږځٿԘَ̯ۗڃ1 ѽÝѶՍ٣ٹ̵¯ِ٘¯׆ʽΛِٞ¯٘ـѽ٣ռٌۘڂ٦٘ۗٸ
¯ѽچʪ٥ڂ٣ٜۏڽېڃ٦٨ڀٜمنƞϸ٣٢ۗځѶՍƼ҄וəƟۤj JLPTۥN2ۗN4 ۏڽې٦
¯ʛɻمњ/ڠۍږٟ¯ٹڠؾژ٭ƙۘڂڃڀԪǱɻ٧ۗڠۍږѫ˪٦¯ʛɻ֦ڀلՀچʌۗي
JLPT N1 ԝĸچȆِ٘ۘJLPT ƹَۗڀ٢֦ڂՀ٣ځٿкɄ̝ˀá̾ۮŚԅƮַِ֤٘چۯѧˀ
چɳɋِ٘ۘչӖʷĪŭ٦әnٟ٧٢۔ڊګگڦۏڑـәn٣٧ۗι/٣ؾێڹۛۏؾڛәnۗι۾٣
ɲ٣Þڂڅձ٦әnۗι 3 ٣̵̵̖ۛ¶٦ϯ̵ٟنٞјٌٖוو,ٷӐ֦ځؿمәnْڂӐ֦ؿم
ڂ٠فـǠٌۘڂؿمق٦ɖз٣˞¯ِڀʛɻ٦¶љ٧әn٣Ϟِۗҽٯڀ٦ɲսЇȁڹۓڋٹڀل
ۏۂؾڐ٢¯ʛ¶љٯ٦ȯp٣ڂٿǄwمɦَۘ٘ڃθ¯٧ǂɫ٢¯ʛ٦٘ٸ٣͐ϥَ٘ڃùÞ
ٟۗمڂؿέׂْٹڂ٦ٟ٧٢وʍņ̵ّٟ٘κچԢـڂؿۗف٧ʍņ٦Ǆwچǫڂٸʆϛ٠ِٞۗ
ѶՍƼĺ,٣¯ۏۂؾڐڹۓڋڂيكʛ٦ɳͥƗģچŹΝِ٘ۘـ
ĺ,ǋ¯ͦˀⅡ¯ۏۂؾڐڹۓڋۮʛۯѶՍĺ,ǋ¯Óʕ,Ȱѫ֒ԉۛȰй̰ÈԘϸ,۔ۏڱۃ
ڈˀԾ(2016)
Recognising Non-Formal and Informal Learning: Outcomes,Policies and Practices,OECD(2010)
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“An Encouragement of Informal Learning”in the
Japanese Language Education:The case of “Aozora
Bunko”reading circle

Junko MORITA (ыİǋņθ¯)

In this study, I examined the effects of learning activities, other than classes, on Japanese learners to
promote practical research on informal learning in Japanese language education. Universities
established for formal learning and thus I would like to pursue practical research on informal learning
in Japanese language education as a complementary means to solve problems that arise in classes or as
a means to enhance the effects of a class, rather than a means to oppose it.Formal learning according to
the OECD (2010) is “learning that takes place in an organized, structured environment and is clearly
designed as learning.” Learning in university classes falls under this category. On the other hand,
informal learning is “learning as a result of daily activities related to work, family life, leisure,” and
“although not clearly designed as learning, the learning embedded in planned activities” is said to be
“non-formal learning.”In this study, I examined a case of informal learning on the basis of the definition
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of Yamauchi and Yamada’s study (2016), which states the following: “Informal learning in a broad
sense is a form of learning other than that defined by OECD as formal learning. In other words, it is a
general term for non-formal/informal learning.”
The subjects of this study were undergraduate students of the Japanese Language Department at a
higher education institution in Ukraine. For students majoring in this field, classes are organized
according to entrance year and not by the students’ ability. Those students who have lived in Japan for
a year as part of the Government Scholarship Exchange Program return to the classes they originally
belonged to, which leads to a remarkable divergence in students’ levels within the class as they move
on to the next school year. Indeed, there are cases where learners at Japanese-Language Proficiency
Test (JLPT) levels N2 and N4 are studying in the same class.I conducted a study group for students
outside of regular classes before the JLPT N1 examination after the most advanced learners in the class
requested it. After the JLPT, it was intended that the study group would be dissolved, but it continued
as a reading circle, using the electronic library “Aozora Bunko” at the students’ request.According to
alternative evaluation—which does not conform to criterion-based evaluation—three aspects are
important: first, goal-free evaluation; second, evaluation in terms of quality; and third and the most
important, evaluation to promote and nurture the learners’ vitality for life and work. In light of these
alternative criteria, the activities of the students in the study group were worthy of recognition, and a
questionnaire survey of these students indicated what effects participation in informal learning activities
had.
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ڠؾژԁ̈́٣¯ڑێڐڹڭؾہڂٿʛٟ٦ĺɆ٦јلن
ي۵˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ɨ׀Ы¯ʛچչɉِ٘¶љ٦
ϯٟ۵
Tomomi SUEYOSHI (Þ̻θ¯̵¯׆ԓu)
Akihiko YAMAMOTO (Þ̻θ¯)
Tomoyuki TAKEGUCHI (Þ̻θ¯)
ŏѽۗѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞ¯ʛɻ٦љùٝٻيɨ¯׀ʛ҄ו٦Ǉ˪٣֏Ǆ٢¯ʛԱ٠ِٞؾہ
مڑێڐڹڭϴչَۮۗڃɨƭәn٦٘ٸ٦ѫ˟٣ٿٛٞۗɨ׀Ы٢¯ʛچΒْ̓ڂ۰ڦۅѺϟ҄ו۱
٦Ǉ˪مöίَڃٞ_(ۯڂـǚ,2000)ۘՍɳٟͥ٧ۗ˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ɨ׀Ы¯ʛچչЫ٠ِٞ
ǣٛ٘ڑێڐڹڭؾہ٦/Ñٟ¯ڂؿʛѶĂ٦ȝ̯٣ـكٞۗ3 ٜ٦ڠؾژԁ̈́¯ڀلʛɻɨ̑٦
ѫ˟ٙيٟ٧٢وĺɆ٦ј¯ميلنʛɻ٦љùٝي٦ɨ׀Ыۏؾۑڭۓښ٣θونÞٌڂڅ٠م
¨Ѻَڦؾڬۘ٘ڃʐʡ٧ք 4 ڒƉÝ˪ĤѶՍƼچڠۍږʌǥِ٘ 33 թچέ˧٣ǣٛ٘ۘ¯ʛѶ
Ă٦ȝ̯چκ٠ِۗ¯ʛɻ①مՖ٦ʍņѫ֝٦Ăٖ②״٦Ë;③ʟٍ٠٦ɨƭәn٦ 3 з
چĂِͮۘ٘״ٞɨ֑Ăʲɫٟۗʟ 1 ф٦ФʰچĎէӣۗيĺɆڭۓۅښمĂѷƹԚĔِ٘ۘ③٦
ڭۓۅښԁٟ̈́٧ۗ¯ʛɻم۷֏҄Ëٻυ̯Ë۸۷Ҩƙۛûٝن۸ю٦ںڊګڟہ٢әnۗٻ۷Ǹѱ
َۛʂз٦Ѻɬ۸۷Ү˟۸ю٦ںڊګړڱ٢әn٣p̮ڟؾڢکۅۗق٦ĸچڭۓۅښـˀٌو٠څم
لٖٛ٘ۘ٦چڭۓۅښĺɆٯ٦ڟؾڢکۅ٠¯ʛɻɨ̑ٯ٦ڟؾڢکۅ٣ԁِכԁِ̈́٘Ƈwۗљù
ٝي٦ɨ׀Ы٢ۏؾۑڭۓښ٣٧ںڊګڟہ٢јيلن٠ںڊګړڱ٢јچيلنԇٌِ֤ٖۗڀلɨ
̑ٯ٦κچФɦْڂ/٦ٌׄڂؿمڃ٠¨مѺَِۗلِۘ٘ڃʤԁ٣ٖمڃǣ˰ڂڃڅǭ٠
ٖفٟ٢˰ـǭ٠ٟ٧mمEłْ̮ڟؾڢکۅۗ٘ٵۗلڂ٦ĸڭۓۅښـ٧¯ʛɻ٦љùٝي٦ښ
ۏؾۑڭۓ٠١فÞچلڂڅƙۗٸ٘ڂA ںڊګڟہ٢әn٦ٶƥۗڠؾژ٘ڃB ںڊګړڱ٢әn٦
ٶƥۗڠؾژ٘ڃC ںڊګڟہ٠ںڊګړڱ٦مƥڠؾژ٘ڃ٦ 3 ٜچʄځʰِۗ②٠③٦ۅښ
ڭۓ٣ĺɆ٦ٹڭۓۅښpقٞԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦ƇwۗA ٧ĺɆ٦јيلنٟƹҭ٣مڭۓۅښΧ֡kِ
٘ںڊګڟہم٢әn٦مٶƥٵۏؾۑڭۓښۗڃٟ٧ƙڃڀ٢لٛ٘ۘB ٧ȈʼڀلȈƹٵٟړڱ
ںڊګ٢әnمΝۗنĺɆچڟؾڢکۅٯҨِ̂ٞљùچɨƭЇِ̱٘q̮҄چɦِ٘ۘC ٧ĺɆ٦
Πȕچɨ̑٦љùٝي٦ɨ׀Ыۏؾۑڭۓښ٣ַِ֤٘وٵف٠لڅٌٛ٘ۘٵڃٟ٦¯ʛɻ٣έْ
ڂĺɆ٦ΰф٣ÞْڂƗģٟ٧ĺɆ٦ΰф٦'ـ٣ٿٛٞǄw٦ʰƥ"م٢ڂзمɉЩَڃٞـ
ۤڂGood,Tۜ1987 ΦۘۥǷ٦ԁ̈́Ƈw٧ɨ¯׀ʛچΒْ̓˪ڂٟĺɆ٦փ´چǠڂقȯǠ٠٢ڂ
ٌ٠چʃϼْۘڂ

3B_B3 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 17:00

Teacher’s Encouragement in Portfolio Learning
based on a Case Analysis:Under the Activities Intended
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to Promote Advanced Japanese Learner’s Autonomous
Study

Tomomi SUEYOSHI (Þ̻θ¯̵¯׆ԓu)
Akihiko YAMAMOTO (Þ̻θ¯)
Tomoyuki TAKEGUCHI (Þ̻θ¯)

Much attention has been paid in Japanese language education in recent years to portfolios as an
effective method for improving learner motivation and autonomous study ability. This method is
expected to improve the ‘metacognitive ability’, which is said to promote autonomous study through
the reflection required for self-evaluation (Yokomizo, 2000). The present study involved analysis of
three cases of advanced Japanese language learner learning diaries, which were used as part of
portfolios aimed at promoting autonomous study. The results demonstrated that not only reflection by
learners themselves, but also encouragement by teachers, is strongly linked to autonomous control of
learner motivation. Data collection took place with a class of 33 advanced Japanese language learners
over a period of four months. Participants were tasked with writing a learning diary that recorded the
following: 1. the content of each lesson, 2. their thoughts on this, 3. a weekly self-evaluation.
Participants were allowed to write in any form they wished, and were asked to submit their diary once
a week for their teacher to add their comments. Analysis of comments in item 3 revealed that, learners
wrote both positive evaluations (e.g. about a sense of ability or achievement, or things they had
noticed or discovered) and negative evaluations (e.g. acknowledging difficulty or weaknesses, or
reflecting on mistakes), as well as comments with a strong underlying message. These messages were
divided into those directed at the teacher and those directed at learners themselves, and analysis of
these revealed that autonomous control over motivation was a combination of both positive and
negative approaches, and showed a trend of learners setting tasks for themselves. However, in order to
determine what affects whether or not these tasks were sufficiently followed through, as well as the
relationship between comments with a strong underlying message and control over learner
motivation, three cases were extracted: case A, which exhibited only positive evaluations; case B,
which exhibited only negative evaluations; and case C, which exhibited both positive and negative
evaluations, and analyzed their comments in items 2 and 3 along with the teacher’s comments. This
analysis found that in case A, while comments diversified in the latter half of the diary in response to
the teacher’s encouragement, only positive evaluations were found, and control was not observed.
Case B wrote only negative comments from beginning to end, and they may have self-adjusted their
motivation through writing messages to the teacher. Finally, case C was observed to have effectively
used the teacher’s presence to autonomously control their own motivation. Thus far, research into
teachers’ behavior towards learners has identified that variations in this lead to variations in outcomes
(e.g. Good, T, 1987). It is hoped that the results of the current analysis will serve as a reference in
considering the role of the teacher in promoting autonomous learning.
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Ħډڔڈ۔ۑڠښڎڨ٦ѶՍƼĺuˀ٣ڂيك
љɗ¶֤ќѷ

Kaoru ISHIDA (Charles University in Prague)

Ħۤډڔڈ۔ۑڠښڎڨƥښڎڨĳǲۛډڔڈ۔ۑڠĳǲۗjۛۥښڎڨٟ٧ 1930 ѽζ٣ѶՍ
Ƽĺ,مɁۗځٵƥȕ٣ɕٵڂٟӾ̤٦ѶՍƼĺuˀٿك٫ĺȖمʰҲَڃٞۘ٘نǷ٦ҨӘٟ
٧ѣ٣ĳȲʃĎɢζۗ60 ѽζ ڀل80 ѽζ٣έ˧چǞښڎڨۗځ٦ѶՍƼĺuˀ٦љɗ¶֤ќѷ٣
ڂيكѣϾ٣ٜـٞǠȦۘڂْچ
ǷƗģέ˧٠ِ٘٦٧ ۗV. Hilská (1963)ۗI. Krouský (1972)ۗA. Kraemarová (1988)ۗ˪٦Ȯ
Ȥٌٟۘڂؿ٦ȿȤ٦ĺuˀ٣ĳВْڂѣϾچÖƅ٣ʲٰۗٸ٘ڂđbJǌۛԘϸ (2016)٦ι/ˡ
ۮѶՍƼĺȖ٦קȽЫԖͧچۯȯǠ٠ٌِ٘ۘ٦ϯٟđb٧ 1896 ѽڀلƥȕ٣ɕٵڂٟ٣ʃ٣ѶՍ
ٟʰҲَ٘ڃѶՍƼĺuˀ٦ĳВِ٘ѣϾ٠ِٞۗԅŭً͆˪ٶɫٌٟڂؿ٠ۗ¯ʛʼö٦ԅŭ٧
ۮْٟۯْٵۮۯ٢١٦Ϲѻάٟ/Úَڃٌٞڂـ٠چīًٞۘڂـŘάם٠ِٞ E. Jorden (1963)ۗO.
Mizutani (1977)ۗǲȔƿׄíŐ(1981)چʄۘڂً˪ځ
ښڎڨٟʰҲَ٘ڃѶՍƼĺuˀٟ٧ۗθԖ"٢ڂѣϾمƙۘڂڃڀHilská ٧ι/ٟљɗ٦
ِ֦͒چٞڃٖۗځك٧ɩˀůۤӫВάڀلۥɁٵٛٞۘڂـKrouský ۮٹْٟۯ٠ۮٙۯ٦͒٧ʼö
٦ϛٟĂʲِۗםԅ٧ӫВά٠ϹѻάچԋǣِٞȺِ֤ٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـHilská ٧ْٟ٣ιȿٟ
ۤͮ 32 ۥƶϛ¶֤љɗ٦ͮٞ٦¶֤چˣِٞۗځكKrouský ٹιœٟۤͮ 40 ۥƶϛ¶֤٣
ٜـٞĂʲِٞۘڂـKraemarová ٧ιȿٟۤͮ 22 ۥƶϛ¶֤٠ӫВάħů֤ۤůiԜچۥ
њɢ٣ќѷِٞۘڂـ
ʃ٣ѶՍٟʰҲَڂڃӆԦƼɻ٦٘ٸ٦ѶՍƼĺuˀٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ӰϏځٿچż٘ڂْو
ِٖۗٸٞ¯ʛʼöϛٟԦƼɻ٠چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښʄفٿڂڃ٣٠٦ғڀلׇϹѻά٦ٶٟ
ʼö٦¯ʛڂڃڀٸ̓م٦م/ҵЫٌٟۘڂؿ٦¯ʛԱ٦սκз٧ۗ/ٜ٦¶֤ů٦ٶȺٛٞ
ڂـ٠ٖۗ٦ƹΦ٦¶֤ůمʌيѷڃ٣وو٢ِٛٞمـٵٚ٢ٌ٠ِٟٖۘڂؿٞۗƥȕ֡۠٢ڊڬۅ
چډВِٞѶՍƼچɧ٣ِٞ¯ڂـʛɻ٣٠ٛٞۗϹѻά٦ٶ٦ѶՍƼ٧Ӣɨٌٟͭڂؿ٠ٹīًڀ
ٖۘڂڃ٦зۗٵٙǲƿڇ̶مٟ٧٢لٛ٘ɢζ٣ښڎڨٟʰҲَ٘ڃѶՍƼĺuˀڀلė٣¯٨
ٌَڂڃ٠٧Χـ٣ڂؿ٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق

3B_C1 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 09:00

Conjugation in Japanese Language Textbooks in
former Czechoslovakia

Kaoru ISHIDA (Charles University in Prague)

In the Czech Republic, in former Czechoslovakia Japanese language education started in the 30’s of
the 20th century and several Japanese language textbooks have been published till today. In this
presentation I’ll introduce some of those textbooks published during the communist period and their
specific characteristics on the subject of conjugation.
Featured textbooks for this presentation are V. Hilská (1963), I. Krouský, (1972) and A. Kraemerová
(1988). To find out their characteristics I referred to a book by H. Yoshioka (2016). In this book
Yoshioka concludes that most of Japanese textbooks published in Japan and in other countries since
1896 had the structure of the sentence build-up approach and these sentences start with a formal
speaking form. As the examples I selected textbooks by E. Jorden (1963), O. Mizutani (1977) and Japan
Foundation (1981). The Japanese verbs have several forms, however, it’s one of the most popular
methods to introduce verbs with only the formal speaking form at the beginning of learning and learners
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must practice that form for a long time. After that, it’s quite difficult to accept the other forms of a verb.
However, that does not apply to the textbooks from Czechoslovakia, as they introduce also an informal
form of sentences from the beginning. Hilská showed verbs with the dictionary form that’s also used as
an informal form in the first lesson. Moreover, she introduced the five forms of conjugation at a time
in a later lesson. Krouský also used sentences with formal and informal forms of predicate from the
beginning and showed the five forms of conjugation at once. Kraemerová introduced the six forms of
conjugation at the same time. All the textbooks described conjugation in their early lessons.
Such an approach could be complicated for beginners, but it could also be a good way to teach,
because the learners can acquire a wider view of the Japanese grammar from the beginning. This could
be very inspiring for the authors of textbooks today.
References:
Hilská, V. 1963. Učebnice hovorového jazyka japonského (Textbook of Speaking Japanese). Praha:
Nakladatelství Československé akademie věd
Japan Foundation. 1981. Nihongo shoho (First Steps with Japanese). Tokyo: Bonjinsha
Jorden, E. 1963. Beginning Japanese part 1. New Heven and London: Yale University Press
Kraemerová, A. 1988. Základní kurs japonštiny (Basic Course of Japanese). Praha: Státní
pedagogické nakladatelství
Krouský, I. 1972. Učebnice japonštiny (Japanese Textbook). Praha: Státní pedagogické
nakladatelství
Mizutani, O., Mizutani, N. 1977. An Introduction to Modern Japanese. Tokyo: The Japan Times
Yoshioka, H. et al. 2016. Nihongo kyózai kenkyú no šiten (Perspective on the study of teaching
materials). Tokyo: Kuroshio Shuppan
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ѲǲÝۮĳʕ¶љۯ٠¯ʛɻÝ΅Ʒȝ֤ԁ̈́
ڀلƙڂĺ,ۓڋڝڬ٦q̮҄
Hiroko TAKAGI (ɳͥ˄Ʉθ¯θ¯9)
Izumi WALKER ( ۏؾہړۓڞǲׂθ¯)
ۏڴؾۑڗjۗWeb юچȺٛ٘ѶՍ٠٦θ¯Ýٟ٦ĺ,ɳƥٻǇ٣¯̵¯م٫ǭفù
٧Ύقٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـ٦¯̵م¢۠٦θ¯چԵսِǭٌف٠ٟۗ¯̵مʍņѫچВّٞĳ٣
¯٫ǭفùٹΎۘ٘قѶՍƼ٘ـ֤چǲȔƿׄю٧ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧Ęِوǣڃڅٞنٞٹڂـ٦
ٟۗمڂؿѶՍ٠٠ فـ2 ǲۛ2 θ¯ۛ٦¯̵ۮم#љِٞ¯٫ǭف۰ĳʕ¶љ۱ۯ٣ٜـٞ
٧ԪǱځٵؿم٢ۗوԁ̈́٧ʤԁ٣٧ǣڃڅٞـ٢ڀَۘـ٣٧ĺ,Ы٢ĎٻѶՍƼĺ,٣يك
֤]ڂ٦q̮҄٣ٜـٞ٧աٙӢի¨٢зمΧۘـ2 ǲۛ2 θ¯ۛ٦¯̵ٌم٦فٿ٢ůΰٻ
Ñķjٟۗ١٦فٿ٣¯ʛ΅ۗٸ̓چƷȝ֤Х٦ϯٟٖۗ٦فٿ٢ٌ٠٭¯چ٦ل٧Ӑِٓٹի¨
ٟ٧٢ٌۘـ٦فٿ٢ÙзۗڀلՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍ̖θ¯̵ۤJWUۜJissen Women's Universityڞمۥ
(ۏؾہړۓNUSۜNational University of Singapore)چԵսِٞǣٛ٘ۗǇۮĳʕ¶љۯ٠ِٞ٦
ۜږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻۮInternational Collaboration Project Work  ①ۤۯ٦θ¯٦"٢ڂĺ,չЫ
ٟ٦¢۠٦¯ʛ¶љۗ② Ǉ¯̵Ýٟ٦ۓڋۍۓڑ٣ۮڂٿĳʕ¶љۯ٦ɳɋۗ③چۯ˰ۮĳ֏ِ
٘ۮĳʕ¶љۯ٣ۮڂٿĴј¯ʛۯ٦ɳɋۗ④ ¢۠٦ĺ,չЫj٣¯ڂيكʛ٦ԪǱ٠әnۗĚ٫ۗ
̇ځԚۥځٟ٦ɳͥԁ̈́٠Ƈwچєٌٖۗقٵٟǣ¯٘ڃڅʛɻÝ΅Ʒϝڂْ̈́چϯٟۗ˪Ă
٦зچիلڀ٣ِٖٞۘوـ٦˪ٟۗǷƹ٣Ǉۮ٘يĳʕ¶љۯ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٦Ďٻq̮҄چǠ
ۘڂقԁ̈́ڦؾڬ٧ۗǇۮĳʕ¶љۯٟ٦¯̵Ýځٻʄځϝٟۗѣ٣ٌٌٟ٧ Web ˪ٟ٦¯ʛ
ɻÝ΅Ʒϝԁ̈́٣pٖۗق٦ƹǣ٘ڃڅ٦θ¯ٟ٦¯̵ҨӘٻԪǱѫ֝چԁْ̈́ۘڂԁ̈́
٦Ͷٶٟ٧ۗ¯̵ÝĴјۤږؾےڮۏؾڊڹΤйۛǽђ 2015ٻۥѶ٦Ǉڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋ٦
΅Ʒȝ֤ۤΤйۛMariotti 2016ۥюٟѡ٘ڃڀϟƙچȯǠ٣ِ٘ۘ
¢ǲ٦ѶՍƼĺ,Þũɻمĳњوِٹ٧Ĵјٌٟۗ٦فٿ٢ĺ,¯ٻʛچɳƥٌَٔٞوـ٠م
ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٦̈٘٢Ѡۗنځ͌چΦٌٟۗ٦فٿ٢چۄۍڗۑڻȠОْ˪ڂٟփׂٌٜ٠چʲ
ٰۘڂ

3B_C2 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 09:30

Educational design based on analysis of "cooperative
activities" and their interaction between learners from
two countries

Hiroko TAKAGI (ɳͥ˄Ʉθ¯θ¯9)
Izumi WALKER ( ۏؾہړۓڞǲׂθ¯)

Today, international exchange in "Japanese" is not unusual. However, "cooperative activities"
between students who belong to universities in two countries have not been much reported upon. There
are also many unclear points in terms of educational significance and possibilities of such practice in
Japanese language education. Under the circumstances, how are the students proceeding with their
learning, and what are they learning in the interaction process? In this research, we clarify these points
while analyzing mutual discourse between learners through “Project WorkۜInternational Collaboration
Project Work ” ; (1) learning activities for different educational purposes of each university, (2) online
activities between Japan (JWU) and Singapore (NUS), (3) implementation of "Collaborative Learning"
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through "Cooperative Learning" at the shared "Place", (4) reporting on meetings, evaluations and
reflections concerning each learning and educational achievement. Then consider the significance and
possibilities of Japanese language education for "cooperative activities" in the future. Analysis data is
inter-student interaction through "cooperative activities", in addition to the inter-learner mutual
discourse analysis on the Web, as well as the students’ presentation and report content at both
universities. In the analysis framework, reference was made to the findings obtained by inter-student
collaborative field work (Murata & Sato, 2015) and interaction between Japan and Italy two-way
internship (Murata & Mariotti, 2016) etc.
Through this research, we propose that cooperative or collaborative learning between two nations
such as reported in this research will open up a new perspectives on future Japanese language education.
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ؾڦېڑڬڷۏړۓێڋڴ٣ڂٿŹ˓Ƽĺ,٦ɳͥ —
àǲȕʢ٦ѶՍ٣چڪؾۏɡٜɄ١٘ٹٚ٦
ɝڀلם−

Tomoko TAKAHASHI (ŏüθ¯)

àǲéņ LG مɊSْۮڂΧԅk¯Ǖۯۄۍڗۑڻٟ٧ۗΧԅktΜۤǲȔƇǹtСۥ٦Ʉ١٘ٹ
ٚمɨԁ٦̐٦ƦƼچŹ˓ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ِٞۮԦƼԦԅkĺ,مۯۄۍڗۑڻɳɋَڃٞۘڂـ
ٌٖٟɳɋَڃٞڂـѶՍƼŹ˓Ƽĺ,٣ۗѶՍ٣ʢڇٟڂـѶՍ̖θ¯̵٠٦ؾڦېڑڬڷƿ
ׄچʄځѷۘ٘ڃՍҨӘٟ٧ٖۗ٦ƿׄچВّٞɄ١٘ٹٚمmچ١٦فٿ٣¯ڇٙ٦چلիلڀ٣
ِۗICT ַِ֤٘چƿׄ¶љ¯ۗمʛɻ٦¯٫٣֚ڂقEł٣ٜـٖٞ٦֏Ǆ̮چƔ˥ْۘڂ
ڦؾڬ٧ۗ① 2016 ѽ 10 ƉڀلОöЫ٣ځٻ٠٘ڃَځŻ 12 Ս٦②ۗؾڦېڑڬڷɄ١٘ٹٚ
٠θ¯̵ۗLG Χԅk¯Ǖ٦ۗڹکڦڠɄ١٘ٹٚ٦Ԧ̐٣ǣ③ۗڭؾژۓډ٘ڃڅθ¯̵ۗۗڹکڦڠ
ԟƾɻٯǣٛ٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋٟ چڀڃٖۘڂؿSCATۤθω 2008ـ֤چۥٞچڗۓڊڬؾښǣۗـ
Mezirow, J(2000)٦Ԗ֝Ы¯ʛֻږؾےۄؾېڹچ٠ِٞԁ̈́چəۘ٘ٶ
իلڀ٣٢ٌٛ٘٠٧ۗۥ۽ICT ַِ֤٘چĺ,٧ۗɄ١٘ٹٚ٦љùٝي٣ӆ˲٣֏Ǆٟؿٌٛ٘
٠ٟۘڂؿɄ١٘ٹٚ٠θ¯̵٦Ý٣בǈ٢̖ÝÞũمǖϨِٟ̅ۗنٞɨƭɦْ֡ڂɄۗѶ
ՍƼ٦ۏڽې٣ÞۗٓڀڅɄ١٘ٹٚمΧو٦ƼؐچŗȺِٞۗθ¯̵ڀل٦ɲս٣яفٿق٠ْڂ
˵ļمÙȦٌَۥ۾ ۘ٘ڃ٦ɳͥ٣Þڅْٰٛ٘ٞ٦ٹ٦٣¯٫ؿمٌٛ٘٠ٟۘڂؿɄ١٘ٹٚ٣
٧Ź˓Ƽ¯ʛٯ٦љùٝميƙۗم٘ڃڀ/ٟθ¯̵٣ۗٹΧ̮֡٦ʌ֝҄ۗוɄ١٘ٹٚ٦¯
٫چɊقٞڂـ٠فـɨƭυ̯Ë٠٠ٹ٣ɨԁ٦̵ٯٵُن٦ѫ˟ۗۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦Ď٦ȇ
¨Ѻ٢١مƙۘ٘ڃڀ
ٜۗځٵŹ˓Ƽĺ,٧ۮĺٹۯڂق٦٠ۮĺۯڂڃڀقɻ٠فـѲǩέׂЫ٢ٹ٦ٟ٧٢ۗو٣ĺ
قǭ¯ـ٫ǭفέю٢Þũ̮٦قف٣٢٘ځٛٞ٘ـ٦ٟٵڃٌۘڂؿٟ٦͕ǣƗģٟƦڃڅٞ٘ن
ۮŹ˓Ƽĺ,٦ӢО̮ۤۯɄ١٘ٹٚ٧¯م֪٭٢ۗوĺ4٧ĺقچϟۗٓڀЬ͌٢ĺȖم٢
ۥـ٧ۗĺɱ٣̈٘٢έɻ͐چОِۗɨԁٟ٘ٚ͐Оِ٘ږکڸڭ٣ٜـٞځٻ٠چځǣف٠فـ
ICT ٦ַ֤٣ٿٛٞۗƄٟڂنq̮҄مɦǾَۘ٘ڃǷƹۗǲ̖ׯјɻٻǫф̖Ȗ#զچʌي
ѷڃٞوـѶՍ٣ـكٞۗɄ١٘ٹٚ٦ĺ,ۗѣ٣ԦƼ٦ĺ,مʪ֦٢κٌٟڂؿ٠٧ٵفـٟٹ
٢ۘـՍҨӘٖم٦/˂٣٢ڂ٠¨ْ̂ٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
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Video-letter communication as a strategy for
Japanese heritage language learners

Tomoko TAKAHASHI (ŏüθ¯)

Video-letter communication as a strategy for Japanese heritage language learners
This study investigated whether the practice of video-letter communication between Japanese
heritage language learners and Japanese university students. In this study, the heritage language learners
were eight Korean–Japanese (K–J) students living in Korea.
Data included twelve video letters and questionnaire surveys from the K–J students, Japanese
university students, students’ parents, and school staff. All data were coded by SCAT ۤSteps for Coding
and Theorization Qualitative Data Analysis Method (ۥOtani 2008) and analyzed according to the
theory of transformative learning (Mezirow 2000).
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The results suggest that video-letter communication is an effective practice to develop heritage
language students’ incentives to learn Japanese. The K–J students developed good relationships with
the Japanese university students, opened their minds through self-disclosure, and attempted to
communicate with Japanese.
The participating Japanese university students also learned about accepting diversity and the
significance of communication, and they experienced a feeling of self-fulfillment. Although many
previous studies have claimed that heritage language education has no defining criteria— “no pedagogy,
no motivation, no teacher,”—we suggest that it is possible to solve these problems if heritage language
learners can find a way to arrange external interlocutors and communicate using video letters.
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ԅkƦƼ٦Χ֡٢ɟџ٦٘ٸ٦
Χѧڭږڎڟۑڻ٦ɳͥ
Chiho SAKURAI (њɇɺθ¯ ѶՍƼۛѶՍԅkĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
ԅӵu¯˟Їȁۤ2017ۥٟ٧ѶՍǲѫ٦ѶՍƼɉќمӐ֦٢ɟџ̵о̤٧ք 44000 ̖٠ħ
ȈΧچĂِۘ٘״ҽڀ٦Χو٧ѶՍ̵֜ٻڃٵːö֮Ѷ٦Ʉ١ٹٟۗځؿ٦ׄЁф٣٧սκ٢
و٠ٹĺu¯ʛƦƼ҄ۤוAcademic Language Proficiency: ALP, Cummins 2003ۥ٦§ѡ٣κچԮ
قٞۘڂـѽːɻѶՍƼĺ,٦ԁցٟ٧֡۠٢ɳͥم٢َڃٞ٧ٹڂـ٦٦ۗALP ́Љ٦٘ٸ٦
Ա٧աٙ¨ׂَڃٞ٧ـ٢ۘـ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦κƄ٣ǇۗيCumminsۤ2009ۥ٦ۏړۓێڨۏۂۮÑķ٣§ؾڞۍګێڂيك
ѡ٦ĺ,ЫͶֻچۯٶíҺ٠ِٞɳِͥ٘Χѧږکںۮڭږڎڟۑڻθȝ͛ۤBKDۯۥ٣ٜـٞԪ
Ǳِٖۗ٦֏M̮چƔ˥ْۘڂƗģڮۏؾڊڹ٧ϯǲڪؾۏɟџ م4 ԁ٦ 1 ڂٸ͗چǂׂˏ¯Ǖۗέ
˧٧ϯǲڪؾۏɟџ 9 թۤ3 ѽ̵ۥٟۘڂؿɁɢ٣ DLAۤDialogic Language Assessment, ԅӵu
¯˟ 2014ۥٟѧˀچוΘОِ٘˪ٟѧˀչӖׂچٞۗۏڽې٣]ّ٘ۮڀلڭڠڔګΧѧچۯɁِۗ
ѧˀʛÌ٦ĸk̝چٛ٘ۘ/ٟʟ۽٦ʄځʰِʍņّْٟڀؿۮȝԅچۯɳɋِ٘ۘĺɆ٧ڞڈڹ
ؾڦؾګێ٠ِٞȕِۗ֡۠٢چڗۓڊڬۏؾڐڹۇڔڠǣِٖٛ٘ۘٞۗɳͥʚɢۤ4 ѽ̵ 3 ¯öۥ
٣ȇф DLA چɳɋِ٘ۘ
ǄwƔ˥٦٘ۗٸ2013 ѽ 6 Ɖۤ3 ѽ̵ 1 ¯ö ڀلۥ2015 ѽ 2 Ɖ(4 ѽ̵ 3 ¯ö)٣ 9 թ٦ɟџم
ˀ٘ٸ٘نŻ 322 Ԙ٦ّْڀؿȝԅچѫ֝٦/Ú̮ۗۤדԅ̤͑ۗT-unit ̤ۗۥɲۤƇΗ̮ؾڒؾۂ٦
ʈ̤ۗۛכT-unit ٣ڂيكʥΛ̤͑ۗۥÐɠƼؐ٦Ⱥ֤٦ձדڀلЫۛɲЫ٣ԁِ̈́٘ۘǭٔڅٞ 2 
٦ DLA ٦Ƈw٠¯ö٦ʚɢ٣Ʉ١٘ٹٚمˀځ̇٘ـԚٹچځ٠٣ǠȦچǣٛ٘ۘ
Ƈw٠ِٞۗ9 թͮ4٦ѧˀȤ̤مΎpِۗٹۏڽېڭڠڔګѽڃٖل]΅ץ٣ŏۏڽېـ٣ٵٟ
́٫ٌ٘٠¨مѺٟۘ٘نȝԅ٧Ԗkمƥڂڃɢö٧ɟџ٣ٿٛٞ"٢ۗځƨ̖Ȁٹθۗمـنɳͥ
Ɂɢ٠ʚɢچӁ«ْڂ٠ȝԅ٦ד٠ÐɠƼؐ٦Ⱥ֤٣́Љمƙۗڃڀѫ֝٦/Ú̮ٻɲ٦ձ
ٹڀلԖk¨مѺٌٟۘ٘ن٦ɢö٦ѧٶˀن٣ʪз٘ـكچɳͥ٦֏M̮م/ОХфɳ˥ٟن
٘٠ǠۘڂقՍҨӘٟ٧ɳȔ٦ȝԅچڦؾڬФɦِ٢ۗڀمɄ١٘ٹٚ٦Ԗ֝٣ٜـٞԪǱِ٘ۘـ
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Extensive Reading Project for Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse Students

Chiho SAKURAI (њɇɺθ¯ ѶՍƼۛѶՍԅkĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ

In a 2017 report from the Ministry of Education (MEXT), the number of Japanese Language Learner
students (G1–G12) in Japan was about 44,000, which is the largest number ever. Many of them were
born in Japan or came to Japan in early childhood and have had problems acquiring Academic Language
Proficiency (ALP, Cummins 2003) even though they have acquired conversational fluency. Although
various practices have been carried out in the field of Japanese language education for young people,
no methodology has yet been established for developing ALP.
In this presentation, I report on an extensive reading project "Book DAISAKUSEN (BKD),"
practicing based on a theoretical background "An Instructional Framework for Literacy Promotion in
Multilingual School Contexts," Cummins (2009). The research field is a public elementary school
located where Japanese returnees who came back from China after WWII and their Chinese families
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are concentrated so that the Chinese–Japanese pupils constitute a quarter of all students. The
participants in this educational practice are nine Chinese–Japanese third-grade pupils.
At the start of practice they measured the reading ability by Dialogic Language Assessment (DLA,
MEXT 2014), set reading goals, and started "extensive reading" from the text that corresponded to their
level. Meanwhile, they wrote a synopsis of the text they were reading in Japanese language class once
per week. The teachers intervened as facilitators and created various scaffoldings; by the end of practice
(in the third semester of fourth grade) they were assessed again by DLA.
The effect was verified by analyzing 322 outline synopses written by nine pupils from June 2013 (the
first semester of third grade) to February 2015 (the third semester of fourth grade). Quantitative and
qualitative analyses were carried out from the perspective of number of sentences, number of T-units,
type and number of cohesion markers, subordinate clause number in T-unit, and use of kanji vocabulary.
Meanwhile, I gave consideration based on the results of the two DLA.
The results confirmed that all nine pupils had increased the number of reading books and text level
to a suitable level for their age and their writing composition had changed. The length of composition
and the use of kanji vocabulary were seen to grow, and the aspects of consistency and quality of content
had also changed. This study suggested that the intensive and extensive reading and writing for third–
fourth-grade pupils is effective for developing their reading and writing proficiency. In this presentation,
I would like to report on the transformation in their reading and writing proficiency while presenting
actual composition data.
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ډێۍڭڠؾڑ٦ۏؾږڠڟؾڙۓۍڊګڰۉۃښ٣يك
ڂѶՍƼĺ,٦ځؿ
Keiko OKUMURA (1йθ¯)
ډێۍڭڠؾڑ٧ۗΧԅkʃĎچǲ̫٠ِٞ#զچʌيѷۗڃ¢զΜ٦ڊګڰۉۃښƦƼچʪِۗ
ٖ٦$ɡچɊSِٞۘڂـѣ٣ۗۤۏؾږڠڟؾڙۓۍڊګڰۉۃښCLSۥٟ٦¯ʛۗڃَˍ̟م¢
CLS ٣٧Ԣ˂ŐمɊĥَڃٞۘڂـCLS ٟ٧ۗڊګڰۉۃښٟȺَ֤ڂڃƦƼ٦ʛѡچչɉْ٠٠ٹ
٣ۗΧ֡٢ԅkֻِۗچǫٸǭٌف٠چʪɖِ٘ĺ,چǣٌف٠چĸЇِٞۘڂـƥȕډێڭږڷʔ٣
 ڂؿ2 Ǖ٦ѶՍƼԢʛǕ ٹCLS ٦Ѻqچʌيٞۄۍۉڔێڒۗمڂـ٧ѶՍ٦¯ʛɉќ֦ה٣ʷ
Īِ٘ǲƼĺ,چєʞِٞډێۍڭڠؾڑۗځك٦#զڊګڰۉۃښ٦ԅդ٣ٖٓڅى٣Χو٦Ʉ١ٹ
مϯсٟ¯ʛչЫچƙɰ¯ۗـʛچϚѾٌِِٞفٵ٠مƓɝǩ٠٢ٌٛٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢սκ٧ۗ
ԢʛǕٟ٧Оҹ٦فٿٟۗمڂؿŘάЫ٢ƄȠ٣ٜـٞ٧ٲ٠ڇ١ڃڀّٞـ٢ۘـՍƗģ٦
չЫ٧ۗѶՍƼؾڒؾڸڠڮۓڍۍڗږکڴ٦Ʉ١ٹ٣٬َـِڅѶՍƼĺ,٧mچلիلڀ٣ْڂ
ٌ٠ٟٖۘڂؿ٦٘ٸ٣ۗΧو٦ԢʛǕٟǣڃڅٞڂـǲƼĺ,٠٧"٢ ڂCLS ٠ِٞ٦ۄۍڗۑڻ
ɳͥ٣ڂٿǄwچƔ˥ْۘڂՍƗģ٧ۗѶՍƼؾڒؾڸڠڮۓڍۍڗږکڴ٦Ʉ١٘ٹٚ٣έِٞ٧
CLS Ѧɨ٦ѶՍƼĺ,چФıٌْڂ٠مʪ֦ٟڂؿ٠فـѺɬمǍڂٵù٣٢ۘڂقځȯpɻ
٧ۗډێڭږڷۛډێۍڭڠؾڑʔ٦ԢʛǕ٣Вٛٞۗم٘ـϯсٟϚѾِ٘ 7 թ٦ѶՍƼۍڗږکڴ
ؾڒؾڸڠڮۓڍ٦ɟџٟۮۘڂؿɨԁمϥڊګڰۉۃښٻ˰٘ڃل٣ٜـٞϐğٌْڂ٠چۯʃæ٠
ِ٘ډېۑڒڴۛۏگۋڞگؾڦۓڋ٦Ѿۄۍڗۑڻِ֤٘]چɳͥچǣٛ٘ƹۗɄ١ٹ٠ԟƾɻٖ
ڃٗڃ٣چؾۉڷڦۓڋǣٛ٘ۘچڦؾڬؾۉڷڦۓڋѫ֝ԁِ̈́ۗۄۍڗۑڻ٣έْڂɄ١ٹ٠ԟƾ
ɻ٦Ү]چիلڀ٣ْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗۄۍڗۑڻ٦Ǆw٠κ٣ٜـٞƔ˥ِٖ٘ۘ٦ƇwۗɄ١٘ٹٚ
٧¯ʛԱچǈЫ٣ΖۗقѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦ŹΝɈچɡٜفٿ٣٢ٌٛ٘٠لڅمٛ٘ۘԟƾɻٹ
Ʉ١ٹ٦Ԗ֝ۄۍڗۑڻڀل٦ŹΝچՀۗٶѶՍƼĺ,ŸƟɻٟڂؿԟƾɻمɉќɻ٠٢ٌڂ٠ٟ
ŹΝَٖۘ٘ڃ٦¯ʛ˰ձ٧Ѻqَ¯٘ڃǕٟ٧٢َٵۗمـ٣ѶՍƼؾڒؾڸڠڮۓڍۍڗږکڴ
٦̈٘٢ڊګڰۉۃښ٠٢ۗځըֻ٢¯وʛٟ˰ڂنٟڂؿ٠٠ٹ٣/ٜ٦Ĩ˰ʽ٠٢ٛٞلِۘڂـ
ِۗ˲٣ֻِ٘چۄۍڗۑڻɉќɻ٣űٌڂڃٵ٠٧ѱِۗوɉќɻ٦¨ԟ٧ʪ֦κٟۘڂؿ
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Considerations for Japanese education in Australian
community language schools

Keiko OKUMURA (1йθ¯)

Australia proclaims multiculturalism as a national policy and accepts a number of immigrants from
various countries, respecting each ethnic community language (CL) and supporting its maintenance.
In particular, it is recommended for immigrants to study their own home language in Community
Language Schools (CLSs) which is subsidized by the federal and state governments. The education in
CLSs emphasize not only for students to acquire a given CL but also understand and respect different
cultures and people.
In Victoria, there are two Japanese supplementary schools which are accredited as the CLSs by the
Victorian government. On the other hand, the Japanese language education in the schools conform to
the Course of Study which is the Japanese national curriculum. It has become a considerable issue for
students to study Japanese language based on the curriculum since it does not match the context of the
Japanese immigrants. As a result, a many students lose sight of the learning purpose and give up
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studying Japanese. Although the issue can be identified in many of the supplementary schools around
the world, strategies to solve the problem have not often been discussed.
The present study will provide an opportunity to widely acknowledge that offering an insightful
teaching practice of Japanese for children of the Japanese background speakers (JBSs). In the study
the participants were 7 children of the JBSs who attended to one of the supplementary schools but
quit the school. After providing a teaching program based on the concept of the International
Baccalaureate (IB) program, interviews with the children and the parents were conducted. The
interview data were qualitatively analyzed using a content analysis approach. The study firstly
identified the participants’ perceptions on the program, and then explored the effects and issues of the
program.
The findings indicated that the children positively perceived the learning approach provided in the
program and they became to have the will to continue learning Japanese. The parents also hoped to
continue the program when they appreciated their children’s changes. After that, one of the parents
who used to be a Japanese educator became an instructor of the program and the program has
continued.
Conclusively, this learning opportunity is not an authorized school but it becomes a new learning
community for the JBSs where they can study without difficulty and a cozy place. However, it is
difficult to retain a qualified instructor who understands the program at all times and the supply of the
teacher remains a critical issue for the continuity of the program.
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ѶՍ٣ڂيك#զ˄̮٦ؾڞۍګێ٦ɳΰ٠ٖ٦ґŶ ―
ӃȀԓӵֱʰ̑˄̮ٻȕѶ̮˄ۓډێښ٠٦
Ӂ«ڀل
Makiko SHINYA (θȚȲņθ¯)
#զ٦ιѲƦƼʛѡ٧ۗ`Ԏˁǲ٧ٹٚۗڇڄѶՍ٣ـكٞٹĒŎ٦κٟۘڂؿǆїƦƼ٧ʛ
ѡٟنٞۤؾڞۍګێٹˀɠƦƼۗɬɠ٠њ/٣֤ۥڂـ٦ʛѡ٧ѶՍƼ٦ԅɠάŷ٦ӾȬَ٠΅
ٛٞۗОʢمקЉـ#զٟٹǸѱچŉٸٞۤڂـӦωΦ 2009ۗΦۘۥԪǱɻ٧ĳњƗģɻڀ٠ A Ϡ
+ٟ#զέ˧٦ÐɠĺɱچȆْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗۤڊڹۍڗڲڠڏԆنʄځЇȁۗȯ֚ÙȦۥ٣ٿٛٞѶ
Ս̖٠٦ǲȔƇǹ٣ڂٿ#զ˄̮٦ؾڞۍګێ٣Þِ 4 ѽÝ٣ځ٘څɳΰЇȁچǣٛٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـ
B Ϡ+ٟ#զέ˧٦Ðɠĺɱ چ10 ѽÝȆِۗȯ֚ÙȦچɳɋِ٘ۘ
ٖڀڃ٦ۗڀلڦؾڬ#զ٦§ؾڞۍګێѡچԻًڂʃ٢֦5٠ِٞۗ① ѶՍ٦ƦƼ̰Ƞ٦Ӣȕ
٣ڂٿιѲƦƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ԟ˩٦Ӣȕ٠ۗѶՍƼĺ,ڠڷؾڜ٦Ϡ+¤Ȁۗ② #զέ˧
ѶՍƼĺɱ٣ڂيكǆїƦƼ͕ɉќ٠ؾڞۍګێ٦żɖۗمƙʰَِلِۘ٘ڃǲȔƇǹ٣ڂٿ
#զ˄̮٦˰ǭ٣٧ۗ① ② ٣pؾڧۓڎڟۗق٣í֦ٝو5§ؾڞۍګێمѡځٿچǸѱ٣ِٞـ
ٌڂ٠لڅمٛٞۘ٘ن
ٌڀڃ#զ˄̮٦˵ļ٧ۗѶՍ٦ӃȀԓӵֱʰ̑˄̮ٻȕѶم̮˄ۓډێښӆɬɠ˵ΰ٣ϥل
ڃٞ٘نґŶٻÑķ٠Χو٦ĳВзمƙʰَۘڂڃӤ٦ըֻٻԿוԿƦۗtΜ٦˄̮Ԕɖۗȉٻ
Ԧ̐٠ِٞöίَڂڃʪ͉юۗمҽ˄ڀ٦¯ʛù¯ٻʛ֪چφٛٞ٘ن٦ٟٵڃٌۘڂؿٟ٦
Ɨģٟ٧ۗ#զ˄̮٠ӃȀԓӵֱʰ̑˄̮ٻȕѶ̮˄ۓډێښ٦ؾڞۍګێ٣ڂيكĳВκۗچ
ؾڧۓڎڟ٠فـɖзڀلƔѓِ٘ٹ٦٧ѶՍƼĺ,٦ה+ٟٹɺĺ,٦ה+ٟٹƙڃڀ٢ۘـ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗؾڧۓڎڟ٦ɖзڀلɻ٦ĳВзچɦِ٘قفٟۗѶՍ٦̮˄ڊګێڲڋۂ٠ِٞ
٦ӃȀԓӵֱʰ̑˄̮ٻȕѶ̮˄ۓډێښ٦̵¶Ƚ¯ٻʛŸƟۗچ#զ˄̮ٯ٦ĺ,ۗѣ٣ѶՍ
Ƽ٦ؾڞۍګێĺ,٣¶ْلȠچƔѓِْٖۘڂٞ˰٦۠٠ۗچډێڦڋ٧ّٸ¢ǲ٣ڂيك#
զ˄̮٦ιѲƦƼ٦ؾڞۍګێʛѡٻĺ,٦˵ļ٣ٜـٞ˳ԪƿÍَِۗڀ٣#զ˄̮٦ɺȯ
p٦Β̓ٻϠǇ˪٣Ǉيٞڭڠڿɺ٣mمٟچلڂنďۘـِ٘
6֤ԅƖ ӦωנɄۛѫ֑ӌɄۛ̀ђ֒ӌ(2009)ۮƇǹ#ʢ˄̮٦ƦƼ̵¶-ɨͭʛѡ٣ٿ
ڂѶՍƼ҄ו٦ɳΰԁ̈́-ۯ۰ΧƦƼΧԅk-ɳͥ٠Ɨģ۱ι 2 Ǭ,116-137.ыİǲƼθ¯ΧƦ
ƼۛΧԅkĺ,Ɨģؾڦۓڢ
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Literacy of Immigrant Women in Japan and Its
Background: Comparison with Buraku Women and
Korean Oldcomer Women in Japan

Makiko SHINYA (θȚȲņθ¯)
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Second language acquisition by immigrants is a critical and urgent issue not only in Western
countries but also in Japan and other Asian countries. Acquiring second language literacy is difficult
even for immigrants who have lived in Japan for many years and acquired daily conversation fluency
in Japanese. The complexity of the Japanese writing system is one of the main reasons for low literacy
levels of immigrants in Japan.
The speaker has done ethnographic research with her colleagues on the literacy of immigrant women
married to Japanese men in the rural area A for 5 years, and also held a Kanji class for immigrants with
her other colleagues for 10 years in the urban area B and did the participatory observation. Two main
factors preventing immigrant women from acquiring literacy were found from the analysis of the data;
1) the absence and the regional disparity of Japanese language education due to the absence of language
policy in Japan, and 2) priority on spoken Japanese education over written Japanese education in
community based Japanese language classes. In addition, there is a gender-based factor that makes it
even more difficult for immigrant women married to Japanese men to acquire literacy.
The circumstances of immigrant women have many issues common to those of women in
discriminated Buraku communities and Korean oldcomer women who have been illiterate for a long
time. The lack of empathy as well as the violence on the part of their husbands, the misogyny and the
discrimination against women by their family, and their responsibilities as a wife and mother deprived
these women of the opportunity of education and limited their motivation to study. These common
issues between immigrant women and Buraku and oldcomer Korean women in Japan have not been
discussed from the viewpoint of gender in the context of either Japanese language education or adult
education up to this point.
This presentation clarifies the common issues described above and examines the way of utilizing the
life history and learning experiences of Buraku and oldcomer Korean women in developing the method
of education, especially Japanese literacy education for immigrant women. The speaker would like to
exchange information on the second language and literacy acquisition by and education for immigrant
women in other countries, and would like to discuss with the audience what host countries can do in
order to empower their social participation and independence.
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ԉ٣ٜ٢ۮڂمέۯĺ,٦íͳ٠٧۞
۵ɨͭ٦ԁ̈́چВِٞ۵
Mayumi USAMI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Makoto YAMAZAKI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Fumiko NAZIKIAN (Columbia University)
Suwako WATANABE (ڮۓۍڭؾہʔׂθ¯)
Սۏڱڵٟ٧ۗԉ٣ٜ٢ۮڂمέچۯǣٸ٘ف٣Ӑ֦٢ۮέۯו҄٠٧ۗ١٦فٿ٢ٹ٦ل٣
ٜـٞۗʃ٣ɨͭ٘ـ֤چڦؾڬԁ̈́چВِٞΧªЫ٣ǠۘڂقȟǷۗۮnϞÙ¶̵ٻʛÌ٢١
ٹŏ̖ـِ̐ۗـњɀ٦ۯځٰٺِك٠ِٞ٦ۯۮ٠ۗوِ̐ځٵؿۮ٢̖ـњɀ٦nϞ˳ٻԪ٦ƿ
Íۗـڂؿ٧ِ̖̐ـњɀٟٹnϞÙ"م٢ڂ٠ن٣ĄٌڂnϞ٦ْځǭٔڅ٢١ۯ٠ِٞ٦ۮέۯ
٦'مـѺɬَڃٜٜۗځؿѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞۮٹέ٦ĺ,ۯ٦ʪ֦̮مĶ٨فٿڂڃ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
"٢ڂԅkЫnϞÙچґŶ٠ْ̖۠ڂ٠وٵفƿِׄٞوـ٣٧ۗ΅ʆ٣ғׇِ٢ٹڀمɨԁ٦ƙ
ٻɈچի¨٣иۮڂڃڀقέمۯו҄Ӑ֦Ӣqƃٙڀلٟۘڂؿ/ٟۗۮέۯ٧ۗʥ֮٦ۮ
̅и̅ۮۗۯƦڅ٤ۯ|م٠فـƦ֥٣Әَڃٞفٿڂـ٢ۗиѐЫ٢ѶՍ̖مӌѢ٠ِ٘ژڰۉۃښ
ۏڋڦڠۛۓۋڞؾ٠٧"٢ٹڂ٦ٟۗڄِٷۘڂؿѶՍԅk٣ـكٞ٧ۗɺk٦Хٟۗ΅ʆْم
ٰٞچƦ֥٣ْͪڂ٣ۗ٢ۮوٰڂȦٌْۯڂ٠مٟفٿڂن٣ۗЋ͍ЫۛÝ͍Ы٣ĺ,چʌيٞنٞـ
ڂ٠ٹƦۗقė٦Ʀـڃْچ٨ۗѶՍ̖ɨ̑ۗمɈٻɈǠچի¨٣ƦƼkْْۗڂ٢څٚۗέ
چǣفťچʌيٞنٞـ٢ـ٠ٹƦۘڂقɬِْڂ٢ـ٣ۗٓڀڅللѶՍƼԦƼɻ٧ٌۗ٦ٿ
ف٢ڂٽڅـѶՍɫ٦̑چۏڋڦڠۛۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣ٜيٞۗځكѶՍƼĺɆٖٹ٦םٟ٧٢
ۘـՍۏڱڵٟ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢սκɬ٦ٹ٠٣ۗ۠ѶՍƼĺ,٣Ŵڂڅɻۮۗمԉ٣ٜ٢ڂمέ
ۯ٦ĺ,٦٘ٸ٣mمٟڂن٦چلǠۘڂق

ɨͭ٦ԁ̈́م٢ٕԉ٦٘ٸ٦
έĺ,٣ٜ٢ڂم٦۞ل
۵ɨͭڠڵؾښ٦ԁ̈́ڀلƦٌڂق٠۵
Mayumi USAMI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Makoto YAMAZAKI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
ȟǷۗۮnϞÙ¶̵ٻʛÌ٢١ٹŏ̖ـِ̐ۗـњɀ٦ۯځٰٺِك٠ِٞ٦ۯۮ٠ۗ̐ځٵؿۮ
ِو٢̖ـњɀ٦nϞ˳ٻԪ٦ƿÍۗـڂؿ٧ِ̖̐ـњɀٟٹnϞÙ"م٢ڂ٠ن٣ĄٌڂnϞ
٦ْځǭٔڅ٢١ۯ٠ِٞ٦ۮέۯ٦'مـѺɬَڃٜٜۗځؿѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞۮۗٹέ٦ĺ
,ۯ٦ʪ֦̮مĶ٨ڃٞ"ۘڂـ٢ڂԅkЫnϞÙچґŶ٠ْ̖۠ڂ٠وٵفƿِׄٞوـ٣٧ۗ΅
ʆ٣ғׇِ٢ٹڀمɨԁ٦ƙٻɈچի¨٣иۮڂڃڀقέمۯו҄Ӑ֦Ӣqƃٟۘڂؿԉ
٣ٜ٢ۮڂمέۯו҄٠٧ۗ΅ۮʆ٠P·٢چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښǣـ٢ۗٹڀمɨԁ٦ƙٻɈ
٧ի¨٣иٌڂق٠مٟۯוڂنٟڂؿ٠ٵ٠ٌڂٸ٠مٟڂنٙۘفڄ/ٟۗۮέۯ٧ۗʥ֮٦ۮ
̅и̅ۮۗۯƦڅ٤ۯ|م٠فـƦ֥٣Әَڃٞفٿڂـ٢иѐЫ٢ѶՍԅkمӌѢ٠ِ٘ژڰۉۃښ
ۏڋڦڠۛۓۋڞؾ٠٧"٢ٹڂ٦ٟڂؿ٠ۗڄِٷۘڂقـٹѶՍԅk٣ـكٞ٧ۗɺk٦Хٟۗ
΅ʆْٰمٞچƦ֥٣ْͪڂ٣ۗ٢ۮوٰڂȦٌْۯڂ٠مٟفٿڂن٣ۗЋ͍ЫۛÝ͍Ы٣ĺ,چʌي
ٞنٞڂـ٠ٹƦۗقė٦Ʀـڃْچ٨ۗѶՍ̖٧ۗɈٻɈǠچի¨٣ƦƼkْْۗڂ٢څٚۗ
ۮέۯ٦ȸ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗʤԁ٣ťچʌيٌٞ٢لٛ٘٠ٹƦٛٞٹƦٟ٧٢ۘـɬِْڂ٢
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ـ٣ۗٓڀڅللѶՍƼԦƼɻ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢ڂٽڅـѶՍɫ٦̑چۏڋڦڠۛۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ
٣ٜيٞۗځكѶՍƼĺɆٖٹ٦םٟ٧٢ۘـ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢սκɬ٦ٹ٠٣ۗۗٓٵƥζ٦ѶՍ̖ԦƼɻ٦ڠۛۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ
ۏڋڦ٦ѣϾچԁِٖ̈́ۗ٦ѣϾ٠ƥɳچє˪٘قٵٟۗ۠ѶՍƼĺ,٣Ŵڂڅɻۮۗمԉ٣ٜ
٢ڂمέۯ٦٘ٸ٣mمٟڂن٦چلǠۘڂقŘάЫ٣٧ۗʚ˂ɗ٦Ⱥ֤چϯ̅٣ۗӁ«Ыθāճ
٦ۮBTSJ ѶՍƼɨͭۤۯڠڵؾښ333 ۥ٦˰ձ΅ٻʆ̮ۗԓ٣ٿٛٞ"٢ڂƦƼȺ֤ٵچ٠
ۗٸѶՍ̖مӫϛɬِٞـ٢ۏڋڦڠۛۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮـ٦ͮάۯ٠ۗ˰ձ΅ٻʆۗɻ٦
̮ԓ٣ۗـ'ڂٿȺـԁيю٦"њٵچ٠ِٖۘڂٸٞۗȈƹ٣ٌۗڀڃ٦Ƈwچєقٵ٢ۗڀمѶՍ
ƼԦƼɻ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٦ځؿۗӆԦƼɻ٦ĺɆ٠٦Ŵ٢١٣ٜـٞٹǠڃٖۗ٘ٵۘڂق
ڀ٦əلـۗمٶ٣ځٿǍـՠٟ٦ۮέĺ,ۯ٪ـٞ٧ۗۮԉ٦٘ٸ٦έۯ٦ĺ,٣ٜ٢مٛ
ٞوـ٦ل٣ٜـٞǠۘڂق

ۮ6نǵۯٶ٦ۜۄڡڰڒۅ
ۮِٟۯفپ٠ٿۮ٥ۯ٦Ӂ«ڀل

Fumiko NAZIKIAN (Columbia University, New York)

έ٧ό٣˳Ԫ٦Фı˳ۗٻԪФı٦֦ğڀل٦ׂځ̯ٶٛٞڂـ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوɻ٧كƷـ
ۮ6نǵٶǭۯـ٢΅ۗ٘ٵۗڀمʆ٦ۮ6نǵۯٶ٣]яِ٢چۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋڀمǣٌٌۘفٟۮ6
نǵۯٶ٠٧ɻ٦˳Ԫʽ֏٣έْڂɻ٦ΰфِٖۗٞ΅ʆٯ٦ĳËۗĳծӘɦچՠْ"ۘڂ
٢ٛ٘Ǡٻقɖзچɡٜ΅ʆ٠٦έٸ٘ڂׂَ̯ٔوٵفچ٣٧΅ʆ٦ֻ̅Ыΰф̍ٻ٦̝چ
Ġٶʄڃٖۗځ٣Ь͌٣]яٌْڂ٠مӢqƃٟۗځؿ6نǵٶٌڂֻْچ٠٧ǲƼ¯ʛɻ
٣٠ٛٞٹθٟ͌ۮِۗلِۘڂؿ6نǵۯٶ٦ڡڰڒۅ٧ʤԁ٣իَڃٞڂـ٠٧ƦۗٓقѶՍƼ
ĺ,٣ـكٖٞٹ٦ɉќ٧κٟۘڂؿɻ٦̅Ыΰф٧ԅ՚٣ʃ٣ۗمڂڃڅڀؿՍҨӘٟ٧
ۮِٟۯفپ٠ʚ˂ɗٿۮ٥ۯ٣˝зؿچٞۗɻ٦ϝù҄چԁِ̈́ۗѺɬЫÙзڀل6نǵٶ٦ڒۅ
چۄڡڰЇٰۘڂ۰BTSJ ѶՍƼِƦ֥ڠڵؾښ۱2011 ѽҲڦؾڬچ٠ِ֤ٞ ـ17 ٦چԁ̈́
ْۘڂՍҨӘٟ٧˰ۥ۽ձۤȬϝۗѓۗԅɉќڊګێۂؾڐڹۥۿۗؾڧۓڎڟۥ۾ۥ٦Ùзۮڀلِٟپ
ۯف٠ٿۮ٥چۯӁ«ِِٖۗٞۗȈƹ٣ۗѶՍƼĺ,ٯ٦Фچʲٰۘڂ
Ⱥ֤ڠڵؾښ
>ǽӌٶٽٵÓʕ(2011)۰BTSJ ٣ڂٿѶՍƼِƦ֥ۛڭڻێږڠۓۍڭۤڠڵؾښi̹ۥ2011 ѽ
Ҳ۱

έ̯֨ו٦٘ٸ٣ۜ
ڠۓګڸۓښۛںڊګڒڰۉۃښȇǠ
Suwako WATANABE (ڮۓۍڭؾہʔׂθ¯)
έ٠٧ۗ/Ы٢Ҩٟ٧٢΅ۗوʆ٦Ʀٌف٠΅ֻِۗچʆ٣έِٞҮ]ِِٖۗٞۗɈ٦
ͲВ٣ڃؿمظط٨ٖۗچڃƄِ٘˪ٟۗچΝيٌٞوـ٠ٟۘڂؿNCSSFL-ACTFL Can-Do
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Statements ٦˪Ĥ—ϯۏڽې٦΅Ʒȝ֤ڮؾۆۓۋڞؾژۉۃښ٦āОۤ2017ۥ٧َۗٵ٣ٌ٦έْ
ו҄ڂ٣ӮǬْٖۘڂ٦ Can-Do Statement ٧ۗۮѨٛǵڇٙɲս˦ځِ٘چȑ٣яٌڂْځ٘ق٠٣ٿ
ٛٞۗ…ɨԁ٣Þũِ٘ۗـڂؿ٧ۗ/ҵЫ٢κچä۠֡ٷ٢κ٣ٜـِٞۗچۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ
Νٌڂي٠مٟۯڂنٌٌٟۘڂؿٟ٦ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ٧ۗڂٽڅـչЫچɡِٛ٘ǭٻـďٙي
ٟ٢ۗوǍـՠٟۗ۽έ۽٦ƙƿÍٻѶ˲ٟ٦ِǭٹـäنچۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۗڃڀٸٚ
ڇ٠ǣٸ٘ف٦҄ו٧َۗٵ٣ۗέچɳƥَٔٸ٘ڂ٣Ӑ֦٢҄ו٠Ǡۘڂڃڀقθ¯ٌٟ٦˪Ĥې
ۏڽ٦υ̯چչɉْ٘ٸ٣٧ۗۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ٣ȯpْٸ٘ڂ٦҄ۗוٜ΅ۗځٵʆ٦ڟؾڢکۅ٦
з¨̳چ٣ֻٌْڂ٠ۗԅچۏڽېЈقٞɨԁ٦Ʀٌـ٘ـ٠ٵچ٠ڂٸϝ٦Õֻ҄ۗוɈ
ͲВ٣սκ˰ڂؿمǭ٣٧ٖۗچڃƄْڂՠƿ˛ِٖ҄ۗוٞۗ΅ʆ٠٦΅Ʒȝ֤چÕֻْڂ
҄΅ۤוʆ٠٦΅Ʒȝ֤لـوٵفِۗؾڦڰۆچلڡؾۄڠم٢˰ـǭʕْ̳ۥڂ٢١چիɦЫ٣
ĺڂقӐ֦ڀڃٌۘڂؿمʈ۠٦҄ו٧ۗCanale & Swaine (1972)٦Фˌِ٘ڸۓښۛںڊګڒڰۉۃښ
چڠۓګǖْ̯ڂԅԱۗɺƦƼۗϝؾڟګۍڭڠۗю٦҄ו٣ӍЪْۘڂՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ¯ٓٵʛ
ɻ٦ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٟۗՠƿ˛ۗϝÕֻۗ΅Ʒȝ֤Õֻمɰҏِ٘ɝۗםACTFL ˪Ĥڽې
ۏٟنٰڂڃڅ/ҵЫ٢κْچȔ٦ȅ͏چםɦِٞۗԅԱۛƼؐ٦ϝ΅ٻƷȝ֤Õ
ֻ҄ו٦,̯٣Ь]ِ٘ɉќ٠ږکڴڮؾڊڹ٦ԱچФْۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۗ٘ٵۘڂ٣Ӡʰْڂ
ƙЎʲۗٻҮέƙ٦ʲٰۗۓؾڦů̯٦ȸ٣ۗԅkЫ٢'مـEłٌڂق֚چ٠چɉЩِ
ٞۗɺƦƼ҄וҨ٦٘ٸ٣ۗԅk٦Řƥ٠ِٞ٦ƦƼC֤چɉќْڂʪ֦̮چФɦْ¯ۘڂʛ
ɻ٦Ҩ΅ٻƷȝ֤٦ɳם٦ԁ̈́چВِٞۗڠۓګڸۓښۛںڊګڒڰۉۃښ٣ѫԩَ٘ڃʈ۠٦҄
مו١٦فٿ٣ȝِ֤ǭٛٞچلڂـǠȦِۗέו,̯٦٘ٸ٦ֻ٠ِٞ٦ښۛںڊګڒڰۉۃښ
چڠۓګڸۓȇǠْۘڂ

4A_A 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:00

The foundation of ‘dialog’ for the peace: from the
analyses of naturally occurring ‘conversations’ .

Mayumi USAMI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Makoto YAMAZAKI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Fumiko NAZIKIAN (Columbia University)
Suwako WATANABE (ڮۓۍڭؾہʔׂθ¯)

In this panel, we discuss what ‘dialog competence’ in order to conduct dialog that leads to peace is,
mainly based on the results of the analyses of naturally occurring conversations. Recently, it is clearly
distinguished between ‘conversation’ as chatting among friends who share the values and customs and
‘dialog’ as information exchange and for negotiation among people having different values and
experiences from different cultures. In order to conduct smooth dialog with people from different
cultures having various values, it is indispensable to acquire the ‘dialog competence’ to communicate
one’s opinion clearly while at the same time considering the others feeling. However, this kind of
communication style is very different from the so-called traditional Japanese communication style in
which ‘ishin-denshin ۤ ̅ и ̅  ’ۥand ‘sasshi( Ȧ ِ  ’ۥare valued. Japanese native speakers are
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socialized to acquire this communication style whether or not it is consciously or unconsciously. And
the Japanese language teachers are not the exception. Then, with this fact in mind, we discuss what
Japanese language teachers can do for the education of ‘dialog for the peace’.

Why can analysis of natural conversation lead to the
‘dialog education for the peace’? :Based on the
analyses of Japanese natural conversation corpus

Mayumi USAMI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Makoto YAMAZAKI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)

In this presentation, we first analyze the communication style of a present-day Japanese native
speakers based on a natural conversation corpus. Then we discuss what Japanese language educators
can do for the ‘education for the peace’ based on the findings. More concretely, we will discuss overall
characteristics of the communication style of modern Japanese based on the results of both quantitative
and qualitative analyses of the "BTSJ Japanese Natural Conversation Corpus" (including 333
conversations) according to the factors such as settings, age, gender, and so on. Especially we focus on
the effects and functions of the use of ‘sentence-final particles’ to the smooth interactions. Finally, we
discuss these results and interpretation within broader contexts of ‘dialog education’ and ‘dialog for the
peace’.

Mechanism of "involvement" in Japanese Discourse:
Comparison of ”deshoo” and ”yone".

Fumiko NAZIKIAN (Columbia University, New York)

As an interactional principle, Japanese speakers frequently seek and display agreement or mutual
consent during social interaction, but the precise mechanisms of this principle are unclear. Building on
the notions of epistemic status and stance, this study examines the Japanese sentence-final particle yone
and the auxiliary of supposition deshoo as interactional markers to show how Japanese speakers
construct social actions in speech. Both "yone" and "deshoo" are often used interactionally as sentencefinal tags and function to solicit or grant support and induce listener involvement. Interestingly, they
can be used by the same speaker to serve different discourse functions. In order to elucidate these, this
paper examines 17 instances of natural conversation taken from the BTSJ - Japanese Natural
Conversation Corpus. The results show that the use of "deshoo" and "yone" is associated with the
speaker’s different attitudes toward s the interlocutor’s epistemic status. "Deshoo" is utilized when the
speaker assumes that the listener should take the same epistemic stance as her/him and endorse his/her
perspective, and this use is often associated with the speaker justifying his/her position. "Yone" is used
when the speaker assumes some type of epistemic discrepancy between the speakers, and this use is
associated with a display of empathy. Finally, the socioculturally restricted use of "deshoo" and "yone"
as discourse markers is examined.

Development of ability to engage in dialogue:
Rethinking communicative competence.
Book of Abstracts
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Suwako WATANABE (ڮۓۍڭؾہʔׂθ¯)
In this presentation, I will reexamine the notion of communicative competence from the perspective
of development of ability to engage in dialogue. So far as dialogue entails exchanges of ideas and
information between two or more people while solving miscommunication through negotiation of
meaning, there is striking resemblance between the ability to carry out dialogue and the description of
the Advanced-level speakers in the NCSFL-ACTFL Ca-Do Statements (2017), which reads that
Advanced-level speakers “can maintain discussions on a wide variety of familiar and unfamiliar
concrete topics of personal and general interest, and sometimes academic, social or professional topics,
by using probing questions and providing detailed responses across major time frames.” In order to
participate meaningfully in discussion, one is expected to accurately interpret the point of an
interlocutor’s message, to manage discourse that is beyond the sentence-level, negotiate meaning to
solve any communication gaps, and manage interaction with others. These abilities are subsumed under
communicative competence (Canale & Swaine, 1972). In this presentation, I will first examine
discourse data that contain examples of failing performance in terms of negotiation of meaning,
discourse management, and interactional management and, then, propose approaches to instruction and
feedback to develop abilities to manage discourse and interaction required for effective participation in
discussion and dialogue. I will also demonstrate how cultural differences play a role in the ways in
which we state opinion, present counter-argument, and take turns during discussion.
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4A_C 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 09:00

ϠĢāճٟǠقϐģْـِ̈ڂѶՍƼĺ,

Kazuo TSUDA (United Nations International School)
Tatsuki SAKAMOTO (1йθ¯)
Ayako ITO (The City College of New York)
Yoshiyasu HORINO (PS147)

ٌ٦ۏڱڵٟ٧ۗǲȔǭ٦ SDGs17 چíҺ٠ِ٘ϐģЫ٢¯ʛ٦ɳȔچԪǱٌْڂ٠ٟۗϠĢ
āճٟǠقϐģْڂѶՍƼĺ,٦ҨбЫ٢Ɣ˥چǣۘف
ۗٓٵʍņ٦չЫۗέ˧٠٢¯ڂʛɻۗʃ٢¯ʛ¶љ٣ٜـٞԪǱْڃٖۘڂ٧ۗƥȕ٦κ۽۾چ
̩Ā٦ǲ٦κٟڂؿɡΝq҄٢ҨչӖڵکۑؾیٻ٦ CERF چȺٛ٘ CLIL ٦¶֤ڔێڒچ
ۓڋڝڬۛۄۍۉ٦Ùзֻِ̱ۗڀلѾkٻnϞkۓۋڞکڏږۛۏۇڞۓڢکڏٻ٦͐О٣ٿٛٞۗ
¯ʛɻ٦ϐģچÄĄْڂϐģ٦ĳњά٦ů̯ۘڂ̝چ
ɣ٣ۗόƠ٦ϯٟŘάЫ٣mمǣڃڅٞ٘ـ٦چلԪǱِْٖۘڂٖٞ٦Ⱥ֤ם٠ِٞ٦Ѿk
٦ЮРk٠ɲսו٦ϐģkǨ٦ۤIB ٦ ATL¯ۮʛ٦Ա ٻۯOCG)٣ڭؾڏڞۓېڎڹڋڬڂٿ٢
ۄۍڗۑڻ٦Ɣѓ٠ۗ¯ʛɻ٦̯wԀ¯ٻʛ¶љ٦Ă״٣íٝـٞۗʍņ٦ڗۓڊڬۏڿڒڠkچ
ԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٟ١٦فٿ٢̯w٠κمƙڂڃڀ٦لƔѓْۘڂ
ۗ٘ٵϐģŭΧѧĺȖۤϐѧۥ٠ِٞۏڦڟڬĺȖۗ֡۠٢ĺɱĺȖۗΧ֡٢ΑЫ٢ҨӘĺȖ٠
ِٞҨِٖٞۗ٘ٵۘوـ٦Χ֡٣ȲʰَڂڃҨӘچϠĢāճ٦ŘάЫٟ_ϚْۑہډڂŻ ٣
íٝقםۗن٨ۗɡΝq҄٢Ҩ٣Þْڂƨԓ٦ϟɬۏڦڟڬچϠĢĉ٣ۗʢڇٟڂـтɅ٣ٜـ
ٞ٦ۏڒؾۑ٢ҨƙۏڦڟڬچϠĢĉ٣ȓٌٔڂ٠٣٢ۘڂ
ٌ٦ϐģĳњά٧ۗږؾیؾۉڰ٦òٜل٦¯Ǖ٣ВفѶՍƼĺ,ɻυ٠ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻυچέ
˧٣Ĵјȝņ٠ِٞͶۗڃٵɳɋَٹڂڃ٦ٟۘڂؿɨԁυ٦¯ǕٻЄ٦ˣۗچWeb ˪٦ۏڦڟڬ
ϠĢĉ٣ųȓْڂ٠چڭږڎڟۑڻفـВِٞۗѶՍƼ٦¯ʛ٣pقٞۗـבĺ,ـבٻɺ٠٧١
٦فٿ٢ٹ٦ل٠فـϠĢāճ٦κ٣ÞِٞۤǍчۗЉțۗӼчچäۗۥٸϐģЫ٢¯ʛٸ̓چٞـ
ٖۘو٦Ȕ٣ۗŘάЫ٢κȖ٠ِٞۮɡΝq҄٢ҨչӖۤSDGsچۯۥȺِ֤̯ۗwԀچҨӘْڬۅڂ
ډڊ٠ِٞۗWeb ˪٣ųȓَۏڦڟڬڂڃϠĢĉۗ٘ٵۘڂْ֤¶چϠĢāճ٦κ٣Þْڂϐģچ
Βْ٘ٸ٦ΧѧĺȖۤۮϐѧĺȖۗٹۥۯʍņچϏэْڂĺ4њɀمĴјٌْڂ٠ٟҨْڃٖۘڂ
قٽ٣ٌۗ٦Cљά٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,٣έِِٞ̈ـɦǾْڀ٘ٹچq̮҄ڭږڎڟۑڻۘڂؿم٣í
ٝ٘ـѶՍƼ٦¯ʛ٣٠١ۗٓڀٵɨԁɨ̑ٻϠ+٠٦΅Ʒ٦ٜ٢چځمɬْفٿڂ٢̳ۗ̍ځٿ
٢¯ʛ٠ِٞϥӣٌو٠مöίٟۘڂن

ږؾیؾۉڰٟ٦ِ̈ـϠĢāճٟǠقϐģْڂ
ѶՍƼĺ,٦ɳȔ

Kazuo TSUDA (United Nations International School)

ϠĢāճٟǠقϐģْږؾیؾۉڰڂٟ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ٜـٞɳȔ٣Ⱥَ֤ڃٞ۠֡ڂـ٢
κٌٌچ٣ФʰِۗƔѓْۘڂ
ι/٣ۗƥȕۗϯюѶՍƼĺ,ۤǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ϯюѶՍƼĺ,ۗŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ۗ
ڟؾڏڗۓۍۛۏډۉڬ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ۥ٣ڒێۅډڂيكՆыӵٟĄٌٛٞڂـκֻِ̱چٜ
ۏڱڵ٦Ղїٟˣِ٘ۘـ
ιѲ٣ۗڒێۅډ٦ 1995 ѽ٦ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٦ќѷڀلɁۓڋڝڬۛۄۍۉڔێڒۗځٵ٦ѺɬЫҮ
ж٠ِٞ٦ٻۓڋڝڬۛڮؾےږڴҿҬЫɈǠ٠ِٞ٦ۄؾۏں٦ǫɣɈǠԱ٦Ѻɬ٦ˣِچ
ٞۗلـ٣ APJapanese  ٻIBJapanese ٟʄڃڅځٞچلڂـˣْۘڂ
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ιȮ٣ۗϠĢāճ٦κ٠ِٞۗNEW IB ٟФʰَڃٞڂـϠĢāճ٦κۉۃښؾډڊڬۅۗٻ
ٻۓۋڞؾژڰɺ̖ÝÞũ٢١̩۽۾ٻĀ٦ǲ٦κٟڂؿɡΝq҄٢ҨչӖۤSDGs17ٻۥ
ڵکۑؾی٦ CEFR چȺٛ٘ CLIL ٦¶֤ٟۘڂؿ
ιȿ٠ِٞۗŹ˓Ƽڟؾڏڗۓۍۛۏډۉڬٻ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣˝зچэٞ٘ۓڋۍڻڋڵǖ
;٣ٹƦĚِ٘ۘـѣ٣Ƿٵٟ٦ڀلڮؾڧۓڦڠ٦ K−12 ۓڋۍٟ٧٢ځٿۗـǫф٢ K—12 ۓڋۍ
ٟۗځؿǫф٢ؾڞۍڦێۛڋڴ٦ۄۍۉڔێڒCљٟۘڂؿĺɱѫٙيٟ٢ۗوϠĢāճٟ٦ڦڟڊڬ
ۏÑķ٦͐О٠Ðɠٻڭڠڔګۓښԅդ٦ՠŚÝٻԅ¯Ы֤Ƽ٦Ⱥ֤ڂىٸچԅԱ٠ʕɩ¯٣
íͳٹچٜڗۓڊڬۏڹڒڠ٦Ӑ֦̮ٟۘڂؿ
ιƶ٧ٖۗ٦Ⱥ֤ם٠ِٞ¨ٓٵچۓڋڝڬۛۄۍۉڔێڒОِۗۓۋڞکڏږۛۏۇڞۓڢکڏ٦Ю
Рk٠ɲսו٦ϐģkۤIB ٦ ATL¯ۮʛ٦Ա ٻۯOCG) ٻIB ٦ TOK ٣˪ڂٿĂ٦ϠĢāճ٦
κٌچ٦ϐģŭ٦ۓڋڝڬۛۄۍۉڔێڒٟƔѓِۗ֡۠٢ϐģŭ٦ĺ,¯ٻʛ٦ِ̈ـԱم
ɦǾٌَۗڃ٦ۏڱڵٟӣٟ֚ڂن٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
ι׳٧ۗڠؾڽڭږڎڟۑڻ٦ȝņk٠ϐģŭ٦ƇǭٟڂؿϐģŭΧѧĺȖۤϐѧۥ٠ِٞڦڟڬ
ۏĺȖۗΧ֡٢ΑЫ٢ҨӘĺȖ٠ِٞҨِٞۘوـϐģŭ٦ѧĺȖ٦֦̽ٻƼؐ٦ҨбЫ
٢ǖ̯k٠Ðɠĺ,٦ϠĢāճk̵ٟۗځؿȲЫFĂǬ٠ِٞ٦ΑЫ٢ԯٯ٦Ѐ͛٣ٹٜ
٢ۘڂم
ιɮ٣٧ۗԅ¯ĺ,چä٘ٸѫ֝ʪɖ٦ځؿٻ٦ΑЫ٢б٦q̮҄چːِǍًۗϐģŭ
ĺȖ̵¯م٦Ǉ˪̅ځٿچ6ً˪نٌٞڂڃو٠ٙي٧¨لٙ

ϠĢāճٟǠقϐģْڂĳњά٦ǖϨ۵SDGs ٣
íٝ¯وǕˣ¯ڭږڎڟۑڻʛ٦ԪǱ۵
Tatsuki SAKAMOTO (1йθ¯)
Ayako ITO (The City College of New York)
ՍҨӘ٧ϠĢāճٟǠقϐģْڂĳњάǖϨچչɉِ٘ʍņ٦ԪǱ٠ƔѓچչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ι/٣ۗɳِͥ٘ʍņ٦֦چԪǱْڠۍږۗٓٵۘڂ٦̖̤¯ٻѽۗ¯ʛɻ٦ƦƼۛԅkЫ٢ґ
Ŷ͒چիْۘڂɣ٣ۗ͐ۄۍۉڔێڒْڀ٘ٹچֻۮŻۤUbDۯۥ٣íٝـٞۗʍņ٦չӖۗәnۗ¯ʛ
Ż چԪǱْۘڂ
ιѲ٣ۗϠĢāճ٦κچѾї٣ϥ٘ـѾ٣íٝ¯وʛمбِ٘Хۗچʍņ٦ɳȔ٣Ε
ِٞ͒իْۘڂ٧ّٸ٣ۗ¯ʛɻمʄځͶڇ̯ٙwԀچɦْۘقם٨ۗ¯ʛ¶љٟȝِ̯٘ۂڮۓڋۂ
ۗٻڻکƨ̖ٟʄځͶڇٙҨӘʷӉ٦ڭڻێږڠ٠ڭڍډڋېؾڦڠہ٢١ِٟٖۘڂؿٖٞۗ٦̯wԀ
چǺĪ٠ِ٢ۗڀمʍņٟʄ ً٘˪ځSDGs م١٦Хф¯ʛɻ٦ѾЫ٢ֻچΒِ٘لƔѓْۘڂ
ιȮ٣ۗϐģ٦ĳњάǖϨ٠فـΓձۗڀلՍʍņم١٦ХфۗΦɻ٠٦έ٣ïْ֚ۗلڂǷ
ƹ٦бՀچäٸٞǠȦْۘڂȈʼ٣ۗ¯Ǖˣچϯ̅٠ْڂՍۗمڭږڎڟۑڻϐģ٦ĳњάǖϨ٠
͍ΝْڂХ͒چիْٖۘڂ٦Ȕۗϐģ٦ĳњάǖϨ٦íҺ٠ِ֤ٞ֘ڂـО٦ۗۏڦڟڬϠĢĉ
٣ٜـٞ͒իْۘڂΝـٞۗ¯ʛɻڭږڎڟۑڻم٦Ȉƹ٣ɳɋِ٘̇ځԚځ٦̯wچФɦْۘڂȈ
ƹ٣ۗ¯ʛɻٿك٫ĺɆ٣ځ̇ڂٿԚځ٦̯wچȯ˞ِ٢ۗڀمՍمڭږڎڟۑڻϐģ٦ĳњάǖϨ
٣١٦فٿ٣փׂٜٖۗل٦бՀچФɦْۘڂ
ՍҨӘ٦ѣ˾٠ِٞj٦ 2 ٜمīًۘڂڃڀι 1 ٣ۗSDGs چϯ̅٠ِ٘Ѿ٣íٝ¯وʛ٣ٿ
ٛٞۗϠ+ٻƨ̖٦ԅդ٠ۗϠĢāճ٦κ٠٦Þچ̮ďٟڂنзٟڭږڎڟۑڻۘڂؿ٦کڸڭ
ږ٧ۗ¯Ǖˣ٠¯فـʛɻ٦̑ŏ٢ٹ٦ٟۮِۗلِۘڂؿɲ٦ǫـĺ,چۯϯ̅٠ْ ڂSDGs چ
Ѿ٠ِٞ͐Оٌْڂ٠ٟۗϠĢāճٟ٦κ٠ۗϠ+ۛƨ̖٦ԅդ٠٦ÞٝچيΒْq̮҄ۘڂؿم
ι 2 ٣ۗWeb ˪٦ۏڦڟڬϠĢĉِ֤٘¶چϐģ٦ĳњάǖϨ٣ٿٛٞۗϠĢāճٟ٦έ٦q
̮҄٣ٜـٞŘάЫ٢ϟƙچФɦٟڂنзٟۘڂؿWeb ˪٦ۏڦڟڬϠĢĉچíҺ٠ِٞ"٢ڂԅ
kЫґŶچɡٛ٘¯ʛɻ٠٦έمq҄٠٢ٖۘڂ٦Ƈwۗɨԁمʌيٞڂـĺ,¯ٻʛ٦ՠ٣
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ٜـֻٞۗچǔٌِ̈ٞوـ٠¯مʛɻ٣öίٟ˪ۘڂن٦فٿ٢ҨӘ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ҄ו
٠ѾЫֻچѐǭِۗϠĢāճٟ٦κ٣έِٞĴјЫƄ¯ڂ̝چʛɻ٦,̯٣ǦƖٟڂن
٠Ǡڂڃڀق

ϠĢāճٟǠقϐģْڂѶՍƼĺ,٦ɳȔ
―ڨؾۑڻډڭڠږګؾڦڠۂ٣¯ۗڂٿǕˣ
ڭږڎڟۑڻ٠ۮϐѧĺȖۯ٦ɳͥԪǱ۵

Yoshiyasu HORINO (PS147)

ٌ٦ۏڱڵٟ٧ۗچڨؾۑڻډڭڠږګؾڦڠۂíҺ٠ِ٘¯Ǖˣ¯ڭږڎڟۑڻʛ٠ۗҨِ٘
ۮϐѧĺȖۯ٣ٜـٞԪǱٌْۘڂ٦ɳͥԪǱچВِٞۗϠĢāճٟǠقϐģْڂѶՍƼĺ,٦Ř
άЫ٢Ɣѓچǣۘف
ӑɻ٧ʼюĺ,٣ۗڂيكJapanese Dual Language Program(JDLP)٣Þڅٌٛٞۗځك٦ۍڗۑڻ
ۄٟ٧ۗɺ٠ֻu٦ĺuچѶՍƼٟĺ¯ۘڂقʛɻ٦ǖ̯٧ۗѶՍƼچŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ¯ʛْۗڂ
JHL ¯ʛɻۗۗ٘ٵѶՍƼچǲƼ٠ِٞ¯ʛْۗڂJFL ¯ʛɻم٠ٹ٣њّڠۍږ٣ȕٌْ͇ۘڂ٦
ٌ٠ۗڀلJHL ¯ʛɻ٦فٿ٣ۗٳٲԦƼɻ٦فٿ٢ѶՍƼ҄چוɡٚǭٔڅٞ¯ڂـʛɻڂـم
/ٟۗJFL ¯ʛɻ٧ѶՍƼ٦¯ʛڀلۑڣچɁۗٸ٢لكٜtСٟٹѶՍƼچȺْ֤ڂùمը
ۗڀلٌٖۘـJHL ٠ JFL ٦¯ʛɻ٣٧ѶՍƼۏڽې٣θن٢ȀمҨ̵ِۗƇwۗĺʍѫ֝ڈڹڊڬچ
ڂْڭؾڏڞۓېӐ֦مʰٌٖٞۘڂوٟۗچۯڭڠڔګؾڦڠۂۮӑɻمɨȝِٖۗڃٗڃ٦¯ʛɻ٦
ۏڽې٣ǭ٘ٔڅɨƭӘƥ¶љچəۘ٘ٶ
ڨؾۑڻډڭڠږګؾڦڠۂ٠٧ۗɨƭӘƥ¶љϯ̅٦ʼĤѶՍƼĺuˀٟȋَ֤ڃٞڻډڂـ
ڨؾۑ٦٪٠ٌٜٟۘڂؿ٦ĺuˀٟ٧ۗ¢ڭکڰۊ٣р˰ْ ڂ3 ̖٦р˰̖Ԁ٦ږګؾڦڠۂۮچ
ۯڭڠ٠ِٞۏڬۆkِْٖۘڂٞۗ¯ʛɻ٧ٌ٦چۏڬۆíͳ٠ٌْڂ٠ٟۗɨڀ٦ٌ٠٣ٜـٞٹӘ
ƥٟفٿڂن٣٢ڂ٠öίِٟۗلِۘڂنӑɻ٦ɳٟͥ٧ۗӑɻɨ̑ۗٻӑɻ٣p¯قʛɻچʄځÃ
وÑķٖ٦ٹ٦ڭڠڔګؾڦڠۂچ٦͵Ȗ٠ِۗɺֻٻu٠ـٛ٘ĺu٣Tٛ٘ĺȖ٦ȝ̯̅چ²
ۘ٘ي
ٌ٦ۯڨؾۑڻډڭڠږګؾڦڠۂۮ٣íٝڭږڎڟۑڻ٘ـŭ¯ʛ٦ɳȔ٠ۗĺȖҨ٦ɳȔۗچ
ۓڋڝڬۄۍۉڔێڒ٦ΓձٹєقٵٞƔѓْۘڂɳͥ٦έ˧٧ۗ֜ϤQۢˏ¯ 2 ѽ̵٣ эْڂ
ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻٟۘڂؿ¢¯ѽٟɳȔ٣ǣٛ٘¯Ǖ٣Þْ¯ڂʛѫ֝ڭږڎڟۑڻۗچ٦ϯٟ٧ 1 ٜ
٣ٵ٠ٸٞҨӘْۘڂɳȔ٦ԪǱٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻمɳȔ٣ǣٛ٘¯ʛ٦֡Ʉ¯ۗٻʛ٦̯wԀچєٵ
قٞۗɳͥ٦̯w٠κ٣ٜـٞƔѓِٞۘوـ
ٌ٦ɳͥԪǱچВِٞۗڭږڎڟۑڻۗڨؾۑڻډڭڠږګؾڦڠۂŭ¯ʛۗۮϐѧĺȖۯ٠ـٛ٘ˁ
ֻۗمŘάЫ٢ۄۍۉڔێڒ٠ʍņ٠فـůٟ١٦فٿ٣Þٝلڂڃڀي٣ٜـٞٹƔѓٌْڂ
٠مöίٟۘڂن

4A_C 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 09:00

New Inquiry Japanese Education on Global based
issues

Kazuo TSUDA (United Nations International School)
Tatsuki SAKAMOTO (1йθ¯)
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Ayako ITO (The City College of New York)
Yoshiyasu HORINO (PS147)
In this panel, we will report and discuss the development of a global level Japanese education based
on a new teaching and learning style using the United Nations' SDGs 17.
First of all, I will report on the purpose of the lesson, the target learner and the main learning activities.
The lesson is based on the UN's Sustainable Development Goals, inquiry based education such as the
IB (International Baccalaureate) and the use of CLIL using European CERF from the viewpoint of
curriculum and design. By conceptualizing the bases, creating value to them and setting essential
questions to be explored, we aim to create a common sense of exploration and inquiry.
Next, I will report on what was done specifically in the unit. Then, consideration of a day-financed
program will be done based on the through conceptualization, inquiry as exploration (based on IB's
ATL "learning method" and OCG) and of use and the learner's deliverables and learning activities.
Based on the records and analysis of scaffolding the lessons, we will discuss what kind of outcomes
and issues can be seen.
In addition, we will develop digital learning materials, various classroom-teaching materials, and
creative presentation-teaching materials as explorative type extensive reading materials (seeking). Also,
based on the concrete and transcending Apollo plan on the global scale, presenting its diversity of
announcements, for example, we have developed a digital globe with individual knowledge on
sustainable development, with local discoveries of cities that we currently live in.
This research community is organized and implemented as collaborative work for Japanese language
educators and Japanese language learners of several schools in New York. Through a project of posting
introductions of our schools and towns on the digital globe on the Internet, in addition to learning
Japanese, the students will discuss what good education and society are on a global scale (including
Hiroshima, Nagasaki and Fukushima) and will pursue inquiry learning. During these projects, we will
use the "Sustainable Development Targets (SDGs)" as specific subjects to analyze and utilize the digital
globe posted on the Internet as media for publishing final presentations. In addition, extensive reading
materials ("research and reading materials") aiming to promote exploration on global issues are will
also be created by collaboration among faculty members in charge of lessons.
Therefore, this movement may bring new suggestions for Japanese language education. It can be
expected that students not only learn Japanese based on projects, but also gain a deeper understanding
via analyzing the relationship between themselves and their environment.

New Inquiry Japanese Education on Global based
issues from New York Area

Kazuo TSUDA (United Nations International School)

In this panel, we examine various issues that are currently used for Japanese-language education to
explore and think on a global scale.
First of all, we introduce how Japanese education changed in New York Area. We also introduced
how conceptual learning helps students to integrate global issues presented by the IB and the
Sustainable Development such as media communication and social human relations. In addition, we
will demonstrate how to integrate the SDGs 17 and Japanese education using CLIL (Content and
Language Integrated Learning) and CEFR in Europe.
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Secondly, we confirmed how to use the curriculum design and set up, and discussed the use of
essential questions using conceptual questions to integrate many global issues. Then, we examined our
above-mentioned global problems by thoroughgoing essential questions and exploring the inquiry using
IB's ATL "learning method" and OCG. This panel will give suggestions to various inquiry type
education models, new curriculum designs and new methods of learning.
Thirdly, a first step to the new learning models is a combination of project-based work and
exploration-type work, but various problems remain. We will develop digital teaching materials as an
explorative type extensive reading material (seeking), and present them as a variety of creative
presentation teaching materials. The problem with these is the request of explorative-guided reading
materials, developmental composition of vocabulary, and globalization of kanji education. It also leads
to a challenge to liberate creative integration of kanji from a code to a productive visual symbol.
Fourthly, we believe that ideas about putting individual knowledge and understanding about
sustainable development and cities the students are currently living in on a globe will become more
solid based on the Apollo program.
Fifthly, we will demonstrate and confirm how to use the curriculum design and essential question set
up using conceptual questions to integrate many global issues. Then, we will examine our abovementioned global problems by thoroughgoing essential questions and exploring the inquiry using IB's
ATL "learning method" and OCG.
Sixthly, we will give several suggestions to various types of inquiry type education, new curriculum
designs, and new methods of learning. We will develop digital teaching materials such as explorative
extensive guided reading material (seeking) as a type of creative presentation teaching materials.
Seventhly, As a result, I am sure that our suggestions using SDGs including literary education and
contented education and the exploratory-type teaching materials might raise students' inquiry to
philosophy.

Constructing Community of Inquiry on Global Issues
Project-based Learning on the SDGs -

Tatsuki SAKAMOTO (1йθ¯)
Ayako ITO (The City College of New York)

This presentation aims to examine how teachers can construct Community of Inquiry connecting
students to global issues in and beyond classrooms.
Firstly, the presenter introduces an abstract of his class. He tells the circumstance in which he teaches
Japanese. In particular, he presents the number of students in his class, their grade, and their cultural
and linguistic backgrounds. Then, he reports his curriculum design in the class based on Understanding
by Design.
Secondly, the speaker discusses his class in terms of concept-based learning and explores how the
teacher encouraged the students to understand global issues. When the presenter examines his class, he
shows some products the students made, and he supports his discussion with them. For instance, he
displays their mind maps for brainstorming. Also, he exhibits their scripts and poster layouts for the
presentation.
Thirdly, the presenter explores how the class makes it possible that the students communicate with
others in terms of Community of Inquiry, including a prospect in the future. At the beginning, the
speaker presents the process of connecting the class to Community of Inquiry. Then, he suggests a
digital globe on the website as a platform to construct the community. Next, he shows the final
presentation the students made to reflect on their learning. Finally, he suggests how much the class was
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helpful to construct Community of Inquiry, referring the reflection by not only the students but also the
teacher.
This presentation is meaningful in terms of two points. First, the presenter discusses the connections
between local context and global context through concept-based learning on the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). The topic of the project seems to be familiar with the students because
they were required to present their own school in the project. However, the approach that the teacher
set up SDGs as a main concept in the unit enables the students to connect global context and their local
situations. Secondly, the presentation can propose a specific approach that leads the students to discuss
globally in the Community of Inquiry. On the digital globe, for example, it is possible for students who
have a variety of cultural and linguistic backgrounds to communicate with each other in global context.
As a result, teachers can expect them to update their understanding what they learn. The ideas in this
presentation can contribute to integrating learner’s Japanese skills and conceptual understandings and
fostering learners who intend to solve global issues collaboratively.

New Inquiry Japanese Education on Global based
issues - “Present your school” project and “Inquirybased Reading” based on Master Text Approach -

Yoshiyasu HORINO (PS147)

This panel is about our practice of the project-based learning based on “Master-text approach” and
“Inquiry-based Reading” materials we created. Through this practice report, the tips for “New Inquiry
Japanese Education on Global based issues”.
The presenter teaches in Japanese Dual Language Program (JDLP) in an elementary school and social
studies and science are being taught in JDLP. The class consists of both Japanese as a heritage (JHL)
learners and Japanese as a foreign language (JFL) learners. Therefore, there are learners who have high
proficiency almost like native Japanese speakers like JHL learners, on the other hand some learners
have no experience to learn Japanese prior to enter JDLP. Due to this diversity in the class, enormous
language proficiency gap can be seen in the class so the content of the class must be differentiated
according to their language proficiency. To fill this gap, “Master-text Approach” was applied to
encourage the learner’s self-expression activity which is adjusted to learner’s proficiency.
“Master-text Approach” is one of the approaches applied in the novice level of Japanese textbook. In
this textbook, there are characters talking about their own according to the chapter’s topic and their
talks are modeled as the “Master-text”. Through this “Master-text”, learners are expected to acquire
how to express their own things. However, in this practice, instead of using the imaginary characters,
the presenter or the circumstances (including people, community etc.) were used as the materials of the
“Master-text” for social studies and science materials.
In this panel, the project-based learning and teaching materials development based on “Master-text
Approach” will be examined, including the aspect of curriculum design. Currently, Kindergarten, 1st
grade and 2nd grade students belong to JDLP. The practices of each grade will be presented in this
panel. Through the presentation, the outcomes and the points to be improved of the practice will be
examined with the learner’s tasks they worked on.
Through this practice report, we examine how the curriculum design and several educational theories,
“Master-text Approach”, project-based learning and “Inquiry-based Reading”.
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ѶՍ٣ۮڂيكΧƦƼۯ٦Әͽ٠̋ͽ

Shohei OKADA
Manami YAGI
Yoshio NAKAI (њɇɺθ¯)

ۮŏѽ٦ۙѶՍچӴη٠ِ٘ΧƦƼɺۯ٣Þِٞۙйӡۤװ2011ۥ٣٧j٦فٿ٢սκФĄ
ۘڂؿم
ŏѽ٦ۙѶՍچӴη٠ِ٘ΧƦƼɺۯڀلۮۙمѨͭ٦ٍ٠ٻوٛٞ٘نΧƦƼk٠ـٛ٘٠
قڀ٨ِځلٞۤڂـϯِلِۘۥ׃٢ٵڃٖۙڀمٟэͭ٦ٌ٠٠ِٞǠڃڀقٞ٘ـό/ƦƼɺ
٠ٵٛ٘"وɲ٢ٹ٦٠ِٞΧƦƼɺيڅڂؿمٟ٧٢ٵڃٌۘـٟ٦ɺ٣ؿ֦ٛ٘͵چĸЇْ
ڂůٟΧƦƼɺچ٠قڀٞۙوـ٠فـɃ̭مӐ֦٢٦ٟ٧٢ۘلـ
/ۙԉǫȽտۛշΤƾۨڹڭڠێږײԘ۩ۤ2017ۥ٧ۙѶՍǲѫ٦ۮΧƦƼɺۯ٦ˁ΅٦/ם٠ِ
ׅٞۙĢƦٻȕѶۓډێښ٦ɝٹםʄً˪ځٞۘڂـԉǫۛշΤۨԘ۩ۤ2017ۥٟ٦فٿ٢æȀِ٧ۙ
ٵڃٌۮٟ٦ɺ٣ؿ֦ٛ٘͵چĸЇْڂůٟΧƦƼɺچ٠قڀٞۤۯوـй 2011ۥЃׄٵ̵م
ڃٌٜٜڂؿ٠֘چËَٔۘڂٙمњɢ٣ۙԉǫۛշΤۨԘ۩ۤ2017ۥ٦ۮ٧ّٸ٣ۯ٣٧ۙۤۮ6֤ɻϴۜ
ƥζѶՍɺ٣ۮڂيكΧƦƼۯ٦ۥɳΰ٧ٵٙʤԁ٣ϟڃڀٞڂـ٠٧Ʀِٖۙڇٔٵق٦Ďم
ӐِٓٹǍوĳ֏َڃٞيڅڂـٟۯٹ٢ـ٠ɉЩِٞۘڂـ
˪٣ˣِ٘فٿ٢͕ǣƗģ٦սκɬ٣íٝو٠ۙƥζѶՍɺ٣ۮڂيكΧƦƼۯ٠فـό
ƼمɡٜՠɨάۙաٙƔѓ٦֙Ϡڂؿم٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠ǠٌٖۘڂڃڀقٟۙՍۏڱڵҨӘٟ٧ۙ3
̖٦ҨӘɻۙمƥζѶՍۮچΧƦƼɺۯ٦Ùзّ͕٘ڀلǣƗģٟ٧ٵٙΧو٧˿ڃڀڃٞـ
٢ۙـƥζѶՍɺ٣ۮڂيكΧƦƼۯ٦ˁ΅٣ٜـٖٞۙڃٗڃ٦ׂ˰ڀلԪǱچǣٖۘف٦قفٟۙ
˪ʲِ٘սκɬڀَچ٣̋kۙҨбَٔۙۮΧ֡٢ґŶچɡ̖ٛ٘٫٠كمƷـ٣ԉЫلٜŵ
چɡْ͍ٛٞڂԩ͎Ы٢ɺ٦q̮҄ۤۯՍƗģθڟؾھۄؾڿ٦˳ڭۓڽڋۮԪۥځٿۯ٣ǦƖٟ
ۮڂفنѶՍچӴη٠ِ٘ΧƦƼɺۤۯй 2011ۥ٦Ǉ̮چǠنڂقٛيل٠ِ٘ۘـ
٢ۙكՍۏڱڵҨӘٟ˿ږکڸڭڂڃ٦׃٧j٦٠ځكٟۘڂؿ
1 ѶՍƼƗģɻۙѶՍƼĺ,ÞũɻۙѶՍ٦ǲÞũɻ٣ۮڂٿΧƦƼۯ٣ÞْڂƦ͒٦ɳΰ
٠սκз
2 ۮѶՍƼ٦Χ̮֡ۂؾګچۯ٠ِ٘θ¯¯ӵ̵έ˧٦ۮѶՍƼĺ,ѷվۯ٦ʍņɳͥ
3 ֡۠٢ƦƼۛƦ§چѡِۙƥζѶՍ٦ۮΧƦƼ˵ۯļڂؿڂن̵چƨ̖٦ۙƦƼȺ֤٠ڬڋډ
ڊګڊګۓ٦ɳΰ

ѶՍ٣ۮڂيكΧƦƼۯƦ͒٦ŷӯ
―Ɨģɻ٠ǲÞũɻ٦˰ǭ―

Shohei OKADA

ՍҨӘٟ٧ۙj٦ 2 ٜ٦ږکڸڭ٣ٜـٞۙҨӘɻمЇȁِ٘Ƈwچˣِ٘قفٟۙǲÞũ
ɻۙ٢ڀ٫٣ѶՍƼƗģɻٻѶՍƼĺ,Þũɻ٣ۮڂٿŏѽ٦ۙѶՍچӴη٠ِ٘ΧƦƼɺۯ
ۤйӡ װ2011ۙمۥ/ձЫ٢ŪǇٌٟڂؿ٠چɉЩْٖۘڂ٦ٌ٠٣ۮۙځٿΧ֡٢ґŶچɡ̖ٛ٘٫
٠كمƷـ٣ԉЫلٜŵچɡْ͍ٛٞڂԩ͎Ы٢ɺ٦q̮҄چۤۯչɉِ٘ۙƥζѶՍɺ
٣ۮڂيكΧƦƼۯ٦ɖзچǠڂقսκФĄ٠ِ٘ۘـ
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1 ѶՍƼƗģɻٻѶՍƼĺ,ÞũɻمѶՍɺ٣ۮڂيكΧƦƼچۯ١٦فٿ٣٠ّۙقڀٞ
٘ن٦ل
2 ѶՍ٦ǲÞũɻم١٦فٿ٣ۮΧƦƼّچۯٞ٘ن٦ل
ۙٓٵ1 ٦зچիلڀ٣ْٰۙوǲׂǲƼƗģʽمȝِ̯ٞۮڂـѶՍƼƗģۛѶՍƼĺ,ԅƖڬ
ۯڠؾڽڦؾٟۮΧƦƼچۯƔȡƼ٣ِٞƔȡِِۙ٘ڭکڶԅƖ٣ٜـٞۙ١٦ΓձڀلƥζѶՍɺ
٦ۮΧƦƼّچۯٞڂـ٦ۙلŸѽЫ٢ŪǇچЇٰٖ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۙ1990 ѽζƹҭ٣ۙѶՍƼƗģ
ɻٻѶՍƼĺ,Þũɻ٣ۮڂٿΧƦƼۯ٣ÞْڂƦ͒مΎpٌِٞڂـ٠لڅمٌٛ٘ۤ٦ŪǇ٦
ґŶ٣٧ۙ1990 ѽ٦ۮʰѷǲÕֻĚ٫ѱզѺОԱۯ٦̳ٟۮОʢɻۯ٠فـȕ׆ɛ¤ۙڃڀي͐م
ǲ̖Оʢɻ̤مΎpٌِ٘٠مǠٌۘۥڂڃڀق٦Ƈw٧ۙۮŏѽ٦ۙѶՍچӴη٠ِ٘ΧƦƼɺ
ۯڀلۮۙمѨͭ٦ٍ٠ٻوٛٞ٘نΧƦƼk٠ـٛ٘٠قڀ٨ِځلٞۯڂـ٠فـйۤ2011ۥ
٦ɉЩچŻדЫ٣ּӣڂيɝɳ٠Ʀۘفٿق
ۙ٘ٵ2 ٦зچիلڀ٣ْٰۮۙوǲď״ƔȡۮچۯۄګڠڞΧƦƼچۯƔȡƼ٣Їٰٖ٘ۘ٦Ƈ
wۙѶՍ٦ǲٟ٧ۙ21 ̩Ā٣ѷۮځΧƦƼچۯäٷҨƦمĞΎْٹڂ٦٦ۙۮԵѶǲ̖ٯ٦˳Ԫ
ФıۮۯIT սκۮۯǲٯ٦˳ԪҨ̂ۮۯОʢǲ̖ٯ٦˳ԪФıۯ٠ـٛ٘ŉٸٞƧ٘ڃڀзٟ
٦ٶٟƦĚَڂڃŪǇ¨چѺٟۘ٘ن
˪ۙѲٜ٦ЇȁۙڀلǲÞũɻ٧պۙѶՍƼƗģɻٻѶՍƼĺ,ÞũɻٟؿٛٞٹѶՍɺ
٣έْۮڂΧƦƼٯۯæȀِمɺٻɢζ٦̥̭٣ٿٛٞθن٢Ełچʌٌڂي٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ
ِٖ٘ۘٞmۙځٿ١٦فٿ٢ׂ˰ٟۮۙڃؿΧƦƼّچۯٞـٞۙٹi̹ƦƼِلɖց٣٢˰ـǭم
ٲ٠ڇ١ٟۙځؿŏѽۙʆ٠فـi̹ƦƼ٦ƦƼۮمΧƦƼۯ٦ɷХ٣٧ѷڃڀڃ٢ـзمի
لڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ

ۮѶՍƼ٦Χ̮֡ۂؾګچۯ٠ِ٘
θ¯¯ӵ̵έ˧٦ۮѶՍƼĺ,ѷվۯ

Manami YAGI

ՍҨӘٟ٧ۙ¯ӵ̵έ˧٦ۮѶՍƼĺ,ѷվۯ٦ɳͥچԪǱْۘڂՍۏڱڵ٣ڂيكՍҨӘ٦
ϥӣي٠ِٞ٧ٌۙڀلڃ٦ѶՍƼĺ,چϏ̖فȖڂْ̯֨چɳͥ٣ـكٞۙƦƼ٦/ٜ٠ِٞɳά
ڂؿم٠Ǡڃڀقٞـِ̳ۮڂـѶՍƼۯ٦¬י٣čսچщًۙيل/ٜ٦ƦƼمՍ֮ɡٜΧ̮֡چ
Фɦٌْڂ٠٣ٿٛٞۙ̈٘٢Ա٣̖ڂٿȖ,̯٦qٌ̮҄ڂّچ٠٣ۘڂؿ
ԉǫۛշΤۨԘ۩ۤ2017ۥ٣ڃٿ٨ۙۮΧƦƼۯ٠֤فـƼ٣٧ۙۮΧƦƼɺۮٻۯΧƦƼ˵ļۯ٢١
٦فٿ٣ۙɺٻϠ+ۙȺ֤٢١٦ۮƥɳۯ٣˝зؿچٞ˰ڂǭ٠ۙۮΧƦƼʃĎۯ٠فٿفـ٢ֻۮѾۯ
٣˝зؿچٞ˰ڂǭٹۙځؿم٠ٹ٠ multilingualism ٠فـΧƦƼ˵ļ٠ΧƦƼʃĎ٦ձ٣έ]
ِ֤ٞڂـƼۙمѶՍƼٟ٧օِԁڃڀيٞڂـ٠ِٞۘڂـٟ٧ۙѶՍƼĺ,٦̯֨٣ـكٞۮΧƦ
Ƽۯ٧١٦فٿ٣ɦَڃٞڂـٙۘلفڄѶՍƼĺ,҄וƔО٦ʰκҷچƙڂ٠ۙۮɺۛԅkۛϠ
+ۮۙۯƦƼ٠ɺۮۙۯƦƼ٠ֻ̅ۮۙۯƦƼ٠ĺ,ۮۙۯƦƼ/ҵۯ٦܁ٜ٦ŕԁٖۙځؿم٦ϯ٦ۮƦƼ
٠ɺۯ٣ۿڂؿٜ٦ˏԁכ٦فٚ٦/ٜۙ"ۮԅkۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٠ɺۯ٦ϯ٣ۮΧԅkۛΧƦ
ƼʃĎۯ٠فـǩչۮۘڂؿمʃĎۯ٠فـƦ֥مٜـٌٞڂـ٠ٻʰκם٢١چƙڂ٠ٌٌۙ٧ۙԉǫۛ
շΤۤ2017ۥ٦ֻفـѾ٣Þْڂϟɬچսٹف٦ٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق/ۙΧƦƼ˵ļ٠ۮفـƥɳۯ
فچŘάЫ٢ŕԁ٧٢ۮۙمـ¢ŕԁ٣ڂيكΘОѫ֝ۯ٦͒ի٣ـكٞۙۮƨ̖۠٦ƦƼȺ֤چ
ŘάЫ٢ɺԅk˵ļ٦ϯٟǠڂقɖз٠ٖڀڃ٣ÞْڂíͳЫϟɬۯ٠ۙځؿϟɬ٣pقٞǠق
ڂɖзمğڃڀٸٌٞڂـ٠ۘڂلڅم
ٌٖٟۙۮѶՍƼ٣Χ̮֡مΠȕْ̍ۤۯڂйۨԘ۩2006ۥ٠ۮفـƥɳۂؾګچۯ٣ۙ¯ӵ̵έ˧٦
ǲƼͦξuչ٦/ٜٟۮڂؿѶՍƼĺ,ѷվۯٟɳͥچǣٛ٘ۘŘάЫ٣٧ۮΧƦƼЇȁۮۙۯ#
ʢɻ٦ѶՍƼٌۮۙۯ٠٨٧̵ٹن٦ۯ٢١َۙٵُٵ٢ɖзۮڀلѶՍƼ٦Χ̮֡ۂؾګچۯ٣ڹًۙؿ
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چۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬڻؾۏڗٻږؾےڮۏؾڊǣٌٛ٘ۘ٦فٿ٢ɳͥچǣٌف٠٣ٿٛٞۙۮΧ֡٢ґŶ
چɡ̖ٛ٘٫٠كمƷـ٣ԉЫلٜŵچɡْ͍ٛٞڂԩ͎Ы٢ɺ٦q̮҄چۯϏ̖ڂفـȖ
٦,̯٣ٜ٢ڂم٦ٟ٧٢ـٙۘلفڄ

ƥζѶՍ٦ۮΧƦƼ˵ۯļڂن̵چ
ιѲƦƼȺ֤ɻ٦ƦƼȺ֤٠ڊګڊګۓڬڋډ
Yoshio NAKAI (њɇɺθ¯)
ՍҨӘ٧ۙѶՍɺچ#љِ٢ڀمјوιѲƦƼȺ֤ɻ٦ƦƼȺ֤٣ÞْڂŸƟ٠Ⱥْ֤ڂѶ
ՍƼ٣˝зچэٞۙѶՍɺ٠ѶՍƼمɡٜΧƦƼ̮٣ٜـٟٞۘڂؿƦƼ٠ٹفـ٦٧ٖچڃȺ
ْ֤̖ڂɨ̑چӘƥْڂѠŘ(Ochs, 2008)ٟـِ̈ۙځؿƦƼچʛѡٌْڂ٠٧ِ̈ڊګۓڬڋډـ
ڊګ٦§ѡ٣ٜ٢ڂم٠Ǡڃڀقٞ(ڂـPavlenko and Lantolf, 2000)ٌۘ٦فٿ٣ۙƦƼ٠ڊګۓڬڋډ
ڊګ٧Әּ/ά٦Þũ٣ۙٸ٘ڂؿϠ+ɺٟԥْڀιѲƦƼȺ֤ɻ٦ƦƼ٠Ⱥ֤ɳΰچϟڂ٠
ٌفـ٠٧ۙمڊګڊګۓڬڋډ١٦فٿ٣ǖϨَڃٞڂـ٦ل٠ٌفـ٠٣ٜـٞٹϐڂӐ֦ۘڂؿم
ٌچڃq҄٣ْڂ٦ۙمɲЫƗģԱ٦Ƽځǭ٘ـ֤چـʆԱٟؾێډڋےږۓڋںڊګۍگڂؿ
(Barkhuizen, Benson and Chik, 2014)ٟۙɨԁɨ̑ٻŸƟ٣ٜـٞ٦Ƽچځԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٟۙƦƼʛѡ
٦Х٠ڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٦փ´چիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠مٌٟٖۘڂنٌٟۙ٦ʆԱـ֤چٞۙƦƼʛѡ٠
ڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٦§ѡ٠فـÙзۙڀلѶՍ٣γȕْڂιѲƦƼȺ֤ɻ٦ۤڇَ܍lթۥ٦ѶՍƼ
Ⱥ֤٦ŸƟ٠Ⱥْ֤ڂѶՍƼ٣ٜـٞԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘ
ڇَ܍٧ 2001 ѽ٣֮ѶِۙЊʄۙЉțۙӼb͖֥ۙچŸٞƥȕθȚٟJƼĺ,٣Ŵڅَٛٞ܍ۘڂـ
ڇ٠٦Ƽځǭچـԁِ̈́٘Ƈwۙڇَ܍٦ѶՍƼ۠֡م٢Ϡ٦Ʀٟǖَ̯ڃٌٞڂـ٠ۙpقٞ
ٖ٦Ʀڇَ܍م٦ѶՍƼɻ٠ِٞ٦ɺЫ(ڊګڊګۓڬڋډRiley, 2007)٦ǖϨ٣θن٢փ´
چwٌِ٘ٞڂـ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘѶՍ٦ϠтɅچ#љِ٢ڀمјـٞڇَ܍٘ن٣٠ٛٞۙƦ٧܍
َڇ٦ŸƟٖ٦ٹ٦چɦْٹ٦ٟۙځؿѶՍƼɻ٠ِٞ٦ځؿ٦ٵٵ٦ɃچFِʰْ٘ٸ٦ٹ٦٠ِ
ٞȺَ֤ڃٞڃٖۘڂـ٠њɢ٣ۙƥȕŴڅٛٞڂـJƼ¯ʛ٦ڗۓڟڋڴڮډ٣ـكٞ¯ʛɻ٠٦
چۏؾہۍϨٸ٘و٣¯ʛɻمȺْ֤ڂÞ̻Ԟ̝چЫ٣֤ۙڂـʽΛ͕٦ďٟĺɆ٠ِٞʪ
َفٿڂڃ٣ŵƼٻӖʷƼڂـ֤چ٢١ۙڇَ܍٧͛׃Ы٢ؾڦڠڟې٦͌ځαچقǣٌف٠ۘڂؿٹ
˪ۙՍҨӘٟ٧ۙԶ˷٢ۮΧƦƼۯȺ֤Ѻɬچɡٛٞچڇَ܍ڂـВِٞۙƥζѶՍɺ٦Χ
֡٢ґŶچɡ̖ٛ٘٫٠كمƷـ٣ԉЫلٜŵچɡْ͍ٛٞڂԩ͎Ы٢ɺ٦q̮҄ۯ٠٧
mچلƔѓِ٘ۘـ

4A_D 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 11:00

Rethinking Surface and Depth of "Multilingual"
in Japan

Shohei OKADA
Manami YAGI
Yoshio NAKAI (њɇɺθ¯)

Regarding Recent discourses that contemporary Japanese society is multilingual, the following
problems have been raised in Yasuda (2011).
Recent discourses that contemporary Japanese society is multilingual only consider that drawn
influence from the factors “came from outside Japan” suddenly. [...] So far discourses tend to take it
for granted that Japanese society is monolingual. And recent discourses that contemporary Japanese
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society is multilingual tend to be unrelated to previous discourses. However, that is not right. We need
to consider of the multilingualization of contemporary Japanese society by emphasizing elements that
have existed in society before.
Meanwhile, Hirataka and Kimura (eds.) (2017) covers examples of Ryukyu dialects and Koreans in
Japan as examples of various aspects of “multilingual society” in Japan. The viewpoints of Hirataka
and Kimura [ed.] (2017) might be germinations to “to consider of the multilingualization of
contemporary Japanese society by emphasizing elements that have existed in society before”
(Yasuda,2011). At the same time, it is claimed that “the actual conditions of the multilingualization of
contemporary Japanese society are not known. Moreover, the meanings of the multilingualization of
contemporary Japanese society are not held in common. ” in the foreword of Hirataka and Kimura (eds.)
(2017).
Based on the problem consciousness of previous researches as above, it seems that the meaning of
the term “multilingual” itself in contemporary Japanese society still has room for consideration. Now,
in this panel presentation, three presenters discuss various aspects of "multilingual" in contemporary
Japanese society, many of which were not mentioned in the previous researches discussed
contemporary Japan from the viewpoint of "multilingual society". Through this panel presentation,
three presenters and audiences set out to deepen and develop the problem consciousness mentioned
above. Then, this panel presentation would motives argument that discourses that contemporary
Japanese society is multilingual could contribute "toward an inclusive position that opens the way to a
more peaceful and respectful multi background society" (from "General" in Venezia 2018 ICJLE web
site).
The outline of topics to be mentioned in this panel presentation is as follows.
1 Actual condition and problems of discourse on 'multilingual' in Japan discussed by researchers
about Japanese language or teaching Japanese as a foreign language and participants of Japanese Diet.
2 Teaching practice of “Introduction to Japanese-language Education” under the theme of “varieties
in Japanese language” for the university undergraduates
3 A certain person’s actual states of the language use and of the identity of a Japanese language user:
she acquires various languages and Japanese dialects and lives in the "multilingual" situation of
contemporary Japan
References
Hirataka, Fumiya., and Kimura Goro Christoph. (eds.),(2017). Tagengoshugishakai ni mukete.
Tokyo: Kuroshio.
Yasuda, Toshiaki. (2011). ‘Tagengoshakai’ to iu gensou. In ‘Tagengoshakai’ to iu gensou Kindai
nihongengoshi saikou IV. Tokyo: Sangensha.

The genealogy of "multilingual" discourse in Japan:
case of researchers about Japanese language or
teaching Japanese as a foreign language and of
participants of Japanese Diet

Shohei OKADA

In this presentation, the following two topics on the results of the investigated by the presenter are
released. Then, It is pointed out that "Recent discourses that contemporary Japanese society is
multilingual" (Yasuda,2011) discussed by researchers on Japanese language, relevant people on
teaching Japanese as a foreign language, and participants of Japanese Diet is very simple.
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1 How did researchers on Japanese language and relevant people on teaching Japanese as a foreign
language discuss "multilingual" on contemporary Japanese society?
2 How did participants of Japanese Diet discuss "multilingualism"?
Through this presentation, I pose the problems for considering the viewpoint of "multilingual" in
contemporary Japanese society "toward an inclusive position that opens the way to a more peaceful and
respectful multi background society" (from "General" in Venezia 2018 ICJLE web site).
First, in order to clarify the point 1, "multilingual" as the search word was searched on the
"Bibliographic Database of Japanese Language Research"(prepared by the National Institute for
Japanese Language and Linguistics). And the search result articles and books were examined to reveal
the tendency that researchers on Japanese language and relevant people on teaching Japanese as a
foreign language discuss "multilingual" on contemporary Japanese society. As a result, it is revealed
that the discussions on "multilingual" on contemporary Japanese society by researchers on Japanese
language and relevant people on teaching Japanese as a foreign language increased in the latter half of
the 1990s. Behind this trend is the fact that the number of foreign settlers increased due to amend
“Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act” in 1990. This trend confirms YASUDA (2011)’s
argument - " Recent discourses that contemporary Japanese society is a multilingual are drawn influence
from the factors ‘came from outside Japan suddenly'” – from the perspective of quantitative.
Second, in order to clarify the point 2, "multilingual" as the search word was searched on the “The
on-line full-text database of the Minutes of the Japanese Diet”. And the search result statements were
examined to reveal the tendency that participants of Japanese Diet discuss "multilingual" on
contemporary Japanese society. As a result, it is revealed that the discussions on "multilingual" on
contemporary Japanese society by participants of Japanese Diet increased in the 21st century. However,
they discussed on only limited themes, e.g. “providing information to foreigners”, “topics on
Information Technology”, “transmission of information to foreign countries”, and “providing
information to foreign residents”.
From the above two results, it became clear that the view to “multilingual” in contemporary Japanese
society is greatly influenced by the trend of society and the times, even among researchers on Japanese
language and relevant people on teaching Japanese as a foreign language, as well as participants of
Japanese Diet. Above all, whoever is arguing "multilingual" in contemporary Japanese society tends to
focus on spoken language. And they tend to ignore speakers using sign language attracting attention
recent years.
References
Yasuda, Toshiaki. (2011). ‘Tagengoshakai’ to iu gensou. In ‘Tagengoshakai’ to iu gensou Kindai
nihongengoshi saikou IV. Tokyo: Sangensha.

“Introduction to Japanese-language Education” under
the theme of “varieties in Japanese language” for the
university undergraduate

Manami YAGI

In this presentation, I am going to report on the educational practice of “Introduction to Japaneselanguage Education” for the undergraduates. The aim of this presentation in this panel is to discuss the
possibility of teacher development with new method by questioning the contour of “proper Japanese
language” that has been thought to have a substance as one language, by showing some examples of
the varieties naturally exist in a language, in the practice of training the teachers responsible for the
future Japanese-language education.
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According to Hirataka and Kimura (eds.) (2017), the term “multilingual” is used in both cases where
focus is on “reality” such as society, region and usage, including “multilingual society” and
“multilingual situation” and where focus is on “philosophy” including “multilingualism”. They said
that the term “multilingualism” that originally supports both aspects of reality and philosophy
(multilingual situation and multilingualism) is differentiated in Japanese language. Then, how the term
“multilingual” is indicated at the teacher training scenes in Japanese-language education? When looking
over the question range for Japanese Language Teaching Competency Test, we can see that it is
consisted of five sections; “Society, Culture and Community”, “Language and Society”, “Language and
Psychology”, “Language and Education” and “Language in general”, and there is an item “Multicultural
& Multilingualism” in “Intercultural Communication and Society” that is one of the three subsections
in “Language and Society” section. Based on the fact that the word has the suffix “- ism” and the
contents of sample questions, this part seems to be included to check the respondent’s knowledge on
the philosophy mentioned by Hirataka and Kimura (eds.) (2017). Although there is no specific section
dealing with multilingual situations as “reality”, there is a part that describe “the contents to be
measured for each section” as “the viewpoint to consider the usage of the language by each individual
in specific socio-cultural situations and the related basic knowledge”. It shows that the viewpoint to
consider is required in addition to the knowledge.
As such, the training has been practiced in “Introduction to Japanese-language Education”, one of
the elective subjects for foreign languages, under the theme of the “reality” that “Japanese language has
varieties” (Sanada, (ed.) 2006). Specifically, fieldworks and group discussions have been held under
the theme of “varieties in Japanese language” from various viewpoints such as “multilingual research”,
“the Japanese used by migrants” and “the words we use have lives of their own”. Such educational
practice would cultivate teacher development responsible for "toward an inclusive position that opens
the way to a more peaceful and respectful multi background society."
References
Hirataka, Fumiya., and Kimura Goro Christoph. (eds.),(2017). Tagengoshugishakai ni mukete.
Tokyo: Kuroshio.
Sanada, Shinji. (ed.). (2006). Shakaigengogaku no tenbo. Tokyo: Kuroshio.

The language use and identity of a Japanese language
user living in multilingual contemporary Japan

Yoshio NAKAI (њɇɺθ¯)

In this presentation, I will explore the multilingual aspect of Japanese language and society, shedding
light on the Japanese language experience of a second language user who has been living and working
in some local communities in Japan.
First, it is said that language is the vehicle of expressing the self (Ochs, 2008) and that learning a new
language is learning a new identity (Pavlenko and Lantolf, 2000). What this previous research reveals
is that language and identity are inextricably linked, therefore anyone investigating the actual status of
using language needs to look into the role of identity in language acquisition. Narrative inquiry
(Barkhuizen, Benson & Chik, 2014) which is a qualitative research methods using storytelling about
research participants’ own experiences, can contribute to our understanding of the language learning
process and the role of identity in the process.
In order to analyze the language use and the role of the identity in the process of Japanese language
learning, I conducted narrative inquiry to analyze Kay (pseudonym)’s experience of living in Japan.
Kay came to Japan in 2001 and has been engaging in supporting English learning in Tottori, Nagasaki,
Fukuoka, Chiba and Osaka since then.
The result of the analysis of Kay’s experiences reveals that the Japanese she speaks consists of aspects
from various dialects which she has acquired through living in these different areas in Japan. In addition,
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the dialects have a crucial role in constructing her social identities (Riley, 2007) as a Japanese language
user. For Kay, the dialects she uses are the vehicle of her experiences in Japan, representing her real
self as a Japanese language user.
At the same time, she intentionally separates the dialects depending on who she talks to, such as she
uses Kansai dialect when she needs to build rapport with university students on advising learning
English, and polite style and standard dialect to be respected as a professional teacher by colleagues in
her university.
In this presentation, through Kay’s experience of usage of Japanese dialects, I would like to discuss
the multilingual aspect of Japanese society and the possibility of an inclusive Japanese society where
people of various backgrounds live peacefully and treat each other with respect.
References
Barkhuizen, G., Benson, P., & Chik, A. (2014). Narrative inquiry in language teaching and learning
research. New York: Taylor and Francis.
Ochs, E. (2008). Constructing social identity: A language socialization perspective. In Kiesling, SF.,
and Paulston, CB (eds.), Intercultural Discourse and Communication, (pp. 78–91). London: Blackwell.
Pavlenko, A., and Lantolf, JP. (2000). Second language learning as participation and the
(re)construction of selves. In Lantolf, JP (ed.), Sociocultural theory and second language learning (pp.
155–177). Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Riley, P. (2007). Language, Culture and Identity: An Ethnolinguistic Perspective. London:
Continuum.
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4A_E 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 14:00

Ӿ̤ƦƼÑķ٣̵̖ڂن٦Ź˓ƦƼ٦ɬ٠
ڊګڊګۓڬڋډů̯ −ۮέۯ٦ɖзڀل−

Ikuo KAWAKAMI (1йθ¯)
Kazuko MIYAKE (ы֢θ¯)
Noriko IWASAKI (SOAS, University of London)

Սۏڱڵ٧ۗӾ̤٦ƦƼԅkÑķٟ,̯ٚЉِ̖٘مɺ̖٠̵ِٞ¶ْڂϯٌٟۗ٠٨٦ɬ
٠̵ن/ڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٦љΰЫǖϨم١٦فٿ٣ůٝڃڀيٞنٞڂـ٦ۮچلέچۯɖз٣
ΖقЋٌْ٠چչЫ٠ِٞۘڂـ
فٿفـمۓڨڹڴۛۏڋڳۃ٣ٌۗۮ٠٨ۯɨά΅مƷȝ֤̮ٹچٜٹ٦ٟۗځؿΦɻٻɨƭ٠٦
ۮέچۯВّٞՠ̖۠ۗڃٵ̵م٧ٖ٦چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښŸƟٌْڂ٠٣ٿٛٞɨƭچůِ̯ٞ
وـ٠Ǡڂق٠ۗۏڴؾۑڗk٠Χ֡٢#љمѶ˲Ы٢ƥζɺ٣ـكٞۗӾƦƼӾԅk҄چוŗ
Ⱥِٞ١٦فٿ٢ۮέ̖مڀڃٖۗڃٵ̵مۯ٦֡ځؿ٣لـ٣Ełِٞڂـ٦چلǠȦٌْڂ٠٧
ŉٸٞʪ֦ٟڀَۘڂؿ٣ۗЈΧ֡kɺۤsuperdiversiyۥ٦ϯٟۗΦɻٿك٫ɨƭ٠٦Þũ̮لـچ
٣ǖϨٟڂن٦ل٧ۗǷƹ٦ƦƼĺ,٦ځؿچǠ˪ڂقٟٹՠڂؿم٠Ǡۘڂق
ι/٦ҨӘٟ٧̖ۗڪڋڮ٦ӭ٠ѶՍ̖٦Ԧ٦ٹ٠ۗڪڋڮ̵ٟۗڃٵƥȕۗڪڋڮٟԥ ْڀ40 Ȍζ
٦˄̮٦Ƽچځʄۘڂً˪ځҽ˄٧ۗڪڋڮٟʼюĺ,چʌؿ٘ي٠ۗtΜ٠٠ٹ٣ѶՍ٣#љِۗѶ
Սٟϯюĺ,ڀلθ¯ĺ,ٵٟʌۘ٘يǫǕ̵٦ɢۗ۽ѽÝǮʔ¯׆٦ŸƟۘڂؿٹtΜۗ֍̖ۗΧ
֡٢ґŶچɡٜ̖۠٠ڪڋڮƼۗJƼۗѶՍƼ٢١چȺٛٞǣۮفέۯ٦ŸƟ٠Ăeمƥȕ٦̵ن
٣١٦فٿ٣Ełِٞؾۉڷڦۓڋۛؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍۗچلڂـ٦ڦؾڬ٦ԁ̈́ڀلǠۘڂق
ιѲ٦ҨӘ٧ۗӾ̤ƦƼÑķٟ̯Љö٦Ʉ١چٹɡٜ#љْڂԦ̐٦ƼۗڀلځԦ̐٦ɨƭ٠
٦έ٠¯ʛِ٘ڀ٘ٹمɬ٦Ԗkچƙۘڂƥȕۓڮۓۑȕʢ٦cѮʰ̑٦ 40 Ȍζ٦Ԧ̐٧ɨ
̑ٹcѮڀلǲȔƇǹ٣ځٿϯыٯ#љِٖۗ٦ƹcѮ٣ռٛ٘ƹۗǷф٧Jǲ٣#љِ٘ۘ11 Ȍ
٦Ʉ١ٹ٦ѶՍƼۗJƼۗډڷۍډƼ٢١چäٷƦƼȺ֤ڗۓڟؾڙۓۍڠۓۍڭچ٠ΖڂقԦ̐٦
Ƽۮچځέۯ٦ɖзڀلԁِ̈́ۗэɝɻ٦ՠ̩چϐģْۘڂ
ιȮ٦ҨӘ٧̖ۗۏڟۍں٠٦tСچϨ و40 Ȍζ٦˄̮چʄًۗ˪ځӾ̤٦ٹچڪؾۏٌٜ٠ٻ
ƦƼ§چѡۛͼɰٌْڂ٠٣έْڂË˳ٻՠٝچيɨƭ٠٦έچВِٞ٦Ƽڀلځѧـٶٞ
ۘوـ
˪٦ɝםƗģچВّٞۗӾ̤ƦƼÑķٟ,̯ٚЉْم̖ڂɺ̖٠٢ٛٞڀل١٦فٿ٢ƦƼ
ɛƤַِ֤چٞɺ̵¶چۗځӾ̤ƦƼԅk٣Þِٞ١٦فٿ٢ɬچɡٛٞچلڂـďۘڂْ

Ӿ̤ƦƼÑķٟ̯Љِ٘Ʉ١ٹ٧ۗ
١٦فٿ٣ӾƦƼ̵̖ڂقلځ̇چ٦ل
−ۮέچۯɖз٣ِ٘Ƽځ٦ԁ̈́−

Ikuo KAWAKAMI (1йθ¯)

ڵکۑؾی٦ٶ٢ۗٓڀӾ̤ƦƼÑķٟ̯ЉْڂɄ١ٹ٧̩¢ϠٟΎpِٞۘڂـѶՍǲٟ
ǲȔƇǹْڂѶՍ̖˄̮٦tΜٟ٧ۗɄ١ٹ٧ѶՍƼ٠ƥϠƼۗـڂؿ٧¯ǕٟȺ֤ۛ¯ʛَڂڃ
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ƦƼچä٘ٸӾ̤ƦƼ٣˿ڃ٢̯ڀمЉِٖٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢Ʉ١ٹ٧ۗ١٦فٿ٢˰ձٟϊ٠Ӿ̤
ƦƼ٣ٿِٛٞۗۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ١٦فٿ٣ƦƼچȺِ֤٢ڀمƦƼ̑چ٣ٜ̯ۗيЉِۗθ̖٣٢
ڂ٦ٖۘل٦ą͋ۮۗچέچۯɖз٣Ɣѓْڂ٦ۗمՍҨӘ٦ʉɌٟۘڂؿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧̖ۗڪڋڮ٦ӭ٠ѶՍ̖٦Ԧ٦ٹ٠ۗڪڋڮ̵ٟۗڃٵƥȕۗڪڋڮٟԥۼ܀ْڀȌζ٦˄
̮٦Ƽچځʄۘڂً˪ځҽ˄٧ۗڪڋڮٟʼюĺ,چʌؿ٘ي٠ۗtΜ٠٠ٹ٣ѶՍ٣#љِۗѶՍٟ
ϯюĺ,ڀلθ¯ĺ,ٵٟʌۘ٘يǫǕ̵٦ɢۗ۽ѽÝډێۍڭڠؾڑ٣ِ٘¯׆ŸƟۘڂؿٹѶՍ
٦θ¯چΞņƹۗڪڋڮ٣ռڪڋڮۗځϜ̮٠ƇǹِۗtСچϨۘ٘ـƥȕ٧ۗӤ٠٠ٹ٣Ʉ١چٹ,ٞ
٢ۗڀمȸɝِچٖٞۘڂـ٦˄̮٦ؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍ٦Ƽځ٦ϯ٣٧ۗڪڋڮƼ٠ѶՍƼ٦tСѫƦ
Ƽ̵¶ۗ#љ٣٠ٹ٢فѶՍƼٯ٦Ӣ¸ٻђۗtСѫ٦̐ɄÞũۗ¯Ǖٟ٦֍̖Þũۗۯڹؾڳۮ
ۤՍ̖٦Әƥۥ٦̑άЫѣϾ٠Φɻ٦ٵ٢ُِ٢١٣ٜـٞ٦ۗΧ֡٢Ƽځ٠Ɉمـäڃٵٞۘ٘ـ
ٌ٦فٿ٢̯Љö٣ۗڂيك#љ٣٠ٹ٢فӾƦƼӾԅkЫ˵ļ٣έْڂɬٻË˳ م40 Ȍζ
٦Ƽځ٦ϯ٣ٹӘʰٌْڂ٠ڂֻْچ٣٧ۗچؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍ٢ٗڂٙيٟ٧٢ۗوΦɻٿك٫ɨ
ƭ٠٦ۮέۯ٦ɖзمƃٔل٢ـ٠ǠۗڀلٌٖۘڂقƦƼĺ,ɳͥ٣ڂيكӾ̤ƦƼ٣ۮڂٿέ
ٻۯɨƭӘƥۗɨƭӘ˧چǠڂقɳͥ٠Ď٦q̮҄چǠۘڂق

Ӿ̤ƦƼÑķٟ̯ЉْڂɄ١چٹɊڠۓۍڭڂق
 ڗۓڟؾڙۓۍ−#љْڂԦ̐٦Ƽڀلځ−

Noriko IWASAKI (SOAS, University of London)

ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗӾ̤ƦƼÑķٟ̯Љö٦Ʉ١چٹɡٜ#љْڂԦ̐٦ƼۗڀلځԦ̐٦ɨƭ٠٦έ
٠¯ʛِ٘ڀ٘ٹمɬ٦Ԗkچƙۘڂƥȕۓڮۓۑȕʢ٦cѮʰ̑٦ք 40 Ȍ٦Ԧ̐٧ɨ̑ٹ
cѮڀلǲȔƇǹ٣ځٿϯыٯ#љِٖۗ٦ƹcѮ٣ռٛ٘ƹۗǷф٧Jǲ٣#љِ٘ۘҽ˄٧ 11
Ȍ٦مɄ٦ƦƼȺ֤ٻʛѡ٣ٜـٞ̇ځԚمۗځɄ٣٠ٛٞ٦ѶՍƼ٦ϥӣۍڠۓۍڭچي
ڗۓڟؾڙۓ٦ɖзڀلΖڂق٣ɕٛ٘ХچƼۘڂɄ١ٹ٧ϯыʰ̑٦ۤѶՍƼׄمЁ٢ۥӭ̐
٦ٹ٠٣ӭ̐٦ʰ̑ǲ̵ٟۗم٘ڃٵʰ̵Ћƹ٣Ԧ̐٠ѶՍ٣пٖٛ٘ۘ٦ƹۗԦɄ٠ٹJǲ٣#
љِۗƥȕ٧Նڒێڹډʰ̑٦Ďֻ٦ӭ̐٠Ȯ̖ٟJǲٟԥِڀٞۘڂـJǲٟԢʛǕ٣ВـɁٸ
٘ۗمԢʛǕ٦مۄۍۉڔێڒǭٓڅΝڃڀي٢لٛ٘ۘԢʛǕ٣Вڅ٢و٢ٛ٘эɢۗԦ̐٧م
ɄۤمѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ـكٞ٧ۥlegitimate ٢(̳э٢)ĺ,٦ֱٌٚڃٳٟڂؿ٠فـԕƙچɡٛٞـ
ٌ٘٠٣ٜـٞۮʏڃڅٞۯ٘ـ٠ƼۗځŹ˓ѶՍƼ٢١٣ٜـٞ٦ˀ͇چѧٷ٢١ϐȡچΝيٞۍڭ
ڗۓڟؾڙۓۍڠۓ٦Ǡق٣ɕۗځɄ١ٹ٣٧ѶՍƼ٧Ⱥٛٞـِٲ٠٧ɈۗمفѶՍƼؾڦڠۂچ
ْٸ٘ڂ٠ۮځٿفـɨԁ٦ؾێڭؾڵې٦ƦƼɛƤ٠ِٞpۯڂق٦ٙ٠Ǡفٿڂق٣٢ۗځ°٣٢ٛ
٘٠ ۘفـƥȕ٧ѶՍƼ٧Ԧ̐٠٦Ѷ˲Ы٦چٶȺف/ۗtСٟ٧JƼ٣pقĎֻ٦ӭ̐
٦ډڷۍډƼƦچÖό٢ځٻ٠ځ٣Ⱥفٿف٣٢ٛ٘ۘفٹ/ٜ٦Ź˓Ƽٟڂؿϯы٦ǲ٦ƦƼ٧ۗ
ٖ٦ƦƼڂٔچԦ̐يلِمٞٵٹٛ٘وŀՠچɡ٘٢ۘـɳ٧ٖۗ٦ǲ٦ǲ͇ځؿٹ٢̵ۗڀم
٘ڃٵǲ٣ϒöÝٟ ֝ٹ٣#љٟن٢ـɄ١ٹ٢٦ٟٖۘڂؿ٦ǲٟ٧Ԧ̐٦ƠӤٟڂؿӭ̐م
њҫِ٢ڃي٨ʰѷǲمĭَٹلِۗٓڃѷǲٌْڂ٠٧ϾԈĎէ٦٘ٸ٣ٖ٦Ʉ١مٹɨԁ٦ֻ
ٟن٢ـƦƼٟǣڂڃڅǳ٢ŧɝťچĸڂڃڀـ٣ٜ٢ڂمq̮҄ۘڂؿمԦ̐٧مɄ
ٖم٦ƦƼ٣Þ̅چɡ٘٢ٌـ٠ֻِۗچɄ١ٹ٦̯ЉچƙʅٛٞۘڂـՍҨӘٟ٧ѶՍڪؾۏٹ
٦/ٜ٠ْڂӾ̤٦ƦƼÑķمΧ֡kْڂϯۗѶՍڪؾۏچ٦/ٜ٠ْڂɄٹچٜԦ̐٦ɨƭ٠٦
έڗۓڟؾڙۓۍڠۓۍڭڀل٦ĎچǠȦْۘڂ

Ӿ̤ƦƼÑķ̮˄ڂن̵چ٦ѶՍƼ٦§ѡ٠
ͼɰڂىٸچƼ ځ۵ɨƭ٠٦έڂڃٵ̵ڀل
ŸƟ٦ՠٝي۵
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Kazuko MIYAKE (ы֢θ¯)
ՍƗģ٧ۗѶՍǲ͇٦˄̮٠Jǲ͇ۤۗڪڋڮۗڠڋڠJǲمґŶۥ٦Ϝ̮Ý٣̵̖ۏڟۍںۗڃٵ
٠Ƈǹِٞۓڮۓۑ٣ʢ ٷ40 Ȍζ٦˄̮چʄًۗ˪ځӾ̤٦ٹچڪؾۏٌٜ٠ٻƦƼ§چѡۛͼɰْ
ٌڂ٠٣έْڂË˳ٻՠٝۗچيɨƭ٠٦έچВِٞ٦ƼڀلځѧـٶٞۘوـιѲƦƼ٦ͼ
ɰ٣ÞْڂƗģ٧ۗӦȰۛȰՍۤ2002ۥ٦ʃ֦ԅƖفٿڂلڅڀل٣ۗ§ѡƗģњ֡ۗԅԱۗi̹٦Ʀ
Ƽ֦͵ͼٻɰ٦ɢö٢١ۮچu¯Ыۯ٣իٌْڂ٠٣ʃæڃلكمٞۗځكэɝɻ٣˝зچэٞ٘
ٹ٦٧ٲ٠ڇ١٢§ۗمـѡͼٻɰچՍ̖م١فՠ̵̖ٝۗي٦ו٠ْملڂȈٹʪ֦ٟۘفڄؿ
ՍƗģٟʄ̮˄ً٘˪ځ٧ۗtС٠¯ǕٟѶՍƼ٦ĺ,چʌٓي٣,ِٜۘؾۈڋڻکۇڕِل
٣ѶՍٟJƼچĺ٘قŸƟنمٛيل٠٢ۗځѶՍ¯u٦ڂؿθ¯٣̓ۗٶǫф٢ѶՍƼ̑چ٣ٜ
يٞԦ٠ٹѶՍƼفٿْچ٣٢֜ۘڂɢڀلi٠ِٞԆـٞ٘ـԦ٦ѶՍƼمԝĸچВِٞѧَ
ۗڃѶՍٟ٦̵¶ٻѶՍƼٌْچ٠چВِٞۗԦֻو̋چٟفٿڂن٣٢ٛ٘ë٫ۘ٘ٸِٶ¾چ
ِِلΞņƹ٦ȸɝۗѯԎٯ٦֕¯ۗۏڟۍںĨʢ̖ۗۏڟۍں٠٦Ƈǹ٠̵̖فـ٦Ÿ٦ϯٟۗ
ѶՍƼ٧ɣι٣ԗŝ٣^ِڃڀٻٞلۘوـٜٞɨԁمˀ٘ـѶՍƼمѧٸ٢˝ـËۗٻԦ٠٦
مJƼ٣٢ٛٞـٛ٘ըѾَچԮو/ٟۗtСѫٟۏړڭۏہƼۗۏڟۍںԅkچԟɡْڂу
ו٣ِڭڹڞِٞلِۘوـǷٟ٧ɨԁ٦̵̖چʌيѷۗڃΧ̤٦ԅkɺ٣ٹچڪؾۏٜمɄ٣
٧ۗلٜٞ٦ɨԁ٦فٿ٣ۗɨڀ٦ԅk٣ŀՠچԮ٘ـ٠ن٣Бğِٞـِ֪ٛٞـ٠èٛٞۘڂـ١
٦ƦƼٻԅkͦچξْلڂٟ٧٢ۗوɨمڀӾ̤ԅk٦ȲԀٌٟڂؿ٠٣θن٢Ʋٹچځٛٞڂـ٠
˄̮٧ʲٌٰٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢ɨƭ٠٦έ٧ֻ̍چБģْڂDٶٟٖۗځؿ٦ٖڠڢۑڻ٦ٹ٦م
ۮɈǠۯٟ ۓڨڹڴۤڂؿ1963/1995̮˄ۘۥ٧ۗӾ̤ƦƼÑķ٣̵ڠؾښڹڋۍڂن٦ϯٟۗƦƼ̵ٻ
¶٦چڭڹڞŢځԚِ٢ۗڀمɨƭ٠٦έچВِٖٞچڃՠٝۗيɨڀ٦ڟہچڊګڊګۓڬڋډ
ںڊګ٣٠قڀٞچוوـ,ڇٟ٘ن٠ۘفٿقـՍƗģ٧ٌۗ٠٨ٻԅk§چѡِ٘ͼځɰِ٘ڂْځ
ՠۗچӾ̤ƦƼÑķ٣̵ڂنэɝɻ٦ɖзڀلǠۘـ٘ق

4A_E 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 14:00

Multilinguals' heritage language awareness and
identity construction: Re-examination through their
polyphonic dialogues

Ikuo KAWAKAMI (1йθ¯)
Kazuko MIYAKE (ы֢θ¯)
Noriko IWASAKI (SOAS, University of London)

In this panel, we aim to re-examine how heritage language awareness and identity of people who
have been raised in and/ or have been living in plurilingual and pluricultural environments through the
viewpoint of polyphonic dialogues.
As M. M. Bakhtin noted, languages are born through a dialogized operation between one and the
other, so it is important to discuss how people on the move communicate with others by utilizing their
own plurilingual and pluricultural competences in the world of superdiversity and construct the
relationship with others. Such experiencing languages including Japanese as a heritage language in their
daily life influences their identities and life. Based on three research papers, we rethink the significance
of the use and the learning of Japanese as a heritage language in European contexts.
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Analyzing a narrative on a life trajectory from the
viewpoint of Children Crossing Borders and dialogue

Ikuo KAWAKAMI (1йθ¯)

How do people who were born and raised up in multilingual environments since their childhood
narrate their life trajectories on the move ? This paper examines a narrative of woman in the forties,
who were born into Japanese mother and German. After attending elementary school in Germany, she
moved to Japan with her family and learned in the secondary and tertiary education in Japan. She also
has experience of attending a high school in Australia for one year. In this paper her life trajectory that
contains experiences of dialogue between her family members, friends and others who have different
backgrounds through German, English and Japanese will be analyzed through an analytical concept,
‘Children Crossing Borders’ (CCB), focusing on the core of which one’s experiences and memories are
shaped by geographical mobility, linguistic mobility and language-education category mobility. Based
on the analyses, this paper considers how those experiences and memories of dialogue have influenced
her identity and life.

“Translanguaging” for supporting a child growing up
in a multilingual environment: Narratives of a mother
crossing borders

Noriko IWASAKI (SOAS, University of London)

In this presentation, we report significant changes that an Okinawan woman in her 40s, Ms. X, has
experienced through her graduate studies and dialogic engagements with herself. The changes she
experienced were revealed in narratives told to the author several times in the past 4 years. For one of
the most recent narratives, she was asked to listen to and read her earlier narratives, which led her to
confront her own different voices.
She was born and raised in Okinawa, in multilingual contexts, with Standard Japanese, Okinawan
and sign language used among relatives. She lived in her hometown until she moved to a country in the
Middle East to marry a man from the region, who was highly proficient in Japanese. She also had a sixweek stay in a Southeast Asian country. She became fluent in the language of the region but went back
to Okinawa with her young son, before moving to London with him. She has now married a man from
North Africa, who speaks English, French and a North African regional variety of Arabic.
In London, her son started attending a complementary Japanese school on Saturdays, but the
curriculum did not suit him and he was unable to continue. Ms. X feels that at that time she regarded
her son as a dropout from legitimate education, being swayed by what she calls her own prejudiced
views.
She has memories of ‘Othering’ those who were not like her back in Okinawa (e.g. a child who had
moved from Yokohama and spoke differently, Muslim students from a Southeast Asian country at her
university), before crossing any borders herself.
What freed her from these prejudiced views were her dialogic engagements while experiencing
moving, as well as her graduate education where she learned about translanguaging, which valorizes
the deployment of any linguistic and cultural resources in one’s own repertoire, rather than insisting on
the use of any named language. She no longer considers her son a dropout and she simply encourages
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her son to enrich his repertoire by adding linguistic and cultural resources from Japan and from North
Africa whenever he wishes to do so. Currently Ms. X’s son is not at all interested in his other heritage
language. Though Ms. X is proficient in her son’s other heritage language, she would not expect him
to learn or use the language unless he became interested. Adopting ‘translanguaging’ as a way to see
multilinguals’ language liberated her.
In addition, as a result of living abroad, and experiencing being ‘Othered’, she learned the importance
of understanding the ‘Other’ and having herself understood by them. Dialogic engagement with herself
across time and space has played an important role in her life so far.

A Narrative on an Individual’s Acquisition and
Attrition of Japanese as a Heritage Language in a
Plurilingual Environment

Kazuko MIYAKE (ы֢θ¯)

This study focuses on the narrative of a woman with a multicultural background and explores the
interrelationship between her life-course decisions and her acquisition and attrition of Japanese as a
heritage language. Research on acquisition and attrition of second languages tend to focus on the
subjects’ linguistic abilities in vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation (Toyama & Imaeda 2010, Kim
2011), and pay little attention to the perspectives gained by the individuals from the process. If the
principal role of language education is to help individuals to grow by drawing on their linguistic and
communicative resources (Fleming, 2010), more attention should be paid to the role of personal
experiences in the acquisition and attrition of heritage languages. This study aims to provide insights
into how individuals with multicultural backgrounds form and manage their perspectives and identities
through the process of learning and losing their heritage language.
Saki (pseudonym), the focus of this study, was raised in London by a Japanese mother and a British
father. As a child, Saki received no formal education in Japanese and had no special interest in the
language. However, when she spent her gap-year in Japan, she became fascinated by the language and
culture, and eventually majored in Japanese at university. She started speaking with her mother in
Japanese, and by the end of her degree had gained a very strong command of the language. Saki
describes the tremendous joy she felt when decoding the Japanese sounds, which she had grown up
hearing her mother speak. She had never been able to make sense of them, but the sounds always felt
familiar and gentle; when learning the language, Saki was at ease with only understanding half of what
she heard. These emotional ties to the language, formed through childhood experiences, definitely
helped and motivated her learning. Saki also thinks that interacting with Japanese relatives and homestay families helped her to understand the somewhat confusing behaviors of her mother in the past.
Thus her relationship with her mother deepened.
Saki’s life took an unexpected turn after graduation. While working as a university administrator, she
was sent to South America for student recruitment. This eventually led to her living in Brazil and
marrying a Brazilian. Now, living in London with her husband and two small children, Saki converses
with her husband in Portuguese and in English with the children. Her Japanese has deteriorated and she
feels frustrated and disappointed that she has done little to save her Japanese and can no longer read the
texts she herself had written as a student. However, she accepts that this is part of the life-course she
has chosen. She hopes that her children may one day become interested in their roots and pursue them,
as she did with hers. For Saki and her family, the choice of languages has developed organically,
influenced by the context in which they live; she and her family are products of various cultures and
roots, something she is extremely proud of and hopes to nurture. Her flexibility towards shifting
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languages and places to live, and the process of interpreting her own experiences in a plurilingual
environment enabled her to grow and manage her own perspectives and identity.
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ͮۏڱڵά֦Ɍۜו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷ٦,̯
چչɉِ٘¯ڠؾژۮʛۯ٦ŹΝЫɳͥ
—ؾڦؾګێڞڈڹ٦փ´٠¯ʛɻ٦
"ԅkÝֻ٣ٜـٞ٦ǠȦ

Kyoko KHOSLA
Nozomi YAMAGUCHI (ؾڦڠڎڨۓۂθ¯)
Yasuko TAKEUCHI (Grenoble-Alpes University, France)
Reiko SUHARA (ۓۀθ¯)
Yoshiko KURISAKI (ڠڋڠѶՍƼĺɆ٦)

Սۏڱڵٟ٧ۗ`ʔ 5 ڒǲ٣¯ڠؾژۮڂيكʛۤۯŏђۛŐ 2010ژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷِ֤٘¶چۥ
ۓۋڞؾʍņٿك٫¶љ٦ԪǱچǣ¯ڠؾژۮۘفʛۯ٠٧ۗɝɳ٣íٝۤڠؾژوȸɝ˪٦ږێڹۓښ
چۥڭκȖ٣ۗ͐ս٣Tٛٞ¯ʛɻۤȯpɻمۥĴјֻٟٖۛچڃѓِۗɢ٣٧čɞάƟِچ٢م
ڀǠۗقƄԱچќنʰِۗȈƹ٣/٦Х٣ٜـٞѫ˟چǣ¯فʛ¶љٟ ڂؿ1ۘ
̩٦ǲٻϠ+ۗԅkۗѽ̮ۗץԓַٻ٦"٢ْٰ̖۠ڂٞمèفԉ٢ա֮چϨٸ٘و٣٧ۗ
έ٣ٿٛٞ΅ʆֻِچսκچƄٌِٞوـ٠مӐ֦ٟ¯ڠؾژۮۘڂؿʛۯ٧¯ʛɻ٣ٖچڀڃ
ɬَٔـבڂù٣٢ڂ٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
ՍԪǱٟ٧ٌۗ٦¶љٟĺɆ/̓ǣփ٣ğڂڃڀٸċד٦/ӵٟؾڦؾګێڞڈڹۮڂؿ٠ِٞ٦
փ´ۯ٣˝зچэٞؾڦؾګێڞڈڹۘڂ٧έ٦˰٣ـكٞ¯ʛɻ٣սۛيلـɉЩۛڠڋڴڮډю
ٌْڂ٠٣ٿٛٞۗ¯ʛɻ٦͆ŉЫ٢ƙچ6نʰٖف٠əۘڂٶٌٙۗم٦ۮ6نʰْۯ٠فـǣ!٧
¯ʛɻ٦Ǡٻقƙ̓چǣփڂْ̝مǇ٣ɡٛٞǣۗوٜځٵȝْڂ٠ٌفـ٠٣źڀم٢ـ
ٙلفڄ٠êْؑۘڂٟ٧¯ʛɻۮچȝ¯ۗٓٔۯʛɻњɀ٦͆ŉЫ٢ƙ٦ځٻʄچځΒْ٣٧ۗ
۠ؾڦؾګێڞڈڹ٧ٌ٦έ٦˰٦١ٌ٣ϥْنٰڂ٢٦¯٘ٵۗلʛɻمέ٣ٿٛٞɨԁ
٦Ǡڀَچق٣̋ۗٸɨԁ٦Ǡق٣ՠٝ΅ۗځِ٘چيʆ٦ƙچԆ¨چڃٖۗنѺِۗɨڀ٦Ǡق
چԖفٿڂق٢مڠڢۑڻҨ̵ْڂʍņچ١ڃْۓڋڝڬف٨ــ٦ل٠ـٛ٘սκ٣ʄځͶۘٷ
ՍԪǱٟ٧ۗέ¶љٟ٦ǋӤٻʄځͶٶ٣ٜـٞ˦ِوǠȦْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗĺɱٟ٦¶љ٦֡
ɄٻĺɆ٦ׂٚϥ٣ٜـٞٹԁ̈́ۛĂʲْۗ٘ٵۘڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ѶՍ̖چ̵¯׆ƿۏڗ٘ق
ڻؾٟ٦¶љԪǱڀل٧ۗ¶љچВِٞÙȦَۗ٘ڃȯpɻ٦"ԅkÝֻ٣ٜـٞ٦Ǡٻقûٝ
ن٣ٜـٞۗڭؾژۓډ٦ƇwٹƿقٞǠȦِِۗǭۘـ٘ٸ̋چـ
__________________________________________________________________________________
 ۽ŏђȊۛŐǉĵ (2010) ¶ڠؾژۮљ٣¯ڂيك٫٦ɳΰ—˪ڠڱڟڷ٦ڭږێڹۓښ٦ĺȖk
٣Ǉيٞۯؾ۰ѶՍƦƼԅkƗģʡ۱ι܂Ǭۗ15-31
http://www3.grips.ac.jp/~jlc/jlc/ronshu/2010/Kondoh_Kim.pdf

ۏڴؾۑڗkچґŶ٠ِ٘ؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷ
ۓۋڞĺ,¯ڠؾژۮʛۯ٣ڂيكĺɆ٦փ´
ۡۮĺۡ ٯۯؾڦؾګێڞڈڹۮڀلۯ̖ڂق

Kyoko KHOSLA
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)¯θۓۀ( Reiko SUHARA
)ѶՍƼĺɆ٦ڠڋڠ( Yoshiko KURISAKI
ِͥɳچۥۤŏђۛŐ 2010ۯ¯ʛڠؾژۮĺ,٦/Ñ٠ِٞۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷۗՍԪǱ٧
٠ِٞ٦ĺɆ٦փ´٠ׂٚϥ٣ٜؾڦؾګێڞڈڹۗВِٞچ٢١ڦؾڬ٘Ȕ٦ѫ˟Ě٫ʍņϯ٦
ۘڂؿٟٶəڂْٞǠȦـ
ڋېڻۏؾۑٻـِǭِۗʰҨڀلڮؾڤڸڏ˰ձ٦ڭږێڹۓښٟ٧ۗȸɝ˰ٟ٦ۯ¯ʛڠؾژۮ
مٖۘ٦Хٟۗ¯ʛɻڂْčɞάƟچڠڢۑڻٟ٦ٵڂْФچВّٞƄȠچ٢١٦Ĵјȝņ
٠ٵچقۗǠڂֻْچʪِٞ΅ʆ٦ԅkچقǠٻۗΦ٦̖٦ƙڂֻْځϟچɨǲ٦ԅk
٢§ѡŭ٦ʍņٟ٧ۗĺفٿչɉٌْۘ٦چٌ٠ڂي̑٣ٜچۏڔڠ٢١٦ڂقиچٞɨԁ٦ƙٸ
ۘڂْڭڹڞ٠ٯۯؾڦؾګێڞڈڹۮڀلۯɻڂقĺۮɆ٦փ´٧
֡ɡ٘ٔۗΧچ٣Ӻ٠ِٞ٦ĺɆ٦փ´٧ۗ¯ʛɻÝ٦έؾڦؾګێڞڈڹڂيك¯ʛ٣ڠؾژ
٘څΧð٣ٸäچ٧ʍņ٦ͪƹٶ٦əٸٖ٘ۘ٦ڂؿٌ٠ٟڂْ٣فٿڂنǠȦٟچսκڀل٢Ùз
ګێڞڈڹֻِ̱ۗچٶ٦əڀڃٌ٠٣ٹچۘՍԪǱ٦ι/٦չЫ٧ۗɳȔ٦ĺɱٟ٦ĺɆ٦ŸƟڂ
ٌ٠ٟڂϐچ٠٦Ý٦΅ÞÞũنٛ٘ûٝل٢ڃڀ٘٧ʤԁ٣ѡٵۗ٘ڃڀ٦ȸ٠ۗʍņٟѡڭؾ
ۘڂؿ
ٿٌ٠٣ڂْюڠڋڴڮډۛۛɉЩيلـٞսـك٦˰٣٠ِٞ٦ĺɆ٧έؾڦؾګێڞڈڹѣ٣
ٻقǣ!٧¯ʛɻ٦Ǡۯْʰن6ۮٌ٦مۘٙڂٶ٠əفٖʰن6چٛٞۗȯpɻ٦͆ŉЫ٢ƙ
٠لفڄٙـ٢ڀمٌ٠٣źفـ٠ڂْȝځٵٜۗوǇ٣ɡٛٞǣڂْ̝م̓ǣփ٦ĺɆچƙ
ێڞڈڹ٣ٸْ٘Βچځʄځٻٔٓۗ¯ʛɻњɀ٦͆ŉЫ٢ƙ٦ۯȝۮچٟۘ٧¯ʛɻڂْؑê
ڀَچقٛٞɨԁ٦Ǡٿ٣έم٘¯ʛɻٵۘل٢٦نٰڂْ٦˰٦١ٌ٣ϥ٧ٌ٦έؾڦؾګ
Ҩمڠڢۑڻ٢فٿڂقԖچق٦ǠڀۗɨنԆچۗ΅ʆ٦ƙځِ٘چي٣ՠٝقۗɨԁ٦Ǡٸ̋٣
ۘٷͶځٛ٘սκ٣ʄـ٠ل٦ــ٨ڃْۓڋڝڬف١چʍņڂ̵ْ
٘ٙـچڭۓۅښ٦ڀل۠٦و٣ۗΧٹ٠٠ڂٸ̋چٞ٦ǠȦـۗ۠٦ɳͥ٣ٜڀل˪٦ԪǱ
ۘڂْöίچٌ٠ڂًǷƹ٣źن

ĺ,ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷ
̈́٦ԁۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬڂيك٣ۯ¯ʛڠؾژۮ
ڠڢۑڻ̯٦ůن– ĺɆ٦փ´٠ûٝ

)Yasuko TAKEUCHI (Grenoble-Alpes University, France

ڠؾژۮĺ,٦/Ñ٠ِٞۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷٞيل 2018 ѽ٣ڀلՍԪǱٟ٧ۗ2016 ѽ
٫¯ʛٿكԁِ̈́ۗĺɱٟ٦¯ʛɻÝچڦؾڬi״ɳِͥ٘Ȕ٦ʍņϯ٦چۥۤŏђۛŐ 2010ۯ¯ʛ
ڊڬۗ٠ِٞ٦ǣљڦؾګێڞڈڹٓۗĺɱѫٟ٦ĺɆ٦ٵۘڂْÙȦچۓۋڞږۍڦۓڋɻ٠ĺɆ٠٦
ѫڻؾۏڗۗ٘ٵۘڂْEł٢١٣ϴչڂْ٣έڃׄ٦ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۗځڅ٦Þٯۓۋڞکڒڠ
ۘڂٶəچ̈́٫ԁٿكХ٦Ăʲوـٞڃَ̯ůمنٟûٝ
ڋېڻۏؾۑٻـِǭِۗʰҨڀلڮؾڤڸڏ˰ձ٦ڭږێڹۓښٟ٧ۗȸɝ˰ٟ٦ۯ¯ʛڠؾژۮ
čɞچڠڢۑڻٟ٦ٵڂْФچҨƙֻِۛۗƄȠچɖзٻВّٞ֡۠٢ƙچ٢١٦Ĵјȝņ
ێڞڈڹۗ֡۠٢فٿڂْ§ѡچنʃάЫ٣ûٝيٙڂنٟم̵¯ڂْٖۘ٦ȔۗĺɆ٧ȯpڂْάƟ
ۘفǣچۓۋڞؾګ
ل٦ڂـǣ٢ٛٞچۗ¢ɨ٦փ´٠ǣљ٧ٖۗ٦ɢmمڂڃَ̯ٛٞǖٿĺɱ٧ĺɆ٠¯ʛɻ٣
٢١٦¶љϯ٧ڋېڻۏؾۑٻۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۘڂڃَٞƄОـ٣íٝۄؾېڹٞ٦Ѻɬ۶ـ٣ٜ
ۗďځֻِ٘Õچ٠ِٞҨƦƕۯȼۮۗĺɆ٧ځؿĳВѺɬ٠ِٞمٌْ٠ϯ̅٠٢ٛٞم¯ʛɻ
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٦چڭۓڋہի¨kِ٘ڂْځ٠њɢ٣ۗۮѶՍƼĺɆۯ٠ِٞѶՍƼ٦Әƥہڜځِ٘ږکڎڨچ
ڀڃٌۘڂْځِ٘ڭؾ٦փ´٠ĺɆ٦ׂٚϥۗچԁ̈́٦ʆԱۤۓۂڹڛٻ1974, 1991ۥ٣ڂٿ
ȯ֚Ͷٶ٦Ѿِ֤]چٞԁْ̈́ۗ٘ٵۘڂď٦ׄمڃ١٦فٿ٢֦5ٟȝۗڃڀûٝمنů̯
َڃٞوـ٦ل٣ٹϴչِ٘ۘـ
ٌ٦ԪǱچВّٞɨ̑٦ɳͥ٣ٜـٞ٦ǠȦڂٸ̋چ٠٠ٹ٣ۗΧو٦۠ڀل٦٘ـچڭۓۅښٙ
نǷƹ٣źًٌڂ٠چöίْۘڂ
ȯǠԅƖ
ŏђȊۛŐǉĵ (2010) ¶ڠؾژۮљ٣¯ڂيك٫٦ɳΰ―˪ڠڱڟڷ٦ڭږێڹۓښ٦ĺȖk٣
Ǉ  يٞ ―  ۯ۰ Ѷ Ս Ʀ Ƽ ԅ k Ɨ ģ   ʡ ۱ ι  ܂Ǭ ۗ 15-31
(http://www3.grips.ac.jp/~jlc/jlc/ronshu/2010/Kondoh_Kim.pdf)
Goffman, E. (1974) Frame Analysis : An Essay on the Organization of Experience, New York,
Harper [ڠۓۍڹƼօ (1991) I. Joseph, M. Dartevelle &P

¯ڠؾژʛ٘ـ֤چŹΝЫ٢ə¯ۜٶʛɻ٠ѶՍ̖¯׆
̵٣ڂٿĴј¶љ٣ÙȦَۗ٘ڃ
"ԅkÝֻ٣ÞْڂǠȦ
Nozomi YAMAGUCHI (ؾڦڠڎڨۓۂθ¯)
ŏѽۗѶՍچ¯׆ʚ¯٘قʛɻمѶՍٟ٦ʓ˽چñՀْ´ڂǭمΎقٞڂـ٠њɢ٣ۗѶՍƼ
٣٧ɨ̂ٹڂؿم٦٦ۗѶՍ٦éņԅkٯ٦ѣ"̮چƙԆٌِ٘ن٠ٟۗӢچËّٞٹ̵¯ڂـ
ː٢و٢ۗ٘ٵۘـʓ˽٣Ƨ¯׆ٓڀϯ٦¯̵َڂؿۗٹقάƟنچٛيل٣ѶՍɺٖ٦ٹ٦٣Ɛ
ûَِمٞúǲِٞڂو٠ـٛ٘ٹڠؾژƙفٿڂڃڀ٣٢ٛ٘٠Ëّٞۘڂـ
ƦƼڂؿچХф̑٣ٜ٘ٵۗيԅkקٻȽю٣ٜـٞڇ¯لڀوـٹٟ٘نѶՍ¯͙վ٦¯̵ۗم
ɳȔ٣ѶՍ̵ٟ¶ْڂϯٟۗǸѱ٢˵ļ٣Ћձِ٘Ȕ٦έȠم٢ـٙۗلفڄ٠ҁڇٟ٘ـ٠ن٣
ʰٛ٘٦¯ڠؾژمʛۤŏђۛŐ 2010ۥٟ¯ڠؾژۘڂؿʛٟ٧ۗȸɝ˪٦چڭږێڹۓښκȖ٣ٖۗ
٦˵ļچčɞάƟِ٢ۗڀمĴјٟսκƄԱچќنʰٌْ٠¶چљ٦ɭ٠ِٞۘڂـ
ՍԪǱٟ٧ۗڠڱڟڷۮѶՍƼڠۍږۯ٣¯ڠؾژۗڂيكʛ¶٘ـ֤چљ٦ŹΝЫ٢əٶ٠ِٞۗ
ڠؾژ٦ѫ֝ڂؿۮ①چѶՍ٦˽˰ٟËّ٘ۯڭږێڹۓښ٦ٶٙيٟ٢΅ۗوέЫ٢˵ļ٠ِٞ②
`ڂؿۮʔ٦˽˰ٟËّ٘ٹۯڭږێڹۓښٌٛ٘ۘڀڃ٦ڠؾژ٣ÞِۗѶՍچ¯׆ʚ٘ق٨ځل٦
¯̵٠ۗ¯׆ϯ٦ѶՍ̖¯̵٠مέچВِٞۗ١٦فٿ٢Ĵј¶љچǣۗـƄȠ٣ɕڂ٦ۗچل
Ѳٜ٦˵ļچӁ«ِ٢ڀمԁْ̈́ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۗ٘ٵۘڂٟĄٌڂˤѨ٣٧ِ٨ِ٨ۗƨ̖مɡ
ٜnϞÙۗٻΛْڂɺٟ٦Ìʛ٦'مـÞũِٞڂـ٠ǠۗقȯpɻمɳȔ٦έ٣ڂٿĴј¶
љ٦Хٟٖۗ٦ǲ٦ÌʛڻڋڦڑېګڠٻЫ٢ʀۗـڂؿ٧ƨ̖Ы٢֦͵چ١٦فٿ٣ʀِۗ
͒իِٞلڂـ٠فـз٣ٹϴչِِٖ٘ۘـٞۗڠڱڟڷ٣ѣkَ˵٘ڃļٟ٦"ԅkÝֻۗم
¯ڠؾژʛ٦¶љچВِٞۗ١٦فٿ٣ÙȦَلڂڃ٠فـз٣˝ٹзچэٞ٢ۗڀمǷƹ٦ʄځͶ
ٶ٣ٜـٞٹѫ֝ٸ̋چٞۘـ٘نـ
¯ڠؾژۚ۽ʛ٠٧ۗɝɳ٣íٝۤڠؾژوȸɝ˪٦ڭږێڹۓښ٦ɝچۥםκȖ٣ۗȯpɻۤ¯ʛɻۥ
مĴјֻٌٟ̱ۛچڃѓٖۘڂْ٦Хٟ˰ڠڱڟڷձٟ٦چڭږێڹۓښčɞάƟِ٢ڀمսκ
ƄԱچќنʰِۗȈƹ٣/٦Х٣ٜـٞѫ˟چǣف٠ٌٵڄٟ٦¯ʛ¶љچɦْۤŏђۛŐ
2010ۘۥ
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ŏђȊۛŐǉĵ (2010) ¶ڠؾژۮљ٣¯ڂيك٫٦ɳΰ―˪ڠڱڟڷ٦ڭږێڹۓښ٦ĺȖk٣
Ǉ  يٞ ―  ۯ۰ Ѷ Ս Ʀ Ƽ ԅ k Ɨ ģ   ʡ ۱ ι  ܂Ǭ ۗ 15-31
(http://www3.grips.ac.jp/~jlc/jlc/ronshu/2010/Kondoh_Kim.pdf)

4A_F 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 16:00

Continuous practice of ‘the case-based approach’
aiming to cultivate business communication ability – a
study of the role of facilitator and learners’
intercultural understandings

Kyoko KHOSLA
Nozomi YAMAGUCHI (ؾڦڠڎڨۓۂθ¯)
Yasuko TAKEUCHI (Grenoble-Alpes University, France)
Reiko SUHARA (ۓۀθ¯)
Yoshiko KURISAKI (ڠڋڠѶՍƼĺɆ٦)

In this presentation we report on the practical experiences of introducing of case based approach in
the business classes in the universities from Europe. The Case-based approach teaches the students not
only Business Japanese but also how to deal with the problematic situations through discussion. It
culminates in students reflecting on what they learnt from the case and what they learned through the
discussions and dialogues with their classmates.
In order to build a harmonious future that people in the different nationalities, religions, cultures, age,
sex and interests wish for, it is necessary to understand each other and solve through dialogue. "Case
based approach" can be a good way to increase awareness
In our report, we focus on the role of a teacher as a facilitator. The facilitator tries to activating draw
opinions from learners by asking questions, giving advice, pointing out specific words used in the
situation being discussed, and wrapping up the opinions so that the dialogue flows and discussion
becomes much livelier. However we as teachers/ facilitators wonder if we can control the flow of
discussion towards the goals that we want the learners to achieve rather than leave the learners to discuss
everything freely. If in the case we cannot direct the discussion, where should we stand as a facilitators?
We would like to ask ourselves a question of “How we can design a lesson that helps (1) leaners can
deepen their thoughts through mutual dialogue (2) learners understand the significance of their own
points (3) the participants to listen, understand others’ opinions and modify their own thinking.
In addition, we present the results of a survey conducted among participants in the case method
approach to cross-cultural understanding. The participants were composed of Japanese language
learners and Japanese exchange students.

Continuous practice of ‘the case- based approach’
aiming to cultivate business communication ability – a
study of the teacher’s role as a facilitator

Kyoko KHOSLA
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Reiko SUHARA (ۓۀθ¯)
Yoshiko KURISAKI (ڠڋڠѶՍƼĺɆ٦)
In this report, we will consider the role and position of a teacher as a facilitator in Business
communication classes, especially when implementing “case- based approach” (Kondo, Kim 2010).
‘The case-based approach’ simulates the students to think about work place conflicts based on a real
episode. Thereafter, students discuss how to solve the problem and suggest a solution by discussing
amongst themselves. Later sometimes they set up a role play based upon the scenario dealt with in
discussion. In this process, students learn about their own culture and society as well as that of their
classmates. By talking to each other they learn how to respect each other’s' opinions and thinking.
Finally by addressing one’s idea they practice summarizing one’s ideas and opinions. In this type of
lesson, teacher‘s role in the classroom shifts from ‘disseminator of knowledge’ to ‘a facilitator’.
The role of the teacher as a facilitator in the case-based approach is to facilitate the dialogue between
learners and help the learners to consider problems from the different perspectives. The attempted
activities before and after the lesson are diverse (different from the universities because the aim for the
course is slightly different). The primary purpose of this report is to find what went well and what did
not in terms of facilitating group discussions. At the same time, what can we learn from the execution
of ‘case-based approach’ teaching?
In our report, we focus on the role of a teacher as a facilitator. The facilitator tries to activating draw
opinions from learners by asking questions, giving advice, pointing out specific words used in the
situation being discussed, and wrapping up the opinions so that the dialogue flows and discussion
becomes much livelier. However we as teachers/ facilitators wonder if we can control the flow of
discussion towards the goals that we want the learners to achieve rather than leave the learners to discuss
everything freely. If in the case we cannot direct the discussion, where should we stand as a facilitators?
We would like to ask ourselves a question of “How we can design a lesson that helps (1) leaners can
deepen their thoughts through mutual dialogue (2) learners understand the significance of their own
points (3) the participants to listen, understand others’ opinions and modify their own thinking.
Based on the above mentioned report, we welcome your comments and questions for our further
study.
References
ŏђȊۛŐǉĵ (2010) ¶ڠؾژۮљ٣¯ڂيك٫٦ɳΰ―˪ڠڱڟڷ٦ڭږێڹۓښ٦ĺȖk٣
Ǉ  يٞ ―  ۯ۰ Ѷ Ս Ʀ Ƽ ԅ k Ɨ ģ   ʡ ۱ ι  ܂Ǭ ۗ 15-31
(http://www3.grips.ac.jp/~jlc/jlc/ronshu/2010/Kondoh_Kim.pdf)

A study of classroom discussions using the practical
application of the “Case-based Approach” for
intercultural business communication – Teacher’s roles
and the awareness building process of participants

Yasuko TAKEUCHI (Grenoble-Alpes University, France)

This study aims to analyze the classroom interactions during the practices of the “Case-based
Approach”(Kondo & Kim 2010), using sound data recorded between 2016 and 2018. I will observe the
behavior of the teacher as facilitator during discussion activity, and describe how the participants
interpret the situations and exchange their points of view to become aware of diversity.
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The “Case-based Approach” stimulates student’s thinking and encourages discussion by immersion
in real business situations, and it gives them relevant and practical way to learn problem handling skills.
Its practice can also help the students to improve their Japanese language skills.
In this type of acquisition-oriented learning, the teacher must be the facilitator who supports the
participant’s activity, and the learners must be autonomous: this implies changes in relation and
behavior between the teacher and the students.
A classroom is constituted of teacher and students/participants, and the roles and actions of each
person are determined by their definition of “what is going on” in class, in other words, by their framing.
During activities like “discussion in class” or “role play”, they seem to share the idea that the students
are the main actors and the teacher support them as “animator” who distribute turns to “participants”,
emphasizes or clarifies the points, or as a “Japanese language teacher” who gives or corrects expressions
of “students”. I will try to analyze these configurations between teacher and students/participants using
the notion of “participation frame” of E. Goffman (1974, 1991) or Conversation Analysis. I also try to
describe the awareness building process of participants during discussion.
Therefore, I would like to review my practices to improve them.
ȯǠԅƖ
ŏђȊۛŐǉĵ (2010) ¶ڠؾژۮљ٣¯ڂيك٫٦ɳΰ―˪ڠڱڟڷ٦ڭږێڹۓښ٦ĺȖk٣
Ǉ  يٞ ―  ۯ۰ Ѷ Ս Ʀ Ƽ ԅ k Ɨ ģ   ʡ ۱ ι  ܂Ǭ ۗ 15-31
(http://www3.grips.ac.jp/~jlc/jlc/ronshu/2010/Kondoh_Kim.pdf)
Goffman, E. (1974) Frame Analysis : An Essay on the Organization of Experience, New York,
Harper [ڠۓۍڹƼօ (1991) I. Joseph, M. Dartevelle &P. Joseph (eds), Les cadres de l’expérience,
Paris, Minuit].

Continuous practice of ‘the case-based approach’ – the
study of intercultural understandings observed from
the collaborative activities between learners and
Japanese exchange students

Nozomi YAMAGUCHI (ؾڦڠڎڨۓۂθ¯)

In recent years, there have been more students on our course who wish to work in Japan after
returning from the exchange program at Japanese Universities for their final year. At the same time,
there have also been more students who feel negative about rumors of peculiar Japanese customs in an
office environment, such as relationships between bosses and subordinates, overwork culture as well as
honne and tatemae attitudes.
Furthermore, there seem to have been more cases that during their exchange period, students felt
disillusioned with people or society in Japan and therefore ended up returning abruptly in the middle of
the course back to the U.K. In such cases, it was or would be very difficult to figure out what exactly
had been the cause.
In order for those students who have not only acquired basic language skills but also learnt some
aspects of Japanese culture, society, history, and so forth, to avoid feeling disappointed with their
experiences in Japan, I have been looking for a counter measure that can be introduced in class.
Especially when they encounter a difficult situation at their personal level, I believe students need to
have the kind of skills of how to cope with this issue. The ‘case-based approach’ (Kondoh & Kim
2010)1 can be considered good training to improve their interpersonal skills in a difficult situation. The
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base of the activities in this approach is the discussion of the ‘case’, which is the personal and factual
episode about the conflict. Then, through understanding one’s simulated experience, participants should
find out the issues behind the conflict and the solution collaboratively with group members.
In this report, as a continuous practice of ‘case-based approach’ in the ‘Business Japanese’ class at
the University of Manchester, two comparative type of cases were used: (1) ‘An episode that showed
the conflict that a British person experienced in the Japanese work environment and (2) ‘An episode
that showed the conflict that a Japanese person experienced in the British work environment’.
Participants are mixed students of Japanese language learners who just returned from an exchange
program and Japanese students studying at the University of Manchester. Their discussions and
collaborative activities were examined from the point of how the cultural diversity as well as the
personal diversity was exhibited in their discussions. In the end we would like to consider how the
awareness of the intercultural understanding was recognized or enhanced through these activities in the
business situation.
__________________________________________________________________________________
1 ‘Case-based approach is the process of following the activities on the materials, which are based
on the fact (conflicts at work) that participants (learners) should reach solutions while adjusting and
discussing the questions collaboratively, sometimes considering them through pseudo experiences, and
reflecting on ones’ self about the process. (Kondoh and Kim 2010)
Reference:
ŏђȊۛŐǉĵ (2010) ¶ڠؾژۮљ٣¯ڂيك٫٦ɳΰ―˪ڠڱڟڷ٦ڭږێڹۓښ٦ĺȖk٣
Ǉ  يٞ ―  ۯ۰ Ѷ Ս Ʀ Ƽ ԅ k Ɨ ģ   ʡ ۱ ι  ܂Ǭ ۗ 15-31
(http://www3.grips.ac.jp/~jlc/jlc/ronshu/2010/Kondoh_Kim.pdf)
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5A_A 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:00

OJAEۤOral Japanese Assessment Europeڵکۑؾیۥ
̵ڃٵ٦ѶՍƼۜڭڠګו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښΘڂ۸́
٫ڂ۸,―ٷέچוϖقٞ
ٌۮ٠٨ۯ٦ٟ̩ڂنɅզ٠٢―ڂ

Kōji HAGIHARA (թ˯θ¯)
Yoriko YAMADA-BOCHYNEK (ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,¯Ɨģʽ)
Yasuko SAKAI (ڶکڨڻڋۍθ¯)
Michiko TAKAGI (ڠڻکډؾێۂƼ¯9ۏڢکۍںѶՍ̖¯ǕԢʛʍņǕ)
Yumiko UMETSU

Սθ٦ۮۂؾګԉٯ٦έ m٦٘ٸ٣ǲƼچĺ٭¯ڂق٦مۯلщًڂيلκ٧ۗ
ۮѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰٧ۗΦɻ٠ԁځلǭڂق۰ٌ٠٨۱٦§ѡ٣١٦فٿ٢ʆ˂ميٟڂن٦ۯلٟؿ
ڂ٠Ǡڃٌۘڂڃڀق٣έِ OJAE Ɨģۄؾڨ٧ۗέچוϖقٌٞۮ٠٨ۯ٦ٟ̩ڂنɅզچ,ٞ
ٌڂ٠چФْٖۘڂ٦٘ٸ٣ٌٖۗCEFR ʷĪѶՍƼڭڠګו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٟ ڂؿOJAE ٧
Ҩَ٘ڃ٦ٟۗځؿǷ ٻOJAE ɫ٣ۤۮڂٿƥȕ٦ѶՍƼʕѡϥۥچΘڂ۸ۤƥȕ٦ԁ̈́ۥڀل
́٫ڂ۸ۤĴјڠۍږٟۥ,ۯٷوѶՍƼĺ,ٹɳͥq҄٠٢ٛ٘٦ٟ̍ۘڂؿ٦έ٠٧ۗɻ٠έ
ɻ٦Ý٣Ǡٸ٘ڂق٦ٌۮ٠٨\مۯÛْ˰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂձ٣Yـٞ٦ٹڂ̵ّٶ٦ٟۗځؿ
Φɻ٠ԁځلǭٌۮڂق٠٨ۯ٧ٌۗ٦έچɳƥْו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂ٦,̯٣ٿٛٞ٦§ٶ
ѡٟٖۘڂن٦٘ۗٸOJAE Ɨģۄؾڨ٧ۗʥ֮ɨի٠ƙڃَٞ˰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮ٘نձچۯս
ـЋٌْ٠ڀلɁۗٸOJAE Ҩ٦íՍֻѾٟڂؿԅkĂǬ¯Ы˰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښձ
ۤJakobson 1960چۥíҺ٣ِ٘ۘњֻٟ٧ۗ˰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮձۯ٧ۗj٦فٿ٣ۗۮҨ̂ɻۯ
٠ۮʌ̂ɻۯ٦ 2 ɻچä ٷ6 ٜ٦֦5٠ٖۗڃٗڃ٦֦5٣Ϗ ڂڃڅ6 ٜ٦ƦƼù҄مҨóَڂڃ
ٌ٠ׂٟ̯ځٛٞۜڂـ1ۥҨ̂ɻۜӘʰЫù҄ۗ2ۥʌ̂ɻۜјيلنù҄ۗ3˃ۜڭڠږګۓښۥʲЫù
҄ۗ4ۜڟؾڢکۅۥɘЫù҄ۗ5ۜ˿͍ۥƿЫù҄ۗ6ڦۅۜڮؾښۥƦƼЫùٌ҄ۘ٦ֻچʰҨз٣ۗ
OJAE Ɨģۄؾڨ٦ٌٵڃٟ٦̯wچψۗځա֮ٯǇيٞĴњْڂq̮҄ٵٟ٣ٜـٞۗj٦ 3 Ҩ
ӘٟФɦْۜڂι 1 ҨӘۜ˰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښձíҺ٦ OJAE ڭڠګٟۮέچۯוϖۗڂقι 2
ҨӘۜڠۍږمڭڠګ٦ځؿٖ٦ٹ٦چԖقٞۗوـι 3 ҨӘۜAJE-SIG ٠ِٞ٦ OJAE ېڻںڎڍ
―ڠۓڣOJAE ֏چڟؾھںڎڍǄ٣ĳ֏ْٸ٘ڂ٣―ۘOJAE Ɨģۄؾڨ٧̩ۗ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٠
٦ĴјЫ¹ٜΑЫ٢¶љۗڀل˰ׂڂْ̝چOJAE ͐ڭڠګŻ٣Þ˳ڂڅԪ چAJE ˪ڭڋڜٟ
ǂْڂʷӉٸ̓چٞۄګڠڞںڎڍۘڂـ٦ǖϨ٠ĳ٣̩ۗ¢Ϡٟ٦ OJAE ƗʕچВِٞۗ
OJAE ٖم٦Īځʽ٠ْ`ڂʔƦƼĳВȯ˞Ͷ٠ĳ٣ۗǍوĳ֏ٌَڂڃ٠چèۘف

˰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښձíҺ٦ OJAE ڭڠګٟۮέ
چۯוϖڂق
Yoriko YAMADA-BOCHYNEK (ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,¯Ɨģʽ)
Kōji HAGIHARA (թ˯θ¯)
Սۏڱڵ٦ʰҨз٠ِٞۗۤۓڤںښۈ1960ۥ٦ۤۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮcomm˰ۥձچֻۯФɦِۗ
OJAE ٦ѣЉ 6 зۘڂّچ
1ڭڠګۥůΰۜCEFR ɨƭәnӘ 2 ٣ڂٿɨƭ̌̽ۏڽې٣ٞۗӃƟɻ 2 թ٠əƟÇơΔ 2 թٟ
ɳɋْڭڠګۘڂ٦ʃ̖ǂٟڂؿӃƟɻњɀۮڃٗڃٖمɨԁ٦ٌ٠٨ۯٟƼ΅ۗځʆ٠مۮٛځٮȿ
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ٜۯ٣Ͷٌٷ٠مʥ֮٦ǆї҄ڭڠګו٠٧ǺՍЫ٣"٢ۘڂόѦҨ٦ۮѦۯ٠ǇҨ٦
ۮƿچۯВِۗɻ٧̍ؕ٣κ٣ٜـٞƙچʲٰǭۮـέۘڂْۯA1 ۏڽېٟ٧ۗ΅А٢١
ۮʌيяٹۯقәnْۘڂB2 ˪ۏڽېٟɬЫ٢Ӆٻӆ֤٢١مÙȦَ˰ڂڃǭ٣٧ۗʦѠ٦
əǭٟۮɉќفٿڂق֚چۯ٣ۮҮΔۯ٠ҬОِۗӢǭ¤٠ْۘڂ
2͐ۥŻ̝íҺ٦ڭڠګսκȝ̯ۜڭڠګսκ٧ۗ¢ comm ˰ձۤI.˳ԪҨ̂ۜҨ̂ɻΓϯ̅ۗII.ٻ
ځʄۜځʌ̂ɻΓϯ̅ۗIII.ځٻ٠ځÕֻۗIV.ɺƦƼЫЬَ͌ۥ٣Λْ ڂ53 ù҄Ŧ͐ۮڂ̯ڀلŻ
̝ۯ٣Tٛٞȝَ̯ڃٞڀڃٌۘڂـ٦ù҄Ŧ٧ Cambridge ESOL ۤڭڠګO’Sullivan et al. 2002چۥ
ȯ˞ِٞڭڠګۗځكսκ٦Ωэ̮٧ԟ˥َڃٞڭڠګۘڂـ٦¢κ٧ۗ̓ڭڠګǣڑێگڞٟڂؿ
ۮɋǋ̝چۯВِۗɢÝғԁۤA  ۏڽې10 ԁۗB15 ԁۗC20 ԁۥѫٟ٦ۯڭڻێږڠڭڠګۮ٣Ƈɳْۘڂ
ٖ٦٘ۗٸəƟɻ٦ʆ٣ǿ=َڃѱ̮֯̂ـ٦ǫڭڠګـůɫ٠٢ٛٞۘڂـ
3ۥƦƼù҄Řƥ҄ו٦ͽkۜ¢ 53 ù҄٧ۗCEFR ʷĪ٣ ځٿ6 ͽkَۗڃҨ֔Ҩɛٟ
چۯڭڻۓۑڻۮڂؿäڭڠګۮٷսκۯ٠٢ۘڂ
4ۥOJAE әnۜ¢ۮۏڽېәnۗـ֤چۯڭؾڞәО 5 ה+ۮH Ⱥ֤ӺۗS ̳¨َۗR ׄЁ̮ۗK ƇΗ
̮ۗI ƿۯ٣ٜـٞۗ¢κٟ 2 ה+ٜٓ٣Ǟٛٞәnِۗɳǣ̮چǫۘڂٸ
5ۥOJAE әníʷӘۜәn٦ĕÙ̮ۛѕի̮چչɉِ˪Ă¢ 5 ה+٦ͽ̮چիɦِ٘ٹ٦ٟ
ۘڂؿȺ֤٣٧ťۗٸ٘ڂْ֦چOJAE Ɨģۄؾڨ٧ڗۓڔؾۂڨۓڽۮƔѓۛӖʷkďۃڢچۯ
ؾگɫƗʕ٦ůٟȆْۤڂ2016 ѽ 2 Ɖۜۏڢکۉێں٣ٞؾڕۏڽѶՍƼĺɆ٠ĳȆۗ2018
ѽ 3 ƉۜJڹڊڬؾڒθ¯ƥζƼӵվѶՍƼu٠ĳȆۘۥ
6ۤږکڴڮؾڊڹۥFD֡ۥɫۜəƟƇw٦ۏڽېۮǭҼ۴ה+ԓәnچۯĂѷِۗӃƟɻۛĺɆ
٣ɣ٦¯ɉɉ̔چɦْۘ

ڠۍږمڭڠګ٦ځؿٖ٦ٹ٦چԖقٞوـ
Yasuko SAKAI (ڶکڨڻڋۍθ¯)
̵ٌۮ٘ن٠٨چۯ١فـفůٟΘٌڂ٠مٟڂن٦ٖۘل٦٘ٸ٣̵ٌۮ٘ن٠٨چۯ6نʰْفٿ٢
¶ڠۍږљ٧١ڇ٢ůٟǣنٰڂڃڅٙڵکۑؾیۘلفڄٟ CEFR ٦Ѿ¯مǕĺ,ƥ˰٣ʄځ
ѷ ڃڀڃ20 ̤ѽŸٜƥȕۗCEFR ٦Ǡق٧`ʔх˱٦̖Ýĺ,٦ϯ٣̊ѕِٞنٞۘڂـ
έمٟۏڽېڂن٠ِٞۗjٟ٧ B2 چθ¯٦ʕǆїəƟ٦չӖ٠ِٞОڠۍږ٘ٸٟ٦
ɳͥЫچۏڔڠˣْٖۤڂ٦ɳͥХ٦˦ȑ٣ٜـٞ٧ǫշۛʊ*ۛȰй ږکڱڶۀ2017 چȯ
˞ۘۥ
OJAE ِ֤٘]چʕǆїəƟچչɉِۗ3 ѽÝВِ٘Ż ٌۗٓٵۘڂٸ̓چ٦əƟٟ٧mمΘ
ڂڃڀ٦ۗلCEFR ٠ĳ٣ۗ¯öٍ٠٣ OJAE ٦íʷچڑڬڷФɦِۗŢځԚِ¯̵٘ٚ٠ِǭٌف
٠٣ۗځٿǔ٣/ϛ˪٣ǣٸ٘و٣لـ٢مו҄ڂӐ֦٠٢̵٘¯ۗلڂٚ٦ûٝچنΒِٞۘوـ
¯öچБٍف٠٣ٖ٦ûٝمنի¨٢ůچɡٛٞ¨Ѻَٖۘڂڃ٦٘ٸ٣Ӑ֦٢ŘάЫ٢ʷӉ٠ِ
ٞ٧ۗ1ۥʍņ٦Ȕ٦ۂؾګ٦ͦОۤקȽۗƥζ٦éņ̵̖ۗۗĺ,̵ۗ̀¶ۗۗؾڕۏڱڏŸȍ٦Ҩυۗ
"ԅk̖ۗۗƦ֥٦ 10 ٦ۥۂؾګ٠ٖڃ٣ҫفƼؐ٦£θۗ2ۥɢÝچŕ֦͌ٛٞوٿהƙچдڂٸ
ۏڔڠ٦§ѡۗ3΅ۥʆ٠ĳ٣Ϩڂً˪نέٟٸ٘ڂؿ٣٧І΅ِ̯ۗ֨چוوАچΪٜۗ˂يʜچ
ʰْ٢١٦Ԣـǭۏڔڠف٢١مӐ֦٠٢ٛٞۘڂو1 ٜ٦ͦچۂؾګ٫ۗɨڀ٦ۂؾګ٠ِٞ̋وşځ
jًۗҨӘ٣ٜ٢ًٌڂ٠٣ۗځٿƼؐمОϮْۘڂ
َڀ٣ʍņɻΓڀل٧ۗOJAE  مB2 ٠Оڂٸíʷچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڀل١فΘچلنٰڂǠق
ٞۘـ٘ٶ
ٌ٦əٶ٧ۗչӖׂچٌٞڂ٠ٖڀل٦υ̯٣ɕٵڂٟۗ¯ʛɻمĺɆ٠ĳ٣ȯْ֚ڂůچȋڂ٠
فـՠٌٟۗٵڃٟ٦ʍņůΰ٠٧θ"ون٢¯ۘڂʛɻمɨʃЫ٣ʛچɁۗٸɨԁ٘ٚ٦Ʀ֥
ٟكƷي˂ـǭۗـʪِǭفΰф٭¯چɃ̭ۘչӖƦƼ٦ό٢ڭڠګڂ٣ʚۗٓڀڅɨԁچʰِ̙
ِ٘وƹٟѡڂڃڀυ̯Ë٠̴َِٖ۠ۘڀڃ٧ۗ٘ٵʍņچǣفΓۛәnْڂΓ٣٠ٛٞٹɬچԖ
˪ڂقٟθن٢ՠچɡٜ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
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AJE-SIG ٠ِٞ٦ OJAE ڠۓڣېڻںڎڍ
―OJAE ֏چڟؾھںڎڍǄ٣ĳ֏ْٸ٘ڂ٣―

Michiko TAKAGI (ڠڻکډؾێۂƼ¯9ۏڢکۍںѶՍ̖¯ǕԢʛʍņǕ)
Yumiko UMETSU

¯ۮʛɻ٧ڭڠګٟȝۤۯڂڃڀՈց 2003ۥ٠فـƦ֥ چOJAE ɈǠٟʀْڂ٠ڭڠګۮɫۛё
υٖۏڽې٦ٹ٦مչӖ٠٢ٛٞ¯ʛɻچƵӴِۗ¯ʛɻٖم٦ڭڠګ٣Tفůٟ̯Љِٞۯوـ٠
ٌفـ٠ٟۘڂؿOJAE Ɨģۄؾڨ٧ٖۗ٦ؾڭکۆٌٟٵڃٟʄځͶڇٟ ٘نOJAE ڭڠګҨ٦̯
w چAJE-SIG ٠ِٞڟؾھںڎڍ٣ǂِۗ4٠ĳ֏ِٞوـʷӉٸ̓چٞۘڂـ
OJAE Ɨģۄؾڨ٧ٌۗٵڃٟ OJAE ͐ڭڠګŻ̝ۗچڭڻۓۑڻäٷ¢ۏڽې٦ۗڭڠګOJAE ګ
ۗڭڻێږڠڭڠOJAE ڭڠګәníʷӘۗәnۏڽېۗڭؾڞږکڴڮؾڊڹۗڭؾڞíʷӘɦ DVD چ
Ҩِ֮ٞˎۘ٘نЫ٣٧ٖۗͮڀڃٞ چAJE-SIG ٦ڟؾھںڎڍ٣ǂِۗOJAE چڭڠګùÞۗ
4¢٣֏Ǆַِ֤ٞـِٲ٠èٖٛٞۘڂـ٦ι 1 ϛ٠ِٞۗι 2 ҨӘϯ٦ĺ,ɳٟͥ¯ٹʛ
չӖ٠ِٞ ٘ـB2 ۏڽې٦ OJAE ۮچڭڠګ٪٢ŭۯ٠ِٞǂْچڃٖۘڂĳ֏ٌْڂ٠ٟ OJAE ګ
֏ֻِۗچڭڠǄַ֤٦ʰҨз٠ٌْڂ٠چöْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿŘάЫ٣ڟؾھںڎڍٟǂِĳ
֏ْڂѫ֝٧ۗj٦ 4 ٜٟۜڂؿ1ۥOJAE ͐ڭڠګŻ̝ۗ2ۥOJAE  ڭڠګB2 ۏڽې٦ۗڭڻۓۑڻ3ۥ
OJAE  ڭڠګB2 ۏڽې٦ۗڭڻێږڠڭڠګ4ۥOJAE  ڭڠګB2 ۏڽې٦әnۘڭؾڞ
OJAE Ɨģۄؾڨ٧ٌۗۄګڠڞںڎڍِ٘ف٦ǖϨ٠ĳ٣̩ۗ¢Ϡٟ OJAE Ɨʕچɳɋِۗ
OJAE ̩ͮمٟĳ֏ٌَڂڃ٠چèٌٛٞڂْفٖۘڂـ٠ٟ OJAE ٧ۮǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ
,ۯ٣Ƨقםۗٓڀ٨ۮѶՍƼԦƼɻ٣٠ٛٞ٦έۯڭڠګו٠ِٞ]َ֤ڂڃ٢١ۗ̈٘٢¯ʛۛ
ĺʍۛәnԱ٦Ҩ٣ٹźڂمٌٟۘفڄؿ٦فٿ٢ OJAE ۗمέچוϖقٞΦɻ٠ԁځلǭڂق
ٌۮ٠٨چۯɡ̩ٛ٘Ʌզچ,ٞٸ٘ڂ٦/˂٠٢ڃ٨ǌـٟۘڂؿ

5A_A 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:00

OJAE (Oral Japanese Assessment Europe)—the
European-Born Proficiency Test in Japanese
Communication: Assessment>Growing>Nurturing—
Developing One’s Dialogue-Competence to Become a
World-Citizen

Kōji HAGIHARA (թ˯θ¯)
Yoriko YAMADA-BOCHYNEK (ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,¯Ɨģʽ)
Yasuko SAKAI (ڶکڨڻڋۍθ¯)
Michiko TAKAGI (ڠڻکډؾێۂƼ¯9ۏڢکۍںѶՍ̖¯ǕԢʛʍņǕ)
Yumiko UMETSU

The AJE-Symposium 2018 asks: “Dialogue for Peace: What are we teaching and learning foreign
languages for?” We, the OJAE-Team, would like to rephrase this as follows: “In what way can we assist
speakers in their language acquisition so that they become able to communicate with others?” As an
answer to this question, we propose: “By imparting dialogue competence, we nurture world citizens
who are competent in foreign languages.” In fact, the OJAE system, which tests and assesses the
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communicative competence of JFL-speakers and is fully compliant with the CEFR, has been developed
for this very purpose. We should hence like to proclaim that JFL classes can now assess the state (of
the present degree of language acquisition) → improve dialogue competence further (via supporting
assessment), and → nurture (in a collaborative classroom atmosphere).
What is meant by the term “dialogue”? In our understanding, a dialogue can only arise in a
communication situation where the subject matter can go back and forth between the speaker and their
conversation partner. Communicative competence, as a language skill, can be only fostered in situations
where a “dialogue” occurs. In this connection, the OJAE Team contemplated the question, “What is a
‘communication situation’ in the first place?” We have referred to Roman JACOBSON’s (1960)
semiotic theory of a “communication model” in which he elucidates 6 factors and 6 functions,
respectively, of language: 1) Sender: Emotive; 2) Recipient: Conative; 3) Context: Referential; 4)
Message: Poetic; 5) Contact: Phatic; 6) Code: Metalingual. The OJAE-Team has further been advised
by Prof. Barry O’SULLIVAN, a renowned expert who has conducted extensive research in the field of
speaking tests. He suggested to utilize a major result of a research project on the validity of speakingtest tasks: a checklist of language functions, “designed for both a priori and a posteriori analysis of
speaking task output (O’Sullivan et al. 2002)”. It has provided us with a comprehensive list of functions.
Building upon this foundation, we have been able to expand Jakobson’s six functions to 53, including
sociolinguistic items such as honorific expressions, on the one hand, and to stratify them according to
their difficulty to the CEFR levels A1-A2-B1-B2-C1-C2, on the other. Our Panel consists of the
following three parts: Part 1: OJAE-Test trains the competence for dialogue owing to its theoretical
framework of communication; Part 2: Tests can change the form of the JFL-class itself; Part 3: Web
presence of OJAE as an AJE-SIG—towards sharing it effectively and efficiently. We are quite
convinced that OJAE has matured into a suitable method for fostering the communication competence
of JFL-speakers, and we should therefore like to carry out further OJAE-seminars—in addition to the
ones held thus far in Brussels (Belgium) and Cardiff (Wales/UK)—so that our system and our good
practices can be shared and disseminated globally.

OJAE-Test trains the competence for dialogue owing
to its theoretical framework of communication

Yoriko YAMADA-BOCHYNEK (ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,¯Ɨģʽ)
Kōji HAGIHARA (թ˯θ¯)

Taking the “Situational Model” of Roman JAKOBSON (1960) as a starting point and theoretical
background, the following 6 characteristics of OJAE will be elucidated:
1) Test Format: Two testees (test-levels self-assessed according to the “Self-Assessment Grid” of the
CEFR 2001: Table 2: pp26-27; OJAE 2010: Table 2: p52) and two testers. The fundamental difference
of the OJAE-test in comparison to previous speaking tests lies in its format: the testees are the
protagonists of the stage, with each talking using their own words and having to come to grips with
each other. There are two kinds of talking: one-way speaking “monologue” and bidirectional-interactive
“dialogue”. Even at levels as basic as A1, aizuchi responses are assessed. For levels above B2,
intentional avoidances or non-uses are counted as “fail” (similarly to the judging of “fouls” in judo).
2) Test-questions are produced in accordance with the 53 functions of the OJAE-Blueprint, which
are classified into four communicative situations (I. Information-Sending, focused on the sender-side;
II. Interactional, recipient-side; III. Managing Interaction; IV: Sociolinguistic appropriateness,
including “honorific expressions”). These functions draw from research connected to the Cambridge
ESOL tests (cf. O’Sullivan, B. et al. 2002, “Using observation checklist to validate speaking-test tasks”),
which contributes to assuring the validity of each question. Each of the test questions is embedded into
test scripts of the respective level, and the following times are allocated: A-Level 10 minutes; B-Level
15 min.; C-Level 20 min. (cf. OJAE 2010: Table 4, pp57-61).
3) Scaling communicative competence: 53 functions have been stratified according to the 6 CEFRlevels and serve as a basis for creating level-appropriate prompts and test assignments.
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4) OJAE-Assessment: For each level, a different test assessment sheet is employed: Common
reference levels with 5 qualitative aspects of spoken language use (CEFR 2001: p27; OJAE 2010, pp
53-56). For each test question, OJAE focuses on two “aspects”, thus improving testing practicability.
5) OJAE Assessment Standardization Table (version: 03/01/2018): The table features a 6-leveled
stratification and strives for objectivity and transparency in connection with the above-mentioned 5
aspects of assessment. In order to familiarize new assessors with this table, the OJAE-team has
conducted seminars with assessment workshops (Feb. 2016: in Brussels, co-hosted with the Belgian
JFL-Teachers’ Association; March 2018: Cardiff/Wales/UK, with the Japanese Department, Cardiff
University).
6) Feedback of the OJAE-testing: The test results are reported as “pass-fail”, accompanied by
comments by the testers. Further ways of developing one’s speaking competence will therefore be
shown to both test-takers and their teachers.

Tests can change the form of the JFL-class itself

Yasuko SAKAI (ڶکڨڻڋۍθ¯)

How can spoken, “living” language be assessed? In which form would class activities with the
purpose of eliciting “living language” need to be conducted? In the almost two decades since the
spreading of the CEFR concept throughout the school education system on EU soil began, it has surely
taken root in the education of the EU countries.
In the following, one example of methodological application of OJAE-testing is presented. For the
final examination of the bachelor’s degree of Japanology, the B2-level of JFL competence has been
determined (For concrete processes, cf. Takagi, M., Sakai, Y., Yamada-Bochynek, Y. 2017).
At the very beginning of a 3-year course, the students and the instructor establish the syllabus for the
course together: along the CEFR-scale of Japanese language competence based on the OJAE reference
videos illustrating the 6 levels. In each semester, students are encouraged to make themselves conscious
about further steps of the scale: Which competence will be required in order for them to reach the next
level. Progress will be achieved throughout each semester by creating clear awareness. In achieving
this target, the following will be prepared: 1) Selection of a theme (10 subjects such as history, modern
enterprises, human life, education, dietary habits, energy, economical evolution, intercultural
phenomena, humans, language) as well as the expansion of vocabulary repertoire; 2) Acquisition of the
skills within a limited time, summarizing stated opinions; 3) Competence of dialogical interactions:
Developing listening competence; chiming in with appropriated remarks; offering helping comments
that appropriately support their own partner in a communicative situation. Selecting one major theme,
they can deepen it as their own subject and present it in the final report as well as expanding their
vocabulary competence.
Furthermore, concerning assessment methods of B2 from the standpoint of the OJAE, it shall be
considered how communication competence can be assessed.
The endeavor in this type of assessment differs completely from previous methods in that it involves
both sides, students and instructor, equally and synergetically. The attitude of the students: they start
their own practicing on their own initiative, establishing their own communicative lessons; help each
other, respect the position of the partner, with their own dictions. The result does not merely end with
the final test of the target language; instead, they put forth all their strength, obtaining a sense of
satisfaction and accomplishment and freshness. For the learners as well as for the teachers, these
feelings contribute enormously to changing the system of testing as such.

Web presence of OJAE as an AJE-SIG—towards
sharing it effectively and efficiently
Book of Abstracts
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Michiko TAKAGI (ڠڻکډؾێۂƼ¯9ۏڢکۍںѶՍ̖¯ǕԢʛʍņǕ)
Yumiko UMETSU
“Learners are fostered through tests” (cf. Makino 2003)—This quote can be rephrased in terms of the
OJAE R&D as follows: The testing method and achieving goals can encourage the learners and they
grow up along this testing design. The OJAE team is currently preparing to present the results of their
R&D online, in order to share them with AJE members.
Up until now, the OJAE-Team has developed the following: Test Blueprint, tests of 6 levels with
prompts; test scripts; OJAE-Standardization of 6 levels with 5 aspects of competence in oral production;
assessment sheets; feedback sheets; sample videos of oral production and interaction, illustrating the 6
CEFR-levels for Japanese (cf. OJAE 2010, 2016, 2018). In the future, all results will be presented online
on the AJE-SIG page so that they can be shared by individual members and institutions. As the first
step for the future realization, the present part exemplifies B2 OJAE Testing—presented in the second
part of this panel—as a model for the remaining levels. The B2 level shared will contribute to the EUJFL world, the OJAE-team hopes, as the starting point for its effective-efficient utilization on the EU
soil. The online presentation will involve the following four items: 1) Blueprint of the OJAE Test; 2)
B2 test script; 3) B2 prompts; 4) B2 assessment sheet.
The OJAE-Team constantly strives to improve their web presence, sincerely hoping that further
seminar workshops can be conducted throughout the world so that the idea and methodology can be
shared in further areas/countries/language entities. By doing so, developing the OJAE test itself could
be expanded into yet further areas such as “Dialogue tests for L1 Japanese speakers” or new
development in the research areas of “Learning, Instructions and Assessment”. The OJAE method can
train dialogue competence so that it could foster world citizens who can communicate with others via
“language”.
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ۮCan-doۮځٿۯCan-feel?ۯ

ڔۓڞۏڼ( ڒکؾێ ۃۏڜڞۓۍθ¯)

ۮCan-doۢۮۤۯٟۯڂن٠فـԅۥ٧ۗ΅ۮƷֻ٦٘ٸ٦ѶՍƼֻچۯѾ٠ْ ڂJF ѶՍƼĺ,ڦڠ
ۤڮؾڧۓJF ۥڮؾڧۓڦڠ٣ـكٞۗƥȕۗκ̢ǣ҄ו٦ۏڽېɉӖ٠ِٞǍوȺَ֤ڃٞۘڂـJF
΅ۗمڮؾڧۓڦڠƷֻ٦,̯ڂْڭؾہڜچѲٜ٦ۯו҄ۮ٠ِٞϴչْڂ٦٧ۗۮκ̢ǣ҄ۯו
ۤƦƼچȺٛٞŘάЫ٢κچυْ̯ۥו҄ڂ٠"ۮԅkֻ҄كۤۯוƷـ٦ԅkֻِچʪْ
ۥו҄ڂٟۘڂؿ
ՍƗģ٧ۗJF ؾێڛګڒڮؾڧۓڦڠ٦ۮȲʰۯ٠ځٻۮ٠ۯځ٦κ٣ϴչِ٢ۗڀمʼĤۏڽې٦
ѶՍƼĺuˀ٣ۮڂيكκ̢ǣۯ٠Ë˳٦ƦƼkچέ˞ِۗԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۗ٘ٵۘڂǷƗ
ģθ٦ۂؾګٟۮڂؿԉٯ٦έٸ٘ڂْڭؾہڜچۯ٣٧ۗۮκ̢ǣٻۯӘձЫ٢ۮΦ̖ۯ٦
ԅkֻۗځٿË˳٦Әƥ٠ֻِٖۗٞۮsharing/ԁلٚǭځٿمۯـʪٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠چʃϼِ٘ۘـ
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“Can-feel” rather than “Can-do”?
Riikka LÄNSISALMI (University of Helsinki)

Can-do statements are currently widely used as an internationally acknowledged benchmark of
language proficiency levels. Accordingly, the JF Standard for Japanese-Language Education brochure
states: “Central to the JF Standard (…) is the idea that communication in Japanese can lead to mutual
understanding among people.” It is further suggested that it is possible to deepen mutual understanding
through cross-cultural language communication by acquiring competence in two specific core areas:
accomplishing tasks and intercultural understanding.
By zooming on the productive and interactive activities listed in the JF Standard for JapaneseLanguage Education, this presentation contrasts the core idea of “accomplishing tasks” with what is
currently theorized about language and emotions. This comparison is accompanied by an investigation
of the theme “language and emotions” in selected basic level Japanese language textbooks. It is
concluded that while the JF Standard and the examined textbooks largely concentrate on how to do
things and accomplish tasks with language, much less overt attention is given to the role of emotions in
interaction.
The central claim of the presentation is that “Dialogue for Peace” cannot be based on accomplishing
tasks or informing the ‘Other’ about the specific characteristics of one’s (canonized) ‘culture’. Peace
necessitates the expressing, understanding and – most importantly – sharing of emotions.
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ۄؾۏں٦ЦҲ٘ـ֤چĺɆ٦٘ٸ٦
Ҩս ۓڋڝڬCan-do ڭڠێ٦Ҩ

Keiko NAKAO (θȉ˄Ʉθ¯)
Chiharu NAKANISHI (ǲׂi°θ¯)

ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ۠٦Ҩِ٘ۗۄؾۏں٦ЦҲؾۃڲڤڔڦ٣íٝوĺɆ٦٘ٸ٦Ҩսۓڋڝڬ
Can-do ڭڠێ٦֏Ǆ̮چԪǱْۘڂ
ۤؾۃڲڤڔڦمۄؾۏںBloom et al.,1956ٖمۓڤؾڧۓډۗچۥ٦ЦҲۤؾۃڲڤڔڦAnderson
et al.,2001چۥҨٌِ֮ٞۗڀڃ٦Ѻϟڠڢۑڻ٦Ͷ٘ـ֤چٶʍņչӖ٦ǖϨٻɳɋƹ٦
әn̤مΧو٢َڃٞۓڤؾڧۓډۘ٘ن٦ЦҲۤؾۃڲڤڔڦjۗЦҲۥ٧ۗRememberۗ
UnderstandۗApplyۗAnalyzeۗEvaluateۗCreate ٦ 6 ٜ٦ێڛګڒ٠ٖۗ٦j٦ 19 ٦ێڛګڒںڜٟ
Ζوـۗڃڀقٜل٦љɗٟٖ٦مڡڋۍڛګڒҬϚٌَۘڂڃ٦ЦҲ٦ 6 ٜ٦Ѻϟڠڢۑڻ٣ك
ۮڂيՍɲЫ٢սۤـEssential questions, Quality questionsۯۥ٦Ѿچի¨٣ֻْڃ٨ۗĺɆمɨ
ڀ٦ʍņչӖږڠڦٻ٣ڂيكՍɲЫ٢սچـŘάkْٸ٘ڂ٦ċʱچǇ˪ٌَٔڂ٠مٟۗنĺ
Ɇمɨ̑٦ʍņŻ چƄОٝڂيҨս٦͐О٠ٖ٦ɨƭƔѓچЫ¨٣ǣفٿڂق٣٢٘ۘڂِٙۗ
ѶՍƼٟ٧ѧٶǵٶ٣ٖۗ٘ٵۗوو٦ʀ٦'ـٟۗΧو٦ÞۗҨбƗģ٣ԁڃلַَ֤ٞڃٞ
ۘڂـ
۠٧ۗЦҲ٦Ս֮٦̝٣ׂٚԚٛٞĺɆ֤ۮҨս ۓڋڝڬCan-do چۯڭڠێҨِٖ٘ۘڃ
٧ۗĺɆمɨ̑٦ʍņ٣ڂيكҨսڠؾښٻڠۍږۗچۓڋڝڬɁͪ٣ۗږکڎڨڹۏڢʚƹ٣ێ
ٸ٘ڂْۓۋڞږېڹٟۘڂؿ
Ƿۗ4 ѽ̬i°θ¯Ӑʕuչۯۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۛڨؾڸڠۮ٠ۗԅŷϒöθ¯ӵͦξuչۮѶ
Սɝ˳ۯ٦ 2 ڠۍږٟۗՍچڭڠێҨսۓڋڝڬ٠ĺɆ٦ۓۋڞږېڹێ٣֤ۤۗٓٵۘ٘ـ1ۥɳɋͪ٣
ՍڭڠێٟʍņչӖ٠¶љ٦ՠ¨چѺِۗͮڠؾښά٦Ҩսچۓڋڝڬǣۗـٜـٟۗۤ2ڠؾښۥʚ
ƹ٣Սڭڠێ٣íٝـٞ¢۠٦Ҩս٠¶љځ̇چԚٛ٘ۘ
ƇwۗѺϟچڠڢۑڻΒْҨսۓڋڝڬ٠چۓۋڞږېڹێĺɆمɨٟ̑ĕÙЫ٣ɳǣِѡٌڂ٠
¨چѺِ٘ۘۗ٘ٵɳͥ٣Ȕِٞʍņچڭؾژۓډǣٖٛ٘ۗم٦ȔۗĺɆ٦Ҩսۓڋڝڬ٣έ]ْڂ
ůٟ¯̵مڭؾژۓډըֻ٢وʷӉٟۘ٘نĺɆΓ٦Ҩս٠¯̵Γ٦¯٫٦̇ځԚمځљَٔڀ
ٌڂڃ٠ٌۗځلڅٹ٦مڭڠێĺɆ٠¯̵٦ҿҬЫ٢έ٣ַ֤ٟڂنq̮҄مɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
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Developing a Teacher’s Can-do List for Designing
Questions Based on Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy

Keiko NAKAO (θȉ˄Ʉθ¯)
Chiharu NAKANISHI (ǲׂi°θ¯)

The purpose of this study is to support or help language teachers who try to promote a variety of
students’ cognitive processes. So, we try to examine how Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy works in
designing teacher’s questions in class.
Since the publication of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (Bloom et al. 1956) and the
Revised Taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001)ۙmany researchers and teachers have used their framework
of cognitive process dimension to construct objectives and assess them. According to the Revised
Taxonomy cognitive processes range from Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyze, Evaluate, and
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Create. Each of the six categories is associated with 19 subcategories and some verbs. Additionally
Understanding this concept well, teachers can check their questions and know that these questions work
on which student’s cognitive process, by referring to the question examples of the six cognitive
processes in the Revised Taxonomy. In order to encourage students to promote a variety of their
cognitive processes and learn subjectively, it is necessary to have them think critically about materials,
texts and activities in class. Therefore, it is necessary for the teacher him / herself to understand the
concepts of “Essential questions” and “Quality questions” clearly. And they should improve the
technique to materialize the essential questions in their classes and tasks. The six cognitive processes
in the Revised Taxonomy are effective for setting the question and its self-reflection efficiently and
appropriately.
We developed a “Teacher’s Can-Do List for designing questions”. This is a list for the teacher to
check their questions before the class and to reflect them after the class.
In this report, we present the result of the implementation of the Can-Do List in two classes in Japan.
One is a “Speech Communication” class of the four-year music university. The other is “Japan study”
of the course of junior college. The procedures are as follows: (1) to make sure the objectives and
activities of class before the course starting, (2) to design the objectives, activities, and questions for
the classes, (3) to check each question in activities after the class in the end of the course.
As a result, we show some possibilities that the teachers may design the questions which urge the
student’s cognitive processes and reflect themselves in class in the study. In addition, we conducted a
class questionnaire after the classes, and we found that the teacher’s questions and the student’s learning
outcome were linked.
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ѶՍƼĺȖ٠C֤̯҄֨ו٣ÞْڂǠȦ
۵CEFR ٠ JF Can-do ٦Ùзڀل۵

Yuhan HUANG (ǲׂηθ¯ѶՍƼԅ¯u)

٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞʃ֦٢¯ʛڠؾێ٧ѶՍƼĺȖٟۘڂؿõΠ٦ѶՍƼĺȖ٧ʃ٣
ǖΑ˰ۗڠڴۍڞձۗڠڴۍڞù҄ۗڠڴۍڞκۗڠڴۍڞċ҄ڠڴۍڞږڠڦۗڠڴۍڞ٠ـٛ٘Ԙ
ȴ̔٣íٝـٞȝَ̯ٖۗڃ٦ϯٟٹѣ٣ǖΑچڠڴۍڞϯ̅٠ِ٘ٹ٦مΧۗوٟȺَ֤ڃ
ٌڂ٠ٹΧۘـ
ʥ֮٦ѶՍƼĺ,٧ۗƦƼϟɬ٦¯ʛچϯ̅٠ِٞǣڃڅٞۗم٘نŏѽۗѶՍƼ٣Þْڂϟɬ
ٙيٟ٢ۗوѶՍƼچȺٛٞƦƼǣљچǣف٠مו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښفـʪɖَفٿڂڃ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ǲȔƿׄíŐ مCEFR چȯǠ٣ۗ2010 ѽ٣ JF ѶՍƼĺ,چڮؾڧۓڦڠҨӘِ֮ٞۗCEFR ٠
JF Can-do ٦ÙзۗڀلĺʍԱٻәnԱ٢١٣έِٞɳͥچǣٛ٘Ɨģ̯wٹΎۘ٘ق٠ٌۗمڄ
ĺȖ٠فـΓձ٣ϮչِۗѶՍƼĺȖ٠C֤̯҄֨ו٣ÞْڂǠȦځٵؿمǣڃڅٞـ٢¯ۘـʛ
ɻ٦C֤҄ٸ٘ف֨چו٣ۗ١٦فٿ٣õΠ٦ĺȖـ֤چ٢ۗڀمCEFR ٠ JF Can-do ٦Ѿل̵چ
ِ٘¯ʛѫ֝ۗĺɱ¶љٻәnԱ٢١چʄځѷلڂڃ٠ٌفـ٠٧ʪ֦٢κٟۘڂؿ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗη٦ǫюĺ,ùÞٟȺَ֤ڃٞ·ڂـǭŭĺȖچέ˧٣ۗCEFR ٠ JF Can-do ٦
ÙзۗڀلѶՍƼĺȖٿك٫C֤̯҄֨ו٦Þ̮٣ٜـٞЇȁْۗ٘ٵۘڂηِٟ̈وОڀٸ
 ٘ڃ12 ѽĎէĺ,٦ĺ,̰Ƞ٣ǭۗٔڅǠȦҷ چA2ۢB1 ۏڽې٣ِۘڂٳĺȖԁ̈́٦ɖз٠
ِٞ٧ۗɣ٦ 1ۢ8 چīًۘڂ
1ۚ١ڇ٢Ԙȴٟ̔ȝَ̯ۜםۤۘل٘ڃǖΑۗڠڴۍڞJF ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٢١ۥ
2ۚ¢ٟի¨٢¯ʛչӖچФɦِٞۜםۤۘلڂـЬ͌٢ΰф٠Әƥٟ֤ۗɝٌڂْ֯چ٠م
ٟڂن٢١ۥ
3ۚƦƼċٌ҄ڂْ̯֨چ٠مٟۜםۤۘلڂنȿċ҄٢١ۥ
4ۚƦƼϟɬ٧١ڇ٢¯ʛǩչچʄۜםۤۘلً٘˪ځԅɠۗƼؐۗԅŭۗӘƥ٢١ۥ
5ۚ١ڇ٢ږکڸڭ٠˰ձ͐چОِ٘ۘلη٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣Ь֤ٟڂن٦ۘل
6ۚ١ڇ٢ʛԱ٠ĺɱ¶љچФɦِ٘ۘل
7ۚԅkֻ٦֦͵چʄځѷۘل٘ڃ
8ۚJF ڮؾڧۓڦڠٟФɦَۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮ٘ڃƦƼ҄ۯו٣ǭٛٞۜםۤۘلڂـɺƦƼ҄
ۗוƼ֤҄ו٢١ۥ
˪٦ǠȦچВِٞۗCEFR ٠ JF Can-do ٦Ùзۗڀل,ْٰ̯نѶՍƼ҄ו٣Ь͌٢ĺȖ٦ȕ
ځۗٿك٫ĺȖ٦ͫ٣ٜ٢٘̈ڂم٢κچիلڀ٣ِ٘ۘـ
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Analysis on Japanese Textbooks and Language
Proficiency Enhancement: from the aspect of CEFR
and JF Can-do

Yuhan HUANG (ǲׂηθ¯ѶՍƼԅ¯u)

Japanese textbooks are the major learning resources for overseas Japanese learners. Existing
Japanese textbooks are mainly edited by the principles such as structural syllabus, situational syllabus,
functional syllabus, topic-based syllabus, skill-based syllabus, task-based syllabus, etc. Among them,
many are based on structural syllabus (grammatical syllabus) and often used in teaching abroad.
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The conventional Japanese language education adopted in Taiwan has been mainly focused on
learning linguistic knowledge; however today, not only knowledge about Japanese but also
communication ability is emphasized recently. Since the Japan Foundation published the JF Standard
in 2010, researches on teaching methods and evaluation methods from the CEFR and JF Can-do
perspectives increased a lot. However, relevance between Japanese textbooks and language competence
is less considered. In order to cultivate learners' communication competence, it is essential to
incorporate the learning contents, classroom activities, evaluation methods under the concept of CEFR
and JF Can-do, while using existing Japanese textbooks.
In this research, I will investigate the relevance of Japanese textbooks and communication
competence from the viewpoint of CEFR and JF Can-do. Moreover, this study will focus on level
A2~B1 according to the policy of twelve-years Compulsory Education which is newly established in
Taiwan.
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ԅˡ٣͍ڂيكΝӘƥ٦Ⱥ֤Ӡф٣Þْڂ
Ѷàέ˞Ɨģ
Saori INOUE (ǫפθ¯)
ڭڠڔګƦƼ¯٣ـكٞۗԦƼɻֻمٟڂنՠЫ٢ԅ٦ٜ٢چځمƇΗ̮٠ٌْۘڂ٦ƇΗ
̮٦֦͵ٟڂؿɉɦۗϥÍ͍ۗΝӘƥۗƼؐЫƇΗ̮٣ÞِۗàǲƼچԦƼ٠ْ¯ڂʛɻ٦ȝԅچ
ǠȦِ٘Ƈw͍ۗΝӘƥ٦ӢΙٹمٛ٠ٹΧوÙȦَۘ٘ڃՍǝٟ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢Ƈwمѡ٘ڃڀơ
5٠ِٞۗǲÝ٦͍ΝӘƥ٦Ⱥ֤Ӡф٦Ȁۗѣ٣àǲƼ٦Ⱥ֤ӠфمКـ٠lОِۗǲ٦ɺ
͒٠ԅ֦քԅ٣͍ڂيكΝӘƥ٦ƨ̤چӁ«ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ԁ̈́٧ٖۗڃٗڃѶՍƼ٠àǲƼٟˀ٘ڃلɺ͒ 1 ەƉԁ٠¯ԅ٦֦քԅ 45 Ɗچɛ٠
ِ͍٘ۘۗ٘ٵΝӘƥ٦íʷ٧͕ۗǣƗģۗڀلǲٟέ]ِ͍ٞڂـΝӘƥ٦چٶέ˧٠ِٖ٘ۘ٦
ƇwۗˀنƦ֥٣͍ڂيكΝӘƥ٦Ⱥ֤Ӡф٧ۗàǲƼ٦مǫـ٠ٌفـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘٵ
͍٘ۗΝӘƥ٦Ⱥ֤چù҄ԓ٣ƙڂ٠ۗǲ٠ٹњ֡٦ѣϾچɦِۗɺ͒٦˰ǭ٧ۮė͍ۗۯԅ֦
քԅ٦˰ǭ٧ۮгpۯ٦ù҄چɡٜ͍ΝӘƥٹمٛ٠ٹΧَ֤ڀَۘ٘ڃ٣ۗɺ͒٧ۮٙۗۯمԅ֦
քԅ٧ۯ٘ٵۮ٦Ⱥׁ֤مǫـ٠فـзٹĳВِٖٞۘڂـ٦٘ۗٸǲ٦ԅˡ٣͍ڂيكΝӘƥ٦
Ⱥ֤٣Þِٞ٧ۗl͒٠٧"٢ڂƇw٣٢ٛ٘٠ۘڂقـ
Ƿƹ٧َۗڀ٣֡۠٢ۏۓۇڟ٦ԅˡچǠȦِۗՍǝ٦Ƈw٠"٢ڂ٦لȇƔѓْڂӐ֦ۘڂؿم
ٖ٦ƇwۗΦ٦ۏۓۇڟٟٹњ֡٦Ƈwمʰ٘˰ǭۗàǲƼچԦƼ٠ْ¯ڂʛɻ٦ȝԅ٣͍ۗΝӘ
ƥمӢΙْڂ٠فـơ5ۗچȺ֤Ӡф٦Ùӟٟ٘٣ǠȦِ٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ۘـ
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A Contrastive Study on Frequency of Connection
Expressions in Japanese Texts and Korean Texts.

Saori INOUE (ǫפθ¯)

Semantic context which the native speakers understand is called the grammatical cohesion in text
linguistics. The components of grammatical cohesion are: reference, substitution, conjunction, lexical
cohesion. For a background research, Japanese writing assignment written by Korean Japanese learner
was studied and the result reveals that the most common mistake made was lack of conjunction. This
study will focus on comparing the frequencies in using conjunction between two countries, Korea and
Japan, and will compare each countries' number of conjunctions used in editorial article and theses
under the hypothesis that Korean language uses less conjunction words.
The analysis consists of opinion articles collected over a course of one month and fourty five theses;
the opinion articles collected consists of articles written in Japanese and one written in Korea. Also the
criteria used for conjunction words is contrasting conjunction expressions between two countries
observed in the previous research. As a result, writing assignment revealed that Korean has higher
frequency of conjunction words. By studying videos of participants using conjunction words,
categorized by functions, showed similar tendencies between two countries. In editorials "adversative"
and in theses "insertion" conjunction words were most commonly used. This is also the same result as
Japanese editorials using “ٙ(مdaga)", and “(٘ٵmata)” in theses most frequently. Therefore the result
does not support the hypothesis. There is the need to study whether this research will show different
results when other sentence genres are added. If different genres show same result as this research,
frequency rate and other factors should be studied to identify the reason why Korean learners use less
conjunction words.
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ۮ٠ِٞۯ٣Y׃˟ڂي٦ѣ̮:
C֤Ыɖзڀل٦ʀ

Hidemi RIGGS (University of California, Irvine)

ۮ٠ِٞۯ٣Y׃˟ڂي٦ѣ̮ۜC֤Ыɖзڀل٦ʀ
ګڞڭ٧թɗ٣ʥ֤فԱ٠ԅ٣ӣ֤وԱڂؿمɝم/ҵЫ٣ϟڃڀٖٞۗمڂـ٦ԅԱ͒ի٧͙
˰ׂڀюچɦْփ´Ƽ٣͍Νْڂ٠َ֤ڂڃԱ٣˝зمэٞڃڀٞۘڂـٙۗمɳȔ٦Ⱥ֤ם٣٧
թɗ٣Ν˰وǭ٦ٶ٢ٓڀʲƼ٣Ν֤وԱٹӠҴ٣ƥۘڂڃԁ̈́٣Ⱥِ֤٘ڦؾڬ٧ՍЇȁ٣Ȕِ
ٞڷېګԯڀل/ѽҭ٣пٛٞȋʄِ٘ 3,000 Ɗ֙٦ۘڂ̯ڀل ״Ƽ٦ͪƹچőՠِ٘Ƈwڭۮ
ګڞ٧Ӿǭ˂ɗٟ٧٢ـɝۗթɗŭ٧ɉО٦ڧ٠ۏڠљɗƼÊمõ٣˟٘ڃَ׃ůɫٟԅԱkم
̓ڇٟڂـůۗګڞ٧ό٣ۏڠљɗƼÊِ֤٘׃˟چůۯ٠فـƇ٣υِ٘ۘƼÊƃֱ٣ځٿ
֡۠٢ƼمѷڂȸͶٶ٢٦ٟۗas ٠ĺڂقʥ֮٦Աٟ٧ԅŭ٦ʀمǸѱ٠٢֤مڃٖۗځԱʛ
ѡ٦ϧγمĄٌڂơ5٣٢ٛٞڂـ٠Ǡۏڠۮۘڂق٦ͪ٣ƼÊͿچѷِٞʀْڃ٨ۘـבmư٢
ڀɻ٧ϝǖ̯˪٦Ӑ֦٣]ّٞƼÊِۗ׃˟چԆنʆ٧ƃֱӵ٣ԅդڀلȦϟِ٘ƼͿچѷ
ֻِْٞڂȸͶٶ٣٢ٛٞۯڂـ٠ĺڃق٨ۗʯф٦КـϯĤ¯ʛɻٟٹʤԁֻʰ֮ڂ٦ٟ
٧٢ـٙۘلفڄ
ɛƤۜԎǲٟԯFَ٘ڃѶՍƼԯڀلʐ״
ʃ٢Ҩƙۜ
○1 թɗŭ٠ʲƼŭمȺڂڃڅӠф٧ҹͶ٦ʈכ٣ځٿϸِ"و٢ڠؾۉڰۗځٟ٧թɗŭۜԅŭ
٦Ӂׁ٧٥ 1: 4 ٟԅṷ̆ۗمΦҹͶٟ٧ė٣ 4 :1 ٟؿٛ٘
○2 ۏڠ٦ʌ̑ůۛq҄ůۛڴůۛάůۛڠۂůڂؿٹ
○3 ձɠمթɗٟʚڅٛٞـٞمؾڜۓڍگډٹʲƼŭ٣жÍْڂɝٹЌِو٢ۘـj٧
ٖ٦/םٟۘڂؿ
"ۤ۽ם٢ڂƼÊچɡٜۥם
ɠ
ƔȦ“ȫمѺ ”ڂڃڀٸըöϿփچğū
ӃǱ“ȫْٜځٹ٧٢لٛ٘”٠ȫ̖٦ȗ٧ҼѺ
i̹ۜƔȦۗمȫمѺګڞڭڂڃڀٸ-۽ըöϿփچğūِ٘٦٣έِۗӃǱ٧ֲԿِفٿ٠ِ٘
ٌ٠(ٻά(øچѺ٘ٸ/ۗȫْٜځٹ٧٢لٛ٘ګڞڭ-۾ȫ̖٦ȗ٣ٜـٞ٧ҼѺِِٞ٘ٵـ
• ڀل۽٧ҬϚۗڀل۾٧ʃϼ٘ڃَ׃˟م٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ڠۂۤ۾םů٦ۥם
○̹Ҕ·ֻθ̏ګڞۂڞڭ٧
ۤۿםթɗ٦ƹ٣Ϳڧѷ٦ۥם
○ɠۜ“ډڟډձٟ LCC=¤ǢŚɺ٦̈āʓǢۛΎԜ΅مɣـٌٙ٠٣ʃ٢֦5”
○̹ۜàǲٻǪǙю٦ډڟډձٟ LCC ¤ǢŚɺ٦̈āʓǢٻΎԜ΅مٜـٌٙ٠مʃ
٢֦5ْٵـګڞڭڧ
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Characteristics of Ellipsis in To-shite: A Grammatical
Account from the Perspective of Pragmatics

Hidemi RIGGS (University of California, Irvine)

In the field of Teaching Japanese as a Foreign Language, the phrasal expression toshite is
problematic. It is generally presented as a compound case particle that is like the English adverb “as”
in constructions such as “as + noun” (i.e., “as a woman,” “as an Italian”). This is a convenient
explanation and, in some cases, accurate, since the Japanese construction “noun + toshite” can convey
a similar meaning. However, toshite is very often used in constructions that do not just tie it to the
preceding noun, but rather to the preceding predicate word. In such “predicate word + toshite”
constructions, toshite cannot simply be translated as “as” since it clearly does not convey that
meaning. Because “predicate word + toshite” is difficult to translate, grammarians tend to gloss over
it and students do not learn to use the compound particle correctly. The data of this paper shows that
toshite is neither a compound particle nor fixed expression. Rather there is a clear morphological
boundary between the quotative to and the verb suru. This paper proposes a single way to account for
both “noun + toshite” (N-type) and “predicate + toshite” (P-type) constructions.
The account is based on an analysis of a dataset comprising approximately 3,000 tokens, each of
which is an actual use of toshite in spoken and/or written Japanese. More specifically, all tokens are
from Japanese television shows that included on-screen captions reflecting or reinforcing what the
speaker said. Discrepancies between the words of the speaker and the text of the captions were
instrumental in examining the usage and meaning of N-type and P-type constructions.
Based on close examination of the data, we observe that (1) shite is the conjunctive form of suru,
(2) shite is used in its masu-form (toshimashite), (3) N-type constructions omit both da and the stem
of the suru verb, and (4) P-type constructions omit the stem of the suru verb that is inferable in the
context.
Conciseness and efficiency are the motivations for using such a “zero stem form.” Captions tend to
omit da and variously the stem of the suru verb because they are easily inferred by listeners, and
therefore do not need to be used.
This is demonstrated in the very different frequency patterns of zero stem forms in different kinds
of television programs. In news broadcasts, presenters use zero stem forms very frequently, relying on
them to convey as much information as possible in the short amount of time allotted to them. P-type
constructions are particularly popular, being used four times more frequently than N-type. By
contrast, shows whose goal is to entertain rather than concisely convey information, only occasionally
use N-type constructions, and it is not uncommon for them to not use P-type at all in any broadcast.
Example:
AnnouncerۜKensatsu ga, satsui ga mitomerareru to^shite1 mukichoueki o kyuukei-shita noni taishi,
hikoku wa ranbou-shiyou toshita ya itaiiki o mitometa ippou, korosu-tsumori
wa nakatta to^shite2 satsujin no tsumi ni tsuite wa hinin-shite imashita
Assumed stems in ^: [handan ‘conclude’] 1; [shuchou ‘insist’] 2
‘The prosecution concluded that the accused had intent to kill and demanded for life imprisonment.
But the accused admitted only to rape and to abandoning her corpse. But he denied the charge of
murder, insisting that he had no intention to kill the victim.’
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¯ۮ٫ۗوْٻɲ٦ǫږکۃڬڒډـ٢ѶՍƼ¯ʛۯ٦٘
ٸ٦ڠڴۍڞȇǖϨ٦əڠڵؾښ― ٶ٣
íٝ٘ـԅԱǩչ٦ͦО٠ٖ٦ċ҄ԓ¶љ
Yoko OTA (/Ļθ¯)
Naoko NAGATANI (΅ճ˄Ʉθ¯)
Aki SHIBUKAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)
Yuko NAKAISHI (ƘׂǍчθ¯)
Yukiko OKUNO (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Rika NINOMIYA (ϯZθ¯)
Mayumi MIYABE (/Ļθ¯)
1. սκ٦ґŶ٠ՍƗģ٦֦
Սۏڱڵ٧ۗǫюĺ,ùÞٟ¯̵¯׆٭٦٘ٸ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛάŷ٣έْـِ̈ڂ/Фچǣف
ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ŏѽۗǲȔЫ٢θ¯Ýƿׄڇ̶م٣٢ڂ٣ٜۗڃѶՍǲѫ٦ǫюĺ,ùÞٟ٧ۗϒö٦ƿÍ׆
¯̵ۗٻJƼږکۍڭٟ͙վХ¯چ٫ٜٜѶՍƼ٣˿م̵¯׆ڂڃΎpِٞنِٞۗلِۘڂـƥ
ǣ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛάŷ٦ʃ٢ٹ٦٧ۗ˪Ĥٵٟʕڂْ٣٧ѶՍƼچʡϯЫ٣ۗلٜۗЉـɢÝلچ
يٞ¯ٌ٭٠ͪمФ٠َڃٞͪۗځكʲ٦فٿ٢̵¯׆٦ڡؾڰ٣٧ӐِٓٹǭϦِٞـ٢ۘـɢÝ
Ы٣̬ք٦ڂؿ٢لٟ¯ٹ٫لۗوْٻٜۗ˪υچɳËٟڂنɲ٦ǫ¯ـ٫چq҄٠ْ¯ـِ̈ڂʛ
άŷمӐ֦٠َڃٞڂـ٠Ǡۘڂق
ٌِ٘فսκɬ٦ٹ٠ۗҨӘɻڀ٧ۗ(1)8 ʈכ٦چڦؾڬڠڵؾښǺĪ٠ِٞۗԅԱǩչچǞځǵ
ۗٶċ҄ԓ٦ѣϾ٣ڂٿŪɹғԁچٜي٢¯ۗڀمʛ٦ϛٝچيǣَٛ٘ۘڀ٣ۗ(2)ٖڀڃ٦ԅԱ
ǩչچŘάЫ٢ƦƼC֤٠Ƈ٫ٜۗي¢ċ҄٦ϯٟ֏ùЫ٣Фɦٌْڂ٠٣ۗځٿƧ٘ڃڀԅԱǩ
չٟۗٹΧو٦ږکۃڬڒډ٢¶љچq҄٠̵ْ¯׆ۗڂ٦٘ٸ٦¯ʛάŷۤʼĤ~˪Ĥۥ٦/چȝ
ِ̯٘ۘՍۏڱڵٟ٧ۗj٦ׄڃ٣ٖۗځٿ٦Ф٣ɕٵڂٟ٦ǠȦ٦Хچիلڀ٣ِٖۗ٦Ω
э̮٣ٜـٞսۘـ٘ـ
ι 1 ۜڭؾڵՍƗģ٦֦٠ԅԱǩչƢͦ٦əٶ
ι 2 ۛۜڭؾڵІ٦˰ձۛù҄ڀلƙ¯ڂʛڠڴۍڞ
ι 3 ۜڭؾڵѧۛȝԅ٦ƦƼ¶љڀلƙ¯ڂʛڠڴۍڞ
2ۚѣĂْٰڭۓڋہن
Սۏڱڵ٧ٌۗڀلڃ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ځؿچƙ̦ۗقƢِͦ٘ѫ֝٦ۏڻۓڞ٢ԅԱڠڴۍ ڞ
چ¢ċ҄٠Ͷٶǭ٘ٔڅάŷ٠ِٞФɦٌْڂ٠٣ۗځٿǷƹ٦ǫюĺ,ùÞ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦٪٠
ٜ٦ۏڬۆФɦچչɉِ٘ۘځٿۮΧو٦ƼؐٻԅԱǩչچϟٌڂ٠ۯٟ٧٢ۮۗوƧ٘ڃڀԅԱǩչ
ٟؿٛٞۗٹɨԁ٦и͙ۤـ٘قվЫۗ¯ʱЫ٢ٹ٦چäۥ٘ٸѫ֝مиٌۯڂڃڀق٠چɦِۗϒöÝ
ٟٹɨ̑٦ƦƼЫ٢Ǉ˪چɳËٟ¯ڂنʛάŷچФٌْڂ٠ٟѶՍƼĺ,٣ïِ֚٘ـ٠Ǡق
ۘڂ
۷jۗͮڭؾڵ٣ĳВ٦ȯǠԅƖ۸
ǃ֖ۤ2015ۮۥѶՍƼ¯Ыϟƙڀلƙ٘ʼĤۮۯڠڴۍڞѶՍƼ¯Ыϟƙڀلƙ٘ϯ˪Ĥۍڞ
ۯڠڴǃ֖ۛȰѫҜҀԘۤ2015ۥ۰ڦؾڬ٣íٝوԅԱڠڴۍڞ۱ι 1 ˡۛι 2 ˡ كِڄوʰҲ
ȰѫҜҀۤ2009ۥ۰ڀلؾڞۓڎڞڊڹۑڻƙ٘ѶՍƼĺ,ԅԱ۱
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ՍƗģ٦֦٠ԅԱǩչƢͦ٦əٶ
Yoko OTA (/Ļθ¯)
Naoko NAGATANI (΅ճ˄Ʉθ¯)
Yuko NAKAISHI (ƘׂǍчθ¯)
ι 1 ڭؾڵٟ٧ۗՍƗģ٦ґŶ٠չЫچФɦِ٘قفٟۗԅԱǩչلـچ٣ͦ٫ۗϛٝچيǣٛ
٘ل٣ٜـٞʲٰۘڂŘάЫ٣٧ۗ(1)ڠڵؾښ٣ڂٿЇȁ٦֦٠ۗ(2)ڦؾڬ٣íٝ٘ـԅԱǩչ
٦ʄɸͦξ٠ϛٝۤيƹ Step ٠ƪۥ٭٦Ա(ِۗ͒چ3)Step ڂم˪م٣ٜڃٞۗԅԱձٟ١
٦فٿ٣ӘƥمǍمٛٞوـ٦چםۗلīًٜٜˣْۘڂ
ԅԱǩչچƢْٰͦنٟڂؿ٠فـÙзڀلԅԱڠڴۍڞ٣ٜـٞȇǠِ͕٘ǣƗģ٣٧
ۤ2015ۤۗمڂؿمۥ2015ۥٟ٧ۗBCCWJۤƥζˀنƦ֥ŌǤۗۥڠڵؾښЂѶ̈Ԇ̈ۗڠڵؾښˀښ
ۗڠڵؾթθڠڵؾښ٦ 4 چڠڵؾښЇȁέ˧٠ِٜٜۗٹЇȁǩչ٦ͦО٣٧ BCCWJ ٦Ƈw٦
ـ֤چٶٞڂـзۗۗ٘ٵІċ҄٦ǺĪ٣ЂѶ̈Ԇڃڀـ֤مڠڵؾښٞڂـз٢١ۗčսзٹΧ
ٌٖۘـٟۗۤ2015ۥ٣ӢΙِٞ٘ـÙзچԢۗوٰفІۗٿك٫ۗѶ˲Ы٢ˀٌن٠٨ۤؾۅ
ۏԅۥ٣Þْچڦؾڬڂ£ʣْٹڂ٦٠ِٞۗ̈٘٣ 4 ʈ٦ۤڠڵؾښѶՍƼِƦ֥ڠڵؾښBTS
٣ڂٿΧƦƼِƦ֥ڠڵؾښѶՍƼĺ,٦٘ٸ٦ږڠڦԓˀنƦ֥֥͖ڠڵؾښθ¯ 3 ̖
ـ֤چۥڠڵؾښٞۗBCCWJ ڀل٧ϲʰَڃ٢لٛ٘ǩչ٦ʖـʰِۗٿك٫ۗ100 ՜ƼÍȳ٦
Ⱥ֤Ӡфۗʰƥʺۗٿك٫ۗċ҄ԓ٦ѣϾǩչچЇȁِ٘ۘ
(2)ԅԱǩչ٦ͦξ٠ϛٝي
ٜه٣ۗ(1)٦ڦؾڬ٣íٝ¯ۗنʛْٰنԅԱǩչچȺ֤Ӡф٦˪Ƽ 200 ǩչͪƹ(֤Ա٦
ـ٣ځٿΎƣ)٣Ǟځǵۗٶċ҄ԓ٦ѣϾٟŪɹғԁۤѶ˲Ы٢ٌِ٠٨٦̩ڀلǜـˀٌن٠
٨٦̩ٯ٠ˆ۠٣бْفٿڂ٣يلچۥٞۗʼĤ˪ڀلĤٵٟ٦ 6 ٜ٦ Stepۤ1,2 ʼĤۗ3,4 ϯĤۗ
5,6 ˪Ĥ͐چۥОِ٘ۘ
(3)¢ Step ٣ڂيكӘƥ٦Ǎځم
ٌ٦فٿ٣ِٞ͐Оِ٘ Step ٣ٜـٞۗ١٦فٿ٣ӘƥمǍمٛٞوـ٦ملիɦЫ٠٢ۗفٿڂ
ՠ֤Աٍ٠٣ϛچБٛٞɦِ٘ۘ
ۥם۲̟ד۳ Step1→ۯڇ٭٘ۮStep2ۮ٠Ɉ→ۯفStep3ۮٙ→ۯفڄStep4ۤۮ٦ۥٟ٧٢→ۯلـStep5
ۮɈǠљɗ٦→ۯۓۋڞؾڏێڴStep6ۮɨҨӘƥۤۢ٠ɈڂڃڅǠ̟ڂڃڀقΘَۯۥڂڃ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ˪Ă 3 зچԪǱٌْڂ٠٣ۗځٿՍƗģٟФْ¯ڂʛάŷ٣ڂيكԅԱǩչ٦ڞ
ڠڴۍ٦ͮάچիلڀ٣ْۘڂ

ۛІ٦˰ձۛù҄ڀلƙ¯ڂʛڠڴۍڞ
Yukiko OKUNO (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Aki SHIBUKAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)
ٌ٦ڭؾڵٟ٧ۗ(1)ۛІڠڴۍڞ٦̔ۗ(2)ۛІڠڴۍڞ٣ۏڽېڂيكԓƦƼ¶љ
٦͐Оۗ(3)ڀلڠڵؾښϲʰَ٘ڃԅԱǩչ٠ۛІ٦˰ձۛù҄٦έ˞ڠڢۑڻ٣ٜـٞʲ
ٰۗǫюĺ,ùÞٟ¯̵¯׆٭٦٘ٸ٦ۛІڠڴۍڞ٦əچФْۘڂ
(1)ۛІڠڴۍڞ٦̔
ՍۛІڠڴۍڞ٧ۗ¯ʛɢÝمƧ٘ڃڀϯٟؿٛٞۯڡؾڰڵۇڟۏڴڋڴڜۮۗٹ٦فٿ٣
ƥɳ̵¶ٟȺڂڃڅԜַ٢ڡؾېڹʡ٠٧ٔٓۗʼö٦ϛۗڀلƧ٘ڃڀǩչٟٹԶل٢ۤϟЫ
٢ۥɝǩ٦ֻۛȲʰمٌٟڂن٠چչɉْٹ٦٠ْۘڂ
(2)ۛІڠڴۍڞ٣ۏڽېڂيكԓƦƼ¶љ٦͐О
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(1)٦̔٣ٹ٠ٝۗنǫюĺ,ùÞ٣ـكٞ¯̵˰ڂْ͍مձٻù҄;چОِۗȰѫۤ2009چۥ
ȯǠ٣ۗѶՍǲѫ٦ǫюĺ,ùÞٟѶՍƼĺ,ۗ¯ӵۛθ¯9ĺ,٣ʥɝْ ڂ3 թ٦ĺ4٣ٿٛ
ٞۗj٦فٿ٢ƦƼ¶љچϲʰِ٘ۘ
Ѧۜɨԁ٣ٜـْٞۗƗģ٣ٜـْٞ
έۜȬϝۛ֯ۗڂْچĭqğۗڂْچٸϚۗڂƙچƦۗفǐďْۗڂٸٲۗڂËɼْۗڂɲսْ
ۛڂսـǭڂٔڅ
ԆچڨؾڸڠۜوԆ͒ۗوիۛɉɦچԆچڠؾۉڰۛ ڠۓڍگډۗوԆۗوǥĎۛǥUۛƗģҨӘچԆ
و
ɣ٣ۗʼö٦ϛۗڀلƧ٘ڃڀǩչٟٹԶل٢ۤϟЫ٢ۥɝǩ٦ֻۛȲʰچչɉِٖٞۗڃٗڃ
٦ƦƼ¶љ٣ـكٞۗ¯ʛʼö٦ ۏڽې1 ˪ڀلĤϛ٦ ۏڽې6 ٵٟ٦ Can-do چڭڠێȝِ̯٘ۘ
j٣چםɦْۘ
 ם1ۮۥɨԁ٣ٜـٞۯْ
 ۏڽې1 ʰ̑Ϡٻǈن٢ٌ٠٢١Öό٢ɨƭˣمٟ ۏڽېۢڂن6 ɨԁ٦͙վԁցю٣˿ڃ
ٜٜɨƭچƼٌڂ٠مٟڂن
(3)ڀلڠڵؾښϲʰَ٘ڃԅԱǩչ٠ۛІ٦˰ձۛù҄٦έ˞ڠڢۑڻ
8 ʈ٦ڀلڠڵؾښϲʰَ٘ڃԅԱǩչٿك٫ٖ٦ Step چȯ˞ِۗ(2)ٟȝِ̯٘ Can-do ڭڠێ٠
ԅԱǩչچƇ٫ٜڂيȝņچǣٖٛ٘ۘ٦Ȕۗڠڵؾښ٦فٚۗ ۏڽې1ۢ3 ٧¯ۮʛۛƗģۯ٦¯
̵̵¶٦َٵُٵ٢˰ձچٛ٘ڠڵؾښ٦ѣϾǩչ ۏڽېۗچ4 Ǩ٣Þِٞ٧ٖڀڃ٣pۗقǥ
ĎٻƗģ٢١٦˰ձچٛ٘ڠڵؾښ٦ѣϾǩչچʪзЫ٣ғϥِ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ˪Ă 3 зچԪǱٌْڂ٠٣ۗځٿՍƗģٟФْ¯ڂʛάŷ٣ۛڂيكІۍڞ
ڠڴ٦ͮάچիلڀ٣ْۘڂ

ѧۛȝԅ٦ƦƼ¶љڀلƙ¯ڂʛڠڴۍڞ
Rika NINOMIYA (ϯZθ¯)
Mayumi MIYABE (/Ļθ¯)
ٌ٦ڭؾڵٟ٧ۗ(1)ѧۛȝԅڠڴۍڞ٦̔ۗ(2)ѧۛȝԅڠڴۍڞ٣ۏڽېڂيكԓƦƼ¶љ
٦͐Оۗ(3)ڀلڠڵؾښϲʰَ٘ڃԅԱǩչ٠٦έ˞ۗڠڢۑڻ٣ٜـٞʲٰۗǫюĺ,ùÞٟ¯
̵¯׆٭٦٘ٸ٦ѧۛȝԅڠڴۍڞ٦əچФْۘڂ
(1)ѧۛȝԅڠڴۍڞ٦̔
Սڠڴۍڞٟ٧˰ձۛ͐Оۮچθ¯ڠڵۓۇڔ٦ϯٟΌŜْ˰ڂձٖۗۯ٦ϯٟږکۃڬڒډۮٹٟ
ɳ֤Ы٢ӵԁۯ٣ѣkْۘڂ
(2)ѧۛȝԅڠڴۍڞ٣ۏڽېڂيكԓƦƼ¶љ٦͐О
ۛ ۏڽې1ۗ2
lթچʛѡِ٘ٙي٦ϛٟ٧ږکۃڬڒډۮ٢˰ձۯٟѧٌڂٸ٠ۛˀٌڂي٠٧Χو٧٢ٌٖۘـ
ٟʼĤۗۏڽېѣ٣ ۏڽې1 ٟ٧ۗۯ̮̳̍ۮ٠فـзچʪɖِ٘ۘۯ̮̳̍ۮ٠٧ۗauthenticityٜۗځٵ
ۮɳȔ٣ΌŜْٹڂ٦ۛٹڂؿمڊګێډێ٦ۯٟۘڂؿŘάЫ٣٧ڠڵۓۇڔٟչ٣ْڂųɦԀۤٚڀ
ِۗۗؾڦڠہϴɝǩ٢١ٻۥθ¯ڀل٦ғӧԀ٢١˳ڀلԪچѡَۗڀ٣ۮԅɠچѧٶʄٌٛ٘٠
٣ۗځٿɣ٦ǣљ٣Ƈ٫ٌٜۯو٠چɬِ٘ۘۮ٘ٵόƼ→Ƽ→ԅ→ԅˡۛϝۯ٠فـϛچ
ɬِ٘ȝځ٣ِۗ ۏڽې1 ٟٹȈʚёυз٧ԅˡۛϝϛٵٟ٦ѧٶˀمنٌٟڂن٠٠ِ٘ۘ
ۛ ۏڽې3ۗ4
ٌ٦ۏڽېٟ٧ƨ̖ۛƨԓ٦ŸƟٹځٿ/ҵЫ٢ɝԊ٣ٜـٞѧڇٙځˀٌڂْځ٘ـ٠مΎقٞ
مِ٘ۘڂوٛٞۗځٿˀٌن٠٨Ы٢ԅˡ٦ѧٶˀمنٌٟڂن٠چչӖ٠̵ِ٘ۘ¯׆٦ϟЫ٢֦
ğٹْ٘ٶچ٦ۗǫɣɈǠچוҨљْفٿڂ٢ͦچڪۓګۓښОِ٘ۘ
ۛ ۏڽې5ۗ6
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ֻЫ٢ԅˡ٦ѧٶˀچنι/٦չӖ٠ِ٘ۘɩˀچȺٛٞٻٻϲ˧ф٦ڂؿԅˡچɨוٟѧ
ٷϛۗڀلθ¯٦/ҵĺ֨٦͙վˀֻمٟٵڂنٟٜۗٵۗځٵ٠ٵٛ٘ڃٖمד٢ځ٦Κфٟ
ѧٌڂٸ٠چչӖ٣ϥـֻٞ٘ٵۘڂـЫ٢ԅˡٙيٟ٢˰ۗوձۛ˵ļۗ΅ʆۗչЫ٢١٣ٔڅؿ
ٞۗЬ͌٢ԅˡچȲʰٌْڂ٠چιѲ٦չӖ٠ِ٘ۘ
(3ڀلڠڵؾښۥϲʰَ٘ڃԅԱǩչ٠٦έ]
˪ٟʲٰ٘فٿ٣ۗѧۛȝԅڠڴۍڞٟ٧ۗ¢ۏڽېٟğڂڃڀٸѶՍƼ͐ٓٵچוОِۗԅ
Աǩչ٠έ]ٝۘ٘ي
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ˪Ă 3 з٦ԪǱ٣ۗځٿՍƗģٟФْ¯ڂʛάŷ٣ڂيكѧۛȝԅڠڴۍڞ٦
ͮάچիلڀ٣ْۘڂ

5A_D 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 11:00

Grammar Syllabus reconstruction based on Japanese
Corpora: Selecting minimum contents for academic
achievement

Yoko OTA (/Ļθ¯)
Naoko NAGATANI (΅ճ˄Ʉθ¯)
Aki SHIBUKAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)
Yuko NAKAISHI (ƘׂǍчθ¯)
Yukiko OKUNO (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Rika NINOMIYA (ϯZθ¯)
Mayumi MIYABE (/Ļθ¯)

In this session, we will suggest a new grammar syllabus by selecting appropriate instructional
materials based on grammatical expressions that appear in eight Japanese language corpora. We chose
the corpora based on selection criteria related to necessary academic skills. They provide excellent
samples of authentic language uses for international students in higher education.
Universities are reportedly accepting an increasing number of students into courses without requiring
that they possess any Japanese language skills. The reason numerous students stay in Japan is that they
change from regular students studying for a degree to enrolling as students in short-term Japanese
Studies programs or English-track programs that require less Japanese proficiency.
There is a significant gap between students’ requirements and the current Japanese language
curriculum offered in higher education. The current syllabus for Japanese language learning demands
that students devote time to learning Japanese intensively, although frequently students do not have the
time ideally required to master intermediate or fluent Japanese.
Teachers, curriculum developers, and administrators have begun to design an innovative Japanese
language teaching curriculum to achieve similar academic results in less time. Now is the time to change
our mindset from believing that “teaching the most is the best approach” to considering the possibility
that “choosing more efficient items for learners is preferable.”
To achieve our goal of developing instructional materials and sequential curriculum that meet
students’ requirements, the following steps were taken: First, common core grammatical expressions
were selected from eight corpora – The Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese, AsahiShinbun article data, CASTEL/J CD-ROM, Nagoya University Conversation Corpus, Corpus of
Spontaneous Japanese, Multilingual Corpus of Spoken Languages by Basic Transcription System,
Corpus of Task-Based Writing for Japanese Language Education, and Chiba3Party. Second, the
grammatical expressions were organized, counted, sorted by their frequency in the corpora, and labeled
as “steps” indicating their exact sequence in the new curriculum. Third, the expressions were
categorized according to four basic language skills (reading, writing, speaking, and listening) based on
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their usage frequency in each skill. Finally, efficient and authentic activities were suggested in each
language skill to improve learners’ performances by employing the selected grammatical expressions.
We will also offer several examples of how grammatical expressions can be developed using the
recommended steps.

Research outline and the objective of grammatical
items selection

Yoko OTA (/Ļθ¯)
Naoko NAGATANI (΅ճ˄Ʉθ¯)
Yuko NAKAISHI (ƘׂǍчθ¯)

In this part, the research background and objective will be presented, followed by explaining how
grammatical items are selected and their order determined. To be specific, 1) the outline of research
using corpora and 2) the methodology of selecting grammatical items based on that data, as well as of
assigning the teaching order (=from Step1 to Step6) will be presented. Further, 3) how the expression
becomes grammatically complex with items belonging to higher Steps will be explained with examples.

Learning syllabus based on contexts/functions of
speaking and listening comprehension

Yukiko OKUNO (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Aki SHIBUKAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)

In this part, 1) the principles of the speaking /listening comprehension syllabus, 2) the setting of
linguistic activities by levels in the speaking /listening comprehension syllabus, and 3) the process for
connecting the grammatical items extracted from corpora with the speaking /listening comprehension
contexts and functions will be explained. Further, the draft plan for the speaking /listening
comprehension syllabus for foreign exchange university students will be proposed.
This speaking /listening comprehension syllabus will not be a list of useful phrases used in everyday
contexts (e.g., Survival Japanese), even if the learning hours are limited. Instead, this syllabus aims to
offer intellectual communicative skills, even if the number of items is limited.

Learning syllabus based on the linguistic activities of
writing and reading comprehension

Rika NINOMIYA (ϯZθ¯)
Mayumi MIYABE (/Ļθ¯)

In the third part, 1) the principles of the writing/reading comprehension syllabus, 2) the setting of
linguistic activities by levels in the writing/reading comprehension syllabus, and 3) the process for
connecting with grammatical items extracted from the corpora will be discussed. Then, the
writing/reading comprehension syllabus for foreign exchange students at universities will be proposed.
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The setting for this syllabus is based on situations, which students will encounter at a university
campus, particularly academic and practical situations.
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5A_E 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 14:00

ICT/AI ٠ѶՍƼĺ,
ڀلڃٌؾǠقٞلـ٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ٌـ٠ؾ
Hideaki ITO (Ϫ҉θ¯)
Shingo IMAI (1йθ¯)
Jun ARISUE (ǲȔƿׄíŐؾێڬؾۉڰѶՍԅk)ؾڦۓڢ
Nanae KUMANO (ǲȔƿׄíŐÞ̻ǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ
Tomohisa YAMADA (ՆѠθ¯)

ƥȕۗΧو٦ѶՍƼĺ,ƥ˰ٟ ICT ַِ֤٘چɳͥمǣڃڅٞ٘ٵۘڂـŏѽ٧ιۿɣ̖ǋϟ҄
ۄؾں٠ƪ٨̖ۗڃǋϟ҄٦Ɨģ̖ۗٶ̓مǋϟ҄٦ĺ,ٯ٦]֤مöίَۗځ٘ڃѶՍƼĺ,
¯٦ 2017 ѽфʴþθ٣ـكٞٹѣԓۮۄۍڗۑڻѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥζЫq̮҄چο̖—وǋ
ϟ҄٠٦έمۯͶِځ٘ڃٵِٖٞۗلِۘڂـ٦/ٟ̖ۮǋϟ҄Ɨģٌٷ̓م٠ٟĺɆ٦˽چ
φف٦ٟ٧٢ۯلـ٠٦ٹԆۘڂڃل
ٌٖٟۗՍۏڱڵҨӘٟ٧ۮICT/AI ٠ѶՍƼĺ,-ٌڀلڃǠقٞلـ٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ٌـ٠-ۯ٠
κِۗ"٢ڂùÞ/ׂ˰ٟ ICT ַِ֤٘چѶՍƼĺ,٣ÞڅٛٞڂـѶՍƼĺ,Þũɻ 5 թٖٗڃ
ۗمڃICT/AI ٦ҨۛC֤ٻĺɆĺ,٣ـكٌٞٵڃٟǠقٌٞ٘ن٠ٌۗڀلڃƔѓِٞلـ٢ي
ڃ٨٢ڀ٢ٌـ٠٣ٜـٞҨӘچǣِٖۘفٞۗICT ٣pۗقѶՍƼĺ,ٟ̖ٹǋϟ҄٦ַ֤٦q҄
̮٣ٜـٞďمɁٵٛٞڂـϯٟۗICT/AI ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكփ´ۗѶՍƼĺɆ̖ۤÝمۥw
ْ٘փ´٠٧m٢٦چډۑڹۗچلƿقٞďۘـِ٘
ŘάЫ٢ҨӘѫ֝٧j٦ٹ٦٠٢ۘڂ
ҨӘɻ 1ۜՍۏڱڵ٦ʉɌ͒ի٠ٖ٦֦
ҨӘɻ 2ۜICT  ַِ֤٘چe ڗۓڰؾۍҨ٠¯ʛɻڡؾڰ
ҨӘɻ 3ۜICT ٦Ҩ٠ѶՍƼĺɆ٦Ѐ͛−ѶՍƼĺɆƨ̖مٌٟڂن٠−
ҨӘɻ 4ۜѶՍƼĺɆ٠ ICT ٦ӣنǭـ٣ٜـٞǠڂق
ҨӘɻ 5ۜAI Nihongo Sensei ٦ҨԪǱ٠ AI ɢζ٦ĺɆ٦փ´٣ٜـٞ٦ď
ډۑڹ٠٦ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ
Սۏڱڵ٦ѣϾ٧рϘɻњɀٿك٫ډۑڹ٠٦ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ٦ɢÝچʤԁ٣ʄڂ٠ٌڄ٣ۘڂؿ
¯٦ۏڱڵҨӘٟ٧ۗҨӘɻÝٙي٦ѣО٦κٟؿٛ٘"م˰ׂۗځ٢ٸ٘ڂهْځ٣ďم
̋ڀٵ٢لٌٛ٘ڂْځ٠مȱƙَۘڂڃՍۏڱڵҨӘٟ٧ۗϟƙچĳ֏ْڂٙيٟ٧٢ډۑڹۗو٦
ȯpɻٌم٦ď٣ȯpِۗѶՍƼĺ,٣ ڂيكICT/AI ַ֤٦ďچҨбЫ٢ٹ٦ٌْڂ٠ٟۗΧ
و٦ѶՍƼĺ,ƥ˰ٟ٦ɳͥЫ٢ʄځͶٶ٣ïٌْ֚ڂ٠چչɉْۘ

ICT/AI ٠ѶՍƼĺ,
ڀلڃٌؾǠقٞلـ٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ٌـ٠ؾ
Hideaki ITO (Ϫ҉θ¯)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗՍۏڱڵ٦ʉɌ͒ի٠ٖ٦֦چʲٰۘڂ
"ۗٓٵ٢ڂùÞ/ׂ˰ٟۗICT ַِ֤٘چѶՍƼĺ,٣ÞڅٛٞڂـѶՍƼĺ,Þũɻ 5 թ٦
ҨӘچϯ̅٣ۗICT/AI ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكփ´ۗѶՍƼĺɆ̖ۤÝمۥwْ٘փ´٣ٜـٞۑڹ
چډƿقٞďۗڂْ٠ͮۏڱڵفـά٦ʉɌ͒چիِْٖۘڂٖٞۗڃٗڃ٦ҨӘɻ٦֦چˣ
ِ٘ƹٟۗۮѶՍƼĺ,٣ ڂيكICT/AI ַ֤٦ďچҨбЫ٢ٹ٦٣ِۗΧو٦ѶՍƼĺ,ƥ˰ٟ
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ڂيك٣ۏڱڵۘȈƹ٣Սڂٰʲچـڀ٦٥ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬفـ٠ۯڂْ֚٣ïٶͶځ٦ɳͥЫ٢ʄ
ۘڂً٣ٜ٢ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ٫ٿكٞ͒իِۗ¢ҨӘـ٣ٜڭۓڋہۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ

ڡؾڰҨ٠¯ʛɻڗۓڰؾۍ ַِ֤٘ eچ ICT

)ؾڦۓڢNanae KUMANO (ǲȔƿׄíŐÞ̻ǲȔ

ۘڂـǣٛٞچ٦Ҩڗۓڰؾۍ ҨӘɻ٦ʽΛùÞٟ٧٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɊS٦/Ñ٠ِٞۗe
چٞ٧ۗj٦зـكҨ٣ڗۓڰؾۍ ю٦ eڠؾښۓڋۍۓڑۗێڻډۗڭڋڜںڎڍַِ֤٘چ ICT
ۘڂـθ͌٣ِٞ
]٦έٯڡؾڰۚɢζ٦Ԗk٠¯ʛɻ۽
ڡؾڰ٦ٯ٦έ]٠ِٞۗ¯ʛɻٯڡؾڰѣОԁց٦ѶՍƼڂٿ٢١ۗɢζґŶ٣ړۓۂۅڰډ
ڋڜ՞ْ٘ȈЬ٢ФıԱ٠ِٞچڡؾڰۗـǣچ̈́٦ϲʰ٠ԁڦؾڬѶՍƼڂڃЇȁۗɳȔ٣ƥ
٘ڂـΧ֡kِٞٹڡؾڰۗځڅԖٹ˳Ԫ٦ůڂْչ٣مۗ¯ʛɻځٿҨِ٘ۘɢζ٦Ԗk٣چڭ
ڹڑٹϠ+ٟـ م͍ΝÑķڭکڱؾڦۓڋۗځِ٘έ]٠ڠڋڴڬڨۏۂ٧ڭڋڜِ٘ۗŏѽҨٸ
ِ٘Фıچڠؾښۓڋۍۓڑ٦̈٘٢ů٠ِٞڗۓڰؾۍ ۗeځِ٘Ҩچێڻډڂٰ¯ٟûż٣ۓڋۍ
ۘڂـِٞځ
٦͐Оڭڻڢۓښ٠Ҩځوٝگڤۏھۚ۾
ٛٞۗѶՍٹچٟۗm٣ŀՠڠڋڴڬ٢ڇ٢Ñķٟۗ١ڇ١مؾڝؾۊ˧ۗέځٵٜۗځوٝگڤۏھ
ٌۗ٠٧ڂْŘάЫ٣͐Оچ̖ۗԀل٦ف٣Ⱥف٢٬ڇöίِٞۗ١چٌ٠ڂ٣٢فٿڂنٟمƼٟm
٣ڡؾڰۗو٦ٟ٧٢ڂْ/Ы٣Фɦچ֝ѫـ٘قĺمۗĺɆځووюٟۯʼĤۮҡͭ٠چؾڝؾۊ
ڋڜٛٞٿ٣ڭڻڢۓښҨڂم˪٫لӬڀلٌِٖٖۗۘٞڂؿҨ٦ι/ԡٟڗۓڰؾۍ  eوíٝ
ۘڂ٦͐Ż٦ɭ٠٢ڪۓګۓښۗمٌ٠ڂٸОچ̮ǇٻـڀҨ٦٥ڭ
¯ʛɊS׀ۚ̈٘٢¯ʛԱ٦Ф٠ɨۿ
ۘĺɱٟ٧ĺڂؿٹ̈٘٢¯ʛԱ٦Фٟڂٰ¯ڀɨڂ٦Ҩ٧ۗĺɱ٠٧"٢ڗۓڰؾۍ e
فٿڂٰ¯ٹٟ٧/̖ٟڠؾښۗێڻډٻڭڋڜۗمڂنٟمٌ٠ڂقِۗɲս٣яچ͒իٻɉɦمɆ
֦¯ʛٻ̯٦ǖڪۓګۓښۘڂـǋӤِٞچۓڋڝڬ  UIفٿڂنٓ٣ȝۗ¯ʛٟڅۗլٸ٘ڂْ٣
Աٻ֝ի¨٣ِۗ¯ʛѫچل٦ۯڂ٣٢فٿڂنٟمmۮٟۗ٧ڪۓګۓښۘ¢ڂƜ٠٢ٹٶ͵٦Ǟǵ
ۄؾڙٻڡڋږِۗǋӤفٿڂٰ¯ڀمۗ¨Ѻِ٢ٸ̋چֻ٣]ّٞͦ٫ۗϛЫ٣ڡؾڰ¢ɨ٦چ
ِۗڭؾہڜچ͒٢١ٟ¯ʛٻڭۓڶۗ٘ٵۘڂـȋٛٞچԱڂڃڀّËچυ̯Ëڀم٢ٶِٟ°
ۘڂـɊSِٞچ¯ʛ׀ٟɨي٢ȸ²ٵُٵَۗ٢١ڂي͐چùڂنɨٟ̑¨Ѻٟچ¯ʛ٦υ̯ф
¯ٛٞٿ٣ڃٖۗل٦ڂٔل¶فҨ٣١ڗۓڰؾۍ  eچċʱـِ̈ۗيʌچ֮ǷƹۗAI ɢζ٦ё
ۘـِ٘ۗďل٦ڂڃڀق]ف٣١ڡؾڰʛɻ

͛ICT ٦Ҩ٠ѶՍƼĺɆ٦Ѐ
ٌ٠−ڂنٟم̖−ѶՍƼĺɆƨ

)ؾڦۓڢѶՍԅkؾێڬؾۉڰJun ARISUE (ǲȔƿׄíŐ

ـ٨ڃي٢ڀϟچٟċʱٵٌ١مۯѶՍƼĺɆۮ٦ۯӫВۮۗϯٷ̓م٦ ICT ٦ќѷٯѶՍƼĺ,
ڂنҨٟچێڻډڿۂڠٻڭڋڜںڎڍڀŗȺِٞɨچċʱڗۓۃۍڗۑڻۗۘըلفڄ٦ٙـ٢ي
ڠۗٻٶ٦ȸͶڭڋڜںڎڍۗڃؿ٦Ȁ٧ۏڽېِۗلِۘـ٢ٹِ֦ٖٙۗ٦Ӑځ ɻ٧/ڂؿمו҄
ȝمĺȖفـف٨ۗ١ڃلڅХфڂؿمۗ٢١ل٦ڂـ٣ٛٞفٿ١٦چڦؾڬ٢ڇ١مێڻډڿۂ
ۘڂڃڀقǠمۗل٦ڂنФıٟچۗ¯ʛɻ٣mلڂڃ
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ۗÖό٢يٜچ٢مځԓ٣٬ۏڽېۗٔڅǭٶͶچۏؾڪҨӘɻ٧ͪۗůΰ͵̈́٠֡۠٢ɩˀ
٘ۗȈŏٵِۘ٘ǂچڭڋڜʛѧڂْڭڠڞډچԓ٣¯ʛɻۏڽېِ̯ۗȝچۏؾڪڂْچ̈́
چɢ٣όƼօוɨљЫ٣̵ِ̯ۗѶՍƼѷچڦؾڬ٦όƼۓڟۓڏוѶՍƼѷڀلڦؾڬ٧ɩˀ
ֻِٞچԅ٦ՠڂـٟڇۗΪٚǵٹٞو٢ڀϟچۗÐɠځٿ٣ڃٌِ̯ۘ٘ȝچۏؾڪڂن¨Ѻٟ
ۘڂ٣٢فٿڂنͦξٟچÐɠـِ̳Хфڂؿۗ٨ڃـ
َِۗ/ҵǂچ̈́͵Ӂ«Ыόʸٙۘůΰٹ;ۗҨو٢ٹ٧ċʱЫ٣٧θٌِ٘٠ڀڃٌۗɳȔ
٣٧ۗƥȕ١٦ڂْ;ِۗҨلِۘٙيٙڂـۗԖÍِٞוʻֻۗʰچٔƇwڅǭنɩˀ٣Ѩڂـٞڃ
نٟمַ֤ȇفٛٞ١ٿٌ٠٣ڂقԖچ٘ۗůɫٵۗل٢ůɫ٢٦فٿٞۗ١٦نַ֤ٟمڦؾڬ٢فٿ
ȝچۏډێګۂ٘ۗҮέ٣ѶՍƼĺ,٦ٵۘڂؿӐ֦ٟمۗ٢١٦ċʱ٣Þِٞ٦ȈКƧ٦ϟɬلڂ
ۘڂمǍم̮҄٨qڃنٟمٌ٠ڂقǠچůɫڦؾڬ٢فٿڂن٣ۗȇַ֤ٟن٠ڂْ̯
ٛٞمǍڇ١ڇ١م̮҄٨ۗĺ,٦qڃنĳ֏ۗ΅Ʒַ֤ٟچۏډێګۂم̩ϯ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ
̩ٞըˉٟǂِۗɳȔ٣يٜچ˳Ԫڗڦچڮڋۍڠ٢٦ѶՍƼ۱ʷĪ٦ڇٶ۰ٹۘҨӘɻفڄٙوـ
ۘڂـٞڃڅ٦ĺɱٟȺ
ۗ٨قםۘفڄٙوـpΚфЫ٣ҨбَٔٞچǷۗĳ֏ِ٘˳Ԫ٧ѶՍƼĺ,ڂـҨбِٞم AI
ۄګڠڞڂْɨљЫ٣ȝ̯ۗФʰڀلǣљٻۗϥ˳Ԫچ¯ʛǩչٻԅם٘ٛؿ˵ļ٣ٻ¯ʛɻ
ۘـ٢ڃِٹلـ٢وِѱفٖ٧
ɢζ٣ѷٛ٘ۘ˾۠٢qـ٢يـ٨ڃي٢څǣچͪФ٣ِٞѶՍƼĺ,چ  ICTٹɑυѶՍƼĺɆ
ۗ/مفۗҮ]٧֡۠ٙ٠Ɉڂـِٞێگۓڙۗ٠ɈٛٞڂقΎمۗӰϏڂْږےږےٞقǠچ̮҄
/ʾ٣چۗل٦ڂؿم֦Ӑڂٟϟٵٌ١چۯċʱۮمۯ̖ƨۮ٣ٸٖ٘ۗ٦ل٦ڂيـِٞچmم̖̖/
ۘڂـ٨ۗ٠ɈٛٞڃيـٞقǠ

ڂقٞǠـ٣ٜـǭنѶՍƼĺɆ٠ ICT ٦ӣ

)¯Tomohisa YAMADA (ՆѠθ

نǣٛٞچǥɆюڻکۋڞږؾےۗ٣ˀ͇Àǣٸ٘Ǉ˪٦ؾڞۍګێ ҨӘɻ٧ۗѶՍƼĺɆ٦ ICT
٢يـ٨ڃي٢څȺچ  ICTٹٖٹٖۮ٧ڃٖۘڂؿمٌ٠ڂـčս٣Ɉٛٞوڀٖۘ٦ХٟЉڂـٞ
Ąз٠ِٞۗѶՍƼĺچـۘՍҨӘ٧ٌۗ٦ǺƤЫ٢սڂؿٟـǺƤЫ٢սفـ٠ۯلֻ֑٠٧mـ
ٹ٠٠ډۑڹِۗбڀلз۾ɣ٦چـٞ٦սـ٣ٜلنٰوـǭٛٞن٣ ICT ٠ӣفٿǷƹ١٦مɆ
ۘـ٘ٸ̋چ٣ď
¤Ȁۏڦڟڬ ɺ٦Ԗk٠۽
ɡچڿۂڠم̵¯٦و٨ۗΧيۘĺɱ٣ǣڂْӠҴ٣չ٣چٛ٘ƼـҮжʍņ٠ٻ ŏѽۗMOOC
٦ۥۘȰйۤ2016ـ١Кٲو٧Ńؾڞۍګێ ٖۘ٦/ٟѶՍƼĺɆ٦ ICTڂـٞنٛٞٻٚĺɱ٣
֤¶ ٟ٦ ICTڃٖۗمۥۤn=81ڂـ´Хф܄ĺɆ٧فȺچۓښڤڵ٠ۗʍņ٦ʷӉ٣ڂٿЇȁ٣
٠ĺɱوΝم¤Ȁۏڦڟڬ٢¯̵٠ĺɆ٦فٿٌۘ٦ڂـ٣٢ٛٞلڀիمٌ٠ـ٢ڃڀƙځٵؿ٧
٣فٿ¤Ȁ٧١٦ۏڦڟڬۗ٘ٵۘلفڄؿ٦ٟڂʰم٢Ełفٿۗĺ,Ǆw٣١٦نĄمٟ٧m
ۘڂؿٟٞـ¤Ȁ٣ٜۏڦڟڬ٦սκФĄ٧ٸۘ٪٠ٜلفڄ٦ٙڂنٟمٌ٠ڂْ˚
ل ICT ٧ĺɆ٦ՠ۾
ـ٠ĺ,٣ٜؾڟۑڲږګۗɏ٧ۓؾڒۛۓۂۏڜζӘ٦ؾۃڬڒډۓؾڒ٘ٸ̩٣ǍچҮжʍņ
ۘڂـ٣ʲٰٞفٿٞ TED Talk 2011 ٟɣ٦
ٻٌ٠٣ӄڂيӣچ͈̯ۗځ٘ٛؿٌ٠ٟڂْچ١٧ǥĎڇ٠ٲٟ٧ۗĺɆ٦ɢÝ٦ځٻʥ֮٦ۮ
٪ٛچٌ٠ٟĺɱفȺچؾڟۑڲږګۘلفپِٟڄٌٛ٘٠ـ۹٠܁ɢÝ٧ڂـ̵ْۘо٦_٣ٵڃَ
ۯْ٦ٟڂن̖ÝЫ٣ٟځٿچۗĺɱوٟ٢يԚْٙځو
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ҨӘɻ م2017 ѽ٣ѶՍǲѫ٦ѶՍƼ¯Ǖ٣ŋէْ ڂ15 թ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٣έِٞЇȁِ٘Ƈ
wۗѶՍƼĺɆ٦ņէ٧ۗʍņ٣Þٌڂڅ٠ٹځٿʍņٟ٦ņէمΧٌـ٠لڅمٜٛ٘ۘۗځٵ
Ս֮٦Ƀٟۮڂؿĺٌڂق٠ۯ٣´وɢÝمː٢و٢ٛٞنٞڂـ٠ٌفـ٠ٟۘڂؿٟ٧ٌۗڀڃ٦ņ
է٦ѫۗICT چȺٛٞӰϏچżƣٟٹڂن٦٧١٦فٿ٢ٹ٦ٟٖۘلفڄؿ٦Ƈwۗĺٌڂق٠٣´و
ɢÝ٧Սэ٣Ύڂق٦ٌٟۘلفڄؿ٦սمـ٬ٜ٘ٸٟۘڂؿ
˪٦۾з٣ٜـٞҨӘɻڦؾڬڀلĚ٫ɳͥԪǱچƿق٢ڀمҨӘٌْڂ٠ٟ ICT ٠ĺɆ٦ӣ
نǭـ٣ٜـٞ٦ď٦ƪ٫̠٠٢ٌڂ٠چöίْۘڂ

AI Nihongo Sensei ٦ҨԪǱ٠
AI ɢζ٦ĺɆ٦փ´٣ٜـٞ٦ď

Shingo IMAI (1йθ¯)

ۚ۽AI ٦ОĎ
AI̖ۤǋϟ҄ۥ٦ОĎ٧Оٵٛٞـ٢ۘـWikipedia ٣٧̖ۮǋЫ٣˪ؾڦؾۉڸۓښ٢١ٟ̖Ý٠
њ֡٦ϟ҄چɳƥَٔفٿ٠فـəـڂؿۗٶ٧ٖ٦٘ٸ٦/٦íͳċʱچɉْۘۯ٠ڃٌۗمڂؿ
٧չӖٟ̖ۮځؿÝ٠њ֡٦ϟ҄چۯɳƥٟنٞ ڂـAI ٧٢ۘـƥȕ٦ AI ٧ۛ÷ˎۛڠڎڨƻ٦
فٿ٢ۗٻۄؾڙi̹Ѻɬۗ Ѻɬ٢١٦íͳċʱ٘ـ֤چѣkŭ AI ٟ̖ۘڂؿ٠њюۤ٘ٵ٧ٖ
˪ڃ٦ۥұ֤ŭ̖ǋϟ҄٧ˎ֮٦չӖ٣ه٢ۘـ
ۚ۾AI ٧ĺɆ٦ȸɝچφ۞لف
ѣkŭٟ٧ AI ٦ٶ٢ٓڀùٟۗٹ٠ف٦̓٣̖ÝچЈقٞۘڂـɽٻӇǣù٦#љ҄ו٧Ʀف
٣Ě٨ٓۗˏَ٢кμَٟٹقŻȳ҄ו٧̖چЈقٞۘڂـȲņ®ժ٦Ȕ٣ٹθד٦˽مɰ٘ڃڅ
ٖۗم٦٠֮ˎۗن٣ڰڷۓښٻؾۂۍڗۑڻٟјم̖وƥڂڃ٠ϊمɈٟٛ٘ۘفڄؿFrey and
Osborne (2013)֮ۗAI ٣ٿٛٞۮφۯڂڃڅȸɝ٠ٖفٟ٢ـȸɝ٣ٜـٞ٦ږکێګڠڶ٢ٵٟ٦
Ү]¨̳ۤۘڂؿم٣٧ Frey and Osborne ٧ AI چäۮٷù¯ʛچۯٛٞڂٽڀؿۥۘڂـċʱۛԅ
ի٧ȸɝ٦ʈچכԖقٞǣۘوAI مѣʇ٢օٟ٧٢ۤۘـAI ٣ڂٿȸɝ٦ζα٦ѣʇ̮٧ٖ٦Κَ
٣ۥۘڂؿAI مĺɆ٦փ´چϏٌف٠مٟفٿڂن٣٢ڂ٦٧ҼОٟن٢ۘـսκ٧ٖـمڃٜل٠
ٌفـ٠ٙيٟ٘ۘڂؿِٙۗڗۓڞکگډڑۏؾڑٟ٧٢ۘـAI ٠̖٠٦ȸɝ٦ԁϏمǣڂڃڅٙڄ
ٹۘفٚڇڄϯ٣٧ AI ٣ٿٛٞ˽ۮچφۯڂڃڅĺɆڂـٹٙۘفڄ
ۚۿAI ٧֘Θٟن٢ـ
١ڇ٢ĺɆـمٜ AI ٠ƿζْڂ٦ۘلիѶ AI ٠ƿζْڂĺɆ٧ـ٢ـٙ٘ۤۘفڄِٙۗe ڰؾۍ
چڗۓќѷِٞƼ¯ĺɆ٦Ƴ֤چɍڂٸ٠ڠؾژفـ٧̤ѽͪڀلĄنٞۥۘڂـ10 ѽۢ20 ѽƹ٦
֘;ۤNRI2015ۥ٣٧ζαq̮҄٦К˽ـņ٦/ٜ٣ۮѶՍƼĺɆمۯīًڃڀِٖٞۘڂـٞۗۮ
Α̮ۗĴЇ̮مӐ֦٢ņէۗٻӆОŭ٢ņէ٧ۗˎ֮٣ـكٞم̖ٹϏۯف٠ِٞۘڂـwِ٘ٞۗ
Ѷ۠٦ĺ,ɳͥ٧ٌ٦ОĎ٣эٞ٧ٵٛٞڂـٙفٖۘلفڄٟ٢ـĺɆ٦ζαq̮҄٧ǫـٙڄ
ِٖۘفٞ AI ٣Þْ֘ڂΘ٧ۗۘڂڃوٿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗۮAI NIhongo Senseiۯ٦ҨŸԪǱِٖۘڂْچٞĺɆ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٧ۤŏ֮ˎۥـ٣
١فӉچلنٰڂقȯpɻ٠ďۘـِ٘
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ICT & Education: What's the Right Thing to Do?

Hideaki ITO (Ϫ҉θ¯)
Shingo IMAI (1йθ¯)
Jun ARISUE (ǲȔƿׄíŐؾێڬؾۉڰѶՍԅk)ؾڦۓڢ
Nanae KUMANO (ǲȔƿׄíŐÞ̻ǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ
Tomohisa YAMADA (ՆѠθ¯)

Today, ICT-based practices are frequently being implemented in Japanese-language education. The
last few years have been coined as the 3rd AI boom and the research on artificial intelligence has been
indeed moving forward fast. At the Spring Forum 2017 organized by the Society for Teaching Japanese
as a Foreign Language a special program was held titled “Developing the Contemporary Possibilities
for Japanese Language Education; and Dialogue with Artificial Intelligence” and expectations for AI
to find real-life applications in the domains of education are higher than ever. At the same time,
concerns have been voiced that as AI progresses, educators may find themselves at risk of losing their
jobs.
In this panel titled “ICT & Education: What's the Right Thing to Do?” we will hear 5 speakers from
various backgrounds in ICT-based Japanese language education give a talk on the development and
deployment of AI/ICT systems as well as on the subject of teacher education within that field from
different perspectives. The speakers will present their thoughts on the status quo and address issues that
should be investigated more in future. In addition to tackling ICT, discussions about possible use cases
of AI in Japanese language education are currently taking off. In this panel, we would like to enable a
lively debate amongst all participants on the role of ICT/AI in Japanese language education as well as
discuss the particular role that Japanese language educators (humans) could be taking in that
environment.
The content of the presentations is as follows:
1. ICT & Education: What's the Right Thing to Do?
2. Development of e-Learning Utilizing ICT and Learner Needs
3. Development of ICT and the challenges faced by Japanese language teachers - What Japanese
language teachers can do 4. “Shall we think about the relationship between ICT and Japanese language teachers?”
5. A report on the development of Japanese AI teacher, and discussion about the role of teachers in
the AI era.
To debate amongst all participants
This panel’s special feature, if you will, is that it takes sufficient time to allow for a fruitful debate
between all parties present – the panelists as well as all other participants alike. It can be observed at
panel discussions that these sometimes tend to overly focus on topics that are of individual interest to
certain presenters only and that due to strong differences in academic opinion the general debate cannot
advance. This panel is about sharing expertise, and it does so by giving every participant the opportunity
to create a constructive discourse on uses of ICT/AI in Japanese language education. Thus, it aims to
contribute to and assist practical efforts in various Japanese language education settings.

ICT & Education: What's the Right Thing to Do?

Hideaki ITO (Ϫ҉θ¯)

In this presentation I would like to explain the aim of this panel and give a short overview of the
proceedings. Featuring 5 speakers from various backgrounds in ICT-based Japanese language education,
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we will discuss the development and deployment of AI/ICT systems as well as address the subject of
teacher education within that field from different perspectives.
After giving a brief introduction on the panelists, for creating a constructive debate regarding the
uses of ICT/AI in Japanese language education, the panel’s goal of contributing to and assisting
practical efforts in various Japanese language education settings will be communicated.
Finally, I will outline the gist of each presentation on this panel and will connect that to the debate in
question.

Development of e-Learning Utilizing ICT and
Learner Needs

Nanae KUMANO (ǲȔƿׄíŐÞ̻ǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ

The institute the presenter represents conducts e-Learning development as one aspect of its support
for overseas learners of the Japanese language. With regard to the development of websites, applications,
online courses and other such e-Learning methodologies that utilize ICT, importance is placed on the
following points.
1. Responding to Current Trends and Learner Needs 
The website was created to be the most effective method to provide maximum fulfillment of student
needs where the demand for specialized Japanese language arises from current trends - such as
anime/manga, etc. This was achieved through researching student needs and then analysis of that data
to extract the actual Japanese language required, and to then present that in the most easily accessible
and easily understood form as an online learning website available to everyone.
As times change, the information that learners access also changes, and this produces a wide
diversification in their requirements. In recent years, website development has had to respond to
multiple devices and create applications that allow study to be done offline in locations that have poor
internet access, and therefore the presenter’s team are also evolving in how they develop and provide
online e-Learning courses.
2. Creating a Persona and Setting a Development Concept
Creating a persona, or in other words, determining the detailed characteristics of the target users such as their environment, the devices they use, their interests, what they hope to do with the Japanese
language, and so on - is the very first step in developing a needs-based e-Learning program that doesn’t
simply separate users indiscriminately into levels like ‘Beginners’, or where the teacher simply teaches
the content they personally prefer.
Following that, a development concept emerges that determines the purpose and direction of the site
design, and these then become the central focus around which the content of the site is produced.
3. Proposing New Study Methods and Supporting Autonomous Learning
The development of e-Learning proposes a new method of studying whereby essentially one teaches
oneself, rather than that of a classroom situation. In a classroom the teacher provides instructions and
explanations, and questions can be answered, but with a website or application or online course,
strategies are employed with the UI design to make it easy to operate in order for the student to be able
to learn on their own.
A key to achieving this is content design and refinement of course components. Techniques have
been employed for each of the separate content areas so that the question ‘What will I be able to do?’
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is easily answered, and each individual learner is able to select components and methods to suit their
personal needs, deepen their understanding in stages, and confirm what they are learning as they go,
with techniques such as quizzes and games also being employed to allow for a feeling of both
accomplishment and enjoyment at the same time. In addition, study is supported using hints and
commentary etc., and opportunities are provided to check and evaluate one’s own learning progress.
These various methods are employed to support autonomous learning.
Following this, I am looking forward to further discussing how to utilize new technologies in the
development of e-Learning with the arrival of the era of AI, and, accordingly, how to best respond to
the needs of language learners everywhere.

Development of ICT and the challenges faced by
Japanese language teachers - What Japanese language
teachers can do -

Jun ARISUE (ǲȔƿׄíŐؾێڬؾۉڰѶՍԅk)ؾڦۓڢ

Every day and probably every second, new ICT aspects are being introduced into Japanese language
education. As ordinary Japanese language teachers, what should we know about ICT and how much?
There may be Japanese language teachers who have the capabilities to create web sites and smartphone
applications with their own skills in the area of ICT. But such teachers are very rare and this ability is
not required either, to be a Japanese language teacher. However, if we have some knowledge about the
structure of websites or the data structure in the system of smartphone applications, we can imagine
what kind of study materials we can make or what we can provide to Japanese learners.
Earlier, I had created a Japanese learning site which assists in the reading of Japanese by adding
furigana, according to the level of the user, by combining morphological analysers with various
dictionary tools. More recently, I have also created an IME dictionary tool by which the user can see
the English translation of words during the typing of Japanese text : this system uses data from an open
dictionary, from which the IME data is automatically generated by a script Perl that I had made by
myself. With this, even learners who haven’t learnt kanji can more or less choose the right kanji, if
they know the meaning of the word that they are typing.
Actually, it is not technically difficult to create these tools. My idea is relatively simple too. My tools
just use a morphological analyser and an open dictionary. However, to create a concept like this, we
should have some technological knowledge about data and how to use it, like the available sources,
usable formats, etc. That means, if we take care to utilize more reusable data formats when making
Japanese language materials, we could have more possibilities for further creation of learning resources.
If Japanese teachers all over the world would share their materials for mutual use and reuse, the
possibilities for Japanese language education would broaden more. As a small step, I published power
point slides for a class of “Minna no nihongo” with tag information, and these are now being used in
many classes around the world.
Information shared on the Internet could accelerate the development of Japanese language education
with the help of AI also. For example, I imagine that it is not very difficult to create a system generating
typical sentences and learning contents automatically, based on locative information and actions of the
users.
Now, we Japanese teachers, should start considering ICT more for Japanese language education.
Some teachers are so excited about the future with ICT, whilst some are already fed up with a lot of the
tasks brought on by the introduction of ICT. I’d like you to participate in the discussion about what
every teacher can do as an individual and also, how much we should know about ICT towards the
purpose of generating learning resources.
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“Shall we think about the relationship between ICT
and Japanese language teachers?”

Tomohisa YAMADA (ՆѠθ¯)

The presenter has been publishing books and conducting workshops for improving ICT literacy of
Japanese teachers. There is something I have been wondering for a long time in the process. That is a
fundamental question "Why Japanese teachers have to use ICT?" In this presentation, starting with this
fundamental question, I would like to deepen the discussion with the floor by developing a question
about how Japanese teachers should build a relationship with ICT in the future from the following two
points.
1. Social Change and Digital Divide
In recent years, I frequently see words such as MOOC and Flipped classroom. If you go to a
classroom, you will see many students coming there with their smartphones. On the other hand,
Japanese teacher’s ICT literacy is surprisingly low. According to a survey by Yamada (2016), although
approximately 80% of teachers use PCs for preparing classes (n = 81), it is clear that there is not much
use of ICT in other cases. What will happen in classrooms if such digital divide between students and
teachers continues, and how will it affect educational effect? Furthermore, how can we solve this digital
divide? The first question is about digital divide.
2. Is ICT a friend of teachers?
Mr. Salman Kahn, a representative of the Khan Academy who spread flipped classroom to the world,
mentioned technology and education at TED Talk 2011 as follows.
"In a traditional model, most of the teacher's time is spent doing lectures and grading. Maybe 5% of
their time is sitting next to students and working with them. Using technology, not just flipping the
classroom, you are humanizing the classroom."
As a result of a survey on 15 Japanese language teachers who are working at Japanese language
schools in Japan in 2017, the presenter figured out that Japanese language teachers are working on more
non-class tasks than tasks related to lecture. It means that less time is spent on 'teaching' which is what
teachers should be doing. Then, what kind of tasks can be reduced by using ICT? As a result, does it
really increase the time that teachers can spend on teaching? This is the second question.
We hope that this presentation, with the presenter giving some data and practical reports on these
two points, will encourage discussions on the relationship between ICT and teachers.

A report on the development of Japanese AI teacher,
and discussion about the role of teachers in the AI era.

Shingo IMAI (1йθ¯)

1. Definition of AI
The definition of AI (artificial intelligence) is in the state of lacking unity. Wikipedia says [AI is]
"artificial attempts to realize the same intelligence as human beings with computers, or a series of basic
technologies for that." This seems to be the ultimate goal. No AI at present has reached the level of
"human intelligence" yet. The current AI is either a weak type of AI, using technologies such as voice
recognition and image recognition or a specialized type of AI for games such as chess, shogi, and go.
Artificial intelligence equal to or higher than humans is no more than a fantasy at present.
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2. Does AI rob the teacher's job?
As long as specialized narrow tasks are concerned, machines have exceeded human beings a long
time ago. Humans are no match to airplanes and cars when it comes to the mobility. Even a cheap
calculator can easily beat a genius in mental calculation. Some jobs are definitely replaced by AI in the
future, however at the same time, new jobs will emerge. A large amount of employments was lost in
the industrial revolution, but who could imagine that jobs such as programmers and convenience-store
clerks exist now? Since Frey and Osborne (2013), there have been hysterical reactions against job
substitutions by AI. Technologies and civilizations change the types of work. AI is not the exception.
The unique nature of job replacements by AI is its rapidness. It is not deniable that AI can play a role
of a teacher. The point is when it happens. AI teachers and Human teachers will share roles of teaching.
It is also deniable that some teachers will lose their work altogether due to AI.
3. AI is not predictable
What kind of teacher will be replaced by AI? We believe that no teacher will be replaced by AI
tomorrow. (However, some Spanish language teachers have been replaced by an e-learning system
called Rosetta Stone in the USA.) NRI (2015) predicts that language teachers are as one of the lower
possibility of substitution by AI for the next ten to twenty years. It also points out that tasks requiring
creativity, capacity to cooperate with others, and coping with contingencies are most likely taken care
of by humans. So it is a good idea to check if our practices in a classroom meet those conditions?
Practices that do not meet the conditions might be easily replaced by AI.
In this talk, I will report on the progress of "AI Nihongo Sensei". I also want to have a discussion
with the audience on what and how teachers and students should prepare for the near future.
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ĺɆڹؾێڷ٧Ԗkْڂ٦ۗډڊګۓۍۀۜل
ĺ4̯֨ǥȄۗѶՍƼĺɆ٦Ӂ«
Takuma KITA (ի̵˳Ԫ͙ڠڱڟڷվ¯Ǖ)
Jiwon SHIN (̾Ȱ¯9θ¯θ¯9)
Koyo AKUZAWA (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9)
ۚ۽ՍƗģ٦չЫ
1980 ѽζƹҭ¯ۗڀلʛÙٻĺʍÙ٠ǲƼ¯ʛ٦Þمϴչَفٿڂڃ٣٢ٖۗځ٦/ٜ٠ِ
ٞمڹؾێڷīً(٘ڃڀHorwitz, 1987)ۘǷٵٟ٦ĺɆڹؾێڷ٣ÞْڂЇȁ٧ۗĺ4̯֨ǥȄ٦ʌ
ǥ̵ۗƥ˽٦ѶՍƼĺɆچέ˧٣ǣٌڂڃڅ٠مΧلٛ٘ډڊګۓۍۀۗمѶՍƼĺɆچä٘ٸƗ
ģ٧ː٢ۘـՍƗģٟ٧ۗډڊګۓۍۀѶՍƼĺɆ(jۗۗ)ډڊګۓۍۀѶՍƼĺ4̯֨ǥȄ٦ʌ
ǥ̵(jۗĺ4̯֨ǥȄ)ۗƥ˽٦ѶՍƼĺɆ(jۗƥ˽)٠ڃٗڃٖفـ٦ׂ˰ٟĺɆڹؾێڷ
مԖkْڂ٦چلƔѓْۘڂ
2ۚԱ
Їȁ٧ 2017 ѽ 10 Ɖۗ11 Ɖ٣ɳɋِ٘ۘЇȁέ˧ɻ٧ ډڊګۓۍۀ15 թۗĺ4̯֨ǥȄ 27 թ
٠ƥ˽ 29 թٟۘڂؿɲսɓ٧ĺɆ̮ۗڹؾێڷԓۗѽץ٢١٦Λ̮ٟǖَ̯ڃٞۘڂـĺɆڹؾێڷ
٧ Ęԟй(2006)٦ѶՍƼ٦ĺʍÙ٣Þْڹؾێڷڂɿф(̳¨َɇǇۛԶَلɇǇ)ۘ٘ـ֤چ
3ۚƇw
ɿф٦Ωэ̮٠̮̂֯¨چѺْٸ٘ڂ٣ۗĺɆڹؾێڷ٣έِٞȈջԱۛڠږکۂۑڻж٣ڂٿ
ϐȡЫ5Ʉԁ̈́چɳɋِۗĺɆڹؾێڷɿф م2 5ɄǖΑٌٟڂؿ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘCronbach ٦̂֯
̮ṳ̃٧̳¨َɇǇم.789ۗԶَلɇǇم.861 ٟؿٛ٘ۘ
̳¨َɇǇ٠ԶَلɇǇ٦Ý٦Ȁ¨چѺْٸ٘ڂ٣έ]٦ ڂؿt ƔОچǣٖٛ٘ۘ٦ƇwۗԶل
َɇǇ(M=4.18, SD=.55)َ¨̳مɇǇ(M=3.15, SD=.50)֏ځٿ٣ǫٌـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘
(t(68)=14.078, p<.05)ۘƗģέ˧ɻ٦Λ̮٠̮ԓ(Ϝ̮ۗ˄̮)٣ ڂٿ2 ֦5ԁȱԁ̈́چɳɋِ٘Ƈ
wۗƗģέ˧ɻمѶՍƼĺ,٣Þ˵ڂڅļ٣ڂٿʃǄw¨مѺَۘ٘ڃŘάЫ٣٧̳ۗ¨َɇǇ٣
ـكٞډڊګۓۍۀ٧ĺ4̯֨ǥȄ٠ƥ˽ځٿКۗوԶَلɇǇٟ٧مډڊګۓۍۀƥ˽֏ځٿ٣
Кلٛ٘ۘԶَلɇǇ٧ۗĺ4̯֨ǥȄ٧ƥ˽٠ډڊګۓۍۀ٦١ٚڀ٠ٹȀم٢لٛ٘ۘ
4ۚǠȦ
ԁ̈́Ƈwڀلɣ٦ 2 зمƦۘڂق1) ѶՍƼĺ,٣ŴڂڅХф٣Þũ٢¯ۗوʛɻ٦՞Ιچʪɖ
ْڂԶَلɇǇمѶՍƼ٦ϟɬچʪɖَْ¨̳ڂɇǇځٿʪ֦ٙ٠әnَۘڂڃ2) ƥ˽٠ĺ4֨
̯ǥȄ٦Ý٣٧ڃٓـ٦ɇǇ٣ٹȀم٢ٌۘـ٦Ƈw٧ۗٹډڊګۓۍۀѶՍƼĺ,٣Þْڂĺ,
چʌٌڂي٠ٟۗĺɆمڹؾێڷԖkْڂq̮҄چɦǾْۘڂ
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Do the teacher’s beliefs change? Comparing
volunteers, teaching course students and Japanese
language teachers.
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Takuma KITA (ի̵˳Ԫ͙ڠڱڟڷվ¯Ǖ)
Jiwon SHIN (̾Ȱ¯9θ¯θ¯9)
Koyo AKUZAWA (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9)
Since the late 1980s, the relationship between the foreign language learning and learners’ belief or
teacher’s belief, one of which is the belief, has been focused by many researches (Horwitz 1987). The
previous investigations on the teacher’s belief were conducted mainly based on teaching course
students or Japanese language teachers; there are few researches including volunteers. This research
examines whether the teacher’s beliefs change depending on the each position, i.e., volunteers,
teaching course students and Japanese language teachers.
This investigation was conducted in October and November 2017. The study targets are 15
volunteers, 27 teaching course students and 29 current Japanese language teachers. The question
papers are composed of teacher’s belief, sex, age and so on. As for the teachers belief, we adopted the
belief scale (Accuracy orientation and Expressiveness orientation) proposed by Kubota(2006).
To make sure validity and reliability of the belief scale, exploratory factor analysis was performed
on the 20 items using principal axis factoring with Promax rotation. Cronbach coefficient is .789 for
Accuracy orientation and .861 for Expressiveness orientation. We, then, conducted the t test to check
the significant difference between Accuracy orientation and Expressiveness orientation. As a result,
we revealed Expressiveness orientation (M=4.18, SD=.55) is significantly higher than Accuracy
orientation(M=3.15, SD=.50; t(68)=14.078, p<.05). A two-way ANOVA(gender*status) indicated the
following result, own status is reflected in teacher’s belief. To be more concrete, we uncovered the
Accuracy orientation of volunteers is lower than the teaching course students and the current Japanese
language teachers. Also, Expressiveness orientation of the volunteers is lower than the current
Japanese language teachers. Expressiveness orientation shows teaching course students are positioned
without any significant difference comparing with other study targets.
We claim the following two points from the result. First, the Expressiveness orientation, which
emphasizes on the learners’ satisfaction, is taken to be more important than Accuracy orientation,
which focuses on the knowledge of Japanese, regardless of their experience of Japanese education.
Second, there is no significant difference on neither Accuracy orientation nor Expressiveness
orientation between the current Japanese language teachers and the teaching course students. This
result suggests that the volunteers’ teachers’ belief will change by accepting specialized education of
Japanese language teaching.
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5A_F2 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 16:30

ʼĤƹҭ٦ʍņ٣ÞْڂѶՍƼĺɆ٦— ڹؾێڷ
ѶՍ٦θ¯ٟĺڂقĺɆٯ٦ɲսɓЇȁ٦
Ƈw—ڀل

Ikumi OZAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)
Yukari TSUBONE (θȚÙǁθ¯)
Yukie TAKEGATA (_ӝǲׂθ¯ĺ,¯ӵ)
Yayumi KANAME (ǲׂĝȞˋ͙ͣվ¯Ǖ)

ƦƼĺɆ٦ڹؾێڷɲսɓ٣٧ۗHorwits(1985)ۗǫշۛǽђ(2006)ΦۗمڂؿمʼĤƹҭ٦ѶՍ
Ƽʍņ٦ŘάЫ٢ɝԊ٣ٜـٞ٦ɲսɓ٧Õƙ٦Ƨځ٢ۘـՍҨӘ٧ۗѶՍǲѫ٦θ¯ٟĺ
قٞڂـѶՍƼĺɆچέ˧٣ɳɋِ٘ɲսɓЇȁ٦ƇwڀلʼĤƹҭ٦ʍņ٣ÞْڂѶՍ
ƼĺɆ٦چڹؾێڷիلڀ٣ْۘڂ
ҨӘɻڀ٧ѶՍƼ¯ǕٟĺڂقѶՍƼĺɆچέ˧٣ɳɋِ٘ڭکۑڋڵЇȁ٦Ƈwچєقٵٞ
ɲսɓچȝِ̯ۗ2010 ѽ 1 Ɖڀلњѽ 11 Ɖٵٟ٣ۗѶՍǲѫ٦θ¯ٟĺقٞڂـѶՍƼĺɆچέ
˧٣ՍЇȁچɳɋِ٘ۘʐ̤٧ 587 Ɗۗ֏Ǆя٧ 559 Ɗٟۘڂؿ
ʃ5ɄԱۛPromax ж٣ڂٿ5Ʉԁ̈́٦Ƈwڀل٧ 6 5ɄǖΑمΩэٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘ٘ڃڀق
жͪ٦ 6 5Ʉٟ 30 ǩչ٦ͮԁȱ͒چիْ´ڂǭ٧ 38.772%ٟؿٖٛ٘ۘ٦ϯٟjɿф٦ α ũ
̤مʤԁ٢Ϟمѡ܁٘ڃڀٜچʀq҄٢5Ʉ٠ِۗ① āҷЫֻِٟـْٻѶՍƼȺ֤ۗ② ի
¨٢¶љչЫ٠ۗʍņ٦ׄڃ٦ƙВِۗ③ ĺɆ٣ڂٿЦ̳ۗ④ ¯ʛɻ٦ʃάЫȯpۗ⑤ ֻ¨
Ѻ٠֡۠٢¶љۗ٠ժթِ٘ۘjɿф΅Þچƙڂ٠ۗ① ٠③ ۗ② ٠④ ۗ②٠⑤ ۗ④ ٠⑤ ٣٧֏
٢̳٦΅Þ ①ۗځؿم٠② ۗ① ٠⑤ ۗ② ٠③ ٣ٹʂـ٢֏ٹڀم٢̳٦΅Þؿمِٛ٘ۘل
ِۗĺɆ٦ѽζٻŸƟѽ̤٣'΅ڂٿ٣٧֏٢Ȁ٧Ѻڃڀٸ٢لٛ٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٦ƇwۗʼĤƹҭ٦ʍņ٣ÞْڂѶՍƼĺɆ٦ڹؾێڷ٣٧˪Ă① ۢ⑤ ٦܁ٜ٦5
Ʉٌڂؿم٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ① ② ③ ٦5Ʉ٧ڭکۑڋڵЇȁ;ڀلОِ٘܄5Ʉ٠ٳٲњٌّٙٛ٘
٠ڀڃٌۗڀل٧ѶՍƼ¯Ǖŋէۗθ¯ŋէ٦ԓ٣ǑٓڀڅѶՍƼĺɆمĳВِٞɡٜڹؾێڷ٠
٢ٛٞڂـq̮҄مǠۘڂڃڀق
ȯǠԅƖ
ǫշ֓Ʉۛǽђۤ2006ۮۥ۰ǲԓ۱ڀلƙ٘ѶՍƼĺɆ٣ğڂڃڀٸɳͥ҄چוāОْ֦ڂ5ۯ
۰ѶՍƼĺ4̯֨٣ڂيكɳͥ҄ו٦,̯٠ĺ,ɳʛ٦ֻѾ٣ÞْڂЇȁƗģ۱pp.118-138.
Horwitz, E.K.(1985) “Using Student Beliefs About Language Learning and Teaching in the
Foreign Language Methods Course” Foreign Language Annals, 18(4), 333-340.
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Japanese Language Teachers’ Beliefs About the
Latter Half of Basic Japanese Language Classes: Based
on the Survey of Teachers in Japanese Universities
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Ikumi OZAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)
Yukari TSUBONE (θȚÙǁθ¯)
Yukie TAKEGATA (_ӝǲׂθ¯ĺ,¯ӵ)
Yayumi KANAME (ǲׂĝȞˋ͙ͣվ¯Ǖ)
There are several questionnaires on language-teachers' beliefs such as Horwits (1985) and Takagi &
Sato (2006). However, surveys of Japanese language teachers’ beliefs about the latter half of basic
Japanese language classes do not seem to exist. Therefore, the presenters made a questionnaire for this
purpose and surveyed beliefs of teachers in Japanese universities.
The questionnaire was made based on the pilot study conducted to Japanese language teachers who
teach in Japanese language schools. Then the survey data for this study was collected from Japanese
language teachers in Japanese universities from January to November in 2010. The number of
respondents was 587 teachers, and 559 was valid response among them.
As a result, six factors were successfully constructed using factor analysis by Principal Factor
Analisis and Promax Rotation.
When six factors were extracted before performing the rotation, then 38.772 % of the total variance
of 30 items were shown to be explained. Among these six, five were considered interpretable as their
subscale showed enough Cronbach's alpha coefficient.
Thus, the five were assigned as the factors affecting the teaching styles;
which are 1) usage of normative and easy-to-understand Japanese,
2) clear objectives of activities and perspective of flow of the classes,
3) correction made by teachers,
4) proactive participation of learners, and
5) confirming learners' understanding and various activities.
When subscale correlation examined, positive correlations were confirmed between 1 and 3, 2 and 4,
2 and 5, and 4 and 5. Besides, it was observed there were weak but positive correlations between 1 and
2, 1 and 5, and 2 and 3. However, there was no significant difference made by ages of teachers or years
of teaching.
In conclusion, the study shows there are five factors above in Japanese language teachers’ beliefs
about the latter half of basic Japanese language classes. Since the first three factors were almost the
same in content with the eight factors constructed from the pilot study, it suggests that these factors
affect Japanese language teachers' beliefs not only those who teach in Japanese universities but also
the ones teaching in Japanese language schools.
References
TAKAGI, Y. and SATO, A. (2006). "Factors 'by country' specifying practical teaching ability needed
Japanese language teachers" Investigation on the cultivation of practical teaching ability and the
principles of teaching practicum in Japanese language teacher education, pp.118-138. [written in
Japanese]
Horwitz, E.K.(1985) “Using Student Beliefs About Language Learning and Teaching in the Foreign
Language Methods Course” Foreign Language Annals, 18(4), 333-340.
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ѶՍƼĺɆ٦̯ЉچΒْۮԱۯ٣ٜـٞǠڂق
۵ۿٜ٦ڀلڨؾۑڻډ۵
Mari HAMADA (İтĺ,θ¯)
Tomoko KANEDA (¯ʛ9θ¯)
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Yo USAMI (ыİθ¯θ¯9 ·ǭԅkƗģu ƦƼ˳Ԫu¯͙Ǔ)
Hiromi SAITO (ыİ¯Žθ¯)
ѶՍƼĺɆ٦ĺ,٣ٜـٞۙbțۛbț(1997)٧ۮĺɆۮڀلۯڗۓڰؾېڭĺɆ٦̯Љٯۯ٠ۍڵ
ۄڋڧжÍْٰنٟڂؿ٠Фˌِ٘ۘۙ٘ٵɨԁɨٟ̑ɨԁ٦¯ʛɻ٣ǭٛ٘ĺȖٻĺɱ¶љچ
ΑِٞۮوـɨƭƗʕŭĺɆٻۯɨԁۤٻΦ٦ĺɆۥ٦ĺʍХچÙȦِۙ̇ځԚڂϯٟĺʍۛ¯ʛ
Х٦ʪ֦٢ˁзچҨƙِٞۮوـѫ˟Ыɳͥtمۯչɉَنٰڂڃٙ٠ِٖ٘ۘڃǨۙĺɆ٦̯
ЉچΒْŘάЫ٢Ƞ٠ِٞۙ_ۤڨؾڜێۛۓۋڞږډǚ 2000̾ۤڻکۋڞۛڗۓڔؾڭۙۥշ 2006ۥю
مФَڃٞۘ٘ن
ِِل٢ڀمɳȔ٣̖̈ĺɆ٦̯֨ٻƥ˽ĺɆ٦Ɨʕ٣Þڅٛٞڂٶ٠ۙɳͥځ̇چԚځҿҬЫ
٣ѫ˟ْڂ٠ٌفـ٠٧َٲ١ٌ٘ـْٻ٠ٟ٧٢ٌـ٠٣ûӣۘوĺɆمɨԁɨ̑٦ɳͥ٦̇ځԚ
ٻځΦɻ٦ɳͥ٦ÙȦۛԁ̈́چƠ٣ۙѫ˟چŢځԚِٜٜɨƭ̯Љٸ٘ڂً̢چ٣٧ۙ١٦فٿ٢Ɨ
ʕ٦ۮԱمۯğڂڃڀٸ٦ٙۘلفڄՍۏڱڵ٧ٌۙ٦κ٣έِٞۿٜ٦"٢ڨؾۑڻډڂ٣ٿٛٞ
Ѐَِ͛ۙڀ٣٧ֻЫÞچ̮ǠȦِفٿ٠ْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ۥ۽ۤڭڠێڱڵ٧ۙκ٦˝зk٠ٖ٦ĳ֏چΒْ٘ٸ٣ۙʍņ٦ɳȔۯړۓۂۮچkِ٘ĺȖ٦¶
֤چФْړۓۂ٘ٵۘڂĺȖ٣Ӛ٘ڃلѫ֝ۮچΦ̖ɝۯٟ٧٢مۮوɝۯ٠ِٞΖٸ٘ڂق٣٧
ٔڅؿٞ①ڹێڢ٦iѧۗ②ځ٭َٽۮҨսمۯӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠چʃϼْۘڂ
ۥ۾ۤڭڠێڱڵ٧ۙĺɆ٦̯Љ٦٘ٸ٣٧ɨƭ٦ɳͥ٦íҺ٠٢ٛٞڂـnϞÙِٖۙ ҇چ٦/
ӵچӢϚ٣ǔ̈ۛЇِ̱ٞوـ٠فـʦѰَمӐ̜ٟڂؿ٠ِۙUƀڻکۋڞږؾےʆԱ٣ϴչِٖۙ
٦֏Ǆ̮چƔѓْۘڂ
ۥۿۤڭڠێڱڵ٧ۙĺɆم/фĂʲِ٘ɳͥچȇфΦɻ٣ǇيٞۮƼځЋِ¶ڂْچۯљچʄًۙؿځ
Φɻ٦ԅդٌڂٔڀىوچ٠٣ٿٛٞ˟ȦمΒَ̓چڠڢۑڻڂڃˣْۘڂ
ڭۓڜکڒڠڊڬ٧̯̖ۙ¯ʛ٦ֻٟۮڂؿԖ֝Ы¯ʛۯ٦ͶچٶSٌِ֤ۙۿڀڃٜ٦ۑڻډ
ڨؾ٣ĳВْۮڂʷĪ٦սـЋِمۯ١٦فٿ٢Ůù٣ٿٛٞڂڃَڀ٘ٹ٦چلԁِ̈́ۙĺɆ٦̵
ҨυچɊSْڂƗʕ٦ۮԱۯ٦ځؿ٣ٜـٞďۘڂْ

ѶՍƼĺɆ٦Ɨʕ٣مۮڂيكɝۯË٦ÄĄ
۵Ɨʕ֤ړۓۂĺȖ٦q̮҄۵
Tomoko KANEDA (¯ʛ9θ¯)
ѶՍƼĺɆچέ˧٠ْڂƗʕٟ٧ۗʍņ٣ÞْۤڦؾڬڂFٻԅɠkɛюۗـ֤چۥɳͥ٦
Ɣѓٌڂْچ٠ۘڂؿمď٦˝зkۗәnЫ٢Ʀ֥٦ҎˇۗĕÙЫ٢ׂ˰ٟ٦ʍņƔѓюچq҄
٠ْٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗŘάЫڦؾڬ٧֏֤ٙ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ِِۗلɳȔ٣Fٻԅɠkɛـ֤چٖٞۗٹ٦͵Ȗ٣Әڃٞڂـƥ˧چȯpɻÝٟĳ֏ْڂ
٦٧Ɉـ٦ۗǸѱٟۘڂؿκ٦˝зk٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗڂؿХф٦Љَ٦ʍņFچƙڂӐ֦ؿم
ۗ٘ٵۗځԅɠkɛ٦ԁ̈́٣ٜـٞۗٹ/О٦ťمӐ֦ٙڀلٟۘڂؿ
ٌٖٟۗκ٦˝зk٠ٖ٦ĳ֏ ֝چ٣ْڂԱ٠ِٞۗʍņ٦ɳȔۯړۓۂۮچkِ٘ĺȖ٦
¶֤چǠۘ٘قѶՍ٦Ϡ+ѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰ٟʐʡِ٘ʍņۤڦؾڬ5 Ϡ+ۗ11 ϗάۗ22 ĺɱۗͮ
98 ƊچۥӾ̤٦Ɨģɻمԁِ̈́٘Ƈwٹچ٠٣ۗʍņ٦ɳΰڮؾڤڸڏچ٠ِٞٵ٠ۤږڠڦۗٸӾ̤
٦սۥـ٠͒٘ي͐چĺȖچȝِ̯٘٦ٟۘڂؿʍņ٦֡Ʉۯړۓۂۮچٟɦٌْ٠٣˵ۗځٿļ҇
وْٻِم٢ڂ٠њɢ٣ۗʍņF٣ƙفٿڂڃڀ٢˭Љ̮ٹ٢و٢ږڠڦۗځ٣ٿٛٞκ٦˝з
kمq҄٠٢ڂ٠Ǡۘ٘ق
ِِۗلɳȔ٣ٌ٦ĺȖچȺٛٞڂٶ٠ۗۮɨԁٹњّفٿ٢ٌ٠ٻچٛٞڂـ٠Ɉـ٢ڀمѧڇٙۯ
ۮБάƟٟۯڂن٠فـҮ]ڂؿم/ٟۗڇٌۮ٢ٌ٠ڇڂـ̖ۗڂْچٌْٟۮۯل٦̖ۗΫչْٟٿ
٥ۯ٠فٿفـ٣ۗĺɆچҿҬِۗӚ٘ڃلƥ˧ۮچΦ̖ɝۯ٠Ζقِٞفٵȯpɻٹː٢و٢لٛ٘ۘ
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ɨԁ٦ʍņ٣ٹĄٌڂفځκْۗ٢څٚۗمۮɝۯ٠ِٞɨԁ٣6نïٔٞǠٌڂق٠مѱِـ٦
ٟمۮِۗلِۘڂؿɝۯ٠ِٞΖڃڀق٢ڃي٨ۗɨԁɨ̑٦ɳͥۗɳͥچɊڂقǠچقƙЋٌْ٠
٣٧ɕڀ٢ـ٦ٟ٧٢ـٙۘلفڄ
ٌٖٟۗمۮɝۯËۗڃٵ̵مɨ̑٦ɳͥЫɈǠ֡ɫ٣ÞْڂûٝمنΒٌَڂڃ٠چ٥ڀٛٞۗ
ړۓۂ٣Þْږڠڦڂ٦ƙЋِچǣٛ٘ۘŘάЫ٣٧ۗ①ڹێڢ٦iѧۗ②ځ٭َٽۮҨսۯ٦ɳɋٟ
ٌۘڂؿ٦ɳͥ٧ʾ٣ٜ٘ـ٨ځلٟ٧ْۗمڂؿٟ٣ۗړۓۂ٣Ӛ٘ڃلĺɆ¯ٻʛɻ٣έֻْڂ
٦̋ۗځٵɳͥ٣Þْڂɨ̑٦Ǡق٣έْڂûٝمنΒَ٘ڃ٠ɈڂڃڅҨƦمԆڃلٞۘڂـ
ҨӘٟ٧ۗŘάЫ٢ɛٹچ٠٣ۗړۓۂĺȖ٘ـ֤چƗʕ٦q̮҄٠κ٣ٜـٞˣِۗۮ
مɝۯË٦ÄĄٻɳͥЫɈǠ֡ɫ٦Ԗ֝٣Ƈ٫ٜوƗʕ٦ȕځ٣ٜـٞƙƿÍِ٘ۘـ

ۮUّۯڂ٠فـȯpХځ̇ڀلԚڂ
ɨڀ٦nϞÙ
Yo USAMI (ыİθ¯θ¯9 ·ǭԅkƗģu ƦƼ˳Ԫu¯͙Ǔ)
ĺɆ٧ۙĺ,٣ٜـٞ٦ɨڀ٦nϞÙۤۮĺ,٣ـكٞmچʪ֦٠Ǡۯلڂق٣ٜـٞ٦̂Ѿۛā
ҷ٦άŷچۥɨ©ِٖۙڃ٣íٝـٞō٦Вٛ٘ĺ,¶љچǣٌٛٞوـ٠مğۘڂڃڀٸ/ٟٖۙ
ِ٘فnϞÙ٧ۙƫОkِ٘ӢԖ٦ٹ٦ٟؿٛٞ٧٢ڀ٢ۘـɨڀ٦nϞÙلـم٢̂ڂѾۛāҷل
ڀǖَ̯ڃٞچلڂـԁ̈́Ы٣٠قف٘قڀٟۙɨمڀÞڂڅĺ,˰ձ٦ɝ˳юچÁِٜٜۙӐ֦
٣]ّٞ̂Ѿۛāҷ٦/ӵچӢϚ٣ǔ̈ۛЇِ̱ٞوـ٠فـʦѰَم٢ڃي٨ٖۙ٦ĺɆ٦ĺ,¶
љ٧ǜЋِ٘Ѧځمٿځ٢ٹ٦٣ßِٛٞفٵq̮҄مǫۘـ
ِِل٢ۮِ٘فٌڀمɨڀ٦nϞÙ٦҇ ٠ǔ̈ۯ٠فـȝņ٧ۙƨ̖ٟѫ˟ْڂٙيٟ٧٢ل٢
لυِ̯٣ٹـو٦ٌٟٖۘڂؿٟҨӘɻ٧ٌٵڃٟۙ¶ۮљ٣҄љЫ٣ȯpْچڠڢۑڻڂВّۙʌ
љЫϟɬБp˪٦ѺϟЫԖ֝چչɉْۯ٠ڻکۋڞږؾےفـŭ٦¯ʛ٣Ϯչِۙɨڀ٦nϞÙ
٦҇ ٠ǔ̈چչЫ٠ْ¶ڂљ٦ɳͥچǣٛٞۘ٘ن
Ƿ٦ҨӘٟ٧ۙѣ٣ۯؾڦډڞۄۍؾڐڹۮ٠فـUƀڻکۋڞږؾےʆԱ٣Ϯչٌْۘڂ٦ږؾے
ڻکۋڞ٧ۙ׃j٦فٿ٢ʆʺٟ̓ۘڂڃڀٸ
1. Ѷ˲̵¶٦ϯ̵ّٟ۠֡ڂ٢սκچκȖ٠ِٞθلٵ٢چڑێگڞȝِ̯ۙÙĕ٦ٟͪΕŀƀ
چǣۘف
2. ـٛ٘ڇΕŀƀچUّ٘ؿ٠ۙƀ٦р˰̖Ԁ٦ 1 ̖چÙĕ٦ 1 ̖٠ѷڃαۙقȇфњّƀچUّ
ۘڂ
3. р˰̖Ԁچѷڃαقٞ٦ȇU٣ۛؾێؾڭڠڂٿʑ٦ۓۋڞږډێ٦Ԗkڂؿۙٻփ´چɳȔ
٣Uٌّٞڂٶ٠٣ۮڂٿэɝɻ٠ِٞ٦ûٝۯن٢١ۮۙڀل1 ̖٦̇ڂӴمـʑ٣֚ڂقEłۯ
ۮƥɳچԖقٌٞوـ٠مٟڂنјيلن٦Աۯ٢١٣ٜـٞۙȯpɻÝٟچۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬǣۘف
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۙĺɆۛĺɆɇՀɻ٣έِٞچؾڦډڞۄۍؾڐڹɳȔ٣ɳɋِۙɳɋ٦ճ֡چĂْ״
ڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۙӾ̤٦ȯpɻ٣έِɝͪۛɝƹ٣چؾۉڷڦۓڋǣچڀڃٖۙـɲЫ٣ԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠٣ۙځٿ
1ۥnϞÙ٦҇ ٠ǔ̈٧ŘάЫ٣١٦فٿ٣ۙ٘ٵmنچٛيل٠ِٞǣڃڅٞڂـ٦ۙل2ۥUƀ٣
эɝɻ٠ِٞȯpْۙڂ٠فـǣ!٧ۙɨڀ٦nϞÙ٦҇ ٠ǔ̈٠فـչЫ٦٘ٸ٣֏Ǆ٠ڂقـ
ۙل3˪ۥĂչЫچυْ̯ٸ٘ڂ٣٧١٦فٿ٢ǋӤمӐ֦ۙل٢١٦ٌ٠ۘڂّچ
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ۮĂʲِ٘ɳͥۯ٦ƼځЋِ
―ڲډɳͥځ̇ۂڋچԚڂ

Hiromi SAITO (ыİ¯Žθ¯)
Mari HAMADA (İтĺ,θ¯)

ҨӘɻ٧ƦƼĺ,٣ÞْڂɳͥچˣْڂȬɚ٦Ԙʡچǣٛٞۘڂـɳͥ٦ǣ!ʃάٟڂؿɳ
ͥɻٖم٦˰٦چۯٌٌۛٵـۮĂʲِ٘ٹ٦چųȓِۗΦ٦ĺ,ԅդ٣ڂـɻ٣и¯ۗق٫ǭٸ٘ف
٦ɚ˪ŚÝچФıْڂ٠فـԘʡ̔ٹچِِٜۘل٢˪ۗڀمҖάٟ٦иυٟ٧ˀنʆ٠ѧٶʆ
٦Ý٣΅Ʒȝ֤٧Ąن٣ۘـو
ٌٖٟۗ2017 ѽ 5 ƉۗȬɚ٣ųȓَۮ٘ڃĂʲِ٘ɳͥۤjۮɳͥԪǱۯۥۯ٣ٜـٞۗɳͥɻم
ѧٶʆـ˔چٞƼڂ٠فـʄځͶچٶǣٛ٘ۘƦـÍڃق٨ۗؿ٦ɢ٦ɳͥۤڲډɳͥٸۗچۥٞƼ
ځЋْۤځ̇ۂڋԚۥڂ٠ٹفـ٦ٌٟۘڂؿ٦¶љ٧ۗѲͽۗѲʪ٦ɖ͡٣ٿٛٞDۘڂڃٵɢÝɭ٦
ͽٟ٧ۗɳͥɻɨ̑٦ɳͥچĂʲِ٘ؿ٦ɢ٠ƼځЋِچǣفǷ٦ɖٌٖۗ͡ځؿم٣٧ٖ٦Ý٦ɳ
ͥɻ٦Ԗ֝مщEَڂڃ٧ِٟٖٓۘڂؿٞۗƼځЋِ¶љ٦ȯpɻٟڂؿɳͥɻ٠Ԇنʆۤѧٶʆ
ٟۥڂؿٹ٣ڂٿѲʪ٦ɖ͡ڃٖۘڂؿم٣ځٿɳͥ٦ʀ٣˟ۗڃَڀ٘ٹمېڡȦمΒَ̓ڂڃ٠
Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ƼځЋِ¶љ٣ȯpِ٘ 4 Ͷ٦ɳͥɻ٧ۗۮɳͥԪǱۯ٦Φۗʍņɢ٦ɶ̍¯ٻʛɻ٦̯wԀۗ
٘ٵʍņŻ ˀٻĺȖюچɦِ٢ڲډۗڀمɳͥ٣ٜـٞȇ٫Ƽٛٞفٹۘ٘ـ/٦ȯpɻٟڂؿ
Ԇنʆ٧ۗɨ̑٦ɳͥٻƥ˰٦˵ļ٣˞]َٔ٢ڀمĂʲَۛڃƼځЋَڂڃɳͥ٣ٜـٞۗɲս
چڭۓۅښٻŢځʰْۘȯpɻ٦ɝƹ٦چڭۓۅښƙڂ٠ٌۗ٦¶љ٣٧ɣ٦فٿ٢ՠؿمٛ٘٠Ǡ
ۘڂڃڀق
ۛڲډۮɳͥۯ٦ՠٝيЋِ
ۛԆنʆ٠٦έ٣¯ۮڂٿʛɻ٦¯٫ۯ٦ȇѺɬ
ۛԆنʆ٦ԅդِچٞѡڂڃڀɳͥ٣έْ٘̈ڂ٢ɖз
ۛɳͥ٣ڂيكսκɬ٦Kªk
ۛɨ̑٦ɳͥɻ٠ِٞ٦Ԗ֝٦ɬk
ۏڱڵٟ٧ٌۗ٦ƼځЋِ¶љچŘάЫ٣ˣْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗɣ٦սׂچـٞٞĂʲِ٘ɳͥچƼ
ځЋٌْ٠٦q̮҄٣ٜـٞƔѓْۘڂ
ڲډɢٯۂڋڀل٦ɳͥɻ٦Ԗ֝٣ٿٛٞۗǔ٣٧Φɻ٦ԅդٌڂٔڀ͠چ٠٣ٿٛٞۗɳͥ٧١
٦فٿ٣ȇʀَڂڃ٦ٌۘل٦ȇʀ٦Х٧ɳͥɻ٦˟ȦچΒْ̓ڂ٦ۘلĂʲِ٘ɳͥ٦Ƽ
ځЋِ٦¶љ٧ۗɳͥ٦˰ٟ٦ۮάƟ٦Ћ͍̮ۯ٠ۗƦƼk٣ۮڂٿɨƭέ˧kچۯƇ٫ۗ̈٘٢ϟچ
̵ْ̯ڂ٦ۘل
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Rethinking Teacher Education Methods: Three
approaches to innovate development of Japanese
teachers

Mari HAMADA (İтĺ,θ¯)
Tomoko KANEDA (¯ʛ9θ¯)
Yo USAMI (ыİθ¯θ¯9 ·ǭԅkƗģu ƦƼ˳Ԫu¯͙Ǔ)
Hiromi SAITO (ыİ¯Žθ¯)
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Okazaki & Okazaki (1997) once argued that education for Japanese language teachers should make
a paradigm shift from “teacher training” to “teacher development.” They also claimed that Japanese
teachers need to reset their goal and aim to become a “self-developing teacher,” who can create class
activities and learning resources suitable for their learners by themselves, or a “reflective practitioner,”
who can discover what is important for teaching and learning by means of observing other teachers’
classroom practice and reflecting one’s own teaching process.
In the same vein, practical measures have been proposed to promote teachers’ growth, for example,
action research (Yokomizo 2000), talking shop (Aoki 2000), and so on.
In fact, teacher trainers, at the very beginning of teacher development course, often find that it is not
an easy job to help teachers, novice or experienced, look back what they did in the classroom critically.
Is there a particular method for in-service teacher education which enables them to keep growing by
observing and analyzing classroom practice of other teachers and reflecting on teaching practice of their
own ceaselessly?
In this session, three approaches explores this issue. Theoretical interrelationship among the
approaches is also discussed.
The first speaker, Kaneda Tomoko proposes using manga cartoon materials in order to facilitate
teachers to focus on the subject and share the issue. In order to induce teachers to let the story described
in the cartoon strip under their skin and create a feeling of “one’s own concern”, it is effective (i) to
read aloud the lines and (ii) to ask “an unexpected question.”
The second speaker, Usami Yo, argues that teacher education should focus on teacher’s sense of
values on education, on which they strategize and conduct consistent educational activities. Usami
believes adjustment and renewal of values is an essential part of teacher development. A drama
workshop method called Forum Theater is introduced to promote a cognitive transformation produced
through a process of group participation in an activity.
The next speaker, Saito Hiromi, introduces a “re-telling” activity where teachers talk about the
practice they once wrote as a practice report. They are able to reflect their practice, this time, through
the lenses of the listeners and gain new points of view for the practice.
The discussant, Hamada Mari, cites Mezirow’s transformative learning theory, which is one of the
most influential theories for adult education. Hamada points out that change of frames of reference is
facilitated through the all the activities introduced by the speakers, and discusses the “method” for
fostering lifelong professional development of teachers.

Awakening of a Feeling of “One’s Own Concerns” in
Japanese Language Teacher Education: Possibilities of
Manga Cartoon Training Materials for Teacher
Development

Tomoko KANEDA (¯ʛ9θ¯)

Data (e.g. videos and transcripts) relating to classes are sometimes used to examine practice in
training for Japanese language teachers. It is believed that concrete data is useful to enable focus on
discussion, elimination of evaluation language and class examination from an objective standpoint.
However, even if videos and transcripts are actually used, it is surprisingly difficult to share the
phenomena that appear in those materials between the participants. It is important to see class video of
a certain length to focus on the subject. Moreover, certain training is also necessary for analysis of
transcripts.
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Accordingly, I considered using training materials that have turned actual classes into “manga
cartoons” as a method to facilitate focusing on the subject and sharing that issue. I complied the true
state of classes into episodes and prepared training materials with tasks or questions and commentary
based on results from the analysis by multiple researchers on class data (a total of 98 classes in five
regions, 11 organizations and 22 classrooms) collected at local Japanese language education sites in
Japan. I think showing the state of classes in “manga cartoon” form makes it easier to understand the
situation while also eliminating redundancy, such as viewing class videos, to make it possible to focus
on the subject according to the task.
Nevertheless, when I actually tried using these training materials, although there was a reaction of “I
read the manga cartoons while thinking that I also do the same” and “I could get a vicarious experience
from the manga cartoons,” there were also more than a few participants who criticized the teachers –
“are there really people like that?” and “that person is terrible” – and perceived the depicted
phenomenon as “other people’s concerns.” It is difficult to draw close to oneself and think about the
challenges that may also occur in one’s class – that is, “one’s own concerns.” However, unless it is
possible to perceive these phenomena as “one’s own concerns,” it will not lead to a review of one’s
own practice and the ideas which support that practice.
Consequently, I reviewed the tasks related to the manga cartoons with the aim of creating a feeling
of “one’s own concerns” and to encourage realizations concerning one’s own practical way of thinking.
In concrete terms, I implemented the following two elements: (1) reading aloud the lines and (2)
“unexpected questioning.” Although this practice has only just begun, there has already been a
deepening of understanding toward the teachers and learners depicted in the manga cartoons and I have
heard comments that suggest realizations have been encouraged toward one’s own way of thinking in
relation to practice.
In my presentation, I will introduce the possibilities and challenges of teacher education that uses
manga cartoon training materials, by referring to actual data. I would then like to exchange opinions
about the state of teacher education that leads to an awakening of a feeling of “one’s own concerns”
and a transformation of practical ways of thinking.

Reflecting one's own sense of values through
participating in a drama workshop

Yo USAMI (ыİθ¯θ¯9 ·ǭԅkƗģu ƦƼ˳Ԫu¯͙Ǔ)

Teachers have their own “sense of values on education” (i.e., a system of beliefs about “what they
believe is important in education”), based on which they strategize and conduct consistent educational
activities. Conversely, these values should not be rigid and unchangeable; teachers should adjust and
renew their values flexibly depending on situations. Without that flexibility, teachers’ educational
activities would become mere self-satisfaction.
However, it is not easy to adjust and renew values through self-reflection alone. Workshop Learning
Style is an effective method that promotes the adjustment and renewal of values. It is not only a passive
addition of knowledge but also a cognitive transformation produced through a process of group
participation in an activity.
This presentation introduces a drama workshop method called
“Forum Theater.” This style of workshop is conducted as follows:
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1.
The participants are divided into small groups. Each group selects an actual problem found in
daily life, and creates a rudimentary story around it (in the story, the problem remains unsolved).
2. Based on the story, one group performs an improvisational drama in front of the audience (i.e.,
members of other groups). After the first performance, one of the actors is substituted by one of the
audience, and the drama is replayed.
3.
By substituting one of the actors, the drama’s story and the other actors’ reactions may alter
slightly or drastically because the replaced actor’s values might differ from that of the original actor.
Based on the alterations, both actors and audience suggest various actions to resolve the problem more
appropriately. This discussion process is expected to reflect, adjust, and renew the participants’ sense
of values.
A Forum Theater was conducted with 24 Japanese language teachers as participants. The workshop
process was recorded, and researchers (including the presenter) interviewed some of the participants.
In this presentation, the presenter will discuss the possible effect of drama workshops on reflecting,
adjusting, and renewing participants’ sense of values through qualitative analysis of the data.

Re-telling Described Practice: Looking Back Now at
That Practice

Hiromi SAITO (ыİ¯Žθ¯)
Mari HAMADA (İтĺ,θ¯)

I edit a magazine that introduces practice relating to language education. We have an editorial policy
of publishing descriptions of the “now and here” at that time by practitioners, the main actors in
implementing practice, and providing magazine space to communicate with those in other educational
contexts to learn from each other. Nevertheless, it is difficult for writers and readers to interact through
communication in this medium.
Accordingly, I ran an initiative for practitioners to invite and talk with readers about their described
practices (hereinafter “practice reports”) published in the magazine in May 2017. In other words, this
was an activity to re-tell about practice at that time (that practice). This activity was carried out with
dual perspectives. There was a perspective of that time when the practitioner described his/her practice
and the now when re-telling it in the layer of the time axis. Transformations in the practitioner during
that time are bound to be projected here. There are dual perspectives with the practitioner and listeners
(or readers), who are the participants, in this re-telling activity. It is believed that deviations are brought
about in the interpretation of the practice through this and that reflections are encouraged.
The four groups of practitioner who participated in this re-telling activity re-told about that practice
while presenting photographs of their lessons, the results of their students, lesson plans and teaching
materials in addition to their “practice reports.” They re-told about that practice. The listeners, who
were the other participants in this activity, asked questions and made comments about the practice that
was described and retold while comparing it with their own practices and on-site situations. Looking at
the comments from the participants afterward, it seems that this activity had the following meanings.
� -Once again giving significance to “that practice”
� -Recognition anew of the “learning of students” through dialog with listeners
� -New points of view for the practice obtained through the context of the listeners
� -Sharpening of problem awareness in practice
� -Formation of a consciousness of transformation as the practitioner himself/herself
This panel concretely introduces this re-telling activity and considers the potential to re-tell about
described practice by asking the following questions.
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ԉ٢ɺ٣ǇيٞʄځͶٷѶՍƼĺ,٠ĺɆ٦
փ´ ―ѶՍۛۛڪڋڮàǲ٦θ¯٣ڂيك
"٢¯ڂʛÑķ٣]ّ٘ͦږکڸڭξ―

Yukiko OKUNO (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Shizuka MOTODA (ыθ¯)
Yumiko MURATA (ۓڼۓۉۃθ¯ѶՍ)ؾڦۓڢ
Shin MORIYAMA (Ochanomizu University)

Սۏڱڵ٧ۗǲѫ٦"٢ڂθ¯٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦˰٣ـكٖٞۗڃٗڃ٦¯ʛɻ٦Λ̮٣ǭڅ
ٔԉ٢ɺچɳƥْٸ٘ڂ٦ɳͥ٣ʄځͶڇٟچםڂـВِٞۗĺɆ٦փ´٣ٜـٞǠȦْٹڂ
٦ٟۘڂؿ
ۮ٢ڇ٦٘ٸ٣ƦƼچĺقٞڂـ٦ٌۯل٦فٿ٢սچـƦƼĺɆ٧ɨԁ٣Ǉٌڂي٠ڂؿم٦ٟ
٧٢ـٙۘلفڄǲƼĺɱ٧ۗ¯٭ƦƼچВِٞۗ٘ٵȯpْ¯ڂʛɻمɡٜɺґŶٻԅkґ
Ŷِ֤¶چٞۗ֡۠٢¶љمqٟ҄(ۄۍڋڴۘڂؿ2008)٧¯̵٦ƦƼ҄ו٦Ǉ˪٠ڊګێڒڊګێږ
٦,̯چϏفǲƼĺ,٦˰٣ـك̰ٞۗɤЫۛɺЫ̝ٹچٛ٠ɬЫ٣ʄځͶۗٶǠڂׇْ
Ӑ֦ڂؿم٠ʲٰٞۘڂـњɢ٣ٌۗٵڃٟǲƼĺ,ٟ٧ۗĺɱCD٦ȸٻԅԱǩչچ١فĺ
لڂق٠ږکڰږګفـ٦ձ٣ʪзمϥڃلٞۗٸ٘٘نǲƼĺɆ٧ٶ٢ٌ٦فٿ٢սκ٣έِٞ
٧ʷӉӢΙٟڂؿ٠ٹʲٰٜٜۗǲƼĺ,ɻ٦κ٠ٌِٞۗڀڃ٦սκچʄٌڂً˪ځ٠چӅي
ٓۗĺ,چɳٌْͥڂ٠مğڃڀٸٞڂـ٠͒ۘو
Սۏڱڵٟ٧ۗθ¯٦ĺ,ƥ˰٣ـكٞۗȟǷ٦ɺ˳̭چ٬ۗقٵɨԁ٘ٚچ٠وٵځɺ̩ۗ
ځٿچԉЫ٢ٹ٦٣ْٸ٘ڂ٣mمٟڂن٦چـ΄ٻ΄͛ۗلŢځԚَ٢ٸ٘ـ٣ۗچڀڃٖ٘ٵ
̵ٶʰْӢ՞ٻƽӢԉюځˬچNقٞٸ٘وـ٣١٦فٿ٢ƹ^ِمq҄٢٦ل٣ٜـٞۗ¯ʛ
ɻ٦Λ̮¯ٻʛÑķ٣ǭٔڅٞچږکڸڭǠۗقǣٛٞ٘نɳͥچםˣْۘڂŘάЫ٣٧ѶՍǲ
ѫ٦Χ֡٢ԦƼٻǲ͇٦¯̵چέ˧٣ǲѫ٦ƄْٰنɝԊۤӟǸۛĺ,٢١ږکڸڭچۥ٠ِٞ
٠ً٘ؿځɳͥۗڪڋڮ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِٞڠڨگ٦קȽچ٠ً٘ؿځɳͥۗѶՍ٦¯̵٠
àǲ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِٞыډڟډ٦ԉچǠقѶà٦קȽսκچ٠ً٘ؿځѶàگۃڢ
ؾ٦ɳͥچ٠ڀڃٌۘڂًؿځ¢ĺɆ٦Ѐ͛ɝם٧ǲѫۗǲۗǲѫ٦Ĵј٠"فـ٢¯ڂʛɻ٦
Λ̮ٻґŶ٣ǭ٘ٔڅʄځͶٶٟۘڂؿٹՍۏڱڵٟ٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,ƥ˰٣ـكٞԉ٢ɺ٦ɳ
ƥچչɉِ٘ѫ֝ڃٗڃٖۗچ٦¯ʛɻ٣ǭٔڅٞلـ٣٠ًؿځٞـٛ٘٦ۗلƦƼĺ,٦˰٣
ڂيكĺɆ٦փ´ٻǋӤ٠فـɖзڀلŘάЫ٢ڦؾڬٻם٠ĳ٣ɦْۘ֡۠٢ɳͥۋڞؾڏێڴ
چۓŘάЫ٣ɦٌْ٠٣ځٿۗځٿΧو٦ƦƼĺ,ƥ˰ٯïِ֚٘ـ٠Ǡۘڂق

Χ֡٢ԦƼ٦¯ʛɻ٣έْڂѫ֝ƦƼѐǭŭ¯ʛ٣í
ٝۮ ٘ـPEACE ۯۄۍڗۑڻ٦ɳͥ٠
ĺɆ٦փ´
Shizuka MOTODA (ыθ¯)
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ՍҨӘ٧ۗƦƼĺ,چВِٞԉ٢ɺچչɉْѶՍƼĺ,٦ׂ˰ۗڀلѫ֝٠ƦƼ٦چ
њɢ٣¯٭ѫ֝ƦƼѐǭ¯ʛۤCLILۥ٦ֻѾ٣íٝـٞɳَͥڃٞۗ٘نΧ֡٢ԦƼ٦¯ʛɻچ
έ˧٠ْڂѶՍǲѫθ¯ٟ٦ PEACE םچۄۍڗۑڻ٠ِٞۗԉ٢ɺ٦ɳƥچչɉْƦƼĺ,
٦q̮҄٠ CLIL ٦Ͷٶ٦ϯٟɳْͥڂĺɆ٦փ´٣ٜـٞիلڀ٣ِفٿ٠ْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ԉ٢̩چɳƥْٸ٘ڂ٣Фَۮ٘ڃPEACE ۯۄۍڗۑڻ٠٧ۗԲӵۤ2009کڊګڠێڿمۥ
ڨؾۑڻډۛږ٦ׂ˰ڀلѶՍƼĺ,قفڂٸ̓چٟФˌِ٘ѾٟۮۗځؿPۜPoverty ӟǸڀل٦χ
ĔۮۯEۜEducation ĺ,ۮۯAۜAssistance in need ɨׂ٦٘ٸ٦S˂ۮۯCۜCooperation &
Communication Ĵј٠έۮۯEۜEnvironment Ñķۯ٠܁فـٜ٦ѫ֝چäٹٷ٦ٟۘڂؿCLIL ٣í
ٝۮۗنContentۜѫ֝ۮچۯCommunicationۜƦƼۮۯCognition:ɈǠۮۯCommunity/Culture:Ĵ¯/"ԅ
kֻۯ٠֏ٹùЫ٣Ƈ٫ӣ٘يƦƼ¶љ٠ِٞۗ܁θ¯ٟњɢ٣бِٞڀڃٌۘڂـ٦ѫ֝٧ۗ
̩Ʌզ٠ِٞɨԁچΖۗقɨԁ٘ٚ٦Ѷ˲٠̩٦սκ٠٦Þځڅ٣ûٖٝۗن٦ۄڡڰڒۅ٠ɳ
˳چϟچڃٖۗځƄْٸ٘ڂ٦ۄګڠڞюچЇٰٞۏڒڊګێږ٣Ɣѓِۗɨԁ٘ٚ٣ʰٌ֮ڂ٠چ
Ǡۗقɺٹـٿځٿچ٦٣Ԗقٞفٌـ٠ْچۯ̖ۮڂ,ِ̯٢ۗڀمƦƼ҄چוǫٸٌٞوـ٠چչ
ɉْٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѣ٣ʼϯĤ¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِ̩ٞۗ٦ӟǸսκځ͌چǆ٠ِٞǠڂق٠فـѫ֝
٦ĺ,ɳͥچˣِۗٻڭؾہېФʰԀ٦ԁ̈́ۗɳͥɻ٦ÙȦ¯ۗڀلʛɻ̩م٠ɨԁ٠٦Þڅ
ځ٣ٜـٞэɝɻ٠ِٞǠ"ۗق٢ڂǠٻقƙ٣ɧچŪٌڂي٠ٟѡڂڃڀûٝڀلٌٖۗن١فǣ
љِٞچلوـǠفٿڂق٣٢¯ڂ٫٦Хچիلڀ٣ْۗ٘ٵۘڂѫ֝ٻɈǠ٦̋k٦˰ق֚چٜ
ٜۗѶՍƼĺɆ٠ِٞƦƼچוǫٸ٘ڂٸ٣١٦فٿ٢چڊګڷڊګږډٻږڠڦʄځѷڃٞـٛ٘٦
٘ٵۗلƦƼʛѡ٦Ùзڀل١٦فٿ٢چڗۓڊڬۏؾڐڹۇڔڠǣٛ٘٦چلɦِۗѫ֝٣˝зؿچ
ٜٜٞƦƼĺ,٦ʍņ٠ׂَِ̯ٞٔٸ٘ڂ٦ĺɆ٦փ´٣ٜـٞʲٰۘڂ

ա֮٣ٜ٢ڠڨگى٦קȽچκȖ٣ِ٘
ѶՍƼĺ,ɳͥ٠ĺɆ٦փ´
Yumiko MURATA (ۓڼۓۉۃθ¯ѶՍ)ؾڦۓڢ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗڪڋڮ٦θ¯ٟɳɋِٞڠڨگڂـ٦קȽЫ٢ґŶ٠ѶՍƼĺ,֗چǭِ٘ѫ֝Ʀ
Ƽѐǭŭ¯ʛۤj CLILۥ٦ϯĤ¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِ٘ɳͥچםˣْۘڂ
ŘάЫ٣٧ۗĺɆم١٦فٿ٣Ͷׂٶِٖٞ̓ۗل٘ٸٞ¯ʛɻ٣١٦فٿ٢̯w¯چل̵ّ٘م
ʛɻ٦ФʰԀ٢١ٹچ٠٣ԁِْٟ̈́ۗ٣ɳɋِٞ˪ڂـĤ٦ʍņ٠Ӂ«ِ٢ڀمέ˧ɻ٣ǭٔڅ
٘ĺɆ٦փ´٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂ
θ¯̵٣٢ڂ٠̖٠٦ƿׄمǍۗځمɨǲ٦קȽٻԅk٣ٜـْٞùمΎۘڂقѶՍƼ¯ʛ
ɻ٣٧ѶՍƼٟɨǲ٣ٜـٞˣِ٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢˰ـձٹʰٞٵڃٌِۗلِۘڂوٟѶՍƼʍņ
ٟ٧ѶՍ٣ÞْڂκȖمΧۗوɨǲ٣ٜـٞѶՍƼٟ¯٭ù٧ː٢لٛ٘ۘɨǲ٦קȽ٧Ս̖
٣٠ٛٞ٧̑ŏ٢κٟؿٛٞۗٹӆѶ˲ЫٟӾȬ٢٘چڃٖۗٸѶՍƼٟƼڂ٦٧ѱِۘـ
ٌ٦ٌ٠ڀلҨӘɻ٧ْٟ٣چڠڨگκȖ٠ِ٘˪Ĥ¯ʛɻ٦ CLIL ٦ʍņچɳɋِٖۗ٦Ƈwۗ
ƦƼĺ,ٙيٟ٢ۗوɅզ̮ٻɺ̮چǫڻکڞۓڡڊګڞڂٸĺ,٠ِٞٹǄwؿمٌٛ٘٠چի
لڀ٣ِٞۘڂـ
ٌچڃ٬ۗقٵњّκȖٟٹĺɆۏڽېم٣Ьِ٘չӖ٠ƥɳЫ٢ƦƼȺ֤˰ձ͐چОِٖۗڃ
٣ǭٛ٘κ¶ٻљٌڂق֚چ٠ٟ"٢ۏڽېڂ٦ʍņ٣֤]ٹٟڂن٠ǠۗقǷۗ̈٘٣ڠڨگ
چκȖ٠ِ٘ϯĤ¯ʛɻ٦٘ٸ٦ CLIL ٦ʍņچɳɋِ٘ۘƦƼĺ,٦ϯĤۏڽې٧ۗ¯ʛɻمʼ
Ĥɢ٦فٿ٢˪υچËّ́ۗٓڃڀ٫ҁٷɢöٟۘڂؿٹĺɆ٧ٌ٦ɢö٣¯ʛɻ٣̈٘٣չӖچ
͐Оِۗҽڀ٣ӉڅٛٞڂـƦƼϟɬ͙ٻվϟɬِ́ۗلـچ٨ْ¶љچФıْڂӐ֦ۘڂؿم
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ϯĤ¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ǣٛ٘ʍņٟ٧ۗڠڨگɢζ٦ۓڼۓۉۃθ¯¯̵٣˝зؿچٞۗɛچЇ
ٰۗҨӘِۗɨԁ٦ǠچقѶՍƼٟʲٰڂѫ֝٠٢ٛٞۘڂـɳͥ٦ƇwۗϯĤ¯ʛɻ˪ٹĤɻњ֡
٣ɨǲ٦̰ɤۗɺ٣ÞْڂսκɬمǫۗوʃάЫ٢¶љ٣źمٛ٘ۘۗ٘ٵэɢ٦̖۠٦̵¶
ن̵ٻچВِٞњّٚچŢځԚِٞ٧٢ڀ٢ـ٠فـԉ٦θَ͌چǠڂقʍņمٟۘ٘ن
ٌڃ٣ڠڨگځٿ٠فـ/ٜ٦κȖٟϯĤ˪ڀلĤٯ٠ʩ٦چۓۋڞؾېۉڔڊګؾډǠ٘قʍņ
٦ǖϨمq҄٠٢ٛ٘ۘњɢ٣ۗקȽ٠فـԁց٣ـكٞٹǫǕٵٟ٦ϟɬڀَچ٣Ǎٌڂٸ̋ۗٸ٠
مٟۗنԁցچЈۓۋڞؾېۉڔڊګؾډ٘ق٣ٹźمٛ٘٠ۘڂقـ

έ٣ڂٿѶà٦ĳ̵ۮُْٸچѶàθ¯̵
ǲȔƿׄۯؾگۃڢ٠ĺɆ٦փ´

Shin MORIYAMA (Ochanomizu University)

ՍҨӘ٧ۗыډڟډ٦ĳ̵ُِۗٸچѶàƼ٣ڂٿӾƦƼʃĎ٠ԅkچЈڻکڞۓڡڊګڞ٘ق
ĺ,٦ׂ˰ڀلɳɋَڃٞ٘نѶàθ¯̵ǲȔƿׄםچؾگۃڢ٣ۗԉɳƥ٦٘ٸ٦ۓڡڊګڞ
ڻکڞĺ,٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼۛàǲƼĺ,٦ځؿۗĚ٫ƦƼĺɆ٦փ´ۗچɳͥچВّٞիلڀ٣ِ
فٿ٠ْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
Ѷàؾگۃڢ٧ 2004 ѽۗڀلՖѽɳɋَڃٞلۘ٘نٜٞ٧ԅkۂؾګچ٠ِٞƿׄمǣڂڃڅ
ٌ٠مΧلٛ٘ۗمŏѽ٧ۗقؿٞѶà٦Ý٣ׂٚ٧ٙקڂلȽ̰ۗɤۗĺ,ю٦սκچʄڂً˪ځ
فٿ٣٢ٌٖٟٛ٘ۘ٧ѶǶ¯ڇٙѶՍƼۛàǲƼچέ٦ۏؾڪ٠ِٞȈθƧ٣֤ـ٢ۗڀم
҃مѡِڂفяچѡٌڂ٠چչӖ٣ۗ1 ¯öÝ٦Xƿׄ٠sęٶ٦ǭњؾگۃڢ٣ڂٿЋ͍ƿ
ׄچɳɋِٞڀَۘڂـ٣Ʒ΅مـʆ٦ƦƼٌ٭¯چ٠ٟۗ΅Ʒֻ٠ŵ̋چkَٔۗӾƦƼۛӾ
ԅkʃĎ٣چڊګۓڬڋډۛۏگۋڞگځٿЈ٘قɖз̑چ٣ٜفٿي٠ْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ԁ̈́٧ۗȯpɻمȝِ̯٘ԪǱˀ٦ѫ֝چɲЫ٣ԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦ƇwۗѶà٦¯̵٘ٚ٧ۗƷـ
٣ʌيٞ٘نĺ,٦Ȁ"ۗچۃښڠۂВّϨمڟؾۅڋ٘ـɳ˳٠"٢ڻڋڦڑېګڠڂٟؿٌٛ٘٠
٢١٦ûٝچنŸ٘˪ٟۗƷـ٦ƙ٣ɧچŪٖۗي٦Ȁ"چǯӻْٸ٘ڂ٦̍ؕ٢έچǣۗـɨ
͐مڀОِ٘սκƄ٣яچƙʰْ٠٠ٹ٣ٖ֮ۗˎچڃ٦ɳͥ٣ٜ٢ًفٿ٠ِٞۘ٘ـ
ۗ٘ٵѶà٦ɉќĺ4٧١֤ٚ]ٹڀƦƼ¯͙چվ٠ْڂĺ4ٟۗځؿȈʼ٧̰ɤۛקȽ٢
١٦ٌفچۂؾګ٠٣Ӣؿٹٛ٘ؾںڦمۄۍڋڴۗم٢١Ǹѱ٢սκ˰فچǭ٣ۗבɲ٢έ
٦˰چФıْڂĺɆ٦փ´٣ٜـٞ˿ڃٞفٿڂـ٣ۗɳȔ٣٧ƦƼĺɆمɉќ٣эٌ٘ڂ٠ٟۗ
¯̵٘ٚ٧ڄِٷĺɆ٣яچğٓٸɨԁٟ٘ٚʃάЫ٣яچճȡْفٿڂ٣٢ٌڂ٠ۗ۠٧ښ
ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃ٦͙վt٠ِٞ٦͙վ̮چҨóِۗ֡۠٢ƽچڭږێڹۓښٻЈ٘قέچɳƥٟ
ڂن٠فـɨ̂چѡٞ˪ۘ٘ـ٦فٿ٣ۗǲƼĺ,ٌِٟ٘فέچǣٌف٠٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ƦƼȺ
֤٦љùٝچيȻƂِۗ΅Ʒֻۗٸ̋چ٠ٹ٣̵فٿن٠ْڻکڞۓڡڊګڞڂĺ,٦˰٠ِٞȈЬ
ٌٟڂؿ٠ۗѶՍƼĺɆ٠ِٞ٦͙վ̮٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢έ٦˰چůْ̯˪ڂٟڠۍڻ٦փ´چɡٜ
ٌ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
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Different Learning Environments at Universities in
Japan, Germany and Korea-

Yukiko OKUNO (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Shizuka MOTODA (ыθ¯)
Yumiko MURATA (ۓڼۓۉۃθ¯ѶՍ)ؾڦۓڢ
Shin MORIYAMA (Ochanomizu University)

This panel discusses cases of Japanese-language educational practice at universities in Japan and
abroad that take into account the characteristics of learners and aim to contribute to a peaceful society.
In doing so, it considers the role of teachers.
Language teachers sometimes are confronted with the question of why they are teaching a
language. A variety of activities can be carried out in foreign language classrooms by taking
advantage of the societal and cultural backgrounds of foreign language learners. Byram (2008) states
that it is necessary to engage in foreign language education that cultivates students’ language abilities
and criticality while more consciously adopting political and social aims. At the same time, noting
that foreign language teachers are ill-equipped to address this issue because an emphasis has been
placed in such classrooms their operations and technical aspects (teaching grammar), he argues that
there is a need for them to not avoid such issues.
This panel presents examples of university educational practice in which learners were presented
with topics, chosen in accordance with their characteristics and learning environments, that had them
consider how, in light of recent social conditions, they can contribute to the peace of society and
world by preventing war and conflicts as well as overcome the dissatisfaction, misunderstanding, and
inequality that gives rise to these problems. It covers students in Japan with a variety of native
languages and nationalities considering domestic and international issues that need to be addressed
(poverty, education, etc.), Japanese language-learners in Germany considering the history of Nazism,
as well a Japan-South Korea seminar for Japanese students and South Korean Japanese language
learners that considered peace in East Asia and historical issues between the two countries. In the
above, we find educational practice based on cooperation between people in Japanese, non-Japanese
and international contexts and designed by teachers in light of the different characteristics and
backgrounds of learners. Focusing on the role of teachers and their efforts in language education, this
panel presents concrete examples of and data regarding how Japanese language educational content
aiming to realize a more peaceful society has been used in accordance with language learners’
characteristics.
We hope that concretely discussing various examples of such educational practice will be useful for
a wide range of language education environments.

The PEACE Program based on CLIL for Diverse
Language Learners and the Role of Teachers

Shizuka MOTODA (ыθ¯)

The PEACE program based on the content and language integrated learning (CLIL) has been
carried out at Japanese universities for learners with a variety of native languages. It provides
Japanese language education that seeks to create a more peaceful society. Using this program as an
example, this presentation will make clear the potential of such language education as well as the role
of teachers within a CLIL framework.
The PEACE Program uses a holistic approach-based concept that seeks to contribute to world
peace: “P: Escape from poverty,” “E: Education,” “A: Assistance in need,” “C: Cooperation and
Communication,” and “E: Environment.” It was proposed by Nuibe (2009) for Japanese language
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education. The program is currently being carried out at five universities while organically connecting
the above content to communication, cognition, and community/culture using the CLIL framework.
While heightening language abilities, it aims to raise learners who see themselves as world citizens,
realize their involvement with everyday and world issues, know the mechanisms and current state of
these issues, research and critically think about systems for solving them, consider what they can do
themselves, and make society into a better place.
This presentation will introduce educational practice geared towards beginning and intermediate
learners that starts by having them consider the problem of poverty overseas. Analyzing their reports,
assignments, and observation reports, it will make clear the learning process by which they come to
think about their involvement in the world, realize new things by listening to different ideas and
opinions, and, after having done so, think about how to act. It will also show how the aforementioned
content was incorporated into classes by Japanese language teachers as tasks and activities in a way
that heightened students’ language skills while giving them an opportunity to deepen their
understanding and views of it, as well as the explain the structures created so that students would
acquire language skills. Then, it will discuss the role of teachers in language education classes that
focus on content.

The Teacher’s Role in Japanese Language Education
Connecting to the Future using the History of National
Socialism

Yumiko MURATA (ۓڼۓۉۃθ¯ѶՍ)ؾڦۓڢ

This presentation introduces a course based on the principles of Content and Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL) held at Munich University, targeting intermediate learners of Japanese. By
comparing the advanced classes which I already held, I will explain how the teacher assembled an
intermediate lesson and how the students changed after the whole lessons.
When one becomes a university student, one shares more exchanges with other people, and one has
greater opportunities to talk about the history and culture of their own country. Japanese Language
learner will encounter situations where they have to talk about their own country in Japanese. In the
language class, however, although there is a lot of material relating to Japan, there are not many
opportunities for the learners to learn about their own country in Japanese.
Even if the history of the learner’s own country may be a familiar subject for them, it is difficult to
talk about it in Japanese, as it is not something you do every day, and the conversation can be
complex.
Therefore, I have already presented the effectiveness of sociality and citizenship education in an
advanced class based on CLIL that focused on Nazi's history.
Based on these findings, it is thought that even if the same subject material is used, if the teacher
sets out objectives suited to the learners’ level and provides an environment for practical language
use, the material could be applied to classes of different levels by arranging appropriate assignments
and activities.
For language education at an intermediate level, the learners may not feel that they are progressing
like they did when they were beginners, and it can be a period during which their learning plateaus.
During this period, teachers must establish new goals for the learners, make use of the language
knowledge and specialized knowledge the learners already possess and provide them with activities
that will help them improve their language abilities.
In the lesson for intermediate learners, focusing on the life of Munich Universiy students in the
Nazi era, learners read their research materials and speak their own opinions in Japanese. As a result
of the lesson, the learners had a heightened awareness of issues concerning politics and society of
their own country, which led to proactive activities. Moreover, by learning about the lifestyles and
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way of living of the people of that time, the learners were able to think about the importance of peace
and the importance of not repeating historical mistakes.
This has enabled the formation of a lesson that considers vertical articulation from an intermediate
level to an advanced level on the subject own history matter. At the same time, it has enabled learners
to further widen and deepen their school knowledge on the subject area of history, and it has led to
articulation that transcends the subject matter.

Japan-Korea international student seminar and the
role of teachers

Shin MORIYAMA (Ochanomizu University)

This presentation deals with the Japan-Korea International Student Seminar as a practical example
of citizenship education for the purpose of establishing peace in East Asia. It also addresses the
teachers' role in the seminar to help participants develop citizenship, which is necessary for East
Asian citizens to live together.
This seminar has been conducted every year with one of my university's partner universities in
Korea, since 2004. For the first decade, we dealt mostly with cultural topics for the seminar. In recent
years, however, we've dared to deal mostly with historical, political and educational problems that
exist as taboos between the two countries. The students can use any language they've mastered,
including Japanese, Korean, and sometimes English, as tools for communication. Every year, we start
our discussion in April, using a video conference system, and then in August, we meet directly in
Korea or Japan on alternating years. Learning each other's language also helps them not only foster
mutual understanding and respect, but also overcome their national identities to form international
ones.
Their reports that were submitted after the seminar were used as data, which were analyzed
qualitatively.
As a result, they realized that the images they have formed were influenced by education and mass
media they received, which include various stereotypes that are different from the actual facts. Then,
they began to listen to and discuss ways to overcome these stereotypes and intercultural differences.
They finally found answers for resolving the problems and acquiring the motivation for their future
actions.
The supervisors on both sides, including me, were teachers whose specialties are applied
linguistics, and not experts in political issues, so we first worried about addressing such issues in a
professional way. However, when we actually dealt with them, the students successfully dealt with
these topics, as Byram had indicated they would. He says in his book that it is possible for language
teachers to play an important role in discussing such political issues, because they are experts in
intercultural communications. Language teachers possess various communication skills to overcome
any conflicts and misunderstandings that may occur in the intercultural dialogue. Moreover, as
teachers cannot provide them with any answers about these political issues, students have to find the
answers by themselves through discussion. Finally, we have gained confidence in addressing these
political taboos in our seminar, not as political experts, but as experts of intercultural communication.
For these reasons, it is effective for language classes, including the Japanese language, to deal with
political issues, for they can motivate language use, deepen mutual understanding through dialogue,
and develop citizenship, which is necessary for people to live together. In addition, the specialty as a
language teacher plays a positive role for students to establish intercultural citizenship.
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ӾƦƼÑķٟ,ٜɄ١ٹ٣٠ٛٞ٦ѶՍƼ٦
ϥӣي٦Χ̮֡٠ԉĺ,٦ʪ֦̮
۵ۗۏڟۍںۗڪڋڮѶՍ٦ɝםԪǱ٠
tСѫƦƼ̰Ƞ٦ɳΰچєقٵ٢ڀم۵
Hiroshi NOYAMA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģۛ˳Ԫ)ؾڦۓڢ
Sei MIWA (ږۏںۓڳθ¯)
Seiji FUKUSHIMA (1йθ¯)
Սۏڱڵٟ٧ۗӾƦƼÑķٟ,ٜɄ١ٹ٣٠ٛٞ٦ѶՍƼ٦ϥӣي٦Χ̮֡٠ԉĺ,٦ʪ
֦̮٣ٜـٞۗۗۏڟۍںۗڪڋڮѶՍ٦ɝٻםtСѫƦƼ̰Ƞ٦ɳΰچєقٵ٢ڀمǠȦْۘڂ
ڪڋڮ٦ɝםٟ٧ۗѶՍ٣چڪؾۏɡٜڪڋڮȕʢ٦Ʉ١٘ٹٚ٦˰ǭ٣˝зچэٞۘڂҽڀ٧¯
Ǖڊګڰۉۃښ٦̩٣pقٞtΜٻѶՍ٠ٹmلڀ٦źڂؿمځم٠ٌفـ٠٣٢ٌۘڂ٦فٿ٢Ʉ
١٘ٹٚ٣ڂؿХфĳВْۮڂѶՍƼ٦ϥٝۯي٧ۗ¯ٓٵǕٟӐ֦٢Ʀ֥ٟ٧٢ـ٠ٌفـ٠ٖۗ
ِٞtΜכ̐ٻ٠ɨԁچٜ٢ىƦ֥ٟڂؿ٠ٌفـ٠ٙۘفڄȀِҠٛٞѶՍƼمӐ֦٢يڅٟ٧٢
ځٿۗڇ٭ـƨ̖ЫٟۗѶՍƼٻѶՍԅkڊګڊګۓڬڋډمů̯٣θونÞڅٛٞمڃٖ٘ٵۗځك
Ʉ١ٹ٦̵וڂن٣ٜ٢مٛٞوـ٦ٟۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢Ʉ١٘ٹٚ٦ѶՍƼ٦¯٫چ
Ɋٸ٘ڂق٦ɊS٦Ǉ̮٣ٜـٞǠۘڂق
ۏڟۍں٦ɝםٟ٧ۗۏڟۍںѶŷɺ٦ѶՍƼĺ,םچ٣ۗۮŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٦
սκۗمό٢ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂ٦սκٟ٧٢ۗوѶŷ٦̩ζÝ٦ؾڕۑڑڬڋέׂ٠٢ٌٛٞڂـ
٠چɦِْٖۘٞۗǷƹ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ǠڂقȔ٣٧ۗۮѶŷ̖مۯɡٜƦƼچؾڕۑڑڬڋάِۗ
ƨ̖ۗtΜ٦ƦƼȺ֤٦ɳͥ٦ϯٟۗۮѶŷ̖ۯ٠ِٞ٦ِ̈ـƦƼچؾڕۑڑڬڋϐٌڂ٠چФ
ْۘڂ
ѶՍ٦ɝםٟ٧ۗCLD ɟџ̵ۛо٦ƦƼÑķ٦̱Ӊ٠ԉĺ,٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂŘάЫ٣٧ۗ
ѶՍ٦ǲ̖ȱȕϠ+ A ٣Ĩʢْۓڦڠڔڵڂʰ̑٦˄Ʉ̵о٣έِٞ 2013ۢ2017 ѽфٵٟǣ
ٛٞ٘نѶՍƼ٠ƦƼ̵¶٣ÞْڂʩϚЇȁ٦Ƈwچєقٵٞۗۮm٦٘ٸ٣ѶՍƼ٭¯چ٦
ۯل٠فـÙзۗڀلɄ١ٹ٦ƦƼÑķ٦̱ӉٻԦƼŹ˓Ƽ$ɡ٦ʪ֦̮٣ٜـٞԪǱْۘڂ
ٌڀڃ٦ԪǱچєقٵٞۗCLD ɟџ̵ۛо٦ƦƼÑķۤethnolinguistic vitality ۶EVؾےڭکڱٻۥ
ۤږcommunication network۶CNۥ٦̱ӉΒ̓ۗڭۓۅےڵۓڏٻٜځٵԉĺ,٦íҺ٠Ǡڂڃڀق
ʦѰ̮٠È̮֝٦,̯٣Ǉيٞۗ١٦فٿ٢¯٫٦˰٦ФıٻtСѫƦƼ̰Ƞ٦ǋӤمq҄لǠ
Ȧْۘڂ

Ӿ̤٦ԅkۛƦƼ٦ϯڂن̵چɄ١٘ٹٚ٦ѶՍƼ٦¯
٫٦ɊS٣ٜـٞǠڵکۑؾی―ڂق٦
ĺ,ֻѾڀلƙقٌٞڂو٠―

Sei MIWA (ږۏںۓڳθ¯)
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Ӿ̤٦ƦƼ٠ԅk٦ϯڂن̵چɄ١٘ٹٚ٧ۗӾ̤٦ƦƼÝٙيٟ٢ۗوnϞÙٻʛÌ٦"٢ڂ
Χ֡٢̖ٻԅk٠źۗځمϰِ٢ن̵ڀمٞڂـ٠ƦۘڂقѶՍ٣چڪؾۏɡٜڪڋڮȕʢ٦Ʉ١
٘ٹٚ٦˰ǭۗ¯Ǖڊګڰۉۃښ٦̩٣pقٞtΜٻѶՍ٠ٹmلڀ٦źڂؿمځم٠ٌفـ٠٣٢
ٌۘڂ٦فٿ٢Ʉ١٘ٹٚ٣ڂؿХфĳВْۮڂѶՍƼ٦ϥٝۯي٧ۗ¯ٓٵǕٟӐ֦٢Ʀ֥ٟ٧
٢ـ٠ٌفـ٠ِٖۗٞtΜכ̐ٻ٠ɨԁچٜ٢ىƦ֥ٟڂؿ٠ٌفـ٠ٙۘفڄȀِҠٛٞѶՍƼم
Ӑ֦٢يڅٟ٧٢ځٿۗڇ٭ـƨ̖ЫٟۗѶՍƼٻѶՍԅkڊګڊګۓڬڋډمů̯٣θونÞڅٛ
ٞمڃٖ٘ٵۗځكɄ١ٹ٦̵וڂن٣ٜ٢مٛٞوـ٦ٟۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢Ʉ١٘ٹٚ٦
ѶՍƼ٦¯٫چɊٸ٘ڂق٦ɊS٦Ǉ̮٣ٜـٞǠۘڂق
ۗٓٵҨӘɻٹÞڅٛٞۗڂـӾƦƼۛӾԅkʃĎ٦ƦƼĺ,Ù٣íٝۮ٘ـӾԅkۛӾƦƼکڔ
 ڡCan Do ̬ڑێڐڹڭؾہȝۯڭږڎڟۑڻ٦¶љچԪǱْ̐ۘڂɄ٦έچВِٞɄ١ٹ٦ѶՍƼ
٦¯٫چɊچۏؾڪڂقˣِۗtСѫٟ٦ƦƼ̰Ƞ٦ʪ֦̮ڀَۘو͒چ٣ۗѶՍƼٌ٭¯چ٠ٟۗ
tСѫٙيٟ٢وɺȯpٯ٦Ѡ٣źًٞفٿڂيـ٢¯٫٦ɊS٦q̮҄چճȡْۘڂɄ١٘ٹ
ٚ٦̵¶٦Īз٠٢ٛٞڵکۑؾیڂـٟθ͌٣َڃٞڂـƦƼĺ,Ùَۗڀ٣ۗڪڋڮ٦Ź˓Ƽĺ
,٣΅эْۮڂʰɨƼĺ,ۯ٦ɉќ֦ה٢١چÙٌْڂ٠ٟۗӾ̤٦ԅk٠ƦƼ٦ϯڂن̵چɄ
١٘ٹٚ٣Ӑ֦ٙ٠Ǡڃڀقٞچו҄ڂـի¨٣ْۘڂ
ٖ٦قفٟۗέچВِٞɨ̑٦ٻڊګڊګۓڬڋډǠچقɡٚۗΦɻ٦"٢ڂƙچʌيѷۗڃΧ
̮֡چʪْڂ٠فـɃَ̭ۗڀ٣Ӿ̤٦ԅk٦nϞٯ٦ûٝچنΒْفٿ٢ۮŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍ
Ƽۯ٦¯٫٦ɊSچФٌِ٘ۘـ٦Ф٧ۗɄ١٘ٹٚٻɄ١٘ٹٚ٣Þڂڅθ̖٘ٚ٦ۮ١٦فٿ
٣ѶՍƼ٠Ǉنǭق٨ۯلـٿ٠فـսـ٣έْڂ/ٜ٦яق٣ٹ٢ڂ٠Ǡۘڂق
ȯǠԅƖ
ɒH̍үΦԘۤ2014ۥ۰ٜ٢ِۛ٘څ―ىtΜۛѶՍƼۜڪڋڮҨ٣ʢٷɄ١٘ٹٚ٦ѶՍƼʛ
ѡۛŹ˓چǠڂقȤɄ۱, ѶՍԅkƦƼۤؾڦۓڢƥѶՍԅkӫĚۥؾڦۓڢ

Ӿ̤ƦƼ˵ļ٣̰ڂيكɤ̮٠Õֻ
Seiji FUKUSHIMA (1йθ¯)
ƨ̖ۗtСۗϠ+٣ـكٞۗӾ̤٦ƦƼمΠȕْ˰ڂǭۗ① ٖ٦وـٜͦچلξِۗ② Ӑ֦٣]
ّƦƼ٦ù҄چОڃٗڃٖ ③ۗٸ٦ƦƼچȺفٿڂق٣ٌْڂ٠چƦƼ̰Ƞ٦íՍ٠ْ٘ۘڂٙۗƦ
Ƽ٧ۗΦɻ٠Φɻ٠چٜ٢ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښى٦Җάٌٟۗٸ٘ڂؿ٦Ż ٧ِ٘ۤ٘څۮٚۯۥ٠فـ
ƨۛʡϗ٦ķ¨چОْڂù҄ٹwٌْ٘٠٠٢ٖۗځ٦ƥ˰٧ۗѓďۗď¸ۗђۗՐȩ٦ƥ˰٠٢
ۘـْٻځ٢ٕ٢̖ۗڀÝ٦Սɲ٦/ٜ٣ɺ̮ڂؿم٠lОِ٘˰ǭ̖ۗ٠٦ٜ٢ځم٧̵Π٣Þ
ٌڂڅ٠ٟۗځؿٜ٢چځمԟ˥ْڂƦƼ٧ɨƭ٦٘لځؿ٦ϯ¥٣ـكٞùْ҄ڀلڂٟۘڂؿ
#љ٦ɢζچžۗقΧƦƼÑķ٣ڂؿƨ̖ۗʡϗѫ٦ƦƼۓڋڝڬ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢ƦƼ̰Ƞم٧
̰ٷڀɤ̮چըɖٌْڂ٠٧ٟن٢ۘـѶՍٙڀلѶՍƼۗڠۓۍڹٙڠۓۍڹڀلƼ٠ـٛ٘ŏζǲ
t٦όʸ٢ƦƼ̰Ƞ٣ʥفɃ̭٧ۗƨ̖ۛʡϗѫ٦ƦƼսκ;چԌِۗՍ֮ɡٰٜنέ٦ùچ
φٌف٠٣٢"ۘڂ٢ڂƦƼۛԅk٦̖ÝمĳњŚÝچǖϨْٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗƦƼمɡٜù҄ۛڑڬڋ
ؾڕۑ٦έׂͪچФ٣ِٖۗ٦ַÞũمɡٜ̰ɤ̮چєۗقٵέ٣ڂٿƦƼÑķ٦مۓڋڝڬ
Ӑ̜٠٢ۘڂ
ƦƼـ΄ڂʹچ٧ƨ̖ۗtΜۗϠ+٦ԁۛשԭ٦ơ5٠ٹ٢ۗمڂњɢ٣ٖڃٗڃ٦ۏڽې٣ك
ـٞ̈٘٢ٷ̵چؾڕۑڑڬڋљו٠ٹ٢ۘڂӾƦƼ˵ļ٦ƦƼ̰Ƞۗ٠ۏڽېۑږۃيڅځ٦̰Ƞ
٧ۗtΜۗϠ+٠ـٛ٘ۏڽې٦ɳͥچВِٞۗƙʰَڃٞنٰوـٟۘڂؿ
ۏڱڵ٣ـكٞ٧ۗۏڟۍںѶŷɺ٦ѶՍƼĺ,םچ٣ۗۮŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ۯ٦ս
κۗمό٢ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂ٦սκٟ٧٢ۗوѶŷ٦̩ζÝ٦ؾڕۑڑڬڋέׂ٠٢ٌٛٞڂـ٠
چɦِْٖۘٞۗǷƹ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ǠڂقȔ٣٧ۗۮѶŷ̖مۯɡٜƦƼچؾڕۑڑڬڋάِۗƨ
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̖ۗtΜ٦ƦƼȺ֤٦ɳͥ٦ϯٟۗۮѶŷ̖ۯ٠ِٞ٦ِ̈ـƦƼچؾڕۑڑڬڋϐٌڂ٠چФْ
ۘڂ
ȯǠԅƖ
Ӽч̾Ƚۛ՚HۍڮۓڜĆӌۤ2016ۮۥƦƼ̰Ƞֻ٣ۏڟۍںڂيكѶŷ̖٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ˁ
з-ۏڟۍںѶŷ̖٦ƦƼ٦Ż ٦٘ٸ٣-ۯ۰ӾƦƼۛӾԅkɢζ٦ѶՍƼĺ,۱, ՍйǏҀۗ
˙й̍ñɄԘϸ Տ̖ɺ 13-40

CLD ɟџ̵ۛо٦ƦƼÑķ٦̱Ӊ٠ԉĺ, ۵
ۮm٦٘ٸ٣ѶՍƼ٭¯چ٦ۯل٠فـÙзڀل۵
Hiroshi NOYAMA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģۛ˳Ԫ)ؾڦۓڢ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗCLD ɟџ̵ۛо٦ƦƼÑķ٦̱Ӊ٠ԉĺ,٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂŘάЫ٣٧ۗѶ
Ս٦ǲ̖ȱȕϠ+ A ٣Ĩʢْۓڦڠڔڵڂʰ̑٦˄Ʉ̵о٣έِٞ 2013ۢ2017 ѽфٵٟǣٛ
ٞ٘نѶՍƼ٠ƦƼ̵¶٣ÞْڂʩϚЇȁ٦Ƈwچєقٵٞۗۮm٦٘ٸ٣ѶՍƼ٭¯چ٦ۯل
٠فـÙзۗڀلɄ١ٹ٦ƦƼÑķ٦̱ӉٻԦƼŹ˓Ƽ$ɡ٦ʪ֦̮٣ٜـٞԪǱْۗ٘ٵۘڂ
CLD ɟџ̵ۛо٦ƦƼÑķۤEVۤږؾےڭکڱٻۥCNۥ٦̱ӉΒ̓ۗڭۓۅےڵۓڏٻٜځٵԉĺ,
٦íҺ٠ǠڂڃڀقʦѰ̮٠È̮֝٦,̯٣Ǉيٞۗ١٦فٿ٢¯٫٦˰٦ФıٻǋӤمq҄ل
ǠȦْۘڂ
ҽ˄٧̖ۗۓڦڠڔڵ٦ӭ٠ѶՍ̖٦Ԧ٦Ý٣ۗѶՍ̵ٟ ٘ڃٵCLD ɟٟۘڂؿ5 ȌٵٟÞы٦
܇Ƙٟ,ٛ٘ƹۗ6 Ȍɢ٣ӭ٦Ԧǲٟۓڦڠڔڵڂؿ٣#љِ٘ۘ13 Ȍٵٟ٦ք 8 ѽÝۓڦڠڔڵٟ
ƥϠ٦Jǲŷۏؾږڠۏگۋڞگؾڦۓڋ٣В¯ِ٘ۘӭ٠٧ؾڌڮۏڍƼۗԦ٠٧ѶՍƼٟۗ2 ̖٦
Փ٠٧ؾڌڮۏڍƼٟچǣ¯ۗـǕٟ٧JƼچȺْ֤ڂ٠فـƦƼÑķٟؿٛ٘ۘ14 Ȍ٦ѽۗt
С٦ɝ˳ٟԦ٦ưŁٟڂؿѶՍۤ܆Ƙ܇Ʌ۶ǲ̖ȱȕϠ+ۥ٣ռۗځѶՍ٦ϯ¯٣Ԙѷِ٘ۘҽ
˄٦٣ڂٿ٠ۗԘѷɢзٟۗѧٶˀٹنäٸٞȈٹʛʯِٞ٘ـƦƼ٧JƼٟۗځؿɣڌڮۏڍم
ؾƼۗ3 ҹչمѶՍƼٖٙٛ٘فٙۘԘѷ٠٠ٹ٣ۗʄځʰِĺɱۤϠ+٦ѶՍƼĺɱۥٟ٦ѶՍƼ¯
ʛمɁځٵք 1 ѽҭ٘مٛ٘ϯ¯ 2 ѽ٦ʙ٣Ǎч٦ǣ٣ȯpِٞơҢ٦սκ٣ȻƂچʌٌڂي
٠ٟۗۓڦڠڔڵ٦ԉ٣ٜـٞǠȦْڂȝԅچˀوù٣ΌŜِۗÞͮچڨؾڸڠِ٘Ǖ̵о٦
ͪٻϠ+٦ʢզ٦ٟͪǣفŸƟِۘ٘ٹϯ¯ 3 ѽ٦ 9 Ɖ٠ΞņÝŏ٦ 3 Ɖ٣ OPI چʌ٘يȔ٣٧
ϯĤ٦˪ٟؿٛ٘ۗمǫǕ 2 ѽ٦ 3 Ɖ٣٧˪Ĥ٣ёυِ٘ۘ3 ѽٟ̓٣ٜـٞڄـڄـǠ٘قƇ
wۗ̓¯٧ٔٓ٣ʓ˽ْڂѠͦچ٫ۗل٥ٞڀلչɉِٞۓڋڝڬ٘ـÞũ٦ɺ٣ʓ˽ٌْڂ٠
٠٢ٛ٘ۘҽ˄٦˰ǭۗǍчٟʌ٘يȻƂۗÍƦْڃ٨ۗڂٽڅـԉĺ,مθن٢жÍз٣٢ٛ٘
٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ٌِ٘فԉĺ,٦ɳͥ٧ۗ¯٫٦љù٦$ɡͦ̓ٻξ٦бՀ٣ǇيٞӢqƃ٠Ǡڂڃڀق
ۮm٦٘ٸ٣ѶՍƼ٭¯چ٦ۯل٠فـսـ٣έْڂя٦§ѡ٣¨ɳ٣źمٛ٘ٹ٦٠Ǡۘڂق
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Importance of Peace EducationۜBased on Case Reports
of Germany, Brazil, Japan and the Actual Situation of
Domestic Language Policy

Hiroshi NOYAMA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģۛ˳Ԫ)ؾڦۓڢ
Sei MIWA (ږۏںۓڳθ¯)
Seiji FUKUSHIMA (1йθ¯)

We focus about the importance of the diversity and the peace education of Japanese placing for the
child who grows up by multilingual environment by this panel. It's considered based on the case of the
German, Brazil, Japan and the language policy in the home concretely.
In the case of Germany, presentator 1= Ms. Miwa explores and proposes a vision for enabling
support for Japanese learning by children of/with Japanese origin who are living in Germany.Children
encircled with plural languages and cultures are in general not only living between several languages,
but also connecting themselves to and mediating among people and cultures of diverse values and
customs. In the case of those children highlighted here, a sort of connection or attachment to their
Japanese family and to the country is held by them, in addition to their everyday engagement in the
school community. The “positioning of Japanese”, that is, how to locate/regards Japanese language in
his/her course of life is thus to some degree common to these children: it is a language that is not
required at school but is the language that connects them with their family and relatives. Because there
is no immediate necessity, learning the language and culture of Japan is highly personal and influences
greatly on their identity building, empowering children to live.
In the case of Brazil, presentator 2= Dr. Fukushima would like to show this political character in
multilingual situation, analyzing the ideological aspect in discussion on Japanese language education
for Japanese-Brazilian (Nikkei-jin) in Brazil. I propose, in designing Japanese language education for
Nikkei in future, it is crucial to dismantle the language ideology that the concept ‘Nikkei-jin’ connotes
and to explore new language ideologies for Nikkei-jin in the practice of individual and family language
use.
In the case of Japan, it's considered about maintenance of language environment and peace education
of a CLD student. Specifically, presentator 3= Mr.Noyama focuses on language life of the schoolgirl
from Pakistan who lives in Japanese foreigner dispersion area A. He reports on maintenance of language
environment and an importance of mother tongue/ heritage language maintenance from the point of
view "Why do I learn Japanese?", based on a result of longitudinal investigation from 2013 to 2017.
Based on these case reports, it's considered an offer in a place and language policy in the home of
what kind of learning it's possible to devise for maintenance promotion of language environment and a
network and empowerment of a CLD student in other words upbringing of the flexibility and the
tolerance regarded as a foundation of peace education.

Thoughts on Supporting the Learning of Japanese by
Children Living with Plural Cultures and Languages:
Observations made through the Educational Ideas
from Europe

Sei MIWA (ږۏںۓڳθ¯)

This presentation explores and proposes a vision for enabling support for Japanese learning by
children of/with Japanese origin who are living in Germany. Children encircled with plural languages
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and cultures are in general not only living between several languages, but also connecting themselves
to and mediating among people and cultures of diverse values and customs. In the case of those children
highlighted here, a sort of connection or attachment to their Japanese family and to the country is held
by them, in addition to their everyday engagement in the school community. The “positioning of
Japanese”, that is, how to locate/regards Japanese language in his/her course of life is thus to some
degree common to these children: it is a language that is not required at school but is the language that
connects them with their family and relatives. Because there is no immediate necessity, learning the
language and culture of Japan is highly personal and influences greatly on their identity building,
empowering children to live.
In this presentation, a project report will be first delivered on the “Development of Can-Do Portfolio
for Kids with Plural Cultures and Languages”. This project in which the presenter also takes part is
based on the concepts of language education pertained in plurilingualism and pluriculturalism. By
illuminating the importance of designing (and constantly adjusting) family language policy, I will
introduce a tool (in the form of adaptation of ELP, European Language Portfolio) for assisting children’s
Japanese learning through dialogues with their parents. Second, I will explore possible approaches for
language learning support – support that would link and elevate children’s experiences at home to their
participation in wider society by adding Japanese into their language repertoires. To further examine
this aspect, I will provide an overview of the key ideas of language education esteemed in Europe
(where the base for children’s day-to-day life is situated) and of the Herkunftssprachlicher Unterricht
(equivalent to heritage language education) curriculums in Germany, so as to elucidate certain
competences that are vital for children living with cultural and linguistic pluralities. Lastly, based upon
the observations made above, I would like to propose learning support for “Japanese as a heritage
language” that encourages children to attain self-identity, build own thoughts, develop attitudes for
accepting different opinions of others and respecting diversities, and to generate awareness for values
in cultural multitudes. This proposal, I believe, will enable both the children and the adults concerned
in finding an answer to a shared challenge – ‘how to deal with the language, Japanese’.

Politics on multilingual circumstance and its
management

Seiji FUKUSHIMA (1йθ¯)

When multiple languages exist in individuals, families, and regions, we (1) select one or some
languages, (2) assign the specific function(s) to each language, and (3) make each language available
to use. These are the main functions of language policy. As language is a medium of communication
that connects people, this decision(s) also establish characteristics or identity of oneself or group. These
decisions, therefore, tend to cause discussion, conflict, friction among group members. Because, if we
assume that social nature is one of the essence of human beings, the connection with people is closely
related to survival of individual or group, and the language functions at the core of human being.
In the age of migration, language design within individuals and groups in a multilingual environment
cannot ignore the political nature of such language policy. The attitude people simply follow the rule
of language policy of modern nation, such as French people speak French language and Japanese speak
Japanese, conceals the politics related to language problems within individuals and groups and deprives
opportunities for dialogue that should be held. In order to build a shared space with people from
different languages and cultures, it is essential to design a language environment by dialogue on the
premise of the political nature of languages.
Dialogue over languages might cause break up and collapse in identity of individuals, families and
regions, but at the same time they also become a place to generate new ideologies regarding language,
people and society. Language policy within multilingual situations, especially micro-level policy,
should be found through discussion based on practices at the level of family, region, etc.
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On the panel discussion, I would like to show this political character in multilingual situation,
analyzing the ideological aspect in discussion on Japanese language education for JapaneseBrazilian(Nikkei-jin) in Brazil. I propose, in designing Japanese language education for Nikkei in future,
it is crucial to dismantle the language ideology that the concept ‘Nikkei-jin’ connotes and to explore
new language ideologies for Nikkei-jin in the practice of individual and family language use.
Reference
Fukushima, S., & Suenaga, S. T., (2016) Aspects of Japanese language education for JapaneseBrazilian on Language Policy Theory. In H. Honda, & M. Matsuda(Eds), Japanese Language Education
in the era of Plurilingualism and Pluricultualism. (pp. 13-40). Tokyo, Bonjinsha.

Development of Language Environment of CLD
Students and Peace Education

Hiroshi NOYAMA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģۛ˳Ԫ)ؾڦۓڢ

It's considered about maintenance of language environment and peace education of a CLD student
in this presentation. Specifically, I focus on language life of the schoolgirl from Pakistan who lives in
Japanese foreigner dispersion area A. I report on maintenance of language environment and an
importance of mother tongue/ heritage language maintenance from the point of view "Why do I learn
Japanese?", based on a result of longitudinal investigation from 2013 to 2017.
In addition, it's considered an offer in a place and a device of what kind of learning are possible for
maintenance of language environmentۤethnolinguistic vitality ۶EV ۥand a networkۤcommunication
network۶CNۥ, promotion and empowerment of a CLD student in other words upbringing of the
flexibility and the tolerance regarded as a foundation of peace education.
She's the CLD child born in Japan between my Pakistani's father and Japanese mother. After growing
into 5 years old at a B prefecture in Kanto area, She has moved to Pakistan which is father's mother
country at 6 years old. She went to school at local United Kingdom system international school in about
8 year Pakistan up to 13 years old. The fatherhood was Urdu and the language environment which talks
with her 2 younger sisters by Urdu in Japanese with her mother and uses English by school. A year of
14 years old, she returned to Japan which is mother's home by home circumstances (A prefecture B city
= foreigner scattered area) and admitted to a Japanese junior high school. The language she mastered
most including reading and writing is English as of the admission according to her talk, the next, it's
said that Urdu and the 3rd were Japanese. Japanese learning by a taking class as well as an admission
(Japanese classroom in an area) was it started and to take Hiroshima's travel in autumn of the junior
high school for 2 years where about 1 year and a half has passed and receive a stimulus in a problem of
an atomic bomb, and she encountered in the chance to write the composition considered about the peace
of Pakistan and also did the experience which does a related speech in front of the resident in in front
of the entire school students and an area. It was when receiving OPI in September of a junior high
school for 3 years and March of graduation month, it was intermediate and, but she reached an advanced
grade in March of a high school for 2 years. After she thought variously about course in 3 years, without
entering a school of higher grade, she was going to get a job in the company on a design relation finally.
When paraphrasing into the stimulus received at Hiroshima in case of her, I can think so-called peace
education was big turn-around point.
I can think the practice of such peace education is indispensable for maintenance of a motive of
learning and a view of course choice. Moreover I think it led to acquisition of an answer to the question
to which I say "Why do I learn Japanese?" certainly.
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ڻکڞۓڡڊګڞĺ,٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦¨ׂُٸچ
ِٞ: ڵکۑؾی٦Ѐ͛٧
ыډڟډ٣ĳ̵لْڀ٘ٹچ

Shin MORIYAMA (Ochanomizu University)
Saeri YAMAMOTO (Ȱǆθ¯ǲȔ·ǭu¯ӵ)
Xiaoyan LI (œʔθ¯)

`ʔ٧Ѳф٦θ͛چĺť٣ۗЈǲtЫĳњά٦Ƒ͐`ُِۗٸچʔәďۗ`ʔǭ٠ـ̰ٛ٘
ɤЫĳњά٦Ƒ͐٣ٌهٜۘ٘يɻ٧ǲƼĺ,چʪɖِٞۗمڂـՍۏڱڵ٦ϯ̅Ы٢ۂؾګ
ٟڻکڞۓڡڊګڞڂؿĺ,٠٦Þځڅ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗ٠`يڅځʔәď٦ƦƼ̰Ƞ٣ـكٞʪɖَ
ڃٞ`ۘڂـʔәď٧ۗӾƦƼ҄ۗچוƳ֤ٻ#љù٦Ύθ΅ٻƷƿׄ٦٘ٸٙيٟ٢ۗوɺ
Ыلٜ̰ɤЫ٢ڠڢۑڻ٣ȯpْٸ٘ڂ٣ٹʪ֦٢ٹ٦٠ِٞϥِٝ٘فٖ٘ٵۘڂيȯpХ
٣ـكٞۗڵکۑؾیɅզ٠فـЈǲtЫمڊګڊګۓڬڋډǖϨَڂفڃ٠ْۘڂ
ٌِ٘فďچʃќْۄۍڋڴڂ٧ۗǲƼĺ,چВّٞǲtمڊګڊګۓڬڋډǖϨَۤڂڃιѲ
ɣɺkۥ٦٣έِۗǲƼĺ,٧ٖۗ٦ǲtЫɖзچχϯ̅kۛ΅έkِۗЈǲtЫ٢ګۓڬڋډ
ڊګڊǖϨ٣ïْ֚ۤڂιȮɣɺkۥ٠َِۗڀ٣ۗЈǲtۗЈԅkЫڊګڊګۓڬڋډǖϨ٣٧ۗ
ǲƼĺ,مԅk̰ۛɤĺ,چʄځǵٷӐ֦̮چʃϼٌِِٞلِۘڂـ٦فٿ٢ǲƼĺ,مɳȔ
٣ЈǲtЫ٢ڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٠ڻکڞۓڡڊګڞ٦ǖϨ٣ïِ֚لڂف٣ٜـٞ٧ۗƗģ٠ɳͥم
ʤԁ٣٢َ٘ڃ٠٧Ʀـѱمڃٖ٘ٵۘـыۤډڟډՍƗģٟ٧ԜĊЫ٣Ѷϯàۥَْچ٦ĳ̵٦
ֻ٠ِٞ]֤q҄ٹلӢիٟۘڂؿ
/ۗыډڟډ٣չچжّڂ٠ۗۮ٠ٹ٣̵ٸ٘ۯڂن٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ɳͥ٧وـٜلƙڃٖۗڃڀ
ڀ٧چۄڡێگۋڞگNۗقƨ̖ۗǲtÝ٦ڭږێڹۓښƄ٦q̮҄֘چËَٔڀڃٌِلِۘڂ٧
ƥ˰ĺɆمəǣȢƽ٦ϯٟбْڂ٠فـΓձمաٙĸڀڃٖۗوɳͥچɊֻڂقЫͶمٶ
ʤԁ¨ׂَڃٞڂـ٠٧Ʀـѱۘـ
ٌٖٟՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѲٜ٦ۗڀلڨؾۑڻډыمډڟډ٠ٹ٣̵ٸ٘ڂن٦ۗڻکڞۓڡڊګڞĺ,
٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦نٰڂؿɃچǠٖۘڂق٦ι/٧ֻЫڨؾۑڻډٟۗǲƼĺ,٠ڡڊګڞ
ڻکڞۓ,̯٠٦Þځڅ٣ٜـٞۗڵکۑؾی٣ֻڂيكƗģ٦چؾۉڷېǣۘفƥȕۗڵکۑؾی٦
ďۗم١٦فٿ٢ԅդ٣ـكٞۗ١ٌٵٟ֮ٞڂـ٦ل٠ٌفـ٠قفֻِ̱٘چٟۗыٯډڟډ٦
]֤q̮҄چǠȦْۘڂιѲ٧ĺ,ɳͥڀل٦ڨؾۑڻډٟۗыۮمډڟډ٠ٹ٣̵ٸ٘ۯڂن٣Ӑ
֦٢ƦƼĺ,٦íҺ٠٢ڂƦƼĺ,ֻڻکډۄڭۀچ٣ǖϨِٞٸ٘وـ٣ٌۗٵڃٟǣ٘ڃڅ
ѶՍƼĺ,ɳͥ٦وـٜۘڂْؾۉڷېچل

զʃЫ٢Ʌզ̮٦,̯٧ۗƦƼĺ,٠١٦فٿ٣Þڂڅ
ل: ڵکۑؾی٣ֻڂيكЫυ̯٠ۗ
ыٯډڟډ٦]֤q̮҄
Saeri YAMAMOTO (Ȱǆθ¯ǲȔ·ǭu¯ӵ)
զʃЫ٢Ʌզ̮٦,̯٧ۗƥȕ٦ڵکۑؾی٣ـكٞۗː٢و٠`ٹʔәď`ٻʔǭ٦ɋ̰
̔٣ڂيكƦ͒ۏڽېٟ٧ۗǫڃڀق֚چʺ͕ـٞڃٌۘڂـ٧ِ֤̈ـƼ٠يڅفـٟ٧٢
ۏڽېڵکۑؾیۗمـٟ٦̰ɤͶ˼م/ОХфۮǲtچۯϥنÍۗقњɢ٣ה+ѫڀل٦ۮΦɻۯ
٠٦͍˿مѶ˲kْڂ٢لٟۗ̈٘٢ՠ٠ʪ֦̮ۘ٘ڃڀق֚چ
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̰ɤЫۗɺЫƄО٣έْڂɅզ٦͆ŉЫ٢ȯp٧ۗզʃʃĎ٦ǺՍ˴Ɗ٣Φ٢ڀ٢ۘـ٢ڀ٨
¢̖مʽΛْڂϠ+ٻǲt٦ٶ٢ۗٓڀɥƹ٦مڵکۑؾی١لنٰڂؿف٠فـď٣ȯpْڂ
ù٠҄ۤוɅզ̮ۥ٧ۗ١٦فٿ٣ْڃ٨ԟ˥ٟڂن٦ٌ――ل٦فٿ٢սـ٦ԅդ٣ـكٞۗƦ
Ƽĺ,٘̈٘ٵٹ٢փ´چՀٌڂڃٵ٠٣٢ٛ٘٦ٟۘڂؿ
ٌ٦з٣Þْڂħ٦ďچնٌْ֭ڂ٠٧ۗƥɳЫ٣٧Ӣqٟ҄ۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ۗЇȁέ˧
٠ِٞ 1)θ̏Ĥ4ٻď4ď٣ڂٿ/٦ÂǱۗ2)ۮƦƼۗΧ̮֡ۗɅզ̮ۜڵکۑؾی٣يك
ڂӾƦƼʃĎΒ̓٦٘ٸ٦̰Ƞۯďۤ2002ۥюÞďۗ3) ͪǩ٦̯wԀ٠ِٞ٦۰ƦƼ٦Χ֡
̮ڀلӾƦƼĺ,ڵکۑؾیۜٯƦƼĺ,̰ȠȠОڮڋړ۱٠ӣْ̣ڂȯ˞Ɨģۗ4)`ʔƥζƼڢ
ڭږڎڟۑڻؾڦۓԪǱˀ٦فٚզʃЫɅզ̮ٻɺЫή٣Þٹڂڅ٦ͦچОِ٘ۘ
ٖ٦Ƈwۗͪų٦սٯـ٦я٧ۗƦƼĺ,̰ȠۗƦƼĺ,̬ф٠ֻѾَۗڀ٣٧ƨ̖۠٦ځؿۮۯ
ю٦зڀلϐğم٢َڃٌٞڂـ٠ۗٻ¢Γձ٣Þِٞќنʰَ٘ڃя٠ٹچۏؾڪ٠٣ۗŘάЫل
ٜƥɳЫ٢Χ̤٦مڭږڎڟۑڻљـٌٞڂـ٠لڅٛ٘ۘ
ٌِِۗل٦فٿ٢ڵکۑؾی٦υ̯ۗچыډڟډ٣ـكٖٞ٦ٹمٵٵ٦٠ٌْڂ٠٧ۗըՠٟ
הۘڂؿ+ѫڀل٦ۮΦɻۯ٠٦͍˿مѶ˲kْڂ٠˵فـļ٧ۗыډڟډ٣ـكٞٹ/ОХф٧
ؿٞ٧ۮۗمڂٵǲtۯ٦ζځڅ٣ϥنÍۮڂقыۯډڟډ٧ۗƥɳ٦̰ɤͶ˼٠ِٟٞ٧٢;ۗوѾ٦
٢ل٣ِلΠȕِ٢ۘـ
ҨӘɻ٧ыڮۏؾڊڹچډڟډ٠ِۗځٿԉЫلٜզʃЫ٢ыچډڟډñğْڂƦƼĺ,Ɨģ
ɻڵکۑؾیم٦͕υنٰ٭¯ڀل٧ۗͪų٦υ̯ٖ٦ٹ٦ٟ٧٢مڃٖۗو٢َٵڂڃٟ٦ِٖۗٞ
ƥȕ٦ǲķچЈ٘قǭď٦ڠڢۑڻ٣ڂؿ٠ǠۘڂقҨӘэѶ٧ٖۗ٦ٌ٭¯چڠڢۑڻ٠ۗڀلɺ
ґŶ٦"٢ڂыډڟډ٣ـكٞ٧mمٟڂن٦ل٠فـз٣ٜـٞȶОЫ٢Фچɦْۘ

ڻکڞۓڡڊګڞĺ,٠ِٞ٦ӾƦƼۛ
Ӿԅkۄۍڗۑڻԁ̈́

Shin MORIYAMA (Ochanomizu University)

2017 ѽ٣àǲ٦Ձθ¯ٟɳɋَۮ٘ڃӾƦƼۛӾԅkچۯۄۍڗۑڻʄمڃًٖۗ˪ځƦƼۛԅk
چЈڻکڞۓڡڊګڞ٘قĺ,٠ِٞۗыمډڟډ٠ٹ٣̵ٸ٘ڂن٦ƦƼĺ,٠ِٞۗ١٦فٿ٢̯
w٠κڂؿم٦لǠȦِ٘ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ۄۍڗۑڻ٧ͪҭ٣àǲ٦ƦƼ٠ԅk¯چ٫ۗƹҭ٣ѶՍ٦ƦƼ٠ԅkچĺڂقӾƦƼۛӾԅk
٦ۄۍڗۑڻٟۄۍڗۑڻۘڂؿȈƹ٣٧̰ɤĺ,٦Γձچpՠْۮٸ٘ڂѶà¯̵چۯۄۍؾڐڹ
Ȇۗыمډڟډ٠ٹ٣̵ٸ٘ڂن٣ۗѶà٦ʁɻ٧mلنْٰچѓٌِۘ٘٦ۄۍڗۑڻ٧ۗۮЈ
ǲtЫڊګڊګۓڬڋډǖϨ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗӾƦƼۛӾԅkʃĎ٣ׂ̰ٚۗɤĺ,چʄځѷ٘ڃƦƼ
ĺ,֏مǄۯ٠٦ Byram ٦Ǡق٣چڭۓڶѡٞɳɋَۘ٘ڃԁ̈́٧ۄۍڗۑڻʚƹȯpɻمФʰ
ِ٘ʕچڭؾہېɲЫ٣ԁِ̈́٘ۘ
Byram ٧ۗԅkچЈڻکڞۓڡڊګڞ٘قĺ,٣٧ۗɨΦۏڒڊګێږچ٣ƙٜۗٸζαِٞوـ
̰ͪۮɤЫϛۤ2 ϛۯۥ٠ۗۏڒڊګێږ٣ɺچԖ®ْٸ٘ڂ٣ǣљِۗĳњάچǖϨْ̰ۮڂɤ
Ыϛۤ3 ϛۯۥ٦Ż 5 ϛ٦Ҩυϛڂؿم٠ِٞۘڂـ
ۗ٘ٵByram ΦԘۤ2016”ۥFrom Principle to Practice in Education for Intercultural Citizenship”ٟ
٧ۗҽمФْڂĺ,ֻѾوـچٜل٦ɳͥ٦ϯٟ¨Ѻٌِٖٞۗمڂـٟˣَڂڃɳͥ٦Χو
ٟ٧ۗԁ̈́٣ Barnett ٦Ͷـ֤ٹٶٞۘڂـBarnett ٣ڃٿ٨ۗۏڴؾۑڗɺ٣٧ۗϟɬۗɨƭ̩ۗ
ۏڒڊګێږچ٣ƙٜڂٸɖзمӐ֦ٟڀڃٖۗځؿ٧¢۠4 ϛ٦ҨυХڂؿم٠ۘفـՍƗ
ģ٧ٌ ڀڃ2 ٜ٦Ͷـ֤چٶٞԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘ
ٖ٦ƇwۗByram ٦Ͷٶ٣ڃٿ٨ۗȯpɻ٧̰ɤЫϛ٣ɕͪڂϛْۗ٢څٚۮΦɻ٠Þڅ
ۏڒڊګێږۗځ٣ǠۗقζαچճȡۗФْۯڂϛ٣ɕٛٞۗ٘ٵۘ٘ـBarnett ٦Ͷٶٟ٧ۗȯp
ɻ٧ϟɬۗɨƭ̩ۗ٦¢ה+ٟۗۏڒڊګێږ٢̑چۏڔڠ٣ٜۤيι 1 ϛۗۥʦѰ٢Ƀ̭چɡٚ
ۤι 2 ϛۗۥʥ֮٦ÌʛچȇǠْۤڂι 3 ϛۥ٠فـϛ٣٧ɕٛ٘ۗمζαْۤڂι 4 ϛۥϛ
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٣٧ɕڀ٢ل̰ٛ٘ۘɤЫϛ٣ɕڀ٢لٛ٘٦٧̰ۗɤĺ,٦Γձمʂلٌٛ٘٠ۗι 4 ϛ٣
ɕڀ٢لٛ٘٦٧ۗöÝمϒöٌٟڂؿ٠٢١مơ5٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ

Χԅkږؾےڻؾۏڗ٣ڻکڞۓڡڊګڞڂٿĺ,
Xiaoyan LI (œʔθ¯)
ۏڴؾۑڗɢζچž٘قǷѶۗѶՍƼĺ,چä٘ٸǲƼĺ,٧ۗԅkچЈکڞۓڡڊګڞ٘ق
ڻĺ,٠ِٞ٦ΓձمğڃڀٸٞۤڂـByram, 2008ۘۥՍҨӘٟ٧ ASCI ۏڬۆ٣íٝـٞǣڃڅ
ٞ٘نΧԅkږؾےڻؾۏڗ٦ĺ,ɳͥۗمыډڟډ٦ڻکڞۓڡڊګڞĺ,٣٢لڂفځ٣ٜـٞ
ǠȦْۘڂ
Χԅkږؾےڻؾۏڗ٠٧ۗӾ̤٦"٢ڂƦƼ٠ԅkچɡٜ̖ٟ۠ǖَ̯ږؾےڻؾۏڗڂڃٟ
ۘڂؿΧԅkږؾےڻؾۏڗٟ٧ۗƨ̖٦ѫձkِ٘ոЫ٢ԅkمƦƼkٌَڂڃ٠چВِٞۏڗ
ڻؾѫٟĳ֏َڻؾۏڗۗڃ٦ؾڴۓۅÝ٦ѐǭ٣ٿٛٞۏڽېڻؾۏڗ٦ϟɬم٘ڃڀ٦ٚۗѫ
˟٣ځٿѫձkَـِ̈ڃԅkمȇ٫ƨ̖ۏڽې٦ٹ٦٠٢ڂ٠ǠۘڂقٜۮځٵƦƼۤArticulationۯۥ
→ۮĳњkۤSocializationۮ→ۯۥѐǭkۤConsolidationۮ→ۯۥѫձkۤInternalizationۯۥ٦ۏۍڋڵڠ
ٟۗ¯ʛɻمӾ̤٦ƦƼԅkڇ¯چٟۗځكɨƭǔ̈ۤSelf-renewalچۥɳƥَٔۤڂASCI ֹۙۏڬۆ
2017ۘۥ
ՍҨӘ٧ۗѣ٣ 2017 ѽф٣ǥ̵ِ٘¯׆٠ѶՍ̖¯̵٦ǻ̯ۮڠۍږϟɬΑ٦٘ٸ٦ۃښ
چۯۓۋڞؾژڰۉԁ̈́٦έ˧٠ْۘڂՖ٦ʍņƹ٣ˀـٞڀٹٛ٘ۮûٝۯڭؾڲن٢ڀ٫٣ϯÝۛ
ö՚ڻؾۏڗۗڭؾہېҨӘ٦چڦؾڬڭڠڔګʐʡِۗj٦Ѳٜ٦ڻکګڠٟԁْ̈́ۘڂ1ۥƦƼ
ԅk٣Þْڂϟɬ٦Ԗ֝٦ÙзۗڀلM-GTA ٦ʆԱٟ¯ʛɻ٦ɨƭǔ̈چԁْ̈́ۘڂ2ۥByram
(2008)٦ͶچȯǠ٣ِۗɨƭǔ̈٣ٜ٢ڂمϟɬ٦Ԗ֝ڻکڞۓڡڊګڞچĺ,٦ÙзڀلΖق
Ћْٖۘ٦Ƈwۗ¯ʛɻ٧ۗۮƦƼו٦Ǉ˪ۮۯ۰э٘ͪځ۱چǠقЋْۮۯΧԅk٦ʪۮۯǣљāҷ
٦Ԗ֝ٯڊګڰۉۃښۮۯ٦úΛɬۯ٢١ƦƼԅk٦ϟɬ٦Ԗ֝مƙ̰ۮ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀɤ̂˴٦Ԗ
kۮۯΦǲЪɖ٦љ֟ۮۯǲ̰ۛӨۛƨ̖٦ȇѺɬۯ٦فٿ٢Ԗ֝ؿٹٛ٘ۘ
Ƿ٦¶ڠۍږљٟ٧̰ɤۛקȽ٣ÞْڂѺϟ˪٦Ȁ"٧ٛٞـ٢ؾڴۓۅۗمـ٦΅Ʒȝ֤
چʪɖْڂΧԅkږؾےڻؾۏڗ٧ۗƦƼԅkĺ,چЈقٞЈǲtЫچڊګڊګۓڬڋډ,ۗٶыډ
ډڟ٦ڻکڞۓڡڊګڞĺ,٣֏ٌ֤̮ڂؿم٠مɦَۘ٘ڃǷƹ٦κ٠ِٞ٧ۗǷڅ٢لٛ
̰٘ɤۛקȽսκۗـچыډڟډ٦ڻکڞۓڡڊګڞĺ,٦q̮҄چճȡِ٘ۘـ
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Japanese language education as citizenship
education: Can the challenges in Europe today provide
East Asia with hints for its integration?

Shin MORIYAMA (Ochanomizu University)
Saeri YAMAMOTO (Ȱǆθ¯ǲȔ·ǭu¯ӵ)
Xiaoyan LI (œʔθ¯)

Japanese language education as citizenship education:
Can the challenges in Europe today provide East Asia with hints for its integration?
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Europe experienced two big world wars in the last century, and learned that integration was
necessary. After that, they continued their efforts to establish a transnational community, and
established the Council of Europe, and finally, managed to build the European Union. Both regard
education as important, but in terms of citizenship education, which is the central theme of this panel
discussion, the Council of Europe deems this vital. It believes that pluri-lingual competence is essential,
not only for increasing people's employment opportunities, movements, and interaction, but also toward
the end of participating in social and political action. Moreover, they expected that international identity
and European citizenship may be developed through participating in these processes.
Byram, who has led these arguments, advocates that as national language education develops people's
national identities, called the second socialization, foreign language education may develop into
international education, which he named the third socialization. He argues that through the process of
learning foreign languages, learners de-center and relativize their national perspectives, and replace
them with international ones. In addition, he insists that in order to develop students' international
identities and citizenship, foreign language teaching requires the inclusion of both cultural and political
education. However, it is difficult to say that studies and practices have been conducted enough to
verify his claim. Moreover, it is not certain if his claim can be applied to East Asia, or has the power
to resolve various conflicts or to establish integration there.
When we turn our eyes to East Asia, there are several Japanese language teaching practices living
side by side, which makes us feel it's possibility to overcome nationalism and resolve conflicts between
individuals and nations. However, these practices were conducted by teachers without any robust
theoretical frameworks that can be applied to various situations in this field.
For these reasons, this session will address Japanese language education as citizenship education for
the integration of East Asia, from two approaches.
Firstly, from a theoretical perspective, we will review the theoretical research dealing with the
relationship between foreign language education and citizenship education, which was conducted in
Europe. We will then discuss the possibility of applying these results that were provided in the European
context to the East Asian context.
Secondly, from a practical perspective, we will review some of the practices of Japanese language
education that were conducted between Japan and Korea, and between Japan and China. We will then
consider a possible framework for establishing integration in this area.

Promoting Democratic Citizenship and Second
Language Teaching: Theoretical Achievement in
Europe and the Possibility of its Application in East
Asia

Saeri YAMAMOTO (Ȱǆθ¯ǲȔ·ǭu¯ӵ)

Nowadays in Europe, at least in the official discourses produced by the Council of Europe or
European Union, promoting democratic citizenship is given high priority. This is not a new concept but
has taken on new importance with the growing occasions of communicating with people from in and
outside of Europe and the rise of Europe as a political organization which partially replaces nation.
If active participation of citizens in the social and political decision-making process is a part of an
essential prerequisite of democracy, people should be assured that they have enough opportunity and
competence (citizenship) to participate in the discussion concerning not only their own region or nation
but also Europe. In this context, second language teaching seems to be gaining a new role.
To outline this new role, we examined: 1) Resolutions and Recommendations by the Committee of
Ministers of Member States or the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, 2) Concerned
conference proceedings such as Languages, Diversity, Citizenship: Policies for Plurilingualism in
Europe” (Strasbourg, 13-15 November 2002) 3) From Linguistic Diversity to Plurilingual Education:
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Guide for the Development of Language Education Policies in Europe by the Language Policy Division
of Council of Europe (2007) and 4) Concerned project report published by European Centre for Modern
Languages.
We find that the new role is emerging by the effort of describing it in language education principals
and policies, and is actively pursued in pan-European language education systems, international
collaborative projects, and even in a number of individual research projects.
We can’t apply this European achievement in East Asia directly. Even though the occasions of
communicating with “others” are also growing in East Asia, social and historical background is
different. Especially, East Asia as a political organization similarly covering part of the function of
nation doesn’t formally exist. “East Asia” as a united political organization is only in the imagination.
What second language teaching researchers in East Asia can learn from European achievement is not
the educational system or project itself but the consensual decision-making process with active
participation and co-operation of large numbers of researchers, administrators and practitioners
throughout Europe.

A study on a pluri-lingual/cultural program as
citizenship education

Shin MORIYAMA (Ochanomizu University)

This presentation introduces a pluri-lingual/cultural program which was offered at a Korean
university in 2017, as a collaborative educational practice between Japan and Korea. The purpose of
this study was to determine the effects and limitations of the program not only as intercultural
citizenship education, but also as language education for all East Asian countries living side by side.
The program was taught for six weeks starting in August, which was literally a pluri-lingual/cultural
program, as the first half of the term covered Korean language and culture, and the second half was a
Japanese language teaching training program. In addition, at the end of the term, a Japan-Korea student
forum was held to add in political education where students from both countries met and discussed what
the youths of these countries should do for East Asia to live together peacefully. This program was
inspired by Byram's (2008) thought, which says that in order to develop international identities, which
will be needed for European countries to live together, language education from the plurilingual and
pluricultural perspective including political education, is necessary. After the program, participants
submitted their reports about the program, which were used as the data of this study. They were
analyzed qualitatively, using SCAT method.
In his book, Byram argues that intercultural citizenship education consists of five levels, two of which
are pre-political and the other three are political. The former are levels where learners reflect on the self
and others critically and propose alternatives. The latter are the ones where they take action to instigate
change in their own society. Moreover, Byram et al. (2016) confirms his theory on intercultural
citizenship education in several practices, most of which use the framework of Barnett. According to
him, not only knowledge, but also the self and the world have to be reflected critically in the globalized
era. He also insists that these three domains, have four developmental stages. Our study adopted these
two frameworks to analyze the data.
As a result, from Byram's framework, participants reached just under the political level, the second
level of pre-political, where learners engage with others, reflect critically, and propose alternatives. This
might be because the program was weak in political education.
From Barnett's framework, on the other hand, they could reach the third level of refashioning
traditions, but could not go to the fourth level of transformatory critique. This may be because the
program was not long enough for them to reach the fourth level.

Citizenship Education Through Multicultural Group
Work
186
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Xiaoyan LI (œʔθ¯)
In today’s global era, citizenship education, which goes beyond cultural education, is necessary in
the field of foreign language education (Byram, 2008). In my presentation, I will talk about my
educational practice in Kyushu University of multicultural group work, based on the ASCI model,
which I consider an East Asian form of citizenship education.
I define multicultural group work as group work that consists of people with different linguistic and
cultural backgrounds. Internalized culture can be shared within the group, and through its articulation
group members create a new “group culture” by consolidating their shared knowledge into a whole.
From this point, this new “group culture” is interiorized by group members, creating a loop in which
more and more cultural knowledge is gained each time. Through this process, learners gain new
knowledge about language and culture, and achieve a type of self-renewal (ASCI model; Li, 2017).
Before now, I have only discussed this process as an integrated learning of language and culture, but in
this presentation, I want to clarify how learners’ self-renewal is related to the construction of citizenship.
In this presentation, I analyze a mixed class of international and domestic students that took a course
called “Communication for Knowledge Creation” held in 2017. I collected data including group work
materials, such as Power Point presentations, videos, and so on, and also feedback written by the
students, such as short surveys taken every class, mid-term reports, and final reports. My analysis was
done in two steps: first, I used the methodology of M-GTA to analyze students’ renewal of their
knowledge of language and culture, and second, using the framework established by Byram (2008), I
re-analyzed the data from the perspective of citizenship education. From the results, it was observed
that learners’ knowledge had been changed in the following areas: linguistic competency development,
beliefs that seemed self-evident, attitude towards diverse cultures, behavior patterns, and the sense of
belonging to a community. Furthermore, we observed changes in political values, xenophobic attitudes,
and awareness of the relationship between nation, government, and individual.
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ƦƼŶÙ٠̵ΰ¯Ыۜڨؾۑڻډ
ۮԉٯ٦έُِ٘ٸچۯƦƼԅkĺ,
Shinji SATO (ۓڭڠۓێڻθ¯)
Emi OTSUJI (ؾڰڮڞǋuθ¯)
Yuri KUMAGAI (ڠۃڠθ¯)
Neriko DOERR (ہۂۍθ¯)
Momoyo SHIMAZU (Þ̻θ¯)
Սۏڱڵ٧ۗۮƦƼŶÙۯ٦ֻѾچҿҬЫ٣Ùِٖۗ٦ƹۗƦƼŶÙچĺ,¶љ٣֤٘ـ
ɳͥچʄڀڃًٖۗ˪ځ٦ɳͥ٠ՍǲȔθ٦ۂؾګٟۮڂؿٹԉٯ٦έۯ٠٦ÞũچǠٹڂق
٦ٟۘڂؿ
ۏڱڵ٦Ȉʼ٦ҨӘٟ٧ۗۮƦƼŶÙۯƗģ٦Ȉŏ٦љǇچÙْۘڂƦƼŶÙ٧ۮǂĳŚÝٟ
չ٣ْڂˀنƦ֥ۯ٠ОĎٌَڂڃ٠مΧۗمـȟǷٟ٧ۮƦƼۯ٠فـѾمӺǍوОĎٌَۗڃ٠
٨٦ۏڧۆڨۏۂ٢Γձَۗڀ٣٧ɖ©ٻІ©ٙيٟ٢ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښو٦Ȕ٣Ełْڂ٠Ǡق
ڂڃڀ؆©٢١֡۠٢Ë©(Hua, Otsuji & Pennycook 2017)چä٘ٸƗģٹΎقٞنٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـƦ
ƼŶÙ٠٧ۗƦƼمÙ٦/ӵ٠ِٞۗƑԀٹٻ٦٦Әձ٣ۮӘɦڃَۯٞڂـ٠فـǠقمʃׄ
ٟؿٛ٘ۗمƥȕ٧ٖۗچڃɺЫǣ!ٟڂؿ٠ΖۮۗقŶÙǣ! (landscaping)ۯ٠ֻْڂŪǇم
ĸو٢ٌٛٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٣ۗƦƼŶÙچɺЫǣ!٠Ζ˰٘قǭۗƦƼ¯ʛɻ٧ۗƦƼŶÙۗϠ+ۛ
ڊګڰۉۃښ٦ٌ٠٨٦̵ΰۤbț 2009, >тĜ 2011ۥ٣Ϯչٌْڂ٠ٟۗĺɱѫٟ٧ŸƟٌْڂ٠
مѱِ۠֡ـ٢ٌ٠٨٦̰ɤЫ٢ΓձۤƦƼÝ٦וÞũ٠ٌ٠٨٦ͦξۗۮƦƼۯ٠ԓ٦ۮƦƼۯ٦ķ
͡٦ƄОۗƦƼؾڕۑڑڬڋ٢١ۥ٣ٜـٞٹǠٌڂق٠مٟۘڂن
ٌچڀڃÜۗٶƹΝ٦ҨӘٟ٧ۗϠ+٦ƦƼŶÙٌچ٠٨ۛԅkĺ,٦˰٣ʄځǵٶǠقٌٞوـ
٠لـۗم٣ۮԉٯ٦έۯ٣ٜ٢چلڂمǠڀڃٌۘڂق٦ԪǱ٧ۗϠ+ۛڊګڰۉۃښ٣Πȕْڂ
ٌ٠٨٦̵ΰ٣Ϯչٌْڂ٠ٟۗۮɺ٣Πȕْ۠֡ڂ٢ӢԉюٻǖΑЫսκ٦ƄچǠڭۏړۤق
 ڗۓڌ1990ۯۥ٢ۮۗڀمΦɻ٠٠ٹ٣̵ڂڃڀنÞũ̮چȝٛٞۤˏйۛÞ 2014فٌـۯۥ٠ِٞڂـѶ
Ս̵ۤ¯׆έ˧٦ѶՍƼʍņۥ٠¯כ̖ۤڒێۅډ٦ʍņۥٟ٦ɳͥםٟٖۘڂؿ٦ɳٟͥ٧ۗƦƼ
ŶÙ٦ƦƼůɫ٣Þْ¯ڂ٫ٻƼ֤Ы҄ו٦,̯٢١ٙيٟ٢ۗوѧٶʆم١٦فٿ٣ٖ٦Ʀ
ƼŶÙچʀِٞلڂـ٣ٜـٞٹԁ̈́چǣٖٛٞۗځك٦ԁ̈́Ƈwچʍņ٦ۓڋۗۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ
ځ̇ۗؾۉڷڦԚڭؾہېځ٢١٦چڦؾڬí٣իلڀ٣ِْٖۘڂٞۗʍņڭږڎڟۑڻٻٟۗĺɆم
١٦فٿ٣ۮԉٯ٦έ͆چۯŉЫ٣ΒِҨбَٔٞۗلڂـŘάЫɝٹםԪǱْۘڂ

ږکڊګڑۃڢۮŶÙۯ٠ҿҬЫ٢ٌ٠٨٦ĺ,ۜ¯ۮʛ
ɻۮڀلۯŶÙǣ!ɻٯۯ
Yuri KUMAGAI (ڠۃڠθ¯)
Emi OTSUJI (ؾڰڮڞǋuθ¯)
Shinji SATO (ۓڭڠۓێڻθ¯)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗۮٓٵƦƼŶÙٌچۯ٠٨٦ĺ,٣ʄځѷ٘ڃɳͥƗģچÙِۗ١٦فٿ٢ĺ,Ы
Ǆwڃڀّمٞنٞڂـ٦ٵچل٠ٖۘڂٸ٦ƹۗۮƦƼŶÙۯ٠فـѾɨάچҿҬЫ٣ǠȦِ٘
˪ٟۗۮƦƼٌۛ٠٨ۮٻۯŶÙ چۯҿҬЫ̵ۗΰЫ٣ΖږکڊګڑۃڢۮڂقŶÙۯ٠چڨؾۑڻډفـ
ˣِْٖۘڂٖٞۗ٦ɖзلـم٣ ٌۮ٠٨ۮۯ̖ۮۯɺچۯƇ٭ɺԩµЫ٢ٌ٠٨٦ĺ,٣֏֤
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ٟۗځؿƦƼԅk٦Χ̮֡مѶ˲kْ ڂ21 ̩Ā٦ƦƼĺ,٣ـكٞۗ¯ʛɻ٣ِ̈ـʃά̮ǖϨ
٦q̮҄ڂق֚چ٠ ďۘڂْ
/ҵЫ٣ۗƦƼŶÙ٠٧ۮǂĳŚÝٟչ٣ْڂˀنƦ֥چۯɉِۗƦƼŶÙچƦƼĺ,٦˰٣ʄ
ځǵٌٷ٠٣ٿٛٞۗƦƼůɫ٣Þْ¯ڂ٫ٻƼ֤Ы҄ו٦,̯چΒْ٠َڃٞۑڗِۗلِۘڂـ
ۏڴؾɺٟӾƦƼɻ٠̵ِٞ¶ِٞٸ٘وـ٣٧ۗό٢ڂƦƼ҄וٙيٟ٢ۗوҿҬЫ٢ٌ٠٨
ٯ٦æȀِٹӆ˲٣θٟ͌ۘڂؿƦƼŶÙچВِٞϠ+٣Πȕٌْڂ٠٨٦̵ΰ٣Ϯչٌْڂ٠ٟۗ
¯ʛɻ٧ٌ٠٨٦Χ̮֡ۗΑ̮ۗՠ٦Χͽ̮ڂֻْچ/ٌٟۗ٠٨٦ͦξ٣ٵٜ̰ڂڅɤ
̮ٻǑΗ̮ۗƦƼÝ٦וÞũٻǐ΄٣ٹûمٜـفٌۘوٛ٘ҿҬЫ٢ٌ٠٨ٯ٦æȀِ٧ٌۗ٠٨
٣ٿٛٞǖϨۛŗȺَ۠֡ڂڃ٢ӢԉюچǠچוڂق,ۗٶɨԁ٘ٚلـم٣ٖ٦ŶÙٜۗځٵɺ
٠Þڅٛٞـ٘نـ٦نٰوـۗل٢٦چلǠאڂق٠٢ۘڂ
ۗ٘ٵȈŏ٦ƦƼŶÙ٣ÞْڂƗģ٦ŪǇ٠ِٞۗۗڟؾۅڋӻΉۗѳـ٢١֡۠٢ՠ̵̯٦ɛ
Ƥۛ֡ɫٹچä٘ٸƗģمΎقٌٜٜٖۘڂؿ٣٧ٌۗۮ٠٨ مۯɺԅk̰ۗɤקٻȽ٦ԅդۗĚ٫
ʑ٦Χ֡٢ڮؾۆۛږکڊګڑۃڢ٠ӾȬ٣ְځٵ٢ڀمŶÙ٦/ӵ٠ِٞۗѶ˲̵¶٣ڂيكɳͥ
ٻǣљٹڂڃٵ̵ڀل٦ٟڂؿ٠ٯֻفـ٦жٜۗځٵƦƼؾڕۑڑڬڋ٦жمAٖۘڂق٦
ǺР٣٧ٌۗ٠٨٠٧ƨ̖ѫ٣ۄګڠڞ٠ِٞѫȕْٹڂ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوɺЫǣ!٠ِٞƨ̖ۃڢۮم
ږکڊګڑŶÙۯ٠Þڂڅϯ ̵ٟٹڂڃٵ٦ٟڂؿ٠ƦفѺɬٿۘڂؿمٌٛٞۗ٠٨٦ĺ,٣ـكٞ
¯ٹʛɻɨ̵̑مΰЫ٣Χ֡٢چڮؾۆۛږکڊګڑۃڢS֤ۛЇِ̱٢ڀمŶÙچȝڂɛƤԶӦ٢
ʃάЫ٢ǣ!ɻٟڂؿ٠ɨ©ٌْڂ٠٣ۗځٿƨ̖٦nϞچɺٟ٦ɊғЫ٢ƦƼ٦҄ו٣úٌْ
٠٣ٿ̵ٛٞڂڃٵӢԉю̮ۗɺҎˇ٢١٣ِ̈ـƄȠڂفق֚چ٠فـďچбْ

ۮƦƼŶÙ٣¯٫ۗɨԁچȝٌۯڂ٠٨٦ĺ,ۜ
Φɻ٠ÞۗځڅÑķ٠ƿۗځڅɺ٠ٜ٢ۗځم
ԉ٢̩چϟڂ
Momoyo SHIMAZU (Þ̻θ¯)
ՍҨӘ٧ۗѶՍ٦θ¯٦̵¯׆έ˧ѶՍƼڠۍږٟǣٛ٘ƦƼŶÙ٣Þْږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻڂ
٦ɳͥԪǱٟۘڂؿѶՍ٦θ¯٦̵¯׆٦ٲ٠ڇ١٧ۗθ¯̵٣٢ٛ٘сϓ٣ږکۃڬڒډѶՍƼ
٣ѣkِ٘¶љ٣ʥɝِۗĺɱ٦ڊګڰۉۃښ٣ـكٞѶՍƼ٭¯چùمː٢و٢ٛٞۘوـՍ
ҨӘٟˣْږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻڂ٧̵ۗ¯׆٦ɳ̵¶٣Εِ٘ƦƼŶÙ¯چ٫٦έ˧٠ٌْڂ٠
̵ٟۗ¯׆ɨمڀɡΝЫ٢ٌ٠٨٦¯٫٦q̮҄چƙʰٌْ٠مι/٦չЫٟےڭږڎڟۑڻۘڂؿ
ږؾ٦ιѲ٦չЫ٧ٌۗ٦ƦƼŶÙ٠٦Į־Ë̵¯׆چ٣Ѻɬٌَٔڂ٠ٟۘڂؿƦƼŶÙ٦کۅ
̮ڟؾڢ٣ٜـٞ٧͕ǣƗģ٣ـكٞƦĚَڃٞٹڂـ٦٦ۤShohamy & Gorter, 2008 ΦۗۥƦƼ
ŶÙ٦ʌيʆۗѣ٣ٖ٦ٌ٠٨٦¯ʛɻڀڃٖم٦چڟؾڢکۅ١٦فٿ٣ʀْلڂ٣ٜـٞ٧ʤ
ԁ٣ǠȦَڃٞـ٢ٌۘـ٦ږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻ٦ɳͥ٧ۗم̵¯׆ѶՍ٦ƦƼŶÙڀلËّʄٹڂ
٦ٻʌيʄٹڂ٦چŘάЫ٣ƦƼkِ͒իٌْڂ٠چВِٞۗɨԁمƦƼŶÙ٦m٣ϴչِ١٦ٿ
ف٣Ү]ْچلڂɬkٌْڂ٠چչɉِٞۘڂـ
ՍҨӘٟʄږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻڂً˪ځ٧ۗɣ٦ 4 ٜ٦ϛЫ٢¶љۘڂ̯ڀل1م̵¯׆ۥ¢ɨ
͐Оِ٘ۂؾګ٦ƦƼŶÙ٦وـٜچلɶ̍٣Ȩٛٞɡٚïڭڋۅڠۍږۗځ٠ĳ֏ْۗڂ2ٖۥ٦ϯل
ڀƦƼŶÙ۽چٜͦ٫ٖۗمڃиفٿق٠ٌِٞڂـ٠چŘάЫ٣ڟؾڢکۅkِٞ͒իْۗڂ3ۥʍņ
ɢÝ٣ۗƦƼŶÙ٣ÞِٞΦɻ٠ƙƿÍْٸ٘ڂ٦چؾۉڷڦۓڋǣۗف4ٖۥ٦ؾۉڷڦۓڋѫ
֝چʍņٟڭڋۅڠۍږ٠ĳ֏ِۗƦƼŶÙ٣Þْ٘̈ڂ٢ûٝٵچن٠ڀڃٌۘڂٸ¢۠٦¶љڀل
իلڀ٣٢ٛ٘·ǭЫ٢ϴչз٠̵ِٞۗ¯׆٧ƦƼŶÙ٣ڂٶƦƼЫۛӆƦƼЫڟؾڢکۅ٣ۗ1ۥ
ՠЫۛƼ֤Ы٦Γձفٿֻِچ٠ٌِٞڂـ٠ۗ2ۥԅkЫΓձۗځٿΦɻٯ٦Ɉځٻـ
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ٻғٻََِٻׇۗïځгٻډۆؾۊۗـԀƼ̮چğٸٌٞڂـ٠ۗ3ۥѶՍɺٯ٦ȯpɻ٠ِٞ٦
ɨԁ٦ǣљٻΰфځ̇چԚځȇѺɬٌْڂ٠٢١مīًڀڃٌۘڂڃڀ٦зمɦǾْڂ٦٧ِۗ٘څ
٘ٚمɨԁچϟۗځɨԁچȝٌٛٞوـ٠٦ٟۗڂنΦɻٻÑķ٠٦Þũ̮΅ٻƷȝ֤̮ٟۘڂؿȈ
ƹ٣ۗ˪٦ǠȦچєقٵٞۗƦƼŶÙםچ٣ٌۗ٠٨ٟɺ٠ٜ٢ڂمƦƼĺ,٦q̮҄٣ٜـٞ
ďۘڂْ

ֻٟن٢ـƦƼŶÙ٣١فέ]ْۜلڂ
ںڞؾۏږۓڋ٢ĳњάچչɉِ٘ĺ,
Neriko DOERR (ہۂۍθ¯)
њّƦƼŶÙٟمڃٖۗٹВǣ̖٣֚ڂق3˧٧ٖۗڃٗڃ٦̖٦զΜЫґŶۗلۏړۓێڋڴ
١لف٢١٦ƦƼґŶۗѽζۗŸƟ٢١٣ٿٛٞ"٢ۘڂː̤ƦƼ٦ΧـƦƼŶÙمВǣ̖٣֚ق
ڂEłٹњ֡٣Χٟٖ֡ۘڂؿ٦فٿ٢Ү]٧ƦƼŶÙ˪ڂֻْچٟʪ֦٢٦٣ۗٓڀڅللٹ
ƦƼŶÙ٦Ɨģٟ٧ڭڠڔګԁ̈́مΧۗوɳȔ٣Вǣ̖م١فËّٞلڂـ٧ۗڭؾژۓډ٦فٿ٢
ӘձЫ٢ٹ٦مΧو̋ځٵؿۗوƗģَڃٌٞ٢لٛ٘ۘՙٖۗ٦فٿ٢Вǣ̖٦Ү]٧ۗː̤ƦƼ٣
έْڂҮ]٠˪فـ٣ٖۗڃٗڃ٦ɺ٦ɺԅkЫԅդ٣˞ِڀǭٔڅֻٞԁْ̈́ڂӐ֦
ۘڂؿم
ՍҨӘ٧ۗڒێۅډՆ̻ӵ٣ڂؿθ¯ٟҨӘɻمĺډڟډ٘ق٦ʍņ٦ƦƼŶÙږڎڟۑڻ
ڭ٦ƇwچԪǱۗԁِ̈́ۗВǣ̖٠ِٞ٦¯̵ِٖۗٞ¯̵ِ̖٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋمυ٦Ү]ٖۗچ٦Χ
̮֡چєقٵٜٜԁ̈́ďٌۘڂْ٦ڭږڎڟۑڻٟ٧ۗ¯̵̑م٦ځٟډڟډŷ٦ƦƼٟˀڃل
٘ٹ٦چȮٜϐِٖٞ٦ՠۗĎچԁِ̈́٘˪ٟٖۗڃ٣ٜـٞ١فËّٖلڂ٦ƦƼمѧ̖ڂٸ
٠ѧٸ٢̖ۗـŻѲ̖ٹڂْؾۉڷڦۓڋچ٦ِٟٖۘڂؿٖٞۗ٦ԁٟ̈́٧ʍņٟˣِ͕٘ǣƗ
ģچє٘قٵďفٿڂْچɉќَڃٞۘڂـ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ٖۗ٦ٵچڭږڎڟۑڻ٠ٸٞ¯̵٘ٚمˀٖۗڭؾہې٘ـ٦ѫ֝٦ڠۍږѫٟ٦Ҩ
Әٌِٖۗٞ٦ږکڸڭ٣ٜـٞ٦ʍņϯ٦ڦؾڬچۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ٠ِٞԁْ̈́ۘڂѣ٣ۗɨԁمѧ
ٸ٢ـː̤ƦƼٟˀٹ٘ڃل٦چƙ٘ɢ٦Ү]٠ِٞʰٞٹ٘ن٦٦ϯڀلѲٜͦڇٟԁْ̈́ۘڂ
/ٜչ٧ֻٟن٢ـƦƼ٦ӘĂۤÔҰ٢١چۥƙڂ٠Ҏَ͂٘ڃËِّمٞЪέ̅وم٠ٹفـ
٦ٟۗΧ̤Ҋ٦ƦƼٖچ٦فٿ٢ÔҰ٣Ιْٰنٟڂؿ٠فـƙٟۘڂؿѲٜչ٧ɨԁمÔҰ٢١
٦ƦƼֻچٟن٢ـ٠˰ׂفـ٣ϥٌ٘ڃل٠٣ٿٛٞۗJƼ٦ѧٸ٢ـː̤ƦƼɻمJƼϯ
̅٦ɺٟ١فËّٞملڂـʼٸٞلڅٛ٘٠ٹفـ٦ٟۗė٣ٖ̖فـفυ٦!٣ː̤ƦƼ٦ؿ
ڂƦƼŶÙچȝڂӐ֦ڂؿم٠ْڂƙٟډڟډۘڂؿŷƦƼ٧קȽЫ٣ԅkЫΦɻ٠ِٞڃڅ
֮ٞ٘ۄڡێۑګمю٦ɺЫĿ٠٧Þٝڃڀيٞـ٢ـƥȕ٦ڒێۅډ٦ԅդچєقٵٌٞ
ڀڃ٦Ү]ֻِۗچː̤զΜҎ͂٣źͪڂمɻ٦فٿ٢Ү]مʰٞ٘نɢ٣ĺ,ɻ٠ِٞ١٦ٿ
ف٣έ]ِٞډڟډۗلوـŷٹäٷΧԅkĳ̵چչɉِ٘ďۘڂْچ
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Linguistic Landscape and Ecological Approach:
Language and Culture Education Toward "Dialogue
for Peace"

Shinji SATO (ۓڭڠۓێڻθ¯)
Emi OTSUJI (ؾڰڮڞǋuθ¯)
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Yuri KUMAGAI (ڠۃڠθ¯)
Neriko DOERR (ہۂۍθ¯)
Momoyo SHIMAZU (Þ̻θ¯)
This panel critically examines theories of “linguistic landscape” and reports teaching practices that
incorporated linguistic landscape into the classroom. It then examines the relationship between the
teaching practices and the conference theme, “dialogue for peace.”
We first overview recent trends of “linguistic landscape” research. Linguistic landscape is often
defined as "visibility and salience of languages on public and commercial signs in a given territory or
region" (Landry and Bourhis 1997:23). Recently the concept of language has been viewed more
broadly and there has been more research on multimodal aspects of language and five senses
including not only vision and hearing but also smell, all of which affect our communication (Hua,
Otsuji & Pennycook 2017). Linguistic landscape is normally considered as a display on the surface of
buildings or objects. Here language is thought as part of exterior. However, more recently linguistic
landscape has been considered as a social act. If we see linguistic landscape as a social act, by paying
attention to the linguistic landscape and the ecology of language in the community (Okazaki 2009,
Utsuomiya 2011), students can think of politics of language that they cannot normally experience in
the classroom such as power relationship between languages illuminated by language choice, bordermaking between languages, and language ideology.
Considering the above, three presentations followed by the first examine how incorporating
linguistic landscape in language and culture education leads to have “dialogue for peace”. These
reports are examples from Japan (Japanese language class for international students) and the U.S.
(anthropology), which students are trying to build relationship with others (Oda & Seki 2014) while
thinking about various kinds of inequalities and structural challenges existing in society (Galtung
1990) by paying attention to the linguistic landscape and the ecology of language in the community.
These teaching practices not only aim at developing students’ learning of linguistic forms of linguistic
landscape as well as fostering students’ pragmatic competence but also analyze how sign viewers
interpret the linguistic landscape. The analysis and results will be reported based on the examinations
of the data such as class discussions, interviews, and student reflections. Finally this panel reports
concrete examples of how teachers have encouraged learners to engage in “dialogue for peace.”

“Semiotic Landscapes” and Critical Language
Education: From “learners” to “landscaping actors”

Yuri KUMAGAI (ڠۃڠθ¯)
Emi OTSUJI (ؾڰڮڞǋuθ¯)
Shinji SATO (ۓڭڠۓێڻθ¯)

In this presentation, we provide a new way of approaching language and language education in
light of recent studies of the “linguistic landscape”. To this end, we critically examine the limits and
possibilities of deploying the concept of “linguistic landscape” in language education. In order to
avoid the potentially limiting idea of “language”, we propose the notion of the semiotic landscape,
which draws attention to ecological and critical perspectives of language. We argue how such
perspectives endorse learners with social agency as “landscaping actors” and provide an opportunity
for language education to develop a socially inclusive agenda by connecting “language” “people” and
“society.”
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Generally, the linguistic landscape refers to “written language in public space.” It is argued that
learners can gain such knowledge of vocabulary and linguistic forms as well as develop pragmatic
competence by utilizing the linguistic landscape in the context of language education. However, in
order for learners to live in today’s global world as plurilingual speakers, it is crucially important for
them to develop critical language awareness that goes beyond linguistic competence. By recognizing
the ecology of languages through paying attention to the surrounding linguistic landscapes, learners
can come to understand the diversity and creative power of language, and the multilayered meanings
that language can create. Furthermore, they come to recognize such issues as the politics of language
choice and the power struggles among different languages. Such critical language awareness allows
learners to see various types of inequality in a society that is constructed and exercised by languages.
With that understanding, they can make a decision as to how they want to (and should) engage in the
landscape—i.e., the society.
While we acknowledge the importance of critical language awareness, we propose the need for
taking a step further in understanding “language in society.” Lately, more and more linguistic
landscape studies incorporate additional semiotic resources such as images, clothes and smells. These
studies recognize language as part of the dynamic relations between semiotic resources, activities,
artefacts, space and economy. This shift is informed by the epistemological turn, in which language
is no longer considered as residing in the individual but as emergent from the local everyday activities
as part of an integrated ecology of semiosis. Following this thread, we propose that if we adapt this
ecological approach by understanding not only language but also learners as being part of the wider
ecological semiotic agents, we will be able to help learners to become resourceful and integrated,
“landscaping actors.” This will, in turn, provide a new perspective in language education and a
different kind of awareness and agentic possibilities to students as semiotically resourceful persons
who are able to draw on various resources to their advantage.

Creating Ourselves through Learning Linguistic
Landscapes in Language Education: Engaging with
Others, Communicating with the Environment,
Connecting with Society, Understanding a Peaceful
World

Momoyo SHIMAZU (Þ̻θ¯)

This presentation deals primarily with project work on the learning of linguistic landscapes by
international students enrolled in Japanese language classes at a Japanese university. Most, if not all,
international students at Japanese universities, as soon as they arrive, are required to engage in various
specialized activities to acquire the fundamental academic Japanese they need to function at a
university level. The sheer time and effort involved in the pursuit of these activities gives these
students comparatively fewer opportunities to learn and experience Japanese away from their
university environment.
The primary objective of the project work we will discuss in this presentation was to help
international students find a variety of ways to learn and acquire practical and sustainable language by
targeting linguistic landscapes that conform to real life both in and out of their academic environment.
The secondary objective was to assist these international students in recognizing and dealing with a
sense of distance in these various linguistic landscapes.
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Although the nature of messages in linguistic landscapes has been mentioned a number of times in
previous research (Shohamy & Gorter, 2008), the interpretation of those messages, especially by
learners, has never been considered in detail. The aims of the project work to be discussed here were
to arouse in international students an awareness of what to pay attention to in linguistic landscapes,
how to respond to linguistic landscapes, and explain a number of things international students sense
and receive from Japanese linguistic landscapes.
The bulk of the project work of this presentation consists of the following four stepwise activities:
Having the international students 1) share photographs of various linguistic landscapes of different
themes with classmates, 2) choose one photo of a linguistic landscape and completely describe in
detail what they think it is trying to convey, 3) interview people out of class (e.g. friends, including
Japanese friends or other international students, etc.) on their impressions of the linguistic landscapes
in their photos, and 4) return to class to share the contents of the interviews with their classmates, and
together summarize and discuss their new awareness and perceptions of the different linguistic
landscapes each of them encountered.
What became clear from these activities was that international students were trying 1) to understand
the semantic and pragmatic aspects of linguistic/nonverbal messages seen in linguistic landscapes, 2)
to seek more consideration, politeness, humor, perception, beliefs, stories, etc., from linguistic
landscapes and 3) to rethink and reaffirm their own actions and attitudes as an active participant in
Japanese society.
These points clearly suggest that we are able to know, understand and improve ourselves, and
create different kinds of relationships and interactions with others and our environment. Finally, based
on all the points listed above, we will discuss the possibilities and potential future of language
education and its connection to society through learning linguistic landscapes.

Responses to Unintelligible Languages in Linguistic
Landscapes: Pedagogy toward Inclusive Communities

Neriko DOERR (ہۂۍθ¯)

The same linguistic landscape can have different effects on people depending on the person’s
subject positions—such as ethnic background, what language(s) one knows, age, and experiences.
The same can be said about the linguistic landscape dominated by minority language signs also.
Though it is important to understand people’s reactions to the linguistic landscape, few research had
been done research on the topic; most of the studies on linguistic landscapes have been centered on
text analyses or analyses of the people’s reactions based on questionnaires that do not allow for indepth and holistic analyses of people’s responses. Also, reactions of the people to linguistic
landscapes marked by minority languages need not only to be analyzed as their reaction to the
minority language but also to be situated in the particular sociocultural arrangement in which these
minority groups are positioned.
This presentation reports a class project on linguistic landscape in an introductory class on Asia that
the presenter taught at a college in the northeastern United States. For this project, students worked in
groups of three, each one collecting three signs in Asian languages in a neighborhood, interviewing
one person who does and another person who does not understand the language, and analyzing the
effects of these signs on people’s perceptions of the place by drawing on two class readings. They
also compared each other’s analyses within the group and did group presentations of the result in
class. Each student had written the final paper based on this project.
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This presentation reports the process and the results of doing this project by examining the class
presentations, class discussions, and the final papers of the students. In particular, this presentation
analyzes two types of responses to the signs in the minority language(s) the person cannot understand.
The first type of response is a sense of resentment upon seeing signs in minority language because
they feel excluded from the space, arguing instead to include the mainstream language in the sign.
The second type of response is to feel empathy toward minority language speaker in Englishdominant US because they felt what it is like to not understand the language surrounding them; they
then supported creating linguistic landscape that caters to the minority language speaker so that they
can have safe space where they can use their language. In the US, various minority languages have
different positions socioculturally. Asian languages have been treated as those of cultural other but
not as a threat to national security or illegality. Also, in the current US atmosphere that is not
conducive in accepting cultural and linguistic difference, Asian languages stand out as alien. Situated
in this cultural context, this presentation discusses how educators respond to these kinds of reactions
by students as well as individuals whose views they report so that various cultural expressions, Asian
or otherwise, can be accepted, if not celebrated.
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̂ۮѾέׂځˬچۯNقٞۮĳВۯ٦ׂ̯چ
չɉْѶՍƼĺ,٦ɳͥ ―ڮۓۍۏڋډٟ
ۮӾƦƼ,ɟچۯɳْͥ٘̐ڂٚ٦ɝؾڀلם
Midori INAGAKI (1йθ¯ǲȔĺ֨¯ӵ)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍ٦Э¯ɻۗϩй̾Ⱦ٦ۏؾڜکڹƥ˧¯چíҺ٠ِ٘Э¯٦ֻάŷ֪ۮՀ
چۯʆ²ځل٣ۗ̂ѾέׂځˬچNڂقέ٦ȕځ٠ِٞ٦ۮՍɲÙʄۯ٦Э¯ơֻچˣْۘڂ
ِٖٖٞ٦ơֻچѶՍƼĺ,ԅդ٣ɳِͥ٘ɝם٠ِٞۗڮۓۍۏڋډ٦ǲȔtС٦̐υ٣ڂٿɄ
١ٹυ٦ѶՍƼ٦¯٫٦ڊګڰۉۃښ٣̂ۗڂيكѾέׂ٦Јǯ٠ĳВ٦ׂ̯چչɉْۮՍɲ
Ùʄڻکۋڞږؾےۯɳͥ٣ٜـٞˣْۘڂ
֪ۮՀۤۯϩй 2017ۥ٧̖ۗÝɺ٦̖ÝЫnϞْٰچٞըkْ΄͛ۮڂ٦ơֻۮۯӫԛԿו٦
ơֻۯ٣έǐْٸ٘ڂ٦Э¯ơֻٟ̂ۘڂؿѾέׂچǯӻِۗلـ٣͛΄چӅْۮۘلڂӫԛ͛
΄ۯ٠ۮӫԛĲǭۯ٦ۮƥɳۯֻ٣ǺՍЫ٣έǐْۗٸ٘ڂϩй٧ۮՠۯ٦ơֻ٠ۮnϞۯ٦ơֻچ
սـЋِ֪ۗՀ٠nϞ٦Э¯چΪׂِٖٚٞ٘ۘٞۮՍɲÙʄۯ٠٧ۗƥ˧¯٦ɳͥЫʆԱٟۗځؿõ
̯٦ѺɬЫͶچٶҬϚԟِۗۥؾژہڏۤ׆ƨ̖مŸƟ٠ѫ˟٣ٿٛٞڂؿԀɝ٦ۮՍɲچۯƦƼ
kِٖۗچڃϰÝ٠٦έ٣ٿٛٞőՠِۗڊګڰۉۃښѫٟ٦ۮĳВٸ٘ڂׂَ̯ٔچۯ٦έ
٦ʆԱٟۘڂؿ
ҨӘɻ٧ۗڮۓۍۏڋډ٦̐υمȝٛ٘ѶՍƼ٦¯٫٦ۮۤڊګڰۉۃښԢʛǕۥۯ٣ـكٞۗ١٦ٿ
ف٢ƦƼĺ,٦ږؾےۄؾېڹ٦ǖϨمq҄٢٦لѶՍƼĺ,٦ɳͥɻ٠ِٞЉѽǠقٞۘ٘نƇ
wۗ̐υفۮمٚ٦Ʉۯչٟ͡ۮɑ٦Ʉ٣öίْڂѶՍƼ٦ڂٓچۯוƧۗځӫԛЫ٢ĳВ٧
ׂ̯ٖٔٓۗ٦ڊګڰۉۃښ٦ƦƼĺ,٦ۄۍۉڔێڒ٦í٠٢ڂĳВֻѾ٧ׂِ̯ѡ٢ٌـ٠٣û
مٜۘ٘ـҨӘɻ٧Ӿ̤ƦƼٟɄ١چٹ,ٞڂ,ɟ٦D!ۮچӾƦƼ,ɟۤۯ1¡ 2016ۥ٦ԁ̈́
ѾׂچٞٞڮۓۍۏڋډّٟۗۮӾƦƼ,ɟچۯɳْͥ̐ڂυچʡٸٞۮՍɲÙʄچڻکۋڞږؾےۯ
ٌٖۘ٘ـٟ٧̐υمۮمɄ٣ٷטѶՍƼ٦ۯו٣ٜـٞέچʪ٥ۗۮɄ١ٹ٣öίٌْڂ٠
٨٦ۯו٦ĳВׂَ̯ٔچٞ֡وـɄمƙۘ٘ڃڀҨӘɻ٧ٌ٦ۮՍɲÙʄمۯڻکۋڞږؾے
̂ѾέׂځˬچNڂقq̮҄وچέ٦ʆԱٟۗځؿƦƼĺ,٦ɳٟͥ֏ٹǄ٢ʆԱٟڂؿ٠Ǡ
ۘڂقѶՍ٦θ¯ٟҨӘɻمɳِͥ٘ۮƦƼӘƥԱۯ٦ʍņ٣ۮڂيكՍɲÙʄۯɳͥٹȈƹ٣ˣ
ِۗԿוơֻ٦ʭƣ٠ĳВ٦ׂ̯چչɉْ֪ۮՀۯ٦Э¯ơֻ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ԅդ٣يك
֤]ڂ٦q̮҄٣ٜـٞʲٰۘڂ
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How to get over belief conflict and establish common
understanding in the area of Japanese Language
education - From life story interviews of parents who
do plurilingual child rearing in Ireland

Midori INAGAKI (1йθ¯ǲȔĺ֨¯ӵ)

In this presentation, the presenter introduces the philosophical principle of “eidetic seeing” which is
based on Husserl’s phenomenology as a way of dialogue to get over belief conflict. The presenter also
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introduce Japanese philosopher Seiji Takeda’s “theory of desire” as an interpretation of “eidetic
seeing”.
As an example of practicing that philosophical principle in the context of Japanese language
education, the presenter introduce the “eidetic seeing” workshop which was held with Japanese
parents who raise children in a multilingual situation in Ireland. The workshop was aiming to show
how to get over the belief conflict and establish common understanding in the community of Japanese
language learning of children in Ireland.
"Theory of Desire" (Takeda 2017) is the philosophical principle to counter the "principle of war"
and "the principle of universal violence" which make all human values of human society worse. How
to overcome belief conflicts and how to avoid war. In order to fundamentally counter the "real logic"
of "universal war" and "universal competition", Takeda reconsidered the principle of "meaning" and
the principle of "value", and established a philosophy of desire and value. "Eidetic seeing" is a
practical method of phenomenology. It is based on the idea of suspension of judgment (Epoché) and
an established recognition framework of individuals language the "essence" of things by experience
and introspection, It is a dialogue method to examine through dialogue with fellows and to establish
'common understanding' within the community.
The presenter has been thinking about what kind of language education framework can be built in
the Japanese learning community such as the Saturday school which was built by Japanese parents in
Ireland. As a result, as long as parents demand from the school what is necessary for their own child,
there is no possibility to establish the common understanding of the framework of Japanese language
school.
The Presenters coined the concept of “pluringual child rearing”(Inagaki 2016) for the child rearing
in multilingual situation all over the world and had an ”eidetic seeing workshop” with Japanese
parents who raise their children in Ireland.
There, it was seen that parents repeatedly talked about the purpose of their children learning
Japanese and through the dialogue making the common understanding with each other. It means the
“eidetic seeing workshop” is the method that opens the possibility to overcome the belief conflict, and
the presenter believes that it is an effective method also in the practice of language education. The
presenter will also introduce a class at a Japanese University which was designed based on the
philosophical principle of phenomenology.
Seiji Takeda’s “theory of desire” and “eidetic seeing workshop” is an effective and educational way
to get over the conflict and make a common understanding with each other. It must be an exciting
application of content-based instruction in the context of language education.
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˳Ԫʂɻ٣έْڂĺ,˳ԪɊSۜɄ١٘ٹٚ٦
ڠؾښڹڋۍ٣ٖځٿٛ٘ĺ,˳ԪФı٦əٶ
Ryozo SASAKI (ʙйθ¯)
Yutaka FUKIHARA (Ӽb˄Ʉθ¯)
Yasuhiko SUKEGAWA (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
2˯Ƙы2˯Ũθ͞Є٣٧̖ډڞڱڮۓڋ#ʢׯјɻمʡʢِچڊګڰۉۃښůِ̯ٞۃښۘڂـ
ڊګڰۉѫٟ٧#ʢι 2 ̩ζ٣э٘ڂɄ١٘ٹ̯ٚمЉِۗǫǕʌƟ٣Ћձِٞ˵ِ٘فٌۘڂـļ
ڀلǫǕ̓¯˳Ԫ٦مڡؾڰʰٞنٞۗٸ٘ڂـԪǱɻڀ٧ Web چڭڋڜВّٞǫǕ̓¯˳ԪچФ
ıْٸ٘ڂ٦əچٶɁڀَۘ٘ٸ٣ۗǫǕ̓¯چǠڂقɢзٟۗǫǕΞņƹ٦̓٦ƙВׂِچٞڂ
٘ٸ٦˳ԪФıٹӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠لڅمٖٛٞۘ٘ن٦/ۗԪǱɻڀ٧ۗڊګڰۉۃښѫ٦Ʉ١٘ٹ
ٚ٦ƦƼʛѡЇȁچǣف٢لٟۗѶՍƼ҄ו٦КـԟƾɻمѶՍ٦ˏ¯Ǖٟ٦̯͈әnԱٻƃ
́٦ʄـځ٢١٦ֻڀلʄځȷَڃٌٞڂـ٠لڅمِٛ٘ۘ٘مٛٞۗԪǱɻڀ٧ڠؾښڹڋۍ
ͮҵ٣٘څٛٞۗĺ,٣Þْ˳ڂԪФıمӐ֦ٟڂؿ٠Ǡفٿڂق٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ٖ٦٘˳ۗٸԪʂɻٟڂؿ٠ڂقـǲ̖ɟџ̵о٦ڂـtС٣ѶՍ٦¯Ǖĺ,٣Þْ˳ڂԪ
چФıْ ڂWeb چڭڋڜǖϨٌْڂ٠٣ِ٘ۘŘάЫ٣٧ۗډڞڱڮۓڋƼ٠ـَِٻѶՍƼ٣¯ڂٿ
Ǖĺ,˳Ԫ٦ФıچВّٞۗɄ١ٹ٠ٖ٦ԟƾɻ̓م٦ͦξ٣ٜـٞďͦ̓ـבځٿِۗξ
چɳƥٟفٿڂن٣٢ٌڂ٠چչӖ٠ْۘڂ
˪ʲ٦فٿ٣ۗƥȕ Web چڭڋڜВّٞǫǕ̓¯˳Ԫ٦ФıچɁ٘ٸ٠ٌڄٟۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ
ٓٵȕѶ̖ډڞڱڮۓڋ٦Ʉ١ٹ٠ٖ٦ԟƾɻڀل٦ Web ڭڋڜ٣έْڂәn٣ٜـٞԪǱْۘڂ
ɣ٣ۗЇȁ٦Хٟիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۗǫǕʌƟ٣٠١ڀٵ٢ـĺ,˳Ԫ٦چڡؾڰˣِْٖۘڂٞۗ
ǷƹȕѶ̖ډڞڱڮۓڋ٦Ʉ١ٹ٠ٖ٦ԟƾɻڀل٦ڡؾڰ٣íٝۗنɄ١٘ٹٚ٦ڠؾښڹڋۍ٣
ٖځٿٛ٘ĺ,˳Ԫ٦Фıچճȡِٞوـ٠فـбՀ٣ٜـٞٹʲٌٰڂ٠٣ْۘڂ
۲ȯǠԅƖ۳
ǽ۠շבΑ̞ۛơԶۛ˂͚βӎۛNi Nengah Suartiniۛҧʪ³ֻ̖(2016)ۮƦƼЫʂɻ٦ȕѶǲ
̖ t С ٣ έ ْ  ڂǫ Ǖ ̓ ¯ ˳ Ԫ Ɋ S ٦ ə  ۯ ٶ2016 ѽ Ѷ Ս Ƽ ĺ , ǲ Ȕ Ɨ ģ θ 
https://goo.gl/kZSyeV
̞ơԶۛ˂͚βӎۤ2016ۮۥȕѶڊګڰۉۃښ̖ډڞڱڮۓڋ٣ڂيكɄ١٘ٹٚ٦ƦƼʛѡ―έ
ŭۗؾۉڷڦۓڋۗڭۓۅڠڢډȯ֚ÙȦ֘٘ـ֤چӉЫЇȁԪǱ―ۯ2016 ѽѶՍƼĺ,¯Ɨģ
ʡۤȰǆθ¯ۥ
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Providing educational information to the children of
Indonesian workers so as to close the gap between the
children and their parents

Ryozo SASAKI (ʙйθ¯)
Yutaka FUKIHARA (Ӽb˄Ʉθ¯)
Yasuhiko SUKEGAWA (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
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We have implemented a new means of providing school education information through a web site to
Indonesian immigrant workers and their children living in Ibaraki Prefecture in Japan. The language
barrier often prevents these residents from obtaining necessary information on local schools. Immigrant
workers’ children need to be able to access information on issues such as the entrance examinations for
Japanese high schools; educational information is also important in enabling them to build a strategic
outlook for pursuing a career after they graduate high school.
We are conducting research on how Indonesian children acquire Japanese language skills in Ibaraki
Prefecture, and we found that Indonesian parents who have low proficiency in Japanese are often
unaware of necessary information relating to primary school. They do not understand the evaluation
system used by the schools, the importance of attendance, etc. We are therefore making a wide range
of information available relating not only to high school entrance examinations but also to other issues
that will affect them throughout the course of their lives.
For those struggling with the language barrier, we have set up a web site to provide proper and enough
educational information. On our web site, we provide educational information about Japanese public
schools written in Indonesian for parents who are immigrant workers and easy-to-understand Japanese
for their children. Our bilingual web site works as a bridge between Indonesian parents who have low
proficiency in Japanese and their children, who must understand the entrance examination system of
Japanese high schools; this information can be difficult to understand for these children, even though
they are more proficient in Japanese than their parents. Our web site also encourages Indonesian parents
to talk with their children about future career options. Being able to talk about career options with
parents affects children in a positive way.
As we mentioned above, we have started to provide information about high school entrance
examinations in Ibaraki Prefecture. In this session, we are going to report comments about our web site
from Indonesian immigrant workers and their children. We will then report on new educational
information needs, which range from primary school to university. We will also present a plan to
provide educational information suited to these children’s futures, based on the needs of Indonesian
immigrant workers and their children in Ibaraki Prefecture.
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η٦ǫǕ٣ڂيكιѲǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦
ə―ٶѶՍƼڡؾگڭؾڵ٦ɊSםچ٣―

Tzuching CHEN

η٣ـكٞ 50 ѽ٣пځɳɋَڃٞ ٘ن9 ѽ/ÚǲզĎէĺ, م2019 ѽ ڀل12 ѽ٦ǲզí
Սĺ,٣َ̳ـِ̈ۗڃɉќ֦مהȝَ̯ڃٖۘ٘ڃ٣ٿٛٞǷƹ٧JƼ٦ǲƼָٹʕ
uչ٠ٌِٞ͐ڂي٠مq҄٣٢ٛ٘ۘη٣ڂيكѶՍƼ٧JƼ٣ɣ¯ىʛ̖ǆچԮڂقǲƼ
ٟۘڂؿѶՍǲȔƿׄíŐ 2015 ѽфѶՍƼĺ,ùÞЇȁƇw٣ڂٿ٠ۗʼюۛϯюĺ,ùÞ٦Ѷ
ՍƼ¯ʛɻ̤٧ͮѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ̤٦ 35.8۹ۗٸ͗چ75,588 ̖٠٢ٛٞڃٌۘڂـ٧̰Ө٦ιѲ
ǲƼĺ,̟̰̓Ƞ٦Ełٙ٠̟Ȧَۗمڂڃѣ٣ƹöϯюĺ,٣ـكٞ٧ĺ,ӵ٣ڂٿιѲǲ
Ƽĺ,٦̟̓Ě٫ʕ¯ǣ٦ˍچןʌۗي2015 ѽ٦Їȁɢзٟ 243 Ǖͦمξuչ٠ِٞι
ѲǲƼفۗ͐چٚ 95۹٦ 230 ǕمѶՍƼuչچǥِٞڂـ٠ԪǱَڃِٞلِۘڂـ٢ۗڀم
ѶՍƼ٧Ӑʕuչٟ٢¯ۗٸ٘ـʛٷ̓م٣ٜۗڃŀՠچɰ¯فʛɻ٧ː٢و٢ۘـ
ηٟ٧ːɄk٦̋ǰkمƓѾَڃٞĘِٖۗمـ٦فٿ٢Ñķ٣ـكِٞ̈ـɉќ֦مהɳ
ɋَڃڃ٨ۗΧو٦¯ʛɻچԮڂقιѲǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,Ʌ˰٣Χθ٢EłمĚ٭٠̟
Θَـِ̈ۘڂڃɉќ֦ה٧¯ʛɻϯ̅٦ĺ,ֻѾچųًۗ¯ʛɻ٦ɨ¯׀ʛۗۋڞږډؾڦۓڋ
ۗۓɺȯpچɭ٣̦قٞـِ̈ۘڂـɉќ֦چה١٦فٿ٣ɳɋِۗĺɱ¶љچѸm٣ْۓڋڝڬ
لڂ٧ŉٸٞʪ֦٢κٟۘڂؿ
ՍҨӘ٧θ¯ĺ4ـِ̈مɉќ֦ڠؾڽچה٣ِ٘ۓڋڝڬĺɱ¶љچԪǱْـِ̈ۘڂɉќ
֦ה٧ CEFR چí٣ƦƼ چۏڽېLevel-1ۤA1-1ۙۥLevel-2ۤA1-2ۙۥLevel-3ۤA2-1ۙۥLevel-4ۤA2-1ۥ٣
ԁِۗכƦƼ¯ʛ٦چۓۋڞؾېۉڔڊګؾډʪ֦ɖِٞۘڂـǷ٦έ˧ɻ٧ǫǕ٦ Level-1 ٦¯
ʛɻٟۘڂؿĺɱ¶љٟ٧ِ̈ـɉќ֦ה٦̷̎چєقٵ٢¯ڀمʛɻ٦ɨ¯׀ʛچΒْ٘ٸ٣
ɨƭәnچȋْ֤ڂ٠њɢ٣ۗǲȔƿׄíŐ٦ѶՍƼچڡؾگڭؾڵќѷِۗ¯ʛɻ٦¯ʛљùچ
ǫٌڂٸ٠چəۘ٘ٶѶՍƼڡؾگڭؾڵ٧ ASEAN ˁǲچϯ̅٣ϯюĺ,ùÞ٣Ҋƛَڊګڂڃ
ڭۓڦڠڞډۛڗۓڨؾ٦ٌ٠ٟۗηٟ٧ 2017 ѽځٿɁَۘ٘ڃэԪǱمǷƹ٦ِ̈ـɉќ֦ה
٦ɳɋ٣փׂٌٜ٠چöίْۘڂ
ۜڮؾےؾڔѶՍƼۗڡؾگڭؾڵɉќ֦ۗהǫǕۗιѲǲƼۗɨƭәn
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An Exploratory Research on Learning Japanese as a
Foreign Language—A Case of Japanese-Language
Partners in High School, Taiwan

Tzuching CHEN

Taiwan is going to extend its half-a-century-old Grade 1-9 Curriculum Guidelines into 12 years,
beginning in 2019 with a phased release of a new 12-Year Basic Education Curricula Guidelines. The
new version of the Curricula Guidelines calls for attention to teaching methods friendly to learners and
expands the field of elective subjects in school so that there are enriched characteristics in education.
With respect to the effort of promoting second language learning in addition to English, recent years
have witnessed tremendous endeavor of the Taiwanese Government, who advances Japanese into the
curricula. According to the Japan Foundation, who surveyed Japanese language education institutes in
Taiwan, there are 75,588 Japanese learners in primary and secondary schooling units, standing at 35.8%
of the total population of Japanese-language learners in Taiwan. Also, among the 243 schools that
offered second language selective courses, 239 (95%) offered Japanese as an optional course. It is surely
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a regret for some Japanese-language teachers that, since Japanese as a second language is not an
assigned-subject for test, students’ interests in learning Japanese has been marginalized by the current
pressure of entrance competition. Nevertheless, with the New Curricula coming into effect, there opens
a new frontier for the future. The New Curricula is based on CEFR (Common European Framework of
Reference for Language). It is emphatic of Spontaneity, Communication and Interaction and Social
Participation, and, for coherence of learning, it is classified into Level-1 (A1-1), Level-2 (A1-2), Level
-3 (A2-1) and Level-4 (A2-2). Given the potentially huge sums of students interested in learning
Japanese, it is timing for this paper to raise the questions regarding how to give substance to the new
curricula and how to design a corresponding set of teaching activities. To answer these questions, this
paper identified itself as an explorative study, seeking to understand how the Japanese-language
teachers at the university designed their courses in accordance with the forthcoming New Curricula and
how they implemented what they designed at the high schools. Level-1 (A1-1) learners had be selected
as cases under observation. In practice, self-evaluation was introduced to boost autonomous learning.
Meanwhile, the field study could also be seen as a case of cooperation with the Japan Foundation, who
dispatched the Japanese-Language Partners as assistants in the class—an institution long existing in
ASEAN but newly started in Taiwan in 2017. The paper in the end hoped to strengthen learners’
motivation in via the cooperative form of Japanese-Language Partners and would come up with
recommendations for the practice of the New Curricular Guidelines.
Keywords: Japanese-language Partner, 12-Year Basic Education Curricula Guidelines, CEFR,
Second Foreign Language, Self-evaluation
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MOTIVES OF JAPANESE LANGUAGE
EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT IN SECONDARY
EDUCATION IN INDONESIA

Azhariyah AYU (թƩdθ¯ (Nagoya University))

Introduction
This paper is based on the interest to Japanese language education development in secondary
education in Indonesia. There are many motives behind learning Japanese. Based on the past
researches, most of them explored learner to reveal motive of learning Japanese in Indonesia.
However, to find out more motives, it can be acquire from other stakeholders. Therefore, this paper
attempts to disclose Japanese language education development motives in secondary education in
Indonesia.
Research Objective and Method
This paper aims to explore motives of Japanese language education development in secondary
education in Indonesia through investigation of history and circumstances of Japanese language
education in Indonesia as well as stakeholders’ perspective regarding this issues. Exploratory research
was applied to attain in-depth understanding of the aim. Therefore, related-documents collection,
direct observation, and interview to related stakeholders were conducted. Related documents are
curriculum documents, Japan Foundation’s survey reports on Japanese-Language education abroad,
and official documents such as laws and regulations.
Findings and Discussion
Japanese Language Education History (Curriculum Development Investigation)
Through curriculum development investigation, Japanese language education as second foreign
language in secondary education in Indonesia was captured. Each curriculum describes how
Japanese language education as second foreign language education was taught and what was the
rationale of the changes. In most of the time, second foreign language became optional subject in
secondary education. However, in curriculum 2006 it became compulsory subject in secondary
education. Nowadays, second foreign language becomes optional subject again.
Japanese Language Education Circumstances
Japanese language education circumstances are describe in the survey reports of Japan Foundation.
In the last two survey reports (i.e. 2012 report and 2015 report), Indonesia became second most
Japanese language learner in the world, but it was the most secondary education learner. To enrich the
information, interview was conducted to stakeholders. The result is the development of Japanese
language education is increasing, but there are still many challenges to be solved.
Stakeholders’ Perspective of Japanese Language Education in Secondary Education in Indonesia
Stakeholders’ perspective were investigated by exploring two components, policy planner and
Japan Foundation. There were 3 issues found i.e. contribution, rationalization, and opinion of the two
components. This findings help to understand that most of Japanese language education development
motive is to prepare the learner to enter job. Moreover, the other motive is related to Indonesia and
Japan relationship in economic sector.
Conclusion
Through this research, development of Japanese language education in secondary education in
Indonesia was captured. It reflects the circumstance since it re-taught after Indonesia’s independence
until today. By knowing the motives, we are directed to make a better and more guided management
of Japanese language education in secondary education in Indonesia.
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From findings, it is understood that the motive is about preparing the student who will not continue
their formal education and swift to employment. Furthermore, the other is economic factor. In the
future, it will be fruitful to expand the investigation and acquisition of information so that Japanese
language education development in secondary education in Indonesia will be more comprehend.
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JFL teacher education for German secondary schools

Monika UNKEL (University of Cologne)

One special event at the ICJLE meeting deals with Japanese language education in secondary schools.
This symposium aims at a worldwide picture of JFL education in high schools.
In this broader context, the focus of the present talk lies on the state of the art of teacher education
for German secondary schools. Since the late 1980s there were several attempts to establish Japanese
as a regular subject at German secondary schools, but this did not result in a nationwide coverage. In
2012, there were still only about 60 secondary schools in Germany that offered Japanese as a subject.
The lack of teacher education programs seemed to be a crucial factor for this situation. In order to cope
with the problem, the first JFL teacher education program with a BA/MEd degree in Germany was
launched in 2011 at the University of Cologne with the support of The Japan Foundation. Another
program with a slightly different structure was established at the University of Bochum in form of a
Master’s course for JFL teacher education in 2014.
The talk briefly presents a short inventory of the situation of Japanese language education at German
secondary schools. It then concentrates on the characteristic features of German JFL teacher education
programs, analyzes their outcomes as well as their difficulties under the present conditions and offers a
framework of knowledge, abilities and skills that have to be acquired by student teachers in teacher
education programs.
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ڪڋڮϯюĺ,Ǉي٦ѶՍƼĺ4̯֨Х
ۓۏژ( ڒڰۆ ۏژۓڍθ¯)
ѶՍƼڪڋڮچ٦ϯюĺ,ùÞ٦ĺu٠ِٞќѷْڂəٶ٧ 1980 ѽζڀلòٜۗمِ٘ٵځؿل
ͮǲЫ٢ӫĚ٣٧źمٛٞ ڀلٌٖۘڇٔٵـ30 ѽ٘ٛ٘ 2012 ѽ٦ɢзٟۗٹѶՍƼچĺu٠ِٞ
Фıِٞ¯ڂـǕ٧ք 60 Ǖ٣ڇٔٵهِٟٖ٘ۘ٦ʃ٢ơ5٧ѶՍƼĺ4̯֨Хم٢ٌـ٠
٠ۗڃڀٶ2011 ѽ٣٧ۓۏژθ¯٣ĺ4̯֨Хۤ¯ɀۗمۥ2014 ѽ٣٧ۄڹؾۀθ¯٠ۓۏژθ
¯٣ʕɀХ͐مϥَِۘ٘ٵڃ
ѶՍƼچԦƼ٠ِ٢̵¯ـǇي٦ѶՍƼĺ4̯֨Х٦ѫ֝٠ِٞ٧ۗ/ҵЫ٣ѶՍƼ҄ו٦
Ǉ˪٠ѶՍƼĺ,ۛĺʍԱٿك٫ѶՍԅkۛѶՍɝ˳٦ֻمīًۓۏژْۘٵڃڀθ¯مФıِ
ٞڂـѶՍƼĺ4̯֨Хڀڃٖٹ٦ԁցڀلǖَ̯ڃָْٞۘٵـʕɻ٦ٲ٠ڇ١٧ѶՍƼӆ
ԦƼɻٟۗθ¯٣ѷ¯ِٞڀلѶՍƼچʼĤ¯ڀل٫Ɂ̵¯ڂٸ٢٦ٟۗэͭۄۍۉڔێڒ٣ـك
ٞٹѶՍƼ٦ʛѡ٣Χو٦ɢÝچʣِٞٞۗلِْۘٵـʼĤƹҭۏڽې٣َِ ڂلل3 ¯öչ٣٧
ǲƼĺ,ѷվ٦ʍņۗ4 ¯öչڀل٧ѶՍƼĺ,ۛĺʍԱ٦ʍņٹѶՍƼ٦ʍņ٠ԋǣָِٞ
ʕٌْڂ٠مĎէٝڃڀيْٞۘٵـ
ѶՍƼĺ,ۛĺʍԱ٦ʍņٟ٧ۗڪڋڮ٦ϯюĺ,ùÞ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ٦ʍņ٣Ӑ֦٢j٦
з ٣ٜـٞ¯٫ْۘٵ
• ۮԅɠۮۯƼؐۮۯԅԱۯ٢١٦ĺق
• ؾڞۓګھۓښϯ̅ٻċ҄ԓ٦ʍņ
• ̵о٦҄ٻוΧ̮ٖ֡ۗ٦ڡؾڰ٦ԁ̈́Ա
• ٖ٦ԁ̈́Ƈw̬چф˪٦āОۄۍۉڔێڒٻ٢١چє˪٘قٵٟۗ١٦فٿ٣ڠڴۍڞ٣ʄځѷ
ڃٞوـ٦ل
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ۗ٘ٵÞԁց٦ʍņٟ٧"ԅkÝۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣Ӑ֦٢ϟɬו҄ٻĚ٫ѶՍ٦קȽۛԅ
kۛɺ٦֡۠٢¯چۂؾګʱЫ٣ۮْۘٵـĺٌۯڂق٠٭¯چХٟۗ¯̵مɨڀ٦¯ʛ٣ٜـ
ٞ˟ٹȦٌْڂ٠مٟۗنɨ̑٦¯ʛԱچƙЋْ٠ـٛ٘ۗǇЫ٢Ǆwٹöίَڃْٞۘٵـ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗڪڋڮ٦ѶՍƼĺ4̯֨Х٦ѣϾچˣِۗȕ͇ɻٯ٦ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁ٦Ƈw
ڀلƙقٞڂوѶՍƼĺ4̯֨Х٦ɳΰ٣ْٖۘٵڃ˿ٹ٦Φۗƥļ٦ɳ͈٠κچԁِ̈́٢م
م̵¯ڀʛѡْڂϟɬۗ҄וĚ٫ċ҄٦Ͷٶ٣ٜـٞٹǠقْٞۘٵنـ
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۰ٍڂٵ٠۱چí٣ِ٘Ʉ١ٹѶՍƼǥȄɳͥԪǱ
Satomi MIYAZAKI (ۍڰۂѶՍԅk)ؾڦۓڢ
گڋۍږڍٟ٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣έْڂʎ֦٧ӆ˲٣ǫۗمـѶՍƼ¯چʛٟڂنùÞ٧Ƨڃڀٞ
ۗځكɄ١ٹǇي٠٢ڂ٠ˑǔٟگڋۍږڍۘڂؿѶՍۤؾڦۓڢjۗUAJCۥٟ٧ٖ٦ʎ֦٣]ڂق
٘܁۽ۼ۾ٸѽ٣Ʉ١ٹǇيѶՍƼǥȄ(jۗɄ١چۥڠۍږٹɁِ٘ۘ
έ˧ɻ٧ۼ۽Ȍ܀۽ڀلȌۗڠۍږ٧ʟۼ܅۽ԁۗŻ 3ۼɳɋَۘ٘ڃUAJC ٟ٧ɳ͈ӢΙ٣ۗځٿ
Ʉ١ٹǇي٦ĺȖюم٢لٛ٘٘ۗٸԪǱɻۗۄۍۉڔێڒمĺȖюچȝِ̯٘ۘUAJC ٟ٧̯̖Ǉ
يѶՍƼǥȄۗځؿمJF ѶՍƼĺ,ڮؾڧۓڦڠʷĪĺȖ۰ٍڂٵ٠ ѶՍ٦ٌ٠٨٠ԅk۱ۤjۗ
۰ٍڂٵ٠۱چۥȺِ֤ٞۄۍۉڔێڒۘڂـ٧ۗʌǥɻ̖̯مǥȄچʌǥٟڂنѽץ٣υِ٘Ȕ٣٧ۗ
̯̖ǥȄ٣#љٟفٿڂن٣۰ٍڂٵ٠۱چí٣ِٞȝِ̯٘ۘɄ١ڠۍږٹٟ٧ڭڠڔګ٧Ⱥِ֤٢
ٹـ٦٦ۗ۰ٍڂٵ٠۱٦ڀلږکڸڭɄ١ٹ٦̵¶٣Þũ٦̋ٹـ٦ͦچξِۗĺȖюچȺِ֤٘ۘ
̯̖ǇيǥȄ٠њ֡ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣ʪзچϥ¶ؾۉ۔ڦۓڋٻږؾےڻؾۏڗۗنљچʄځ
ѷۘ٘ڃɄ١ٹǇي٣yۗۄؾڙٻԅkˣٹʄځѷۘ٘ڃlթۗÐɠ٧چڊګڷڊګږډВِٞ¯ٰ
فٿڂ٣ِ٘ۘʍņ٧íՍЫ٣ѶՍƼٟǣٛ٘ۗمƥϠǥɆڭۓڦڠڞډم٠ِٞۗӐ֦٢˰ǭ٦В
օۗ¶љɢ٦ِۗچڭؾہڜɨν¯ʛ֤ғӧԀ٣ƥϠƼօچӣۘ٘ي
эʼ܂۽թٟɁِ٘ǥȄ٧ƹöڀلȯpِ٘ʌǥ̵چä̖ͮ܃۽ٸ4مʚِͪۘ٘öۗƹöʚ
ƹ٣ɳɋِ٘ڭؾژۓډٟ٧яِ٘ͮ4ۮمʍņ٧ձҞلٛ٘ۯ٠яۗ13 թϯ#ʢ֘О
٦ 1 թ٦ 12 թمΝـ٘ي٠яِٞۮۘڂـՖ٦ʍņچ°ِٶ٣ِٞۮۯۘ٘ـѶՍƼٟڄـ
ڄـ٢ٌ٠مƦفٿڂق٣٢ٛ٘ۘۯ٠ـٛ٘ںڊګڟہ٢ƙمΧۗوԟƾɻٯ٦ɲս٦яۮٹʍ
ņƹٟԝĸٌِ٘٠ۗځِ٘چѶՍƼٟۗځِ٘ѶՍƼ٦yچyِٛ٘ځٞۯۘڂـ٠ـٛ٘ګڟہ
ںڊ٢ٹ٦ٟؿٛ٘ۘ
ȝِ̯٘ĺٻĺȖ٧ƥϠǥɆٹɳɋٟٵفٿڂن٠ۗٸUAJC ٣ȷِٖ٘ۘ٦ƹƥϠǥɆڃٖم
ٹچ٠٣њّǥȄچɳɋِ٘ۘ
گڋۍږڍٟٹɄ١ٹǇيѶՍƼǥȄ٦ʎ֦٧ǫٵٛٞڂـ٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ۰ٍڂٵ٠۱ڠؾښچ
ږکں٠ِ̯̖٘ǇيǥȄ٧Χو٦ǲٟΠȕْۗمڂɄ١ٹǇيǥȄ٦ɳɋۗԪǱ٧ː̤ٟ٘ڂؿ
ۗٸՍɳͥƇwچĳ֏ِۗɄ١ٹǇيǥȄ٦Ҩб٦/˂٠ِ٘ۘـ
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A Report on a Japanese Language Course for
Children based on the Course Book “MARUGOTO”

Satomi MIYAZAKI (ۍڰۂѶՍԅk)ؾڦۓڢ

There is a big demand in learning Japanese language in Ukraine but there are only few institutions
where you can learn it. More so, language institutions for children. In response to the demand, UkraineJapan Center (UAJC) launched a Japanese language course for children (Kodomo-class) in 2015.
The target population for this course was for children ages 10-14. The session was held once a week
for 90 minutes, 30 sessions in total. Due to lack of experience, UAJC had few textbooks and teaching
materials appropriate for children. Hence, the reporter developed the curriculum, teaching materials and
others. UAJC has existing courses for adults which “Marugoto Nihon no Kotoba to Bunka”
(“Marugoto”) is used. “Marugoto” is the official course book of the Japan Foundation (JF) based on JF
Standard for Japanese language education. The curriculum of Kodomo-class was made based on
“Marugoto” for the children to be ready to move to an adult course as they reach the proper age.
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Although the textbook itself is not used, the topics are chosen from it in relation to children’s everyday
life, and teaching materials of “Marugoto” such as extracted pictures are used.
As well as the courses for adults, the Kodomo-class also puts emphasis on developing communication
skills, and it contains group works and interview activities. For children, it contains activities such as
singing Japanese songs, playing games and introducing Japanese culture. They also learn Kana and
Kanji through activities. The class is conducted mainly in Japanese language, but a Ukraine teaching
assistant supports the children and interprets when necessary. Assigned tasks for the home is translated
by the assistant.
The course started with 16 children and one child joined during the second half of the course. All of
the 17 children completed the course. Questionnaire was given at the end of the first half and second
half of the course. All of the children who answered the questionnaire said that “the course was
interesting”. All of 13 children except one, who had to go abroad, said that they wanted to continue the
course.
There were many positive answers such as, “I look forward to every lesson”, “I am able to say various
things in Japanese”. The parents also gave positive answers such as, “My child talks about what she
studied. She talks and sings in Japanese.”
The reporter organized the teaching plans and teaching materials for each lesson and left them to
UAJC for the Ukraine Japanese teachers to use. The course was conducted by a Ukraine Japanese
teacher since then.
It is assumed that the demand of Japanese language course for children is increasing not only in
Ukraine but also in other countries. There are courses for adults in many countries that “Marugoto” is
used but there are only few reports about courses for children. Therefore, the reporter aims to share this
report to help in the development of Japanese language courses for children.
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ӾƦƼÑķٟ,ٜɄ١ٹ٦¯ۮ٫ٯۯ٠ٜ٢ًڂ
ٌ٠٨٦ɊS٣Þْڂ/ǠȦ ―
θȚӨǂׂˏ¯Ǖ٦ѶՍƼɊSĺɱٟ٦ɳͥ―ڀل

Chiaki YONEZAWA (θȚθ¯θ¯9)

Ӿ̤٦ƦƼÑķٟ,ٜɄ١ٯٹ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٧ۗѶՍƼʛѡ٦٘ٸ٦ĺ,٣۠֡ۗٓڀٵ׆٢
¯٫٦q̮҄چǍً̖ۗ٠ِٞ٦̯ЉچɊٌڂق٠مʪ֦ٟ *ۤͅڂؿ2006ۘۥŏѽۗ¯٫٧ʑ٦
̖۠٠ʃάЫ٣Þځٻۗځڅ٠چځǣفϯ̵ٟٹڂڃٵ٦ٙ٠¯فـʛÙمǍٵٛٞۤځكǽқ 1995
ΦۗۥѶՍƼɉќمӐ֦٢Ʉ١٘ٹٚمВفѶՍƼɊSĺɱٟۗٹƦƼʛѡٙيٟ٢ۗوɄ١٘ٹٚ
ٖم٦ƦƼِ֤¶چٞȕ͇¯ĤٟΦ٦ɟџ٠Þځٻۗځڅ٠مځٟفٿڂن٣٢ڂ٠فـзٵٟɖց
٣ѷ٘ڃɊSمӐ֦ٙ٠Ǡۘڂق
2016 ѽ՚ۗҨӘɻ٧θȚӨj٣¯ˏڂؿǕ٦ѶՍƼɊSĺɱٟۗʟ٣ 1 ԯƹ٣ѶՍƼɉ
ќمӐ֦٢ɟџ 3 թٯ٦ɊSچɁۘ٘ٸ3 թ٠ٹԗ̐مѶՍ̖٦ǲȔƇǹtС٦Ʉ١٘ٹٟٚۗÖ
ό٢ѶՍƼٟ٦ځٻ٠ځ٧qٟ҄ؿٛ٘ۘѶՍƼɊSĺɱٟ٧ۗѶՍƼۗѣ٣ˀٌو٠٣ɨ̂مɡٞ
٢ـҽڀ٣έِٞۗȕ͇¯Ĥٟ٦¯٫چɊۗٸ٘ڂقǠٌ٘ق٠ٻиٌـ٘ق٠مɨԁٟӘƥٟڂن
فٿ٣٢ٌڂ٠چչɉِٞ֡۠٢¶љچǣٛٞۘ٘نՍƗģٟ٧ۗɄ١٘ٹٚمɨԁ٦ǠٻقɈچـɨ
ԁٟӘƥٌْڂ٠¶ڂْڭؾہڜچљ٠ِٞǄwЫٟؿٛ٘ٹ٦٦ѣϾچϐ¶ۗوٰڂљ٦֡ɄچĂ
ڦؾڬچڪؾڲڮۏؾڊڹِ٘״٣ۗ¶љ٦ѣϾ٠ۗځِ٘ˀِځ٘ـٞڂـ٠ن٦Ʉ١ٹ٦֡Ʉ٣Ϯ
չِٞɲЫԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٦ƇwۗѶՍƼ٣ɨ̂مɡٞٓۗ¶љ٣˚ŉЫ٢ΰфچɦٌْ٠ؿمٛ٘Ʉ١٘ٹٚ͆مŉ
Ы٣ځِ٘ˀ¶ِ٘ځ٘ـљ٠ِٞۗ①ȝӜȝڭۓڽڋٻځɳɋюڠؾڽچڭږڎڟۑڻ٠ِ٘¶љۗ
②Ʉ١٘ٹٚɨ˳ڀԪچѡ٘ځяچقϐğِ٘ڂْځюۗʃάЫ٣̈٘٢ϟɬ§چѡِٞ¶وـљ٦
2 ٜ٦مڻڋڦƙۘ٘ڃڀѣ٣Ʉ١٘ٹٚمŸƟٌِ٘٠وٿٻϟٌٛٞڂـ٠ۂؾګچ٠ِٞٛ٘¶
љٟ٧ۗŖʆ٠ْڂˀوʄځͶٶ٣ـكٞ͆ٹŉ̮مƙڪؾۏۘ٘ڃڀ٦ڂؿǲۂؾګم٦¶љٟ٧ۗ
IT ٻԟƾɻ˳چԪڠؾڤێ٠ِٞ¶ِ֤ۗԦƼۛŹ˓ƼچȺٛٞʡ˳٘ٸԪچѶՍƼٟˣِٞۘ٘ـ
٘ٵѧɻچɬِ٘ۗځΦ٦ĺ4٣ȯpِٞفڀٹ٢١ۗѶՍƼɊSĺɱ٦٠٦ٜ٢¶ڂؿمځم
љٟ٧ۗˀڂْځِ٘ځ٘ـȔ٣ѶՍƼٟ٦Әƥ٦ȸچɬْ֡ڂɄٹƙۘ٘ڃڀ
ِڀڃٌِۗل٦ɊSٙيٟ٧ȕ͇¯Ĥٟ٦¯٫چ,ٷ٣٧ʤԁٟ٢ٌـ٠ۗځلڅٹǷƹ٧ȕ͇
¯Ĥ٠٦Ŵ٣ڂٿÑķٝچځوչɉِٞۘوـ
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Educational support for children in a plurilingual
environment: A case study of a Japanese language class
in an elementary school in Osaka, Japan

Chiaki YONEZAWA (θȚθ¯θ¯9)

For Japanese education for children being raised in a plurilingal environment in Japan, it is important
not only to teach them Japanese language but also to support their holistic growth (Ishii 2006). A view
that learning occurs when a child subjectively interacts with others has become prevalent in recent years
(e.g. Saeki 1995, Ozeki 2013). Teachers in Japanese language classes that are specially designed for
children who need Japanese language support need to strengthen children’s ability to use languages for
engaging and interacting with other children in their home classes. However, most Japanese language
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classes currently focus on the development of Japanese grammar and vocabulary, or supplementary
lessons of the subjects in their home classes.
I started a weekly Japanese language class in an elementary school in Osaka, Japan, in 2016 to
support three children being raised in a plurilingal environment. All of them were born in international
marriage families in which one of the parents is Japanese. The children were able to interact with others
using simple Japanese sentences. However, they were not confident in their Japanese ability, especially
in writing skills. I conducted various activities to improve the children’s ability to express what they
are thinking by themselves so that they could interact more freely with other children in their home
class.
The purpose of this study is to identify the characteristics of activities that are effective in helping
the children to be able to express themselves in speaking and written. Qualitative analysis was carried
out focusing on the characteristics of the activities and the way the children express themselves in those
activities. Field Notes that recorded the state of activities in the Japanese language class were used as a
data.
Results indicate that their motivation and active outputs were seen in the two types of activities: ①
project-based activities, such as making works or conducting a event, and ② acquiring new knowledge
subjectively by exchanging information with each other or solving the answers by themselves. More
active output, especially in writing, was identified in both above activity types when activities’ topics
were based on the children’s own experience. When talking about the countries where they have their
own roots, they gathered information through the Internet using their heritage language or asking their
parents and introduced the gathered information in Japanese. In the activities that have a link to outside
of the class, children appeared to be conscious of the ways in which they expressed what they wanted
to in Japanese.
However, the above-mentioned support was not enough to support their learning. The collaborative
system between Japanese language classes and their home classes will make a better environment for
the children to interact with other children.
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Learner motivation, parental support, and family
variables in Japanese heritage language learning in the
United States

Yoshiko MORI (Georgetown University)

Multilingualism in the United States has largely come as a result of the increasing number of foreignborn immigrants, transnational migrants, and their children. However, children who grow up in so
called minority-language families, often referred to as narrowly-defined heritage language (HL)
speakers, face the challenge of developing HL skills and ethnocultural identities in a social milieu
characterized by extensive exposure to English preferred by peers and educational institutions. Many
minority-language parents are also challenged by a number of domestic and social factors in passing on
their ethnolinguistic identities to their children. Bilingual research has shown that parents’ attitudes
toward multilingualism and home language policies and practices have a significant impact on their
children’s desire to explore their multilingual capabilities.
In light of the challenges faced by multilingual children and their parents in the United States, this
study explored the relationship between learner motivation, parental support, and selected family
variables in Japanese heritage language (JHL) learning. Eighty-two JHL students ages 15-18 from eight
hoshuukoos (i.e., weekend supplementary academic schools for Japanese-speaking children) completed
a 25-item motivational questionnaire. Simultaneously, the students’ parents, at least one of whom was
a Japanese native, completed a family background questionnaire including 15 Likert-scale items asking
about the perceived effectiveness of various types of parental support.
A principal component analysis of student responses to the motivational questionnaire identified six
reasons to study Japanese: Preference for Japan, Japanese heritage, no choice, career orientation,
American identity, and positive perceptions. A separate exploratory factor analysis identified five
components that the parents considered effective in supporting their children’s bilingual development:
Japanese pop culture, reading for pleasure in Japanese, use of Japanese at home, reading to child, and
family conversation. Correlational analysis revealed that the parental support variable reading for
pleasure in Japanese was positively correlated with the student motivation preference for Japan (r =
0.34, p < 0.01), and that it was negatively correlated with the student variable no choice (r = 0.30, p <
0.01). Canonical correlation between the six student motivational factors as one set and 16 selected
family variables as the other revealed that preference for Japan distinctly showed the highest
standardized correlation, and that, in the family variable set, future residency plan, college plan, parents’
goals for their children’s achievement, and language used at home defined the first canonical variate (F
= 1.58, p < 0.00, r = 0.88).
These findings suggest that both JHL learners and their parents in the United States approach
bilingual development from multiple perspectives, and that some aspects of parental perceptions and
family variables can be related to their children’s desire to explore their multilingual capabilities.
Consequently, a variety of approaches should be recommended to cultivate young learners’
ethnolinguistic identities and bilingual development.
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Ԏǲ٣ڂيكŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦љùۗԟ
ƾɻ٦ۗڭؾہڜtС֦5
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̉ ӌɄ (ۓڍڦڟؾۋڟθ¯)
Ԏǲ٦ΧƦƼʃĎ٧ۗΎpْڂ#զۗΧǲ#ʢɻٖۗ٦Ʉ١ٹυׂٟ̯ځِٛٞۗلِۘڂـtС
ٟJƼ٦ƦƼْچɄ١ۤٹĽĎ٦Ź˓Ƽɻۥ٧ۗJƼمцЫ٣̭٢Ñķ٦ϯٟۗ̐ل
ڀŹ˓ِ٘ƦƼԅkمؾڊګۓڬڋډʤԁ٣,̯ٟن٢ـ٠فـսκ٣ЋձِٞۘڂـΧƦƼɻ
ٟڂؿԟƾɻ٦ΧۗٹوtСٻɺ٦֡۠٢ɝ˳٣ۗځٿɨڀ٦ƦƼԅkچɣ̩ζ٣Ź˓ٟن٢ـ٠
فـҁچٶԮقٞۘڂـΧƦƼtС٦Ɨģٟ٧ۗ̐٦Χԅk٣έْڂΰф٠tСٟ٦ƦƼȺ֤ۗم
Ʉ١ٹ٦¯ʛ֪٣Ełق֚چٌٞڂـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛٞۘڂـ
˪٦فٿ٢Ԏǲ٦ΧƦƼɝ˳چÜۗٶՍƗģٟ٧ۗŹ˓Ƽ¯ʛɻ٦љùۗԟƾɻ٦ɊSۗtС
֦5٦Þچ̮Їȁِ٘ۘȯpɻ٧ۗԎǲ٦ԢʛǕ 8 Ǖ٣ȕْ͇ ڂ15 Ȍ ڀل18 Ȍ٦ǫǕ̵ 82
թ٠ٖ٦ԟƾɻۤ̐٦ː٢و٠ٹԗمѶՍ̖ۥ̵ٟۘڂؿо٧ 25 ǩչ٦љùۗڭؾژۓډԟƾ
ɻ٧tСٟ٦¯ʛɊS٣ٜـٞڭؾڒکێɿфٟя ڂق15 ǩչچäٷtΜґŶڭؾژۓډ٣я
ِ٘ۘ
̵о٦я٣ʃ̯ԁԁ̈́چǣٛ٘٠ٌۮۗڄѶՍمǈۮۯنѶՍ̖ٙۮۯȸم٢֮ˎۮۯـ٦ȸɝ
٣փׂٜ̖ڒێۅډۮۯ٠ِٞ٦ۮۯڊګڊګۓڬڋډΧƦƼ٣έْڂǡОЫΰфۯ٦܂ٜ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ
љùچϲʰِ٘ۘњ֡٣ۗ ԟƾɻ٦я٣ٹʃ̯ԁԁ̈́چǣۮۗـѶՍ٦ۮۯؾۇڨۏڒڻکہѶՍ
Ƽٟ٦ѧˀۮۯtСٟ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤ۮۯѧٶԆۮۯٔلtΜ٦ۯ٦܁ٜ٦֦ڭؾہڜ5چѣОِ
٘ۘ̐٦֦ڭؾہڜ5ٟۮڂؿѶՍƼٟ٦ѧˀۯ٧̵ۗо٦ۮѶՍمǈۯن٠٦Ý٣̳٦΅ÞÞũم
ƙۤڃڀr = 0.34, p < 0.01ۮۗۥȸم٢ۯـ٠٧Ӱ٦΅Þمƙۤ٘ڃڀr = 0.30, p < 0.01܂ۘۥٜ٦љù
Ԗ̤٠ 16 ٦tСґŶ֦5٣̳ʷ΅Þԁ̈́چǣٛ٘٠̵ٌۗڄо٦ۮѶՍمǈۯن٠ۗtС֦5ٟؿ
֮ˎۮڂ٦ĨʢŻ ۮۯθ¯̓¯֘ОۮۯɄı٣έْ̐ڂ٦öίۮۯtСٟ٦ƦƼȺ֤ۯ٦Ý٣ǫـ
̳ʷԖمדƙۤ٘ڃڀF = 1.58, p < 0.00, r = 0.88ۘۥ
˪٦ƇwۗڀلԎǲ٦Ź˓Ƽ¯ʛɻ٠ٖ٦ԟƾɻ٧ۗӾ̤٦ɖзڀلѲƦƼʛѡچΖقٞك
ۗځԟƾɻ٦Ǡق٠tС֦5ۗمɄ١ٹ٦ΧƦƼ¯ʛ֪٠Þٌِٞڂـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ʥٛٞۗѽːɻ٦ѲƦƼ,̯٠ڊګڊګۓڬڋډů̯٣٧ۗ֡۠٢نٰڂڃَˍ̟مڨؾۑڻډٟؿ
ۘڂ
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ڵکۑؾی٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ѧ٣ڂيك
̟Θؾڟګۍڭڠ
Hisashi NODA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
minoru SHIRAISHI
akiko NAKAJIMA (ۑڮڊڬۛێڵθ¯)
yumiko MURATA (ۓڼۓۉۃθ¯ѶՍ)ؾڦۓڢ
۲ҨӘ٦չЫ۳
ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٧ѶՍƼ٦ԅˡچѧٷ٠ۗنϟڀ٢ـƼŔֻٻٟن٢ـԅڂؿم٠َۗٵُٵ٢
چؾڟګۍڭڠȺ̟ٛٞΘچǣٌۘف٦ҨӘٟ٧ۗڵکۑؾی٦¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ِ٘Їȁ٣íٝـٞۗ
¯ʛɻم١٦فٿ٢̟Θِچٞچلڂـիلڀ٣ْۘڂ
۲Їȁ٦Ա۳
ۓڋھڠۛڠۓۍڹۛڪڋڮȕʢ٦ʼĤ¯ʛɻ 25 թ٠ϯĤ¯ʛɻ 25 թ٣ɨԁمѧـ٘ٶѶՍƼ
٦ԅˡچӫϛ٠њّفٿ٣ѧڇֻِٟ٘ۗـڀٹѫ̟֝ٻΘ٦ԱچԦƼٟƼٛٞڀٹٖٛ٘ۘ٦
¯ڀلڦؾڬʛɻمȺ̟ٛٞڂـΘچؾڟګۍڭڠԁِ̈́٘ۘ
۲Ɨģ٦Ƈ۳
¯ʛɻ٦̟Θؾڟګۍڭڠ٣٧ۗɣ٦فٿ٢ٹ٦مƙۘ٘ڃڀ
ۤ1ۥƨ۠٦Ðɠ٦ՠ֮ٻƼ٦i̹ڀلϟڀ٢ـƼŔ٦ՠ̟چΘْۘڂ
ۜםɩˀٟƙٜڃڀي٢لٛ٘ۮɨʛۯ٦ՠۮۗچɨۯ٠ۮʛۯ٦ՠۮڀلɨԁٟ¯ʛٌْڂ٠ۯ٠
̟Θِ٘ۘ
ۤ2ͪۥƹ٣ڂؿƼŔڀلϟڀ٢ـƼŔ٦ʈ̟چכΘْۘڂ
ۮۜםի͆وڂŉЫ٢ۯ٦͆ۮŉЫۯ٦ՠۮۗچիۯـڂ٠گů֝ɗ٦Ƽӊۮ٢ۯ٠ۮۮڀلۯ١ڇ
٢̖چلӘْƼŔۯ٠̟Θِ٘ۘ
ۤ3ۥƼŔ٦ٜ٢ځم٦ َڀلʕɩЫӘƥٙ٠̟Θْۘڂ
ۮۜםǭÝچԲۯف٦ՠۮۗچǭÝۯ٠ۮԲۯف٦ٜ٢ځم٦ َڀلʕɩЫӘƥٙ٠Ǡقٞɩˀچ
6ۮۗنɢÝچЇْ̱ۯڂ٠̟Θِ٘ۘ
ۤ4˂ۥɗ˂ٻљɗ٢١ځلڅڀل٣ـوԅ٦ՠ̟چΘْۘڂ
̐ۮۜם٣ۯ…ۮ٠Ʀٛٞڇͦچڠڰګٙۯ٦ՠڇͦم̐ۮچٙۯ٠ֻِ٘̐ۮۗم٣ۯ٦ۮ٣ۯ٣û
ٝ̐ۮۗنٟ٧٢وɨԁڇͦمٙۯ٠̟Θِ٘ۘ
ۤ5ͪۥƹ٦ƼŔڀلʪ֦٢˳Ԫل١̟چلفΘْۘڂ
ٸ٘ۢۮۜם٣٧ۗۢچʌلۗيٜۗۢۢچٟǣفӐ֦ۯْٵځؿم٦لۮٜۯ٦ՠͪۗچƹ٦ѫ֝ل
ځٵؿڀՠم٢ـƼŔٙ٠̟Θِ٘ۘ
ۤ6ۥԅդڀلϟڀ٢ـƼŔڀلڅٻ٢ـԅ٦ՠ̟چΘْۘڂ
ۯ˶ۮۜם٦ՠچɩˀٟЇٰٞǍَچӘْ˂̤ɗٙ٠ֻِ٘ۗمԅդ٣ǭڅ٢ـ٦ٟɩˀچ6
نЋِٞۯۃڦڦۮ٠̟Θِ٘ۘ
۲ѶՍƼĺ,ٯ٦ǦƖ۳
ѶՍƼ҄مוњХфٟ̟ۗٹΘچؾڟګۍڭڠǄwЫ٣Ⱥ¯ڂقʛɻ٧ۗȺق٢¯ـʛɻځٿԅ
ˡ٦ѫ֝چЬ͌٣ֻٌٟڂن٠مΧ¯ِۗلِۘـʛɻ٦̟ΘچЇȁِ٘Ɨģ٧ٲ٠ڇ١٢¯ۘـ
ʛɻ٦̟Θمؾڟګۍڭڠիٟڃن٨ۗѧĺ,ٟӐ֦٢̟ΘچؾڟګۍڭڠŘάЫ٣ɉќٟن
ۘڂ
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Prediction Strategies in Japanese Reading
Comprehension of Learners in Europe

Hisashi NODA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
minoru SHIRAISHI
akiko NAKAJIMA (ۑڮڊڬۛێڵθ¯)
yumiko MURATA (ۓڼۓۉۃθ¯ѶՍ)ؾڦۓڢ

Learners employ various prediction strategies when they read. In this presentation, based on our
investigation of learners in Europe, we discuss how prediction strategies are employed when reading
Japanese texts.
Learners who can employ prediction strategies well could grasp the meaning more appropriately
than those who do not use such strategies. However there is little research investigating how learners
employ prediction strategies. If we can clarify more about these strategies, we can develop effective
methods for teaching of reading comprehension.
We investigated 25 learners at the beginners level and 25 learners at the intermediate level in
France, Germany and Spain. We asked them to read Japanese texts and talked how they understood
the text in their mother tongue.
We found the following six strategies.
1. Predicting meaning of unknown words from the meaning of individual kanji or the pronunciation
of foreign loan words.
Ex. The learner could not find the meaning of ‘ɨʛ’ in the dictionary, so predicted the meaning
from the meaning of individual kanji ‘ɨ’ and ‘ʛ’.
2. Predicting how words relate to preceding and following words.
Ex. From ‘ի ’ـڂand na-adjectival ending ‘٢’ and ‘’, the learner thought the word ‘͆ŉЫ’ in
‘ի͆وڂŉЫ٢’ was a word ‘referring to the personal characteristics’.
3. Predicting figurative language when they encounter awkward string of words.
Ex. In the phrase ‘ǭÝچԲ’ف, the learner felt that to sew ‘Բ ’فand a gap ‘ǭÝ’ did not connect
well. So the learner thought it must be figurative language and looked it up in the dictionary finding
the meaning ‘to adjust time’.
4. Predicting meaning of a sentence from post-positions (joshi) or auxiliary verbs (jodoushi).
Ex. In the sentence ‘̐٣ۯ…ۮ٠Ʀٛٞڇͦچڠڰګٙ’, the learner thought at first the subject of
‘ͦڇٙ’ was ‘̐’. However noticing ‘٣’, predicted the subject of ‘ͦڇٙ’ was not ‘̐’, but the
writer himself ’ɨԁ’.
5. Predicting whether the phrase is important or not from preceding and following words.
Ex. In the sentence ‘ ۢ٘ٸ٣٧ۗۢچʌلۗيٜۗۢۢچٟǣفӐ֦’ْٵځؿم, the learner
predicted that the meaning of the word ‘لٜ’ was not particularly important from the meaning of the
preceding and the next clauses.
6. Predicting meaning from context.
Ex. The learner looked up the dictionary and thought the meaning of the ‘˶’ as the counting suffix
for size. However since it did not make sense in the context, the learner looked it up again and got the
meaning ‘tatami’.
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ˏ͒ѧ٣˪ڂيكĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ƽѧ٦ѣϾ ۵
ϯǲƼԦƼɻۙàǲƼԦƼɻۙ
JƼԦƼɻچέ˧٣۵
Miyuki FUJIWARA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Michiko NAKAKITA (թƩdǲƼθ¯)
۲ƗģչЫ۳ˏ͒ѧ٧˪Ĥ¯ʛɻ٦¯ʛљù٦ 1 ٜٙ¯ۙمʛɻ٧ƼŔٻԅ٦ʀمԅդٻ
ԅԱڀلΩэٟ٧٢ـƽѧٌڂْچ٠ۘڂؿمՍҨӘٟ٧ۙ˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمѶՍƼ٦ˏ͒چѧ
ٷ٠ن٦ƽѧ٦ѣϾچիلڀ٣ْۘڂЇȁέ˧٧ۙѶՍƼ٠٦ƦƼÝĮ"م־٢ڂϯǲƼۙàǲƼۙ
JƼԦƼɻٟۘڂؿԦƼԓ٦ƽѧ٦ѣϾٿك٫ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠٦'ٹـǠȦْۘڂ
۲ƗģԱ۳N1ۛN2 ʄѡ٦θ¯̵ۤϯǲ 6 թۙàǲ 8 թۙԎǲ 5 թۥ٣ˏ͒چѧٶ٢ڀمԦƼٟ
ǆїՎօِۙچЇȁɻڀل٦ɲս٣яقٞۙـڀٹѧХچЇȁِ٘ۘ
۲Ƈw٠ǠȦ۳ɣ٦ۤۥ۾ۤۥ۽٧ˏ͒٣Ƨٓڀԅˡֻ/ҵ٣ƙڻڋڦڂڃڀ٦ƽѧۙۤۥ܀ۤۥۿ٧ˏ
͒٣ѣϾЫ٢ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ۤۥ۽Ðɠ٦ůΰѺɬ٣ڂيكƽۜځɠůوِ̳چѺɬٔٓԓ٦Ƽٙ٠ƽѺɬْۤڂàۛԎۘۥɣ٦ם
ٟ٧ۮچۯۮćۮۙۯԯۮچۯԵۯ٠ƽѧْۘڂ
ۜםƹ٦→ƹ٦ćۙԯٛٞـكٞ→ـِٲԵսِٞـِٲ
ۤۥ۾ƼĎʀ٣ڂيكƽۜځɣ٦םٟۯײ̈ۮ٠فـӫВթɗچƠ̖ת٦Ϝ̮թٟڂؿ٠ƽѧْڂ
ۤàۛԎۘۥ
ۜםǷѶۙԓ٦˄٠̲لٻڃ٣ˢٛٞٵمײ̈٘ـٙɑ٦̖תٙٛ٘Ѳѽͪۘ
ۤۥۿիɦَڃٞ͵֦ڂـ٦њО٣ڂيكƽ̖ۜځˠɗمɉْѫ֝چњОْڂȔۙʍʌӘƥ٢١ˏ
͒٦ɖзچǖْ̯م͵֦ڂΧوä˰ڂڃٵǭ٣ƽѧْۤڂϯۛàۛԎۘۥɣ٦םٟۮţۯ٧ʃ̖ǂ٦
ۯ̮˄ۮ̮ٙ˄ۮم٦Ơۯ̖ת٠ƽѧْۘڂ
ۜםƇǹ٢ڇٞٸٻٞɑ٠ځٻ٢ِكٞۘ٢ځ٬ٓڅٵلځ٣ٖڇ֯فٙۙڀҽ٧լٛٞ٘ڃوٙفڄ
ۮۙٻـۘلţ٦ǌٔڀل̅چèٛٞۯْٵـ٠ۙƇǹԪǱ٦ۏؾۅ٣гقٌِٞ٘ٿҽمլميڅف٢
ۘـ
ۤۥ܀ӆիɦ٦֦͵٦ӹƠ٣ڂيكƽۢۮۜځٞۯـِٲю٦̖ˠ̬քڂؿمӘƥٟ٧ʃάمӆի
ɦ٣٢ٖۙوْٻځ٦ӹƠٟƽѧْۘڂɣ٦ם٧ۮɑمռٹڂڃ٦٢ͪڀ٦ɑ٣ռِٞۯـِٲ٦
ՠٙۮمƠم̖תռڂڃ٢ڀɑ٣ռٛٞنٞۯـِٲ٠ƽѧْۮۘڂռۛڂռْۯ٦ɨΦљɗ٦ŕԓٹ
ѱِۤـàۘۥ
ۜםٜڀٵ٢ـϠ٦ϼځǭڀلـҽچɰِٛٞͪفٵ٦ɨԁ٣ۙռٹڂڃ٦٢ڀռِٞۘـِٲ
۲ڭۓڋہڠۏؾڢ۳ˏ͒٦ѱَِ٧ԅ¯Ы٢Әƥ٦ֻ٣ğمڃڀٸٟٚƽѧ٦͕ǣƗģٲٹ
٠ڇ١٢ۙمـԅˡֻ٦íՍϛ٣ۥ܀ۤڀلۥ۽ۤڂيك٦սκзمիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
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Miscomprehensions of Japanese Novels by AdvancedLevel Japanese Learners: Focusing on Native Speakers
of Chinese, Korean, and English

Miyuki FUJIWARA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Michiko NAKAKITA (թƩdǲƼθ¯)
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Developing the ability to read Japanese novels is a motivating factor for advanced learners of
Japanese. Reading comprehension involves the integrated cognitive functions of visually processing
textual data, drawing on knowledge of vocabulary, grammar, and cultural background, and inferring
the meaning of unknown words. However, learners reading in a second language are prone to
misinterpreting words and sentences based on context and grammatical construction. The current
study highlights the characteristic misinterpretations made by advanced learners while reading
Japanese novels. We recruited college international students who had passed the N1 or N2 levels of
the Japanese Language Proficiency Test, including six Chinese students, eight Korean students, and
six students from the United States. The participants read works of short fiction in Japanese, provide
oral translations in their native languages, and answer questions about the text.
Two types of miscomprehensions were observed that occurred not only in reading novels, but also
with textual comprehension in general (cases 1 and 2), and two other types of miscomprehension s
(cases 3 and 4) were observed that seemed to be characteristic of novel reading in particular.
(1) Errors in the morphological recognition of kanji: Some kanji characters were confused with
other kanji characters which shared some visual elements, yet the incorrect interpretations did not
conflict with the contexts. For instance, when the kanji “katamari” (lump) was misrecognized as “oni”
(demon), the intended phrase “lump of regret” was interpreted as “demon of regret.” (Korea, U.S.).
(2) Errors in semantic interpretation: For instance, the common noun “groom” was misread as the
male ex-lover’s name (Korea, U.S.).
(3) Errors in the identification of the content of explicit elements: In cases where the structure of a
novel’s point of view incorporates many elements such as giving-receiving expressions, the content
indicated by personal pronouns is often misidentified (Kuno, 1978). For instance, when the word
“kimi (you)” referred to the female protagonist, it was misinterpreted to be referring to the woman’s
ex-lover (China, Korea, U.S.).
(4) Errors in the restoration of unspecified elements: In “person restriction” expressions, such as “I
want you to do X,” the subject tends not to be explicitly stated and may therefore be erroneously
restored. For instance, the following sentence, “If I could, I would like to go back to being the person
I was before,” was misread as “If my ex-lover could return, I would like him to come back to me.” It
was also difficult for readers to distinguish between transitive and intransitive forms of the verb “to
return” (Korea).
It is tempting to take literary expressions as the reason for difficulties in reading novels. In this
study, however, four problematic issues that occur at the basic level of prose comprehension have
been identified. This study draws attention to structural patterns that are particularly prone to
misinterpretation, thus providing some clues as to the types of passages that teachers may want to
focus on when they assess students’ reading comprehension.
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ۮѧڇٟˀږڠڦۯو٣ڂيكƼؐϟɬ٠
ؾڟګۍڭڠ٦Þځڅ
Yukie HORIBA (̎йƼθ¯)
Young YI (̎йƼθ¯)
ۮѧڇٟˀו҄ۯو٧ɺ̵¶ٟӐ֦٢ۏڔڠۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٟ¯ځؿʛۏڔڠٟۘڂؿѧٶˀ
چنǄwЫ٣ǣٸ٘ف٣٧ۗíՍЫ٢ƦƼϟɬ٠/ҵ̩ϟɬ٣pقٞ˵ļٻչЫ٣ǭ٘ٔڅʦ
Ѱ٢ؾڟګۍڭڠȺ֤ٹğۘڂڃڀٸƦƼϟɬ٦ǖ̯֦͵٦ϯٟƼؐ٧ѣ٣ʪ֦ٟۗƼؐϟɬ٦Χ
ձ̮ۤǍََ̋مۥѧٶˀن٣١فÞلڂڅϴչَفٿڂڃ٣٢ٛ٘ۤAlbrechtsen et al., 2008; Byrnes
& Manchon, 2014ۘۥʦѰ٢ؾڟګۍڭڠȺ֤٧̢ږڠڦǣ٣ҫ¯فʛ٦ɲ٣ٹEłْٸ٘ڂѣ٣Ҩ
υϛ٣ڂؿƦƼȺ֤ɻ٣٠ٛٞʪ֦ٟۤڂؿIsrael et al., 2005۾ِۗلِۘۥѶՍƼٟۮԅˡچѧڇ
ٟƙԅچˀۯوȔ٣Ƽؐϟɬ٠ѧٶˀمؾڟګۍڭڠن١فÞلڂڅ٧աٙիلڀ٣َڃٞـ٢ۘـ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗàǲƼچԦƼ٠ْ¯۾ڂʛɻ 58 թمϒـԅˡچѧڇٟٖ٦ۮۤۂؾګʪӛ٦Ʉ١ٹ
٦ɤԱ٧ϊمƄۥۯلنٰڂٸ٣ٜـٞƙԅچˀۘ٘ـƼؐϟɬ٧ǍَۤƼĎڭڠګۥ٠َ̋ۤ˪
jƼۛĳĄƼۗڭڠګۥѧ٧ԦƼٟ٦ȇ̵ږڠڦ٣ٿٛٞΘОِ٘ۘȝԅ٧ׄЁَۤʲٰƼ"٢
ځƼۛT-unitۛ͑٦̤ۗT-unitۛ͑ځ٘ؿ٦Ƽ̤ۗۥӾȬَۤƼؐЫۛѐƼЫَۤ¨̳ۗۥƽ֤٦٢͑ـ٦
̤ۛ´ǭۗۥȺ֤Ƽؐۤѧԅ٣äڃٵٞل٘ـҼٿكۗۥل٫ͮάЫәn٦Ùзڀلԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦
Ƈwۗۤۥ۽Ƽؐ٦Ǎَ٧ѧ٠٦Ý٣ϯХф٦֏٢΅Þچɦِ٘ۗمƼؐ٦َ̋٧Ջ١΅Þم٢
لٛ٘ۘ/ۗƼؐ٦Ǎَ٧ȝԅ٦̳¨َۛׄЁَۛӾȬَ٠֏٢΅ÞۗځؿمƼؐ٦َ̋٧ȝԅ
٦̳¨َ٠֏٢΅Þؿمٛ٘ۘٿٛٞۗѧ٣Ӂٰٞȝԅٟ٧Ƽؐϟɬ٦ځٿΧو٦ΓձمÞڅٛ
ٞۗځكƼؐϟɬ٦مږؾےڭکڱԅ̵̯٣ǦƖْڂ٠Ǡۥ۾ۤۘڂڃڀقѧ٧ȝԅ٦ƼؐЫӾȬَ
٠٦Ý٣֏٢΅Þؿمٌٛ٘٠ۗڀلԅˡֻٖم٦ƹ٦ȝԅٟ٦Χ֡٢ƼؐȺ֤چΒِ٘٠̟
Ȧَۥۿۤۘڂڃȝԅ٦ѐƼЫӾȬَ٧ׄЁَĚ٫ƼؐЫӾȬَ٠٦Ý٣Ӱ٦΅Þؿمٌٛ٘٠ۗڀل
ȝԅȲʰٟ٧ٌڀڃ٦ǖ̯֦͵ٯ٦ѺϟɛƤ٦ғԁ٣ٜـٞؿمڹڑڮؾېڭٌٛ٘٠مAۘڂق
ۮѧڇٟˀۯو٠فـѐǭċ҄ږڠڦ٣ـكٞƼؐϟɬ٠ѧٶˀمؾڟګۍڭڠنȲʰȝԅ٣١فÞ
چلڂڅǠȦِۗ۾ѶՍƼ٦Ƽؐ٠ѧٶˀن٦¯ʛɉќ٠әn٦Ա٣ٜـٞĺ,ЫɦǾچʲٰ
ۘڂ
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Effects of vocabulary knowledge and strategy in the
reading-and-writing task
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Reading-and-writing skill is a communication and learning skill necessary in social life. Effective
reading and writing requires basic linguistic knowledge and general world knowledge, and flexible
strategy use in a given situation and for a given purpose. Among components of linguistic knowledge,
vocabulary is particularly important and how multidimensional (breadth and depth) vocabulary
knowledge is related to reading and writing has increasingly become focus of attention (Albrechtsen et
al., 2008; Byrnes & Manchon, 2014). Flexible strategy use is important to language learners/users
(especially those who are in the process of development) because it affects not only task completion
but also the quality of learning (Israel et al., 2005). However, little is understood about how vocabulary
knowledge and reading and writing skills and strategies are involved when L2 learners of Japanese
engage in the reading and writing task. In this study, Korean-speaking learners of L2 Japanese (N=58)
read a short passage and wrote an opinion essay about the theme of the passage ("Who should decide
the treatment of a minor patient with severe disease?"). Vocabulary knowledge was assessed by a
breadth (basic meaning) test and a depth (word association) test. Reading comprehension was assessed
by a recall task (in L1). Writing performance was assessed by linguistic analysis in terms of fluency
(number of content words/ different content words/ T-units/ clauses, and number of content words per
T-unit/ clause), complexity (lexical and syntactic), accuracy (number and ratio of error-free clauses),
and vocabulary use (whether or not the word was contained in the reading text), and by overall rating.
Major findings are as follows. (1) Vocabulary breadth was moderately correlated with recall whereas
vocabulary depth was not. In contrast, vocabulary breadth was correlated with accuracy, fluency, and
complexity of writing whereas vocabulary depth was correlated with accuracy of writing. These
findings suggest that compared with reading, more variety of dimensions of vocabulary knowledge
were involved in writing with network-like vocabulary knowledge contributing to accurate construction
of sentences and text. (2) Recall was correlated with lexical complexity of writing, suggesting that better
reading comprehension promoted richer vocabulary use in the following writing task. (3) Among
writing performance measures, syntactic complexity was negatively correlated with fluency and lexical
complexity, suggesting that there were some trade-offs between these components in terms of the
allocation of cognitive resources during language production. Based on the findings, discussions are
made regarding how vocabulary knowledge and reading-and-writing strategies may affect language
production in the skill-integration task of “reading-and-writing”. Finally, educational implications will
be drawn for learning and teaching and assessment of vocabulary and reading-and-writing in L2
Japanese.
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ы̻ԅkƿׄ٣¶ڂيكɠ٦קȽ
―¶ۓۂڹڿɠچϯ̅٣―

Shihoko AOKI (œʔθ¯θ¯9ϠĢɺѐǭu¯Ө)

͘ڠڡڏڋĺɆۤڲؾۇڰێڈ۔Alexandro Valignano, 1539-1606ۗمۥ1590 ѽʼٸٞѶՍ٣¶Ҳ3
ȥùچќѷٌِ٘٠ۗ͘ڀلĺɆ٣ڂٿѶՍƼƗģ٦3ȥمq҄٣٢ۓڦڞێڔۮځҲۯ٠ƪ٨ڂڃ
ˀԀمƹ̩٣иڅٖٛ٘ۘ٦ƹۗۓڦڞێڔϙ٣͘ځٿĺɆٹ3ȥùٹǲ٣Бԯَۗم٘ڃ19 ̩
Ā՚چێڵϯ̅٣ы֢¯مՉŀِۗѶՍ¯ڇ̶ٹ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ۓڬڋۍθ¯ĺʍۤۓۂڹڿJohann Joseph Hoffmann, 1805-1878 ۥ٧֢ۗԅɠ٠Ðɠمǻȕْڂ
ѶՍƼƗģˀ٦ʰҲ٣ۮÐɠ¶ɠمۯӢqƃٟڂؿ٠ِ̰ٞڧۓۍڑӨ٣ј˪ۗيلن٦ӌˀ
áمȝِ̯٘ۮÐɠ¶ɠۗچۯ1858 ѽڧۓۍڑ٦θʆ3ȥɺۏێںɺ٣ǧѷَٔ٘ۘƹ٣ۂڹڿۮ
¶ۓɠۯ٠ƪ٨ٌڂڃ٦¶ɠŦ٠њّԦŭٶ̵ڀلʰَ¶٘ڃɠŦ٧ۗӌˀá٦3ȥċʱɻۓړ
ۤۏںWilliam Gamble, 1830-1886ۥ٣ٿٛٞۗۮѶՍ٦3ȥ٦ӭۯ٠ٹƪ٨ڂڃՍշ˖Αۤ1824–1875ۥ
٦ٹ٠٣ۗڃَدŏζѶՍ٦իЂά¶ɠ٦ĄƤ٠٢ٛ٘ۘ
ٌٵڃٟы̻ԅkƿׄȽچƼڂ٠̖֢̻ۮۗن٣ڂٿѶՍƼƗģۯ٠فـƦƼЫΓձڃڀّڀل
̖֢̻ٞۮۗم٘ن٣ڂٿѶՍƼ¶ɠ3ȥۯ٠فـΓձِ٘ڨؾۑڻډڀلƗģ٧ƙэ٘ڀ٢ۘـ
ٌٖٟՍƗģ٧¶ۓۂڹڿۮɠځ͌چۯǆ٣̻֢̖ۗ٣ڂٿѶՍƼ¶ɠ٦Ҩ م19 ̩Ā٦ы̻ԅ
kƿׄ٣֚٘قEłچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ٖ٦Ա٠ِٞۗۓۂڹڿϸ۰ֵJѶȮلǲƼέօ٦ˋ֤ʡ۱ۤ1861ۗۥĚ٫۰ѶՍƼԅЯ۱
ۤ1867چۥԁِ̈́ۗمۓۂڹڿ3ȥ٣Þڅٛ٘Ÿ%چЇȁِ٘ۘ
ٖ٦Ƈwۗ①ΒiؔۗۯکۮiۗۯۋۮЉiӮۮ۵ۗۯςiۯڬۮ٠ـٛ٘iӖԅɠمƢգ٣ӘĂَڃٞ
ٌڂـ٠ۗ②ڵکۑؾیٟ϶Αَ٘ڃԅ¶ɠ٧؛ˀٻǣˀٟ٧٢وիЂͦم٨ٌ٘ڃ٠ۗ③Ðɠ
چϟڀ٢`̻ـ٦˺ɠǋمÝ'څ٢فٿـ٣ۗ¶ɠڊڬۀ٦ґձ٣۰ǎعɠЯ۱ۤ1716چۥíʷ٣ِ
٘ӵʋҹǬ٠ ̤϶چΑِ٘Ÿ%مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ՍƗģ٧ۗ3ȥċʱ٦̓ԡۗѶՍƼѣ֏٦ԅɠ٦Πȕۗ16 ̩Ā٦ڭڠێڔĺӧĺ ٻ19 ̩Ā٦
ǲ٠ـٛ٘קȽچӾǭЫ٣Ζم̖֢̻ۗقѶՍƼ٦ԅɠچäٷˀԀچ3ȥْڂ٠فـD֢̻ۗمٶ
٦ϭ˅ۮٻϟۯ٦άŷ٦ϯ٣ۗѶՍ٦ԅkچͶٶǵڇٟوـХٌٟڂؿ٠ِۘ٘˥چ
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History of typography in the Cultural Interchange
between East and West ۵Mainly from J.J.hoffmann’s
type-face۵

Shihoko AOKI (œʔθ¯θ¯9ϠĢɺѐǭu¯Ө)
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Missionaries were able to print their studies on Japan ever since Jesuit missionary Valignano
(Alexandro Valignano, 1539-1606) introduced the printing machine to Japan in 1590. Krishitan-Ban
printed by the Jesuit Mission Press in Japan has since been conserved for posterity despite both
missionaries and printing machines later being expelled in line with the banning of Christianity. But
with the emergence of Parisian Orientalism at the end of the 19th century, Japanology once again gained
popularity. In 1858, Leiden University professor Johann Joseph Hoffmann (1805-1878) urged the
Dutch government to purchase a kanji typography for E.J.Brill Inc., a leading printing company in the
Netherlands. Kanji typographies were indispensable for the publication of Japanese research books in
which Western letters and Japanese kanji were both included, and kanji typographies were being created
by the American Presbyterian Mission Press in Shanghai. This typography group had also developed
Hoffmann type letters, and was brought to Syozo Motoki (1824-1875), the father of Japanese printing,
by print engineer Gillbull (William Gamble, 1830-1886) working with the American Presbyterian
Mission Press. This cooperation later became the origin of modern Japanese typography.
Discussions of East-West cultural exchange often focus on linguistic concept taken from Japanese
studies in the western context, yet researchers have neglected the subject of western-made Japanese
typography. This study aims to explore how western-made Japanese typography, specifically the
cutting-edge Hoffmann typography of the time, influenced East-West cultural exchange in the 19th
century.
Methodologically, I analyzed the Japanese text found in Hoffman’s Winkelgesprekken in het
Hollandsch, Engelsch en Japansch.-Shopping-dialogues in Dutch, English and Japanese (The Hague,
1861) and Japansche Spraakleer (Leiden, 1867), as well as how Hoffman was involved in the printing
of these texts.
Data analysis revealed the following findings: ① strict writing of phonetic symbols (geminate ک,
Tone ۋ, Long tone -,and voiced sound ڬ, for example), ② favoring of Mincho body over Scripts or
Line book as a Japanese font in Europe, and ③ Hoffman’s marking of kanji radical number and stroke
count on the back of the type body based on Dictionary Kangxi (Dictionary by Chinese emperor Kangxi,
1716) in order to avoid confusion among Western European typesetters unfamiliar with Kanji characters.
This study demonstrated a gradual improvement of printing skills, the existence of characters unique
to the Japanese language, and influence from both 16th century Christian missionaries as well as 19th
century international exchange. More broadly, this study demonstrated the incorporation of Japanese
cultural elements into western knowledge via the creation of Japanese typography and printed material
containing Japanese characters.
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ȬɚԘʡ٣ڂٿѶՍƼו٦Ǉ˪٠ɺЫɖȄ٦§ѡ
Takashi KAWAKAMI (͙ʕθ¯)
ۏؾگۃڣٟ٦ȬɚԘʡ٣ڂٿѶՍƼӘƥו٦Ǉ˪٠ɺЫɖȄ٦§ѡ٣ٜـٞԪǱْۘڂθ
¯٦¶ۃڣљ٦/Ñ٠ِٞȬɚچԘʡÀǣِٞڃٌۘڂـ٧é ڀلʄȖۗɯӑۗԘʡ̺ȝ٠ͮفـ
ٞ٦ձٟۑڻ٦̠ʷچБğْۘڂѶՍ٦θ¯ٟ٧ʰҲچВّ٘ѶՍԅkƗģٹǣڃڅٜٜۗمڂؿ
¯̵٣ڂٿՍ¤Ы٢Ԙʡ¶љ٦ɳͥ٧٢ٌۘـ٦ۃڣٟ٧ԘʡɻŸƟԶӦ٢ĺ4٦jۗ¯̵۽مѽ
ÝيلٞՍ¤Ы٢Ȭɚچٹ̵¯׆ۘڂѶՍ̖¯̵٠ĳ٣ȝņِѶՍƼċ҄٦Ǉ˪ِٖۘڂ̝چٞ
¯̵مɺٯ٦Þ̅چǫٌڂٸ٠چќنʰْۘ ٌ٦Ȭɚ٧Ԙʡé ڀلǖ;ِٞوٽзٟگڟێڑ
֦چڊګێğَۘڂڃȬɚԘʡ٧Ԙʡďٟ٦ďڀلɁۘڂٵƥζ٦ԅk˵ļ̭˳̩ٻ٢١چ
ԁِ̈́ۗѣʡۄۍښٻ٦é چǠۗقƥζɺ٦սκзـ͞چʰْۘďٟ٧ۂؾګ٦͐ОٻʄȖ
ɻ٦ͦО٢١ۗ¯̵٧ɨڀ٦ɺЫսκɬچսۘڂڃڅɳȔ٣ʄȖِۗٵچؾۉڷڦۓڋ٠ٸĂɝ
چɯӑْۘڂʄȖٻĂɝk٦Ȕ٧̵ۃڣњɀٟսκзچѨنēۗٸĂɝ٦ԅˡۘڂً˪ځچǕ̳
چƢِوǣـƽ˺ٻӢի٢Әƥۏډۉڟڷْ̳ۘچȖڦؾېڭڠۍڋٻۓڋڝڬۓڋقڄٖچю
٦ԘʡچڭڹڤŗȺِٞۘڂق̱چڭڍډڋېǕƹ٧3ȥʽ٣Ȉʚچڦؾڬпِۗ3ȥ̺ՍۗÀǣ٠
٢ۘڂ
ٌ٦/٦ȝņچВّٞ¯̵ڭۓڋہ٭¯م٧θۿونзۘڂؿι۽٧Ԙʡé چВّٞƥζɺ
٣ǇنǭۗـȬɚ٠فـҖάچВّٞmچӘƥِ٘ـ٦چلǠٌڂق٠ۘι۾٣ʄȖۗɯӑۗԘʡȝņ
٣ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂٿ٦˪υۘď٦̓ٸٻʃϼ٦ȸۗΦɻ٦ƙ٦Ԇن٠ʄځѷ
ڃюۗƦƼچВّ٘Ĵјۘ٭¯چιۿ٣ѶՍƼӘƥ٦սκ٣Ћձٌْڂ٠̳ۘ¨٢ѶՍƼӘĂ٦
Бğ٧эͭ٦ٌ٠ۗȀԓӘƥ٦ڠؾژ٢١ٟ٧Әƥ٦ɨ֑٠Ȁԓ٦ÞũچѨنēٸٞǠڂؿۗڂق
ـ٧թ֛øΣ٠Әƥ٦Þũ٢١ۗƥζ٦Әƥ٦κچŘάЫ٣¯ٌ٭٠٣٢ۘڂ
ǷٵٟۗLGBTQ ٦Ùзڀل٦ѶՍɺ٣ڊګڞؾڴڋڧڂيك٦κۗыѶՍθ̕Ȏ٦ӃȎϠ
ʄȖۗн˰چԮڂقӃȀԓӵֱٯ٦ʄȖۗԠſڂىٸچǲȔսκ٦΅٢١٠ـٛ٘ɺЫۂؾګ
̑ۗڀلŏ٢¯̵̵¶ٵۄۍښڪؾہڠٻٟӺǍـսκچٛٞۘ٘نՍ¤Ы٢ȬɚԘʡمƦ֥ٯ
٦Þ̅چǫٸԉĺ,ٯ٦ͳ٠٢ٌڂ٠ۏؾگۃڣۗچٟ٦ɳͥچםí٣ɳԀچˣِ٢ڀمԪǱ
ِۗѶՍƼѶՍԅkĺ,ٯ٦ï֚چǠۘـ٘ق
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Improvement of Japanese skills and the acquisition of
social perspectives through magazine editing

Takashi KAWAKAMI (͙ʕθ¯)

I will report on improving Japanese skills and acquiring social perspective by editing magazines in
my seminar. I use editing and publishing magazines as part of my university seminar activities. We
pursue professional standards from all aspects of planning, coverage, writing, editing, and production.
At Japanese universities, Japanese culture research is also being conducted through publications, but
there is no full-scale, practical editing practice by students. In my seminar, students create an actual
magazine over the course of one year. International students also work with Japanese students to
improve their Japanese skills, and this helps to lead students to raise their interest in society.
Originality is required for this magazine in terms of planning. Journal editing starts with a discussion
at the editing meeting to try and analyze contemporary cultural and world situations, to think about the
planning of special features and columns, and to identify problems of modern society. At these meetings,
students are questioned about their own awareness of social problems in order to decide on themes and
select interviewers. We actually do interviews and write articles. When interviewing or writing an
article, students draw up the problem points among themselves and refine the article sentences through
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proofreading and checking for misprints and obscure expressions. We arrange visual materials and
arrange the layout using the software In-design software. After the final data is given to the printing
laboratory, it is printed and bound.
There are three major points that students learn through this work. The first is looking at
contemporary society through editorial planning and thinking about what they want to express through
this medium, the magazine. The second point they learn is improving communication skills through
covering issues, writing articles, and editing work. They also learn collaboration through language, such
as how to proceed and how to argue, how to listen to others' opinions and how to incorporate those
opinions into their own ideas. Finally, they learn to face the problems of Japanese expression. It is
important for students to learn to use accurate Japanese usage, (for example, avoiding discriminatory
expressions), to consider the relationship between freedom of expression and discrimination closely, or
to learn specific issues of contemporary expressions such as libel.
In recent years, students have investigated a number of entertainment topics and social themes such
as diversity issues in Japanese society from the perspective of LGBTQ, coverage of the disaster area of
the Great East Japan Earthquake, coverage of discrimination villages holding slaughter houses, and the
phase of international affairs concerning whaling . I hope to consider contributing to Japanese language
and culture education by introducing real things based on examples of practice at seminar that editing
of full-fledged magazine enhances interest in words and becomes a cornerstone of peace education.
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ڭۓڢږډŭĚ٫Βiϥ٦'مـ
Βi٦ϟ©ҷؤk٣֚ڂقEł
Kenta YAMAMOTO (Ǎчθ¯ĺ,¯ƗģuѶՍƼĺ,¯ǥȄ)
Սǝٟ٧ۙϯǲƼچԦƼ٠ْڂϯ˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۤj¯ʛɻ٠ӘĂۥ٠ѶՍƼԦƼɻۤ
jԦƼɻ٠ӘĂ ڃٗڃٖۥ23 թچέ˧٠ِۙڭۓڢږډŭ٠Βiϥ٦'مـΒi٦ϟ©ҷؤk
٣١٦فٿ٢Ełلڂق֚چ٣ٜـٞۙϐȡЫ٣Ɣѓِ٘ۘ
Їȁ 1 ٟ٧Βiϥ٦'ڭۓڢږډمـŭҬϚ٣֚ڂقEłچƔѓٌْڂ٠چչЫ٣ۙԉҰŭۙї
ǫŭۙϯǫŭ٦Ȯʈכ٦ڭۓڢږډŭٟۙΒiϥمι/i͑/ιѲi͑٣ڂؿȻƂƼŦلۮ٩٘/
لٛ٩٘/ل٩ٛ٘ل٘ٴۮۯ/ٴٛ٘ل/٘ٴٛٱۮۯلٞ٩/ٱٛٞ٩/ٱٞٛ٩ۤۯȻƂƼ 9 ʈ×ۓڢږډ
ڭŭ 3 ʈٟǭŻ 27 ȻƂ¯چۥʛɻ٣/ս/яůɫٟІʄَٔۙڭۓڢږډŭچǆїٟяَٖۘ٘ٔق
٦ƇwۙΒiϥ٦'ـ٣ۙٓڀڅللԉҰŭمϯǫŭ٠Ӂ«ِٞҬϚ̯͈مǫۙوԉҰŭ٠їǫ
ŭۙїǫŭ٠ϯǫŭ٦Ý٣٧Ȁ٧ƙڃڀ٢ٌـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
Їȁ 2 ٟ٧ۙϟ©ҷؤ٠ڭۓڢږډŭۙΒiϥ٦Þũچϐٌڂ٠چչЫ٣ۙΒi چ15 ϛ٣ił
ȝچɋِٞըiŕÝЉچȝِۙΒiم٢ل٘ۮـ٩۠ˆڀلۯ٣٘ۮٛل٩/٘لٛ٩ۯ٣٢ٛٞـ
˕˪وŷר٠ۙΒiمΠȕْ٘ۮڂٛل٩/٘لٛ٩۠ˆڀلۯ٣ل٘ۮ٩ۯ٣٢ٛٞوـjǨŷר٦Ѳ
ŷרٟȻƂƼچНɦِۙɳƟȯpɻ٧م̤ۍؾۆԖڅٛ٘٠Ëّ٘ڗۓۃڋڦٟҮ]ْفٿڂɉɦَ
ۙڃҮ]ƹ٦Фɦ٧٢َڃ٢لٛ٘ۘ٢ۙكЇȁ 1 њ֡ۙȻƂƼ٣٧ԉҰŭۙїǫŭۙϯǫŭ٦Ȯٜ٦
ڭۓڢږډŭچӣِ֚٘٘ۙٸəǣ̤٧ڭۓڢږډŭ 3 ʈ×כΒiϥ 2 {ʽ×Нɦŷ ר2 ٜٟۙǭŻ
12 ٟؿٖٛ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۙ⑴ΒiمιѲi͑٣˰ڂؿǭځٿι/i͑٣˰ڂؿǭ٦مفٲϟ©ҷؤ
٣٨ڀٌٜڂؿمن٠ۙ⑵ϯǫŭڭۓڢږډ٣ٜـٞ٧¯ʛɻ٠ԦƼɻ٦ҬϚŪǇכمɞِٞڂـ
ٌ٠ۙ٦Ѳзمիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
˪٦Ƈwۙڀلi٦ǫَ٣ϴچǇ˰َ٘ٔيǭ٠ۙΒi٦Љَ٣ϴچǇ˰َ٘ٔيǭٟ٧
ڭۓڢږډŭ٦Þځڅ"م٢ڂ٠ٌفـ٠٣p¯ۙقʛɻ٠ԦƼɻٟŪǇכمɞِٞۙڂـΒi
مι/i͑٣ڂؿϯǫŭڭۓڢږډ٣ٜـٞ٧ۙi̹¯ЫƙϠڀلƙڂ٠ʪَ٦ơֻۤŠW, 2006 ٲ
ۥل٣Үِٞٸ٘ڂـ٣ۙϟ©ҷؤ٣٨ڀٜمنƙڂڃڀq̮҄مɦǾَِلِۘ٘ڃ٢ۙڀمϯǫŭ
مڭۓڢږډΒi٦ϟ©ҷؤ٣ŘάЫ٣١٦فٿ٣Þڅٛٞڂـ٦ل٣ٜـٞ٧ۙǷƹ٦κ٠ِٞ
БƔѓمՀۘڂڃٵ
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The Effect of Geminate Positions and Different
Accent Patterns on Categorical Perception of Geminate
Sound

Kenta YAMAMOTO (Ǎчθ¯ĺ,¯ƗģuѶՍƼĺ,¯ǥȄ)

The present study investigates the effects of the position of geminate consonant and accent in a word
on categorical perception.
Twenty-three Japanese learners of Chinese were asked to perform on two tasks. The first task, the
accent identification task, was designed to direct the learners’ attention to pitch, and the second task,
the geminate detection task, required them to focus on mora length. In the accent identification task,
the learners were presented with a series of pseudo-words consisting of three or four mora and were
asked to identify their accent. In the geminate detection task, the participants heard a series of fifteen
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pseudo-words that gradually shifted from three mora to four mora or four mora to three mora, and they
were asked to react when the word length changed. This task was also administered to a group of native
speakers of Japanese.
The results showed that the learners were able to identify correct pitch irrespective of mora length in
the first task. However, the accuracy of detecting mora length was affected by accent pattern in the
second task, and the learners’ performance was similar to that of native speakers. In particular, when
the geminate consonant was placed in the first syllable, detecting its presence or absence became
difficult. This may be explained by the Principle of Syllable Weight, but further investigation is
necessary in order to clarify the effect of this accent pattern on the categorical perception of Japanese
words.
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ۓؾڦڵԓڭۓڢږډ٦ʛѡ٣ÞْڂǠȦ
˪ؾĤɻ٦ϟ©٠̵̯٦΅Þچϯ̅٠ِٞؾ
Han sik KIM (àǲǲƼθ¯)
ѶՍƼĺ,٦Χو٦˰ձ٣ـكٞۗҨi٣Þْڂĺ,٧ڄـڄـ٢Աٟǣڃڅٞږډۗمڂـ
ڭۓڢĺ,٧Ս¤Ы٣ǣڃڅٞڂـ٠٧Ʀق٢ِۗلِۘـĺ,چʌ¯ڂيʛɻ٣٧ۗۮɨͭ٢ڢږډ
ںڊګڋڱۗڭۓ٦فٿ٢ڭۓڢږډٟفٿڂٔ٣٢ۯـ٘ځ٠ٻڡؾڰفـèՀ˪ۗځؿمĤɻٲ١ٖ
٦ڡؾڰ٧θٌٖۘـنٟۗ˪Ĥɻ٢ِـ٧ЈĤɻٯ٦ڭۓڢږډĺ,٦Աچϐڭۓڢږډۗٸ٘ڂ
٦ϟ©٠̵̯٦ʛѡم١٦فٿ٣٢َڃٞۗلڂـϟ©٠̵̯٣١٦Хф٦΅Þڂؿم٦ل٣ٜـ
ٞԁِ̈́٘ۘ
ԁ̈́έ˧٠ِ٘Ƽؐ٧ۗڠؾۉڰơǝ٣ʰٞۮڂوόѦթɗ(ՍƗģٟ٧۽ۓؾڦڵ٠ƪۮۗۯ)٭ό
Ѧթɗ۴͍ӊɩ(ۢЫۛkۛϻ٢١)(ۮۗۯ)۾ۓؾڦڵόѦթɗ۴όѦթɗۤ۴όѦթɗ)(ۯ)ۿۓؾڦڵ٢
١Ӂ«Ыҝ̤٦ΧـƼمΧۗوҝ̤ٟ٧ 2 ҝ ڀل13 ҝ٣ٵڂ٘ـٟΧð٣ۘڂ٘څѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ
٦ϯٟۏڽېڋڳٹ٢ʡϗ٠ƦڂقВօՎօθ¯9̵ڠؾۉڰۗمڀ٦ѧچٶІـٞ¢όƼ٣ږډ
ڭۓڢĂǬچĂْفٿ٣ٌْڂ٠ٟϟ©҄چוΘ̵̯ٛ٘ۘ҄ו٧ۗۯڗۓڋڍڮۇڞۮ٣ڂٿҨِچ
٘ɢ٣ِ̳ڭۓڢږډـٟҨiٌٟڂْږکڎڨچل٘ن٠ٟΘОِ٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٦Ƈwۗҝ٦̤٠ِ̳ڭۓڢږډـ٦̵̯٣٧΅ÞمКۗوҝ̤مӁ«Ыː٢۾ۓؾڦڵـٟ
̵̯ٹ٦̳¨фمӐِٓٹǫـ٠٧Ʀق٢ـҮձ(قם٨ۗۮǫץkۮۯǩչԓۮۯɨȫׁۯ٢١)ۗҝ
̤٦ΧـόƼٟؿٛٞۿۓؾڦڵٹ٦Ӿǭթɗ٦̵̯٣ـكٞ٧ٖۗ٦̳¨фمӆ˲٣ǫٌـ٠م
¨Ѻَقםۘ٘ڃ٨ۗۮǲÞũۮۯӛ9ɤۯ٢١ۗƹӵթɗ٦ 1 ҝչ٣ڭۓڢږډ٦¥مϥڂڃل
˰ǭٟۗ٘ٵۘڂؿϟ©٠̵̯٦΅Þṳ̃چğ٘ٸƇwۗϯХф٦΅Þٌڂؿم٠لڅمٌٛ٘ۘ٦
فٿ٢ٌ٠˪ۗڀلĤɻ٦ڭۓڢږډʛѡ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗچڭۓڢږډɬِٞΧو٦Ԇنʄچځǣٌف٠
ٟϟ©҄چוǫۗٸѣ٣۾ۓؾڦڵ٦Ҩʛ٣θن٢چڭڋڏڍϥوĺ,ԱمӐ֦٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
ՍƗģ٧ۗ˪Ĥɻچέ˧٣ڭۓڢږډ٦ϟ©٠̵̯٦΅Þچğڭۓڢږډۗٸŭԓ٦ʛѡ٦Хф
چիلڀ٣ِ٘٠فـзٟ͕ǣƗģ٠Ȁ"ٹچڃٌۗځؿم٠٣ڭۓڢږډĺ,ٯ٦ɦǾڂؿم٠Ʀق
ۘفٿ

7B_A2 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:30

A study on Japanese accent acquisition by pattern

Han sik KIM (àǲǲƼθ¯)

Many Japanese classes adopt diverse methods to teach pronunciation while accents are rarely
addressed. However, Japanese learners, in particular advanced or highly-advanced learners, are in need
of “obtaining a native Japanese accent.” In this sense, this study explored and analyzed the correlations
between accent perception and production, as well as acquisition patterns for both of them, in order to
identify effective methods to teach Japanese accents for advanced or highly-advanced language learners.
The subject words of this study include those with a relatively greater number of moras, such as
‘noun (Type 1)’, ‘noun + suffix (Type 2)’ and ‘noun + noun (Type 3)’. The participants of this study
listened to Japanese news clips and marked the accent of each word to measure their accent perception
levels. In addition, the Japanese learners performed speech shadowing to measure their accent
production capabilities.
The findings show that a low correlation exists between the number of moras (length of words) and
the right production of accents. While the learners achieved a moderate level of accuracy in producing
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accents of Type 2 words with a relatively short length, they produced accents with high accuracy for
Type 3. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient between perception and production indicates a moderate
relationship.
These results imply that (highly) advanced learners need to pay a keen attention to accents when
listening to Japanese speeches to increase their perception levels while focusing more on production
practice for Type 2 words.
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i̹ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښĺ,٣ڂيكɳͥЫϟɬ
―ĺȖٿك٫ɳͥ¶љ٦ѫ֝ԁ̈́٣íٝـٞ―

Sunyoung CHUN (1йθ¯)ؾڦۓڢۓۋڞؾژۉڬڏۏڴؾۑڗ

ʥ֮٦ĺɆĺ,٣ڂيكi̹ĺ,٦ڭؾہڜ٧ۗi̹¯٦ֻЫϟɬچϯ̅٠ِ٘ٹ٦مΧۘـ
i̹ĺ,٦¶љ٧ĺɆ٦Ȓד٣ѹَڃٞۗځكĺɆĺ,ƥ˰٣ڂيكɳͥЫϟɬ٦ڭؾہڜ٧ː
٢ـ٠فـƥ˵ۘڂؿمՍƗģٟ٧ۗi̹ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښĺ,٦ɖзۗڀلĺɆĺ,٣ФƦچǣ
ٖۘف٦ȔۗӑɻمɊSɻ٠ِٞŴڅٛ٘ۗi̹ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښĺ,چɳْٰͥ٘ڃَۓڋڝڬو
ۮi̹ĺ,ɳͥڀلۯѡ٘ɳͥЫϟɬۘڂـ֤چ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۮi̹ĺ,ɳͥۯ٦ĺȖ٠ɳͥ¶љ٦ѫ֝ԁ̈́٣íٝـٞۗi̹ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ
ĺ,٣ڂيكɳͥЫϟɬ٧١٦فٿ٢ٹ٦چلիلڀ٣ْۮۘڂi̹ĺ,ɳͥۯ٧ۗыİтѫ٦Ձθ
¯θ¯9٣͐ϥَ ٘ڃ15 ʟ٦ĺ,ɳʛ٦uչٟۘڂؿθ¯9̵۠֡م٢ԦƼچɡٜѶՍƼ¯ʛ
ɻچέ˧٣Ҩiɉќچǣٹف٦ٟؿٛ٘ۘĺ,̔٧ۗوْٻځلڅиـْٻځڅҨiچɨ¯׀ʛٟ
̑٣ٜيٞوـ٠ٹفـ٦ٟؿٛ٘ۘ
ĺȖ٦ȝ̯ٿك٫ɳͥ¶љ٦ѫ֝چԁِ̈́٘Ƈwۗɣ٦ 5 зمիلڀ٣٢ٖٛ٘ۘڃ٧ۗ1ۥĺȖ
ٿك٫ɳͥ¶љ٦ѫ֝٣ڂيكչӖمի¨kٌَ٘ڃ٠ۗ2ۥѶՍƼĺ,٣Tٛ٘ɖзمĺȖٿك
٫ɳͥ¶љ٣ʄځѷٌ٘ڃڀڃ٠ۗ3ۥi̹ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٠فـɖзۗڀلi̹٠ˁה+مÞ
ٌٝ٘ڃڀي٠ۗ4ۥi̹٠Ѷ˲̵¶٠٦źمځمƙٌ٘ڃڀ٠ۗ5چڊګڞڊګۓڢؾڑۥǠׇِ٘i̹
ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ɖзمҮFٌَ٘ڃ٠ٟۗچۘڂؿʪ٥٘ڂ٫٣ٌڀڃ٦ 5 з٧ƞϸ٣ƙۗڃڀ
i̹ĺ,¶љځٿمի¨٣٢ٛٞـٛ٘ۘ
ĺɆĺ,٣ـكٞۗĺɆɨ̑مĺ,¶љ٦ϯٟɳͥЫϟɬ̑چ٣ٜفٿڂي٣ٌڂْڭؾہڜ٠
٧ʪ֦ٟۘڂؿĺɆمi̹ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښĺ,٣ÞْڂɳͥЫϟɬ̑چ٣ٜڃي٨ۗi̹ĺ,
¶љ٦չӖۗѫ֝ۗځٻ٧ի¨٣٢ٛٞۘوـǷƹ٦ĺɆĺ,٦ƥ˰ٟ٧ۗi̹ۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ
ۓĺ,چǣٸ٘ف٦ɳͥЫϟɬچĺɆ̑م٣ٜفٿڂڃڀي٣ٌڂْڭؾہڜ٠مՀۗ٘ٵۘـِٵՍ
Ɨģ٣ڂيكĺȖٿك٫ɳͥ¶љ٦ԁ̈́ڀلիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ 5 з٧ۗi̹ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښĺ,٦
ڭؾہڜ٣ـكٞĺ,¶љ٦չӖۗѫ֝ۗځٻ͐چОْڂȔ٣ȯǠ٣٢ڂٙۘفڄ
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Practical Pedagogical Knowledge in Japanese
Pronunciation Education for Communication : An
Analysis based on Teaching Materials and Practices

Sunyoung CHUN (1йθ¯)ؾڦۓڢۓۋڞؾژۉڬڏۏڴؾۑڗ

In many conventional settings of Japanese pronunciation education, the support of teacher education
is based mainly on the theoretical knowledge of phonetics. As a result, educational activities are at the
discretion of teachers, leading to insufficient support of practical pedagogical knowledge. This research
explores practical knowledge in Japanese pronunciation education for communication. Specifically, it
thus proposes the good pedagogical practices. This data are from the author’s previous empirical
research from a practice program, where the author supported the graduate school students with
clarifying their goals.
This presentation will show what practical knowledge is in Japanese pronunciation education for
communication based on the content analysis of teaching materials and practical activities. This
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program was conducted in a graduate school in Tokyo within 15weeks. In this program, graduate school
students teach Japanese pronunciation to Japanese language learners with various mother tongues. The
program’s philosophy is to encourage autonomous learning, so that Japanese language learners acquire
Japanese pronunciation that is sufficient for communication.
As a result of analyzing the teaching materials and practices, the following five points were revealed:
(1) the goals of teaching materials and practices were clarified, (2) perspective of Japanese language
education was adopted in teaching materials and practices, (3) pronunciation and other language aspects
of Japanese are inseparable from the perspective of communication, (4) the practical usages of
pronunciation in daily life, and (5) actual pronunciation in real life were reflected in materials. During
the process of the program, five points showed improvement.
This program demonstrates that it is important to support teachers to acquire practical knowledge in
educational activities. When teachers acquire practical pedagogical knowledge on communication
education, the goals, contents, and methods of Japanese pronunciation pedagogy will become clearer.
In the field of future teacher education, it is desirable to support practical pedagogical knowledge to
teachers in order to conduct Japanese pronunciation education for communication. In addition, the five
points clarified from the analysis of teaching materials and practical activities in this research will be
useful for setting the goals, contents and methods of educational activities when considering teacher
support of Japanese pronunciation education for communication.
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i̹٦͙վt٣ڂٿҨiәn٣ٜـٞ

Naoko KINOSHITA
Chris SHEPPARD (1йθ¯)

ՍƗģ٦չЫ٧ۗ①Ӿ̤٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦i̹٦͙վt٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ҨiچԆ٘ـɢ٣ۗ
њّفٿ٢әnڂْچ٦②ۗلƽ֤٦ɉЩ٧ۗόiۗڭۓڢږډۗۄڡێ٠ـٛ٘i̹ǩչ٣ـ'ځٿ
مƙڂڃڀ٦ل٠ فـ2 зچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠ٟۘڂؿ
i̹ƗģٻҨiĺ,٣ـكٞۗҨiәn٧Ƈwچθونǿ=ْٹڂ٦ٟۗځؿΩэ̮̮ۗ̂֯٦
¨Ѻمğٵڃٌۘڂڃڀٸٟ٦͕ǣƗģ٦Ƈw٣ڂٿ٠ۗҨi٦әnɻÝ٣/Ϧچƙ٢ـ٠فـԪ
ǱمΧۗو/ҵѶՍ̖ۗԦƼɻѶՍƼĺɆۗӆԦƼɻѶՍƼĺɆ٦ҨiәnچӁ«ِ٘Ƈw
مԪǱَڃٞˏۤڂـš 2008ۙпԙۛ˙ț 2014 ٢١ۘۥՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,٦ŸƟچɡٚۗ٢ك
لٜѶՍƼi̹ĺ,͙چվ٠ْڂi̹٦͙վtۤѶՍƼԦƼɻۥ٦Ҩiәnچέ˧٣ۗՂї٦
2 з٦չЫ٦իچəۘ٘ٶ
әnέ˧٠٢ڂi̹ڦؾڬ٧ۗϯǲƼچԦƼ٠ْڂʼĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ 18 թمҨٹِ٘٦ٟؿ
ۘڂõϟƼۗաϟƼۗըՠƼڀل٢ ڂ2 i͑ۗ3 i͑ƼٌٌۤۗۜםȟѶَۗؿٛٞ٢١ۥ54 Ƽ٦i٦
ȻƂƼچԆـِٞ٘ڭؾڸێi̹״چiٌِ٘ۘ٦i̹ چڦؾڬ6 թ٦i̹٦͙վtۗمԆٌ٘قВ
ځ٣ԅɠkِۗڭۓڢږډĂǬچӣِ٘ۘәnڂْچȔۗ҃ѡ٦ٵوـٟmфٟٹԆـٞـٿ٠˴فـ
Ɗٟәnِۘ٘֯چԅɠkۗĂǬkِ٘әnڦؾڬ٧َۗڀ٣όiۗڭۓڢږډۗۄڡێԓ٣ԁۗيք
6000 ٦ڦؾڬ٣έِٞәn٦/ϦׁچƔѓِ٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٦ƇwۗȻƂƼ٠њّԅɠۛĂǬٟۗƽ֤٦٢لٛ٘٠ҬϚَ٘ڃόƼ٧ۗόi 85%ۗۄڡێ
60%ۗ ڭۓڢږډ93%ٟۗۗڭۓڢږډόiۗۄڡێ٦ʺ٣әn٦/Ϧׁمǫلٛ٘ۘۗ٘ٵƽ֤مҬϚ
َ˰٘ڃǭٟؿٛٞۗٹƽ֤٠ِٞɉЩْ{ڂʽ٣٧٨ڀٜمنƙˏۘ٘ڃڀšۤ2008ۥ٦ԪǱٟ٧ۗ
ѶՍƼĺɆ 5 թ٣ۄڡێڂٿәn٦/Ϧׁ٧ք 49%ٟؿٛ٘٠ِٞۗمڂـՍƗģ٦әn٧i̹
͙վt٣ڂٿәnٟؿٛ٘٘ۄڡێۗلٸ٦/Ϧׁ٧ٖځٿڃǫلٛ٘ۘ
˪٦Ƈwۗڀلi̹͙վt٣ڂٿәnٟؿٛٞٹi̹ǩչ٣ځٿ/Ϧׁ"م٢ٌڂ٠ۗƽ֤٦
ɉЩ٣ٜـٞٹәnɻ 6 թْٰمٞњّi̹ЫѣϾچɉЩْڂ٦٧ڃٵٌٟڂؿ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ
ٌ٘ۘڃ٧ۗi̹ʛѡ٦ΖقچǠ˪ڂقٟɦǾ٣ӦٷƇwٟڀَۘڂؿ٣ۗi̹Ɨģ٣ـكٞ٧i
̹ǩչ٣ٿٛٞԀֻЫۗĕÙЫ٢әn٦ͦξمՀٌـِٵ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ
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The evaluation of second language pronunciation
judgements by pronunciation experts

Naoko KINOSHITA
Chris SHEPPARD (1йθ¯)

This presentation attempts to answer the following question: 1) Do Japanese pronunciation experts
focus on the same aspects of a Japanese learners’ oral production when evaluating their
pronunciation? And 2) when an expert determines that pronunciation error has been made, what error
(segmental, rhythmic, accent) do they identify?
Pronunciation research and education requires a valid and reliable measure of a learner’s oral
production. However, much of the research to date has reported that second language pronunciation
evaluations often are not in agreement. This is true of non-expert Japanese, native-speaking Japanese
language educators, and non-native educators alike (Oguma, 2008; Watanabe and Matsuzaki, 2014).
This presentation reports research which investigates whether this inconsistency in pronunciation
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evaluations extends to native speakers of Japanese who have had both experience in teaching and
second language pronunciation training?
In order to answer this, data was collected from the oral production of 18 Chinese beginning
Japanese learners. Speech samples for evaluation were elicited by requiring the learners to repeat after
a recording. 54 known words, unknown words, and non-words, 2 to 3 syllables in lengh were elicited.
Six pronunciation experts were asked to transcribe the words with accent marks as they heard them.
They were able to listen to each sample as many times as required. The transcribed words were
evaluated for segmental, rhythm, and accent errors, and the agreement of the evaluators transcriptions
were then analyzed.
The results showed that 85% of the segments, 60% of the rhythm, 93% of the word accent was
evaluated as correct. The agreement between the experts of the words containing errors was high.
However, there was inconsistency between the evaluators in the identification of the type of
pronunciation error. Oguma (2008) found that there was 49% agreement in the evaluations of
Japanese teachers, which is lower than that found here.
In summary, while the six Japanese pronunciation experts were in better agreement than non-expert
Japanese language teachers, there is still a large amount of variation in their identification of the type
of error. These results show that systems to evaluate pronunciation physically, and objectively are
necessary in both Japanese-as-a-second language pronunciation research and in education.
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˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣ڂٿi̹¯ʛ٦ɳͥ
―i̹٦íͳϟɬ٠ڗۓڰؾۍۛډڸ

Jun SUDO (њɇɺθ¯ )

ӑɻ٧˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣έْڂi̹ĺ,ɳͥ٠ِٞۗҮжʍņ٣ڂٿҨi٦íͳϟɬ٦ʛѡ
٠ٖۗڃ٣íٝ٘ـɳʛچǣڀَۗـ٣ٖۗ٦Хٟ¯ʛɻ٦iѧ٦ɨƭәnٿك٫ډڸәnچО
öЫ٣ɳɋِٞۘڂـҮжʍņ٠٧ۗíͳϟɬ٦͒љ ٦ɖІ٣¯ۗځٿʛɻ֘مʛچǣۗـʍ
ņٟ٧ۗĺɆ¯ٻʛɻ٦ĴјچӐ֦٠ْڂɳʛюچǣف٠فـʍņůΰٟۘڂؿ
ٖ٦فٚۗiѧ٣έْڂɨƭәnۛډڸәn٣ٜـٞۗ¯ʛɻ٣ڂٿʍņۗڭۓۅښәn٦Ăʲچԁ
ِ̈́٘Ƈwۗj٦зمիلڀ٠٢ٛ٘ۘíͳϟɬ٦ќѷ٣ۗځٿҨi٦ʛѡ٣Ӣqƃ٢چڭۓڋہ
¯ʛɻֻمٟفٿڂن٣٢ٌٛ٘٠ۗډڸәnمq҄٣٢ٌٛ٘٠َۗڀ٣٧ۗɨƭәnٟ٧ѡڃڀ
٢لٛ٘ɨ̑٦Ҩi٦սκзٯ٦ûٝډڸمنәn٣ځٿѡٌ٘ڃڀ٠ٟۘڂؿ
ŘάЫ٣٧ۗʼۤ1 ʟչۥ٠ 2 չۤ6 ʟչۥ٦iѧ٣ÞْچڦؾڬڂÙȦِ٘ۘۗٓٵɨƭәn
٦ٶɳɋِ٘ʼۤíͳϟɬ̑چ٣ٜيٞـ٢ـϛۥٟ٧ۗɳȔ٣սκمΧلٛ٘ѣʇҝ٦Љَ
٣ƦĚْ¯ڂʛɻ٧ٲ٠ڇ١ـ٢لٛ٘ۘۮۗ٘ٵҨiمОِ٢مڭۓڢږډۮۯـѷۯڂюۗսκз
٦҇ مѱٌِـ٠چɦْۗҨi٦Ѿ˪ӢЬ͌٢Әƥۘ٘ڃڀٶٹ
ɣ٣ۗԦiۛɄi٦Їiۗҝۛڭکڹ٣ٜـْٟٞ٣¯ʛِ٘ϛٟ ڂؿ2 չ٦әnچƙڂ٠ۗ¯
ʛِ٘Ѿ٘ـ֤چĂʲمΎقٖٞۘڂـ٦˪ٟۗҨi˪սκؿمٛ٘{ʽچɦْۗӢ̳¨٢Ҩi
لچ٢ٟӘĂْڂ٠ـٛ٘ۗŘάЫٟΦ̖ـْٻֻِمĂʲٹƙۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀʼـٿٹځٿ٠ɨ
ƭәnِٞ¯٘ـʛɻډڸۗٹәn٣ۗځٿҨi٦սκз٦ûٝچنѡ٘ۗםɨƭәn٠٧"٢ڂս
κз٦ûٝچنѡ٘ٹםƙۘ٘ڃڀ/ٟۗۄڡێۮËۯڇٔٵځؿم٠ـٛ٘Řά̮٣Ըِـәn
ۮۗٻսκۯڇٔٵځؿ٠әnچӅٹڭۓۅښڂيƙڀڃٌۘ٘ڃڀ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗɨƭәnۛډڸәnچŢ
ځԚٌْ٠ٟۗΩэ٢әn٦íʷچɡٜۗ΅ʆ٣֏M٢ˀن̑چ٣ٌٜڂي٠ٹӐ֦ٟڂؿ٠Ǡق
ۘڂ
ڗۓڰؾۍۛډڸ٦ʪ֦̮مѶՍƼĺ,ٟٹɉЩَڂڃϯۗi̹ĺ,ٟ٦ɳͥٹː٢ـ٢ڀمƙ
ِۗلِۘڂڃڀíͳϟɬم٢ـ٠ۗ٘٠ډڸق٦֏֤٢ɉЩٟؿٛٞۗٹûٝچنѡڃڀ٣ـو٦ٟ٧
٢ـٙلفڄ٠Ǡۘ٘قՍҨӘ٧ٖۗ٦فٿ٢зچҮжʍņ٣ځٿǯӻِۗi̹¯ʛ٣ڂيكĴјچɳ
ƥِفٿ٠ِٞڂـɳٟͥۘڂؿ
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Practice of pronunciation learning by advanced
learners of Japanese: basics of pronunciation and peer
learning

Jun SUDO (њɇɺθ¯ )

As pronunciation practice for advanced learners of Japanese, I teach basics of pronunciation and
conduct trainings using the flipped classroom strategy. The learners, on the other hand, conduct selfand peer assessments of pronunciations during the regular read-aloud practice. The flipped classroom
strategy involves blended learning in which learners prepare for a class by viewing an explanatory
movie on the basics; and they follow it up in the class with practical training that requires cooperation
of a teacher and fellow learners.
During the self- and peer assessment of the pronunciation, an analysis of the lesson comments and
evaluations by learners revealed that introduction to the basics has enabled learners: to understand the
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points essential for learning pronunciation; to do peer assessment; and to identify the problems in
their own pronunciation, which they may not have realized during self-assessment.
Specifically, data for the first reading (1st week) and the second reading (6th week) were
considered. First, few students mentioned the length of a special mora, which many learners had
difficulty pronouncing the first time, when only the self-assessment was carried out and they had not
yet acquired basic knowledge. Also, some casual and inappropriate expressions, such as
“pronunciation is not stable” and “accent is inserted,” were found, which implied that they had
difficulties grasping their own problems regarding pronunciation.
Next, I looked at the second assessment, when they had already learned about vowel/consonant
articulation, mora, and foot. I noted that the number of descriptions in which they used the learned
concepts had increased. There were also specific and easy-to-understand descriptions, such as
indicating inaccurate pronunciation with kana and indicating the part that had pronunciation
problems. In addition, during self-assessment, some learners considered their readings were better
than the first time. They acquired an awareness of their pronunciation problems through peerassessment, which they could not acquire through self-assessment. Meanwhile, a lack of specificity in
comments such as “there was no sense of rhythm,” and “no problems” comments to avoid assessment,
were seen. With regard to these, I think that it is also necessary to acquire adequate writing skills for
reasonable peer assessment by repeating self- and peer assessment.
While the importance of peer learning is also pointed out in JSL teaching, practicing speech
education with peers is also seen in a few cases. However, without the knowledge of basics, even
peers’ useful point of view may not be able to make noticeable difference. To overcome such issues,
this presentation focuses on practice to facilitate cooperation in speech learning using the flipped
classroom strategy.
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ѶՍƼ٦Ҩi٦սκз٣έْڂ
̖ۄگڭڽѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦Ѻɬ

Thi may SAI (Waseda University)

i̹ɉќچǣفȔ٣ۗĺɆ¯ۗمʛɻمŖʆٙ٠َڂڃҨi٘ٵ٧ۗوٿɉЩَڂڃҨiچɉќǩ
չ٠ِٞʄځѷٌڂڃ٠مΧۘـٙۗمɳȔ٣Ҩi٦սκз٣έْڂĺɆ٠¯ʛɻ٦Ѻɬ"م٢ڂ
ٌ٠ڂؿم٠ɈٿۘڂڃڅٛٞۗĺɆمǣٛ٘i̹ɉќ٧ۗل٢¯ٓڀʛɻمՀڇٟٹڂـ٦ٙ٠٧
Ƨڀ٢ٖۘـ٦٘ۗٸѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰ٟځٿǄׁЫ٢i̹ɉќچǣف٣٧ۗѶՍƼ٦Ҩi٦սκ
з٣έْ¯ڂʛɻ٦ѺɬچЇٰڂӐ֦ٙ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
/ۗŏѽ٦̖ۄگڭڽѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ĞΎ٣̖ۄگڭڽۗځٿѶՍƼ¯ʛɻٯ٦ɉќۗѣ٣i
̹ɉќٟǸٛٞڂـĺɆمː٢و٢فٿـٟ̖ۄگڭڽۘڂؿѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦Ҩi٣ٜـٞǷٵٟ
٦͕ǣƗģٟ٧ۗόiٵۏڽې׀<ڀلٟ̤ΧوɉЩَڃٞۘڂـόiۏڽېٟ٧ۗЉikۗόi
kۗؔikۗڧ٠ۍ٦ƿζ̧ۤՍ 2003ڝۗۥǣۛۈǣۛۇڟǣ٦ǻњۤ ۄڈڹ2006ۥюٟڽې׀<ۘڂؿ
ۏٟ٧ۗۮҝ٦Ë©مٜٸل٢ۓۋڞؾڱڭۓڋۗۯـ٣ـكٞۮόƼ٦ 3 ҝչ́چ٨ْۮۗۯԅͮάچ
ԉώ٣ۮۗۯԉ˃ԅٟٹԅ՚ۯڂم˪مю٠فـѣϾۤڂؿمʪ͚ۛϯΤ 2005ڀڃٌِۗلِۘۥ٦ɉЩ
٧ْٰۗٞĺɆΓڀل٦ɉЩٟۗځؿɳȔ̖ۗۄگڭڽѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٧ۗɨԁ٦ѶՍƼ٦Ҩi٦ս
κзچ١٦فٿ٣ѺɬِٞۗلڂـѶՍƼ٦Ҩi٦ϯٟ١٦فٿ٢Ҩiمѱِچلـիلڀ٣ْڂӐ
֦ڂؿم٠Ɉقٽڃٖۘڂڃڅ٣ۗՍƗģ٧ۗۄگڭڽ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰םچ٠ِ̖ٞۄگڭڽѶ
ՍƼ¯ʛɻ 391 թچέ˧٣ِ٘ 6 ϛәn٦ڭؾژۓډЇȁچǣۗـSPSS ٦ԁٟ̈́ѶՍƼ٦Ҩ
i٦սκз٣έْ̖ۄگڭڽڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ѺɬĚ٫ٰ̖ۄڭѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ٦ѱِـ
Ҩiچիلڀ٣ْڀَۘڂ٣ٖۗ٦Ƈwچє˪٘قٵٟۗǷƹ٦̖ۄگڭڽѶՍƼ¯ʛɻٯ٦i̹ɉ
ќچǠȦْۘڂ
ȯǠԅƖ
ʪ͚իӌۛϯΤזɄۤ2005¯̖ۄگڭڽۮۥʛɻ٦Ҩiɉќ٦/ۯם۰ѶՍƼĺ,ԱƗģ
ɚ۱vol. 12ۗ No. 2ۗpp. 22-23
̧ՍեɄۤ2003ۄگڭڽۮۥƼƎѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦Ҩi٣Þڂڅƽ֤٣ٜـٞ I―ƽ֤٦ɳΰچϯ
̅٣― ۯ۰2˯θ¯̖ԅ¯ӵĀ֦¯ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښuʡ۱14 Ǭۗpp. 19-45
ۤۓڐڹۛؾڌڭۛۄڈڹ2006ۄگڭڽۮۥƼԦƼɻ٣ڂٿѶՍƼ٦ڝǣiۛۇڟǣiۛۈǣi٦ Ԇ
نԁۯي۰ѶՍƦƼԅkƗģʡ۱ι 2 Ǭۗpp. 83~
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The Cognitive Perspective of Vietnamese Learners on
Japanese Pronunciation Problems

Thi may SAI (Waseda University)

When teachers teach pronunciation, they tend to teach the pronunciation which is said to be difficutl
for the learners or the pronounciation is frequently pointed as guidance items. However, it seems that
the recognition of the teacher and the learner to the pronunciation problem actually differ in some cases.
Therefore, the teacher's pronunciation guidance is not always what the learners want. For this reason, it
is considered necessary to investigate the learner’s perception of the Japanese pronunciation problem
in order to offer more effective methods for pronunciation teaching.
On the other hand, due to the rapid increase of Vietnamese Japanese language learners in recent years,
there seems to be a large number of teachers who are troubled with teaching Vietnamese Japanese
language learners, especially with pronunciation guidance.
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There are a number of the pronunciation problems of Vietnamese Japanese learners from
monophones to prosodic levels have been pointed out in previous studies. At the monophonic level, it
is a prolonged sound, a monophonation, a palatalized, a change of “da” ( )ڧand “ra” (( )ۍSugimoto
2003), a confusion of “ya” ( )ۈcolumn, “za” ( )ڝcolumn, “ja”ۤۥۇڟcolumn (Pham 2006) etc.. At the
prosodic level, there are problems in the intonation such as "Can not grasp the feeling of the beat (ҝ۵
٧")و, "The third beat(3 ҝչ) of the word is stretched", "Flatten the whole sentence", "Rise in the end
of sentence with declarative sentence" (Shigekawa, Nakamura 2005).
However, all these problems are pointed out by the teacher side. And indeed, it is necessary to clarify
how the Vietnamese Japanese learners to recognize the problems of their own Japanese pronunciation,
what kind of pronunciation is difficult to them. This paper reviews the cognitive perspective of
Vietnamese learners on Japanese pronunciation problems and the difficult Japanese pronunciaton for
Vietnamese learners by using SPSS to analyze questionnaire survey on 391 Vietnamese Japanese
language. Furthermore, considering pronunciation guidance for Vietnamese Japanese learners in the
future based on the results of questionnaire.
References
Shigekawa Akemi, Nakamura Tomoko Nakamura (2005) An example of pronunciation guidance of
Vietnamese learners Journal of Japanese Education Method Study vol. 12, No. 2, pp. 22-23
Sugimoto Taeko (2003) Error Analysis of Japanese Pronunciation by Vietnamese Learners Focusing on actual circumstances of error Ibaraki University Proceedings of Falcuty of Humanities
Department of Communication Studies No. 14, pp. 19-45
Pham Thu Huong (2006) Distinguishing between “za”( )ڝcolumn, “ja”( )ۇڟcolumn, “ya”()ۈ
column by Vietnamese native speaker No. 2, The Japanese Language and Culture Studies Association,
No. 2, pp. 83~108
Note: Author's translation from Japanese to English
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ڪڋڮƼԦƼɻ٠ڠێڕڋJƼԦƼɻ٦
ѶՍƼڭۓڢږډ٦̵̯
Yutaro ODO (1йθ¯θ¯9ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģu)
ѶՍƼڭۓڢږډ٧ՠ٦Ԟԓ٣Þۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۗځڅ٣ـكٞʪ֦٢փ´لِۘڂٸ͗چ
ِۗΧو٦¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞѶՍƼڭۓڢږډ٧ѱِۗوʛѡڇ̓مٟـ٢ۘـϯٟڪڋڮۗٹƼچԦƼ٠
ْ¯ڂʛɻۤj GSڠێڕڋۗٻۥJƼچԦƼ٠ْ¯ڂʛɻۤj ESۥ٧ۗԦƼ٦ĸʂڭۓڢږډ٦
É˛٣ٿٛٞۗѶՍƼ٦ǫКڭۓڢږډ٦̵̯مѱِۘـ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗGS ٠ ES ٦ѶՍƼڭۓڢږډ٦̵̯٦ѣϾچիلڀ٣ِۗGS ٠ ES ٣٠ٛٞњХф
٣ѱِچلڂؿمـ'ۗلـիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ِ٘ۘiÑķۤЋiۛؔiۛЉiۛΒiۛؖiۥ
٠ƼϯϥچǠׇِƔѓچǣٛ٘ۘ
̵̯Їȁ٧ѶՍγȕϯ٦ GS 5 թۗES 5 թ٦Ż 10 թچέ˧٣ǣٛ٘ۘЇȁƼ٧ͮٞȮҝƼ٠
ِۗAڭۓڢږډۥŭۛBۥiÑķ٠Ƽϯϥۗ٦Ͷٶǭ"مٔڅ٢ ڂ30 ͶŻ 60 Ƽ٠ِ٘ۘGS ٠ ES
٦̵ِ̯٘Ҩi٧ۗѶՍƼыİƦɻ 2 թلڭۓڢږډـِ̳م١چلفíʷ٣ҬОِۗ1 з٘ٵ
٧ 0 з٠ѡзkِ٘ۘ
ҮӹΘОԁȱԁ̈́٠ Praat ٦ił̈́٦Ƈwۗڀلj٦ 3 зمիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
1ۥGS ٠ ES ٦ڭۓڢږډ٦ѡз٣֏Ȁ٧ƙٹڃٓـۗٓڃڀѡзمКـŪǇۘڂؿم
2ؔۮۥiۮٻۯЉiچۯäٷόƼ٦ڭۓڢږډ٦ѡзٖۗم٦Φ٦iÑķچäٷόƼ֏ځٿ٣К
ۘـGS ٠ ES ٧ۗؔۮiۮٻۯЉiچۯǫڨکڸـٟҨiْڂŪǇۘڂؿم
3ۮۥΒiچۯäۮٷӊǫŭۯ٦όƼ٦ڭۓڢږډ٦ѡзٖۗم٦Φ٦iÑķۛڭۓڢږډŭچäٷό
Ƽ֏ځٿ٣КۘـGS ٠ ES ٧ۗۮΒiۯ٦ͪ٦iچǫڨکڸـٟҨiْڂŪǇۘڂؿم
̵̯ۗ٘ٵЇȁƹ٦ۗڀلؾۉڷڦۓڋѶՍ٣ 1 ѽ˪ȕʢِۗѶՍƼڂـ֤چùمΧ ـGS ٻ
ES ٟڭۓڢږډۗٹ٦ϟɬمʤԁٟ٧٢ٌـ٠مԁلٖٛ٘ۘۗقٽڃѶՍƼڭۓڢږډ٧ѶՍγȕ
٠٠ٹ٣̑٣ٜٹو٦ٟ٧٢ٌـ٠ٹիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ՍƗģ٦Ƈwۗڀلj٦ 2 зمɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
1ۥES چέ˧٣ِ٘ڭۓڢږډɉќ مGS ٣֤]ٹqٟٖ҄٘ٵۗځؿ٦ėٹqٌٟ҄ڂؿ٠ۘ
2ۥiÑķٻƼϯϥچǠׇِ٘ѶՍƼڭۓڢږډ٦ɉќمӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠ۘ
ՍƗģ٦ƇwچҨiɉќ٣¶¯ِۗلʛɻ٦ڡؾڰ٣]ٌڂق٠مٟڂن٠Ǡۘڂق
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Production of Accent in Japanese by German-nativespeakers and British-English-native-speakers

Yutaro ODO (1йθ¯θ¯9ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģu)

Japanese pitch accents involve discrimination of meanings and play an important role in
communication. However, for many learners it is difficult to pronounce Japanese accents, and their
acquisition has not progressed. Particularly, for learners who are native speakers of German (GS) and
learners who are native speakers of British English (ES), it is difficult to product Japanese accent
because of the interference of the mother tongue’s stress accent.
The purpose of this research is to clarify the characteristics of production of Japanese accents of GS
and ES, and to clarify whether it is as difficult or different for GS and ES to produce these accents.
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We considered the sound environment (single-kana sound, contracted sound “ “پۛټۛٺ, long sound,
geminate consonant “ٛ”, syllabic nasal” )”ڇand the position in the word.
The production survey was conducted with 10 persons, including 5 GSs and 5 ESs who are staying
in Japan. All the survey words were three-mora words, and there were 60 words in total 30 pairs of
different combinations of A) accent type, B) sound environment and position in the word. Whether or
not the pronunciations produced by GS and ES had correct accents was judged by two Japanese
speakers of Tokyo dialect and scored as 1 or 0 points.
From the results of repeated measure analysis of variance and acoustic analysis of Praat, we
clarified the following three points.
1) There is no significant difference in the accent scores of GS and ES, and the score tends to be
low in either case.
2) The accent scores of words including “contracted sound” and “long sound” are significantly
lower than words containing other sound environments. GS and ES tend to produce "contracted
sound" or "long sound" at a high pitch.
3) Accent scores of words of "Odaka type" including "geminate consonant" are significantly lower
than words containing other sound environments / accent type. GS and ES tend to produce the sound
before "geminate consonant" at a high pitch.
Moreover, from the interview after the production survey, even if GS and ES had lived in Japan for
over 1 year and had many opportunities to use Japanese, their knowledge of Japanese accents was not
enough. Therefore it became clear that the Japanese accents are not acquired by just staying in Japan.
From the results of this study, we suggested the following two points.
1) Accent guidance targeting ES can also be applied to GS, and vice versa.
2) Japanese accents should be taught with consideration of sound environment and position in
words.
We believe that the results of this research can be utilized for pronunciation guidance and we can
respond to the needs of learners.
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ۏؾڪڭکڱؾڦۓڋ٣ڂٿѶՍƼҨi¯ʛԱ٦
սκз٠ٖ٦Ƅ٣Ǉيٞ

Chieko NAKAGAWA
Naoko KINOSHITA

ۮҨiۯ٧ۗۮi̹ۯۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦/ӵِٟۘڂؿʆ٠Ԇنʆ٦Ý٦i̹ۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ
مۓP·٣ٌ̓ٷ٠٧ۗۮέوٽوٽׂَ̯ٔچۯ٧̖כ٦ۮԉۯ٣ïْ֚ٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿP·٢ښ
ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗѫ֝مʪٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠٧պ٦ٌ٠ۗ① έѫ֝مиٌڂڅ٠ۗ②
ِʆ٦ûɡٚم̝ٻиٌڂڅ٠ۗ٠ فـ2 ٜ٦֦͵مθٟ͌ ①ۘڂؿ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗۮόi<ۮٻۯ
ۯ׀٢١٦Ҩi٦֦͵ ②ۗم٦٘ٸ٣٧̹ۗ٢١٦ۍڵƦƼЫ˳Ԫٻځ̇̑ٻӘ˳٢١٦ۮӆƦƼ
Ы֦͵مۯӐ֦ٟۘڂؿҨi¯ʛٟ٧ٌۗ٦ 2 ٜ٦֦͵¯وٿڠۓۍڴچʛْٰنِٟۗلِۘفڄؿ
قם٨`ʔٟ٧ۗĺ,Աٻĺ,Ñķ̱مٛٞـ٢ۗٸ٘ـi̹ĺ,مٟن٢ـ٠فـҼОЫ
ƙمĺɆΓڀلԆۤڂڃلӵΦ 2016ٖۘۥ٦فٿ٢ƥ˰ٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻɨ̑مɨ׀Ы٣Ҩi¯ʛچ
̓فٿڂڃڀٸ٣ۗؾێڹٟȺ֤ٟمۏؾڪڭکڱؾڦۓڋڂنԜַٟۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢ґ
Ŷ   ڀ لҨ َ  ٘ ڃA  ۓ ڋ ۍ ۓ ڑ ۮѶ Ս Ƽ  ڭ ۓ ڢ ږ ډɩ ˀ ۤВ ˠ OJAD  ۥhttp://www.gavo.t.utokyo.ac.jp/ojad/ٿكۯ٫ Bۮٜ٘ڂق٧ٜڇكhttp://www.japanese-pronunciation.com/ۯ٣ٜـٞʲ
ٰۘڂA ٟ٧ۗچڭۓڢږډЇٰڂ٣ۗ׀<ۮѧۯ’ۓږڔڡڠ‘ڦؾۉڨً˪ٶ٧ۗԅˡچѷڂْו٠
ږؾۂمۓۋڞؾڱڭۓڋٻڭۓڢږډٟɦَۗڃi̹ٟ¨ٹѺٟڂن٦ٟ֏֤ٟۗمڂؿȺ֤Աم
ѱِـ٠Ǡ¯ڂقʛɻٻĺɆٹː٢و٢ۘـB ٟ٧ٌۗ٦зچƄْٸ٘ڂ٣ۗ3 ԁٲ١٦ OJAD ٦
Ⱥـљ ڃڀي͐مٞ˪ۗ٘ٵۘڂـĂ② ٦٘ٸ٣ۗٹB ٧փ٣ׂٜۘقם٨ۗـؿۮٝٚۯ٦љ
ٟ̹ۗ٣ʰَٓ٣ف٢ٓو٢١٦چםˣِٞڂـ٦ٟۗ̑̇ځ٢١٦ӆƦƼ˳Ԫ¨ٹѺٟڃٌۘڂن
ٵٟҨiɉќ٠فـ٠ۗi̹ڃؿمۏڬۆ٨ـٿ٠َڃٞۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۗم٘ن٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗi
̹٦˳Ԫٹиڂقљ ڂْ֤¶چ֏مǄٌٟۘڂؿ٦ĺȖ٧ۗԦƼɻ٦ː٢ـ٣يك
ڂѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ٹʤԁïْ֚ٹڂ٦٠Ǡ٘ۘڂڃڀقٙۗљ  مڪۓګۓښ20 ˪مؾڝؾۊۗځؿ
Ⱥ֤ԱٻȺ֤ʺ˅٣լفq̮ٖ҄ۘڂؿم٦٘ۗٸՍҨӘٟ٧ۗŘάЫ٢Ⱥ֤چ˅ʺٻםīًٌۗف
ِ٘ځٿچۏؾڪڭکڱؾڦۓڋǄwЫ٣ַ֤ٟفٿڂن٢ɊSچФْۘڂ
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Problems using Internet Tools to Learn Japanese
Pronunciation Learning and their Solutions

Chieko NAKAGAWA
Naoko KINOSHITA

Pronunciation is a part of oral communication. Successful communication between a speaker and a
listener establishes a dialogue, increasing the likelihood of mutual understand, which will, over time
contribute to a “peaceful” human existence. For successful communication to take place, two
components need to be transmitted: (1) the content of the message, and (2) the emotion of the speaker.
The content of the message can be communicated through the segmental sounds and prosody. Speaker
emotion is communicated through paralinguistic information such as loudness of speech, and nonverbal elements such as gestures and facial expression.
In the learning and teaching of second language pronunciation, these two components should be
developed in a well-balanced manner. In foreign language learning environments, such as those in
Europe, many people believe that the development of pronunciation is problematic, because of the lack
of access to authentic Japanese language resources (Abe et al. 2016). However, of late, Internet tools
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have become available to use to assist in the autonomous learning of Japanese pronunciation in any
environment. Two such tools are the “Online Japanese Accent Dictionary (OJAD)”, http:
//www.gavo.tu-tokyo.ac.jp/ojad/", and "Tsutaeru Hatsuon”, http: //www.japanese-pronunciation.com/ .
OJAD is useful because the accent of words can be looked up. Additional functionality is available with
the reading tutor “Suzuki-kun”, which displays accent and intonation marks automatically to any
inputted sentence, and plays them back using computer generated speech.
“Tsutaeru Hatuson” provides five minute videos instructing learners how they can develop their
pronunciation. One such video provides guidance for the effective use of OJAD. Another video, which
will be presented, focusses on “aizuchi”, nodding non-verbal communication.
One advantage of using short video lessons, such as Tsutaeru Hatsuon is that both audio and visual
information are available to the learners. A second advantage is that they are available for both teachers
and learners in foreign language learning contexts which have little contact with native speakers.
This presentation explores how the more-than twenty videos of Tsutaeru Hatsuon and OJAD can be
used as part of a coherent curriculum aimed at developing the Japanese-as-a-second language
pronunciation of JFL learners.
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ِ֤٘]چۯۏڻۓڜڠڋۀۮѶՍƼi̹ɉќ٠
ĺɆƗʕ ―iłЫԁ̈́٠ɳͥԪǱ―

Nobuko WANG (͙ʕθ¯)
Meiko OTSUKA (͙ʕθ¯)

ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكi̹ɉќ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦چו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښǇ˪َٔ˪ڂٟҨٿك٫
Ԇنʄځ٣ـكٞʪ֦٢ٌ٠ٙ٠Ѻɬَڃٞۘڂـϒـԅٵۗڀلۓۋڞؾګږڊڬفچ٠ٵٛ٘ٹ٦
چԆـٞԅˡچȇ̵ْۗ٘ٵۗڠۑڗڭږڊڬڂњɢВօ٦ťԱٟۗڃَ֤]ٹڗۓڋؾڮۇڞڂؿ
َٵُٵ٢ʛٌكم٢ڃڅِٞۗلِۘڂـЬ͌٢چڡؾہٻۓۋڞؾڱڭۓڋʛѡْڂʛ٧ۗԅ
ԱٻÐɠ٦¯ʛځٿƹِ٣ٌَڂڃ٠مΧۗوҨiٻӘƥ٣Þْڂʛ٧Ǹѱٙ٠ËّڂĺɆٹ
Χـ٦مƥɳٌٟٖۘڂؿٟۗ¯ʛɻɨ̑مi̹Әƥ҄ו٦Ǉ˪٣ʄځͶ¶ڂٸљ٠ِٞۗۑڻ٦
̹¶مؾڦؾېگٻљǍԪ٦٘ٸ٣ȝْ̯ۯۏڻۓڜڠڋۀۮڂȝ̯٦ХچʄځѷڂڃɉќԱ
٦Ɨģ٣Ϯʆِ٘ۘ/ٜ٦ȝӜ م2 ԁٲ١٠ϒ¯ۗوʱЫ͒ۗ܈٢١َٵُٵ٢˰ձ;چОِ٘
ơǝچѧۯۏڻۓڜڠڋۀۮڂً˪ٶ٧ۗi̹Әƥו٦§ѡ٣٠ٛٞ֏֤٢͵Ȗٟ¯ۘڂؿʛɻمi
̹͵ȖچІʄِٞơǝچȝِ̯ٖۗچڃʛِٞѧ״ًۗ˪ٶiْڂ٠ڠؾڽڭږڎڟۑڻفـ٦¶
љٟڗۓڰؾۍںڊګږډڂؿ٠ِٞϥٌٝڂي٠ٹٟمۯۏڻۓڜڠڋۀۮۗ٘ٵۘڂنǲƼĺ,
٣]َ֤͕٘ڃǣƗģ٧ٵٙԪǱَڃٞـ٢ٌٖۘـٌٟۗٵڃٟƗģِٞ٘نѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦i
̹˪٦սκзٟڂؿѣʇҝۗۓۋڞؾڱڭۓڋۗڡؾہ٢١ڀلҨбَٔۗӘƥͮוҵ٣ڂڅللΚ
َۗĸَۗڡؾہ٠ـٛ٘ڠۓڱۃۑڻ٣ÞۍڵڂڅƦƼ˳Ԫ٣ٜـٞ¯ʛɻمǄׁЫ٣ʛѡٟڂن
ɉќԱ٠ِِ֤ٞۗ٘¶چۯۏڻۓڜڠڋۀۮʍņ٦ХچԪǱْۘڂ٠و٣ۗ¯ʛɻمɨ̑٦̹ښچ
چוڂْۏؾۑڭۓӣڂيХٟۗ١٦فٿ٣ǫَ٦ٻۏؾۑڭۓښΒi٦ɢÝ٦چۏؾۑڭۓښɳƥ
ِ٘لiłЫ٣ԁِٖ̈́ۗ٦ʑ҉̤ٻɡΝɢÝچԁِ̈́٘ٹ٦چԪǱْڀَۘڂ٣ٌۗ٦ڭږڎڟۑڻ
چʍņѫٟɳɋْٸ٘ڂ٦ĺɆƗʕْڻکۋڞږؾےٟ٣وـٜل٦ǲ٣ـكٞɳɋِ٘ۤǲȔƿ
ׄíŐƹSюٌۘۥ٦Ɨʕٟ٧ۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ/ӆԦƼɻ٦ѶՍƼĺɆٹњ֡٦˴Ɗٟ¶љِۗ
كƷـ٣¯٫چڻکۋڞږؾےفؿǣٌف٠مٟ˪ۘ٘ن٦ɳͥԪǱ¯ۗڀلʛɻ̹م٦ǫَۗiۗ
ڡؾہ٦چۏؾۑڭۓښťٌڂْ٠٣ٿٛٞѡ٘ڃڀƇw٠ٖ٦ĺɆƗʕ٣ٜـٞԪǱْۘڂ
٢كՍƗģ٧ԉ̯ 29 ѽфځٿu¯ƗģӄíҺƗģۤۥ܈17K02866 ٠ِٞȋξَڃٞۘڂـ
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A Report of the Practices of Teaching Pronunciation
Using ‘Voice Sample’ Materials with the Acoustic
Analyses

Nobuko WANG (͙ʕθ¯)
Meiko OTSUKA (͙ʕθ¯)

We have several ways to train talking such as shadowing, dictation or dicto gloss. In this presentation
I propose the brand-new way “Voice sample project”. “Voice Sample” is a kind of tool for professional
voice actors/actresses or narrators to introduce themselves and what kind of voices or characters they
can act in film works. Namely, it is a kind of voice portfolio. “Voice Samples” consist of several kinds
of speech such as straight narration, TV commercials and characters’ voices for animation films of two
to three minutes in length, which often have added back-ground music and sound effects. I found “Voice
Samples” were very good as speech samples for learning foreign languages. I propose to use “Voice
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Samples” as material for learning languages. Though professionals’ “Voice Sample” should be recorded
in a recording studio, language teachers do not have such technology. In this attempt, I have done these
works with an IC recorder, free-software and some free music and sound effect websites. Language
teachers can make their students’ “Voice Sample” as active-learning project and can teach several
language aspects such as pronunciation, writing, and new vocabulary. First, students listen to a “Voice
Sample” several times, write it down correctly, and teachers then check it and can get to know how
many mistakes like “sokuon” or grammar/conjugation would occur. In the next stage, students practice
reading it aloud with good articulation and intonation like making a copy. After that, teachers record
students’ act and make “Voice Sample” with adding some music or sound effects. Students should be
encouraged by listening their own “Voice Sample”. In Japanese language classes in a University in
Japan, I attempted to use these materials for students whose level is higher than N1. The following
interview and evaluation by rubric indicates that their learning motivation has been increased, and they
have participated in class more than before. I also report about some conclusion of experiment of sound
frequency of learners’ reading by Praat. Beside of them, in this presentation, I would propose some
materials which are suitable for students who learn Japanese in overseas countries.
This work has been supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grand Number 17K02866.
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21 ̩Āŭۏڔڠ٦,̯چͶٶǵڇٙ
ǲƼĺ,چչɉِٞ ―
۰٣ۥۓڸێڊڹۤۄۍؾڐڹٍ̖ڇٲ۱٦ɳͥ―

Florinda Amparo a. PALMA GIL (ыİǲƼθ¯)
Sachiko KUWANO
Bernadette HIEIDA (DE LA SALLE UNIVERSITY MANILA)

ۮ٣ۯۄۍؾڐڹٍ̖ڇٲ٧ǂMȘϗԱ̖ٸل٦ځȘϗ٠ǲȔƿׄíŐĳȆ٦ٹ٠ɳɋِٞۗڂـ
10 ѽÝ٦ыѯډڟډ٠ѶՍ٦Ĵјɝņٟۗځؿѽ 1 ыѯ ډڟډ5 ڒǲۤێڊڹۗڋڦۗډڞڱڮۓڋ
ۥډؾڞېۂۗۄگڭڽۗۓڸ٠ѶՍͦڀل٨٘ڃǫǕ̵ۛĺɆچʡۗٸѶՍƼچĳВƦƼ٠ِٞ/ʾ
٣¯چ˰٭Αْٹڂ٦ٟۮۘڂؿ٣ۯۄۍؾڐڹٍ̖ڇٲٟ٧ۗ①ٌڀلڃ٦ɺ̩ڂن̵چζ٣ğ
ו҄ڂڃڀٸ٦,̯چչɉِ٘ǲƼĺ,٦ڨؾۑڻډ٦ĳ֏٠ɳͥۗ②ϯюĺ,٣ۮڂيك٣ٲ
ږؾےڭکڱۯٍ̖ڇ٦ů̯ۗ③ʁ̩ـζ٦΅Ʒֻ٦Β̓٠̖ۏڴؾۑڗȖ٦,̯٦ 3 ٜ٦չЫ
چųًٌٞۘڂـ٦ۮ٣ͪۯۄۍؾڐڹٍ̖ڇٲƹ٣٧¢ǲٟÞɝņٹǣڃڅٞۓڸێڊڹۗځكٟ
٧̵оͦҩچƌ٥٘ۮ٣ۯۥۓڸێڊڹۤۄۍؾڐڹٍ̖ڇٲ٦ɳɋٖۗ٦ΦѽÝچВِٞÞɝņچ
ǣٛٞنٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـѶՍچä̩ٷ¢ǲ٦ϯюĺ,̰Ƞ٣ـكٞ٧ۗˎٖ֮٦ɺچϏ̖فȖچ
,ٞٸ٘ڂ٦ĺ,٦Ǉ̮مɦٌَٖۗڃٟ٧ۗΧ֡٢nϞÙٹچٜ̖۠٠ĴјِκچƄِٞ
مו҄وـğڃڀٸٖٞۘڂـ٦٘ۮۗٸ٣ۮۗۯۄۍؾڐڹٍ̖ڇٲ٣ۯۥۓڸێڊڹۤۄۍؾڐڹٍ̖ڇٲ
٣ـكٞ٧ۗۮѶՍƼ٣"ۮۯו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂٿԅkֻ҄ۯו٦Ǉ˪٣pقٌٞۗڀلڃ٦
ɺٟğ ڂٽڅـۗוڂڃڀٸ21 ̩Āŭچۏڔڠ١٦فٿ٣́٨ٌْ٠مٟڂن٦چلǠقٞۘڂـ
ِِلǲƼĺ,ۗѶՍƼĺ,٣ۗڂيكѣ٣¯ʛɻ٦ 21 ̩Āŭۏڔڠ٦,̯٠ɳͥ٦̯w٠٧
m٢٦ِٟٖۘلفڄؿٞۗۓڸێڊڹ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧ 21 ̩Āŭۏڔڠ٦,̯٧١٦فٿ٢ՠٻ
Ďڂؿم٦ٙۘلفڄՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦ۓڸێڊڹ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٦ 21 ̩Āŭچۏڔڠ,ْ̯ڂ
ٌ٠٦ՠٻĎ٣ٜـٞۗۓڸێڊڹ٣ٞ 2013 ѽځٿɳɋِٞۮڂـ٣ڸێڊڹۤۄۍؾڐڹٍ̖ڇٲ
ۯۥۓ٠ٖۗ٦Þɝņ٦ɳͥۗٿك٫̯w٠ְٸٞʲٰۘڂԁ̈́ۛǠȦ٣٧ۗħۮ٣ؾڐڹٍ̖ڇٲ
ٿكۗۯۥۓڸێڊڹۤۄۍ٫ٖ٦Þɝņ٣ȯpِ٘ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۤǫǕ̵ٻۥǫǕѶՍƼĺɆڀل
ʐʡِ٘̇ځԚ̯ۗڭؾژۓډٻڭؾڞځwԀ̵ۗоۛĺɆٯ٦چؾۉڷڦۓڋȺْ֤ۘڂѶՍƼĺ,
 م21 ̩Āŭۏڔڠ٦,̯٣١٦فٿ٣ǦƖمٟڂن٦¨چلѺِФٌِٞوـ٠٧Ƿƹ٦ыѯډ
ډڟˁǲ٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٦£θ٣٠ٛٞʪ֦٢ٌ٠ٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂق
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Aiming for a foreign language education which
incorporates cultivation of 21st century skills Implementation of “Japanese Speakers’ Forum
(Philippines)” -

Florinda amparo a. PALMA GIL (ыİǲƼθ¯)
Sachiko KUWANO
Bernadette HIEIDA (DE LA SALLE UNIVERSITY MANILA)

“Japanese Speakers’ Forum” is a 10-year collaborative project between Southeast Asian countries
and Japan by the Kamenori Foundation and the Japan Foundation, wherein selected high school students
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and teachers from Southeast Asian countries (namely: Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam and
Malaysia) and Japan learn together and interact using Japanese as a common language with the
following aims: (1) To share and put into practice approaches to foreign language education to develop
skills required by society in moving forward, (2) To form a network of “Japanese speakers” in
secondary education, (3) To promote mutual understanding among young people and develop globallyminded human resources. Related projects are also being conducted in participating countries before
and after each “Japanese Speakers’ Forum”. In the Philippines particularly, a similar program called
“Japanese Speakers’ Forum (Philippines) which also serves as a venue to select students for the
international forum and other related programs are conducted all throughout the year. Whereby
cultivating human resources who can lead the future society has been defined as the direction of policies
for Secondary Education all over the world including Japan, from the current society and hereafter
problem-solving skills and skills in collaborating with other people with diverse values are becoming
essential skills. With this in mind, “Japanese Speakers’ Forum”, “Japanese Speakers’ Forum
(Philippines)” have been studying how to develop the necessary skills or the so-called 21st century
skills that will be required of students in the future society, on top of the enhancement of students’
“Japanese language communication skills” and “skills for intercultural understanding”. Therefore, what
can be achieved from the cultivation and implementation of 21st century skills specifically for learners
in the field of foreign language education and Japanese language education? Moreover, what is the
purpose and significance of incorporating the cultivation of 21st century skills into the Japanese
language education in the Philippines? To discuss the answers to the said questions, this presentation
will present the implementation framework, corresponding achievements and related projects of
“Japanese Speakers’ Forum (Philippines)” since 2013. For analysis and discussion, reflection sheets,
questionnaires, task outputs and the result of interview with high school students and high school
teachers who were past participants of the “Japanese Speakers’ Forum (Philippines)” will be used. The
presenters aim to demonstrate that in the promotion of Japanese language education in Southeast Asian
countries, identifying and raising recommendations on how the Japanese language education
contributes to the cultivation of 21st century skills play an important role.
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ǂĳ̮٠ٌ٠٨٦¯٫ۜ
Ȳ¯ĳњڭږڎڟۑڻ٦ɳͥƗģ
Jumpei MIYO (ӳΏցӌʱθ¯)
ՍҨӘ٧ۗӌʱ͙چվ٠ْ ڂA θ¯٠ѶՍƼ¯ʛùìچҨْ ڂB éņ٦Ȳ¯ĳњږڎڟۑڻ
ڭ٦ɳͥƗģٟۘڂؿA θ¯٦˪ĤѶՍƼ̵¯׆ۤڠۍږ٠ѶՍ̖¯̵٦ĳʕۥڠۍږٟ٧ۗB éņ
٦֯٣ ځٿASEAN ˁǲچϯ̅٠ِ̩٘٣ǇيٞѶՍ¯׆٦բچוиڂقF̬چȝِ٘ۘٵ
٘ B éņؾڴۓۅۛڭږڎڟۑڻٹ٠ِٞʍņ٣ȯpِ٘ۘȲ¯Ĵњڭږڎڟۑڻ٣̵¯ۗځٿ٠éņ̖
٧ٖۗۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڃٗڃ٣ٜـٞ١٦فٿ٢¯٫چѡ٘٦چلԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠چВّٞۗӾ̤٦
ׂ˰ۗӾ̤٦nϞÙٹچٜ̖۠مսκɬچĳ֏ِۗ/ٜ٦ɳͥ٣ʄځǵٌٷ٠ۗم١٦فٿ٢¯٫
ٷ̵چ٦چلǠȦْۘڂ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗӾ̤٦nϞÙمĳΠِٜٜۗսκɬچĳ֏ِۗɳͥ٣ʄځͶٌٷ٠مٟ˵ڂنļ
ۮچǂĳ̮ۯ٠ِۗǂĳ̮٦ڂؿƦƼĺ,٦˰چϨٌو٠٦ʪ֦̮چʃϼْٖۘڂ٦˪ٟۗǂĳ̮٦ؿ
ڂƦƼĺ,٦˰٦ɳƥٯǇ٘يɳͥƗģ٠ِٞۗҨӘɻمʄځͶڇٙȲ¯Ĵњچڭږڎڟۑڻʄځ
˪ًۘڂ
ɳͥ٧ۗA θ¯٦˪ĤѶՍƼڠۍږٟۗȯpɻ٧ۗĺ4 2 թۤѶՍƼĺ,ۤ]ԤɻۛۥFۗۥB é
ņɺ4 7 թۤ ۓڋڝڬ2 թۛˋӜé 3 թۛǍԪ 2 թ ̵¯ۗۥ22 թۤ ̵¯׆12 թۗѶՍ̖¯̵ 10
թۥٟؿٛ٘ۘʟ 1 ۗ13 ʟ٦ʍņٟؿٛ٘ۘɳͥ٦֦٧j٦٠ځكٟ①ۘڂؿé ۗ②é ڻ
③ۗۓڣېé ٦ʕ̳ۗ④F̬ȝۗ⑤ϯÝҨӘۗ⑥F̬ȝۗ⑦ȈʚҨӘۗ⑧ǂҨӘۘB
éņɺ4٧ۗ①ۢ⑧٦ڃٗڃٖڠڢۑڻ٣ 1 ٜٓȯpِۗéņ٦ׂ˰ۗـڂؿ٧ۗؾگڋڝڬ٦
ׂ˰̵¯ڀل٦é ٻȝӜ٣ِۘ٘ڭۓۅښ
Սɳ̵ͥ¯ڀلΓ٧ۗɣ٦فٿ٢¯٫چѡ٘ۘ①ɳȔ٦ɺ̖٠٦چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښВّٞۗ
θ¯٦ۗـڂؿ٧ˎ֮٣ٜ٢مۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂمŸƟ̵ٟ¯׆②ۘڂن٠ѶՍ̖ٗڃٖۗم
مڃԮۮوѶՍۯ٦چڟؾۅڋĳ֏ِۗսـЋٌِٞوـ٠مٟۘڂنΦۗéņΓ٣¯ٹ٫①ۘڂؿم
ؾڝؾۊ٣ŏ̵¯ـ٦nϞÙٻƥɳڗۓێډڶچ٠٧"٢ڂůٟو̋ځٿϟٌڂ٠م̵ٟ¯②ۘڂن
٠٦ڭږڎڟۑڻ٣Ӿ̤٦ӵʿمÞٌڂڅ٠ِٟۗ̈ـĴј٦ځؿ٣ûٌٝو٠مٟ˪ۘڂن٦ٿ
ف٣Ȳ¯ڃٗڃٖم٦չЫٟɳͥ٣Þ΅ۗځڅƷ٣¯٫ǭٌف٠ٌٟۘ٘ن٦فٿ٢ǂĳЫ٢¯٫چ
ʣɳٌَِٔٞوـ٠ۗمƦƼĺ,٦˰چǂĳ̮٦˰ڂؿ٣ٌِٞوـ٠٣ٜ٢ڂم٠ҨӘɻ٧Ǡق
ٞۘڂـ
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Publicness and language learning: an action research
on the industry-university cooperation project

Jumpei MIYO (ӳΏցӌʱθ¯)

This presentation is an action research of an industry-academic collaborative project of A university
specializing in art and company B developing Japanese learning equipment. In the Japanese class
(Cross-cultural peer learning for international students and Japanese students) at A university, we
created a video telling the attractiveness of studying in Japan towards the world centered on ASEAN
countries at the request of company B. Through industry-university cooperative projects, I analyzed
what students and business people have learned about communication. And then I will clarify the
significance of sharing problem awareness among people with multiple positions and multiple values
and incorporating them into one practice.
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In this presentation, I will state the situation where multiple values can coexist, shared the problem
consciousness and can tackle practice as "publicness", and insist on the importance of building a place
for language education with publicness .
From this practice, the student side got the following learning; ①Through communication with
business persons, students can experience communication leading to the outside of the university or
their future. ②International students and Japanese can share the image of "Japan" held by them, and
can reconsider them. On the other hand, the company also has learning; ①It can know the values of
the student closer to the user more deeply than in the hearing. ②By involving multiple departments in
the project with students, collaboration within the company is promoted.
As mentioned above, industry-academia was involved in practice for each purpose and learned from
each other. Enriching such learning will make the place of language education a place with publicness.
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Ѷ˲̵¶٣ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂيك٦
әn٦ځؿچǠڂق
̖ۛؾϠ+ԅkچٜ٢ىѶՍƼĺ,٦q̮҄ؾ
Azumi YU (ϯ؈ԅkθ،̟؏ĺ,ӵ)
Naomi SAWADA (ϯ؈ԅkθ،̟؏ӵ)
Hsiao chin LO (ηխθ¯)
ħ٦֮ηٿك٫ԵѶÙǁĕ٦ۗٹڀلڦؾڬη٠ѶՍ٧\֮مӠҴ٢Ϡ+ٌٟڂؿ٠څم
ڭکڱۗ٘ٵۘڂلċʱ٦Ҩυ٣ځٿѶՍ٣Þْ˳ڂԪʐʡٻѶՍƼɻ٠٦źځم٧֝ ٣٢ٛٞ
ٖۘ٘ن٦/ٟۗη٦ѶՍƼĺ,ƥ˰ٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻڀلѶՍƼɻ٠٦ٜ٢مځم٢ـ٠فـ
̹چɧ٣ْڃٌۘڂ٧¯ʛɻɨ̑٦ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣έْ˚ڂŉЫәn٦Әڃ٠Ʀۘفٿق
ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦әn٣ٜـٞ٧ۗšωۛǽђۤ2011ۗمۥĺ,ùÞ٦әnٟ٧˲٣ĺɆ
٠¯ʛɻ٦փ´مΠȕِۗѶ˲̵¶ٟ٦Φɻ٠٦έ٣٧ۗ΅Ʒֻ٦ХٟɨƭٻΦɻ٠٦ә
n¶љمΠȕْڂ٠ʲٰٞۤډؾڮۘڂـ2011ۗۥǽђۛ̋*ۛϯۤڀء2011ۥ٢١٦͕ǣƗģٟ٧ۗѶ
ՍƼȺ֤٣ـكٞۗ¯ʛɻ٣έْڂѶՍƼɻڀل٦әn٣ٜـٞ˿ڃڀڃٞۘڂـ
ҨӘɻ 3 ̖٧ۗѶ˲̵¶٣ڂيكѶՍƼɻ٠٦ٜ٢ځم٦ϯٟۗ¯ʛɻ҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښم
ו٦ɨƭәnچ١٦فٿ٣Ζقٞڂـ٦¯ۗ٘ٵۗلʛɻڇ¯مٟڂـɺۤηۥٟѶՍƼɻ٠
͍˿ْ˰ڂǭۗו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣έْڂәn٦ɬم١٦فٿ٣Ԗkْڂ٦چلիلڀ٣ِ
فٿ٠Ǡۘ٘ق
κ٦ɳͥʆΝن٠ِٞ٧j٦فٿ٣٢ۘڂη٦ OPI ǲȔθ٣ǭٔڅٞۗθȯpɻ٣
ȆϠ٦ϑ̠چѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمѫْچڭږڎڟۑڻڂɳǣِ٘ۘڭږڎڟۑڻ٦̓ٸ٧ۗۮѫۀ
چډڊګۓۍñՀْ¯ڂʛɻچԤʡ⇒͙վڀلڮڋړϑ̠٦קȽ٣ٜـٞǥUچԆ¯⇒وʛɻ٣ٿ
ڂɨʃЫʷӉ⇒⇒ۏڜؾڳێэѶ٦ѫۯٟډڊګۓۍۀۘڂؿάƟƹۗچؾۉڷڦۓڋڻؾۏڗǣ
¯ۗـʛɻٌم٦ڭږڎڟۑڻ٦ȯp٣ٿٛٞɨƭәn΅مʆ٠٦Þũ̮٦ϯٟ١٦فٿ٣Ԗڅٛ
٘٦چلիلڀ٣ٌِۗ٦ڭږڎڟۑڻ٦q̮҄چƔѓٌِ٘ۘ٦چڭږڎڟۑڻВِٞۗ¯ʛɻ٧η
ٟѶՍƼ٘̈٭¯چ٢ĎچƙʰِۗɨԁچʄځÃوϠ+ɺٯ٦ϟɬٵ̋مٛ٘ۘ¯ۗ٘ٵʛɻ٣
٧Ϡ+ԅk٣ڂڅللɝͪϟɬؿمٌٛ٘٠ۗڀلȯpɻ٦ѶՍƼɻ٠ѶՍƼȺ֤٣ڂيك
ɻ٦Þũ̮٣Ԗk̵ّمٌٞ٘ـ٠٢١مƇw٠ِٞѡٌۘ٘ڃڀ٦ٌ٠٣ۗځٿʥ֮٦ɺ̖ۛ٠ٜ
٢ڭږڎڟۑڻڂم٦ɳɋ٣/ٜ٦q̮҄چФٟ٘ن٠Ʀۘفٿق
ǽђ̆ȼۛšωֻ֑Ԙۤ2011ۥ۰ɺȯpُْٸچѶՍƼĺ,―ɺ٣Þۗڂڅٜ٢ۗڂمјلن
ڂي۱٪ّٜˀԾ
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How to think about evaluating communication ability
in studying Japanese -Possibility of the JapaneseLanguage education which connect the people and
regional cultureBook of Abstracts
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Azumi YU (ϯ؈ԅkθ،̟؏ĺ,ӵ)
Naomi SAWADA (ϯ؈ԅkθ،̟؏ӵ)
Hsiao chin LO (ηխθ¯)
According to the data of visitors visiting Taiwan and Japan, it is clear that large number of visitors
had entered and exit frequently between both countries. The Japanese language learners has easier
existed to interact to Japanese native speaker through internet technology development. On the other
hands, we hear that Taiwanese learners are telling teachers they do not have any opportunity to
communicate with Japanese native speaker. It shows that Taiwanese learners cannot evaluate their
communicative ability of one’s selves and with low self-confidence.
Concerning about the evaluation of communicative skill, Kumagaya/Sato (2011) has pointed that,
there are fixed role of evaluating communicative skill between teacher and learner had exist in
educational institution. by having daily communication with others and understanding one another, both
are evaluating one another in this communication process.
The preceding study by Doa (2011) and Sato/Fukai/Nakazawa (2011) pointed that how Japanese
native speakers evaluate oral ability of the leaners.
Our purposes of the research ware; one is how the learners evaluate their own communication ability
in their daily life, two is how the leaners change their awareness of their own communication ability
evaluation when they communicate with Japanese native speakers in Taiwan.
OPI international symposium had hold in Taiwan 2018 August, many participants came from Japan,
so we had planned a project that the learners guided the Japanese participants through Tamsui where
the symposium had hold. First of all, we had called for learners who want to be Japanese volunteer.
Then we had a class by professional guide for the learners to know the history and place of Tamsui.
After that they began to prepare for guiding by their own way. Finally, they had guided the Japanese
native speakers through Tamsui.
After this project, we had an interview with the learners who were Japanese guide, we found the
learner’s evaluation for their Japanese ability had changed through this practice. Then we thought this
project had a possibility which the Japanese learners overseas would change the perspective about
evaluation of their own Japanese ability.
By having this project, the Japanese learners found a new purpose to continue learning Japanese and
had become more aware about their living community. The learners had knowledge about own
community, but we found that when the learners used Japanese, the relation between the Japanese
learners and the participants had slightly been changed.
We could say that this project what we planned would be an opportunity to connect with society and
the Japanese learners.

چڭڠګۓښڭکڔڠۺڨؾڸڠВِ٘
۰ٜ٢ڂم۱ѶՍƼڊګڰۉۃښ٦ǖϨُِٸچٞ
Taku OKAMOTO (ǲȔƿׄíŐ)
Mayu MIYAMOTO (ؾۉڬڵθ¯)
ѶՍƼڭڠګۓښڨؾڸڠ٧Љѽ̩ۗϯ٦֡۠٢ϗάٻĺ,ùÞ٣ٿٛٞϠ+٘ٵ٧¢ǲ٦¯
ʛɻ٦٘ٸ٣Ȇَڃٞ¯ۘ٘نʛɻمѶǶ٦¯ʛ̯wچҨóِ٘ۗځɨƭӘƥِ٘˰ڂْځٟؿ
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ڂٙيٟ٢¯ۗوʛ֪٦Ǉ˪ۗϠ+٦ѶՍɺ٠٦ƿׄۗѶՍƼĺ,چʄڊګڰۉۃښٷځ٦ڱ
ږؾےڭکǖϨ٢١ٖۗ٦չЫ٧Χð٣ۤۘڂŐĘԟ܂۽ۼ۾ѽۗåՍ܂۽ۼ۾ѽۥ
Ս¯٣ـكٞٹʍņ¶љ٦/ӵ٠ِٞڭکڔڠٻڨؾڸڠ٢١٦ҨӘ¶љچȋځѷڃٖٞۗم٘ـ
٦¶љ٧¢ڠۍږѫٟÆƇْٹڂ٦ٟؿٖٛ٘ۘ٦˰ǭۗІʝ٠٢ڂ٦٧ʤ̤թ٦ڭڋۅڠۍږ٠Ϗ
эĺɆٟٖۗځؿ٦չЫ٧ۗʍņ٦әn٦έ˧̯ٻwԀٟمڠؾژڂؿΧلٛ٘ۘ
ٌٖٟ܂۽ۼ۾ѽʴ¯ö٣Ս¯ʼ٦əٶ٠ِٞۗۮѶՍƼچۯڭڠګۓښڭکڔڠۺڨؾڸڠȆِ٘ۘ
Սڭڠګۓښ٧ۗѶՍƼڊګڰۉۃښ٦Ҩб٠ۓۋڞؾېۉڔڊګؾډ٦ĸkچʃæ٠ِۗ¯ʛ̯wچ
Ӏڂْù̵¯چ٣Фıٌْڂ٠چչɉِ٘ۘ
θ̭٦Іʝ٦ٟͪҨӘْڂ٠ٌڂي͐چ˰فـ٠ٟۗ¯ѽٻĺɱ٦چN٘قٜ٢ۗڃٵ̵مځم
ڊګڰۉۃښѫ٦έچΒْփ´ٹwْ٘٠Ǡۘ٘ق
ՍҨӘٟ٧ِۗ̈چڭڠګۓښڭکڔڠۺڨؾڸڠوé ۛɳɋِ٘ɳͥԪǱ٠فـϥٝيٟۗښ
ڭڠګۓ٦ʰ˰ɻۗÙֶɻۗĺ4ِٖۗٞ̄ȁ4ڀلʐِ٘ڭؾژۓډƇw٣ٜـٞԪǱْۘڂ

"Connecting" Japanese Communities Through a
Speech & Skit Contest

Taku OKAMOTO (ǲȔƿׄíŐ)
Mayu MIYAMOTO (ؾۉڬڵθ¯)

This presentation reports a project of Japanese speech and skit contest, which is carried out at a public
university in Midwest of the United States for the first time in its history. It also shows results of survey
collecting responses from the participants: contestants, their class instructors, judges for the contest,
and the audience. The aim of the contest is to develop the community of Japanese education and to
strengthen the articulation between those who are related to the community. Not merely for object or
output for assessment of classroom activities, holding the contest plays a role to the community not
only to provide Japanese learners with an opportunity to perform their result of learning Japanese in
front of a crowd of audience, but also to make all of the participants connected beyond classrooms and
facilitate conversations among the members in the community.
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Ëٌّڂ٠ۛиٌڂق٠ٜۛ٢ٌڂم٠ - 21 ̩Ā٦ѶՍƼ
ĺ,٠ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦չɉْٹ٦٠٧
Kanako GOTO (ۉڟؾڏێθ¯ۗږکێڭڒۛۓڈ۔ؾۏθ¯(UCL))
ƥȕڵکۑؾیٟѶՍƼ̖٘٭¯چٚ٦Þ̅٧ۗǫф̯Љö٣ӁٰٞԀɲۛŐͨЫ٢ٹ٦ۗڀل
̅˳Ы٢ٹ٦̷ۗ̎Ы٢Զَ̅ۗل٦ٜ٢ٯځم٠#ٛٞنٞ¯ۘڂـѽф٦ʼٸ٣¯ʛɻ٣ۮɑ٠
ѶՍƼۯ٠فـκٟɨƭˣِچٞفڀٹ٠ۗɨԁ٦ǲ٠X٘ڃ־وѶՍ٣έِٞѝٵۤٻڃٙƙ٤
ǲٟځؿ٢چَِلۥڀمËّٖۗ٦X̩ـ٠ɨԁ٦Įچ־ʭـ٘ٸ٠Ɉٛٞڂـ٦ۘڂلڅمѶ
Ս٦̖٘ٚۗـֻِ٘چҽڀ٠ٜ٢ۗـ٘ځمɨԁ٦̹چиۘـ٘ق՟ ̩ۛۅڰډζ٦¯̵ۗٹǴ
ءի٦F ٣ѝڃٞۗٹ̵¯ڂـƦƼ٦ʛѡچВّٞ̅٦ٜ٢چځمğڂٸûɡٚ٧ĳВِٞۘڂـ
ҨӘɻ٧ĺɆ٠ِٞ٦ŸƟ٦ϯٟۗɨԁۮمĺقٞڂـۯ٦ٟ٧٢¯وʛɻ٦¯ۮ٫٘ۯـ٠فـû
ɡٚ٣ќڃلٌٌٞٵٟ֮٘فٿ٣Ëّٞۘڂـ2011 ѽ 3 ƉۗыѶՍθ̕ȎمĄٌٛ٘ɢۗҨӘɻ٧
ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٘ٚٹɨԁ٠њّفٿ٣̋ـˤƁ٠Ҿِٶ٣ԩڃٵٞڂـ٦چϟٛٞŃٖۘ٘ـ٦Ѷ
٦ʍņٟ٧Ϡۗ̕Ϡ¦Ԗљؾڕۏڱڏٻսκ٦ِۗچʍņمʚڄٌڂڅ٣٧٘ق©ۮٞ٦ѶՍƼ
چȺٛٞӼч٦Ʉı٘ٚ٣ʆɓچˀٌۯف٠فـŻ ڃٵ̵مٞۘ٘ـŻ ٧њѽ 6 Ɖ٣ʆɓ٠ِ
ٞÆِ̯ۗӼч٦نڅـɅ٦ˏ¯̵٘ٚ٣֬ۘ٘ڃڀѽ 2 Ɖ٣٧ҽ ڀلڀ100 В˪٦Ԛɝمѩ
ڇمۮۘ٘ـ٨مځؿۮۯٿڂ٠ۮۯفǷф٧ۯٿڂيْ٘مڀوٳѶՍƼ̵٘¯٭¯چٚٯ٦ڟؾڢکۅ
٠فـғۗلڀلׇ٪مڀ٢٦ΧۗـϹѻ٣ˀ٘ڃلԚɝ٣۠٧ËƂِ٘ۘÎقٞʆˀن٣ٌْڂ
٠ٟۗ¯ʛɻ٦ûɡ̼ٚځٿچɳ٣ѩٌڂي٠مٟ٘ن٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠Ɉِٖۘفٞگڒڦڒٟˀ٘ـ
ɨԁ٦թͪمѶՍ٦Ʉı٘ٚ٣ѧڇٟۗ٘قڀٹûɡٚمиڅٛ٘٠فـɝɳۗمXـǲ٦ڇٶ٢
٠ɨԁۮمٜ٢مٛ٘ۯɳË¯ۗق֚چʛɻ٣ɨ̂فٿ٘ق֚چٙۘՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍ٠ٜ٢ـ٘ځم
٠è¯فʛɻ٦ûɡٚ٣љڃَلٞѶՍƼĺɆ̯مЉِٞوـХ٠ۗѶՍƼ٘ـ֤چŘάЫ٢ڻ
̢چڭږڎڟۑǣْڂХٟ٦¯ʛɻ٦̅٦̯Љ٣ٜـٞۗɳάƟٹچ٠٣ۘـِِ٘كʆˀن٦
ʆɓ٠٧̳Үέ٦ם٠ِٞۗڭکڱؾڦۓڋ٦ѣַِ̮֤ۗچѶՍ˂چ̵¯ڂْ¯׆ٯڵکۑؾیڀل
ڂيչЫٟۗ˪ډڊڬھڔڊڍ٦ڠۓۍڹƼ٦Ăɝ٦ѶՍƼҲچȝْ̯(ڭږڎڟۑڻڂ2017 ѽ 11 Ɖ)
٣ٜـٞۗٹԇٔٞԪǱِ٘ۘـ
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Emotion-Emission & Connexion in Japanese Language
Teaching/Learning in the 21th Century

Kanako GOTO (ۉڟؾڏێθ¯ۗږکێڭڒۛۓڈ۔ؾۏθ¯(UCL))

For which reasons do European people wish to start learning Japanese? In a Japanese classroom at a
European university, students’ relations with Japan and its culture are quite various. Students are from
“Manga generation” or they are “fans of Kurosawa movies”, traditional arts, martial arts, and so on.
This variety in their interests shows, however, a common feature – a desire “to be connected with Japan”,
its culture, its people, its natural and social phenomena. They want to communicate with Japan, to read
and listen to Japanese people’s voices and they also want to be read, listened to and to be understood
by Japanese people.
As a Japanese Language teacher, I have a feeling to be guided by “students’ aim to learn”, rather than
by my mission “to teach to them”. The aim of this presentation is to share a teacher’s experience of
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his/her personal evolution that we can consider as a process of teaching and learning. A teacher does
not only teach, but also learns from his/her students.
Just after 3.11 Tohoku Earthquake in 2011, my students were deeply shocked and sad. The emotions
shared in classroom gave me a real discovery and surprise. The students were indeed touched by this
tragedy and wanted to help Japan. But how? After several hours of discussion in classrooms and in SNS,
more than 60 Belgian students of Liège University decided to lead a letter writing project, in which
each one could participate using their own Japanese Language skills. Using hiragana and katakana just
mastered during the class, putting their names or pictures, manga-like croquis. 3 big-sized handwritten
letters were sent to an elementary school in Fukushima in June 2011. This “Belgian sympathy” to their
Japanese friends made a “happy return”, that is, more than 100 handwritten “Arigato” responses arrived
from Fukushima children several months after. Throughout this Letter project, these students have
experienced a real sensation of communication, in connecting with someone and being in an emotional
commitment – that would provide them with self-esteem as a learner of Japanese Language.
I would like to mention another example of communication experience using Japanese Language,
not a “handwritten” but a “cyber” one (2017). This is “Wikipedia-article writing project” meant to
describe a Belgian city – Louvain-la-Neuve –, in which B1-level students participated, with a hope to
help Japanese students wishing to come studying in Belgium in the future.
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Historicity and Futurity: or, When is this Present of
Critical “Hope”?

Yukiko HANAWA (New York University)

This paper proposes to step aside – not back – to consider the historicity of our practices of thinking
when we seek to engage with “peace” as conceptualization, what we habituate as we think of “content,”
and the modes of proximity with lineages of “critical thinking”. In order to focus on the ways that
“words” with all of its limits and potentialities operate in the current debates around “peace,” “content,”
and “critical thinking”, I will structure my questions by navigating some of them through what the
Australian scholar Ghassan Hage has marked as “hope” in his disquisition on “hospitality” in contrast
to the often cited but less interrogated concept of “omotenashiٹكٞ٢ِ.” The paper is based in
several years of curricular engagement for a fourth-year Japanese reading focused course. Here, my
concerns are fundamentally underscored by the urgent imperatives of moving beyond dehistoricized
conceptualization of “diversity” or “multiculturalism” synchronously in moving towards futurity. The
dehistoricization, thus abating disavowal of language as formed in sociality of our modernity, risks
repetition and reproduction of the occlusion of structurally encoded authority and legitimation in
language practices. What might it mean, then, for those of us who teach Japanese language to those
who have varied relationship to not only their subjectification “in Japanese, as language” but also
limited available modes of enunciation of their experiences? The point of departure here will be Lee
Chong-Hwa’s “Tsubuyaki no seijishisou” ۮٜنٻ٭٦̰ɤɈ;(ۯ1997), Motome no seijigaku ۮğٸ
٦̰ɤ¯ۜƦ֥ۗҙـӴفч(ۯ2004), and Ukai Satoshi’s Otosuru chikara: kurubeki kotoba e ]ۮя
ْنٰڂ֮ۜוڂƦ֥٘ٚ(ۯٯ2003). The paper traces the difficulties encountered in trying to think
of curricular reform, as I thought of the challenges posed by Lee Chong-Hwa and Ukai, as I read their
critique in proximity of Lee Yeounsuk, “Kokugo” to iu shisou ۮ۰ǲƼ۱٠فـɈ;(ۯ1996), Sakai
Naoki, Shisan sareru Nihongo/Nihonjin ۮɎȲَڂڃѶՍƼۛѶՍ̖(ۯ1996), and Kawamura Minato,
Sakubun no naka no Dai-Nihon Teikoku ۮȝԅ٦ϯ٦θѶՍПǲ(ۯ2000). What does it mean that
most Japanese language courses “de-emphasizes” the relationship between the emergence and
contemporary practices of “standard Japanese” and kokugo, where the “content” we teach is this
standardized Japanese language, squarely positioned in relationship to the “object” called “Kokugo?”
How might we both more directly acknowledge the power and authority embedded in the language, as
we seek means to think of practices of futurity?
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ԉٯ٦έُْٸچѶՍƼĺ,ɳͥ
―ۯڭڠګۓښۍۇڔڂٽۮȆٯǇيٞ―

Shuichi KUCHIKATA (ڠڎڟۏڏθ¯)
Yuko SUZUKI (ڢۓګۏڻۓښۛڮکێڮۂθ¯ƦƼ)ؾڦۓڢ
Yu MITSUMORI (“̸ډڊڹڤ”ڔڠڮێڹڑۛڭۓۅێږθ¯)

ՍҨӘ٧ۗѶՍ٦ԅkۯۍۇڔڂٽۮ٣Ϯչٌِۗٵڃٟ٦ډێړۏںۗۓڋھڠۗښۏڭٟ٦ѶՍƼ
ĺ,ɳͥچÖƅ٣ٵ٠ۗٸʃ٣ڵکۑؾیϠ+چέ˧٠ِ٘ۯڭڠګۓښۍۇڔڂٽۮ٦ȆچɇǇْ
ٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ۯۍۇڔڂٽۮ٧ۗͮۮǲ¢ϠٟȆَڂڃϠɨɤάʃȆ٦ۗٻڭۓڽڋΤٌِۗكթȲӜ٢١٦
PR ٦٘ٸ٣ȝؾڦږۍۇڔ٘ڃڀ٦ٌ٠ۘѣ٣Ϯٶڂى٠٢ٛ٘چؾڦږۍۇڔɉْ ڀفٶ(ۯ2004:2)٠
ОĎَۗڃǷٟ٧ĺ,ƥ˰٣ٹǍمٛٞۘڂـ
ӑɻڀ٧ٌٵڃٟۗۯۍۇڔڂٽۮȝ̯چВِٞۗʃ٣j٦ 2 ٜ٦ѶՍƼĺ,¶љچǣٛ٘ۘ
1 ٜ٧ۗ2016 ѽ 12 Ɖ ڀل2017 ѽ 5 Ɖ٣يلٞۗښۏڭ٠ۓڋھڠ٦θ¯ٟ¯٭ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۗم
ۏگڟێڑ٦ۯۍۇڔڂٽۮ٠٠ٹ٣ɨԁ٦Єچˣْچڑڬڷڂȝِ̯ۗƿÍِٖ٘ۘ٦ƇwۗƷـ٦
چڑڬڷƙٌٞۗڂْچڭۓۅښ٠ٟۗ"ԅkچϟنڂٛيل٠٢ۗ٘ٵۗځиڂڅѶՍƼ٣ٜـٞѫ˟
ٟۘ٘ن
 فٹ1 ٜ٧ۗ2017 ѽ 7 Ɖ 2 Ѷۢ7 Ѷ٣ۓګڔۗډێړۏںɅٟǣ٘ڃڅι 6 չ٠٢ۓڒۏڴۮڂ
ҭчѶՍƼۯڻۓۇڔؾۂڜٌٟۘڂؿ٦ڻۓۇڔ٧ۗۀۗډڰڮژۂۗډڰۂؾۏۗښۏڭۗډێړۏں
ډڷۏڢۗگڷڛڎڪۏڼۛډڰڠ٦¯ʛɻمʡځٵѶՍƼٟƿٌْׄڂ٠چչЫ٣ǣڃڅٞۗمڂـ
Ƿ٧ۮƦƼԖʈۂؾګۓڋۅچۯ٣¢ǲ٦ȯpɻڻؾۏڗم٣ԁۮڂٽڅـۗڃلփ´Ƽۇڔۮٻۯ
ۍƼچۯŗȺِ٢ۏگڟێڑۗڀم٦چۯۍۇڔڂٽۮȝِ̯ۗҨӘِ٘ۘ
˪Ă٦¶љۯۍۇڔڂٽۮۗڀلȝ̯چВّ٘¶љ٧ۗҨiٻԖʈ٢١ѶՍƼ٦֡۠٢֦͵ڀل٢
ڂƦƼЫΓձ٠ۗɨԅkچи"ۗقԅkڂֻْچ٠فـԅkЫΓձچɡٜ·ǭЫ٢ĺ,¶љٟؿ
ٌڂ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ԉ٦ɳƥ٣٧ۗέچВّΦɻֻِچɨԁچиٌڂق٠مíҺ٣٢ڂ٠Ǡۇڔڂٽۮۘڂڃڀق
ۯۍ٧ٖ٦/ϓچϏٌف٠مٟڂنѶՍԅkΙ͵چڃٌۗقځȖ٣ѶՍƼچВّٞ֡۠٢ǲٻϠ+٦
̖۠مٜ٢ٌڂم٠مٌٟٖۘڂنٟۗՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ¢Ϡ٦¯ʛɻمȝْ̯چۯۍۇڔڂٽۮڂ/ћ٣
ʡۯڭڠګۓښۍۇڔڂٽۮۗٸ٦ȆچФٌِ٘ۘـ٦Ȇ٣ۗځٿ¢ϠٟǣڃڅٞڂـԞθچ
٧ّٸ٠ْڂ¢ʈڭڠګۓښњ֡٣ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ȯp֪٠¯ʛљùچǫٌڂٸ٠مöίٟۘڂنι 1
չ٧ڵکۑؾیϠ+چϯ̅٣ۗ2019 ѽ٦ɳɋچչɉْۘ
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Educational practice of Japanese language for
dialogue toward peace : to hold a Yuru-chara Contest

Shuichi KUCHIKATA (ڠڎڟۏڏθ¯)
Yuko SUZUKI (ڢۓګۏڻۓښۛڮکێڮۂθ¯ƦƼ)ؾڦۓڢ
Yu MITSUMORI (“̸ډڊڹڤ”ڔڠڮێڹڑۛڭۓۅێږθ¯)

This study focuses on Yuru chara, Japanese mascot characters, and provides a practical report on the
use of Yuru chara in Japanese language teaching. It also plans a future Yuru chara exhibition in Europe
and neighboring areas.
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Yuru chara is defined as mascot characters created to promote regional events, local specialties and
revitalization of local villages. Yuru chara are typically costumed characters (Miura (2004:2), translated
by the authors). Yuru chara are now popular among educational institutions.
The authors of this paper have conducted two educational activities of Japanese language through
the creation of original Yuru charas in class.
One activity was an exchange program between Turkish and Spanish university classes of Japanese
learners. Both groups made videos introducing their local places with their original Yuru charas and
exchanged the videos. By viewing other group's videos and commenting on them, students experienced
different culture and realized the importance of understandable pronunciation.
Another activity was an intensive course given at the sixth Japanese Language Summer Camp:
Balkan Peninsula held in Kiten city, Bulgaria. Students from Bulgaria, Turkey, Romania, Macedonia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia participated in the camp to communicate each other in Japanese.
Theme for the sixth camp was language variation. The participants were divided into groups to create
original Yuru charas making use of role language and character language.
It was shown that activity through Yuru chara creation is a combined education which includes both
linguistic side and cultural side.
For the realization of peace, it is strongly believed that the communication with others is important.
Yuru chara contributes to the communication and helps people with various backgrounds get to know
each other through Japanese language. This paper proposes holding an exhibition of original Yuru chara
created by learners. This exhibition will promote leaner’s motivations for language learning as speech
competition held in each areas. The first exhibition is planned to be held in Europe and neighboring
areas in 2019.
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VRۤl;ƥɳۥ/ ARۤ£ϼƥɳۥċʱ٣ڂٿ
ˎ֮٦ƦƼĺ,ٯ٦ڭږڵۓڋ

Takako AIKAWA (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Augmented Reality (AR)  ٻVirtual Reality (VR) ٢١٦̈ŀċʱ٧ۗՊѷË٦ڊګږۍڦۓڋڂؿ
ں٢¯ʛάƟچɡ٘ٔٞۘڂڃوǔ٣ۗAR / VR άƟ٧َۗٵُٵ٢ԅkЫґŶچɡٜ̖۠ٯ٦ۮĳ
Ëۛ˰טË(ۯempathy)چΒْ̩٘ۗٸԉچΒْ̓ڂq̮҄ٹӂڂٸ٠Ʀڃڅٞ ۘڂـAR / VR ċ
ʱ٧ۗٵٙ֝ ٣ĺɱÑķ٣ќѷٟٹڂن٦ٟ٧٢ۗمـŏ֮ˎـӐٓĺ,ԁցٟʪ֦٢փ´چ
wْ٘٠Ɉڇ̓مؾڟۑڲږګـِِ̈٘فٌۘڂڃڅٟوـϯۗ۠ĺɆ٧0ۮو١٦فٿ٣ٌڀڃ
٦چؾڟۑڲږګƦƼĺ,٣ַ֤ٟۯلڂن٠فـκچǠقٞلـ٢ڃي٨يـ٢ۘـՍǝ٧ۗAR
/ VR ċʱـ֤چٞҨِ٘ 3 ٜ٦چۓۋڞؾژێڻډˣِ٢ٌۗڀم٦κ٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂ
Ȉʼ٣ˣْێڻډڂ٧ۮJaJanۯ٠ƪ٨ ڂڃAR ڠؾڽ٦ێڻډٟۘڂؿJaJan ٧ۗXϠ٦¯ʛɻ
چĳ֏l;ŚÝ (shared virtual space) ٣ϥ¯ۗنʛɻ٣ٹل٘ؿɨԁ٘ٚمњّڭڠڔګۓښ٣ڂـ
ل٦فٿ٢l;چԮٖۗٔل٦ϯٟ֡۠٢¯ʛ¶љچq҄٣َٔٞۗ٘ٵ ۘڂڃوJaJan ٧ۗƦƼ¯ʛ
٣ڭڠڔګۓښڂيك٦ʪ֦̮چĸЇِۗ֡۠٢ڻڋڦ٦ڭڠڔګۓښ٦ٹۓۋڞؾېۉۃڞq҄٣َٔ
ٞۘڂڃوɣ٣ˣْێڻډڂ٧ ۮWordSenseۯ٠ƪ٨ٹڂڃ٦ٟۗƥɳ٦̩٣ۓښږکڊڹۍڗۑڿ
چڭۓګѷڃǵ¯ۗٶʛɻمѶ˲̵¶٦ϯٟƼ¯¯ʛάƟـچٜۗ١ٌٟٟٹq҄٣َٔٞٹڂڃو
٦ٟۗ٘ٵ ۘڂؿWordSense ٧ۗśҨЫ¯ʛ (serendipitous learning)٦Ѿٹڂْ̟̓چ٦ٟۗՍǝ
ٟ٧ٌ٦¯ʛѾ٣ٜـٞٹÖό٣˿ۘڂڃȈƹ٦ێڻډ٧ۗۮVR Kitchenۯ٠ƪ٨ۗڃCљË©¯
ʛ (Kinesthetic Learning)٦ѾچΒْ̓ٹڂ٦ٟ ۘڂؿVR Kitchen ٧ۏۇڨؾڴŚÝѫٟ٦¯ʛ
ɻ٦چۓۋڞږګڊڬۓۋڞؾۆǣـ٢ۗڀمKinesthetic Learning لـم٣Ƽؐʛѡ٦٘ٸ٣փׂٜ
چلƗģչЫ٠ِٞۗҨَٹ٘ڃ٦ٟۘڂؿՍǝٟ٧۠مɳȔ٣ǣٛ٘ɳƟƇwچɦِ٢ۗڀم
Kinesthetic Learning مƼؐʛѡۗԟɡ٣փׂٜ٠فـl͒ۘڂْڭؾہڜچ
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Impact of AR/VR Technologies on Future Language
Education

Takako AIKAWA (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Technology can provide new opportunities for language learning, and emerging technologies such as
augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) have great potential for immersive, interactive learning
experiences. Further, they have the potential to promote world peace, as AR/VR-experience allows us
to empathize with people from different cultural backgrounds ([1], [2], among others). Although they
are currently not yet easily acquired in classroom settings, AR/VR-technologies will bring the next
wave of digital transformation to the learning environment and play a crucial role in the field of
education. However, we do not yet know how and in what ways these technologies can support learning
a new language. This paper addresses some insights on these questions. To this end, we present three
applications that we have developed using AR/VR-technologies.
The first one is called “JaJan”, which provides a so-called “shared virtual space” for language learners.
JaJan is an AR-based application that connects learners at distance via the Internet, and lets them
interact with each other in its shared virtual space. JaJan emphasizes the importance of context for
language learning. It simulates various types of real-life contexts, letting learners “act out” as if they
were in a real context. In this respect, it enables learners to get virtual study-abroad experience with
the target language.
The second application is called “WordSense.” WordSense blends holograms with our living
environments, and it creates contextually rich language learning experiences in our daily lives.
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WordSense promotes the concept of “serendipitous learning” for language learning, which we define
as situated, incidental learning that occurs naturally in learners’ environments and is shaped by their
curiosity.
The third application is called “VR Kitchen”, which promotes the concept of kinesthetic learning.
VR Kitchen is a VR application that tracks learners’ body movements and let them learn vocabularies
or phrases of the target language through their performances inside the virtual kitchen. It reinforces
associations between word and action pairs. Our premise here is that the more modalities leaners use,
the better memory retention they will have for their vocabulary acquisition.
Although these three applications use different platforms and technologies, they all aim to investigate
how the utility of using virtual environments can transform language learning via behavior and context
in order to improve the learning process in digital environments.
The organization of the presentation is as follows: first, I will provide a high-level overview of the
current AR/VR technologies and their influence on the field of education in general. Then, I will
introduce the three applications mentioned above by presenting their demo videos. In so doing, I will
also discuss how these virtual environments are different from other digital ones (such as the Internet),
and point out unique affordances of virtual environments that are not possible in classroom or face-toface settings. I am confident this presentation will shed light on how AR/VR technologies will influence
our language pedagogy in the future. By extension, it will also help us understand how AR/VRexperience can promote world peace.
References:
[1] Rosenberg, R.S., Baughman, S.L., Bailenson, J.N. (2013). Virtual Superheroes: Using
Superpowers in Virtual Reality to Encourage Prosocial Behavior. PLOS One., 8 (1), 1-9.
[2] Groom, V., Bailenson, J.N., & Nass, C. (2009). The influence of racial embodiment on racial bias
in immersive virtual environments. Social Influence, 4(1), 1-18.
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ѧĺ,ٿك٫¯ʛɊS٦٘ٸ٦
ù҄Әƥϲʰۏؾڪ٦Ҩ٠C֤ɳƟ
Yoshiko KAWAMURA (ыİǲȔθ¯)
ՍƗģ٦չЫ٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,ٿك٫ѶՍƼƗģ٣֏֤٢ù҄ӘƥϲʰچۏؾڪҨٌْڂ٠٣
ٿكڵکۑؾیۘڂؿ٫̩¢ǲٟѶՍƼ٭¯چչЫ٦/ٜۗمѶՍԅkٻѶՍɺ٣Þْ˳ڂԪ
چѶՍƼچВِٞѡٌڂ٠ٟٖۘڂؿ٦٘ٸ٣٧ѶՍƼٟˀ٘ڃلԅˡ٦ѧمӢqƃٌٟڂؿ٠
٧Ʀٵفٟ٢ۘـ٠ٌٵڃٌۗمڄٟҨَڃٞ ٘نWeb ˪٦ѧɊSۏؾڪ٧Ƽؐۏڽې٦ٹ٦م
θҭٟۗѷ٘ڃَוԅˡ٣äڂڃٵù҄ӘƥٻӘƥԅŭ٣Þْٹڂ٦٧ٲ٠ڇ١٢ۘـƥȕҨچ
̓ٸٞڂـù҄Әƥϲʰۏؾڪ٧ۗѷוԅ چMeCab ٣ٿٛٞůΰ͵ِٖ̈́ۗ٦Ƈwۮچù҄Әƥ
ۯڭڠێ٠˞ǭِٞù҄Әƥڃٖٻ٣ʷّڂӘƥچɨљϲʰْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ʰƥ̤چӘɦْۘڂ
ù҄Әƥю٦ϲʰچЬ͌٣ǣٸ٘ف٣ۗۮù҄Әƥۯڭڠێ٣٧ۗ эƼŔٙيٟ٢ͪۗوƹ٦˴
Ɗۏؾۏچ٠ِٞȑولĂȓِ٘ۘù҄Әƥ٠ِٞ٧ڋڞۂۇڟۛڻؾۏڗ٣ڂٿ۰ԅŭɩЯ۱٦¢ǩ
չچʄڀًَۘ٘˪ځ٣ۗƼؐЫӾǭљɗ٣pقٞۗԢ˂љɗ٠ِٞӾǭљɗچůِ̯ٞڂـљɗچ
ϲʰٟفٿڂن٣ِ٘ۘۗ٘ٵӸɗ͑ٿك٫թɗʕ˹͑٣ٹϮչِۗ͑چќوůɫթɗٹϲʰٌْڂ٠
٣ِ٘ۘ
C֤ɳƟ٦Ƈwۗù҄ӘƥۗӾǭљɗ٦ϲʰ٣٧ٳٲսκم٢ۗمـӸɗ͑ۛթɗ͑چќوůɫ
թɗ٦ϲʰ٣٧ۗɣ٦فٿ٢սκٌڂؿم٠لڅمٛ٘ۘa.˴Ɗ͑ۤۢ٘ڀ/ٙۢۗڀ٢ۥڀ٦ƹ٣ѧз
م٢ىْو٣թɗمΝ˰وǭ٣ϲʰِΣ٥ۗڂb.Ӹɗ͑چќوůɫթɗمɳɲթɗ٠ِٞȺ٘ڃڅ
˰ǭ٣ٹӸɗ͑٠ِٞϲʰٌِِٞفٵ٠ۗڂؿمc.ۮљɗ+թɗۯٟǖَ̯ڂڃӾǭթɗ٦˰ǭۗЬ
͌٢ϲʰمǣق٢ڀڃٌۘـ٦սκз٣Þِٞ٧ۗۄۍڗۑڻ٦ۮۗבù҄Әƥۯڭڠێ٦ۏؾۏ٦
̷بkۗMeCab ٦ɩˀٯ٦όƼ٦Бpр״ю٦Ա٣ٿٛٞέ]ِ٘ۘۗ٘ٵ٪مڀ٢٦ٰ٘ˀن
مơ5ٟ MeCab مƽْ̈́ڠؾژڂ٣Þِٞ٧ۗƥɢзٟ٧έ]ٟن٢ۏډۉڰۂַ֤ۗٸ٘ـٟ
ϴÄĄچǣٌف٠٣ِ٘ۘՍҨӘٟ٧ۗۏؾڪ٦֦چˣْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗC֤ɳƟ٦Ƈw٠ٖڃ
ٹچ٠٣ǣٛ٘ב٣ٜـٞԪǱْۘڂ
ՍƗģ٣ٿٛٞÆِ̯٘ù҄Әƥϲʰۏؾڪ٧ۗWeb ˪ٟըˉǂْۘڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ
٧ۗӘƥԅŭ٣Þْ˳ڂԪمѡـِ̈ڂڃڀů٦ѧɊS٠٢ۗ٘ٵۘڂѶՍƼĺ,Þũɻ٣٠ٛٞ
٧ۗĺȖȝ̯ۗʍņʷӉۗѶՍƼƗģю٣¶֤qٟ҄ۘڂؿ
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Development and Evaluation of a FunctionalExpression Analyzing Tool

Yoshiko KAWAMURA (ыİǲȔθ¯)

This study aims to develop a functional-words and sentence patterns extraction tool for Japanese
language learning and education. The recognition of functional-words has been addressed by combining
the results of the morpheme analysis purser MeCab and a list of functional-words in the dictionary of
grammatical patterns “Nihongo Bunkei Jiten” and shows the rate of occurrence of each word in input
text. As for sentence patterns, the tool extracts noun modification closes and adverbial clauses. This
tool will be offered on Web and support Japanese language learners to read Japanese text. It will also
help Japanese language teachers and instructors to develop educational materials, and researchers to
analyze Japanese text.
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¯ʛɻ(ڠڵؾښI-JAS)٦έ٣ƙڂڃڀʍʌӘƥ٦Ⱥ
֤ŪǇ۵àǲƼɻۛϯǲƼɻ٠
ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠٦Ӂ«ڀل۵
Akiko SAKODA (ǫפθ¯Ǖ θ¯9ҜɀХ)
ՍƗģ٧ۗɳȔ٦έ˰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښձٟѶՍƼ٦ʍʌӘƥۤՍљɗۛԢ˂љɗمۥ١ف
Ⱥَ֤چلڂڃЇٰٖۗ٦ѣϾچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂѶՍƼ٦ʍʌӘƥ٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ
ɻ٣٠ٛٞʛѡمǸѱٌٟڂؿ٠مɉЩَڃٞٵڃٌۘڂـٟ٦Ɨģٟ٧ۗۗڗۓێګؾێؾڭڠŚֳ
Ԣʣůɫ٦ԅԱۗڭڠګΧɔͦξ٦ԅԱچۗڭڠګȺٛ٘ԅȲʰڭڠګ٢١ٟЇȁِۤ ؍2006, 1
š 2004 ٢١̳ۗۥяׁٻӠфڀلʛѡ٦ѱ ф٣ٜـٞʲٰۗɳȔ٦έ٣ڂيكʍʌӘƥ٦Ⱥ
֤٣ٜـٞЇٰ٘ٹ٦٧Õƙ٦Ƨځƙэ٘ڀ٢ۘـ
ٌٖٟۗՍƗģٟ٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٦έ٣ƙڂڃڀʍʌӘƥ٦Ⱥ֤چЇٰڂ
٘ۗٸI-JASۤΧƦƼԦƼ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ_Ϛۥڠڵؾښ٦έـ֤چٞԁ̈́چǣۘفέٟ͐Оَ
ڃٞڂـκڀلʃ٣ۮϕ̵Ѷ٧١ڇ٢ٌ٠ۮۯلْٵِچɈـʰ٣ȷ̵͕ڂ٣ٜـِٞٞوَٙۯـ
٦ 2 ٜ٦κӵԁ٦چڭڠڔګϲʰِۗàǲۛϯǲƼɻٿك٫ѶՍƼԦƼɻ¢ 30 թۗŻ 90 թ
٦ʍʌӘƥچԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗɣ٦۾ٜ٦ѣϾ¨مѺَۘ٘ڃ
ۥ۽ʍʌӘƥچȺ˰نٰفձ٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ٦˰ǭ٧ۮԢ˂љɗ٦ٶȺ֤ۮۯՍљɗۛ
Ԣ˂љɗȺ֤ۯ٦ŪǇمƙ٘ڃڀ٦٣έِۗ¯ʛɻ٧ԦƼ٦'ـ٣ۮٓڀڅللȺ֤ըِۮۯՍљ
ɗ٦ٶȺ֤ۮۯԢ˂љɗ٦ٶȺ֤ۮۯՍљɗۛԢ˂љɗچȺ֤ۯ٦܀ٜ٦ŪǇمƙۘ٘ڃڀ
Սљɗ٦ڀٹچڭۓڣېڻۥםۤ ٶٛ٘ۤځKKD07ۥ
Ԣ˂љɗ٦ۥםۤ ٶҗٛٞۤ٘ڃوKKD35ۥ
ՍљɗۛԢ˂љɗ٦Ⱥ֤ۤكۤۥםŐۛفڀٹچۥҗٛٞڀٹٛٞۤCCM28ۥ
Ⱥ֤ըِ ۤچڭۓڣېڻۥםʌڀٹ→ۤ٘يٛ٘ۤۥCCM25ڭکڽڈڹۏډ※ۥ٧ KKD àǲɻۗ
CCM ϯǲɻچɉِ̤ۗɠ٧ ID ҹǬچӘْۘ
ۥ۾ʍʌӘƥ٦˰ձٟۗԢ˂љɗ٣ْ͍ͪڂљɗچЇٰ٘ƇwۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠àǲۛϯǲƼ
ɻ٣٧ۗљɗ٦ۓۋڞؾڏێڴ٣ŀՠ̋مـ'ـƙ"ۘ٘ڃڀ٢ځƼ̤٦̤ד٣ـكٞ٧ۗѶՍƼ
ԦƼɻۤք 80 ʈۥ۸àǲƼɻۤք 40 ʈۥ۸ϯǲƼɻۤք 20 ʈۥ٦ʺ٠٢ٛ٘ۘ
ٌ٦Ƈw٣ٿٛٞۗʥ֮٦Ɨģٟ٧Ùз٠َڃ٢لٛ٘ʍʌԢ˂љɗ٠ْ͍ͪڂљɗ٦ؾڏێڴ
ۓۋڞ٦Þ̮٣ٜـٞƔѓْڂӐ֦̮مɦَۘ٘ڃ
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Japanese benefactives in learner corpus (I-JAS)
dialogues: Data from Korean and Chinese learners and
Japanese native speakers

Akiko SAKODA (ǫפθ¯Ǖ θ¯9ҜɀХ)
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This study aims to examine the patterns of Japanese benefactives (main/auxiliary verbs) and their
properties observed in real dialogues. Some argue that L2 learners, in general, have difficulties with
acquiring Japanese benefactives. These difficulties have been investigated by calculating accuracy or
frequency counts through tests such as story-telling, fill-in-the-blank grammar questions, multiple
choice questions, or picture-sentence production. However, no studies have employed real dialogues
for this purpose.
This study analyzed oral data from the I-JAS (International Corpus of Japanese as a Second
Language) to examine the benefactive patterns of L2 learners and to compare them with those of native
speakers. Among the topics of the dialogues, two were chosen (“what do you do on your birthday?”
and “Tell us about a teacher from your past who you remember.”), and the Japanese benefactive
structures spoken by 30 native Korean, Chinese and Japanese speakers, respectively, or 90 individuals
in total, were analyzed. The results of the analysis can be summarized as follows.
First, while native Japanese speakers used auxiliary verbs alone, or main and auxiliary verbs, as
benefactive structures, L2 learners, regardless of their mother tongue, showed four patterns of no use,
main verb only, auxiliary verb only, and main and auxiliary verbs. Second, the analysis of the verbs
immediately before auxiliary verbs in Japanese benefactive constructions revealed an interesting
difference between these speakers in terms of verb variations. For the number of verb types, native
Japanese speakers used about 80 types, followed by Korean speakers (40 types) and Chinese speakers
(20 types).
These findings suggest the necessity of reviewing relevant variations in the verbs immediately
preceding auxiliary verbs, which has rarely been addressed in previous studies.
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ʼĤڀلÐɠٟѷ۟فٿِו
− English IME Dictionary ٦ˣ −

Jun ARISUE (ǲȔƿׄíŐؾێڬؾۉڰѶՍԅk)ؾڦۓڢ

ƥȕۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻٟؿٛٞ˪ڦؾۉڸۓښۗٹٟ E چڭؾہېٻۏؾۅˀۗځ٘ـFacebook ٢١٦
ډڊڬۅۏۇڞؾڤ٢١چȺفùمΧۘـٜۗځٵѶՍƼچʆˀنٟˀڦؾۉڸۓښٹځٿوٟѷْו
ڂù٦مΎقٞڂـ٠Ʀڂقٙۘفڄ
ٖ٦Ȕۗʆˀن٠٧'ۗـÐɠ٦ӑʺ¨̳ٻ٢ůڂق©چӐ֦٧٢ِۗلِۘـθד٦ǀԢ̳ڀل
ِـÐɠ֦مו҄٭ͦچğَٓٵۘڂڃѷمוٟڂن٠ٌفـ٠٧ۗѧٶ٧ٖ٦ɢзٟلڅٛٞـ
ِٖۘڂٞۗɨԁٟˀـٞڂـԅˡ٢ڀ٨ۗѷِוٞڂـόƼ٦ՠلڅٹٛٞڂـ٧ٟٓۘڂؿٜٵ
ۗځÐɠ٦ǀԢ٦ՠمӘɦَڃڃ٨ۗθά٣ـكِ̳ٞـÐɠڂٰͦم٦ٟۘڂؿ
ǷҨӘْ ڂEnglish IME Dictionary ٧ۗ˪ڭکڱؾڦۓڋٟǂَڃٞڂـȺ֤q҄٢ɩˀڀل
ȝِ̯٘ۗÐɠ٦օۤJօюچۥӘɦَٔٸ٘ڂ٦ڝؾۊр״ɩˀۏڋڈڹٌٟۘڂؿ٦چۏڋڈڹ
Google ѶՍƼѷו٣ʄځǵٷ٠ۗԖÍǀԢ٣օمӘɦَۘڂڃ
ַ֤ۏؾڪ٦ڭکێۅ٠ِٞۗ
1) ِ̳ـÐɠ٦ԅˡ٧ۗ٪مڀ٢ٙي٦ԅˡځٿѶՍ̖ۗÐɠ٣ِ̐ڇٟڂـѶՍƼɻ٣٠ٛ
ٞ٧ѧۘـْٻٶ
2) ȈʼڀلÐɠٟѷٌڂْו٠٣ځٿÐɠ٣ٌِ̐ٷ٠مٟۘڂن
3) ѧمٶÝ'ٛٞڂـ٠ÐɠمӘɦَڃ٢ۗٸ٘ـɨڀʕٌْ̳ڂ٠مٟۘڂن
4) њّѧٶ٦Φ٦ǀԢ٣ٹօمٜـٞۗٸ٘ڂـΦ٦Ƽؐ٦ՠ٣ۘڂڃڀڃ˿ٹ
5) گڒڦڒƼ٢١٣ٹՠمӘɦَگڒڦڒۗٸ٘ڂڃƼɩˀ٠ِٞٹȺ֤ٟۘڂن
٢١مīًۘڂڃڀѶՍƼѷِچו٢ڀمɨљЫ٣ɩˀچ6فٿو٢ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ʥ֮ۮۗڀلRikaiۯ٢١٦ڝڍۍں٦ڠڷؾڜ٢١ٟÐɠ٦ՠٻѧچٶЇٰ٘ۗځ٪مڀ٢гӣ
ڠڷؾڜ٢١ٟ/׀٣٬مځ٢ٌڂ̇چ٠ٟۗʌ֝٠فـՠٟ٧ۗÐɠچȺٛ٘ԅˡچѧٷȔ٣ل
٢ڦؾۉڸۓښځ٦مڭڠڞډѡڃڀٞۗم٘ـEnglish IME Dictionary ٣ۗځٿÐɠچˀو٠فـȲʰ
٦ձٟچڭڠڞډٹѡٌڂڃڀ٠٣٢ۘڂ
ҨӘٟ٧ۏؾڭڠۓڋԱٻɳȔ٦Ⱥ֤Ա٢١͒چիْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗ١٦فٿ٣ȝَ̯ل٘ڃ٣
ٜـٞٹÖό٣͒իِ٘ۘـ
֦ۗ٘ٵɌɯӑƥȕ٧JƼҲ٦ٶٙۗمõΠ٦ɩˀۓڋھڠۗٸ٘ڂؿمڦؾڬƼۗڠۓۍڹƼ٢
١ٹҨӘٵٟ٣̬ȝ֘Оٟۘڂؿ
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Typing kanji on the computer from Beginner's level An introduction to the English IME Dictionary

Jun ARISUE (ǲȔƿׄíŐؾێڬؾۉڰѶՍԅk)ؾڦۓڢ
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Nowadays, Japanese learners have a lot of occasions to write e-mail and reports on the computer
or use social media like Facebook. That means, they have more occasions to type kanji on the computer,
than to write it by hand.
Typing on the computer doesn’t require the knowledge of the stroke order or the exact form of
kanji. But it requires the capability of choosing the right kanji words from among many options. Being
able to type Japanese texts means that the learner knows how to read the texts that are being typed.
Additionally, if they write their own text, they must know the meaning of the kanji words that are being
typed. That is, in principle, if the meaning of the kanji words are shown while they are being typed, a
learner can choose the right kanji words.
The English IME Dictionary that I would like to introduce in my presentation is a user
dictionary file consisting of english translations of Japanese words that I created from an open-source
dictionary published on the Internet. After installing this dictionary file on Google Japanese IME, the
user avails himself of English translations of Japanese kanji words that he is typing.
The advantages of the tool are:
1) For native Japanese speakers or Japanese learners familiarised with kanji, texts with the right
kanjis are easier to read than texts with hiragana only.
1) Learners who type kanjis from the beginning can be familiarised more with kanjis.
2) If the learner types a wrong reading, the right kanji will not appear. Then, he could become aware
of his mistake by himself.
3) The learner can learn multiple words for one reading.
4) This dictionary also contains Katakana words.
This activity is the equivalent of consulting the dictionary, which is being automatically done
at the same time as typing.
Some tools, like Rikai, have been known as assistance for reading kanji texts with furigana or
a dictionary on internet browsers. With this English IME dictionary, the learners can be assisted not
only for the acquisition or reception of language, but also for language production activities such as
writing Japanese texts with kanjis.
In this presentation, I’d like to explain how to install and use the tool, and I would also like to
explain how I created this tool.
For the moment, it is just for english translations but I’d like to try and make other language
versions like Spanish and French, based on open-source dictionary data.
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 ۓڋۍۓڑICT ڗۓڰؾېڭؾڞۍګێ٦
Ǆw٦Їȁ
Kazuaki NAKAZAWA (Ơϡθ¯)

ƦƼĺ,٣ـكٞچؾڟۑڲږګǄׁЫ٣¶ْ֤ڂ٣٧ۗ˳ԪВ̂ċʱ(ICT)٦ϟɬۏڔڠٻ٠
ـٛ٘ ICT چؾڞۍګێƦƼĺɆٻĺɆچչɉْ¯̵مɡٌٛٞڂـ٠مӢqƃٟ(ڂؿEzziane,
2007)ۘѣ٣ۗѶՍǲٟĺڂقѶՍƼĺɆ٣٠ٛٞ٧ۗ¯Ǖ٦ڦؾۉڸۓښċʱϏэɻ٧ѶՍƼم
ԁڀل٢˰ـǭمΧۗوʤԁ٢چڭؾہڜʌڃڀي٢ٌـ٠ۘڂؿمٜۗځٵѶՍƼĺɆ٧ۗؾۉڸۓښ
ڦ٣ÞْڂսκچɨԁٟƄٟ ڂنICT ̑چؾڞۍګێ٣ٜيٞڂـӐ֦ۤڂؿمҥǽ, 2001ۘۥ
ِِۗلѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧ۗICT ؾڞۍګێ٣ÞْڂƗģ٧ӆ˲٣̤مː٢ۘـϯۤء2014ۥ٧ۗICT
ؾڞۍګێ٦Ɨʕڻکۋڞږؾےٻ٧тɅӵٟڂڃلŪǇۗځؿمϠֻЫۛɢÝЫ̬ք٣ٿٛٞ
ȯpٟن٢ـѶՍƼĺɆمΠȕْڂսκзچɉЩِٞۘڂـٙۗمJƼۛѶՍƼĺ,ԁցٟۗڦۓڋ
 ַِ֤٘چڭکڱؾICT ڗۓڰؾېڭؾڞۍګێ٦ԪǱ٧ٵـٙƙڃڀ٢ۘـ
ٌٖٟۗՍƗģٟ٧ۗ˪ʲ٦έձɫڗۓڰؾېڭ٦ϠֻЫۛɢÝЫƃзچԢۓڋۍۓڑۗٸ٘ف
ICT ڗۓڰؾېڭؾڞۍګێ٦Ǆwچϐۘڂηɑׂθ¯٦]֤ǲƼ¯uѶՍƼʕɀХٟګۮ
ِ֤٘¶چؾڟۑڲږѶՍƼĺȖ͐Ż٠]֤ۯ٠فـʍņָچʕْڂθ¯9̵چέ˧٠ِۗڋۍۓڑ
 ۓICT ڗۓڰؾېڭؾڞۍګێ٣/¯öÝȯpٌِٞۘفڀٹ٦ڗۓڰؾېڭ٧͙֤֤ۗچڭڋڜںڎڍ
ـٞǣַ֤ڭکڱؾڦۓڋۗڃڅq҄٢˰ʽ٢ڀ١ٌڀلٟڠڢږډٹٟۘڂنѫ֝٧ۗѶՍƼĺɆم
ӠҴ٣ַْ֤ ڂWordۗExcelۗPowerPointۗGoogle ںڋۍڮю٦ڠڷؾڜٻڭڹڤٟۗ˪ڭڋڜ٦͒ի
چѧڻۏڼٶљ چƙ٘ƹ٣ۗκ٣ʄځͶٷůɫٟۘڂؿ
ȯpͪƹ٣ҽڀ٦ ICT چۏڽېؾڞۍګێɳċκـ֤چٞΘОِٖۗ٦ƇwچӁ«ٌْڂ٠ٟۗ
ڗۓڰؾېڭۓڋۍۓڑ٦Ǆw٣ٜـٞЇȁْۗ٘ٵۘڂӃƟɻ٦ ICT ٣έْڂΰф٦Ԗkۗچȯp
ͪƹ٣ɳɋْـ֤چڭؾژۓډڂٞիلڀ٣ْۘڂǷƹۗĺ4̯֨ХٻĺɆƗʕٟۗICT ڞۍګێ
ؾ٦άŷЫچڗۓڰؾېڭ١٦فٿ٣ۓڋۍۓڑٟФıْٰلنĺ,ЫɦǾۘڂق֚ٹ
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Investigation of Effects of On-line ICT Literacy
Training

Kazuaki NAKAZAWA (Ơϡθ¯)

In order to use technologies efficiently for language education, it is necessary for pre- and inservice teachers to have sufficient knowledge/skills of ICT, namely ICT literacy (Ezziane, 2007).
Especially, those who teach Japanese outside Japan may not be able to receive enough technical
support from the computer center of their institutions because engineers usually do not have
knowledge of the Japanese language (Hatasa, 2001).
In English language education, there are several studies reporting the in-service teachers’ selfefficacy of ICT literacy, the frequency and examples of technology usage in the classroom, effects of
ICT training on teachers (Correos, 2014; Egbert, Paulus, & Nakamichi, 2002; Fisher, 1999; Malagón
& Pérez, 2017). Regarding to Japanese language education, previous studies on teachers’ ICT
literacy are scarce. Nakazawa (2014) reported that most of the ICT workshops were held in big cities
and that many in-service teachers could not attend those due to geographical and time constraints.
However, to date, there is no study reporting effects of online ICT literacy training.
The present study explores effects of online ICT literacy training to solve the aforementioned
geographical and time constraints. Seven graduate students who have an intention to be a Japanese
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teacher, namely pre-service teachers of Japanese, registered in a class called “Applications of
technologies to teach Japanese” participated in the online ICT literacy training for a semester. The
training was conducted using a website, and the website was accessible anywhere and anytime as long
as the participants had the access to the Internet. This website provides explanations of various
features of commonly-used applications in text as well as video clip help demonstrating exactly how
the features can be used. The participants could read explanations first and, if necessary, watched the
video help to complete assignments.
Before and after the participation in the online ICT training, the participants ICT literacy was
measured using actual tasks completed on the computer. The results of the tasks were compared
before and after the training. Moreover, the participants’ perceived self-efficacy of ICT literacy and
attitudes toward technologies were measured using a questionnaire before and after the online
training. Implications for how systematic ICT literacy training needs to be provided in teacher
training or professional development programs will be presented. The present study is expected to
help Japanese teachers utilize technologies more widely and consequently to help students have more
diversified learning tools and opportunities to learn Japanese.
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΅Ʒֻ٠ԉ٦nϞ٦ĺ,٣ڂيك
۰ۄۍڗڦڠۓڋ۱٠ږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤفـ٦Ⱥ֤٣
ٜ ـٞ
Yury PANCHENKO (ڮۑڛںڲۛؾڰۉڟڰǲׂƦƼθ¯)
ƥζ٦ʁɻ٦ƨ̖̮٣٧ۏڦڟڬ٢Γձمĸو٢ٛٞۗځكɨƭƄОٻΦ̖٣έْڂnϞÙ٦
ׂ̯٦θɝ٢֦͵٣ٹ٢ٛٞنٞفٿڂـٌٖٙۘٙۗڀلΦ̖ٯ٦ŵچֻٻ,ٞٸ٘ڂ٣ۗؾڤ
ْل¶چږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞ٦٧֏Ǆٟ٧٢لـ٠Ǡۘڂقɑ٧ۄۍڗڦڠۓڋ٠ڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤفـ
چږؾےВّٞ¯̵٦Φ̖ٻʑځ٦̩٣έْڂŵچ,ٸ٢لـ٠Ǡۘ٘ق
ٌ٦չӖچυْ̯ٸ٘ڂ٣˾۠٢ۄۍڗڦڠۓڋ٦چڭږڎڟۑڻɳɋِ٘ۘقם٨۰ɑ٦/Ѷ۱٠
ۂؾګفـٟ¯̵٧ڻؾۏڗڰۃ٣ԁڃلɨԁ٦θ¯٦ՖѶ٦̵¶٦ۏڦڟڬ٢چۄڴۏډȝٛ
٘ۘ¯̵٧Ѷ˲̵¶ٟƨ̖Ы٣/ҹθ͌٢֦͵چƙٜيٞۗѶՍƼٟچڭۓۅښˀنٜيٖٞ٦ɶ
̍چщǝِٞۘ٘ـι۾٦ڻکګڠ٠ِٞΦ٦ڻؾۏڗڰۃ٣ʽΛ̵ِٞ¯ڂـ٦ɶ̍٣ѶՍƼٟښ
ڭږڎڟۑڻِۘ٘ڭۓۅٟ¯̵كمƷـ٦ɶ̍چƙ٘٠۠֡ۗن٢ɖз٣ʰؿٛٞكƷـ٦ƨ̖٠ِ
ٞ٦nϞֻمٟفٿ٘نٙٛ٘ۘ
ĺɆٌٹ٦ڠڢۑڻ٣pѷِۗ¯̵٠ٹٛ٠ƨ̖Ыٟٟ̂֯مۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂنٟڂنٙيٟ
٢ۗوĺɆٹ̵¯ٹΦ̖٘چٙթɠ٠թͪٙيɡ̵ٛٞڂـԀٟ٧٢ۗوѦɨ٦Ǡق̖ڂْ֏چÝ
٠ِٞɬِ٧ٌّڂٸ٠مٟڂن٠Ëّ΅ۘڂƷֻ٧/ɢ٣̵ٹڂڃٵ٦ٟ٧٢ٌۗمـ٦فٿ٢
Ѷ˲Ыٟ̖Ý٦ƨ̖̮٣Ћ͍٣چڭږڎڟۑڻڂڅللВّٞ̋ٵٛٞوـ٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠Ɉۘف
ڭږڎڟۑڻ٦Ƈwچԁْ̈́ٸ٘ڂ٣ۗʍņϯ٦ҨچÙȦۗĂʲْڂΦۗڭؾۅڠۍږ٣έْڂΰ
фم١فԖڅٛ٘ٹۗلٛ٠ϟو٘ځ٢̖ٛ٘ۗڀلڃٖۗلڂـمĺ,٣̵¯ڂيك٠ĺɆ٦ׂ˰٠
փ´٣ٜـٞ٦Ǡمق١فԖڅٛ٘لю٦ɬЇȁۗڭؾژۓډچĚ٫ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁٟǣۘفɣ
٦ڭږڎڟۑڻ٣ȯpْڂñՀلڂؿم١˥نْٰ֯̂ٹلفĪٙ٠Ǡۘڂق
ٌٵڃٟ٦ډڞۑ٦Ɨģٟ٧ۗږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤ٧ٸٛ٘٣Ɨģ٦κ٣٢ڀ٢لٛ٘ۗمȈ
ŏ٧ږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤ٦ɨ¯׀ʛЫΓձچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٻΒْ̓ڂփ´مϴչَڃٞن
ٞۘڂـՍƗģٟ٧ٖ٦Φ٣/̖٦ƨ̖٠ِٞكƷـ٣ŵِǭفΠȕ٠ِٞ٦ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ
҄چו,ْ̯ڠؾڤێڂ٠ِٞ٦ږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤ٣ϴչٌْۘڂ٦فٿ٢ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦
ԅk٧Ƿƹۏڴؾۑڗ٢ɺ٣̵ډڞۑڂن٦ʁɻ٣٠ٛٞʪ֦ٟۗϴչْٰنٙ٠Ǡۘڂق
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On the use of the social network “INSTAGRAM” for
the cultivating values of peace and mutual
understanding

Yury PANCHENKO (ڮۑڛںڲۛؾڰۉڟڰǲׂƦƼθ¯)

The digital part has become a crucial part of the personality of contemporary young people and thus
is very important then it comes to self-determination and formulating their attitude towards others. That
is why it seemed to us that it is possible to educate the values of mutual understanding and respect using
social networks for they have become an essential part of our everyday lives. Among all the social
networks we chose “Instagram” and attempted to use it as means for cultivating respect towards others
in our students.
In order to achieve this goal, we carried out various Instagram projects. For example, while working
on the topic “Giving presents” where many objects and emotions were discussed, we made students
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find 2 objects that had made them happy and sad, 2 objects that they were intended to use and actually
used or failed to use, and one object that made them want to go to Japan or study Japanese. Before
giving this assignment we made the students fill a table of personal significance, where they had to
evaluate on the scale of 3 their interest in lives of other groupmates and their willingness to work in
pair with them. After having chosen those personally significant objects, they posted them to their
Instagram accounts under a unique hash tag with the description in Japanese. The next step was to
comment in Japanese photos posted by groupmates, two of which were chosen by the teacher in advance
and who had 0 or 1 point in the table of personal significance for commenting student. Besides those
two groupmates, the students had to choose also someone on their own. We believed that the closer
look to other people’s pictures and consequent interaction with them would contribute to more profound
understanding of others as unique individuals. Thus, after the end of the project we made students fill
the table of personal significance one more time.
The comparison of the two tables made by the same student showed us several times a change in
their attitude towards their groupmates. Even though positive changes were observed not in the tables
of all students, a general positive tendency could be clearly seen.
Besides, we conducted a series of interviews with participants of the project concerning their
impressions about the project and many students expressed their willingness to take part in a similar
project again. This can count for the success of the project.
If the teacher also joins the group project, it can not only create more personal and confident
communication between students and the teacher, but it also makes the teacher and his students see
each other not as irrelevant human beings, but as individuals who have their own ways of seeing the
world. However, it is clear that mutual understanding can’t be born in a second and therefore should be
cultivated in a series of such digital projects during the whole process of education.
In the works of Russian authors, social networks rarely become subject of research, however, recently
there have started to appear articles where the possibility of their use for self-education and
communication are highlighted. In the present research we tried to look at social networks as the means
for developing communication skills within the frame of mutual respect and understanding.
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ϒö̵¯׆٠ѶՍ̖¯̵ؾڦؾہڜ٠٦
ŹΝЫ٢ƿׄ٣ٜـٞ
Noriko KUROSAKI (իɤθ¯)
Miho IMOTO (իɤθ¯)
̵¯׆ʌيѷ̰ڃȠ٦/ٜ٠ِٞۗϒöѶՍƼƗʕچۄۍڗۑڻɳɋْڂѶՍ٦θ¯مΎقٞ
نٖٞۘڂـ٦Ȕۗٯ̵¯׆٦ۗڭؾہڜѶՍ̖¯̵٦"ԅkƿׄάƟ٦٘ٸ٣ۗɳɋθ¯٣ȕ͇
ْڂѶՍ̖¯̵ډڊګۓۍۀچ٢١٦ůٟȯpٌَٔڂ٠مΧۘڂؿوՍҨӘٟ٧ۗիɤθ¯ۤыİۥ
٣ـكٞ 2011 ѽфڀلŹΝِٞɳɋِٞۮڂـѶՍƼϒöƗʕۤۄۍڗۑڻMJLPۯۥ٦̯wԪǱ٠ۗ
ٖ٦ϯ٦̬ؾڦؾہڜ̵¯ۮфۯ٣ٜـٞˣِۗۄۍڗۑڻʚƹ٦ŹΝЫ٢ƿׄ٣ũ֦ڂ5٣
ٜـٞƔѓْۘڂЇȁέ˧٧ۗ2011 ѽ ڀل2017 ѽ٣ɳɋِ٘ϒöѶՍƼۄۍڗۑڻ٦ϯٟۗ¢ۑڻ
ۄۍڗ٦ǂɫ Facebook چڟؾھڻؾۏڗȝِ̯٘٦ѫۗ10 ԁ٦ɳɋڦؾڬ٠ْۘڂѣ٣ۗہڜ
ؾڦؾ٦ۤڭؾڞڠڋڎڹTOEIC ۗډښڠпǢ̤ۗ¯׆ŸƟۗۄۍڗۑڻ٣έْڂԮӰۥ٠ۗ
Facebook ٦ٯڟؾھڻؾۏڗ٦щǝۗɝƹٹچڭؾژۓډ٠٣ۗדЫۗɲЫ٢ԁ̈́چəۗڀلٌٌۘڂٶ
ŹΝЫ٢ƿׄٯ٠ٜ٢ًڂ٣٧ۗSNS ٦ǄwЫ٢̵ַ֤¯ٻʃά٦¶љۗمȇ٦´ǭۗȇ
֮Ѷ̤Ύp٣ٜ٢̵¯׆ۗځم٠ѶՍ̖¯̵٠٦ŹΝЫ٢ƿׄ٣ïٌْ֚ڂ٠چќۘو
͕ǣƗģ٣ـكٞ٧ۗό/ۄۍڗۑڻɳɋɢ٦ѶՍ̖¯̵٣έْٻڭؾژۓډڂЇȁۉۃښۗڀل
ۓۋڞؾژڰ٣ٜـٞ٦ԁ̈́چǣٛٞۤمڂـӳй 2015ۗǫĻΦ 2010ۗۥՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ10 ԁ٦ؾڬ
ڦ٣pۗقʚƹ٦ƿׄ٣ٜـٞٹЇȁِٖۗ٦΅Þ٣ٜـٞǠȦِٞڂـз٣ـكٞՠٹڂؿ٦
٠Ǡۘڂق
ѶՍƼ¯ʛۗѶՍԵսنچٛيل٣ۗǲٻԅk"چ٣ِ٘¯̵њɀمʰٌف٠٧Ʀٵفٟٹ٢و
ʪ֦٢ٌ٠ٟلـچڃٖۗمڂؿ٣ŹΝЫ٢ƿׄۗɳɲЫ٢ƿׄ٣ٜ٢ًٞلوـ٠فـɖз٘ٵٹ
ʪɖَنٰڂڃٟۘفڄؿՍҨӘ٣ـكٞۗۓۋڞؾڱڊڬؾښۄۍڗۑڻ٦ǋӤۗمѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦Ǆ
wڂً˪چٙيٟ٢̵¯׆ۗو٣٠ٛٞ٧ŹΝЫ٢ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٠ѶՍֻٻѶՍ̖٠٦ƿׄ٣źم
ۗځѶՍ̖¯̵٣٠ٛٞ٧̩٦ِ̈ـƙ٣ٜ٢نڂمٛيل٠٢ٌڂ٠چʃϼِ٘ۘـ
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A Study of Continued Interactions between
International Students and Japanese Student
Supporters in Short-term Japanese Language
Programs

Noriko KUROSAKI (իɤθ¯)
Miho IMOTO (իɤθ¯)

As a policy for accepting international students, an increasing number of Japanese universities are
implementing short-term Japanese language programs. There are many opportunities for Japanese
students to participate as volunteers so they can support international students and experience
intercultural exchanges.
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In this presentation, we will introduce the results of the “Meiji University Short-term Japanese
Language Program (MJLP)” that has been continuously implemented in Meiji University since 2011,
as well as the “student supporter system” within the program. And we will discuss factors related to
continued interactions following the program’s completion. Survey targets are data from the 10
implementations of the program between 2011 and 2017 when an SNS group page (Facebook) was
created for each program. We will attempt quantitative and qualitative analysis based on the supporter’s
face sheet (TOEIC score, number of overseas visits, study abroad experience, program aspirations),
postings to the group page, and post-program questionnaire. To connect this to continued interaction,
effective use of SNS and student-based extracurricular activities will lead to increases in student reunion
rates and the number of times that they come to Japan again, which will in turn lead to continued
interactions between international students and Japanese students.
In previous researches, they analyzed communication from questionnaires and surveys of Japanese
students at the time of implementing a single program; however, in this study, we accumulated data
from 10 programs and surveyed post-completion interactions as well, and we think it is meaningful to
consider the correlation among these.
It is of course very important for students from different cultures with different nationalities to meet
each other through learning Japanese language and visiting Japan; however, emphasis should also be
placed on how to lead students to continued and substantial interactions. We would like to emphasize
that thought-out program coordination leads to not only effective learning but also continuing Japanese
language learning and an understanding of Japan for international students, and a catalyst to adopt a
new view of the world for Japanese students.
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SNS چВِ٘٣ƙڂڃڀʕ̳٣ٜـٞ
—ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠̖ښۏڭѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچ
ӃƟɻ٠ِٞ—

Seda DEDEOGLU

L2 ɻ٧΅ʆ٣ƽ٢ֻِوٞفٿڂقڀٹ٣ۗɨԁ٦Ҩ٦ӢЬ͌٢зٻӢʤԁ٢з٣ٜ
ـٞʕ̳چǣۘفL2 ɻ٦ʕ̳٣ٜـٌٞٵڃٟΧو٦Ɨģم٢َڃٞ(٘نO’Conner 1988,
Kormos 2006 ٢١)ٌۘٵڃٟ٦ɨͭÑķ٣ڂيكʕ̳٦Ɨģٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻɨ̑م/٦ʕ̳ۑڻ
ڠڢ٦Ąз٠٢ٛ٘ƗģمΧۗمـΦɻمʕ̳٦Ąз٠٢ٛ٘Ɨģ٧ٲ٠ڇ١٢ڀَۘـ٣ۗڦؾڬ
٧Ѷ˲Ы٢ɨͭҨڦؾڬچ٣ِ٘ٹ٦مː٢ۗوOPI ٹ٘ـ֤چڦؾڬ٦مΧۘـՍƗģ٧ۗۏڭ
̖ښѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ(jۗTLJ)٠ѶՍ̖ڻڋڒڠم٣ځٿǣ٢ٛ٘ɨ֑چʐʡِۗѶՍƼ҄
"مו٢ڂϯĤ٠˪Ĥ٦¯ʛɻ٦ʕ̳(ۮɨƭمĄз٠٢ٛ٘ʕ̳ۯ٠ۮΦɻمĄз٠٢ٛ٘ʕ̳)ۯ
٦ѣϾچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٣ْۘڂ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗ1 ̖٦ѶՍ̖٦Ĵוɻ٠ OPI ٦ϯĤ٠˪Ĥۏڽې٦ TLJ16 թۤϯĤ 8 թۗ˪Ĥ 8
թۥ٦چډھͶۗٶ20 ԁ٦ɨ֑چǣٛٞڀٹٛ٘ۘԁ̈́٧ۗTLJ ٦ۗڡؾہŢځԚِۗѶՍ̖٦͒
ի֦ğٻӢֻچʆ²ځل٣ۗϯ٣Ҩ̵ِ٘ʕ̳چϲʰِۗԅɠkِ٘ۘȈƹ٣ٖۗڃٗڃ٦ʕ
̳ڻڋڦ٦̵ĄӠфڋڒچѲˬƔО٣يلٞۗѶՍƼ"مו҄٢¯ڂʛɻ٦Ýٟƙڂڃڀʕ
̳٦ĳВз٠΅'зچիلڀ٣ِ٘ۘ
ƇwۗϯĤ٦ TLJ ٟ˪ٹĤ٦ TLJ ٟۮٹɨƭمĄз٠٢ٛ٘ʕ̳ۮمۯΦɻمĄз٠٢ٛ٘ʕ̳ۯ
ځٿΧوƙڀَۘ٘ڃڀ٣ۗϯ٣ÙȦَ܂٘ڃٜ٦ʈכ٦ʕ̳(ͿѷۗĬĈ٦ۗڭؾڦڠԅԱЫʕ
̳ۗƼؐЫʕ̳ۗi̹Ыʕ̳ٖۗ٦Φ)٦ϯٟͿۮѷۮۯԅԱЫʕ̳ۯ٠ۮƼؐЫʕ̳ۯ٦ۏڽېٶÝ
ٟӠф̤٣֏٢ȀمƙͿۮۘ٘ڃڀѷۯ٦˰ǭ٧ۗ˪Ĥ٦ TLJ ٦Ӡф̤مΧـ٦٣έِٞۗۮԅԱ
Ыʕ̳ۯ٠ۮƼؐЫʕ̳ۯ٧ۗė٣ۗϯĤ٦ TJL ٦ʕ̳٦Ӡф̤مΧٌـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘϯĤ٦ TLJ
٧ѶՍƼ٦مڠؾڤێː٢ۗوɨԁمƦٌڂق٠مƧڃڀٞۗٸ٘ڂـƦƼЫʕ̳مΧوƙ٘ڃڀ٠
Ɉ˪ۗمڂڃڅĤ٦ TLJ ٟ٧ۗѶՍƼ٦مڠؾڤێΧوٞۗڦۅƦƼɬٹǫځٿۗٸ٘ـЬ͌٢ٌ٠
٨ٟچڟؾڢکۅиفٿق٠ِٞۗϝۏڽېٟ٦ʕ̳مΧوƙ٘ڃڀ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ٌ٦ƗģچВِٞۗϯĤ٦ TLJ ٣٧ԅԱ٠Ƽؐچϯ̅٣ۗ˪Ĥ٦ TLJ ٣٧ځٿЬ͌٢Әƥچɬ
ِ٘ĺ,¶љچǣٌف٠مöίَۘفٿڃ

8A_E3 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 15:00

Repairs observed in the SNS conversations between
Turkish learners of Japanese and a Japanese native
speaker

Seda DEDEOGLU

L2 speakers repair the insufficient and inappropriate parts of their utterances so that their
communication partner understands their intended message(s) correctly. There has been a number of
studies done concerning L2 speakers’ self-repair mechanisms (O’Conner 1988, Kormos 2006 etc.). In
previous studies of repair in a native language environment, there was a focus on the repairs which
the language learners themselves initiated. However, little is known about other initiated self-repairs.
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Furthermore, in these studies many researchers used OPI data with few data based on daily, natural
speech. This study aims to clarify the characteristics of repairs (“self-initiated self-repair” and “otherinitiated self-repair”) used by intermediate and advanced level Japanese learners by collecting SKYPE
conversation of Turkish learners of Japanese (TLJ) with a Japanese native speaker.
In this study, 20 minute conversations in Japanese were organized by pairing one Japanese native
speaker with 1 of the16 TLJ at a time. The TLJ group consisted of intermediate level of OPI (n=8)
and advanced level of OPI (n=8). Repairs produced by learners during the conversation were
identified based on the TLJ’s pauses and repetitions, the native speaker’s clarification requests and the
amount of incomprehension. Once the data were collected, repairs were transcribed and classified.
The frequency of occurrence for each repair type was subjected to a chi-square test to clarify the
similarities and differences between repairs observed in intermediate and advanced levels of TLJ.
As a result, “self-initiated self-repair” was observed more than “other-initiated self-repair” in both
intermediate and advanced levels of TLJ. Furthermore, there was only a significant difference in
frequency between “insertions”, “grammatical repairs” and “lexical repairs” among the six types of
repairs (insertions, false starts, grammatical repairs, lexical repairs, pronunciation and others)
observed during the conversation. The results showed that in the case of advanced level of TLJ,
“insertions” were frequent in occurrence. In the same way, “grammatical repairs” and “lexical
repairs” were observed more frequently in the intermediate level of TLJ than the advanced level of
TLJ. It seems that because of the limited Japanese resources, many linguistic repairs were observed in
the intermediate level of TLJ. On the other hand, it was observed that because advanced TLJ have
accrued many Japanese resources and a high amount of meta-language consciousness, many discourse
level repairs were made with more appropriate words in order to convey their messages.
As a final note, repairs play an important role in the language learning process and we may view
them as one indicator of a learner’s language proficiency. Through this research, it is expected to
conduct educational activities focusing on grammar and vocabulary for intermediate level of TLJ
including activities that intend to raise the advanced TLJ’s consciousness about appropriate language
use.
References
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ѶՍƼӆ͙Ǔ¯ʛɻ٦FՎօʍņ
―ԅkֻچʍņչӖ٣ِ٘ə―ٶ

Ming-jan CHEN (TATUNG UNIVERSITY)

ŏѽۗВ̂ۄګڠڞ٦ĞΚ٢Ҩбۏڴؾۑڗٻk٦̓б٣ۗځٿՎօٹɓ˪٦Վօ٦ٶ٢ۗٓڀ
i̹ڀلԅɠۗFڀلԅɠ٠Χ֡kِ٘ۘѶՍƼمιѲǲƼٟڂؿՍ¯uٹɺ٦Ԗk٠¯
̵٦҄چ̯֨וǠۗق2 ѽͪ٣FՎօʍņچǥِ٘ۘ
FՎօ٧/ҵ٦Վօ٣٢ـɢÝЫۗŚÝЫ٢̬քۘڂؿمԟș(2016)مѶՍF ٦JƼɠ
ٟ٧Ʀ֥ƛٻـɺ̬ф̖ۗÝÞũۗnϞÙ٢١ۗɺۛԅk٣Þْڂڃَ׃˟وٿم͵֦ڂ٠فـ
ɉЩۗٻǫ(1999)مѶՍۂۍڮ٦ηɗچϯǲƼ٣օْȔۗ؋ňӘƥٻŵƼ٧օٌْ٠مٟۗٓن
ȞˇَڂڃŪǇڂؿم٠فـԪǱٖۗٹ٦ɢÝЫۗŚÝЫ٢̬քڀلڂؿم٠ǠِۗلِۘڂڃڀقѶ
ՍƼ҄مוǫو٢¯ـʛɻ٣ٌ٦فٿ٢Ǡقٙچيĺڂق٠ۗơԅ٦ՠ¨̳چ٣ֻِفٿ٠ْڂ
ûɡٚلͲم٣٢ڂq̮҄ۘڂؿم/ۗϯԅkƎٟ٧ϯǲ٦ŏζɈ;tۗՎօtٟڂؿ؇ӹ
مϸˀۮаUۤۯ1897 ʼҲۥٟʲٰ٘خۮɝȮѱۜ̂ۗυۗمۯՎօچәnْڂȮٜ٦ۏڽې٠٢
ۗځՎօ٦ȈǫķϠۯۮمٟڂؿ٠Ǡٌۘڂق٦ԅkЫґŶ٦EłٟۗFՎօʍņٟ٧ċʱЫ٢
ʄɸٙيťڂْ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوѫ֝¨̳چ٣ѧٶʄۯۮۗځ٠әnَڂڃօچБğْڂуٹוĺڂق
ٰنٙ٠ӑɻ٧Ǡۘڂق
Սɳͥ٦ʍņɢÝ٧ʟ/ 2 ɢÝ(Ż 18 ʟÝ)ٟۗέ˧٧ N4 ۏڽې٦ѶՍƼӆ͙Ǔ¯ʛɻ
35 թٟۘڂؿϒ¯ـʛɢÝٟ¯ʛɻ٣FՎօ٦چĺڂق٠њɢ٣چۯۮչɉْĎ٠ʛ
ۗٸ٘ـَ٘ٔٹÎقٞԅkֻمӐ֦٢Ʀ֥چέ˧٣ِ٘ۘʍņ٧¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ҄چוǠׇ
ِۗɣ٦فٿ٣ۗٓٵِۘ٘ۓڋڝڬի¨٣Ֆ٦¯ʛچڭکڙؾڦФɦِ٘ۘ¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼוӢΙ
چԢچږؾےڻؾۏڗلږؾےډھۗٸ٘فВֻِٞۗۘ٘ٸ̋چȈƹ٧¯ʛڭکڙؾڦ٣Þڂْ
Fѫ֝چȺٛٞۗ¯ʛɻ٘ٚ٣օԅۗ٘ٵَ̟ۘ٘ٔؗچօԅڂْ̟ؗچȔ٧ۗچڗۓڰؾۍډڸʄ
ځѷ˰ڂڃǭؿٹٛ٘ۘ
ɳͥ٣έْ¯ڂʛɻ٦ʌيѷڃ٠¯ʛǄw٧¯ʛɻمʛٟˀ٘ـօԅ٠ʍņƹ٣ɳɋِ٘
چڭؾژۓډȺٛٞ¨Ѻِٖ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۜ(1)¯ʛɻمɺۛԅk٣Þْ˳ڂԪ٦ʪֻِ֦̮ۗچօ
ԅ٣ѷفٿڃ٠ْڂуمוƙ(٘ڃڀ2)چږؾےڻؾۏڗٻږؾےډھʄځѷ٘ڃʍņ٧Վօɢ٦
̟ؗ٣փׂٜ٠Ǡقٞ(ڂـ3)¯ʛɻ٦օԅ٧¶ڗۓڰؾۍډڸљ٣→̂ۮځٿυ→ۯ٠̓kٟ
ۘڂن

8A_F1 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 16:00

A Report on the Audiovisual Translation Class for
Learners Not Majoring in Japanese

Ming-jan CHEN (TATUNG UNIVERSITY)

Due to the rapid development of communication system and the progress of globalization in recent
years, there has been a new field of audiovisual translations as well as literary or commercial
translations with the translation pattern becoming diversified. Our Japanese department as the second
foreign language also considered to develop skills and abilities of the students and started to offer an
audiovisual translation class two years ago.
Audiovisual translations have unique restrictions of time and space unlike in the case of ordinary
translations. According to the study of Hosaka (2016), English subtitles in Japanese films often skip
words related to society and culture such as social systems, human relations, and values. Kao (1999)
also reported in his study that there was a tendency to delete honorifics and euphemisms due to
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difficulty in translation when translating dialogues of Japanese dramas into Chinese. That is because
there audiovisual translations have time and space restrictions. Meanwhile, a Chinese translator, Fu
Yuan, explains the difficulty of translation with fidelity, fluency, and felicity. Under the influence of
different cultures, I wanted to teach learners not only how to skip words, but also how to pursue
"felicity ".
The classes are given to 35 learners of non-Japanese major once a week (18 weeks) for two hours.
In order to make the learners think "How to translate" in such short hours, I purposefully chose words
that are closely related to Japanese culture. In consideration of the Japanese language abilities of the
learners, I designed the lesson as follows. At the time of class, I presented a clear learning target in
each class, instructed the learners to work in pairs or small groups for better understanding of
contents, and finally use video related to the learning target to make the learners to revise and polish
their translations. Sometimes I use peer learning at the time of revising translations.
This practical research was proved to be effective by the questionnaires and the translations written
by the learners. Through this research, the following three results were obtained;
(1) The learners understood that the words deeply related to Japanese culture were important and
tried to assimilate cultural information into their translations;
(2) The learners thought pair work and group work would be useful for learning translation; and
(3) The learner's translations evolved from "fidelity," “fluency”, and to "felicity" through peer
learning.
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η٦ǫǕ٦ǲȔƿׄ٣ڂيكѶՍƼȺ֤˰ձЇȁ
ؾe ڗۓڰؾۍ٦ĺȖȝ̯چչɉِٞؾ

Sheng wen HUANG (ыƸθ¯)

2019 ѽڀلηٟɳɋْ¯̈ڂʛɉќ֦ה٧ιѲǲƼ٦ۘڂؿٹۄۍۉڔێڒǷƹۗĎէĺ
,ϛٟ٦ѶՍƼָʕɻ̤٧َڀ٣Ύڂق٠֘Θَِٖۘڂڃٞۗηمŏѽِ̟̓ڃڀٸٞڂـ
ʪ֦٢ĺ,®٦/ٜ٠ِٞۗۮԐϠĺ,٠Үжĺ,چڃٖۗځؿمۯɊSْڂʆϛ٠ِٞ e ڰؾۍ
مڗۓīًٌٖۘڂڃڀٟιѲǲƼۄۍۉڔێڒ٣íٝوѶՍƼ e ڗۓڰۓؾۍĺȖ٦Ҩ٧ʪ
֦̮مΎِٞۘ٘ن
ِ¯ِ̈ۗلʛɉќ֦ה٦ιѲǲƼ٦ۄۍۉڔێڒ٧ڵکۑؾی٦ CEFR ٦ A1ۢA2 ٦҄וӚ
ɶ٣íٝۗن¢ۏڽې٦¯ʛչӖĚ٫مږکڸڭƄۗڃڀٸCan-do چȯ˞ِٹ٘ڃَۓڋڝڬ٦ٟؿ
چڃِٖۗلِۘڂí٣ȝَ̯٘ڃĺȖ٧աٙ٣ƙэ٘ڀ٢ۘـĺɆمɨוٟȝِ̯فٿ٠ِٖٞۗٹ
ڃٗڃ٦ۏڽې٦҄וӚɶ٣΅]ِـʍņѫ֝م١٦فٿ٢ٹ٦٢٦ځلڅل٣ۘـوη٦ǫǕ
̵٣٠ٛٞۗɳ̵¶ٟ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤˰ձچǠڂق٠ۗٓٵՖѽ٦ɂՓǕ٦ĺ,ǣمīًۘڂڃڀ
ٖ٦̤٧ 2004 ѽ ڀل2016 ѽٵٟ٦Ý 25 Ҕ̯ٹЉِٞڃٖۘ٘ن٧¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞѶՍƼمȺ֤
ٟڂنùٟۗځؿƿׄچВِۗυ̯ËچËّۗǷƹ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ٜ٢ٌڂم٠ٹöίٟۘڂن
ٌٖٟۗՍǝٟ٧ۗη٦ǫǕ 2 Ǖ٦ƿׄԪǱˀЇȁ٠ǫǕٟɂՓǕԵս٦ϏэĺɆ 2 թ٣ڋ
ڀلٌِٖۘ٘ؾۉڷڦۓѶՍ٦ɂՓǕمԵսْڂȔۗ¯ǕٟǫǕ̵٧١٦فٿ٢˰ձٟѶՍƼچ
Ⱥْ֤ڂ٦ل٣ٜـٞЇȁِِٖٖۗٞچڃí٣¯ʛչӖچȝِ̯ٞۘ٘ٶ
ٖ٦ƇwۗۮÏž¯ۮۗۯǕѫۮۗۯʍņάƟۮۗۯԓۯ٢١٦˰ձؿمٌٛ٘ۘڃ٧̈¯ʛɉ
ќ֦ה٦ ۮȧ֤Ƽۮۗۯɨԁ٠tΜ¯ۮۗۯǕ̵¶ۯ٦ږکڸڭ٣эٞ٧ۗمڂڃڀٸιѲǲƼێڒ
ۄۍۉڔ٣ԁכٟن٢˰ـձۤ¯ۮǕѫۮۗۯʍņάƟؿٹۥۯٛ٘ۘ¯̈ۗ٘ٵʛɉќ֦ה٦ A2 ې
ۏڽ٣Λِٞؿٹږکڸڭڂـٛ٘ڀڃٖۗم٧ A1 ۏڽې٦¯ʛɻٹʰ˰ڂقձ٢٦ٟۗA1 ڽې
ۏٟќѷِ٘ــمفٲ٠ɦǾَۘڂڃ
Ƿ٦ЇȁƇwچí٣ۗɂՓǕԵս٦˰ձچϯ̅٣چڑێگڞȝِ̯ۗƨ۠٦مٜ٢ؿمځم
 ڂA1 ۏڽې٦¯ʛչӖ͐چОِٞۘ٘ٶǷƹǷ٦ЇȁƇwچєڀَۗقٵ٣ЇȁِۗɂՓǕԵս
٦˰ձچϯ̅٠ْ ڂA1 ۏڽې٦˰ձچʡۗٸηͮĎէϛ٦¯ʛɻمǍַ֤وٟۗٸ٘ڂنe
ڗۓڰؾۍ٦ĺȖچҨِ٘ۘـ

8A_F2 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 16:30

Investigating the Scenarios of Using Japanese in the
International Exchange of Senior High Schools in
Taiwan For the Production of e-Learning Materials

Sheng wen HUANG (ыƸθ¯)

Despite the addition of a second foreign language to the new curriculum implemented in Taiwan in
2019, no fundamental teaching materials have been published. In addition, as rural education and
flipped education have been included in the important educational reforms promoted in recent years,
and e-learning materials can support them both, the importance of the development of e-learning
materials thus rises.
Using the exchange reports of two senior high schools and by interviewing two senior high school
teachers responsible for exchange in Taiwan, this paper investigated in what scenarios Japanese
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learners of Taiwan will speak Japanese in their exchange with sister schools, the topics in the syllabus
of the second foreign language in the new curriculum, and the learning performance in terms of the
found scenarios. Then, this study designed a learning script based on the research findings.
This study found that Japanese is spoken in scenarios including the welcome party, campus tour,
in-class learning, and farewell party. These scenarios can correspond to topics including greetings, me
and my family, and school life in the syllabus of the second foreign language. However the campus
tour and in-class learning are not included in any topics in the syllabus. In addition, establishment and
maintenance of relationships corresponds to topics in A2. As these scenarios fall into the topics for
elementary Japanese, they should be included in A1.
A learning script has also been designed based on the research findings. It is hoped that a broader
investigation will be conducted based on the research findings to design e-learning materials suitable
for learners receiving compulsory education.
Keywords: Japanese learners of senior high schools in Taiwan, sister school exchange, scenarios of
Japanese use, new curriculum, e-learning materials
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ĺɱѫ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦٘ٸ٦ۓڐڹڭؾۂڠȺ֤
ɳΰ ―̖ڋڦѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٣―

Tanapat SONTIRAK (ڭؾڜڢڒθ¯̖ԅ¯ӵ)

ۓڐڹڭؾۂڠ٦р˰٣ҫۗـ١ٌٟ˳ٹԪ٣ۏؾڪڂْڠڢږډ٠ַِْ֤ٞم̖ڂΧو٢ٛٞـ
ۘڂՃθ٢˳Ԫ٣źمٛٞڂـз٣ٿٛٞۗۓڐڹڭؾۂڠ٧Ƽ¯ĺ,ٵٟEłچĚِٳٞ¯ۗځكʛ
ʆϛ٦/ٜ٠٢ځٜٜچ̖ڋڦۘڂؿä٘ٸѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣ۓڐڹڭؾۂڠڂٿȺ֤٣ٜـٞƦĚِ
͕٘ǣƗģۤϢчΦ 2007ۗȮ؈Φ 2011 ٢١ٵڃٌمۥٟ٢َڃٞۗم٘نʃ٠ِٞĺɱ٦ڠؾژ
مϴչَڃٞۗځكĺɱѫ٦ٲمڠؾژ٠ڇ١ʄڃڀً˪ځٞـ٢ٌٖۘـٟۗՍǝٟ٧ڋڦ٦θ¯
ٟѶՍƼ͙چǓ٠ِ̖٘ڋڦѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ 48 թۤjۗTLچۥέ˧٣ۗĺɱѫ٣ـكٞ١٦فٿ٣
چۓڐڹڭؾۂڠȺْ֤چلڂЇȁِٖۗ٦Ⱥ֤ɳΰچիلڀ٣ْۘڂ
ЇȁԱ٠ِٞۗۗٓٵʍņ٦/Ñ٠ِٞ TL ٣աѧ٦ԅˡچФɦِۗ45 ԁѫ٣ʯѧْږڠڦڂ
ۘ٘ق֚چѫ֝چѧٶʄٸ٘ڂ٦ԱچƧОِ٢ـ٦ٟۗـٜٹ٦Աٟ̓ٸٞٹǖڅ٢ـ٠͒իِ
٘ۘږڠڦ٦ƹۗѫ֝٦ֻڂٸ̋چԱ٣ÞْڭؾژۓډڂЇȁچǣٛ٘ۘ
ٖ٦Ƈwۗچۓڐڹڭؾۂڠɡȯِٞـ٢ ـTLۤ2 թيˇچۥ٨ۗԅˡ٦ѫ֝چѧٶʄٸ٘ڂ٣ۗͮ
4ۓڐڹڭؾۂڠٟόƼ٦ՠچ٧ّۗٸÐɠ٦ѧٶٻԅԱ͒ի٢١٦˳ԪچЇٌٰٞڂـ٠م
ԁلٛ٘ۘĺɱٟ٧¯ʛչЫٟӫϛڭکڱؾڦۓڋٟЇٰڂ٣ۗٓڀڅللٹĺɱѫٟ٧ژێڻډ
ۓۋڞؾٟЇٰفٿڂ٣٢ٛ٘٠ فـTL ٌڂـٹ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘۮЇٰمÖόٙىْۮۯڀل
Їٌٰڂ٠مٟۯڀلڂن٠ـٛ٘яۓۋڞؾژێڻډۗڀل٦ַз٠ِٞ̚Κ٣Ӑ֦٢˳Ԫمѷʆ
ٌٟڂن٠¨مѺٟٖۘ٘ن٦ҮձۗۮόƼ٦ՠچЇٌٰڂ٠مٟنٞۗٹԅˡ٣֤٘ڃڀـՠ٠
٧Χː'ۮۯفόƼ٦ՠ٧ڋڦƼٟ٧٢ۗوJƼٟɦَڂڃ٦ֻِٟڃن٢ـ٠ۯڂؿٹن٠ـٛ
٘яٖۗڀل٦ƃзٹƙۘ٘ڃڀ
˪٦ٌ٠ۗڀلTL ٧ĺɱѫٟۓڐڹڭؾۂڠ٦چۓۋڞؾژێڻډɨҨЫ٣Ⱥِ֤ۗόƼ٦ՠ
٢١چЇٰٞ˪ۗمڂـʆ٣ֻٌڂٸ̋چ٠مٟن٢˰ـǭڂؿٹ٠ԁلٛ٘ۘۓۋڞؾژێڻډ٧
Ԝַ̮٣ڃٞۗمڂـѷʆٟ˳ڂنԪمƧڃڀٌٞڂـ٠٧Ҽٸ٢ۘـĺɆ٧¯ʛɻ٦˴ƊچǠ
ׇِ٢ۗڀم٢وٰڂƢِͦ٘ۓۋڞؾژێڻډ٧ٹٚۗڇڄѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣փׂٜڭڋڜںڎڍٟ͆ٹ
ŉЫ٣Їٌٰٞفڀٹ٠ٟۗځٿǄwЫ٢¯ʛ٦٘ٸ٦ۓڐڹڭؾۂڠȺ֤مöίٟڂنٙۘفڄ

8A_F3 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 17:00

Actual Usage of Smartphones for Japanese Language
Study Purposes in the Classroom: Case of Thai
Learners of the Japanese Language

Tanapat SONTIRAK (ڭؾڜڢڒθ¯̖ԅ¯ӵ)

Smartphones have been increasing their role as an essential tool to access information regardless of
place. Connected to boundless sources of information, it is undeniable that smartphones have had a
massive impact on language education as well, and have become a supportive tool for language study.
Ikejima et al (2007) and Mikuni et al (2011) have conducted research targeting smartphone users who
are learners of the Japanese language, including Thai learners. However, since the cases are mainly
focused on environments outside of the classroom, in-class usage has rarely been studied. In order to
study actual usage of smartphones for Japanese language study purposes in a classroom, 48 Thai
university students who are majoring in the Japanese language were chosen. These Thai learners (TL)
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were observed to determine how they used their devices while performing a task in a Japanese
language class.
As for methodology, I provided TLs a reading task in class using a previously unseen article
written in the Japanese language. I explained to the TLs that they were to attempt to comprehend the
article within 45 minutes by any means they regularly use, without any restrictions. Finally, I
conducted a survey regarding the means the TLs used throughout the task.
The results showed that, excluding 2 TLs who had not brought their smartphones, most of the TLs
managed to use smartphones to search for information such as the meaning of vocabulary words,
readings of Chinese characters, and grammatical explanations to understand the article further. In
addition, some of the TLs who usually use the internet outside the classroom for language study
purposes also indicated that they switched to using applications during the task. As some of the TLs
pointed out, not only are applications “easy to use”, but “searching can also be done right at the
moment”. It was confirmed that TLs find the ability of applications to search for the needed
information instantly as a significant positive aspect. On the other hand, some negatives were noted as
well. For example, some TLs stated that the meaning of a word seemed “to differ from the one used in
the context of the article” and “it is rather difficult to understand completely when applications show
the meaning in English instead of Thai”.
To conclude, while participating in the reading task in the classroom, most TLs spontaneously used
applications in smartphones to search for the meaning of words. With that being mentioned, they still
could not comprehend the article thoroughly. In spite of the fact that applications are generally
convenient to use, the results revealed that information obtained from applications can possibly be
limited or even misleading. To make more effective use of smartphones as supportive tools for
Japanese language study, I suggest that instructors of the Japanese language carefully select some
reliable applications and websites based on students’ abilities such as language proficiency, and then
advise them to consider using these sources more actively as alternatives.
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8B_A1 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:00

ѶՍƼٯھڭۂڲڑ٦ɬ٠Ë©چҕفʼĤڠۍږ٦Վ
օ¶љۜǍǱ٦چھڭۂڲڑȺٛٞ
Eiko GYOGI (ǲȔĺ֨θ¯)
Noriko IWASAKI (SOAS, University of London)
ՍƗģ٧ۗѶՍƼʼĤڠۍږٟ٦ھڭۂڲڑɉќ٣ÞْڂɳͥƗģٟچھڭۂڲڑۘڂؿȺٛ٘Ә
ƥ٧ۗˋӜթۗ̈ۗڷېګԆ٢١ѶՍƼٟǍوȺڃڅٞۤڂـйʅ 2002٘ۘۥٙۗچھڭۂڲڑȺْ֤ڂ
٦٧˪Ĥ˪ۏڽې٦¯ʛɻ٣ٳٲƧڃڀٞ٘ـ٠فـԪǱۤځؿٹȣ* 2003ۗç غ2008)ۗ¯ʛ
ɻ٣٠ٖٛٞ٦Ⱥ֤٧ѱِفٿـٟۗ٘ٵۘڂؿʼĤĺuˀٟ٧ھڭۂڲڑӘƥ٦ʄـ٧Ӂ«Ыː
٢ٖۗو٦Ӡфٻʪ֦̮٣Ӂٰٞʤԁ٢ɉќم٢َڃٞڂـ٠٧ۤـ٘مــп ر1997ۗȮ˪
2007ھڭۂڲڑۘۥɉќ٦ʄͶٻٶĺȖҨٹ٢َڃٞۤمڂـȮ˪ 2004ڀَۗۥ٢ڂɳͥƗģمՀٵ
ِـ٠ǠۗقՍҨӘٟ٧¯ʛɻ٦ӾƦƼِ҄٘لـچוɳͥچԪǱْۘڂ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍ٦θ¯٣¯׆ϯ٦ʼĤ¯ʛɻ 19 թ٣έِٞۗǍǱچȺٛٞھڭۂڲڑ٦ɉќ
چɳɋِٖۗ٦̯wچЇٰ٘ۘʍņٟ٧ۗˋӜ٦ؾڦڠہюٟ٦ھڭۂڲڑ٦Ⱥ֤چǠȦƹۗɨԁ٦
ƦƼۤʃ٣ԦƼۥٟٖۗلڂؿمھڭۂڲڑ٦Ⱥ֤٧ѶՍƼ٠כɞِِٞلڂـǭٖۗـ٦ƹۂڲڑ
مھڭѷٛ٘ǍǱچɨԁ٦ƦƼ٣Վօِ٘ۘՍƗģٟ٧ۗʍņ٦״iم̵¯ۗڦؾڬʍņƹ٣Фʰ
ِ٘Ë;ۛʫκۗʍņƹ٦چؾۉڷڦۓڋԁ̈́ۗǠȦِ٘ۘ
ٖ٦ƇwۗՍɳͥ٧ƦƼÝ٦כɞз'΅ٻз٦ֻۗٯھڭۂڲڑ٦ŀՠ٠ɬ٦Ǉ˪٠فـз
ٟǄwЫٟؿٛ٘ۘھڭۂڲڑۗٓٵ٣ٜـٞƦƼÝٟӁ«َِۗڀ٣ɨԁ٦ƦƼ٣١فՎօَڂفڃ
لǠٌ٘ق٠٣ۗځٿƦƼÝ٦'چـӬنϽځ٣ٟقםۘ٘ن٨ِۗǭـٟ٧ۮJƼ٣ھڭۂڲڑٹ٧
ۗمڂؿȺ˰فձ٧ƧڃڀٞۮۗۯڂـϯǲƼٟ٧ǍǱٟچھڭۂڲڑوٿٹȺۯف٢١ۗӺǍـǠȦم
ƙۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀǍǱ٦ϯ٦ۤۮҤڜڒڜڒۥمԂ̞ۯ٘ـ٠فـԅچՎօْڂȔ٣٧ۗۤتؽتؽۮϯ
ǲƼۯۥ٢١٦چھڭۂڲڑȺٛ٘ۮۗځflakyۮٻۯSECOۤۓڋھڠƼۯۥ٢١٦ů֝ɗچŢځԚِ٘ۗځ
ۮscratchۮٻۯwhooshۯ٢١٦љɗٟچ¿ٻٶٽلӘƥِ٘ڂْځ٢١ۗھڭۂڲڑ٣ӍЪْڂɨԁ
٦ƦƼ٦ӘƥچǋӤِٞۗ٘ٵۘ٘ـʍņ٦Ë;ͮٹάЫ٣ǡОЫٟۗǷٵٟû٣٢ٛٞۂڲڑ٘ـ
ھڭ٦ֻٵ̋مٛ٘٠ʲٰ٘¯̵ۗځكٹŀՠ٠ɬچǫڂٸ٠فـзٟٹǄwЫٌٟڂؿ٠څم
لٛ٘ۘǷƹۗŀՠ٦ǫھڭۂڲڑمځٵ٦ʛѡٻȺ֤٣ٜ٢ٹلڂمƙڂӐ֦ۘڂؿم

8B_A1 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:00

Cultivating interest and senses of Japanese mimetics
in the beginner-level classroom through translating
mimetics in adverts

Eiko GYOGI (ǲȔĺ֨θ¯)
Noriko IWASAKI (SOAS, University of London)

This study reports on an innovative translation activity to help students to become familiar with
Japanese mimetics at a beginner-level Japanese language class. Despite the widespread use of mimetics
in Japanese commercial goods’ names, advertisements, and newspaper headlines (Tamori 2002),
learning mimetics poses challenges to learners of Japanese. Some studies report that Japanese learners
rarely use mimetics until they reach an advanced-level (Sakurai 2003, Iwasaki 2008, Iwasaki 2017).
Though some material development and practical reports on teaching mimetics have been reported (e.g.
Mikami 2004), mimetics has received relatively little attention in beginner-level textbooks (Watanabe
1997, Mikami 2007). We aim to contribute to the endeavor, from a new perspective by mobilizing
learners’ plurilingual resources.
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We report on translation activities focusing on mimetics given to 19 beginner-level students of
Japanese at a university in Japan. In the class, after the students first observed how mimetics are used
in advertisements and TV commercials, they discussed whether and how mimetics (or their equivalents)
are used in their own languages. After that, they translated a Japanese advertisement containing
mimetics into their own language. In order to understand the benefits and limitations of the activities,
we analysed students’ translations of the advertisement, the audio-recorded class discussion, students’
learning journal written after class and retrospective interviews.
The results show that this session enabled the students to compare languages and raised their interest
and awareness about mimetics. Students became aware of how mimetics are used in their own languages
(e.g. mimetics in English are typically used to describe sounds and not a state) and in Japanese (e.g.
mimetics in Japanese may evoke visual images). The act of translation itself also further helped them
to consider the effects of mimetics. In translating a word “kasakasa (flaky)” in a Japanese advertisement
for skin lotion, students took various strategies to express how skin is dry and itchy. Their strategies
include the use of equivalent mimetics in their own language such as “kasakasa (Chinese),” repetitious
use of adjective such as “flaky” and “SECO (Spanish),” or verbs such as “scratch” and “whoosh.” Some
students were very creative. For example, a student used a novel English mimetic equivalent “scritchscratch, scratchy, dry, flaky skin” The discussion and the act of translation helped them understand
similarities and differences among languages.
Feedback after the class was positive overall. Students knew about the frequent use of mimetics in
Japanese, and with the translation activities, they were able to understand mimetics better. One student
got so interested that she discussed the use of English and Japanese mimetics with her friends after class.
However, some students struggled to understand the effects of mimetics. Further studies will be needed
to examine if the increased interest contributes to the students’ acquisition and use of mimetics.
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8B_A2 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:30

ѶՍƼھڭۂڲڑ٦֏Ů̮٣Þْڂ3˧Їȁ٠
ٖ٦ԁ̈́―àǲƼԦƼɻٟڂؿѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ
ٿك٫ѶՍƼԦƼɻچέ˧٠ِٞ―

Rie OSAWA (Þ̻ǲƼθ¯)

0 ٧ّٸ٣
ՍƗģҨӘٟ٧ۙ①ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻٟڂؿàǲƼԦƼɻ 55 թٿك٫②ѶՍƼԦƼɻ 200
թ٣ۙѶՍƼ٦ھڭۂڲڑ٦ůɫ٠ՠ٣Þْڂɲսɓ٣ڂٿЇȁƇw٣ٜـٞۙѺϟՠЫ٢
ԁ̈́ٿك٫ƦƼʛѡֻچp٘قÙзڀلǠȦْۘڂ
1 ϯ̅٠٢ڂʃϼٻƇ
ʃ٢ǠȦѫ֝٧jĂ(1)(ڀل4)ٿك٫(5)ٟۘڂؿ
ۤ1ۥČΰƼ٣ٜـٞۙٹàǲƼ٠כɞِٞـ٢ـ٣ۙٓڀڅللٹůɫ٠ՠ٠٦Ý٣֏Ů̮چË
ّڂ٠فـяم/Оדѡۘ٘ڃڀ
ۤ2ٹۥٛ٠̵ٹȲ̮٦ǫھڭۂڲڑـ٦Үӹů٣ٜـٞ٧ۙ֏Ů̮چËّڂ٠فـяمΧـůɫ
٠ۙː٢ـůɫ٣ڀڃٖۘ٘ڃلڅ٦'ـ٣ٜـٞۙ¯ʛ٠֤Ա٦ÙзڀلǠȦْۘڂ
ۤ3ھڭۂڲڑۥ٦ϯٟٹĳËф٦ǫلٛ٘ůɫ٣٧ۮkۙtۙpمۯƙڀڃٌۘ٘ڃڀ٦i٧ۙ֜ɟ٦Ƽ
٦ϯٟٹٹٛ٠وٹʰƥْڂ٠Ʀڃڅٞڀڃٌۘڂـ٦ĳËф٣ڂيكӫԛ̮٣٧ƦƼʛѡ٦ʺ
˅مÞِٞڂـ٠Ǡۘڂق
(4)ڀلڀلۮ/karakara/ۯ٠ۮ달그락달그락/talgraktalgrak/ۯ٦فٿ٢ɝם٣כɞ̮چËّڂ٠فـ
яمΧلٌٛ٘ۘڀڃ٣ эْڂɝٵچם٠ٸٞǠȦْۘڂ
ۤ5¯ۥʛɻ٠ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠٦'چـԁْ̈́ۘڂ
2 ˥٦Ăʲ
ǷЇȁέ˧٠ِ٘ھڭۂڲڑ٧ۙČiƼڀلČΰƼمҊ̵ِ٘q̮҄٦ڂؿњůɫ٦ڭۂڲڑ
 ھ29 ůɫٟ̤ם֤ۙځؿ٧ 96ۤǩչۥ٣٦ڃٗڃٖۘڂٳ٦ھڭۂڲڑ٣ٜـٞۙͮάЫۛӵԁЫۛҮ
ӹů٣ٜـٞۙůɫ٠ՠ٠٦Ý٣ËّڂĳËфچսْٰڀڃٖۙـٞ٦ƇwچӘ٠ڹۍڗ٣̤Ϟk
ِٞԁِ̈́ٞۘڂـ
3 ѣĂْٰڭۓڋہن
ՍƗģ٧ٌۙٵڃٟ٦ھڭۂڲڑ٦֏Ů̮٣Þْڂ/ҵЫ٢О͒چӿِۙچھڭۂڲڑΧڂْ֏وƦ
ƼԦƼɻÝ٣ѣ֏٦ھڭۂڲڑۮË©ۯ٠فٿفـ٢ٹ٦ۙمѣО٦ůɫٻČΰƼ٣ـكٞٹΠȕ
ْڂ٠ٌفـ٠چƔ˥ْ͕ڂŗي٠٢ٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ

8B_A2 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:30

Analysis of an Impression Survey of Motivation in
Japanese Onomatopoeia:A Case Study of Korean
Learners of Japanese and Native Speaker

Rie OSAWA (Þ̻ǲƼθ¯)

This paper describes an impression survey of Korean Learners of Japanese and Native Japanese,
using 96 examples of 29 onomatopoeia forms where the meaning has possibly been extended from an
onomatopoeic word to a mimetic word. The Korean native speakers were asked whether they could
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feel motivation between the form and meaning in the onomatopoeic forms. The results were digitized,
and the significant results were extracted and considered.
An outline of the five results of the examination is as follows:
1
A considerable number of respondents felt the motivation between form and meaning not
only with respect to onomatopoeic words that have phonetic motivation but also for mimetic words
that have morphological or meaningful motivation.
2
A considerable number of respondents recognized motivation between form and meaning also
in Japanese onomatopoeia that does not resemble Korean onomatopoeia.
3
In regards to reduplicative onomatopoeia, there was not only similarity with Korean
onomatopoeia, but also the possibility of the wording in the example demonstrating the meaning of
the reduplication.
4
When the form and meaning of Korean onomatopoeia were compared with only similar
Japanese onomatopoeia, it was not necessarily the case that an equally high degree of understanding
was obtained in respect of all onomatopoeia. These differences can be considered from the point of
view of the nature of each phoneme and their combinations as well as examples.
5
For example, in respect of the correlation between “/karakara/” in Japanese and
“/talguraktalgurak/” in Korean, the study respondents felt a high degree of similarity. Tamori and
Lawrence (1999:147) supported this result by indicating the similarities of the two as “a difference of
word-form originating from how the external sound is captured.”
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8B_A3 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 15:00

Teaching katakana loanwords as the linguistic the
‘New Wild’: Toward coexistence in the rapidly
internationalizing society

Naoko HOSOKAWA (European University Institute)

This paper discusses the importance and benefits of teaching katakana loanwords to Second
Language (L2) learners of Japanese, applying the idea of The New Wild suggested by an journalist Fred
Pearce (2016). The difficulty of learning and teaching katakana loanwords has been pointed out by
many scholars including Quackenbush (1977). This is due to the complex system of transcribing
(mainly) English words in katakana. L2 learners, both native and non-native English speakers albeit to
different degrees, thus find it more cumbersome to learn katakana loanwords compared to wago (native
Japanese vocabulary) and kango (Sino-Japanese words) and avoid using katakana loanwords in their
writing and speaking. This can lead to difficulty in learning katakana script at elementary levels while
impoverishing the vocabulary of L2 learners at all levels. Furthermore, according to a survey discussed
by Jinnouchi (2008), there is also a bias among L2 learners that Western-based loanwords are not ‘pure
Japanese’ due to their foreign origin. Indeed, a survey conducted by the National Institute for Japanese
Language and Linguistics shows that such negative views toward katakana loanwords are shared by a
large number of L1 speakers of Japanese who find loanwords difficult to understand and see them as a
source of linguistic corruption. However, loanwords constitute an important element in the Japanese
language and it is essential for Japanese language education. Furthermore, katakana loanwords give
important clues to understand the history of cultural interactions and the reality of social diversity.
These are key ideas for coexistence in the rapidly internationalising contemporary world. How then can
we approach katakana loanwords in teaching Japanese as a foreign language? This paper responds to
this question by drawing an analogy between biology and language, examining the arguments made by
Pearce on the so-called ‘invasive’ spices. According to Pearce, alien species are in fact not invasive to
chase away native species. On the contrary, they strengthen the local ecosystem and thus should be
considered to be the ‘new wild’. In Japanese, the word for alien species (gairaishu) and the word for
loanwords (gairaigo) share the morpheme gairai. (foreign, alien), demonstrating a common perception
that they are outside of the native ecosystem or linguistic system. Employing the idea of the ‘new wild’,
the paper suggests that loanwords as an element to strengthen Japanese as a language and enrich the
lexical diversity that should be rigorously taught from the elementary to advanced levels. It will be
concluded that learning katakana loanwords can help L2 speakers understand and experience the
cultural and linguistic diversity in the Japanese society. After Einer Haugen’s The Ecology of Language
(1972), it has been common to use the metaphor of ecology in linguistics. Taking part of the field of
ecolingustics, the paper is expected to make a unique contribution by interpreting the discussions on
foreign species as a way to understand the role of katakana loanwords in Japanese language education.

8B_A3 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 15:00

ـِ̈ۮց̵ۯ٠ِٞ٦֮گڒڦڒƼĺ,
ۢǲȔɺٟ٦ĳΠٯǇيٞۢ

Naoko HOSOKAWA (European University Institute)

ٌ٦ԅٟ٧ιѲƦƼۤL2¯ۥʛ٣֮گڒڦڒڂيكƼ¯ʛ٦ʪ֦̮٣ٜـٞۗڠێڕڋ٦ڟ
ڠډڸۛڮکېڹۗڭڠێگؾۇ٦ϸˀ۰ِ̈ـց̵۱ۤۥ܂۽ۼ۾٣ٞʲٰڃڀٞڂـǠق٠Ӂ«ِ٢م
ڀǠȦْۘڂL2 ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞۗ ֮گڒڦڒƼʛѡمѱِٹـ٦ٌٟڂؿ٠٧Χو٦Ɨģɻ٣ٿٛ
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ٞɉЩَڃٞڃٌۘڂـ٧JƼچɁٸ٠ْڂǲƼi٦ӘĂ٦ȸ٦ӾȬَ٢١٣ٹڂٿ٦ٟۗقם
٨JƼ٦ؾڒؾڸڠںڊګڋڱٟؿٛٞٹJƼĄƤ٦֮Ƽ٦¯ʛچƼٻÐƼځٿѱِوËّڂ
¯ʛɻمΧفٿـٟۘڂؿƇw٠ِٞѣ٣ڗۓڔؾڸڠٻڗۓڊګڋۍ٠ـٛ٘҄љЫ٢ƦƼȺ֤٦
˰ٟ٧ۗѶՍƼ٦ L2 ¯ʛɻ٧֮گڒڦڒƼچӅڂيŪǇ٣ڃٌۗ٘ٵۘڂؿ٣ٿٛٞۗʼĤ¯ʛɻ
٦ϯ٣٧ۗگڒڦڒ٦ԅɠʛѡٖ٦ٹ٦م٪مڀ٢٠Ӂ«ِٞɈفٿف٣̓ٵ٢ـ٠فـսκمĄٌ
˰ڂǭڀَۘڂؿٹ٣̛ۗѫۤۥ܄ۼۼ۾٦Ɨģ٣ٿٛٞۗΧو٦ L2 ɻ٧گڒڦڒ٦֮Ƽچʸ̡٢Ѷ
ՍƼ٧٢ـ٠Ëٌّٞڂـ٠لڅمٌٛٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢֮Ƽ٣έْڂҼОЫ٢Ǡق٧ L1 ɻ
٠ĳВْٹڂ٦ِٟ֮ۗلِۘڂؿƼ٧ѶՍƼ٦Ƽؐ٦ϯ٦ʪ֦٢ϥٹڂٸ͗چ٦ٟۗځؿѶՍ
Ƽĺ,٣ـكٞٹ٢وٞ٧٢ڀ٢ٹـ٦ٟ֮ۘڂؿƼ٣ٿٛٞƦƼٻԅk٦ƿׄ٦ƥ˵קٻȽچ
¯ٌ٭٠مِٟۗڂنǲȔk٦̓ٷǷѶۗƼؐ٘ٵٹΧ֡kِٞڂـɝɳ٧Ӑͭ٠ٹƦڃٖۘڂقٟ
٧١٦فٿ٢ɖз֮ڀلƼچĺٌۘلنٰڂق٦ԅ٧ٌ٦սـ٣έْڂя̵ۗچقΰ¯٠ƦƼ¯
٦Ӂ«چВِٞФɦ̵ْۘڂΰ¯Ы٢ď٠ِٞۗڠډڸ٧ۗ̃ۮڂٽڅـѷʈۯٟ֮ڂؿʈ٧ȕ
֮ʈچŗϬْٹڂ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوƥϠ٦̵ΰŷچԶل٣ۗĸ̓وkَٔٹڂ٦ٟـِ̈ۮۗځؿց̵ۯٙ
٠Ζنٰڂقٙ٠ʲٌٰٞۘڂـ٦ƙ٦̵Ԁ¯Ы֏Ǆ̮٧ԓ٠ِٞۗѶՍƼ٣ـكٞۯ֮ۮ٠فـ
ůΰ͵مĳВْفٿڂ٣֮ۗƼ٠֮ʈ٣έْڂѺɬ٣٧כɞْڂӵԁمː٢ۗځؿٓڀلӵ
̃ڀلѷ̵ِۗΰŷچĿٹْل٦ٟڂؿ٠ڟؾۅڋفـ٧֮Ƽ٣έْڂҼОЫ٢Ǡق٠ĳВِٞ
ٌٖۘڂـٌٟۗ٦ԅٟ٧ڠډڸ٦˺ԀۗљԀ٦֮ʈ٣Þْڂď٣ٜـ֮ٞۗƼ٣ٜـٞ٦
Ʀ͒٣эٞ٧ڂٵзچɉЩِ֮ۗƼچѶՍƼ٦ƼؐάŷچԶل٣ۗĸ̓وkَٔـِ̈ۮڂց̵ۯ
٦Ƽٟؐڂؿ٠فـǠقچιѲƦƼĺ,٦ͪФ٠ِٞФْۘڂ
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ѶՍƼĺ,٣¯ڂيكʛɻѣ̮¯مʛ̯w٠Үжʍ
ņәn٣ĚْٳEł۵ǖΑХɫـ֤چۏڬۆٞ۵
Tomoki FURUKAWA (Þ̻θ¯)
Mayuko TEZUKA (Þ̻θ¯)
ՍƗģ٧ۙѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦¯ʛɻѣ̮مҮжʍņɳɋɢ٣κ٠ْ֘ڂʛљ ɖІĚ٫ёυ
фڭڠګю٦¯ʛ̯wĚ٫Үжʍņәn٣لـ٣Ełڂق֚چ٦¯ۙلʛɻѣ̮٦Eł֦5چǖ
ΑХɫـ֤چۏڬۆٞԁِ̈́ۙǠȦِ٘ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
Bergman & Samsۤ2012ۥ٣ζӘَڂڃҮжʍņ٧ۙѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞٹɳͥԪǱڃَمٞنٞ
؍ۤځكΦ 2016ۙϯǚ 2016ۙƩ͚ۛʆГ 2016 юۙۥɲսɓĚ٫ؾۉڷڦۓڋ٣ڂٿЇȁƇwٻҮжʍ
ņɳɋͪƹ٦ёυфڭڠګӁ«٣¯ڂٿʛ̯wچϯ̅٠ِ٘ǄwƔ˥٣ٿٛٞۙҮжʍņ٠فـĺ
,Ա٦Ǆw٣ٜـٞ٧ɳ˥َڃِٜٜلِۘڂؿ٢ۙڀم١٦فٿ٢¯ʛɻѣ̮مҮжʍņ٦ĺ
,̯wۤǥĎљ ɖІׁĚ٫ёυфڭڠګ٦ѡзۥ٣Ełق֚چٞڂـ٦چلԁِ̈́٘Ɨģ٧ƙэ
٘ڀ٢ۘـђՍۤ2017ۥ٧ƨ̖٣ٿٛٞҮжʍņٯ٦ʄځͶۙٶǄw٣٧Ȁڂؿم٠ɉЩِٞۙځكѶ
ՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكҮжʍņ٦֏֤̮چƔ˥ِۙʍņɢ٦׆зچիلڀ٣ْٸ٘ڂ٣¯ٹʛɻѣ
̮٠ĺ,̯w٦Þچ̮Їȁٌْڂ٠٣٧Ďڂؿم٠Ǡۘڂق
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧ۙҮжʍņچɳɋِ٘ʼϯĤ˪ڀلڠۍږĤͪҭڠۍږ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ٰ
237 թ٦ۤڦؾڬёυфڭڠګƇwۙǥĎљ ɖІׁۙɲսɓЇȁƇwۜ2016 ѽфɳɋچۥέ˧٠ِۙ
ۮёυфڭڠګѡзۮۯǥĎљ ɖІׁ¯ۮۯʛڭکڱؾڦۓڋۮۯۏڽېȺ֤ɢÝۮۯPC ٦ѡӢѡ
֘ۮۯʛκәnۮۯǥĎљ әnۮۯǥĎљ ֻфۮۯǥĎљ ɢÝۮۯe-learning әnۯ٦ 10
ǩչچΘОԖ̤٠ِۙǖΑХɫۏڬۆ٣ڂٿԁ̈́چǣٖٛ٘ۘ٦ƇwۙۮǥĎљ ֻфǥĎљ
ɢÝe-learning әnۮمۯǥĎљ әnۯ٣ۙۮǥĎљ әn֘ۮمۯʛκәnۯ٣Ełۙق֚چ
ۮۙ٘ٵPC ٦ѡӢѡڭکڱؾڦۓڋۮمۯȺ֤ɢÝۯ٣Ełق֚چٌٞڂـ٠لڅمِٖٛ٘ۘٞۙ
ۮǥĎљ ɖІׁۯ٧˪Ă٦֘ۮʛκәn¯ۮۯʛڭکڱؾڦۓڋۮۯۏڽېȺ֤ɢÝمۯЋ͍Ы٢
Eł֦5٠٢ٖٛٞۙځك٦ۮǥĎљ ɖІׁۮمۯёυфڭڠګѡзۯ٣EłچĚِٳٌٞڂـ٠م
لڅٛ٘ۘ٢ۙكȈʚЫ٢ۏڬۆ٦Ьǭф٧ χ Ѳˬ=47.561, df=32, p = .038, RMSEA = .045, CFI
= .967, AGFI = .933, GFI = .961 ٟؿٛ٘ۘ
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Influence of Learners’ Characteristics on Learning
Outcomes and Flipped Classroom Evaluation in
Japanese Language Education: A Structural Equation
Model

Tomoki FURUKAWA (Þ̻θ¯)
Mayuko TEZUKA (Þ̻θ¯)

This study examines flipped classroom evaluations and how the characteristics of Japanese language
learners influence learning outcomes of flipped classroom assignments such as preparatory video
viewing and attainment tests. Learners’ characteristics were analyzed using a structural equation model,
and the influential factors of the characteristics were discussed.
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Flipped teaching (Bergman & Sams, 2012) is conducted in the context of Japanese language
education (Yoon et al., 2016; Nakamizo, 2016; Furukawa and Tezuka, 2016). The effectiveness of this
teaching method is in the process of being demonstrated by utilizing questionnaire/interview survey
results and comparing learning outcomes reflected in attainment tests before and after flipped
classrooms. However, no studies have analyzed learners’ characteristics that influence educational
outcomes, such as lecture video viewing rate and attainment test scores of flipped classrooms. Fujimoto
(2017) indicated that the efficacy of flipped classrooms differs depending on the person. Therefore,
investigating the connection between learners’ characteristics and educational outcomes is believed to
be important for verifying the effectiveness of flipped classrooms in Japanese language education and
taking cognizance of various facets when engaging in flipped teaching.
Consequently, in this study, a structural equation model-based analysis of data including attainment
test results, lecture video viewing rate, and results of a questionnaire was conducted. The data was
collected from 237 Japanese learners from beginner, intermediate, and early advanced classes in which
flipped teaching had been implemented in the 2016 academic year. The measured variables comprised
the following: attainment test scores; lecture video viewing rate; learning levels; Internet usage time;
computer skill levels; preparation assignment evaluation and lecture video evaluation; lecture video
levels of understanding and lecture video time; and e-learning evaluation. Results revealed that lecture
video levels of understanding and lecture video time and e-learning evaluation influenced lecture video
evaluation; lecture video evaluation influenced preparation assignment evaluation; and computer skill
levels influenced Internet usage time. Furthermore, lecture video viewing rate directly influenced
preparation assignment evaluation, learning levels, and Internet usage time, and lecture video viewing
rate influenced attainment test scores. The goodness of fit for the final model was as follows: χ-squared
= 47.561, df = 32, p = .038, RMSEA = .045, CFI = .967, AGFI = .933, and GFI = .961.
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ѶՍƼ¯ʱĳВƼؐ٦ʛѡ
۵ι/ƦƼ٣ـ'ڂٿ٣Ϯչِٞ۵
Tatsuhiko MATSUSHITA (ыİθ¯)
Naoko SATO (͖֥θ¯)
Yosuke SASAO (İтθ¯)
Masumi TAJIMA (ϯZ¯9θ¯)
Mika HASHIMOTO (͚ț)uθ¯)
ѶՍƼٟ¯ʱچڭڠڔګѧٶˀنٟ̖ڂنȖ٦̯֨٧ۗѶՍ٣̩ٹ٣ٹʪ֦ٟۘفڄؿ٠يڅځ
ѶՍچ¯׆չɉْ̖Ȗ٣٠ٛٞۗѶՍƼ٦¯ʱچڭڠڔګѧٌڂٸ٠٧ʪِ֦ٟلِۘڂؿ٢¯ۗڀم
ʱڭڠڔګ٣ѣϾЫ٢Ƽؐ٦ 4 ԁ٦ 3 ٧ÐƼٟۤځؿMatsushita, 2012ۗۥӆÐɠƎ٦¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛ
ٞۗ¯ʱڭڠڔګ٧Ѷ˲٦˪ڭڠڔګ٣ۘـِلٓٷ
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗ¯ʱĳВƼؐۤ˙j 2011ۥ٣ϮչِٞҨِ٘ѶՍƼ¯ʱĳВƼؐڭڠګ
(JCAWT) Ver. 2ۤйч لٲ2017ۗچۥѶՍƼ چL2 ٠ِٞ¯ʛْڂθ¯̵٢١٣ɳɋِۗL1 ٦'ـ٦
¯ʱĳВƼؐ٦ʛѡٯ٦EłچЇٰ٘ۘ¯ʱĳВƼؐ٠٧¯ʱڭڠڔګ٣ـكٞ΅έЫ٣ǫӠф
ٟۗ¯ʱԁցچսٓڅ٣֤ڂڃڀـƼٟؐۘڂؿ
Їȁ٧ 2017 ѽ 4 Ɖ ڀل11 Ɖ٣يلٞۗѶՍۗàǲۗϯǲ٢١ٟѶՍƼ چL2 ٠ِٞȺفθ¯̵ю
229 թچέ˧٣ɳɋِ٘ۘڭڠګ٦̮̂֯ۤѫЫ/Ú̮ۥ٧ǫ ږکڴۓۑږۗوα ٧.95 ٟؿٛ٘ۘ75 з
՞зϯۗԉŌ 48.2ۗӖʷԕȀ 16.0ۗȈǫ 71ۗȈК 0 ٟؿٛ٘ۘ
ـ֤چۏڬۆۉڞکۍٞϯۤCۗ52 թۗۥϯЂۤۏړۓێڋڴK/Cۗ16 թۗۥàۤKۗ104 թٖۗۥ٦ΦۤOۗ
57 թۥ٦ȿٜ٦ L1 ڻؾۏڗԓ٣ DIF ԁِ̈́٘٠ٌ΅ۗڄέЫǩչѱф٧ L1 ٣ڂٿƞϸ٢'مـ
Әۘ٘ڃC ٣٠ٛٞ O ΅ځٿέЫ٣ѱф٦ǫـǩչ٧ۯۏډۉڟڷۮۯڗۓێڻۓڜۮ٢١˪ 4 ǩչ
ْٰم֮ٞƼٙٛ٘٦٣έِۗO  مC ΅ځٿέЫ٣ѱф٦ǫـǩչ٧ۮƊۮۯƂΎۯ٢١˪ 11
ǩչْٰمٞÐƼٟؿٛ٘ۘԦƼԓǩչѱф٦΅Þṳ̃چŻȳِٞڂٶ٠ۗK ٠ C ٦΅Þ مr =.508
ٙٛ٘٦٣έِۗK ٠ O ٟ٧ r =.615 ٟۗK ٧ C  ځٿO ٣ŏۗوӐِٓٹÐƼŷ٦¯ʱƼؐ مK ٣٠
ٛٞ ِيڅـٟ٧٢ٌـ٠مɦǾَ ٘ٵۘ٘ڃK/Cۤϯǲ٦ЂͩΜθ¯̵ۥ٧ Kۤr =.480 ٹځٿۥC(r
=.666)٣ŏلٛ٘ۘ
˪¯ۗځٿʱڭڠڔګ٦ɉќ٣ـكٞ C ٣٧֮Ƽ٦ɉќۗمO ٣٧ÐɠƼ٦ɉќځٿمǄw
Ыٌٟڂؿ٠¨مѺَ٘ٵۘ٘ڃʥ֮٦ۮϯàۯ٠ڻؾۏڗفـkۮٹځٿϯۯڃٖۮلۯ٠فـԁ
֏مכǄٟڂؿq̮҄مɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
ۏؾڪڭڠګۗ٘ٵ٦Ωэ̮ٹɦَ٘ڃ٦ٟۗǷƹ٧ǔ٢ڂƔ˥ۛͫ٦ƹ٣ǂِۗ¯ʱƼؐ٦
ʛѡۏڽې٦ΘО٣փׂٞ٘ۘـ
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Acquisition of Japanese Common Academic Words:
Focusing on the First Language Effect
280
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Tatsuhiko MATSUSHITA (ыİθ¯)
Naoko SATO (͖֥θ¯)
Yosuke SASAO (İтθ¯)
Masumi TAJIMA (ϯZ¯9θ¯)
Mika HASHIMOTO (͚ț)uθ¯)
It is important for both Japan and the world to train people capable of reading and writing academic
texts in Japanese. Especially for people who wish to study in Japan, it is essential to be able to read
academic texts in Japanese. However, three quarters of the words specific to academic texts are
Chinese-origin words (Matsushita, 2012); therefore, academic texts are, for non-Kanji background
learners, generally harder to understand than everyday texts.
In this study, in order to examine how the difference of L1 influences learning of Japanese academic
vocabulary, Japanese Common Academic Word Test (JCAWT) Ver. 2 (Tajima et al., 2017) was
implemented on the learners of Japanese at some universities. JCAWT items are sampled from the
Japanese Common Academic Words (Matsushita, 2011) which are a group of words used at a relatively
higher frequency in academic texts than in general texts, regardless of academic field.
The test was conducted from April to November in 2017 for 229 university students who learn
Japanese as a second language in Japan, Korea, China and some other countries. As Cronbach α was .95,
the reliability (internal consistency) of the test was considerably high. Out of the full mark 75, mean
was 48.2, standard deviation was 16.0, maximum was 71, and the lowest was 0.
Based on Rasch model, DIF analysis was carried out for each of the four L1 groups of Chinese
(henceforth C, n=52), Korean-Chinese bilingual (K/C, n=16), Korean (K, n=104), and others (O, n=57).
The result shows that the relative item difficulty was significantly different by L1. For C, the most
difficult four items with higher item difficulty than O were all Western-origin words such as
"Sampuringu” (sampling) and "Bijuaru” (visual), whereas, for O, the most difficult eleven items with
higher item difficulty than C were all Chinese-origin words. The correlation coefficients for the item
difficulty by L1 were also calculated. The correlation r between K and C was .508, whereas the
correlation was .615 between K and O. The difficulty for K is overall closer to the difficulty for O rather
than for C. It was suggested that Chinese-origin academic vocabulary is not necessarily easy for K.
Also, K/C (Korean-Chinese university student) was closer to C (r = .666) than K (r = .480).
In summary, it was confirmed that teaching of Western-origin words to C is more effective in
teaching academic texts, while teaching of Kanji words to O is more effective. It is also suggested that
the classification of "Chinese" and "others" is more useful rather than the grouping of “Kanjibackground learners” of Chinese and Korean.
Also, the test itself is proved to be valid, we would like to publicize the test as a useful tool to measure
the acquisition level of academic vocabulary after further validation of the test in future.
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ΧƦƼۛΧԅk͕̓Ϡ+٦ƦƼӘɦ
۵àǲȰɅΧԅkВځ٦ƦƼŶÙمɦْ
ΧƦƼۛΧԅkɺ٦ɳȔ۵
Mahiru MATSUZAKI (Ӽbθ¯)
Hideharu ISONO (թƩdˋuθ¯ Nagoya University of Commerce & Business)
Yutaka FUKIHARA (Ӽb˄Ʉθ¯)
Yasuhiko SUKEGAWA (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
ǲķچN̖٘ق٦љ¶منҨ٣٢̩ۗځ٦ڂ٘ـ٠ٌڄٟʥ֮٦ʢզ٠٧ٖ٦ƦƼԅkЫґŶ
"چ٣ْڂĨʢɻمΎpْڂƥζɺٟ٧ۗϠ+ɺ٣ڂيكƦƼÑķ٦ɳΰ٣íٝـٞˎ֮Ы
٢̰ȠƔѓچǣفӐ֦̮مǫٵِٛٞ٘فٖۘڂـӐ֦̮٣íٝـٞǣڂڃڅƗģʆԱ٠ِٞۗǂĳ
ŚÝ٣ڂؿÔҰۗųɦԀۗۏؾڞٻؾڦڠہ٢١٦ˀنƦ֥چέ˧٠ِ٘ƦƼŶÙƗģۘڂؿمԪǱ
ɻڀ٧ٌٵڃٟàǲȰɅ٦ΧԅkВڮۏؾڊڹچځ٠ِٖٞۗ٦ƦƼŶÙچЇٌٰڂ٠چВّٞۗ
ǲ̖ʡʢϠ+٦ˁѣϾچѧوٶəچٶΝيٞڃٖۘ٘ن٧ۗȰɅ٦فٿ٢ΧƦƼۛΧԅk͕̓
Ϡ+٦ǂĳӘɦ٦ѣϾچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٧ۗѶՍ٣ـكٞٹďم٢َڃٞڂـǲ̖ׯјɻ٦
ʌيѷڃ٦ƙВِچǠ˰٘قǭۗƦƼ̰Ƞ٦ÙзڀلȯǠɛ٠٢ٹڂفځ٦ٟڂؿ٠Ǡڀل٘قٟ
ۘڂؿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ȰɅ٦ΧԅkВځʑԙϠ+٦ƦƼŶÙۗچњّوȰɅ٣ڂؿàǲ̖مʃ٣ԥڀ
ِٞڂـϯZў٦ٖڃ٠Ӂ«ٌْڂ٠٣ٿٛٞۗΧԅkВځʑԙ٦ѣʇ̮΅چέЫ٣ӬنϽځ٣ِٞ
ٌوـ٠چəۘڂٶз٠ِٞȮзچǠقٞۘڂـι/٣ٌۗ٦Ϡ+ۗمǲ͇ۛզΜۛʒĺ"چ٣ْڂ
̖۠مʡفѣϾЫ٢Ϡ+ٌٟڂؿ٠چɉЩْۘڂιѲ٣ٌۗ٦Ϡ+ٟĳΠْڂΧԅk٦֗ǭ٣ٜـ
ٞďۘڂْιȮ٣ۗǲ̖#ʢׯјɻׄѷ٣ڂٿ٦Ԗkچďٖۘڂْ٦٘ٸ٣ۗàǲǲѫ٦
àǲ̵̖¶Ϡ+٣ٜـٞٹʄًۗ˪ځǲ̖#ʢׯјɻ٦ׄѷ٣έْڂǣ̰٦έ]چˣِۗؿ
ٔڅٞàǲ٣ۮڂيكǲȔkۯ٠ۮΧԅkkۯ٦'ـ٣ٜـٞǠۘـ٘ق
ѶՍٟ٧ƥȕǲ̖ׯјɻ٦ʌيѷځىٸچڃďمǣڃڅٞ˵ڂـļ٣ۘڂؿǲ̖#ʢׯ
јɻ٦ʌيѷڃ٣Ȕِٞ٧ҽڀ٦ѻچԟ˩ٌْڂ٠٧эٟͭۗمڂؿǷЇȁِ٘àǲ٦ɝםٟ
٧ۗۮȰ٦ΧԅkВۯځ٣ـكٞΧԅk٦ĳΠمǲ̖ׯјɻ٦ѻ٣ȝٌِ֤ٞڂـ٠مAق
ٌٖٟ٘ۘۗՍƗģٟѡ٘ڃڀϟƙۗڀلѶՍ٣ڂيكǲƼӘɦم١٦فٿ٣̓لنٰڂڃڀٸ٣
ٜـٞʁÉ٦Ɣѓچǣٖٛ٘ۘٹچڃ٠٣ۗѶՍ٦ΧƦƼۛΧԅkĳ̵ɺ٦َڀ٢ڂʣɳ٣Ǉ٘ي
ФƦچǣۘـ٘ـ
ȯǠԅƖۜ
˙̍غѶۛ.ցJɤ̞ۛơԶۛ˂͚βӎۤ2017ۮۥàǲȰɅ۰ΧԅkВځ۱٦ΧƦƼŶÙ٦ѣϾ
٠ٖ٦ґŶ ۯ۰ѶՍƼƗģ۱ι 37 Ǭۗʋтθ¯ыİۛыİтׂθ¯ ѶՍƼۛѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ
ۗpp.105-119ۚ
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A Case Study of Multilingual Landscape of Ansan
City, The Most Multilingualized and Multiculturalized
City in Korea

Mahiru MATSUZAKI (Ӽbθ¯)
Hideharu ISONO (թƩdˋuθ¯ Nagoya University of Commerce & Business)
Yutaka FUKIHARA (Ӽb˄Ʉθ¯)
Yasuhiko SUKEGAWA (ʋтθ¯ыİ)

People these days are moving across the borders more than ever and in many parts of the world new
comers having different languages and cultures are increasing in number. Thus it is necessary for us
to study and consider policy toward future based on the reality of linguistic environment of local
communities. One of such studies is linguistic landscape research which treats written language in
signboards, notices, posters, stickers and so on. We have continuously been studying features of
Ansan City, Korea where foreigners live concentratedly. Our idea was that it would benefit to make
clear the features of the public signs in Ansan City which is both quite multilingual and multicultural
for providing data through which a perspective of Japan’s guest worker acceptance in the future can
be discussed.
In this presentation, we will compare the linguistic landscapes of two areas in Ansan City, the one
around Multicultural Street and the one in Jungangdong where mainly indigenous Koreans live. By
doing so, the location-specific particularity of Ansan Multicultural Street can be revealed. There are
three points. First, it is pointed out that this area is quite special for having huge number of residents
with different nationalities, ethnicities, and religions. Secondly, the degree of integration of
multiculturality is discussed. Thirdly, it is discussed how the town changed by the inflow of guest
workers. In order to achieve these goals, we also will introduce the public services offered by the
local government and consider the difference between “internationalization”and
“multiculturalization” in Korean context.
The Japanese are still having debates and arguments whether guest workers should be accepted or
eliminated. It is obvious to ensure peace and order of foreigners when we accept them. Through
research, we perceived the fact that the coexistence of multiple cultures contribute to the state of
peace and order of the guest workers at Ansan Multicultural Street. We extend our insights to some
discussion about how Japan’s foreign language signs should be provided. Finally, we would like to
make a proposal to enhance the future of multilingualization and multiculturalization of Japan.
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¯ʱЫԅˡ٣ڂيكԅάȀ٣ÞْڂѺɬ ۵
ѶՍ̖¯̵ۛѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِ٘Їȁڀل۵
Aiko TAKANO (θыԅkθ¯ ǲƼ¯ӵѶՍƼ¯u)
Keisuke KAMIMURA (θыԅkθ¯)
θ¯٣ۛڭؾہېڂيكԅۤjۗ¯ʱЫԅˡۥ٣֤نٰڂڃڀـ٠َڃٞڂـƼ٣Þِٖۗ٦כ
ĎӘƥњɀ٦ǜѰ٦Ͷٶǭٻٔڅϛ٧ۗԅˡӘƥÞ٦ĺuˀۛƗģˀ٣֡۠םɦَڃٞۘڂـ
ِِۗلĺuˀ٣ٿٛٞ"٢ـڂ٦ڂؿƼۤۜםː۠ۛːٌِڂؿمۥ٠ۗгȞɻ٠٢ڂĺɆΓ٦ƼË
٣ٹƨ̖Ȁٌڂؿم٠ۗڀلԅάȀ٦כڂؿĎӘƥ٦͡6¯ٻنʱЫԅˡ٠ِٞ٦ĭ֝ф٧/׀٣
٧Ƅٌڂٸ٠مٟن٢ٹـ٦٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
¯ʱЫԅˡ٦ԅάЫѣϾ٣Þْ͕ڂǣƗģ٠ِٞ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵چέ˧٠ِ٘Їȁ٣ٹڂٿ
٦ۗمڂؿمѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠٦Ӂ«٧ǣڃڅٞـ٢ۗ٘ٵۘـѶՍƼ٦ȝԅċʱ٣ÞْڂԅƖڀل
ԅάȀ٦ڂؿƼٻӘƥچϲʰَڂڃЇȁمǣ٢ڃڅٞۗمڂـɳȔ٣١٦فٿ٣Ѻɬَڃٞلڂـ
٣Þِٞ٧˿ڃڀڃٞـ٢ۘـ
ٌٖٟۗ¯ʱЫԅˡٟ֤ڂـƼ٠ِٞ٦ԅάЫ٢Ь̮͌٣ÞْڂѺɬ٦ɳΰچϐۗٸ٘ڂѶՍƼ
ԦƼɻ٦θ¯̵ք 200 թچέ˧٣j٦فٿ٢Їȁ٠ԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘ¯ۗٓٵʱЫԅάچíЇ٠
ْڂԅˡ٣ـكٞۗ21 ەʽ٦ӘƥۗچζӘЫ٢ĺuˀٟԅάЫ٣٧ӢЬ͌٠َڂڃӘƥ٣ѷڃαق
٘ۤۜםٟڇڄـِۗلِ→ٹ٢→َٵُٵ٢ۘۥЇȁέ˧¯̵٣٧ٖۗ٦ԅˡ٦ϯ¯ڀلʱЫԅˡ٠ِ
ٞ٧Ьٟ͌٢ـ٠ɈڂڃڅӘƥچϐِ٘˪ٟۗځٿЬ͌٢Әƥ٣ƦـÍفٿڂقɉɦچǣٖۗـ٦Ƈ
wכڀلĎӘƥٍ٠٦ԅάۏڽې٣ÞْڂѺɬфچΘٛ٘ۘ
ٖ٦ƇwۗԅάȀ٣ٜـٞ٦Ѻɬ٧ 21 ٦Әƥ٦Ýٟθن٢٨ڀٌٜڂؿمن٠لڅمٖٛ٘ۘ٦
ϯٟۮۗٹ/ҹۮۯڇَو٘ۮۯف'ۮۯ١ڇ٢مۯӢЬٟ͌ڂؿ٠َڃٌٞڂـ٠٣ûٝ٘ـяɻ٧
20%٣՞٘٢لٛ٘ۤͮάԉŌ 45.5%ۘۥٜمڀڃٌۗځٵԅάȀ٦כڂؿĎӘƥ٦ϯٟѺɬمКـ
ƼٟۗځؿѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣ٹɉќمӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠;مОَۘڂڃ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯̵٠ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ِ٘ЇȁƇw٠Ӂ«ۛԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠٣ٿٛٞۗ
כĎӘƥÝ٣ڂيكǜѰ٦ÞũٻΝ̮ۗ¯ʱЫԅˡ٣ڂيكЬَ͌٦ĭ֝ҷ٣ٜـٞԪǱْ
ۘڂՍҨӘ٣ـكٞɬkمӐ֦٢Ƽ٦Ͷٶǭچٔڅɦٌْ٠٣ٿٛٞۗɳȔ٣C֤ٻгȞڂْچ
Ȕ٣ĺuˀ٠٧"٢ڂɖзچɦٌْ٠مٟۗنԅˡӘƥ٦ɳͥ٣ïٌْ֚ڂ٠مٟڂن٠Ǡۘڂق
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Awareness of Stylistic Differences in Academic
Writing : From a Study of Japanese Students and
Japanese Learners

Aiko TAKANO (θыԅkθ¯ ǲƼ¯ӵѶՍƼ¯u)
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Keisuke KAMIMURA (θыԅkθ¯)
Textbooks and research papers that cover written expressions give various examples of combinations
and levels of formal and informal equivalent expressions that should be used in university-level reports
and academic papers (hereinafter “academic writing”). However, because different textbooks treat
certain expressions differently (e.g. shōshō, sukoshi), and because the teachers who correct the writing
have individual differences in their linguistic sense, it may be impossible to make universally-accepted
judgements about the degree of acceptability for academic writing of expressions that are stylistically
different but have equivalent meaning.
Previous research regarding stylistic appropriateness in academic writing includes studies conducted
on Japanese undergraduate students, but no comparisons have been made against Japanese learners.
Furthermore, the literature regarding Japanese writing skills includes studies conducted on stylistically
different expressions extracted from writing samples, but these studies do not consider writers’ actual
awareness of stylistic appropriateness.
To investigate writers’ awareness of stylistic appropriateness for use in academic writing, the authors
conducted a study of approximately 200 university students whose native language is Japanese, and
performed the following analysis. First, in writing with an academic style tone, expressions in 21
locations in a representative textbook were replaced with expressions that are considered stylistically
inappropriate (e.g. demo→shikashi, ironna→samazamana). The authors then instructed the students
who were the subjects of the study to search the revised piece of writing for expressions they considered
inappropriate for academic writing, and to replace them with more appropriate expressions. Using the
results, the authors measured subjects’ degree of awareness of the stylistic level of each equivalent
expression.
The results showed that there was great variation in awareness of stylistic differences of the 21
expressions. In particular, less than 20 percent of respondents noticed that ichiban, chigau, takusan, and
donna are considered inappropriate (overall average 45.5 percent). In other words, awareness of the
difference in stylistic levels among these equivalent expressions is low, and it is expected that
instruction is needed for Japanese learners, too.
In this presentation, the authors also report on the relative formality and continuity of equivalent
expressions, and the acceptable range of appropriateness in academic writing by analyzing a
comparison of these results to the results of a study conducted on Japanese learners. In this presentation,
by pointing out combinations of expressions that require increased awareness, the authors believe that
by presenting a different perspective from those given in textbooks, they are making a contribution to
the practice of using and correcting written expressions.
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چڗۓڔۓڞۏڒڊګێږȋځѷؾېێ٘ڃɫ
ȝԅ¶љ ۵˪Ĥȝԅڀلڠۍږ٦ɳͥԪǱ۵
Kiyoshi NOGUCHI (˪ϡθ¯)
Kazuko TANABE (ѶՍ˄Ʉθ¯)
Shigeru OSUKA (ۏؾڿۛۓڭؾڞθ¯)
Aya OKADA (ۂڿۍږڑθ¯)
¯ʛɻ̤̖مѫ֝چˀنΙِ٢ؾېێڀمɫٟȝِ̯٘ԀƼ¯چʛɻمĴјٟ̟ڒڊګێږۤؗ
ڂْۥڗۓڔۓڞۏȔۗ١٦فٿ٢¶љمǣۗڃڅ١٦فٿ٢ȝӜ٣ȸ˪¯ۗځمʛɻ٧m٭¯چ٦ٟ
ۘلفڄؿՍҨӘ٧ٌۗڀڃ٦սـ٣]وٰڂقǣٛ٘ѶՍƼ˪Ĥڠۍږٟ٦ɳͥѫ֝چԪǱْٹڂ
٦ٟۘڂؿ
21 ̩Āۏڔڠ٣īًڃڀٞفٿڂـ٣ۮΑ̮ۯ٧Ƿƹ٦ɺ̵¶٣Ӑ֦٢ɈǠԱٟٵۘڂؿ
٘ۗأȝۤ2013ۥ٧ Social Networking Approach چФˌِۮٜ٢ו҄ۯڂم٦Ӑّ֦̮چٌٞۘڂـ
ۮڀڃΑ̮٠ٜ٢ו҄ۯڂم,̯٦/ʆϛ٠̯ځѡڂ٦ؾېێمɫȝԅٟۗHylandۤ2009ۥюو͒م
ۮˀنʆ٠ѧٶʆ٦΅Ʒǣ!ۯ٠فـѺϟЫƥ˧چŘάЫ٢ȝԅ¶љ٣]ْ֤ٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ؾېێɫȝԅ٣Þْ͕ڂǣƗģٟ٧ۗǄw٠ِٞۗˀنʆمѧٶʆچɬْۤڂшЏ 2013ۗۥûٝ
چنΒْۤցǆ 2016̖ۗۥÝÞũچ,ۤٷйԙΦ 2017aۗۥњЇǣ!مƙۤڂڃڀйԙΦ 2017bۥюم
ɦَڃٞنٞ٘ۘڂـٌٙۗٵڃٟ٦Ɨģٟ٧ȝ¶љم/ф٦¶ؾېێљٟʚڅِٛٞٵٛٞۗځك
ٖچڃǔ٣ـבȝӜ٣ȸ˪ًٞوـ٠¶̟ؗفـљمƃيٖٞۘ٘ـ٦٘΅ۗٸƷǣ!٣ƃٔل٢
ۮـѧٶʆمˀنʆ٦̝ۯڂֻْچзمӢʤԁٟۗĴِוǭٛٞȝڂً˪ځ٠فـĴјȝԅ
ۤStorch 2013 Φۥ٦ַзٹʤԁ٣٧¶ڃَلٌٞ٢لٛ٘ۘ
ٌٖٟۗ2017 ѽʴ¯ö˪Ĥ¯ʛɻ 9 թ٣ۗؾېێɫٟˀ٘ـȝӜچĴјٟ̟ـבځٿِۗؗȝӜ
٣ȸ˪ًڂ٠¶فـљچǣٛٞڀٹٛ٘ۘ¶љÙȦۛձ͍ۛɝƹۛڭڠګȝӜӁ«٦Ƈw͕ۗǣƗģ٦
ɦْǄw٣p٘̈ۗق٣¶̟ؗۮљٟ٧ѧٶʆمˀنʆ٦̝ٸ٘ڂֻْچ٦ِǭمـǣڅ
ڃٖۗڃ٣ٿٛٞѧٶʆ٦ֻٙيٟ٢وˀنʆ٦û̵ّٝۗمنԀƼٹـבځٿم٦٣Ǉۘفلǔ٣
٧ˀنʆ٦ûٝمنʛѡ٣ٹٜ٢ٌۯڂم٠مÙȦٌٟ٘ن٠چjĂ٦ɝ˧چƠ٣ɦْۘ
̟ؗۚ۽ϯ٦ՠֻۛچƄْٸ٘ڂ٦
ۚ۾ʼǝ٠ӁٰȈʚǝٟ٧ԅԱ 49۹ۛƼؐ 60۹ۛÐɠ 92۹ۛӘĂю 69۹٦ͫۘѫ֝әnٹǇ˪
ۤԉŌ 18.6 з/100 ˪˕ۥ
̟ؗۚۿϯûٝ٘ـƽمځɝƹڭڠګٟ̳٣
/٦¶љۮمΑۛוٜ٢ו҄ۯڂم,̯٣֏ǄٟۗRـٞ٧ԉ٣Ƈ٫ٜ¶وљٌٟڂؿ٠چ
ّۗҮ˟ۛǷƹ٦κچɦْۘ
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Activities of Creative Writing Relay by Using Critical
Thinking -Report from an Advanced Level Japanese
Language Class-

Kiyoshi NOGUCHI (˪ϡθ¯)
Kazuko TANABE (ѶՍ˄Ʉθ¯)
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Shigeru OSUKA (ۏؾڿۛۓڭؾڞθ¯)
Aya OKADA (ۂڿۍږڑθ¯)
This presentation will report on the collaborative relay writing and critical rewriting activities
conducted in an advanced level Japanese language class. It will respond to the following three questions:
1. How will the students conduct group rewriting activities?
2. How will the students improve and complete their writings?
3. What will the students learn through the activities?
As cited in 21st century skills, creativity is an essential ability for our present and future social life.
In addition, Tohsaku (2013) proposes the Social Networking Approach and discusses the necessity of
the ability to connect. Relay writing is an activity whereby students nurture their abilities of “connection
and creativity” by producing a story with others. Furthermore, it is a writing activity that exercises the
interaction between writer and reader (Hyland, 2009).
Previous studies on relay writing found the following:
1. The writers wrote with the readers in mind (Shimazu 2013).
2. The activity allowed students to recognize their own mistakes, and gave them the opportunity to  
compare their works with that of other students (Noguchi 2016).
3. The activity fostered good student relationships and a better class atmosphere (Tanabe et al.
2017a).
4. The activity promoted synchronous behavior, such as the following writers used the same
expressions which the first writer had chosen (Tanabe et al. 2017b).
However, in previous studies, the creative activities ended with a single relaying activity and lacked
the critical rewriting process that leads to better work. For this reason, the readers’ understanding of the
writer’s intention that is necessary for mutual action, is insufficient. Consequently, the potential benefits
of "collaborative work" which activates interaction (Storch 2013, and others) were not fully realized.
Accordingly, we decided to conduct the following research. In the spring semester of 2017, we had
nine advanced level students critically review their own works written using the relay writing method,
and then improve their works thereafter. We observed these activities, held individual interviews, gave
the post-test to check knowledge of vocabulary and kanji, and compared their works. During the
rewriting activities, various discussions were held to better understand the writers’ intentions. These
discussions not only allowed the readers to understand the writer’s intentions, but they also allowed the
writers to be aware of their mistakes and improve their stories. Also, the students’ awareness of their
own mistakes led them to better understand how they made the mistake in the first place. These
conclusions are based on the following:
1. Conversations held to understand and clarify any ambiguity.
2. The evaluation of rewritten works: compared with the first drafts, the final drafts improved with
a correction of 49% of grammar, 60% of vocabulary, 92% of kanji and 69% of mechanics errors.
Students scored an average 18.6 points/100 higher than on their first drafts.
3. Errors corrected during elaboration led to correct answers on the post test.
We will discuss that a series of activities is effective in nurturing the abilities of "creativity /
connection" and deepen mutual understanding which is essential for creating a peaceful world. Finally,
we would like to introduce remaining issues regarding the study on relay writing.
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ȝԅו٠ƦƼϟɬ٦Þ̮
Jaeho LEE (1йθ¯)
ۮƦƼC֤ۯו٦әn٧ʪ֦ٟۙمڂؿΧو٦ĺ,ƥ˰٧ĺuˀϯ̅٦ۮƦƼϟɬچۯʪɖِ٘
ʍņچǣٛٞڨکۂڠۃِ٘فٌۘڂـ٦ґŶ٣٧ۙC֤ו٦ΘОْۮڂĕÙЫ٢ɉӖمۯΠȕِ٢ـ
սκمΠȕٌْۘڂ٦սκچƄْٸ٘ڂ٣ۙĕÙЫ٢ɉӖٟȝԅچוәnْچۄګڠڞںڎڍڂ
ҨِٞۮۤڂـjWriterۯ:¯ʛɻȝԅәn( ۄګڠڞhttps://jreadability.net/jwriter/) ۘۥ
Ս Ҩ Ә ٧ ۙ  ۮjWriter  ۯ٦  ڊ ڬ ڦ ڠ ڠ ؾ ژٟ  ۘ ڂ ؿɣ ٦ Ї ȁ  چǣ ٛ ٘ ۘ  ۮjWriter  چ ۯȺ ٛ ٞ ۙ IJAS(http://lsaj.ninjal.ac.jp/)٦ 354 Ԙ٦ȝԅچԁِِٖ̈́٘ۘٞۙȝԅ٦ɯӑɻ٦ƦƼ҄چוɦْ JCAT(http://www.j-cat.org/)ڭڠګ٦ѡз٠ȝԅוɉӖ٦΅ׁ͆ۓڤډڸÞṳ̃چğ ۘ٘ٸЇȁ٦Ƈ
wۙډڟډƎٟ٧Іۤ וr = .45, p < .001ڵکۑؾیۙۥƎۛJƼƎٟ٧ۙѧۤוr = .59,p< .001ۥ٠ǫ
΅ـÞؿمٖٛ٘ۘ٦ΦۙƼ٦Χ̮֡چɦْۓږؾڭڻڋڦӁ ٻ1 ԅ٦ԉŌԅЉ٠٦Þ٣ٜـٞٹ
Ɣѓچǣۙـȝԅ٣ƙڂڃڀC֤̮٦Χ̮֡چիلڀ٣ْۘڂ
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Relationship between writing skill and language
knowledge

Jaeho LEE (Waseda University)

Evaluation of 'linguistic performance' is important, but at the site of many Japanese language
education classes mainly focus on 'language knowledge'.This is because there is no "objective indicator"
to measure operational strength. In order to solve this problem, we have developed a web system that
evaluates writing skills with objective indicators ("jWriter": Learner's composition evaluation system
(https://jreadability.net/jwriter/). This presentation is a case study of "jWriter". We conducted the
following survey.
Using jWriter, we analyzed the learner's composition of the learner corpus I-JAS.Then, Pearson
correlation coefficient of objective indicator and J-CAT test score was calculated. As a result of the
survey, there was a correlation with listening comprehension (r = .45, p <.001) in the Asian region and
reading comprehension (r = .59, p <.001) in the European-speaking and English-speaking countries.
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ڗۓڊګڋۍәn٣ڭؾۇڨؾۑڹڂيك٦Ҩۜәn٦
/Ϧچչɉْ˰ǭ
Mari TANAKA (թƩdǲƼθ¯թ֛ĺʍ)
Yukari TSUBONE (θȚÙǁθ¯)
Aiko SASAKI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽыİ¯Žθ¯θ¯9ǭ¯Ǖĺ,¯Ɨģu)
Yoko KAGEYAMA (ѶՍ˄Ʉά,θ¯)
Shin ABE (ыİǲƼθ¯)
չЫ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۙѶՍƼڗۓڊګڋۍәn٣ڭڋېڭڂيكԓۤڭؾۇڨؾۑڹFCچۥФْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ٖۙ
٦Ҩ٦Ÿ%٣ٜـٞ͒իِۙչЫ٣]ّ٘әnԱۛәníʷمӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠چʃϼْېڭۘڂ
ڭڋԓ FC ٧ۙgood writing ٠٢ٸ٘ڂ٦ͪФ˴ƊͽچЫ٣ƄۏڽېچڃٖۙٸƄО֦͵٠ِٞϛ
Ы٣әnِٞوـԱٟۘڂؿ
ӑɻю٧ۙڭڋېڭۏڻڨۏۂәníʷۤMTۤۥйϯΦۙ2009چۥȺٛٞәnِچٞۙم٘نƥ˰ٟȺ
ْ֤ڂ٣٧֏Ǆٟؿٛٞٹәnچ/Ϧَٔڂ٦٣٧Ƨ٦ٌڂؿ٠مԁۙځلMT ٣ʷĪْ ڂFC چ
Ҩِ٘ۘMT ٧ۮչЫۛѫ֝ۮۯǖ̯ۛƇΗ̮ۮۯѧٶʆۮۯѶՍƼ٦̳¨َۮۯѶՍƼ٦Ьَ͌ۯ٦ 5
ۙڭڋېڭ6 ڃٗڃٖۙمڂ̯ڀلۏڽې٦ڭڋېڭ٦ϯ٣Ӿ̤٦әnǩչۙځؿمњɢ٣ƙنٰڂǩչ
مΧلٛ٘ۘۙ٘ٵәníʷ٣٧әnǩչ٦مۯʺ͕ۮĂَڃٞۙم٘ـәnɻ٧Ӑِٓڃٖٹ
٣ϱɳٟ٧٢لٌٖٟٛ٘ۘۙәnچ/Ϧَٔٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۙۤ1ۥәnǩչچǞۤۙځ2ۥәnǩչ٦әn
ʺ˅چƫОٌَٔڂ٠مӐ֦ٙ٠Ǡۘ٘ق
Ա٠Ƈw
MT  ڀلgood writing ٦٘ٸ٦֦͵ـ͞چʰِۙڭڋېڭ٠چۏڽېƔѓِٖ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۙۮѧٶʆۯ
٦چڭڋېڭ٧ِٓۙ2 ٜ٦ѶՍƼ٦ٵچڭڋېڭ٠ۮۙٸչЫۛѫ֝ۮۯǖ̯ۛƇΗ̮ۮۯѶՍƼۯ٦ 3 ېڭ
ڭڋ٠ٌْڂ٠٣٢ٛ٘ۘۏڽېƄО֦͵٧ۙقם٨ۮǖ̯ۛƇΗ̮ۯ٦ڭڋېڭٟ٧ۙ ۏڽې1 ʺڀل٣ۙ
ۮǖ̯ɬ٦֏ըڹۍڗۍڵۮۯɬ٦֏ըۑږۂۮۯǖ̯ۤ˅ۛՍۛƇۥ٠ڂؿХф٦ۍڗۍڵ
ڹÝ٦ƇΗ̮ۑږۂۮۯǖ̯٦ڠۓۍڴ٠ǫـƇΗ̮˅ۮۯ٠Ƈ٦ƪ]ۯ٠ٌِِ٘ۘفٞÆَ̯ٔ
٘ FC ٟ٧ۙƙنٰڂǩչۙʺ˅مƫОَۙڃլمـƣۙځϒɢÝٟ٦әnمq҄٣٢ڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۙәn
ɻÝٟәnمǭڅ٢˰ـǭ٣٧ٖ٦ơ5ٹԁوْٻځل٢ٛ٘ۘ
ƇƼ
әnԱۛәníʷ٧ۙڗۓڊګڋۍ٦չЫ٣ٿٛٞԖۘڂڅĺ,չЫ٣٧ۙMT مǄwЫٟۘڂؿ
¯ʛɻ٠ĺɆمәníʷچĳ֏ِٞڃـ٨ۙقם٨ۙۮѧٶʆۯ٦ڭڋېڭٟۮѧٶʆچۯɬَٔۙۮѶ
ՍƼ٦Ьَ͌ۯٟؾڦڠڟېюٹŘάЫ٣ɉќِٟۙلِۘڂنәn٦/ϦمӐ֦٢˰ǭ٣٧ۙFC ٦
مفٲǄׁЫٟ٘ۘڂؿِٙۙFC ۙٹMT ٠њ֡٣չЫڗۓڊګڋۍٻ٦ʈכ٣ٿٛٞЇ̱٧Ӑ֦ٟؿ
ۘڂ
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A New Writing Assessment Flowchart System:
Facilitating the Calibration of Assessments

Mari TANAKA (թƩdǲƼθ¯թ֛ĺʍ)
Yukari TSUBONE (θȚÙǁθ¯)
Aiko SASAKI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽыİ¯Žθ¯θ¯9ǭ¯Ǖĺ,¯Ɨģu)
Yoko KAGEYAMA (ѶՍ˄Ʉά,θ¯)
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Shin ABE (ыİǲƼθ¯)
Purpose
The purpose of this presentation is to propose a new writing assessment flowchart (FC) system for
academic writing in Japanese as a second language, and discuss the necessity of using different scoring
rubrics for different purposes. This is a scoring system that proposes a hierarchical order of the
prerequisites of good writing, and assesses scripts using these prerequisites as the level determiners.
Previously, we had assessed learners’ scripts using a multiple trait (MT) scoring rubric (Tanaka et
al., 2009), which can be utilized in various academic writing assessments to give feedback to learners.
However, we recognized the limitation of this rubric in calibrating assessments. Therefore, we
developed a new FC system based on the MT scoring rubric. The MT scoring rubric, in which each trait
has levels 1-6, consists of five traits: "Purpose and Content," "Organization and Cohesion," "Reader,"
"Accuracy of Japanese,” and “Appropriateness of Japanese (e.g., registers or the suitability of Japanese
with regard to specific contexts).” Each trait has several assessment items, and assessors are required
to check these items simultaneously. In addition, although the rubric specifies the priority order of
assessment items, assessors were not necessarily faithful to that order. Therefore, we concluded that for
facilitating the calibration of assessments, 1) selecting the assessment items and 2) fixing the order of
assessment items are essential.
Method and Results
We examined the elements of good writing using the MT scoring rubric for the new FC system. As
a result, the trait "Reader" was excluded and two Japanese proficiency traits were unified. The traits in
the new FC system are "Purpose and Content," "Organization and Cohesion," and "Japanese
proficiency.” Level determiners of the trait, for example, in the case of "Organization and Cohesion,"
from the lowest to the highest are: the awareness of organization, the awareness of paragraph structure,
macro-organization (introduction, body, conclusion), cohesion between paragraphs, and concordance
of introduction and conclusion. In this FC system, items to be checked as well as the order of assessment
items are fixed. This makes assessors less hesitant as well as fast at conducting assessments.
Furthermore, even if discrepancy is noted between assessors’ assessments, finding the cause becomes
easier.
Conclusion
The selection of an appropriate scoring procedure, including a scoring rubric, depends on the purpose
of assessment. For classroom teaching, the MT scoring rubric is effective. For example, when learners
know that their awareness of their readers will be assessed, they write keeping their readers in mind.
This indicated that the trait “Reader” enhances learners’ awareness of their readers. Similarly, the trait
“Appropriateness of Japanese” encourages learners to be more attentive to registers. However, if the
aim is facilitating the calibration of assessment by assessors, the FC system is more effective, although
in both scoring systems, adjustment is necessary with respect to the purpose and the types of writing.
Reference
Tanaka, M. Nagasaka, A. Narita, T. and Sugai, H. (2009). Writing Assessment Workshop for
Japanese as a Second Language: Examining a Scoring Rubric, in The Japan Foundation (ed.)
Japanese-Language Education around the Globe, 19, 157-176.
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ڭؾہې٣Ӑ֦٢֦͵٣Þْڂ/ǠȦ ―ںؾۏ
ږکێәnڀلƙ٘ڃڀʌǥ̵٦ûٝ―ڀلن

Momoko FUJITA (1йθ¯)
Jaehee CHUNG (1йθ¯)
Kazumi MITSUI
Yoshimi YOSHIDA (1йθ¯)

ѶՍǲѫ٦ A θ¯٦ѶՍƼuչ٣٧ۙ·ۮǭuչŦۯ٠ۂؾګۮuչŦ·ۙځؿمۯǭuչŦ٦ϯ
˪Ĥۏڽې٣·ڂ٘ؿǭѶՍƼ 5 ۏڽې٣ـكٞ¶ڭؾہېљچɳɋِٞۘڂـэۏڽېٟ٧ۙہې
ڭؾɉќ٣Ȕِ¶ڭؾہېۮљۯ٠ڭؾہېۮ٦ˀنۯ٦ȤɄـ֤چٞۙڭؾہېɯӑ٣ڂ٘ؿíՍЫ
٢ɉќچǣٛٞۙمڂـʌǥ̵٦ڀلڭؾہې٧Χو٦κمƙۘڂڃڀ
ՍЇȁ٣ׂ͕ٚۙۯڭؾہېـבۮ٣ٜـٞɝͪЇȁۤɲսɓЇȁچۥǣٛ٘٠ٌۙڄʌǥ̵مǠق
ڭؾہېـבڂ٧ѫ֝ձ٣ʪзۙڃلكمԅԱٻЬ͌٢Әƥ٢١٣٧ځٵؿɬمǇڃڀيٞـ٢
ٌـ٠مԁلٛ٘ۤШΦ 2017ٌٖۘۥٟۙՍƗģٟ٧ۙڭؾہېـב٣Ӑ֦٢֦͵٣ûٝٸ٘ڂٔل٣ۙ
ʌǥ̵ۤ70 թچۥέ˧٣ږکێںؾۏәnڭؾہې٘ـ֤چ٦ɨƭәnچɳɋِِٖ٘ۘٞۙɝƹЇȁ
ۤɲսɓЇȁۙjۙɝƹЇȁچۥВِٞڭؾہېـב٣Ӑ֦٢֦͵٣ûٝچل٘ـϐٛ٘ۘ
Їȁ٣֤ږکێںؾۏ٘ـәnӘ٧ۙۮʷӉۤۮۯۥۓڋۍڭڍډǖ̯ۮۯѫ֝ۮۯӘƥ٦Ьَ͌ۮۯůɫۯ
٦ 5 ǩչ٣ԁِۘ٘כɝƹЇȁ٧ۙږکێںؾۏәnӘ٦¢ǩչ٣Þِٞۮ٠ٞٹȯǠ٣٢ٛ٘ۮۯȯ
Ǡ٣٢ٛ٘ځٵؿۮۯȯǠ٣٢ڀ٢لٛ٘ڀلڅوٿۮۯ٢لٛ٘ۯ٠ فـ4 ٜ٦ͦξɔ٠ٖ٦ֻ֑٦Ă
ʲֳۘ٘ي͐چ
ٖ٦ƇwۙږکێںؾۏәnӘڭؾہې٘ـ֤چ٦ɨƭәn٣έْڂʌǥ̵٦әn٧٥ǈәٟ
ؿٛ٘ۘѣ٣ۮǖ̯ۯǩչ٧ۮ٠ٞٹȯǠ٣٢ٛ٘ۤ39۹مۯۥΧلِٛ٘ۘۮِۙلӘƥ٦Ьَ͌ۯǩչ٧ۙ
ۮȯǠ٣٢ڀ٢لٛ٘ۤ13۹مۯۥȈٹΧٖۙو٦ֻ֑ۮۙچ/ٜ/ٜ٣ûچٌٜڂي٠٧ѱِلْٟٛ٘ۯ
ِږکڎڨۮٞٹÝ'٘قԅԱمЋٔيڅڂٟ٧٢ۯـ٢١٠ʲٰٞۘ٘ـٜۙځٵɨٟ̑٦ʕ̳مٟ
ن٢ٌـ٠ږکێںؾۏۙڀلәnӘ٣ـكٞۮȯǠ٣٢ڀ٢ۯـ٠فـәn٣ٜ٢مٛ٘٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ՍЇȁۙڀلʌǥ̵٧ږکێںؾۏәnچВِٞۙڭؾہېـב٣Ӑ֦٢֦͵٣ûٝـٌٞڂـ٠
مԁلٌٛ٘ۘ٦ٌ٠ږکێںؾۏڀلәn٧ۙڭؾہېـבȝ̯٣Ӑ֦٢֦͵٣ûٝٸ٘و٣֏Ǆٟ
ڂؿ٠Ǡِۙلِۘڂقûٝؿمنٛٞٹɨƭʕ̳ٵٟ٣٧ɕڀ٢ـзٌڂؿم٠مɝƹЇȁڀلƙڀ
ۙ˪ۘ٘ڃϯ˪Ĥۏڽې٦ʌǥ̵ۏڽېم٣΅эْچڭؾہېڂˀو٣٧ۙ¯ʛɻɨ̑مɨƭʕ̳
ٟفٿڂن٣٢ٸ٘ڂ٦ɉќ٦Ǉ̮مӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠مɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
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A Study of the Essential Components of Report
Writing ―The Use of Rubrics in Measuring Students'
Learning Progress―

Momoko FUJITA (1йθ¯)
Jaehee CHUNG (1йθ¯)
Kazumi MITSUI
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Yoshimi YOSHIDA (1йθ¯)
In Japanese language classes at “A University” in Japan, there are "general subjects" and "theme
subjects"; the report writing activities of this study were carried out in a “general Japanese” level 5
class.
At this level, although basic guidance for writing reports is provided using the booklets "Report
Activities" and "Writing Reports", there are still many issues with students’ reports. . Prior to this survey,
we conducted a preliminary survey (questionnaire survey) on "Good reports " This study found that
students were focused more on the content of the report, and that they were not as conscious of correct
grammar and appropriate expressions (Zheng et al. 2017). In order to have students focus more fully on
all the elements necessary for good report writing, we conducted a self-evaluation study of students’
own reports using a Rubric-style evaluation (70 people). Finally, in the follow up survey (questionnaire
survey, referred to below as the follow up survey), we investigated whether students achieved a fuller
awareness of the elements necessary for writing good reports.
The evaluation table of the Rubric evaluation used for the first study was classified into five
categories: "Preparation (outline)" "Composition" "Contents" "Appropriateness of Expressions" and
"Form".
In the follow up survey, we presented four options: "Very helpful", "helpful", "not very helpful", "I
did not understand" for each item in the Rubric evaluation table, and a description column for the reason
for this evaluation. The students’ opinion of the Rubric style self-evaluation activity was generally
favorable. In particular, the "Composition" item was found to be "very helpful (39%)". However, the
"appropriateness of expressions" item had the highest number of responses in the category "It was not
helpful (13%)" and among the reasons given were "it was difficult to pay attention to each one," and
"grammar mistakes are difficult to correct even if you check them."
Therefore, it is possible that this evaluation of "not helpful" was due to students’ inability to fix their
own mistakes by themselves. Through this study’s use of a Rubric evaluation, we were able to confirm
students’ awareness of the necessary elements for writing good reports. Therefore, we can say that
rubric evaluation is indeed an effective tool to help students notice these necessary elements. However,
the follow up survey found that even though awareness of some elements increased, students were still
unable to reach an effective level of self-correction.
These results suggest that the instruction most needed by students in the middle-advanced level
concerns effective self-correction strategies for report writing.
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ӘƥچוǫڂٸӸɗ٦ʛѡؾƼؐ¯ʛ٦əٶ
Etsuko NAKAYAMA (ێڒڠڐڹۛڒۛډڊڪڱڎ۔θ¯)
ՍԪǱٟ٧ۗϯĤ٦¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِ٘Ӹɗϯ̅٦Ƽؐ¯ʛ٦ɳͥچˣْۘڂ
ϯ˪Ĥ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ٠و٣ʛѡ٦Ǹѱ٢ٹ٦٦٪٠ٜ٣ӸɗֻۘڂؿمƼؐ٠ِٞ
٧ل٢ځ٦̤٦ӸɗچϟٛٞـٞۗٹȺ֤Ƽؐ٠٢ڂ٠ٖ٦̤٧ƣۗځЬ͌٢Ӹɗ٦ͦξ٧٢ل٢ل
ѱِفٿـٟۘڂؿ
ϯ˪Ĥٟ٧¯ʛِ٘Ƽ̤ؐٹΎכۗقƼ٦ֻ̱ٹӐ֦٠٢ۗمڂƼؐ¯ʛ٧Ս̖٣ѹَڂڃӵԁ
مθِۗلِۘـنӸɗ٦˰ǭ٧٠و٣ۗɩˀ٦ОĎٙيٟ٧Ⱥـԁي٦ֻمѱِۗوĺuˀ٦͒
իٹʤԁ٠٧قـ٢ۗ٘ٵۘـӸɗ٦֤Ա٧ӾȬٟڂؿ٣ۗٓڀڅللٹĺȖ٧ʣɳِٞڂـ٠٧ـ
ق٢̈ۘـʰƼؐ٠Φ٦כƼ٠٦ÞũۗȺـԁي٧ĺɆ٣ڂٿԢΙمӐ֦ٟۗمڂؿϯĤٟ٧õʛ
Ƽؐچ٢ͮوٰڂάЫ٣ƙпْۗάŷЫ٢¯ʛ֏مMٟڂؿ٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
ՍԪǱٟ٧ۗډێڦڋƼچԦƼ٠ْڂϯĤ¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ۗӸɗ٦Ⱥـԁي٣˝зچэٞ٘¯ʛ
چɳِٖͥۗ٦Ƈwچˣْۘڂʍņ¶љ٧ۗۥ۽ӸɗچȺٛ٘ȝԅ٠ʛսκۗۥ۾ʼĤۛϯĤٟ¯ʛ
ْڂӸɗ٦Ⱥـԁ͒يիۤq҄٢ƧځХф٦Ӹɗۗ˵ΰ٦ӸɗۗЎʲ٦Ӹɗ٢١٦ʈכԓ٣άŷ
Ы٣ֻْ̱¨ۥۿۗۥڂѺ٦ʛսκچǣۥ۾ۗـ٦άŷЫ٢¯ʛ٦ǄwچƔ˥ْۘڂ
ٌ٦ɳͥ٦٘ٸ٣٧ĺɆ٦ΓٟٹӸɗ٦֤ԱچάŷЫ٣ֻٌْ̱ڂ٠مӐ֦ٟۗمڂؿѶՍƼ
ĺuˀٟڂڃڅӸɗƼؐ٦Їȁ٣íٝوθÞֻ̍ۤ1993ۮۥѶՍƼ¯ʛ֤ĺuˀ٦ӸɗƼؐۯ
٧ۗն֭Ы٣ֻ̱ۛԁۛכԁ̈́چǣٛٞـٞȯǠ٣٢ۗ٘ٵۘڂԗȰۛٶٿن*Ʉۤ2006ۮۥʼۛϯ
Ĥۏڽې٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٟĺڂقХфӸɗۜ٠ٞۛٹθԖۛӆ˲٣ٍْۛۛو٪١ۛوՍэ٣ۯ٧̤Χو٦
֤֤ڀلםԱ٦'چـԁِ̈́ٞڀڃٌۘڂـ٦ƗģۗٻӇйבԅۛ͝йʘɄۤ1994ۥ۰ƥζӸɗ֤Ա
ɩЯ۱٢١چȯ˞ِۗ¯ʛɻ٦ԦƼ٦EłٹچǠׇِٜٜ֤ۗԱ¯چʛɻǇي٣ֻِ̱ٞۥ۾٦¯ʛ
چǣٛ٘ۘ
ډێڦڋƼɻ٦٘ٸ٦ӸɗĺȖ٧ըٌٟۗمڂؿ٦ɳͥچВّٞۗډێڦڋƼɻ٣٠ֻٛٞ
ِـْٻӸɗ٦ֻ̱٦ِچ٘لճȡٌْڂ٠چչɉْۘϯ˪Ĥ¯ʛɻمХф˵ٻΰوِ˦ځٿچ
ӘِٞӘƥچԶل٣ْڂӸɗ٦C֤҄چוǫٌڂٸ٠٧ۗΦɻ٠٦چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښP·٣ِۗٿ
ـ̋ځÞũچϨٸ٘و٦ƦƼچוҕٌف٠٣٢ڂ٠Ɉۘف
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Learning Adverbs to Be More Expressive: an
Example of Vocabulary Learning

Etsuko NAKAYAMA (ێڒڠڐڹۛڒۛډڊڪڱڎ۔θ¯)

This is a report of a lexical learning course on adverbs carried out for Italian speaking intermediate
leaners.
Intermediate learners often encounter difficulties in acquiring adverbs. Although they have a quite
rich vocabulary as receptive knowledge, they don’t’ have confidence in productive phase. At the
intermediate-advanced level, with the increase of learned words, a comparative study of the synonyms
would be necessary, but usually the lexical learning is entrusted to each student. In the case of adverbs,
the definitions offered by dictionaries and the examples in textbooks seem to be not sufficient. There
are no materials for learning adverbs in Italy, and also in Japan specialized adverbs teaching materials
are scarce. Considering this need, during my classes I spent some time on lexical studies focusing on
adverbs.
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This lexical lesson was divided into three steps: 1) composition and exercises to comprehend the
students' problems; 2) explanation of the adverbs classified by semantic categories which considers also
possible influences of L1; 3) final exercises to check understanding.
For a detailed study on adverbs, necessary for this practice, I referred to the following studies among
others: Ōzeki (1993), 'Nihongo gakushūyō kyōkasho no fukushi goi', which classifies and analyzes the
adverbs proposed in the main textbooks; Katayama and Masui (2006), 'Sho-chūkyū reberu no nihongo
kyōiku de oshieru teido-fukushi' which analyzes different uses of synonyms with numerous examples,
and, above all, Hida and Asada (1994), “Gendai fukushi yōhō jiten”, important reference for this topic.
The purpose of this study is to reflect on appropriate teaching method of adverbs. I believe that
developing the ability to use adverbs, which enrich the expressions, will help improve communication
and language skills to build good relationships with others.
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CEFR ٣íٝۓڋۍۓڑ٘ـѶՍƼڭڠګ٦Ҩ٠ԁ̈́ڵکۑؾی٦¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِٞ

Chieko SHIROTA (ڻۏډۛۏںؾڲۏڗθ¯)
Tomoko HIGASHI (ڻۏډۛۏںؾڲۏڗθ¯)

2001 ѽ٣ڵکۑؾیƦƼĳВȯ˞ۤCEFR̳مۥɫ٣ǂَڃٞڵکۑؾیۗڀل٦ƦƼĺ,ƥ
˰ٟ٧ĞΚ٣ CEFR ٦̊ѕڇ̓مٟۘڂـӆڵکۑؾیƦƼٟڂؿѶՍƼ٦ CEFR ԅդkچչɉ
ْƗģٻɳͥ¶ٹҨkَڃِٞلِۘڂـ٢ۗڀمCEFR ٠فـĳВíʷٟʯυфچǍҷЫ٣әnٟ
ڂنѶՍƼڭڠګۓڋۍۓڑ٧Õƙ٦ƧٵځٙҨَڃٞـ٢ۘ ـ
ڻۏډۛۏںؾڲۏڗθ¯ٟ٧ڠۓۍڹǲtƗģӄۤ®̈Ыĺ,ӵվچۥʌۗي2014 ѽ ڀلCEFR
ʷĪ٦ΧƦƼۓڋۍۓڑƦƼڭڠګ٦Ҩڃڀٸ̓مِٖٞۘڂـٞۗ2015 ѽ٣٧ѶՍƼڭڠګ٦
ҨمɁۗڃڀٸ2017 ѽ 7 Ɖ٣ A1  ڀلB1 ٵٟҬОٟمڭڠګڂنɳ֤kَۘ٘ڃэڭڠګ٧ۗ6 ڒǲ
Ƽ٣ـكٞۗĳВ٦ۓڋۍڮڋړ٣íٝـٞȝَ̯ڃٞڦؾۉڸۓښۘڂـЬ]ŭڭڠګٟۗԆۗوѧۗٷ
ˀۤوԅÆ̯ۥ٦ 3 ċ҄әnچВِٞƦƼچו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښΘٌڂ٠چչɉِۗڭۓۅڠڋېڻ
ڭڠګ٣ٹů̯әn٣ٹȺ֤ٟڂن٠فـѣϾچɡֻٜۘڗۓڊګڠګ٣íٝ٘ـȝ̯ڠڢۑڻ
ۤALTE 2011ۥ٣TٛٞۗӾ̤٦ٿكۗڭڠګڭکۑڋڵ٫ٖ٦ƹ٦ֻ̅ѐŻԁ̈́ۗíʷ͐О٢١Χ
ªЫ٢Ɣ˥چɳɋِۗɲЫ٣ד̤ٹЫ٣̮ۗ֯̂ۗٹΩэ̮مԟ˥َۄګڋډ٘ڃ٦ۓڴۄګڋډٶ
ږ٣ѷۘڂڃڀڃ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ˪ۗٓٵʲِ٘فٿ٢ڭڠګҨХ٣ٜـٞ͒իِ٘˪ٟۗږۓڴ٣ѷٛ٘ۄګڋډ
چɲЫ٣ԁِ̈́٘Ƈw٣ٜـٞʲْٰۘڂ٢څٚۗCEFR ٦¢ۏڽې٣ эْۄګڋډڂ٣ٜـٞۗې
ڂم˪مۏڽ٣ٜڃٞה+٠ù҄مǍڂم٠ٌفـ٠چŘάkِ٘ٹ٦٠٧mۗل٠ٌفـ٠٣˝з
چэٞٞԁِ̈́٘Ƈwچɦْۘقם٨ۗA1 ٦ۄګڋډ٧ۗɑЫה+٘ٵ٧ĺ,ה+٣äڂڃٵѣ̮
ځٿمΧـ٦٣έِۗB1 ٟ٧ۗǂЫۗ˽ņה+٣äڂڃٵѣ̮مΧـ٠فـŪǇمѺۗ٘ٵۘڂڃڀٸ
¢ۄګڋډ٣äڂڃٵù҄ۗمɲս٠]яٙي٦ٹ٦ڃٖۗڀل٣pقٞۗФۗ֯ٻʌσٻĩҼۗ
مڠڋڴڮډäڂڃٵ٠فٿفـ٣ۗΧ֡kۗӾȬkٌْڂ٠ۄګڋډم٦ѱ ф٣ҮFَڂڃ٠فـ
ٌ٠¨مѺٟۘ٘ن
ALTE (2011). Manual for Language Test Development and Examining. Council of Europe
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Development and analysis of a Japanese Language
Online Test based on the CEFR for European students

Chieko SHIROTA (ڻۏډۛۏںؾڲۏڗθ¯)

Tomoko HIGASHI (ڻۏډۛۏںؾڲۏڗθ¯)
Since the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) was officially released
in 2001, it has rapidly infiltrated the fields of language education in Europe. Research and practices
aiming at contextualizing the CEFR descriptors for Japanese, a non-European language, are also
improving actively. However, any Japanese language online test which enables assessment of
proficiency comprehensibly based on the CEFR has not, to our knowledge, yet been developed.
At Grenoble Alpes University, we have developed, since 2014, a CEFR-based multilingual online
assessment system as a part of a project founded by a National Research Grant, IDEFI, Initiative of
Excellence for innovative formation. The Japanese test started its development in 2015 and became
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operational in July 2017, from levels A1 to B1. In this system, six different language tests are created
according to a common guideline. It is an online-based and adaptive test assessing three abilities,
listening, reading and short writing, which aims to evaluate language communication proficiency. It
can be used both as a placement test and as a formative test. The test is developed by a process founded
on the testing theory (ALTE 2011), which forms a cycle of successive steps: several pilot tests,
psychometrical analysis of piloting results, standard-setting, and construction of an item bank with
items which are verified for validity and reliability, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
In this presentation, we will first present the above-mentioned test development process, then the
results of qualitative analysis of the items in the bank. In other words, we will show the data analysis
which focuses on the question of how the description that the domains and the functions enlarge as the
levels increase, are reflected in the items classified in each level of the CEFR. For example, we
observed that the A1 level items tend to contain more properties in the personal or educational domain,
whereas the B1 level items show more properties in the public or occupational domain. We verified
also that the functions reflect difficulties of items as they diversify and become complicated in items of
a higher level. That is, in addition to a simple function of asking and answering, other functions, such
as suggesting, requesting, agreeing, refusing, giving advice, are included.
ALTE (2011). Manual for Language Test Development and Examining. Council of Europe
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ηٟ٦ǲզĺ, 12 ѽ̬k٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺȖҨ
٦/ə―ʁѽͽ¯ʛɻ٦ɺ̵ۛ¶ԅդچ
ʄځѷچۓڋڝڬ٘ڃչɉِٞ―

Hsiao chin LO (ηխθ¯)

2001 ѽ٣`ʔәď مCEFR مǂٌِ٘٠٧ۗɺ٦ΧƦƼk٣ٵُٵَڂيك٢ʄځͶٶ٣
ӺǍـԖkِۗدچǲƼĺ,٣ĸـEłۘ٘ق֚چ٢ٕ٢ۗڀCEFR ٣ʷĪِ٘ƦƼ҄ו٧ʥ֮
٠٧"٢ۗځƦƼĺ,ùÞ٠ـٛ٘چЈقٞۗĳВֻِ٘٠Ѻɬ٣íٝـٞɦَٹڂڃ٦ٙڀل
ِٟٖۘڂؿٌِٞۗ٘فѣϾ٧ 2018 ѽڀلɳɋ֘О٦η 12 ѽÝĎէĺ,٦ιѲǲƼڔێڒ
ۄۍۉ٦ȠО٣ٹEłٖۘ٘ق֚چ٦ֻ֑٧¢ĺ,ùÞ٣ڂيكǲƼĺ,٦ڞؾېۉڔڊګؾډ
¨چۓۋԟْٸ٘ڂٟۗ٘ٵۘڂؿɺ٣̵ڂنƨ̖مɨƭچӘْ٘ٸ٦҄ٻוϟɬ٠ِٞ٦ƦƼٻ
ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ِ҄ۗل̵چוΧ֡kْڂɺ٣ـكٌٞنٰڂٻٹ٠چɳǣٌِۗـ٘ځٻ٠چ
ɳƥِٖٞ٦Πȕچɦْ٘ٸ٦ɉӖ٠ِٞФˌَ ٘ڃCEFR ٦ֻѾ٧ۗɨ׀Ы٢¯ʛɻ,̯چչ
Ӗ٠ْڂη٦Ďէĺ,٠ٹ/Ϧٌِٞڂـ٠ۗڀلCEFR مќѷَفٹ٘ڃ/ٜ٦ֻِ֑ٟۘفڄؿ
ِۗلCEFR ٟٹʄۮ٘ڃڅځCan-DoڀلۯǠ٘قȔ٣ۗۮιѲǲƼۯۄۍۉڔێڒ٦ѶՍƼĺu
ۓڋڝڬٟ٧ۗη¯̖ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ٦“ɳȔ”Ы٢Ⱥ֤˰ձ٠ـٛ٘ɖзمʤԁٟ٧٢ـ٠ɉЩ
َۘ٘ڃٜۮځٵѶ˲̵¶٣ـكٞѶՍƼٟ۰mمٟلڂن۱چۯƔѓْڂȔۗη٦ǫǕ̵مɳȔ٦
ɺ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤ٟۮm٣ŀՠچɡٚۮۯ١ڇ٢˰ձ٣ΌŜِۮۯ١ڇ٢ٌ٠ِچٞڂـۯ٦ل٠ـٛ٘
ɺ̵ۛ¶Ы٢ԅդٯ٦Ǡׇ٠ٖۗ٦¯ʛ٦¢˰ձٻϛٟɦَڂڃӘƥٻƼؐ٦ФɦمӢΙِ
ٞڂـ٠ƦٿۘفٿقٛٞۗՍ٧ʁѽͽ٦¯ʛέ˧ɻ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤˰ձځٿچŘάkْٰۓډۗو
ڭؾژЇȁچǣۄۍۉڔێڒچڃٖۗـ٣ɦْӘƥٻƼؐ٢١٦¯ʛǩչځٿچЬٟ͌֏֤٢ٹ٦٣
ْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ٢ۗكЇȁƇw٠ِٞۗη٦ǫǕѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤˰ձ٠ِٞӠфم
ǫلٛ٘٦٧ۗѧٶ٠ـٛ٘ƦƼ¶љٌٟڂؿ٠مҬիِ٘ۘ¯ۗ٘ٵǕǣɝ٠ِٞǲȔƿׄ٣͆ŉ
Ы٣ʄځͶ¯ٷǕٟ٧ۗJƼچҖ٠ِ͍٘˿˰ձمӁ«Ы٣ΧوƙڂڃڀŪǇٌٟڂؿ٠ٹԁل
ٌِِٖٛ٘ۘٞۗ٘فƇw٣íٝ¯ۗنʛѫ֝ۏؾۉڟۆچkِ٘˰ǭۗۛؾۇڨۏڒںڜۮҗـԀۛ
ǣۛ̀ԅkۛǲȔƿׄۛЄѫۯ٠ـٛ٘مۂؾګիلڀ٣٢ٌِٛ٘ۘ٘فЇȁ٠Ɣѓٶ͆چʪ٥
٢̑ځٿۗڀمŏٟƥɳЫ٢ؾێؾڭڠ٣Tٛ٘ĺȖچۓڋڝڬФۛɳƥِ٘ۘـ
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Teaching Japanese as a Foreign Language in the
Context of Taiwan’s 12-Year Basic Education
Curriculum: Using Everyday Scenarios as the Basis of
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Applied Japanese Studies for Taiwanese High School
Students

Hsiao chin LO (ηխθ¯)

It is difficult to overestimate the impact that the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages, or CEFR—an international standard for describing language ability—has had on foreign
language education worldwide. That’s because CEFR, since 2001, has articulated a nearly universal
standard for describing the language ability of learners of foreign languages.
As such, Taiwan seeks to incorporate CEFR’s conceptual framework in its approach to foreign
language studies in the context of its national educational program, otherwise known as the 12-Year
Basic Education Curriculum. Taiwan’s latest version of the 12-year Curriculum places an emphasis
on “Learner Autonomy”—a concept that resonates with CEFR’s focus on “autonomous learning” and
the real-life application of foreign languages. By cleaving more toward CEFR’s concepts in its
approach to foreign language studies, Taiwan can better clarify and implement its national curricula in
the context of foreign language studies.
That being said, the concept of CEFR’s “can-do” statements generally lacks resonance in how
Taiwan designs its Japanese language studies curricula. In other words, how learners can actually use
Japanese in their daily lives is a question that Taiwan’s current national education curriculum fails to
adequately address.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in Taiwan’s high schools, where the practical application of
Japanese in everyday life for students of the language appears to receive little emphasis. And because
of this lack of emphasis at the level of curriculum design, teachers of Japanese as a foreign language
are ill-prepared to incorporate a more practical approach to teaching.
Hence, the purpose of this research effort—which involves interviews, questionnaires and data
analysis—is to make informed suggestions as to how to revise curricula for foreign language studies
courses such that the students in such courses are better taught how to apply their target languages in
common, practical scenarios.
A key finding of the research is that Japanese language learners at the high school level typically
learned Japanese primarily in the context of reading, with few opportunities to speak the language or
otherwise use it to spontaneously communicate. Such findings further led me to lay out an approach
to designing curricula that emphasizes the application of Japanese in situations common to the high
school students who participated in the study—such as shopping, dining, traveling, sightseeing and
interacting with native speakers in real-life scenarios.
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ɺȯpچչɉْ CEFR B1 ۏڽېĺuˀ٦ȝ̯
-ϰ¶љچä٘ٸκ͕ќŭĺȖ٦/ם-

Naoko SAKURAI (ۓڎ۔ؾۏθ¯)

` ʔ ٦ Ʀ Ƽ ĺ , ù Þ ٟ ٧ CEFR  مФ ˌ ِ ٘ ǣ љ ϯ ̅  چ ڨ ؾ ۑ ڻ ډȋ ֤ ِ  κ ͕ ќ ŭ
ۤGoullier:2007ۥ٦ʍņڃڀٸ̓مٌٞۘڂـ٦κ٠٧ۗ¯ʛɻمɺٟwْٰ٘نѹէۗέʻْ
ٰنƊٟۗځؿϰ¶љچäͮ٘ٸٞ٦¶љٿٛٞɳƥٌَۘڂڃ٦فٿ٢ƦƼĺ,٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦
ƦƼ҄ו٦Ǉ˪٠٠ٹ٣ۗ¯ʛɻمɖցچǍًέچВِٞ̈٘٢Ǡق٣˿ڃɨԁ٦ѫձچԶ
ل٣ٌْڂ٠ٹɖց٣ѷڃٞۘڂـ
ҨӘɻ٧њ٠ۗ4 ѽÝ٣ڂ٘څíͳƗģچíҺ٠ِٞـٿځٿɺȯpچչɉِ٘ĺuˀچȝ
ِ̯ٞڃٌۘڂـ٧ۗCEFR B1 ۏڽېʛѡچչɉْ¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِ 8 ٜ٦ڀلۏؾۉڟۆǖَ̯ڃ
ٞۘڂـ¢ۏؾۉڟۆ٣٧ۗۂؾګ٠ can do Ăʲԅ٣¯ڂٿʛչӖ͐مОَ¯ۗڃʛɻمѶ˲̵¶
ٟΌŜْڂκ٦̢ǣٖۗ٦íҺ٠٢ڂƦƼϟɬ٦ɉќۗɨׂِ٘¶љچɊSْؾڟګۍڭڠڂ٦
ɉќۗٿك٫ϰ¶љمäڃٵٞۘڂـ
ϰ¶љ٧ۗԦƼۛԦԅk٠"٢ڂƦƼۛԅkچάƟِۗάƟچѫձkِ٢٘̈ڀم٢ϟƙچǖϨ
ْٸ٘ڂ٣Ď̋ـκٟۘڂؿCEFR ٧ۗƦƼù҄٦ϯٟʪ֦٢ϥۗٸ͗چӾƦƼۛӾԅk҄
וٟέʻْٹڂ٦٠ʲٰٞۘڂـ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗƥȕҨϯ٦ĺuˀچǣљϯ̅ڨؾۑڻډ٣íٝوĺȖ٦/ם٠ِٞˣِۗϰ
¶љ چNorth,B. & Piccardo,E.(2016)ۗCouncil of Europe (2017, 2018)چȯ˞ِǠȦْۘڂ
Council of Europe(2017) Companion volume with new descriptors provisional edition, Council of
Europe
Council of Europe(2018) Companion volume with new descriptors, Council of Europe
Goullier, F.(2007)Council of Europe tools for language teaching, Didier
North,N.&Piccardo,E.(2016) Developing illustrative descriptors of aspects of mediation for the
CEFR,Council of Europe
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The compilation of CEFR B1-level textbooks aiming
for social participation : An example of task-guiding
teaching materials which include mediation activities

Naoko SAKURAI (ۓڎ۔ؾۏθ¯)

Programmes of language courses are nowadays created in many European universities and language
centers according to the action-oriented approach advocated in CEFR (the Common European
Framework of reference for languages). The classes are managed using a learners-centered teaching
method and the class activities are put into practice by the concept “guidance by tasks” (Goullier:2007).
This pedagogic perspective aims not only to raise learners’ language proficiency but also to broaden
their horizons and to enrich their mind through internalizing new ideas. The tasks in this context concern
assignments or problems that learners have to deal with in society and are completed by productive,
perceptive, interactive and mediating language activities.
I am compiling with colleagues a textbook for CEFR B1 level which aims for enabling learners to
participate better in society when using Japanese and which is based on the four years’ research results
on CEFR. It consists of eight modules constructed by (1) the tasks of language activities that learners
should face in daily life, (2) the instructions of language knowledge as grammar/kanji which are a
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foundation for the appropriate activities, (3) the training of strategies which support the formation of
independent Japanese users. Each module has a theme and learning objectives indicated by a “can do
descriptors” and includes mediating activities.
Practicing mediating activity in classes is one of the ideal tasks in order to discover the other cultures
and languages and to develop their opinions through the discussions which give them broader views.
CEFR mentions “Mediating language activities – (re)processing an existing text – occupy an important
place in the normal linguistic functioning of our societies.” (Council of Europe:14),” mediation (as
defined in this document) […] the ability to manage a plurilingual and pluricultural repertoire.”
(Council of Europe:175).
In this presentation, there are two main points: the first point is to show an example of a teaching
material compiled by the perspective of “guidance by tasks” based on an action-oriented approach. The
second point is to clarify the definition, characteristics and functions of mediation, referring to North,B.
& Piccardo,E.(2016) and the Council of Europe (2017 and 2018).
Council of Europe(2001) Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning,
teaching, assessment, Council of Europe
Council of Europe(2017) Companion volume with new descriptors provisional edition, Council of
Europe
Council of Europe(2018) Companion volume with new descriptors, Council of Europe
Goullier, F.(2007)Council of Europe tools for language teaching, Didier
North,N.&Piccardo,E.(2016) Developing illustrative descriptors of aspects of mediation for the
Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR),Council of Europe
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9A_D1 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 11:00

η٦θ¯ʍņ٣٘ـ֤چږکێںؾۏڂيكɨ
ƭәn¶֤٦əٶ
Haruno HIKOSAKA (ыƸθ¯ѶՍƼԅ¯uҜɀХ)
ŏѽۗƦƼĺ,٣ـكٞ¯ʛɻʃά٦ĺ,مʪɖَفٿڂڃ٣٢ۗځʥ֮٦ĺɆʃќŭ٦әnٙ
يٟ٢ۗوǍۮوζαЫۯڭۓۅڠڢډ٠ƪ٨¯ڂڃʛɻʃάŭ٦әnٹǣفٿڂڃڅ٣٢ٛٞۘ٘نɨ
ƭәnډڸٻәn٣ζӘَڂڃζαЫڭۓۅڠڢډ٣ٜـٞ٧ٌٵڃٟ٦͕ǣƗģٟۗ¯ʛ֪ٻ
¯ו٦Ǉ˪ۗ¯ʛؾڟګۍڭڠ٦ʛѡۗ¯ʛɻ٠ِٞ٦͉ѹËٻɨ̅׀٦ů̯٢١٦ڂؿمڭکێۅ
٠˥իَڃِٞلِۘ٘ن٢ۗڀمѽۗץԅkЫґŶۗɨ̅¯ٻʛљùۗ¯ʛ٣έْڂӢËۗɨׂ
¯ʛť٦фǭـ٢١ۗΧ̤٦֦5مɨƭәn٣Ełْ¯ۗٸ٘ڂʛɻ٦ɨƭәn٠ɳȔ٦ƦƼ
҄مו/Ϧْڂ٠٧Ʀڃ͌ـ٢ۘـѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞ٧ۗŊbۛ˙jۛƠй(2005)¯مʛɻ٦ɨ
ƭәn٧ƦƼ҄چוҮFِٞـ٢ـ٠իلڀ٣ِٞۘڂـ
ڨؾڸڠٻ٢١٦ǆї҄ۗוȝԅ٢١٦ʃÙЫәnچǣفȔ٣٧ۗ١٦فٿ٢ٌ٠مٟڂن٦
ل٠فـзمŘάЫ٣Әَڃٞږکێںؾۏڂـůɫ٦әnӘ٦ќѷمЬِٞڂـ٠َۮۗڃκ̢
ǣ҄چۯוʪɖِ٘`ʔәď٣ ڂٿCEFR ٣íٝۗوǲȔƿׄíŐ(2010)٦۰JF ѶՍƼĺ,ڦڠ
 ڮؾڧۓ2010۱٣ـكٞ٘ـ֤چږکێںؾۏۗٹәnِˍ̟چٞۘڂـ
ՍƗģ٧ۗѶՍƼچʃ͙Ǔ٠ِٞ¯ڇٟڂـϯ˪Ĥۏڽې٦θ¯̵چέ˧٠ِٞۗʍņ٣ك
٘ـ֤چږکێںؾۏڂيɨƭәn٦ɳͥچВِۗځٿǄwЫ٢ɨƭәn٦ַ֤ԱچƔѓْٹڂ
٦ٟۘڂؿ٦ǆїəƟ٣ـكٞۗĺɆ٠¯ʛɻمњّچږکێںؾۏȺِ֤ٞәnچǣۗـĺɆ
ڀل٦әn٠¯ʛɻ٦ɨƭәn٦Ý٣ƥ'΅٘ڃ٣ٜـٞǠȦِ٘ۘ¯ʛɻ٦҄ו٣ϴչِۗĺ
Ɇڀل٦әn٠¯ʛɻ٦ɨƭәn٦Ȁچϯ̅٠ِٞۗǠȦ٘ٸ̓چ٠ٌۗڄĺɆڀل٦әnمǫـ
¯ʛɻ٠К¯ـʛɻ٣ـكٞ٧ۗĺɆ٦әn٣Ӂٰɨԁچǫوәnْ¯ڂʛɻ٧ː٢ۗوĺɆ٠ٲ
ٳњّٹځٿڃٖۗلКوΖقٞ¯ڂـʛɻمΧلٛ٘٦٣έِۗɨԁچǫوәn̵ْ¯ڂ٧ۗĺɆ
ڀل٦әnمϯÝڀلϯÝ˪ٻٻځٿ٣ϥْ¯ڂʛɻ٣Χلٌٛ٘ۘ٦Ƈwچє˪٘قٵٟۗɨ
ƭәn¯چʛɻ٦¯ـٿځٿ٫٣ÛƠْۗٸ٘ڂәn٦Ùз٣ٜـٞ٦͒ի٠ۗŘάЫ٢əƟѫ֝
٣ٜـٞ٦ږکڴڮؾڊڹ٣¯ڂٿʛɻ٦ѫ˟٦ʆ˂¯ۗيʛɻ٦әn٦Ϯæз٦ֻچФْۘڂ
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The Practice of Self-Assessment Using Rubrics in
Conversation Classes at University in Taiwan

Haruno HIKOSAKA (ыƸθ¯ѶՍƼԅ¯uҜɀХ)

Learner agency is considered to be important in language education recently, evaluation is made by
not only teachers but also learners themselves now. Other studies have concluded that alternative
assessment which typified as self-assessment and peer-assessment can improve the following:
motivation to learn, academic performance, learning strategy, a sense of responsibility and autonomy.
However, self-assessment can be affected by numerous factors: ages, cultural background, self-esteem,
learning motivation, learning anxiety, and self-learning training. Therefore, it is reported that selfassessment does not exactly represent learners’ language skills.
Rubrics are used in subjective evaluation, which evaluates conversation skill, speech skill, translation
skill and writing skill. Rubrics are adopted in the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR) by the Council of Europe, also adopted in “JF Standard for Japanese-Language
Education” released in 2010 by The Japan Foundation.
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This study discusses the utilization of self-assessment using rubrics through practice in Conversation
Classes with Upper Intermediate level students majoring in Japanese language. Teachers and learners
use same rubrics in conversation test, then compare learners’ self-assessment with the teacher’s
assessment based on learners’ language skills. In order to make self-assessment work for learning, the
author proposes an explanation of the point of view and feedback.
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ɨ׀ЫۏڽېҬϚɉӖ٠ِٞ٦ Can-do statements ٦
q̮҄٠κ―ÐɠŷۛӆÐɠŷ¯ʛɻ٦'ـ٣˝з
چэٞ٘ J-CAT ٠ CDS ٦΅Þԁ̈́―

Tomoko OKIMOTO (1йθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
Natsumi ITO (1йθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
Takami MOHRI (1йθ¯)
Tomohiko IWASHITA (1йθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ

ՍƗģڻؾۏڗٟ٧ۙʽΛùÞ٦̵¯׆٦٘ٸ٦ۏڽېɉӖ٠ِٞ Can-do Statements(jۙ
CDS)چҨٌِۙٵڃٟĕÙڭڠګٟ ڂؿJ-CAT ٠٦΅Þچԁِ̈́ٞۘ٘نՍ CDS ٠ J-CAT ٦΅Þ
٣ٜـٞ٧ۙˏۢϯХф¨Ѻَِۙلِۘ٘ڃЇȁĴוɻ٣έْؾۉڷڦۓڋڂЇȁٟ٧ۮӆÐɠŷ
٦¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ٧ J-CAT ٦ѫ֝٧Ӣַٟۯڂؿ٠ؿمڭۓۅښفـٌٛ٘٠ۙڀلCDS Ⱥ֤٣Ȕِ
ٞ¯ٹʛɻ٦ԦƼچǠڂׇْӐ֦ڂؿم٠Ǡِۙلِۘ٘ڃڀقԦƼ٦'ـ٣ٜـٞ¨Ѻِ͕٘چǣ
Ɨģ٧ƙڃڀ٢لٛ٘٘ۙٸՍƗģٟ٧ۗۏڽېɉӖ٠ِٞ٦ CDS ]֤˰ձ;چОِۙJ-CAT ѡз
٠ CDS ٦я٣έْڂԦƼ٦'ـ٣˝зچэٞ٘ԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘ
ՍƗģ٦չЫ٧j٦ 2 зٟۘڂؿ1ۥJ-CAT ٣íٝۏڽېوԁي٠ CDS ٣íٝۏڽېوԁي٦
Ƈw٧١٦فٿ٣"٢ۘلڂ2ۥÐɠŷ¯ʛɻ٠ӆÐɠŷ¯ʛɻ٦ CDS ٠ J-CAT ٦΅Þ٧"٢ڂ
ۘلЇȁ٣Ⱥِ֤٘ CDS ٧ 4 ċ҄¢ 18 ǩչٟۤ7 ƊԱۙۥ2017 ѽ٣ WEB چڭڋڜڭؾژۓډВّٞ
ɳɋِ٘ۘяؿمٛ٘ 252 թϯۙJ-CAT ѡзمѡ ٘ڃڀ145 թۤÐɠŷ 100 թۙӆÐɠŷ 45 թۥ
٦я٣ٜـٞۙJ-CAT ٠ CDS چȺِ֤٘ۏڽېԁٿكۙي٫ J-CAT ٠ CDS ٦ԦƼԓ٦΅Þԁ̈́ۙ
ٿك٫ CDS چѦׂԖ̤ۙJ-CAT ѡзچʥΛԖ̤٠ِ٘όúԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘ
ѐŻЫƔ˥٦ƇwۙȺِ֤٘ CDS ٦Ωэ̮̮ۙ̂֯¨مѺَܙۤ٘ڃ۶.99ۙܖ۶.09ۙα۶.96ۘۥJCAT ٠ CDS ٦΅Þṳ̃٧ϯХфٟؿٛ٘ۤܗ۶.68ۙp۷.01ۘۥɣ٣ۙԦƼ٣΅ڂٿÞṳ̃٦Ȁ٦ƔО
چǣٛ٘Ƈwۙ֏٢ȀمƙۤڃڀÐɠŷۜr۶.667ۙӆÐɠŷۜr۶.821ۙz۶1.92ۙp۷.05ۙۥӆÐɠŷ¯
ʛɻ٦ مJ-CAT ٠ CDS ٦΅Þ֏م٣ǫٌـ٠مɦَۘ٘ڃúԁ̈́٦Ƈwٹњ֡٣ӆÐɠ
ŷ¯ʛɻ٦مǫ֘ـΘچוɦِ٘ۤÐɠŷۜr2۶.438ۙӆÐɠŷۜr2۶.667ٌۘۥ٦Ƈw٧ۙCDS م
ѶՍƼ֘چۏڽېΘْڂq̮҄چɦْ/ٟۙԦƼ٣ٌڂؿمـ'ڂٿ٠چɦǾٌِٞۘڂـ٦'ـ
٣ٜـٞƔѓْٰۙوԦƼԓ٣¢ǩչ٠ J-CAT ٠٦΅Þ¨چѺِ٘٠ٌ΅ۙڄÞمКـǩչمƙڀ
΅مڃٌۘ٘ڃÞṳ̃٦ԦƼÝȀٷ̵چ/5٣٢ٌٛٞڂـ٠مɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
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Can-do Statements as an Indication of SelfAssessment: A Correlation Analysis of J-CAT and CDS
Performance between Kanji Native and Non-Kanji
Native Japanese Language Learners
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Tomoko OKIMOTO (1йθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
Natsumi ITO (1йθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
Takami MOHRI (1йθ¯)
Tomohiko IWASHITA (1йθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
We developed Can-do Statements (CDS) as a level indicator for foreign exchange students. We
then analyzed the correlation of Can-do scores with J-CAT scores; which is an objective test. Previous
work has shown a small to moderate correlation between CDS and J-CAT (Imai 2009). In this work
we also find similar correlation values. One potential weakness of the J-CAT skills test, as addressed
by some feedback, is that there seems to be a bias towards kanji native learners – which suggests an
effect on the correlation with CDS scores, so we should consider the learner’s native language in our
CDS model. However, we found no prior studies that investigated the difference in learners’ native
languages and J-CAT or CDS scores. In this study, we treat CDS as a level indicator, and analyzed
the effect of native languages on J-CAT and CDS scores; our investigation suggests kanji-native and
non-kanji-native backgrounds have an effect.
The purpose of this research is the following: 1) how does the result of level classification based on
J-CAT differ from the result of level classification based on CDS? 2) Does the correlation between
CDS and J-CAT of kanji learners and non-kanji learners differ? The CDS we used contained 18 items
for each of four skills, measuring 7 levels per item, distributed through a web questionnaire in the
spring semester of 2017. Of the 252 participants, 145 also had J-CAT scores available, of those there
were 100 kanji native learners and 45 non-kanji native learners. Further, participants were classified
into levels based on J-CAT and CDS scores separately. Also we conducted correlation analysis
between J-CAT and CDS by native languages. Lastly, we performed single regression analysis with
CDS as the independent variable and J-CAT scores as the dependent variable.
As a result of the statistical verification, the validity and reliability of the used CDS were confirmed
(w=.99, p=.09, α=.96). The correlation coefficient between J-CAT and CDS was moderate (r=.68,
p<.01). Next, the result of testing the difference in correlation coefficient by native languages shows a
significant difference, (kanji native learners: r=.667, non-kanji native learners: r=.821, z=1.92, p<.05),
it was shown that the non-kanji native learners had a significantly higher correlation between J-CAT
and CDS. Likewise, results of regression analysis showed that non-kanji native learners held higher
predictive capability than kanji native learners: r2=.438 and non-kanji native learners: r2=.667. This
result suggests the possibility that CDS predicts the Japanese level, but also suggests that there is a
difference depending on the learners’ native language(s). To examine this difference, we confirmed
the correlation between each item and J-CAT by native language(s), and as a result, items with low
correlation were found. Our results suggest that native languages contribute to the differences found
between J-CAT and CDS scores.
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àǲ٣ڂيكȰǆë/ײ٦ѶՍƼĺʍԱ٦ȇәn

Boye KIM (University of Tsukuba)

ՍƗģ٦չЫ٧ۗʥ֮àǲ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ȽƗģ٣ـكٞÔَڃٞ٘نȰǆë/ײ٣Ϯչِۗ
ٖ٦ņ͈چȇƔѓٌْڂ٠ٟۘڂؿѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞ٧ّٸٞۮi̹ƦƼۯĺʍچɳֻِͥۗچ
ǖϨِ̖٘٧ȰǆٟۘڂؿȰǆ٦i̹ƦƼ٣ֻڂيك٠ɳͥ٦ѣϾ٧ۗʥ֮η٣ڂيكņ͈ل
ڀիلڀ٣َۘ٘ڃ٠ٌۗمڄη٦ƹϮѹِ٘àǲ٣ڂيكɳͥڀل٧َۗڀ٣̈٘٢ѣϾچƙʰْ
ٌ٠مٟۘڂن
ȰǆمàǲٟѶՍƼĺ,چɳِͥ٘ɢö٧ۗѶՍ٣˺ځٿզϠɊғَ٘ڃɢٟۗٸ٘ڂؿȰǆɫ
Ћ͍Ա٧̰ɤЫչЫچυْ̯ٸ٘ڂ٦ʆϛ٠َ͕ۘ٘ڃǣƗģٟ٧ۗȰǆ٦Ћ͍Ա٧њkĺ,٣
ҝɽٌڂيلچ٠٣٢ٛ٘٠ʲٰٖۘڂ٦٘ۗٸàǲٟ٧͛ͪ٠͛ƹ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٧ըÞũ٢ٹ٦٠
َۘڂڃɻ٦չӖ"م٢ڂ٦٧эٟͭ٧ۗمڂؿĺʍԱ٣ÞْڂƔѓ٧ʤԁٟ٧٢لٛ٘ۘ1910
ѽζ٦Ȱǆ٦ɳͥ٠ֻ٣Ϯչْڂ٠ۗѣ٣ٖ٦i̹ƦƼ٣ÞْڂʄځͶٶ٣٧ƙمƙʰَڃ
٘ۘ
ӑɻ٧ 1900ۛ1910ۛ1920 ѽζ٦àǲ٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺuˀچƦƼĺ,٦ÙзڀلǠȦِ٘ۘ¢
ѽζ٦ѶՍƼĺuˀ٦ԘȴچϏэِ̖٘Ԁ٧ۗȮхϱΑۗȰǆë/جۗײйűҀ˂ٟۘڂؿԁ̈́٦
ƇwۗԘȴɻ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ٜـٞ٦ƙ٣ٿٛٞۗĺʍ̔ۗĺʍԱۗʪ֦ĺʍƦƼǩչۗمж
Íٌَ٘ڃ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
Ȯх(1900s)[ǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺʍ̔][έօԱ][ԅɠƦƼʪɖ][ѧۛٷЗڂϯ̅]
Ȱǆ(1910s) [ǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺʍ̔][Ћ͍Ա][i̹ƦƼʪɖ][ْۛԆوϯ̅]
جй(1920s) [ǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺʍ̔][Ћ͍Ա][ԅɠƦƼʪɖ][ѧۛٷЗڂϯ̅]
جй٣ڂٿĺʍ̔٦жÍۗمàǲ٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٦Ϛ͓٦/ϓچϏٌٛ٘٠ۘڂقملفم
ۮǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺʍ̔ۯٟĺuˀچԘȴِ٘Ȯх(1900s)٠Ȱǆ(1910s)٦ϯۗՍƗģٟ
٧Ȱǆ٣ϴչِ٘ۘـȰǆɫЋ͍Ա٧̖ڠۓۍڹƦƼ¯ɻۓډڗ٦ڮکڤۅۛۏڒڟۑښڋڜ٣íٝ
ـٞ¯ۗځكʛɻ٦ѶՍƼו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣ƧچËّٞҨِ٘ĺʍԱٟۘڂؿàǲ٣ك
ڂيȰǆɫЋ͍Ա٦ȇәn٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,٦ۮi̹ƦƼۯĺʍ٦ǺՍ٠٢ٖۗځ٦ĄƤچϐٌڂ٠
مٟۘڂنpقٞۗȰǆمǋӤِ٘ۮɨԁ٦Ǡچقɨ֑٣ڂٔƦƼ҄ۯו٦,ٚ٧ۗƥȕ٦ѶՍ
Ƽĺ,ٟٹǋӤِٞڂـӵԁٟۘڂؿ
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Re-evaluation of YAMAGUCHI Kiichiro’s Japanese
teaching method in Korea

Boye KIM (University of Tsukuba)

The purpose of this study is to focus on Kiichiro YAMAGUCHI, who had been overlooked in the
study of the history of Japanese language education in Korea. YAMAGUCHI was the very first person
to build the theory of ‘spoken language’ teaching, and also put it into practice in Japanese language
education. YAMAGUCHI's 'spoken language' theory and practice of teaching was discovered in
Taiwan. However, after he left Taiwan, another new characteristic of YAMAGUCHI’s Japanese
teaching was found in his new practice in Korea.
YAMAGUCHI’s Direct-Method was used as a mean to achieve political purposes because
YAMAGUCHI Japanese language education practice in Korea was during the time of Japan colonial
rule. In advanced researches, YAMAGUCHI’s Direct-Method helped accelerate the colonial education.
For this reason, Japanese education in Korea during the colonial period, and the current Japanese
education are not related. Although it is natural that the objectives of the two periods are different, but
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there were also not enough studies on the teaching methods. If you look into Yamaguchi's practice and
theory of teaching in the 1910s, you can find something new, especially in regard to the spoken language.
The viewpoint on language education of all the Japanese textbooks in Korea in the 1900s, 1910s, and
1920s was taken into consideration for this research. Chuzo MITSUJI, Kiichiro YAMAGUCHI,
Enosuke ASHIDA were the Japanese textbook editors for different periods. As a result of this analysis,
it was found that each editors’ views on Japanese language education changed the teaching policy,
teaching methods, and important teaching language items throughout the years.
MITSUJI(1900s) [Policy on teaching Japanese as a foreign language] [grammar translation method]
[emphasis on the written language] [Reading and Writing]
YAMAGUCHI(1910s) [Policy on teaching Japanese as a foreign language] [direct method]
[emphasis on spoken language] [Speaking and Listening]
ASHIDA(1920s) [Policy on teaching Japanese as a national language] [direct method] [emphasis on
the written language] [Reading and Writhing]
Hence, ASHIDA's change of teaching policy showed that the Japanese language education in Korea
in the past, and the current Japanese language education in Korea are not related. Between the
compilation of both: MITSUJI(1900s) and YAMAGUCHI(1910s) 'Policy on teaching Japanese as a
foreign language' textbooks, this research will be focusing on YAMAGUCHI’s teaching method.
YAMAGUCHI’s Direct-Method is based on the psychological-method of the French linguist Guan,
and it was developed due to the limitations of the learner's Japanese communication ability. The reevaluation of YAMAGUCHI’s Direct-Method is the basis of the 'spoken language' teaching in Japanese
language education, and its origin can be found in Korea. In addition, a method to cultivate
YAMAGUCHI’s study on 'language ability to speak one's mind freely' approach, is also a part of the
current Japanese education research. Therefore, this research on the development of YAMAGUCHI’s
practical theory of Japanese teaching, can shed a new light to current Japanese language education.
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θ¯٦ѶՍƼڠۍږ٣¯ڂيكʛɊSۓؾڦۓڋ
—ڻکڞѶՍ̖٠̵¯׆٦Ǉ٦¯ۮ٫ۯ

Miki TAKII (Þ̻ǲȔθ¯θȚθ¯)
Yasuko KOSHIYAMA (Þ̻ǲȔθ¯)
Yumiko IIJIMA (Þ̻ǲȔθ¯)

ՍƗģ٧̵ۗ¯׆٣٠ٛٞӐ֦٢ٌ٠٨٦¯٫لـم٢ٹڂ٦ٖۗ٘ٵۗل٦٘ٸ٦ĺ,٠٧١٦
فٿ٢ٹ٦ٟلنٰڂؿ٠فـďچєۗقٵŘάЫɳͥƥ˰٣ۮѶՍƼĺ,ۯڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋ٠ِ
ٞȯpِ٘ѶՍ̖¯̵٘ٚمѡ¯ڂ٫٠ۗѶՍ̖ۓؾڦۓڋ٠٦Þ̵٘¯׆ڀلځڅٚمѡ¯ڂ٫
٣ٜـٞۗɻ٦ɬЇȁٖڀل٦ĎچƔѓْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ѶՍƼ٦ʍņ٧ۗό٣ƦƼ٦ǖΑٻƼؐЫՠچĺٹڂق٦ٟ٧٢̖ۗو٠̖٠٦Þũچȝۗځ
ɺ٦ϯ٦ǖ̯ؾڴۓۅ٠ِٞźځمǭٸ٘ف٣Ӑ֦٢ٌۮ٠٨ۯ٣ٜـٞۗŸƟچВّٞ¯˰٭ٟؿ
ٌۘڂ٠٨٠٧ۗӘʰَڂڃƦٙيٟ٢ۗوѫЫҨ٠ِٞ٦ѫƦۗ٘ٵњɢ٣ۗҨɻ٦̅ЫË©
ٵٟٹä·ٷάٟمڀڃٌۗځؿƦƼĺ,٣ـكٞӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠٧õ٣ɉЩَڃ̻ٞۤڂـǆ 2015ۗ
ȑ͚ 2016̵¯׆ۘۥٟؿٛٞٹѶՍ̖¯̵ٟؿٛٞۗٹΦɻ٦ΠȕچѺٌۗٸ٠٨٣ڂٿέچВّ
ٖٞمڃٗڃɺ٠źمٌٛٞوـ٠مθٟ͌ۗځؿĺ,٠٧ٖ٦فٿ٢˰ٌڂق̱چ٠ٟۘڂؿ
ٌٵڃٟ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ÞْڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋڂƗģ٣٧ٟۗ٦ѶՍƼڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋƗ
ʕ ۤǫĻ 2013ۗǫț ڀ2016ۗۥǲѫٟ٦ʓ˽ɊSۄۍڗۑڻ٦/ٜ٠ِٞ٦ڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋƗģ
ۤɪB 2012ۥюِلِۘڂؿم٢¶ۗڀمљѫ֝٦͒իٻȯpɻ٦Ë;ڃٖٻ٣ÞْڂǠȦمΧۗو
¯ʛɻۓؾڦۓڋٻɨ̑٦ɖзڀلΖ٘قŘάЫ٢¯ۮ٫ۯ٣ٜـٞԁِ̈́٘ٹ٦٧Ջ١٢ۘـ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯̵٦ڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋѶɚۗ̇ځԚِٖۗڭؾہېځٞٯ̵¯׆٦ۉڷڦۓڋ
ؾ٣ٿٛٞѡ٘˳Ԫچԁْٖ̈́ۘڂ٦Ƈw̵ۗ¯׆Γ٦¯٫٠ِٞ٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,ڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋ
چВّٞۗѶ˲٦Ǽȑ٢čսюچûż٣ڂٔÑķ٦ФıۗŹΝЫ٢ѶՍ̖¯̵٠٦ÞڀلځڅѶ
ՍƼٯۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ӢٻУǐË٦Кjю٦ĎمѺڀَۘ٘ڃڀٸ٣٧ۗѶՍ̖ڰۉۃښ
ڊګ٠٦͍з٦ǖϨۗڻڋڦڑېګڠЫ٢ѶՍٻѶՍ̖٦ΖقچƙٜٸЋْù٠٢ڂю٦ѶՍ
Ƽ٦Χð٣¯ڂ٘څ٫چѡٌٞڂـ٠مիلڀ٠٢ٛ٘ۘۗ٘ٵѶՍ̖¯̵٦¯٫٠ِٞ٧ۗʍ
ņѫٟ¯̵Γٹځٿĺ,ɻΓ٦ɖз٣#ǣِٞǣوŪǇمƙۗڃڀʍņ٦ǖ̯ٖٻ٦ґŶ٣¯ʛ
չЫ̟چڠڢۑڻٻȦِ٘ۗځɨ̑٦ǲƼ¯ʛچĕÙЫ٣ƙٜٸЋِ٘¯ڂْځ٫چѡٌٞڂـ٠
ٹԁلٛ٘ۘ
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Teaching Assistant Internship in a College-level
Japanese Language Class – What Japanese and
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Foreign Students Learn from Each Other through
their Interactive Experiences

Miki TAKII (Þ̻ǲȔθ¯θȚθ¯)
Yasuko KOSHIYAMA (Þ̻ǲȔθ¯)
Yumiko IIJIMA (Þ̻ǲȔθ¯)

In this study, the researchers examined the educational importance and dynamics of Teaching
Assistant Internship in which Japanese students participated as language assistants for international
students taking a Japanese class. It highlights not only the learning of the international students taking
the class, but also the learning of the Japanese students participating as interns through their classroom
activities and interactions using the Japanese language.
Students in Japanese language classes should not only learn the structure and vocabulary of the
language, but also build relationships through language and experience in order to assimilate more as a
member of the target community. It has already been pointed out that language is not only the external
expression of what is expressed, but also the internal expression of what is intended to be expressed as
a whole, and both elements are necessary for language education to create meaningful human
relationships (Nishiguchi, 2015; Hosokawa, 2016). Regardless of whether you are an international
student or a Japanese student, it is important to acknowledge the existence of others. Everyone is
connected within a society through dialogue by words, and there is no doubt that language education
plays an important role in preparing such a place.
The majority of internships researched in Japanese language education so far mainly deals with
Japanese internship training (Takahashi, 2013; Takasaki et al.,2016), and internships as one of the
employment support programs (Shikaura, 2012). They mostly concern the contents of activities or the
impressions of participants about their internship experiences. There are hardly any studies
investigating the concrete "learning" of language learners and interns through the linguistically and
culturally diverse human interactions created by such programs.
In order to find out what international students and Japanese students gain from each other, we
analyzed the data collected from the internship diaries, reviewed reports from the Japanese students and
interviewed the foreign students. The results of the analysis indicated that, although the foreign students’
anxiety and resistance to Japanese communication was acknowledged when they were first enrolled in
class, the class environment in which Japanese students were closely and continuously involved in
classroom activities gradually made it easy for them to talk about not only class-related materials, but
also other daily trivial questions regarding living in Japan. Furthermore, it was clear that they have
gained a wide range of opportunities beyond Japanese language learning, such as establishing a point
of contact with the Japanese community and having the chance to rethink about their own interpretations
of Japanese perspectives and stereotypes.
The Japanese students, on the other hand, showed that their viewpoints shifted from the perspective
of the students to the perspective of the educators during the course through their involvement as
language assistants. Instead of blindly following the teacher’s instruction as assistants, they came to
realize the learning purposes and processes intended in classroom activities and even objectively look
back on their own life as language learners.
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Practical Report on 3 Ps (products, practices and
perspectives) Model in the Language Classrooms

Hiroe AKIMOTO (St. Olaf College)

In this presentation, I will show how and why I use a 3Ps iceberg model in my language class rooms
at St. Olaf College in Minnesota, U.S. Today, one of the most important language instructors’ jobs is
to help equip students with deeper cross-cultural understandings and establish broader views of other’s
cultures as well as their own cultures by exercising critical literacy skills. I found showing and
discussing the 3Ps iceberg model in the language classrooms works effectively and efficiently to help
students develop critical thinking skills and intracultural and intercultural competence.
In past ten years, we have observed that many language classrooms have shifted from a place where
students learn language skills only to the place where students learn culture through or via acquiring
language. This change results in the announcement of the World-Readiness Standards for Learning
Languages by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL). There are five
C goal areas (Communication, Cultures, Connections, Comparisons, and Communities) and they are all
linked to one another. One of the most exciting, thrilling and probably challenging changes for language
instructors was that the C for cultures is there. The ACTFL explains that the C for Cultures in the five
C goal areas means to “interact with cultural competence and understanding.” In more detail, they say,
“Learners use the language to investigate, explain, and reflect on the relationship between the practices
and perspectives of the cultures studied” as well as “Learners use the language to investigate, explain,
and reflect on the relationship between the products and perspectives of the cultures studied (underlined
by the presenter).” 3Ps (products, practices, and perspectives) are indeed the central idea and are often
presented as a triangle shape figure or an iceberg model.
Today, language instructors in the U.S. try to integrate 3Ps into language classrooms. I believe many
of the Japanese language instructors are doing a wonderful job bringing the product component to class
by using culturally relevant authentic materials to the classrooms, but this is certainly not enough.
Realizing there are different various ways of doing (practices) and values (perspectives) and reevaluating stereotypes of other cultures as well as our own cultures are the crucial skills for intracultural
and intercultural competence.
Showing a picture of the 3Ps iceberg model (not the triangle shape 3Ps figure) in class makes this
possible. It visually shows the fact that there is more - a lot more - underneath the visible product. There
are values and norms. If you explore deeper, you will find history, religions, background, geographical
features etc. Even if students cannot point to exactly what more is underneath the visible product,
knowing that fact and facing the reality that “there is more underneath deep” enables them to suspend
their immediate judgment to other cultures and open doors to have broader views. In my presentation,
I will walk through how exactly to show and use the 3Ps iceberg model in classrooms.
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ԅkֻ¯ʛ٦٘ٸ٦ 3Ps ۏڬۆ٦ɳͥԪǱ

ʙՍ ǘH (St. Olaf College, MN, U.S.)

ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗڒێۅډǭʝǲڦڤڱۃʔɑׂڹۍڑڭۓڢθ¯٦ѶՍƼڠۍږ٣ۿۗڂيكPs ӗȰ
ŭچۏڬۆȺِ֤٘ԅkֻ¯ʛ٦ɳͥԪǱچǣۘف
ŏѽ٦ڒێۅډǭʝǲ٦Χو٦θ¯٦Ƽ¯ڠۍږ٧ۗۮȿċ҄ʛѡچչЫ٠ِ٘Ƽ¯ڗۓڰؾېڭ
٦˰ۯٟ٧٢ۮۗوɺٻԅkֻۗƿׄچչЫ٠ِ٘Ƽ¯ʛѡ٦˰ۯ٣"ِۘ٘ڭڹڞԅkِٖۗٞٵ
٘ۗɨԁɨ̑چ̑مϥوԅk٣ٜـֻٞ̋ـ٠Ǎـɖցچɡٜ¯̵٦,̯ۗمƼ¯ĺɆ٦ʪ֦
٢ȸɝ٠٢ٛ٘٠Ʀڂقٙۘفڄ
̋ـԅkֻ٠Ǎـɖց٦ů̯٣٧ۗҿҬЫɈǠٿك٫ǠȦمוƃٔل٢ڹۍڑڭۓڢۘـθ¯
ٟ٧ۗ3Ps ӗȰŭچۏڬۆƼ¯ڠۍږѫٟȺٌْ֤ڂ٠ٟۗԅkֻ٦٘ٸ٦¯̵٦ҿҬЫɈǠڠ
چۏڔǫڂٸəچٶǣٛٞۘڂـ3Ps ӗȰŭۏڬۆ٠فـ٦٧ۗProductۗPracticeۗPerspective ٦ 3 ٜ
٦ P ڂ̯ڀلӗȰ٦ůۏڬۆڟؾۅڋِ٘چٟۘڂؿѶՍƼ̵¯٭¯چ٧ٌۗ٦ 3Ps ӗȰŭچВِٞۗ
ٓٵ٧ۮԅkۗڂֻْچ٠فـ٦٧/ά١ٌفـف٠ۯل٠ٌفـ٠ڀلɁۗٸҿҬЫɈǠۗǠȦچו
ϖۗقԅkֻٸ̋چٞۘوـҨӘٟ٧ۗŘάЫ٢چםɦِ٘ɳͥԪǱچǣ֘فОٟۘڂؿ
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ĺɱِٟلٟن٢ٌـ٠ۗĺɆ٣ِلٟن٢ـ
ٌ٠ۜҮжʍņ٦͕٣ƙٹڂق٦

Hisae MATSUI (Princeton University)

ĺɱِٟلٟن٢ٌـ٠ۗĺɆ٣ِلٟن٢ٌـ٠٧mٟؾڟۑڲږګۘلفڄؿ٦Ҩб٣ۗځٿĺɱ
ٟ٢وٞٹٌٟڂن٠ۗĺɆٟ٢وٞٹٌٟڂن٠مΎقٞ٘نǷٌۗ٦սـ٦ʪ֦̮٧Ύْ٨ځلٟ
ۘڂؿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍƼʼϯĤ٣ڂيكҮжʍņچќѷِ٘ۄۍۉڔێڒ٦ 4 ѽÝ٣ڂԖͧ٠Ƈw
چˣْۘڂʼٸ٧ό٣ǥĎچʍņ٣#љِ٘ٙي٦ۄۍۉڔێڒٟؿ̵ٛ٘¯ۗم٦Ү]ۗ¯٫
چԁْ̈́ڂϯٟĺɱِٟلٟن٢ٌـ٠ۗĺɆ٣ِلٟن٢ٌـ٠چѾї٣ϥۄۍۉڔێڒۗن٦Ԗ
چʪ٥ٖ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗ4 ѽչ٦ۄۍۉڔێڒٟ٧ĺɱѫ٦ɢÝچȈθƧ٣֏Ǆ٣Ⱥٵڃٖۗ!فٟ
٧ /Ы٣֚ڃڀقٞ٘ـǥĎچѶՍƼ٦ۗڑڬڷJƼ٦ِٖۗڑڬڷٞĺuˀ٦ 3 ٜ٦ͦξɔ٠
ِٞ¯̵٣֚ۗقĺɱѫ٦¶љѫ֝ٹɳͥЫ٢ٹ٦چʄځѷ¯ۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃ٫چќڂْۓڋڝڬۗن٠
فـĺɆ٦ʪ֦٢փ´چє ۗقٵ/Ыٙٛ٘ʫκ̵¯ٹ٦ёυф٣]ّٞĺɆمЬ͌٢ۏڽې٦
ʫκڂْ̟ͤچɫ٣ِ٘ۘ
ۄۍۉڔێڒ٦֏Ǆ̮چƔ˥ْٸ٘ڂ٣ 1. Frick (ڀ2010)مҨِ٘ĺ,٦ɲ٦Ǉ˪٦!٣Ӑ֦
٢ۮĺ,͐Ż٦ι/ơֻۯ٦ۗ͵֦܁ɢÝ٦֏Ǆַ֤ۗ¯ʛ٦Ǉ˪фۗ¯̵٦՞ΙфۗͮάЫ٢ɲ
٦ǩչچԆٯ̵¯و٦ڭؾژۓډ٦Ƈwۗ2. ¯̵مɳȔ١٦فٿ٢ĺʍԱٻʫκͦچξِ٘٦ۗل3.
ö՚ӑĂəƟ٦з̤٦̟#ۗ4. ĺɆ٦ٯۄۍۉڔێڒ٦әn٦ 4 з·چǭЫ٣ԁِ̈́ۗۍۉڔێڒ
ۄ٦Ԗͧ٠ĳ٣ۘڂّ
ؾڟۑڲږګ٦Ҩб٣ځٿҮжʍņچʄځѷمםڂڃΧوƙفٿڂڃڀ٣٢ٖٛٞۗم٘ن٦Χو٧
ɳͥԪǱ٣ʚͮۄۍۉڔێڒۗځڅά٦֏Ǆ̮٣ƦĚْٹڂ٦٧ː٢ٌٖۘـٟՍҨӘٟ٧ۉڔێڒ
ͮۄۍάچΧªЫ٣ԁِ̈́ۗҮжʍņٖ٦ٹ٦ٟ٧٢ͮۄۍۉڔێڒوάِإچٞәnٌْڂ٠٦
ʪ֦̮چФƦِ٘ڀلڃٌۗ٘ٵۘـM۠مؾڟۑڲږګҨбِۗĺɱٟ٢وٞٹٌٟڂن٠ۗĺɆٟ٢
وٞٹٌٟڂن٠مΎقٌٞڂو٠ٖۗمڂڃَ;֘م٦ϯٟ١٦فٿ٣̖٠˰٠چؾڟۑڲږګѐǭِۗ
¯̵٦¯٫چȈθƧ٣6چلڂڃڀً˪نǠٌڂق٠٦θَ͌چՍچۄۍۉڔێڒˣْڂϯٟĸ
Їِ٘ۘـ
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Redefining the Classroom, Redefining the Teacher:
What Lies Beyond Flipped Learning

Hisae MATSUI (Princeton University)

“What are the things that we can only do in the classroom?” “What are the things that only teachers
can do?” - these questions are more important than ever as technology advances faster than ever. In this
presentation, the transition process of over 4 years of the curriculum renovation, which incorporating
flipped learning in an intermediate Japanese classroom, will be presented.
While simply taking the lecture part out of the classroom was the starting point of this renovation,
the focal point has been shifted more to the quest for answering the questions asked above as insights
from the students and their leaning have been analyzed. As a result, in the fourth year of renovation,
the grammar lectures were given in three different instructional methods, which allowed the students to
learn at their own pace and in their own way outside of class, and moves tasks into the classroom, where
students can work on them more collaboratively and effectively. Furthermore, homework, which was
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previously assigned uniformly, has been also revised by adding options so that the students could choose
the homework in the appropriate level after receiving a recommendation from the teacher.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the curriculum, the following four elements were analyzed
comprehensively; 1. results from the student survey, which was developed by Frick et al. (2010) and
includes five elements of “First Principles of Instruction,” effective utilization of time, improvement
level of learning, students satisfaction level, and the overall quality, 2. kinds of instructional methods
and homework assignments that students actually chose, 3. change in the scores of the term-end written
exam, and 4. the teachers’ views on the curriculum.
Although flipped learning has grained its popularity as technology advances, not many cases have
been reviewed their effectiveness as a whole in a curriculum. In this presentation; therefore, flipped
learning will be discussed as a part of the whole curriculum and the importance of a holistic view of the
curriculum including in and outside of the classroom activities.
It is easy to assume that there are more things that we can do outside of the classroom and things that
teachers don’t have to do as technology advances; therefore, the importance of integrating people, space
and technology, and considering what learning activities are best to do in class and what teachers do
best within the classroom will be emphasized as a conclusion of this presentation.
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Κѧ¯ʛ٣¯ـ̋ڂيك٫چќوΑЫ٢έ
Kazuhiro IMAMURA (/Ļθ¯)
ԅ҄ۮљЫѧٯٶ٦ûٝن٠ɬk٣ʪзچϥ٘ـΚѧ¯ʛ――ѧٶ٦Κф٠َ̋چњɢ٣
Ǉ˪َٔ˴ڂƊۤۯǷΤǊϸۥٟ٧ۗЈĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۤΧǲ͇ۥ٣έْڂΚѧʍņ٦ɳͥĂ״
ۤ4 ѽÝۥ٦ԁ̈́چВِٞۗj٦ٌ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
¯ۗٓٵʛɻمɨڀ٦͠ȕו٣ûٌٝو٠ڀلɁ۠֡ۘڂٸ٢̬ք٠˴Ɗ٦jٟťڂْϯٟۗˏ
َ٢̯ǃάƟچθ͌٣ِۗɰҏٸ٘ڂْ̓ͪٹ٦א٣ْٵٵڂڃڀق֚ۘڂ٦ċԱ٭¯چ٦ٟ٧٢ۗو
ɨڀ٦ۮѧچۯٶƙٜٸ٢ِ҃ۗكѡ٦˪ٟѧٶچչЫ٣]ّٞ҄љЫ٣̬ƺِٖٞۘوـ٦فٿ٢
چڠڢۑڻɬkِ٢ۗڀمάŷЫ٣ʡϯچוǫڂٸťٸ͆چ٨ۗѧمڮؾڸڠٷΚڂٵٙيٟ٢
˳ۗوԪ٦ͦξЫ٢ѧٶ٠ۮٻځҿҬЫ٢̋ـѧمۯٶɳƥْۘڂ
ِٖٞ 4 ѽչ٦ɳͥ٣ـكٞ٧ۗΦɻ٦ƙٟɨԁ΅چέkْڂΑЫ٢έ¯ـ̋م٫چќ
وʪ֦٢֦͵ٌٟڂؿ٠مɦǾٌَٖۘ٘ڃٟٖۗ٦ƹ 3 ѽÝ٧ۗ¯ʛɻњɀكمƷـ٦¯ʛάƟ
ٻƙۗnϞÙ٢١چĳ֏ْڂέچڠڢۑڻВِٞۗۮ։/ըӁ٦ȈЬۯٟ٧٢ۗو/О٦Ӻ٠
ͦξɔچĭْ֝ڂ/ҵЫɉ̔چɨ§ڀѡِۗЬĊۗɨԁ٣Ьِ٘Աͦچ٫ʄفٿڂڃ٣ګێڞڈڹ
ٌڂْڭؾ٠٣ϴِۘ٘ו
ՍҨӘٟ٧ِٖۗ٘فəٶ٦̯ǃם٠ɰҏچםʃ٣ 5 ѽչۢ7 ѽչ٦ɳͥĂۤ״i̹ڀلۥڦؾڬ
ϲʰِۗ1 ѽչۢ4 ѽչ٣כڂيكɞǩչ٦¯ʛԱ٠٦Ӂ«ٹƿقٞԁِٖ̈́ۗ٦q̮҄٠Ƨ
چϐۘڂ
έЫ٢ʍņ¯ـ̋م٫چɳƥْڂ٠٦ɉЩم٢َڃٞĘِۘـȈŏۗ¯Ǖĺ,ٟ٧ۗڊګږډۮ
ۯڗۓڰؾۍۛں٦Řάk٠ِٞۮʃάЫۛέЫٟ̋¯ـ٫مۯФˌَڃٞۗلٲڂـѶՍƼĺ,٣
ـكٞۗٹέچʍņ٣ʄځѷٖۗڃ٦Ǆwچәnْڂəْمٶٟ٣ː٢ٓڀلԪǱَڃِٞۘڂـ
ِۗلέمŘάЫ٣١٦فٿ٢Ǆw٣Ƈ٫ӣـٞچلڂـɦْڀلٌٖۗٻם6نʰَڂڃΦ٦ɝ
ם٣S֤q҄٢/ҵkَ٘ڃϟƙ٦ϫ͆٧աٙΙځ٢ۘـΚѧ¯ʛ٣ڂيكΑЫ٢έ٦nϞ
چϐڂՍƗģ٧ۗ˪Ĥۏڽې٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣̈٘٢ϟƙچФıْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗΧ֡٢̖٫٠مƷـ
٣ԉЫلٜŵچɡْ͍ٛٞڂԩ͎Ы٢ɺمό٢;ֻڂٟ٧٢وɳƥq҄٢ٹ٦ٟڂؿ٠ɳ
Ëْٸ٘ڂ٦/˂٠٢ۘڂ
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Creative Dialogue Which Leads to Deep
Understanding in Learning Speed Reading

Kazuhiro IMAMURA (/Ļθ¯)

Through an analysis of four years of records of actual speed-reading classes with advanced-level
Japanese-language students of various nationalities, the following conclusions were elaborated upon in
the paper, “Speed reading learning focused on coming to realizations of and becoming conscientious of
active reading: conditions for simultaneously improving the speed and depth of reading” (Imamura,
Kazuhiro).
Firstly, the learner starts by realizing her own latent potential. As she trains under various restrictions
and conditions, she values minor successes and turns mistakes into opportunities for advancement.
Rather than strictly learning the technique that has been taught, the learner reappraises her own reading,
and, upon showing an understanding of it, actively controls her reading style according to her objectives.
As she trains to systematically improve upon her powers of concentration while becoming conscientious
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of that process, her reading pace not only quickens, but she also gains a selective reading of information
and a critical depth reading.
Further, in the fourth year of my practical research, it became suggestive that creative dialogue that
relativizes the learner through the opinions of others is an element crucial to engendering a deep
understanding. Over the subsequent three-year period, I encouraged the learners to share, through a
dialogic process, mutual learning experiences, opinions and value-based perspectives, and to find a
general guiding principle, rather than a “singularly optimal solution”, that is permissive of options
within a certain range, in order that the learner herself actively choose a method suitable to her.
In this presentation, I select the successful and failed attempts at this from the audio class records
primarily between the fifth and seventh years of my practical research and compare and cross analyze
similar learning methods between the first and fourth years of this research, to explore both the potential
and limitations of this method.
It has been some time since dialogic classes were suggested to engender deep understanding. In
addition to the recent advocating of deep learning through autonomy and dialogue as a concrete form
of active learning in the school system, attempts to incorporate and evaluate the efficacy of dialogue in
the JSL classroom have also enjoyed significant coverage. However, there remains a lack of examples
that indicate how specifically dialogue is linked to certain effects, and there is a dearth of generalizable
knowledge supportive of other case studies derived from this. In aiming to find the value of creative
dialogue in learning speed reading, this research not only provides new insight to advanced-level
Japanese-language education, but also helps us to get to the visceral understanding that an inclusive
society comprising diverse peoples who interact peacefully and respectfully is not merely an ideal, but
an achievable goal.
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̵о٦ɈǠچו,ْ̯ڂǄwЫ٢ĺɆ٦ɲս٠٧ ۵
ǲ̖ѶՍƼĺɆ٦ѶՍԅkˣ٦
ʍņ٦ԁ̈́ڀل۵
Tomoko NIHEI (ǲȔƿׄíŐѶՍƼǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ
Yuki NAKAO (ǲȔƿׄíŐѶՍƼǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ
ҨӘɻڀ٦ʽΛùÞٟ٧٦ǲ̖ѶՍƼĺɆچέ˧٠ِ٘Ɨʕچǣٖٛٞۘڂـ٦/ٜ٣
ѶՍ̖ڭۓڦڠڞډ٠ĳ٣ʍņچǣډڟډف٦ϯюĺ,ùÞ٦ĺɆ٣έْڂƗʕۘڂؿمՍƗʕٟ
٧֮Ѷ٦ùِۙل¶چѶՍԅk٦ʍņ٣Ӑ֦٢چڠؾڤێʡٸʍņچǠږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻڂق
(PW)چǣٛٞۘڂـ2016 ѽф٦њƗʕٟ٧ۙȟǷϯюĺ,ٟʄځѷڃڀڃٜٜ ڂؿ21 ̩Āŭڔڠ
ۙۏѣ٣̵о٦̋ـɈǠٻוўȦו٦,̯چչɉِ٘ԅk٦ʍņ٣˝зچэ̵ٞۙо٦ɈǠ¶ٻ
љچΒْ٣٧ĺɆم١٦فٿ٢ɲսچщًڃيل٨چلـٿǠقʍņچȝِ̯٘ۘȯpِ٘ĺɆ
ڀل٧úǲƹͪۮ٧ĺɆ͒مիْڂ/Ы٢ʍņٙٛ٘مǷ٧ɲսفٿڂْچ٣٢ٛ٘ۯ٠٦ƙ
ؿمٌٖٟٛ٘ۘՍƗģٟ٧ۙúǲƹ٣ɳɋَ٘ڃʍņچԁِ̈́ۙĺɆ٦Ҩِ٘ɲս̵مо٦̋ـ
ɈǠٻוўȦٸ٘ف֨چו٣ǄwЫٙٛ٘ل١چلفϐٛ٘ۘĺɆ٦ɲս٣Þِٞ٧Χو٦͕ǣƗ
ģ  ۙ م ڂؿ مՍ Ҩ Ә ٟ ٧ Display Question(DQ  ۙۥReferential Question(RQ  ۙۥClosed Referential
Question(CRQ)٠ فـLong & Sato(1984)ۙEllis(2008)ڀ٣ڂٿͶچٶȺِ֤٘ۘDQ ٧ĺɆمɲս
٦яچقϟ̵ٛٞځكо٦õϟ˳Ԫ¨چѺْڂɲսۙRQ ٧ĺɆمɲս٦яچقϟ̵ٓڀо٦яق
֘چΘٟن٢ـɲսۙCRQ ٧ĺɆمɲս٦яچقϟڀ٢ڂؿمـХф̵о٦я֘مقΘۛƧОٟن
ڂɲսٟۘڂؿԁِ̈́٘ƇwۙĺɆ٧ɶ̍چƙٔ٢ڀمɲս̵ِۙо٣Ǡڂَٔقʍņچбِٞـ
٘ۘ٘ٵѶՍٙيٟ٢وɨǲ̵ٻоɨ̑٦ٌ٠ٹսۙـѫ˟چΒْʍņِچِٞلِۘ٘ـɲսِ˦چ
وԁِ̈́٘٠ٌۙڄDQ ٦ד٧Χ̵مـо٦ɨ֑٢Ǡچقսفɲս٧ː٢̵ۗوо٦яچقǍً̋ٸ
ڂБɲսم٢ل̵ٛ٘ۘ٘ٵо٦яمقĺɆ٦;О٣Үِ٘˰ǭۗĺɆ٦;О٣֔ќْڂБɲսچ
ِٖٞۙم٘ـ٦ɲսمǄwЫٟ٢لٌٛ٘٠لڅمَٛ٘ۘڀ٣̵о٦Ү]چԁِ̈́٘Ƈwۙђ͚
(2011)مɦْفٿ٣ۙͪФ٦ĳ֏م٢ٸ٘ـяمǸѱ٣ƙʌ˰ڂڃڀيձؿٹٛ٘ۘ˪̵ۙځٿ
о٦ɈǠٻוўȦٸ٘ف֨چו٣٧ 1)RQ ٦ɲսچדΎْۙٻ2)̵о٦яچقǍًڂБɲսچǣۙف
3)̵о٠ɲս٦ͪФچĳ֏ْڂӐ֦̮مɦَۘ٘ڃՍҨӘٟ٧ĺɆ٦ɲս٦Řάם٠ PW ٦ͫ
چФْۘڂ
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introducing Japanese culture by overseas non-native
teachers۵

Tomoko NIHEI (ǲȔƿׄíŐѶՍƼǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ
Yuki NAKAO (ǲȔƿׄíŐѶՍƼǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ

The organizations that the presenters belong to are conducting various trainings for mainly overseas
non-native Japanese language teachers. One of these training courses is for teachers of Asian secondary
educational institutions who teach classes with Japanese assistants. In this training, we assign a project
work. For this project, participating teachers make the best use of their stay in Japan, gather resources
necessary for Japanese culture classes, and plan their classes based on these resources. In this training
program in 2016, we conducted classes aimed at nurturing 21st century skills that are being adopted in
secondary education recently. In particular, we focused on the lessons of culture that cultivate students’
deep thought and insight. In the training, participating teachers thought about what kind of questions
teachers should ask to encourage students' thinking and activities, and created a lesson plan. After the
participating teachers returned to their country, they reported that ’I used to just explain everything
“one-way” before, but now I started to ask questions.’ So, we analyzed the flow of their actual lessons
after returning to their country and the teachers’ questions from the video recordings of the classes, and
explored in particular whether the questions which the teacher issued were effective for cultivating the
students' deep thought and insight. There are many previous studies on teacher's questions, but in this
presentation we use "Display Question (DQ)", "Referential Question (RQ)", "Closed Referential
Question (CRQ)" by Long & Sato (1984), Ellis (2008) framework. DQ is a question to which the teacher
knows the answer, and which confirms the student's known information. RQ is a question to which the
teacher does not know the answer and therefore cannot predict the answer of the student. CRQ is a
question to which the teacher does not know the answer, but to some extent the answer of the student
is predicted and limited. As a result of the analysis of these classes, the teachers conducted classes
where they asked questions while showing pictures and let students think and imagine. They also asked
about not only Japan but also their own countries and students themselves, and they encouraged students’
reflection. However, when we analyzed the questions in detail, the following tendencies were found.
The number of DQ were large, but the number of questions which elicit students’ ideas freely was small.
There were no additional questions to expand and deepen the students' answers. If the students’ answer
was contrary to the assumption of the teacher, the teacher asked additional questions in order to guide
them towards the assumption of the teacher. However, these questions were not effective. Therefore,
students' remarks often stayed at the word level, not only in Japanese, but in their mother tongue also.
As a result of analysis of students’ reactions, as Fujikawa (2011) shows, there were moments where it
seemed difficult to answer the teachers’ questions, because the assumptions of the questions were not
shared. From the above, in order to cultivate students' cognitive skills and insight, the following need
was indicated. 1) Increase the number of RQ, 2) Ask additional questions to expand on students' answers,
3) Share the assumption of the question with students. In this presentation, we show specific examples
of teachers’ questions, and propose an improved blueprint for future project work.
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ٜ٢˰ڂم٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺɱۜ
ĺɱɳͥڊګڰۉۃښ٦q̮҄چǠڂق
Takuya KOJIMA (ڡۏؾڎڍڠڍڜؾۉڰθ¯)
Chihiro KINOSHITA THOMSON (ڡۏؾڎڍڠڍڜؾۉڰθ¯)
ՍҨӘ٧ɳͥؾړۓڎڍ(ڊګڰۉۃښ1998)٦ֻِ֤ۗ]چĺɱɳͥڊګڰۉۃښ٦ֻk٠ٖ
٦q̮҄چǠۘڂق
̖ۗԀۗ˳Ԫ٦#љ¶مҨ٣٢ځΧ֡kٷ̓مƥζٟ٧ۗΧ֡٢ґŶچɡٜΦɻ٠ٜ٢كۗځمƷ
ـ٦Χ̮֡ڠؾڤێچ٠ِٞ¶ِ֤٢ڀمĳ٣ـבځٿɺٻա֮چȝمוڂʪ֦ɖَۗڃٜ٢ڂم
ו٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛچВِٞ֨فʪ֦٢ו٦/ٜ٠ِٞďڃَٞۤڂـǽђۗšω 2011; أȝ 2013;
 ۓڤۄڭ2016ۘۥ
ĺɱɳͥڊګڰۉۃښ٦¥٠٢ڂɳͥڊګڰۉۃښ٧Þ̅چĳ֏ْڂȯpɻمɳͥȯpچВِٞ
Ĵј٠ٜ٢ځم٦ǖϨچŢځԚِۗɳͥ٦$ɡٻҨб٣ǦƖْ҄֏ڂ٢ȯpɻ٣٢˰ڂ٠ٖ٦¯ʛ
Хֻڂֻْچٟۘڂؿɳͥڊګڰۉۃښ٧ۮĺۯڂقɳ̬ͥمфkَ٘ڃĺɱ٣]֤ٟن٢ـ
٠ɉЩَڂڃ/ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ƦƼȺ֤چ6نʰْĺɱ¶љ¯ٻʛÑķٌڂْۓڋڝڬچ٠ٟ ۗĺɱ
 مCoP ٦;Оْ¯ڂ٫٦˰٣ŏٝوq̮҄ٹďڃَٞۘڂـՍҨӘ٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمٜ٢ځم
چȝځɳͥ٣ȯpْ˰ڂ٠ِٞĺɱɳͥچڊګڰۉۃښФْۘڂ
ՍƗģ٧Ǯʔ٦θ¯ٟɳͥڊګڰۉۃښ٦]֤چəٶٞڂـѶՍƼۄۍڗۑڻ٦ʼĤڠؾښѫ
٦ː̖̤ڠۍږٟ 2 ¯öÝ 8 ڠۍږ٦ʍņÙȦچǣۗـ¢ڠۍږ٦¯̵ۗĺɆۗ˪Ĥ̵ڭۓڦڠڞډ
ؾۉڷڦۓڋڀل٠چڭؾہېȺـɲЫچڦؾڬʡچؾێڑڢڮکڬۓڍۍڗۘ٘ٸԁ̈́٣֤ڦؾڬۗـ
ׂڀلٚ˪مٛ٘ۮٜ٢ۛځمɳͥȯpۛɳͥٯ٦ǦƖۯ٠ٖڀڃ٣ÞڂْѾۗـ֤چɢŷר٣T
ٛٞچؾێؾڭڠǖϨِǠȦِۘ٘چ
ڀلؾێؾڭڠƙ٘ق٦٧ĺɱȯpɻمٜ٢ځمǭفĺɱ̵ٟ¯ۘڂؿ٧ѶՍƼȺ֤چҫفĴј
Ы٢ɳͥȯpچŢځԚِۗ˪ۗڭؾۅڠۍږĤ̵ۗĺɆ٠ٜ٢چځمϨۘ٘ـΧǇٯ٦ٜ٢ځم٧Þ
̅٦ĳ֏ڂٸ̋چٙيٟ٢كۗوƷـ٦Χ̮֡ـבځٿچɳͥٻĺɱڊګڰۉۃښ٦Ҩб٣ƃٔل٢
ـΠȕ٠Ѻٸǭٌف٠٣ǦƖِٖ٘ۘ٦հգ٢΅ƷÞũ٦ϯ٣ٖمڃٗڃĨ˰ʽچȝٌڂ٠ٟۗ¯
̵Ý٣ـבځٿɳͥ٦Ąٌڂĺɱڊګڰۉۃښ٦,̯٣ǦƖْڂɬمǫٵٛ٘ۘ¯̵٧ٌ٦Х
ٟ¯٭ѶՍƼمٜ٢چځمǖϨَِۗڀ٣ٖ٦ٜ٢مٛ٘˰مҽڀ٦ٜ٢ڂمѶՍƼچ,ٌٞڂ٠٣
ûٝـٞـٛ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ĺ,ɳͥ٠¯ʛХ٦/ӵچˣِٜۗ٢ڂمѶՍƼĺ,٦˰٠ِٞĺɱɳͥۃښ
ڊګڰۉ٦q̮҄چǠȦْۘڂ
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Japanese Classrooms Where People Make
Connections: The Potential of Classroom Communities
of Practices

Takuya KOJIMA (ڡۏؾڎڍڠڍڜؾۉڰθ¯)
Chihiro KINOSHITA THOMSON (ڡۏؾڎڍڠڍڜؾۉڰθ¯)

Drawing upon the concept of Communities of Practice (CoP; Wenger, 1998), this presentation
proposes Classroom Communities of Practices (CCoPS), an alternative approach to classroom
language learning and teaching, and discusses its potential.
CoP is fast becoming an essential concept in the modern society characterised by its superdiversity,
where the ability to make connections with others with dissimilar backgrounds is crucial. Language
education has a large potential to play a key role in equipping the learners with the ability to connect
with others (Sato & Kumagai, 2011; Tohsaku, 2013; Thomson, 2016).
The theory of CoP facilitates understanding and subsequently enhancing the process of learning in
which each participating member becomes a competent, contributing, and fully participating member
of their community. To achieve the full membership, the members with common interest yet different
backgrounds continuously negotiate and restructure their connections with others in sustained
engagement in shared practices. Whereas critiques argue that CoP does not assist language learning in
institutionalised classrooms where “teaching” is the primary focus, scholars (Haneda, 2006; Lamb,
2012) have suggested that CoP has much to offer for classroom language learning when we
reconceptualise the design of activities, learning environment, and teaching. Such reconceptualization
is yet fully understood. This study aims to contribute to the relatively unexplored area of theoretical
discussion by proposing CCoPS where students make connections and collaboratively create their
participatory learning opportunities.
The qualitative data was collected in introductory Japanese language classrooms in “a Japanese
program as CoP” (Thomson, 2017) at an Australian university over two academic semesters, i.e.,
class observations, semi-structured interviews of students, supporters, and their journal entries.
Drawing upon grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), the analysis identified the
emergent conceptual categories such as connection, participation in practice, and contribution to
practice. These categories were embedded in a story of the students’ lived learning experiences and
processes of changes of the focal classes.
The story highlighted the emergence of language classrooms where students with diverse
backgrounds make connections. Through sustained co-participation in highly interactive activities, the
students forged connections with their classmates, supporters and teachers. Development of
multidirectional connections allowed the students to deepen shared understanding of their common
interests and goals, promote each other’s unique contribution and acknowledge their classmates as
contributing and valued members of their classroom communities. The students who were situated in
the network of mutually contributing and valued members increasingly enhanced their willingness to
make further contributions to their community by developing their practices as a platform offering
more advanced learning opportunities. These students came to realise that their Japanese functioned to
forge, develop and strengthen connections with others, and these connections further facilitated their
developmental Japanese use beyond pre-determined contents in the curriculum.
This presentation shares some of the educational practices and the students’ lived experiences. It
concludes with the discussion on the potential of CCoPS as an alternative approach to classroom
language learning and teaching.
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ԦƼɻڠڵؾښ٣ۮڂيك٠ٞۯٹĚ٫ٖ٦כĎƼ٦Ⱥ
֤Ӡф٠ĺȖٟȺَ֤ڂڃƼؐ٣ٜـٞۜ¯ʛɻ٦
ɨͭ٢Әƥו٦Ǉ˪چչɉِٞ
Naotaka NAKAMURA (ηыƸθ¯ѶՍƼ¯u)
ٌٵڃٟ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧ۗϹѻάٻŵƼ٢١٦ίŜӘƥ٦ʛѡچĸЇِٞٻ̖֍ۗم٘نt
ΜٟÝٟƿڂڃَڅӫВά٧ʪ֦٢¯ʛǩչ٠٧َڃٌٞ٢لٖٛ٘ۘ٦/ٟۗѶՍ٦ۍڮ
ځٿمۅڰډٻۂɖІَوْٻڃ٢ ٻ¯׆ۗځSNS ٢١ٟ٦ƨ̖ƿׄمΎpٌِٞ٘ن٠ۗڀلӫВ
ά٧¯ʛɻ٦̑ŏ٢ٹ٦٣٢ٛٞۗځكӫВάٖ٦ٹ٦ڭڹڞۏڋڦڠٻ٣ٜـٞɉќْ
ڂʪ֦̮٧Ύِٞۘڂـ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗӫВά٣ڂيكƼؐ٣ϴչِۗۗـٍْۮƇǖٍْۗلۗو٢ۗځ٠ٞۗٹЈۗӆ˲٣ۯ
٢١ۗХфمǫـ٠فـՠٟȺ֤ڂڃڅʕ˹Ƽ٦ۮ٠ٞۯٹ٠ٖ٦כĎƼچέ˧٣ۗթθښ
ۗڠڵؾƥζѶՍƼˀنƦ֥ŌǤڠڵؾښ٦ۤڠڵؾښډښjۗBCCWJ ۥډښĚ٫ۗʍņ٦ĺ
uˀٟȺڃڅٞڂـƼؐ٣ٜـٞƼؐЇȁچǣٖٛ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗթθڠڵؾښٟ٧ۯـٍْۮ
ۤ46۹مۥцЫΧ̤ٟۗۮƇǖۤۯ20۹ۤۯوٍْۮۗۥ15۹ۥ٢١٠ۗӁ«Ыː٢̤ـ٦ƼؐمʡϯЫ٣
Ⱥڃڅٞڃٖۘ٘ـ٣έِۗBCCWJ ډښٟ٧ۮ٠ٞ(ۯٹ18۹لۮۗۥ٢(ۯځ14۹ۮۗۥӆ˲٣(ۯ14۹)ۗۮŉ
ٸٞۤۯ12۹ۥ٢١٠ۗӁ«ЫӺǍـƼؐمКӠфٟȺڂڃڅŪǇمƙۤۯـٍْۮۗڃڀ0.6۹ۥ٦Ⱥ
֤٧ӆ˲٣Кلٌٌِٛ٘ۘ٘ف٠ۗڀلȺ֤Ƽؐ٦ձٟٹӫВά٠ˀنƦ֥ٟ٧θن٢Ȁ"
ۗځؿمӫВάĺ,ٟ٦Ƽؐɉќ٦ʪ֦̮مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
َڀ٣ۗʍņٟȺَ֤ڃٞڂـĺȖچƙڂ٠ۗʼĤٟ٧ۮٳٲ٠ٞۯٹ٦مٶȋَ֤ڃٞۗځك
ۗ٘ٵϯĤ˪ٟ٧ۮθԖلۮۯ٢ۮۯڇ٭ـٓۮۯوٍْۮۯځ٠ٞۯٹ٢١مФʰَڃٞڀڃٌۗمڂـ٧
BCCWJ ډښٟ٦ǫـӠф٦ٹ٦٠ٳٲ/Ϧِۗƥȕ٦ĺȖ٧ˀنƦ֥٦Ƽؐچíʷ٠ِٞڂـ٠
̟Ȧٟۘڂن
ٌٵڃٟ٦چڠڵؾښȺٛ٘ƼؐƗģچƙڂ٠ۗΧو٧ BCCWJ ٢١چȺۗـˀنƦ֥چϯ̅٣ā
ҷЫ٢Ƽؐ٣ٜـٞƗģَڃٞۗځكӫВάٟȺفٿڂڃڅ٢āҷ̮٦КـƼؐمѶՍƼĺ
,Ɨģ٦έ˧٠٢ٌڂ٠٧ÿٟؿِٛ٘ۗ٘ٵɳȔ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٟٹӫВά٧ʃ֦٢ӵԁ٠٧
٢ٛٞـ٢ِ٘فٌۘـƥ˵چєۗقٵӫВάĺ,٦Ӑ֦̮ۗӆāҷЫԅά٦¯ʛ٦̫ӆۗ¯ʛ
ɻ٣٠ٛٞ٦ַM٠ӢַMۗڭڹڞۏڋڦڠ٦ɉќۗӫВάچĺڗۓۃڋڦنٰڂق٢١٣ٜـٞۗ
Ƽؐĺ,٦ձڀلƔѓِ٘ۘ
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Vocabulary used in Conversation TextbooksۜTo
Improve Learners’ Natural Speech in Conversation

Naotaka NAKAMURA (ηыƸθ¯ѶՍƼ¯u)

The learning of the attitudinal expressions as typified by formal-style and honorific expressions have
been be considered as important learning items in Japanese education. In contrast, the plain-style
conversation was not considered as learning items so far. However, learners have more opportunities
to perceive plain-style conversation through watching Japanese dramas and animations, studying
abroad and social media. Thus, there is worth considering the importance of the plain-style conversation
and style-shifting.
This study focused on vocabulary in plain-style conversation and picked up the adverbs which mean
the intensity as typified by “sugoi”, “kekko”, “sugoku”, “kanari”, “totemo”, “chou”, “hijoni.” These
words as the target, the frequency survey was carried out by using the following context: Nagoya
University Conversation Corpus, the core corpus in the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written
Japanese (BCCWJ), and textbooks used in conversation class at the universities. Based on the result of
frequency survey in Nagoya University Conversation Corpus, specific words were used with high
frequency: “sugoi” accounts for 46%, “kekko” accounts for 20%, “sugoku” accounts for 15%. Contrary
to this, various words were used with low frequency in BCCWJ: “totemo” accounts for 18%, “kanari”
accounts for 14%, “hijoni” accounts for 14% “kiwamete” accounts for 12%, “sugoi” accounts for only
0.6%. It was found out that there is a difference in vocabulary between in plain-style conversation and
written language.
In textbooks of Basic level, only “Sugoku” is suggested to be taught and “taihen”, “kanari”, “sugoku”,
“zuibun” and “totemo” can be found in textbooks for Intermediate level or above. These are seen in
BCCWJ with high frequency. It is observed that vocabulary in textbooks reflects language usage in
written language.
In previous research on vocabulary focused on normative vocabulary in written language using
Corpora represented by BCCWJ. Little has been reported on non-normative vocabulary. Therefore, this
paper discusses the importance of teaching plain-style conversation, non-normative vocabulary’s pros
and cons, teaching of style-shifting and the timing to teaching plain-style conversation.
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ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ۛږکۃڬڒډ
ڗۓڔؾڸڠ٣ڂيكƇΗ̮٦Ɣѓ

Yukiko HATASA (Hiroshima University )
Chisato YOKOYAMA (Ǎчθ¯)

 ̵¯׆30 ՜̖Ż نچٛيل٣ۙѶՍǲѫٟ٧ǲ̵̖¯׆٦ĞƂ٣Ύpِٖٞۘڂـ٦٘ۙٸ
θ¯ٻθ¯9ٟ٦¯ʛ٣Ӑ֦٢ڡؾڰڵۇڟۛږکۃڬڒډ٦ɉќۗٿك٫̵¯׆٦Ь͌٢ؾېڻ
ڭۓۅڠ٦Ӑ֦̮ٹǫۙځٵĺȖҨڇ̓ٹ̵ٟ¯׆ِۙلِۘڂـ٦ڗۓڔؾڸڠۛږکۃڬڒډ٦Ⱥ
֤ɳΰ٣ٜـٞ٧ۙՋ١իَڃٞـ٢ۙ٘ٵۘـѶՍƼٟ٧ۙÐɠƎ¯ʛɻ٣֏ַٟچו҄Θ
Оِٞـ٢ـѶՍƼ҄וəƟۤJLPTمۥɉӖ٠َۙڃIELETS , TOEFLiBT ٣έ]ْڂѶՍƼ٦ǆ
їȲʰ҄ڭڠګו٧ ٵٙҨَڃٞـ٢ٌٖۘـٟۙՍƗģٟ٧ۙѶՍƼ٦ۓڔؾڸڠۛږکۃڬڒډ
ڭڠګڗ٦Ҩ٦íͳЇȁ٠ِٞۙٵـٙիلڀ٣َڃٞـ٢ڗۓڔؾڸڠۛږکۃڬڒډـ٦ɳΰچ
իٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ЇȁԱ٠ِٞۙIELETS, TOEFLiBT ٦˥٠͒իκچѶՍƼ٣օِۙѶՍƼԦƼɻۙϯǲ
ƼچԦƼ٠ْڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۙJƼچԦƼ٠ْڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣κ٣яقٖٞۙـڀٹ٦ѣϾچ
ԁِ̈́٘ۘʐʡِ٘ڦؾڬ٧ۙѶՍƼԦƼɻ م704 ۙϯǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ م366 ̖ڒێۅډۙ
ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ م466 ۙŻ 1536 ٦Ѧٟؿٛ٘ۘԅɠkِ٘ڦؾڬ٣ٜـٞϝǖ̯ۙԅЉۙӾȬ
َۙӘƥůɫچԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗ˥٣ـكٞԦƼɻ٦¯مʛɻٹځٿµŭچΧْ֤ڂŪ
Ǉمƙ٘ڃڀΦ٧ۗԦƼɻ٠¯ʛɻ٦ϝǖ̯٣θن٢'ـ٧٢لٛ٘ۘۗ٘ٵԦƼɻمΧ֡
٢ԅ՚Әƥ×ٻӘƥڂـ֤چ٦٣έِٞۙ¯ʛɻ٦Ⱥ֤٧ƧОЫٟؿٌٛ٘ۘڃ٧ږکۃڬڒډ٢
ȝԅ٦͕ǣƗģچɊɡْڂƇwٟؿٛ٘ۘpقٞۙԦƼɻ٦ҨЉ٧¯ʛɻٹځٿϸِوЉۙوӾ
ȬٟۙƇΗ̮مǫلٌٛ٘ۘ٦з٣ٜـَٞڀ٣ԁِ̈́٘٠ٌۙڄԦƼɻ٧͍Ν˂ɗچΧٌْ֤ڂ
٠ۙʃκ٦жÍچӅڂيŪǇٌڂؿم٠ۙӾ̤٦Řάچם/ٜ٦Ҩ٣ٵ٠ٸֻ֑ٞ٠ْڂ٢١ۙ͑Þ
ũͽـْٻځلڅمЫ٢ǖΑچǖϨٌْڂ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘ/¯ʛɻ٧͍ۙΝɗچΧْ֤ڂŪǇ
ۙځؿمԅ٠ԅ٦Ýٟٹʃκچѐ/ْڂŪǇ٧ÙȦَڃ٢لٛ٘ۘۙ٘ٵԅچٜ٢ً˰ڂǭۙٹόʸ٢
ͽǖΑ٣ٵ׆ٛٞٿۘ٘ـٛٞۙځٿѶՍƼچڗۓڔؾڸڠۛږکۃڬڒډـِڀǖϨٟفٿڂن٣ْ
ٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۙ×Әƥٻԅ՚Әƥ٦ɉќ٦Φۙʃκچѐ/ِ͍Ν˂ɗͽ٘ـ֤چЫ٢ǖΑچ٢ْ
ҨچȲʰَٔڂɉќ֏مǄٟڂؿq̮҄مɦ
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An investigation of cohesion and coherence in
academic speaking: by native and non-native speakers
of Japanese

Yukiko HATASA (Hiroshima University )
Chisato YOKOYAMA (Ǎчθ¯)

In light of recent increase in international students in Japanese universities, the instruction of
academic Japanese has become increasingly important, and a number of textbooks has been published
on this topic. However, most of the efforts are made for reading and writing and not much emphasis is
placed on academic speaking. In fact, very little research has been conducted to clarify the nature of
academic speaking in Japanese. For this reason, the present study aims at identifying the linguistic
characteristics of academic Japanese produced by native and non-native speakers of Japanese.
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In this study, forty questions that are designed to elicit argumentative and/re expository speech in in
IELETS and TOEFL-iBT are translated into Japanese. A group of native and non-native speakers of
Japanese are asked to respond to ten of the questions which are randomly presented on the computer
screen. 704 speech samples by native speakers, 366 samples by Chinese learners of Japanese, and 466
samples by American learners, and total of 1536 speech samples have been collected and analyzed.
The results show that the overall structure of speech is similar between native and non-native
speakers, but native speakers place their opinions at the beginning and the end of the speech more
than Chinese and American learners. Also, native speakers use mitigating expressing extensively, but
non-native speakers used more direct speech styles. In addition, native speakers use connective
particles to maintain the same topical structure, while non-native speakers tend to rely on
conjunctions and the topic shifts between sentences occur rather frequently.
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ؾڞۓڎڞڊڹۑڻ٠ِٞ٦ۮÝۯ
۵ۮɑ٦ٚپٛ٠ձҞ٘ـ֤چۯڭڠګۓښـ
ʍņ٦ɳͥɝڀلם۵
Goran VAAGE (̎Ư˄¯9θ¯ԅ¯ӵ)
Ryoko HAYASHI (̎Ưθ¯)
Toshiyuki SADANOBU (İтθ¯)
ڗۓۃڋڦ٧ؾڞۓڎڞڊڹۑڻ٦/ӵٟٶ̵چډۆؾۊۘڂؿʰْ٘ٸ٦ۮÝۯ٧ʪ֦ٟۗځؿњّ
ٟٹːِٟڀ٘ڃمڗۓۃڋڦٹձҞَم٢و٢ځѡۘڂǲƼ٣ـكٞډۆؾۊٹ٣Ӧڇٙ
Ҩ٧ۗ΅ʆچ٢ٍۗٔٵŀՠچ6نٜچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۗيP·٣ْڂȝِ֤ۗلِۘڂؿمӋЇ
َ̱ڗۓۃڋڦ٘ڃٟۮÝچۯ٠ٌڂ٠٧ѣ٣¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ٧ӆ˲٣ѱِۘـՍҨӘٟ٧ۗډۆؾۊ
ۂؾګچ٠ِ٘ږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻ٦ɳͥԪǱۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣ۮڂٿɑ٦ٚپٛ٠ձҞڠګۓښـ
ۯڭљ ٘ـ֤چڠڵؾښԁِٖ̈́ۗٞۮÝۯ٦ʄځ٦ǭ̯ɳƟ٠ۿفـʈכ٦چڦؾڬʄ˪ځ
ًۗѶՍƼ٦ۮÝۯ٦ڗۓۃڋڦ٣ٜـٞٓٵۘڂّ٧ۗԦƼɻέ˧٦ʍņٟژۀ٠ۃښکڪ
٦ځٻ٠ځ٦ȝ̯Ě٫Uʰ٠فـκؾڞۓڏڞڎڹۑڻۗق֚چ٣Þْڂɨƭәnٿك٫Ë;٦ɨ
֑Ăʲچǣ٢٘ٔڅ٠ٌۮۗڄÝ٦ʄځۛيكۛۃښکڪۮۗۯٚ٦ѫ֝ۛہۓګۮۗۯĸَۯ٠ 3 ʈכ
٦Ǹѱؿمٌٛ٘٠مԪǱَ۠֡ۘ٘ڃ٢ۏڽې٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻم١٦فٿ٣ۮÝچۯʄڂ٦ل٣ٜ
ـٞȑولϟٸ٘ڂ٣ۗۮɑ٦ٚپٛ٠ձҞۯڭڠګۓښـ٦щǝFچԁِ̈́٘٠ٌۗڗۓۃڋڦۗڄ
ؾڞۓڎڞڊڹۑڻ٠ʺڭڠګۓښәn٦Ý٣٧΅Þمƙٌڂڃڀ٠لڅمَٛ٘ۘڀ٣ۗۀۤ
ژ٠ۥۃښکڪÝ٦ЉَچЇِ͑ٞۗٹٛ٠ٹձҞوԆٌڂق٦٧١٦ڗۓۃڋڦٟلڂؿ٣ٜـٞɳƟ
ЫƔѓچǣٛ٘ۘϜ˄۾թ٣܁ڂٿʈכ٦ٟۗ˄̮٦ҨƦ٦ƽځ٣έِۗϜ̮چۃښکڪمѷڂڃ
٠فـϒـ٦˪ڦؾۉڸۓښچڗۓۃڋڦٟȝِٞۗȈٹձҞوԆٌ چڗۓۃڋڦڂق16 թ٦Ĵ
וɻ٣яِٞڀٹٛ٘٠ٌۗڄι/ɻ٦ʚƹЋͪ٘ٵ٧Ћƹ٣ιѲɻ٦مۃښکڪѷڂ٦
مЬэ٠فـя٠ۗːِÝـكچٞمۃښکڪڀلѷڂ٦مЬэ٠فـя٦۾ʈכ٦я٣كك
ٷ٥ԁٌڂْכ٠مٟڃٌۘ٘ن٧ۗѶՍƼ٦΅ٝٚ٣Þْ͕ڂǣƗģ֭ۤ, 2016ۥ٣ۮڂيكӢȵ̯ۯ
٦΅ٝٚ٦ڗۓۃڋڦԁӧ٣כɞٌِٞۗځك٦ 2 ʈכ٦έ٦ۮمڗۓۃڋڦձҞَۯ٣ٹÞِ֚ٞ
ڂـq̮҄مɦǾَڗۓۃڋڦۗڀل˪ۘ٘ڃ٧چؾڞۓڎڞڊڹۑڻΘڂɿф٠٢ځѡۗ٣ك
ۮڂيÝۯ٦ʄځۗمձҞچـǣ˪فٟӆ˲٣ʪ֦ٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ՍҨӘ٧ۗuƗӄíҺ(B)17KT0059 ٦̯w٦/ӵٟۘڂؿ
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Timing as Proficiency: Evidence from the My Funny
Story Corpus and Conversation Experiments

Goran VAAGE (̎Ư˄¯9θ¯ԅ¯ӵ)
Ryoko HAYASHI (̎Ưθ¯)
Toshiyuki SADANOBU (İтθ¯)

Timing is an often overlooked part of proficiency. In humor production, if the timing is just a little
off, the funniness can be lost. This delicate yet important adjustment is especially difficult for foreign
language learners. This paper investigates timing through the use of data from project work in the class
room, Japanese native speakers’ assessment of Japanese language learner's funny talks in the My Funny
Talk (MFT) corpus, and timing experiments on conversations. Firstly, students took part in class room
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activities in which they were asked to create comic dialogs and evaluate their own performances. It was
reported that “timing” was the biggest challenge. Secondly, to investigate how learners of Japanese
make use of timing in humor production, the corpus of funny talks performed by learners of Japanese
in the MFT corpus was analyzed. There was a correlation between timing, proficiency and how funny
the stories were perceived. Lastly, in order to investigate the concrete length of timing as proficiency,
an experiment was conducted in which a conversation between two people were delayed and the
informants were asked which timing the perceived as being most funny. 5 patterns of funny
conversations between a man and a woman were recorded in which a mistake in the woman’s utterance
(boke) was corrected by the man (tsukkomi). The timing between the two utterances were then delayed
by a computer, and 16 informants were asked which timing (delay in the utterance) they perceived as
being most funny. The results showed two separate patterns; the informants either preferred the
correction just before the preceding utterance or 0.5~1.5 seconds after the preceding utterance. This
corresponds to two separate patterns found in disapproval back-channel feedback reported in previous
research on Japanese (Xi Luo 2016). This shows that timing is a measurement for proficiency, and is
especially important in the production of humor.
This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number (B)17KT0059.
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Įچ־Ј¯٘ق٫٦˰٦ǖϨ ۵ۓڋۍۓڑۮٟ
ǣفչЫԓĺɆƗʕۯ٣Ǉيٞ۵
Nozomi TAKAHASHI (ۉڰؾګۓۆؾڮۏۀθ¯)
Yumiko KONDO
Naoko SAKURAI (ۓڎ۔ؾۏθ¯)
Yuko SUZUKI (ڢۓګۏڻۓښۛڮکێڮۂθ¯ƦƼ)ؾڦۓڢ
Ƿ٦ۄڍڟہۓڞ٦ۂؾګٟۮڂؿԉٯ٦έچۯǠ٘ق٠ڵکۑؾیۗن٣ʢٷѶՍƼĺɆ
٧ѶՍƼچВِٞۗ١ڇ٢έٌڂْچ٠مٟڂن٦ٙۘلفڄ2 ѽͪڀلĺɆچɊڂقĺɆ٦ځؿ
چƙЋْչЫٟɁ٘ٸĺɆ4ٯ٦ɲսɓЇȁԁ̈́٧ۗڵکۑؾی٦ۮ¢ǲѶՍƼĺɆۯ
مչɉُْǇ̮ٯ٦ճȡٯ٠Ҩбِۗȟѽ٧ڠۓۍڹۗؾڕۏڽۗۓڋھڠ٦ǭњЇȁچǣٛ٘ۘ1
ٖ٦ҨӘٟ٧ۗ①CD٣Þڅ̖ٛ٘٘ٚ٦ۗڀلؾۉڷڦۓڋȮڒǲ٦ĺɆ٦ԡڇٟ٘نѠ٦چځ
ʩϚЫ٣Їȁِۗ②ڗۓڰڋۂڭڠڔګچڭؾژۓډٟԁٌٖ̈́ۗڀلƙقٞ٘ن¢ĺɆ٦ѣϾۗ
4٦ñՀچӬنϽځ٣ِٞۗ③Ȯڒǲ4ĳВ٦ĺɆ٣ğٹڂٸ٦چϐٛ٘ۘЇȁԁ̈́٦Ƈw
٠ِٞۗڵکۑؾی٦ĺɆ٦ږؾےڭکڱȝچځչЫ٠ْ͙ۗڂվ̮چǫۗٸέ˧ɻԓۗۂؾګԓ٦
ۓڋۍۓڑۮٟǣفչЫԓĺɆƗʕڵکۑؾیچۯāճٟǣٌف٠چФِ٘ۘ
/٦Їȁ٠ĺɆƗʕٯǇيٞ٦ιѲϛٟڂؿǷѽ٧ۗչЫԓĺɆƗʕ٦چۓڋڝڬǠڂق
ʷӉЇȁ٠ِٞۗڠۓۍڹۗؾڕۏڽۗۓڋھڠĺɆٵڃٌمٟ٣ǣٛٞ٘نĺɆʃќ٦ہۓڞ
ۗؾگۃڢۗۄڍڟƗʕۗԝĸ٢١٦ɳ͈چԁِٖ̈́ۗ٦̟#ٻŪǇِٖۗٞۗĺɆٯ٦ڡؾڰ
چիلڀ٣ِٞۘوـ
ۓڋۍۓڑۗ٘ٵٟɳɋٟڂنɲսɓЇȁچȝِ̯ۗڒۿǲ٣ٹЇȁ٦چǍًٞۗȟѽ٦Ҩ
ӘƹۗڭؾژۓډЇȁԁ̈́٣ŀՠچɡٛ٘ǲ۠٣ڭؾژۓډۘڂ٦ɳɋ٠ԁ̈́ۗمĺɆ4٦ڰ
چڡؾϟنڂٛيل٣٢ۗځ¢ǲĺɆњɀ٦ƿׄ٦مיːِٜٓǍمٌٛٞوـ٠چñՀِٞۘڂـ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗڠۓۍڹۗؾڕۏڽۗۓڋھڠĺɆ٦Ɨʕ٢١٦ɳ͈ԁ̈́٠ۗڵکۑؾی٦֡۠٢
ĺɆچÃنǵۗٶǲچЈقٞɳɋْڂĺɆƗʕ٣ÞْڂĺɆ٘ٚ٦ڡؾڰ٠۾فـٜ٦Ùзڀل
ҨӘِْٖۘڂٞۗۓڋۍۓڑۮٟǣفչЫԓĺɆƗʕۯ٠ڵکۑؾیفـāճ٦ۓڋۍۓڑƗʕ٦ڬ
ۓڋڝ٣ǇيٞۗځٿŘάЫ٢ԱچϐۗځɳƥٯǇيٞ٦Фِچٞۘـ٘نـ
________
1ڵکۑؾیۮ٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺɆمչɉْٹ٦٧m۞ل۵ؾڕۏڽۛڠۓۍڹۛۓڋھڠ٦ĺɆ
4ٯ٦ЇȁچВِٞƙٌڂق٠ۯ۰ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ, 21۱ۤעշۛۛ*ǫĻ in printingۥ
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Facilitating distance learning – designing purpose –
specific online teacher training

Nozomi TAKAHASHI (ۉڰؾګۓۆؾڮۏۀθ¯)
Yumiko KONDO
Naoko SAKURAI (ۓڎ۔ؾۏθ¯)
Yuko SUZUKI (ڢۓګۏڻۓښۛڮکێڮۂθ¯ƦƼ)ؾڦۓڢ

What do Japanese language teacher residing in Europe talk to each other about in Japanese when
discussing the topic of this symposium – “Dialogue for Peace”? To find out we began a questionnaire
survey two years ago with member teachers of associations of Japanese teachers that support the
teachers. The survey has since developed toward seeking out the direction that European Japanese
language teachers’ associations should follow. In the last year a joint study entitled “What are the
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objectives of Japanese Language Teachers’ Associations in Europe? – Understanding the objectives
from questionnaire responses by member teachers of Japanese Language Teachers’ Associations in
Spain, France and Belgium” was conducted by associations in Spain, Belgium and France (report by
Suzuki, Sakurai and Takahashi scheduled for publication in volume 21 of Japanese Language Education
in Europe). During the presentation of that study we cross-examined the history of the three associations,
analysed the questionnaires through text mining and highlighted the characteristics of each association
and the wishes of members, and explored the common objectives of all three associations. After
analysing the survey results, we proposed “Purpose-specific Online Teacher Training” workshops with
the objectives of creating a network of Japanese teachers’ associations in Europe and enhancing their
expertise.
In the ensuing second stage of our project, this year we are creating an online survey and will make
the questionnaires available to member teachers who have indicated their interest in giving the
questionnaires to members of their association in their respective countries and analysing the responses.
The aim of the survey is to better understand the member teachers and to gradually expand the
interexchange between the teachers of the three associations. Furthermore, in preparation for the
purpose-specific training workshop, analyses on the symposia, seminars, training sessions, workshops
and other activities conducted by the associations in Spain, Belgium and France, while predicting the
future trends.
This presentation will look at the process of the questionnaire survey involving various Japanese
teachers’ associations in Europe through cross investigation, as well as the analysis of the themes of
training workshops conducted by the associations in Spain, Belgium and France. In preparation for the
devising of the Europe-wide online “Purpose-specific Online Teacher Training” workshops, proposals
will be made to seek out a more concrete methodology toward the actual implementation of the training
workshops.
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έձʍņ٦ڠؾښۓڋۍۓڑk٠ٖ٦C֤
―ۮJF ٣ ٍڇٲe ٶ ڗۓڰؾۍ٢٠ۯ٦
ҍŔڠؾښ٠םچڠؾښۏڭڴڑێںڷ٣―

Shoko ADACHI (ǲȔƿׄíŐÞ̻ǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ

ҨӘɻ٦ʽΛùÞٟ٧ۗ2016 ѽ 7 Ɖ٣ LMSۤ¯ʛÕֻچۥۄګڠڞъȓِ٘ۗϊٟؾڝؾۊٹр
״ٟڂنѶՍƼ¯ʛۮۄؾڐڹڭکۍڻJF ٣ ٍڇٲe ٶ ڗۓڰؾۍ٢٠ۤۯhttps://minato-jf.jp 
jٶۮ٢٠چۥۯǂِ٘ۘ2017 ѽ 10 Ɖ՚ƥȕۗ159 ڒǲۛϠ+٦Ż 22,611 թַِ֤مٞٶۮۘڂـ
٢٠ۯ٧ٌۗٵڃٟϠֻЫۗɢÝЫ٢̬քڀلѶՍƼ¯ʛچɁۛŹΝٟن٢ل̩ٛ٘ϯ٦̖مЉ
¯و٫Ν¯ۮۗفٿڂڃڀي٫̖ۮۯڂٰͦم٠ٜ٢˰ۯڂم٦ФıچչɉِٞCِ֤ٞۘ٘نǂɢ٣
٧ۗ¯ʛù٣űڃٵ٢لٛ٘¯ʛɻ٦şځĄٌِچչЫ٣աʛɻέ˧٦چڠؾښǥِۗǂƹ۽
ѽ٧¯٫٦ͦξɔچΎۤۏڽېۗٸْ٘ٻA1  ڀلA2 ͒ٻۥٯƦƼۤJƼ٦ƦƼ٦ۗۥڠؾښ
¯ʛۤێڛګڒѧچۥڠؾښٷǍًۗڠؾښ٦£ʣ̝چٛٞٶۮۘ٘ن٢٠ۯC֤Ɂ ڀل1 ѽƹ٣р״
چؾڝؾۊέ˧٣چڭؾژۓډǣٛ٘٠ٌ۠֡ۗڄ٢¯ʛێڛګڒ٦ۤڠؾښԆْۗۗوѧۗٷˀۗوԅ
kۛɺ юۗۥB1 ˪ۏڽې٦ڠؾښ٣ٌڂؿمڡؾڰ٠مԁڀڃٖۗځل٣ǭ̬ٛ٘چڠؾښȝۗ
ǥٌْڂ٠٠٢ٛ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ̈٘٣̬ȝِ٘ۮҍŔѷվ B1 ɨʛ ۏڭڴڑێںڷۮۯڠؾښB1-B2 ĺɆڭؾہڜӣ
ۯڠؾښن٣ٜـٞʄٌۘڂً˪ځ٦ 2 ٜ٧ۗҨӘɻ٦ʽΛùÞٟǣٛٞڂـέձʍņۓڋۍۓڑچ
ڠؾښ٣ِ٘ٹ٦ٟͪۘڂؿɻ٧ۗۏڽې٧ B1ۗ¯ʛێڛګڒ٧ۮѧۮۯٷˀۮۯوԅkۛɺۯ٦ڠؾښ
ٟۗڮڋۍڠĺȖۗڡڋږٻʌǥ̵مɨ֑٣ҍŔچˀنǵِڭۓۅښٶǭڂقųɦҰچВِٞɨ¯ɨ
ʛٟ¯ڠؾښ٭ٟۘڂؿƹɻ٧ۗB1-B2 ¯ۗۏڽېʛێڛګڒ٧ۮۯْۮԆۯو٦ڠؾښٟۗљ ĺȖ
ٟ٦ɨ¯ɨʛƹ٣ۓڠکېںڋۍٟكÂٸ٦Սچˣْچۓۋڞؾګۓڣېڻڂǣڃٖۗـ٣έْڂ
ɨƭәnٻĺɆڀل٦چږکڴڮؾڊڹВِٞ¯ڠؾښ٭ٟ ۘڂؿҨӘэѶ٧ۗέձʍņڋۍۓڑچ
ڠؾښۓkْڂȔ٦ǋӤ٣ٜـٞŘάچםīًٞˣْڂ٠ĳ٣ۗ¯ʛ٦֡Ʉڭؾژۓډڠؾښٻ
Ƈwю٣ٜـٞٹĳ֏ْۘڂ
ՍҨӘٟʄםچڠؾښڂً˪ځ٣ۗέձʍņۓڋۍۓڑچkْڂȔ٦ۓڋۍۓڑٻڭۓڋہٟ¯ʛ
ْڂʌǥ̵٣٠ٛٞӐ֦٢ĺȖڭؾہڜٻ٣ٜـٞȯpɻ٦٠ďۗ٘ٵِۗɳȔ٦ĺ,ƥ˰ٟۗ
مڠؾښۓڋۍۓڑ١٦فٿ٣¶֤ٟلڂن٣ٜـٞٹƙƿÍِ٘ۘـ

9B_B2 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 16:30

How to Develop & Operate Online Courses Utilizing
Previous Face-to-Face Lessons: Practical examples of
the Haiku course and Bibliobattle course on the ‘JF
Japanese e-Learning Minato’ Platform.

Shoko ADACHI (ǲȔƿׄíŐÞ̻ǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ

The institute to which the presenter belongs released in July, 2016, an LMS (Learning Management
System) equipped Japanese language learning platform called 'JF Japanese e-Learning Minato'
(https://minato-jf.jp, below referred to as 'Minato'), which is available for anyone in the world to
register as a user. As at the end of October, 2017, there were a total of 22,611 people from 159
countries/regions using the system.
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'Minato' has been operated with the goal in mind of providing a place that allows 'Selectable
Learning' and 'Connecting with People' to occur for those around the world who heretofore have not
been able to start or continue their study of Japanese due to geographical or time restrictions. At the
time of its release, available courses targeted first-time learning with the objective being to discover
people who were without the benefit of learning institutions. Then, one year after its release, in an
effort to increase the available learning options, further expansions of the system included a
broadening of levels (from A1 to A2), explanatory languages (courses using non-English languages),
and study categories (reading course). One year after the start of operations, a survey was conducted
of registered users which made clear that a need existed for a variety of learning categories (listening,
speaking, reading, writing, culture/society, etc.) and courses for level B1 and above.And so, to that
end, courses were created and made available to fulfill these needs.
In this presentation we will look at the newly created 'Introduction to Haiku B1 Self-Study Course'
and the 'Bibliobattle B1-B2 Tutor Support Course'. These 2 courses are online versions of the face-toface lessons conducted at the presenter's institute. The former is a level B1 course, with learning
categories of 'Reading', 'Writing', and 'Culture/Society', and is a self-study course using slide materials
and quizzes, with an online noticeboard where learners can freely write their own Haiku and share
comments with others. The latter is a level B1-B2 course, with learning categories of 'Speaking' and
'Listening', and is a course using video materials for self-study, after which an online Live-Lesson is
conducted where learners introduce books they recommend, and then receive feedback from the
instructor or perform their own self-evaluation.
On the day of the presentation, in addition to providing detailed examples of techniques used in
converting the face-to-face lessons to an online course, we will also share information on the current
state of learning and results from course surveys, etc.
Using examples of courses mentioned in this presentation, we will discuss with the participants
relevant points involved in converting face-to-face lessons to an online course, and what learning
materials or support is required by students when learning in an online environment. Further, we also
hope to exchange opinions on how online courses can be practically utilized in actual classrooms and
by educational institutions.
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ڭڠڔګ٦ɢÝЫׄچڃӘْڭږھڠډ٦
ʛѡ٣ٜـٞ
Fuyuki MINE (˪ϡθ¯)
ѶՍƼ٦ڭږھڠډ٦ʛѡƗģ٣ـكٞ٧ۗʃ٣ۥۏۤڋګ٦֤Ա٣ϴչِ٘Ɨģمǣۮۗڃڅљ
ȝ٦ŹΝۤم@ۚםǨٛٞۯۥڂـ٧ۗۮƇwۤۚםΆمԍٵٛٞۮٻۯۥڂـҮӹۤۚםՖѶԝĸِٞۯۥڂـ
ٹځٿʛѡَۮۗ٘ٵۗوْٻڃƇwۯ٦֤Ա٧ڦڞ٠ǻњٌَـْٻڃ٠مԪǱَڃِٖٞۘڂـٌٞۗ
٦فٿ٢ʛѡʺ˅مƙ֦ڂڃڀ5٣ٜـٞ٧ۗԦƼ͕ۗٻǣْڂљɗ٦ѫȕЫڭږھڠډ٠ۥۏۤڋګ
٦̮ڻڋڦڭۑڻ٠٦Þũڃڀّڀلٞۤ٘نǴց 1995, ĭ 2005, Sugaya & Shirai 2007 ȯ˞ۘۥ
ِِۗلԬۤ2005, 2007, 2015ۥ٧ۗٹڦڞۏڠäٸٖٞ٦ʛѡ٦Хچƙنٰڂٟڂؿ٠ِۗۏڠ
ڦڋګڞۏڋګڞڦڞ٦Ⱥ֤ԁӧ٣֤ڂيكԱ٦ʪ٢ۮۗڀلځҮӹٿكۯ٫ۮƇwۯ٦ڋګڞ
ۏ٦Ⱥ֤مϧڂڃ٦٧͕ۗ٣ڦڞۏڠ٣ٿٛٞӘƥَٸ٘ڂڃٟڂؿ٠ِۗthe One to One principle
(Andersen 1984) ٣Tفƥ˧ٟڂؿ٠ِٞڀَۘڂـ٣ۗProcessability Theory (Pienemann 1998)چS֤
ِۗۮɑمϮ٘ـɢۗйϯَۮۯ֮٘مڇɑمϮ٘ـɢۗйϯَڇ٧֮ٞۯ٘ـ٦فٿ٢ڭڠڔګ٦ɢÝ
Ыׄڃ٣ٿٛٞȺ֤مĎէЫ٠٢چۥۏۤڋګڂʛѡٟفٿڂن٣٢ڂ٦٧Ӿԅۛԅդʻֻمq҄٠
٢ۏڽېڂٟڂؿ٠ٌِۗ٦Ⱥـԁي٣Ą5ْڂƽ֤٧Ȉƹٵٟȷـْٻځ٠ԪǱِٞۘڂـ
ِِل٢ۗڀمԬمԁ̈́٣֤ڦؾڬ٘ـ٧ OPI ٦ʆԱ٣ٿٛٞʡۤڦؾڬ٘ڃڀٸKY ۥڠڵؾښٟ
ͮۗٸ٘ڂؿٞ٦¯ʛɻ٣ٖ٦فٿ٢ȺـԁميĎէЫ٠٢ڂԅդؿمٛ٘٠٧ƦـѱٌٖۘـٟՍ
Ɨģٟ٧ۗ۰ΧƦƼԦƼ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ_ϚۤڠڵؾښǲׂǲƼƗģʽ, ƗģζӘɻ ҠйĘӌ
Ʉۥ۱٦ڗۓێګؾێؾڭڠ٣ٿٛٞʐʡَچڦؾڬ٘ڃԁِ̈́ۗڭڠڔګ٦ɢÝЫׄڃ٣ٿٛٞȺـ
ԁميĎէЫ٠٢ۥۏۤڋګڂ٦Ⱥ֤¨چѺِ٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٦Ƈwۗڭڠڔګ٦ɢÝЫׄڃٟȺ֤مĎէЫ٠٢ۥۏۤڋګڂ٧ʛѡمϧٌڂڃ٠مɦَۗڃ
Ԭۤ2005,2007,2015ۥ٦ʃϼ¨مѺَۘ٘ڃՍҨӘٟ٧ۗԬۤ2007, 2015ۥٟӾԅۛԅդʻֻمӐ֦٠
َڃٞڂـΦ٦ƦƼůɫ٦Ⱥ֤٠ِڀ˞ٹǭٔڅ٢¯ۗڀمʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ٦ҨυХِٖٖۗٞۗ٦
Х٣ǭ٘ٔڅɉќ٣ٜـٞۘڂّ

9B_C1 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 09:00

Acquisition of the imperfective aspect marker ‘-te iru’
by L2 learners of Japanese: Expressing temporal
relations between events

Fuyuki MINE (˪ϡθ¯)

Most acquisition studies of tense-aspect in Japanese second language acquisition have focused on the
acquisition of the functions of the imperfective aspect marker -te i-(ru), reporting that -te i-(ru) as a
progressive marker (e.g., Ame ga fut-te iru) is acquired earlier than is its usage as a resultative (e.g.,
Mado ga shimat-te iru) or habitual marker (e.g., Mainichi benkyo shi-te iru) by Japanese language
learners. These results have been discussed from the viewpoint of the influence of the first language of
the learner, along with aspect hypothesis, which claims that the prototypical function of -te i-(ru) and
the inherent aspect of the verb can account for the distribution of verbal morphology.
However, the Japanese basic tense-aspect system is expressed by -u (nonpast perfective), -ta (past
perfective), -te i-ru (nonpast imperfective), and -te i-ta (past imperfective). Therefore, it seems
impossible to depict how learners construct their own Japanese tense-aspect systems without
investigating perfective forms: -u/-ta. Mine (2005, 2007, 2015) investigated Japanese learners’
interview conversation data, claiming that the functions of -te i-(ru) that emerge late overlap with the
functions of -u/-ta, and that this phenomenon can be explained by the One-to-One hypothesis. In
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addition, she also demonstrated that these four forms are selected through three different levels of
processing information: phrasal, inter-phrasal, and inter-clausal processing. Failure to process
information causes inappropriate use; this can be explained by the processability theory, a processingoriented approach to explaining language development.
This study aims to confirm the results of previous studies by analyzing a spoken language corpus of
Japanese learners based on a story-telling task that has obligatory contexts for using -te i-(ru) through
the level of inter-clausal processing, that is, -te i-(ru) is used for expressing temporal relations between
events. In this presentation, I will show the results of this analysis with the distribution of other forms
learners used. Further, I will discuss appropriate timing for the instructions on -te i-(ru) for expressing
temporal relations between events.
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ιѲƦƼʛѡ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦
љùٝيů̯Х
Kaoru KOYANAGI (˪ϡθ¯)
ιѲƦƼʛѡ٣EłچĚْ֦ٳ5٣٧ۗĺ,Ыѷ٦ۗٻڻڋڦƦƼЬ̮ٻљùٝي٢١٦ƨ
̖Ȁۘڂؿمϯٟٹʛѡٵٟ٣mѽڂْ֦ٹƦƼ¯ʛ٣ـكٞۗĸـљùٝچيůِ̯$ɡٌْڂ
٠٧ʪ֦ٟۘڂؿŏѽ٧ۗљùٝي٧¯ʛХٟԖkْږکۃگڋڧڂ٢ۄڡڰڒۅ٠ِٞΖڃڀق
ٖٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢ֻ مDörnyeiۤ2005ۥ٦ۮL2 љùٝي٦ɨƭۤۄګڠڞL2 Motivational Self
Systemۯۥٌٟۘڂؿ٦ۄګڠڞ٧ۗ;ֻۮЫɨƭۮۯĎէЫɨƭۮۯL2 ¯ʛ٦ŸƟۯ٦Ȯٜچǖ̯֦
͵٠ْ;ֻۮۘڂЫɨƭۯ٠٧ۗչӖƦƼ٦ʯυфچҫٛ٘ˎ֮٢ـ٘ځɨԁ٦ٌ٠ٟۗۮĎէЫɨ
ƭۯ٧ۗöί٣]ـڂؿۗٸ٘ڂق٧ҼОЫ٢ƇwچӅْٸ٘ڂ٣٢نٰڂɨԁ٦ٌ٠ٟۘڂؿƥȕ
٦ɨƭ٠ˎ֮٢نٰڂɨƭ٠٦ۗمڻکۇڕљùٝي٦ơљו٠٢ۘڂL2 ¯ʛ٦ŸƟ٧ۗĺɆ¯ٻ
ʛɻʡϗۗۄۍۉڔێڒ٢١٠ÞڂڅЋ͍٦¯ʛÑķٻŸƟ٦ٌ٠ٌٟۗٹڃљùٝي٣Ełْۘڂ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍǲѫ٦θ¯٣ϒöِ¯׆ٞڂـѶՍƼ˪Ĥ٦¯ʛɻ 35 ̖چέ˧٣ۮL2 љù
ٝي٦ɨƭۯۄګڠڞ٣íٝوɲսɓЇȁ٠ٖۗ٦ڻکډؾۑڐڹ٠ِٞ/ӵ٦ȯpɻ٣ǣٛ٘¯ʛ
ק٣ÞْڂҭǖΑkؾۉڷڦۓڋ٦چڦؾڬںڊګۍگԁِ̈́٘ۘѶՍٟ˪Ĥ٣ѷڂڃٙي٦ƦƼ
҄̑چו٣ِٜ¯׆يٌٞ٘ن٠ɨάۗمљùٝ٘ڃڀيǣљ٦ƥڃٟۗځؿ١٦¯ʛɻۗٹĸֻـ
;Ыɨƭچůِِ̯ٞۗلِۘ٘ـљùٝيٙيٟ٧ʯυф͒چիٌْڂ٠٧ٟن٢لٛ٘ۘگۗ٘ٵ
چڦؾڬںڊګۍƙڂ٠ۗљùٝي٦ů̯Х٧ٟ֡۠ؿٛ٘ۘقם٨ۗƦƼ¯ʛɁɢ٣ѶՍƼ¯
ʛ٣ĸـљùٝمي٢وٞ¯ۗٹʛХٟѶՍƼٻѶՍԅk٭¯چnϞچƙـِٙۗɨ׀Ы٣¯ʛ
٣ʄځͶٷɃ̭مƙ¯ڂڃڀʛɻڃـٹ٨ۗٙٹځٿڃЉöÝ¯ʛچŹΝِٞۗمڂـʯυф٣ٜ٢
مٛٞـ٢ٹڠؾژـƙۘ٘ڃڀљùٝي٧Љö٦ƦƼ¯ʛچŹΝْڂɈ٣ïِ֚ۗÝ͍Ы٣ʛ
ѡ٣EłچĚۗمْٳʯυф٣٧ƦƼЬ̮٢١Φ٦֦5مЋ͍Þڅٛٞڂـ٠ǠۘڂڃڀقՍƗģ
٧ْٟ٣˪Ĥ٦¯ʛɻ٦ħ٦̇ځԚچځԁِ̈́٘ۗمǷƹ٧ʼĤڀلʩϚЫ٣¯ʛɻ٦љùٝ
ي٦ԖkچЇٰڂƗģٹӐ֦ٙ٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
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Learners of Japanese' motivational processes in
second language acquisition

Kaoru KOYANAGI (˪ϡθ¯)

Factors that influence second language acquisition are types of pedagogical interventions and
individual differences including language aptitude and motivation and so on. Among other things,
forming and maintaining strong motivation plays a crucial role in language learning which requires a
longer period of time, even several years to acquire a second/foreign language. In recent years,
motivation is viewed as a dynamic mechanism constantly changing in learning processes. This view
has been theorized as “Process Model of L2 Motivation” (Dörnyei & Ottó, 1998) and “L2
Motivational Self System” by Dörnyei (2005). This self-system consists of three components: 1) ideal
self that entails characteristics that one would possess in the future, i.e., personal hopes and desires,
namely L2 proficiency; 2) ought-to-self that entails characteristics that one would possess for meeting
expectation of others and avoiding negative outcomes, i. e., a sense of obligation/responsibility for
others; and 3) L2 learning experiences that relate to immediate learning environments such as
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teachers, learners’ groups, curriculum and so on. The gap between the current self and the future self
could serve as a driving force for language learning.
Participants in this study were 32 advanced learners of Japanese who studied in a university for one
or two semesters in Japan. The questionnaire based on L2 Motivational Self System and follow-up
interviews were conducted. 10 participants’ narratives were elicited from the semi-structured
interviews on learning history (based on Shoaib & Dörnyei, 2005). As the fact that participants came
to Japan with proficiency in Japanese that is high enough to be placed in advanced Japanese course
indicates their highly motivated behaviors, all the participants had developed strong ideal L2 self. The
reasons why the participants started studying Japanese were different from person to person. Although
they did not necessarily have strong choice motivation, they were able to find the values of studying
the language and culture at an early stage of language learning, and had grappled with language
learning autonomously. This result implies that motivation contributed to long-term commitment for
language learning, and indirectly affected second language acquisition, as shown in previous studies.
However, among learners who were highly motivated to the same extent, the length of studying
Japanese prior to coming Japan varied, which suggests that factors other than motivation such as
language aptitude could relate to the rate of acquisition and the level of attainment.
Dörnyei, Z. (2005). The psychology of the language learner: individual differences in second
language
acquisition. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum.
Dörnyei, Z., & Ottó, L. (1998). Motivation in action: A process model of L2 motivation. Working
Papers in Applied Linguistics. (Thames Valley University, London), 4, 43-69.
Shoaib, A., & Dörnyei, Z. (2005). Affect in life-long learning: Exploring L2 motivation as a
dynamic
process. In P. Benson & D. Nunan (Eds.), Learners’ stories: Difference and diversity in
language learning (pp. 22-41). Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press.
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ϯǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ů֝ɗۓۋڞؾژۑښ٣ڂيك
ƽ֤٦ơ5 −۲֝ì۳ۂؾڔڠ٦Πфڀل−

Wenxin LI (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9)
Shingo IMAI (1йθ¯)

ՍҨӘ٧ۗѶϯѾؾڈڹڦۅ۷ά٧֝ìۗϲ˧ԀۤƦ֥ۗɈǠۗË˳ۥ٧ѫ֝Ԁ۸٦Ӂ«چǣۗـ
۲֝ì۳ۂؾڔڠ٦Πфچիلڀ٣ِٖ٘ۘ٦ƇwۗϯǲƼٟ٧ۗƦ֥ۗɈǠۗË˳چӘْ˰ǭۗ̑
άӵ٠ĳĄِۗوْٻ۲֝ì۳ۂؾڔڠ٦Πфمǫۘـ/ۗѶՍƼٟ٧ۗƦ֥ۗɈǠۗË˳چӘ
ْ˰ǭۗLάچӘْƦ֥٠ĳĄٌِـْٻ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
①ϯǲƼٟ٧ۗϲ˧ЫɝԀۤچӾ̤٦ۥƨ٠ِٞΖۗق۲֝ì۳ͪمۂؾڔڠŶkِۗϲ˧Ѿ٦Х
фچӘْ٠ۯـ̋ۮن٦Ⱥ֤مǈ②ۘڂڃٵ/ۗѶՍƼٟ٧ۗϲ˧ЫɝԀׄچљά٠ِٞΖۗق۲֝
ì۳مۂؾڔڠґŶkِۗׄљά٦וљ̮چӘْ۲ו۳ͪمۂؾڔڠŶkْٖۘڂ٦٘ۗٸϲ˧Ѿ
ۤË˳ۗɈǠۗƦ֥ۥ٦ХфچӘْ٠ۮنĸۯـ٦Ⱥ֤مǈڂڃٵ٠֘فـΘׂچٞۗ¯ʛɻ٦ˀ٘ـ
ԅچѶՍƼԦƼɻمгȞِ٘ڠڵؾښٟ ڂؿlang-8 ַِ֤ۗچů֝ɗ٦ĳĄ٣ڂٿƽ֤چԁِ̈́
ٖٞۗ˥چڃիِ٘ۘۯـ̋ۮ٦ ͮۓۋڞؾژۑښ1237 ם٦فٚۗĳĄ٣ڂٿƽ֤٧ 151 مםƙٜلٛ
َ٘ۘڀ٣ۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ٣ڂٿʕ̳٦فٚۗ120 ۤם79%ۮمۥĸۯـ٣ʕَ̳ڃٞۘ٘ـϯǲ̖Ѷ
ՍƼ¯ʛɻۮمĸچۯـȺْ֤نٰڂ٠ن٣چۯـ̋ۮˮȺٌْ֤ڂ٠چɦِ٘ۘ
ʥ֮ۗۓۋڞؾژۑښ٦ƽ֤٧ʃ٣ԦƼ٦ۮЋօ*ۜםۤۯEłو̋چʌۗڂي/ϯǲƼۜ̋ʌE响/ٿۥ
ٹڂ٦ٙ٠Ʀڃڅِٞۗلِۘڂـƽ֤٧ٌ٦فٿ٢Ӱ٦ж#٣ٿٛٞ٦يڅڂ̵ّۗٶٟ٧٢ۘـԦ
Ƽ٦ӆЋօۗΕٚӰ٦ж#٣ڀٿ٢ٹםـΧ*ۜםۤڂؿوѝو̋مڃ٢ۗڂ/ϯǲƼۜ*ѝؓ变̋/ٌۘۥ
٦فٿ٢ж#٣љùӣچيğڃڀٸ٢ۓۋڞؾژۑښـ٦ƽ֤٣ٜـٞ٧ۗ ٣ϯÝƦƼ٠ِٞԗ
ӣڂڃڀيƐؿمـٛ٘ۘՍҨӘ٧ۗڠڵؾښƦƼ¯٠ѺϟƦƼ¯٦ϟƙچ٠ٹ٣Sِ֤ٞۗʥ֮٦
ԁٟ̈́٧ʤԁ٢͒իمٟن٢ـӆЋօ٦ƽ֤٣ٜـٞۗ̈٘٢Ùзچɦِٜ٘ۘۗځٵѶϯƦƼ
٦Ѿؾڈڹڦۅ٦مېڡӆЋօŭ٦ۓۋڞؾژۑښƽ֤چ6نĄٌْơ5ٌٟڂؿ٠چɉЩِ٘ۘ
Ƿƹۗϯǲ̖¯ʛɻ٣ۓۋڞؾژۑښ٦ɉќچǣف٠ۗنƦƼж#مơ5ٟ٢ڻڋڦـ٦ƽ֤٣ٜـ
ٞѾؾڈڹڦۅ٠٘̈فـ٢ĺ,˪٦ɖзچФıْۘڂ

9B_C3 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 10:00

Causes of adjectival collocation errors by Chinese
learners of Japanese -The perspectives of "container"
schema

Wenxin LI (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9)
Shingo IMAI (1йθ¯)

The main goal of this study is to analyze the similarities and differences between Japanese and
Chinese conceptual metaphors. This paper demonstrates that the cause of collocation error production
lies in the differences between Japanese and Chinese conceptual metaphors. Although, Japanese and
Chinese both share the same conceptual metaphors such as “Body is a container, abstract things (words,
thoughts, emotions) are the contents,” but in Chinese when expressing words, thoughts, emotions, it
tends to co-occur with the body parts. On the other hand, in Japanese, it tends to co-occur with words
which express liquids.
In Chinese, when <container> schema becomes foreground, it prefers to use "deep" to express the
degree of abstract concept. Meanwhile, in Japanese, capturing abstract things as a fluid, the <container>
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schema becomes a background, and the <force> schema expressing the dynamics of the fluid becomes
a foreground. "Strong" is preferred when expressing the degree of abstract concept. It was proved by
the data of ‘Lang-8 learner corpus of Japanese’. There are 151 cases were found were misuse due to cooccurrence of adjectives by Chinese learners, and 120 cases (79%) were corrected to "strong" by
Japanese native speakers. It indicated that when Chinese learners of Japanese should use "strong" they
would use "deep".
As in the past, it is said that misuse of collocation is mainly due to "literal translation" of the mother
tongue (e.g.: *Ełو̋چʌڂي, Chinese: ̋ʌE响). However, misuse does not occur only by "literal
translation". There are also many examples show that we cannot explain the causes of error production
only by "literal translation" (e.g.: *ѝو̋مڃ٢ڂ, Chinese: *ѝؓ变̋). In this presentation, both
knowledge of corpus linguistics and cognitive linguistics are cited, and a new viewpoint on error
analysis of “non-literal translation” has been shown which cannot be explained sufficiently by previous
research studies.
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9B_D1 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 11:00

ω͚ʳΨײ۰̵ڂن۱چȺٛ٘ʼĤ¯ʛɻ٣ڂٿ
ȝ¶љ٦əٶ
Atsuko MITO (ǪǙθ¯)
ӑɻ٧ٌٵڃٟɘٻԀƼ٦ȝ٠ـٛ٘ creative writing ٦֦͵چʄځѷ¶٘ڃљچǣٛٞنٞ
ۗمڂـǷ٧ω͚ʳΨײ٦۰̵ڂن۱چȺٛ٘ɘ٦ȝ¶љچʼĤ٦¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ǣٛ٘ʄځ
Ͷٶ٣ٜـٞҨӘٌِ٘ۘـ٦əچٶќѷِ٘٦٧Ϗэِٞڂـθ¯(ѶՍǲ)ٟ٦ʼĤƹҭ٦¯
ʛɻچέ˧٣ِ٘ʍņٟۘڂؿ۰̵ڂن۱٦ɘ٧ڃٖ(ۮ٧)ۢ٠ٌفـ٠ڃٖۮۯ٧ۮթɗۯۯ٠ـٛ٘ό
ʸ٢թɗԅٙچيȺٛٞȝɻ٣٠ٛٞ٦ٌۯڂن̵ۮ٠٦ՠمӘƥَڃٞڂـɘٟۘڂؿʍņٟ٧
ٌ٦ɘچÜ˨ِ٘ƹٌۗ٦ɘ٦ŭـ֤چٞɘچȝِ̯ٞڻؾۏڗۗـڀٹٟ٦ѧٶǭٻـҨӘۗɲč
]яю٦ůٟ٦¶љچǣٛ٘ۘ¯ʛɻمȝِ٘ɘ٧ڂٽڅـʼĤƼؐچЈ٘قԶلٟΧ֡٢Ʀ
֥ٟȊڃڀٞۗځكѫ֝Ы٣ٹƨ̮Ыٟ̋ٶ٦ٹڂؿ٦ٙٛ٘ۘՍҨӘٟ٧ٌڀڃ٦ɘ٦ˣ٠ĳ٣
ٖڀڃ٦ԁِٖ̈́ۗٞʍņƹ٣ǣٛ٘¯ʛɻٯ٦ڀلؾۉڷڦۓڋȝ٦Хۗѣ٣¯ʛɻ٦Ƽؐ
٦ͦξٻƼؐϟɬ٦ʛѡ٣ٜـ̘ٞ٥٘Ƈwوِ˦چԪǱْ¯ۗمڂʛɻ٧ĺɱٟ٦¯٫ڀل
ϲ˧ф٦ǫـɈȡЫ٢ƼؐٻӌЫӘƥچʛѡِٞ٘ٵۗځ٘ـӘƥٌِ٘ـ٠چѶՍƼٟϐِٞـ
وϯڀلƼؐچƙٜـ֤يِٞځ٘ـٌٞ٘ـ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘCEFR ٣ـكٞ A1ۗA2 ٠ـفـʯυ
ϛ ڀلcreative writing ٦֦͵مä ٘ڃٵCan-do مΠȕِٞۗمڂـѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞ٧
creative writing ٠ـٛ٘ȝ¶љ٧Ⱥ֤ٟڂنԅŭٻƼؐ٦ɨ֑фچǠׇِٞ˪لĤː٢و٠ٹ
ϯĤǨ٣ǣ˰ڂڃڅǭمΧفٿـ٣ƙʌِلِۘڂڃڀي٢ۗڀمӑɻ٦əفٿ٘ٶ٢¶љ٧ԅ
ԱۛԅŭϟɬڂٽڅـمʼĤ٣Λْ¯ڂʛɻٟٹʤԁqٟ҄ۗځؿǫф٢ƦƼϟɬم٢وٞ¯ٹʛ
ɻ٦ۮӘƥɻۯ٠ِٞ٦Γձمθون6نʰَ¶ڂڃљ٢٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠Ǡقٞۘڂـ۰̵ڂن۱چȺ
ٛ٘¶љ٧/ҵɅզچڭکڱؾڦۓڋمВِٞɈچـïٔǭٛ٘ٹ٦م۰̵ِ٘٘څ ڂنٚ٦Ɉـ۱
٠ِٞʰҲَڃٌٞۗمڂـٹ٦فٿ٢¶љ٧ѶՍƼԦƼۛӆԦƼ٦¡ǺٻѶՍƼ٦ʯυф٦'ـ
چЈقٞۗɑυ/̖/̖ن̵ۮمٌٞڂـ٠چۯ٧ّٸ٠ِ٘Ʀ֥٦ՠچӘƥِǭۗـɧچŪيǭف
ٌ٠چВ̵ٌِٖٟٞۗڂڃٵέڀَڀل٣ĳ٣̵نٌٞڂـ٠٦ՠٻqٌ̮҄وځ͌ٹچ٠٣
ٜ٢مٛٞڂيـ٦ٟ٧٢ـٙلفڄ٠Ǡقٞۘڂـ

9B_D1 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 11:00

Poetry Writing by Elementary Level Students Using
“IKIRU” by TANIKAWA Shuntaro

Atsuko MITO (ǪǙθ¯)

This presentation makes a case for using creative writing in an upper-elementary level Japanese
language course. CEFR sets out can-do statements which incorporate elements of creative writing in
early stages such as A1 and A2. However, it seems not common to have creative writing practices in
Japanese language classrooms until the level reaches higher than intermediate in consideration for
students' limited knowledge of vocabulary, sentence pattern and grammar. This presentation reports
on an attempt introduced in an upper-elementary level course in an overseas university where students
were asked to compose a poem following a pattern used in a well-known poem "IKIRU" written by
TANIKAWA Shuntaro. In "IKIRU", the poet defines the meaning of the word "Ikiru", which means
"to live", by putting together words to express his own take on "Ikiru". This poem consists only of
simple noun sentences where several stanzas are structured around different themes, which makes it
easy for learners of elementary level to follow the pattern. In the class, after reading and examining
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this poem, students were asked to use the poem pattern to compose their own. In the following class,
their pieces were presented, shared, and discussed in a question and answer session, and as a
homework assignment the students were required to comment on the classmates' productions. In the
presentation, samples of students' pieces will be shown and the results of the interview surveys will be
presented. The poems were surprisingly created with rich, colorful and profound vocabularies that
were not included in the textbooks they had used. In the surveys, the processes of their composition
and their choices of vocabularies were mainly explored. The results show that the students learned
vocabularies outside their classrooms extensively and also came up with new vocabularies in the
process of searching for better words to describe their ideas, emotions and thoughts in the poem.
Lastly, the pedagogical implications and possibilities of such creative writing will be discussed and
shared, and also the tasks and activities that can be utilized to bridge the gaps between expert/novice
learners and native/non-native speakers will be explored.
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9B_D2 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 11:30

Ϡ+٠ȝڂUƀ٠ѶՍƼĺ,
-ԉ٣Ǉ٘يέ٦ɖзڀل-

Tomoko GEHRTZ-MISUMI (Ѣчθ¯ĺ֨ĺ,9)

ՍҨӘ٧UƀĚ٫ҨӘچȈʚڪږڧۑڻ٠ْڂUƀЫϟږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻِ֤٘¶چ٦ɳͥƗ
ģِٟٖۘڂؿٞږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻ٧ɣ٦ѣϾچɡٜĺ,٦ʆԱٟۘڂؿ
①¯ʛɻمѶՍƼچȺٛٞۗɳȔ٦چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښάƟْڂ
②ۤڠڢۑڻХۥ٠̯ۤڪږڧۑڻwԀۥ٦چʪɖْڂ
③¯ʛɻ˲م٣ѶՍƼٟۮmمٟچۯڂنɨڀ٣սٌف٠ۤɨƭәnچۥΒْ
ِٖٞۗ٢٣¯ٹځٿʛɻمѶՍɺ٦ǖ̯4٦/̖٠ٌِٞڂن̵ۮ٠چۯɳËْڂĺ,¶љٟ
ۘڂؿ
Սɳͥ٧ 2007 ѽ ڀل2017 ѽ٦Ý٣ۗͫٻԖǔچʪ٥٢ڀمŻ 8 ɳɋِٞڃٖۘڂـ٧ۗѶ
ՍƼĺ,چɳɋْڂθ¯٠Uƀĺ,چǣفθ¯٠ǂׂǫǕمĴِۗוϠ+٦ƀ˰ۤ˗٣Ƒٞڃڀ
٘ɴĨˏdچۥӴη٣ۗUƀۤUƀҳۥ٠ƩـЄ٦բוҨƙ٦ҨӘۤЄԡنҳۥ٠ǫǕ̵٦JƼ٣ٿ
ڂҨӘۗȈƹ٣ͮ4ٟƿׄڭږڎڟۑڻڂْچٟۘڂؿ
ѶՍƼĺ,٦Ùзڀل٧ۗǲȔԅkمۄۍؾڐڹФˌْۮ①ڂĺ,ֻѾۜΦɻ٦Ҩƙۛɨƭ٦Ҩ
ƙٜۛ٢ځم٦ɳƥۮ②ۯĺ,չӖٌۜ٠٨٠ԅkٌ٭¯چ٠چВِٞۗ¯ʛɻ٦̖ÝЫ̯ЉچΒِۗ
21 ̩Ā٣̵چוڂن,ٞچۯڂí٣③¯ۮʛչӖۜ·ǭЫו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦§ѡچۯɉӖ٠
ِٞۗ¶љɨά٦ƙЋِ٠әnچǣٛٞۘڂـѣ٣ʥ֮ŭ٦ϴѷʃĎ٦ĺ,ٟ٧ۗƦƼۛԅk٦ה۾
+٣ۮۯڂلڅۮٟۯڂن٦ו҄۾٦չӖٟɝΙۏڴؾۑڗۗم٘ځɺ٠הفـ+٣ۮٜ٢ۯڂم٠فـ
҄مוpהۿۗځڅ+×ו҄ۿ+ۿź٦ɖзږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻۗڀلŭ٦¶љچĳ֏َِڀ٣Ҩбَ
ٌٔڂ٠مq҄٣٢ٛ٘٠Ǡۘڂق
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗȯpِ٘ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۤʼĤ˪ڀلĤۥ٦̇ځԚځĚ٫ٖ٦Ăʲٹچ٠٣ۗÞڅٛ٘
ѶՍ̖¯̵ٻǫǕ̵٦̇ځԚچځäۗٸѶՍƼۤƦƼۥĺ,چíɭ٠ِٞۗÞ̖ڂڅ٠ͮٞ٦¯ۮ٫ۯ
چƇ٫ӣږؾےڭږڎڟۑڻڂي٦әn٠ĺ,ЫĎچǠȦْۘڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻٹѶՍ̖ٹĴјȝ
ņۤUƀۛҨӘۛƿׄچۥВِٞ֡۠٢ۮέچۯάƟِٞٸ٘ڀؿۘڂـٞՍθمչɉْۮԉ٣Ǉ
٘يέچۯќۮوƦƼĺ,٦ȕځچۯսـЋِ٘ۘـ
ȯǠԅƖۜ ǲȔԅkۄۍؾڐڹԘۮǲƼ¯ʛ٦ۯْٻٸ2012 ښښʰҲ

9B_D2 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 11:30

Project-based Learning in Japanese Language
Education Focusing on Drama and Community
Involvement – Dialogue for Peaceful Coexistence

Tomoko GEHRTZ-MISUMI (Ѣчθ¯ĺ֨ĺ,9)

This study is based on drama-type project work that focuses on the following three points:
① Improving the communication ability of Japanese language learners.
② Emphasizing the importance of process and product.
③ Improving the self-evaluation capability in the Japanese language.
Project work will help to develop a better understanding of Japanese culture and society.
This program was developed over eight years with the help and participation of the local community,
a local high school, drama teachers and Japanese language teachers.
For this Program I used the “3×3۴3“ evaluation system proposed by the Japan Forum.
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In this presentation, I try to recapitulate the learning process and development of intercultural
understanding of all participants.
The main aim of foreign language education should be to create a framework of peaceful coexistence.
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9B_D3 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 12:00

ѶՍƼʼĤ¯ʛɻ 3 թ٦
ӑĂڭڠګɢ٠ɢ٦҅¶љ
۵ fNIRS ڦؾڬ٣ͪڂٿїͪցӵ٠ƦƼց٦Ӂ« ۵

Yu HIRATA (ׂժáθ¯ ƦƼĺ,˳ԪƗģu)

ґŶۛƗģչЫ
ŏζ٦ǲƼĺ,ٟ٧ɳɺٟ٦مוʪɖَڃٞۗمڂـĺ,̯w٦Ɣ˥٧Ƿٟٹϟɬ
چսفӑĂڭڠګ٣֯ٛٞڂـӵԁمθۗونӑĂڭڠګ٦ǈ̯͈וم٣ٜ٢مٛٞـ٢ؾژـ
ٹڠΧ۠֡ۘـ٢ڻڋڦ٦ӑĂڭڠګ٠ѶՍƼ٧ۗ҅٦Ⱥـ٣Þِٞ٧١٦فٿ٢ŏɞ̮ۛ΅
'̮ڂؿم٦ٙ҅چڃٌۘلفڄu¯٦ʆԱـ֤چٞĕÙЫ٣իلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چŹΝЫ٢ڎڟۑڻ
ڭږ٦չЫ٠ِْٖۗٹۘڂ٦ŏɞ̮٣íٝـٞӑĂוچڭڠګǇ˪ٖٻ٦әn٣֏Ǆ٣Ⱥٌف
٠مٟڃن٨ۗĺ,ƥ˰ٟ٦ڭکێۅ٧θـن٠ƦۘڂقՍƗģ٧ۗѣ٣ӑĂڭڠګɢ٠ѶՍƼ
ɢ٦ͪї֥٦ͪїͪցӵ٠ƦƼց٦҅¶љ٦'چـƔ˥ِ٘ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ƗģԱۤ˥٦Ăʲ[ۛڦؾڬɳƟԱۛם٢١]ۥ
҅¶љ٦ΘО٣٧ŏ͊ǁԁǁԱۤfNIRSچۥȋِ֤٘ۘʼĤƹҭ٦¯ʛɻ 3 թچέ˧٠ِۗӑ
Ăږڠڦ٧ۗȮξۗͦξƆՒۗٸօۗϝÆ̯٦ 4 ʈږڠڦۗכ٧ѶՍƼ٠ԦƼ٦ 2 ʈכٟɳ
Ɵچǣٛ٘ۘ΅Þԁ̈́چǣفΘОӵ٧ۗͪїͪցӵ م7 ۗۏڱۓۇڨƦƼց م14 ۏڱۓۇڨٟؿ
ۘڂ
Ƈwۤϯ̅٠٢ڂʃϼٻƇۥ
1.ͪїͪցӵٹƦƼցۗٹӑĂڭڠګɢځٿɢ٦҅م٦ӱ¶фمθۘـن2.ƦƼږڠڦٟ
ͮۗٸ٘ڂؿҵЫ٣ͪїͪցӵٹځٿƦƼց٦Ү]٦مθۘـنƦƼց٧ۑڣϞӣŏٟ˪j٣
̇ڂڃ٠فـŪǇۘڂؿم3.=҅ۛǿ҅٦̮٣ٜـٞ٧ƨ̖ۛږڠڦԓ٣/٣Ʀۗٓقʛѡϛ
ږڠڦٻՖ٦҅¶љ٦ӾȬَچҮFِٞڂـ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق4. ͪїͪցӵ٦Ү]ڂْڀل٠օڦ
ږڠ٧٠٦ŏɞ̮مКۗوƦƼց٦Ү]ڂْڀل٠Ȯξږڠڦ٧٠٦ŏɞ̮مКۘـ
ѣĂْٰڭۓڋہن
ӑĂڭڠګ٦]֤̮
҅¶љ٦ŏɞ̮٠ځ͌ـِ̈فـǆٟۗӑĂڭڠګ٦̈٘٢q̮҄چБğٌْڂ٠مǠۘڂڃڀق
ˎ֮Ы٣ۗӑĂוچڭڠګǇ˪ٖٻ٦̟О٣֏Ǆ٣Ⱥٌف٠مٟڃن٨ۗĺ,ƥ˰ٟ٦ڭکێۅ
٧θۘـن
ƗģʆԱ٦]֤
҅u¯٦ċʱچȺٌٛ٘ٵڃٟ٦ƦƼƗģ٧ۗƦƼù҄٠҅٦ӵ٦έ]٣Ϯչِ٘Ɨģٙ٠
Ʀ(ڂقθͅ 2002ϷȚ 2007 ٢١)ٌۘڃ٣έِۗՍƗģ٧¢ʈӑĂٿكڭڠګ٫٠ۗفـĺ,ƥ
˰ٟ٦ٖږڠڦ٦ٹ٦چƗģέ˧٠ِٞۘڂـǲƼĺ,ԁցٟ٦҅u¯ċʱ٦ِ֤̈]ـԱچ
ϐģْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
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Brain Activation of Three Beginner Level Japanese
Learners During Written Tests and Conversation - An
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fNIRS Study Comparing Prefrontal Cortex and
Language Area –

Yu HIRATA (ׂժáθ¯ ƦƼĺ,˳ԪƗģu)

Background and purpose of this research
In modern-day language teaching, it is apparent that practical communicative proficiency has
become the first priority (in most cases). Despite the emphasis on communication skills, however, we
still have to rely heavily on written tests to assess the achievement levels of teaching/learning in class.
However, high scores on written tests do not necessarily correspond to high communicative
proficiency. If specific written-test formats could be accurately used to assess and/or promote a
learner’s communicative proficiency, they would provide a significant benefit to language courses. Is
there any written-test format that induces brain activation similar to that of conversation? To attempt
to answer this question, it is necessary to examine the similarity and/or dissimilarity in brain
activation during written tests and conversations. This is the objective of a long-term project, and this
study compares the brain activation in the prefrontal cortex and the language area of three beginner
level Japanese learners.
Method
This study employed FOIRE-3000, an fNIRS system made by SHIMADZU, for brain imaging. The
participants in the experiment were asked to undertake four types of written-test tasks, namely, (a)
multiple choice 1 (three choices for one blank), (b) multiple choice 2 (three choices for three blanks),
(c) translation, and (d) dialogue completion, and two types of conversation tasks, one in Japanese and
the other in their native language, English. After the experiment, correlation analysis was applied to
the data of those six tasks. Seven channels from the prefrontal cortex (i.e., seven locations in the area)
and seven channels around Broca's area and Wernicke's area, as well as seven channels on the other
side of the head, were chosen for analysis.
Results
(1) For both the prefrontal cortex and the language area, brain activation was more significant for
the conversation tasks than the written tasks. (2) Overall, the language area was more activated than
the prefrontal cortex, perhaps because the tasks were language tasks. The fNIRS data regarding the
prefrontal cortex tended to fluctuate around the zero value. (3) Right and left hemisphere dominance
appears to depend on the individual participant and/or task and cannot be generalized. This could be
due to the participants’ differing degrees of Japanese proficiency and/or the complexity of brain
activity. (4) The prefrontal cortex activation showed that the translation tasks exhibited lower
similarity to conversation. Moreover, the language area activation showed that the multiple choice 1
tasks exhibited lower similarity to conversation.
Possible contributions
(1) A new application for written tests:
Analyzing brain activity may lead us to a new application for written tests. Using written tests to
accurately assess and/or promote a learner’s communicative proficiency would prove to be
significantly beneficial to language courses.
(2) A new methodological application of neuroscience technology:
It can be said that the focal point of previous studies on language which employed neuroscience
technology has been the functional mapping of the brain’s language functions. In contrast, the
research items of this study are written-test formats and conversation, which are the very tasks used in
language classrooms. This study aims to seek a new possibility of applying neuroscience technology
to language education.
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̖ڒێۅډѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣˰˿͍ڂٿձٟ٦
ƙ/Ϧ٦ځٻ٠ځ
Aki ITOH (Ǎчθ¯)
ǭů̯ϝٟ٧ۗȯ֚ɻ٦ƙم/Ϧِ٢˰ـǭۗ΅ʆ٦ِ̃چڠڋڎڹ٢فٿـ٣ɨ
ڀ٦ƙچʃϼِ٢ڃي٨٢ۗٓڀӾȬ٢б٠٢ڂŪǇ٣قםۘڂؿ٨ۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ٧ʚ˂ɗ
ٻčսԅ٢١ـ֤چٞƙَٔ×چ٢٘ٵۗڀمɻمĴِו٢ڀمϝڂٸ̓چŪǇٌڂؿم٠
مԪǱَڃٞۤڂـFujii, 2012ǫĜ, 2008 ٢١ِلِۘۥ٢ۗڀمѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِ٘Ɨģٟ
٧ۗӢњҨ٦ՠǂɫ٣Ϯչِ٘ƗģۤՌйۛđՍ, 2013 ٢١مۥΧۗو١٦فٿ٣ƙЇ̱٦
ځٻ٠مځбَڃٞلوـ٧ʤԁ٣իلڀ٣َڃٞـ٢ۘـ
ՍƗģٟ٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٦͍˿˰ձ٣ـكٞۗ¨Ѻ֦ğӘƥۗɲսůɫ٣
Ϯչِۗɻم١٦فٿ٣ƙچЇِ̱ǭچչɉْ٦چلիلڀ٣ْۘڂκ٧ڽڋؾڊګێۇڨ
ڭۓ٦ѫ֝چѲ̖ٟǠڂق٠ٹفـ٦ٟۗځؿJƼچԦƼ٠ْ̖ڒێۅډڂϯ˪Ĥ¯ʛɻ٠ѶՍƼԦ
Ƽɻ٦ ډھ8 Ͷ (NS-NS)ۗӁ«έ˧٠ِٞѶՍƼԦƼɻњɀ 10 Ͷ (NS-NNS)چέ˧٠ِ٘ۘ
ԁٟ̈́٧ۗٓٵФ٣έِٞի¨٢њمЋƹ٣ɦَڃ٢لٛ٘ځٻ٠چځϲʰِٖ٘ۘ٦ϯڀلФ
چɊɡֻْ֑ۗڂսκз٦ɉЩۗΦ٦٦Фɦ٢١ۗƙچӘիْڂҨچϲʰِٖ٘ۘ¨چڃѺ
֦ğӘƥۗɲսůɫۗԉ˃ԅ٣ԁِۘ٘כȈƹ٣ϲʰِ٘ځٻ٠چځɲЫ٣ԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٦ƇwۗѶՍƼԦƼɻњɀ٦ٟ٧¨Ѻ֦ğӘƥچȺِ֤٢ۗڀمӠҴ٢ۓؾڦƿα
ٟɻ͆مŉЫ٣ƙ٦Ωэ̮چƔѓِ٢ڀمϝڂٸ̓چŪǇؿمٛ٘ۘقם٨ۗФٯ٦ի¨
٢]яىْم٣ѡڃڀ٢لٛ٘˰ǭۗٿۮ٥ـ֤چۯ٢چֻ֑ڀمФɦِٞњچѡفٿ٠ِ٘ۗ٘ٵۗځ
΅ʆڀلҼОЫ٢Ү]مѡ˰٘ڃڀǭ٧ٺّۮ٢ۯ۞ـ٠Үِٞچбَٔٞۘ٘ـ
/ۗNS-NNS ٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻوِٹ٧ԦƼɻ٦ملڃٓـʃќƕۗځ چϝچбِٞوـŪ
Ǉ٣ؿٛ٘ۘѣ٣ۗ¯ʛɻ٧¨Ѻ֦ğٻњ֦ğڃَچٞٹόʸ٢]я٣ʚɁِۗ͆ŉЫ٣Фѫ
֝چŘάkْڂ٢١ϝچбٌَٔڂ٠٧ځٵؿ٢لٛ٘ۘ¯ۗ٘ٵʛɻ٧΅ʆ͒چѡِ٘΅ۗځʆ
٣Ү˰ڂْځِ٘ǭ٣ԉ˃ԅٟƙچʲٌٰڂ٠مΧلٖٛ٘ۘ٦Ȕۗلۮ٢ـ֤چۯٞƙ×چ
َٔٞ΅ۗ٘ٵۘ٘ـʆڀلҮ]چ6نʰِ٘˰ـǭ٧˪˕Ї٦ɲսůɫӘƥـ֤چٞ΅ʆ٦Ү]
چğ¨ځ٘ٸѺِِ٘ۘ٘ځ
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Negotiation sequences during consensus-building
discourse in NS-NNS interaction by American learners
of Japanese

Aki ITOH (Ǎчθ¯)

In a consensus-building discourse, participants in the conversation need to express their opinions in
a way that would not threat interlocutor’s face, particularly when their opinions are opposed to each
other. In that situation, for example, Japanese tend to mitigate their opinion by using sentence-final
particles, interrogative expressions, and expanding the sequences with their interlocutors in a
collaborative manner (Fujii, 2012; Takamiya, 2008). However, it is still unclear how learners of
Japanese interact with their interlocutors to build a consensus, since most of the previous studies focused
on semantic formulas of disagreement (Hotta and Yoshimoto, 2013 etc).
This study investigated how American learners of Japanese interact with their interlocutors to build
a consensus dialogue focusing on confirmation-requested expressions and interrogative expressions.
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Eight American upper-intermediate level learners of Japanese were paired up with native Japanese
speakers (NS-NNS group). They were asked to discuss about planning a charity event. In comparison
with the NS-NNS group, 10 pairs of native Japanese speakers (NS-NS group) did the same task. In the
analysis of data, first, the consensus-building phrases, which did not show explicit agreement
immediately to the proposition were extracted from the discourse. Second, the utterances expressing
opinion, such as explaining a reason for supporting proposition, pointing a problem, proposing another
suggestion, and so on, were extracted. These utterances were classified into conformation-requested
expressions, interrogative expressions, and declarative statements. Finally, extracted sequences were
analyzed qualitatively.
The results showed that the NS-NS group tends to expand the sequences by validating their ideas
with confirmation-requested expressions, as well as exchanging dialogue turns frequently. For example,
when their partner’s response was delayed, they tend to use -yone (sentence-final particle function as a
confirmation request) to show their reason to induce the partner’s agreement. Similarly, if one’s
proposition was opposed by the other, the proposer expands sequences using -janai (negative question
function as a confirmation request) to persuade their partner.
In contrast, in the NS-NNS group’s interactions, either leaners or Japanese native speakers tend to
take the initiative and they did not expand sequences collaboratively. Especially, even after NS
interlocutors asked a confirmation request or an agreement request, learners did not expand the
sequences actively and they just responded simply. When learners tried to persuade or oppose their
partners, they tend to mitigate their opinion by using kana (sentence-final particle function as a
mitigation marker) in declarative statements. In addition, they tend to use declarative sentences with a
rising intonation for asking or conforming partner’s opinion, instead of using conformation-requested
expressions.
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̐գф٠ϝ٦б٣Þْڂ/ǠȦ
Ahran KIM (˪ϡθ¯)
ƦƼǣљمʩ٦Þũ٠_٦Þũ٣ٿٛٞԖڂڅ٠ٌفـ٠٧ʑϟ٦ٌ٠ٟۗمڂؿѽץ٠ـٛ٘ʩ
٦ÞũمĕÙЫɉӖ٠ِٞڂڃڅوٿ٦٣έِۗ̐գф٢١_٦Þũ٧ʃÙЫɉӖ٠َڃٌۗڃ
ٵٟځٵؿŘάЫ٢ďڃَمٌٞ٢لٛ٘ۘ̐գф٣ڂٿƦƼǣљ٦'ـ٧ FTA ٟƞϸ٣ƙڃڀ
ڂ٠ǠۗمڂڃڀقѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧Ý͍Ы٢ƦـمĸЇَمڃٟٚ¯ۘڂؿʛɻ΅مʆ٠٦̐գ
ф٣ٿٛٞɨԁ٦ƦƼǣљۏؾۑڭۓښچٟفٿڂن٣ɉќْٰنٙ٠Ǡٖۗمڂڃڀق٦٘ٸ٣٧ٵ
ٓѶՍƼԦƼɻ٦ƦƼǣљچիلڀ٣ْڂӐ֦ٵڃٌۘڂؿمٟΧو٦ƗģɻمѶՍƼԦƼ
ɻٻѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ FTA ٣ϴչِٞۘ٘نѣ٣ƙέׂٻӢњ٣ÞْڂƗģ٧ː٢و٢مـ
(ֹͫ 2001ֹۙđ س2003ۙθГ 2005ۙշȰ 2005ۙҞ* 2009֧ۙ 2015)ۗ̐գф٣ϴչِ٘ٹ٦٧շ
Ȱ(2005)٦ٶِٟۗلِۘڂؿշȰ(2005)̐ٹգфۮچǫۯ٠ۮКۯ٣ԁيٞڂـٙيٟۗϝ٦бٿ
ځӢњ٦ʈۤכƙҼО/ɝɳҼОۥ٣ϴչِٞƗģچǣٌٖٛٞۘڂـٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗ̐գфچ
ۮǫۛϯۛКۯ٣ԁيٞۗ̐գ٦фǭـ٣ٿٛٞϝ٦бم١٦فٿ٣Ԗڂڅ٦چلԁِ̈́٘ۘۮǫۯ
٠ۮКۯ٦Ý٣ۮϯٌڂي͐چۯ٠ٟۗ̐գфمǫو٢ڂ٣ٜڃٞ٦б֡΅م١فԖkْڂ٦ل
ٹիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠مٟۘڂنȺِ֤٘ڦؾڬ٧ѶՍ̖θ¯̵٣ڂٿɨٟͭۘڂؿíʷɻ چ1 ̖
Ƅٸٖٞۗ٦íʷɻ٣̐գф٦"٢ ڂ3 թ٦΅ʆ٠ 1 έ 1 ِٟٞڀٹٛ٘ۘíʷɻ٧ 4 թٟۗ
ɢÝ٧ք 280 ԁ(12 )ٟۘڂؿíʷɻ٠΅ʆ٣٧״iͪ٣ƙ م2 ٜ٣ԁ ڂڃل20 ƨ٦
κ٣ٜـٞɨԁ٦ƙ٣ãچٜيٞۗـڀٹɳȔ٦ٟ٧ƙم/Ϧْڂκ٠/Ϧِ٢ـ
κ٣ٜـٖٞ ڃٗڃ10 ԁÝفٿْ٣ɉɦِ٘ۘՍҨӘٟʃ٣˝зچэٞڂ٦٧ƙم/Ϧِ
٢ـκ٣ٜـِٞǭٛ٘ӵԁٟۘڂؿԁ̈́Ƈw٧ɣ٦Вځٟ(ۘڂؿ1)̐գфۮǫۯ٦˰ǭۜЋ͍
Ы٢ FTA مǣڃڅٞۘ٘ـҼОЫ٢Ү](ڃٖۜם٧حԞٙچ)ٿƙٔ٘΅ۗځʆ٦ƙ٦սκзچ
ѨوɲսٻҮچŢځԚِ٢ڀمɨԁ٦ƙچĸوʃϼِ٘ۘ(2)̐գфۮϯۯ٦˰ǭۜ΅ʆ٦ƙ٣
ӵԁЫۛӘƥЫ٣њِ٢ۗٹڀمȈƹٵٟɨԁ٦ƙچÚ˰وǭمΧلٛ٘ۘ(3)̐գфۮКۯ٦˰
ǭۜȈʚЫ٣΅ʆ٦ƙ٣ǭڂٔڅůٟچʚ˰ڂٔڀڅǭمΧلٛ٘ۘ
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Considering degree of intimacy and tone of
conversation

Ahran KIM (˪ϡθ¯)

It is common knowledge that linguistic behavior differs between people in vertical relationships and
horizontal relationships. While vertical relationships such as age are often treated as objective indicators,
horizontal relationships such as degree of intimacy are considered to be subjective indicators, and until
now, have rarely been the subject of concrete discussion. Differences in linguistic behavior according
to degree of intimacy are presumed to appear conspicuously in face-threatening acts (FTAs), but
Japanese language education tends to emphasize indirect modes of expression. As it is considered
desirable to provide guidance that enables learners to control their own linguistic behavior based on
their degree of intimacy with the other interlocuter, it is necessary to first clarify the linguistic behavior
of native speakers of Japanese. Many previous studies have focused on FTAs of Japanese native
speakers and students learning Japanese. Opposing opinions and disagreements have been the subject
of a particularly large number of studies, but only one of these—a study by Kiyama (2005)—focused
on degree of intimacy. However, Kiyama’s (2005) study only divided degree of intimacy into “high
(intimacy +)” and “low (intimacy 0)” to conduct research that noted types of disagreement (denial of
opinion or denial of fact) based on the tone of conversation.
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Hence, the present study categorized degree of intimacy as “high, medium, or low” and analyzed
how the tone of a conversation varied according to the degree of intimacy. Setting “medium” between
“high” and “low” permits clarification of how the tone of a conversation changes as intimacy increases.
The data used were natural conversations between Japanese university students. One reference person
conducted one-to-one conversations with three other people who had varying degrees of intimacy with
the reference person. Four reference persons took part in conversations for about 280 minutes (12
conversations). Before recording began, each reference person and the students with whom the
reference person was to converse were presented with a list of 20 topics on which two opposing opinions
existed and were asked to circle their own opinions for each topic. They were then instructed to discuss
topics on which they agreed, as well as those on which they disagreed, for 10 minutes each during the
actual conversations. This presentation focuses on parts of the discussions of topics on which the
interlocuters disagreed. The following are the results of the analysis. (1) In cases of “high” intimacy,
direct FTAs occurred; subjects displayed negative reactions (e.g., “You’re quibbling!”) or strongly
asserted their own opinions by asking questions that pointed out problems with the other person’s
opinions or by repeating their objections. (2) In cases of “medium” intimacy, subjects often persisted
in their own views to the very end, while partially or expressly agreeing with the other person’s opinion.
(3) In cases of “low” intimacy, conversations concluded in many cases with the subjects matching their
opinions to those of the other person.
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Literary interventions in discourses on Japanese
nuclear issues

Orna SHAUGHNESSY (University of Denver)

How can teaching a controversial topic in Japanese foster the practice of more inclusive dialogue?
The particular choice of how a topic is framed in the Japanese classroom is crucial to the degree to
which students of a variety of opinions will be open to understanding positions other than their own.
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ѶՍ٦ơҢۛơɄו٦έ٣ԅ¯Ы٢ѷ
Orna SHAUGHNESSY (ؾڴۓڬθ¯)
ѶՍ٦΄Ы٢κچĺٌڂق٠٧١٦فٿ٣ԩµЫ٢έچ,ٞ۞لڂڃڀѶՍ٦ĺɱٟڸڭ
ږک٦ǖَ̯ڃٞͦڂـξ٧ۗɨԁ٦ƙچɡ̵ٛٞڂـоمɨԁ٦ϥلڂֻْچ١لف
ӆ˲٣ʪْ֦ٟۘ
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Who’s superior? The examination of power
relationships and its effect on learners in peer
interaction

Sally CHAN (UNSW Sydney)

ϊ٦ۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋډڸ ۞˪م٣וڂيكÞũ٠¯ʛɻٯ٦Eł٦ǠȦ
Who’s superior? The examination of power relationships and its effect on learners in peer
interaction
This paper aims to understand power relationships and its effect on the interaction of dyads of
mixed L1 in completing target language (TL) tasks.
Individuals make comparisons with others in their environment in relation to abilities and their
performances and construct power relationships, i.e. a sense of superiority or inferiority, which affects
their behaviour towards that person (e.g. Asch, 1946; Mahler et al., 2010; Watanabe & Swain, 2007;
Wood, 1989).
The power relationship between the peers in a dyad have shown effects on the interaction and L2
development. Yule and Macdonald (1990) demonstrated that the higher proficiency (HL) learner in
the dyad of ESL learners with mixed proficiency and L1 dominated over the lower proficiency (LP)
peer and tended to complete the language task alone. However, when the task was modified to grant
power to the LP peer, the HP learner increased effort to communicate and supported the LP peer
extensively more; and the pair worked collaboratively and negotiated more to complete the task.
Negotiation and collaboration is associated with L2 learning (e.g. Leeser, 2004; Storch, 2002).
To date, however, there are still little studies investigating power relationships socially constructed
in pair work. Thus, this paper investigates the power relationships of learners in dyads of similar TL
proficiency as well as when paring with a TL L1 speaker, and their interaction in completing TL
tasks.
Participants were learners of Japanese at universities in Sydney, Australia. The target learners were
Chinese L1 learners of Japanese and their peers of either another Chinese (C-C), Korean (C-K) or
Japanese L1 speaker (C-J). The learners of Japanese were of the advanced Japanese proficiency. Each
pair completed a Dictogloss task, sentence dehydrated task and picture description task in
approximately 2 hours of interaction. Their interactions were transcribed, analysed and compared
across the different pairing conditions.
A power balance was developed in the C-C pairs, while the Korean and Japanese L1 peer
developed superiority in the C-K and C-J pairs. Similar to Yule and Macdonald (1990), those pairs
with a power balance showed more collaborative behaviours and negotiation, while the superior peers
in power imbalanced pairs exercised more control over the Chinese L1 learners and the task, they
were more assertive on their own answers, rejected the Chinese L1 learners’ suggestions more and
negotiated less. The more inferior Chinese L1 learners also developed passiveness and participated
less in the interaction.
The L1 and proficiency differences seemed to play some role in the construction of power
relationships, in that the Japanese L1 speakers may have assumed the superior position for their
Japanese ability, while the Korean L1 speakers perhaps for their self-claimed superiority in relative
Japanese ability or dominating personality. However, the effect of L1 in C-C pairs in producing
power balance is still inconclusive.
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The results may be an indication of the importance to create balanced power relationships in L2
classrooms to promote more negotiation and collaboration in pair work, and L2 learning.
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κб٣ƙڂڃڀɨƭɦ
―ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠àǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦
ʼέձ ڀل3 ٦چВِٞ―

Hyunyoung OH (Ϫ҉θ¯)

ʥ֮٦κ٣ÞْڂƗģ٧ۗѣО٦ƥ˧٣˝зچэٞ٘Ɨģ٠ɲսɓЇȁمΧؾڬۗځؿو
چڦƠ٣ِ٘Ɨģٟ_ٹϚЫƗģمΧٖۘـ٦٘ۗٸÞũů̯ʼöڀل٦Х٦Ԗkچ٠ٌڂقڀ٠
٧Ǹѱٟۘڂؿ
ٌٖٟۗՍƗģٟ٧Þũů̯ʼöڀل٦Х٦ԖkچΖۗٸ٘ڂقʼέձ٦΅ʆ٠٦ 3 ٦
چڦؾڬƠ٣àǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ(j KJ)٠ѶՍƼԦƼɻ(j J)٦ۗκ①κќѷ٦
Фɦ②κ٦ʈכĚ٫ѫ֝③κٍ٠٦ǖΑ٦ԖkچǠȦِ٘ۘ
Їȁ٧ۗ2016 ѽ 12 Ɖ ڀل2017 ѽ 1 Ɖ٣dѫ٦̿ل٢״iɱٟǣٛ٘ۘ٧ 1  15
ԁۗκ٧ɨ֑ٟۗKJ ٧˪Ĥɻچέ˧٠ِ٘ۘڦؾڬ٧ʼέձڀلњّ̖٠ 3 ٦چʐ״
ِ٘ۘĴוɻ٧ Jۗ2 թۗKJۗ2 թٟۘڂؿŘάЫ٣ԦƼ˰ձ٧ۗJ έ Jۗ1 ؾډھ3 ۗKJ έ KJ1 ډھ
ؾǭŻ 3 ͍ۗ˿˰ձ٧ۗJ έ KJۗ2 ؾډھ6 ٟۘڂؿ
κќѷ٧ۗɨƭɦ٠ɲս٣ԁۗيκќѷ٠κ٣٢ٛٞڀل٦փ´ٵٟɖց٣ѷڃԁِ̈́
ِٖ٘ۘٞκ٦ѫ֝٧ۗ1 ٜ٦κڀلҊ̵َڃÞِٞɣ۠٠Ν֡وɄچƙۗٸ٘ڂθκ٠Þ
ِ٘Ҋ̵κ٠Ҋ̵κچǖِ̯ٞˏڂـκ٣ԁيԁِ̈́٘ۘ
ٖ٦Ƈwۗκ①KJ ٧κќѷ٦٘ٸ٣ɨƭɦ٠ɲսمΧوƥۗڃJ ٧κچΠΝْٸ٘ڂ
ɨƭɦٻɲսمʰƥِ٘ۘκ②κ٦ʈכ٧ۗKJ ٦ 1 չ٦٧ J ٦ 2 ҔـڀىΧ و2
չڀلĞƂ٣ƣۘڂKJ ٧ۗ1 չ٦ٟ٧κ٦ΠΝمː٢ـҮձ J ٧ۗ1 չ٦ ڀل1
ٜ٦κ٦ΠΝمЉۘـKJ ۗJ  ٹ3 ٦چВِٞۗ1 ٜ٦κ٦ΠΝمЉو٢ٛ٘ۘκ③KJ
٦κб٦ۓؾڦڵ٧Χٟ֡ۗځؿKJ ٣ٙيƥؿمۓؾڦڵڂڃٛ٘ۘ3 չ٦ٟ٧ KJ  ٹJ
مۓؾڦڵٹː٢و٢ٛٞۗʰƥْٹۓؾڦڵڂĳВٌِٞڂـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ3 ٜ٦ʃ٢Ƈw
ۗڀلKJ ٧ۗچĞΚ٣̓ǣٌَٔڂ٠مǠۗڃڀقJ ٧ОЫ٣̓ǣٌَٔڂ٠مǠٖۘڂڃڀق
ِٞۗKJ ٠ J ٧ۗκچќѷْڂɢ٠ٖ٦κ̓چǣَٔڂԱٌف'م٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ʼέձ ڀل3 ٦چԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٟۗʼέձ˰ձ٣ƧڂѣϾمԁۗځلɨƭɦ٦Ùзڀل
ԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٟʥ֮٦Ɨģڀلƙقٝلڀٛ٘ǖΑٹիلڀ٣ٟ٘ن٠Ǡۘڂق

9B_F3 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 17:00

Self-disclosure in topic development: Based on the
conversation from the first meeting to the third time
conducted between Japanese native speaker and
Korean Japanese learner

Hyunyoung OH (Ϫ҉θ¯)

In the research, in order to capture the change in the process from the beginning of the relationship
formation, three times based on the conversation data (1) Introduction of topics way (2) Types of
topics and contents of self-disclosure (3) Examined the structural changes of each topic. As a result,
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KJ has many self-disclosure and questions for introduction of topics, J has self-disclosure and
questions to persist the topic. The type of topic is that the first conversation of KJ is twice as many as
J, and the second conversation suddenly decreases. In KJ, while the topic does not long in the first
conversation, J has a long topic from the first conversation. KJ's topic development pattern is diverse,
and there are only patterns that appear in KJ. In the third conversation, both KJ and J had fewer
patterns, and that the emerging patterns are also common.
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¯׆ۮάƟ٦ƦƼkمڭږڎڟۑڻۯ
ѶՍƼĺ,٣ْڀ٘ٹq̮҄
Akiko MURATA (Ա̰θ¯)
٦θ¯٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞۗѶՍ¯׆٧ٌ٠٨ٻԅk٦¯٫̖ۗÝЫ٢̯Љ٦ù٠ِ
ٞӆ˲٣ʪ֦ٟ¯׆م̵¯ۘڂؿάƟچ/̮٦ڭۓڽڋ٣ٔٓۗúǲƹ٣¯٫ٻûӣْل̵چن
٘ٸ٣ۗĺ,̵¯مۄۍڗۑڻ٦¯׆άƟ٦Ă״kۤƦƼkچۥŹΝЫ٣ɊSٌْڂ٠مՀـِٵ
ۤDeardorff 2015ۘۥѶՍƼĺ,ۄۍڗۑڻ٧̵ٌۗ¯׆ِ٘ف٦άƟ٦Ă״kچɊSْ۠֡ڂ٢q҄
̮چɡٛٞ¯׆ۮۗځكάƟ٦ƦƼkۯ٠فـɖзۗڀلĺ,ͮۄۍڗۑڻά٠ِٞuչ_ϚЫلٜ
ŹΝЫ٣̵¯׆٦¯׆άƟ٦Ă״kۗƦƼkچɊSْفٿڂ٢ĺ,ɳͥ٦ϫ͆ۗĺ,ۓڋڝڬ٦
ԁ̈́چǣٌف٠مʪ֦٠٢ٛٞۘڂـ
ٌ٦فٿ٢зچєقٵٞۗՍԪǱٟ٧Þы٦ɑׂθ¯٦ѶՍƼĺ,ۄۍڗۑڻٟǣڃڅٞڂـ
¯׆ۮάƟ٦ƦƼk¯׆ۤۯڭږڎڟۑڻάƟ٦ĂʲkچѶՍƼĺ,ۄۍڗۑڻ٦ϯ¥٣ϥٝۗي
uչ_ϚЫ٣¯׆άƟ٦ƦƼkچɊSْۥڭږڎڟۑڻڂ٣˝зچэٞۗ¯̵٦ОöЫ٢̇ځԚځ
ۓۋڞکڢ٦ĺ,ۓڋڝڬ٠¯ʛɻ٦̯wԀچԁِ̯̈́ۗwԀ٦̵ِلۗθ¯̵ۤ¯׆٦ځ
ʰِθ¯ۥ٠٦Ŵ٦q̮҄٣ٜـٞƔѓْۘڂ
۲ȯǠԅƖ۳
Deardorff, K.D. (2015) Demystifying Outcomes Assessment for International Educators: A Practical
Approach. Sterling, VA: Stylus Publishing.
Kolb, D. (1984) Experiential Learning: Experience as the source of learning and development.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.
Τй˘Ʉۛǽђ̆ȼ (2016¯כ̖ۮۥ٦Ա٣íٝ٘ـѶՍƼĺ,٣ڻږؾےڮۏؾڊڹڂيك
ۯڭږڎڟۑι 19 ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,ۄڍڟہۓڞԅʡۚ

9C_A1 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:00

Potentials for a “Verbalizing the Study Abroad
Experience” Project for Japanese Language Education

Akiko MURATA (Ա̰θ¯)

Study abroad in Japan is an important event for overseas Japanese language learners, not only for
language and culture learning but also for maturing as a person. However, students’ study abroad (SA)
experiences tend to be reported retrospectively after the SA period, such as in their final report and
presentations, and details of students’ experiential learning tend to remain invisible.
As Dewey suggests, learning does not simply occur through experience, but also through reflecting
and reorganizing one’s experiences for deeper understanding. Thus, it is essential for educators to
provide continuous opportunities for students to visualize and verbalize their experiences abroad
ۤDeardorff, 2015ۥ.
This presentation analyzes the “Verbalizing the Study Abroad Experience” project within the
Japanese language program in a large private university in Japan. It illuminates how a Japanese
language program can function as a facilitating space for learners to reflect upon their experiences,
visualizing them by analyzing three types of classes: a writing class, a business Japanese class, and a
research project class.
References
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Deardorff, K.D. (2015) Demystifying Outcomes Assessment for International Educators: A Practical
Approach. Sterling, VA: Stylus Publishing.
Kolb, D. (1984) Experiential Learning: Experience as the source of learning and development.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.
Τй˘Ʉۛǽђ̆ȼ (2016¯כ̖ۮۥ٦Ա٣íٝ٘ـѶՍƼĺ,٣ڻږؾےڮۏؾڊڹڂيك
ۯڭږڎڟۑι 19 ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,ۄڍڟہۓڞԅʡۚ
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¯׆ŸƟ٦nϞچƦƼkْڻکۋڞږؾےڂҨ٠ڞڈڹ
̯֨ؾڦؾګێ٦ɳͥ
Hitomi KOBAYASHI (̎йƼθ¯̵¯׆ԓu)
Genya ONUMA (̎йƼθ¯ۏڴؾۑڗѶՍƼ)ؾڦۓڢ
¯׆٧ŸƟچВّ٘¯ʛ٦¤ǈ٦ùِٟۗلِۘڂؿŸƟ٧ѫ˟ۤچۥۓۋڞږېڹێВّٖٞ٦
nϞمǫڃڀٸٞ٧ّٸٞۗ¯ʛ̯ٻЉ٣ٜ٢ ڋؾۉڬۤڂم2004ۗ٘ٵۘۥŸƟچΦɻ٣иڂق٣٧ۗ
ٖ٦nϞچƦƼkٟن٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ۘـÖԜ٢ѫ˟٦چ˰ٻۏؾڪФıٟڃن٨ۗ¯׆ŸƟɻÝ
٦ɨ׀Ы٢¯٫ǭچـΒٟ̓ۘڂنՍɳٟͥ٧ۗ¯׆ŸƟ٦ѫ˟چΒْۗսچـǖΑЫ٣ǖِ̯٘
ۄؾڙڮؾڒ٠ٖۗچڻکۋڞږؾے٘ـ֤چڃҨِ٘ۘҨِ٘ 59 Օ٦ڮؾڒ٧ۗŸƟ¯ʛۏڬۆ
ۤKolb 1984ۥ٣έ]ْ ڂ4 ٜ٦ْۗێڛګڒ٢څٚ (1)ǠٻقŸƟ٦έ٣ڂٿĳ֏ۗ(2)ŸƟ٦Ƽځ
٣ڂٿѫ˟ۗ(3)Ԇنʆ٦Ү]٦ŪІ٣ڂٿѫ˟ۗ(4)έچВّ٘ûٝن٦ƦƼk٣Þْڂսچـն
ِ֭ٞڻکۋڞږؾےۘڂـٟ٧ۗڻؾۏڗٟͦچڮؾڒξِ٢ڀمέِۗսκ٦Սɲٻɨƭ٦;ڃ
٘nϞÙ٣û̯ٝۗځ٘ـǃچۓؾڦڵĳ֏ِǡОЫٟ̋ـÞũ̮چϨٌڂْځ٘ـ٠٣ٿٛٞۗŸ
Ɵ¯ʛچΒ̵ْۘ¯ۗ٘ٵњɀٟچڻکۋڞږؾےǣۗفٿڂقѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵ٻǲ̖ڈڹچ̵¯׆
ؾڦؾګێڞ٠ِِ̯ٞ֨ۗ3 ٦ɳͥچǣٛ٘ۘǭŻ 19 թ٦ȯpɻۤϜ̮ 3 թۛ˄̮ 16 թۗ10ۢ60
ζٯۥ٦ɝͪۛɝƹ٦ɲսɓЇȁ٦ۗۮɨԁ٦ٻ¯׆Ӳѹٟ٦ŸƟ٦Řάچם/ٜٖۗ٦ŸƟ
٣١ڇ٢nϞؿمٛ٘چلƿقٞĺقٞوَٙۯـ٠فـɲսٟ٧ۗɝͪ٣٧ۗŸƟ٦ɝɳ٦˃ʲ٣
٠١ٹڂٵ٦مΧلٛ٘ۗمɝƹ٣٧ۗŸƟ٦ՠӣۗيՠ٦ΖقЋِۗnϞ٦ȇѺɬۗɣ٦չӖ
͐ОمΧوƙۗڃڀѫ˟چΒٌِ٘٠مȹڻکۋڞږؾےۗ٘ٵۘ٘قϯ٦έٟ٧ۗŸƟ٣Þْڂû
ӣٯن٦ƦĚمӾ̤ؿٛ٘ۘѫ˟٦ڻکۋڞږؾےٻۏؾڪ٦Ҩ̯ۗ֨ؾڦؾګێڞڈڹƗʕюم
ɺ̖ĺ,٦ԅդٟϴչَڃِٞۗلِۘڂـθ¯̵٦¯׆ŸƟچnϞ¯ڂؿ٫٣ǫٌڂٸ٠٣ѣ
kِ٘ȸͶ˰ٻٶȝځ٧ۗٵٙ¨ׂَٹ٘ڃ٦م٢ۘـՍɳͥ٧ۗұ֤Ыۏڔڠ٠ِٞ٦ѫ˟٣Þڅ
ڂĺ,چڠؾڤێҨْ̈ڂāЫ٢əٶٟڻکۋڞږؾےۗ٘ٵۘڂؿ٧¯׆ŸƟɻ٦Ĵچוѡٞ
Ҩَۗڃɳ֤̮ٻΩэ̮مǫـٙيٟ٢ۗوѣО٦ƦƼٻԅk٦چЈقٞ¶֤ٟۗنѶՍǲѫ
٦¯׆ŸƟɻ٦ډێۇڔů̯٣Ǎوïٌٟ֚ڂن٠ۗڀلέچВّٞƷـ٦nϞÙٻǠقچϟ
ڂùچФıْڂȸͶٶ٠ِٞƦƼĺ,٦Ͷٶ٦ѫ٣ـكٞĎۘڂؿم

9C_A2 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 14:30

Developing a student-led workshop on the experience
of studying abroad

Hitomi KOBAYASHI (̎йƼθ¯̵¯׆ԓu)
Genya ONUMA (̎йƼθ¯ۏڴؾۑڗѶՍƼ)ؾڦۓڢ

Studying abroad is a great opportunity for experiential learning. However, experiential learning for
personal growth only occurs when we improve its value through reflection on our experience (Dewey
2004). Also, in order to communicate our experiences to others, we must be able to explain what they
mean to us. Providing convenient reflection tools and opportunities can promote autonomous learning
among students who have studied abroad. In this educational practice, we developed a workshop using
a card game which consists of carefully structured questions to encourage reflection of experiences of
studying abroad. The 59 cards contain topics or questions divided into four categories which correspond
to Kolb's experiential learning theory (Kolb 1984): (1) sharing thoughts and experiences through
dialogue, (2) reflection of experience through narratives, (3) reflection of experience through reactions
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of listeners, and (4) verbalization of lessons through dialogue. During the activity, the participants work
in groups and select cards and then discuss the questions on the cards. These discussions promote
experiential learning by unveiling the essence of problems experienced while studying abroad and build
positive and deep relationships between participants by sharing patterns of success. In addition, in order
to allow students to do this activity by themselves, we trained Japanese undergraduate students and a
foreign exchange student as facilitators for the workshop and carried it out three times. We also gave a
preliminary/post questionnaires to 19 participants (3 males, 16 females, from teenagers to sixties) which
included the question, "Tell us about your experience of studying abroad or working overseas with one
specific example. What does the experience mean to you?". In the preliminary survey, participants
primarily gave factual descriptions of their experiences while studying abroad. In the post survey,
however, participants re-evaluated their study abroad experience, finding meaning and value in it, as
well as setting future goals for themselves. These post survey answers show that the workshop promoted
reflection in the participants. Development of reflection tools and workshops, training for facilitators,
etc. are becoming hot issues in the context of adult education. However, we have not reached agreement
on how to create opportunities especially to promote experiential learning from studying abroad for
university students. This activity is a novel attempt to develop educational resources related to reflection
as generic skills. Because the workshop was developed in collaboration with students who studied
abroad, it is not only highly practical and relevant, but also applies to various kinds of linguistic and
cultural backgrounds, and contributes to career development for students who have studied abroad. We
would like to conclude that the workshop significantly promotes reflective dialogue among students of
foreign language and other fields.
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چѧۜٷΧѧʍņ٣ڂيكɖ©˳Ԫ٦ʪ֦̮

Noriko HANABUSA (University of Notre Dame)

Day & Bamford (2004)٣ڂٿ٠ۗΧѧ ٠٧ۮɨڇͦڀٙΧȊٟـَِٻѧٶԀچθד٣ѧٌٷ٠ۯ
٠ОĎَۘڂڃJƼĺ,ٟɁٵٛ٘Χѧ٧ۗŏѽѶՍƼĺ,٣ٹǍځٵٜٜۗمڂؿԪǱ٧ٵٙː̤
٣٠١ٵٛٞ¯ۘڂـʛɻ٦ƨԓ¶љچϯ̅٣̦ڂقΧѧ٧ۗʥ֮٦/̀ʍņ٠٧"٢ـِ̈ڂů
٦ʍņٟۘڂؿӑɻ٦ŋէǕٟ٧ۗ2014 ѽۗځٿВ˲ʍņ٣pقٞʼĤۛϯ˪Ĥڠؾښ۾٦ͦξ̬
̳āΧѧʍņمǥَڃٞۮۘڂـԅk٣ٜـٞ¯ٰۮۯڂɨԁ٦ŀՠ٣ǭٛ٘Սۮۯڂؿمɨԁ٦
ڠؾھٟѧۯڂٸю٦ָֻ֑ٟۗʕɻڀل٦әn٧ӆ˲٣ǫۘـ
Χѧٟ٧ۗѧٶ٦ׄЁَچԻًٌڂ٠ڀلɩˀȺ֤ٸْْچٞـ٢( ـցΦ 2012 ю)ۘٿٛٞۗ
ĺɆ٧¯ʛɻ٣ۗɩˀچȺٓڅ٣ѧٸ٘ٷ٦چؾڟګۍڭڠиق٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ۘـʊ* (2014)٧ۗ
Χѧ٦/ҹ٦Ď٧ۗ˰ձ̖ۛ٦ûɡٌٚۛ٠٨چěʐْڂ٦٣ЬِٞڂـՍڀلɁٌڂٸ٠ٙ٠
͒ۘوٜۗځٵю٦ɖ©˳Ԫ˦چȑ٣ƙٌڂ٠̟ۗمΘٻθʄځ٦ۗـ֨چוɩˀ٢ِٟѧٷȔ٣
փׂٜ٠Ǡ˙ۘڂڃڀقĨ (2001)٧ۮՍ٦٧ۗԀƼڂْٰٟۗځؿٞƦ֥٠ِٞѧٶʄۯ ڂڃ٠
ʲٰۘڂ
َڀ٣ۗɠ٦٢ـՍمǲƼ¯ʛ٣֏Mٌٟڂؿ٠ٹɉЩَڃٞ( ڂـLouie & Sierschynski
2015)ۘӑɻ٧ڠؾښʼѶ٣ۗۼۏڽې٦ɠ٦٢ـɅҶՍـ֤چٞۗچѧ¶ٷљچǣ¯ۘفʛɻ٧ԅ
ɠ٦˳Ԫڀلѧٶʄٌڂڃ٠ۛ;ٌٟڂن٠юِچǭلـۗـ٣٣ԀƼچиڂؿمוڂق
لάËْۘڂɄıǇي٦Սچθ¯ۏڽې٦ĺȖ٠ِٞȺٌف٠٣έِٞۗУǐچɦْĺɆ¯ٻʛ
ɻڂـٹ٠ԆِۗلِۘوՍ¯ٟΧѧ¶љچΝ¯٘يʛɻڀل٦ڭۓۅښ٣٧ۮόƼمԁڀل٢ـɢۗ
چƙֻٟٞؿمۮۯ٘نٛ٘مؾێؾڭڠڀلձҞو٢ٛ٘ۯюۗچǡОЫ٣әnْٹڂ٦م
Χوƙۘڂڃڀ
Χѧ¶љڠؾۄڠچ٣ǣٸ٘ف٣٧ۗٓٵĺɆɨ̑م٦Ǆ֤چѺ¯ۗٸʛɻ٣иٌڂق٠مØ
֦ٟۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ѧˀĂۛ״ɨƭәnۛڭږڎڟۑڻȝӜю٦ɛچۗـ֤چѧٷ
ٌ٠ۗم١٦فٿ٣ѧٶĚ٫Φ٦ۏڔڠ٣ǄwЫٟلڂؿԁِْٖ̈́ۘڂٞۗɖ©˳Ԫ٦ʪ֦̮٣ٜ
ـٞǠȦِۗ٠ولԅɠۛƦƼ˳Ԫ٣ԗïمځٚ٢ٌٵڃٟ٦ѶՍƼʍņ٦ځؿ٣ۗ̈٘٢ɖзچ
щًۘڂيل

9C_B1 08 Ɖ 03 Ѷ 16:00

Reading pictures: The importance of visual
information in extensive reading

Noriko HANABUSA (University of Notre Dame)

Extensive reading (ER) is the independent reading of many, various, self-selected, easy materials
(Day & Bamford, 2004). ER, which was originally started in the field of TESOL, has been receiving
much attention among Japanese language specialists, but studies are still quite limited. Since ER is
based on individual reading activities, this is very different from the traditional, teacher-centered
intensive reading. The presenter started Japanese ER at her U.S. university in Fall 2014. The Japanese
language program she belongs to offers first- through fourth- or fifth-year regular Japanese language
courses, plus beginning and intermediate/advanced level stand-alone ER courses. Every semester,
students are asked to complete self-evaluations for the ER. 100% of the students answered that they
enjoy ER. The reasons are “ER is good for cultural learning,” “A learner can choose one’s own
books,” “Reading at one’s own pace is good,” and so forth.
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For ER, learners should not use dictionaries, as it may prevent the development of reading fluency
(Awano et al., 2012). Therefore, teachers need to provide strategies for avoiding reliance on
dictionaries. Sakai (2014) claims that in the ER classroom, it is important to start by reading picture
books, which are good for understanding situations, characters’ feelings, and words. Looking at
pictures carefully can cultivate skills for predicting and grasping the gist, which is useful for reading
books without dictionaries. Pictures in picture books can narrate and be interpreted as words (Matsui,
2001).
In addition, wordless picture books are useful for foreign language learning (Louie & Sierschynski,
2015). In the first class of every ER course, the presenter conducts a reading pictures activity using
wordless picture books. Students discuss what they can interpret and imagine from non-text
information and feel the power of pictures that convey various stories. Some teachers and learners are
reluctant to use children’s books at the college level due to the lack of academic content. But the
participants of the presenter’s ER courses consider it very positive, saying, “The pictures helped me to
understand the basic story,” and “The story became more interesting because of the pictures.”
In order to have successful ER courses, the teachers need to understand the importance of pictures
first and then communicate this to the learners. The presenter introduces the students’ reading
journals, self-evaluations, and final project products and examines how the reading pictures activity is
effective for reading and other language skills. Furthermore, the significance of visual information is
discussed. The presenter brings a new angle to the Japanese language classroom, which tends to be
focused on only text information and language aspects.
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ٌ٠٨ٟٜ٢ـٌٟ٠٨چٜىٷ
-ѶՍƼȝԅ٦ĺɆ٦Ƽڀلځ-

Yunjung CHONG (1йθ¯θ¯9)

ٌ٠٨٧ۗۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ʆϛ٠ِ̖ٞۗ۠چٜ٢ـٌٟۗ٘ٵۘڂڃو٠٨٧ۗԅɠ٠فـѠŘ
چȺٛٞ̈٘٢ٌ٠٨چځʰِِْۘۗلǲƼ٠ِٞѶՍƼ¯٭¯چʛɻ٣٠ٛٞˀـٞӘƥْ
ٌڂ٠٧ۗ֝ ٟ٧٢ۘـӒցۤ1980:1ۥ٧ۗۮǲƼٟԅچЗڂ٠فـ٦٧̵ ٌِـ٠ٟ٧٢ۘـˀ
ٌو٠٧ۗʌљЫ٣Ԇځ٘ـѧڇٙڂْځ٦٠٧ǺՍЫ٣"٢ڂǫɣ٢ċٟ҄ۯڂؿ٠ɉЩِۗѶՍ
Ƽٟˀوɢ٦УǐËچ٠ٌوˇځ٠مĺɆ٦փչٙ٠ۘفـàǲ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰٣ـكٞۗٹ
ĺ,٢١٣Ӂٰȝԅĺ,٦Ɨģمː٢ۤـΡ 2015:116ۥ٠َۗڃѶՍƼȝԅĺ,٦κ٣ٜـ
ٞĺɆ٦Ƽڀلځԁِ̈́٘Ɨģ٧Õƙ٦Ƨځ٢ۘـ
ՍƗģ٧ۗĺɆ٦Ùзڀل٦ѶՍƼȝԅĺ,٦ɳΰۗوْٰ ҇چˀձؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁچВِ
ٖٞۗ٦κچիلڀ٣ِۗـבځٿѶՍƼȝԅĺ,ٯ٦ФچչЫ٠ْۘڂՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍƼĺ
Ɇ 10 թچέ˧٣Їȁچǣۗـԁِ̈́٘ƇwچԪǱْۘڂ
Їȁ٦ԁ̈́ƇwۗΧو٦ĺɆ٧ۗѶՍƼȝԅĺ,مӐ֦ٙ٠яقٖٞۗځك٦ֻ֑٠ֻِٞۗۮ
ЫɈǠٸ٘ف֨چ٣ۮۗۯɨԁ٦ǠچقӘƥْؿمו҄ڂٌٖٛٞٹْٟͪۮۗۯٸ٘ڂنϛ
٠ِِ̳ٞـȝԅ҄چוʛѡٌْڂ٠ו҄م٣ٜ٢ٌۯڂم٠چīًٞڃٌۘڂـ٧ƦƼ٦ 4 ċ
҄مƷـ٣գ͍٣ٜ٢مٛٞـٞۗѣ٣٠ȝԅĺ,٦Ŵۛѐǭĺ,ٯ٦q̮҄چɦǾْۘڂ
ۗ٘ٵκ٠ِٞ٧ۗۮȝԅ٦́چו٨ْ٘ٸ٣٧ۗ٘ڇَوˀٌڂٔل٠م/ҹ֏ǄٙۗمгȞْڂ
ĺ4٦ӰϏمӆ˲٣θون٢ۗځȝԅ٧ځٵؿˀو٘ٔل٢ۯـ٠فـՍiٹAڀَۘ٘ق٣ۗӆԦƼ
ɻ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٦˰ǭ٧ۗۮ١ڃٙيѶՍƼمٟنٞۗٹɨԁ٦ҬϚٟ٧ѶՍƼـِڀԅˡل١
ملفԁۗٓڀلгȞمθԖۯ٠فـƙۗځؿمƿׄٻƗģ٢١ĺɆњɀ¯م٫ǭم˰فӐ
ٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ٌڀڃ٦ƥ˰٦̹چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښِۗل̵چΑْچוڂɡٛٞڂـȝԅĺ,چВٌِٞۗ٠
٨چ̖۠٭¯چٜ٢ـٟۗچיǍًۗԉ٦ٌ٠٨چٜـٷٌٟوـ٠چФِ٘ۘـ
۬ȯǠԅƖۭ
Ӓց˖Ʉۤ1980ۮۥԅˡӘƥ٦ɉќۯ۰ѶՍƼĺ,۱43 Ǭ pp.1-16
손정숙(2016)ۮ효과적인 작문 교육을 위한 제안ۯ۰ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ۱
제 31 집,한국일어교육학회,pp.115-128
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Weaving text, through connecting people by words :
From words of Japanese writing teachers

Yunjung CHONG (1йθ¯θ¯9)

Writing is one of the effective means of communication and help people connected. When words
are written down and woven into a text, a new idea is created. However, it is a big challenge to
deliver an idea in Japanese writing for those who learn Japanese as a foreign language. Himeno(1980:
1) said, “writing a sentence in a foreign language is not easy. Writing is a high-level skill that is
fundamentally different from listening or reading, receptive skills” and therefore, “it is the role of the
teacher to lower the resistance when learners write in Japanese”. But in the field of Japanese language
education in Korea, there are few studies of writing education as compared with conversation
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education(Son, 2015: 116), and there has been no researches including analysis of the issues that
teachers have actually faced in Japanese writing classes.
This research aims to face the conditions of Japanese writing education from the viewpoint of
teachers, to clarify the critical issues and to discuss how to improve Japanese writing education. To
support the research, ten Japanese language teachers were interviewed in writing and the survey
analysis is included.
According to the survey, many teachers said that Japanese writing education is necessary because
“it can cultivate logical thinking”, “it will improve verbal communication with the ability to express
learners’ thoughts” and “to learn writing skills as a pre-speaking stage leads to good conversation
skills.” The interviews imply that the four skills of language are closely related to one another and
that conversation and writing teaching can be integrated. However, there are also honest opinions
such as “although writing as much as possible is the most effective way to improve learners’ writing
skills, they wouldn’t have learners write a lot because it is a burden on the teachers who have to
review and provide comments.” Also, there is an opinion from a non-native Japanese teacher that
sometimes it is hard to tell whether a learner’s writing sounds like native speaker’s even when the
grammar is correct. It is not possible to provide feedback like native speaker’s regardless of the
teacher’s Japanese proficiency. Thus, I suggest that opportunities for teachers to learn together such
as research societies or networks should be provided.
Words connect people, expand the network and pave a way for the world peace, which, I believe,
writing education plays a key role in. As such I recommend that we listen to the opinions of these
teachers at schools and help learners build the power to create communication.
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CBI چȺٛ٘ Literacy-Based Language Teaching ٦
əٶ
Kyoko LOETSCHER (ډڷۓۑښθ¯)
Keiko OKAMOTO (ډڷۓۑښθ¯)
ؾڞۍګێ٦ơĎ٧ѧٶˀۗו҄نѧĂʲچוՠِْۗلِۘڂɢζ٦Ԗk٠֡۠٢ԁցٟ
٦¯ʱƗģۗѣ٣˵ļЫѺϟƗģٷ̓م٠ĳ٣ٖۗ٦ՠْڂѫ֝٧ Multiple Literacies ٦Ѿ
ٯ٠£ϼَڋڲێڋۘ٘ڃθ¯ ٦“New Learning”٣ڂٿ٠ۗMultiple Literacies ٣ـكٞ٧ۗ①ƦƼȺ
֤٠ٖ٦ՠْٹڂ٦٧ۗԅkЫɺЫ٢ԅդ٣5ٛٞ"٢②ۗڂՠ٦ʀĚ٫ǖϨ٧ۗό/٦
ڮؾۆٟ٢َڂڃ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوӾ̤٦ؾڊګێڧۆ٣ٿٛٞ٢َڂڃ٠ْۘڂƥȕ٦ؾڟۑڲږګ٦̓ڇ
ٙۏڴؾۑڗɺ٣ڂيكƦƼ¶љ٧ٖۗ٦չЫۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٹ٦ůΰٹΧʈΧٌٟ֡ۘڂؿ
ڀلڃ٦ǲƼĺ,٧ۗMultiple Lietracies چɡ̖ٛ٘Ȗچ,ٌٞڂ٠مӐ֦ٟۘفڄؿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗMultiple Literacies ٦,̯چĺ,չӖ٠ِۗѶՍƼۿѽ̵٣ـكٞǣٛ٘ CBI ٣íٝ
ۓڋڝڬۄۍۉڔێڒو٦əٶ٣ٜـٞʲٰۘڂϒԘˏ͒ڭکڰۊچ٦ϯ̅Ыڭڠڔګ٣̦ٖۗق٦κ
թٟۮڂؿúۂؾګچۯڂ٠ِٖۗ٦j٣Ӿ̤٦"ۗق̦چږکڸڭ٢ۏۓۇڟڂ٦ۤڭڠڔګʆɓۗɘۗ
ۗۂۍڮڷېګF юچۥȺٌْ֤ڂ٠٣ٿٛٞۗӾ̤٦ؾڊګێڧۆٟ٦ٌِۘ٘ۓڋڝڬچږڠڦ٦ڦ
چږڠВِٞۗɎ̵Ù̖ۗ٠ِٞ١ۗلنٰڂن̵فΦɻٯ٦ĳËۗɺЫԕƙٻȀԓ٢١٣ٜـٞ̋
وǠڃٖۘ٘ق٣ۗځٿLiteracy-Based Language Teaching ٦չӖٟۗڂؿԅkЫɺЫґŶ٣ٿٛٞ
ՠ٦ǖϨم١٦فٿ٣٢َڃٞۏڒڊګێږچلڂـ٣Ǡق٢چו҄ڂֻْڀم,ٌٞڂ٠چչ
ɉِ٘ۘ
¯̵٧ۗȈƹ٣ٌ٦ڭکڰۊٟ¯ڇٌٙ٠·چµْږڠڦڂ٠ِٞۗۮúۂؾګچۯڂ٣ creatinve
wiritng ٌِۘ٘چ٦ѫ֝٠ۗ¯̵ڀل٦әnچВٌِٞۗ٦ۗمۄۍۉڔێڒMultiple Literacies ٦,̯
٣١٦فٿ٣ǦƖِ٘ل٠فـǠȦِۘ٘چƦƼ٧ۗό٢ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂ٦ʆϛٟ٧٢ۗوǠڂق
٘ٸ٦ѠŘ̩ۗٸ٘ڂֻْچ٦Ͷـِ̈ۗٶϟɬٯ٦ѷځǆِٖۗٞۗۓۋڞؾېڸڠۓڋ٠;
٦ƤٟۤڂؿKern,2011)ٌۘ٦فٿ٢ƦƼÙ٣٦ٛ٠ٛ٘ Multiple Literacies چӉ̖٘قȖچ,ْ̯
ٌڂ٠٣ٌۗ٦مۄۍۉڔێڒ١٦فٿ٣ǦƖٟل٘ن٣ٜـٞԪǱْۘڂ
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Literacy-Based Language Teaching Using a CBI
Approach

Kyoko LOETSCHER (ډڷۓۑښθ¯)
Keiko OKAMOTO (ډڷۓۑښθ¯)

Literacy traditionally refers to the ability to read and write a language. However, the notion of literacy
has expanded into the concept of “multiliteracies.” There are two main factors that have resulted in this
expansion. One is that researchers from a variety of academic fields have individually developed the
“situated learning theory, ” a concept which perceives learning as a situated social practice. The other
is the change into a more global society, which has resulted in increased diversity in our communities
and of multiform information exchange from the digital age that has an impact on meaning-making.
According to the website, “New Learning” from the University of Illinois, the term “multiliteracies”
refers to two aspects of language use. One refers to the way language is constructed and how meanings
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vary across different cultural, social or domain-specific contexts. The second aspect refers to the
multimodal ways of meaning-making in today’s communication. It is essential to foster “mulitiliteracies”
to be able to figure out differences in meaning from one context to another in today’s communications
milieu.
The purpose of this presentation is to introduce a project on curriculum design using the CBI
approach and to examine how the curriculum helps students foster “Multiple Literacies”. This project
has been taking place at a private university in the North Eastern region of the US for an intermediate
Japanese course (3rd year Japanese). The curriculum consists of 10 units of differing themes, which are
taught over one academic year (fall and spring semesters). The class meets 4 days a week for 65 minutes
each. The unit theme that will be discussed in this presentation is titled, “To Return (to a place or notion
dear to one’s heart, e.g. hometown, family, memory, promise, responsibility, etc.)” and it consists of 2
subtopics. Several texts from different genres (a novel, a letter, a poem, a drama, a movie, etc.) were
chosen for students to engage with tasks in multiple modalities. Through the tasks, students had
opportunities to think in-depth about topics such as life and death, how we should live our lives,
sympathy/empathy toward others, social discrimination and prejudice. The tasks were designed to
engage students in critical thinking to see how the construction of meanings differs in cultural and social
contexts.
At the end of the unit, students write a composition on the main theme,“ To Return” as a culminating
task and as a summative evaluation. The effectiveness of the curriculum will be considered based on an
assessment of the compositions and of the students’ self-evaluations on the unit. The improvement of
the curriculum will also be discussed further.
The notion of “Multiple Literacies” recognizes that “Language is not just a means of communication,
but also a tool for thinking, a framework for understanding the world, a gateway to new knowledge,
and a source of inspiration and imagination” (Kern 2011). This is a practical report on the curriculum
design aiming to foster “Multiple Literacies” based on this view on language use.
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ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣Ӑ֦٢ËɼӘƥ٠Ëɼ˰ձ٣ٜـٞ٦
Ƽ֤Ыɉќ―ѶՍ٠ڒۓۍێڠ٦ѶՍƼĺuˀ٣يك
ڂËɼ˰ձ٦ԁ̈́چВِٞؾ
S. m. d. t. RAMBUKPITIYA (Ę׆Ԏθ¯)
̖ڒۓۍێڠѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۤjۗSJLۥ٧ۗۍڳۓڞƼԦƼɻځٿËɼӘƥچȺْ֤ٖۗمڂ٦
Ⱥ֤Ӡф٧ѶՍƼԦƼɻٲ١ǫو٢ۗ٘ٵۘـËɼچӘْ˰ձۤjۗËɼ˰ձۥ٣ٜـٞۗѶՍ
ƼԦƼɻم١٦فٿ٢ȸֻْٟڂ٦لڅملٛٞـ٢ـ٠فـѣϾچɡٛٞڸږںۓۍۤڂـ
 ۈڊګ2018ۘۥ/ٟۗËɼ٦̢چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښǣْٸ٘ڂ٣٧Ƽ֤˪٦ϟɬ٠C֤مוʪ
֦ٟڂؿ٠ɉЩَڃٞۤڂـɅơ 2016ٖۘۥ٦٘ٓٵٸ٧ۗSJL مȺِ֤ٞڂـĺuˀ٣٧ËɼӘƥ
٠Ëɼ˰ձ٣ٜـٞۗ١٦فٿ٢ɉќمǣڃڅٞچلڂـЇٰڂӐ֦ۗمڂؿمѶՍƼ٦ËɼӘƥ
ٻËɼ˰ձ٣ѣkِ٘ĺȖԁ̈́٧ƙڃڀ٢ۘـ
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗڒۓۍێڠĚ٫ѶՍٟʰҲَڃٗڃٖ٘ڃ٦·ǭĺuˀ٣ڂيكËɼ˰ձٟ
٦چӁ«ԁِ̈́ۗƼ֤ЫÙзڒۓۍێڠۚ۽ۗڀل٦ĺuˀ٣ƙڂڃڀսκзێڠۚ۾ِۗ ҇چ
ڒۓۍ٦ĺuˀ٣Ӑ֦٢ϴзچƔѓِ٘ۘέ˧ĺuˀ٧ۗ①۰ڒۓۍێڠǫǕѶՍƼ A ڜۏڽې
ڇَڰڨ٠ـِٛپ۱Part1ۛ2ۤjۗ۰ڰڨڜ۱ۗۥѶՍٟʰҲَ②٘ڃ۰ڇٶ٢٦ѶՍƼʼĤ۱ⅠۛⅡۗ
③۰ԅkʼĤѶՍƼ۱ⅠۛⅡۗ④۰ʼĤѶՍƼًنڇ۱ⅠۛⅡٟۘڂؿЇȁԱ٠ِٞۗ①۰ڰڨڜ۱
٣ڂيكËɼ˰ձ٦ͦچҩۗ②ѶՍ٦ĺuˀ٦ϯ٦њ֡٦Ëɼ˰ձ٠Ӂ«ۗ③ίŜӘƥ٦
Ùзڀلĺuˀ٦چԁْ̈́¼ڂωۤلٲ1998˙ۗۥшۤ2003ۥ٦ɉЩ٠٦˞ِڀǭ④ۗٔڅѶՍ
̖θ¯9̵ 5 թ٣۰ڰڨڜ۱ڀلҩِ̡٘Ëɼ˰ձچɦِۗËɼӘƥ٦֏ը٣ٜـٞ٦ƙۗɨԁ
ɨ̑مƥɳ٣Ⱥْ֤ڂٟفڄؿËɼӘƥچĂʲَٔڂ٠فـʆʺٟǣٛ٘ۘ
Їȁ٦Ƈwۗ۰ڰڨڜ۱٣ڂيكսκз٠ِٞۗ1ۚËɼ˰ձڂֻْچ٣٘ؿٛٞȈКƧӐ֦٢˳
ԪӢΙ̖ۤۮԀÝ٦Þũ˵ۮۗۯ˰ۮۗۯļ͐Оۯюۗۥ2ۚËɼ˰ձٟѶՍ̖مȺْ֤فٿڂ٢ËɼӘƥ
مƙڃڀ٢ۗـ3ۚ٦Æ̯фمКـ٠ٌفـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘƼ֤ЫÙзڀلƔѓِۗڒۓۍێڠ
٦ĺuˀ٣٧ۗ˰ձ٣ٜـٞ٦ֻ٣Ӑ֦٢˳Ԫ٦ФıۗԅŭФɦ٦ٶ٣ٓڀٵ׆Æͮ٢٦
ФɦۗͿ٦Ϳѷۗĺuˀϯ٣¯ʛɻٯ٦ږڠڦ٠ِٞËɼӘƥ٦ʄۗـځԦƼ˰ձ٦͐Оځٿ
ٹѶՍ̖٠٦;چОِ٘˰ձ٦͐ОچФِۗۮƦƼ҄ۯוٙيٟ٧٢ۮۗوɺԅk҄ۛۯו
ۮɺƦƼ҄چۯוɬِ٘ĺuˀȝچځĸЇِ٘ۘ
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Pragmatic Guidance for Japanese Language Learners
Regarding Essential Expressions of Gratitude: A
comparative analysis of gratitude expressions and their
contexts as given in Japanese and Sri Lankan textbooks

S. m. d. t. RAMBUKPITIYA (Ę׆Ԏθ¯)

Rambukpitiya (2018) has investigated that Sri Lankan Japanese language learners show
characteristics of Interlanguage Pragmatics when they use gratitude expressions by using fewer
expressions of gratitude than native Japanese speakers (hereinafter referred to as NJS) and do not
understand situations expressing gratitude as NJS. Ichihara (2016) pointed out that knowledge and
proficiency in pragmatics are very important to accomplish the communication of gratitude. Therefore,
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it is necessary to investigate what kind of instructions should be performed about gratitude expressions
and situations in Sri Lankan Japanese language textbooks.
This is a comparative analysis of gratitude expressions and their situations appearing in Japanese and
Sri Lankan textbooks. Hence, this investigation helps to identify problems in Sri Lankan textbooks and
examine the requirements for the Sri Lankan textbooks from the view point of pragmatics in expressions
of gratitude. In the investigation “Suriranka Koto Nihongo A Reberu Sachinisan To Issho” part 1 & 2
(hereinafter referred to as “Sachini”) are compared with Japanese text books of “Minna no Nihongo
Shokyu” Ⅰ & Ⅱ, “Bunka Shokyu Nihongo” Ⅰ & Ⅱ, “Shokyu Nihongo Genki” Ⅰ&Ⅱ. “Sachini” are
the Sri Lankan published textbooks presently used in Sri Lankan high schools for the university entrance
examination.
The investigation dialogues with gratitude expression situations in ‘Sachini’ were compared with the
same situational dialogues in Japanese textbooks while referring to the Kabaya et al. (1998) and
Matsushima (2003). Afterwards, comments were collected from 5 NJS graduate school students about
these situations and gratitude expressions that did and did not appear in the dialogues of “Sachini”.
The results indicated the followings as problems in “Sachini”. 1. The lack of information to
understand dialogues such as relationships between participants, situational settings and places…etc.,
2. The omission of expressions in gratitude in some situations, 3. The incompleteness of dialogues.
Hence, the investigation emphasized not only the Grammatical competency but also the Socio-Cultural
and Socio-Linguistic competency too in preparing Japanese textbooks. Furthermore, considering the
pragmatic point of view the following 5 points are suggested. 1. The provision of sufficient information
to realize the situation, 2. The provision of completed dialogues along with Socio-Cultural context
instead of providing dialogues that only present grammatical patterns. 3. The insertion of pictures,
illustrations and photos to make a clear picture about the situations, 4. Setting Japanese situations
instead of the native Sinhala scenes, 5. The inclusion of tasks to use gratitude expressions.
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ѶՍƼ¯ʛϛ٣ۮڂٿϚۯځӘƥ٦Ҩυ
—ϯÝƦƼƼ֤ԁ̈́چВِٞ—

Fusako BEUCKMANN (ыİθ¯)

ՍҨӘ٦չЫ٧ۗʼĤƹҭۗϯĤۗ˪Ĥ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۗمÂ֔٣έْڂϚځǣљ٠֯٣έْ
ڂϚځǣљ٣ـكٞϚځ٦Әƥچ١٦فٿ٢ҨυϛچŸٞʛѡْڂ٦چلիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠ٟۘڂؿ
ŘάЫ٣٧ۗՍƗģٟ٧ۗ١٦فٿ٢ƦƼůɫـ֤چٞϚځ٦Ӣq٠Ϛځ٦ֻ֑͒ի٦Ҩم٢َ
ڂڃ٦ۗلԁ̈́ǠȦْۘڂ
Ϛځ٦ϯÝƦƼƼ֤٦͕ǣƗģ٧ۗڂؿƦƼچԦƼ٠ْ˪ڂĤ¯ʛɻ٠ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٦Ѷ
ՍƼچӁ«ِۗՠǂɫـ֤چٞۮۯ׃٦'چـԁ̈́ǠȦِ٘ٹ٦٠ۗϚځ٦ӘƥچӁ«ِٖٞ٦
΅'٣ٜـٞԁ̈́ǠȦِ٘ٹ٦مΧڀڃٌۘـ٦Ɨģ٧ۗϚځ٣Þْ˪ڂĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ƦƼʛ
ѡ٦֡΅٠ٖ٦Ǹѱзچիلڀ٣ِٞ¯ۗمڂـʛϛ٣]ّ٘ԁ̈́٧ǣٛٞـ٢ٖۘـ٦٘ۗٸ١
٦فٿ٢ХچŸٞϚځ٦Әƥمʛѡَڂڃ٦ل٣ٜـٞ٧ӢիٌٟٖۘڂؿٟۗՍƗģٟ٧ۗ¯ʛ
ɻ٦Ƽ֤Ы҄ו٦Ҩυچիْٸ٘ڂ٣ۗ¯ʛϛ٣ڂٿʛѡ٦֡΅چիٌْڂ٠چəۘ٘ٶ
ԁ̈́ڦؾڬ٧ۗѶՍ٣Љöγȕٌِ٘٠٦٢¯ـʛɻۤʼĤƹҭ 13 թۗϯĤ 19 թۗ˪Ĥ 13 թۥ
چέ˧٣ۗϚځ٦ʃ֦ӵ٦ۮӢqۯ٠ۯֻ֑ۮ٦Ҩٟ١٦فٿ٢ƦƼůɫڂـ֤چ٦ۗلέ΅ʆ
ِۤ̐و٢˪ـȼِ͕ۗ̐ـҒِۗ̐و٢ۥ̖֍ـِ̖̐ۗ֍ـ٦˪j̐Ͳ٣]ّٞ١٦فٿ٢Әƥů
ɫͦچξْڂ٦ۗچلi̹٣ڂٿϝÆ̯ۤڭڠګOral Discourse Completion Testۥ٦ـ֤چڦؾڬٞ
ԁِ̈́٘ۘˑۗӁ«έ˞٠ِٞۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ 62 թۤϜ̮ 35 թۗ˄̮ 27 թۥ٦ٹڦؾڬԁ̈́٣֤
ۘ٘ـ
ƇwۗۮӢqۯ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗʼĤƹҭٟ٧ۮٟۮۯڇٔٵنδِۯـِلٓٷۮۯڇٔٵю٦љɗٻů
֝ɗ٦ٶ٦ӘƥۗمϯĤǨ٧ۮ٠Ɉڇۮٻۯفْٟۗۯʚ˂ɗۮ٥˪ۗۯٿۮۯĤڀل٧ڃِٹلۮ٢ۯـ
فٖۮٻْٟلۮۗۯ٢ۯڇ٭٘ۮۯؿю٦×Әƥ٦ʰƥمƙۯֻ֑ۮۘ٘ڃڀ٣ٜـٞۗٹժκ٦ٻٶ
ۯڀلۮ٣ֻ֑͒ڂٿի٦ӘƥچŸٞۗڇۮْٟۮۯ٦ٟ˪ۗڃڀـ֤مۯĤٟ٧ۮٞۯ٣ֻ֑͒ڂٿիم
Χو٢ڂ٠م˅ʺفـƙِلِۘ٘ڃڀ٢ۗڀمѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠Ӂ«ْڂ٠ۗҨΰфٻɈǠ٢١
ڂَٔ×چù҄ٹچچٜԅ՚Әƥ٦Ⱥ֤٧˪Ĥٟٹː٢لٛ٘ۘ
ՍƗģ٦ƇwۗڀلѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰ٟќѷَڂڃԅԱǩչ٦ʺ˅٠ʛѡ٦ʺ˅٧Ӑِٓٹњ
ّٟ٧٢ٌـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ

9C_C2 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 09:30

Development of Refusal Expressions Depending On
Japanese Learners’ Proficiency Levels: An
Interlanguage Pragmatic Analysis

Fusako BEUCKMANN (ыİθ¯)

The aim of this research is to clarify the developmental stages of latter elementary, intermediate and
advanced level Japanese language leaners in learning expressions of refusal to invitation and requests.
Specifically, this research will analyze the type of language structures used to communicate the refusal
itself and to explain the reason for refusal.
Many previous studies on Interlanguage Pragmatics concerning refusal have compared the Japanese
of non-native advanced learners whose native language is the same and native Japanese speakers by
using a semantic formula to express differences in "strategy” or differences in expressions employed.
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Although these studies have clarified the aspect and difficulty of language acquisition of advanced
Japanese learners for refusal, they do not perform analysis on the learning stage. Therefore, the process
learners of Japanese language undergo to acquire expressions of refusal is largely unknown. This
research hence attempts to clarify the aspect of language acquisition during the learning stage, in order
to elucidate the development of the learner's pragmatic knowledge.
Analytical data was prepared through an Oral Discourse Completion Test for the type of language
structure used in utterances of "not possible" and "reason" of the main part (head-act) of refusal, and
expression forms selected for conversation partners of varying levels of intimacy (not close boss, close
senior, not close friends, close friends) by Japanese learners who have never stayed for a long period of
time in Japan (13 in late elementary level, 19 in intermediate level, 13 in advanced level). As a
comparative control, data of 62 Japanese native speakers (35 male, 27 female) were also used for
analysis.
In terms of results for “refusal”, with regards to latter elementary level learners, expressions
consisting solely of verbs and adverbs such as "I can not do it (dekimasen)", "I will not lend
(kashimasen)", and "It’s difficult (muzukashii)" were seen, while from the intermediate level on, "I
think (to-omou)", "I explain (n-desu)" or the final particle "ne" "yo" could be observed, and finally for
advanced level "possibly (kamoshirenai)", "It seemes (soo desu)", "probably (tabun)" and "maybe
(kana)" became more frequent. Regarding results for "reason", it was seen that expressions progressed
from only the proposition or "kara", to "n-desu" and "node" and finally explanation using "te" increased
in frequency towards the upper level. However, compared with Japanese native speakers, the use of
sentence expressions with the function to mitigate speech attitudes and thinking was very rare even for
advanced level speakers.
The results of this study revealed that the order of grammatical items introduced in Japanese language
education and the order of learning by Japanese language learners do not necessarily match.
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ԴٸƦ֥٣έْڂԚя٠Ɉځٻـ
Naofumi TATSUMI (ډڷۓۑښθ¯)
ԴٸƦ֥ٯ٦Ԛя٧ѽ̮ۗץԓۗ΅ʆ٠٦Þũюۗ֡۠٢˵ļ֦5٦EłچʌِٖۘڂيٞۗԴٸ
ʆٯ٦Ɉڀڃٖۗٹځٻـ٦֦5٦/ٜٟقםۘڂؿ٨y˪مʆـ٠Դڃي٘ڃڀٸ١ۗɨԁ٧jʆ
ٙ٠Ɉٛٞ٘ـ٠ِٖۘفٿ٦˰ǭۗڇٖۮ٢ٌ٠٢ـْٟۘۯ٠٧ٛځنҼОِِٞفٵ٦٧Ь͌٠٧Ʀ
ـѱقۮۘـٛۗՍэْٟۘلٟٵٹٙځٵؿɨ̂م٢وٞ...ۯюۗɨƭәn٣ÞۗٓڀڅԴٸʆ٦ûɡ
ٚ٣ғׇِ٘ԚяمЬٟ͌ۘفڄؿ
/ҵЫ٣ۗѶՍ̖٧Դٸ٣έِٞҼОЫ٣Ԛяْڂ٠Ɉڃڅٞقםۘڂـ٨ٵۮۯقـقـۮٙٵٙ
ْٟۯюۗԴچٸҼОِƚΥْڂзمѶՍƼ٦ĺuˀюٟĸЇَمڃِٟ͕ٚلِۘڂؿǣƗģ٣
ڂٿ٠ۗѶՍ̖٧ӐِٓٹԴچٸҼОْڂ٦ٟ٧٢˵ڄِٷۗوļ٣]ّٞΧ֡٢Ԛя٦ȸـ֤چ
ڂ٠َڃٞۘڂـ/̖ۗڒێۅډѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٧ۗѶՍƼٟ٧ƚΥْٰنٙ٠فـɬمĸۗوѶՍ
̖ٹځٿӠҴ٣ҼОْڂŪǇۗځؿمԚя٦ȸٹΧٟ֡٧٢ـ٠فـƗģƇwمʰٞڀَۘڂـ٣ۗ
̖ڒێۅډӆ¯ʛɻ٧ۮThank you.ۯ٦/ƦٟԴچٸʌيѷٌڂڃ٠مΧۘـʥٛٞۗѶՍ̖ۗѶՍƼ
¯ʛɻۗӆ¯ʛɻ٦ȮɻÝ٣٧Ȁ"مƙڂڃڀŪǇمĸۘـٟ٧ٌۗڀڃȮɻ٦Ԛя٦ȸ٣Ȁ
"مƙڃڀ٢˵ـļمΠȕْڂ٦ٟۘلفڄؿɑ٦ϟڂƧۗځȮɻÝ٦ĳВзچЇȁِ͕٘ǣƗģ
٧ٵٙ٢ۘـ
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗԴٸʆ٦Á'ـٟԴ˵٘ڃڀٸļ͐چОِۗɨ֑я٦ӑĂɫɲսɓ
(WDCT)چȺٛٞۗѶՍƼٟ٦ԴٸƦ֥ٯ٦ԚяچѶՍ̖٠¯̖ڒێۅډʛɻ٦ÝٟӁ«َِۗڀ٣
̖ڒێۅډӆ¯ʛɻ٦JƼ٦Ԛя٠ڃٗڃٖٹӁ«ِ٘ۘɨԁمԴنٰڂڃڀٸٟ٧٢ـ٦٣ۗԴ
ٸʆ٦Á'ـٟԴ˰٘ڃڀٸǭۗԴٸ٦ʌيʆ٧эٖͭ٦ƽٸ٘وچ٣͒իْڂ٠فـl͒چ
ׂٖٞ٘ۘ٦ƇwۗѶՍ̖٠ӆ¯ʛɻ٦Ý٣Ȁ٧٢لٛ٘¯ۗمʛɻ٠ѶՍِ̖ٖۗٞ¯ʛɻ٠ӆ¯
ʛɻ٦Ý٣٧ٖڃٗڃѐŻЫ֏̮مƥۗٸ٘٘ڃl͒٧Æͮ٣٧Ɋɡَڃ٢لَٛ٘ۘڀ٣ۗѶ
Ս̖٦ڦؾڬ٦ϯ٣٧¯ʛɻ٠ӆ¯ʛɻ٦ڦؾڬ٣٧٢ڻڋڦـ٦Ԛяمƙʌڃٖۘ٘ڃڀي٧ό
٣ƽوچ٠ٌفـ٠ٙي٣٠١ڀٵ٢΅ۗـʆچɈٻـٛ٘Ԛяٙٛ٘ۘ
ѶՍƼ¯ʛچВِٞۗ΅ʆچɈٌڂٻـ٠ڃٰ¯ٹ٨ۗـבέ̖Þũ"ٻԅkֻ٣ٹźۗځم
ڃٓـ٧̩ԉ٣ٹźمٛٞوـ٦ٟ٧٢ـٙۘلفڄ

9C_C3 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 10:00

Compliment Responses and Empathy

Naofumi TATSUMI (ډڷۓۑښθ¯)

A person’s response to a compliment is influenced by various situational factors, such as age, gender,
and the relationship between the complimenter and the recipient of a compliment. Omoiyari or empathy
toward the recipient is also a factor. For instance, if someone complimented you on your singing even
though you think you are poor at it, it is usually not appropriate to say “No, I’m not!” and reject the
compliment explicitly. Whether you agree with the complimenter or not, you may typically consider
the complimenter’s feelings and provide a response such as “Oh, really? But I’m still not very confident.”
It has been generally believed that Japanese people respond to compliments negatively in order to
express modesty, such as “Ie ie (No, no.)” and “Mada mada desu (I still have a long way to go).” This
aspect is often stressed in Japanese language textbooks. However, previous studies (Barnlund & Araki,
1985; Yokota, 1986; Baba, 1996) show that Japanese people do not always respond negatively. Instead,
they tend to use various types of responses depending on the situation. On the other hand, American
learners of Japanese lack variety in their responses. They tend to reject compliments more often than
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do Japanese people, because they believe that they need to express modesty when they speak Japanese.
Moreover, Americans who do not speak Japanese frequently accept compliments in English with a
simple “Thank you” (Knapp, Hopper, & Bell, 1984). Therefore, Japanese speakers (JJs), American
English speakers (AEs), and American learners of Japanese (AJs) are highly likely to respond to
compliments differently. If so, are there any situations in which all three groups respond in the same
or similar manner? To the best of my knowledge, no previous studies investigated such commonalities
or similarities.
The present study examined situations in which the respondent receives an undeserved compliment
as a result of the complimenter’s misunderstanding. A written discourse completion task (WDCT) was
used to compare compliment responses among the three informant groups (i.e., JJs, AEs, and AJs). It
is hypothesized that the recipient will provide an explanation in an attempt to clear up the
misunderstanding. As a result, statistically significant differences were found between AJs and JJs, and
also between AJs and AEs. However, no significant differences were observed between JJs and AEs.
Therefore, the hypothesis was not fully supported. Furthermore, one of the JJs provided a unique
response that is not observed in the other two groups. Not only did this response clear up the
misunderstanding, but it also showed omoiyari or consideration toward the complimenter.
I believe that if you learn omoiyari through studying Japanese, it will contribute to good interpersonal
relationships and intercultural understanding, and eventually to world peace.
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àǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣ۮڂٿӢ՞Әիۯԁ̈́
Maiko ISSHIKI (̴ʔθ¯ǕѶƼѶԅ¯u)
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗàǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِۗѶ˲٦˰ձ٣ڂيكӢ՞Әիم١٦فٿ٣ǣڃڅ
ڂ٦چلЇȁِۗӢ՞Әիؾڟګۍڭڠ٦ϯٟȺَ֤ڃٞڂـƦƼӘƥ٦ѣϾچԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦Ƈ
wۗњّ˰ձٟњّـ֤چؾڟګۍڭڠٞ˰ڂـǭٟ¯ۗٹʛɻ٣ځٿƦƼӘƥ٦Ћ͍фۤғׇ٦Х
фۥ٦ȀمÙȦٌَڂڃ٠مիلڀ٠٢ٛ٘ۘ
ՍƗģ٧ 36 թ٦àǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ۗ16 ٦˰ձڀل٢ڂϝÆ̯چڭڠګɳɋِۗѶ
ՍƼ٣ڂٿӢ՞Әիؾڟګۍڭڠ٣ڂيكƦƼӘƥ٦ѣϾچЇȁِ٘ۘقם٨̟ۗͤ˵چˀـٞڃو
٢ـθ¯ĺ4٣έْڂӢ՞Әի٦˰ձٟ٧ۗۮӆիɦЫӢ՞Әի͒ۮٻۯի֦ğۯ٦فٿ٢ګۍڭڠ
چؾڟȺِ֤ٞچ̃ڠڋڎڹӅٹםڂيÙȦَ(ۗلٲڂڃ1)(ٻ2)٦فٿ٣̃ڠڋڎڹфمǫو٢
ځѡ֦ͫۮڂğۯ٦فٿ٢چؾڟګۍڭڠȺْ֤ٹםڂÙȦَٖۗڃ٦ϯٟ(ٹ1)٦فٿ٣Ћ͍ф٦К
ـƦƼӘƥڃؿٹםڂـ֤چ٨ۗ(2)٦فٿ٣Ћ͍ф٦ǫـƦƼӘƥٹםڂـ֤چÙȦَۘڂڃ
(1)Ȱй̵ْ͕ۘͪۘڇٔٵٶ٦̟ͤ˵٦ٌ٠ٟك٥ٖۗمْٵځؿمـم٦̟ͤ˵٦ِځنٸ٧ի
Ѷٵٟ٢٦ٌِْٟـٖـٟ֦ͫۤۘلْٵقڀٹğۥ
(2)̟ͤ˵ۗԼڃٞ٘ـ٦ْٟۘلӐ֦ٙوڀلˀـٞوَ֦ٙͫۤۘـğۥ
ٌٵڃٟٹѶà٦Ӣ՞Әիؾڟګۍڭڠ٦Ⱥ֤٣ڂيكӁ«έ˞Ɨģم٢َڃٞۤ٘نՇ 2000ۗ
ֹ 2006(ֹۘۥ2006)ٟ٧ۗѶàԦƼɻ٣ڂٿӢ՞ӘիӘƥ٣ڂيكɲЫȀ"٣ٜـٞƦĚِٞـ
ٹڂ٦٦ۗÕƙ٦ƧٵڃٌۗځٟӢ՞Әիؾڟګۍڭڠ٣ڂيكƦƼӘƥɨά٦Ћ͍ф٣Þْڂԁ
̈́چəٹ٘ٶ٦٧٢ۘـѣ٣̃ڠڋڎڹф٦ǫؾڟګۍڭڠـٟЋ͍ф٦ǫـƦƼӘƥچȺْ֤
˰ڂǭۗ˪ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ڂ̵ّمظطq̮҄مǠ¯ۗٸ٘ڂڃڀقʛɻ٣ڂٿȺ֤ɳΰ٦Ї
ȁ٠ԁ̈́٧պٖۗ٦̯wچɳȔ٦ƦƼĺ,٣]ْ֤ڂӐ֦ٖۘڂؿم٦فٿ٢зٟۗՍƗģ٧Ѷ
ՍƼĺ,٣ٹïْ֚ٹڂ٦ٟڂؿ٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
Շ˓؉(2000)ۮۮӢ՞ӘիӘƥۯȺ֤٣ÞْڂƗģ-ѶՍƼԦƼɻۛàǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۛà
ǲƼԦƼɻ٦Ӂ«-ۯ۰ƦƼu¯ʡ۱4, pp51-62.
ֹͫӒ(2006)ۮѶà٦ۮӢ՞Әիۯ٣Þْڂ/ǠȦ-ѶՍ̖¯̵٠àǲ̖¯̵٦Ӂ«چВِٞ-ۯ
۰ɺƦƼu¯۱8-2, pp53-64.

9C_E2 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 14:00

Analysis of Complaints Expressed by Korean
Learners of the Japanese language

Maiko ISSHIKI (̴ʔθ¯ǕѶƼѶԅ¯u)

This study examines how Korean Japanese learners express complaints in everyday situations, and
analyzes the features of language expressions that are used in complaint strategies. The result of the
research shows that there is a difference in the degree of directness (politeness) in language expression
among learners even if they use the same strategies in the same situations.
This study examines the features of language expressions in complaint strategies by 36 Korean
learners of the Japanese language based on data from a discourse completion test, which consists of 16
simulated situations. For example, in the situation of complaint to a professor who has not written a
letter of recommendation, there are the cases that avoid Face-threatening acts using the strategies of
‘Implicit complaint’ and ‘Request for explanation’. In addition, there are also the cases that use the
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strategies of ‘Request for improvement’ that have a high degree of Face-threatening. In case (1) below,
a learner uses language expressions with low directness. But in case (2) below, the other learner uses
language expressions with high directness.
(1) Professor Yamada. Excuse me. I have a favor to ask about the letter of recommendation that I
asked you about before. Could you write it fairly soon? The deadline is tomorrow. (Request for
improvement)
(2) Have you forgotten to write the letter of recommendation? Please write it because I need it.
(Request for improvement)
There are a few previous studies about the strategies of complaint expressions in Japanese and Korean
(Park2000, Lee2006). Lee (2006) refers to the qualitative difference in complaint expressions by
Japanese native speakers and Korean native speakers. However, there are no studies, to my knowledge,
that attempt to analyze the degree of directness of language expressions in complaint strategies. This is
especially true in the case of using high directness language expressions with a high degree of Facethreatening that may result in miscommunications. Therefore, it is necessary to apply the results of this
study to language education as well as to examine and analyze the actual situation of use by learners.
This study will contribute to the improvement of Japanese language education by minimizing
miscommunications between native Japanese speakers and Japanese language learners.
Park Seung won, Շ˓؉(2000)ۮۮӢ՞ӘիӘƥۯȺ֤٣ÞْڂƗģ-ѶՍƼԦƼɻۛàǲ̖Ѷ
ՍƼ¯ʛɻۛàǲƼԦƼɻ٦Ӂ«-ۯ۰ƦƼu¯ʡ۱4, pp51-62.
Lee Sun hee, ֹͫӒ(2006)ۮѶà٦ۮӢ՞Әիۯ٣Þْڂ/ǠȦ^-ѶՍ̖¯̵٠àǲ̖¯̵٦Ӂ
«چВِٞ-ۯ۰ɺƦƼu¯۱8-2, pp53-64.
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ʼέձ٣ڂيكËљɗۯؾقۮۯؾٯۮ٠
“ۖۮai”ۮۯ哎“aiya”ۯ٦Ӂ«
Hong YANG (ɪɟчƘׂϒöθ¯)
ѶՍƼ٦ۯؾقۮۯؾٯۮ٠ϯǲƼ٦“ai” “aiya”٧ۗ٠ٹ٣ŃٻنË̅ۗӢ՞ю٦Ë˳Әʰù҄چɡ
ِِٜۘۗلϯǲƼԦƼ٣ůɫۗù҄٠כٹɞِٞڂـËљɗڂؿم٣ٹÞۗٓڀڅϯǲ̖¯ʛɻم
Ь͌٣مۯؾقۮٻۯؾٯۮȺ֤ٟڂن٠٧Ƨڀ٢ۘـՍƗģ٧ۗĺ,ٯ٦]֤چɖց٣ѷٖۗڃ
٦íͳЫ٢Ɨģ٠ِٞۗ˪Ă٦ 4 ٜ٦Ëљɗچʄًۗ˪ځѶՍƼ٠ϯǲƼ٦٣̵ۚ۽ۗڂيكĄ
̤Ě٫ۚ۾Ⱥ֤˰ձچԁِ̈́ۗѶՍƼ٠ϯǲƼ٦Ë˳ӘʰĚ٫΅Ʒǣ!٦ѣϾ٦/ϓچիلڀ٣ْ
ۘڂ
ڦؾڬ٧Ѷϯٖ ڃٗڃ18 Ͷ٦˄Ʉθ¯̵٣ ڂٿ2 ɻÝ٦ʼέձ٦ɨ֑ۤ¢ 20 ԁۥٟۘڂؿ
ԁ̈́٦Ƈw̵ۗۚ۽Ą̤٣ٜـٞۗۯؾٯۮ٠ۯؾقۮ٧ 406ۗ104 ٟڂؿ٦٣έِۗ“ai”“aiya”٧ 48ۗ29 ٠
Ѷϯٟθن٢Ȁمƙۚ۾ۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀȺ֤˰ձ٣ٜـٞۗ΅ʆ٦Ҩٯ٦Ү]٠ِ֤ٞۤڂڃڀـⅠۥ
ۗلѫҨЫ٢Ë˳Әʰ٠ِ֤ٞۤڂڃڀـⅡ٘ٵۗلۥόѦٟ٦Ⱥ֤ۤaلۥΦ٦Ҩچҫۤفbۗلۥ٠
 فـ2 ٜ٦Ùзڀلԁِ̈́٘ƇwۗѶՍƼۯؾقۮۯؾٯۮ٧ۗⅠa ٠Ⅰb ِلƙۗٓڃڀʃ٣΅ʆ٦Ҩ
ٯ٦Ү]٠ٌِ֤ٞڂڃڀـ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘ/ۗϯǲƼ٦“ai”“aiya”٧ۗⅠ(a)ۗⅠ(b)٦ۗلٲⅡ
(b)ٹƙ΅ۗڃڀʆ٦Ҩٯ٦Ү]ٙيٟ٢ۗوѫҨЫ٢Ë˳Әʰ٠ِٞΦ٦ҨچҫٛٞȺَ֤ڃ
ٌڂ٠ؿٹٛ٘ۘۗ٘ٵȈٹΧوƙڂڃڀȺ֤˰ձچƙڂ٠ۗۯؾٯۮ٧ۗ57۹مόѦٟ٦Ⱥ֤ٟڂؿ٦
٣έِۗۯؾقۮ٧ۗ62۹مΦ٦ҨچҫٛٞȺَ֤ۘڂڃ/ۗϯǲƼٟ٧ۗ“ai”“aiya”٠ٹ٣ۗⅡ(b)
٦´ǭمȈٹǫلٛ٘ۤ“ai” 54%ۗ“aiya” 86% ۘۥ
ѶՍƼٟۗمۯؾٯۮόѦٟΧ̵وĄْڂ٦٧ۗ΅ʆ٦Ҩѫٖ֝٦ٹ٦٣̮٢١مËّڃڀ
٢˰ـǭٟـ֤چۯؾٯۮٹٞҮ]چɦْ٘ٸٟۘڂؿѶՍƼԦƼɻ٧ٌ٦فٿ٢ۯؾٯۮ٦ĉסЫ
٢Әʰ٣ٿٛٞ΅ʆ٦Ҩ٣ŀՠچɦِٞڂـ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق/ۗϯǲƼٟ٧ۗ΅ʆ٦Ҩٯ٦Ү
]٠ِ֤ٞۗٹځٿڂـŃύْٰنɝԊچФɦْڂҨ٠ĳ٣ٌ֤ڂـ٠٣΅ۗځٿʆچɨڀ٦Ҩ٣
6نǵٷ٠فـѣϾمƙۘ٘ڃڀՍƗģٟɦِ٘ѶϯƦƼ٦Ë˳ӘʰĚ٫΅Ʒǣ!٦ѣϾ٧ۗ
ϯǲ̖¯ʛɻٯ٦Ë˳Әƥچäٷɉќ٣ɦǾٹڂق֚چ٦٠Ǡۘڂق
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A Comparison of Japanese Interjections “hē” “ē” and
Chinese Interjections “ai” “aiya” in First-Meeting
Conversations

Hong YANG (ɪɟчƘׂϒöθ¯)

Japanese interjections "he" "e" and their Chinese counterparts "ai" "aiya" express various types of
emotion, such as surprise, admiration, dissatisfaction. Though the functions of these Chinese
interjections are similar to the Japanese interjections, it is difficult for Chinese learners to use "he" or
"e" properly in some cases.
In this study, I analyze the functions of the four interjections as they are used in the conversations
between two native speakers. In order to elucidate differences in conversational style between Japanese
and Chinese speakers, I examine 1) the token frequency distribution and 2) the situation where the
interjections are used, aiming at implementing the results into future Japanese education for Chinese
learners.
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The data consist of 20-minute, audio and videotaped dyadic conversations by 18 JNS and 18 CNS
pairs. All of the participants are female college students.
The results are as follows. 1) The token frequency distribution is significantly different between
Japanese "he"(406) "e" (104) and Chinese "ai"(48) "aiya"(29). 2) Japanese "he" and "e" are only seen
in responding turns, while Chinese "ai" "aiya" are used not only as responses, but also as a
demonstration of the speaker’s spontaneous emotion, followed by other utterance in the same turn. In
order to analyze the kinds of situation where they are used, I focus on two points of views, which are
the position and the turn composition. As for the position, our data show that they can be used either as
(i) a reaction to the preceding utterance produced by the partners, or as (ⅱ) an utterance to express the
speaker’s spontaneous emotion. As for the turn composition, they can be seen either (a) without other
utterance, or (b) followed by other utterance. It turns out that Japanese "he" and "e" are only seen in (ia)
and (ib), being used as a reaction to the preceding utterance. However there is also a difference between
“he” and “e”. "He” tends to occur in (ia), without other utterance (57%), while "e” tends to occur in
(ib), with other utterance following (62%). On the other hand, Chinese "ai" "aiya" are seen in (ia), (ib),
(ⅱb), and the ratio of (ⅱb) was the highest both in "ai" (54%) and "aiya"( 86%).
The reason why "he" frequently occurred without any other utterance is that it can be used as a
reaction to the preceding utterance produced by the partner, even though the speaker was not surprised
or excited at the preceding utterance. This research suggests that the Japanese speaker might just use
"he" as a marker of courtesy to show their interest in partners. On the other hand, the Chinese speaker
might use interjections to show some impressive events or things as to fascinate whose partners, rather
than using them as reactions. The characteristic of emotional expressions and interaction style in the
conversation of both Japanese and Chinese languages which I showed in this study can be used to our
practices in Japanese language educations.
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ʃĺȖԖǔ٠فـЫ֦5٦Ԗkچ١فʌيɍل٘ٸ
ؾ¢ĺɆ٦Ƽهڀ֟٘قٶڀلځ
Miyuki TADA (Љțθ¯)
Yumi KONDO (թƩdǲƼθ¯)
Kanako KAWASAKI (ЉțǲƼθ¯)
1. ϯ̅٠٢ڂʃϼٻƇ
ѶՍƼ٦¯٫٦˰٠ِٞ٦ĺɱ٧ۗĺɱ٦̩٦ʷӉۛʛ٦˰ۗڀلɨƭӘƥ٠Φɻֻ
٦˰ٯ٠ԖkِٞنٞۘڂـѶՍ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ĺɱ٧Χǲ͇٦¯̵مʡٌف٠مΧۮۗوέچВ
ّٞ"٢ڂnϞÙٻǠق٣ʰ͓ۯفǈ٦ù٠٢ٌڂ٠"ۗڀلԅk٦έ٦˰٠ِٞ٦öίٹ
θِلِۘـن٢ٌۗڀم٦فٿ٢Ԗk٣ĺɆمƯق©چـٞڂـ٠فـƥ˵ٌۘڂؿٹ٦Ưچـ
ĺɆ٧١فʌِ֝ٞوـ٦چلϐۗوٰڂՍƗģٟ٧ۗԅԱϯ̅ڠڴۍڞ٦ڀلڭڠڔګɨƭӘƥ¶
љϯ̅ŭٯڭڠڔګ٠Ԗǔِ٘܆θ¯٦ѶՍƼĺɆچέ˧٣ҭǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋǣۗـЫ֦
5٦Ԗk٦ʌ֝ɢ٣ƙڂڃڀƯٖٻـ٦ʌ֝٦چڠڢۑڻիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چəۘ٘ٶ
ؾۉڷڦۓڋĴוɻ٦ƼۗڀلځʃĺȖ٦Ԗǔ٣ٵُٵَڂٿ٢Ԗk٣ҫۗـĺɆ٦փ´ю٣έْ
ڂƯمـAۘ٘قƼ چځM-GTA ٣ځٿԁْ̈́ڂ٠ۗʃĺȖԖǔ٠فـЫ֦5٦ʌ֝٦ڠڢۑڻ
٠¢ĺɆ٦ĺ,Ù٠و̋مÞڅٛٞڂـq̮҄مɦǾٌَۘ٘ڃ٦ٌ٠٧ۗǷƹۗЫ֦5٦ʌ֝
ХٟĺɆ٦ĺ,Ùم١فԖkْٸ٘ڂٶچلڂ٦ʆځلم٠٢ڂ٠فـзٟʪ֦ٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂق
2. ˥٦Ăʲ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗʃĺȖ٦Ԗǔ٠فـЫ֦5٦ԖkچŸƟِ٘܆θ¯ѶՍƼڠۍږϏэѶՍƼĺ
Ɇچέ˧٠ِ٘ҭǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋǣٛ٘ۘ
ؾۉڷڦۓڋĴוɻ٧ۗʃĺȖ٦Ԗǔ٣ۗځٿʍņʷӉۗʍņѫ֝ۗĺɱ¶љюَۗٵُٵ٢Ԗk
مĄٌ٘ن٠چƼٖٛٞۘڂـ٦Ԗk٣ҫۗـĺɱ¶љۗĺɆ٦փ´ю٣ƯچـËٌّٞڂـ٠م
Aۘ٘ق¢۠٦ĺɆ٣ڂٿƼ چځM-GTA ٟԁْ̈́ڂ٠ۗĺɆ٦ĺ,Ù٠̋وÞڅٛٞڂـq̮҄م
ɦǾَٵڃٌۘ٘ڃٟ٠"٢ٹڂ٦٣˿٘ڃȔۗɨ̑م/ҹĸّ̂وٞٹڂـ٦٠٦Ȁ"٣Ȉ'ٹ
Ëٯٌٖۗق©چ٦ӢٻƯمـƼځ٠٢ٛٞƥ٘ڃq̮҄مǫڃٌۘـ٣ۗځٿ¢ĺɆمըɬ
٣ɡٛٞںڊګږھڠؾڵڂـ٠ʌ֝٦ڠڢۑڻ٦Þٹ̮ɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
3. ѣĂْٰڭۓڋہن
ĺɆٯ٦ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁچǣ͕ٛ٘ǣƗģ٧Ы֦5٦Ԗk٦ŸƟɻ٠ӆŸƟɻ٦Ӂ«م
ٲ٠ڇ١ِٟۗلِۘڂؿՍƗģٟ٧њّ˵ļ٣ڂؿĺɆچԁ̈́έ˧٠ِۗҽڀ٦Ы֦5٦Ԗk٦
ʌ֝چڠڢۑڻԁِ̈́٘ۘŏѽۗѶՍƼĺɆ٧ۮέچВّٞ"٢ڂnϞÙٻǠق٣ʰۯفĺɱ
چȝٛٞوـɳͥɻٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
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Reacting to externally-driven factors such as a new
main textbook: Examining uncertainly in teachers'
narratives

Miyuki TADA (Љțθ¯)
Yumi KONDO (թƩdǲƼθ¯)
Kanako KAWASAKI (ЉțǲƼθ¯)
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The classroom, as the space where Japanese is learned, is transitioning from a place to prepare and
practice for the outside world to one for self-expression and understanding of others. Many Japanese
language classrooms in Japan are attended by students from different countries, making them an ideal
opportunity for encountering other values and beliefs through dialogue, and resulting in great
expectations for a space for dialogue between different cultures. However, many teachers experience
disorientation when faced with these changes.
To investigate how teachers handle these changes, this study looked at teachers at University A as it
changed from a textbook for a grammar-based syllabus to one based on self-expression activities. MGTA analysis and semi-structured interviews were used to clarify the disorientation and process of
acceptance seen in teachers when faced with change driven by external factors (change of main
textbook).
The narratives of participants as they relate to externally-driven factors in the form of a change of
main textbook were quantitatively analyzed, and the results suggest the possibility that these narratives
are deeply connected with the educational philosophy held by each individual teacher. Understanding
that this connection may provide a clue for observing how these views and narratives change during the
process of reacting to external factors is particularly important. The subjects analyzed in this study were
a number of teachers faced with the same situation. We hope it will help identify desirable attributes
for teachers of Japanese as they create classrooms as spaces for encountering other values and beliefs
through dialogue.
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ѶՍƼĺ,ڀلؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښƙڂ
ѶՍƼĺɆ٠ِٞ٦ʯυk٠ډێۇڔů̯
Ayako FURUUCHI (ȣӌחθ¯)
Hiroko TAKAGI (ɳͥ˄Ʉθ¯θ¯9)
Aya SATO (Ӽ*θ¯)
Yohei KATANO (Љbċʱu¯θ¯)
ƥȕ̵ۗ¯׆٧ٹ٠ځٿǫф̖Ȗ ٻEPAۗċʱƗʕ̵ю٦˽ʈ£θ٣ҫ¯فʛɻͽ٦£θ٠Χ
֡kٖۗٶ̓م٦˵ļ٣έ]ْۗٸ٘ڂĺɆ٦͙վ̮٦Ǉ˪ٻÞۛʑԙԁցٟ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٯ
٦ȇѺɬ٠ʣɳمğڃڀٸٞۘڂـԅkϻ٦ԉ̯ 27 ѽф٦ԪǱٟ٧ٌۗ٦ƥ˵٣έِۗѶՍƼĺ
Ɇ٦փ´ԓ٦҄ۛוɛɲ٦իɦkۏڬۆٻk٣ו҄ڂٿāОюچǣف٠ĳ٣ۗƥ˽ĺɆچέ˧٠ِ
٘ۮƗʕۯ٦Ӑ֦̮چĸЇِْۗلِۘڂԅkϻمɳɋِ٘ԉ̯ 27 ѽф٦ɳΰЇȁ٧ۗѶՍƼĺɆ
٦˲ŋǥɆ٦´ǭ٧ 12.2۹٠ۗʓņ˵ļمӐِٓٹОِ٘ٹ٦٣٢ٌـ٠چɦْۘΦ͕ۗǣƗģ
٣٧ۗίŜձٻƳ֤ձ٣Ӣ՞ٻӢچԮق٢ٹڀمѶՍƼĺɆچΝيٞڂـɳΰچԪǱْٹڂ٦ٹ
ƙٌۘڂڃڀ٦فٿ٢ѶՍƼĺɆ٦ίŜ٠˵ļjۗҽڀ٣٧َڀ٢͙ڂվ̮٦Ǉ˪٠ٖ٦٘ٸ٦ۮɨ
ƭƗمۯشğڃڀٸٞۘڂـٟ٧ۗƥ˽٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٧١٦فٿ٣ɨ̑٦͙վ̮چǫ˽ۮۗٸņۇڔ
چۯډێůِ̯ٞڂـ٦ٙۘلفڄՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗچڃκ٣ۗѶՍƼĺ,چؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښέ˧٠ِ
٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁۛԁ̈́چǣ˽ۗـէ٦̢ǣ٣٧Ͷ˼Õֻ٦ϟɬٻCDۛÕֻ҄ۗוƿ˛ۃښۗו
ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉюمӐ֦٠َڂڃ/ٌۗڀڃ٧Ғʰ͕٦̯֨Хٟ¯٨٢لٛ٘҄וٟڂؿ
ٌ٠لڅٹَٛ٘ۘڀ٣ٌۗمו҄ڀڃ١٦فٿ٣Ԣ́ۗڃڅЉَٔڃڀٞوـ٦ل٢١ڦؾڱڊڬؾښ
ؾ٣ɕڂʯυkХ٦ځؿچϐ͕ۗٸ٘ڂ٦Їȁέ˧ɻ٣ȇؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁچǣِٖٛ٘ۘٞۗ
҄ٻוɛɲٯ٦ɨƭѺɬٻɬkمѶՍƼĺɆ٠ِٞ٦˽ۮņۯډێۇڔ٦ů̯٠գ͍٢Þũؿم
֡ڂɄمƙۘ٘ڃڀՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦فٚۗӾ͡Űۛюɕ̮ۤڨؾۑڻډTEAـ֤چۥٞqɖkِ٘ۗ
ѶՍƼĺɆ٦҄ו٠ɛɲ٦ʯυkХ٦ځؿچԪǱْڂ٠ĳ٣̯wچʲٰۘڂˑۗѶՍƼĺɆ
٦̯Љ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗĺ,ɳʛ̵چέ˧٠ِ٘Ɨģ٧ƙۗمڂڃڀϯƏĺɆϛ٦ɛɲۛ҄ו٦ʯυ
kХډێۇڔچڃٖٻů̯٦ɖзڀلԁِ̈́٘ٹ٦٧٢ۘـǷѶۗϯƏѶՍƼĺɆ٧ۗѶՍƼĺ
,͕چќٌِۗ٦ԁցچҨбَٔۮڂϯ¥̖Ȗۯ٠ϥٝڃڀيٌٞۘڂـ٦ϛ٦ĺɆ٦ҨυХ
چիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠ٟۗҨυϛԓۮƗʕٻۯǄwЫ٢̯֨٦ɳƥٹq҄٣٢مڃٖۗځѶՍƼĺɆ
٦͙վ̮ځٿچǫٌڂٸ٠٣ٜ٢ڂمٌٙۘفڄ٦зٟۗՍƗģ٧ƥȕğڂڃڀٸѶՍƼĺ,٦ʣɳ
٣ïْ֚ٹڂ٦٠Ǡۘڂق
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Expertize and career development for Japanese
Language teacher: A Japanese Language education
coordinator’s perspective

Ayako FURUUCHI (ȣӌחθ¯)
Hiroko TAKAGI (ɳͥ˄Ʉθ¯θ¯9)
Aya SATO (Ӽ*θ¯)
Yohei KATANO (Љbċʱu¯θ¯)
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Due to the expansion of the types of occupation for learners, such as highly-skilled human resources,
EPA and technical trainees, the Japanese learner layer is now expanding and becoming diverse.And in
order to respond to this situation, it is necessary to improve the expertise of teachers, and to re-examine
and improve Japanese language education in both related and peripheral fields. In response to this
situation, a FY 2015 report by the Agency for Cultural Affairs stressed the importance of clarifying the
ability and qualifications of Japanese language teachers by role, and using modelling to stipulate ability,
as well as the need for ‘training’ for incumbent teachers.
However, a fact-finding survey conducted by the Agency for Cultural Affairs in FY 2015 showed
that the proportion of Japanese language teachers who are full-time is 12.2%, indicating that the
employment situation is not necessarily stable. On the other hand, some previous studies report the
reality that Japanese teachers continue working even while they are dissatisfied and anxious about their
treatment and employment. Under such circumstances and treatment, Japanese teachers are expected to
enhance their expertise and apply ‘self-improvement’ for that purpose. So, how does an incumbent
Japanese language teacher increase his or her expertise and form an ‘employment career’?
In preparing this presentation, and with this issue in mind, the presenters conducted and analysed
interview surveys with Japanese language education coordinators, and learned that while knowledge of
organization management, the abilities to operate and manage, to negotiate, and to communicate are
required for the performance of duties. The presenters also found that these are not skills that they
learned in the training courses which they graduated. Furthermore, in order to explore the actual process
of mastery that leads to becoming a coordinator, such as how these skills are supplemented or expanded,
actually works, the presenters conducted follow-up interviews with the subjects of the previous survey.
It then became apparent that self-awareness and critical consciousness of their ability and qualities
bears a close relationship with the formation of an ‘employment career’ as a Japanese language teacher.
In this presentation, the presenters will report how the process of mastery of a Japanese language
teacher’s ability and qualities actually works, visualized using the Trajectory Equifinality Approach
(TEA), and describe the results. As for the growth and development of Japanese language teachers,
studies are available for teacher interns, but none have looked at the process of mastering qualities and
abilities of teachers at the mid-career stage, or analysed it from the viewpoint of career formation. Today,
it is mid-career Japanese language teachers who lead the way in Japanese language education and are
positioned as the ‘key personnel’ to develop this field. By clarifying the developmental process of
teachers who are at this stage, it becomes possible to achieve developmental stage-specific ‘study’ and
effective training, which will lead to a further improvement of Japanese language teacher's expertise.
In this regard, the presenters believe that this research can contribute to the improvement currently
sought in Japanese language education.
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ѶϯƦƼ٣ڂٿĺɆ̯Љɿф٦Ҩ
―η٦θ¯ٟјوѶՍƼĺɆچέ˧٠ِٞ―

Kogetsu GAN (̩̈θ¯ѶՍƼԅ¯ŷ)

ŏѽۗѶՍƼĺɆ٦ĺ,٠,̯٣ـكٞۗĺɆ̯ٹЉٌْڂ٠٦ʪ֦̮مɉЩَڃٞلِۘڂـ
ِۗѶՍƼĺ,٦ԁց٣ـكٞۗĺɆم١̯ـڀوڃЉِ٘٦چلΘОْڂɿфمƙэ٘ڀ٢ـ٦
مƥ˵ٟۘڂؿΧԽ٢ĺɆمɨƭәnٌكچ٢ڂقԜַٟבɲ٢ΘОɿф٦Ҩ٧ډێۇڔҨυ
٦Ùз֏ٹڀلMٟڂؿ٠ƦۘفٿقҨ٣ۗځ٘ؿη٦فٿ٣ںڊګڋڱĺɆںڊګڋڱۓڲٹĺ
ɆٹĺϘ٣ׂٜĺ,ƥ˰ٟ٧ۗɳ֤̮٦ÙзۗٹڀلѶϯƦƼٟɿфچҨْڂӐ֦ٖۘڂؿم
ٌٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗη٦θ¯ٟјوĺɆ֤٣ѶϯƦƼٟѶՍƼĺɆ٦̯ЉچΘОِۗqɖkْ
̯ڂЉɿф٦Ҩچəۘ٘ٶŘάЫ٣٧ۗɣ٦ 4 ٜ٦ХچŸٌٞك٢ٛ٘ۘ
ۤ1ۥι/ϛ͕ۜǣƗģͦڀلОِ٘ 100 ǩչ٦ѶՍƼ٦ΘОɿфچη̖٦Վօ͙վt٠ϸ
ɻٟϯǲƼ٣Վօَِۗڀ٣ٖ٦ՎօچѶՍ̖٦Վօ͙վtمėՎօۤback translationِۥٞۗϸɻ
چäٷƦƼ٦Վօ͙վt 3 թٟȈʚҲ٦ϯǲƼօ¨چѺِ٘ۘ
ۤ2ۥιѲϛۜѶՍƼĺ,٣ŴڂڅՎօ͙վt 5 թ٠ϸɻٟ͙վtďچȆِٞЬ̮͌ۗն
̮֭ۗɳͥƥ˰ٟ٦ַ֤q̮҄٦ÙзڀلǩչچƔѓِۗ110 ǩչ٦ΘОɿфͦچОِ٘ۘ
ۤ3ۥιȮϛۜͦОَ ٘ڃ110 ǩչ٦ΘОɿф٦ʪ֦фٿك٫ѫ֝ЫΩэ̮چƔѓْۗٸ٘ڂ
ڋڈڹۏڬԱۤdelphi techniqueـ֤چۥٞۗη٦ 5 θ¯ 19 թ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦͙վtچέ˧٠ِ٘
ɲսɓЇȁ چ2 ɳɋِ͙ۗվt 19 թمҬϚِ٘ǩչ٦ʪ֦фٻѫ֝ٯ٦ʕ̳ƙ٣íٝـ
ٞۗЬ͌٢ǩչ٦ͦО٠ʕٌ̳كچ٢ۗـȈʚЫ٣ 86 ٦ǩչڂ̯ڀلϯǲƼҲ٦ɿфچҨِ٘ۘ
ۤ4ۥιȿϛۜҨِ٘ϯǲƼҲ٦ɿфۤچ1ۥ٠њ֡٦ʆʺٟՎօ٠ėՎօٌكچ٢ـѶՍƼҲ
ɿфچȝِ̯٘ۘ
ՍƗģٟҨِ٘ѶϯƦƼ٦ĺɆ̯Љɿф٧ۗۮⅠۚĳВِ͙٘վЫ҄ۛוϟɬچۯΘڂǩչ
 م56 ǩչۗۮⅡۚԆْۛۛوѧۛٷˀۛوօْ¢ċ҄٦͙վЫ҄ۛוϟɬچۯΘڂǩչ م30 ǩչۗǭ
Ż 86 ǩչڀلǖَ̯ڃٞۮۘڂـⅠۯ٧Ϗэuչ٣ͮۗٓڀٿٞ٦ĺɆַ֤مٟۘڂن/ۗۮⅡۯ٧
ɳȔ٦Ϗэuչ٣˞ِڀ٢ۘڂַْ֤ڀمՍĺɆ̯Љɿф٧̖ۗ̈ĺɆۓۍګڽڀلĺɆٵٟ٦ْ
ٰٞ٦ĺɆ٦Ⱥ֤;چОِٞڂـ٦ٟۗɨƭƗٻشʍņ٦ͫۗĺɆƗʕ٦әn٢١٦˰ձٟ¶
ٌْ֤ڂ٠مٟڂن٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
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Constructing the Indicator of Teachers’ Professional
Development in Japanese and Chinese Languages: The
Case Study of Japanese Language Teachers in Taiwan
Universities

Kogetsu GAN (̩̈θ¯ѶՍƼԅ¯ŷ)

In the Japanese education field, the language teachers’ professional development is very essential in
recent years. However, there isn’t any assessment criterion for teachers’ professional development. It
is very useful for teachers’ self-evaluation if there is a high-quality and effective assessment criterion.
Take Taiwan for example; there are both Taiwanese and Japanese teachers at university level so it is
necessary to construct a bilingual assessment criterion for them. The main goal of this study is to
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construct an effective assessment criterion to help Taiwanese and Japanese teachers teaching at
university level. Therefore, the researcher tried to build a Chinese and Japanese bilingual criterion for
Japanese language teachers at Taiwan universities. The researcher first developed the Chinese version
and then translated it into the Japanese through using the following four stages.
(1) The first stage: A Taiwanese translation expert and the researcher used forward translation to
translate the 100 selected Japanese indicators from literature. Afterwards, one Japanese expert
translated the Chinese version into Japanese by adopting “back translation”. Finally, the two bilingual
translators and the researcher worked together to confirm the correctness of the Chinese version
indicators.
(2) The second stage: There are 5 translation experts invited to engage in Japanese language
education, who met together with the researcher to discuss the adequacy, completeness and the
feasibility of the practical application of the assessment criterion. Finally, 110 indicators were
formulated from the final results.
(3) The third stage: To investigate the significance and appropriateness of the 110 formulated
indicators, the "delphi technique" was adopted to implement two rounds of questionnaires of 19
Japanese language experts from five universities in Taiwan. Based on the results from questionnaire,
86 Chinese indicators were constructed.
(4) The fourth stage: The same steps were used as the first stage (1), through the process of forward
translation and back translation in order to translate the complete indicators in Chinese version into
the Japanese version.
There are two main parts of the Chinese-Japanese bilingual criterion in this study. The first part is
about the Common Professional Knowledge, which has 56 indicators (items) and which all Japanese
teachers can use regardless of what subjects they teach. The second part includes Listening, Speaking,
Reading, Writing, and Translating, which is incorporated 30 indicators (items) and which teachers
should use based on the subjects they teach. Both new teachers and the senior teachers can apply the
criterion; therefore, this bilingual assessment criterion can be employed for teachers when they do
some researches, improve their own Japanese teaching skills and make self-evaluation.

2 ǲÝ٣ڂيكљ ĳ֏¶ږکڴڮؾڊڹۛډڸљ

Eri KAMIYA
Anna KOBAYASHI

ƦƼ٧ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦/ʆϛ٠ِٞΖۗڃڀقƦƼĺ,٣ـكٞچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۗٹʪ
ɖِ٘ɉќم٢َڃٞۘڂـǲƼĺ,٧ٹ٧ٻӆԦƼɻ٠ԦƼɻ٦͍˿٦مٶչЫٟ٧٢
و٢ٛٞنٞۗځكǲȔƿׄíŐ٦ JF ѶՍƼĺ,ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٣ـكٞۮٹǲ͇ٻզΜچЈ٘قѶ
ՍƼȺ֤ɻ٦ٌڂْۯןˍچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٠چѣϾ٠ِٞīًٌٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٣չӖƦƼٟ٦
ӆԦƼɻњɀ٦͍˿ځٿۗٹΧ֡٢̖ÝÞũچǖϨْٸ٘ڂ٣ӆ˲٣ՠڂؿم٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍ̖٠٦͍˿ùمː٢ـ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ˪ۓڋۍۓڑۗمٟΦǲ٦
ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ƿٌْׄڂ٠چВّٞۗ١٦فٿ٣Ëّڂ٦چلիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٠ِ٘ۘȝԅڸڠٻ
ڨؾٟ٧٢ځٻۗو٠ځٟ٦ږکڴڮؾڊڹۛډڸ٣Þْ͕ڂǣƗģ٧ٵٙː٢ۓڋۍۓڑۗ٘ٵۗو
˪ٟ"٢ڂǲ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمƿْׄڂ٠فـзٟՍƗģ٧ِ̈ـÙзڀل٦ɳٟͥڂؿ٠Ʀق
ۘڂ
έ˧ɻ٧àǲƼɻ 18 թۗۄگڭڽƼɻ 13 թۗA2ۢB1 ۏڽېٟۘڂؿՍƗģ٧ 1.ɝͪۓډ
ۗڭؾژ2.ʍņۗ3.ۗڭڠګ4.ɝƹۗڭؾژۓډ5.ؾۉڷڦۓڋڻکډؾۑڐڹ٦ׄڃٟǣۗـ1ۗ4ۗ5
٦Ƈwچԁ̈́έ˧٠ِ٘ۘʍņٟ٧õΠ ڀلڭڠڔګ10 ͦچڭکڰۊОِٖۗڃٗڃ٣
Can-do ͐چОِ٘ۘʍņ٦̓ٸ٧j٦Вځٟ①ۘڂؿCan-do چФɦِۯڭؾڞږکڎڨۮ٣ʍņ
ͪ٦ɨƭәnچĂѷ②ͪ٦ʍņ٦ۯڭؾڞږکڎڨۮ٦Ү˟з¨چѺ③Can-do ٣Þْڂѫ֝٣
ٜـٞ④ږؾڭڻؾۏڗ٣ÞْڂƼؐٻӘƥ٦ќѷۗʛ⑤ډھٟڋېڻۏؾۑ٦ʛ
⑥ڻؾۏڗѫҨӘƹۗǆїٟͮ⑦ږکڴڮؾڊڹۛډڸάҨӘƹۗۮәnچۯڭؾڞȺٛٞ΅Ʒәn
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⑧ۯڭؾڞږکڎڨۮ٣ʍņƹ٦ɨƭәn٠ɨƭѫ˟چĂѷ⑨٦љ چȝِ̯ۗĺ,֤ SNS
۰Edmodo۱٣щǝ⑩àǲۛۄگڭڽ٦¯ʛɻͮ4م۰Edmodo۱ٟљ چɖІِڭۓۅښ
ՍƗģ٦Ƈw˪ۓڋۍۓڑۗڀل٣ـكٞΦǲ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ƿٌْׄڂ٠ٟۗ̈٘٢ûٝن
٣ٜ٢¯ۗځمʛɻ٦ΧموՍ¶љ٣ĎچËٌّٞڂـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘʥٛٞۗՍƗģ٣¶ڂيك
љ¯مʛɻ٦ɬۓۋڞؾڽڨۆٻ٣ڠۍڻ٣ј٘ـ٠ƦۘڂقǷƹ٧¶љѫ֝ٻĺɆ٦Þځڅ
٣ٜـِٞͫۗΧو٦¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ֏Ď٢ʍņ٠٢ڂԱچФِٞۘـ٘نـ

Video sharing peer feedback activity between two
countries

Eri KAMIYA
Anna KOBAYASHI

Language is regarded as one means of communication, and even in language education,
communication is emphasized.
Foreign language education is no longer the only purpose of contact between non-native speakers
and native speakers. Even in the JF Standard for Japanese-Language Education developed by the
Japan Foundation lists " Encourage communication of Japanese users beyond nationalities and ethnic
groups” as a feature.
In this way, contact between non-native speakers in the target language is also considered to be
very meaningful for constructing more diverse human relations.
Therefore, in this research, we decided to clarify how overseas Japanese learners who have few
opportunities to contact with Japanese native speaker feel through online exchange with Japanese
learners of other countries.
There are not many prior studies on peer feedback in Interaction conversation, not compositions or
speech, and it can be said that this research is a practical research from a new perspective in that
Japanese language learners from different countries interact online.
This research was conducted 1. Pre questionnaire 2. conversation class 3. Test 4. Post questionnaire
5. follow-up interview, and analyzed 1,4,5 results.
In the conversation class, researcher selected 10 units from the conversation text, and made Can-do
in each.
The lesson method is as follows.
① read Can-do and fill in "check sheet (pre self-evaluation)"
② Confirm reflection point of "check sheet" of last lesson
③Group talk about topic
④Introduction of vocabulary and expression that can be used in conversation, then its practice
⑤Conversation practice of role playing in pai
⑥Conversation in front of group member, then do peer feedback each other
⑦ 2-3 pairs do conversation in front of class member. The class member evaluate it using
"evaluation sheet".
⑧ fill in "check sheet (post self-evaluation and self-reflection)"
⑨ 1pair make a video of the conversation and post it on educational SNS "Edmodo"
⑩ All class member in Korea and in Vietnam watch videos with "Edmodo" and comment it.

From the results of this research, it was found that by interacting with Japanese language learners
of other countries online leads to new awareness. And many of the learners feel the significance of
this activity.
Therefore, it can be said that the activity in this research worked positive for the learner's
consciousness and motivation.
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Researcher would like to improve methods of activities and teacher involvement.
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̵ۛ¯׆ѶՍ̖¯̵ǻǭڠۍږٟĺɆ٣ğٹڂڃڀٸ٦
٠٧ -PAC ԁ̈́٣ڂٿθ¯ʼѽɣ
ԅˡӘƥʍņ٦ĺɆ٦̇ځԚځӁ«-

Nao SAKAI (ӳΏցθ¯)
Yuki NAGAMATSUYA (ӳΏցθ¯)
Junko NAKAGAWA (ӳΏցθ¯)
Shinko HATTORI (ӳΏցθ¯)

ՍƗģٟ٧ۗʼѽɣĺ,ٟڗۓڊګڋۍ٦/̀ʍņچϏэْڂĺ,ק٦"٢ڂĺɆ̵¯׆ۗم٠
ѶՍ̖¯̵٦ǻǭچڠۍږϏэٌْڂ٠ٟËّ٘ʥ֮٦ڠۍږ٠٦Ȁۗٻɉќ٦Ȕ٦έ]چЇٰۗ
Ƿƹٌ٦فٿ٢چڠۍږCDِٞ˪وـٟ٦κچիلڀ٣ِ٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٦ƇwۗӃƟɻ٣٧̵ۗ¯׆٠ѶՍ̖¯̵٦Ĵјۄګڠڞچkْڂ٢١ʍņCD٣ـكٞ
Χو٦ĳВǣљمƙڂڃڀ/ٌٟۗٵڃٟچ̵¯׆ʃ٣Ϗэِٞل٘نѶՍ̖¯̵چʃ٣Ϗэِ
ٞل٘ن٦'ـ٣ۗځٿʍņɢ٦ɉɦ̵¯׆چ٠ѶՍ̖¯̵٦١ٚڀ٣لڂْڠڒؾڐڹ٠فـέ]
٣'مـƙ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀĺɆŸƟ٦Ȁ٣¯ۗځٿʛ٣̵ٜ¯وٓٵ٣έ]ْ˰ڂǭ٦ֻ̅Ы֙֓٣
ٹȀمѺۘ٘ڃڀٸŸƟـ͝مĺɆ٧ɨԁڂٸ͉چŪǇ٣ۗځؿŸƟ٦ڂؿĺɆ٧ڠۍږ٣ٹӾ
̤٦ـ֤چڠؾڤێٞսκچƄِفٿ٠ِۗΧԅkǻǭڠۍږٟؿֻٛٞ̅ٹЫ٣ǿ=ٌَڂڃ٠
مː٢فٿـٟؿٛ٘ۘ
ʍņ֦ۜ2016 ѽ 9 Ɖ٣ǥِ٘Ձθ¯ٟǣڃڅٞ¯ͮڂـĳВ٦ʼѽɣګڋۍۛږکۃڬڒډ
ڗۓڊ٦ʍņٟۘڂؿ90 ԁ×8 ۗچڗۓڊګڋۍڠڢۑڻВِѶǶɨԁمÞ̅چɡٌٛٞڂـ٠ڀل
ͦچۂؾګ٫ۗОĎٝٻي6֤٢١٦Әƥċʱ¯چ٫ۗĕÙЫ٢ԅƖɛچ6ِ֤ٞɨԁ٦Ǡچق
ֻЫ٣ˀ۽چڭؾہېوՍ (2000-2500 ɠ) Æَ̯ٔۘڂʍņ٦ϯٟۗ¯̵٧ڸٻۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ
ډәnٹǣۘف
ЇȁԱۜ˪ĂʍņچΧԅkǻǭڠۍږٟɳɋِٞڂـǥɆ 3 թچӃƟɻ٠ِۗʍņɢ٦3˧چ
ս;فȻƂԅۗـ֤چPAC ԁ̈́ۤѫђ 2009ۥ٦ʆʺ٣ԨٛٞؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁچǣٛ٘ۘӃƟɻ٧
ٌ٦ʍņنچٛيل٣ۗθ¯ٟʼٸٞѶՍ̖٣ĺڂقĺɆۗʼٸ̵ٞ¯׆٣ĺڂقĺɆٌۗٵڃٟ٣
ǻǭچڠۍږĺ٘قŸƟ٦ڂؿĺɆ٦ 3 թٟۘڂؿ
θ¯٦ǲȔk٣ҫـΎpچΝ̵¯׆ڂي٠ѶՍ̖¯̵٦ǻǭڠۍږ٦սκз٣ٜـٞۗʼѽɣ
ĺ,٣ڗۓڊګڋۍۛږکۃڬڒډڂيك٦ʍņ٣ـكٞǣ٘ڃڅƗģ٧ٵٙː٢ۘـѣ٣ۗΧԅkǻ
ǭڠۍږ٣ڂيكϏэĺ4٦ѺɬǖΑ٦ȀۗچĺɆק٣ٿٛٞ PAC ԁ̈́چВِٞЇȁۗӁ«ٌْڂ
٠ٟۗǷƹٌ٦فٿ٢ʍņچϏэْڂĺ4ю٣٠ٛٞɦǾچѡٌڂ٠ٹΧـ٠Ǡۘڂق
ȯǠԅƖۜѫђЭ֖ۤ2009ۥ۰PAC ԁ̈́ɳɋԱѷվ―ۮƨچۯu¯ْ̈ڂċԱٯ٦˔ί۱ڰڒگ
ۈڞʰҲ
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Considerations for Teachers in Linguistically Mixed
Classes -A Comparison of Academic Writing Class
Reflections through PAC Analysis-

Nao SAKAI (ӳΏցθ¯)
Yuki NAGAMATSUYA (ӳΏցθ¯)
Junko NAKAGAWA (ӳΏցθ¯)
Shinko HATTORI (ӳΏցθ¯)
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This research analyzed teachers with various levels of experience, who taught the same first-year
writing course at a Japanese university that enrolled a mix of both international and Japanese students
in the same classrooms. Observing teachers’ reactions to the differences from previously-taught classes
and their responses during classroom instruction, we identified key challenges faced during the
management of such linguistically mixed classrooms.
From our analysis, on one hand, the subjects were observed with many common behaviors through
the systemization of joint in-class activities by both international and Japanese students. However,
depending on whether a teacher previously supervised predominantly international students or Japanese
students, we observed differences concerning which group the teachers focused their instruction.
Furthermore, we observed differences in the teachers’ psychological resilience based on levels of
experience when responding to struggling students. Teachers with less experience showed tendencies
to place blame on themselves. On the other hand, teachers with high levels of experience attempted to
resolve student problems by accessing multiple external resources and were less likely to be influenced
psychologically.
Course Outline: A college-wide first-year academic writing course that began in September 2016 at
a university located in Japan. During the 90-minute x 8 class sessions, each student, through process
writing, chose a theme from a topic of interest, learned writing skill such as definition and citation, and
completed a logically written report (2000 to 2500 Japanese characters), citing objective literary sources.
Discussions and peer reviews were also conducted during class.
Survey Method: Three teachers instructing the above-mentioned linguistically mixed classes were
chosen as subjects. Using associative stimulus sentences to inquire about their impressions during class
times, interview surveys were conducted utilizing PAC analysis procedures (Naito 2002). Of the three
teachers, the first had no prior experience teaching to Japanese students at a university; the second had
no prior experience teaching to international students at a university; and the third had prior experience
teaching in linguistically mixed classroom settings.
Relatively little research has been conducted previously on first-year academic writing classes
pertaining to the challenges arising from teaching in linguistically mixed classrooms. The research is
significant, considering that due to the recent globalization of Japanese universities, there has been a
growth in international students and subsequently, linguistically mixed classrooms. By conducting
PAC analysis of the differences in teacher awareness in a multiculturally mixed classroom setting
through levels of teaching experience, it may be possible to find suggestions in the future for educators
supervising such classrooms.
Reference: Naito, Tetsuo 1997 How to use PAC analysis: An Invitation to New Scientific Method for
Single Cases. (in Japanese ) Nakanishiya-Shuppan.
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Peace begins from friendship: Short-term exchange
students’ Japanese language social networks in Japan

Robert CROKER (Nanzan University)
Nanako MACHIDA (Nanzan University)

Our torn, modern world desperately needs peace. Yet true peace is more than the absence of
conflict; rather, it is the presence within each person of a deep sense of cultural understanding and
social empathy. Short-term language exchange programs offer unique opportunities for young people
to foster these qualities. Living in international dormitories with folks from different cultures is a
chance to share the joys and sorrows of student life – enduring the struggles of classes, homework and
tests; cooking dinner while exchanging food and recipes; comparing daily life ‘back home’ while
sitting chatting around the dormitory dining room table; and setting out on weekends to explore the
world together beyond the doors of the dormitory. It is through sharing these experiences that young
people come to see that there is much more that unites us than divides us.
Yet who do short-term exchange students living in dormitories spend time with? What do they talk
about, and what do they do together? Little detailed research has been conducted in Japan to discover
the answers to these questions. This study seeks to fill this gap, by investigating the Japanese
language social networks that short-term exchange students developed over one semester when
studying Japanese at a private university in central Japan. Twenty volunteer participants from ten
countries kept a detailed diary for seven days in their tenth week of their stay in Japan in the 2016 fall
semester. In this diary, participants wrote where, with whom, for how long, and about what they had
spoken in Japanese outside the language classroom each day. Participants also chose which of these
interactions had been most useful for their language learning and which person had helped them the
most each day. Later, participants were interviewed and completed a short questionnaire.
Results showed that by the tenth week of their stay, these twenty short-term exchange students had
created Japanese language social networks made up of both Japanese people and foreign students.
These social networks provided significant cultural, emotional, and social support, and facilitated the
development of language skills and cultural understanding. Female exchange students had twice as
many opportunities to speak Japanese as male students; non-English speaking students spoke far more
Japanese than native English speakers; intermediate level speakers spoke the most Japanese; and
students staying in dormitories spoke about the same amount of Japanese as students doing
homestays. Further analysis revealed two main types of Japanese language social networks: small,
intense, concentrated social networks and larger, more dispersed social networks. Each of these social
networks afforded very different opportunities to interact.
“What language students learn during study abroad depends upon the kinds of access to learning
opportunities that they are able to negotiate” (Kinginger, 2013, p. 352). Exploring Japanese language
social networks helps us understand the opportunities short-term exchange students in Japan have to
not only acquire language but also to develop cultural understanding and social empathy. These
opportunities have the potential to shape young people’s language proficiency and their values and
beliefs about other people.
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ԉ٧֍˳ڀلɁۜڂٵϒö̵¯׆٦ѶՍƼ٣ؾڤڂٿ
ږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞů̯
(ѯȰθ¯)
Єйٵٚٙ Ѫ۠Ʉ٢٢ٌ (ѯȰθ¯)
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ٷۗ٧ځٿفـٌ٠٠ـ٢مـ΄٧ۯԉۮِۗلِۘڂـьՀِٞچ̩٘٧ԉڃلשنǷѶۗ6
¯٧ۗʁɻ׆ۘϒöڂؿ٦ٟٹڂْɺЫĳË٦ϯ٣Πȕٻֻԅkـ̋ڂؿ۠ƨ̖٦ϯ٣ڄِ
Вِٞۗʁɻ٧چ¶̵¯׆ۘڂنٟمٌ٠ڂْФıچ٢ùږؾڰۊڂ,ٞچ٦ɛɲڀڃٌ٣έِٞ
ۘ٭¯چٌ٠ڂْΠȕو٣Χلڂ٧م٦ٹڂيۗƇ٫ٜځٿ٦ٹٜلԁچ̩٣٧ɨԁυ
ۗ٣ٸ٘ڂق٣яـۘՍƗģٟ٧ٌۗ٦սلفڄ٦ٙڂـٍِٞچ¯̵٧ϊ٠ɢÝ׆ِۗɳȔلِ
¯Їȁِ٘ۘ2016 ѽ٦ʙچلڂْǖϨچږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤ٢فٿѶՍƼٟ١٦م̵¯׆ϒö
ٌ٦Їȁ٣ȯpِۗ¯öɁƹ 10 ʟչم֮٘ 20 թڀلǲل ¯ϯ٦ 10׆öۗϯӵ٦ɑׂθ¯٣
ٞѶՍƼـ٦ɢÝۗm٣ٜـڀى٧ۗՖѶ١ٌٟϊ٠١٦ڀĂِ٘ۘҽچ٦ 7 ѶÝ٣˦ȑ٢ƦƼѶɚ
ٹٖۗ٦ѶȈل٘ٛؿ֏M٢ƦƼ¯ʛٟٹȈمڃٚۗ١ف٦ƿׄ٦ڀڃٌ٘ٵِۘ٘״Ăچلِٟ٘
ۗɲսيʌچؾۉڷڦۓڋٞـ٣ٌ٦Ý٦ǣљ٣ٜڀَِۘ٘״Ăٹٌ٠فـ٠ل٠٢ٛ٘٦٧ϊي˂
ۘ٘قяٹɓ٣
ڤٷäٹچڀٟ٣ѶՍ̖٠ǲ̖¯̵٦١ٚٵ٦¯̵٧ۗʙ¯ö٦ 10 ʟչڀڃٌۗЇȁ٦Ƈw
٧ѶՍƼږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤ٦ڀڃٌۘ٘٠٢ٛلڀիمٌ٠ڂـǖϨِٞچږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾ
چ٘ۘѶՍƼـ٠٢ٛٞڭؾہڜۗԅkЫֻۗ̅ЫۗɺЫ٣ăʪ٢وٟ٧٢يٙڂ٠٢ي˂ʛѡ٦
ɻJƼԦƼمɻ٦٘ӆJƼԦƼٵۗٞ٧ۗ˄Ʉ¯̵٧ϜɄ¯̵٣Ӂٰք 2 Ҕـْù٣ٜ
ؾڿ¯̵٠ڂـِٞچ¶̵ۗوΧٹȈمЫ٣٧ۗϯĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۏڽېۘ٘ٛل٣Χلڂ٧ځٿ
ږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤ٘ڃَ٣ǖϨڀَۘ٘ٛل٢΅'٧٢ن¯̵٠٦Ý٣٧θڂـِٞچڋګڠۄ
ۇڞؾڤ٦כٌ٠ٌِٖۗٞ٦ 2 ʈڂؿم٦ٹِ٘ҷ٣ԁȱـ٦٠ۗǍٹـ٣٧ˏāճ٦գф٦ǫ
ۘ٘٣٢ٛلڀիمٌ٠ڂـƿׄ٦ù٠٢ٛٞڂ٧ۗӆ˲٣"٢ږؾےڭکڱۏ
ل٣لڂنٟمٌ٠ڂѡچ٦¯ʛùכ٢ʈفٿ٧ۗ١٦لڂْ¯ʛچ٢ƦƼفٿ١٦م̵¯׆ۮ
ۗٛٞٿٌ٠٣ڂْϐğچږؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤڂٿ(Klinginger, 2013, p.332)ۘѶՍƼ٣ۯڂـٛٞل
٣̖٣έڀَۗـҕچɺЫĳËٻֻۗѸm٣ԅkوٟ٢يƦƼ٦ʛѡٙم̵¯׆۠٧ۗϒö
ۘڂؿ٦ٟڂنٟمٌ٠ڂϟچلڂْ̯ůچ֯̂ٻnϞÙڂْ
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ѶՍ٣̵¯׆ڂيك٦ډێۇڔɬů̯ڂىٸچ
/ǠȦ −θ¯٦̵ۛ¯׆θ¯ĺ4٦Ƽڀلځ−

Haruka MATSUMOTO (ыİׂ̳ϒöθ¯)
Masumi TORAMARU (1йθ¯ۛѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
Nobuko YANEHASHI (ыθ¯)

ŏѽۗƦƼĺ,٣ـكٞۗ¯ʛɻ٦ƦƼ҄ו٦Ǉ˪چɊSْڂٙيٟ٧٢¯ۗوʛɻ٦̖Ýů̯
٣Þِٖٞ٦̯ЉچΒْ٠فـκمīًڃڀٞڃٌۘڂـ٧ɺԅkЫ٢¯ʛÙ٣̖ۗځٿÝů
̯٣٧ĺɱ٦ԅդ٣ڂيكĺ,ٙيٟ٧٢ٖۗو٦¯ʛɻ٦ˎ֮چɖց٣ѷ٘ڃʣɳِ٘ڹڋۍ
̵̵̖ۤۛ¶چۥٸ٘ڂ٦ɺЫɳͥ٠ِٞ٦ƦƼĺ,مğٌڂڃڀٸ٠٣ۘڂٿ
ِِۗلŏѽѶՍ٦θ¯ٟ¯̵̵¶چ̵ٛٞ¯׆ڂـ٣٠ٖٛٞۗ٦̵̖م¯׆٣ـكٞ١٦
فٿ٢Ďچɡٜ٦ۗل١٦فٿ٢چډێۇڔϨو٦و̋چلǠڂَٔقĺ,مǣنѩـٞ٢ـ٠Ɉڅ
̵¯׆ۘڂڃ٣٠ٛٞθ¯٠٧ɨԁ٠ɺچź̵̖٘ٵۗه٣ڂيكչӖچźٹى٦ٟڂؿ٠٧Ѻɬ
ٖٔٓۗ٦˰Ƨځ٦ƦƼϟɬ٦ʛѡ٦˰ۗـڂؿ٧ѶՍٟ٦̵¶٦ѱَِ٣Ћձِ٘چ̵¯׆չӖ
ͼɰ٣ß˰ڂڃ٣٢ٛٞٹڠؾژڂـΧوƙۘڂڃڀ
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗθ¯٠˰فـ٣Ǟ̵¯׆ۗځ٠̵¯׆ɉќ٣э٘ڂѶՍƼĺ,٦͙վ
̮چɡٜĺ4ۤjۗĺ4ۥ٣چؾۉڷڦۓڋۛؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍɳɋِۗؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍԁ̈́چʆԱ٠
̵ِٞۗ¯׆٣ٜـٞ٧ҽڀɨ̑٦ډێۇڔů̯٣έْڂɬ٣ۗĺ4٣ٜـٞ٧̵¯׆υمԡٷ
لـچډێۇڔ٣Ζلڂق٣Ҡٌڂ٠چƗģκ٠̵ْ¯׆ۘڂ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗʋтƎ٦ɑθۗϠт
Ʌ٦ɑθ٦ȕ͇ɻچέ˧٠ِٖۗ٦ϯٟٖڃٗڃ٦тɅ٣ـ٢ڀم٣ِٞԮډێۇڔڂق٦սκۗٵ
ٖ٘ڃ٣Þْ֚ڂѶՍƼ٦սκ٣ٜـٞƔѓْۗ٘ٵۘڂѶՍƼĺ,٣͙վ̮چɡٜيڅٟ٧٢ـ
ĺ4٣ٜـٞ٧ۗم̵¯׆ѶՍٌٟٷ͆چډێۇڔ٠٣ٜـٞلـ٣Ǡلڂق٣˝зچэٞڃٌۘڂ
ڀ٦٘ـ֤چڦؾڬؾۉڷڦۓڋǠȦ̵¯׆ۗځٿ٠ҽڀ٦¯٫چɊSْڂĺ,ùÞΓمԮێۇڔو
ډů̯ɬ٣چۯڃٓۮڂيكɉЩْٖۘڂ٦چۯڃٓۮѺɬِ٘˪ٟۗʥ֮٠چۯډێۇڔۮولʓņ˪
٦Ʀ֥٠ِٞΖډێۇڔۮۗقɊS۶ʓ˽ɊSۯ٠Ǡڃڀقٞډێۇڔ٘نÙ٧̵¯׆٦ٵڹڋۍٟ٧
ɖց٣ѷٹ٘ڃ٦ٟ٧٢̵¯׆ۗو٦ˎ֮چƙٌٍِٞ٘ن٠چɉЩْٵڃٌۘڂٟ٦ѶՍƼĺ
,Ɨģ٠ِٞΧوϮչَڃٌٞ٢ل̵̖ٛ٘٠چډێۇڔفـսκ٣ٌْڂ٠ٟۗΧ֡٢م̵¯׆Ѷ
Ս٦θ¯٣̓¯ِٞڂوϯۗĺ4مڀҽڀ٣لـ٣Ď٦ډێۇڔڂؿɬů̯٦ɉќچǣۗلفɑ
٘ٚƦƼĺ4٧١فǦƖٟڂن٦ٖۗل٦q̮҄چϐٌڂ٠مٟڂن٠Ǡۘڂق
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An examination of career awareness among exchange
students in Japan: An analysis of exchange student and
staff narratives in universities

Haruka MATSUMOTO (ыİׂ̳ϒöθ¯)
Masumi TORAMARU (1йθ¯ۛѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
Nobuko YANEHASHI (ыθ¯)

In recent years, linguistic education has not only necessitated educator support of skills
improvement, but also personal growth among learners. This has been precipitated by sociocultural
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views of education that focus on learner character-building, so much so that linguistic education is
expected to be the context for learners to receive lessons both in the classroom, as well as by
practicing what they have been learning in their actual life in society, all with an eye on preparing
them to use what they have learned to be of value to them in their future fields.
However, it seems that exchange students studying in Japanese universities haven’t had sufficient
opportunities to consider the meaning of their foreign education deeply and figure out exactly what
career they intend to build. Exchange students tend not to think of the university as a place to connect
them to society or the ultimate goals of their lives. They are more likely just to regard it as a one-time
experience to acquire language knowledge. What is more, in many cases, it has been observed that
exchange students start to lose their purpose further as they face the hardships of living in Japan.
In this research, which is limited to universities, “life story interviews” have been conducted with
exchange students as well as educators involved in the work of offering guidance to international
student with majors other than Japanese education (hereafter referred to as “educators.”) Research
tasks for exchange students have been designed in order to understand how the students view their
own career-awareness building. Research targets were chosen from among private students residing in
both large and small cities. The work examines the difficulties students encounter living in cities, as
well as related difficulties in learning Japanese. At the same time, educator research tasks have been
designed to understand how these educators guide exchange students on the paths to building their
careers.
From the interview data analysis, we point out a career-building awareness “gap” between
exchange students and the educators that support their studies. The word “career” has been considered
to be an occupational word, so that “career support” has the meaning of “employment support.”
However, after recognizing this awareness “gap,” we now point out that our view of career does not
seem to be a key part of the way of life for exchange students, who tend to be shortsighted with regard
to their future vision. Looking at the circumstance surrounding various exchange students entering
Japanese universities, by focusing on career paths and how that relates to students’ life has not been
regarded as important in previous Japanese educational research. We believe that our research can
uncover possible methods for educators to provide more effective career awareness-building guidance
and, also, determine ways that linguistic instructors can contribute and support these efforts.
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چ¯׆ՠ̖ٝۛڂيŸƟۛÑķ٠٧mل
۵M-GTA ¶̵¯׆٘ـ֤چ٠ډێۇڔů̯٣ÞڂڅƼځ
٦ԁ̈́ڀل۵
Masumi TORAMARU (1йθ¯ۛѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
ՍƗģ٦չЫ٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦¶̵¯׆٠ډێۇڔů̯٦ɊSچǣۗٸ٘فѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ
˧٠ِ٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁ٣ٿٖٛٞۗ٦چ¯׆ՠٝچ͵֦ڂيիلڀ٣ِۗ¶̵¯׆٦ɲ٦Ǉ˪
ٌُْٸچ٠ٟۘڂؿ
ѶՍƼĺɆ٧ʍņچВِٞ¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɊSچѶ۠ǣٛٞ¯ِۗلِۘڂـʛɻمӐ֦٠
ِٞڂـɊS٧¯ʛ٨ځلٟ٧٢¯ۘـʛɻ٦ґŶ¯ٻʛչЫمΧ֡kْڂƥȕۗ¯׆٦չЫٹ
ٟ֡۠¶̵¯׆ۗځؿ٣ڂيكսκٹΧð٣٘څٛٞۘڂـѶՍƼĺɆ٧ۗʍņ٦ɲ٦ٶ٢ۗٓڀĺ
ɱ٣ٹչچǇ¯ۗيʛɻ٦¶̵¯׆٦ɲ٣ϮչْڂӐ֦ڂؿم٠Ǡ̵¯׆ۘڂق٦ϯ٣٧ۗ¯ʛ
٦սκٟ¯׆٦љùٝميjڂمɻڂـم/ۗɲ٦¶̵¯׆ـٿ٦ϯٟ¯׆٣ՠچƙـ
ِٙۗ¯׆ŸƟ֮ˎچ٦ډێۇڔ٣Ƈ٫ٜڂيɻڀلڂـٹٟۘڂؿ
ٌٖٟۗՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦¶̵¯׆٠ډێۇڔů̯٦ɊSچǣچ¯׆ۗٸ٘فՠٝ
ٹڂي٦٧mچلǠȦِ٘ۘЇȁέ˧٧ۗγȕöÝ۽ѽѫ٦ ̵¯׆5 թ̵ٟ¯׆ۗٓٵۘڂؿ٣ҭ
ǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋǣٛ٘ۘɣ٣ۗʐʡِ٘ چڦؾڬؾۉڷڦۓڋM-GTA ٦ʆԱ٣ٿٛٞԁِ̈́ۗ
Ѿ̝چȝِ̯٘ۘȝِ̯٘Ѿ̝ٹچ٠٣̵ۗ¯׆٣٠ٛٞچ¯׆ՠٝ͵֦٘ي٧mٙٛ٘٦ۗل
٘ٵ١٦فٿ٣ՠٝڃڀيٞـٛ٘٦چلǠȦِ٘ۘ
ǠȦ٦Ƈwۗʃ٣ɣ٦зمիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ①¯ʛɻ٧Ñķ̖ۗۗŸƟ٠فـÙзچ¯׆ڀل
ՠٝيٞ¯②ۘڂـʛɻچ¯׆مՠٝڂي٣٧ۗÑķ٣έْڭکڊڹۮڂËۗۯΦɻ٠٦ۮÞũ̮ۗۯ
ٯڊګڰۉۃښ٦ۮȯpɬۗۯɨƭ٦֮ˎۮۮۗۯѶՍƼ҄مۯוʪ֦ٟڀڃٌ③ۘڂؿ٧ǡОЫ٢
˰ǭ٠ҼОЫ٢˰ǭۗمڂؿمɢ٦Ÿٻѣԓ٢نٛيل٣ٿٛٞԖِ֝ٞڀڃٌ④ۘوـ٣ٿٛٞ
چ¯׆ՠٌٝڂڃڀي٠مѶՍٟ٦چډێۇڔǠڂقхη٣٢ۘڂ
ِٖٞۗ˪٦Ƈwچє٘قٵŘάЫ٢̵¯׆ɊS٦Ա٠ِٞ٧ۗ٘٠ق٨֮ۗѶэʼ٧̵¶
ɊSچǣچډڊګۓۍۀٻؾڝڋڴڮډفٜڭکڊڹۗڂيËچǫٸ٘ڂٸ٣֡۠٢˰چ̖ٻŸƟْۗڂ
Φɻ٠٦Þũ̮ٯڊګڰۉۃښۗٸ̋چ٦ȯpɬچǫٸ٘ڂٸ٣ۏږؾڜ٢١ٯ٦ȯpùچٜو
ڂ٠ـٛ٘ɊSمʪ֦ٟڂؿ٠Ʀۘڂق
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The people, experiences and environments that make
study abroad life meaningful: An analysis of
international student narratives related to lifestyle and
career development using the M-GTA

Masumi TORAMARU (1йθ¯ۛѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ

The objective of this study was, to interview international students studying Japanese, using surveys
aimed to clarify the elements that give significance to their study abroad experience and to use the
information to try and improve the quality of the study abroad life of these students.
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Up until now, Japanese educators have been providing study support for international students
learning Japanese through lectures. However, the study support that learners need goes beyond studying
itself. Recent trends are toward diversification in learners’ backgrounds and purposes; consequently,
there are many purposes for study abroad and various everyday problems that arise for these students
while they live abroad. In the past, Japanese educators have been focused solely on improving the
quality of their classes, but, through this work, we consider that educators need to take a look at
activities outside regular classroom and take particular note of the quality of life learners have while
they study abroad. There are some international students who experience decreased motivation toward
learning while they are abroad, due to non-study issues, while at the same time, there are other
international students who find special meaning from the life they lead while studying abroad. For the
latter group, their experiences often become tied to their future careers.
In this research, in order to support the lifestyles of Japanese learners and offer them career support,
we examined what made their study abroad meaningful. The research subjects were five international
students who all had been in Japan for approximately one year. First, a semi-structured interview was
conducted with the international students. Then, the adjusted interview data was analysed using the MGTA method. Based on the conceptual diagram created, we were able to determine which elements
made international students’ study abroad meaningful and then begin to examine how these elements,
in fact, gave meaning to their study abroad experience.
Based on our observations, the following points have become clear.
1.
Learners have made their study abroad life meaningful from the vantage points of environment,
people and experiences.
2.
Important issues that make learners’ study abroad meaningful include: “the feeling of fitting in
with the environment,” “their relationships with other people,” “a sense of participation with the
community,” “a future image of themselves,” and “the Japanese language proficiency.”
3.
The information students reported included positive and negative situations that transformed
them, offered them special opportunities and/or helped them progress over the year.
4.
That which made their study abroad more meaningful provided a foundation for thinking about
career-building in Japan.
With the goal of examining concrete support methods for international students, we have considered
which elements cause international students to find more meaning in their study abroad experience. For
example, we provide advisors or volunteers to help students adapt to life in Japan during the first part
of their stay in the country. We provide them with opportunities to go places and meet people, as well,
in order to enhance the feeling of fitting in. We create participation opportunities, such as getting
involved in club/circle activities in order to deepen their relationships with other people and raise their
awareness of the community.
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ƿׄ٣΅ڂٸ̓ځٿƷֻۜ
ڀلډڟډ٦̵¯׆٠ѶՍ̖¯̵٦Þũ
Yuhko KAYAMA (ڴڭڰۂθ¯)
Akiko TAKAHASHI (Ĝ˯ĺ,θ¯)
ŏѽۗϒöۛЉöٟѶՍ٣ڂْ¯׆ǲ̖م̵¯׆Ύpِٞڀلډڟډۗځك٦م̵¯׆ȈٹΧ
ٖۘـ٦/ٟډڟډ٦ǲ۠٦ҮѶË˳ۃښڠۂچ٧ԪѠِٜٝڭکڱۗيٟ٧ѶՍ̖٣ٽڅـڂٿ
ڂƐàۛƐϯۯ٦љ ٻڻکډщǝ٧ƹ͓٘چ٢˳ِ٘فٌۘـԪƤ٣EłچʌۗيƷـ٦ǲۛԅk
ٯԕƙ٧£ȱَڂڃ٠ǠۤڂڃڀقҸГ 2013ֹۗ 2017ۘۥѶՍ٠ډڟډˁǲ٦Ý٦ԕƙمʁ̩ـζ
٣ٹǺĸوΠȕْڂ٠ِِ٘٘فٖۗڀË˳٧ۮĺ,ЫۛҨυЫ٢јۤۯيلنђ 1997ۥ٣ٿٛٞԖق
ٞوـӐ֦ۘڂؿم
Ęԟйۤ2008ۥ٧ۗۮǲȔ̖ۯ٠٧"ۮԅkֻِچʪٟ̖ۮۯ̖ڂنʈٻǲ͇ٟΦ̖چȀԓِ٢
ۮۯ̖ـǲȔԉ٣ǦƖٟۯ̖ڂن٢١٠ОĎِۗچۃښڠۂВِٟٞ٧٢ۗوɳȔ٣ŸƟٌْڂ٠ٟ"
ԅkֻڂٸ̋چӐّ֦̮چٞۘڂـ/ۗˏ˙ۤ2016ۥ٧̵¯׆٠ڭڠڿǲ٦¯̵٠٦ƿׄمP
·٣̓ڇٟـ٢ـ٨ڭڠڿۗلځلǲ٦̖۠٠٦ÞũمǖϨَڃ٣ـوƥɳچɉЩْڃٌۘڂ٧ۗՍ
ƗģٟЇȁچǣٛ٘ѶՍ٦θ¯٣ٹƙʌ̵¯׆ۘڂڃڀي٦Χو٧ѶՍƼ٦ʍņچϯ̅٣ָʕِۗ
ٖ٦٘ٸњّθ¯٣ВٛٞـٞٹѶՍ̖٠Þڂڅùمː٢ۘـ/ۗѶՍ̖¯̵٧ɨԁυ٦ʍņ
¶ںۍږٻљۛڭڋڴۏډюٟԽِۗوњّθ¯٣Вٛٞڂـ٠٧̵¯׆ۗقـ٠ÞڂڅùمƧڃڀ
ِٞٵٛٞۘڂـ
ٌ٦Ɨģٟ٧ۗѶՍ٦θ¯ٟ¯ڀلډڟډ٭٦ϒöۛЉö̵¯׆٠ѶՍ̖¯̵مĳ٣ǣљْڂ
ùۗي͐چҽڀ٣١٦فٿ٢ɬ٦ԖkمĄٌٛ٘چلЇȁۛԪǱْۘڂǷ٧ۗʍņѫٟ٦ƿׄ
ٙيٟ٧٢ۗوƨ̖Ы٢ۏڽېٟ٦ƿׄچΒِۗكƷֻِځٿچـٌٞفڀٹ٠چəۘ٘ٶŘάЫ٣
٧ۗڂْڭؾہڜچ̵¯׆ѶՍ̖¯̵چډڊګۓۍۀԤۗځθ¯ѫچٻѫِ٢ڀمɨ֑٣ƿِׄ
ٞڀٹَٛ٘ۘڀ٣̵¯׆٣Þِٞ٧ۗ¯ѫ٣ٓڀٵ׆ŏך٦ˏ¯Ǖٟ٦ˏ¯̵٠٦¶љͲۗٻϠ
+ٟ٦ڋګڠۄؾڿٟ̩ζ٦'̖۠ف٠٦٬ـؿڃ٢١٦ùۘ٘ي͐ٹ
ѶՍ̖¯̵٠ڀلډڟډ٦م̵¯׆ƿׄچɡٛ٘ƹٟٖڃٗڃ٣١٦فٿ٢ɬ٦ԖkمĄن
٘ٵڃٖۗلٟ٦ԕƙـڂؿۗل٘ڃَ˚م٧َڀ٣ԕƙڇ̓مٙۗل٢١ڭؾژۓډچ٢١چȺٛ
ٞЇȁْٖۘڂ٦Ƈwٵُٵَۗڀل٢ƿׄچВِٞѶՍ̖¯̵٠̵¯׆٦΅Ʒֻلـم٣Β̓
ٟڀَۗلڂن٣ٖڃ٣ٿٛٞʁɻυ٦ԉĺ,ٯ٦ƹ^ِمٟلڂن٢١چƔѓْۘڂ
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Facilitating mutual understanding through
interaction: the relationship between international
students from Asia and Japanese students

Yuhko KAYAMA (ڴڭڰۂθ¯)
Akiko TAKAHASHI (Ĝ˯ĺ,θ¯)

In recent years, the number of international students who study abroad in Japan for short or long term
has increased, with those form Asia being the most prominent. While Asian media continues to
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broadcast anti-Japan views, online videos and articles by Japanese people that express ill feeling toward
Korea or China keep being uploaded on the Internet. Such information sources affect the viewers and
help spread prejudice against other countries or cultures (Iizuka 2013, Li 2017). If prejudice between
Japan and other Asian countries persists among young people, such negative feelings must be altered
by 'educational and developmental procedures' (Ito 1997).
Kubota (2008) defines the global citizen as 'a person who understands and respects a foreign culture,'
'a person who does not discriminate against people based on their race or nationality,' 'a person who can
contribute to world peace,' and so on. She argues for the necessity of cultivating the cross-cultural
understanding by having the students interact with local students. On the other hand, Komatsu (2016)
points out that the interaction between international students and students in the hosting country has not
been smoothly carried out, and that it is hard to build friendships between these groups of students. This
has been observed in the university in Japan that we conducted the present study. Many international
students generally take Japanese language courses and do not have opportunity to befriend Japanese
students, even though they are enrolled in the same university. Japanese students, on the other hand,
attend the courses of their majors and are busy with club activities or part-time jobs; such circumstances
limit the two groups of students to interact with each other.
The current study investigates the relationship between international students from Asia and Japanese
students in a university in Japan, and reports how their feelings toward each other changed by
participating in various activities together. We created opportunities for short- and long-term
international students to join Japanese students and interact with each other in a more personal level.
We recruited Japanese students to support international students, such as showing them around the
university or the city and freely communicating with each other. In addition, the international students
had a chance to stay at the homes of residents in a depopulated village, to interact with people from
different generations.
We carried out surveys in both Japanese students and international students from Asia after the
interactions, and examined how their feelings or attitudes toward each other changed, such as whether
or not their prejudice, if any, dissolved or increased. We further investigate whether various interactions
encouraged mutual understanding between the two groups of students, and discuss the possibility of
facilitating peace education among young people.
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ϒöۄۍڗۑڻ¯׆٣"ڂيكԅkƿׄ٦ʄځͶ ٶѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵٦ڭؾہڜ̵¯׆٦ɳͥ-

Miho SUZUKI (չҞθ¯)

Ս¯ٟɳɋِٞڂـϒöۮۄۍڗۑڻ¯׆ѶՍƼѶՍԅkƗʕ(JALC)ۯ٧ۗĺɱѫٟ٦Ƽ¯¯
ʛ٣ѶՍƼچȺٛٞ٦ɳͥ¶љمΧٌـ٠مѣϾٟۘڂؿƗʕƹ٦ڭؾژۓډٟ٧ۗ¯ӵ̵٠
٦ƿׄۗϠ+ԅk٦άƟ٢١ۗ"ԅkƿׄ"ٻԅkάƟ٣Ǻُْ¶љمÙǁϠԵսٻƼ¯ʍņ
ٹځٿәnمǫٌـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛٞۘڂـѣ٣ۗѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵٠٦ƿׄ٧ۮɢÝمΙځ٢ٹۮۯـ
ٛ٠ƿِׄ٘ۯـ٠م̹فـΧ̵¯׆ۗو٣٠ٛٞњ̩ζ٦ѶՍ̖θ¯̵٠ٌْ͍ڂ٠٧ӆ˲٣ăʪ
٢άƟٌٟڂؿ٠עۤ٘قملفمշ 2016ٌۘۥ٦فٿ٢Ɨʕۄۍڗۑڻ٧̵¯׆ٙيٟ٧٢ۗوѶՍ
̖¯ӵ̵٣٠ٛٞ"ٹԅkֻڂٸ̋چù٠٢ڂ٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠Ǡ̵¯׆ۗق٠ѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵٦
"ԅkƿׄ٦˰٠٢ـِ̈ۗڂů٦Ɨʕۄۍڗۑڻ٠ِٞۓڋڝڬڠؾښ٦ƙЋِچ٧لٛ٘ۘ
ƥǣ٦ۄۍڗۑڻٟ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵٧ډڊګۓۍۀ٠ِٞƿׄ"ٻԅkάƟ٦¶љ٣ӵԁ
Ы٣ȯpْڂ٦ٶٟؿٖٛ٘ۘ٦٘ۗٸƥǣ٦CDٟ̔٧ĺ˽4مğٸٌٞڂـ٠ۗѶՍ̖¯ӵ
̵مğٸٌٞڂـ٠٢١٦̀ـ'ـ٢١ٹƙْٰۘ٘ڃڀٞ٦ȯpɻڠېڭڠم٢وƗʕ٣ȯpْڂ
٘ۗٸP·٢CD٦٘ٸ٣ۗۗٓٵѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵٦̹چԆوӐ֦ؿمٛ٘ۘƗʕͪ٣ѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵
٣ۗƗʕٯ٦Þځڅۗ"ԅkƿׄ٣έْڂɬ٢١٦ڗۓێډڶ٠ڭؾژۓډЇȁچǣۗـѶՍ̖
¯̵مğٸٌٞڂـ٠ۗŖʆٙ٠Ëٌّڂ٠٢١چۓڋڝڬڠؾښِۗ ҇چǣٛ٘ۘ
2017 ѽфۗځٿՍ¯ǲȔƿׄؾڦۓڢ٣ʽΛْڻؾۏڗڭؾہڜ̵¯׆ڂ٦ѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵مƗ
ʕͮά٦ڭؾہڜ٠ʍņ¶ٻљ٣ȯpٌْڂ٠٣٢̵ۗ¯׆ۗځѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵مƗʕچВِٞ
"ԅkֻۗ"ԅkƿٌׄڂْچ٠مq҄٠٢ٛ٘ۘ
Ɨʕƹ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵٦"ԅkƿׄۗ"ԅkֻ٣έْڂɬ٦ԖkٻƗʕ٣ȯpِٟٞن
فٿڂ٣٢ٌٛ٘٠ۗѱِلٌٛ٘٠٢١چؾۉڷڦۓڋٻڭؾژۓډچВِٞЇȁِ٘ۘ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۙϒöƗʕ٣ڂيكѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵٦ڭؾہڜ٣ÞْڂɳͥԪǱ٠٠ٹ٣ۙٻڭؾژۓډ
ڀلؾۉڷڦۓڋѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵م١٦فٿ٢ůٟƗʕ٣Þ"ۗځڅԅkƿׄ"ٻԅkֻچ٧ڂل
ٌ٠مٟل٘نЇȁۗǠȦْځٿۗ٘ٵۘڂբוЫ٢Ɨʕ٣ْٸ٘ڂ٦ۓڋڝڬڠؾښ٧mل٣ٜـٞ
ǠȦْۘڂ
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The Dynamics of Intercultural Exchange Between
International and Japanese University Students

Miho SUZUKI (չҞθ¯)

Mejiro University has been conducting a short-term called Japanese Language and Culture studies
program (JALC). This program is designed not only for learning the Japanese language, but also for
providing students with various experiential activities through using Japanese.
Students were provided a post survey to identify the program benefits. Cross-cultural activities such
as intercultural exchange with Japanese students or local cultural experiences received higher
valuations than learning Japanese in the classroom or visiting tourist areas. Furthermore, there were
many comments from these international participants requesting more time for intercultural exchange
with Japanese students . It shows that intercultural exchange with Japanese is a valuable opportunity
for these participants (Suzuki,2016).
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This type of program is a very effective opportunity for Japanese learners as well as local Japanese
for intercultural understanding. The program needed to be reviewed and redesigned to serve as a place
for the intercultural understanding between Japanese and non-Japanese.
Part of the original JALC included Japanese students. These students would have participated only
during certain activities which limited interaction with overseas learners. Unfortunately there were
opposing views between lecturers and Japanese students regarding their involvement. In order to
improve the course, teachers required Japanese students’ input on how they wished to be involved,
and what was difficult regarding intercultural communication and exchange. To this end, the
researcher interviewed and surveyed Japanese students and redesigned the program accordingly.
At the start of the 2017 academic year, selected Japanese students were incorporated into the
program as support and assistant conveners. These students were volunteers from a campus support
team within the International Exchange Center at Mejiro University. The volunteers enabled
intercultural opportunities and cross-cultural understanding with the international cohorts.
Upon the program completion, the support participants completed a questionnaire which listed
items concerning the support they provided, and how to improve intercultural communication and
understanding.
This report will present both international and Japanese participant feedback, program
advancements, and research findings. Additionally intercultural aspects in the curriculum, and the
program’s future direction will be considered.
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¯ʛɻ٠ѶՍ̖¯̵٦ۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋ٣ ڂٿٜ٢م
ځ٠ǲƼ¯ʛ٦چڠڢۑڻǠȦْڂ
-ڨؾۑڻډڗۓڔؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤ٦Ùзڀل-

Yuka MATSUHASHI (ۏڻۓګθ¯)ڠڵۓۇڔۓڵۇڟ
Sachie BANKS (ԅĺθ¯)
Hideko SHIMIZU (University of Northern Colorado )

ՍҨӘ٦չЫ٧ʼĤͪҭ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمѶՍ̖¯̵٠٦ƦƼ٠ԅk٦ƿׄچڭږڎڟۑڻ
Вِٞ,١٦فٿ٣ƦƼ,ԅkה+ٟٜ٢ځم,١٦فٿ٢ƦƼ¶љِ٘چ٦چلǠȦٌْڂ٠ٟۘڂؿ
ƦƼĺ,٣ۤڨؾۑڻډڗۓڔؾےڭکڱۏۇڞؾڤڂيكj SNAۥ٠٧ۗأȝۛϯցۤأۗۥ۾۽ۼ۾ȝ
ۤۥۿ۽ۼ۾٣ٿٛٞФˌَۮ٘ڃΦ̖٦Ҩƙۗɨƭ٦Ҩƙٜۗ٢ځم٦ɳƥֻچۯѾ٠ِۗʥ֮٦ƦƼٻ
ԅkۮمږڠڦۯڂلڅۮمٟו҄ۯڂن٣pٻ̖ۗقϠ+ɺ٠ۮٜ٢چו҄ۯڂمʪ֦ɖِ٘ۑڻډ
ڨؾٟۘڂؿSNA ٦ֻٟ٧ۗɰҏِ٢فٿـ٣ʛْڂ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوɰҏِٞٓٵۗڀلــٹΦɻ
٠ƿٌِׄٞڂٶ٠ٟٜ٢٘̈ڀلٌٖۗڃٵ̵مځم٢¯٫§مѡٟڂن٠ِٞڃٖۘڂـٟ٧ۗƼ
ؐٻוѶՍƼ҄مוКـʼĤͪҭ٦¯ʛɻمѶՍ̖¯̵٠͍˿ْڂȔۗƦƼ҄ו٣Ƨڂؿمځ
˵ļ٦ϯٟٜۗ٢ځم٦ǖϨۗƦƼ¶љچΒٌْ٠٧q҄ٙۘلفڄՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ܃۽ۼ۾ѽ ʙ¯ö٣
ɳɋَڻکێڭڮۏؾڊڹ٘ڃ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠тѫ٦ɑׂθ¯٦ѶՍ̖¯̵٦¶љ٠ƿׄ
٣ٜـٞˣْ¯ۮۘڂʛ٦ۯْٻٸ٦ֻѾ٦/ٜٟۮڂؿٜ٢ۯוڂم٦,̯چչɉِ٘ѶՍƼ¯
ʛɻ٠ѶՍ̖θ¯̵ǭњ٦ڻکێڭڮۏؾڊڹ٦ϯٟۤۥ۽ǲƼʛʯфمК̵¯ـњɀم١٦فٿ
٢چؾڟګۍڭڠȺٛٞچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښΘٛٞ٘ـ٦ٖۥ۾ۤل٦ϯٟ١٦فٿ٢ѶՍƼ٦¯ʛ٣
źمٛٞ٘ـ٦ل٣ٜـٞǠȦِ٘ۘڦؾڬԁ̈́٣٧ۗڻکێڭڮۏؾڊڹϯ٦i̹¶ۗڦؾڬљƹ٦
̇ځԚۗؾڵؾھۓۋڞږېڹێۗڭؾژۓډځҭǖΑkۘ٘ـ֤چؾۉڷڦۓڋǠȦ٣ۗځٿʛʯфم
КـѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٧ۗɨԁٹځٿƦƼ҄ו٦ǫـϰÝچΙ²ځل٠ِٞچɁٌِٖۗڀلɨ
ԁ٦ŀՠڂؿκٯ٠Ҩбَٔڂ٠ـ֤چؾڟګۍڭڠفـٞـِ̈ۗ٘ٵۘ٘ـƼؐ٦§ѡۉۃښٻ
ۓۋڞؾژڰԱ٦ճȡِۗچɨԁ٦¯٫٣ٜ٢ًٌٞڂـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘƧ٘ڃڀƦƼ҄ו٦ϯٟ
ٹѶՍ̖¯̵٣ٜـٞ٦ֻۗٸ̋چɨԁ٦ԅk٣ٜـٞ̇ځԚۗځѶՍƼ¯ʛمΒَ̓٘ڃ٠Ǡ
ۘڂڃڀق
[ʃ٢ȯǠԅƖ]
أȝևӎۗϯցoζɄۤ2012)۰ǲƼ¯ʛ٦ْٻٸ۱ǂMȘϗԱ̖ǲȔԅkۄۍؾڐڹ
أȝևӎۤ2013ۥ۰NIPPON3.0 ٦ʻا۱ ǥϝɺ
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Developing social interaction and the possibility of
language learning between study abroad students and
Japanese college students - From the perspective of
Social Networking Approach -

Yuka MATSUHASHI (ۏڻۓګθ¯)ڠڵۓۇڔۓڵۇڟ
Sachie BANKS (ԅĺθ¯)
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Hideko SHIMIZU (University of Northern Colorado )
The main purpose of this presentation is to examine the interactions of Japanese learners in the
beginning level with Japanese college students, participating in two field trips during their 14 weeks
study abroad program in Tokyo. Throughout their interactions, how did the learners interact proactively
with Japanese native students and overcome discord and friction? Social Networking Approach (SNA),
which was advocated by Tohsaku and Nakano (2012), proposes "discover others," "discover oneself,"
and "creating connections." In SNA theory, Tohsaku (2013) indicates that not only "to understand other
language and culture" and "to be able to complete the task, using the target language," but also "to
connect with people through interacting proactively and building relationship with others" are crucial
to live in 21st century. It is essential that the students are trying to interact with others, allowing to make
mistakes instead of avoiding making mistakes. In this study, we observed the activities between the
Japanese learners and the Japanese college students on two field trips, which took place in fall 2017.
The data was analyzed to find out the strategy Japanese learners tried to utilize in order to communicate
with the Japanese students and how they have developed their language skills after the field trips. The
questionnaire after the field trips, reflection paper assignment, and semi-structured interview were used
to analyze the data. As a consequence, the more knowledgeable peers and others by providing the
beginner level Japanese learners with the appropriate level of assistance stretches the novice beyond
their current level towards their potential levels, and in the end, the beginner level students can develop
the conversation towards what they would like to discuss. Also, the major change was that the students
started to use Japanese even though their skills were still not adequate. Students have realized that
expressing their thoughts in imperfect Japanese was better than remaining silent because of a fear of
making mistakes. Even within the frame of limited skills, it is considered that students were able to on
reflect their own culture and gained the strategy of interacting with others.
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͕Ғ̵¯׆٦άƟϝِ٘ل̵چĺȖ٦Ҩ٠ɳͥ ۵ǲ
ѫ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣έْڂ
ډێۇڔů̯ɊSĺ,٣Ǉيٞ۵
Hiroko SHIBUYA (ыİǲƼθ¯)
Rie SUGANAGA (ыİǲƼθ¯)
Yoko NAKAI (ыİǲƼθ¯)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ̖ۏڴؾۑڗمȖ٠ِ̩ٟٞ¶ֆْٸ٘ڂ٦ډێۇڔů̯چɊSْ
ڂĺȖ٦Ҩǖ;چԪǱِۗѶՍƼʍņٟəِ֤٘ɳͥ٦ԁ̈́چВِٞۗĺȖ٦֏Ǆ̮٠ͫзچ
իلڀ٣ْۘڂ
ʨωΦۤ2017ۥٟ٧ۗθ¯ʼѽɣڀلȺ֤q҄٢̵¯׆٣ѣkِ٘ډێۇڔů̯ɊSĺȖمӢΙ
ِٞۗځكɺ٦Χ֡k٣έ]ٟוڂن٦̯֨چչɉِ٘κҨƙۛƄŭĺȖ٦ҨمĞէٟؿ
ٌڂ٠چɉЩِٞۘڂـ
ٌٖٟҨӘɻڀ٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمκ٣ʄځͶٌٷ٠ٟɨ̑ٻΦɻ٦ٌ٠چϟ̵ّ֮ˎۗځѡ
ڂκ٣Ǉنǭډێۇڔفů̯ɊSĺȖ٦Ҩچǣٌف٠٠ِ٘ۘۗٓٵǲѫٟ̖ۏڴؾۑڗȖ٠
ِٞ¶ֆْڂƠ̵ۤ¯׆1998ۢ2011 ֮Ѷۥ٣έْؾۉڷڦۓڋڂЇȁچ٦ٰ 40 ƊɳɋِۗѶՍ¯׆
۵ѶՍٟ٦ʓ˽٠ڟؾګڠفـٟ٦ډێۇڔů̯٦̯ǃ֦5ٵچ٠چڃٌۘ٘ٸí٣ۗԝ¯˪ۛȸɝ
˪̖ۛÝÞũǖϨ˪٦ǸѱзۛǯӻԱюچǠٸ٘ڂق٦ѧĺȖ͕ۮҒ٦άƟϝچۯȝِ̯ۗ¯ʛ
ɻɨ̑مǠ̖ۏڴؾۑڗڂقȖچի¨kِ٘˪ٟɨ̑٦ٌٵڃٟ٠Ƿƹ٦̵نچǠڂقκ
͐چОِ٘ۘۗ٘ٵΧ֡٢nϞÙچϟ̖ځÝÞũچǖϨْٸ٘ڂ٦ĺȖٹȝِ̯٘ۘǔ٣͕ۗҒ
ٯ̵¯׆٦چؾۉڷڦۓڋВِٞۗɨ̑٦ډێۇڔů̯٣֏֤٢˳ԪچʐʡْږڠڦڂŭĺȖچȝ̯
ٌِ٘ۘڀڃ٦ĺȖ٧ۗ·ǭЫ٣κ٣ʄځͶۗٶʃάЫ٣ɨ̑٦چۓۍڻډێۇڔǠفٿڂڃڀق٣
٢ٌڂ٠ͱچٛ٘ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ٌ٦ĺȖ٦֏Ǆ̮چƔ˥ْٸ٘ڂ٣̵¯׆έ˧٦ѶՍƼڠۍږٟəِ֤ۗʍņÙȦĂ¯ۗ״ʛ
ɻ٦ڭؾڞږڠڦ٦Ăʲِٻǭـ٦״iۗڦؾڬʍņڭؾژۓډ٦ԁ̈́چǣٖٛ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗ¯ʛ
ɻ͕مҒυ٦ΌŜِ٘ǸѱٻǯӻԱ٢١٦̵٦άƟϝ٣˿ٌڂڃ٠٣ۗځٿɨ̑٦ډێۇڔů̯٦
ϯ̵ّٟѡٌڂ٠چŘάkِۗɨԁ٢ځ٦ƄԱچƙʰٖف٠ْ֡ڂɄمƙۘ٘ڃڀ/ٟۗάƟϝ
٦ѫ֝ږڠڦٻ٣ѱَِچËّ¯ڂʛɻٹƙۗٸ٘٘ڃڀĺȖѫ֝͐ږڠڦٻОڂْͫچӐ֦̮
مƙʰَۘ٘ڃǷƹ٧ۗǔ٢ڂɳͥچʪ٥ۗĺȖѫ֝چʣɳٌَٔڂ٠٣ۗځٿǲѫ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ
ɻ٣έْډێۇڔڂů̯ɊSĺ,٣ǦƖٟڂن٠Ǡۘڂق
ȯǠԅƖ
ʨωҜɄ̨ۛЉֻűۛϯ*֧Ʉۤ2017ډێۇڔۮۥů̯ɊS٣ÞْڂíͳЇȁ―̵¯׆٦٘ٸ٦
ĺȖҨ٣Ǉيٞ―ۯ۰ыİǲƼθ¯ʡ۱94:87-102
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Development and Implementation of Teaching
Materials aimed at Supporting the Career
Development of Japanese Learners both in Japan and
Abroad: Utilizing the Experiences of Former Exchange
Students

Hiroko SHIBUYA (ыİǲƼθ¯)
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Rie SUGANAGA (ыİǲƼθ¯)
Yoko NAKAI (ыİǲƼθ¯)
This presentation reports on the plan to develop learning materials to support the career development
of Japanese language learners so that they can successfully become persons of talent on the international
stage. It also describes the effectiveness of said materials and improvements made through the analysis
of the trial-run conducted in Japanese language lessons.
Shibuya et al. (2017) have pointed out that there is shortage of learning materials to support the career
development of international students which can be put in use from the first year of university and that
it is urgent to develop problem-finding/solving learning materials to cultivate students’ abilities to
respond to the diverse needs of society.
With this in mind, the presenters decided to develop learning materials to support the career
development of Japanese language learners in which they can learn about themselves and others through
working on tasks and can learn how to face challenges that might arise in the future. First, we conducted
about 40 interviews with former international students (who arrived in Japan between 1998 and 2011),
who are actively pursuing global careers in Japan and abroad, allowing us to identify factors behind
successful career development from studying in Japan to finding employment in Japan. Based on this,
the reading materials, “Experiences of former international students” were developed in order to give
students the opportunity to think about the difficulties in studying, working, and forming human
relationships; and how to overcome these difficulties. This material helps students. This material helps
students acquire a clear image of international talents and encourages them to reflect on their lives and
their futures. We also developed conversational materials to allow students to learn about diverse values
and about building human relationships. Furthermore, task-orientated materials were developed through
which students collect information that is useful to their careers by interviewing former international
students. These learning materials encourage students to tackle problems in a comprehensive manner
and to think about their career plans subjectively.
In order to test the efficacy of these learning materials, they were used in Japanese language classes
and analysis of lesson observation records, written comments from the students, recordings of
discussions, and a lesson questionnaire were carried out. The results show that being exposed to the
real life stories of former international students and the difficulties they faced, and learning how they
overcame these problems enabled the students to think about what could happen in their career
development in a concrete manner and to seek their own solutions. On the other hand, there were
learners who found the stories and tasks difficult, which suggests some improvement of the learning
material contents and tasks is necessary. We are planning to continue using the materials and to enrich
their contents. We believe this will contribute to education aimed at supporting the career development
of Japanese language learners in Japan and abroad.
Reference:
Shibuya, Hiroko, Rie Suganaga and Yoko Nakai. 2017. Kyaria keisei shien ni kansuru kiso chosa:
Ryugakusei no tame no kyozai kaihatsu ni mukete (Basic research into career development support:
For the development of teaching materials for international students). Tokyo Gaikokugo Daigaku
Ronshu (Area and Culture Studies), no.94, pp.87 -102.
http://repository.tufs.ac.jp/handle/10108/89305
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̵¯׆٦̳ٟ٦¯٫٠̯Љ۵/̖٦̵¯׆٦
ڭڋڴۏډŸƟ٣ƙۮڂɺ̖íͳۯו۵

Chisako UMEDA (APU)

ՍƗģ٧̵ۗ¯׆٦ڭڋڴۏډŸƟ٣ƙۮڂڃڀɺ̖íͳچۯוիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ҨӘɻ٦ƠŋէǕׂۗժáډڟډΨԉ֢θ¯(APU)ٟ¯٭Χو٦¯ӵ̵¯׆٧ۗΞņƹۗѶՍٟ
٦ʓ˽چñՀِٞۘڂـѶՍٟјٸ٘و٣٧ۗǫـѶՍƼ҄וٙيٟ٧٢ۗوјٸ٘و٦҄مוӐ֦
٠َۘڂڃŸȍȲņ˟(2006)٧ۗٻ˰˽ۮϠ+٦Χ֡٢̖۠٠јٸ٘و٣Ӑ֦٠َڂڃíͳЫ٢҄ۯו
٠ِٞۮɺ̖íͳچۯוФˌِٞۘڂـɺ̖íͳו٧ۗͪۮ٣єٶʰْۮۯוǠقҩۄؾڨۮۯוو
ٟјۯוو٦ 3 ٜ٦҄ו٠ۮʃά̮ۮۯјۮۯוيلنɳǣۮۯוκҨƙۮۯוŻ ۮۯוΑۮۯוҨ
̂ۮۯוŪІۮۯוʦѰ̮˳ۮۯļ҇ ۮۯוāۯוۏؾۑڭۓښڠېڭڠۮۯ̮׀٦ 12 ٦҄͵֦וٟǖ
َ̯ڃٞۘڂـٟ٧ٌۗڀڃ٦҄ו٧١٦فٿ٣ِٞ֨ڂڃڅ٦ٙۘلفڄơۤ2013ۥ٧ۗ¯Ǖ̵¶٦ϯ
ٟʓņו٧̳֨ۘڂڃڅw٦ʍņٙيٟ٧٢ډڊګۓۍۀۗںۍږٻڭڋڴۏډۗو٢١̳٦¶
љ٦ϯٟۗɨ͆ڀŉЫ٣ǣљِۗ֏Ǆ٢ŸƟً˪ٶ͆چٞۗنـȺق٨Ⱥٲف١Ցڂڃل٠Ʀۘف
ՍЇȁٟ٧ۗƗģڃَځٵؿمٞـ٢̵¯׆ـ٦ڭڋڴۏډŸƟ٣ϮչِۗڭڋڴۏډٟҨóَڃ
ٞۮڂـɺ̖íͳچۯוԁِ̈́٘ۘЇȁ٦έ˧¯̵٧ۗAPU ٟ¯̵܀٭٦ۓڦڠڔڽڡڍ٦Ϝ̮
ۤAۥٟۗ3 ѽÝ˜نЊdِٟچڭڋڴۏډٞؾڞۓګڸۓښۘڂـձ͍Աـ֤چٞۗA ڭڋڴۏډم
ŸƟٟ٠ٛ٘ǣљɝɳو̋چՌًَځٞɲսِ٘ۘ ք۽ɢÝ٦چؾۉڷڦۓڋǣۗـIC ؾڧؾښې٣״
iِۘ٘چѫ֝ͮچٞԅɠ٣Ąِ٘ۘڭڻێږڠ٧ۗSCAT(θω 2011)چȺِ֤ٞۗɣ٦فٿ٣ԁ̈́چǣ
ٛ٘ۘ① ڭڠڔګ٦ϯ٦ϴչْٰنƼŔچˀنʰِ٘ۘ② ٖ٦ƼŔچԓ٦Әƥ٣ԖÍِ٘ۘ③ ԖÍ
ِ٘ƼŔچѾkِ٘ۘ④ ③ ڀلӬل٫˪ۛۂؾګڂمǖ̯ѾچĂʲِ٘ۘ⑤ ۓڋۍۛؾێؾڭڠ
چȝֻِ̯ۗĂʲچќنʰِٖ٘ۘ٦ƇwۗA مκ٣ʄځͶ̯ۗٶwچʰْХٟۗۮɺ̖íͳ
ۯו٣ɦَڃٞڂـӾ̤٦҄م͵֦וźچځمɡٌٛٞڂـ٠مԁلَٛ٘ۘڀ٣ۗA ٧ۗڊګڰۉۃښ
ؾ٦̖۠٠ź˰˽ۗځمάƟٹٟنِٖٞۘڂـٞۗјوŸƟ٧ۗ¯Ǖ˽ڀلņɺٯ٦#ǣ٣ـكٞ
ʪ֦٢փ´چwٌِ٘ڂف٠مɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
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Analysis of International Student Out-of class
Learning: Developing Fundamental Competences for
Employment in Japan through Experience of Part-time
Work

Chisako UMEDA (APU)

The purpose of this study was to analyze, ‘Shakaijinkisoryou’, that is, fundamental competencies for
employment in Japan through experience of ‘Arubaito’, or part-time work undertaken by the forth-year
undergraduat international students studying at Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University (APU) in Japan.
After graduating from APU, many international students want to work in Japan. They are expected to
have certain competencies to work in Japan. The competencies include not only a high level of Japanese
language proficiency, but also basic abilities required in the workplace and in the local community. The
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (2006) defined the fundamental competencies for working
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persons as ‘Shakaijinkisoryoku’ which consists of three general competencies and twelve competency
factors. One of the abilities is to step forward (action) which includes three factors such as initiative;
ability to influence; and execution skill. Another ability is think through something (thinking) which
includes the ability to detect issues; planning skill; and creativity. The last ability is to work in a team
(teamwork) which includes the ability to deliver messages; ability to listen closely and carefully;
flexibility; ability to grasp situations; ability to apply rules and regulations; and ability to control stress.
How do the students develop the competences? According to Hara (2013), the students develop
employability skills in various situations including in-class activities and also out-of-class activities
such as a part-time work, club activities, volunteer work, etc. Few studies have investigated how
international students develop in out-of-class activities. The present study focused on analyzing
international student’s competencies developed through part-time work. The subject of this research
was a male student who came from Uzbekistan. He worked part-time at a grilled chicken restaurant
(Yakitori-ya ) for three years. The researcher conducted a competency interview asking for specific
explanations about the A's behavior or skills for one hour and recorded all conversations with an IC
recorder and transcribed the data. Transcripts were analyzed according to the ‘Step for Coding and
Theorization’ method (SCAT), a sequential and thematic qualitative data analysis technique. It consists
of steps of coding from open to selective, story writing using the final selective codes, and writing
theories from the story-line. The findings of this research demonstrate that the student engaged in parttime work that involved a wide range of skills and competencies. He engaged on a casual basis with
corporate society and the world of employment. He could smooth the school-to-work transition.
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ƿÍۄۍڗۑڻ٣ȯp̵ْ¯ڂ٦"ԅkЬ]Ɨģ
Keiko OKUMURA (Ȱֺθ¯)
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗ`ԎƎ ڀل10۵11 ڒƉÝ֮Ѷِ٘ 22 թ٦ƿÍۗم̵¯׆١٦فٿ٣¯׆٠"ԅk
ŸƟچΖۗقѶ˲̵¶٦ԀֻЫ٢Ǹѱֻَ̅ٻЫ٢սκ٣έ؎ِٞ چلڂـPAC ԁ̈́ۤƨ̖ԓΰ
фǖΑԁ̈́Ա) ۤѫђ 2003֮ۗـ֤چۥѶЋƹۗ¯׆ҭ٨ۗ¯׆ʚɢ٦ϛ٣ـكٞʩϚЫǠȦ
چǣَٛ٘ۘڀ٣ ڀل¯׆3۵܀ѽƹ٣̵̖ۗم¯׆٣ـكٞ١فǰڃٵٞلڂـ٦Б͋Їȁٹq҄٢
ҷٟǣٛ٘ۘAdler (1975ۥ٧ٖۗڃ՛ҼОЫ٣Ζڃڀقٞـِ̈ۗچۯږکۋڞۛؾۇڨۏڒۮ٘ـԅ
k¯ʛ٠ƨ̖٦̖ÝЫ٢̯Љ٠فـÙзڀلɨƭֻ٦̋k٠ٖڃ٣ҫفԖ֝¯ْڀ٘ٹچʛŸ
Ɵٙ٠Ǡقٞ"ۘڂـԅk٣ِ͍٘ɢ٦ֻ̅Хۤ˿͍چContactۗۥɨƭԭۤDisintegrationۗۥɨƭ
ȇѐǭ (Reintegration)ۗɨ( ׀Autonomy)ِٖۗٞѦׂ (Independence)٦܁ϛ٣ԁٖۗي٦فٚۮɺ
Ыֻۗ̅ЫĚ٫ԅkЫ٢΅'چʌѷچ¶̵ۗڃ°ِۗٶɨڀ٦ǣљͦچξِ͉ۗѹچw٘ٔۗƨ۠
٦"ԅkٟ٦Πȕ٦Ďچƙʰٌْ٠مʰ֮ۯڂɨ׀ϛۗĚ٫Ѧׂϛمʪ֦ٙ٠ƦۘفȕѶƿ
Í̵¯׆٦ِ˸ڀلڦؾڬʰَڂڃŪǇ٧ۗԀֻЫ٢Ǹѱֻَ̅ٻЫ٢ǸѱَځˬچNقٞۮѶՍ
Ƽʛѡۮۯɨׂٌْڂ٠¯׆چۯ٦Ď٠ǠڂقʼöϛۗƦƼʛѡمɈفٿف٣̖۠ۗٓلـ٦Ǡق
ۗΰф̖ۗÝÞũ٣Ư¯׆فҭ٨٦ϛچŸٞۗúǲͪ٦ϛٟ٧ۗɨԅkٻɨԁ٠٦ۯـ'ۮ
چʌѷۗڃɨԁۮٹԖٌۯڂڅ٠مɨƭ̯Љ٣٧Ӑ֦ٙ٠ûٝوѺϟ٦Ԗ֝٠ΰфۛǣљۏڽې٦Ь
]ٹÙȦَۮۗڃЬ]Ӣͮۯ٠ٹƙڂڃڀŸƟچɣ٣ǇيٞۗAlder (1975)مɦِْ̈ۮـԅk¯ʛۯ
٦Ůù٠ِٞڂـ/ٜ٦ŪǇمƙٖۘ٘ڃڀ٦/ٟۗͽ̋ۮԅkۯŸƟ (Shaules 2007)چŸ֑ٔٓۗ
ѶՍ̖"ٻԅkچґŶ٣ɡٜ̖٠٦ÞځڅٹӘͽЫٟ̍٦ՠٟ٦ۮԅk¯ʛمۯƙڃڀ٢ٵـ
ۗٵѱ٢وʚِِٞلِۘڂؿٹڠؾژڂـ٢¯׆ۗڀمƹ܀ۢۿѽƹٟ٧ۗ;ǩչ٦ٲ٠ڇ١ڻم
ڟؾۅڋۛڠۍ٣жّۗǡОЫۛҼОЫ٢֦͵ͮچٞʡքِۗǸѱځˬچNٌڂق٠ٟȈʚЫ٣٧̖Ý
Ы̯Љ٠ɨچ׀Βْ̓¯׆ڂ٦ĎچѺɬِۗɣ٦ډێۇڔ٣ٜ٢ً٘ـ٠èٛٞڂـɃمFِʰَ
ͮۘ٘ڃά٠٠ٹ٣چڊڬڦڠۛڠؾژʄ"ًۗ˪ځԅkЬ]٦Χ̮֡چɦِ٘ۘـ
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Intercultural Adaptation of Students Participating in
Exchange Programmes

Keiko OKUMURA (Ȱֺθ¯)

This study focuses on Study Abroad (hereinafter referred to as SA) students under the inter-university
exchange agreements staying in Japan for 10 to 11 months. In order to have a good understanding of
their experiences it analyses 22 SA participants’ perceived experiences, intercultural adaptation
processes and key factors associated with the adaptation to a Japanese university. Regarding
methodology, periodic in-depth interviews with a unique mix of methods, the Personal Attitude
Construct (PAC) analysis (Naito 2003), have been applied to enable an analysis of students’
intercultural transformation and personal development. In this longitudinal study, the PAC analysis is
carried out just after the arrival in Japan (PAC-A), during the study abroad (PAC-B), just before their
return to their home countries (PAC-C) and where possible 3 or 4 years after SA (PAC-D).
Oberg (1954) treated the culture shock like a ‘malady’ (1954, 1) explaining that due to the fact that
an individual loses ‘familiar signs’ and ‘symbols of social intercourse’ (1954, 1) in another cultural
context, anxiety and frustration spring up. The model has four phases to explain these feelings of
instability, ‘honeymoon’, ‘crisis in the disease’, ‘regression’, and ‘individual recovery’ which adds
another pattern to his/her behaviour. In comparison, the Transitional Experience Model by Adler (1975)
focuses on the changes that occur to one’s identity during cultural adjustment through ‘contact’,
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‘disintegration’, ‘reintegration’, ‘autonomy’ and ‘independence’. Adler understood the shock as a
necessary transitional experience that presumes the development of the personality, the evolution of
individuality through its disintegration and then rebuilding when acquiring new values and beliefs
which is expressed by behaviour. He also substantiates the importance of culture shock for the
development of the human being’s awareness of moving from ethnocentrism through five phases. His
model covers what is missing on Oberg’s, to make it clear that before the rejection there is a
disintegration of the personality, which is the first moment of the evolution of a new identity. It
corresponds to the moment where optimistic feelings felt during the first contact change due to the
confusion and disorientation felt by the individual (Adler 1975).
Both models have a common development whose peak generates a positive adjustment of the initial
attitude towards the members of the other culture. However, according to the collected data in this study,
there are some cases to which these models could not be equally applied and where only superficial
experiences and learning processes were observed, due to personalities, genders, the age, the country
of origin or ethnic origin differences. At the same time, it should be noted that a substantial number of
cases followed the Alder model through deep culture learning (Shaules 2007) and reached the stages of
autonomy, the beginning of independence as well as reintegration, proposed by the models. Thus, not
all SA students start out with a ‘honeymoon’ period and although depression occurs with some
frequency, there are some students who adapt without much difficulty and do not necessarily go through
all the phases proposed in the models.
Together with an overview of the transformation of the students’ conceptions of the meaning of SA
and the process of cultural adaptation by exchange students coping with their new environment during
their SA, the results from the case studies will be presented to illustrate the specialisation and diversity
of intercultural adaptation.
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ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦Ðɠ¯ʛؾڟګۍڭڠ٣ڂيك
ɬ٣Þْڂ/ǠȦ ۵ڋڦĺ,ùÞ٣ڂيك
ĺɆ٠¯ʛɻ٦΅'зچϯ̅٣۵

Bussaba BANCHONGMANEE (Kasetsart University)

p҃(1994)٣ڂٿ٠ۗÐɠڂق©چ٣٧ۗۮůۮۗۯѧۮۗۯٶՠ֤ۮۗۯԱ¯چۯʛِ٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ـ
٘˳ۗٸԪمՃθ٣٢¯ۗځʛچǸѱ٣ٌِٞڂـ٠مơ5٦/ٜ٣٢ٛٞڂـ٠ʲٰٞٵڃٌۘڂـ
ٟ٣ǣڃڅ֮ٞ٘ڋڦƼԦƼɻ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٣ِ٘ЇȁٟۗٹȈ¯ٹʛǸѱ٢ǩչ٧
Ðɠٟڂؿ٠فـԪǱمʰَڃٞ( ڂـMethapisit Φ 2004) ۘ
Ðɠ¯ʛ٦ǸѱځˬچNٸ٘ڂق٣٧Ь͌٢چؾڟګۍڭڠȺْ֤ڂӐ֦ٖۘڂؿم٦٘ۗٸÐɠ
¯ʛؾڟګۍڭڠ٣ÞْڂƗģمϫَ͆ڃٞۗمڂـõΠ٦Ɨģ٣٧¯ʛɻلـم٢ڟګۍڭڠڂ
چؾȺْ֤لڂ٣ٜـٞʃæمϥڃلٞ٘نŪǇمƙۘڂڃڀՍƗģ٦չЫ٧ۗلـ٢ڟګۍڭڠڂ
¯مؾʛǄwْڀ٘ٹچ٦ۗل٠¯فـʛɻ٦ɬۗĚ٫ĺɆ٠¯ʛɻ٠٦Ý٣ɬ٦ٓڂؿمڃ
لҼچلЇȁِٖۗ٦Ƈwچєقٵٞڋڦ٣ڂيكÐɠ¯ʛɉќ٦ͫ٣ɛٌْڂ٠ٟۘڂؿ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗÐɠ¯ʛۮچؾڟګۍڭڠůۮۗۯѧۮۗۯٶՠ֤ۮۗۯԱۯ٠ٖۮ٦Φۯ٦ƶٜ٦ێڛګڒ
ؾ٣ԁي̖ٞۗڋڦѶՍƼĺɆĚ٫¯ʛɻ٣έِٞڭؾژۓډЇȁچǣۗـԁِٖ̈́ۘ٘چ٦Ƈwۗ
ĺɆۗ¯ʛɻͮάمȺْٰ֤ن٠Ɉؾڟګۍڭڠڂڃڅ٦˪Ѳǩչ٧ۮůۯ٣Þْؾڟګۍڭڠڂ
ٟۗځؿĺɆ٠¯ʛɻ٠٦Ӂ«ٟ٧˪Ȯǩչ٦فٚۗۮůۯ٣ÞْمؾڟګۍڭڠڂѲǩչٸ͗چٞ
ۘڂـ/ۗͮάĚ٫ĺɆۛ¯ʛɻ٦я٦j٦Ѳǩչ٦ϯ٣٧Ðɠ٦ȿٜ٦֦͵٣Þْڠڂ
مؾڟګۍڭäڃٵٞـ٢ٌـ٠مҬիِۗĺɆ¯ٹʛɻٹÐɠ¯چʛْڂȔۗÐɠ٦ȿٜ٦֦͵
٦ѫۗۮůچۯȈٹʪɖٌِٞڂـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ  
 ڮؾےؾڔÐɠ¯ʛۗۗؾڟګۍڭڠɉќԱۗͫ
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A Study on The Thai Perspective on Kanji Learning
Strategies - Focusing on the Opinions of Teachers and
Learners in Thai Educational Institutions-

Bussaba BANCHONGMANEE (Kasetsart University)

According to Kano (1994), in order to master Kanji, it is necessary to learn "writing”, "reading",
"meaning", "usage".Therefore the relevant information needed to achieve mastery is vast and difficult
to achieve. Surveys which have conducted of Thai native speakers who are learning Japanese,
reported that the most difficult aspect of learning Japanese is mastering Kanji (Methapisit et al. 2004).
In order to overcome difficulties in mastering Kanji, it is necessary to use appropriate strategies.
There is a significant amount of research on Kanji learning strategies, but existing research has been
focused on what strategies learners use. The purpose of this research is to investigate teachers and
learners' perspectives on which strategies are effective in mastering Kanji and whether there are any
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gaps between the opinions of teachers’ and learners’, in order to find ways to improve the teaching of
Kanji in Thailand.
This research was conducted by dividing Kanji learning strategies into five categories, "writing”,
"reading", "meaning", "usage" and “other”. The findings revealed that the top two strategies overall
when combining the responses of the Thai teachers and Thai learners fit within the “writing” strategy.
When evaluating the two groups separately, each group had “writing”strategies as two of their top
three strategies. However the lowest two strategies when combining the two groups, and addressing
them separately, do not fall within the four main categories. Overall, both teachers and learners
consider that strategies relating to “writing”, one element of Kanji, are the most important for
mastering kanji.
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ɨ׀Ы٢Ðɠ¯ʛُْٸچ
ۢĺȖȝ̯٠ǄwЫ٢ʍņ٦̓ٸۢ
Kazuko SHIMADA (ڠۍږډѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģʽ)
ӆÐɠƎ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞÐɠ٠٦Þũ̮٧ٖۗ٦ƹ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣θن٢Ełۮۘڂق֚چÐɠ
ڀلڂؿمѶՍƼ¯ʛ٧θԖٙۯٟ٧٢ۮۗوÐɠ¯ʛ٧°ِۯـ٠Ɉٌڂق٠مʪ֦ٟۗځؿʼĤڠ
ڭؾڦɢз¯ۮڀلʛِ٘Ðɠٟmمٟڂن٦مۯلɳËٌٟڂن٠٧ٖ٦θن٢֦͵٠٢مِ٘ۘڂ
͍ٛٞۗ˿˰ձچʪɖِۗ¯ʛْڂÐɠ٣ٿٖٛٞۗ٦˰ձٟmمٌٟڂن٠مğڃڀٸٞڂـ٦ل٣
ϴչٟفٿڂن٢ĺȖمӐ̜ٟۗځؿɢ٣٧¯ʛɻ٣ǭٔڅٞȝٌْ̯ڂ٠ٹğۘڂڃڀٸ
َڀ٣ۗÐɠ¯ʛٌڂْ֤¶چؾڟګۍڭڠ٠ۗم°ِۗوǄwЫ٣Ðɠ٭¯چԱٟ̜_ۘڂؿ
(1999)٧ۗЋ͍ۤؾڟګۍڭڠĂeۛѺϟۛԢˉۥ٠Ý͍ڦۅۤؾڟګۍڭڠѺϟۛɺЫۛ˳ۥ٣ԁۗي
ѣ٣Ћ͍ؾڟګۍڭڠ٣˝зچэّٞٞٞ¯ِ٘فٌۘڂـʛؾڟګۍڭڠ٣ٹǠۗمږڠڦׇِ٘
Ⱥ֤ĺȖ٣̶ځǵڃٵٌٞڂـ٠مʪ֦ٟۘڂؿʍņٟ٧ۗ˪ʲِ٘ĺȖچȺِ֤ۗ¯ʛɻُٵَم
ٵ٢Ðɠ¯ʛٌڂؿمؾڟګۍڭڠ٠چϟڀَۗځ٣٧ۗɨԁɨ̑٦چؾڟګۍڭڠȝٌٛٞڂيـ٠چ
ُْٖۘٸ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗĂeԱ٦ĳ֏ɢÝ¯ۗي͐چʛɻњɀۗ¯ʛɻ٠ĺɆمέچВِٞ¯٭٠
ـٛ٘ғمׇğۘڂڃڀٸ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗɳͥƗģڀلѡ٘ڃڀϟƙٹچ٠٣Ѷ۠٦ʍņ٦ڭؾڞȝ̯ۗέچʪɖِ٘Ðɠ
ʍņ٦ɳͥچםˣْۮۗ٘ٵۘڂÐɠٌٖڀلڂؿمѶՍƼ٧ْ٨ۮۯـِڀiѧٶ٠ťѧڂؿمٶ
ۗڀلѶՍƼ٦Ðɠ٧ۯـڄِٹك٠ـٛ٘ӆÐɠƎ¯ʛɻ٦̹ٹˣْڀَۘڂ٣٧ۗɖ©˩ۤͮ
յٹچۥٜӆÐɠƎʰ̑ɻ 2 թ٣έْ ڂOPI ۮۗځٿڦؾڬչمƙق٢ٌٖڀلـƙٜيʰِ٘Ðɠ
٦¯٫چۯˣْۮۘڂÐɠ٧ؾڟڦۓڈڹٟۮۯڂؿÐɠ٧ֻۗЫٟۗԜַ٢ۯۄګڠڞ٠فـҽ
ڀ٦Ʀ֥٧ۗѶՍƼĺɆ٣٠ٛٞθن٢ûٝن٠٢ۘڂ
ÐɠƎٟ٧٢ـٟ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛƥ˰٧ٹ٠ۗځٿѶՍǲѫ٣ـكٞٹӆÐɠƎ̵¯׆٦Ğ
Ύ٣ۗځٿÐɠ¯ʛٯ٦Þ̅مǫٵِٛٞ٘فٌۘڂـϯۗ΅Ԗ٘ۮٓڀڅٙˀـٞ©ۯڂق٠ـٛ٘Ħ
ΰͭ٠ِ٘ĺقِچٞڂـĺ,ƥ˰٦̇ځԚځ٦نٛيل٠٢ۗ٘ٵۗځȯpɻ٠٦¶Ҩ٢ď
ٌڂڃٵ̵م٠چöίِ̜٘_ۘـֈɄ(1999)ۮƼؐĚ٫Ðɠ¯ʛؾڟګۍڭڠ٦ƗģۯĜțֽ
ȼۛؾڰڻڭڠڍڱV.J.ĳԘ۰ѶՍƼĺ,٠ѶՍƼ¯ʛ―¯ʛۘؾڟګۍڭڠ
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Aiming for Autonomous Kanji Learning~ Teaching
material making and how to advance effective classes~

Kazuko SHIMADA (ڠۍږډѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģʽ)

The attitude of the students from non-kanji backgrounds toward kanji learning has a great influence
on the progress of their Japanese language learning. It is important to think “kanji-learning is interesting”
instead of “ Japanese is difficult because of kanji.”. To realize in the early stage what can be done by
the acquired kanji could be a big motivation for the later learning. So the teaching materials that make
students realize what can be done by the acquired kanji in the actual situation is necessary. The material
should be based on the actual situation and sometimes it should be adjusted to the learners.
And the utilization of learning strategy makes kanji-learning more pleasant and effective.
Yokosuka(1999) divides the strategies into two, one is direct strategy (memory, recognition,
compensation) and the other is indirect strategy (meta-cognition, sociality, emotion) and pays more
attention to the former. Desirable teaching materials should take this kind of strategy into its tasks. It is
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required that in the class learners know the existence of various strategies and can choose one strategy
suitable for the actual case.
Basing upon the knowledge gained from the pragmatic research, this presentation introduces the
examples that regard the actual dialogue. It also introduces the opinions from non-kanji background
learners, such as “Japanese is wonderful because of kanji” or “ONYOMI and KUNYOMI make
Japanese more interesting”. And two blind learners from non-kanji backgrounds said in the OPI, “kanji
is a fantasy” and “kanji is a logical and convenient system”.
The increase of Japanese learners from non-kanji backgrounds makes the concerns about kanji
greater than before. This presentation is supposed to give a chance to reconsider the classes which still
conserve the traditional method “the way to memorize kanji is writing”. I also expect the active
exchange of opinions about this topic.
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ۮÐɠC֤چۯו,ٞڂĺʍԱ٦Ф
-- ǫф̖Ȗ¯ُْٸچʛɻ٦٘ٸ٣

Yorika HIRAOKA (ATOWA)
Norito HIRAOKA (̴Ӷ˳Ԫǋu¯9ѶՍƼu)

●Ƈ
ǫф̖Ȗ¯ُْٸچʛɻٯ٦ʍņɳͥ٦ֻ̱چВّۗ①҅ѫÐɠل٢ԖÍ҄܀②ۗוċ҄۴ۃښ
ۓۋڞؾژڰۉ٣ڂيكÐɠC֤③ۗוǫф̖Ȗ٣٬َڭکڢڮۓڋۂـِڅ٦,̯٦ʪ֦̮چƙʰ
ِ٘ۘǷƹٌ٦ÙзۗڀلʼĤ٧ۗÐɠ٦ՠۗÐɠ٦ůۗ˂ɗ٠ԅ՚٦C֤ו٣ÞِĺʍԱ٦ͫ
٠ĺȖ٦Ҩ٣ʄځͶۘٷϯĤ٧ۗǫф̖Ȗ٦̯֨ڭکڢڮۓڋۂ٣Ьِ٘ѫ֝٦ۗόÐɠۛʯƼ٦
҅ѫÐɠل٢ԖÍ҄ۗוÐɠC֤ו٣ÞْڂĺȖچҨْۘڂϯĤٟ٧ۗѧϯ̅٦ڠڔګۓڋۅ
ڭ٦ѫ֝٠ʆԱ٦жÍ٦Ӑ֦̮مɦǾٌَڂڃ٠لڅٹٛ٘ۘ
●Ƈچќ٘ـĺ,ɳͥ
ґŶ٧ۗǫ¯ُِٸچקٞٹ̵¯׆ڂـȈʚЫ٣ѶՍéņٟ٦ǫф̖ȖچչӖ٠ِٞ˰ڂـǭ
مΧٌـ٠ۗȲņٹόʸׯјɻٙيٟ٢وѶՍéņ٦ۏڴؾۑڗб٣ʥɝٟڂنǫф̖Ȗچğ
ٸٌٞڂـ٠ٟۘڂؿѶՍƼڠڱڟڷچƦƼ٠ْڂǫф̖Ȗ٣٧ۗϯĤ˪ٟӐ֦٠٢ڂÐɠƼؐ
٦C֤مוӐ̜ٟچڀڃٌۘڂؿґŶ٠ِٞ֡۠٢ĺ,ɳͥمҨӘَڃٞۤڂـԉbΦۗ2016ۥюۘ
ʼĤٟ٧ۗۮʼĤÐɠۯؾڟګۍڭڠ٠թӣ٘يÐɠ٦ů٦ʛѡ٠ȝԅ٣ڂٿĺɆ٠٦έ¶ۗ
љ٣ڂٿƦƼC֤ו٦ɨƭѺϟΒ̓٢١ۘϯĤٟ٧ۗόÐɠۛÐɠʯƼ٦ʛѡ٦ЮРۗۮԆـٞˀ
وѧۯ٠թӣ٘يÐɠC֤ו٦ɨƭѺϟΒ̓ۗږکڸڭۮҨӘۯ٠թӣ٘يÐɠC֤ו٦΅ƷѺϟ
Β̓٢١ٟۮۘڂؿԆـٞˀوѧږکڸڭۮۯҨӘۯٟ٧ۗڭکڢڮۓڋۂ٦Ǉ˪٣ٜ٢ͦږکڸڭڂم
ОٻɉќمǣڃڅٞچڀڃٌۘڂـВّٞۗ¯ʛɻ٦ÐɠȺׁ֤مǇ˪ِ٘ٙيٟ٢ۗوІɢ٦ֻ
ו٦Ǉ˪ۗѧɢ٦ΚфǇ˪٠ֻו٦Ǉ˪ۗƦљۛǣљ٣͉ڂيكѹڂؿΰф٢١̯֨مٟۗن
éņڀلǈәچѡڃڀٞڀڃٌۘڂـ٦ɳͥإچЫ٣ֻِ̱ۗ˪Ă①ۗ②ۗ③٦ʪ֦̮چƙʰِ
٘ۘ
●ѣĂْٰڭۓڋہن
ÐɠƎ¯ʛɻ٣Ǉ٘يϯĤٟ٧ۗɝɳ˪ÐɠƼؐچõʛ٠ِٞۗϯĤԅԱ٠ѧ٣Ūϴِٞۘ٘ن
ӆÐɠƎ¯ʛɻ٣٧ۗÐɠڭڠګ٦Бp٢١ٟњ֡٣έʻِ٘مC֤ו٧ٜل٢لٛ٘ۘњّۍږ
ڠ٣¯ʛɻچǻȕَٔڂ٠ۗӆÐɠƎ¯ʛɻ٦χֱمƞϸ٠٢ۘڂՍԅٟФْڂĺʍԱ٧ۗ②
٠③٧ÐɠƎۛӆÐɠƎ¯ʛɻچսٓڅњۏڽېٟĺ,ٟځٻٹ①ۗنچǋӤْڃ٨ÐɠƎ¯
ʛɻٹĺ,ٟۘڂنƇw٠ِٞۗÐɠƎۛӆÐɠƎمǻȕْ¯ڂʛÑķ٣ـكٞٹЬ֤ٟڂنĺʍ
Ա٠ڂقـ
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Proposal of Learning Methods to Improve “Kanji
Proficiency” -- For Learners aiming High Skilled
Human Resources
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Yorika HIRAOKA (ATOWA)
Norito HIRAOKA (̴Ӷ˳Ԫǋu¯9ѶՍƼu)
-Conclusion
Through arrangement of educational practices to learners aiming at advanced human resources,
authors found the importance of training ①kanji / kana conversion ability in brain, ②kanji operation
ability in 4 skills and communication, ③mind set suitable for advanced human resources. From this
point of view, authors will work on improving the teaching method and developing teaching materials
concerning the meaning of kanji, the form of kanji, particles and bottom changing patterns in novice
level. They also develop teaching materials using suitable sentences for training mind set of advanced
human resources on kanji / kana conversion ability of single and multi-kanji phrases in brain and kanji
operation ability in intermediate level. In intermediate level, they also found that necessity of
conversion of content and method of the main text for reading comprehension.
-Educational practice leading conclusions
Background is that the international students who are even aiming for higher education are often
aimed at advanced human resources at Japanese companies in the end, and Japanese companies seek
not only simple workers but also advanced personnel who can engage in global development of
companies. For advanced human resources with Japanese as a business language, the ability to operate
Kanji vocabulary of intermediate level or higher is essential. In these contexts, various educational
practices are published by (Hiraoka et al., 2016) and others. In novice level, "Novice Kanji Strategy" is
proposed such as acquisition of kanji form, dialogue with teachers by composition, promotion of selfrecognition of speech management ability by extra-curricular activities, etc. In intermediate level, it is
also proposed such as strict acquisition of single and multi-kanji phrases, promotion of self-recognition
of kanji operation ability named "Listening Writing Comprehension", promotion of mutual recognition
of kanji operation ability named "Topic Presentation", etc. In "Listening Writing Comprehension" and
"Topic Presentation", topic selection and guidance lead to improve mind set. Through these, not only
were the learners' kanji usage rate improved, but also the ability of comprehension in listening, the
ability and speed of comprehension in reading, responsible attitudes in behavior and action are obtained.
We organized these practices in a bird's-eye view and found the importance of the above ①, ②, ③.

-Points to be noted
In intermediate level towards learners of Kanji-area, practically Kanji vocabulary was treated as
already learned, teachers focus on intermediate grammar and reading comprehension. For non-Kanjiarea learners, we dealt with similarly by adding kanji tests, but we could not improve their proficiency.
When both learners are mixed in the same class, dropouts of non-Kanji-area learners become
remarkable. In the teaching methods proposed in this paper, ② and ③ can be educated together at the
same level regardless of Kanji / non – Kanji - area learners, and ① can also educate Kanji - area learners
by devising the way. As a result, it can be said that they are applicable teaching methods in a learning
environment where Kanji and non-Kanji-area learners are mixed.
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ƦƼĺ,٦ˋӜk٣έْڂĺɆ٦ɬ―ǪǙ٦զÝ
ѶՍƼ¯ǕٟјوĺɆٯ٦ڀلؾۉڷڦۓڋ
Masaki SEO (2˯θ¯)
̈ɨ֑ʃĎĲ΄٦ǍچځمґŶ٠ِٞۗ¢Ƽ¯ĺ,ùÞ٧˚ӄɻٟ¯ڂؿʛɻ§چѡْٸ٘ڂ
٣ۗ¯ʛɻ٦֦ğ¯چʛѫ֝٢١٣ҮFَٔۗƦƼĺ,ڠڷؾڜ٦ˋӜk٣уٸٞۤڂـKelly &
Jones, 2003͕ۘۥǣƗģٟ٧ۗƦƼٖ٦ٹ٦٦ˋӜkۤǽђ, 2017ۗۥƦƼĺ,ڠڷؾڜ٦ˋӜk٦
ХۤPiller & Takahashi, 2010ۗۥƦƼĺ,٦ˋӜk٣έْ¯ڂʛɻ٦ɬۤKubota, 2011; Piller &
Takahashi, 2006ۥ٣˝зؿمٞڂڃڀ/ٟۗˋӜk٣έْڂĺɆ٦ɬ٧ٌٵڃٟիلڀ٣َڃ
ٌٞ٢لٛ٘ۘٙۗمĺɆٹϞȪ٦ٜˋ٘ـӜ٠ِٞƙۗڃڀɅ˰ơֻ٦ٹ٠ٟĲ΄٣َڃَڀٞځك
ۤHolborow, 2015ۗۥĺɆ٣Ϯչِ٘Ɨģچǣٌف٠٧Ӑ֦ӢqƃٟۘفڄؿՍҨӘٟ٧ۗǪǙ٦զÝ
ѶՍƼ¯ǕٟјوѶՍƼĺɆ 21 թۤNS15 թۗNNS6 թۥĚ٫ۄۍڗۑڻʃѹ 7 թۤNS2 թۗNNS5
թچۥέ˧٣ǣٛ٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁۗڀلĺɆم١٦فٿ٣ƦƼĺ,٦ˋӜk٣ٜـٞǠقٞڂـ
٦چلϐٛ٘ƇwچԪǱْۘڂ
ĺɆ٦Χو٧ۗƦƼĺ,٦ˋӜkچǡОЫ٣Ζقٞڀڃلۘ٘ـ٧¯ʛɻ٦ŀՠٻÞ̅٣ǭڅ
ٔٞʍņچǣٸ٘ف٣ɨڀ٦ɳͥچڃِٖۗͫچѶՍƼĺɆ٠ِٞ٦ـمځٻ٠Ëِّٖٞۘ٘ـٞۗ
ѶՍ٦ˢچـκȖ٣ِ٘ʍņٻѶϯՎօ٦ʍņ٢١ۗ¯ʛɻ٦֦ՀچҮFَٜٜٔۗɨ̑٦ϟɬ
ِ٘ل¶چۏڔڠٻʍņچĺɆɨمڀé ِۗ¯Ǖ٣Фٌْڂ٠ٟϏэʍņ̤چΎِۗٻɨڀ٦Ƴ
֤چʅفڄ٠ِٞڂـɻۘ٘ـٹ
ٙ¯ۗمǕΓ¯مʛɻ¨چԟْٸ٘ڂ٣̓ĤچڭڠګÖό٣ِ٘ڭڠګۗځ٣ǭ¤ِ٢و٠¯ٹʛ
ɻ̓چĤٌَٔ٘ڂْځ٠ۗځؿٹĺ,Ǆw٦ÙзڀلƦƼĺ,٦ˋӜk٣čսچɡٜɻٹӾ̤ـ
ِٖ٘ۘٞۗ¯ǕΓ٣ْͫفٿڂиقٞٹʌيѷڃٞقڀٹ٢لٛ٘٘ۗٸĺ,٣έْچ֪ڂɰف
ɻۘ٘ـٹ
ͪɻ٦Ĵוɻمŋէْ¯ڂǕٟ٧ĺɆ٦ϟɬٻŸƟچñːnϞ٦ˋڂؿӜ٠ِٞΖٖۗق٦n
ϞچȈθƧ٣̵فٖل٠ِۗĺɆυ٦ǠچقʪْڂŪǇ٣ؿٖٛ٘ۘ٦٘ۗٸĺɆɨ̑¯ٹǕمǣ
ˋفӜk٦Х٣ȯpٌْڂ٠مٟٖۗن٦ٌ٠چǡОЫ٣Ζقٞۘ٘ـƦƼĺ,٦ˋӜk٦Х
ٟ٧ۗĺ,ùÞ٧ĺɆچό٣Ⱥـɸٞq҄٢ˋӜ٠ِٞΖٌڂق٠٢ۗوĺɆ٦̹٣͆ŉЫ٣ɧچ
ŪڂيӐ֦ڂؿمٙۘفڄ
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Teachers’ attitudes toward commodification of
language education: Interviews with teachers of private
language schools in Hong Kong

Masaki SEO (2˯θ¯)

In this neoliberal society, learners are viewed as customers and language schools are trying to
commodify the service of language education by matching their curriculum with learners’ demands and
needs in order to attract (Kelly & Jones, 2003). In the previous literatures, while commodification of
language (Sato, 2017), process of commodification in language education (Piller & Takahashi, 2010),
learners’ attitudes toward commodification of language education (Kubota, 2011; Piller & Takahashi,
2006) were discussed, teachers attitudes toward commodification of language education were not
investigated. As language teachers are also viewed as commodities and are exposed to keen competition
(Holborow, 2015), it is necessary to discuss about teachers. Through interviews with 21 teachers (15
native Japanese and 6 non-native) and 7 administrators (2 native Japanese and 5 non-native) at six life-
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long learning schools in Hong Kong, this study investigated how teachers and administrators
experienced the commodification of language education.
Most teachers in this study were satisfied with the commodification of language education. They felt
rewarded that they could improve their own teaching practices based on learners’ interests and needs.
In addition, some teachers tried to secure their employment by proposing new courses such as a
Chinese-Japanese translation course and a Japanese comedy course, which made use of their own
knowledge and skills while reflecting the interests and demands of learners.
Nonetheless, from the perspective of educational effectiveness, some teachers questioned the
commodification of language learning since schools made achievement tests easier and promoted
learners who had not passed the examination. In addition, some teachers lost their motivation to teach
since their suggestions were not accepted by school administrators.
In such schools where teachers’ ideas were not welcomed by administrators, teachers were seen as
“disposal goods” rather than “valuable goods” with knowledge and skills. When commodifying
language learning for hobbyists, it is important for teachers to have ownership in designing and
developing curriculum in order to maximize the satisfaction of both students and teachers.
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ـَِٻۮѶՍƼۯ٦ʍņ̵¯م٣ٌْڀ٘ٹ٠ ۵Ż
ڭڠڔګדԁ̈́٣ڂٿɨ֑Ăʲ٦ԁ̈́ڀل۵
Takahito ABE (͙ʕθ¯)
Mieko ABE (Þ̻¯9θ¯)
۷Ɨģ٦չЫ۸
ՍҨӘ٧ ۙθ¯ʼѽɣ٣ـكٞѶՍƼ¯٭¯چȔ٣ۙƣȎ٦٘ٸ٦ـَِٻۮѶՍƼۯ
ۤhttp://human.cc.hirosaki-u.ac.jp/kokugo/EJ1a.htmِ֤٘¶چۥʍņۙم١٦فٿ٣¯̵٦ɬ٠ِٞ
ƞȕkْڂ٦ل٣ٜـٞԁ̈́ۛǠȦچǣٹف٦ٟۘڂؿ
¯̵مʍņچʌيٞûٝۤوûٌٝۥڂي٠مɝͪ٣;Оٟڂن٦ٟڃؿ٨ٖۙڃ٣ǭ٘ٔڅʍņ
ٌڂْۓڋڝڬچ٠ٟۙځٿǄwЫ٢¯ʛ٣ٜ٢ًٌڂ٠مٟڂن٠ǠۘڂڃڀقѶՍƼ¯٣Þْڂϟ
ɬד٦'ـ٣ٿٛٞۙmۙم١٦فٿ٣ƞȕkْڂ٦ۙچلŻדЫ٣ԁْ̈́ۘڂ
۷ƗģԱ۸
͙ʕθ¯ԅ¯ӵѶՍƼ¯u٦͙վuչ٠ِٞǥَۮ٘ڃƥζѶՍƼ٦ɛƗģ Bۤۯ2016 ѽ
фƹöۥ٣ـكٞۙѶՍƼԦƼɻǇي٦͙ۮʕθ¯ θϠ̕έ]ڭکژہۤۏډۉڰۂҲۯۥ٦َٻۮ
ِـѶՍƼۯҲچȝِ̯٘ۘʌǥ̵٧ʃ٣ѶՍƼ¯u٣ʽΛْ۽ڂѽ̵ۙ۾ѽ̵٠ۙѶՍƼ¯͙چǓ٠
ِٞـ٢¯ـuۤԅ¯͙ۄڡێگؾۇڟٻǓۥ٦¯̵ٟۘڂؿʌǥ̵ چ11 ٦ڻؾۏڗ٣ԁَِٻۮۙي
ـѶՍƼۯ٣ÞْڂɛـَِٻۮۙٻכѶՍƼۯ٦ĂʲچԢ˂ْۯِْڇٻۮډڎڍڭڹڤڂюچȺ֤
ِٞϏэƨʽچԁϏِۙـَِٻۮѶՍƼۯҲ٦ȝ̯٣٘ؿٛ٘ۘ
ʍņʚƹۙʌǥɻ٣ʍņ٣Þْؾڵؾھۛۓۋڞږډێچڭۓۅښڂ٣ˀٔلٞʐʡِٖۙچڀڃ
ڗۓڰڋۂۛڭڠڔګٟԁِ̈́٘ۘ
۷Ƈw۸
①ѶՍƼ¯͙چǓِٞـ٢②̵ۙ¯ـѶՍƼ¯͙چǓْ۽ڂѽ̵ۙ③ѶՍƼ¯͙چǓْ۾ڂѽ̵
٦ڻؾۏڗۿ٣ٜـٞۙĳĄۙږؾےڭکڱέ]ԁ̈́چǣٛ٘Ƈwۙڀلj٦ٌ٠مիلڀ٠٢ٛ٘ۘ
ۤ1ۥѶՍƼ¯͙چǓ٠ِٞـ٢¯ـu٦¯̵٧ۙѶՍƼ٦ѱَِچɬِۙɨƭ٦ƦƼ٣Þْڂϟ
ɬד٣ٜـٞƦĚِ٘ۘ
ۤ2ۥѶՍƼ¯͙چǓْ۽ڂѽ̵٧̩ۙ٦ϯ٦փ٣ׂٜ¶љ٣Þڅٌٛٞڂـ٠چɬِۙɨͦمڀ
ڇ͙ٙվԁցمɺ٣ǦƖٌٟڂن٠٣ƦĚِ٘ۘ
ۤ3ۥѶՍƼ¯͙چǓْ۾ڂѽ̵٧ۙɨԁɨ̑ڀلڃٌم١ۙلنْٰفmمٟلڂن٠ـٛ٘ۙɨƭ
٦Þځڅ٣ƦĚِ٘ۘ
˪٦ԁ̈́ۛǠȦ̵¯ۙڀل٦ѶՍƼ٣ÞْڂϟɬمדΎقٌٞوـ٠ٟۙƦƼ٣Þْڂϟɬ→
ɺǦƖ→ɨƭ٦Þځڅ٦فٿ٣ۙĸوɬِۙƞȕkْٹڂ٦مԖkٌْڂ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘ
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What Did Students Learn through the "Easy
Japanese" Classes? ۵Analysis of Free Description Data
with Quantitative Text Analyses۵

Takahito ABE (͙ʕθ¯)
Mieko ABE (Þ̻¯9θ¯)
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The aim of this presentation is to analyze and examine the learning that students obtained through the
"Easy Japanese" classes.
Free description data were analyzed using quantitative text analysis by the difference in students’
knowledge of Japanese studies.
The results revealed the following three points:
(1) Students who did not have Japanese language studies as their major commented on the difficulty
in Japanese language and their lack of knowledge of the linguistics.
(2) 1st year students majoring in Japanese Language Studies commented that Japanese language
studies can contribute to society.
(3) 2nd year students majoring in Japanese Language Studies commented on what they can do for
non-native speakers.

έ̯֨ו٦٘ٸ٣ۜ
ڠۓګڸۓښۛںڊګڒڰۉۃښȇǠ
Suwako WATANABE (ڮۓۍڭؾہʔׂθ¯)
έ٠٧ۗ/Ы٢Ҩٟ٧٢΅ۗوʆ٦Ʀٌف٠ֻِۗچҮ]ِِٖۗٞۗɈ٦ͲВ٣مظط
ڃؿ٨ٖۗچڃƄِ٘˪ٟۗچΝيٌٞوـ٠ٟۘڂؿ2017 ѽ٣ҨӘَ ٘ڃNCSSFL-ACTFL
Can-Do Statements ٦˪Ĥ—ϯۏڽې٦΅Ʒȝ֤ڮؾۆۓۋڞؾژۉۃښ٦āО٧َۗٵ٣ٌ٦έ
ْו҄ڂ٣ӮǬْٖۘڂ٦ Can-Do Statement ٧ۗۮѨٛǵڇٙɲս˦ځِ٘چȑ٣яٌڂْځ٘ق٠
٣ٿٛٞۗ…ɨԁ٣Þũِ٘ۗـڂؿ٧ۗ/ҵЫ٢κچä۠֡ٷ٢κ٣ٜـٞۗچۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ
ِΝٌڂي٠مٟۯڂنٌٌٟۘڂؿٟ٦ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ٧ۗڂٽڅـչЫچɡِٛ٘ǭٻـďٙ
يٟ٢ۗوǍـՠٟۗ۽έ۽٦ƙƿÍٻѶ˲ٟ٦ِǭٹـäنچۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۗڃڀٸ
ٚڇ٠ǣٸ٘ف٦҄ו٧َۗٵ٣ۗέچɳƥَٔٸ٘ڂ٣Ӑ֦٢҄ו٠Ǡۘڂڃڀقθ¯ٌٟ٦˪
Ĥۏڽې٦υ̯چչɉْ٘ٸ٣٧ۗۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ٣ȯpْٸ٘ڂ٦҄ۗוٜ΅ۗځٵʆ٦ؾڢکۅ
ڟ٦з¨̳چ٣ֻٌْڂ٠ۗԅچۏڽېЈقٞɨԁ٦Ʀٌـ٘ـ٠ٵچ٠ڂٸϝ٦Õֻ҄ۗו
ɈͲВ٣սκ˰ڂؿمǭ٣٧ٖۗچڃƄْڂՠƿ˛ِٖ҄ۗוٞۗ΅ʆ٠٦΅Ʒȝ֤چÕֻ
ْ΅ۤו҄ڂʆ٠٦΅Ʒȝ֤لـوٵفِۗؾڦڰۆچلڡؾۄڠم٢˰ـǭʕْ̳ۥڂ٢١چիɦ
Ы٣ĺڂقӐ֦ۘڂؿم
ٌڀڃʈ۠٦҄ו٧ۗ(ڠۓګڸۓښۛںڊګڒڰۉۃښCanale & Swaine 1972)چǖْ̯ڂԅԱۗɺ
ƦƼۗϝؾڟګۍڭڠۗю٦҄ו٣ӍЪْۘڂՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ¯ٓٵʛɻ٦Ҩʍņڭڠګٻ٦Ҩ
ۗڀلՠƿ˛ۗϝÕֻۗ΅Ʒȝ֤Õֻمɰҏِ٘ɝۗםACTFL ˪Ĥۏڽېٟنٰڂڃڅ/
ҵЫ٢κْچȔ٦ȅ͏چםԁِ̈́ۗԅԱۛƼؐ٦ϝ΅ٻƷȝ֤Õֻ҄ו٦,̯٣Ь]
ِ٘ɉќ٠ږکڴڮؾڊڹ٦ԱچФْۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۗ٘ٵۘڂ٣ӠʰْڂƙЎʲۗٻҮέ
ƙ٦ʲٰۗۓؾڦů̯٦ȸ٣ۗԅkЫ٢'مـEłٌڂق֚چ٠چɉЩِٞۗɺƦƼ҄ו
Ҩ٦٘ٸ٣ۗԅk٦Řƥ٠ِٞ٦ƦƼC֤چɉќْڂʪ֦̮چФɦْ¯ۘڂʛɻ٦Ҩ΅ٻƷȝ
֤٦ɳם٦ԁ̈́چВِٞۗڠۓګڸۓښۛںڊګڒڰۉۃښ٣ѫԩَ٘ڃʈ۠٦҄مו١٦فٿ٣ȝ֤
ِǭٛٞچلڂـǠȦِۗέו,̯٦٘ٸ٦ֻ٠ِٞ٦چڠۓګڸۓښۛںڊګڒڰۉۃښȇǠْ
ۘڂ

Development of ability to engage in dialogue:
Rethinking communicative competence

Suwako WATANABE (ڮۓۍڭؾہʔׂθ¯)
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In this presentation, I will reexamine the notion of communicative competence from the perspective
of development of ability to engage in dialogue. So far as dialogue entails exchanges of ideas and
information between two or more people while solving miscommunication through negotiation of
meaning, there is striking resemblance between the ability to carry out dialogue and the description of
the Advanced-level speakers in the NCSFL-ACTFL Ca-Do Statements (2017), which reads that
Advanced-level speakers “can maintain discussions on a wide variety of familiar and unfamiliar
concrete topics of personal and general interest, and sometimes academic, social or professional topics,
by using probing questions and providing detailed responses across major time frames.” In order to
participate meaningfully in discussion, one is expected to accurately interpret the point of an
interlocutor’s message, to manage discourse that is beyond the sentence-level, negotiate meaning to
solve any communication gaps, and manage interaction with others. These abilities are subsumed under
communicative competence (Canale & Swaine, 1972). In this presentation, I will first examine
discourse data that contain examples of failing performance in terms of negotiation of meaning,
discourse management, and interactional management and, then, propose approaches to instruction and
feedback to develop abilities to manage discourse and interaction required for effective participation in
discussion and dialogue. I will also demonstrate how cultural differences play a role in the ways in
which we state opinion, present counter-argument, and take turns during discussion.
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ѶՍƼ٣ڂيكΦɻʕӹɁ
—چۯ۞قۮϯ̅٣ِٞ—

Tian JI (Ϫ҉θ¯)

ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗۯ۞قۮ٠مؾڒؾۂفـȺڂڃڅΦɻʕӹɁ٦بچڠڢۑڻգ٣ƙٞۘوـѶՍƼ
ٟ٧ۗВ˲ۗچۯ۞قۮȺٌف٠٣ۗځٿЋͪ٦Ҩ٣mلսκٌڂؿم٠مɦَעۤڂڃշ 2008لِۘۥ
ِۗۯ۞قۮ٧ۮ١ٌـۮۗۯٜۯ٢١٦Φɻʕӹؾڒؾۂ٠"٢ۗځȯpɻمŘάЫ٣١٦فٿ٢ٌ
٠٣έِٞčսچËّٞلڂـ٣ٜـٞ٦ŘάЫ٢ʆچځلمФıْٹڂ٦ٟ٧٢ۘـj٦Ϛԗ
٦فٿ٣ۗ04 ǣչٟ٧ 01 ǣչ٠ 02 ǣչ٦٣έِۗA ٧ۯ۞قۮٓٵ٠Ҩٌٌۘڂْٟچۯ۞قۮȺف
ٌ٠٣ۗځٿЋͪ٦ B ٠ C ٦Ҩ٣ٜـٞۗmلսκٌڂؿم٠چӘِٞۘڂـ
ǷٵٟѶՍƼ٣ڂيكΦɻʕӹɁ٦͕ǣƗģ٧Χو٢َڃ̻ٞۤڂـȚ 2007ۗĎH 2007 юۘۥ
ِِۗلѶՍƼ٣٧١٦فٿ٢ʕӹɁ٦ԱمڀڃٖۗځؿمŘάЫ٣١٦فٿ٣ַَ֤ڃٞڂـ
٦ۗلƥϛٟ٧ٲ٠ڇ١իَڃٞـ٢עۤـշ 2008ٖۘۥ٦٘ۗٸՍҨӘ٦չЫ٧چۯ۞قۮϯ̅
٣ۗѶՍƼ٦ΦɻʕӹɁ٦چڠڢۑڻիلڀ٣ٌِٞوـ٠ٟۘڂؿŘάЫ٣٧ۗچڦؾڬ ״Ⱥ
ۗـԁ̈́٦ʆԱمۯ۞قۮۗـ֤چʰƥْڂʕӹ٦ȃچȯpɻم١٦فٿ٣Ͷ˼kْلڂ
ԁِ̈́ۗĂʲْۘڂ
Ƿ٦ԁ̈́چВِۗȮٜ٦ٌ٠مիلڀ٣٢ِٛ٘ۘۗٓٵʆ٦ۯ۞قۮ٣ځٿսκƤ٦ϥمƞ
ȕkَڂڃ٠ٌفـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘۯ۞قۮۗ٘ٵ٦ƹ٣ۗŘάЫ٣١٦فٿ٢ڂؿمۏںۍڭ٦ل٢١٦
ʆ˰ڂڃڀق֚مځلمǭۗʕӹمγځ٢وɳǣٌَڂڃ٠ٹիلڀ٣٢ِٖٛ٘ۘٞۗȈƹ٣ʕӹɳ
ǣɻمʕӹɁɻٟ٧٢˰ـǭۗʕӹ٦ȝņٖ٦ٹ٦٣mلڀ٦սκمĄ٘نɢѲٜ٦ơ5ؿم
ٌڂ٠ٹիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ/ٜ٧ʕӹɳǣɻمʕӹچǣڅ٢لٌٛ٘٠ٟفٹۘڂؿ/ٜ٧ʕӹɳǣ
ɻ٦ۏںۍڭ٣ْڂҬϚȖمʤԁٟ٢ۗٸ٘ـʕӹْٰن٠ٌمڄʕӹَڃ٢ٌـ٠ٟۘڂؿ
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Other-Initiated Repair in Japanese: Sequences
Originating with “e”

Tian JI (Ϫ҉θ¯)

This paper examines the process of how the marker "e?" is used in instances of other-initiated
repair sequences. In Japanese, speakers generally use “e” to indicate a problem with understanding a
previous utterance (Suzuki, 2008). However, "e" is different from other repair markers such as
"doko," "itu," etc., in that it does not provide specific clues for the participants in the conversation to
locate the trouble source. There have been many studies concerning other-initiated repair in Japanese
(Nisisaka2007,Yosinaga2007etc.). However, there are a series of problems that have not yet been
researched in Japanese, such as what methods specifically are employed in repair sequences, and how
they are used in specific instances. Therefore, this paper uses conversational analysis to examine the
"e"-centered repair process. The analysis conducted in this paper shows that the location of the trouble
source can clearly be determined according to the speaker's usage of "e". Second, it is clear that if
information about the trouble source is presented after “e,” the repair is likely to succeed. Finally,
when the person performing the repair is not the person who initiated the repair, there are two reasons
that may disrupt its execution. The first reason is that the repair initiator did not perform the repair.
The second reason is that the repair initiator did not provide adequate information about the source of
trouble and so the repair was not fully realized
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͛΄٠ԉ٦٧ُٵ٣ȷَ٘ڃѶՍƼ ―NHK
ڠںڋڒؾډ٣ڂيكϯǲȷ׆ѶՍ̖٦Ƽ―ڀلځ

Masahiro KOGA (ʋтθ¯ыİθ¯9̖ԅu¯Ɨģu)

ιѲɣ̩θ͛ɢۗΧو٦ѶՍ̖مĦ՞ʗǲٯпٛٞۘڂـ1937 ѽ 12 Ɖ՚ɢзٟ٧Ħ՞ʗǲ
٣٧ 42 ՜̖ٹ٦ѶՍ̖فٿ٘ـمِٟۗلِۘڂؿѶՍ٦ҏ͛مƄڂٵ٠ҽڀ٧ѫϠٯ٠úڀ٢ڃي
٨٢ڀ٢و٢ٛ٘ۘҽڀ٦Χو٧ʚ̤͛ڀلѽ٦فٚ٣úǲٌْڂ٠مٟۗم٘ن/ӵ٧úǲمٟن٢
لٛ٘ۘڂٽڅـϯǲȷ׆ѶՍ̖ٟۘڂؿѶՍǲѫ٣ـكٞ 1981 ѽڀلɁٵٛ٘ԵѶѵ̐Їȁم
ѶچڷېګѴٔڅٞفٿ٘ـ٣̩ۗÝ٦̖۠ٹҽڀ٣έِٞĸـÞ̅چïٔٞفٿ٘ـٟۘڂؿϯ
ǲȷ׆ѶՍ̖٣ÞْڂҹͶچƙٞڂٶ٠̩ۗÝ٦̖۠٧ѶՍƼ٦սκ٠ѶՍٯ٦Ь]٠ٌفـ٠٣
Þ̅ؿمٛ٘فٿٌٟٖۘڂؿٟՍҨӘٟ٧ۗNHK ڠںڋڒؾډ٦ϯǲȷ׆ѶՍ̖چέ˧٠ِ٘F
ɛڦؾڬچ٠ِۗϯǲȷ׆ѶՍ̖٧١٦فٿ٣Ә˧َڃٞۗل٘نѶՍƼ٦սκچäٸ١٦فٿ
٢սκؿمٛ٘٦ل٣ٜـٞԁ̈́چǣ٢ۗـF٦ϯ٦ҽכچڀŭkٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ϯǲȷ׆ѶՍ̖٧وـٜل٦ۘڂؿمۓؾڦڵҏ͛эɢ 13 Ȍ˪ٟ̑Ơمԁل̮ٛٞ˄ڂـ٧
ϯǲȷ׆ӥ̖ۗ6ً֞ٞڂـȈϯ٣ۗ̐ٻŬТ٠ɎԓِۗtΜٻʑ٦̖Ý٦ҬϚٟϯǲ̖٣6
نʄٛٞۗـڀٹϯǲ٣ȷَ٘ڃɄı٘ٚ٧ϯǲȷ׆Ƭɟ٠ƪ٨ڃٞۘڂـϯǲȷ׆Ƭɟ٦چםƙ
ٞۘفٿٶϯǲȷ׆Ƭɟٙٛ٘ɻ٧ЉـÝٌ٘ـ٠ڀلtСچɡٛٞۘڂـم̖ڂـѶՍ٣úǲْڂ
Ȕ٣٧ٖ٦tΜڃچٌٞڂو٠ؿٹٛ٘ۘғśɻٙيٟ٢وɨԁ٦Ʉı٘ٚٹ/ʾ٣ڃٞúٛٞ
٘ن٦ٌٟۘڂؿ٦٠ن٣ҽمԮ٘قսκ٧ۗɨԁ٦tΜمѶՍƼٔچ٢ـ٠ٌفـ٠ٟؿٛ
٘ۘՍ̖٧ѶՍƼم٘ٔچȉٻɄıۗٓٔمѶՍ٣٢ل٢لÌٌڂڃ٠مٟن٢لٛ٘٦ٟؿ
ٌۘڂ٦ٌ٠ٟϯǲȷ׆Ƭɟٟؿٛ٘ҽ٧ѶՍٯ٦úǲمtΜچŖِٸٞڂـ٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠ҁٷ
֡ɄمӘ˧َڃٞۘ٘ـ
ٌ٦فٿ٣ϯǲȷ׆Ƭɟ٣ÞْڂѶՍƼ٦սκ٧ۗՍ̖ٟ٧٢ٖو٦tΜ٣٠ٛٞθن٢սκ٠
٢ٌٛٞۘ٘ـ٦˰ǭۗҽ٧ۮtΜ٦ʺ]Ǹѱŭۯ٠Ʀڂقٌٙۘفڄ٦Φ٣ۮՍ̖٦ʺ]Ǹѱŭۯ٦
ٹםƙۘ٘ڃڀɨԁ٦ʹǲ٠٢˰ڂʽچğٸtΜ٠٠ٹ٣֮Ѷِ٘ۗمѶՍƼٓٔمѶՍ٣٢ّٷ
ٌ٠مٟۗٓنϯǲٯ٠ռځɨԁ٦ڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٧ۮѶՍ̖ۯٟ٧٢ۮوϯǲ̖ۯٟؿٛ٘٠Ǡڂق
فٿ٣٢ٛ٘ŭٌٟۘڂؿ٦فٿ٣ NHK چڠںڋڒؾډВّٞ֡۠٢כŭkمqٌٟ҄ڂؿ٠مիڀ
ل٠٢ٛ٘ۘ
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άƟϝ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ٦6֤٦ŭ٠ٖ٦Ⱥڃڅ
Yasue KODAMA (ډڰۏڐڹێڒʔׂθ¯ڣڲۓڜǕ)
ѶՍƼ٦6֤٣٧Ћ͍Ý͍ю٦Ա٦ŕԓٙيٟ٢۠֡ ۗو٢6֤˂ɗ٠ۗ6֤Ŕ٦ٶ٦6֤
ۤۑڣŭۙۥ6֤Ŕ٣6֤˂ɗ٦چٶӣ٘ي6֤ۤ˂ɗɍٸŭۙۥ6֤Ŕ٣6֤͑مΝو6֤ۤʲƼŭۥ
٦Ȯٜ٦ŭمڀڃٖۙځؿمͶٶǭَڅٛٞȺَ֤ڃٞمڀڃِٖۗلِ ۘڂـ١٦فٿ٣Ⱥـԁڀي
ڃٞڂـ٦ل٧իلڀ٣َڃٞـ٢ۘـ
ѶՍƼ٦6֤Ɨģ٧ ۗ6֤ǖԅچϯ̅٠ِ٘Ћ͍Ý͍Ա٦Ѳǩέׂ٦ԅԱƗģ(Ȃ͚ 1989ۗ
ђй 2000)چڀڃٖۗڀلѲɻξ/ٟ٧٢ـ٠ِٖۙڀڃ٣ҫفƦƼЫƥ˧چϛЫ٣իلڀ٣ِفٿ
٠ْڂƗģۤϯQ 1994ۙ½й 2000ۗ пԙ 2003ِٖۗۥٞƥȕ٧ϝƗģٻιѲƦƼʛѡƗģٯ٠Ǎ
چځمƙ̧ٔٞ(ڂـB 2007, Ȱǆ 2009, pђ 2010)ٖۘ٦ϯٟȰǆ(2009)٧ۗѶՍƼٟ٧Ћ͍Ý͍
ю٦Ա٦ŕԓٻ͒ˏۗٹځٿǆƼ٦Ƽٻځ٢١ۏۓۇڟՖ٦6֤٦ŭٻ6֤˂ɗ٦Ⱥڃڅ
٣ϴչْٰنٙ٠ʃϼِٞۘ ڂـ
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗǆƼ٦Ƽځ٣ڂيك6֤٦ŭ٣ϴչِۗںڊګۍگۓډڷۀۍԁ̈́(Labov
1972) ـ֤چٞ 44 ٦Ž̖҄٦/̖ˠ٦άƟϝדچЫلٜɲЫ٣ԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗj٦ŪǇ
مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ʲƼŭۜ3 ٜ٦6֤٦ŭ٦ϯٟάƟϝ٣ȈٹΧَ֤ۗڃҨ6֤ٹځٿɈǠ6֤٣ΧوȺَ֤ڃ
ڃٌۘڂ٧ɈǠ٧Ҩ٠"٢ځόѦٟƥڂڃŪǇ٣ۗځؿǣ!ɉО٦Ӑ֦̮مǫٸ٘ـٟۘڂؿҨ
6֤ٹόѦٟƥ˰ڂڃǭۗٻʲƼم6֤Ŕ٦ҨƦ٠ĳĄْڂљȝ˵ٻΰچӘْ˰ǭ٣٧ۗʲƼ
ŭ٣٢ڀَۘـْٻځ٣ۗ/٦٦ϯٟʲƼŭمȺَ֤˰ڂڃǭ٧ۗ/̖ˠ٦Ҩ٦6֤͑ʲ
Ƽ٧ħůٟۗȮ̖ˠ٦֘;لέׂЫ٢Ҩ٧קȽЫƥȕů٢١٦әnΉϥ٠ĳ٣֤ڃڀـ
ۗمڂ٦ŕ͌ځ٠٢ڂҨٻɈǠ٦6֤͑ʲƼ٣٧ګů٦ۘڂڃڀـ֤مَِــ
˂ɗɍٸṳ̆ۜЫ٣٧Ȉٹː٢ګکۘـɍٸ٧/٦٦ϯٟόѦٟƥ˰ڂڃǭۗƼځʆ٣٠
ٛٞ֘;لέׂЫ٢Ҩٟڭۘڂؿɍٸ٦˰ǭ٧ۗ˰ձ͐О٢١ќѷӵԁ٦Ҩٻѫ˟ЫɈǠ
٣ΝٟȺَ֤˰ڂڃǭ٠ۗ/٦٦Ղї٦Ƽځʆ٣٠ٛٞ֘;لέׂЫ٢Ҩ٣όѦٟ
ƥ˰ڂڃǭۘڂؿم
ۑڣŭ͙ۜڀΝِٞƥڂڃҨ6֤٣Ⱥَ֤ۗڃȈ˰טٹËםۘڂؿمЫ٣ɈǠ6֤٣֤ـ
˰ڂڃڀǭ٧ۗр˰̖Ԁ˵مļ΅ٻʆ٠٦ƌ٥ǭـٟƦق٢ٌـ٠٣֤ۘڂڃڀـ
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Types of Japanese Quotation and their Usages in Oral
Experiential Narratives

Yasue KODAMA (ډڰۏڐڹێڒʔׂθ¯ڣڲۓڜǕ)

Japanese language has a wide variety of choices in combination, from direct/indirect quotation and
various kinds of quotative markers, such as tte, to, toka, nante, to three quotation types, such as zero
type, particle stop type, and predicative type. This paper focuses on the last three quotation types, zero
type that has only quotational phrase, particle stop type that has a quotational phrase only with a
quotative particle, and predicative type that consists of a quotational phrase and a reporting clause.
Studies of Japanese quotation started with direct/indirect quotes of so-called quotation construction
as dichotomous grammar (eg. Sunagawa 1989, Fujita 2000), and shifted to the one as continuous
linguistic phenomenaۤeg. Nakazono 1994, Kamada 2000, Watanabe 2003, and recently, they have been
extended to discourse analysis and second language acquisition of quotation (eg. Sugiura 2007,
Yamaguchi 2009, Kato 2010). Among them, Yamaguchi (2009) questioned the importance of
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distinction of direct/indirect quotes in Japanese, and claims that we should put more emphasis on the
differences of quotative particles and types of quotation in each genre such as novel, oral narratives and
conversation.
This paper analyzed 44 celebrities’ first-person oral narratives taken from a Japanese TV program
called “Gokigenyo” whose narrative topics are chosen by throwing a dice on the spot, using Labovian
narrative analysis that depends on both quantitative and qualitative precisions, to clarify the usages of
three types of quotation, zero type, particle stop type, and predicative type, in Japanese oral narratives.
As the result, the following tendencies were found respectively.
First, as for predicative type, it is used most frequently among the three for both quotations of
utterance and thought, but it is used for quotation of thought more often than for that of utterance
because quotation of thought tends to occur independently and needs to be specified in terms of the
action. Also, quotation of utterance that appears independently or with other verbs than verbs of saying
tends to become predicative type. When predicative type is used in a series of quotation of utterance, if
first-person’s utterance, it appears with past tense and/or in subordinate clause, and if third-person’s, it
is used to mark unexpected or confrontational utterance for the character-I with historical present or
other evaluative devices such as passive and teshimau. Also, when predicative type is used to demarcate
the conversation, it appears with te-form stop of the verbs of saying.
On the other hand, particle stop type is the least frequent one for both quotations of utterance and
thought. Stop with tte particle appears alone in a series of conversation to mark unexpected or
confrontational quotation of utterance. In case of stop with to particle, it can be used for a determined
confrontational utterance at the beginning of the scene, and orientational utterances at the beginning of
a narrative and reflective and retrospective thoughts that appear consecutively.
Last, zero type is mainly used for quotations of utterances that appear consecutively, and it has a
vividness effect. However, it also can be exceptionally used to convey Character-I’s thought vividly,
only when character-I cannot say it situationally.
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˚կ٦êù٣Ӟِ٘ҧ˫Ƽچ
ɣ٦̩ζ٣иٸ٘ڂق٦Ƞ٦ϐğ
Yosuke MIKI (ѶՍ¯ʱ̇ŀ/ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍ٦˚կêùƦƼ٦/ٜٟڂؿҧ˫Ƽۤыİтҧ˫чƦچۥƹ̩٣иقٞـ
ٸ٘و٣ȝِ̯ٞچۓۋڞؾګۓۅۉڔڮڂـƦƼŹ˓٣]ْ֤ڂʄځͶٶ٣ٜـٞˣْۘڂ
ҧ˫Ƽ٧ 2009 ѽ٣ǲȔǭĺ,u¯ԅkùÞۤۥܑ܈ܓ܉ܐܔ٣ٿٛٞ˚ۮկ٦êù٣ӞْڂƦ
Ƽۯ٠ِٞږکںڮکې٣рۘ٘ڃَ״ƥȕۗҧ˫Ƽڂٔچɻ٧ 500 ̖Хфٟۗθҭ م70 ζ˪
٠ڃڀٶٞۘڂـĞ٣ЇȁۛĂۛ״ԟΠٌْڂ٠مӐ֦ٟۗځؿԇٔٞƦƼŹ˓ĺ,٦Ӑ֦̮مǫ
ٵٛٞۘڂـҨӘɻ٧ҧ˫ЄٻǲׂǲƼƗģʽۗɻ٠٦Ŵځ̝چ٢ۗڀمêùƦƼԟΠ٦Ùз
ڀلi̹ϝɛچȝِ̯ٞۘڂـ
ƦƼۮچиۯڂق٠ٌفـ٠٨٣٧ۗĂʲِԟΠْۗڂ٠فـՠ٠ۗƦƼ٠ِٞŹ˓َٔڂ٠ فـ2
ٜ٦ՠمäڃٵٞۘڂـՍƗģٟ٧ۗi̹ϝɛچƦƼ٦ԟΠ٦٘ٸٙيٟ٧٢ۗوƦƼŹ˓
¶љٻĺ,٦˰ٟ]֤ٟفٿڂن٣ٌْڂ٠چչɉِٞۗځكҧ˫Ƽ٣ڂٿɓɴĨٻʡچȝِ̯ۗ
ɻ٣ڂٿƼۓۋڞؾګۓۅۉڔڮچځ٠ِٞĂِ״Fkْ¶ڂљچǣ٢ٛٞۘڂـ
َڀ٣ۗƦƼŹ˓چΒْ̓ڂٙيٟ٢ۗوҧ˫ƼچιѲƦƼ٠ْ٘̈ڂ٢ɻ٦ʰچչɉِٞـ
ۘڂԟΠَڭڠڔګ٘ڃ٧ɲЫ٣Ϗԟَٹ٘ڃ٦ٟۗځؿƼځ٦ʛٌٷ͆چ٠ٟ¯ʛɻɨ̑مҧ˫
Ƽ٦Ƽځʆ٠٢ٌڂ٠مٟڃٌۘڂن٣ٿٛٞƦƼ٦Ƨ٘ڃڀ/ձٙيٟ٧ـِ̈ۗمڂؿɻچ
ʰِۗŹ˓ٌَٔڂ٠مٟٵڃٌۘڂنٟ٧ƦƼچĂۛ״ԟΠِۗɰڂڃڅΚфچϧفٿِو٠فـÙз
ڀلƗģمǣ٢ڃڅٞۗم٘ـՍƗģ٧ƥȕҧ˫Ƽٔم٢̩ـζ٣ٹјۗيلنɓɴĨٻ
ʡـ֤چٞ̈٘٣ιѲƦƼ٠ِٞ٦ҧ˫Ƽɻ٦¨ԟفͱچз٣Ѧ̮ۘڂؿم
/ǆ٣ѶՍƼ٠ـٌٖٛٞٹ٣٧̤Χو٦ƦمۓۋڞؾڏێڴΠȕِٖۗمڀڃϠ+ɺ٦ڋډ
چڊګڊګۓڬɊقٞۏڴؾۑڗۘڂـk٦θن٢҉٣Ϡ+٦͢ȑ٢Ѧɨ̮م7ٶǵۗڃٵƦƼٻ
ʛÌمɰڃڅٌِٞفٵ٠٧ۗϠ+٦ԅkمڊګڊګۓڬڋډٻɰٌڂڃڅ٠٣لٲ٢ۗٓڀϠ+ۃښ
مڊګڰۉʂάkۛӢОkْ͵֦ڂ٠ٹ٢ۮۘڂƦƼچиۯڂق٠ٌفـ٠چВِٞۗϠ+مƩ֮ʌي
Źـٟ٘نԅkچȇѺɬِۗ$ɡٌْڂ٠ٟɺЫǦƖچwِ٘ۗϠ+ɺ٣ʽΛْڂƨ̖٦ڎڍ
چډڎڹۏɳƥٌْڂ٠چչɉِٞۘڂـ
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Investigation of a strategy to convey Hachijoan which
is an Endangered language to the next generation

Yosuke MIKI (ѶՍ¯ʱ̇ŀ/ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)

This presentation introduces efforts to apply documentation in order to convey Hachijoku language
(Hachijojima dialect of Tokyo) which is one of Japan's annihilation crisis language to future generations.
Hachijo language was registered in Red Book as UNESCO 's "language of endangering" in 2009 by
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Currently, there are about 500
people who can speak Hachijo, most of them are seen as over 70's. It is necessary to investigate, record
and preserve as soon as possible, and the necessity of language succession education is also increasing.
The presenter is creating speech discourse materials from the viewpoint of crisis language preservation
while trying to collaborate with Hachijo Town, National Language Institute and speakers. Natural
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discourse speech is gathered, brought up in texts, added with annotation information after discussion
with the speaker, and it is maintained as a speech database for preservation.
To "communicate" a language has two meanings: to describe and preserve, and to inherit it as a
language. In this research, we aim to make speech discourse materials applicable not only for preserving
languages, but also in linguistic succession activities and educational places. I am making activities to
create a picture-story show or a conversation collection by Hachijo language and to record and visualize
the talk of the speaker as documentation.
Although this is only a limited aspect of the language, it can create and inherit a new speaker.
Conventionally, research has been conducted from the viewpoint of slowing down the speed of
annihilation by recording and storing the language.But this research has also worked on generations
that Hachijoh Language can not speak at the moment and newly created using picture-story shows and
conversation collections It is originality to aim for securing Hachijo language speakers as a second
language.This research is unique in that new generation speakers are creating by allowing generations
who can not speak Hachijoh Language to speak Hachijo language as a second language using picturestory shows and conversation collections.
There are many dialect variations in Japanese,and It support the community's identity.The delicate
identity of the region is swallowed into a big wave of globalization, and the loss of language and
customs means that the local culture and identity are lost.
It also becomes an element that weaken and destabilize the local community. Through
"communicating languages", we aim to realize the welfare of individuals belonging to the community
by fulfilling social contribution by reaffirming and maintaining the culture which the region has
inherited from ancient times.

ڠۓۍڹ٦ĺ,ùÞ٣ڂيك
ѶՍƼ CEFR ڠڴۍڞ٦̊ѕ٠κ

Rei KOMAI
Kayo SUGIMOTO (cergy-pontoise university)

1. ϯ̅٠٢ڂʃϼٻƇ
ƗģĎۜǲȔƿׄíŐ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ÞЇȁ٦ԪǱٟۮɢζ٦Ԗk٣ǭ¯ۗٔڅս٠ِٞ٦
ѶՍƼڀلɳ֤Ы٢ѶՍƼٯ٦֦Հٹǫو٢ٛٞۯڂـ٠ ٘ٵۘڂؿ2013 ѽ مډېۑڒڴڀلCEFR
٣ʷĪِ٘ٹ٦٣Оَۗځ٘ڃ2012 ѽڀل٧ێڵѶՍԅkáٍٟڂٵۮ٠ ѶՍ٦ٌ٠٨٠ԅkۯ
چȺِ֤٘ѶՍƼǥȄمՍ¤Ы٣٧ّڂٵ٢١ۗڠۓۍڹٟ٦ CEFRۗJF ѶՍƼĺ,ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٣
ʷĪِ٘ĺ,٧ˆ۠٣ʃׄ٣٢ځٜٜڂؿ٠ِلِۘڂقـ٢ۗڀمɳȔ٦ƥ˰ٟ٦̊ѕׁ٧١ف٢
٦لЇȁ٧َڃٞـ٢٘ٵۘـǲȔƿׄíŐ٦Їȁٟڠۓۍڹۗٹٟ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ùÞۤʼюĺ,
ڀلǫюĺ,ۗ٘ٵ/ҵɺ̖ڠؾښ٦Ƽ¯¯Ǖۓۋڞؾڏڞڤډٻ٢١ۥٟ٦Ⱥ֤ĺȖ٦רī٦
ٶ٣٠١ۗځٵ¢ĺȖ٦Ⱥׁ֤ٵٟ٧ƦĚَڃٞـ٢ۗ٘ٵۘـ¢ùÞٟȺَ֤ڃٞڠڴۍڞڂـ٧
mچلЇȁْڂəٶ٧ٵٙɑ٘ٚ٦ϟڂƧځٟ٧َڃٞـ٢ِ٘٘څۘـٚ٧¢ùÞٯ٦ڭؾژۓډ
ЇȁچВِٞۗCEFRۗJF ѶՍƼĺ,ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٣ʷĪِ٘ڠڴۍڞ٦Ⱥׁ֤٠ٖ٦κچЇٰڂ
ٌ٠٣ٿٛٞۗӫĚٯ٦սκзۛκڂلڅم٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠ڀلٌٖ٘ٵۘڂڃڅٹك١٦فٿ٣Ѷ
ՍƼĺ,٦Ҩбمq҄ل٢١Ƿƹ٦q̮҄چɦǾٟڂن٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
2. ˥٦Ăʲ
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ƗģԱۜՍƗģٟ٧ێڵ٦ǫюĺ,ùÞ٠/ҵɺ̖ǇيƼ¯ǥȄچέ˧٣چڭؾژۓډɳ
ɋۘʡŻƇwڀلսκзۛκچƄْڂԱچԁِ̈́ۗɳͥ٣Ƈ٫ٜيٞǠȦْۘڂ
έ˧ۜێڵ٦ǫюĺ,ùÞٿك٫ɺ̖έ˧٦ѶՍƼǥȄ٣ŴڂڅĺɆ
ѫ֝ۜȺ֤ۗڭڠڔګȺ֤ڠڴۍڞ٧mۘلCEFR  ٻJF ѶՍƼĺ,ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٣ʷĪِ٘ڠؾښ
لۓڋڝڬ١ۘلفɳȔ٣ʍņِچٞËّ¯ڂʛɻ٦ڡؾڰ٠ĺʍԱ̯ٻw٠٦ٓۗڃӢ՞ۛӢΙ
٧mۘل
3. ѣĂْٰڭۓڋہن
ڠۓۍڹٟ٧ CEFRۛJF ѶՍƼĺ,ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٣ʷĪِ٘ڠڴۍڞ٦ùÞٍ٠٦ȋׁ֤Їȁ٧
Ƿٵٟǣڃڅٞـ٢ۘـɳȔ٣ĺقٞڂـĺɆ٣چڭؾژۓډʄٌڂ٠ٟۗƥ˰مԮقٞڂـսκۛ
κچӬنϽځ٣ٟۘڂن
ŘάЫ٣٧ۗՍƗģ٣ۗځٿԅŭʪɖ٦ĺȖ٠έʪɖ٦ĺȖȺ֤٣ÞْٻڹؾێڷڂǠچقԁ
ِ̈́ۗĺɆم١٦فٿ٣έ]ِٞۛلڂيـǣچلنٰوɦǾٟۗ٘ٵۘڂنѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰ۛХ
ٟۗ¯ʛɻ٣έ٦ՠٻʪ֦̮چɬِٞڂقڀٹ٣٧١٦فٿ٢ʆ˂ميq҄ل٠فـսـ٣
ٹяٌڂق٠مٟڂن٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
۲ȯǠԅƖ۳
ǲȔƿׄíŐѶՍƼĺ,Ā֦ι 3 Ǭۤ2007ۮۥ¢ǲ٦ڮؾڧۓڦڠȝ̯٦Ď٠ѶՍ٦κ ۵
ۗڵکۑؾیԎǲۗډێۍڭڠؾڑĚ٫ϯǲۗàǲ٦Ӂ«ۛԁ̈́ۯ
ǲȔƿׄíŐѶՍƼĺ,Ā֦ι 13 Ǭۤ2017ۮۥ۰ٍڂٵ٠ ѶՍ٦ٌ٠٨٠ԅk۱چʃĺȖ٠ِ
͙٘վѶՍƼƗʕ٦ۓڋڝڬڠؾښ٠̯wۯ
ۤڊګکڑێۂۛۍکڎڨۏۂ2016ۮۥɺЫ͉ѹ٠Ʌզ̮―ǲƼ¯ʛچВِ٘ɨƭѺɬ٣ٿٛٞ
ۮɨ֑ۯ٣٢ٌڂ٠ۯȑ͚ J֖ۗӊЖ űӌۗڊګکڑێۂۛۍکڎڨۏۂԘ۰Ʌզ̮ů̯٠ٌ٠٨٦ĺ,
―ԦƼۛιѲƦƼۛǲƼچЈقٞ۱كِڄوʰҲ
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The Japanese Language in the lurch between War
and Peace -- Stories of Japanese war orphans from
the NHK ARCHIVES --

Masahiro KOGA (ʋтθ¯ыİθ¯9̖ԅu¯Ɨģu)

At World War II, many Japanese people went to Manju country. At the end of December 1937, in
Manju country, over 420,000 Japanese people stayed and resided there. However, when they could
predict Japanese defeat in the war, they had to go back to Japan. Most of them, tried to come back to
Japan for several years before the end of the war. However, some couldn’t come back. They are the
Japanese people who stayed in China even after. In Japan, since 1981, Japan family inspection started,
which made many people pay attention. It was a quite big issue people paid attention. While I watched
a broadcast about the Japanese who remained in China after the war, I figured out many paid attention
to Japanese language problem and adjustment to Japanese life. In this presentation, NHK archive, with
the movies targeting the Japanese who stayed in China even after World War II, analyzed how they
were presented and what troubles exist related to their Japanese language. It aimed to categorize their
problems into types in the movies.
There are some patterns in their problems. At their defeat in the war, one female who thought she
was over 13 years old was raised by Chinese people since her parents and siblings died while they tried
to go back to Japan. People around her thought being raised by Chinese people was not bad for her. The
children who remained in China after the war were called China-residing orphans. Let’s take an example
of one person. One who was China-residing orphan sometimes could make her family as she stayed in
China for a long time. When she came back to Japan, she brought her family members. Not only her
spouse but her children are brought together. Then, the problems she may have were they couldn’t speak
Japanese. She might speak Japanese but the rest family members couldn’t. So, it made them difficult to
be adjusted. In another case, one man who was a China-residing orphan thought it might bother his
family if he came back. So, the language became important issue not only for the person relevant but
also to his or her family. In this case, he may be categorized to the type ‘difficult to adjust by family’.
There is also ‘difficult to adjust by the person relevant’. Even though they come back together to Japan
since Japan is their ancestors’ country, they couldn’t speak Japanese. So, they had difficulty in adjusting
in Japan. They just came back to China and started to think they are Chinese. So, through NHK archive,
it became clear that we can categorize their types of difficulties to adjust.
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ɨƭԖْ֝ڀ٘ٹچɳͥĳњά٣¯ڂيك٫
―ǲ̖ƾ̖Ȗ٦ڗۓڰۋڞڟہ٣Ϯչِٞ―

Hyeun YUN (Þ̻θ¯θ¯9)

ՍҨӘ٦չЫ٧̳ۗѐЫʑԙȯp((ۙؾړۓڎڍۺںڋې1993 jۗLPP)٦Ͷۗڀلٶǲ̖
ƾ̖Ȗمɳͥĳњά٣ـكٞɨƭچ١٦فٿ٣٠ۗقڀ١٦فٿ٣ِڗۓڰۋڞڟہٞچلوـիڀ
ل٣ٌْڂ٠ٟۘڂؿ
ٖ٦٘ٸ٣ۗՍҨӘٟ٧ LPP ٟďِٞۮڂـmۗلـِ٘چm٣٢ۯلـ٘ځ٠ڊګۓڬڋډفـ
ڊګ٦Ԗ֝٣ٜـٞʄ(ڂً˪ځǽқۙ1993)ِٖۘٞۗɳͥچǣفȯpɻ٦ƨ̖٦ڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٦
Ԗ֝٦Х٠ِٞۤڗۓڰۋڞڟہBambergۙ2004ۥ٦Ѿ٣ϴչْۘڂBambergۤ2004ۥ٣ڂٿ٠ۗہ
ڗۓڰۋڞڟ٠٧ۗɨƭ٧Φɻ٠٦Ƽچځϯٟ̈٘٢ɨƭٶ̵چʰِۗϥٝيٞوـХٟڂؿ٠
ٌۘفـ٦فٿ٢Ùзڂْڀل٠ۗƾƥ˰٣ڂيكǲ̖ƾ̖Ȗ٦ڗۓڰۋڞڟہ٠٧ۗǲ̖
ƾ̖ȖمΦɻ٠٦Þځڅ٣ٿٛٞۗɳͥچВِٞƦ֥ٻϟɬۗċʱچѡ٘ڂ٫٣ٖۗچڀڃƼځ٣
¶ِ֤ۗɳͥĳњά٣ڂيكɨƭ٦٘̈چڗۓڰۋڞڟہ٣ʄځЋٌْ٠ٟۘڂؿٜۗځٵɨƭ٠فـ
Ѿچǔَ̈ٔٞڊګڊګۓڬڋډوـ٦Ԗ֝٦Хٟڂؿ٠Ʀۘڂق
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗɳͥĳњά٣¯ڂيك٫٠ِٞǲ̖ƾ̖Ȗ٠Φɻ٦Ýٟǲ̖ƾ̖Ȗمɨ
ƭچ١٦فٿ٣٠قڀِٞۗڗۓڰۋڞڟہٞچلوـϐۘڂƗģչЫچυْ̯ٸ٘ڂ٣ۗǲ̖ƾ
̖Ȗ 1 թچέ˧٣ȯ֚ÙȦچǣۗـǲ̖ƾ̖Ȗ٠ۗڭۓڏڋۍږΦ٦ƾɀ٠٦΅Ʒǣ!Ы٢
Ƽځ٣Ϯչِۗچؾڊڹۍڗڲڠڏȝِْ̯ٖۘڂٞۗѶՍƼ٦ʍņϯ٣ǲ̖ƾ̖Ȗمˀ٘ـȸ
ɝ٦̇ځԚڭؾڞځ٣֤ڃڀـٞڂـƾɀ٠ِٞ٦ɨƭәn٣ϴչْڀڃٌۘڂ٦ڦؾڬ٣íٝۗن
ɲЫ٣ԁ̈́چǣۘفԁ̈́٦Ƈwۗǲ̖ƾ̖Ȗ٧ɳͥĳњάٟ§چڻکڞؾڴۓۅѡِ٢ۗڀم
˲٣چڭۓڏڋۍږғׇِۗƾƥ˰¶ۮچû٦ۯ˰ڂؿ٣Ϩـٞفٌـ٠ْ֡ڂɄۗمʑځ٦̖۠٦
ځٻ٠ځ٣ƙٌۘڂڃڀ٦فٿ٢֡Ʉ٧ۗƾɀ٠ِٞ٦ɨƭǄוËچǫۗٸņէ٣έِٞ҄֏ۮ٢ɨ
ƭٯۯ٦ħ٦әn٠ۮǇ˪چչɉْɨƭٯۯ٦ˎ֮ځ̇مԚڭؾڞځ٦ڀلڦؾڬիلڀ٣٢ۘڂ
ٌڀڃ٦ٹچڦؾڬ٠٣ۗĳњάٟɳͥچǣفǲ̖ƾ̖ȖمΦɻ٠٦Ýٟůْ̯ۓڰۋڞڟڂ
ڗ٣ٜـٞƔѓْۘڂ
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Learning in a community of practice for selftransformation- Focused on the positioning of foreign
nursing care workers -

Hyeun YUN (Þ̻θ¯θ¯9)

The purpose of this presentation is to clarify how foreign nursing care workers see themselves and
how they position themselves in their community of practice, using a Legitimate Peripheral
Participation (LPP) framework (Rave & Wenger, 1993).
This presentation examines change in identity--"What I want to do and what I want to be"--discussed
in LPP (Saeki, 1993). It focuses on the theory of positioning (Bamberg, 2004) as a process of identity
transformation by participants taking part in practice. According to Bamberg (2004), positioning is a
process whereby participants create and position a self through interaction with others. In terms of
foreign nursing care workers at a nursing care site, positioning means that as foreign nursing care
workers acquire language, knowledge, or skills through practice and the involvement of others, these
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conversation and experiences redefine their positions in their community of practice. In other words,
the process of transformation of identity renews the concept of self.
This presentation explores how one foreign nursing care worker captures and positions themselves
among foreign caregivers and others as part of their community of practice. In order to achieve the
purpose of this research, the foreign nursing care personnel was observed using participation
observation, and an ethnography was created through interactions between foreign nursing care workers,
clients, and other caregivers. Additional information was gathered in the form of a self-evaluation as a
caregiver in the form of a retrospective work sheet written by the foreign care worker during a Japanese
class. The data were analyzed qualitatively. As a result of the analysis, the data suggests that the foreign
nursing care worker is trying to acquire membership of the community of practice horugh constant
respect of the clients, building and “vibrant place,” and watching the behaviour of others in the
environment. In addition, the data from the retrospective sheets shows that past evaluation creates a
“competent self” and the future evaluation is aimed at making and "improved self" with regard to his/her
job. Such situation enhances the self-efficacy for the caregiver. These data form the basis of our
consideration of the positioning of foreign nursing care workers and their interactions with other people
in their community of practice.
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ӆԦƼɻ٧ԦƼɻ٦͒ۮիچۯ١٦فٿ٣әnْڂ
―لәn٣Ełڂق֚چƦƼǣ!٦ԁ̈́―

Naomi YANAGIDA (/Ļθ¯ǲȔĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ

ŏѽۗѶՍǲѫٟ٧ǲ̖ʢզ٦ĞΎچґŶ٣ѶՍƼӆԦƼɻ٣˳Ԫوْٻځلڅچиڂق
٘ٸ٦ԦƼɻΓ٦ƦƼЫЇ̱ٟـَِٻۮڂؿѶՍƼۯ٣ٜـَٞۗٵُٵ٢Фمǣڃڅٞـ
ڀڃِٖۗلِۘڂ٦Їَ̱٘ڃѶՍƼ٧ӆԦƼɻڀل١٦فٿ٣әnَڃٞڂـ٦ٙۘلفڄӆԦ
Ƽɻ٣ڂٿԦƼɻ٦ѶՍƼ٣έْڂәn٦ɳΰچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٧ۗΧԅkĳ̵چչɉْ
ѶՍɺ٣ـكٞۗԦƼɻΓمɨڀ٦ѶՍƼچЇْ̱ڂԱچǖϨْٸ٘ڂ٣ʪ֦ٟۘڂؿ
ػйۤ2015ۥ٧ԦƼɻ 4 թ٦͒ۮիۯ٦F٣έْڂӆԦƼɻۤ60 թۥ٣ڂٿ3˧әОЇȁ
چɳɋِۗԦƼɻ٦͒ۮիۯ٦әn5Ʉ چ5 ٜϲʰِ٘ۘػйۤ2017ۥ٧ۗԦƼɻ٦͒ۮիۯ٦ә
n5Ʉ٠ۗԦƼɻ٦͒ۮիۯ٣ӆԦƼɻمӣِ٘ʺ٦΅Þچԁِ̈́ۗۮ1.ٯ٦ȯpΰфۯ
ۮ2.ӆԦƼɻ٠٦ٯ٦Ìۮۯڃ3.΅ʆ٣ǭ٘ٔڅЬ͌٢͒իمۯԦƼɻ٦͒ۮիۯ٦ʺ٠
ϯХф٦΅Þٌڂؿم٠چիلڀ٣ِ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗԦƼɻ٦͒ۮիۯ٣ӆԦƼɻمӣِ٘ʺ٠ϯХф٦΅Þچɦِ٘˪ʲ٦ 3
5Ʉ٦فٚۗۮәn٦έ˧٠٢ڂǣ!چۯůْ̯ڂ5Ʉٟۮڂؿ3.΅ʆ٣ǭ٘ٔڅЬ͌٢͒իۗمۯɳ
Ȕ٦٣١٦فٿ٣ʰƥِٞچلڂـԁْ̈́ۘڂ
ԁ̈́٦έ˧٠ْڦؾڬڂ٧ۗԦƼɻ٦͒ۮիۯ٣ӆԦƼɻۤ60 թمۥӣِ٘ʺ٠ۗԦƼɻ
4 թ٣ ڂٿ3 ʈכ٦͒ۮիۤۯόƼ 1ۗԅ 1ۗԅˡ 1ۥ٦ϝڦؾڬٟٖۘڂؿ٦فٚۗԉŌʺمȈٹ
ǫلٛ٘ nsA ٠ȈٹКلٛ٘ nsB ٦ϝچڦؾڬԁِ̈́٘ۘԁ̈́٦ƇwۗnsAۗnsB ٠ٹ٣ѶՍƼĺ
,ŸƟچɡٜԦƼɻٟؿٛ٘٘ۗٸÖƅ٣ϒ͒وْٻځلڅوիْڂзٟ٧ĳВِٞٹ٘ـ٦٦ۗ
΅ۮʆلڅمٛٞلڂـ١لفϴْلڅۮۗۯڂٛ٘ل١¨لفѺْ΅ۮۗۯڂʆ٦وٿچԆۯو٠ـ
 ف3 з٣ـكٞɻ٦ȀمÙȦٌَۘ٘ڃ٦Ƈw٧ۗǆїٟ٦έձۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦˰ǭۗ/׀
٣ƦƼЫЇ̱چǣف٦ٟ٧٢ۗو٦΅ʆ٣ïځгٛ٘έ]ٌڂْچ٠مǫوәnٌَڂڃ٠چɦ
ِٞڂـ٠ۘفٿقـ
ػйЋӌۤ2015ۮۥԦƼɻ٦͒ۮիۯ٣έْڂӆԦƼɻ٦әnÙзۯ۰ٌ٠٨٠ԅɠ۱4ِۗڄو
كʰҲ
ػйЋӌۤ2017ۮۥӆԦƼɻ٧ԦƼɻ٦͒ۮիچۯ١٦فٿ٣әnْ―لڂәn٣Ełق֚چ
ڂÙз٦ԁ̈́―ۯ۰2017 ѽфѶՍƼĺ,¯ʴþθ֘ǝ
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How non-native speakers evaluate "explanations" of
native speakers: Analysis of language behavior
affecting non-native speakers' evaluation

Naomi YANAGIDA (/Ļθ¯ǲȔĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ

In recent years, the surge of foreign residents in Japan has brought forward various proposals
concerning “YASASHII-NIHONGO”, a modified speech approach for native speakers to
communicate towards non-native speakers in a way that is easier to understand. However, how are
such modified forms of Japanese evaluated from a non-native speaker’s perspective? Unravelling how
non-native speakers assess native speakers’ Japanese is important, as it provides native speakers with
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a basis on which to appropriately adjust their language in a society that strives to become
progressively multicultural.
Yanagida (2015) conducted an impression assessment survey and identified five “explanation”
evaluation factors. The survey consisted of a clip of four native speakers delivering an “explanation”
and non-native speakers (60 people) assessing its content. Yanagida (2017) analyzed the correlation
between the “explanation” evaluation factors and the order of precedence for the “explanations”
provided by the non-native speakers. The analysis showed a moderate degree of correlation between
the ratings of native speakers’ “explanations” and evaluation factors “1. attitude towards verbal
communication”, “2. familiarity with communicating with non-native speakers” and “3. appropriate
explanation suited to the other person”
In this report, I analyze how “3. appropriate explanation suited to the other person”, one of the
formative factors for “behavior for evaluation”, appears in actual conversation. This is one of the
above-mentioned evaluation factors that show a moderate degree of correlation with the order of
precedence for native speakers’ “explanations”.
The data to be analyzed consists of the precedence of native speakers’ “explanations” based on 60
non-native speakers’ evaluations and the data of three sets of “explanations” (1 word, 1 sentence, 1
paragraph) given by four native speakers. Amongst the dataset of conversations, we analyzed the
discourse data for the highest average rank nsA and the lowest average rank nsB. Although the
analysis showed that nsA and nsB were equally good at explaining in a concise, short and easy-tounderstand manner (due to the fact that they both have experience of Japanese language teaching to
non-native speakers), there were notable differences in three areas: “noticing whether the other person
understands”, “confirming whether the other person has understood” and “listening well to the other
person”. This result indicates that in the case of verbal face-to-face communication, it is more
appreciated to respond to the other party in the conversation in a more personal and adaptable manner
rather than blanket language modification.
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}ׂ٘٢͔ـΪٚ
―̖ڋڦ٦―ۓۋڞږۍڦۓڋۏڧؾۆڨۏۂ

Takae HAGIWARA (ȰֺƘׂθ¯)
Kiyomi IKETANI (Chulalongkorn University)

ӆƦƼǣљ٧ۮƦƼЫ٢Ҩ٠ԢÆٌِفؿ٠٣ٿٛٞѐǭЫ٢փ´چwْ٘ۤۯǫֺ 2016:62ۘۥ
ՍƗģ٧̖ۗڋڦ٦Ȯɻ٦FچڦؾڬВِٞۗӆƦƼǣљ͔ۤΪٚمۥƦƼǣљۤҨۥ٦
ȃ٦ϯٟ١٦فٿ٣ĳĄْڂ٦چلÙȦِٖۗ٦˪ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ՠچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչ
Ы٠ْۘڂ
ӆƦƼǣљ٧ڪڋڮƼɻѶՍƼ¯ʛɻِƦ֥ڠڵؾښ٣٧/͌Ăȓَڃٞـ٢ۘـՍƗģ
ٟϮչِ͔ٞڂـΪٚ٦فٿ٢ӆƼ֦ؐ͵٧ۗڠڵؾښȝ̯٦ԅɠkϛٟnϞ٦٢ٹـ٦٠ҬϚ
َځ٘ڃԆڂْځ٘ڃَׄن٦ڃِٹل٢ِلِۘـƦƼ٣ٿ͔ٛٞΪٚ٧ۗэ ƦƼ٦ؾژڰۉۃښ
˪ڂֻْچۏڋڦڠۛۓۋڞٟʪ֦٢ϟƙچФıْڂɛ٠٢ځѡ̉ۘڂйۤ2015:172ۥ٧ۗڠۓۍڹ
̖٦͔Ϊٚ٧چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮΝـ٘ي٠فـûɡٚ٦Әۯڃٟںڊګڟہۮځؿ٢ٹ٦ۯٟڂؿ
٠ʲٰٖۗ٦֤Ա چ5 ٜ٣ԁِכٞۘڂـՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗٵڃٟ٦Ɨģ̯wچɖȄ٠ِ̖ٞڋڦ٦͔
ΪٚچƔѓِЋْۘ
ڦؾڬ٧ 2016 ѽ 11 Ɖ٣ڋڦٟ ِ٘ ״5 Ͷ٦Ȯɻٟ ״ۘڂؿɢÝ٧¢Ͷք 50 ԁٟۗӰ
~٦ چږڠڦڂلل2 ٜۤ1 ٜչ٧ڋڦƼۗ2 ٜչ٧ѶՍƼۥ٠ۗȈƹ٣ѶՍƼٟË;چʲٰٞٹ
ڀٛ٘ۘԁٟ̈́٧͔Ϊٚۤۯۓۋڞږۍڦۓڋۏڧؾۆڨۏۂۮچǫֺ 2016:62ۥ٠ΖقƔѓِ٘ۘԁ̈́
٦ƇwۗѶՍƼٟ٧ۤ1ۥ٦فٿ٢ؾۍڊڹЫù҄٦͔Ϊٚمʃ٣ÙȦَۤۘ٘ڃ1ۥTۜيڂلڅ١ڨ۪ؾ
ͪۤۤ۫ک٦ِʆچƙ٢ٌۥۥڀم٦ٌͪۗ٦ͪ٧ڃٌۘؾ٧ OPI ٟÙȦَ͔٘ڃΪٚ٠њّڻڋڦ
ٟۘڂؿ/ۗڋڦƼٟ٧ۤ2ۤٻۥ3ۥ٦فٿ٢Ë˳ӘʰؾڒؾۂЫù҄٦͔ΪٚمÙȦَۤۘ٘ڃ2ۥRۜ
ــ٥ِ۪ۤۤ۫کڨʆ٦چƙ٢ڀمɉȀْۤۘۥۥ3ۥCِ۪ۜۤۤ۫کڨʆ٦چƙٞˢـ٢ٌۘۥۥڀم
ڀڃ٧ӢËچӘْٹ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوҚơۛϢωۤ2015ںڊګڟہمۥ٢͔Ϊٚ٠ԁٹِ٘כ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ۤ4ۥ٧ĺ4٠٦Ȭϝϯ٣ڡؾہڪکړ٠ĳĄِ͔٘ΪٟٚۗѶՍƼ٣٧Πȕِ٢͔ـΪٟٚۘڂؿ
ۤ4ۥNۜ۲͕¯׆ٟۏڮڋډ٦ڂؿمڭؾڜۓښ۳٧ِ٘څۗـ٧۪ۥۥڡؾہڪکړۤۤ۫کڨǣْۘٵن
ҨӘٟ٧ۗ٣̖ڋڦڂڃڀٶ٦͔ΪٚچFٟˣِ͔ۗΪٚمɨԅkٟ٧Ӣ٢ٹ٦٠
ʀَ˰ڂڃǭٟؿٛٞٹΦԅkٟ٧Ӑِٓفٖٹٟ٧٢ٌـ٠ۘڂْ˥םچ
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Non-Irritating Tongue Clicks: Thai People in
Multimodal Interaction

Takae HAGIWARA (ȰֺƘׂθ¯)
Kiyomi IKETANI (Chulalongkorn University)

Non-verbal behaviors complement verbal utterances and perform integrated roles (Takanashi
2016:62). The aim of this study is to define the meaning of tongue clicks in integrated
communications through using video data of three Thai person conversations. This presentation
demonstrates how tongue clicks occur in Thai people conversation to illustrate that irritating tongue
clicks in one culture can be regarded as non-irritating ones in another culture.
Non-lexical conversational sounds such as tongue clicks, on which this study focusses, have so far
been regarded as worthless or passed off in the process of transcription to build a corpus. For
example, Spoken Corpus of German Learners of Japanese (http://german-opi.jpn.org/) escapes
transcription of any non-verbal behaviors. However, tongue clicks in some languages may serve as
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important data to understand communication styles of a target language. Morita(2015:172) analyzes
tongue clicks in French and categorizes them into 5 categories insisting that tongue clicks of French
people express intention of continuing communications and thus “positive meaning”. This study, in
addition to the former researches, considers tongue clicks of Thai people.
The data for this study comes in video recording for 5 groups of three person conversations.
Recording was conducted in Thailand, November 2016. Recording of each group consists of two
kinds of loaded conversation tasks (the first one was in Thai and the second, in Japanese) and the
overall opinions on the tasks. The tongue clicks in data were analyzed by using the concepts of
multimodal interaction (Takanashi:2016). The results are as follows: (1) “function of filler”, the same
type as the ones depicted in OPI, was observed in Japanese conversation. (2) “Function of marking
expressed emotion" which appears prior to reporting affect, evaluation and attitude was observed in
Thai conversation. The latter type of function describes neither disagreeable nor offensive meaning.
This function falls into a category of “positive tongue clicks” (Hagiwara & Iketani 2015).
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ʼĤ¯ʛɻ٦ȝԅѫ֝٣ј¶̟ؗڂيلنљ
―¯ʛɻ٦έچʃά٠ِ٘΅Ʒ¶љ٦
̈٘٢ɳͥ٠Ф―

Kyoko HAYAKAWA (/Ļθ¯ ǲȔĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
Yumi NISHIMURA (Þ̻¯9θ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ

ȝԅʍņ٣¶ڠۓہڠېۛډڸڂيكљۤjۗ¶ډڸљۥ٧ۗÆِ̯٘ʼǝچѧٶǭٻڭۓۅښۗـ
ɲսچǣف٦م/ҵЫٟۘڂؿʼĤ٣ڂيكȝԅ¶ډڸљ٧ۗȯp֪¯ٻʛɻњɀ٦ÞũǖϨ
٣ïْ֚ڂ٠فـәn٧ڂؿ/ۗѫ֝ٻůɫچʣΙَٔۗȝԅ٦ͫ٣ٜ٢ۗلڂمӢիٟۘڂؿ
Սɳͥ٧ۗ΅ډھʆ٦ƼŦچۓڋۍڭڍډí٣ِ٘΅ؾۉڷڦۓڋƷ¶љچВِٞۗ¯ʛɻњɀ٦Þ
ũǖϨچΒَٜٜ̓ٔۗȝԅѫ֝٦̟ؗ٣јٹڂيلن٦ٟۘڂؿՍƗģٟ٧ۗɳͥ٠ͫ٣ٜـ
ٞ٦ԪǱۗڀلʼĤ¯ʛɻٟؿٛٞۗٹʃάЫ٣ѫ֝چʣΙَٔѡ٘̈ڂ٢Ĵј¶љ٦ԱچФ
ْۘڂ
Սɳͥ٧ۗʼĤͪҭĚ٫ʼĤƹҭ٦ڠۍږ٣ـكٞ¯ۿö٣ځ٘څǣٛ٘ۘۗٓٵѫ֝٠ǖ̯چǠ
ٸ٘ڂق٦ۓڋۍڭڍډĂʲ٣ـكٞۗԅٟ٧٢وƼۛŔόٟˀٖۗٔل٦ƹƨ̖ٟʼǝۤaچۥɯӑ
ْۘڂɣ٣ۗډھњɀٟچۓڋۍڭڍډƿÍِۗʼǝ٧ƙٓ٣ۓڋۍڭڍډ٦ƼŦڀلѫ֝΅ِۗד̟چ
ʆ٦ȝԅچˀۤوbۘۥb ΅چʆ٣пِۗэ̖٧ a,b چєقٵ̟ٖٞۘڂْؗ٦Ȕۗb ٣ـב٠ɈفĂʲم
ڃؿ٨ιѲǝ٣ʄځѷڃٞـٿ٠ِِِ٘ۘۗلʼĤͪҭ٘̈مڠۍږ٢ϟɬمΎۗڂق٠¶љ٣͆
ŉЫ٢ՠچƙʰِٞ٘ـ/ۗʼĤƹҭڠۍږٟ٧ۗډھÝ٣Әƥ̝٦مېڡθ˰ـنǭ b چ
̟ؗ٣̵¶ۗٓٔلљٯ٦՞ΙфمКلٌٖٟٛ٘ۘƹɻٟ٧¯ۿöչ٣ۗ΅ډھʆ٦ۓڋۍڭڍډ
٦ƼŦچí٣΅Ʒ٣ؾۉڷڦۓڋƹۗٵ٠֦٘ٸքۤcچۥɯӑɻэ̖٣пِۗa, c ڀلιѲǝچˀٌو
٠٠ِٖ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗ¶љ٣έْڂӢ՞΅ِۗ˚مƷƿ˛چВِٞۗιѲǝ٣Ӣʤԁٙٛ٘˳Ԫچ
ӣpْۗڂԅˡǖ̯چԖǔْڂ٢١٦љЫ٢̟ؗХمÙȦَۘ٘ڃ
Սɳͥمʥ֮٦ȝԅ¶ډڸљ٠"٢ڂ٦٧ۗ¶ډڸљ①مÆِ̯٘ԅˡ٣έْڂјيلنٟ٧
ǖ̯٦θن٢Ԗمѱِ̟ؗ②ۗـХ٣΅ډھʆ٦ƦƼۛוўȦו٣ڂ٠ٌمڄθۗـن٠ـ
فѣϾڂؿم٦٣έِۗՍɳͥ٧①ĂʲمƼό٦٘ۗٸǖ̯٦θن٢Ԗǔ②ۗ ֝مԅٟ٧٢ۗو
ƼمɲսȖ٣٢ٌڂ٠ٟۗѫ֝چǍً٘ۗځşځjً٘فٿڂْځ٢Ӻچɡٛ٘έډھ̵ّۗمњ
ɀ٦҄ٻڠۓۍڴוўȦו٣Πِ٢ـзٟۗ٘ٵۘڂؿέ٦Ƈwچɨԁ٦ȝԅ٦ͫ٣ٜ٢ً
ٞ֡ڂـɄمÙȦَۗڃՍɳͥ٧ƨ̖٦Әƥ֪٠ڠۍږѫ٦έ¯ۛʛ̟ۛچؗΒَ̓ٔ٘̈ڂ
٢ʄځͶٶٟڂؿ٠ۘڂقـ

10C_E1 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 14:00

The elaboration activity focuses on a writing text of
students learning Japanese at elementary level: novel
implementation and proposal of interactive activity
based on dialogue between Japanese learners

Kyoko HAYAKAWA (/Ļθ¯ ǲȔĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
Yumi NISHIMURA (Þ̻¯9θ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
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This study discusses an activity that focuses on the elaboration of texts written by students learning
Japanese at the elementary level. This elaboration involves a novel implementation of, as well as a
proposal for, an interactive peer response activity based on dialogue among learners.
In the peer response activity, students generally read each other’s first drafts and make comments or
ask questions. This activity, performed in a writing class at the elementary level, is claimed to motivate
writing and foster relationships among students; it is unclear, however, whether it leads to improved
content and structure. In this activity, interviews using paired learners not only work to elaborate writing
content but also foster relationships among learners. This study reports the results of this activity and
the improvements we have made on it. We suggest a novel way to encourage improvement in content.
The practical activity described here was replaced during three terms at the introductory and
elementary levels. First, learners noted ideas for what they would write, using a word or phrase rather
than a sentence in the construction of an outline. They then wrote a first draft or drafts (a) individually.
Next, one pair exchanged outlines and wrote a company’s essay (b), looking just at words or phrases in
the outline. Then, the learners guessed the content of the outline from the words, without looking at the
first drafts of their own pairs’ outlines. When they had finished, the learners returned (b) to their own
companies, and the ones who had originally written essays elaborated on (a) and (b). Then they were
allowed to improve their descriptions, if necessary, in their second drafts. Although learners at the
introductory level benefited from positive effects, such as increased knowledge of the language, learners
at the elementary level did not. If students felt that there were not enough positive effects to improve
their own essays, because of expressive gaps in a pair, they rectified their failure using (b). Accordingly,
we changed the activity; after interviews based on a company’s outline using words, each company
wrote a summary about the interview (c), and then the original writer referred to (a) and (c) in a third
term. Frustration was resolved through this interaction, and we observed active writing such as adding
insufficient information and improving the structure of the writing at the elementary level.
This practical activity differs from previous peer response activities. A general characteristic of a
peer response activity is that it is difficult to make major modifications in writing when checking
completed material, and it depends largely on a pair’s competence in the target language and on students’
sharpened perspectives. However, in this practical activity, it is easy to make major modifications and
to develop in-depth dialogue, because the description was written just using words or phrases, and it
does not rely on a pair’s competence in the target language and sharpened perspectives—the material
for interviews was based on words or phrases rather than sentences. Additionally, it was observed that
learners repaired their own essays as the result of interaction. This practical response activity could be
a novel approach not only to promote the motivation to write, but also to facilitate writing class
interaction, learning, and elaboration of an essay.
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۟ڡؾگڕڷٷٿٷٿٜ٢ًۗڂٜ٢ۗڂمѶՍƼ۽ѽ̵۽
¯öչ¯ʛɻ٦ΧѧՍȝ̯ڭږڎڟۑڻ

Atsuko TAKAHASHI (Smith College)

ŏѽۗѶՍƼĺ,¯ٟΧѧ (ցۛΦ, 2012) ٦ɳͥԪǱمΎقٞۘڂـΧѧٻںۍږΧѧ͙վ
םׂِ٘͐چڠۍږ٦ΦۗВ˲ʍņٟ٦ɳͥ٠ِٞ٧ʼĤƹҭۢϯ˪ĤمۏڽېΧۗوʼĤͪҭې
ۏڽٟ٦ԪǱ٧(ѲĜ, 2013)٦ٶٟۘڂؿЈʼĤڠؾښٟΧѧچǣف٣٧ۗʼĤۏڽېٟĺuˀ
٦ѧٶԀٌفچ٠٦ѱَِۗڠؾښ٦̓ф٦Κَ٠ĺuˀ٦¯ʛѫ֝ǩչ٦ΧَۗЈʼĤ¯ʛ
ɻǇي٦ɅҶΧѧĺȖ٦ː٢َمսκ٣٢ڂِٟۗلِۘفڄؿʼĤͪҭۏڽې٣Χѧچʄځѷڂڃ
ٌ٠٧ۗö¯ڀلʛɻ٦ɨ¯׀ʛچΒِۗѧוٷ٠ٌف֨چۏڔڠ٠٣ٜ٢ۘڂمϯ˪Ĥۏڽېٟ
ѫ֝ʪɖŭ٦چۄۍۉڔێڒͶ˰ٷǭۗʼĤڀلۏڽېĺuˀ٦ѧٶԀمѧچוڂٸҕٛٞن
٘¯ʛɻمΟٌٛٞڂـ٠٧ۗځٿǫфٟĎ̋¶ڠۍږـљچDٷq̮҄ق֚چٞڂڃوٟڄؿ
ۘفՍҨӘٟ٧ۗԎǲɑׂθ¯٦ѶՍƼ۽ѽ̵¯۽öչ( ڠؾښ2017 ѽʙ¯öָۗʕɻ 25 թ) ٣Χ
ѧچʄځѷۗڃњɢ̓ǣٟʼĤ¯ʛɻمΦ٦¯ʛɻ٣ǇيٞΧѧՍچȝِ̯٘Х٠ٖ٦ȝӜچ
ˣْۘڂΧѧՍȝ̯٦Х٣٧ۗźچځمɬِ٘ѶՍƼĺ,ۤۓڤۄڭ, 2016) ږؾےۄؾېڹچ
٠ِٞʄځѷ¯ۘ٘ڃʛɻ٣ڂٿΧѧՍȝ̯٦չЫ٧ۗ1) ʼĤڠؾښٟ٦õʛ¯ʛѫ֝ٻΧѧڀل
٦چڭکڻۓڋѧٶԀȝӜچȝٌڂ٠ٟڭکڻڭڍډ٣źًۗڂ2) ѧٶʆ٠٦źچځمɬٌْڂ٠ٟۗ
ɨԁ٦ȝӜ٣͉ѹٹچٚۗʼĤ¯ʛɻٟٹmل٣ǦƖٟڂن٠فـɬچ,ٞۗڂ3) ʼĤ¯ʛɻم
ѧٹڂٸ٦چʼĤ¯ʛɻ٦ҿҬЫɖзڀلځʰٌْ٠ٟ¯ۘڂؿö՚ɨƭәnٹچڭؾژۓډ٠٣
ɲЫÙзڀلǠȦِ٘ƇwۗЈʼĤڀلۏڽې٦Χѧ¶љ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٣ɨ̂٠ë٫ق֚چΧѧ¯
ʛ٦ѫЫљùӣچيΒٌْ٠ۗĺuˀ٠ź¯ڂمʛɬچǫٌڂٸ٠مɦَۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃΧѧՍȝ
̯ٟ٦źځم٦ɬ٧ۗҿҬЫɈǠ٦چڭڠڔګۓښի¨kِۗȝ̯ХٟΑЫلٜډژЫ٢Ҭ
Ϛچjْ٣֏Ǆٌٟڂؿ٠مȹ¯ۘ٘ڃڅʛɻ٦ѶՍƼِۗل̵چƨ۠٦ƨ̮چӘƥِ٢¯ڀمʛ
ɻњɀمźڂمҖά٠ِٞۗNķΧѧՍ٦nϞمӬل٫˪مٛ٘ۘՍҨӘ٧ۗЈʼĤڀلɁڂٸѶ
ՍƼΧѧ٦q̮҄چɦǾِۗ¯ʛɻ٦Χ֡٢ƦƼԅkґŶ٠ٖ٦҄٘ڃَل̵مוΧѧՍچȝ̯
ٌْڂ٠ٟچڠؾڤێʣɳَٔۗǷƹ٦ѧٌٷ٠٦ĺ,٦Ҩб٣ǦƖٟڂن٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠Ǡۘڂق
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Yomu Yomu Beginners! Creating Tadoku books in
First Year, First Semester Japanese for Other Japanese
Learners

Atsuko TAKAHASHI (Smith College)

Tadoku is a way of practicing reading extensively in Japanese as a foreign language (Awano,
2012). There has been an increasing number of tadoku clubs and classes established in recent years.
Tadoku also has been implemented in regular Japanese course curricula. While advanced-beginning
to intermediate levels are the most popular levels for tadoku, there is only one case reported from very
beginning level (Ninomiya, 2013). This is where the challenges lie: the nature of beginning course
curriculum is intensive and heavily textbook-based; students are still learning sets of kana and basic
grammars; selection of tadoku materials for very beginners is still limited. Despite these challenges,
it would be beneficial for beginning students to start tadoku, so that they can practice reading and start
developing autonomy early. The group of students who are capable of reading and learning also
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would help deepen the course contents and activities at the intermediate and advanced levels typically
designed by content-based approach.
This presentation responds to these challenges by sharing pedagogical ideas resulting from a
project involving both the use and creation of tadoku books in a first-semester beginning Japanese
class (Fall 2017, n=25) in a women’s college in the U.S. The creation of tadoku books not only
helped students foster a sense of connection, an important part of Thompson’s pedagogical
framework, with other Japanese learners, but also encouraged students to connect what they were
learning in class with the world outside of the classroom (Thompson, 2016).
Our goals in creating original tadoku books were: 1) to improve learning outcomes by giving
students an opportunity to apply what they had learned from the textbook creatively ; 2) to help
students become aware of their ability to contribute to Japanese language education; 3) to enrich the
selection of tadoku books for beginners.
Twenty-four students responded to an anonymous self-evaluation questionnaire at the end of the
semester. Data were qualitatively analyzed. Results indicated that students have gained confidence
and enjoyment in reading in Japanese through tadoku. Students also have reported improvements in
intrinsic motivation for reading and learning outside of the textbook. The sense of connection to other
Japanese learners during the process of creating tadoku books helped students to understand the larger
context of the learning process, and to apply their critical thinking skills to improve the results of their
efforts. Thus, students could explore their creativity purposefully and apply it thoughtfully.
The findings suggest that tadoku books by Japanese learners, which explore linguistic and cultural
topics relevant to non-native speakers, could become an interesting addition to the current tadoku
book libraries by native speakers, to promote diversity, connection and inclusiveness in foreign
language education.
This presentation demonstrates an example of starting tadoku from the earliest stages of students’
Japanese studies, where both native and non-native speakers can contribute to the enrichment of
resources for Japanese reading education.
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ډێۍڭڠؾڑ٣ڂيكθāճ٢ʼĤĺu٦
ڠڴۍڞɳɋٖۜ٦̬ք٠κ

Ikuko NAKANE (University of Melbourne)

ѶՍƼ٧ډێۍڭڠؾڑٟٹٛ٠ٹǍوĺ,مǣڃڅٞڂـƦƼٟ(ڂؿSpence-Brown, 2014)ۘ ٖ
٦/ٟۗ¯ʛɻمΧٌـ٠٧ǫюĺ,ùÞ٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٦κ٠ٹ٢ٛٞۘڂـѶՍƗģ
٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼĺ,٠ɺЫ֦5ۗĺ,ùÞ٦٘ٵۗۄګڠڞƦƼ̰Ƞ٢١٣Þِٞڃڀّوٿ
ۗمڂΧ̤٦ָʕɻ̤چԮڂقѶՍƼĺu٦CD٣ٜـٞ٧ځٵؿǠȦَڃٞـ٢ۘـՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ
ډێۍڭڠؾڑ٦·ڂؿǭθ¯ٟ 15 թ٦ĺ4٠ք 900 թ٦ָʕɻمÞڅٛ٘ʼĤĺuםچ٣īًۗ
ָʕɻ̤٦Χـĺu٦CD٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂĺ4ۄؾڨ٧ؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښ٠ِ͙ٞѹ 1 թۗډ
͙ڭۓڦڠڞѹ 1 թِٖۗٞ 13 թ٦ӆ˲ŋǥɆٟǖَ̯ۗڃʼĤ چڠۍږ12 ʟÝ٣пځϏэِ٘ۘ
Nation & Macalister (2009)٣íٝۗنՍҨӘٟ٧ۓڋڝڬۄۍۉڔێڒ٦ۮÑķۯ٣˝зچэٞۗۍڞ
ڠڴ٦ɳɋ٣ʃ֦٢Ełچ͵ِ֦٘ڀ٘ٹچիلڀ٣ْۘڂŘάЫ٣٧ۗθ̖̤٦ĺ4¯مۄؾڨ
ʛ¶љ٠әn٣ـكٞΙԋچٶΟٸ٘ڂق٣ǣٛ٘ƿ˛Х٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂĺ4Ýٟ٧ѶՍ
Ƽĺ,٦ŸƟ٣٧Ȁ"ۗځؿمJSL ٦ŸƟمː٢ـɻڃـٹ٨ۗŸƟمԶӦٟٹθ¯ٟ٦ŸƟم
͝ـɻڂـٹ/ۗθ¯ٟѶՍƼ چ20 ѽŏوĺقٞ٘نɻ¯ۘ٘ـٹʛ¶љ٦Ōю̮ۗĺ,٦ɲۗ
٘ٵŸƟ٦͝ـĺ4٦ɊS¨چԟْۗٸ٘ڂĺ4ۄؾڨ٧ؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښ٦˦ȑ٢ĺ٣Tٛٞ
ڠۍږ٦¶љچǣٖٛ٘ۘ٦٘ۗٸĺ4υمѦɨ٦ۏڋڦڠٟ¯ʛѫ֝٦Фɦۗٻȝ̯ۗǖ̯چǣق
ڂҷ٧Ƨِۗلِۘ٘ڃڀɢÝ֘ٻȳ̬مƧَ˵٘ڃļj٣ـكٞۗ35 ڠۍږ٣̇ځԁָ٘ڃڀي
ʕɻ٦әnچٟڂنƧځǂԉ٣ǣ˦مؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښۗٸ٘فȑ٢ɉɦچʰׁِ҄Ы٣Ӗʷkچ
ǣۗـәn٦Хٌڂْؾڦڰۆچ٠مӢqƃٟؿٌِٛ٘ۘ٘فέ]٧ʦѰ̮٣ƃۗيսκ٣źم
ٌڂ٠ؿٹٛ٘ۗمĺ4ۄؾڨѫ٣٧ۓڋۍۓڑ/έձɫۗ1 έ 1/ڻؾۏڗ٢١֡۠٢ůٟ٦ژڰۉۃښ
مږؾےڭکڱۓۋڞؾʰ֮ٞـٛ٘ۘڻؾۏڗ٠ِٞمؾڦؾۉڨսκФĄڂْچȔ٣ڭۓڦڠڞډ
ۮمؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښϰփۯ٠ِٞùْ҄ڂ٢١ِٞۗۮɳͥ(ۯؾڊګڰۉۃښWenger, 1998) مʰ
֮٘٠ۘڂقـՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗلـچؾڊګڰۉۃښِ٘ف٣ǄwЫۛάŷЫ٣ùَ҄ٔۗلڂڃڀĺ
4ۄؾڨ٦ŸƟځ̇چԚځҿҬЫ٣ۘڂّ
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Syllabus implementation in a large-enrolment
beginners’ Japanese subject in Australia: Constraints
and issues

Ikuko NAKANE (University of Melbourne)

Japanese is the most widely taught language in Australia (Spence-Brown, 2014). This popularity,
however, has brought some challenges to tertiary Japanese language programs. While social factors,
institutional structures and language policy are some of the issues that have drawn attention in the fields
of Japanese Studies, language policy and education in Australia (ibid.), an issue that has not been given
much consideration is the delivery of large-enrolment subjects. This paper discusses this issue, taking
as a case study a beginners’ Japanese subject taught at a comprehensive university in Australia, which
involved 15 teaching staff members and almost 900 students. The teaching team consisted of one fulltime lecturer as a subject coordinator, one full-time principal tutor as an assistant coordinator, and 13
sessional tutors who taught varying numbers of tutorial sessions each week over the 12 weeks of a
semester.
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Drawing on Nation & Macalister’s (2009) framework of language curriculum design, the paper
focuses on the ‘environment’ aspect of curriculum design and identifies key factors that had significant
impact on syllabus implementation. Specifically, the paper discusses the processes by which alignment
of teaching and learning activities and assessment processes was negotiated within the large team of
teaching staff. The experiences of the teaching staff were varied: some had limited experience in
Japanese as a Second Language education; others had more experience of JSL education but were new
to the university, and others had taught for the university’s Japanese program for nearly 20 years. In
order to ensure equity, quality control and support for less experienced staff members, the team relied
heavily on the coordinator’s detailed teaching plans for the three sessions of the week. This meant that
individual teachers had little space to adopt their own styles to present, create and sequence content in
their classes. To ensure that student performance across the 35 tutorial groups was assessed as equitably
as possible under time and budgetary constraints, efficient standardisation through the coordinator’s
detailed instructions and monitoring of assessment processes were crucial. However, lack of flexibility
also brought about some issues of its own.
In the face of these challenges, a network of communication within the team, both online/face-toface and one-on-one/in groups, played an important, although not always successful, role in ensuring
alignment. Tutors as a group also raised issues and negotiated syllabus implementation processes with
the coordinator, often through the assistant coordinator as a ‘broker’. Thus the team has become a
community of practice (Wenger, 1998). The paper presents a critical discussion on how this
spontaneously created community of practice can be more effectively and systematically
operationalised, informed by the team’s reflections on their experiences.
References
Nation, I. S. P., & Macalister, J. (2010) Language curriculum design. New York: Routledge.
Spence-Brown, R. (2014). On rocky ground: monolingual educational structures and Japanese
language education in Australia. In N. Murray & A. Scarino (Eds.) Dynamic ecologies (pp. 183-198).
Netherlands: Springer.
Wenger, E. (1998). Communities of practice: learning, meaning, and identity. Cambridge: CUP.
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ɺ٠ٜ٢ڂمѶՍƼĺ,چɳْ̖ͥڂȖچ,̯
ْڂəٶ-ʕɀХٟ٦ĺ,ɳʛچɝם٠ِٞ-

Makiko IKEGAMI (1йθ¯)

ƥȕۙѶՍ٦θ¯٣ـكٞ٧̵ۙ¯׆٦דЫ٢Ԗk٣pۙقɲЫ٢Ԗkنكمٞۘڂـϒöڗۑڻ
ۄۍ٢١٣̳ڂٿā̵٦م̵¯׆Ύpِ̳ۙ٘ٵā̵ٟؿٛٞٹѶ҄ə۽ܐǭ¤юمğڃڀٸ٢
ـɻٹΎpِٞمڀڃلۘڂـѶՍƼ٭¯چљùٹυ̯չӖٵُٵَٹٟۘڂؿθ¯٣ڂيكѶՍƼ
ĺ,ٹΧ֡kٯ٦έ]چҠڃڀٞۙځكʥ֮٦ĺɱϯ̅٦ĺ,٦ͶچٶЈ٘قѶՍƼĺ,چɳ
ٟ̖ͥڂنȖ٦,̯مğڃڀٸٞۘڂـ
ΧԅkkْڂѶՍ٦Ϡ+ɺ٣չچжّڃ٨ۙѶՍƼĺ,٧ǲ̖٣ѶՍƼ٠ѶՍԅk§چѡ
ٌَٔڂ٠چչЫ٠ِ٘ĺ,٠فـ٣٧ʐڀنځٵ٢ۮۘـѶՍ̖ǲ̖ۮۯĺʍɻ¯ʛɻۯ٠
ْڂ٦ٟ٧٢ۙومĳ̵چչЫ٠ِٖۙ٦ХٟĄٌڂսκۙچέچВِٞƄْڂDمٶչ
ɉَڃٞۘڂـɺЫ٢Γձچʪɖِ٘ѶՍƼĺ,٠ِٞۙɺԅkЫڨؾۑڻډю¯مʛɻ٦Ԗ
֝چɺЫۛקȽЫ٣ΖڂقĎچФˌِ̻ٞۤ٘نǆ 1999 ٢١ۙ٘ٵۘۥǣљϯ̅ʃĎ٦Ǡق٣
ځٿƦƼ¯ʛ٦̯wچɺЫ٢ÙзڀلәnْڂͶٹٶˣَۤ٘ڃCEFRۙJF ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٢١ۘۥ
ԅԱƗģ٦ԁցٟۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٹ٦٘ٸ٦ِ̈ـάŷ٦̱Ӊ¯ٻʛԱمФَڃٞڂـ
ۤցй 2005ۙΦ 2013 ٢١ۘۥ
ِِل٢چڀڃٌۙڀمŘƥkٟڂنĺɆ٦҄ו٠ٖ٦,̯Ա٣ٜـٞ٧ۙďڇ̓مٟڂـ٠
٧Ʀـѱڃٗڃٖۘـ٣"٢ڂչЫ̬ٻքچɡٜĺ,ùÞ٣ـكٞĺ,چŘƥkْٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۙ
ĺ,ֻѾچϐģِۙԱچճȡِۙɳͥچq҄٣ِ̖ٞوـȖمӐ֦ٟۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ۙѶՍƼĺ
,چʃ͙Ǔ٠ْڂʕɀХٟǣڃڅٞڂـĺ,ɳʛچɝם٠ِٞʄ¶ۘڂً˪ځљځ̇ٻԚځ٦Ă
ڦؾڬچ״٠ِۙۮέچչɉِ٘ĺɱٝۯځو٦ʄځͶٶ٣̖ڂٿȖ,̯٣ٜـٞԪǱْۘڂ١٦فٿ
٢Ñķ٠ƥ˵مΙ˰٠٢ֻٛٞۙٹѾٹچ٠٣ɳͥچǖϨِٞوـӐ֦̮چɦِۙɺ٠ٜ٢ڂمѶՍ
Ƽĺ,٠ٖ٦͙վ̮چɡٜɻ٦,̯٦ȕٻ֡ځκچɦْəٶ٧ۙѶՍƼĺ,ͮά٣θونǦƖ
ْڂ٠Ǡۘڂق
[ȯǠԅƖ]
ǃ֖ۛ̉ۛږڠۓیڋѥȾԘϸۤ2013ۥ۰ـَِٻѶՍƼ٧mچչɉْل۱ښښʰҲ
̻ǆǁ/ۤ1999˵ۮۥļЫ¯ʛ٠ِ̈ـѶՍƼĺ,٦ɳͥۯ۰ѶՍƼĺ,۱100 ǬۙѶՍƼĺ,
¯ۙ7-18
ցйˑȽۤ2005ۥ۰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦٘ٸ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ԅԱ۱كِڄوʰҲ

v
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Human resource development to practice Japanese
language education connected with society-Case study
of teaching practice at master's program-

Makiko IKEGAMI (1йθ¯)

Currently, the number of foreign students in Japanese universities has increased. Foreign students
learning in short-term program and who do not pass the JLPT/N1 are also increasing. Their motivation
and goal of learning Japanese also varies. It is necessary to diversify Japanese language education at
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the university. Therefore, training of human resources capable of practicing Japanese language
education beyond the framework of education so far is required.
The Japanese community is also multicultural, and the purpose of Japanese language education is not
only to make foreigners acquire Japanese language and culture.
"Japanese vs Foreigner", "Teacher vs Learner" rather than, that both are for the purpose of symbiosis,
and, the goal is to resolve through dialogue the problems that occur in the process.
As a Japanese-language education that emphasizes social aspects, the socio-cultural approach and
the like advocated the significance of capturing the transformation of learners socially and historically.
In addition, a framework to evaluate the results of language learning from a social point of view was
introduced, based on the concept of behavioralism. In the field of grammar research also a new system
for communication and a learning method are proposed.
However, it is difficult to say that discussion is progressing about the ability of teachers to realize
these and their training methods. Educational institutions with different objectives and constraints each
need human resources to embody education theory. It is a person who explores the idea of education,
seeks methods and enables practice.
In this poster presentation, case studies of teaching practice conducted in the master's program with
Japanese language teaching as the major is taken up as a case.
From the result of working on "Creating a classroom aimed at dialogue", report on record of activities
and review on human resource development as data. Describe the need to build practice based on the
idea no matter what kind of environment and current situation are the footholds. In addition, I will show
you how to improve Japanese language education connected with society and those who have expertise.
I think that these attempts will make a big contribution to the overall Japanese language education.
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A case study of active learning in Japanese teacher
training courses: Analysis of two-way reaction papers

Yukiko KOGUCHI (Tokyo Metropolitan University)
Ayuko SUMA (The Japan Foundation, Sydney)

1. Background and Aims
Amongst improvements to university teaching, there has been increasing interest in active learning
(hereafter, 'AL'), a learning and teaching method which incorporates learners' active participation in
learning, as opposed to one-way, lecture-style instruction by teachers (Mizokami 2014). In light of this
interest, gaining an understanding of the kind of learning brought about by learners' participation in AL
is a pressing issue (Suda 2017). However, literature reporting on the implementation of AL in Japanese
language teacher training courses is lacking. As such, this research aims to clarify the present situation
of students' learning through an analysis of the contents of two-way dialogue-style feedback sheets, or
'reaction papers' (hereafter, 'RP'), completed by a teacher and university students undertaking AL in
lectures on language acquisition theory at a university in Japan. As indicated by Nanbu (2004), twoway RPs were thought to provide visibility into improvements to learners' motivation, the building of
mutual trust between teachers and learners, and reconsiderations of teacher training courses. The
analysis was conducted using a twofold approach: firstly, it examined the kind of content learners'
accounted in their RPs; and secondly, it analysed how students grasped AL and their own learning.
2. Summary of Analysis
The analysis involved 24 two-way RPs, referred to as 'tsubuyaki Twitter sheets', on which students
freely wrote short (tweet-length) comments about their thoughts and opinions on classes during first
term. These were collected after each class, with the teacher in charge providing short responses to the
content. Results were visualised by sorting the RP content into categories, drawing on the RP analysis
method developed by Suda (2017) as a means to gain insights into students' active participation in their
learning.
3. Results and Significance
Results from the analysis revealed numerous expressions categorised under 'facts' and 'past
experiences', followed by 'wishes' and 'thoughts', relating to class content. The RP content categorised
under 'evaluation' and 'understanding' included not only affirmative descriptions regarding class content
but also towards the AL activities themselves. Content categorised under 'facts', 'questions' and
'thoughts' also showed that learners checked 'questions' and 'thoughts' against their experiences gained
outside the classroom, as well as learners' willingness to share 'facts' about extracurricular activities
with the teacher and their classmates. Due to their interactive nature, the results implied that the RPs
increased affinity with the teacher, while also increasing students' motivation to share their realisations
and learnings with the teacher. Moreover, as a result of new perspectives arising from the classes,
including "changes in [learners'] behaviour towards foreigners" and "discovering points in common",
learners began to think about non-native Japanese-speaking residents of Japan as being more similar
rather than separate or distant from them in terms of language acquistion, and search for ideal ways to
coexist with them in society. Interestingly, the students themselves recognised this change as having
resulted from AL (e.g., "learning new perspectives through discussion, etc").
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ѶՍƼĺ4̯֨Х٣ڂيك
ڗۓڰؾۍںڊګږډ٦ɳͥ٠¯٫٦qɖk
—έŭؾڵؾھۓۋڞږډێ٣ڂيكĂʲڀل۵

ˏǆ ֎ĀɄ (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
̜Ր ֑Ʉ (The Japan Foundation, Sydney)

1.ґŶ٠չЫ
ƥȕۗθ¯ʍņͫ٦ϯٟۤڗۓڰؾۍںڊګږډĺ4٣ڂٿ/ǇЫ٢ǥĎůɫ٦ĺ,٠٧"
٢¯ۗځʕɻ٦҄љЫ٢¯ʕٯ٦ȯpچʄځѷ٘ڃĺʍۛ¯ʛԱۙj ALٯۥ٦Þ̅مǫٵٛٞـ
ۤڂǚ˪ 2014ٌۘۥ٦ƥ˵چ٬҄ۗقٵљЫ¯ʕٯ٦ȯp¯مʛɻ٣١٦فٿ٢¯٫ْڀ٘ٹچ٦ل
ٌڂْ ҇چ٠٧ĒŎ٦κٟ̜ۤڂؿй 2017ِۗلِۘۥѶՍƼĺ4̯֨Хٟǣ ٘ڃڅAL ٦ɳ
ͥԪǱ٧ʤԁ٣٢ٌٖۘـٟۗՍƗģٟ٧θ¯ٟǥَڃٞڂـƦƼʛѡ٦ǥĎٟ AL ɳͥچǣ
ٛ٘˪ٟۗ¯̵٦¯٫٦ɳΰچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ِٞۗθ¯̵٠ĺɆ٦έŭۓۋڞږډێ
ۤؾڵؾھj RPۥ٦ԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘέŭ RP ٧ۗѯӵۤ2004ۥ٣ـكٞۗ¯ʛɻ٦֪Ǉ˪ۗٻĺ
Ɇ٠٦̂֯ÞũǖϨۗĺ˽Х٦¯̵٦ʍņȇǠ٦֡Ʉمƥ٘ڃ٠َڃٞۘڂـԁ̈́٧①¯̵٧
١٦فٿ٢ѫ֝چĂʲ̵ِٞ¯②ۗلڂـ٧ AL ٠ɨ̑٦¯٫چ١فΖقٞۗلڂـ٠ فـ2 ٜ٦Ù
зچϯ̅٣ǣٛ٘ۘ
2.ԁ̈́٦֦
ԁ̈́٣֤٘ـ٦٧ۮٜۤڭؾڞنٻ٭Twitterۯۥ٠ˠِ٘έŭ RP24 թԁٟۗ¯̵¯۽مöÝ٦ʍ
ņچВِË;ٻƙچɨ֑٣ˀٹ٘ـ٦ٟۘڂؿʍņƹ٣ʐِۗՖϏэĺ4ڀلϒـԚ̂چǣ
ٛ٘ۘԁ̈́٧̜йۤ2017̵¯ۗمۥ٦҄љЫʍņȯpۏؾڪڂْ ҇چ٠ِٞҨِ٘ PR ԁ̈́ʆԱ
چSِ֤ۗچؾێڛګڒϲʰٌْڂ٠ٟ¯̵٦¯٫٦qɖkچǣٛ٘ۘ
3.Ƈw٠Ď
ʍņѫ֝٣έْۮڂɝɳۮۯħمۯΧۗوɣـٟۮèՀۮۯɈǠۯ٦Әʰمƙۮۘ٘ڃڀәnۯֻۮۯ
٣ٜـٞ٧ۗʍņѫ֝ٙيٟ٢ۗوAL ¶љٖ٦ٹ٦٣έِٞ٦ǡОЫ٢Ăʲمƙۮۘ٘ڃڀɝɳۯ
ۮčսۮۯɈǠۯ٣ٜـٞۗٹĺɱٟ٦ɨ̑٦ŸƟ٠˞ِڀǭۮ٘ٔڅčսۮۯɈǠۗۯĺɆٻĺɱѫ
٦¯̵٠ĳ֏ِ٘ۮـɝɳۯ٣ÞڂْĂʲمƙٌ٘ڃڀ٠مѣϾЫٟؿٛ٘ۘέŭ RP ٟمڂؿ
قٽĺɆٯ٦̐ŏËچǫڂٸ٠٠ٹ٣ۗûٝ¯ٻن٫چĺɆ٠ĳ֏ِ٘ـ٠̵¯فـ٦љùمǫٵ
֡ڂɄٹAۮۗ٘ٵۘڂقǲ̖٣έْڂɨ̑٦ǣљ٦ԖkۮٻۯĳВз٦Ҩƙۯ٢١ۗʍņچВِٞ
̈٘٢ɖзٌ٘ڃٵ̵م٠ٟۗʑځ٣٘ـǲ͇ʢզچԓ٦ΠȕۗX̑ڀل̖ـŏ٢Πȕ٠ِٞǠ
ۗقĳ̵٦ȕځچճȡْفٿڂ٣٢ٖۗځ٦Ԗkɨά̵¯چɨ̑ مAL ٠ÞٝيٞѺɬِٞ٘ـ
зمŀՠ̋لٛ٘ۘ
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ѶՍƼĺɆمĺɆƗʕ٣ğٹڂٸ٦٧mل
―θ¯ѶՍƼĺ,ؾڦۓڢ٠
ѶՍƼ¯Ǖ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٦Ӂ«ڀل۵
Hiroko IKEDA (չҞθ¯ǲƼ¯ӵѶՍƼۛѶՍƼĺ,¯u)
Aya SAKAI (œʔθ¯)
ŏѽۗ¯ʛɻٙيٟ٢وѶՍƼĺɆٹΧ֡kِۗѶՍƼĺɆچʄځÃوÑķٹӾȬ٣٢ٛٞنٞـ
قםۘڂ٨ۗϠ+٦ѶՍƼĺɱۗѶՍƼ¯Ǖۗǫюĺ,ùÞَۗڀ٣٧éņٻӼɐɋ͐٢١ٟѶՍ
ƼĺɆ٧Þڅ̩ٛٞۗځكζٹŸƟٹǲ͇ٹɳ٣Χٟ֡ٵڃٌۘڂؿٟԅkϻ٣ڂٿѶՍƼĺɆ֨
̯ۛƗʕ٣ÞْڂЇȁۤ2012ۥ٧ǣۗم٘ڃڅѶՍƼĺɆ٣ğڃڀٸٞڂـƗʕ٣ÞْڂƗģ٧ٲ
٠ڇ١ǣڃڅٞـ٢ۘـՍƗģٟ٧ۗθ¯٦ѶՍƼĺ,ؾڦۓڢӆ˲ŋǥɆۤj θ¯ĺɆۥ٠Ѷ
ՍƼ¯Ǖ٦ӆ˲ŋĺɆۤj ѶՍƼ¯ǕĺɆۥ٣Ϯչِۗĺ,ƥ˰٣ځٿĺɆƗʕ٣ğٌڂٸ٠
م١"ف٢چلڂիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂЇȁ٧ۗθ¯ĺɆ 11 թۤ40ۢ50 ζۗѶՍƼĺɆ
קԉŌ 237.8 ڒƉۗۥѶՍƼ¯ǕĺɆ 10 թۤ20ۢ50 ζۗѶՍƼĺɆקԉŌ 54.9 لƉچۥέ˧٣ǣ
ٛ٘ۘĴוɻ٣ĺɆƗʕ٣Հٷůɫٻѫ֝٧mلɨ֑٣Ăʲِٞڀٹٛ٘ۘ܌܍Ա͚ۤëй 1970ۥٟ
ԁ̈́چǣٛ٘Ƈwۗ①ĺɆƗʕ٦ůɫ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗɻ٠ٹ٣ 3 ٜ٦θۮۤؾێڛګڒƗʕ٦έ˧ۗۯ
ۮƗʕ٦CDɫۮۗۯƗʕȆ٦͐Оۥۯ٣θԓَۘ٘ڃɣ٣②ĺɆƗʕ٦ѫ֝٣ٜـٞۗѶՍƼ
¯ǕĺɆٟ٧ۗ5 ٜ٦θۮۤؾێڛګڒʍņ٦ĺق٣ÞْڂƗʕۮۯĺȖۛĺŘ٣ÞْڂƗʕۮۯѶ
ՍƼĺɆ٠ِٞٸ٘ڂْڻکډډێۇڔ٦Ɨʕۮۯʍņ٦¯ʛɻέ]٦Ɨʕ¯ۮۯʛɻәn٣Þ
ْڂƗʕ¨مۥۯѺَۘ٘ڃʍņ٦ɳɋمʃņէٟڂؿӆ˲ŋǥɆ٣٠ٛٞۗʍņٟĺٌڂق٠مգ
͍ٟۮۗٸ٘ڂؿʍņ٦ĺق٣ÞْڂƗʕمۯΧلٛ٘ۘ/ۗθ¯ĺɆٟ٧ 8 ٜ٦θؾێڛګڒ
¨مѺَ˪ۘ٘ڃĂ٦ 5 ٜ٣pۮۗقƗģԱ٣ÞْڂƗʕ͙ۮۯվԁց٦ֻ٠ɳͥۗϟɬ٣Þْ
ڂƗʕۮۯɳͥ٦٬ځԚ¨مۯځѺٌَۘ٘ڃ٦ٌ٠ڀلθ¯ĺɆ٧͙վЫ٢ֻ٠ɳͥĚ٫Ɨģ
Ա٣έِٞǇ¯ٌ̅ڂؿم٠مAۘ٘قՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍƼĺɆمՀٷĺɆƗʕ٧ʽΛùÞٻƨ
̖٦ŸƟٿٛٞ"٢ٌڂ٠َۗڀ٣٧ۗΦ٦֦5ٹǠׇِٞĺɆƗʕڂْۓڋڝڬچӐ֦چɦǾِ٘ۘ
͚ëйѲۤײ1970ۥ۰ΝۛҨ;Ա―KJ Ա٦б٠]֤۱ ϯǂ̈ˀ
ԅkϻۤ2012ۮۥѶՍƼĺ4ю٦̯֨ۛƗʕ٣ÞْڂЇȁƇw٣ٜـٞۯ۰ԉ̯ 24 ѽ 3 Ɖ 30 Ѷ
ѶՍƼĺ4ю٦̯֨ۛƗʕ٣ÞْڂЇ
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What do Japanese language teachers seek from
teacher training - Comparison of teachers from
university Japanese language education centers and
those from Japanese Language Schools -

Hiroko IKEDA (չҞθ¯ǲƼ¯ӵѶՍƼۛѶՍƼĺ,¯u)
Aya SAKAI (œʔθ¯)

The purpose of this study is to examine what Japanese language teachers seek from teacher training
through comparison of teachers from university Japanese language education centers (11) and those
from Japanese language schools (10). We investigated the difference using KJ Law (Kawakita 1970).
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The results indicated that in regard to the way teacher training is carried out, both university and
Japanese language school teachers indicated the same three categories. However, in regard to the
content of training, university teachers indicated more categories than their counterparts.
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ںڊګڋڱۓڲѶՍƼĺɆ٦ڹؾێڷ٦Ԗk٠
̯ЉХ۵ʩϚЫؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁ٦Ƈw۵

Yoshiko KUBOTA

٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٧ۗΧو٦ںڊګڋڱۓڲѶՍƼĺɆ٣ٿٛٞɊڃڀقٞۘڂـǲȔƿׄ
íŐۤ2017ۥ٣ڃٿ٨ۗ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ 64,108 ̖٦فٚۗ49,807 ̖ۤ77.7۹ۥ٧ѶՍƼچԦƼ٠ِ
٢ںڊګڋڱۓڲـѶՍƼĺɆٟۘڂؿՍƗģٟ٧ۗϯZډڟډϠ+ٟѶՍƼچĺقٞڲڂۗڂـ
ںڊګڋڱۓĺɆ 1 թچέ˧٣ۗ2012 ѽ 2 Ɖ ڀل2107 ѽ 12 Ɖٵٟ٦ 5 ѽ 10 لƉ٦Ý٣ 5 ǣ
ٛ٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁ٦Ƈwٹچ٠٣ٖۗ٦ڹؾێڷ٦Ԗk٠ĺɆ٠ِٞ٦̯ЉХ٣ٜـٞԁْ̈́
ٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
Green(1971)٧ۗڹؾێڷ٣٧ϯ̅٠٢ٹڂ٦٠ٖۗ٦ʑԙ٣ٹڂؿ٦ͪۗځؿمɻ٧Ԗkِ٣ـو٠
ʲٰٞڹؾێڷِ٘فٖۘڂـ٦Ԗkٸ٘ڂْ ҇چ٣٧ۗʩϚЫ٢ɲЫЇȁمӐ֦ٟۘڂؿՍƗģ
٧ 1 ̖٦ںڊګڋڱۓڲĺɆچέ˧٣ِ٘ٹ٦ٟٖۗمڂؿ٦Ƈwڹؾێڷۗم٦Ԗkٖۗڃ٣ҫفĺ
Ɇ٦̯Љ٣ٜـٞƔѓْ˪ڂٟփ٣ׂٜٹ٦٠Ǡۘڂق
Ɨģέ˧ɻ٧֮ۗѶɢۗĺʍɻƗʕۄۍڗۑڻٻҨƗʕچάƟِٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـՍǲٟ٧ۗ˲٣
ںڊګڋڱѶՍƼĺɆ٠٦ĳњ٣ڂٿʍņۄۍڗۑڻۗٻҨچϏэِٞؾۉڷڦۓڋۘڂـٟ٧ۗƗ
ģέ˧ɻɨ̑٦ѶՍƼC֤҄ו٦́٫ۗĺʍɻƗʕڑێڐڹڭؾہٻәn٦άƟۗںڊګڋڱѶՍ
ƼĺɆ٠٦ĳњȝņۗۄۍڗۑڻҨۗĺuˀ٦Ԗǔ٢١ۗ֡۠٢ŇձچВِٞۗɨمڀǠٌ٘ق٠ۗ
Ëٌّ٘٠مƼۘ٘ڃڀ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗѣ٣(a)ѶՍƼC֤҄ו٦́٫٠ڹؾێڷ٦Þũۗ(b)ںڊګڋڱѶՍƼĺɆ٠٦ĳ
њȝņںڊګڋڱٻѶՍƼĺɆ٠٦Þũ̮٦Ԗk٠ڹؾێڷ٦Þũ٣ϴչِۗڹؾێڷ٦Ԗk٠٠ٹ
٣Ɨģέ˧ɻɨ̑م١٦فٿ٣ĺɆ٠ِ̯ٞЉ٦Х٘چ١ٛ٘ل٣ٜـٞʲٰۘڂŘάЫ٣٧ۗ
ɝɳ٦ԪǱڦۅڀلЫ٢Әƥ٘ـ֤چԪǱٯ٦Ԗkۗۗ٘ٵɖз٦Ԗkۤمۯِ٘څۮʃƼ٦Ƽڀلځ
ںڊګڋڱѶՍƼĺɆٹäِ٘٘څۮٷٚچۯʃƼ٠ِ٘Ƽۥٯځ٢١مīًۘڂڃڀ
ȯǠ
ǲȔƿׄíŐۤ2017ۥ۰٦ѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˵ 2015 ѽфѶՍƼĺ,ùÞЇȁ۱
https://www.jpf.go.jp/j/project/japanese/survey/result/
Green, T. F. (1971). The activities of teaching. New York: McGraw-Hill.
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Change of non-native Japanese teacher's beliefs and
her growth process as a teacher- Longitudinal
interview survey results -

Yoshiko KUBOTA

The field of Japanese language education abroad is supported by many nonnative Japanese
teachers. According to the Japan Foundation (2017), out of 64,108 overseas Japanese teachers, 49,807
(77.7%) are nonnative Japanese teachers. In this study, I focus on one nonnative teacher teaching
Japanese in the Central Asia region. Based on the results of an interview survey conducted five times
over a period of five years and ten months (February 2012 to December 2017), I analyzed
qualitatively the changes in the beliefs and the growth process in one teacher. Green (1971) states that
there is a central thought in our beliefs and things related, and this central thought is difficult to
change. To comprehend the change of such a central belief in detail, it is necessary to conduct a
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qualitative longitudinal study. Although this study focused on a single nonnative Japanese teacher, I
believe that the teacher’s growth, as evidenced in the results, may be useful in considering the process
of change with respect to beliefs.
The research subject visited Japan five times from 2012 to 2017, during which time she attended
training programs for Japanese teachers and for Japanese language program development. In her
home country, she was always in charge of Japanese teaching in classes and Japanese program
development jointly with native Japanese teaches. In interviews by the researcher, she related many
things about her thoughts and throughout her various experiences as a nonnative Japanese speaker and
as a nonnative Japanese teacher. During the 70-month period of this study, as she developed her
Japanese language ability, she had various teaching-related experiences such as teacher training,
portfolio evaluation of learners, collaborative teaching and program management with native Japanese
teachers, program development, and textbook change. This study focused on the following points: (a)
the relationship between her growth in Japanese language ability and the change in her beliefs, and (b)
the relationship between her experience of collaboration with native Japanese teachers and the change
in her beliefs. For example, she gradually began to use meta-expression to describe her experiences
and began to use “we” (including Japanese native teachers) instead of “I” as the subject of her
sentences.
References
Green, T. F. (1971). The activities of teaching. New York: McGraw-Hill.
The Japan Foundation. (2017). Current status of Japanese language education abroad. From the
Japanese language institution survey in 2015. Retrieved December 10, 2017, from
https://www.jpf.go.jp/j/project/japanese/survey/result/survey15.html
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ѶՍƼɊSڭږڎڟۑڻ٣ؾڴۓۅڂيكÝ٦Ѻɬ٦ĳ
֏ۄۍڗۑڻۮؾәnۯ٦ɖзچќѷِٞؾ
Chika TOHYAMA (ׂժáθ¯)
Saki OHIRA (ׂժáθ¯)
Chitose NONOGUCHI (˯̻ǲȔθ¯)
ՍƗģ٧ۗ¯̵٣ڂٿѶՍƼɊS¶љ٣ـكٞۗؾڴۓۅ٦¶љչӖ٣έْڂѺɬ٦'ٻـǍ
چځمիلڀ٣ِۗչӖĳ֏ٯ٦֘ӉЇȁ٠ْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
Ɨģέ˧٠ِ٘ɊS¶љ٧ۗۤؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښĺ4ۗۥɊSɻ̵ۤۗ¯׆ѶՍ̖¯̵ۗۥѶՍƼ¯
ʛɻۗمθ¯٦֘ȳچѡٞۗ˽4٣ٹڭؾہڜڂٿʌي٢ٸ̓ڀمٞ¶ڂـљٟۗ܁ѽչچžښۘڂق
چڭږڎڟۑڻمؾڦؾڱڊڬؾǖ;ِۗ¶љչӖچƄОِ٘˪ٟۗɊSɻمϠ+ʢզ٦ѶՍƼ¯
ʛɻچέ˧٣ĺ,ɳͥچǣ٢ٛٞۘ٘نэʼ٦¶љչӖ٧̵ۗ¯׆٦ԦƼِ٘ل̵چɊSۗĴј٣
ۗڗۓڨؾڊګۄؾڨڂٿɊSɻ¯ٹ٫ʆۗ¯ʛɻ٦ڡؾڰ٣ؿٛ٘ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦Ǉ˪
ٟؿِِٛ٘ۘۗل3 ѽչڀلɊSɻ٦ñՀ٣ۗځٿέ˧̵¯׆م٣#ۗځɊS٦ȸ٦ԖkٻչӖ
٦Ѻɬ٦'ۛـǍمځمʰٌٖٞۘ٘نٟۗ¶љչӖ٦ĳ֏مɊSɻ٦ځٿʃάЫ٢¶љ٣źڂم
٠Ǡۗقƥȕ٦չӖؾڴۓۅچÝٟĳ֏ٌْڂ٠مӐ֦ٙ٠Ǡۘ٘ق
ՍɊS٦فٿ٢έ̖ۛڊګڰۉۃښS˂٦ͫۛɲǇ˪٣٧ۗΧձЫلٜάŷЫ٣әnْۑڻۮڂ
ۄۍڗәnۯ٦ɖзچќѷٌْڂ٠֏مǄٟڂؿ٠َڃٞۤڂـй 2011̵¯ِۗلِۘۥ٣ڂٿѶՍ
ƼɊS٣ÞْڂԪǱ٦Χو٧ۗĺ4٣¶ڂٿљԪǱٖٻ٦әnٟۤځؿւȸ 2002, ւțۛ>тĜ
2007 ٢١ؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښۗۥ٠ɊSɻمչӖچĳ֏ِۗĴјЫ٣¶љِͫچٞچڠڢۑڻوـΧª
Ы٣әnِ٘ԪǱ٧ځٵؿ٢ۘـ
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗ¶љ٣ÞْڂΧ֡٢ȖچʐʡِٞۗչӖ٣έْڂѺɬ٦'ۗـǍځمюۅچ
ͮؾڴۓ4ٟɬkِۗչӖچĳ֏ْٸ٘ڂ٦Ȗچѡٌڂ٠٠ِ٘ۘ
ڦؾڬ٧ۗɊSɻۛٯؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښ٦¶ۗؾۉڷڦۓڋљۛ¯ʛɻ٣Þْ¶ۗڭؾژۓډڂљԪ
Ǳˀۗ̇ځԚ¯ځʛ٦״iۛۆۅ٠ِۗKJ Ա٣ڂٿԁۗכĚ٫ KHCorder ٣ڗۓڰڋۂڭڠڔګڂٿ
چǣٛ٘ۘ
ٖ٦ƇwۗɊSɻÝٟm̯چw٠ْلڂ٠فـзٟ٨ڀٜمنƙۗم٘ڃڀέچʪɖْڂзۗɊ
S٦ɡΝچәnْڂз٧ĳВِٞؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښۘ٘ـ٧ۗΧ֡٢ɊSɻمƨ۠٦̯ǃάƟٻґ
Ŷٌڂٔل̵چ٠ۗچڊګڊګۓڬڋډʪِ٘¶љۗمɊSɻ٦¯٫ۗٸ̋چǍًٌڂ٠چәnِٞ
ۘ٘ـփ´٣ڂٿѺɬ٦'مـƙچڀڃٌۗم٘ڃڀЇ̱ۛĳ֏ٌِٞوـ٠¶ۗمљ֏ځٿچĎ٣
ِٞٹوـ٦ٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
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Sharing Awareness among Members in Japanese
Language Support project: Introducing a "Program
Evaluation" Perspective

Chika TOHYAMA (ׂժáθ¯)
Saki OHIRA (ׂժáθ¯)
Chitose NONOGUCHI (˯̻ǲȔθ¯)

This study is intended as a preliminary research to allow students to share the targets of student-led
Japanese language support activities by clarifying the differences and awareness of the activities among
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them. Coordinators (teachers), supporters (international and Japanese students), and Japanese language
students conducted these activities with budgetary contributions from the university and support from
university staff members, and this is the fifth year it is being conducted. The coordinators envisioned
activities and set activity targets. In accordance with the activity targets, supporters offered practical
training to Japanese language students in the community. In the initial years, the activity targets were
to offer support that took advantage of international students’ native languages, foster team teaching
through collaboration, and provide a place where supporters and learners alike could improve
communication ability to their satisfaction regardless of their efficiency level. Beginning in the third
year, however, the activities focused on international students at the request of supporters. Given this
shift in focus, methods of providing support changed significantly, and differences and spread of
awareness of the activity targets increased. Considering these facts, we thought that it is necessary to
allow all members to share the current targets, as it will help supporters take more initiative.
Introducing the viewpoints of “program evaluation” characterized by multilateral and systematic
evaluation is effective in improving the activities and quality of interpersonal and community support
like these support activities. However, most reports on student-led Japanese language support only
describe teachers’ activities and evaluate their activities, and there are few reports that multilaterally
evaluate the process that coordinators and supporters share, working together to improve their activities.
In this research, we collected diverse materials on the activities, conceptualizing the difference and
spread of awareness of activity targets among all the members involved to obtain materials that would
enable them to share activity targets.
To collect data, we interviewed supporters and coordinators, conducted a questionnaire survey on
activities and learners, studied activity reports, and examined tapes and memorandums of past review
meetings. Following these activities, we classified them using the KJ method and conducted text-mining
analysis using the KH Coder.
Results revealed that all supporters uniformly placed importance on dialogue and highly evaluated
maintaining support, though they varied on what should be achieved. Coordinators highly evaluated
that diverse supporters from different nationalities who speak assorted native languages can utilize their
successful experiences, and activities that respect identity increase the depth and spread of learning
among supporters. Although awareness varied with the roles, we believe that adjusting and sharing
these differences of awareness make the activities more significant.
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ڗۓڨؾڊګۛۄؾڨ٣έْڂĴјЫѫ˟٦֡΅
-ڋڦʼϯюĺ,٣ڂيك
ѶՍƼĺ,ɳʛ̵٦ɝڀلם-

Mieko THOMPSON (1йθ¯)
Miki TAKAHASHI (ۓژۓښθ¯)
Amonrat MANOBAN (ۓژۓښθ¯)

ĺɆƗʕ٧ۗϟɬиυϯ̅٦ۮĺɆۮڀلۯڗۓڰؾېڭɨƭƗʕŭĺɆ,̯ڀَۗۯ٣٧ĺɆÝ
٦έچВّٞƗۮفؿِشέŭĺɆƗʕٯۯ٠ِڭڹڞٜٜۤڂؿâbۙ2017ۘۥɳͥچƦƼkِٞ
٬ځԚۗځΦɻ٠ĳ֏ٌْڂ٠٧ƥ˰٦֡۠٢Ԗk٣ʦѰ٣έ]ْڂɳͥϟ٦Ƥ͜٠٢ڨۗ٘ٵۘڂ
ۤڗۓڨؾڊګۛۄؾTTۥٟɳْͥڂĺɆم٠ٹ٣ѫ˟ٌْڂ٠ٟۗۄؾڨ٦ٌͫڂ̝چ٠مq҄٣
٢ۘڂ/͕ۗǣƗģ٣٧ĺɆƨ̖٦ѫ˟ٹفچ٦٧ۗمڂؿTT ٣έْڂĴјЫѫ˟٧َڀ٣Б
ģمöίَۘڂڃ
ٌٖٟՍƗģ٧ۗڋڦ٦ʼϯюĺ,ùÞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ɳʛ̵ 38 թچέ˧٠ِۗTT ٣έْڂѫ˟
٦֡΅چĂʲِۗĴјЫѫ˟ۏؾڪ٦q̮҄٠κچФɦْۘڂέ˧٠٢ڂɳʛ̵٧ք 1 ѽÝ 2۵3
թ٦ۄؾڨٟʼϯюĺ,ùÞ٣ҊƛَۗڃƥϠ٦ĺ4٠ʍņɳɋۗĺȖȝ̯ۗ¶љCD٣ʥ
ɝْۘڂҽڀ٦Χموθ¯Ξņƹۗǲѫ٦ʼϯюĺ,ùÞ٣ѶՍƼĺɆ٠ِٞʓ˽ٌْۘڂ٦فٿ٢
ɳʛ̵چέ˧٠ِۗѡ٘ڃڀϟƙچɳͥ٣ΕɢЫلٜɡΝЫ٣ÛƠٌْڂ٠مՍƗģ٦٥ـڀٟؿ
ۘڂ
Ա٠ِٞۗɳʛɁЋƹĚ٫ʚЋͪ٣ۄؾڨٟɳͥچѫ˟ْۤڻکۋڞږؾےڂWSچۥǣۘف
WS ٟ٧ۗKPTۤKnow, Problem, Tryаցۙ2013چۥSِ֤ۗ①ѫ˟ْۂؾګڂ٦ͦОۗ②̯w٦ר
ī(Keep)ۗ③սκз٦רī(Problem)ۗ④ͫ٦Ф(Try)٦ʺ٣¢مؾڴۓۅӣٔڇٟɝԊچ
īًۗέِ٢ڀمք 2 ɢÝيلٞѫ˟ْۘڂՍƗģ٧ۗ¢ڻکګڠ٦ѫ˟٦Ăʲچԁِ̈́ۗѫ˟٦
ХچĂʲْۘڂɳʛɁЋƹ٦ WS ٟ٧ۗۮʛٌٛ٘٠مӹʛٟڂنʛڭؾڞ٣٢ٛٞۮۯڂـѱ
фʺ٣սκمԋڇٟۤۯڂـKeepۮۗۥІمږڠڦː٢ۮۯـՍэ٣ʛ٣٢ڭؾڞڂ٣٢ٛٞڂـ
ڀلڅل٢ۤۯـProblemۥ٢١ŘάЫ٢ĺ,¶љ٣έِ̯ٞw٠κچĕÙЫ٣ѫ˟ِۗۮԅԱ¨Ѻ
٠ʛچͶٶǭۤۯڂٔڅTryۥ٢١ɳƥ̮٦ǫچͫـīًٞۘ٘ـ/ۗκ٠Ӕٝͫ٘ـ
چʰٌْ٠٧ѱِۗوκֻ̱٠͕ʺƔѓچάŷЫ٣ͶٶǵٷӐ֦̮مɦǾَۘ٘ڃҨӘٟ
٧ۗɳʛʚЋͪ٦ WS ٣ڂيكĴјЫѫ˟٣ۗڃ˿ٹ١٦فٿ٣ͫم٢َچل٘ڃɦْ٠٠ٹ٣ۗ
ĴјЫѫ˟ۏؾڪ٦əچФɦْۘڂ
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Collaborative Reflection upon Team-teaching: A Case
Study of Thai Student-teachers for Japanese Language
Teaching

Mieko THOMPSON (1йθ¯)
Miki TAKAHASHI (ۓژۓښθ¯)
Amonrat MANOBAN (ۓژۓښθ¯)
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Teacher training has been shifting from knowledge transfer to autonomous training by teachers
themselves, and further to dialogic training among teachers (Tateoka, 2017). It brings teachers vitality
in their practice as they reflect upon their teaching by both verbalizing and sharing reflections amongst
themselves. Moreover, collaborative reflection by teachers who engage in team teaching enables them
to improve their practice. Since previous research focused on reflection by individual teachers, how
team teaching should be reflected upon by colleagues needs to be explored.
This research, therefore, analyzes collaborative reflection for team teaching and proposes a tool and
dialogical steps for promoting reflection by teams. The subjects are 38 student-teachers, all seniors at
a university in Thailand. They are divided into groups of two or three people and dispatched to
elementary or middle schools to teach Japanese, make teaching materials, and engage in some
administrative duties while collaborating with or being supervised by the faculty at each school. After
graduating university, most of them work at elementary or middle schools, where they are involved in
teaching Japanese and other duties in teams. The purpose of this research is to provide those institutions
with techniques for improving team teaching in both the short and long terms.
The data of this research comes from reflections by student-teachers in each group obtained during
two workshops conducted by the researchers. The researchers conducted workshops right after the
practicum started and right before it ended. The workshops utilized the KPT (Keep, Problem, Try;
Amano, 2013) method. The steps were: 1) choose an issue students-teachers in each group want to
reflect upon and improve, 2) list things they have achieved and want to keep doing, 3) list problems
they have been struggling with, and 4) propose feasible ideas to improve teaching regarding the issue
chosen based on steps 2 and 3. Their ideas from all the steps were written on sticky notes and shared
verbally. This research analyzed how student-teachers reflected on their team teaching during each step
as was recorded on the sticky notes.
The result from the workshop held right after the practicum began showed that student-teachers
concretely and objectively reflected on achievements and problems about their teaching; examples
include ‘Task sheets made students review well.’, ‘questions on task sheets are listed based on
difficulty.’, ‘Listening should be more weighed in class.’, ‘Task sheets do not align with its goal for
application.’, and so on. They also proposed feasible ideas to try soon thereafter for improvement. On
the other hand, they had difficulty coming up with some ideas related to the problems, which implied
that problems should be organized, and that the priority for solving them should be well thought out in
step 3 before exploring solutions in step 4. The presentation will include the results from the workshop
held right before the practicum ended and give implications to help improve the tool and workshop
framework for collaborative reflection upon team teaching.
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θ¯9ͪöХ٣ڂيكӸ͙Ǔۏڽې٦
ѶՍƼĺɆ̯֨ۄۍڗۑڻ
Naoe KAWAKAMI (̎Ưθ¯ǲȔĺ,·ǭ)ؾڦۓڢ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗθ¯9ͪöХ٣͐٘يӸ͙Ǔۏڽې٦ѶՍƼĺɆ̯֨ۤjۗĺɆ̯֨ۑڻۥ
ۄۍڗ٦ָʕɻ٣έْڭؾژۓډڂЇȁָۗڀلʕɻ٦ѣ̮ۛڡؾڰۛڠڱڊڬې٣ǠȦچpٌۘڂق
ٵڃٟ٦ĺɆ̯֨٦ɳͥԪǱٻǠȦ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯̵چʃ٠ِ٘ʃ͙ǓۛӸ͙Ǔ٦θ¯¯ӵٟ٦ٹ
٦ۗʃ͙Ǔɻچέ˧٠ِ٘θ¯9ٟ٦ٹ٦مΧͪۗوɻ٣ٜـٞ٧ۄۍۉڔێڒ٦͐Żٻĺ,ɳʛ
مϯ̅٠٢ۗځƹɻ٧ĺ,ɳʛمϯ̅٠٢ٛٞۘڂـ/ۗՍۄۍڗۑڻ٦فٿ٣θ¯9ٟӸ͙Ǔ٠
ِٞ͐ٹ٘ڃڀي٦٣ٜـٞ٧ځٵؿԪǱم٢ۗ٘ٵۘـŏѽѶՍ٦θ¯9ٟ٧م̵¯׆Χوȕِ͇
ٞۗمڂـՍۄۍڗۑڻ٦Χָٹوʕɻ̵¯׆ٹٟۘڂؿՍɝچםВ̵ِۗ¯׆ٜځٵѶՍƼӆԦƼ
ɻۤjӆԦƼɻۥ٣٠ٛٞ٦ĺɆ̯֨ۄۍڗۑڻ٦ȕځ٣ٜـٞٹǠȦچpٌڂق٠مٟن
ۘفٿ
2015~16 ѽф٣Սָچۄۍڗۑڻʕِٞ 2016 ѽф٣ʕ ِ٘17 թچέ˧٣ۗ2017 ѽ 11 Ɖ٣ɲ
սɓ٣ڂٿЇȁۤͦξۛɨ֑Ăʲچۥǣۗـ9 թڀلяچѡٖ٘ۘ٦ϯָۗڀلʕɻ٦ѣϾ٠ڊڬې
چڡؾڰۛڠڱɦْǩչچϯ̅٣ԁ̈́٠ǠȦچǣۘفɨ֑Ăʲ٦ԁ̈́٣Þِٞ٧ۗSCATۤSteps for
Coding and TheorizationچۥȺْ֤ۘڂՍۄۍڗۑڻ٦ָʕɻ٧ۗӆԦƼɻمΧۤو77.7۹ۗۥѶՍ
Ƽ¯٦¯ʛŸƟ٦´ǭمǫۤـ55.5۹ۗمۥѶՍƼĺ,٣Þِٞ٧¯ڇٙŸƟ٧ː٢لٛ٘
ۤ33.3۹ۄۍڗۑڻۘۥ٦ָʕֻ֑٧ۗۮθ¯9ٟ٦͙վ̮ۮٻۯѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ِٞ٦ɖзۯ٣Þڂڅ
ֻ֑مΧوƙۮۗڃڀѶՍƼĺɆɇՀ֮ˎمۯЫ٢ñՀٻʓ˽٦٘ٸ٦ɳַЫֻ֑ٹäٸٞ 7 ´ؿ
ٛ٘ۘۄۍڗۑڻٟ̑٣ٜו҄٘يٟ٧ۗۮѶՍƼĺʍ٣ÞْڂϟɬۮۯґŶϟɬمۯȈٹǫۗوɣـ
ٟۮέ¯ʛɻ͙ۮۯו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښվ̮ۛĎۛ˳ѼۮۯѶՍƼۛƦƼٯ٦KـË©ۯ٠٢ۗځϟ
ɬٯ٦´ǭمǫوɳͥЫ٢¶֤ۛ]֤ו٦ͦξ٦´ǭمКلٛ٘ۘՍۄۍڗۑڻٟ٦ŸƟِل¶چ
ٞ´ڂـǭ٧ 77.7%٠ǫلٛ٘ۘƞȕЫۛ͠ȕЫڡؾڰ٠ِ͙ٞۗվЫ٣ѶՍƼĺ,٣ٜـٞ¯٫
ѶՍƼĺɆ٠٢ـ٘ځ٠فـɇǇۄۍڗۑڻځؿمʕƹɳȔ٣ѶՍƼĺ,٣ÞڅٛٞڂـɻمΧ
ٌـ٠ځٿۗڀلɳͥЫ٢ۄۍڗۑڻٟڂؿӐ֦ڂؿم٠Ǡۘڂق
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Japanese Language Teacher Training Program in a
Graduate SchoolۜFocusing on Trainee’s Qualities,
Readiness and Needs

Naoe KAWAKAMI (̎Ưθ¯ǲȔĺ,·ǭ)ؾڦۓڢ

I conducted a questionnaire survey on the Japanese language teacher minor training program in a
graduate school to the former trainees of this program. This study aims to analysis the trainee’s qualities,
readiness and needs using the parts of the result of the questionnaire. Regarding the qualities and
readiness of trainee’s, it was found that the non–native Japanese speakers are majority among the
trainees (77.7%). Although a small number of the trainees have an experiences studying Japanese
language education (33.3%), but half of the trainees have studied Japanese linguistic (55.5%). As the
reason of the taking this program, the result of the survey shows that trainee except to acquire a
specialization and have the interest based on the experience studying Japanese. Especially, about 70۹
trainees hope to be engaged in the Japanese language education. Regarding the acquisition through the
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program, “Knowledge of teaching Japanese” and “knowledge of the back ground” are most chosen
alternatives, followed by “the communication skill to the learners”, “specialization/meaning/passion”
and “sharp sense of language”. This result shows that this program provide them a curriculum to acquire
the knowledge about Japanese language education. However, the less chance to develop the applied
skill. After finishing this program, 77.7% of the trainees use the knowledge or skills that they acquired
through this program. In conclusion, this study suggests that further direction of this program will be to
provide more practical curriculum.
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ѶՍƼĺɆ٦͙վ̮چսـЋْ
―͙ۮվ̮٦Ȯ/άٹچۯۏڬۆ٠٣―

Noriaki FURUYA (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)
Makiko KOGA (1йθ¯)
Xuejiao SUN (1йθ¯θ¯9ѶՍƼĺ,ƗģuҜɀХ)
Minae OBATA (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)
Chihiro TSUZAKI (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)
Yoko TATEOKA (1йθ¯)

ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,ڮۏؾڊڹم٦¯ٟۗ˪ڂؿѶՍƼĺɆ٦͙վ̮چďڂْȔ٣٧ۗ
ֻѾ٠ڮۏؾڊڹ٠Ա٠فـȮɻ٦Þũچսنٰفٟ٧٢لـ٠فـսκФĄچǣٖۘف٦قفٟۗ
̈٘٢ѶՍƼĺɆ٦͙վ̮٦Ͷٶٟ͙ۮڂؿվ̮٦Ȯ/άۤۯۏڬۆâbۗ2017ۥ٣ٹ٠ٝۗو
Χ֡٢ѶՍƼĺ,ɳͥ٦ԁ̈́چ٠ِۗكѶՍƼĺɆ٦͙վ̮چƔѓْۘڂ
͛ƹۗѶՍƼĺ,٦ڮۏؾڊڹ٧͓ٓق£θِٞڮۏؾڊڹۗ٘ٵۘ٘ن٦£θ٣٠ٹ٢¯ۗـʛɻ
ٹΧ֡kٌِٞۘ٘ن٦فٿ٢ڮۏؾڊڹ٦£θۛ¯ʛɻ٦Χ֡k٣٠ٹ٢ۗـѶՍƼĺɆ٦͙վ̮
٣ÞْڂďٹԖkِٞۘ٘نʥ֮٦ď٣ـك͙ٞۗվ̮٧ۗѶՍƼĺɆ٣Ӑ֦٢҄ו٦ڭڠێ٠
ِٞФɦَڃِٞۗلِۘ٘نŏѽۗƥ˰ٟɳͥچͶׂٶٞٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗѶՍƼĺɆ٦͙վ̮ڠێۗچ
ڭkٟفٿڂن٢ƫОЫ٢҄ו٠ِٟٞ٧٢ڠڢۑڻځٿۗوЫۗلٜљΰЫ٢Ͷٶ٠ِٞΖٰڂق
نٟڂؿ٠فـďٹƙفٿڂڃڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
âbۤ2017ۥ٧ۗۮѶՍƼĺɆ٦͙վ̮٠٧ۗɨ̑٦ֻۮѾۤѶՍƼĺ,Ùٵُٵَچۯۥ٢Աچ
ǋӤِٞۤڮۏؾڊڹۮĺ,ƥ˰ۯۥٟɳƥٌٟڂن٠ۤۯp.62ۥ٠ОĎِٖٞۘڂـ٦قفٟ͙ۗվ̮٧
ֻۮѾ٠ڮۏؾڊڹ٠ٖ٦Ý٣̵ڂڃٵԱ٦Ȯɻ٧Ȯ/άٟǠٹنٰڂق٦ۤۯp.63ۥ٠فـǠق
٣ٹ٠͙ٝۮوվ̮٦Ȯ/άچۯۏڬۆФِٞۘڂـҨӘɻڀ٧ۗâbۤ2017ۥ٣͙ڂيكվ̮٦
ОĎ٣ٹ٠ٝۗنΧ֡٢ڮۏؾڊڹ٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,Ù٦ɳƥ٣ÞِۗŘάЫ٢Ɣѓچǣٛ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗԅƖۤ۰ѶՍƼĺ,۱101ۢ167 ǬۥЇȁ٣ٹ٠ٝۗنΧ֡٢ڮۏؾڊڹ٣ڂيكѶՍ
Ƽĺ,ɳͥ٦ɝ͙ۮچםվ̮٦Ȯ/άۯۏڬۆ٣ؿٞ٧ۗٸ١٦فٿ٢ڮۏؾڊڹٟ١٦فٿ٢ֻ
Ѿ٣ٹ٠ٝن١٦فٿ٢Աٶ̵مʰَڃٞچل٘نԁْ̈́ۗ٘ٵۘڂԁ̈́Ƈwٹچ٠٣ۗȯpɻ٦
۠٠٠ٹ٣ۗ١٦فٿ٢ڮۏؾڊڹٟ١٦فٿ٢ֻѾ٣ٹ٠ٝن١٦فٿ٢Աٶ̵چʰِٞچل٘ن
˟Ȧِۗĳ֏ٌْڂ٠چ٠͙ۮِۗكվ̮٦Ȯ/άۯۏڬۆ٦֏֤̮٠Ωэ̮چƔѓْۘڂ
۷ȯǠԅƖ۸
âb֢Ʉۤ2017ۮۥ۰ѶՍƼĺɆ٦͙վ̮۱چǠڂق٣٘ؿٛٞ―͙վ̮٦Ȯ/άۯ―ۏڬۆ
ۤۮۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۛۏڱڵѶՍƼĺɆ٦͙վ̮چǠۥۯڂق۰ι 13 ĴјɳͥƗģۺuƗԪǱ
֘ǝʡ۱62-63.
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Reconsideration the Specialty of Japanese Language
Teachers : Based on the Trinity Model of Specialty

Noriaki FURUYA (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)
Makiko KOGA (1йθ¯)
Xuejiao SUN (1йθ¯θ¯9ѶՍƼĺ,ƗģuҜɀХ)
Minae OBATA (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)
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Chihiro TSUZAKI (1йθ¯θ¯9̵)
Yoko TATEOKA (1йθ¯)
In this presentation, we pose that since Japanese language education is the field study when
discussing the specialty of the Japanese language teacher, we should ask the relationship between the
philosophy, field, and method. In addition, we examine the specialty of Japanese language teachers
through the analysis of diverse Japanese language education practices based on the "trinity model of
specialty" (Tateoka, 2017) which is the framework of the new Japanese teacher's specialty.
After the WW2, the field of Japanese language education has been constantly expanding. And
learners of Japanese language have also diversified with the expansion of the field. With such expansion
of fields and diversification of learners, discussions on the specialty of Japanese language teachers have
also changed. In the conventional discussion, the specialty of Japanese language teachers has been
presented as a list of necessary skills for Japanese language teachers. However, in recent years, in order
to assemble practices at the site, arguing that the specialty of Japanese language teachers should be
regarded as a more processable and dynamic framework rather than as a fixed ability to list them It
became to be seen.
Tateoka (2017) says, "The specialty of Japanese language teacher is to be able to realize his / her
philosophy(view of Japanese language education) by various methods in the various field (education
site) " (p.62).In addition, Tateoka (2017) is proposing "trinity model of Specialty" based on the idea
that specialty is "the philosophy, the field and the method born during that are three things to think
about in a trinity" (p.63). Based on the definition of specialty at Tateoka (2017), the presenters
conducted concrete studies on the realization of the view of Japanese language education in various
fields. In this presentation, based on the survey of the literature ("Nihongo Kyōiku" 101 to 167), we
apply cases of Japanese language education practice in various fields to "trinity model of specialty",
and what kind of philosophy we analyze what method has been created based on. Also, based on the
analysis results, we will reflect and share with the participants what kind of field, what kind of method
has been created based on what philosophy. Through those activities, we will examine the usefulness
and validity of 'trinity model of specialty'.
References
Tateoka, Yoko (2017) "When thinking about 'the specialty of Japanese language teachers': the trinity
model of specialty" panel discussion" Thinking about the specialty of Japanese language teachers ")"
Proceedings of the 13th the Society for Research on Collaboration in Language Learning & the Science
Research Report meeting "62-63.
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ѶՍƼɻمѶՍƼӆԦƼɻچɬِ٘
ˀنÍچقВِٞѡ¯ڂ٫٣ٜـٞ٦ǠȦ
Miki y. ITO (ՆѠĺ,θ¯ңáǕ)
Keisuke TAKAHASHI (ՆѠĺ,θ¯ңáǕ)
Kei ITO (ǂׂ٧ٌٙٞա֮θ¯)
Taku OKUNO (ǂׂ٧ٌٙٞա֮θ¯)
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍƼԦƼɻٟڂؿѶՍ٦¯̵ۗمѶՍƼӆԦƼɻچɬِ٘ـَِٻѶՍ
Ƽٯ٦ˀنÍچقВِٞѡ¯ڂ٫٣ٜـٞǠȦْۘڂՍƗģ٧ۗǷƹۗ/ҵ٦ѶՍƼԦƼɻم
ǲ̖چɬِ٘ـَِٻѶՍƼюٯ٦ˀنÍٻقƦـÍچقǣفɢ٣Ӑ֦٠َ˳ڂڃԪٿك٫ʆԱ
چիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչɉِٞۘڂـŏѽۗـَِٻѶՍƼ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗǲ̖ƾɀ٦έɊSۗ
ѽːɻѶՍƼĺ,ۗփʽ٦Άǆέ]٠ـٛ٘Χ֡٢˰ձٟ٦Ɨģْمٟ٣ǣڃڅٞ(ڂـΦԘ
2013)ۘـَِٻѶՍƼٯ٦ˀنÍٻقƦـÍق٣ÞْڂƗģمŏѽ̶ڇ٣ٌك٢ڃڅٞۗمڂـѶ
ՍƼĺ,٣ʥɝِ٢ـ/ҵ٦ѶՍƼԦƼɻـَِٻمѶՍƼٯ٦ˀنÍٻقƦـÍ٘ڂْچق
ٸ٦ʆԱ٦ҨمӐ֦٠َڃٞۘڂـՍƗģ٧ۗѶՍ٦θ¯̵٣ڂٿǲ̖Ùǁĕچɬِ٘ˀن
ÍچقВِ٘¯٫٣ʄځͶٷзمѣϾٟۘڂؿՍƗģٟ٧ѶՍƼĺ4̯֨ۄۍڗۑڻuչָچʕِ
٘¯̵٦فٚۗuչʚƹڭږڎڟۑڻٹʍņюٟңáېڋڥڠڈڹڭێю٦קȽ֤͒бɦԀ٦ˀ
نÍچقǣٛ٘¯̵ 4 թ٣ڂٿˀنÍچڦؾڬقʃ٢ԁ̈́έ˧٠ْۘڂњˀنÍڦؾڬق٧ 2016 ѽ
4 Ɖ ڀل2017 ѽ 8 Ɖ٣يلٞʐʡِ٘ۘۗ٘ٵˀنÍچقǣٛ٘¯̵ 4 թ٣έِٞ٧چؾۉڷڦۓڋ
ɳɋِ٘ۘؾۉڷڦۓڋ٧ۗ2017 ѽ 9 Ɖ ڀل11 Ɖ٣يلٞǣٛ٘ۘ¯̵٧ۗˀنÍچقВِٞΧو٦
ٌ٠ڇ¯چٌٙ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘíՍЫ٣٧ˀنÍۏډۉڰۂق٣ʥـٜٜۮۗٹ/ԅچϒِ٘و
٠͒ٻنիچp٘ق٠ن٣ۗׄمڃс͌ڃ٢فٿـ٣ûچٜۯ٘ي٠٦яفٿڂلڅٹڀل٣ۗڰۂ
چۏډۉЈ٘قғمׇƙۘ٘ڃڀѣ٣ۗʌ̑ԅچӅْٸ٘ڂ٣֤ٵُٵَ٘ڃڀـ٢Әƥ"ۗٻ٢
ڂɖзڀلɝΰچΖقЋٌْ٠٣ٿ̵ٛٞ٘ڃٵˀنÍق٧ۗۏډۉڰۂٹڃٓـ٣٧٢ٹـ٦ٟؿ
ۗځˀنÍق٦ŸƟچВِٞ¯̵̯مЉٌِ٘٠چɦْ̯wٟڀَۘڂؿ٣ۗˀنÍ¶قљٟ٦¯٫چ
ْٟ٣ɳɺِٟلـٞۮۘ٘ـٹ̵¯٘ـǲ٦̖٠ڂْځٰٺِكɢ٣فٿڂٔوْٻځلڅ٣
٢ْٛ٘ۘۮۯɢ٣иلڂڅ١لفǠفٿڂق٣٢ٛ٘ۘۯю٦яؾۉڷڦۓڋمٟѡٌۘ٘ڃڀ٦ڬ
ٹچڦؾ٠٣ۗ/ҵ٦ԦƼɻځٿمûż٣ـَِٻѶՍƼچȺٌـ٢ْ٘ٸ٦ʆԱچҨٌْڂ٠
مǷƹ٦κٟۘڂؿ
(ȯǠԅƖۜǃ֖ۛږڠۓیڋԘ(2013)۰ـَِٻѶՍƼ٧mچչɉْل۱)
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An Examination of What Japanese Native Speakers
Can Learn from Paraphrasing Activities Carried Out
for Non-Native Japanese Speakers

Miki y. ITO (ՆѠĺ,θ¯ңáǕ)
Keisuke TAKAHASHI (ՆѠĺ,θ¯ңáǕ)
Kei ITO (ǂׂ٧ٌٙٞա֮θ¯)
Taku OKUNO (ǂׂ٧ٌٙٞա֮θ¯)

This research examines what Japanese native speakers can learn from paraphrasing activities
carried out for non-native Japanese speakers. The final goal of this study is to obtain required
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information and some possible approaches so that native speakers of Japanese in Japan will be able to
paraphrase Japanese into easy Japanese as needed.
In recent years, relevant research has explored the application of the concept of easy-Japanese in
social fields, for example, supporting international caregiver candidates in Japan, supporting children
whose first language is other than Japanese in the Japanese school context, and as an alternative
solution for improving services at windows in public city halls. (Iori 2013). On the other hand,
explicit systems for Japanese native speakers to utilize easy Japanese have not been implemented.
Observing how students whose first language is Japanese paraphrase Japanese for non-native
Japanese speakers in sightseeing contexts is one of the characteristics of this research, which has
possibilities for aiding the implementation of such systems to facilitate communication between
Japanese native speakers and non-native Japanese speakers.
The data primarily used for the analysis of this research were based on four Japanese language
teaching program students’ paraphrasing of detailed commentaries of Hakodate’s history displayed on
advertising pillars around the city. The four students were also asked to take part in follow-up
interviews regarding this activity, and this data were included in the analysis, too.
The findings of this study indicate that the students learned various things through the paraphrasing
activities. While the students followed the provided guides for paraphrasing, they had to employ
creative paraphrasing in order to stay close to the meaning of the originals. For instance, one student
answered that she put priority on maintaining the flow of the discourse even when she made the
sentences shorter and when she added additional explanations in the easy-Japanese version. Another
example was that they came up with various creative ways to make passive sentences into active ones.
Yet another was in the way that they preferred to focus on different aspects of the basic entities and/or
events than just following the provided manuals.
These points show that these paraphrasing activities can work effectively as one of the learning
activities for students enrolled in the Japanese language teacher training program. Furthermore, it
should also be noted that some students have applied what they learned in their everyday social world
to improve their communication. One student said that she currently utilized her experience when she
communicates with international people in Japan. Another student said that this experience changed
her communicating attitude so that now she thinks more than before as to whether the listener
comprehends what she is saying. Based on the results of this study, future research will focus on
developing a system so that general Japanese native speakers in Japan can use paraphrasing activities
more freely to communicate with Japanese non-native speakers.
Reference:
Iori, I., and I. Y. Ed. What does Easy-Japanese Pursue? (yasashii nihongo wa nani o mezasu ka) (in
Japanese). Koko Press. 2013.
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ۓڸێڊڹ٦ϯюĺ,ѶՍƼĺɆ٦
ѶՍƼʛѡ٠ٖ٦љùٝي
Chika SHINTANI (ǲȔƿׄíŐۍڰۂѶՍԅk)ؾڦۓڢ
bernadette HIEIDA (DE LA SALLE UNIVERSITY MANILA)
ۓڸێڊڹٟ٧ 2009 ѽфڀلǂׂϯюĺ,ùÞ٣ڂيكǲƼͦξuչ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺ,م
Ɂَۗڃƥȕ 37 Ǖٟɳɋَڃٞۓڸێڊڹۘڂـ٦ϯюĺ,ۏڽې٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٣ٜـٞۗۥ۽Ѷ
ՍƼĺ,͙چǓٟڂنθ¯م٢وΦĺu٦ĺɆچѶՍƼ٦ĺɆ٣ْڂӐ֦ۥ۾ۗڂؿمƗʕچʌي
ڂĺɆ٧ΧموՍ̖٦ɇ٠٧Þũ٢¯وǕѫٟͦ٨ڃٞٲۥۿۗڂـ٠ڇ١٦ĺɆ٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛ
ŸƟم٢¯ۗٸ٘ـʛɁە۾ڀلƉٲ١ٟĺقɁٌڂٸ٠٣٢ۗڂ٠فـΦǲ٠٧"٢ۿڂٜ٦ѣϾ
ۘڂؿمĺϘ٣ׂٚɁٸٞۿٹڀلѽÝƗʕمΝٖۗن٦ƹ٧ѽ۾٦ؾگۃڢ٦ٶ٠٢ۘڂĺɆ٧ј
ن٢¯ڀمʛچΝٌڂي٠٣٢ۄۍڗۑڻۗٸ٘ڂɁ ڀل9 ѽمŸِ٘ƥȕٟٹĺɆ٦ѶՍƼ҄
ו٧ N5 ـڂؿ٧ٖڃj٣ٵ׆ٛٞۘڂـƥȕۗĺ,˟ٟ٧ۄۍۉڔێڒЦؾږڠڋڳډڰڞٻ
ۏٟ٦ǥʷӉڃڀٸ̓مٞٵڃٌۗځكٟ˪٣ĺɆ٦ѶՍƼمוğ˵ڂڃڀٸļ٠٢ٛٞـ
ٌٖۘڂٟۗՍƗģٟ٧ۓڸێڊڹ٦ϯюĺ,ѶՍƼĺɆ 38 թ٣چڭؾژۓډɳɋِۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ
˵ļٻљùٝي٣ٜـٞЇȁِ٘ۘЇȁƇw٣ڂٿ٠ۗ/Ѷэ٘ځ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɢÝ٧۽ɢÝա՞
٠яِ٘ĺɆم/ҹΧ و14 թۗ1 ɢÝۗ2 ɢÝۗ3 ɢÝ˪٠яِ٘ɻ٧ٖ ڃٗڃ8 թٜٟٓۗ
ȈٹΧـĺɆ٧۽ʟÝ٣ 10 ɢÝٟؿٛ٘ۘJLPT ٦ʌƟڂؿمק٠яِ٘٦٧ 21 թٟͮά٦
55۹ٟ¯ۘڂؿʛ٦Ա٧مڭکڱؾڦۓڋٻێڻډȈٹΧ¯ۗوʛˀمΝٵڃٌۘ٘ـٟ٦¯ʛչЫ
٧ۗۮѶՍԅkٯ٦ŀՠÞ̅ۮۗۯѶՍ̖٠٦ۯۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښю٦ѫҨЫљùٝي٠̵ۗۮо٦٘
ۮۗۯٸǲȔ̮٣ʘٟ٘ĺɆ٣٢ۯٸ٘ڂю٦ҨЫљùٝي٦مƙۘ٘ڃڀ/ٟۗǷƹ٦Ѷ
ՍƼ¯ʛ٦љùٝي٠٢֦ڂ5٠ِٞ٧ۗ47%٦ĺɆمչЫ٠њّٟؿٖٛ٘ۗم٦Φ٣ۮѶՍٟј
˕ۮۗۯـ٘نĥۛ˕̓ۯڭڋڴۏډۮۯ٢١٦ίŜձ٣Þْٹڂ٦ؿمٛ٘ۘƥȕۗѶՍƼچĺٌڂق٠
٣έْڂԪʠ٧٢ۗوѶՍƼٻѶՍԅk٣έْڂŀՠ٧ٹڂؿ٦٦ίŜ٣Ӣ՞چËّٞڂـĺɆم
Χٌـ٠˪ۘڂقملفٹ٦ƇwۗڀلĺɆ٣٢ٛ٘نٛيل٧ņէժלٟؿٛٞۗٹƗʕٻĺɆ
ŸƟچВِٞѫҨЫљùٝڃٵ̵ميٞۗمڂـ¢ɨ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦ɲ٠مדʤԁٟ٧٢ٌـ٠
مѶՍƼו٦́٫ҁٷơ5٣٢ٛٞڂـ٠ɈۘڂڃڅǷƹ٦Ɨʕѫ֝٦ƙЋِ٠¯ʛڠؾڤێ٦Ф
ıمӐ֦ٟۘڂؿ
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Teacher’s motivating factors as tool to level up
Japanese proficiency -A case study of High School
Japanese Teachers in the Philippines-

Chika SHINTANI (ǲȔƿׄíŐۍڰۂѶՍԅk)ؾڦۓڢ
bernadette HIEIDA (DE LA SALLE UNIVERSITY MANILA)

In the Philippines, Japanese language education started as an elective subject under Special
Program for Foreign Language since 2009. Currently, it is being implemented in 37 schools. Unlike
other countries, there are three different characteristics of a Japanese language teacher in secondary
education which are as follows: 1. Since there are no universities offering Japanese language course,
teachers from other subjects are assigned to teach Japanese language; 2. Most of these teachers are
being selected by their schools regardless of their preference or will; 3. Since most of the teachers
have no learning experience of Japanese language, they categorically become Japanese language
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teachers after their intensive two months training. These teachers still need to complete the three year
teacher training program after they started teaching, followed by seminars held twice a year. Since
these teachers still have to study while working, their Japanese language proficiency remained at N5
level, after 9 years, since they started to participate in this program. Currently, there have been major
revisions of high school curriculum in preparation to include Japanese language program in Senior
High School by the Department of Education. This change requires higher Japanese language
proficiency for teachers. Based on the above-mentioned factors, the researchers conducted a survey to
38 teachers of Japanese language in secondary education to evaluate the motivating factors of teachers
in their Japanese language study. The result of the survey reveals the study time spent by teachers a
day. Majority of the teachers study less than an hour a day, while, there are 8 teachers who spent one
hour, another 8 teachers who spent two hours, and another 8 teachers who can spend three hours a day
in studying. The longest time allotted to study is 10 hours a week. There are 21 teachers who have
taken JLPT, which is equal to 55% of total respondents. The most common adopted study method is
using apps or internet, followed by the use of textbooks. Their purpose of study also shows both
internal and external factors. Internal factors includes one’s personal motivating factors such as
interest in Japanese culture, communication with native Japanese speaker. While external factors
pertains to their career motivating factors such as teaching for the sake of students and to be more
globally competitive teacher. Furthermore, 47% of the total respondents answered that their
motivating factors in continuing the program is their initial motivating factors which is mostly their
interest in Japan and its culture and language. However, external factors were also developed, which
is more economic related issues, such as to work in Japan, salary increase or promotion, or to engage
in part-time job. Initial data of this survey showed that majority of the teachers are not satisfied with
their current compensation, because they feel that their extra effort in learning and teaching another
subject aside from their own specialization, are not remunerated with additional incentives, despite of
their interest in Japanese language and culture. Furthermore, the survey also reveals that there has
been personal motivation factors developed through the training and teaching experience regardless if
it was initially an administrative order. However, the poor proficiency in Japanese language is
seemingly due to lack of learning quality and experience. Therefore, review of the future training
curriculum and provision of learning resources are necessary for this program.
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ѶՍƼ<¯׀ʛ٦٘ٸ٦i̹ںڋڒؾډǖϨ
Ryoko HAYASHI (̎Ưθ¯)
Kazuhiro ISOMURA (ǲȔƿׄíŐ)
Shin ABE (ыİǲƼθ¯)
Motoko UEYAMA (ۇڰؾۑۀθ¯)
Kumi KANAMURA (թƩdŸȍθ¯)
Tomoko SHIBATA (ۓڭڠۓێڻθ¯)
Chieko NAKAGAWA
Aaron lee ALBIN (̎Ưθ¯)
Hiroaki HATANO (ǲȔƿׄíŐѶՍƼǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ
Nobuaki MINEMATSU (ыİθ¯)
Natsuya YOSHIDA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Makiko MATSUDA (Őπθ¯)
ǲѫ٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمѶՍƼٟڂْچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښùمΎقٜٜڂؿϯۗǄw
Ы٢i̹ɉќԱچƗģۛ¨ׂۛӫĚِۗi̹ĺ,ĺȖۛ¯ʛɊSۏؾڪ٦Ҩچǣ٢ٌٛٞوـ٠٧ۗ
ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكʪ֦٢κٟۗځؿĞէٟڂؿ٠Ʀۘڂق
ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمиـْٻځڅɨͭ٢ѶՍƼ٦Ҩiچʛѡْٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗؾڱڭۓڋٻڭۓڢږډ
ۓۋڞ٠ـٛ٘<م׀ʪٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠مɉЩَڃٖٞۘڂـ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗƼڭۓڢږډ٦ĺ,ٙيٟ٧
٢ڃٗڃٖۗو٦Ƽۗمԅ٣ـكٞ١٦فٿ٣ɳƥَلڂڃ٠ـٛ٘ԅۏڽېٟ٦ƗģمӐ֦٠٢ۘڂ
ՍҨӘٟԪǱْڭږڎڟۑڻڂ٧ۗԅͮά٦<׀٣Þِ̩ٞۗ٦֡۠٢ƦƼچԦƼ٠ْڂѶՍ
Ƽ¯ʛɻ٦i̹چڦؾڬ¢ǲځٿڀلθāճ٣ʐʡِۗƗģٹڂٸ̓چ٦ٟۘڂؿɳƥمѱِـ٠َ
ڃٞ׀<ڂـЫѣϾچϯ̅٣ۗ_ϚЫۛʩϚЫ٣θāճ٣ʐʡِۗĳВْڂսκзٻԦƼԓ٦ս
κзچիلڀ٣ْڃٖۘڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗ¯ʛɻi̹٦ԦƼԓۗi̹ѣϾԓ٦ چںڋڒؾډWEB ˪٣ǖ
Ϩِۗˎ֮٣٘څ̩ٛٞ٦١ٌڀلٟۗڠڢږډٹȯ˞q҄٢˵ΰ٣ْڃٌۘڂ٣ٿٛٞۗѶՍƼi
̹ĺ,٦ƗģۛҨ٦٘ٸ٣ۗˎ֮٣пٛٞĪځʽ٠٢چۄؾڐڹڭکۍڻڂФıْۘڂ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗэɛ٦ѶՍƼi̹ĺ,٣ڂيكĎٻŘάЫ٢¶֤Աچˣْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗډ
ںڋڒؾǖϨ٦ι/ԡ٠ِٞ֘ӉЫ٣ǣٛ٘ڦؾڬʐʡ٦֦٠ٌۗچڃԁِ̈́٘Ƈw٣ٜـٞۗԪ
Ǳچǣ¯ۘفʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ<׀ʛѡ٦Ǹѱз٠ِٞ 1)čսԅۗۓۋڞؾڱڭۓڋ2)ڐڹۤڠۓڱۃۑڻ
ۗۥڠڒؾ3)ۗڻکګڠۓڍڧۤڮۓېڭۓڍڧԅ՚jǨۗۥ4)ѐƼЫؚՔԅۗ5)Ë˳i̹ۗ6)ը̹ki٦
6 з٣ϮչِٖۗڃٗڃĳВږڠڦԅٵڃٌِ֤ۘ٘چٟ٣ۗϯǲƼۗډڞۑƼۗàǲƼۗډێڦڋƼ
چԦƼ٠ْڂɻ٦ʐم״ǣ֘ۘ٘ڃڅӉɳƟ٣ـكٞ٧ْٰۗٞ٦ɻ٣ـكٞ˪Ă٦<׀ѣ
Ͼ̵̯٣Ǹѱٌڂ̵ٓچ٠مƙقםۘ٘ڃڀ٨όƼόѦٟ٧Ь͌٣Ҩiِ٘Ƽمڭۓڢږډԅ٣ك
ـٞ٧Ӣɨͭ٢<׀٣٢ِٛٞٵؚٛ٘ٻڠۓڱۃۑڻۗځՔԅ٦ŕԓ٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠
٧"٢ڂɳƥ٦ȸڂْځ٘ـ֤چƥ˧¨مѺٟۘ٘نҨӘ٣ـكٞ٧ۗʃ٣ډێڦڋƼɻ٦ؾڬ
ڦ٣ٜـٞŘάЫ٣ɦِۗΦ٦ƦƼ٦ɻ٠٦Ӂ«ِ٢ڀمԪǱْۘڂ
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Development of Sound Archives for Learning
Japanese Prosody

Ryoko HAYASHI (̎Ưθ¯)
Kazuhiro ISOMURA (ǲȔƿׄíŐ)
Shin ABE (ыİǲƼθ¯)
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Motoko UEYAMA (ۇڰؾۑۀθ¯)
Kumi KANAMURA (թƩdŸȍθ¯)
Tomoko SHIBATA (ۓڭڠۓێڻθ¯)
Chieko NAKAGAWA
Aaron lee ALBIN (̎Ưθ¯)
Hiroaki HATANO (ǲȔƿׄíŐѶՍƼǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ
Nobuaki MINEMATSU (ыİθ¯)
Natsuya YOSHIDA (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ)
Makiko MATSUDA (Őπθ¯)
Opportunities for Japanese learners to communicate in Japanese are ever-increasing, both inside
Japan and abroad. As such, an important task for the teaching of Japanese is to research, establish, and
disseminate effective methods for pronunciation teaching, as well as to continue developing
pronunciation teaching materials and learning support tools. Indeed, the need for such resources is quite
urgent.
In particular, it has been pointed out that prosody (e.g., pitch accent and intonation) is important in
order for Japanese learners to acquire natural Japanese pronunciation for fluid communication. Toward
that end, the teaching of word accent alone is insufficient, and research at the sentence level (i.e., how
each word is realized in a sentence) is also necessary.
The project reported on in this presentation involves the large-scale collection of speech data relating
to sentence-level prosody from several countries, representing Japanese learners with various languages
of the world as their native languages. With special emphasis on prosodic features that are considered
difficult to realize, data are being collected on a large scale, both cross-sectionally and longitudinally,
in order to clarify both problems specific to certain native languages as well as problems shared in
common. At the same time, an online archive of this learner speech, organized by native language and
phonetic feature, is being constructed. In the near future, it will be possible to access and consult this
resource from anywhere in the world. The resulting platform will be offered as a cornerstone for future
research and development on Japanese pronunciation teaching.
This presentation introduces the significance of these materials for Japanese pronunciation teaching,
provides examples of specific ways to make use of them, gives an overview of the data collection
conducted preliminarily as a first step toward the construction of the archive, and reports on the results
of having analyzed these pilot data. Materials were prepared for each of the following six areas of
difficulty in learners' Japanese prosody acquisition: (1) the intonation of interrogative sentences, (2)
prominence/focus, (3) downtrends (i.e., downstep and declination), (4) syntactically ambiguous
sentences, (5) emotional speech, and (6) vowel devoicing. At present, recordings have been conducted
for speakers with Chinese, Russian, Korean, and Italian as native languages. In the pilot experiments,
it was observed that all learners have difficulties with the production of the above prosodic features.
For example, the pitch accent for a word may be pronounced appropriately for a word in isolation but
become prosodically unnatural in a sentence, or distinctions in prominence or ambiguous sentences
may be realized in ways that differ from Japanese native speakers. This presentation will show concrete
examples (mainly using data from Italian speakers) and report on a comparison of them with speakers
of other languages.
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¯ʛɻښېڹډi̹ڀل٦i<Ыƽځ٠
<׀Ыƽځ٦ɨљƔʰ
Takuya OZURU (ыİθ¯)
Nobuaki MINEMATSU (ыİθ¯)
Daisuke SAITO (ыİθ¯)
Mayumi SHIRAYORI (ʬѢθ¯)
٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞ٧ۙѶՍƼi̹٣˿ڂڃùۛ͵ȖۙمĺɱۙĺȖ٦ CDۙڭکڱ
˪٦ڪۓګۓښ٢١٣Ƨٌڂڃڀ٠مΧقםۙو٨ۙɨԁװمѧِ٘ـԅˡچĳВƼٟѧٸ٘ٷ٦ɉ
ќچʌڂڃڀيùمŉٸٞԸِۘـȈŏۙi̹ĺ,ۙѣ٣ۙ<׀ĺ,چĸו٣ɊSْ ڂweb ڹۓڋ
ۍٟۓڋۍۓڑڂؿѶՍƼڭۓڢږډɩЯۤOJADمۥҨَ˪ۙڃĂ٦ɉќمŉٸٞÖό٣ǣ٢ڂق
فٿ٣٢ِِٛ٘ۘل٢˪ۙڀمĂۍڹۓڋ٧װѧْچڭڠڔګڂĳВƼ٠ِٞѧٸ٘ٷ٣Ӑ֦ʤԁ٢
<׀Ыچڮڋړĺɦِٞ¯ۙمڂڃوʛɻ٦i̹٦ӢЬ͌٢{ʽچɉЩْڂù҄٧٢ۘـ
ѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰ٟ٧ۙۅڰډ٦ښېڹډθمӆ˲٣̖ûٌٟۘڂؿ٦˰ǭۙۤڹێڢҨْٰ̹ن
ۥڭڠڔګ٠ٖ٦iַ̹֤مq҄٢˵ļٟۙ¯ʛɻ٧ٖ٦i̹̍چɞِۙљ ٣њöَٔ٘ůٟi̹
ن̞چǵۘٷՍƗģٟ٧ۙۅڰډ٣Ƨۙٓڀљ ٯ٦ۤ¯ʛɻ٣ښېڹډۥڂٿi̹ٖۙچ٦كʆՍi̹
٠Ӂ«ِۙi̹٦i<ЫΓձۙĚ٫ۙ<׀ЫΓձۙڀلi̹م١ٌٟڃٓۮٞڂـ٦چۯلqɖkِ
ٞɉЩْڂċʱچǖϨِٞڂـ٦ٟٖۙ٦֡ɄچԪǱْۘڂ
¯ʛɻi̹٠كʆՍi̹چӁ«ْ˰ڂǭۙj٣ϴْڂӐ֦ۘڂؿمɻ٣̮ԓ٦'ۙـѽץ
٦'ڃؿمـ٨ۙi̹٦iłЫѣϾ٧θ"ون٢ڀڃٌۘڂӆƦƼЫ٢i̹ѣϾ٣Ełچʌٌڂي
٠٢ۙوҨچӁ«ْڂӐ֦ۅڰډۙ٘ٵۘڂؿم٣ζӘَڂڃӘƥוԶل٢i̹٠٢ڂ٠ٖۙڸۙٹٖٹ
ڨکϲʰٖ٦ٹ٦مϲʰچؾۍڏΧوäٌٷ٠٣٢ۘڂՍۍڹۓڋٟ٧ۙիɦЫ٣ڨکڸϲʰٌڂْچ
٠٢ۙوi̹٦چۓؾڦڵڨکڸӁ«ْڂċʱچǖϨِٞۘڂـѶՍٟ٧Ǎوќѷَڃٞڑۍڒڂـ
ژȋзċʱ٧ۙǫȬijٟҨَ̹٘ڃy̹٦چۓؾڦڵڨکڸȋзِٞۘڂـիɦЫ٣ڨکڸϲʰچ
ْڃ٨ۙϲʰمؾۍڏŉٸٞΧو٢ۙٸ٘ڂիɦЫ٣٧ڨکڸϲʰچǣ٢ٓڅȋзِٞۘڂـՍګڠڞ
ۄٟ٧ٌۙچڃҨӁ«٦٘ٸ٣ِב֤ٞـٞ֘ۘڂـӉɳƟ٦ƇwۙۏڬۆҨ̹٠ٖ̍چڃɞ٘
i̹٠چӁ«ْڂ٠ۙi<٦ٓۙڃҨ٦ɢÝǖΑۤۥۄڡێ٦ٓۙڃǔ٣٧̬ۙڨکڸƺ٦ٓمڃƔ
ʰٌٟڂن٠مɦَۘ٘ڃՍۄګڠڞ٧ƦƼӆΠ٢ċʱ٦ٶٟǖϨِٞڂـ٦ٟۙكʆՍi̹چ
JƼ٣ْڃ٨ۙJƼi̹ť٣ٖ٦ַ֤ٵٵٟڂنٙۘفڄ
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Automatic detection of phonemic and prosodic errors
from learners’ dubbing speech

Takuya OZURU (ыİθ¯)
Nobuaki MINEMATSU (ыİθ¯)
Daisuke SAITO (ыİθ¯)
Mayumi SHIRAYORI (ʬѢθ¯)

In Japanese language education outside of Japan, the chance of hearing Japanese speech is often
limited. Although they can hear it in class, from audio CDs of textbooks, and in internet contents, it is
very rare for learners to obtain sufficient and corrective instructions to read sentences aloud in Tokyo
Japanese. To solve this problem, Online Japanese Accent Dictionary (OJAD), which is a web system
supporting speech and prosody training, has been developed recently, and the above instructions have
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become very accessible with ease. With OJAD, however, it is still difficult for learners to obtain
corrective instructions on which words or segments in his/her utterances are produced with inadequate
prosodic and segmental control.
In Japanese language education, dubbing competitions for Japanese anime are very popular. In these
competitions, by using the voices of professional actors or actresses, learners imitate the speaking style
of an anime character and put their own voices on the character so that their voices and the lip motions
of the character work synchronously. The authors are developing a system that can compare a model
utterance and a learner’s imitative utterance and visualize which parts of the imitative utterance include
phonemic and prosodic gaps.
Technically speaking, comparison between an utterance and its imitative one is not easy. Suppose
that an imitative utterance is produced from a native speaker. In this case, a male speaker may imitate
a female character and acoustic differences due to age and gender are very inevitable. Purely acoustic
comparison between utterances will come to give instructions on how to “impersonate” the character
(copying all the acoustic aspects of the character) but speech training is not impersonation training.
Adequate comparison is possible by ignoring the above differences found in the utterances and focusing
only on similarities of the speaking style between a model speaker and a learner. Further, anime voices
are often very expressive and, in these cases, pitch extraction often cause extraction errors. Those errors
should be avoided to develop a educationally-reliable system. Being inspired from Karaoke-rating
systems, where musical notes and a singer’s voices are compared very reliably, we discussed a method
of comparing a model prosody and a learner’s prosody without explicit extraction of pitch. Preliminary
experiments on comparing two utterances showed that segments including phonemic errors, rhythmrelated errors, and pitch errors were detected successfully. Since our technical trials are made by using
language-independent techniques only, this system may be able to be applied to English speech dubbing
training.
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ϯǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ϯǲƼ٠ѶՍƼ٦
i͑ɡΝɢÝ٦ѣϾ -ԦƼ٦ѣϾِ֤٘¶چ
ѶՍƼ CV i͑٦Љَ٦ͫȠ٠ٖ٦Ǆw-

Mamoru FUJITA (ο˻θ¯ՆѠϒöθ¯)

Սǝٟ٧ۗɨͭ٢ѶՍƼҨ٦öʛѡُْٸچÙз¯ۗڀلʛɻ٦ԦƼ٦i͑٦Љَٹچ٠٣
ѶՍƼ٦íՍό CV i͑٦Љَ٦íʷچƔѓِ٘ۘԦƼ٦ϯǲƼ٦i͑٦Љَچíʷ٣ِ٘ĺ
ɦٟϯǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ЉْڂهѶՍƼ CV i͑٣ͫǄw¨مѺَ٘ڃзۗچɉќͪ٠ɉќ
ƹ٦Ҩچڦؾڬí٣Фɦْۘڂ
ҨɳƟ٧ʼĤ¯ʛɻ 6 թ٠ыİƼ٦ѶՍƼɻ 3 թچέ˧٠ِۗɳƟ 1 ¯مʛɻ٦ԦƼ٦
ϯǲƼۗɳƟ 2 ٧ѶՍƼɻ٠ɉќͪ٦¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼۗɳƟ 3 ٧ɉќƹ٦¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ٦
Ҩڃٗڃٖچٛ٘ۘҨԅ٧ϯǲƼ٠ѶՍƼ٠ٹ٣ԉ ٢ըՠƼըՠԅٟۘڂؿɳƟ 1 ٧
ϯǲƼ 4 i͑ۮ/ ma / ̫这ۯٟۘɳƟ 2ۤɉќͪۥ٠ɳƟ 3ۤɉќƹۥ٧ ѶՍƼ 6 i͑ۮ/ ma / ٧ٌ
ڃْٟۘۯ٠ِ٘ۘըՠƼ٦ƔОƼ/ma/٧ԅї٣ϥۗنԉڀ٢ۤڭۓڢږډϯǲƼ٧ι 1 ̹ۗѶՍƼ
٧ԉҰŭۥ٠ِ٘ۘi̹٧i̹ԁ̈́ ڭڹڤpraat ٟԟΠَۗڃӃƟɻŦԓ٣iٍ͑٠٦ԉŌɡΝɢÝ
ۤmsec.ۥюمƔȁƼۛͮάЉۛ1 i͑ځ٘ؿԓ٣ֻَ̱ۘ٘ڃʃ٣¨Ѻَ٘ڃз٧ɣ٦٠ځكٟۘڂؿ
¯ʛɻ٦ϯǲƼ CV i͑ۤɳƟ 1ۥ٧ 1 i͑ ځ٘ؿ293msec.ٟۗځؿԅ՚٦ż̹i͑ۯۮ٧
244msec.ٟȈٹϒٖۗول٦ͪ٦ӫВi͑ۮ这ۯ٠٦Ȁ٧ 72msec.ٟؿٛ٘ۘѶՍƼ٦ CV i͑ۤɳ
Ɵ 2ۥ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦مѶՍƼɻٹځٿք 2 ҔЉۗوϯǲƼ CV i͑٣כɞŪǇؿمٛ٘ۘ
ԦƼ٦Љَ٦ѣϾچí٣ѶՍƼ٦ CV i͑ ҇مٟڃن٨ۗҨ٦ӰϏżƣׄٻЁ̮٦Ǉ˪ٹ
öίَِ٘فٌۘڂڃзچչЫ٣ϯǲƼ٦ż̹i͑٦ѣϾچѶՍƼ CV i͑٦Љَ٦íʷ٠ِٞĺ
ɦِ٘ۘقם٨ۗѶՍƼ٦ۯۂۂۂۂۮۯۂۂۂۮۯۂۂۮۯۂۮ٠فـҨ٦˰ǭۗϯǲƼۮ这ۯ٦ۯۮ
ۯۮۯۮۯۮ٠فـҨفٿڂْچɉќِ٘ۘ
ɳƟ 3 ٦Ƈw¯ۗڀلʛɻ٦ɉќͪ٠ɉќƹ٦Ԗkׁ٧ۗƔȁƼ-35۹ۛͮάЉ-22۹ۛ1 i͑ؿ
٘ځ-21۹ٟۗځؿ/О٦ͫǄw¨مѺَۘ٘ڃѶՍƼɻ٦i͑٧Ȉθٟ 203 msec.٦i͑ م1
ٜۗ¯ʛɻ٦ɉќͪ٧ 200msec.چЈْڂi͑ م5 ٜؿِِٛ٘ۘۗلɉќƹ٧ͮٞ٦i͑ م200
msec.ѫ٣ʐٵٛ٘ۘ˪¯ۗڀلʛɻ٦ԦƼ٦ѣϾ٣ڂٿĺɦ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ CV i͑٦Љ
َ٦ͫΒ̓٠Ҩ٦ɨ̮ͭ٦Ǉ˪مöίٟۘڂن
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Features of syllable duration in Chinese and Japanese
by native Chinese speakers learning Japanese:
Measures to improve of the length of Japanese CV
syllables using features of mother tongue and the
effects

Mamoru FUJITA (ο˻θ¯ՆѠϒöθ¯)
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In this paper, from the viewpoint of learning the natural utterance rhythm of Japanese, the basis of
the length of the basic unit CV syllable of the Japanese is clarified based on the length of the syllable
of the learner's mother tongue. Based on the basis of the utterance experiment data that shows it will
improve learners' too long Japanese CV syllables problem.
Experimental subjects are six Chinese speakers of elementary level Japanese learners and three
Japanese speakers of the Tokyo dialect. Three experiments were made. Experiment 1 was Chinese,
learner’s native language, test subjects were Chinese speakers, experiment 2 was Japanese, test subjects
were Japanese speakers and Chinese speakers before guidance, and experiment 3 was Japanese, test
subjects were Chinese speaker learners of Japanese after guidance. The utterance sentences are simple
plain meaningless sentences with unified meanings in both Chinese and Japanese. Experiment 1 is
Chinese 4 syllable "/ma/ shi zhè ge.", and experiment 2 and experiment 3 are 6 Japanese syllables "/ma/
ha ko re de su"ۤThis is /ma/.ۥ. The verification word in meaningless of /ma/ is placed at the beginning
of the sentence, Chinese is the first tone, and Japanese is unified with flat type and accent. The speech
data was recorded and measured by analysis software Praat, the test word, the total length, and the
average duration per syllable (msec.) were summarized for each group. The results are as follows.
Experiment 1, the learner's Chinese CV syllable is 293 msec. per syllable, the 0 tone of "ge" at the
end of the sentence was 244 msec. which was the shortest than the other syllables. Experiment 2, as for
the Japanese CV Syllable, the learners were about 2 times longer than the Japanese speakers, and a
tendency similar to the result of experiment 1 was confirmed.
Fluent utterance is expected and the burden of utteranc e is als o reduced if the learners can understand
the length of the CV syllable of Japanese based on this feature of the length of their mother tongue,
Since the Chinese 0 tone syllable "ge" is shorter than the others, I presented this as a reference and
taught to speak with an image of Chinese “ge”. For example, the utterance of "ma", "mama","mamama",
"mamamama" in Japanese, it’s shown that the utterance in the image like "ge", "gege", "gegege,"
"gegegege" in Chinese.
The results of experiment 3, the following points were confirmed by a series of procedures. The
change ratio of the syllable duration by learners after guidance was -35۹ for the test word, -22% for
the overall length, and -21% for the syllable. For Japanese speakers, there was only one syllable at
maximum 203 msec., for learners, there were five syllables exceeding 200 msec. before guidance, but
after teaching, all the 6 syllables duration fell within 200 msec. Based on above results, it can be said
that it ’s expected to be effective for improving the naturalness of utterance and the length of Japanese
CV syllable by the learner.
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ѶՍƼٟ¯ٌ٭٠٦ՠچǠڂق
۵ѫ֝ʪɖ٦ҿҬЫƦƼĺ,٣έْڂ
ϯ˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦Ү]ڀل۵
Michie YAMAMORI (_ӝǲׂθ¯)
ՍҨӘ٧ۗѶՍ٦θ¯٣چ̵¯׆ڂيكέ˧٠ِ٘ϯ˪ĤǇي٦ѶՍƼʍņ٣ڂيكѫ֝ʪɖ
٦ҿҬЫƦƼĺ,٦ɳͥچԪǱْڂ٠٠ٹ٣ۗڠؾښʚƹ٣¯ʛɻ٣έِǣٛ٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇ
ȁ٦ƇwۗڀلՍɳͥ٣¯ڂيكʛɻمѶՍƼٟ¯ٌ٭٠چ١فΖقٞچلڂـիلڀ٣ِٖۗ٦
ՠ٠սκзچǠٹڂق٦ٟۘڂؿՍЇȁڀل٧ۗѫ֝ʪɖ٦ҿҬЫƦƼĺ,¯مʛɻ٦ɖցچǍ
ًٌڂ٠٣ٜ٢مٌٛٞڂـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘɖցمǍٌڂم٠ٟۗ/̖/̖"ۗم٢ٻ˰ׂڂǠقچ
ʌيѷֻۗڃٟفٿڂن٣٢ٌڂ٠ۗΧ֡٢ґŶچɡٜ̖۠٠ۗʪِǭـ٢ڀمĳ٣̵نٞوـɺ
چůٌِ̯ٞوـ٠مöίٌٟڂن٠̩ۗڀلЫ٣ѫǇنɇǇمĸۗځٵέׂٻՐȩ̋مǰkِ
ٞڂـƥȕۗѫ֝ʪɖ٦ҿҬЫƦƼĺ,چǣٌٛٞوـ٠مʪٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠چʃϼِ٘ۘـ
ՍƗģ٣ڂيكɳͥ٧ϯ˪ĤǇي٦·ǭѶՍƼ٦ڠؾښٟۗʌǥ̵٧ 8 թۤη 6ۗډڞڱڮۓڋ
1ۗϯǲ 1ۥٟؿٛ٘ۘڠؾښ٦ϯ̅٧ĺuˀ¯ʛٟؿٛ٘ۗمԋǣِٞѫ֝ʪɖ٦¶љ٣ɢÝ´چ
چۂؾګۘ٘ـƄٸٞƙچʲٰǭ¶فљ چ2 ǣٛ٘ƹٟۗ¢ɨٟƄۂؾګ٘ٸ٣ٜـٞЇȁِۗ
ҨӘْڂ٠¶فـљچǣٌٖٟٛ٘ۘ٧ۮսκзۤѶՍ٣ڀلڂـٟڂنѫٟ֝ۗɺ٣Þڂڅսκۥ
٣ٜـٞЇȁِچٞԪǱِۗɨԁ٦ƙچʲٰۗɨԁ٢ځ٦սκ٦ƄԱچФٌْۯڂ٠٠ِ٘ۘ
ڠؾښʚƹۗ4 թ٦¯ʛɻ٣ѶՍƼٟսκ٣ٜـٞǠځ٘قƙچʲٌٰ٘ڂْځ٠٣ٜـٞ
ι/ƦƼ٦˰ǭ٠Ӂ«ْڂůٟچؾۉڷڦۓڋǣٛ٘ۘ¯ʛɻ٧ۗѶՍƼٟ٧٢ۗوι/ƦƼچȺ֤
ْڃ٨ֻو̋ځٿٟڂن٠Ǡڂق/ٟۗѶՍƼٟѧڇٙۗځԆٌڂْځ٘ـ٠٣ٿٛٞɖցٻǠق
مǍۗڂمƦƼו٣̬ڂٿք٧ڄِٷѶՍƼוǇ˪٣ٜ٢ڂم٠ǠقٞۗځكѶՍƼٟսκ٣ٜـ
ٞǠۗقƙچԆځ٘ـʲٌٰ٘ڂْځ٠چǡОЫ٣Ζقٌٞڂـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ
Սɳͥ٧ѶՍƼʍņ٣ڂيكѫ֝ʪɖ٦ҿҬЫƦƼĺ,٦ʄځͶٶ٦/ם٣¯ۗٓهʛɻ
̤ٹƧڃڀٞڀلؾۉڷڦۓڋِۗلِۘڂـϯ˪Ĥۏڽې٦¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ٦ۗѶՍƼٟ¯ٌ٭٠٦
ѱَِ٠Ďچիلڀ٣ٌِ٘٠٧ѣӑْٰن٠ǠۘڂقǷƹۗځٿǍوѫ֝ʪɖ٦ҿҬЫƦƼĺ,
٦ʄځͶمٶѶՍƼĺ,ٟٖۗٶ̓ٹ٦ѫ֝ٻԱڀَچ٣ƔѓِۗѶՍƼمוơ5ٟËّڂѱِ
َچ١فƄْچلڂǠقٌٞوـ٠مʪ֦ٟۘڂؿ
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The Significance of Learning Content in Japanese Learner Responses to Critical Content-Based
Instruction in an Upper Intermediate Japanese Class-

Michie YAMAMORI (_ӝǲׂθ¯)

The aim of this study is to present the benefits and issues of using Critical Content-Based Instruction
(CCBI) in Japanese language learning to emphasise content learning in Japanese language classes.
CCBI is an approach to develop criticality as an essential component of Content-Based Instruction.
CCBI can bring learners wider perspectives through exposing them to different values. Wide
perspectives lead learners to develop understandings of different people, to build good relationships
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with others, and to live together with respect for human diversity. Therefore, this study reports on the
practices in a Japanese language class using CCBI and the results of a semi-structured interview
conducted after the course to reveal how learners of Japanese view learning content in Japanese, rather
than in their first language.
The Japanese class that this presentation reports on was an integrated Japanese course for upper
intermediate learners, consisting of eight learners from Taiwan, Indonesia, and China. Studying the
textbook is a main part of the course; however, the class also engaged in CCBI activities. Discussions
were held twice to foster learners’ critical thinking in the course. Learners investigated and prepared a
social-issue themed presentation at the end of the course. They were required to work on that social
issue, express their opinion about it, and propose some kind of solution in their presentation.
A post-intervention interview was carried out with four learners to ask how they felt about reading,
listening, and thinking in Japanese in comparison with using their first language. Learners admitted that
it would be easier to use their first language to understand the issues, however, they thought that reading
and listening in Japanese widened their perspectives and led them to improve their Japanese language
abilities.
Although this practice is only one case study based on CCBI and the number of learners was limited,
it should be noted that it revealed the benefits and difficulties of content learning for upper intermediate
learners of Japanese. It is expected that CCBI will continue to progress in Japanese language education.
In addition, it is important to look for a possible solution to Japanese learners’ difficulties caused by
their Japanese language abilities when learning about social issues in order to widen their perspectives.
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ۮɑ٦ѶՍƼۯ٦ƨԓ̮٠ĳВ̮ۜ
ۮɩˀȝۯځ٦¶љچɝם٣
Mina KOBAYASHI (1йθ¯)
Yuumi MIZUI
ՍҨӘٟ٧,¯ʛɻ¯ۮم٫٘ـѶՍƼ§چۯѡٌْڂ٠چչɉِ٘ۮɩˀȝ¶ۯځљٟƙ٘ڃڀƨ
ԓ̮٠ĳВ̮چɉЩِ,ĺɱ¶љ٠ِٞ٦ĎچǠȦْڂ.ٌ٦ɳͥ٧,ҨӘɻ(ˏگۃח,̨ցثɄ,
Ҟ*֍ű,ǫЕӌ֧,̠*֊ӌ)مѶՍ٦ɑׂθ¯ٟͮ¯٣ԯَڃٞڂـʼĤʍņ٣ـكٞ 2017
ѽʴ¯ö(ָʕɻ 31 թ)٣ǣٛ٘.
¶љ٦ׄچڃj٣ɦْ.1)¯ʛɻ٧֘ۮٸՠچϟل٘ځٛ٘مɩˀٟϐٔ٢لٛ٘ѶՍƼچۯ
Фʰِ٘.ٌڃ٣ ځٿ70 ٦ѶՍƼمФʰَ٘ڃ.2) 70 ٦ѶՍƼڀلƫ֏թɗ,/ҵЫ٢ѶՍƼɩˀ
٣ڂؿƼ¯چڭڠێِ٘ˇچʛɻ٣Фɦِ,ۮՠ֤ٻԱچЇٰ٘ـѶՍƼ چۯ1 ٜٜٓͦفٿ٭٣
ɉɦِ٘.2 ̖˪٦¯ʛɻڇͦمٙٹ٦ؿمٌٛ٘٠ڀل,Ƈw٠ِٞ 27 ٦ѶՍƼͦم٨٘ڃ.َڀ
٣,ٖٵڃٟʍņٟٛٞ٘نѶՍƼۮٹڀلɩˀ٣ِ٘ـѶՍƼ چۯ1 ٜͦفٿ٭ɉɦِ٘٠ٌۗڄ24
٦ѶՍƼمؿمٛ٘.ǭŻ 51 ٦ƙʰِƼمʰٌ٘٠٣٢ڂ.3)¯ʛɻ٧ɨԁڇͦمٙƙʰِƼ٣ٜ
ـٞ,ɩˀێڻډ,Web ڭڋڜ,̖Ыچڠؾڤێä۠֡ٷ٢ـ֤چڠؾڤێٞۮӜɗۮۯέօ(JƼ/ϯǲƼ/
àǲƼΦ)چۯЇٰ,םۮԅچۯȝځ,ĺɆـ֤چڭکۂؾڐڹِ֤٘مٞɩˀĂʲچȝَ̯ٔ٘. 4) ĺ
Ɇ٧¯ʛɻڀلФʰَ٘ڃɩˀĂʲچƶʤiʺ٣ԋٰ,Ԙʡ̺ۛՍِ٘.
2)٦¶љلڅڀلٛ٘٦٧,ǭŻ 51 ٦ƙʰِƼ٦فٚ 2 ̖˪٣ͦ٨٘ڃ٦٧ 9 ٣ٓه,42 ٧
1 ̖٦¯ʛɻ٣ِͦل٨ڃ٢لٛ٘٠ٌفـ٠ٟڂؿ.ٜۮځٵՠ֤ٻԱچЇٰ٘ۯـ٠ɈفѶՍƼ
٧¯ʛɻ٣ٿٟٛٞ֡۠ƨԓ̮مǫٌـ٠مɉЩٟڂن. (4)٦̯wԀڀل٧,ƙʰِƼ٦Ӝɗ٣ٿٛ
ٞɩˀĂʲ٦ѫ֝"م٢ٌڂ٠لڅمٛ٘.قם٨թɗ(ϵɜ)مƙʰِƼ٦˰ǭ٣٧,ؾژڇَو٘ۮ
ڀلْٵٰ̀چڔϵɜكڇَو٘ۮۯْٵځؿمɄڃٰ٘چ٨ϵɜ٣٢ۯْٵځ٦فٿ٣ۙĳĄƼ(ϵ
ɜڂؿم/٣٢)ڂ٣˝зؿچٞ٘םԅمΧلٛ٘.ů֝ɗ(م)ـۍۇڨƙʰِƼ٦˰ǭ٣٧,Ӿ̤٦
έօ(flirtۙjazzy)مԋĂَڃ,¢۠٣έ]ْםڂԅمɦَڃٞ٘ـ.ٌ٦ٌ٠ڀل,ƙʰِƼ٦Řά٧"
٢ٛٞٹ,¯ʛɻمӐ֦٠ْ˳ڂԪ٣٧Ӝɗ٣ڂٿĳВٌ̮ڂؿم٠مAڂق.(٘ٵ3)ڀل٧ۮέօϐ
ِםۮۯԅȝۯځ٠ـٛ٘¶љمѶՍƼ٣έْڦۅڂЫֻ٦Β̓٣ٜ٢ڂمq̮҄مɦǾَ٘ڃ.
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Individuality and commonality of "My own
Japanese": Case study of "dictionary making" activity

Mina KOBAYASHI (1йθ¯)
Yuumi MIZUI

In this presentation, we(KOBAYASHI Mina, KAN'NO Riko, SHIRAI Tomoe, TAKATSUKI Miyou,
MIZUI Yuumi) discuss the individuality and commonality observed in the "Dictionary Making"
activity. This activity took place in the elementary Japanese class (31 students).
The flow of " Dictionary Making " activity is as follows:
1) The students submitted a Japanese word which they wanted to know but could not find in the
dictionary. 70 words were listed.
2) We deleted the proper noun and the words contained in the general dictionary from the above 70
words. Also, we instructed the students to list if there were other words students wanted to know.
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3) Students created a dictionary description of their own words. Dictionary description includes “part
of speech”, “translation (English / Chinese / Korean etc)”, “example sentence”.
4) We edited the dictionary description submitted by the students and created a dictionary.
Of the total 51 words, only 9 words were chosen by two or more students. 42 words were chosen by
just one student. The words the students want to study are vety individually vary from student to student.
The content of the dictionary description was related to the part of speech of the word.
In the case of noun, there were many example sentences focusing on co-occurring words in the
dictionary description.
In case of adjective, plural translations were arranged, and example sentences corresponding to each
were shown in the dictionary description.
It was suggested that the "dictionary preparation" activity reported in this presentation would lead to
promotion of meta-understanding in Japanese.
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JSL / JFL ˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ɨ׀Ы¯ʛǣљۜ
ڗۓڰڋۂڭڠڔګ٣ڂٿqɖk٦əٶ
Junko YAMASHITA (Ǎчθ¯)

ιѲƦƼ٦¯ʛ٣٧ɨمۥؾۃڲڭؾڑ̮ۤ׀Ӑ֦٠َۤمڂڃDeci and Ryan, 2002; Dörnyei,
2005ۙۥĺɱ٦¯ʛɻ٦ɨ׀Ы¯ʛǣљچĺɆڂْ ҇مù٧ځٵؿ٢ۘـpقٞۙιѲƦƼ
٦¯ʛÑķۤJSL ـڂؿ٧ JFL Ñķۥ٧ۙ¯ʛɻ٦ɨ¯׀ʛ٣ٹθونEłڂق֚چ٠Ʀڃڅٞڂـ
ֹۤ, 2003ٌٖۘۥٟՍƗģٟ٧ۙѶՍ(JSL)٠(ڒێۅډJFL)٦θ¯9ٟѶՍƼ˪٭¯چĤ¯ʛɻ܄թ
٣چؾۉڷڦۓڋǣۙـʍņٟǣٛٞڂـɨ׀Ы٢¯ʛǣљ٣ٜـٞЇȁِ٘ۘ
ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁٟ٧ۙۥ۽ѶՍƼ٭¯چљùٝي٠ ۥ۾ʍņٟǣ٢ٛٞ¯ڂـʛԱ٣ٜـٞ
̘٥٘ۘؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁ٦ڦؾڬԁ̈́٣٧ۙڗۓڰڋۂڭڠڔګ٦ʆԱۘ٘ـ֤چŘάЫ٣٧ۙۓڋ
ؾۉڷڦ٦ԅɠkِ٘چڦؾڬí٣ѫ֝Ƽ٦ĳĄچږؾےڭکڱǖϨِۙڦؾڬ٦qɖkچəګۘ٘ٶ
ڗۓڰڋۂڭڠڔԁ̈́٣٧ KH coder3 ۘ٘ـ֤چ
ǖϨِ٘ĳĄۙڀلږؾےڭکڱJSL Ñķ٦¯ʛɻ٧ۮѶՍ̖ۯ٠ۯْۮځِ٘چۯۮùٖ٦
ٹ٦¯مʛٙ٠Ζقٌٞڂـ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘѶ˲Ы٣ѶՍƼ٣˿ڂڃùمΧۙٸ٘ـѶՍƼمӐ
֦ٙ٠Ëّٖٞۙمڂـ٦ù¯چʛ٠ِٞ¶ِلٌٞڂـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ/ٟ JFL Ñķ٦¯ʛɻ
٧ۙۮÐɠۮٻۯԅԱۯ٢١¯ۯڂق©ۮچʛچǣٛٞڃٖۙځك٧ȸɝٻθ¯9٦͙Ǔ٢١ٟӐ֦٠٢
ڂѶՍƼ٦¯ʛ٧ۙٸْٟ٘٧٢ۯֻۮو٦٘ٸٌٟڂؿ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘ
ٌ٦ƇwۙڀلJSL Ñķ٦˪Ĥ¯ʛɻ٧ۙѶ˲̵¶ٟѶՍ̖٠ْù͆چŉЫ٣¶ِلٞ¯ʛ
٣Ƈ٫ٜيٞڂـ/ٟۙJFL Ñķ٦˪Ĥ¯ʛɻ٧ۙɨ̑٦Ɨģٻȸɝ٣Ӑ֦ٟڂؿѶՍƼֻچ
ْٸ٘ڂ٣ۙѶՍƼڇ¯چٌٟڂـ٠مԁلٌٛ٘ۘڃ٣ۙځٿJSL/JFL ٠¯فـʛÑķ٦'ـ٧ۙ¯ʛ
ɻ٦ɨ׀Ы¯ʛǣљ٣ٹEłٌڂق֚چ٠مɦَۘ٘ڃ
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JSL/JFL learners’ autonomous learning behaviors:
text mining analytics and data visualization

Junko YAMASHITA (Ǎчθ¯)

Autonomy is an essential element in the L2 learning field (e.g. Deci and Ryan, 2002; Dörnyei, 2005).
However, language teachers have little opportunity to understand how students learn outside language
classroom. Moreover, language learning under JSL vs JFL (i.e. learning Japanese as a “second”
language vs “foreign” language) conditions also effects on their learning (Lee, 2003). Therefore, this
research aimed to investigate the Japanese learners’ out-of-class learning behaviors when comparing
the JSL and JFL environmental situations.
An interview survey was conducted with 8 graduate students currently studying Japanese in their
universities. They are asked about 1) the reasons for Japanese study and 2) the method they use to study
Japanese outside the classroom. The learners' interview data was analyzed using KH coder3, which
enables to quantitatively visualize the co-occurrence networks by illustrating relationships between key
words.From the network diagrams, JSL learners use their opportunities by applying “kanji” and
“vocabulary” that they learned when they “talk” with “Japanese people” because they need it in
everyday life. They have more chances to be exposed to Japanese language, which helps them making
the most of the opportunities as a learning. On the other hand, JFL learners study Japanese to
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“understand” the meaning of “kanji” and “vocabulary” that will need in their work or study. In other
words, they study to understand Japanese rather than using/speaking them.
Conclusively, JSL learners try to learn and practice Japanese as well as outside the classroom,
whereas JFL learners study only for understanding Japanese due to lack of using opportunities. This
result provides us with the idea that JSL and JFL learning environments may effect differently on
students’ autonomous learning behaviors.
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ыѯډڟډϠ+٦θ¯٣ڂيكѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچ
,ْ̯ڂǲȔƿׄ¶љ

Asadayuth CHUSRI (CHULALONGKORN UNIVERSITY)

EU ٦Ϡ+Ыѐǭ٦Ełچʌۗيыѯډڟډˁǲ٧ٟڂنٙيѐǭْڂ٠فـCљمƙۘ٘ڃڀ
2015 ѽ٣ AECۤASEAN Economic CommunityمۥɁٵٛ٘۠֡ۗم٢ѐǭچԻً֦ڂ5٣¶ۗځٿљ
٧ϧڃٞۘڂـƦƼ٦ډێڴ٦սκۗٸ٘ڂؿٹƿٟׄفٿڂن٣̖ۗڂٔǆمΧـJƼٻϯǲƼ
چĳВƼ٠ِ٢لـ٠فـФٵٟم˪ٹٛ٘ۘњɢö٣ۗ2011 ѽ٦θ̕ȎٟۗѶՍ٦ŸȍمӢŶ
û٣٢ٌٛ٘٠٣ۗځٿǲƼ¯چʛْ̖ڋڦڂ٧ۗΦ٦ǲƼͦچ٫ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣έْڂÞ̅م
ƣːْڂŪǇؿمٛ٘ۘ
ٌٖٟۗѶՍƼچϟۗمڭکێۅڂѶՍԅkچ՞Ēٌْڂ٠ۗѶՍ̖٠ƿٌٟׄڂن٠ۗѶŷéņ٣
ʓ˽ٌٟڂن٠٠ـٌٛ٘٠ٙيٟڃؿ٨ۗˎ֮Ы٣٧êƝٙ٠ɈۘڂڃڅыѯډڟډˁǲѫٟٹѶ
ՍƼڊګڰۉۃښْچюچȝڃ٨ۗΧǲ͇٦̖۠٦ ĳВƼ٣٢ٌڂڃ٠ۏؾڸډچٟڂن٦ٟ٧٢
لـ٠ǠۗقΧǲ͇٦¯ʛɻمȯpْچۄۍڗۑڻڂȝ¶ۗځљچɁٸٞۘ٘ٶՍҨӘٟ٧ٖۗ٦ێۅ
ڭک٠θ¯مğ¯ڂٸʛɻ٦ĺ,٠٦ÞũچĂʲْۘڂ
¶љ٧ۗ2014ۢ2015 ѽ٣ڋڦ٦θ¯٦ѶՍƼʃ͙Ǔ٦¯̵ م2ۢ4 ѶÝډڞڱڮۓڋ٦ θ¯ۗۂ
ډڞؾې٦θ¯چԵսِۗƥϠ٦¯̵٠θ¯ѫ̀ٻɝю٦¶љچǣٛ٘ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
Ս¶љ٦Ƈw٣ٜـٞɣ٦ٌڂؿمڭکێۅ٠¨مѺَۗٓٵۘ٘ڃ/ҵ٣٦ѶՍƼ٦ڠۍږ
ٟ٧̍ƍ٣ѶՍƼِٟǭِچـ٢ـŪǇڃٖۘڂؿم٣έِٞۗѶՍƼم։/٦ĳВƼ٣٢ڂՍ
¶љ٧َۗٵ٣ѶՍƼ٦˰ڂْ֤¶چו٣٢ٛ٘ۘιѲ٣ۗ΅ʆ٧ӆԦƼɻњɀ٦٘ڿۗٸ
ڭڠ٠ڭڠڙ٦Þũٟ٧٢ۗوέю٢ׂ˰ٟ˝ٓڀ٣ٌڂْۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٠مٟۗنѶՍ̖ؿم
ځٵκ٣ِ٢ۗـѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦ŸƟٻǲ٦ѶՍ¯׆ɝ˳ю٦˳ԪچƿÍٌْڂ٠مٟۘ٘نι
Ȯ٣ۗǲ٧њّϠ+٣مڂؿƿׄمː٢ۗٸ٘ـԵսͪ٣Ӣؿمٛ٘¶ۗمљƹ٧ٖ٦̅ғ٧
ƣːِۗȇ٫Ʒـ٦ǲ چԵڂڃq̮҄مǫو٢ٛ٘ۘιȿ٣ۗыѯډڟډˁǲ٦ɺچϟٌڂ٠ٙي
ٟ٢֍ۗوυٹٟۗٸ٘٘نɨԁ٧ыѯ̖ډڟډٟڂؿ٠فـɬمǫٵٛ٘ ٌ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘ
Ս¶љ٧ ۗĳ̵٦ɺ٦ֻѾچ,ِ̯ۗ21 ̩Āŭۗۏڔڠѣ٣ۮϠ+٠ǲȔɺٟ٦Ʌզ̮چۯ
ĺڂقƥ˰٣٢ڂ٠فـз٣ـكٞۗ֏Ď٢ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
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International Cultural Meetings for Japanese
Learners in Universities in Southeast Asia

Asadayuth CHUSRI (CHULALONGKORN UNIVERSITY)

By the influence of EU Community, AEC (ASEAN Economic Community) started in 2015 but still
has low progress. To support the cooperation, there was an advice of using English and Chinese as
common languages to decline the language barriers in the region. Since 2011, Japan's economy faced
troubles, these 2 factors decreased the number of Japanese learners as they selected the other foreign
languages to learn.
The merits of learning Japanese to be able to appreciate Japanese culture, communicate with Japanese
people, apply for a job in Japanese companies are not enough anymore. By this idea, if we can
strengthen a community of Japanese speakers in ASEAN countries, we can appeal another merit of
learning Japanese language as a tool to communicate with people in the region. In this presentation, I
will report the result of the programs I started to gather Japanese learners from ASEAN countries.
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There were 2 programs in 2014-2015 to bring Japanese learners from Thailand to visit universities
in Indonesia and Malaysia. The students participated in the campus tours and parties and group
presentations.
As a result, as students in Thailand can communicate with friends by Thai, it was the chance they
were forced to use Japanese to communicate with friends indirectly and earned information with less
context about Japan. Since they were all learners, the relation of host-guest were declined and they
could communicate equally. they could received information such as living in Japan as an exchange
student and difference between countries in ASEAN. Besides that, they can also recognize themselves
as ASEAN region's people not only their citizenship.
The programs also support the idea of mutual society and provide the space which learners can
practice the 21th century skills, especially civic literacy about local and global implications.
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Exploring an Alternative Method of Teaching and its
Effect on Students’ Self-efficacy in Learning Kanji

Roelia ALVAREZ (ATENEO DE MANILA UNIVERSITY)
Junilo ESPIRITU (Pamantasang Ateneo de Manila)

In recent years, learning Kanji has been about studying a particular set of Chinese characters per
chapter. It seemed to be a routinary act for learners to memorize characters along with their meaning
and reading/s. In this study, the researchers will introduce a new method of teaching that could
potentially raise the students' self-efficacy in learning Kanji. A class will be divided into two groups.
Students will be randomly assigned into the two groups. One group will be asked to report on preselected Kanji while the other group will be asked to choose the theme and the Kanji that they would
like to learn and present in class. The researchers will develop a survey questionnaire that measures the
self-efficacy in learning Kanji and this will be administered to the students. Ultimately, the purpose of
this research is to find out whether the proposed method has a significant effect in students' self-efficacy
in learning Kanji.

PA_18 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 11:00

Ðɠ¯ʛ٦ɨƭǄוË٣ĚْٳĺʍԱ٦Ԗ֝٠
ٖ٦Ǆw

Roelia ALVAREZ (Ateneo de Manila University)
Junilo ESPIRITU (Ateneo de Manila University)

ȈŏۗÐɠ¯ʛ٧ۗ¯ʛɻمĺuˀ٦ˡٍ٠٣ٵ٠ٵٛ٘ד٦Ðɠچԝĸْ¶ڂљْۗ٢څٚۗĺ
uˀ٦Ðɠڀڃٖۗچ٦ՠٻѧٶ٠ĳ٣ۗ٘ٙ©ڂقٙي٦ùЫ٢¶љ٣٢ٛٞۘڂـՍƗģ
ٟ٧ۗӑɻمӫϛʍņٟȺِ֤ٞڂـÐɠ٦ĺق٠٧"٢ڂÐɠĺʍԱچќѷٌْڂ٠٣ۗځٿ
Ðɠ¯ʛ٣¯ڂيكʛɻ٦ɨƭǄוËچǫٖۗٸ٦Ԗ֝٠Ǆw٣ٜـٞƔ˥چǣڠۍږۘف٧Ѳٜ
٦ڻؾۏڗ٣ԁ̵¯ۗڃڀي٧ٖ٦فٚ٦١ٚلڀ٣ըȝ!٣̇ځԁ۽ۘڂڃڀيٜ٦ڻؾۏڗ٣٧
ĺuˀ٣ˀڃلٞڂـÐɠ٣ٜـٞҨӘَٔۗفٹ/ٜ٦ڻؾۏڗ٣٧ۗۂؾګĚ٫ٖ٦ۂؾګ٣
Þٝۗڃڀيɨԁٟ¯ʛِ٘ـ٠ɈفÐɠچɨ֑٣ͦ٨ٔۗҨӘَٔۘڂӑɻ٧Ðɠ¯ʛ٦ɨƭ
ǄוËچΘچڭؾژۓډڂȝ¯ۗځʛɻ٣яٌِٞۘفڀٹ٦Ɨģ٦չЫ٧ٌ٦ِ̈ـĺʍԱمÐ
ɠ¯ʛ٣¯ڂيكʛɻ٦ɨƭǄוË٣֏٢EłچĚلْٳ١چلفЇٌٰڂ٠ٟۘڂؿ
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ѶՍéņٟјوǲ̖ɺ4٣έْؾۉڷڦۓڋڂ
Їȁ ―ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,֤ĺȖҨ٦٘ٸ٣―

Yoko MUKOYAMA (ӳΏցθ¯)
Yoshiaki MURASAWA (ӳΏցθ¯)
Setsuko MURANO (ӳΏցθ¯)
Mariko YAMABE (ӳΏցθ¯)

1ۚ٧ّٸ٣
ǲѫ٦ǫюĺ,ùÞٟѶՍƼ¯٭¯چʛɻ٧ۗΞņƹѶՍéņٯ٦ʓ˽چñՀْم̖ڂΧۗو
ŏѽڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,چǣفθ¯مΎقٞڠڱڟڷۘڂـٟВْ֤ڂѶՍƼ҄ו٦̯֨٣٧ڠڦ
ږϯ̅٦ɉќمǄwЫٟۗمڂؿθ¯ĺ,ٟ٦Ⱥ֤٣Ьِ٘ږڠڦĺȖ٧ӆ˲٣ː٢ۘـ
ՍƗģٟ٧ƥɳɺچҮFَٔ٘ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,֤ږڠڦĺȖۗ"ԅkֻ֤ڠؾژĺȖ
٦Ҩ٣Ӑ֦٢˳Ԫچѡٸ٘ڂ٣ۗǲ̖ɺ4چέ˧٣˽˰ٟ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤ɳΰ٠éņԅk٣έ
ْڂɬ٣ٜـٞؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁچɳɋِ٘ۘ
2ۚƗģԱ
έ˧ɻ٧θ¯ۛθ¯9چΞņƹۗѶՍéņ٣ʓ˽ِ٘ϯǲƼԦƼ٦ 6 ̖ٟۘڂؿ/̖ٜٓέձ
ٟ 1 ɢÝХф٦چؾۉڷڦۓڋǣٛ٘ۘέ˧ɻ٦˳ԪۤΞņѽф̮ۗԓۗņۗƥȕ٦ɺٟ٦ŋէ
ѽ̤ۗ˽˰ٟ٦Ⱥ֤ƦƼۥ٧j٦Вځٟۘڂؿ
Aۜ2009 ѽΞۤ˄ۥθ¯ǲȔۤ1 ѽҭۥѶՍƼۛJƼۛϯǲƼ
Bۜ2012 ѽΞۤ˄ۏېڵډۥɛȖ̵ȲҶҘۤ4 ѽҭۥѶՍƼۛϯǲƼ
Cۜ2012 ѽΞۤ˄ۥɄ̺ΑۛҶҘۤ4 ѽۥѶՍƼ
Dۜ2014 ѽΞۤ˄ۥJƼ̖ȖҊƛۤ1 ѽۥѶՍƼۛJƼ
Eۜ2014 ѽΞۤϜۤډڭڠڗکۍڮۥ2 ѽҭۥѶՍƼ
Fۜ2016 ѽΞۤϜۥǢŚɺۤ1 ѽҭۥѶՍƼۛJƼۛϯǲƼ
3ۚƇw
ĺȖȝ̯٣Ӑ֦٢˳Ԫچϲʰْٸ٘ڂ٣֡۠٢ɲսٌٌۗمِ٘چٟ٧ʃ֦٢ǩչ٣ٜـٞԪǱ
ْۘڂ
ۤ1˰˽ۥٟ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤
ņʈۗ˽ʈ٣ٿٛٞ"٢ۗمڂ١٦έ˧ɻٹʃ֦٢ȸɝ٧ѶՍƼٟǣٛٞۘڂـ
ۤ2ۥѶՍƼٟǣږڠڦف
ņʈۗ˽ʈ٣ٿٛٞ"٢ۗمڂɣ٦فٿ٢ږڠڦ٧ĳВِٞǣٛٞۘڂـ
ۛɺѫ٦ۗۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښкέ]ۗď
ۛѶԪۗƉÝԪǱˀ ƗʕԪǱˀۗď٦ďɝ״٢١٦ȝ̯
ۛɺѫۛɺۏؾۅ
ۛƴĕڀل٦սـǭٯۄؾېږٻٔڅ٦έ]ۗˋӜ͒ի٢١ۗɺٯ٦έ]
ۤ3ۥѱِـ٠Ëٌّڂ٠
ۛɺѫ֤ƼۤҴԽö٢١͙ۗۥվ֤ƼۗˋӜթۗŵƼ٢١
ۛѶՍ̖٢˲ڀɬ٠ِٞϟٛٞڂـϟɬ
ۛɺѫ٦̖ÝÞũ
ۤ4ۥԅk٦'چـËّڂѶՍ̖٦Ʀљ
ۛƙچ٧ٛځنƦڅ٢ۘـ
ۛـٵـؿ٢ӘƥچȺۘف
ۛۛۏؾۏāΔَ͕ۗٔچʦѰ٢έ]ِچ٢ۘـ
ۛ٠ٓقؿځɼȗْۘڂ
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ҨӘٟ٧ЇȁƇwچí٣əȝِ٘ĺȖچФِۗǷƹ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٣ٜـٞďۘڂْ

PA_19 08 Ɖ 04 Ѷ 11:00

Interviews with Foreign Employees Working in
Japanese Companies ―For Developing Teaching
Materials of Japanese for Business―

Yoko MUKOYAMA (ӳΏցθ¯)
Yoshiaki MURASAWA (ӳΏցθ¯)
Setsuko MURANO (ӳΏցθ¯)
Mariko YAMABE (ӳΏցθ¯)

1ۚIntroduction
Many foreign students learning Japanese in higher education institutions aspire to work in Japanese
companies after graduation, thus the number of universities that teach Japanese skills for business has
been increasing. Though task-based language teaching is effective for students who want to improve
their skills, there are few materials available that are really useful.
This research aims to acquire information from foreign employees about the use of the Japanese
language in their offices and their perception of the Japanese corporate culture in order to develop
materials for teaching Business Japanese to foreign students in universities. To accomplish this, we
interviewed foreign employees who graduated from Japanese universities.
2. Methods
We interviewed six Chinese employees one by one. Each interview lasted for an hour. Each
interviewee was asked about their background information (e.g. year graduated, gender, business field,
years of service, etc.). All these information are described below.
A: 2009 (F) international division of university, 1.5 years, Japanese/English/Chinese
B: 2012 (F) clothing materials producing company, 4.5 years, Japanese/Chinese
C: 2012 (F) confectionery company, 4 years, Japanese
D: 2014 (F) staffing company, 1 year, Japanese/English
E: 2014 (M) drugstore chain, 2.5 years, Japanese
F: 2016 (M) airline company, 1.5 years, Japanese/English/Chinese
3. Result
We asked the participants various questions to obtain information for making teaching materials, but
here we focused on several important questions and reported their responses
(1) To what extent do you use Japanese in the workplace?
All informants use Japanese to conduct the major tasks, however some occasionally use Chinese or
English depending on their business fields and jobs.
(2) What kind of tasks do you conduct in Japanese?
These are the common answers:
ۛto communicate with coworkers, to answer telephone calls, to participate in meetings
ۛto write daily/monthly reports, to write reports for training session, to write minutes of meetings
ۛto write e-mails to colleagues, clients, and customers
ۛto handle inquiries and complaints from customers, to explain products to clients or customers
(3) What difficulties (e.g. language, culture difference, etc.) have you encountered?
ۛmemorizing terms used in Japanese companies like technical terms and product names
ۛusing honorific expressions
ۛunderstanding Japanese cultural background
ۛmaintaining relationship with colleagues within the company
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(4) What cultural differences have you noticed in the workplace?
ۛJapanese do not express their opinions.
ۛJapanese use ambiguous expressions.
ۛJapanese prioritize rules and regulations, and do not behave flexibly.
ۛJapanese apologize first.
We will present some teaching materials developed based on the findings of this research, and discuss
the future of Japanese language education for business.
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ОѶˋԧĂƔО٦ѶՍƼɉќٯ٦Eł٣Þْڂ
ǠȦ ۵ԧĂ͙վ֤Ƽ٦¶֤٦ځؿ۵

Taizo MIZUSAKI (Suranaree University of Technology)
Kiyoshi KUNITA (͙ʕθ¯)

ˋ¯ӵۙŸD¯ӵ٦¯̵٣ğڂڃڀٸċ҄ۮѶՍ٦ԧĂۯ٧ۙѶՍƼӆԦƼɻۤjǲ̖ۥ٣
ٹğقםۘڂڃڀٸ٨ۙ1йθ¯θ¯9Ż͙վڠؾښ٦ ITֻ̤ۛ҄چוʪɖِ٘ѷəٟ٧ʰè
ɛ¤٠ِٞۙǲ̖ٟؿٛٞٹѶՍˋǋďʽۤjѶˋۥԧĂƔО 2 Ĥ٦ɛ¤ʄѡ˴چƊ٠ِٞ
ۘڂـ/ۗ2017 ѽ 6 Ɖɳɋι 146 ѶˋԧĂƔО 3 Ĥ٦ʌƟɻ٧ 102,077 ̖ۙњ 2 Ĥ٧ 58,359
ٌ̖ٟۙځؿ٦ 2 Ĥٙيٟۙٹ2017 ѽ 6 Ɖɳɋ TOEIC ǂڭڠګʌƟɻ 83,263 ̖٦ք 2 Ҕ٣υ
ْۘڂԧĂ٭¯چǲ̖ٹѶˋԧĂƔО٦¯ʛ٦Ӑ֦٣Ҡڃڀٞۙمڂـǲйۤ2012ۥ٧ǲ̖م
ѶˋԧĂƔОʰκԅѧچǣفȔ٦˩٣ٜـٞʲٌٰٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢ґŶ̠ۙڀلțۤ2015ۥ٧
ǲ̖چέ˧٠ِۙħ٦ѶˋԧĂƔОəƟ 3 ĤۤjѶˋԧĂۥ٦ʰƥƼؐ٣ٜـٞ¯ʛ͕
ʺچЇȁِٞۘڂـՍƗģ٧ѶˋԧĂچέ˧٠ِ͕٘ǣƗģ٠ۙ2017 ѽфѶˋԧĂОƹ٦ι
146 ٦ʰƥƼؐ٠٦Ӂ«چǣفʼ٦Їȁۘڂؿ
j٧ѶˋԧĂ٦ϯ̅Ы٢ӵԁ٦٪٠ٜٟڂؿȸօԁցچέ˧٠ِۙԧĂ͙վѶՍƼۤj͙
վƼچۥϲʰِ٘Ƈwٟۘڂؿħι 132 ۢ141 ۤjħۥٟ 1 ٦ٶʰƥ٣٠١ٵ͙ٛ٘վ
Ƽۤj 1 ٦ٶʰƥƼۥ٧ۙȈˏٟι 132 ٦ 12 ƼۙȈθٟι 140 ٦ 34 Ƽٟؿٖٛ٘ۘڃ٣έ
ِۙ2017 ѽфОƹ٦ι 146 ٦ʼʰƥƼ٧ 5 Ƽ٣٠١̈ۙځٵāʰƥ͙վƼ٧Ƃƣٌِٞڂـ٠
لڅمٛ٘ۘ/ۙħ 10 ٦¢٣ځ٘څȇʰƥچŢځԚِ͙ٞ٘ـվƼۤjȇʰƥۥ٦فٚۙ5
˪٦ѶˋԧĂٟȇʰƥِ͙٘վƼ٧ 27 Ƽٟؿٖٛ٘ۘ٦فٚι 146 ٟȇʰƥِ͙٘վƼ٧
20 Ƽۤ ׁڭکڶ74.1%ۥٟؿ͙ٛ٘ۘվƼ٦¯ʛ͕ʺ٧ 2017 ѽфОɢзٟ٧̠ۙțۤ2015ۥ٦
Їȁٟϲʰَ٘ڃȇʰƥ͙վƼ¯ـ֤چʛِٞمׁڭکڶٹǫٌـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ/ۙħ٣ـك
ٞӠʰِٞۮ٘ـԉ̯××ѽۤۯʰƥӠфRٰ 4 ȇʰƥ 2 ۥ٧ι 146 ٟ٧ʰƥِ٢لٛ٘ۘǷ
ƹ٦ɺ٦љǇچϴɖِٞوـӐ֦̮مѧٶ٠ۘڂڃ٢كՍƗģٟ٧ۙ2016 ѽфɳɋ٦ι 142 
ۢ145 ٣ʰƥِ٘ƼؐЇȁٹǣٛٞۙځكҨӘѫٟʲٰ٘ٵۘڂԧĂ٠٧̩ͮĳВ٦ĂϺګڠڞ
ۄٟۙځؿՍƗģمչɉْۮԧĂѶՍƼĺ,چВّ٘¢ǲ٠٦΅Ʒֻۯ٣ٜـٞҨӘѫٟʲٰۘڂ
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A Study of the Effects on Japanese Teaching Caused
by a Revision of The Official Business Skill Test in
Bookkeeping : Methods of Effective Utilization of
Technical Terms of Bookkeeping

Taizo MIZUSAKI (Suranaree University of Technology)
Kiyoshi KUNITA (͙ʕθ¯)

“Japanese Bookkeeping” is an ability which is needed for students belonging to the Faculty of
Commerce and the Faculty of Business Administration. However, this ability is needed for not only
Japanese students, but also needed for non-native students. For example, for admission to the Graduate
School of Accountancy, Waseda University’s application conditions need a certificate of “The Official
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Business Skills Test in Bookkeeping 2nd Grade’s Test” from all applicants. Recently, the number of
applicants for The Official Business Skills Test in Bookkeeping 2nd Grade’s and 3rd Grade’s Test
(Hereinafter referred to “Bookkeeping Test”) on June 2017 were 102,077 and 58,359 respectively.
These numbers were double the number of applicants of TOEIC (83,263) on June 2017. Students who
study Japanese Bookkeeping need to learn Bookkeeping Terms which will appear on the next
Bookkeeping Test. However, there are some obstacles when non-native students read test sentences of
the Bookkeeping Test (KUNITA, 2012). There was a previous study about “Prioritizing Useful
Bookkeeping Terms for non-native students” (MIZUSAKI, 2015). This study is the first research of
Bookkeeping Terms compared to the newest Bookkeeping 3rd Grade’s Test (Hereinafter referred to as
“The 3rd Grade’s Test”) in previous studies.
This is a study for the Bookkeeping Terms which appear on “Journalizing Test Sentences” of The
3rd Grade’s Test. The target is Tests from the 132th to 146th (2012-2017). The next data is the total
amount of Bookkeeping Terms which appeared “only 1 time” in the past tests on the 132th-141th. The
minimum amount of Bookkeeping Terms which appeared only 1 time in the past test was 12 on the
132th Test. The maximum amount of Bookkeeping Terms which appeared only 1 time in the past test
was 34 Terms on the 140th Test. In contrast to this data, after being revised on June 2018 in the 146th
Test, the amount of Bookkeeping Terms which appeared for the first time was 5. According to these
data, it clarifies that after being revised on June 2018, the new Bookkeeping Terms appeared on the
newest 3rd Grade’s Test were been reduced when compared to previous tests. The next data is the total
amount of Bookkeeping Terms which were “repeated in the past tests” on the 132th-141th. The total
amount of Bookkeeping Terms which were “repeated more than 5 times” on the 132th-141th was 27.
Among these 27 Terms, total amount of Bookkeeping Terms which appeared after being revised on the
3rd Grade’s Test was 20. Therefore, after the revision on the 3rd Grade’s Test, it clarifies that, “A List
of Prioritizing Useful Bookkeeping Terms” (MIZUSAKI) is useful for students who should learn
Bookkeeping Terms before taking the next test. However, “Heisei :(Japanese imperial year)” which
was appeared 4 times in the past tests has not appeared after being revised on the 3rd Grade’s Test.
Therefore, there is a need for Japanese experts and Bookkeeping experts to keep watching the trend
which is caused by a revision of Bookkeeping Test after Nov. 2017. In this study, we have researched
the data of the 142th-145th. Therefore, we made a report of these data on our presentation. We also
made a report about the purpose of Bookkeeping. This is “The world’s the most common standard
system”. Therefore, all Japanese experts and Bookkeeping experts should understand each other
through teaching Japanese Bookkeeping.
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ĺɱѫ٠ĺɱچٜ٢˰ى٦ۓڋڝڬ٦ʪ֦̮
۵ƾ٦͙վѶՍƼĺ,٦ɳͥچВِٞ۵
Kyoko OKUMURA (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Ai NOMURA (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Keiko OKUMURA (1йθ¯)
Mamiko KATO (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Jiro NISHIGORI
ՍҨӘ٧ۗEPA ƾӼɐɀǀԢɻ(jۗǀԢɻ)٣έْڂƾ٦͙վѶՍƼĺ,٦ɳͥچВِ
ٞѡ٘ڃڀϟƙچĳ֏ْۘڂȮζ(2015)٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,٠˰فـ٧ѶՍƼ٦ĺɱ٦فٿ٣ĺɆـم
ٞ¯ʛɻچĺ,ْ˰ڂ٣ƧОَٹڂڃ٦ٟ٧٢ٖۗو٦˰٣ڂـɻمѶՍƼ٣ۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂٿ
چۓВّٞ¯٫چůِ̯ٞ˰ڂـ٠ِۗѶՍƼĺɆ٦փ´٠ِٖٞ٦˰ٌڂْۓڋڝڬچ٠٦ʪ֦̮
چʃϼِٞۘڂـՍҨӘٟ٧ۗͮ 17 ٦͙վѶՍƼƗʕ(jۗƗʕ)٦فٚۗǀԢɻ٣٠ֻٛٞم
ѱِـ٠َۮڂڃƾԟƝۯ٦ɳͥچʄًۗ˪ځƾ٦͙վѶՍƼĺ,٣˰ڂيك٦ۓڋڝڬ٣ٜـ
ٞǠȦْۘڂ2016 ѽф٣ǣٛ٘Ɨʕٟ٧ۮƾԟƝ٣ٜـٞڀلڅ٢لٛ٘ۯ٠فـǀԢɻ٦̹م
ԆڃلƗʕ٦ͫمκ٠٢ٛ٘ۘ2017 ѽф٦Ɨʕٟ٧¯ʛѫ֝ۮچϠ+ԩµۯۄګڠڞډژ٠
ۮϠ+ԩµɊSۯؾڦۓڢ٣Ǟۗځϲ˧Ы٢̬ф٦ֻِ֦ۗچŘάЫ٣ڟؾۅڋٟفٿڂن٣ɳȔ
٦ʄځͶچٶљ ٟƙ٘ƹ٣κڂق֚چǋӤۗٻǀԢɻمɨԁɨ̑٠Ƈ٫ӣيֻٟٞۗفٿڂن
ɨԁ٦ĨʢϠ+٣ڂؿϠ+ԩµɊSؾڦۓڢ٣ٜـٞЇٰڂʫκچʰْ ǋӤچəۘ٘ٶʌǥɻ٧
58 թٟۗѶՍƼĺɆ٠͙վѶՍƼǥɆ٣ڗۓڨؾڊګۄؾڨڂٿٟǣ٢ٛ٘ۘԁ̈́ڦؾڬ٧ۗǀԢ
ɻ٦̇ځԚ(ځɨƭәnۗ¨ۗ)ڭۓۅښѺۗڡڋږƗʕĂ״юٟۘڂؿƗʕ٦ϯٟ٧ۗǀԢɻمϠ+ԩ
µɊSؾڦۓڢ٦¶љ٣ȯpِ٘ŸƟۗٻѶՍƼĺɆ̐ٹ٦ƾַِٟ֤٘ŸƟ٢١مƼۘ٘ڃڀ
ʫκٟ٧ۗɋ͐˽4ۗـڀٹچڭکېڹۓڵڀلϠ+٣ڂؿϠ+ԩµɊSؾڦۓڢ٣ٜـٞЇٰ٘ɻ
ځ̇ۘ٘ـٹԚځٟ٦ۮϠ+ԩµۄګڠڞډژ٣ٜـֻٟٞۮۯ٘نϠ+ԩµɊSؾڦۓڢ٣ǣٛٞ
ۯـ٘ٶю٦ڡڋږٻڭۓۅښƇwۗڀلƗʕѫ֝٦ֻ¨مѺٌٟۘ٘ن٦فٿ٢ɳͥڀلҨӘɻڀ
٧ۗǀԢɻٻĺɆمĺɱ٦ŸƟ¯ٻʛچڠؾڤێĺɱѫ٣ɡٚǵۗٶĺɱ٦ѫ٠مٜ٢ٌڂم
٠ٟ¯ځٿʛǩչچŘάЫ٣ڟؾۅڋٟفٿڂن٣٢ڂ٠فـûӣچنѡ٘ۘՍɳͥچВِۗɺЫ٢
Γձ٦¯ʛٹäڂڃٵƾ٠فـѣОչЫ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧ۗȮζ(˪ų)٦ʃϼ٣pقĺɱѫ٠
ĺɱچٜ٢ٌى٠چʪɖِ٘˰٦مۓڋڝڬʪ֦ٙ٠Ǡۘڂق
Ȯζʸԉ(2015)ۮѶՍƼĺ,٠―ڂْۓڋڝڬچ˰فـĺɆ٦փ´٠ِٞ٦ɳͥ٦ĳ֏ۯƦƼԅ
kĺ,Ɨģ 13, pp.27-49
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Importance of designing places connecting between
inside and outside classrooms: Considerations from
practices in Japanese education for care workers

Kyoko OKUMURA (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Ai NOMURA (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Keiko OKUMURA (1йθ¯)
Mamiko KATO (ʋтθ¯ыİ)
Jiro NISHIGORI
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This presentation will share knowledge gained through practicing specialized Japanese language
education for EPA care worker candidates (herein after referred to as candidates). Miyo(2015) asserts
that the place of Japanese education is not limited to the place where teachers educate learners in class
but the place where learning is established by all the participants through communication in Japanese.
He further insists on the significance of designing the place as a role of a Japanese language teacher.
In this presentation, we will introduce the practice of “ long-term care insurance” which is considered
to be difficult for the candidates to understand in a total of 17 times of specialized Japanese language
training (hereinafter referred to as “training”), and examine the design of a place for specialized
Japanese language education for care workers.
In the training conducted in fiscal 2016, we acknowledged that some candidates said, “I did not know
about long-term care insurance”, and improvement of the training became an issue. In the training in
fiscal 2017, we focused on the integrated community care system and Community General Support
Centers in the study contents. We attempted to provide tasks that the candidates understand the outline
of the abstract system after watching actual practice in a video clip, so that they can image the system
concretely. We also tried to give homework about a Community General Support Centers located in
candidates’ residential areas, so that they can understand it by associating with themselves.
The number of students was 58, and the team teaching was conducted by Japanese language teachers
and specialized Japanese language instructors. Analytical data include candidates’ reflections (selfevaluation and comments) on the course, quizzes, training records, and so on. Some candidates
investigated Community General Support Centers in their communities as homework referring to a
brochure provided by the personnel.
Based on the candidates’ comments including “I understood the integrated community care system.”
or “I want to visit Community General Support Centers.” and the results of the quizzes, we confirmed
that the candidates efficiently understand of the course contents.
Such practice enabled the presenters to notice that the candidates and teachers can have concrete
images of study items by connecting inside and outside classrooms bringing the classroom experience
and learning resources into the classroom. Through this practice, in addition to the assertion of Miyo’s
assertion mentioned above, we admit the importance of designing a place which focuses on connecting
inside and outside classrooms in the specialized Japanese language education for care workers which
involves learning of social aspects.
Ȯζʸԉ(2015)⽇ۮՍƼĺ,٠―ڂْۓڋڝڬچ˰فـĺɆ٦փ´٠ِٞ٦ɳͥ٦ĳ֏⾔ۯƼ⽂
kĺ,Ɨģ 13, pp.27-49
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ӆÐɠƎۛÐɠƎǻǭڠۍږ٣ڂيك
ږکۃڬڒډÐɠۛƼؐ٦ɉќɳͥם
Mariko INAMURA (ыՆΧԅk)ؾۃڬڒډ
Masako HAYASHI (ыՆθ¯)
ۚ۽ґŶ٠չЫ
Ս¯ÐɠƎۛӆÐɠƎۤjۗKLۛNKLۥǻǭڠۍږ٦ʍņ٧θ¯θ¯9٦ԝ¯٣Ӑ֦٢ڬڒډ
ږکۃÐɠƼؐ٦ʛѡچչЫ٠ِ٘ĺuˀـ֤چٞۗمڂـʍņ٦ٶٟ٧ОϮ٣ٹɳȔ٦¶֤٣ٹ
Ƨۗ٘ٵۘڂؿمKLۛNKL ٣٧"٢ڂʂзٌٖۘڂؿمٟۗОϮ٠ɳȔ٦¶֤٣ź҄ڂمљЫ¯ʛ
چǋӤِ٘ۮκۯڭؾڞ٠ۗϏэÐɠ٦ɳچםȋʄِۗЇٰٞĺقǭۮفɳםȋʄ٠ۓڨؾڊګۛډڸ
چۯڗəۘ٘ٶ
ۚ۾κڭؾڞ
① ɠůԢÆۜ۽ɠ٦¢ǖ̯֦͵ِ٘˚چɠů۽چɠ٣ٜنӾ̤ƨْ֤ٖۘڂ٦ƃيٞڂـǖ̯
֦͵چĂѷِٞԅɠچÆٌْ̯ڂ٠ٟǖ̯֦͵چɬkِۗɬԓ҄چוǫڂٸʛٟۘڂؿѣ٣
NKL ٣٧ùЫ٢ˀنʛځٿǄwЫٟۘڂؿ
② э Ðɠםِ֤٘¶چԅÆ̯ۜɝɳٻɨԁɨ̑٣Þْڂѫ֝٦ԅ٣٢فٿڂ٣ۗŚֳچՒٸ
قםۘڂ٨ۮչӖۯ٠فـÐɠƼؐ٦¯ʛٟ٧ۮɑ٦Ðɠ¯ʛ٦չӖ٧ۧ ۦْٟۯ٦ۧ ۦ٣ѷڂڃƼ
ŔچőՠِٜٜםԅچÆْ̯ڂ٠҄فـљЫ٢چڠڢۑڻВّٞՠ٦ОϮۘڂ̝چ
③ Ƽʈ٦ԖÍʛۜÐƼۛƼ֮ۛƼۤگڒڦڒƼۥÝ٦ƦـÍقʛ٣ۗځٿѧۗІǥۗҨ
Ә٢١ږکۃڬڒډ٢˰ձ٣ڂيكέʻچչЫ٠ْۘڂѣ٣ KL ٦ʂзٟڂؿƼۗگڒڦڒƼ٦ĸ
kۘفͱچ
④ ˰ږکۃڬڒډձ٦ۏؾۅȝ̯ۜNKL ٧ڭؾڞ٦Ðɠlթƿّځԅ٠њّٹ٦چˀـٞĺɆ٣
ْ̂ڃٌۘڂ٧̳¨٢ѧٶ٠ѷו٦ʛٟۘڂؿKL ٧ѧۛٶѷٯו٦ԦƼ٦É˛چӅۗٸ٘ڂي
٪مڀ٢ԅچÐɠlթƿّځԅ٣ˀنÍۘڂق
ۚۿɳםȋʄ٠ڗۓڨؾڊګۛډڸ
ϏэÐɠ٣ٜـٞۗԅۗϸˀۗ̈Ԇю٦ږکۃڬڒډ٢˰ձۗٻȬɚۗۗؾڦڠہǍǱю٦Ѷ˲̵
¶ڀلÐɠƼؐ٦ɳچםȋʄِٖۗ٦ɶ̍ ٻڮڋۍڠچٟڭڋۅڠۍږ٣ˣْۘڂÐɠ٦̯ځ
ׂٚۗÐɠƼؐ٦ՠق©ٻۗכĎƼ٠٦Ⱥـԁي٢١ڭڋۅڠۍږچ٣ĺڂق٠¶فـљٟۘڂؿ
Ƽؐ٦'چـɖ©Ы٣Ѻɬٌْڂ٠ٟۗԅդ٣]ّٞЬ͌٢Ƽؐͦچξْۘف֨چו҄ڂ
ۚ܀Ƈw٠ǠȦ
۾٦ۮκۯڭؾڞ٦فٚۗ① ٧ѣ٣ NKL ٣ǈәٙٛ٘ۘ④ ۏؾۅʛ٧ѶՍƼٟɳȔ٣ۏؾۅ
چˀو٦٣փ٣ׂٜ٠م̹فـΧلٛ٘ۘۿ٦ۮɳםȋʄ٠ۯڗۓڨؾڊګۛډڸ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗډۉڟڷ
ۏЫ٣ÐɠƼؐ¯چʛٌْڂ٠٧ǄwЫٟۗځؿӫϛ٦̵¶ٟٹÐɠ٦ɳچםϐْفٿ٣٢ٛ٘ۗ٠
م̹فـΧلٛ٘ۘ
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Practical Teaching Examples of Academic Kanji and
Vocabulary in a Class Composed of Kanji and NonKanji Background Students
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Mariko INAMURA (ыՆΧԅk)ؾۃڬڒډ
Masako HAYASHI (ыՆθ¯)
1. Introduction
In the intermediate kanji class at Tohoku University, students with a kanji background and non-kanji
background learn academic kanji and vocabulary in the same class (hereinafter called KL and NKL
students, respectively). Both groups of students have different weak points. The allotted class time is
not enough to acquire accurate and practical usage of kanji. Therefore, we implemented a “task sheet”
and “collection of examples and peer teaching” to compensate for those problems.
2. Task Sheet
1) Completion of kanji adding the missing component
An incomplete kanji character set with one component deleted is prepared for one kanji. Students are
asked to add the missing component to complete the whole character. Through this practice, students
recognize the composition of a kanji character and acquire the ability to accurately and quickly identify
a kanji. It is a more effective way for NKL than repetitive writing practice.
2) Completion of a sentence
Students are asked to fill in a blank and complete the sentence that expresses either things about
themselves or a fact. For example, to learn the kanji for “mokuhyou (goal),” they complete the given
sentence, “Watashi no kanji gakushu no mokuhyou wa [ ] desu. (My goal for learning kanji is [ ].)”
Students will acquire the meaning of “mokuhyou” through such an active process.
3) Paraphrase practice among vocabulary by word origin
Paraphrase practice among words of Chinese origin, words of Japanese origin and loan words
(katakana-go) must be effective, in order to deal appropriately with academic situations such as
presentations, reading and listening comprehension in university lectures. This practice is especially
effective for KL regarding words of Japanese origin and katakana-go.
4) E-mail writing in academic situations
NKL students are asked to send an e-mail which is identical to the kanji-kana sentence in the task
sheet. On the other hand, KL students are asked to transliterate kana sentences in the task sheet into
kanji-kana sentences while avoiding mother-tongue interference.
3. Collection of examples and peer teaching
Students are asked to collect examples of an assigned kanji from academic materials such as papers,
books, newspapers or in daily life such as magazines, posters, advertisements, etc. They introduce them
to the classmates using PowerPoint with the photos, pictures and illustrations or any other materials
they found. The student presents the meaning of the kanji and vocabulary, the character’s composition,
the difference among other kanji and an effective way to memorize it, etc. This activity has the potential
to provide learners with the ability to visually recognize appropriate kanji and vocabulary in different
contextual situations.
4. Results and Discussions
Major findings are as follows:
1) “Completion of kanji practice” was favored particularly among NKL students.
2) “E-mail practice” was popular among both KL and NKL students for actual use.
3) Regarding the “Collection of examples and peer teaching”, many students stated that visually
learning kanji was an effective way to memorize it, and that they became accustomed to searching for
examples of kanji in daily life more than before.
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ѶՍƼĺ,íՍƼؐ٣ڂيك
֮Ƽ٦ʣɳچչɉِٞ
Atsushi MORI (İтǲƼθ¯)
Kazunari IWATA (̸̅˄Ʉθ¯)
Akinori NAKAJIMA
ѶՍƼĺ,íՍƼؐچǠ˪ڂقٟۙǍڃַَ֤وٞڂـĦ JLPT ƼؐӘ٦ʂз٠ِٞۙٹٛ٠وٿٹ
ɉЩَڂڃ٦֮مƼ٦ː٢َٟۘڂؿĦ JLPT ƼؐӘ 3ۛ4 Ĥ٦֮Ƽ٧ 1,444 Ƽϯ 113 Ƽۤ7.8%ۥ
ِل٢ۘـ/ۙ2013 ѽǨ٣ۮƥζѶՍƼˀنƦ֥ŌǤۤڠڵؾښBCCWJٻۯۥѶՍƼĺȖ٦Ї
ȁڀلѡۮ٘ڃڀѶՍƼĺ,ƼؐӘۯ٦ۮ1.ʼĤͪҭۮۯ2.ʼĤƹҭۯ٦֮Ƽ٧ 1,216 Ƽϯ 198 Ƽ
ۤ16.3%ۥ٠٢ٛٞۘڂـƼ̤٠ِٞ´ۙٹǭ٠ِٞٹθن٢Ύpمƙٞ٠ڃٖۘڂڃٟ٧ٖۙ٦ѫɳ٧١
فٟۘلفڄؿ
٘٠ق٨ۙĦ JLPT ƼؐӘ٣٧ۤؾۍؾږۮ2 Ĥۯۥ٧ۯۓښډڏۮمڂؿ٧٢ڃٌۘـ٧ 1980 ѽζ٦
ѶՍƼĺuˀЇȁ٣íٝو٠ۙفـɢζ٦սκٹθ֮ۘـنƼ٧ۙĦ JLPT ƼؐӘ م664 ƼۙѶՍ
Ƽĺ,ƼؐӘ 2,234 ƼٟۗJLPT ƼؐӘ٧իلڀ٣ː٢ۘـ/ِۙ̈وȝ٘ڃڀѶՍƼĺ,ƼؐӘ
٣٧ۙۤۓښډڏۮ2.ʼĤƹҭمۯۥäڃٵٞۘڂـ/ۗѶՍƼĺ,ƼؐӘ֮ٹƼ٦ʣɳ٠فـз
ٟ٧ʤԁٟ٧٢ۯڨکۂۮۯڠڴۮۯۏڷۮۘـ٦فٿ٢íՍЫ٢Ƽمҩֱيٚٞڀلڂـٟ٘ۘڂؿِٙۗ
ǲׂǲƼƗģʽ٣֮ۮڂٿƼƦـÍقФۯ٣فٿڂؿ٣֮Ƽ٦ִ֤٧Ӆۘـ٘ي
ٌِ٘فѶՍƼĺ,íՍƼؐ٣֮ڂيكƼ٦սκچƄْٸ٘ڂ٣ۙjĂ٦ 2 зڀلڃٌچչ
ɉِٞوـӐ֦ۘڂؿم
ۚ۽ҩֱيٚٞڂـíՍЫ٢֮ƼچԢۘف
ۚ۾ˮ٢֮Ƽ٧ѶՍƼٯ٦ƦـÍقФٌكچ٢ۘف
˪Ă٦ 2 зچƄْٸ٘ڂ٦ۏؾڪ٠ِ֮ٞۙۮٓٵƼچۯؾڒکڎڨҨِ٘ۘՍۏؾڪ٣٧ۙ
UniDIC۴MeCab ٣ڂٿůΰ͵̈́Ƈw٦Ƽʈ֮ۮƼچۯƔʰِۙjĂ٦˳ԪچӘɦْڂù҄چɳ
Ήِ٘ۘ
ۛĦ JLPT ƼؐӘ٦Ĥ
ۛѶՍƼĺ,ƼؐӘ٦ۤۏڽې1.ʼĤͪҭۢ6.˪Ĥƹҭۥ
ۛBCCWJ ٦Ӡф
ۛƼؐ͵٦JƼӘĂӵԁ
ۛmل٦ Web ˪٦Jɩˀ٣ڂٿJƼӘĂ٦օ
֮ۛƼƦـÍقФۤ176 Ƽ٦ۥٶ
ٌڀڃ٦ù҄چɳΉِ֮٘ۮƼڃـ֤چۯؾڒکڎڨ٨ۙѶՍƼĺ,íՍƼؐ٠ِٞҩֱيٚ٘
íՍЫ٢֮Ƽڀلڭڠڔګچϐȡٌْڂ٠مq҄٠٢ٖٛ٘ۘڃ٠ĳ٣ٌۙ٦֮ۮƼۯؾڒکڎڨ
٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦֮Ƽ٦Ƽؐ¯ʛ٦ɨʃ¯ʛۏؾڪ٠ַِِ֤ٞٹٞٹ
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Toward Enhance Loanwords in Basic Japanese
Vocabulary

Atsushi MORI (İтǲƼθ¯)
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Kazunari IWATA (̸̅˄Ʉθ¯)
Akinori NAKAJIMA
When considering the basic vocabulary for Japanese language instruction, the most commonly
identified shortcoming of the former extensively used Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT)
Vocabulary List is its lack of foreign loanwords. Among the 1,444 words specified in the list for levels
3 and 4, only 113 (7.8%) are foreign loanwords. Meanwhile, within the Japanese Language Learning
Vocabulary List, which was derived in 2013 from the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written
Japanese (BCCWJ) and Japanese language teaching resources, among the 1,216 words comprising “1.
Lower Introductory” and “2. Upper Introductory,” foreign loanwords account for 198 words (16.3%).
This represents a major difference in terms of both the number of words and proportion of the total list.
The implications of this difference are discussed in detail below.
For instance, the former JLPT Vocabulary List includes kuuraa (level 2) but not eakon, both of which
mean air-conditioning. This is primarily a generational problem, since the selection was based on a
Japanese language textbook survey conducted in the 1980s. Compared to the 2,234 foreign loanwords
included in the Japanese Language Learning Vocabulary List, the former JLPT Vocabulary List has
only 664, which is clearly a very low number. Meanwhile, the newly created Japanese Language
Learning Vocabulary List contains eakon (2. Upper Introductory). However, not even this list
comprehensively covers foreign loanwords, as basic words such as biru (building), basu (bus), and
macchi (match) are missing. On the other hand, the “Suggested Japanese Replacements for Foreign
Loanwords,” which is published by the National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics,
cautions against the overuse of foreign loanwords.
In order to resolve this problem within the basic vocabulary for Japanese language instruction, we
must fulfill the following two objectives:
1. Fill the gaps in meaning caused by the missing basic foreign loanwords.
2. Suggest Japanese replacements for superfluous foreign loanwords.
To realize these two objectives, we developed the Foreign Loanword Checker. This tool detects
words classified as “foreign loanwords” based on the results of the morphological analysis performed
by UniDIC and MeCab and displays the following information:
- Former JLPT Vocabulary List level
- Japanese Language Learning Vocabulary List level (from 1. Lower Introductory to 6. Upper
Advanced)
- BCCWJ frequency
- English spelling of the lexeme
- Translation of the word spelt in English taken from an online English–Japanese dictionary
- Suggested Japanese replacement (176 words only)
The Foreign Loanword Checker, which is equipped with these functions, enables one to search texts
for foreign loanwords that are missing from the basic vocabulary for Japanese language instruction. In
addition, we intend to offer the tool for free public use to help the self-study of foreign loanwords by
Japanese language learners.
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Semantic Features of the Proposition in Deontic
Modality beki : Focusing on Potential Forms

Rika KISHITA (Mukogawa Women's University)

Purpose
This paper aims to describe the features of the proposition in Deontic Modality beki.
Background
Japanese Modality forms beki and hazu can be translated into English auxiliary verb should.
Therefore, native English speakers sometimes use beki instead of hazu and make errors:
(1)* Ame ga furu bekidesu. ۷م@ۻǨنٰڂْٟ۸
Explanations in previous studies (Morita 1989, Niwa 1991, Moriyama1992, 1997, Nakahata 1998
et al.) is useful to prevent this kind of error. They claim that the proposition of beki must have
volitional predicates:
(2) Isshookemmei benkyoo suru bekidesu. ۷/̵Ɠժԝĸْنٰڂْٟ۸
At the same time, this description also explains the reason why the combination of beki and
potential verbs is ungrammatical:
(3)*Tanaka-san wa oyogeru bekidesu. ۷ۻйϯَڇ٧Iًنٰڂْٟ۸
However, there are cases that potential forms can be used:
(4) Ryoori wa muzukashii koto wa dekinaku temo misoshiru kurai tsukreru bekida.(Initai shinai
jinsee 2008)
۷ֻ٧ѱٌِـ٠٧ٟن٢وٞۗٹՠͯʧـڀوȝنٰڂڃٙۘ۰6εِ٢̵̖ـ۱ͰցɄ
2008 ѽ۸
The above examples raise a question about what kind of event or state of affairs can be stated in the
forms of proposition of beki.
Method and Data
Frist, beki in BCCWJ and Web Corpus are retrieved and their propositions are classified from
viewpoints:
1) Dynamic predicate (volitional, non-volitional…)
2) Static (non-volitional) predicate (potential form, da/dearu form, aru/iru, -teiru form…)
Then, features of the proposition of beki are analyzed focusing on the potential forms.
Conclusion
Potential forms are used as the proposition of beki under the condition that the speaker expects
someone to acquire easily the ability expressed by the form. Misoshirukuraiۤՠͯʧۥـڀوin the
sentence (4) expresses that the speaker expects him or her to acquire the ability to make Misoshiru(ՠ
ͯʧچȝ )ڂڃis easy.
The occurrence of this kind of usage is not rare. Therefore, this description provides English
speakers with some clues to use a Deontic modality form beki.
References
Morita Yoshiyuki (1989) Kiso Nihongo, Kadokawa.
Moriyama Takuro (1992) “Kachi Handan no Mood Keishiki to Ninshoo” Nihongo Kyooiku 77.
Moriyaka Takuro (1997) “Nihongo ni okeru Jitai Sentaku
Keishiki―“Gimu”“Hitsuyoo”“Kyoka”nado no Mood Keishiki no Imikoozoo”, Kokugogaku 188.
Nakahata Toshiyuki (1998) “Toozen wo Arawasu Modality Keishiki ni tsuite۵Hazda to Bekida۵”
Koonan Daigaku Kiyoo 111.
Niwa Tetsuya (1991) “Bekida to Nakereba naranai”Osaka Gakuin Digaku Jinbun Sizen Ronsoo 2324
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nϞҬϚ٦ۯنٰۮڊګێڧۆ٦ժκѫ֝˴Ɗ
ؾq҄ůɫچϯ̅٣―

շj ( لځӳƮ͚˄Ʉθ¯)

nϞҬϚ٦ۯنٰۮڊګێڧۆ٦ժκѫ֝˴Ɗچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂѶՍƼ٦nϞҬ
Ϛ٦ڊګێڧۆůɫۯنٰۮ٠ѺɬЫڊګێڧۆůɫۮ٧ٓۯ٧ۗ١ٚۗٹڀJƼԱ˂љɗ should ٣օ
ِѡمِ٘ۘڂٛٞۗۮ٧ٓڂـ֤چۯ٦مΩэ٢˰ǭ٣ڂـ֤چۯنٰۮ٠ۗفـɣם٦فٿ٢ƽ̵֤م
ّۘڂ
(1) իѶ٧̲نٰۻڂڃْٟ٧ْٟٓۘ
͕ǣƗģۤ̉й 1989, ϋ? 1991, ̉Ȱ 1992, 1997, ϯҦ 1998 ٢١ۥ٧ۗۯنٰۮ٦ժκѫ֝٧ם
ق٨(2)٣ɦْفٿ٢ɇ̮مÞْ֚ڂѫٟ֝٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ـ٠ɉЩِٞۘڂـ
(2) йϯَڇ٧̓¯ْنٰڂْٟۘ
ٌ٦Ăʲ٣íٝي٨ۗ(ם1)٦فٿ٢ƽ֤٧Յًۘڂ
(3) Iًنٰ??ڂْٟۘ
ۮIًۯفٿ٢١٠Ʀٌف٠٧ٟن٢ـ٠فـՠٟۗq҄ůɫۮIًۯڂ٧ɇ̮چɡ٘٢لِۘـ
ِۗɣם٦فٿ٣q҄ůɫ֝مѺَ˰ڂڃǭۗځؿٹɇ̮٦Þ֚٦ѫɳ٣ٜـٞ٧Ɣѓ٦Ӑ֦م
ۘڂؿ
(4) ֻ٧ѱٌِـ٠٧ٟن٢وٞۗٹՠͯʧـڀوȝنٰڂڃٙۘ
ۤ۰6εِ٢̵̖ـ۱ͰցɄۥ
ՍҨӘ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢սκɬ٣íٝچם֤ڀلڠڵؾښۗنϲʰِٞۯنٰۮ٦ժκѫ֝چɇ
̮٠فـÙзٖۘڂֻْ̱ڀل٦˪ٟ٠و٣q҄ůɫ٣˝зچэٞٞǠȦچǣۘفǠȦ٦Ƈwۗɇ
چҨљَِڃْق٨҄§וѡۤ˵ļ٦§ѡمۥq҄٠٢˰ڂǭ٣ۗq҄ůɫۯنٰۮم٦ժκѫ֝˴
Ɗ٠٢ځѡٌڂ٠مɦَ٘ۘڂڃ٠ق٨(ם4)٣ـكٞq҄ůɫ֝مѺَڂڃ٦٧ۗϊ٣έِٞٹğٸ
ڂڃڀȈКƧ٦҄ו٣ٜـٞʲٰٞۗځكɇَڃؿق٨҄§וѡمqٌٟ҄ڂؿ٠٣ڂٿ٠Ǡڀق
ۘڂڃ
q҄ůɫۯنٰۮم٦ժκѫ֝٠٢םڂ٧ÿٟ٧٢ۘـՍҨӘ٦Ăʲ٧JƼچԦƼ٠ْڂѶՍƼ
¯ʛɻ٣٠ֻٛٞۯنٰۮ٦/˂٠٢ڂ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ȯǠԅƖ
̉йבǣ(1989)۰íͳѶՍƼ۱ǥϝɺ
̉Ȱμ(ײ1992)ۮnϞҬϚ٦ڮؾۄůɫ٠ѶՍƼۯ۰ѶՍƼĺ,۱77
̉Ȱμ(ײ1997)ۮѶՍƼ٣ڂيكɝΰͦξůɫ―ۮĎէۮۯӐ֦ۮۯĭqۯ٢١٦ڮؾۄůɫ٦
ՠǖΑۯ۰ǲƼ¯۱188
ϯҦǉǌ(1998)ۮэͭچӘْڊګێڧۆůɫ٣ٜـٞ―٧ٓٙ٠ٰنٙ―ۯ۰Ǜѯθ¯Ā֦۱111
ϋ?Эտ(1991)نٰۮٙ٠٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ۯـ۰θȚ¯9θ¯̖ԅɨͭͺ۱
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ѶՍƗģuչ٣ؾۇڨۏڒںڜڂيكʍņ
—ѶՍ̖¯̵٠̵¯׆٦Ĵј¯ʛ٦Ď٠q̮҄—

Kaoru FUJIMOTO (ӳΏցθ¯)

چؾۇڨۏڒڻکہۤؾۇڨۏڒںڜäنچۥٷٛيل٣ѶՍƼ¯چ٫Ɂ¯ڂٸʛɻ٧Χِلِۘـ
٢ۗڀمĺ,ùÞ٣ـكٞ¯ٰڂù٧Χـ٠٧Ʀق٢ـٙۘفڄՍ¯ٟ٧ۗ¯ӵuչ٣ـكٞ¯׆
̵مѶՍ̖¯̵٠ĳ٣¯فچؾۇڨۏڒںڜ٭uչچǥِ٘ۘ
ٌ٭¯چؾۇڨۏڒںڜ٠٣٧١ڇ٢Ďڂؿم٦ٙڃٖۘلفڄ٣٧ۗɺۗۗؾڧۓڎڟŸȍۗ
ֻ̅ю۠ۗmچƙلڂ٣ٿٛٞɖзمԖٹڂڅ٦ٟۘفڄؿǷۗѶՍƼĺ,٦͙վtمϏэٌِ٘
٠ؾۇڨۏڒںڜۗڀل٦ϯ٦ѶՍƼٻѶՍԅk٠ٖ٦ԖͧۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻٻѶՍ٣֮ڂǣɻ٣
Þْڂɝ˧۠֡ۗـچ٢Λ̮چɡָٜʕɻۗمĳ٣սـ٣Þِٞɨԁ٢ځ٦ǠچقѶՍƼٟ̋ٸ
ٌٞوـ٠چչӖ٠ِ٘ۘۗ٘ٵѶՍ̵̖ۗ¯׆مɈمـٚ٢ۮѶՍ٦ٌ٠٧ѶՍ̖٦ۯـِ˦م
٠فـɈـǵַِ֤ۗچٶѶՍ٣ŀՠځؿمѶՍƼڇ¯چ̵ٟ¯׆ڂـ٦ٌـِ˦م٠ٌڂؿم٠ۗ
э٘ͪځٙ٠Ɉٌٛٞڂـ٠͒چիٌْڂ٠ۗمѶՍ̖٣٠ٛٞÖόٟ٧٢ٌـ٠چɳËٟفٿڂن٢
ِ֤ۘ٘چږڠڦ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗՖָʕɻ٣Ăѷِٞڀٹٛ٘ڮؾڒۓۋڞږېڹێ٠ʍņƹ٣ǣٛ٘ۗڀلڭؾژۓډ
چؾۇڨۏڒںڜʍņ٣ʄځѷٌڂڃ٠ٻĳʕ٣ڂٿuչ٦ĎٻǷƹ٦q̮҄چǠȦِٞۘوـ
ָʕɻ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯ӵ̵٧ 2 ѽ ڀل4 ѽٵٟۗ֡۠٢¯ӵۛ¯u٦¯̵مʍņ٣ȯpِ٘ۘ¯ۗ٘ٵ
ӵ̵ۗ¯׆ĴОم̵¯׆ȯpِۗѶՍƼו٧ۗ JLPT ٦ Nچ۽ǭ¤ِ¯ӵٟ¯˪٭Ĥ˪٦¯ʛɻ
ڃكٹ٨ۗNۏڽېۿ٦¯ʛɻۘ٘ـٹϯĤ٦ĴО̵٣٠ٛٞۗĺ4٦ؾۇڨږې٧ֻ٧ѱِلٛ٘
٠Ɉۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬِۗلِۘڂڃڅٟ٧ƦƼ٦چڬۓڳЈڻؾۏڗۗق٦ϯ̅٣٢ٌڂ٠مΧ۠ؿٛ
٘ۘۗ٘ٵѶՍƼ٦ԦǲƼĚ٫JƼ٢١٦ĳВƦƼچɡٜڻؾۏڗم̵¯׆٣Ӿٌ̤ڂـ٠ٟۗ
ɨͭ٣˂يǭمـĄٌ¶ۗځљچγځ٢̢وǣِٞۘ٘ـ
ԁ̈́ڀلƙڂ٠ۗѶՍ̖¯̵٦ϯ٣٧ٌۗٵڃ̵ٟ¯׆٣ْ͍ڂùٲم٠ڇ١٢ۗوѶՍƼٻѶ
ՍƼĺ,٣Þ̅٦٢لٛ٘ɻٹː٢و٢ل̵ٛ٘¯׆ۗم٠٠ٹ٣ɨԅkٻѶՍƼ٣ٜـٞǠڂق
ٌ٠٧ۗȻƂمΧٵڃٌوٟƙقٞـ٢لٛ٘֡۠٢ɝ˧٣չچǇنڂيٛيل٣٢ٛ٘فٿٟۘڂؿ
ۗ٘ٵѶՍ̖¯̵۠֡ٻ٢̵¯׆٠ĳ٣֡۠٣ƙƿÍٌْڂ٠٧ۗѶՍ٣ِ٘¯׆ĎچĸوËّ
ٞڂـĴО̵مΧ
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Japanese subculture as a Subject of Japanese Studiessignificance and possibility of the collaborative learning
between Japanese and international students -

Kaoru FUJIMOTO (ӳΏցθ¯)

Many learners of Japanese as a second language (JSL) started out because of subcultures (including
pop culture). Yet, they do not have many opportunities to study subcultural material in educational
institutions. As an undergraduate course at our university, we designed a subject handling subculture as
a material to be studied together by overseas students and Japanese students.
What does it mean to study a subculture? The answer to this question will vary depending on what
aspects to focus on—society, gender, economy, or psychology, for example. A specialist in JSL
education, however, was in charge of this course, and so the course focused on matters about the
Japanese language and culture and their shifts through subcultures, as well on topics about JSL learners
and travelers visiting Japan. The course aimed for enrollees of diverse backgrounds to deepen their
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individual thoughts together in Japanese in response to questions on those matters. The course also
included a task that was designed to use the common preconception which Japanese and overseas
students both have, namely that Japanese people know more about Japan, in order for the students to
realize that there are some things that exchange students, who are interested in Japan and studying
Japanese, know more about, and that it is not as easy as it may seem for Japanese people to explain
things that they already take for
Based on students’ comments on the reflection cards given out in each class and the questionnaires
given after classes, this report considers the meaning and future possibilities of including subcultural
material in instruction as well as of co-enrollment of overseas and Japanese students. The Japanese
students enrolled in the course were second-year to fourth-year undergraduates from various
departments and programs. As for the overseas students, some were registered primarily at our
university, and others were students in study exchange agreement programs (further referred to simply
as “agreement program students”). While the Japanese language skills of some of the overseas students
were very advanced, for example majoring at our university with an N1 in the JLPT, some were not,
such as only having reached N3. For the agreement program students, who were at an intermediate level
of JSL, it was supposedly difficult to comprehend the instructor’s lectures. Nevertheless, those students
often overcame their linguistic disadvantages, becoming the centers of group discussions. In addition,
the presence of two or more exchange students within a group with shared non-Japanese languages,
such as their native language or English, allowed for their spontaneous cooperation and uninterrupted
progress throughout activities.
Although not few of the Japanese students enrolled in this course had not until then had much
opportunities to communicate with overseas students and were uninterested in the Japanese language
or JSL education, analysis found that the experience of thinking together with exchange students about
their own culture and language was stimulating and created opportunities for them to begin to pay
attention to matters to which they did not before. In addition, it was observed that many of the agreement
program students found the various exchanges of opinions with Japanese students to be a valuable and
meaningful experience.
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η٦θ¯٠ѶՍ٦ϠɨɤάĚ٫éņ
(ʙйƘ_ʆɅ)٣ڂٿǲȔƿׄ٦ʄځͶٶ

Chia-hua LIN (θњθ،¯ۓڋڝڬډڟڬۅӵ)
Ming-jan CHEN (TATUNG UNIVERSITY)
Eriko OKABE (IWANE) (»ɫɺ)ډۅۛڭۓڍۛۏڦڟڬ

ŏѽۗǲȔk̖ۏڴؾۑڗٻȖ٦,̯مΧو٦¯Ǖ٦ĺ,̔٣ʄځѷڂڃڀڃϯۗۓڋڝڬņ
ٻϠ+̇ŀԁցٟ٧ۮϠ+ۮۗۯۓڋڝڬɺۯۓڋڝڬ٣չچǇفٿڂي٣٢ٛٞۘڂـԁցچս
ۗٓڅΦ٦͙վה+٠٦ƿׄۗٻϠ+٠٦ĳ̵م/ٜ٦ׄڃ٠ِٞۗ̿ل٣Ǎمٖٛٞۘڂـ٦ϯۗ
2015 ѽ 6 ƉۗՍ¯ۤθњθ¯ۥ٠ѶՍǲʙйƘ_ʆɅ٠_ʆɅ٦éņ۵»ɫɺ Digital und
Meer Ȯɻـِ̈مƿׄ٠ĳ̵چչɉِۗǲȔЫȲÇ¯ŴĴОچƇڇٌٙۘڃ٧̳٣ԁց٦'ف
̖٘ٚ¡مǺځˬچNچוۗقǭفٿٔڅ٠љنʰِ٘Ƈw٠Ʀۘڂق
ِِۗلǷٵٟ٣٢لٛ٘ʄځͶٶٟمڂؿưۗɳْͥڂȔ٣Χو٦Ǹѱ٣Ћձِ̖٘ۘۏڴؾۑڗ
Ȗ٦,̯چöίْڂθ¯ۗϠ+٦͘и٠ÙǁچöίْڂϠɨɤάۗƥϠéņ٦¶̮kچğڂٸ
éņِٖۗٞۗؾڦؾڱڊګؾښٟڂؿѶՍƼĺɆ٣̵¯ٹ٦ѶՍƼ҄ו٦ΎpٻѶՍԅk٦ֻ
٢١ۗѶՍƼĺɆ٢ڀٟ٧٦öίٖۘڂؿم٦ͮٞچնٟ֭ۗفٿڂنòΧ٦ِǭـ٠əǣȢƽچ
ʪ٥ۗՍڭږڎڟۑڻٟ٧ۮĳњʍņۮۗۯڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋۮۗۯڻکۋڞږؾےۓڋڝڬۮۗۯƥϠγ
ȕŭԅkάƟٌۗۯ٦ȿٜ٦¶љ٣٘١ځٜۗنɳƥِ٘ۘ
ȿٜ٦¶љ٧̮ɲ"م٢ۗٸ٘ڂȯp̵ٟ¯ڂن٦̖̤ٹњ/ٟ٧٢ۘـĳњʍņ٠ۋڞږؾے
ڻک٧Ֆ 30 թͪƹٟۗٻڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋƥϠγȕŭԅkάƟ٧Ֆ 2ۢ4 թٟ¶ۘڂؿљ
ƹ٧چؾۉڷڦۓڋٻڭؾژۓډɳɋِٞۗ¶љ٦Ǆw٠Eł¨چѺِٖ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗĳњʍņ٠ؾے
ڻکۋڞږƹ٦ڀلڭؾژۓډϠɨɤάمöίْڂϠ+ϟթф٦Ǉ˪ٻϠ+٣έْڂÞ̅٦Ԗ
k¨مѺَڻکڞۓؾڦۓڋۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃ٠ƥϠγȕŭԅkάƟƹ٦̵¯ڀلؾۉڷڦۓڋ٦
ɬٻԅk٣έֻْڂ٦Ԗkمƙڻکۋڞږؾےۓڋڝڬۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀƹ٣ɳɋِ٘ڭؾژۓډ٦
ɨ֑Ăٟ٧ۗ¯̵مɨԁ٦Ƽ¯҄ו٦ըَ٣ٷٻѫ֝مƙ¶ۘ٘ڃڀљچВِٞ¯̵٦Ƽ¯¯
ʛٯ٦Þ̅٣Ԗkؿمٛ٘٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ۮm٦٘ٸ٣ǲƼچĺ٘ٵۗلڂق٧¯ۘۯل٭ɑ٘ٚ٧ـِٜۮلƦƼ¯چʛْۯڂ٠فـͶ
ٶ٣ʏۗڃڅƦƼ҄ו٦ťٻĸk٣Պїْفٿڂ٣٢ِٛ٘ۘچ¦ِۗلҋڃ٨ۗ֡۠٢q̮҄م
ίٌٛٞۘڂـ٦ѲѽҭۗƯڀلـɁٵٛ٘Սڭږڎڟۑڻ٧˪ʲ٦¶љچВّٞۗ¨ل٢ʆ]چق
ѡ٘ۘ
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Efforts of International Collaboration between
University and Yokote City (Company and
Government)

Chia-hua LIN (θњθ،¯ۓڋڝڬډڟڬۅӵ)
Ming-jan CHEN (TATUNG UNIVERSITY)
Eriko OKABE (IWANE) (»ɫɺ)ډۅۛڭۓڍۛۏڦڟڬ

Recently, numerous universities have included internationalization and global talent cultivation in
their educational policies. In designing and promoting an area, they emphasize how to build and
design a community, which is pertinent to social responsibility and compassion. In addition, designing
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and planning methods for interdisciplinary cooperation and community coexistence have become a
major development trend.
In June 2015, we hosted a design workshop, at which the government of Yokote, Akita Prefecture,
Japan; Digital und Meer Incorporated, Japan; and our school (Tatung University, Taiwan) were urged
to establish a new cooperation model involving international industry, government, and academia.
This model overcame the interaction barriers between nationalities, cultures, and departments and
established a new cooperative education model coexisting with international industries.
Because this cooperation model is unprecedented, numerous difficulties arose during its
implementation. To achieve international talent cultivation, to promote the tourism industry in Yokote
and boost its local economy, and to increase Taiwanese and Japanese students’ ability to
communicate across languages and cultures, Yokote City Government, industry, and our school
repeatedly discussed and conducted activities to facilitate cooperation. The activities we conducted
were interdisciplinary cooperative teaching, design workshop, overseas internships, and on-site, indepth field surveys for cultural experience.
Because these four activities are of different natures, the number of students participating varied. At
each event, approximately 30 students participated in the interdisciplinary cooperative teaching and in
the design workshop. By contrast, 2 to 4 students participated in the overseas internships and the onsite, in-depth field surveys for cultural experience. After the activities had been completed, we
conducted surveys and interviews to verify the effects. The results revealed that interdisciplinary
cooperative teaching and design workshop increased the region’s reputation and attracted attention
from outside the region. In addition, an on-site field survey conducted during the overseas internships
indicated an increase in students’ learning motivation and cultural understanding. By interviewing the
students involved in overseas internships and cultural experience after the end of the activities, we
discovered that these students had their learning motivation and cultural understanding enhanced and
intended to increase their language ability. The activities implemented in this study utilized new
methods to break the conventional framework of language learning and resulted in concrete
educational results. We anticipate that in the future, the international industry–government–academia
cooperation model can continue to be applied to design more creative and challenging teaching
methods.
Acknowledgement: This study is grateful for the strong support from Yokote City Government,
Akita Prefecture, Japan.
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θ¯٦ۏڴؾۑڗk٣Ǉ٘يѶՍƼĺ,٦
փ´٠κ
Shino TAKAHASHI ( ӓθ¯)
Rumiko MUKAI (ыİθ¯)
θ¯٦ۏڴؾۑڗk٣Ǉيٞ͛׃Ы٣̵¯׆٦ʌيѷمڃǣ٢فٿڂڃڅ٣٢ٛٞۘ٘نθ̻
ۤ2016ۥ٧ۗθ¯٦ۏڴؾۑڗkڂٸ̓چ٣٧Ͷ˼٦Ԗ֝مӐ֦ٟڃٖۗځؿ٧ۗӵŇمƨ۠٣ʄځ
Ͷِچٶٞͮۗٹά٦Ԗ֝٣٧٢ځ٣ٌـو٠چɉЩِٞۘڂـ¢θ¯٦ѶՍƼĺ,ӵվ٧ۗθ¯٦
͛׃٣TٛٞKۄۍڗۑڻҨٸ̓چٞٹڂـ٦٦ۗΧو٦˰ǭۗ¯ѫٟ٧ʰч٦فٿ٢Πȕ٣٢
ٛٞۗځكɯǣӵ¯ٻӵ٦Ѻϟф٧ǫـ٠٧Ʀق٢ͻۤـϠ 2015ۗ_й 2013ٌۘۥ٦κچƄْ
ڂ٣٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,ӵվ٦ʄځͶچٶɳɲЫ٢ĺ,چϏٛٞ¯ڂـӵ٦ĺ˽4٣иۗقɯǣӵ٦Ѻ
ɬٹǫۗٸθ¯٦͛׃٣ٜ٢ًٞوـӐ֦ۘڂؿم
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗθ¯٦ۏڴؾۑڗk٣ǇيٞۗѶՍƼĺ,ӵվمѶՍ̖٠΅م̵¯׆Ʒ٣¯٫ǭ
͐فٿڂقŻِٞǣ٢ٛ٘ʄځͶٶ٦فٚۗ¯ӵĺ4٠٦Þũِٝچځو٢ڀمɳɋِ٘۾θ¯٦ɝם
چˣِۗѶՍƼĺ,ӵվ٦փ´٠κچǠȦْۘڂ
ɝ םA ٧ۗ̈ѷ̵¯׆έ˧٦۾ʟÝʡϯڠؾښٟۘڂؿѶՍ̖ډڊګۓۍۀ٦ȯpۗ¯ӵʌѷĺ
4ٯ٦͆ŉЫ٢ʑϟ چ15 ѽÝΝيٞۘ٘نǷٟ٧ڠؾښ٦Πȕ٧ͮ¯ٟѺɬَفٿڂڃ٣٢ښۗځ
ڠؾȯpͪچФ٠ِ͙٘վ٦͐ۄۍڗۑڻŻچǣ٢فӵŇٹƥڃٞؾۉڷڦۓڋۗ٘ٵۘڂـ٣ۗځٿ
ѶՍ̖"مډڊګۓۍۀԅkٯ̵¯׆٦ֻچΒْ̓ڂփ´ٹwٌِ٘ٞڂـ٠مիلڀ٠٢ٛٞ
ۘڂـ
ɝ܇ם٧ۗ˪Ĥ˪ۏڽې٦̵¯׆έ˧٦ѶՍȽíͳϟɬǥȄٟۘڂؿѶՍƼĺ,٠͙վĺ,
چٜ٢ىѫٟ֝ۗ¯ӵĺ4٦ĴוٟѶՍ̖9̵چǥɆ٠ِٞĄِ֤ٞ¯ۘڂـӵĺ4٧ۗƗģɱ٦
̖Ȗٌڂڃَ֤¶م٦ʄځͶٶ٣ǈЫٟۗѶՍƼĺ,٦٘ٸ٣̝ˀ٦ïӣڂْچ٢١͆ŉЫ٢
ɊSچɁٸٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـǥɆ٠٢ٛ٘ѶՍ̖9̵ٯ٦ɲսɓЇȁٟ٧ۗɉќچВ̵ِٞۗ¯׆٣έ
ْڂѺɬمθونԖڅٛ٘٠ʲٰٞۘڂـ
ɝם٠¯ٹӵ٦ѺϟچΒْփ´چwِ٘ٞۗمڂـɝ םA ٧̵ۗ¯׆ɊS٦֏֤̮٦مٶϮ
չَۗڃѶՍ̖٦Ԗ֝ٯ٦ǦƖ٧ͮوɖց٣ѷٛٞـ٢ۘـ/ۗɝ םB ٟ٧̵ۗ¯׆ɊS٦ɬ
٧ñҟٟۗѶՍ̖٦ډێۇڔɊS٠فـз٣٦ٶÞ̅مïٔڃڀٞۘڂـθ¯٦ۏڴؾۑڗkٟğ
ڂڃڀٸͶ˼٦ɬԖ֝ٯƇ٫ٜيٞٸ٘وـ٣٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,ӵվ٦ʄځͶمٶѶՍ̖٠¯׆
̵٣ƷűЫٌٟڂؿ٠چɦِۗ¯ӵĺ4٦Þ̅ڀَچ٣6نʰٌِٞوـ٠مκ٠Ǡۘڂق
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The Issues and Role of Japanese Language Education
in the Globalization of the University

Shino TAKAHASHI ( ӓθ¯)
Rumiko MUKAI (ыİθ¯)

A strategy for globalizing universities in Japan has been to recruit international students. Onishi
(2016) points out the need to for universities to modify their organization in order to globalize, but
while changes are implemented in some departments, it is very difficult to restructure as a whole.
Japanese language programs at each university have developed along with the strategy of their
university, but in most cases these are isolated changes and it can not be said that the administration
or the departments are very much aware of them (Kuraji 2015, Yokota 2013). In order to solve this
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problem, the departments and academic staff, responsible for a substantial portion of university
education, and the administration need to be made more aware of the impact Japanese language
education can have in order to align more closely with the university strategy.
In this presentation, we will consider the role and the related issues of Japanese language education
in the globalization of the university by introducing cases at two universities where relationships were
built with the academic staff by designing a platform for Japanese and international students to learn
together.
Case A is a two-week intensive course for incoming international students. For the past 15 years,
there has been Japanese volunteer participation in the course and active contact with the faculty
supervisors of the international students. At present, this course is known throughout the university
and some departments even plan their own course schedules to accommodate it. In addition,
interviews of the Japanese student volunteers clearly show it has served to promote intercultural
communication and understanding of international students.
Case B is an advanced class for international students on Basic Japanese History. A Japanese
graduate student was assigned as a lecturer by a professor of the history department, linking Japanese
language education with content education. The graduate student’s professor saw this as good
training for the student and even provided additional material to use for the class. In a questionnaire,
the graduate student lecturer responded that, as a result of supervising international students, their
perception of international students had greatly changed.
In both cases recognition by the departments of these Japanese language education activities was
enhanced. In Case A, however, while the Japanese volunteers were an asset and it was a learning
experience for them, the academic staff did not seem to be aware of their participation. On the other
hand, in Case B, the Japanese graduate student’s professor was interested in how the experience
would help the student’s career, but there seemed no recognition of how the student’s perception of
international students had changed or of how the international students benefited by the class. To
show the need to modify the structure of the university along with the process of globalization, one
issue is that Japanese language education should be seen as beneficial to both international and
Japanese students in order to gain the support of the academic staff for any necessary changes.
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ډڨډۑږ٣ڂيكŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ
۵ۓۋڞؾڽڨۆǇ˪٦əٶ
Emi MURATA-MARGETIC (ںېڗڝθ¯)
ډڨډۑږٟ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯ǕٻԢʛǕۗŹ˓Ƽڠۍږ٢١ٵٙ٢/ٟۗѶՍƼچŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ¯
ʛِٞڂـɄıۘڂـٹɄıυ٦Χو٧ѶՍƼچtСѫٟԝĸٌِٞڂـ٠مΧۗوѶՍƼچԝĸِ
ٞڂـΦ٦Ʉıυ٠٦Þځڅ٧ː٢ ۘـЖζۤ2015ۥٟ٧ۗۮϠ+٣ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٦սκз٧
Χð٣ۤۘڂ٘څϯ¯ۥ׃Ǖٻĺ,4ٙيٟ٧٢ۙوΦ٦Ϡ+٦ĺɱۙ٘ٵ٧ѶՍƼ¯Ǖ٢١٠
ٜ٢ٌڂم٠ٟۙƄْڂսκٹΧ۠ڂؿ٦ٟ٧٢ۯلـ٠ʲٰЇȁ٣ٿٛٞիلڀ٣ِٞۘڂـՍƗ
ģٟ٧ٌۗچڃSِ֤ۮΦ٦Ϡ+٦ĺɱۗ٘ٵ٧Ź˓Ƽڠۍږ٠ٜ٢ٌڂم٠ٟۗѶՍƼچŹ˓Ƽ٠ِ
ٞ¯٭Ʉı٘ٚ٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛںڊګڟہچ٣̟ۯۘڂْ٠فـlׂ͒چٌٞۗ٦lٌ͒ـِ̳م
٠ۗ٘ٵǷƹ٦κچЇȁ٣ٿٛٞիلڀ٣ْۘڂ
ҨӘɻ٧ۗډڨډۑږǲѫٟŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞѶՍƼ٭¯چɄıυ٦̐ڀلԆنʄځЇȁچǣۗـΦ
Ϡ+٦Ź˓ƼٻڠۍږɄıυ٠źٌڂم٠٣ٿٛٞۗэǲ٦Ʉıυ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ֪٦Ǉ˪٣Ǆ
wٌڂؿم٠ْچٟ٣¨Ѻِٞډڨډۑږِۗلِۘڂـǲѫٟ٦Ź˓Ƽ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ٜـ
ٞ٧ٵٙԪǱَڃٞـ٢ۘـՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ2014 ѽډڨډۑږڀلٟѶՍƼچŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ¯٭Ʉı
υ٦¯ʛԱ٠tС¯ʛٟ٦¶љچƠ٣ۗΦǲ٠٦źٌڂم٠ٟ٦ڭکێۅ٠ۗЇȁۛلؾۉڷڦۓڋ
ڀƙقٞ٘نκзچФɦْۘڂ
ŘάЫ٣٧ۗɣ٦۾зچʃϼْۘڂ
ۥ۽эǲٟŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞѶՍƼ٭¯چɄı٘ٚ٦¯ʛÑķ٠¯ʛԱۘ
ۥ۾Ź˓Ƽ٠ِٞѶՍƼچԝĸْڂɄıυ٧ΦǲٻΦϠ+٦Ʉıυ٠źٌڂم٠٣ٿٛٞۗѶՍ
Ƽ¯ʛٯ٦љùӣي٦Ǉ˪ۘ
ۥ۽ٟ٧ۗѶՍƼچŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ¯٭Ʉı٘ٚ٧ۗθȺáڀلғӧَڂڃԅӵ˟٦ĺuˀٻѦɨ
ٟǧѷْڂɅҶ٦ĺȖюچȺۗـtСѫٟѶՍ¯ʛچǣٛٞمڠؾژڂـΧۘـѶՍƼچŹ˓Ƽ٠
ْڂɄıυ٦¯ʛÑķ٠κچɦْۘۥ۾ٟ٧ۗǲٿك٫ǲѫ٦ΦϠ+ٟѶՍƼچŹ˓Ƽ٠ِٞ
ԝĸِٞڂـɄıυњɀ٦ƿׄۗڀلѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣¯ڂيكʛљù٦Ǉ˪٠ۗɄıٙيٟ٢ۗوŹ
˓Ƽĺ,٣Ŵڂڅθ̖ۗٹΦǲ٦ĺ,Ա٢١ϟƙچǍـ٘ٸ٠Ǡقٌٞڂـ٠ۗ/ٟۗˏāճ
ĺ,Ñķ٣ƙڂقκچɦِ٘ۘـ
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Improvement of the learning motivation caused by the
connecting with other Japanese learners. - The case of
Croatia

Emi MURATA-MARGETIC (ںېڗڝθ¯)

For Japanese people living in Croatia, there are no school for Japanese, supplementary schools, or
inheritance classes. However there are children who study Japanese as an inheritance language. Many
of them study Japanese at their homes with parents. In addition, there is little communication with
other children who are studying Japanese at the other schools.
In this presentation, the results and problems collected from interviews with parents of children
who study Japanese as an inheritance language are presented.
Specifically, two points are addressed:
1) Learning environment and methods of children studying Japanese as an inherited language.
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2) Children who are studying Japanese as an inherited language improved their motivation to learn
Japanese by connecting with children of other countries and other regions.
As a result of survey and interviews, motivation for learning will increase by connecting with
friends who are learning Japanese in other countries. In addition, by connection with children living in
other areas (not only overseas but also in the Croatia), showed that motivation for learning has risen.
Moreover, it was found that besides children, adults were also instigated to expand their knowledge
employing such educational methods.
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ѯ֢Ŧч٦̬ڋؾۀۮфۯ٣ÞْڂǠȦ ―
ۮэɢ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣֚٘قEłۯ٣Ϯչِٞ―

Takanori AIDA (Yokohama National University (MA student))

ۚ۽٧ّٸ٣ (ƗģґŶ͕ۛǣƗģۛκ)
ѶՍѐɤjɢζۗѯ֢Ŧч٦¯Ǖ٧ۮѯ֢ϻǂ¯ǕāΔۯ٠ۮѯ֢ϻˏ¯ǕāΔۯ٣ٿٛٞۗۮǂ
¯Ǖ(ۯѶՍƼِ֤˲چ٢ـɟџ٦¯Ǖ)٠¯ˏۮǕ(ۯѶՍƼڂْ֤˲چɟџ٦¯Ǖ)٣ԁ٘ڃڀي
(̉b 2006ۛˏ ח2015)ۘǂ¯Ǖ٦ԯƹ٣٧̬ڋؾۀۮфؿمۯٌٛ٘ۘڃ٧ѶՍƼٸ٘ڂق©چ٣ۗ
̵оمѶՍ̖٦tСٟtɝچʆи̬فфٙٛ٘(Χ̗ 2006ۛ̉b 2006֑ۛ* 2000)ۘ̉b(2006)٧
̬ڋؾۀۮфۯ٣ȯpِ٘ŸƟ٦ ڂؿ25 ̖چЇȁِۗҽڀ٦ƼچځˣِِٞۗلِۘڂـÕƙ٦Ƨۗځ
ٌۮ٦̬фمѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ(ǂ¯Ǖ٦̵о)٣֚٘قEłۯ٣˝зچэٞ٘Ɨģ٧٢ۗ!ـՍƗģ٧
ٖچڃЇȁِ٘ۘ
ۚ۾ƗģԱ
ѯ֢Ŧч٣ÞْڂƗģ٦ϯ̬ڋؾۀۮڀلфۯ٣ٜـٞƦĚِٞ ڂـ4 ٜ٦Ɨģ(①ʨω 1999ۛ
②֑* 2000ۛ③Χ̗ 2006ۛ④̉b 2006)ͦچ٫ۗKJ Ա(͚ëй 1967)ٟԁِۘ٘כ

ۚۿƗģƇw٠ǠȦ
ԁ̈́٦Ƈwۗ9 ʈ(כ1. ̐٦ۛۏڬۆۏؾۑ2. ѶՍ̖٣έْڂ3˧ۛ3. G֨Ԣĥۛ4. "ԅk͍˿ۛ
5. ͉ѹË٦ʛѡۛ6. Őͨۛ7. ̐ǉǣۛ8. ѶՍƼ¯ʛۛ9. نבɈـʰ)٦Ełمիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ

ȯǠԅƖ
͚ëйѲ(ײ1967)۰Ҩ;Ա—Α̮Ҩ٦٘ٸ٣۱, ϯZǂɺ
ˏחմɄ(2015)ۮѯ֢Ŧч٣ڂيكѶՍ̖ˏ¯Ǖ٦ĺ,¶љ ―ѯ֢ϻ¯ˏ˲̘ۓڵڋڜǕԟ
ƾɻԘ۰َـ٩ڇ۱ۤ1935 ѽٹچۥ٠٣―ۯ۰#ʢɛá ƗģĀ֦۱ι 10 Ǭ, pp. 63-74
ʨωˊƭ(1999)ډڞڱۑږۃۮ٣ȷڂѶՍƼ(2)ڑۍڵ٦˰ǭ (ѣʡ ډڰډڢڑ٦ƦƼ٠ԅk)۰Ʀ
Ƽ۱28(7), 76-79, θʕáˀв
Χ̗ζ(2006)۰ѶՍƼĺ,٠ŏζѶՍ۱, çйˀ9
̉bʸɄ(2006)ڑۍڵۮ٣ͪ͛ڂيكѶՍƼĺ,٠ٖ٦Eł─͛ͪѶՍƼĺ,چʌڑۍڵ٘ي
̖٦Ԇن٠ځЇȁۯ─ڀل۰ȰǆǌѲĺʍε˽
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“Boy System” in The South Pacific Mandate ―The
Impacts Given to Japanese Language Learners―

Takanori AIDA (Yokohama National University (MA student))

1. Introduction
The south pacific mandate used to be colonised by Japan. At that time, the schools in the south pacific
mandate were divided into two types: 1. The schools for Japanese-speaking pupils and 2. The schools
for non-Japanese-speaking students. Also, there was the system called “Boy System”, which was that
non-Japanese-speaking pupils (both male and female students) visited Japanese families where they
have helped housework. Some research introduces interview data from the ones who have joined “Boy
System”. However, no previous studies have covered the impact that “Boy System” had on onJapanese-speaking pupils, and the researcher decided to study this topic.
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2. Research Methods
The researcher has analysed the interview data introduced in the four studies (1. Shibuya 1999, 2.
Yui 2000, 3. Tani 2006 and 4. Morioka 2006) with KJ method (Kawakita 1967).
3. Results
As the result, 9 types of impacts (1.Role model of parents, 2.Impression on Japanese people, 3.
Nutrition supply, 4.Cross cultural interaction, 5.Learning Responsibilities, 6.Money, 7. Filial piety,
8.Learning Japanese language and 9.Good memories). Since this study have covered non-classroom
situations, the results of this research may imply how Japanese language education outside of classroom
should be. Not only this, because this study contains the situation where students interacted with
Japanese people who were not teachers, the results also may suggest how one should interact with
students, not only as a Japanese language teacher but also as a human.
References
Due to the word limit, the researcher cannot introduce the previous studies used in this research.
Please look at the list in the abstract of this study written in Japanese.
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ˀѠڠۓۂؾڐڹڵٟۗفٖиێۛډڎڹۏڎڍۮۜ۟فٿق
ۯڠږڊګڠڋڗۓ٦ֻѾ٦ɳͥם

Aiko KITAMURA (College of William & Mary)

ħȮѽÝ۾۽թХ٦¯̵مԎǲ ۓڭۓڞےDC ٟՖѽǣڃڅٞٵڀوَۮڂـٜۯځ٣ȯpِۗˀ
Ѡچڠۓۂؾڐڹڵǣٛ٘ۘȯp¯̵٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ٶ٢ۗٓڀѶՍƼ¯ʛաŸƟɻ٠ѶՍڀل
٦چ̵¯׆äٌۘٷ٦¶љ٧¯̵ʃќٟǣۗڃڅĺɆ٧ِǭـ٦لۗؾڦؾګێڞڈڹٜ:٦ہڜ
ؾڦؾ٠فـփ´چʌيӰٖٛ٘ۘ٦эɢĄٌ̰ٛ٘ٻۑګƕƿζ٢١٦̩˳̭مҮFَ̩ۮ٘ڃ
ԉۮۯĹөۯ٠ـٛ٘ͦم̵¯چۂؾګ٫ِۗǭمـǣۘ٘ڃڅʤԁ٢ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬ٦ƹۗÙ
ĕ٣иچڟؾڢکۅـ٘قѶՍƼ٦ɘ٣Әƥِٞـٛ٘ۘɘ٦Jօۗͦň٠ň٦Ԙʡۗ̇ځӣ&ۗي
Ήȝ̯ۗѶ۠٦ʛٹΝيٞǣٛ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦¶љچѢ͚ۤ1999مۥФˌِ٘ۯڠږڊګڠڋڗۓێۛډڎڹۏڎڍۮ٦ֻ٦ɳͥ
٦/ם٠ِٞԪǱٌْۘڂ٦ۯڠږڊګڠڋڗۓێۛډڎڹۏڎڍۮ٦ֻѾٟ٧ۗѶՍƼَچ٢ـɻچ
ˇْڂ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوȯpɻͮٞ٦ƦƼɛƤۏڹچ٣¶ِ֤ٞۤڂ̝چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښǽђۛšω
2017ۘۥˀѠڠۓۂؾڐڹڵ٦ؾڴۓۅ٦ϯ٣٧ѶՍƼٔوͮچ٢ـɻٻJƼٟ٦Әƥ٣ː۠Ӣ
ٹچٜɻۗٸ٘٘ـم¢ɨٖم٦˰ٖ٦˰ٟƦƼͦچξِٞέ٣ȯpِٖ٘ۘ٦Хٟۏڎڍۮ
مۯڠږڊګڠڋڗۓێۛډڎڹɳَͥڃٞ٘ـ٠Ʀِٖۘڂقٖٞ٦ƇwۗЮРِ٘έمɳƥِۗۮԉ
ٯ٦έٹۯɳَͥۘ٘ڃȟѽф٦ِǭۛـƙƿÍ٦Ăۗ״¢¯̵٦ٵڀوَۮۗۆۅٜۯځЋ
ͪ٦¯̵٦¶ۗڭؾہېљƹ٦ِٖۗؾۉڷڦۓڋٞӑɻ٦ÙȦю·چǭЫ٣ԁْ̈́ڂ٠ۗ¯̵٘ٚ
٧έچВِٞ¢ɨ٦Ǡچقի¨٣ِۗۤۂؾګԉۥ٣έْڂɬِٖۗٸ̋چٞ̈٘٢ɺЫȺ
ժËچԮٌ٘ـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗ¯̵مĴјȝņٟȝِ̯٘ɘ̩چԉ٣չɉْ/Ƞ٠ِٞˣْڂ٠ĳ٣ۗˀ
Ѡڠۓۂؾڐڹڵ٦ɡٜĴј¶љۗЮРЫ٢έۗɺڟؾڢکۅٯи҈٦q̮҄ۗǔ٣٧ۏڎڍۮ
ۯڠږڊګڠڋڗۓێۛډڎڹ٦ɳͥЫ٢Ď٣ٜـٞٹɦǾِ٘ۘـ
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Let’s Talk and Deliver Our Message through Shodo
Performance! : A Practical Application of “Welfare
Linguistics” in Japanese Cultural Activities

Aiko KITAMURA (College of William & Mary)

In this presentation I will explore and analyze the results of a Shodo (calligraphy) Performance.
Every year for the past three years, about 12 college students at William & Mary participated in the
annual Sakura Matsuri, a Japanese Street Festival in Washington D.C., to showcase their Shodo
(calligraphy) Performance, which involved writing letters with larger brushes on a huge canvas while
dancing on music. Some participants were students of Japanese language. Others were not but were
interested in learning more about Japanese culture. Still others were exchange students from Japan.
For this student-led activity, the instructor served as a facilitator for discussions and supported the
students’ activity.
Each year, in preparing for the performance, we began by discussing what (kind of message) we want
to present to the public. Students brought up the themes such as “world peace” and “fear” in response
to political and international challenges of our times. We did not limit the length of discussion or the
languages to be used in determining our themes. After exchanging ideas over an extended period of
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time, the group constructed a poem and choreographed the performance. Students practiced repeatedly
until the festival. The data from the discussion notes, students’ pre-/post-festival reports, interviews to
the students and my observations are examined.
Relying on data from discussion notes, students’ pre-/post-festival reports, interviews with students,
and my own observations, I discuss Shodo Performance as a site that can encourage “welfare linguistics”
(Tokugawa 1999). "Welfare linguistics” is an inclusive practice that, in this instance, does not exclude
non-Japanese speakers, but rather encourages them to utilize available linguistic resources to
communicate with Japanese-language speakers (Sato & Kumagai 2017). Our non-restrictive policy on
language choice during the discussions adhered to the principles of “welfare linguistics,” and
consequently, it brought success to our Shodo Performance. Moreover, our collaborative exercise
helped further a dialogue for peace by foregrounding "world peace" as a centerpiece of our message.
Through Shodo Performance, students clearly verbalized their thoughts through multilingual
communication and developed a deeper awareness of peace and social responsibility. Welfare
linguistics led to constructive dialogues about international and global issues.
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ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ƼۮڂٶڀلځӆԦƼɻ̮ۯ٦
―ۂڗڮѶՍƼ٦ǂĳƎچǖϨْٸ٘ڂ٣―

Jihyun YOON (1йθ¯)
Junichi HARUGUCHI (θȚȲņθ¯)

ѶՍɺ٦¢ԁց٣ڂيكǲ̖٦ΠȕËمM۠ǫٵٛٞڂـ٢ۗلѶՍمΧԅkĳ̵ɺچ
չɉِٞٸ٘وـ٣٧mمӐٌ֦ٟۘلفڄؿ٦սκ٧õ٣Χ֡٢Ùзڃڀّڀلٞنٞۗمڂـ
ۮѶՍƼۯ٣Þْڂďٟ٧ۗԦƼɻΓ٦ɬٻƦƼǣљ٣˝зچэٞ٘ٹ٦( 2016 ٢١)مʃ
ٌٖׄۘڂؿمـڀنْ̯چٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗفٹ/٦эɝɻٟڂؿӆԦƼɻΓۗѣ٣ѶՍƼ٣
Þ̅چïٔڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦Ƽٌڀلځ٦սκچǠقٌٞڂٶ٠٠ْۘڂҽڀ٦ɖзڀلѶՍɺۗ
ِٖٞѶՍƼɺچЅۗٸǷƹم/ʾ٣ȯpِۗĳ٣ǖϨِٞوـѶՍƼ٦ǂĳƎ(public
sphere)٦ځؿ٣ٜـٞǠȦچǣۘف
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمƼۮڂӆԦƼɻ̮ۯ٣˝зؿچٞԆنʄځЇȁچǣٛ٘Ƈw٣ٜ
ـٞԪǱْۘڂЇȁٟ٧ۗډڟډˁǲۤàǲۗϯǲۗڦۗۄگڭڽۗۓڸێڊڹۗډڞڱڮۓڋۗډڞؾېۂ
ۥڋ٦ʰٟ̑ۗϯĤۛϯ˪Ĥۏڽېٟ¯ ̵¯׆٭10 թڀلĴچוѡٌڂ٠مٟؾۉڷڦۓڋۘ٘نѫ
֝٧ͮٞԅɠkِۗѶՍɺ٦٢لٟѶՍƼɻ٠̵ِٞڂنҽڀ٦эɝɻѺɬچϯ̅٣ۗMGTAۤʕ̳Ҳۥڨؾۑڻډۛؾێڑڢۛڮکڬۓڍۍڗ٦ʆԱٟԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦ƇwۗѶՍƼ٦ʛѡ
Х٣¯ڂـʛɻ٦ΧۗموɨۮچڀӢÆͮ٢ɻۮۯաʯ٢ɨۮۯʑԙȯpɻۯ٠ِٞѺɬِٞڂـ
ٌ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٌٛ٘ۘۗ٘ٵ٦فٿ٢Ѻɬ٦ů̯֦5٠ِٞۮΦɻ٠٦ƿׄŸƟۮۯɺȯp٦
ɬۮۯѶՍ̖٦щEۯ٠ۘ٘ڃ̵َ̯مێڛګڒفـ
Ȑђ(2008)٣ڂٿ٠ٖۗٹٖٹǂĳƎ٣٧ٻڊګێڲڋۂƦƼ҄ו٦Кـɻ٣έْڂҎˇЫ̮ɲم
ڂؿ٠ۘفـٟ٧ۗѶՍɺمΧԅkĳ̵٦ֻѾ٣íٝۗنѶՍƼ٦ǂĳƎچǖϨِٞٸ٘وـ٣
Ӑ֦٢ٌ٠٧mڃٖۘل٧ۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠ӆԦƼɻ٦٣ۮڂٿԡٶïۯځ٣չچǇۗيĳ
٣ѶՍƼ٦ǂĳƎچǖϨٌِٞوـ٠٣Φ٢ڀ٢ٖۘـ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗӆԦƼɻ̮٦ڀلۂڗڮ٦χ
Ĕمğۘڂڃڀٸٜۗځٵա̯ʯ٢ѶՍƼٟ͆ٹŉЫ٣Ҩِ̂ۗɨƭɳƥڂ̝چÑķ٦ΎθمӢq
ƃ٢٦ٟۮۗ٘ٵۘڂؿѶՍ̖٦щEۯ٠ڀلذفـχْٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٦£θ
چäۗٸΧ֡٢ѶՍƼ٦Πȕچʌيѷٌڂڃ٠ٹʪ֦٠Ǡۘڂق
ȯǠԅƖ
ǃ֖(2016)۰ـَِٻѶՍƼ―Χԅkĳ̵ɺٯ۱ç҉ˀв
Ȑђʸ/(2008)۰̰ɤ٠Ӿ̤̮۱ç҉ˀв
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The Dogma of Non-nativeness Appeared in Narratives
by Japanese Language Learners: Some Implications
for Constructing the Public Sphere

Jihyun YOON (1йθ¯)
Junichi HARUGUCHI (θȚȲņθ¯)

Increasing numbers of foreigners are making their presence felt in all parts of Japanese society. So,
what is required of Japan to become a multicultural society? Though this issue has been discussed from
a variety of perspectives within Japanese society, the ideals or verbal behaviors of native Japanese
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speakers tend to become the main focus whenever the topic of “Japanese language” arises (Iori 2016,
etc). This study focuses on the accounts of the other side—the non-native Japanese speakers,
particularly Japanese-language learners living in Japan. We examined the construction of a
multicultural society in Japan from the perspective of non-native speakers and discussed the possibility
of both native and non-native Japanese speakers working together to construct a Japanese “public
sphere.”
In this study, interviews focusing on the “non-nativeness” of Japanese-language learners were
conducted. A total of ten intermediate/upper-intermediate International students from Asian countries
(South Korea, China, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, and Thailand) took part in the survey.
Participants were asked to provide their opinions and experiences on their life as a Japanese speaker in
Japan. Answers were recorded, transcribed, and then analyzed using the Modified Grounded Theory
Approach (M-GTA). The results showed that many of them felt that they were “imperfect speakers,”
“immature selves” or “peripheral participants”. Also, such consciousness-forming factors gave way to
the formation of categories such as the “experience of interacting with others,” “consciousness of social
participation,” and “projection of Japanese images.”
According to Saito (2008), minorities and those with a low language proficiency face exclusion
within public spheres. So, what needs to be done to create Japanese public spheres for a multicultural
society? Both native and non-native speakers need to compromise and come together to build such
public spheres. In summary, it can be said that in order to collectively construct a Japanese public sphere,
it is necessary to get rid of the dogma of “non-nativeness.” To achieve this, the important thing is to
create more spaces where people with limited Japanese proficiency can strive to achieve self-fulfillment.
In order to be free of the oppressive projection of a “Japanese image,” it is important to expand
opportunities for non-native speakers to come in contact with the language and accept the existence of
a variety of Japanese languages like as third-party language contact situations.
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ƠƿÍ̵¯׆٦ؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍ٣ƙڂ
ѶՍ¯׆٦Ď
Sumiko HACHIWAKA (2˯θ¯)
Yoko IKEDA (2˯θ¯)
ŏѽۗѶՍچ¯׆ʚ٘قƠ̵¯׆٦ɖз̯¯׆ڀلwمƔ˥َڃ͙ٞم¯׆ۗځكվ̮٦̋kۗ
ǲȔ̮٦ۗ֨؟ɨƭ̯Љ٢١̵̖٣ڠۍں٦Ełڂق֚چŸƟ٠ِٞәnَڃٌٞڂـ٠مԪǱَ
ڃٞ(ڂـǽђ 2013, йϯ 2014, Ϣйۛҧʁ 2016, 2017)ِۘٵڃٌِۗلٟ٦Ɨģ٧̳āچ̵¯׆έ
˧٠ِ٘ٹ٦مΧۗوŏѽΎpِٜٜڂؿϒö¯׆٦̯w٣ٜـٞ٧ۗɳɋùÞ٦ۄۍڗۑڻƔ˥
(ˏȰ 2016, đց 2017)٠ِٞ٦ԪǱ٧ٹڂؿ٦٦ۗדЫƗģۗɲЫƗģ٠ٹ٣ٵٙː٢ۘـ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗƿÍ̵¯׆٠ِٞք 1 ѽÝѶՍ٣ِۗ¯׆úǲƹ 2ۢ4 ѽŸِ٘ƠƿÍ̵¯׆
٦ ̖ډڞڱڮۓڋ3 թۗ ̖ڒێۅډ2 թ٦ۗڀلؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍƿÍ¯׆٦Ď٠ٖ٦ƹ٦̵̖ٯ٦
EłچѶՍƼ¯ʛ٠̖Ыƿׄ٣˝зؿچٞٞϐٛ٘ۘؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍ٠٧ۗƨ̖٦ڹڋۍ٣˝зؿچ
ٞ٘Ƽۮڀلځɨƭ٦̵¶ِ̩ٖٞɺٻԅk٦ˁ΅ٻԖљͮچάЫ٣ѧفٌٶ٠ْڂɲЫЇ
ȁԱ( ۯȣ* 2012)٦/ٜٟۘڂؿ
ԁ̈́٦ƇwۗƠ ̵¯׆5 թ٣٠ٛٞۗƿÍ¯׆٧ϒöÝٟؿٛٞۗٹѶՍƼچוǫۗٸɨƭ̯Љ
چΒ̵ِ̖ۗ٦ͦξɔچǍًڂĎ̋ـŸƟٌٟڂؿ٠مҬիِ٘ۘƠ ̵¯׆5 թ٧ۗڰډۗۄؾڙ
ۅ٢١چВِٞѶՍٯ٦̐ŏËچɡ͕ٚۗҒ̵͕ٻ٢١٦Ełڀلθ¯ٟѶՍƼ¯چ٫ɁۗٸƿÍ
¯׆٣ɕٛٞۘ٘ـ5 թ٣٠ٛٞ٧ѶՍγȕŸƟٖ٦ٹ٦مăʪٟۗځؿʍņٙيٟ٢ڭڋڴۏډو
ۗڋګڠۄؾڿٻѶՍ̖¯̵ٻϠ+ʢզ٠٦ƿׄ٢١٦άƟمѶՍֻٻѶՍƼוǇ˪٣źڂم
ٙيٟ٢ۗوɨ̂چѡۗɖցچǍًڂŸƟ٠ِٞәnَڃ̩ٞۗ٘ٵۘ٘ـ¢ǲڀل٦̵¯׆٠ĳ٣
ʍņچʌڂْچ¶̵ۗيϯٟǖϨَ̖֍٘ڃÞũ٧قميل٦٢ٹـ٦ٟۗ¯׆ƹ ٹSNS ٢١چ
ВِٞΝـٞۘ٘ـθ¯Ξņƹۗ ̖ډڞڱڮۓڋ3 թ٧ԦǲٟВօۛՎօņۗѶŷéņɺ4٢١Ѷ
ՍƼچȺفȸɝ٣ٜ ̖ڒێۅډۗن2 թ٧ѶՍٟJƼĺɆ٠ِٞјـٞ¯׆ٹڃٓـۗځكŸƟمƥ
ȕ٦ȸɝ٣źچ¯׆ۗځمВِٞҕٛ٘ѶՍƼمוȸɝچ¶̵ٻP·٣ْٹڂ٦٠ِٞәnَڃٞ
ڀَۘ٘ـ٣ۗ ̖ډڞڱڮۓڋ3 թ٧ˎ֮ѶՍ٦θ¯9٣ـِ٘¯׆٠فـñՀچɡٚۗѶՍƼ¯ʛ
چŹΝِٞۘ٘ـ/ۗ¯׆ϯ٦ƿ֍Þũٟ٧ۗѶՍ̖٠֍υ٣٢ٌڂ٠٦ѱَِۗٻJƼ΅ْچ
ʆ٠ِٞƙڃڀٞڂـ٠ـٛ٘ҁٹٶիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
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Life-story interviews of former exchange students:
how they value their study-abroad experience in Japan

Sumiko HACHIWAKA (2˯θ¯)
Yoko IKEDA (2˯θ¯)

In recent years, the achievement of overseas education has been reviewed from the viewpoint of
former exchange students, who have finished studying in Japan. It has been reported that the
experience of studying abroad has positive influences on their lives, such as deepening expertise,
fostering internationalism, and promoting self-growth (Sato, 2013; Tanaka, 2014; Ikeda &
Hachiwaka, 2016; 2017). However, as most of the existing studies have targeted full-time
international students, the achievement of short-term study-abroad experiences, which are on the rise,
has not been studied much, either quantitatively or qualitatively.
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In this study, we conducted life-story interviews with three Indonesians and two Americans two to
four years after their year-long stay in Japan as exchange students. We tried to identify the meanings
of foreign student exchange and their influence on the subsequent life of students with our focus being
on their learning Japanese and on human exchange. The life-story interview is one of “the qualitative
interview methods that is used to understand the world in which the individual lives, and some aspects
and changes of society and culture as a whole” (Sakurai, 2012) by comprehending talk that is focused
on the interviewee’s own life.
The results of the analysis showed that even a short foreign-student exchange gives students a
meaningful experience that helps improve Japanese language ability, facilitates self-growth, and
expands choices in life. Those five former exchange students gained a sense of affinity to Japan
through Japanese games, anime, etc. and, influenced by their seniors and teachers, started learning
Japanese at university; this is what led them to studying in Japan. They evaluated the stay in Japan
itself as valuable, and the Japanese classes, part-time jobs, home stays, and intercommunication with
Japanese students and local residents helped them not only to understand Japan and improve their
Japanese language ability, but also to gain self-confidence and broaden their outlook. Friendships
built through classes and dormitory life with other foreign students from all over the world were also
a priceless matter to them, and these friendships had been maintained through social networking
services even after the study-abroad period finished.
After graduation, the three Indonesians became interpreters/translators or were employed at
Japanese-affiliated companies in their mother country, while the two Americans worked as English
teachers in Japan. In all cases, the former students believed that the experience of studying abroad had
led them to their current jobs, and their Japanese ability, which had improved through studying
abroad, was a factor that contributed to making their jobs and lives unfold smoothly. The three
Indonesians are continuing to study Japanese and hope to study at Japanese graduate schools in the
future.
On the other hand, it was found that they had a hard time making friends with Japanese students,
and were disappointed at the thought that they were regarded as partners in English conversation
practices.
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ѲʟÝ٦ѶՍ¯׆٣ڂٿѶՍƼ¯ʛٯ٦Ǆw: ¯ʛ
љùۛ¯ʛ¯ۛؾڟګۍڭڠʛڠؾڤێ٣Ϯչِٞ

Rika INAGAKI (Kasetsart University Department of Eastern Languages, Faculty of Humanities)
Yupaka FUKUSHIMA (KASETSART UNIVERSITY, Faculty of Humanities)
Noriaki MATSUO (թƩdθ¯)

pђۛעշ(2017)٧/ʟÝڀلƶʟÝ٦چ¯׆έ˧٠ِ٘¯׆٦Ǆw٣ÞْڂƗģ٣ٜـٞ٦
ԅƖЇȁٟۗ"ۮԅkֻ٦Β̓ٻƨ̖Ы̯ЉِٖٞƦƼ҄ו٦Ǉ˪چۯϒöÝ٦¯׆٦Ǆw٠
ِٞīًِ͕ٞۗلِۘڂـǣƗģ٣ـكٞۗ¯׆ƹ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ٜ٢ڂمǄw٣ÞْڂƗģ٧Õ
ƙ٦Ƨځƙэ٘ڀ٢ۘـՍƗģ٧ѲʟÝ٦ N θ¯٦ѶՍƼۄۍڗۑڻ٣ȯpِ̖٘ڋڦѶՍƼ¯
ʛɻȿթچέ˧٣ۗ¯׆ƹ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ٜ٢مٛ٘¯׆٦Ǆwچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ِٞ
ۘڂـ
Їȁ٧ۗ¯׆Ћͪ٠¯׆Ћƹۗ¯׆ѲلƉƹ٦Ȯ٣ځ٘څɲսɓЇȁ٠ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁچǣ
ٛ٘ۘɲսɓЇȁٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤ד٠¯ʛɻمȺِ֤ٞ¯ڂـʛؾڟګۍڭڠ٣ٜـٞ
ɲսِ٘ۘ¯ʛؾڟګۍڭڠ٧(ڮؾڐڹڠږکڑ1990)٦ƦƼ¯ʛؾڟګۍڭڠ٦ԁכ٣í٣ۗǷ٦
Їȁ٦٘ٸ٣Ö׃kِ٘ɲսǩչچȝِ̯٘ۘؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁ٧ۗҭǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋǣٛ
٘ۘͪ¯׆٦ؾۉڷڦۓڋٟ٧Ƿٵٟ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ٜـٞۄۍڗۑڻ¯׆ٻ٣öίٌْڂ٠٢١
¯׆ۗچЋƹ٦ؾۉڷڦۓڋٟ٧ۄۍڗۑڻ¯׆ٟËٌّ٘٠٢١¯׆ۗچѲلƉƹ٦ؾۉڷڦۓڋ
ٟ٧ͪ¯׆ƹٟ¯ʛɻمËّ٘Ԗk٢١چɲսِ٘ۘ
Їȁ٦Ƈwۗ¯ʛɻ٧¯׆ِٟ̈¯ـʛچؾڟګۍڭڠʛѡِ٘¯ۗځʛ§چڠؾڤێѡۛƙЋِ
ِ٘ځٞۗ¯׆ƹ٦¯ʛ٣¶ٌِ֤ٞڂـ٠لڅمٖٛ٘ۘ٦֦5٠ِٞۗ¯׆ɢ٦ʍņ٦ѫ֝٠Φ
ǲڀلȯpِ٘ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻڀل٦Ełمƙ¯׆ۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀϯ٣¯ʛɻ٧ɨԁ٦;ٹځٿѶ
ՍƼمȺٌڂق٠٣ûٝۗنѶՍƼȺ֤٣ɨ̂چɡٜفٿ٣٢ٛٞۘ٘ـɨ̂مٌٜ٘ـ٠ٟۗ¯׆
ͪ٧ʑځ٣ڂـѶՍ̖٠ٔ٢لٛ٘ۗمѶՍ̖٣ۗيلѶՍƼȺ֤٦ùچٜڇلٟۘ٘ـ
¯׆ٟɨ̂چٜ¯ـِ̈ۗيʛچؾڟګۍڭڠʛѡِۗ¯ʛ§چڠؾڤێѡۛƙЋِ٘/ۗúǲƹ
٣ѶՍƼچȺفùمƧڃڀٌٞڂـ٠ٹӬنϽځ٣٢ٛ٘ۘɲսɓٟ¯׆ۗٹƹѲ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤
ד٧ٹځٿͪ¯׆Χ¯׆ۗمـЋƹ٠¯׆ѲلƉƹچӁ«ْڂ٠ۗڀل¯׆úٛٞڀلɢÝمŸٜ
٣ٜۗڃѶՍƼȺ֤مדː٢و٢ڂŪǇمƙۘ٘ڃڀ
ۏڴؾۑڗk٣ҫۗـѶՍٯ٦م¯׆Ύpْڂϯۗٯ¯׆ځʰْΓ٦ĺɆ٦փ´٠ِٞۗ¯ʛ
ɻ¯׆مٟѡ٘ٹ٦ِۗل¶چѶՍƼ٦Ⱥ֤چΒْ̓ٸ٘ڂ٣٧١٦فٿ٢ɊSمq҄ۗلƔѓِ
ِٞوـӐ֦ڂؿمٙۘفڄ
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Effects of a two-week study-in-Japan program on
Japanese-language learning: Focusing on learning
motivations, learning strategies, and learning resources

Rika INAGAKI (Kasetsart University Department of Eastern Languages, Faculty of Humanities)
Yupaka FUKUSHIMA (KASETSART UNIVERSITY, Faculty of Humanities)
Noriaki MATSUO (թƩdθ¯)

Kato and Suzuki (2017) reviewed the literature about the effect of study-abroad programs lasting
one to five weeks, and cited three effects of the short study-abroad programs: the improvement of
intercultural understanding, personal growth, and the improvement of language skills. However, very
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few studies have researched the effects of study–abroad programs on Japanese-language learning after
the programs. The objective of this research is to determine the effects of a short Japanese-language
study-abroad program after the learners go back to their own countries.
The participants in this study were four Thai students who were studying Japanese and who
participated in a two-week Japanese-language program at N university. In this research, we conducted
questionnaire surveys and interviews three times: before, immediately after, and two months after the
program. In the questionnaires, the participants were asked about the amount of their Japanese use
and their learning strategies. The questions concerning learning strategies were based on the
categories of learning strategies developed by Oxford (1990). For the interviews, a semi-structured
interview was adapted. In the first interview, the participants were asked about their Japanese learning
history and their expectation for the program. In the second interview, they were asked about their
opinions of the program. In the third interview, they were asked about the improvement they found
after the program.
The research found that the learners acquired new learning strategies and reassessed the learning
resources around them. The acquirement of new learning strategies and the reassessment of learning
resources was caused by the influence of their classmates from other countries as well as the classes
in the program. In addition, they noticed that they could use Japanese better than they had imagined
because they could use the language more in Japan than they could in Thailand. They found that they
could communicate in the Japanese language with their classmates and Japanese people while in
Japan. Therefore, they gained confidence in using Japanese. This encouraged them to try to talk to
Japanese people around them in Thailand and to make more opportunities to use Japanese, although
they had not done so before they participated in the program.
Although the participants acquired new learning strategies, reassessed their learning resources, and
gained confidence through the two-week study-in-Japan program, this research shed light on their
limited opportunities to use Japanese in Thailand. The questionnaires also indicated that the
participants used less Japanese two months after the program than immediately after it, while the
amount of Japanese use increased following the program when compared to before it.
In the globalization era, the study-in-Japan programs are increasing. The teachers of sending
institutes should help the learners to utilize the knowledge and skills they gain in a study-in-Japan
program and encourage them to use more Japanese after they come back to their own countries.
Further research is needed to consider the roles of teachers of sending institutes.
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Јϒöۄۍڗۑڻ٦¯ʛٯ٦Eł−úǲِ٘ٯ̵¯׆
٦ɲսɓĚ٫ؾۉڷڦۓڋ٣ڂٿБ͋Їȁڀل−

Noriaki MATSUO (թƩdθ¯)
Nanae FUKUTOMI (ѯȰθ¯)
Jun KATO (թƩdθ¯)
are HAJIKANO (թƩdθ¯)

ŏѽۗ¯۽öա՞٦ϒö٦ʌѷۤۄۍڗۑڻjۗϒمۥۑڻΎpŪǇ٣ۘڂؿǫюĺ,ùÞ٣ك
ڂيѶՍ¯׆٣ٜـٌٞۗٵڃٟ٧¯ʄѡچչЫ٠ِ̳٘ā¯׆Ě٫ҭѽ۽ڀلѽ٦ϒöƿÍ׆
¯مʃٟؿٛ٘ۗمЉöęvم¯׆ַِ֤٘چq҄٢ϒۑڻٟ٧ۗʥ֮٠٧"٢ۄۍڗۑڻڂȝمځ
Ӑ֦٠َۘڂڃϒۑڻ٦Ύp٣ҫۗـÞƗģٹΎقٖٞۗمڂـ٦Χو٧ɳͥԪǱٟ¯ۗځؿʛٯ
٦Eł٣ÞْڂƗģ٧Ƨڃڀٞۘڂـ/ۗѶՍڀل٦ϒö٦Ƽ¯Ɨʕ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗƼ¯ו٣˝з
چэٞ٘Ɨģۗ"ԅkֻٻѶՍٯ٦ֻۗƼ¯¯ʛٯ٦љùӣيю٦˳ձٟ٦Ǆw٣Þْڂ
Ɨģٹǣڃڅٞۘڂـτِٖۗ٦Χو٧ۄۍڗۑڻЋƹ٣Їȁچǣٹف٦مʃٟۗБ͋Їȁچɳɋِۗ
ٖ٦Ǆwچԁِ̈́ٞٹڂـ٦٧ƙэ٘ڀ٢چڀڃٌۘـєۗقٵҨӘɻڀ٧ۗϒۑڻ٣ȯpِ٘¯ʛɻ
مúǲِٞۗڀل١٦فٿ٣چۄۍڗۑڻΖقٞۗلڂـѣ٣Ƽ¯ו٦Γձ٣˝зچэٞۗБ͋
Їȁچɳɋِ٘ۘЇȁ٧թƩdθ¯ϒöѶՍƼۄۍڗۑڻ٣ȯpِ٘¯ʛɻچέ˧٠ِٞۘڂـЇ
ȁέ˧ɻ٦֮Ѷɢö٧܀ö٣ԁڃلٞۗځكúǲƹ٦ŸѽƉ̤٧"٢ۘڂЇȁ٧ͮٓٵά٣έِ
ٞɲսɓЇȁچǣٛ٘ۘɲսɓ٧Їȁέ˧ɻ٦Λ̮ۗ¯ʛԱۗ¯ʛۗڠؾڤێѶՍֻۗɨƭ٦
̯Љ٣Þْڂǩչڀلǖَ̯ڃٞۘڂـɲսɓЇȁƹۗ܁թچέ˧٣ӆǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋǣۗـ
ɲսɓЇȁڀلѡۄۍڗۑڻ٘ڃڀȯp٣¯ڂٿʛٯ٦Eł٣Þڂڅӵԁچϯ̅٣ɝچםīًٞٹ
ڀٛ٘ۘƇwۗϒۑڻ٧ۗ①¯ʛ٦љùӣ¯②ۗيʛ׃٦§ѡۗ③¯ʛڠؾڤێ٦£θۗ④ɨ̑
٦ƦƼ҄ו٦ΖقЋِ٣źمٌٛٞڂـ٠مA①ۘڂقٟ٧ɨǲ٦¯ʛÑķ٠٦ÞٹɦǾَڃٞ
ͪۄۍڗۑڻۗځكƹ٦¯ʛ٦ŹΝ̮٦Ùзڀلԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٹqٟ҄③②ۘفڄؿ٧ۄۍڗۑڻϯ
٣Φ٦ȯpɻڀلѡ٘¯٫ٹΧلٌٛ٘ۘ٦ٌ٠٧ۄۍڗۑڻϯ٦ĺ,ɳͥ٦ԱĚ٫¯ʛÑķ
ۓڋڝڬ٠̋ـźڂؿمځم٠Ʀ④ۘڂق٧ɨ̂٦§ѡٻɨ̑٦҄ו٣ÞْڂӢʤԁَ٦¨Ѻ٢١ۗ
ɨ̑٦ѶՍƼ҄ٯו٦ѫ˟مΒَڃٌٞڂـ٠¨مѺٟۘ٘نϒöÝ٠٧قـ١ۗϒۑڻ٧¯ʛɻ
٦ɖз٣֡۠٢Ełِڀ٘ٹچٌٞڂـ٠مAۘڂقǷ٦Їȁ٧/ٜ٦ڀلۄۍڗۑڻ٦ϟƙ٣
ه٢ۗمـњ֡٦Їȁ۠֡چ٢ϒۑڻ٣ـكٞٹɳɋِۗƇwچԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٟۗϒۑڻ٦ɡٜӫԛ
Ы٢ՠمӬنϽځ٣٢ٛٞوـٟۘفڄؿ
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The Effect of a Short-Term Japanese Language
Program on Learning: A Follow-up Survey of Former
International Exchange Students
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Noriaki MATSUO (թƩdθ¯)
Nanae FUKUTOMI (ѯȰθ¯)
Jun KATO (թƩdθ¯)
are HAJIKANO (թƩdθ¯)
Recently, the number of Short-Term Japanese Language Program less than one semester has been
increasing. According to study abroad in higher education to Japan, most students are exchange students
who want to earn a degree or credits in a Japanese university. However, in short-term programs where
students can participate during their long holidays, different course design for such programs is needed.
Research on the short-term program in the Japanese context has also been increasing. Previous studies
focused on practical reports and discussed students’ language skills, cross-cultural understanding and
its effects on affective aspects (e.g., motivation to language learning in study abroad from Japan).
However, research on the effect of participating in a short-term Japanese language program on learning
is limited. We cannot even find any follow-up surveys that analyzed the effects, because in those studies,
the survey was given immediately after the program ended. Considering these limitations, we made a
follow-up survey focusing on students’ perceptions on the program after going back to their home
countries. We gave a survey to the students who participated in Nagoya University Short-Term Japanese
Language Program called NUSTEP. The students participated in any of four periods and their elapsed
times are different. First, we did a questionnaire study for all students. The questionnaire consisted of
the items about students’ attribute, learning method, resource on learning, understanding Japan, and
their growth. After the questionnaire research, we conducted unstructured interviews for five students
and we received their experiences from the viewpoint of the effect on learning by participating in our
program. The results showed that the short-term program lead to 1) motivation on learning, 2)
acquisition of strategy on learning, 3) expanding of resource on learning, and 4) review of their
competence. 1) We can still analyze from the viewpoint of the articulation of learning before and after
the program because the data showed the relation with their learning environment in their own countries.
2) 3) Students learned many strategies and resources on learning from other students who participated
in the program. This is strongly related to the teaching methodology and the learning design in the
program. 4) We found out that the students reflected on their Japanese abilities such as the acquisition
of confidence and recognized insufficiency of their Japanese abilities. Thus, this short-term program
has various effects on their learning from a learners’ viewpoint. This research is just one case, but we
will explore the general worth of the short-term program by doing more research on other short-term
programs.
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Ӿ̤ƦƼÑķٟ̯Љِ٘θ¯̵٣٠ٛٞ٦
θ¯¯׆٦ՠ٠ٌ٠٨٦¯٫
Makiko KOMIYA (1йθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ
ȟǷۗ¯ʛÑķ٦#љХٟѶՍƼ¯ʛمԁϚَ¯ۗڃʛ٦/Ú̮مϏԟَڃ٢ـ٠فـսκ
̵ّمٞۘڂـՍƗģ٧ۗӾ̤ƦƼÑķٟ̯Љِ٘θ¯۾̵¯׆թ٣ϴչِۗϯюĺ,چʌ٘يǲ
٠٧'ۗفɨڀ٦ƦƼ٦۽ٜ٠٢ڂǲٯ٦θ¯ڇͦچ¯׆ٙҽڀ٣٠ٛٞۗ①¯׆ٟӾ̤ƦƼ٦۽ٜ
چٟ¯٭ՠ٠٧m¯׆②ۗلŸƟ٧Ӿ̤ƦƼٻƦƼ¯ʛٯ٦Ǉنǭـ٣Ԗkْڀ٘ٹچ٦
ؾۉڷڦۓڋچل٣ځٿիلڀ٣ْ¯ۘڂʛÑķ٦#љ٠Ӿ̤ƦƼٻƦƼ¯ʛٯ٦Ǉنǭـ٠٦
Þũۗڀلҽڀ٣٠ٛٞѣ֏٦ԁϚ٦֏ը٠ԁϚ٦ѫɳ٣ҠۗځƦƼĺ,٣ǠنׇْٰзچƔѓْ
ۘڂ
ЇȁĴוɻ٧ۗѶՍ̖٦̐٦ٹ٠ǫǕΞņٵٟښڞڔۅ̵ٟڃٵ,ٛ٘ A َڇ٠ѶՍ̖٦ӭ٠
àǲ̖٦Ԧ٦ٹ٠ѶՍ٠ڒێۅډٟ,ٛ٘ B َڇٟۘڂؿB َڇ٧ѶՍ٦ǫǕچΞņِٞۘڂـA َ
ڇ٧ѶՍ٦θ¯٣ۗB َڇ٧àǲ٦θ¯٣ِۘ٘¯׆Їȁڦؾڬ٧ҭǖΑkؾۉڷڦۓڋٟۗɲЫ٣
ԁِ̈́٘ۘ
Ƈwۗɣ٦ٌ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘمڇَ܆ѶՍ٦θ¯ڇͦچ¯׆ٙ٦٧ۗ֜ːöڀل٦ѶՍٯ٦
ĸـѝڃ٠͕¯׆٦θ¯٣JƼؿمۄۍڗۑڻٌٛ٘٠ۗ¯ʛƦƼ٠ِٞ¯٭ù٦٢لٛ٘ѶՍ
Ƽ¯چ٫٘ـ٠ڀلֻ֑فـِٖٙٛ٘ۘٞ¯׆ŸƟچВِۗÐɠٻˀו҄وǇ˪٣چוϴۗهɨ̑
٦ѶՍƼ٣έِɨ̂چٌٜڂي٠مٟۘ٘ن/ٟѶՍ٦ɺۛԅkښڞڔۅچ٠έӁٌْڂ٠ٟۗ׆
¯ͪڀلԮـٞ٘ـѶՍƼ٧Ȯҹչ٦ƦƼ٠فـϥٝي٧Ԗٌڂڅ٠٧٢لٛ٘ۘ
/ۗمڇَ܇àǲ٦θ¯ڇͦچ¯׆ٙ٦٧ۗ¯ʛƦƼ٠ِٞ¯٭ù٦٢لٛ٘àǲƼچθ¯
ٟ¯٫٘ـ٠ڀلֻ֑فـٙٛ٘ۘ¯׆ʼö͙ۗվuչچàǲƼٟ¯ٌ٭٠٧Ǹѱٟؿٛ٘¯ۗمʛ
уו٠θ¯ѫٟ͆ŉЫ٣àǲƼ٣˿ڂڃùچѡٞǸѱځˬچNقٞـٛ٘ۘƇwۗΞņɢ٣٧
Ӿ̤ƦƼ٦ϯٟàǲƼم/ҹչ٦ϥٝي٠٢ۗځJƼٹɨ̂چǫۘ٘ٸ/ٟۗѶՍƼٯ٦ԦƼ
ɬمКو٢ٛ٘ۘ
Ѳ̖٦ɝ¯ۗڀلםʛɻم#љͪƹ٦¯ʛÑķ٦ԅkٻɺچ١فՠٝۗيϥٝلڂي٣
ٿٛٞƦƼ٦ϥٝۗيƦƼ¯ʛ٦ǇنǭـمԖٌڂڅ٠مիلڀ٣٢ِٖٛ٘ۘٞӾ̤ƦƼÑ
ķٟ,̖ٛ٘٣٠ٛٞۗ¯׆٠¯فـʛÑķ٦#љ٧ƦƼٻƦƼ¯ʛ٣Ǉ˪فلٟԁϚ٣ٹΒ̓٣
ٹźٌڂم٠مիلڀ٣٢ٌٌٛ٘ۘٸۗڀلٞ¯ʛɻ٦ґŶ٣έْچֻڂɬِ٘ƦƼĺ,چ
չɉٌْ٠٦ʪ֦̮مɦَۘ٘ڃ
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The language learning and the meaning of studying
abroad for university students who grew up in a
multilingual environment

Makiko KOMIYA (1йθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģ)ؾڦۓڢ

This research will focus on two university-level exchange students who have grown up in
multilingual environments but have received their secondary education in different countries. This
research will answer the following two questions through semi-structured interviews with these two
students who chose to student abroad at universities in countries where their languages are spoken:
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1.
To these students, what is the purpose of learning or learning with one of their multiple
languages when studying abroad?
2.
Does studying abroad cause these students to change the way that they approach their multiple
languages and language learning in general?
This research considers the perspective that one should focus on the existence of any particular
segmentation for these two students and, if a segmentation exists, what the essence of the segmentation
is when considering language education based upon the relationship between the changing learning
environments and the manner in which the two students approach their multiple languages and language
learning.
There are two participants in this research. Participant A(PA) is a person whose parents are both
Japanese, was born and raised in Mexico, and graduated from high school there as well. Participant
B(PB) has a Japanese father and Korean mother. PB was raised internationally in both Japan and the
US. PB graduated from a Japanese high school. PA studied abroad at a Japanese university and PB
studied abroad at a Korean university. The research data was analyzed qualitatively.
We acquired valuable information from the interviews. The reason that PA decided to study abroad
at a Japanese university is they had a strong desire to go to Japan ever since early childhood and their
desired school had an English program. Lastly, the study abroad experience allowed the participant to
put effort into increasing their retention of the Chinese characters used in the Japanese language and
their ability to write Japanese as well as gain confidence in their Japanese language skills. In contrast,
there was no need to change the position of Japanese, the participant’s third language, in the hierarchy
of their language usage and the language which they had dealt with prior to study abroad, through
comparing Japanese society and culture Mexico’s.
On the other hand, the reason that PB chose to study abroad at a university in Korea was that they
wanted to study Korean, a language that PB had not had the opportunity to study for language
acquisition purposes, at a university. At first, PB had difficulty learning specialized subjects in Korean;
however, they were able to overcome this obstacle by actively studying the language and using it both
in and outside of the school. As a result, not only did Korean take the position of the number 1 language
from amongst the numerous languages the participant spoke, their confidence in their English also
increased. In contrast, the idea of Japanese being their native language had weakened in their mind.
These two cases demonstrated that changing the learning environment, i.e. studying abroad, for
people raised in environments where multiples languages are spoken leads to both a segmentation
amongst the languages and an increase in the level of the languages and language learning. This research
reaffirmed the importance of aiming for language education that takes into consideration the
backgrounds of the language learners.
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Χԅkĳ̵ɺ٣ڂيكɅզĺ,٠ِٞ٦
ƒԱĺ,٦Ա
Kazuo HASHIMOTO (ϯΤ¯Qθ¯ϒöθ¯ӵ)
 ۚ۽ϯ̅٠٢ڂʃϼٻƇ
эҨӘ٧ۗɨ֑ٻԉюۗզʃʃĎ٠ـٛ٘ŏζ٦̻`Ы٢nϞÙچƒԱ٣ųًڂǲt٣ـكٞۗ
ِٖ٘فƒԱЫ٢nϞÙ¯چǕĺ,ٟلـ٣ʄٌفځ٠مٟڂن٦ل٣ٜـٞ٦Ɨģ̯w٦ҨӘ
ٟۘڂؿǷѶۗΧو٦ǲمΧԅkĳ̵ɺچǖϨْٰۗوΧ֡٢nϞÙچʪِǭڂقɺچչɉ
ْϯٟۗƒԱمųًڂnϞلـچ٣ǲզ٠ٖ٦ǲ٣Ĩʢِٜٜٹǲ٣ٜ٢ڂمɄ١ٹ٣иۗقĳ
֏ِڂف٦ملɅզĺ,ڂىٸچĒŎ٦κ٠ِٞϥٝڃڀيٌٞۘڂـ٦зۗѣО٦nϞچіր
ٌْڂ٠٧ٖۗ٦nϞچĳ֏ٟن٢ـɄ١ٹ٦ԅkچҎˇِۗ٪ـٞ٧ۗɅզɺ٦ԁϚٌو˔چ٠
٣ٜ٢لځم٥٢ۘـğڃڀٸٞڂـ٦٧ٖۗ٦ǲ٦ƒԱمųًڂnϞ٦ՠ΅ֻِۗچέْڂn
ϞÙچԇٔٞĳ֏ٌْڂ٠چВّٞɄ١ٹɨمڀnϞ٦ͦξمٟڂنĺ,Ա٦¨ׂٟۘڂؿэҨ
Әٟ٧ۗƒԱ٦ĺ,ɻ٠فـҨӘɻ٦ׂ˰ٖۗڀل٦٘ٸ٣ğڂڃڀٸѶՍƼĺ,٦Ⱥժ٠ٿځؿ
ف٣ٜـٞ٦ɳͥƗģ٦̯wچҨӘْۘڂ
˥ ۚ۾٦Ա
эҨӘ٧ 2 ٜ٦ϳٟǖَ̯ۘڂڃ1 ٜ٧ۗ͛ƹ٦ѶՍ٣ڂيكƒԱĺ,٦б٣ٜـٟٞۗځؿ
①ƒԱؾڕۑڑڬڋڂىٸچЫ٢έׂ٣ʚɁِ٘͛ƹ ڀل1970 ѽζٵٟۗ②͛מǖΑمԭْڂ
1990 ѽζٵٟۗ③Χԅkĳ̵ɺمՍ¤Ы٣չɉَڃٞ ٘ن2000 ѽζǨ٦ 3 ٜ٦ŕԁٟٖۗ
مڃ١٦فٿ٣Ԗkِٞ٘ن٦ل٦Ɣ˥ٟڃٌۘڂؿ٧ۗѣО٦nϞچɇǇْڂĺ,ۗڀلnϞچɄ
١ٹ٣ͦξَٔڂĺ,ٯ٠Ԗِ֝٘Х٦˥ٟۘڂؿٹ2 ٜ٣٧ۗǷѶ٦ѶՍ٣ڂيكǲ͇٦Ʉ
١ٹ٣έْڂƒԱĺ,٦ɳͥۗمǲ͇٦Ʉ١ٹ٣١٦فٿ٢ɬ٦ů̯چΒِٞڂـ٦ل٦Їȁ
ƇwԪǱٟۘڂؿƹɻ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗѶՍ̖٦Ʉ١ٹ٦ڦؾڬ٠Ӂ«ٌْڂ٠چВّٞۗnϞچʄفځ
ĺ,٦˰ձٟğڂڃڀٸѶՍƼĺ,٦κچԪǱْۘڂ
ۚۿՍƗģ٦Ѧ̮
ҨӘɻ٧ۗθ¯ۛϒöθ¯٣ـكٞƒԱ¯٢١چϏэْڂĺɆٟۗځؿѶՍƼĺ,͙چվ٠ْڂ
Ɨģɻۗĺ,ɻ٠٧"٢ڂÙзۗڀلѶՍƼĺ,٦Ď٠ʪ֦̮چɉЩٟڂن٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠Ǡق
ٞۘڂـэƗģ٧ۗƒԱĺ,٣ڂيكѶՍƼ٦ʄمـځ١٦فٿ٣Ʉ١ٹ٦ϟɬٻǠȦ٦Х٣
EłچĚْٳ٦ل٣ٜـٞ٦Ɨģٟڂؿз٣Ѧ̮ٹڂْ֏چ٦٠Ǡڂق
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A method of constitutional education as a citizen
education in multicultural symbiotic societies

Kazuo HASHIMOTO (ϯΤ¯Qθ¯ϒöθ¯ӵ)

1. Main argument and conclusion
This presentation is about research results on how to teach constitutional value on educational sites
in a state that refers to modern and Western values such as freedom, equality, democracy and so on in
the Constitution. Today, while many countries are aiming at a society that can respect diverse values in
order to build multicultural symbiotic societies, it is positioned as an urgent issue for citizen education
how to transmit and share constitutional values with the people and the children resident in that country
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who are connected to foreign countries. In this point, cultivating specific values could mean to exclude
the culture of children who cannot share these values and furthermore could lead to the division of civil
society. What we need is to establish an educational method by which children can choose their own
values through their understanding the meaning of the values listed in the country's Constitution and
sharing the values that are opposite to each other. In this presentation, from the standpoint of the
educator studying the Constitution, I would like to announce the results of practical research on the
mission and actual situation of Japanese language education required for that.
2. Method of argumentation
This presentation consists of two pillars. The first is about the development of constitutional
education in Japan after the war, I examine following three periods ;(1) from the end of World War II
to the 1970s, which consisted of ideological conflicts over the Constitution, (2) until the 1990s when
the cold war structure collapsed, (3) after 2000s where multicultural symbiotic societies have been
aimed at in earnest. It is a verification of how it has changed in these three periods. This is also a
demonstration of the process that transformed from specific value-oriented education to education that
lets children choose values. The second is a report of survey result on what constitutional education
practices for foreign children resident in today's Japan are encouraging the formation of consciousness
on these children. For the latter, I report the problems of Japanese language education required in the
scene of education teaching values through comparing with the data of Japanese children.
3. Originality of this research
I am a teacher in charge of constitutional science at the university and junior college, so I believe that
I can point out the significance and importance of Japanese language education from the viewpoint
different from researchers or educators specializing in Japanese language education. I consider that this
research has the originality in that it is a study on how Japanese are handling in constitutional education
affecting the knowledge and consideration process of children.
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͙վĺ4ٯ٦چؾۉڷڦۓڋВّ٘θ¯٣ڂيك
ѶՍƼĺ,٦ځؿ٦Ɣѓ
Aya SATO (Ӽ*θ¯)
Yoko KUWABARA (Ӽ*θ¯)
ƥȕۗҨӘɻڀ٧ѶՍǲѫ٦θ¯٣̵¯׆ڂيك٣έِٞѶՍƼĺ,چǣٛٞ¯ۘڂـӵٻθ
¯9٣ȕْ͇̳ڂāХ٦¯̵٦˰ǭ٧ɉќĺ4ٻʽΛِٞۃڣڂـ٦̖ÝÞũمѶՍ٣يك
¶̵ڂ٦θن٢Ӂʪٌڂٸ͗چ٠مΧٌٖۘـٟ٧ۗθن٢սκ٣Ҩбِ٢ٵـَٟˏۗٹ٢ǣـ'ن
٦ϫ͆٣ٿٛٞمۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښùِ҄٢و٢ٌڂ٠ٖۘڂؿم٦ơ5٣٧֡۠ۗمفڄؿѶՍƼ
٦C֤٦ȸٻѶՍѣ֏٦ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ځؿٖٹ٦/ٜٟڂؿ٠֘;ٌَٖۘڂڃ٣Þڅ
ٌڂ٠چɊSِۗم̵¯׆ԉЫ٢Ñķ٦ϯٟ¯ٰفٿڂ٣ْڂ٦ٹѶՍƼĺ,٦փ´٦/ٜٟؿ
ۘفڄ
ٖ٦فٿ٢ٌ٠͙ۗڀلվĺ,چϏэْڂĺ4ۤj͙ۗվĺ4چۥέ˧٣Їȁچǣٌٖٛٞۗڀل
Aڂقκچիلڀ٣ِٖۗ٦˪ٟٖۗڀڃ٣έِѶՍƼĺ,٣mمٟچلڂنǠٖۗ٘ٵۗق٦κ
٦֘ՅٻƄ٣źڂمѫ֝چѶՍƼڠؾښ٦ۄۍۉڔێڒю٣Ͷٶѷڃڀڃ٢چلـƔѓِ٘ـ٠
Ǡۘ٘ق
ՍҨӘٟ٧͙ۗվĺ4٣έْڂЇȁ٦ϯٟڭکۑڋڵۗٹЇȁ٠ِٞǣٛ٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋ٦Ƈwچ
ԪǱْۘڂՍЇȁٟ٧ۗʕɀХ٣ȕْ͇چ̵¯׆ڂɉќِ٘ŸƟ٦ڂؿՍ¯٦ǋ¯ŷĚ٫ĺ,
ŷ٦ĺ4܀թ٣ۗ2016 ѽ 8 Ɖ ڀل11 Ɖ٦Ý٣ҭǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋǣٛ٘ۘƇw٧ SCAT ٣ٿٛ
ٞԁِ̈́٘ۘ
ٖ٦Ƈwۗ¢ĺ4٦̵¯׆٠٦Þũ̵̮¯׆ٻ٣έْڂƙۗѶՍƼĺ,ٯ٦öίٹθ"ون
٢ٌٛٞڂـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ/̵ٟۗ¯׆٦ѶՍƼȺ֤ٯ٦ƦĚ٧Χːؿٛ٘ٹ٦٦ٖۗڀڃ٧ؿ
ځٵʪ֦ٟ٧٢ـ٠Ѻɬٌِٞڂـ٠ۗѶՍƼځٿ٧Ɨģ¶љ˪٦̇ڂӴـ٣έْٻͫڂѶՍ٦
Ɨģɱԅk٣ѭٌ͟ٷ٠چՀڇٟڂـзٟ٧ĳВِٞۘ٘ـǷƹ٧َۗڀ٣چڦؾڬʐʡِٞوـ٠
٠ٹ٣ۗǷիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘зچ١٦فٿ٣ѶՍƼĺ,٣̵ِلٞچلوـƔѓِٞۘوـ
ٌٵڃٟ٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٞ٧͙ۗվԁց٦ԅɯӑٻǥĎֻ٦٘ٸ٦ƦƼձ٦ĺ,٣
ʃæمϥڃلِٞۗلِۘ٘ـՍƗģ٧م̵¯׆θ¯٣¶ڂيكљځٿچP·٣̓ٸ٘ڂٸ٣ۗƦƼ
ձ٦ɊS٣ۗٹѶՍƼĺ,مٌٟڂن٠چԩµЫ٢ɖзڀلƔѓْڃٖۘڂ٣ٿٛٞۗѶՍƼĺ
,مό٢ڂƦ֥٦ĺ,٣ʚ͆ځٿم̵¯׆ۗٓڀڅŉЫ٣ɨԁ٦ʑځ٦̩٣͍˿ֻِٟۗڂن
فٿ٣٢ڂĺ,چǣٌف٠٣źڂم٠Ǡۘڂق
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A study of Japanese language education in University
through the interview to teachers in specialized field

Aya SATO (Ӽ*θ¯)
Yoko KUWABARA (Ӽ*θ¯)

The presenters currently provide Japanese language education to international students in university
in Japan. The relationships that international students who are taking regular courses in undergraduate
and postgraduate programs have with supervisors and other students in seminars are often of major
importance in their life in Japan. While serious problems may not develop as a result, there are occasions
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when misunderstandings pile up and communication breaks down. Numerous factors give rise to such
breakdowns, and the way that the Japanese language operates and the peculiarities of Japanese
communication styles can be expected to number among them. Arguably, one of the roles of Japanese
language education is to support international students with regard to such issues and to create a
peaceful environment in which they can study.
Such issues inspired our research into teaching staff responsible for specialized education (hereafter
referred to as specialized teachers). The presenters defined the tasks that can be deduced from this
situation and also went on to consider what Japanese language education might be able to achieve in
relation to these issues. The presenters also felt the desire to consider whether language teaching content
that can assist in avoiding and solving such problems could be incorporated into the curricula of
Japanese languages courses.
This presentation will report the results of interviews conducted as a pilot study from among the
various studies in specialized teachers. The pilot study involved semi-structured interviews conducted
between August and November 2016 with four teaching staff in engineering and education at the
university at which the presenters teach, who have experience in supervising international students
taking master’s degree programs. The results were analyzed using SCAT (Steps for Coding and
Theorization).
The pilot study revealed major differences in relationships that all teaching staff had with
international students, their ways of viewing international students, and expectations regarding Japanese
language education. Meanwhile, while references were made to international students’ Japanese
language abilities in terms of areas such as the use of particles and honorifics, teaching staff recognized
that such issues were not of great importance. They were in agreement in their desire to see
improvements in the ways that international students conduct their research and their desire for
international students to adapt themselves to Japan’s research lab culture, more so than any issues
regarding language skills themselves. Moving forwards, the presenters will be collecting further data
and considering ways in which the points that have been revealed through this research can be put to
use in Japanese language education.
The chief focus of Japanese language education to date has been linguistic education to assist students
in understanding lectures and writing papers in specialized fields. This research, however, makes a
comprehensive study of the various areas Japanese language education can address in addition to
offering linguistic support, so that international students may enjoy a more smooth experience at
university. As a result, Japanese language education would not end with mere language education, but
would be able to offer the kind of education that enables international students to engage with and
understand the world around them in a more proactive manner, through the Japanese language.
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ۮ٘ـ֤چؾێڪڮۓڋۂӢۯ٠ۮñՀۯ٦ĳ֏
−ϯ
Ĥȝԅڠۍږ٣ڂيك۰Φɻ٠٦Þũٝځو۱٠ِٞ٦ə
ٶ−

Miwa ISHIKAWA (>тĜθ¯̵ۛ¯׆ǲȔƿׄ)ؾڦۓڢ

ӑɻمθ¯ٟϏэْڂϯĤȝԅڠۍږ٣ـكٞۗ۰Φɻ٠٦Þũٝځو۱چչЫ٠ِ٘ێڪڮۓڋۂ
¶ؾљ(sۙ2017)چǣٛ٘ۘέ˧ɻ٧ ̵¯׆25 թ( ښڎڨ1 թۗ ۓڦڠڔڟڦ1 թۗ ۏڛۓۆ1 թۗڒ
 ډڟۀۓ2 թۗ ڋڦ3 թۗη 4 թۗàǲ 6 թۗϯǲ 7 թ)ٌٟۘڂؿ٦ʍņٵٟ٣ۗӘĂ٦ِۗ٘لԅ
ά٠ˀٌن٠٨ۗɨƭˣȝԅ٠ٖ٦ҨӘۗ{˴ˀنю٣ٜـٞ¯ڇٟۘ٘ـǷöϯҺ٣ѷٛ٘ۗم
֮Ѷք 2 ڒƉ٦¯̵(17 թ)٠֮Ѷք 8 ڒƉ(8 թ)٦Ýٟ۰Φɻ٠٦Þũٝځو۱בمǈٟ٧ـ٠Ë
ٌّٖۘ٘ڃڀٟۗ{˴ˀن٦ʛ¶љ٠ٌِٞڂـ֤چؾێڪڮۓڋۂ٠٣ِ٘ۘʍņ٧ɨƭ٦۰̅٦
̹۱چІۮۗنӢۯ٠ۮñՀچۯ¢ڭؾڞ٣{˴ˀِۗن/ҹĸوɈٛٞٹڂـ٦چӣا٣ˀۓڋۂۗن
ؾێڪڮ٣еۘڂɣ٣ 1 ̖ٜٓɨԁٟеٛ٘ɓچɦِѧًۗ˪ٶ٢ٕٖفɈٛٞ͒لڂـիچpۘڂق
Ȉƹ٣ʍņ٦Ë;چɨ֑٣Ăʲْڂ٠ڃׄفـٟǣٛ٘ۘ¯ۮʛɻمΦɻ٦ٌ٠٣Þ̅چɡٚۗ۰ɨ
ԁچƼڂ۱ٌ٠ۗ۰ɨԁوچ۱ٌ٠(ۯȑ͚ۙ2004)مٟۗ٘ٵۗل٘نË˳چĳ֏ٌْڂ٠ٟ۰Φɻ٠٦
Þũٝځو۱٣Ԗkچلڂڃٵ̵مʍņ٦چڦؾڬԁِ̈́ǠȦْٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ۮӢۯ٧ۗΧو٦¯ʛɻ¶̵¯׆ۮم٣ڂيكŸȍЫӢچۯīً٘ۘۗ٘ٵàǲ٦¯̵٧΄͛ۮ
ٯ٦ӢچۯīًۗۮƥȕӢ٣^ِИَفٖڃٙۯ٠лۮِۘ٘ñՀۯ٧ۮtΜ٦ƋǎمۯȈΧٟؿ
ٛ٘ۘ ʍņ٦Ë;(әn)ٟ٧ۗҿҬЫ٢ƙ٧٢֏ۮۗوM٢ɢÝٙٛ٘ۮۯӢ٧ɨԁٙٺّي٢ـ
٠ԁٛٞîِلٛ٘ڭؾۅڠۍږۮۯ٦̅مːِٟٹԁفٿڂل٣٢ٛ٘ۮۯѣԓٟԼڃڀڃ٢ـάƟٙ
ٛ٘̅ۮۯ٦̹ڇٶچ٢٣ĺڀ٘قмËؿمٛ٘ۯю٦Ë;چѡ٘ۘ¯ʛɻ٧ۮӢۯ٠ۮñՀچۯ
۰ɨԁ٦ٌ٠٨ٟƼځ۱ۗڭؾۅڠۍږ٠ĳ֏ٌْڂ٠٣ٿٛٞۗ۰ɨԁوچ۱ٌ٠مٟ٘ن٦ٟ٧٢ـ
ٙۘلفڄȑ͚ (2002) ٧ۗۮό٢ڂŀՠٻÞٟ̅٧٢¯ۗوʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ٦սκ٣ϴչْڂз٣ۗ¯
ʛɻʃάѦɨ٦Ďۯڂؿم٠ʲٰٞۘڂـĺɆ٧ۗƩ͚ (2009) مʲٰۮڂɨԁ٦ɝچɨԁٟǠق
ۗڂ٠فـƬѦ٢ȝņٟ٧٢ۗوɨԁ٦ɝٹΦɻ٣ǠقٞۗفڀٹΦɻ٦ɝٹǠڂق٠فـȝņچۯǣف
ĺɱ¯ۗيم̅چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښʛɻ٦۰̅٦̹۱چІؕ̍وٰو٣Ǉنǭٌف٠مӐ֦ٙ٠Ǡق
ۘڂ
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Sharing "anxiety " and "hope " by using mind-tree.
Attempt to "Develop the relationship with others "for
Intermediate academic writing class.

Miwa ISHIKAWA (>тĜθ¯̵ۛ¯׆ǲȔƿׄ)ؾڦۓڢ

A method of “mind-tree” was applied for the intermediate academic Japanese writing class in
Utsunomiya University by the author in order to “develop the relationship with others” (Ka, 2017). A
target group consists of 25 international exchange students, one (1) each from Czech, Tajikistan and
Mongolia, two (2) from Cambodia, three (3) from Thailand, four (4) from Taiwan, six (6) from Korea
and seven (7) from China. Prior to the class, those students had already learned how to explain and
describe the sentences,
self-introduction, presentation, itemization and so on in Japanese. In middle of the current term, it
seemed that two groups of targeted students (17) students arrived two-month ago and eight students
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arrived eight-month ago in Japan) had not yet “developed the relationship” between these groups.
Therefore, the mind-tree method was attempted as a part of practice of itemization in the same class.
The mind tree method was proceeded as follows. First, the students listened “the voices from their
own hearts” and listed what they feel as “hopes” and “anxieties” on each sheet of paper. Second, the
students selected the most important “hope” and “anxiety” from the sheets, then describe the selected
ones on cards one each and posted them on the mind-tree. Third, each student read words on the cards
aloud in front of other students and explained the reasons why those words were important for them.
Finally, the students gave feedback of the class freely. The purposes of using the method were to verify
“whether learners could have interested in other students, spoken-out by themselves, and opened their
minds to others (Hosokawa, 2004),”, and also to assess the data collected from the class in order to
understand whether the students “develop their relationships with others” by sharing own feelings.
Regarding “anxiety”, many of the students came up with “economic anxiety about studying in Japan”.
Korean students explained “anxiety about war”, and some of them revealed “I am almost crushed by
anxiety and fear of war currently”. On the other hand, most students selected “health of family members”
as the most important thing of “hope”.
The results of feedback (evaluation) on the class, there was no critical opinion on the class. Whereas,
many positive comments were submitted from the students, such as “it was meaningful time”, “it was
pleasant to find other students also worry about similar things”, “it helped me understand feelings of
classmates”, “it was a special and unforgettable experience”, “it relieved me by disclosing the voice of
my mind to others” and so on. It was evaluated that the students were highly likely able to “open their
minds” by explaining ‘anxiety’ and ‘hope’ with their own words and sharing their feelings with the
classmates.
Hosokawa (2004) argues, “this method values for the leaners because it focuses on not only issues
leaners have interests but also on fear and problems of themselves”. Furukawa (2009) mentions that
mutual communication among the students through the process of think over others is important in
addition to isolated process of think about oneself. The author concludes that teachers should facilitate
communication in the classroom and face to the students seriously to listen to the “voice from hearts”
of learners, by focusing on personal feeling of them in the syllabus if appropriate.
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ΧƦƼÑķ٣ڂيكƦƼȺ֤ڠږکۃگڋڧ٦'مـ
̵¯׆٠ѶՍ̖¯̵٦΅ƷֻۛÞũ̮٣
֚ڂقEł
Yuko ABE (ǲȔĺ֨θ¯)
θ¯٦ǲȔk٣ҫ̵¯׆ۗـ٠ѶՍ̖مĳ٣¯΅٭Ʒ¯ʛŭ٦ʍņمΎpِٞڀڃٌۘڂـ٧
̵¯׆έ˧٦ѶՍԅkʍņ٣ѶՍ̖¯̵چȯpَٔڂůٟȝٹ٘ڃڀ٦مΧ΅ۗوƷ¯ʛچչЫ
٠ِ٢ڀمѶՍƼӆԦƼɻ٦̵¯׆٠ԦƼɻ٦ѶՍ̖٠فـփ´٦ƫОkِم٨ِ٨ƙڃڀ
ڃٖۘڂ٣ۗځٿԦƼɻ٦ƦƼЫ̮ۗٻɻ٦͍˿مӘձЫٌٟڂؿ٠юمɉЩَڃٞڂـ
̧ۤơ, 2010ۘۥӑɻٌٹ٦ůΰٟ٦ѶՍԅkĺ,چϏэِۗȯpɻ٦Þũ̮ǖϨچչɉِٞۗϠ+
ƿׄچВّ٘¶љچϯ̅٣Ɣѓِٞۘ٘نǷ٧¯ѫٟ٦΅Ʒۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣ɖȄچ#ِۗ¯
̵٦ƦƼȺ֤ѺɬٻǣљۗمԦƼɻ٠ӆԦƼɻÝ٦Þũ̮ǖϨ٣لـ٣Ełْلڂ٣ٜـ
ٞƔѓْڃٖۘڂ٣ۗځٿѶՍƼĺ,٦ƦƼ҄΅ۗچוƷֻٻÞũ̮ٸ٘ڂٸ̋چ٦ؾژڰۉۃښ
וۓۋڞ٠ِٞǍĎ٣ΖقЋْq̮҄چϐٌڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ڮۏؾڊڹǕ٦ A θ¯٧ѶՍ̖٦JƼمוǫ̵¯ۗوÝ٦ۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋ٧ۗѶՍƼ٠JƼ
٦ѲƦƼمq҄٢Ñķ٣ۘڂؿʍņ٧JƼٟǣم̵¯׆ٸ٘ڂڃڅƦƼЫ٣٣ׂٜ˵ļم
Χوƙڂڃڀϯٟۗӑɻ٦ϏэْڂѶՍԅk٦ĳʕʍņٟ٧ۗ։/ѶՍƼȺ֤ڃَןˍمٞۘڂـ
Ƿ٧ۗ2017 ѽ٦ʍņָʕɻ٦فٚۗƗģĴו٦њچѡ٘ڃڀѶՍ̖ 6 ̖ۗ ̵¯׆5 ̖چέ˧
٣ۗʍņѫٟ٦ѓۗڭؾہېۗӑɻ٦ȯ֚ÙȦĚ٫ձ͍ЇȁچɲЫ٣ԁِ̈́٘ٹ٦چҨӘْۘڂʍ
ņٟ٧¯ۮѫ٦ѶՍ̖٠̵¯׆٦ۯۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣ٜـٞЇȁچǣۗـʍņٟ٦ƦƼȺ֤ٻ
ԦƼɻ٦̮ю٣ٜـٞƔѓِ٘ۘƨԓٻڭؾہېձ͍Їȁٟ٧ۗƦƼȺ֤٦˵ļ̮ۗٻ
مۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٠ڃ٢لٛ٘٠ن٦έʻԱۗ΅ƷֻٻÞũ̮٦ǖϨю٣ٜـ̘ٞ٥ٖ٘ۘ٦
ƇwۗƼ¯ו٣ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښځٿ٣έْڂѺɬ"م٢ٛ٘ۘѶՍ̖٠̵¯׆Ý٦ƦƼȺ֤٧ۗ
JƼمΧوѶՍƼו٦ǫ̵¯׆ـ٧Ӣ՞٣Ëّٞۘ٘ـѶՍ̖¯̵٣٠ٛٞ٧ۗJƼȺ֤ٯ٦Ď
էË̵¯׆م٠٦ӾȬ٢ѫ֝٦چԻًٌٞڂـ٠юمīًۘ٘ڃڀʍņ٦¯٫٠ِٞۗѶՍ̖
¯̵٧ƦƼЫ̮چɬЫ٣Ѻɬٌْڂ٠مÞũ̮ǖϨ٣ٜ٢مٌٛ٘٠̵ۗ¯׆٧έю̮٣
ٜـٞ٦ҼОЫѺɬمżƣٌَ٘ڃ٠٢١مīًۘ٘ڃڀ
̧ơ֑ӌۤ2010ۥ۰ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦ ؾڟۑڮڤۅڲڠڏƦƼЫĳ̵k٦Хԁ̈́۱Έˀ
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Influence of differences in communication dynamics
on mutual understanding between speakers in
multilingual environment

Yuko ABE (ǲȔĺ֨θ¯)

With increase of emphasis in educational policies on globalization and diversification more and
more Japanese universities started to offer Intercultural Co-learning Classes for both Japanese and
international students in which they learn from each other by sharing insight into own cultures. This
type of courses had origin in Japanese Culture and Society classes for international students which in
time were joined by Japanese students. Thus, although the objective of these types of courses is
collaborative learning from each other, in reality Japanese students as native language speakers and
hosts in their own country assume dominating role more as providers of cultural resources than
learners. That may cause that the interaction in classes may become superficial and shallow. I have
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developed and implemented this type of courses for more than 10 years. I tried to encourage both
Japanese and international students to use Japanese. The university I am working in Japan is
recognized as one of the most internationalized universities in Japan, which means the level of
proficiency in English of Japanese students is relatively high, so the interaction among the students
can be both in Japanese and English. As a rule, all courses are taught in English except language
classes. That is why international students often take initiative in other courses where it is expected
that everything should be in English. The class I am teaching is the only one offered for all students,
Japanese and international when Japanese language is allowed and encouraged. So this is the only
course with the reverse situation of the language use in the classroom. In this presentation, I focus on
how language use effects interaction between students and eventually their mutual relationships. I try
to examine Japanese language ability as the communication ability, so that its improvement would
contribute to building good relationships among students with different linguistic and cultural
backgrounds.
In this study, firstly, I examined the results of the survey regarding classroom activities on the
subject of “the communication between Japanese students and International students in this
university”. This is followed by the discussion and analysis of the results of semi-structured
interviews with 6 Japanese students and 5 international students’ about their experience, including
their reports on subjective effect of the use of language in my class and in general in the university
environment. One of surprising results was the preference to use Japanese language in class
interactions and discussions by international students whose proficiency was below the level making
it comfortable. Also, I could identify misunderstanding inhibiting interaction. To discuss more
complicated matters Japanese students feel obligation to use English, even when more advanced
international students prefer use Japanese. However discussing these more complicated matters in
English may become too difficult for Japanese students, or at least not comfortable, which inhibits
further discussion.
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ѶՍ٣ʢۗٶјنΝڂيŰ٣Әڂڃ
ѶՍۗ¯׆ѶՍƼ¯ʛŸƟ
Chika MARUYAMA (ׂĺθ¯)
Ikumi OZAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)
ՍҨӘ٧ƨ̖ԓΰфǖΑԁ̈́ۤPAC ԁ̈́Աۥ٠̖Ý٦̯ЉچɢÝЫԖk٠ԅkɺЫԅդ٠
٦Þũ٦ϯٟΖقٞĂʲْٸ٘ڂ٣Ӿ͡Űۛюɕ̮ۤڨؾۑڻډTEAچۥȋِ֤ۗѶՍٟ٦¯׆
ŸƟۛѶՍƼ¯ʛچŸٞθ¯چΞņِۗȸɝюچВّٞѶՍɺ٠ÞũچɡٚΝٌڂي٠ͦچξِٞ
̤ѽ˪ŸِٞڂـѶՍ¯׆ŸƟɻۗمѶՍƼ¯ʛ¯׆ٻŸƟلـچ٣ՠٝيٞچلڂـɦ
ْۘ
ŘάЫ٣٧ۗҭѽ۽ڀلѽ٦ѶՍچ¯׆ŸٞԦǲ٦θ¯چΞņِ̤ۗѽ˪Ÿِ٘ƥȕѶՍٟ
˽چѡٞۗѶՍɺ٣ǺȀ̵ِٞنٞڂـƠ ̵¯׆2 թٯ٦ؾۉڷڦۓڋ٣íٝۗنѶՍۛ¯׆ѶՍ
Ƽ¯ʛάƟچҽڀɨٖ̑م٦̵̖٦ϯٟلـ٣ϥٝيٞچلڂـВɢЫ٢ɖзٟԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ
٦Ƈwۗҽمڀƥȕ٣ɕڂ٦٣ѶՍƼ¯ʛمƃٔل٢֦ـ5٠٢ٛٞۗځكԦǲٻƥϠ٦֍̖٠٦
ٜ٢ۗٻځمѶՍƼ¯ʛɁɢ٦tΜ٦ɊS٢١ۗЇȁĴוɻ٦̵̖٦֡۠٢ɢзٟ٦ʰ֮ɝۗم
ѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦љùچǫۗٸɨԁɨ̑٦ˎ֮چǠنڂقٛيل٣٢ٌٛٞڂـ٠چɦِ٘ۘчțۤ2016ۥ
Φ̵ٟ¯ٹњɀـڂؿ٧ѶՍ̖٠٦ƿׄمѶՍƼ¯ʛ٣ْڀ٘ٹԶَل٣ũڂ٠ɉЩِٞۗمڂـ
͍зچɡٜ΅ʆچ˰ٻƧОٔٓ٣Ơ̵¯׆٦Űچԁِ̈́٘зمՍҨӘ٦ѣϾٟۘڂؿ
ڵکۑؾیٟ٧ 1985 ѽ٦ڠۄڠۍڏŻ ۗѶՍٟ٧ ̵¯׆10 ՜̖Ż ِٖٞ 30 ՜̖Ż چʌ
ۗيʁɻ̩مϯچ#љِ٢¯ڀم٫̯ЉْڂɃمɨͭ٢ů٠ِٞʌيѷفٿڂڃڀڃ٣٢ٌٛ٘ۘ
ِ٘ف#љِ٢ڀم٦¯٫٣öίَڂڃ٦٧ۗۏڴؾۑڗ٢Ùзۮڀل21 ̩ĀŭۤۯۏڔڠȮνΦۗ
2014چۥɡ̖ٛ٘Ýچ,ٌٞڂ٠٠ۗۏڒؾۑ٢ÙзۮڀلƥϠچϟٛٞۮۯڂـƥϠ٣Вّ̖ۯڂÝچ
Ύٌْٻ٠ۗۮڂٽڅـϟѶҊۯ٦,̯ۘڂؿمθ¯9چ¯׆ŸٞƗģɻ٣٢ ͚֏ۤڂ2016ۥ٦
Űچʄً˪ځԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠٧ۗۏڴؾۑڗ٢Ùз٠ۏڒؾۑ٢Ùз٦چɡٚǭ٘ٔڅѶՍƼ
ĺ,٦q̮҄چϐٌڂ٠٣ٜ٢ڂمٙۘفڄ
ȯǠԅƖ
֏͚֍Ʉۤ2016۰ѶՍ¯׆٦ ؾڊڹۍڗڲڠڏ: ̵¯׆̖ډڞڱڮۓڋ٦ 20 ѽ۱θȚθ¯ʰҲ
чțŤۤ2016̵¯ۮۥ٠¯̵چٜ٢ۯى۰̖٠ٜ٢̩ۗځم٠ٜ٢ڂمѶՍƼĺ,۱كِڄوʰҲۗ
87-105 ԏ
Ȯν٢ٶٲÓʕۗM͚ǏѸۛՀƉʳϜԘօۤ2014ۥ۰21 ̩Āŭ¯ۜۏڔڠ٫٠әn٦٘ڀؿ٢٘ل
ٚ۱ՆθˀԾ
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Study Abroad in Japan and Japanese Language
Learning Appeared in the Trajectory of Living and
Working in Japan

Chika MARUYAMA (ׂĺθ¯)
Ikumi OZAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)

This poster presentation focuses on two learners of Japanese who came to Japan for study abroad and
kept the relationship with Japan through work for more than a few years after graduation. The study
aims to clarify how those learners consider the meaning of Japanese language learning in Japan and
study abroad experience in Japan.
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The researchers met those two learners three times as a sum for each and conducted interviews. The
conversation was recorded and transcribed with the approval of the two. The datum was investigated
by Personal Attitude Construct (PAC) analysis, and then Trajectory Equifinality Approach (TEA) was
applied for analyzing how their thoughts on language learning and study abroad change through time
as well as social-cultural contexts.
As a result, this study points out the followings:
1) Japanese language education is an inevitable factor for the person's present life,
2) various factors the one experiences while living motivated the Japanese language learning more,
and it became an opportunity to consider the one's future.
The example of experiences referred in the latter point was the relationship with the one's own
country or friends there, family support when they started learning Japanese, work request from the
university the one stayed in Japan, and so on.
Research such as Shimazaki (2016) indicated the exchange among Japanese language learners or
with Japanese natives relates to the enrichment of Japanese language education. The finding of this
presentation is similar, but it differs significantly since the analysis covers much broader context of
living; it analyzes not only the influence of the language classes or the native speakers' community of
the target language but the community outside the language classes or ones' own country.
Having influenced by several policies such as the "European Community Action Scheme for the
Mobility of University Students (ERASMUS) " in 1985 in Europe, the "100,0000 Foreign Students
Plan" and the "300,000 Foreign Students Plan" in Japan, it became natural for youths to learn and grow
by moving worldwide.
The society expects learning-while-moving like this (1) to cultivate youth to acquire "21st-century
skills" (Miyake et al. 2014) and (2) to increase "pro-Japanese" group who knows the target society well
and has networks there.
In this perspective, it is necessary to examine those who were excluded from research such as
Arikawa (2016) since they did not become researchers in Japan-related field after graduation from
graduate school. It is needed to clarify how non-researchers on Japan associate themselves with Japan,
to consider Japanese language education with both global perspectives as well as local perspective.
References:
ARIKAWA, T (2016). Ethnography of Study Abroad in Japan: 20 years of Indonesian Learners,
Osaka University Press.
SHIMAZAKI, K (2016). "Connecting Students Each Other", in TOMSON, C(2016), Japanese
Language Education Connecting People and the world. Kuroshio Press, pp.87-105.
MIYAKE, N(Eds.), MASUKAWA, H, and MOCHIZUKI, T. et al. (Eds.)(2014). 21st-Century Skill:
New Way of Being of Learning and Evaluation. Kitaoji Press.
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Ҩŭәnچʄځѷ٘ڃѶՍƼĺ,ۄۍڗۑڻәn٦
ɳͥ ―̈āǥ٦Ðɠچڠۍږέ˧٣―

Megumi FUJITA (ׂĺθ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
Kumiko KANENIWA (ׂĺθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
Eri KAZUNO (ׂĺθ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
Koichi SHIMAHARA (ׂĺθ¯)
Nobuko IKEDA (ׂĺθ¯)
Chika MARUYAMA (ׂĺθ¯)

ՍҨӘ٧ۗҨŭәnچʄځѷ٘ڃѶՍƼĺ,ۄۍڗۑڻCD٦ɳͥƗģٟۘڂؿ
ҨӘɻڀ٦ʽΛùÞٟ٧ۗθ¯٦ǲȔkǖ;٦/ϓ٣ѶՍƼuչ٦ʣɳچīًٞۗځكѶՍƼ
ĺ,ۄۍڗۑڻ٧ٖۗ٦փ´چwٌْ٘٠مğڃڀٸٖٞۘڂـ٦ɳƥ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗϏэӵʿ٦ǖ̯
4مƥ˵׃͛چۄۍڗۑڻِۗ ҇چЫ٣CDِٞوـӐ֦ڂؿم٠ǠۗقҨӘɻڀ٧ŹΝЫ٣ۑڻ
ۄۍڗәnچǣٛٞۘڂـ
ۤۓڭکڵ2001ۥ٣ڂٿ٠ۗҨŭәn٠٧ۗέ˧٠٢ۄۍڗۑڻڂю٦ҨбچɊSْڂչЫٟǣڅ
ڂڃәn٦ڠڢۑڻٟءˏۘڂؿΦۤ2016ۥٟ٧ۗθ¯٦ǲȔk٠ـٛ٘ׄљЫ٢˵ļj٣ڂؿͶ˼
٣ـكٞҨŭәnچɳٌْͥڂ٠٦Ďمʲٰڃڀٞٹڂـ٦٦ۗѶՍƼĺ,ԁց٣ڂيكʄځ
Ͷםٶ٧ۗÕƙ٦Ƨڀءˏځ٦/٦Ɨģٟʄڃڀً˪ځٞڂـ٦ٶٟۘڂؿ
Ҩŭәn٦չЫٻĎ٧ۗҨӘɻڀ٦ʽΛӵʿ٦ґŶ٠ٹǭϦٌْڂ٠ڻ٘ـ֤چڃٌۗڀل
ۄۍڗۑәnچɳɋٌْڂ٠٠ِٖۗ٦/Ñ٠ِٞ̈āǥ٦Ðɠڠۍږٟɳɋِ٘ۘٓٵѶՍƼu
չϏэɻ 6 թۤ˲ŋۗӆ˲ŋۥٟچۏڬۆږکڟۑȝٌِ̯٘ۘ٦ȝ̯٣٧ KJ Աۗـ֤چÐɠڠۍږ
٦¶②ۮۯڡؾڰ①ۮљ̯③ۮۯwչӖۯ٣έِٖۗڃٗڃ٦ׂ˰٦ɖзڀلք 100 ٦ɝǩچīًԁ
ڃٌِۘ٘כ٣ٿٛٞÐɠڠۍږ٦①٣٧¯ۮʛɻ٦ۮۯڡؾڰѣϾڂؿuչ٦͐ϥ②ۗۯ٣٧ۮĺȖ
ҨۮۯӾ̤ۏڽې٦έ]③ۗۯ٣٧ۮ՞Ιф٠¯ʛ֪٦Ǉ˪ۮۯѧוٷ٠ˀוو٦Ǉ˪ۯюمīم
ٌٛ٘ۘڀڃ٦Ùз٧ۗɳȔ٦ʍņۗۓڋڝڬʍņCD٣ٹʄځѷۗڃʍņچɳɋِِٖ٘ۘٞ¯öʚ
ƹ̯ۗwƔ˥٦٘ٸ٣ۗѦɨ٦ÐɠƔОəƟ٦ʌƟڦؾڬԁ̈́ۗʌǥɻٯ٦ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁۗ
ϏэĺɆ٣ڂٿ٬چځقلځǣٛ٘ƇwۗƔОəƟ٦ʌƟɻΎۗÐɠ¯ʛٯ٦љù٦Ǉ˪ۗΧ֡٢
ۏڽې٦ʌǥɻ٣ڂٿĴј٠ـ̯ٛ٘w¨مѺٟۘ٘ن
ۄۍڗۑڻ٦̯wچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٧ۗθ¯ǣ̰ӵ٦Ѻϟڂٸ̋چֻٻ٠فـз٣ـكٞٹ
֏ǄٟٿۘڂؿٛٞۗՍҨӘٟɦْәn٦ڠڢۑڻ٧ۗњ֡٦ґŶچɡٜΦùÞ٣ـكٞٹɦǾ֚چ
ٹڂق٦ٟۘفڄؿ
ȯǠԅƖ
ˏءĘӌۗãȰ͖yۗϢй́Ʉۤ2016ۮۥѶՍƼĺ,ۄۍڗۑڻCD٣ڂيكҨŭәn¶֤
٦Ď٠q̮҄ۯ۰ѶՍƼĺ,ɳͥƗģ۱ι 5 Ǭ
ۤۓڭکڵۛۓڋږۛۏژڋۂ2001ۥ۰ɳ֤ʪɖ٦ɝņәnѷվ۱̴̠ۗǏԅћˀв
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Incorporating Developmental Evaluation into a
Japanese Language Program: For a New Kanji Class

Megumi FUJITA (ׂĺθ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
Kumiko KANENIWA (ׂĺθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
Eri KAZUNO (ׂĺθ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
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Koichi SHIMAHARA (ׂĺθ¯)
Nobuko IKEDA (ׂĺθ¯)
Chika MARUYAMA (ׂĺθ¯)
This presentation addresses a practical study on Japanese language program management that utilized
developmental evaluation.
The institution with which the presenters are affiliated is seeking to enhance its Japanese language
courses as part of its internationalization strategy, and the Japanese Language Program is required to
fulfill this role. To achieve this aim, it was considered necessary for the members of the department in
charge of this effort to grasp the current situation and manage the program strategically. Therefore, the
presenters are currently evaluating the program on a continuous basis.
According to Patton (2001), developmental evaluation is an evaluation process designed to support
the development of its target programs and initiatives. Although Ozawa et al. (2016) have discussed the
significance of conducting developmental evaluation in institutions that are in a state of flux due to
university internationalization, this series of research by Ozawa et al. is, to our knowledge, the only
such initiative to emerge in the field of Japanese language education.
Since the purpose and significance of developmental evaluation also corresponds to the background
of the department to which the presenters belong, it was decided to use this method to evaluate the
program, and as part of this initiative, the evaluation was implemented in a newly established Kanji
class. First, a logic model was developed by six teachers (full- and part-time) in charge of the Japanese
course. The model was developed using the KJ method, and approximately 100 items were identified
and grouped from each perspective for the (1) “needs,” (2) “activities,” and (3) “targets” of the Kanji
class. This process revealed aspects of the Kanji class such as “learner needs” and “establishment of
distinctive courses” in (1), “development of teaching materials” and “compatibility with multiple levels”
in (2), and “improvement of satisfaction and motivation to learn” and “improvement of reading and
writing ability” in (3). These perspectives were also incorporated in the actual lesson design and class
management processes, according to which classes were conducted. Then, after the semester had ended,
to verify the results of (1) to (3), examination data for an independent Kanji examination was analyzed,
an interview survey was conducted with students who had taken the Kanji class, and a reflection on the
class activities was conducted by the teacher in charge of the class. This revealed an increase in the
number of students taking the examination, improvements in motivation for Kanji study, and
collaboration among students with various levels of Kanji ability.
This clarification of the program’s achievements should also be effective in terms of promoting
recognition and understanding among university administrations. Accordingly, the evaluation process
outlined in this presentation ought also to provide a useful indication to other institutions with a similar
background.
References
Ozawa, I., Maruyama, C., Ikeda, N. (2016). Nihongo Kyoiku Puroguramu Unei ni okeru
Kaihatsugata Hyoka Katsuyo no Igi to Kanosei [Significance and Possibilities of Developmental
Evaluation to Utilize for Japanese Language Program Management]. Journal for the Study of Japanese
Language Education Practice, 5.
Patton, M. Q. (2001). Jitsuyo Jushi no Jigyo Hyoka Nyumon [Utilization-Focused Evaluation].
Translated by Omori, H., Yamamoto, Y., Nagao, M: Shimizu Kobundo.
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̵¯׆ǇيѶՍƼĺ,چѶՍ̖ǇيƦƼŷĺ֨ĺ,
٣̵ٌْل٠
Yukiko YAMAMOTO (ĳGθ¯ ǲȔŸD¯ӵ)
1.ϯ̅٠٢ڂʃϼٻƇ
ѶՍ̖ǇيƦƼŷĺ֨ĺ,uչٯ̵¯׆چ٦ѶՍƼuչϏэ٠ԋǣِθ¯ٟĺقʼۗٸǷѽ
ٟ 5 ѽչ٠٢ٌۘڂ٦uչ٧θ¯̵مʓ˽ɢ٣ʌڂيӑĂəƟ(ƦƼԁց)٣Ӑ֦٢ѶՍƼϟɬ٦
§ѡ٠فـɳַЫ٢ֻ֑ۗڀل١ٌ٦θ¯٣ٟ͐ٹϥَڃٞڂـuչٙۘϏэمƄٵٛ٘٠ۗنѶՍ
̖¯̵٦ѶՍƼ¯٫Ћِ٠ٌفـ٠ڂڃَ;֘ڀلЛγËۗSPI(ʓ˽٦٘ٸ٦ӑĂəƟ)ٻƔОέ
Ƞ٢١٦ϟɬ٦Ϛԗچĺٌڂق٠ٯ٦УǐËچËِِّ٘ۘلӑɻوٿمϟڂѶՍƼĺ,٦ʆԱ٢
١ڠڴۍڞچѫ֝٣ʄځѷٌڂڃ٠ٟۗ֡۠٢ɰҏؿٹٛ٘ م5 ѽÝ٦ŹΝچВِۗѶՍƼĺ,٦ʆ
Ա٢١ٌڂْ֤]چ٠٦Ǆwٻʆ]چقËّ٘ۘ
2.˥٦Ăʲ()ڦؾڬ
ͪƹö 15 ٜٓ٦ǭŻ 30 ٦ۂښٟ 2013ۢ2017 ѽфٟǥِ٘˪Ăuչ٦ڠڴۍڞѫ֝ك
ٿ٫¯̵٦ʍņәnڭؾژۓډ٦Ăʲڭۓۅښ
3.ѣĂْٰ(ڭۓڋہنʍņٟ٦ǋӤۛɰҏ)
①Ȉʼ٣ۗڂؿѶՍ̖ǇيѶՍƼƔОəƟ٦ǭ¤٠فـչӖ͐چОِۗ¯̵٣չӖچƙوْٻق
ِ٘ۘĺ֨٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼϟɬم/Оۏڽې٣ёυِ٘ل٠ۏؾڛفـ٧ٖٹٖٹٙڃ٣٠ٛٞٹƙ
ق٣ۘـوƔОƇwچ/ٜ٦ɉӖ٠ْڃ٨υ̯Ëٹѡڂڃڀ٠Ǡۘ٘ق
②ƔОͪҭٟ٦ÐɠۗƼؐۗŵƼ٢١٦ϛЫќѷ٣ۗѶՍƼĺ,٦ʆԱِ֤ۘ٘]چ/ם٠ِ
֮ٞۗƼ٠ِٞÐɠƼؐچʄځǵٷ٠ن-ۗۏڠ-گ٢١٦͍ӊƼچӣٌڂي٠ٟ֝ ٣ƼؐچΎٻ
ٌْ٠مٌٟڂن٠ۗљɗۛů֝љɗۛթɗ٦C֤٦Ⱥـԁميٌٟڂن٠ۗÐɠƼؐ٦ƙЋֻِۛ
مٟ٘ن٠ɈۘفѶՍƼĺ,٦ʆԱ٦ќѷ٣ͩ̈م̵¯ۗځٿ٢ڨؾۑڻډٟ¯٫Ћٌْ٠ۗѶՍƼ
چΦ٦ƦƼ٠њ֡٣/ٜ٦άŷچɡٛ٘ƦƼٙ٠ûٌٝو٠ۗάŷ̝چї٣Ӛفٿڂي٣٢ٌڂ٠ۗ
ǲƼٯ٦ŀՠ٣ٜ٢ًٌڂ٠٢١٣/О٦Ǆwچѡ٘ڃڀ٠Ɉۘف
③эʼ٦܀ѽÝ̵¯׆٠ѶՍ̖¯̵چƿقٞ¯٨ٔ٘ۘƔОƹҭ٦Ÿȍ̰ۛɤۛɺۛԅkۛÑ
ķۛu¯ċʱ٢١̈ԆĂɝ٦ɢɝ֤Ƽ͒ٻѧ͐սوچХٟۗњّɢɝЫսκچĳ֏ٟۗن
ɻ٦ۮέۮۯѓׂځ̯مۯٜ٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠öίِ٘ڀلِِٙۘلʍņɢÝӢΙ٠فـսκٙ
يٟ٢ۗوƷـ٦ї٦٢ل٣Πȕْڂĺ֨ٻԅk̰ۛɤЫѾ٦άŷ٦'ځٵؿمځ٘ٻـ٣ٹ
θلنٛ٘٘ۗلٸњّѶՍƼْٟÑķj٣ؿٛٞ΅ٹƷֻٯ٦ёυ٧ѱِلٛ٘ۘ
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Teaching Japanese Language and Culture to
Japanese Students by Using Methodology for Teaching
International Students

Yukiko YAMAMOTO (ĳGθ¯ ǲȔŸD¯ӵ)

1. Overview
For the past five years, I have taught university-level Japanese language and culture courses to
Japanese students as well as Japanese language courses to international students. The courses for
Japanese students are practical courses of the sort taught at most universities to give students knowledge
of the Japanese language necessary for passing the language section of written tests administered during
job recruitment. When first assigned to teach this course, I expected that re-teaching Japanese to
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Japanese students would be a dull pursuit and was resistant to the idea of teaching fragments of
knowledge related to the Synthetic Personality Inventory (SPI, a written test administered during job
recruitment) and other test preparation topics. However, through a five-year process of trial and error
incorporating methodology for teaching Japanese as a foreign language into the syllabus, I have
achieved effective results.
2. Data
Data are the content of syllabi from the above-mentioned university courses, taught from 2013 to
2017, and comments from class evaluation surveys. Each course consisted of 30 class periods (15
periods each in the first and second terms).
3. Key Points (Innovations and Failures)
(1) At the outset of the course, I set a goal for students of passing a particular Japanese language
examination for native speakers, thus giving them a clear objective. For most students, the more general
goal of achieving a certain level of knowledge related to the Japanese language as part of one’s overall
education tends to be hard to grasp clearly. Using examination results as an indicator also provides a
sense of accomplishment.
(2) I adapted methodology for teaching Japanese as a foreign language to the phased introduction of
topics related to kanji, vocabulary, and polite language presented in the first half of the examination.
For example, when kanji are studied as a foreign language, verb, adjective, and noun suffixes can be
added to the root, thus allowing students to easily expand vocabulary, distinguish between usages, and
review and improve understanding of ideographs. Applying such approaches from the teaching of
Japanese as a foreign language produces consistent results, for example, giving students a fresh
approach to the review of familiar topics, helping them both to recognize that Japanese has an
underlying structure just like other languages and to visualize this structure, and inspiring interest in
other languages.
(3) I provided opportunities for Japanese students and four-year study-abroad students to learn
together. I had hoped that the process of answering reading comprehension and vocabulary questions
related to news articles on the economy, politics, science and technology, and social, cultural, and
environmental issues presented in the second half of the test would lead to discussions and debates
about current affairs. However, in addition to a lack of sufficient class time, the marked differences in
educational background and cultural and political concepts held by the Japanese and international
students made it difficult for them to reach mutual understanding even in a Japanese-language
environment.
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ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣ڂڃڀٶѶՍƼ٦ؾڧۓڎڟāҷɬ
۵΅ʆƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٠ιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٦ϝԁ̈́
ڀل۵
Minako TAKAHASHI (ׅĢθ¯ĺ,¯ӵ)
Akiko HONDA (ׂժáډڟډΨԉ֢θ¯)
hiroko YABE (ыİ¯Žθ¯)
ΧƦƼΧԅkɺ٣̓ٶٜٜڂؿƥζ٣ـكٞ٧ۗJƼٙي٣ƧۗٓڀѶՍƼٹӆԦƼɻÝ
ٟۮڂڃَιȮɻƦƼۯ٠ِٞȺَ֤ڂڃùمM۠Ύقٞۘڂـ٠ۗيڅځѶՍƼĺ,٦ĺɱ˰
ձٟ٧ۗθӵԁ¯مʛɻњɀ٦ιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձٟۘڂؿιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٧ɻÝ٦Ʀ
Ƽ҄וȀمƞϸٟ٧٢ۗوƦƼāҷ٦̬քـ×م٠فـѣϾچɡٜ٠َٖۗڃ٦٘΅ٸʆƦƼ͍˿
˰ձ٣٧ƙڃڀ٢͆ـŉЫ٢ȯp٦q̮҄ٹɦǾَڃٞ ۓڈڹۤڂـ2011ِلِۘۥ٢ۗڀمι
ȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٣ڂيكɳ˥Ы٢Ɨģ٧ʤԁ٠٧Ʀۗٓقѣ٣ƦƼāҷ٣ٜـٞ٦Ɨģ٧ː٢
ٌٖۘـٟՍҨӘٟ٧ۗɳΰ٠ƥɳ٦ϝ٠٦م־ɉЩَڃٞؾڧۓڎڟڂـāҷچʄ¯ًۗ˪ځ
ʛɻ٦āҷɬچƔ˥ْؾڧۓڎڟۗٸ٘ڂɉӖůɫ٣ϮչِۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻم١٦فٿ٢ۓڎڟ
ؾڧāҷɬٹچٜ٦چلիلڀ٣ْۘڂԁ̈́٣Ⱥِ֤٘ڦؾڬ٧ۗ¯ӵۏڽې٦ǲӄ̵¯׆ٟؿ
ڂѶՍƼѶՍԅkƗʕ̵¯׆Ż 16 թ٦Ѷ˲ϝ٠¯ʛɻ٦ɬچիلڀ٣ْٸ٘ڂ٦ҭǖΑ
kؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁƇwٟۘڂؿĴוɻ٣٧ۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠٦΅ʆƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٦ٿك
٫ӆԦƼɻњɀ٦ιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٦٦ 2 ˰ձ֮ۗچѶƹ 2 لƉѫٿك٫úǲͪ٦
ل۽Ɖѫ٣ٖ ڃٗڃ15~30 ԁХф״iِٞۗـڀٹϝʐʡƹ٣٧ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁچɳɋِ٘ۘ
ٌڀڃ٦ٹچڦؾڬ٠٣ۗ΅ʆƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٠ιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٦Ҩ٣١٦فٿ٢'مـƙڀ
چلڂڃԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗ¯ʛɻ٧֮ѶͪڀلѶՍƼ٦ؾڧۓڎڟāҷۤѣ٣ɨˠɗۛʚ˂ɗۥ
٣ٜـٞ٦ϟɬچɡٚǭٔڅٞۗځكѶՍƼ٦ؾڧۓڎڟāҷٖ٦ٹ٦٧ǡОЫ٣٠قڀٞڂـŪ
Ǉؿمِِٛ٘ۘۗلɨ̑ؾڧۓڎڟمɉӖůɫچȺْ֤لڂ١لف٧ƦƼ҄ו٣ٿٛٞ"٢ٛٞـ
٘ۘ˰˿͍ۗ٘ٵձچӁ«ْڂ٠ۗ΅ʆƦƼ͍˿˰ձٟځٿѶՍƼ٦ؾڧۓڎڟāҷʺچʅِفٿ٠
ْڂƦƼȺ֤مƙۗڃڀιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٦ځٿمԦƼɻ٦ƦƼɳΰ٣ŏـŪǇڃڀٶم
ٌ٘ۘ٦Ƈw٧ۗƦƼĺ,ۮمāҷЫ٢ۯƦƼٹفچ٦ٟڂؿƧۗځāҷɬمȇ̵ȲَڃΝڂي
q̮҄چɦǾِٞۘڂـԦƼɻ٦ƦƼȺ֤٣ـكٞٹɳΰ٠āҷ٦̩ۮۗٶ̓م־Ƽۯ٠ِٞ
٦ѶՍƼ٦ځؿمճȡَڂڃ٢ۗلѶՍƼ٠٧"٢ڂāҷɬٹچٜΧ֡٢ِʆڂمѶՍƼ
م١ۗلنٰڂؿفѶՍƼ٦ĺ,٣Ŵڂڅɻ٦ɬمսۘڂڃڅ
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Discourse Analysis of Japanese Gender Norms by
Japanese Language Learners on Contact Situations

Minako TAKAHASHI (ׅĢθ¯ĺ,¯ӵ)
Akiko HONDA (ׂժáډڟډΨԉ֢θ¯)
hiroko YABE (ыİ¯Žθ¯)

With the acceleration of multilingualism and multiculturalism in our present society, not only
English but the use of Japanese language as “third-party language” among non-native speakers have
increased. In particular, the most part is the third-party language contact situation among learners at
Japanese language classes. In the third-party language situation, the verbal skill levels are not
remarkably different and there is less constraint on the linguistic norm. These characteristics suggest
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possibilities of active linguistic interactions that are not seen in partner language contact situations
(Fan 2011). However, empirical research of the third-party language contact situation is still
insufficient, especially on linguistic norms. Thus, this presentation will cover gender norms identified
to be in divergence with actual and realistic conversations, focus on gender index format to validate
the norm consciousness of learners, and clarify gender norms held by Japanese language learners.
The data used for this analysis consist of everyday conversations by sixteen faculty level
government-sponsored foreign students studying Japanese language and culture, and semi-structured
interview results conducted to clarify learners’ consciousness. Cooperators were asked to record 15 to
30 minutes of conversations in two situations – in partner language contact situation with native
Japanese speakers, and in third-party contact situation with non-native Japanese speakers. Recordings
were conducted twice, first at 2 months after arrival, and the second at 1 month before departure.
Based on this data, analysis was conducted on the difference in speech between partner language
contact situation and third-party language contact situation.
As a result, tendency was seen in learners’ positive acceptance of Japanese gender norms itself due
to having knowledge of Japanese gender norms (especially first personal pronoun/sentence-ending
particle) prior to arrival. However, the use of gender index format differed accordingly with
individual’s linguistic ability. Additionally, when comparing contact situations, speakers conformed
to Japanese gender norms in partner language contact situations whereas more tendency to use
language format closer to that of the mother tongue were seen in third-party language contact
situations. These results suggest that the possibility of continuous reproduction of normative
consciousness will remain as long as language education is concerned with “normative” language.
While the divergence between the actual and the norm of language is growing, the road to position the
Japanese language as a “universal language” is being sought, and those who are involved in the
Japanese language education are questioned how the Japanese language should be handled by
diversified speakers with normative consciousness different from the Japanese language.
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͍˿˰ձ٣ۮڂيكĳВƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼۯɻ٦փ´
ڂٶڀلǲȔĳʕٯ٦ɦǾ
Mitsuko TAKEI (ǍчʕѠθ¯)
ŏѽۙٻڗۓڰؾۍںڊګږډĴјЫ٢¯ʛمϴչَۙڃκƄŭۛڭږڎڟۑڻŭۤPBL) ٦ʍ
ņůΰچȋْ֤مڠؾژڂΎٌ٘ق٠ٟۙʍņѫ٣̵¯ڂيكÝ٦¶مۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋҨ٣ǣڅ
فٿڂڃ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ/ٟۙɺ٦ۏڴؾۏڗk٣έ]ِ̖ڂفȖ٦,̯٦٘ۙٸǲȔĳʕۍۉڔێڒ
ۄ٦ќѷمѶՍǲѫ٦θ¯ٟϴչَڃٞۤڂـçțۛϢй 2015, ՚˙ 2017ۘۥǲȔĳʕ٧ۙѶՍ̖
¯̵٠ǲ̵ْ̖ۙ¯׆٢څٚƦƼۛԅkЫґŶ٦"٢ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښم̵¯ڂ٦˩ԑچƷـ
٣ˬځNٖۙق٦ٌ٭¯ڀلڠڢۑڻ٠٦ٟڂنĺ,ЫȸيلٟۙمڂؿѶՍ̖¯̵̵ۙ¯׆٦ۅ
مڭکێöίَڃٞۤڂـșՍۛՌǗۛԎ ء2017ۘۥѶՍ̖¯̵٣٠ٛٞ٧ۙΧ֡٢ƦƼۛԅkґŶچ
ɡٜ̖۠٠٦ƿׄ٠فـзٟۮĳВƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼۯ٦Ⱥ֤ɻ٠ِٞ٦ɬچǫ΅ۙٸƷֻ٦٘
ٸ٣Ӑ֦٠٢΅ڂƷЇ̱҄"ٻוԅkÝו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦,̯٣Ełٌڂق֚چ٠مöί
̵ٟ¯׆ِۙڂن٣٠ٛٞ٧ۙѶՍƼԦƼɻ΅چʆ٠ِٞѶՍƼچȺْ֤˰˿͍ڂձچάƟْڂù
٠٢ۘڂ
ѶՍ٦θ¯٣ـكٞ٧ۙѶՍ̖¯̵مʃ٠ָِٞʕْڂuչ٣pق̵ٞۙ¯׆٦ָمٶʕْڂu
չۤѶՍƼۙѶՍɝ˳٢١ۥ٠ǲȔĳʕuչمΠȕْڃٗڃٖۙمڂ٦uչѫ٣ـك̵̵ّٞ¯ڂÝ
٦ۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋ٧͍ۙ˿˰ձƗģۤ ؾڰڻڭڠڍڱ1995ۙ Ĝțۛ ڭکڑێۂ2003ۥ٣ۤڂٿ1ۥԦƼ
˰ձۙۤ2ۥιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձۤԦƼ"ڃٗڃٖم٢̵¯׆ڂњɀ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤˰ձۤۙۥ3΅ۥʆ
ƦƼ͍˿˰ձ̵ۤ¯׆٠ѶՍƼԦƼɻ̵ٟ¯ڂؿÝ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤˰ձۙۥ٣΅эٌْڂ٠٣٢ۘڂ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۙPBL ŭʍņ٣ڂيكƦƼȺ֤٣ŏـčɞЫ˰ձۤκƄŭȮ̖͐چۥОِ
ٞʐʡِ٘״iۛۤڦؾڬ ״ѶՍ̖¯̵ 3 թۙ ̵¯׆3 թۙ ̵¯׆2 թ۴ѶՍ̖¯̵ 1 թ٦¢͐
О٣ٜ ن2 ڻؾۏڗ٦Ż 6 ڻؾۏڗԁڃٗڃٖۙڀلۥ٦ȯpɻمϏٛٞڂـփ´٠ȯpɻ٦Λ̮
٠٦Þũ٣ϴչِٞÙȦچǣٛ٘ƇwچԪǱْۘڂփ´٣Þْ͕ڂǣƗģ٣ۮڂيكƦƼڙۛڭڠڿ
ۤۯڭڠFan 1994)ۙ˳ۮԪۤۯڭڠڙۛڭڠڿҟ* 2007ۥ٢١٦Ùзڀلԁ̈́چəڂٶ٠٠ٹ٣ۙԦƼ˰ձۛ
ιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٠٦Ӂ«΅ڀلʆƦƼ͍˿˰ձ٦ѣϾچƙʰٌْ٠ٟۙǲȔĳʕٯ٦ĺ,Ы
ɦǾچќنʰٌْ٠چ٥ـڀ٠ْۘڂ
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Analyzing the roles of Japanese as a Lingua Franca
speakers in contact situations: Seeking insights for
multicultural co-learning

Mitsuko TAKEI (ǍчʕѠθ¯)

Recent focus on active and collaborative learning and the shift from lecture-style to Project Based
Learning (PBL)-style course management have brought more interaction among students into a
classroom. The quest for fostering global competency has also been attracting attention to multicultural
co-learning at Japanese universities (Iwasaki & Ikeda 2015, Suematsu 2017). Multicultural co-learning
is a designed educational environment from which both local and international students benefit by
utilizing opportunities to learn from the process of accomplishing given tasks together while
overcoming any potential linguistic and cultural barriers in the course of communication (Sakamoto,
Horie and Yonezawa 2017). Local Japanese students are expected to improve their cross-cultural
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communicative competency and mutual adjustability and to gain awareness as Japanese as a Lingua
Franca (JLF) speakers by interacting in their first language with students from various linguistic and
cultural backgrounds. International students are given opportunities to academically communicate with
Japanese native speakers in a classroom setting.
At Japanese universities, courses are usually categorized as: (1) regular courses mainly for local
students, (2) special courses designed for international students, such as “Japanese” and “Japan Studies”
and (3) co-learning courses targeted for both groups. Student interaction in each of these courses is
analogous to that of the three situation categories depicted in Neustupny (1995) and Miyazaki and
Marriott (2003) among others. The categories are: (1) native language situation (i.e., Japanese use
among local students with Japanese as their first language - L1), (2) third-party language contact
situation (Japanese use among international students with various L1), and (3) partner language contact
situation (Japanese use between local students with Japanese as L1 and international students with
various L1). Here, (2) and (3) are JLF situations.
This poster presentation firstly overviews the three-person conversation data videotaped in a quasiexperimental problem solving student interaction setting of the three situation types. The data consists
of six group interactions, of which two were taken from each of these three group types: (1) three
Japanese students, (2) three international students and (3) one Japanese and two international students.
It then reports on the observations that were made as well as the results from the conversational analysis.
In the analysis, the focus will be on the participants’ roles in relation to their attributes, with reference
to previous studies such as “language host/guest” (Fan 1994) and “information host/guest” (Usui 2004).
Lastly, it attempts to characterize the interactions that take place in the partner language contact
situation by doing a comparison with the other two situation types and to seek potential pedagogical
implications for multicultural co-learning practice.
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àǲ̵̖¯׆٠ѶՍ̖ؾڦؾۉڨ٦ LINE ٦
ԁ̈́ ―¯ʛɊS٦٘ٸ٦Þũٝ―ځو

Eunhee SAWA (ыՆԅĺθ¯ϒöθ¯ӵ)

ՍƗģ٧ۗàǲ̵̖¯׆٠ѶՍ̖ؾڦؾۉڨ٦ LINE ˪ٟ٦ځٻʄچځԁِ̈́ۗ¯ʛɊS٦٘ٸ
٣˪ۓڋۍۓڑٟɻم١٦فٿ٢Þũِٝچځوٞڂـ٦چلիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ِٞۘڂـ
͕ǣƗģٟ٧ۗ¶ؾڦؾۉڨљ٣ٿٛٞۗچڭؾہڜʌچڭؾہڜ̵ۗ¯׆ڂيǣفѶՍ̖ڦؾۉڨ
ؾ٣֡۠٢ĺ,Ǆwٌْڀ٘ٹچ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛٞۘڂـѣ٣̵ۗ¯׆٣٠ٛٞ٧ۗѶՍƼ٦Ǉ
˪̵ۗ٘نѶՍƼ٦ʛѡۗԅk٣ٜـٞ٦ֻ٢١ٖم٦Ǆw٠ِٞīًڃڀٞۘڂـ/ٟۗ¯׆
̵Γ٦¶ؾڦؾۉڨљ٣έْڂ՞Ιф٧ٖڃٗڃٟۗؾڦؾۉڨ٠٦مۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښʤԁٟۗ
̖֍ـבځٿÞũچϨـٞٲڂـ١ۗ՞Ιфمǫـ٠َڃٞۘڂـ
ŏѽ̵ۗ¯׆٧ۮLINEۯ٢١٦چێڻډؾۇڟۓڢکۅڭۓڦڠۓڋȺِ֤ۗњǲ٦̖ٻѶՍ̖٠Ӡ
Ҵ٣ځٻʄچځǣٛٞ¶ؾڦؾۉڨۘڂـљ٣ـكٞٹѶՍ̖ؾڦؾۉڨ٠٦έձٟ٦¶љ٦لٲ٣ۗ
ۮLINEچۯȺٛ٘˪ۓڋۍۓڑٟ٦ځٻʄمځԋǣِٞǣمڠؾژڂڃڅΧۘـՍƗģ٦ЇȁĴוɻ
ٟڂؿàǲ̵̖¯׆٠ѶՍ̖ؾڦؾۉڨ٦ք 9 لƉÝ٦ LINE چԁِ̈́٘Ƈwۗɣ٦فٿ٢ٌ
٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
¯ٓٵʛɊSٖ٦ٹ٦٣ٜـٞ٧ۗLINE ˪ٟؾڦؾۉڨɨ¯مڀʛɊSچǣٌف٠٧ٲ٠ڇ١٢
ڀل̵¯׆ۗو٦όҨЫ٢ɲս٣مؾڦؾۉڨяڂق٠وـمםفـٜلƙ΅ۘ٘ڃڀʆ٦тǭٻɢ
Ýچû٣ٔٓۗûż٣ɲսمٟڂن٠ٌفـ٠ٟۗؾۇڟۓڢکۅڭۓڦڠۓڋ٢ڀٟ٧٦ַзڂؿم٠
Ǡۘڂقɣ٣ LINE ˪ٟΧځٻوʄ٘ڃَځ٦٧ۗέձٟ٦͍˿٦٘ٸ٦ѶХЇ̱٦فٿ٢¨ְۛ
ѺٟۘڂؿȈٹΧځٻوʄ٘ڃَځ٦٧ۗέձٟ٦͍˿ͪƹ٦Ë;كۗסكٻƷـ٦Ѷ˲چԪǱِǭ
فȬϝٟۘڂؿϯٟ¯ۗٹʛձ̵ۛ¶ձ٦Ӣٻřϣ٢١٣έِۗĳËِǭِٛ٘ٵןځǭٛ٘ڂْځ
̷̎Ыڭؾہڜ٣ٜـٞ٧ۗ١ٚلڀٙي٦/Ы٢ɊS٠ۗځٿفـǇЫ٢ɊSمÙȦَۘ٘ڃ
έձٟ٦¶ؾڦؾۉڨљ٧Ƨ٘ڃڀɢÝ٦ϯٟۗɊSْڂΓۗɊSَڂڃΓمƫОَ٘ڃÞũٟ
˪ڃٖۗځؿ٦ϰÝ٠ِٞ٦Ҩбم٢ل٢لѱِۘـLINE ٦فٿ٢˪ۓڋۍۓڑٟ٦ځٻʄچځέ
ձٟ٦¶љ٠ԋǣِٞǣٌف٠٣ٿ͍ٛٞۗ˿٦ùچΎِٻϰÝ٠ِٞ٦ƿׄچΒَ̓ٔۗ¯ʛɊ
S٠ؾڦؾۉڨفـՍ֮٦չЫ¶ځٿمҨkَڂڃ٠öίٟۘڂن
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An Analysis of LINE conversation between a Korean
student and a Japanese tutor ~Building relationships
for learning support~

Eunhee SAWA (ыՆԅĺθ¯ϒöθ¯ӵ)

The purpose of this research is to analyze exchanges between Korean learners of Japanese and
Japanese tutors on the instant messenger application LINE, and to clarify the kind of relationship
these parties build online to support learning.
Previous studies have revealed that tutoring activities offer various educational benefits both to the
international students who receive support and to the Japanese tutors who provide it. In particular, for
international students, cited benefits include improvement of Japanese language skill, mastery of
colloquial Japanese, cultural understanding, and so on. Additionally, the more satisfactory an
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international student’s communication with the tutor, and the better a friendship is established
between them, the higher the international student’s satisfaction with the tutoring.
In recent years, international students have begun frequently interacting with Japanese people and
residents using instant messenger applications such as LINE. Similarly, in tutoring, online interaction
using LINE often occurs in parallel with face-to-face activities with Japanese tutors. As a result of this
research, which analyzed the LINE conversations between a Korean student and a Japanese tutor for
approximately 9 months, the following became clear.
First, there was rarely a tutor herself supporting learning on LINE; in some cases, tutor answered
simple Japanese questions from international student. Instant messenger applications offer users the
unique advantage of being able to ask questions easily, without dependence on the other participant’s
convenience and time. Second, many exchanges on LINE involved initial contacts or confirmations,
such as scheduling adjustments for face-to-face activity. The most frequently observed exchange
involved each party describing their impressions and gains before and after contact with each other
and their daily lives. Among them, bilateral psychological support (for example, sympathy and
encouragement) for both learning and daily life was observed, rather than unilateral support of either
aspect.
Because face-to-face tutoring occurs over a limited, fixed time period, the relationship between the
provider and receiver of support is finite, and further development into friendship is quite difficult.
Communicating online via LINE in parallel with face-to-face activity increases opportunities for
contact and promotes exchange as friends between tutors and students, and consequently it is
expected that the goal of the tutor, learning support, will become more active.
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ĺɱ¶љ٣ڂيكȯpɻ٦
ɬԖk٣ٜـٞ٦Їȁ
Takashi YOKOTA (Նֿθ¯)
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗɺȯpچչɉْѶՍƼĺ,¶љچВّٞȯpɻ٦Ǡمق١٦فٿ٣Ԗkِ٘٦
چلիلڀ٣ْۘڂ
ŏѽۗƦƼĺ,٦ʃάمĺɆ¯ڀلʛɻٯ٠#ٛٞۗځكĺɆ٦փ´٧͍˿˰ձ٣ڂيكɨׂ
¯ʛɊS٣Ԗkِٞۗ٘ٵۘڂـƦƼ¯ʛٹɺԅkЫڨؾۑڻډ٣Δٛٞǣفٿڂڃڅ٣٢ۗځƦ
Ƽĺ,ٌۮٹ٠٨٣ٿٛٞ¶љْچ˰ۯڂٌٜڂو٠ۤȑ͚Φ 2016ۥ٣ِڭڹڞٖٞۘڂـ٦٘ٸ٣ۗɺ
٠٦Þٻځڅɺٯ٦ȯpچչЫ٠ِ٘ѶՍƼĺ,ۤǽђΦ 2011مۥʪɖَڃ٧ّٸٞۘڂـ
ɺȯpچչɉْѶՍƼĺ,¶љ٠ِٞĺɱֽٟȰԟͮ¶љچǣٛ٘ۘʥ֮ۗѶՍƼĺ,Ɨ
ģٟʄڃڀً˪ځٞٹ٘ن٦٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,¶љ٣ـكٞ¯ʛɻ٣١٦فٿ٢ۮƦƼȺ֤ۮٻۯѶՍ
ԅk٣ٜـٞ٦Ǡۯق٦Ԗkمƙل٘ڃڀٟؿِِٛ٘ۘل٢ۗڀمѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ĳ٣¶љڂْچ
ٌ٠٣¶ٻؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښۗځٿљ٣Þڅٛ٘Ϡ+ʢզ٣ٵُٵَٹ٢ԖkمĄنٞڂـ٧ٟٓۘڂؿ
ɺȯpڮؾےؾڔم٣٢ڂѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧ٖۗ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٖم٦¶љ٣Þڅ̖ٛ٘۠٣١٦ٿ
ف٢Ǆwِڀ٘ٹچٞٹلڂـʪ֦٣٢ٖٛٞۘڂو٦٘چڀڃٌۗٸիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٣ۗځٿѶՍƼ
¶љمѶՍƼ¯ʛٙي٦ٹ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوɺ٣ٹǦƖِٞ¶ڂـљ٣٢ٌڂ٠مիلڀ٣٢ڂ٦ٟ٧
٢ـٙلفڄ٠Ǡۘ٘ق
ٌٖٟۗՍƗģٟ٧ۗɺȯpچչɉْѶՍƼ¶љ٣ȯpِ٘¯ʛɻ٦ٌۮ٠٨ۮٻۯԅkۯ٣ٜ
ـٞ٦ɬ٦Ԗk٣˝зچэٞۗƨ̖٦Ԗk٦Ùз٣ϴչِ٘ۘɬ٦Ԗk٣Þِٞ١٦فٿ٣Ԗ
kِٞـٛ٘٦ٖۗل٦Ԗk٧m٠Þِٞ٘ـ٦چؾۉڷڦۓڋۗلВّٞɬ٦Ԗk٦ڠڢۑڻ
چիلڀ٣ِ٘ۘۗ٘ٵѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠Þڅٛ٘ٻؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښϠ+ʢզ٣ؾۉڷڦۓڋٹЇȁچ
ǣۗـѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمϠ+٦¶љ٣ȯpٌِ٘٠ٟҽڀ٦ٌۮ٠٨ۮٻۯԅkۯ٣ٜـٞ٦ɬ٣١
٦فٿ٢Ԗkؿمٛ٘چلЇȁٌِ٘ۘۗ٘ٵ٦فٿ٢ѶՍƼĺ,¶љمɺ٣έِٞ١٦فٿ٢ێۅ
ؿمڭکٛ٘٦چلǠȦِٖ٘ۘ٦ƇwۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣٧ƦٻѶՍԅk٦Χ̮֡٣ٜـٞ٦Ǡ
ق٣Ԗkمƙٻؾڦؾڱڊڬؾښۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀϠ+٦̖۠٣٧ǲ̖مȺْ֤ڂѶՍƼ٣Þْڂ
ɬ٦Ԗk¯ٻʛɻ٦ǲ٣έْڟؾۅڋڂ٦Ԗkمƙٌۗڃڀ٦فٿ٢¶љ٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛٙمي
ַMچѡ¶ڂљٟ٧٢ٌـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
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A survey of the participants' ideas changes through
Japanese-language educational activities aimed at
social participation

Takashi YOKOTA (Նֿθ¯)

The purpose of this research is to clarify how participants' ideas changed through Japanese-language
educational activities aimed at social participation.
In recent years, the subject of language education has shifted from the teachers to the learners, and
the role of teachers has changed to self-sustaining learning support in contact scenes. In addition,
language learning has been carried out in accordance with a socio-cultural approach, and language
education is shifting to "creating a place to act by words." To that end, Japanese language education is
aimed at involvement with society and emphasis placed on participation in society.
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As a Japanese-language educational activity aimed at social participation, we carried out the
“Satoyama” preservation activities outside the classroom. What has been taken up in the Japanese
language education research in the past is how the learners’ language changed and how the learners’
image about Japanese culture changed through the Japanese language education activities. However,
by working with Japanese learners, the coordinators and the local residents involved in the activities
and the activities themselves should have also exhibited various changes. In Japanese language
education which social participation is a key word, it is also important to consider what effects the
Japanese language education has on the people involved in the activities carried out. By clarifying these
questions, the activities would not only be beneficial for Japanese learners but also benefit society as
well.
Therefore, though this research, on focusing on the viewpoints of individual changes, in
consciousness about "words" and "culture", learners who participated in Japanese activities aimed for
social participation. Through interviews, in relation to changes in conciousness, I reveal how this
changed, what those changes were related to, and the processes for the change in conciousness. Also, I
conducted an interview survey on the coordinators and local residents involved with Japanese learners.
Then, I surveyed how they changed their consciousness about "words" and "culture" as the Japanese
learners participated in community activities. Furthermore, I examined what kind of benefits the
Japanese language educational activities had on society.
As a result, there was a change in thinking about the diversity of dialect and Japanese culture for
Japanese learners. Also, changes in awareness were exhibited by the coordinators and local people in
relation to the Japanese language used by foreigners as well as on the image of the learners’ home
countries. It also became clear that such activities not only benefits the Japanese learners but benefits
society as well.
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ۏړۓێڋڴ٣― ؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍڂيك3 ̖٦ۓێڋڴ
ۏړ٦̵̖٣ڂيكƦƼ٦ՠ٣ϴչِٞ―

Heesu OH (թƩdθ¯)

ΧƦƼÑķ٣̵ۏړۓێڋڴڂن٧ѣԓ٢̖٠ِٞѺɬٌَڂڃ٠مΧ۠چۏړۓێڋڴۗمڂؿ
ʄځÃوӾ̤٦ƦƼ٧ۏړۓێڋڴՍ̖٣٠ٛٞ٧̵¶ٖ٦ٹ٦ٟمۏړۓێڋڴۘڂؿԟ֏ْٖڂ
ڃٗڃ٦Ʀ֥٧ۗۏړۓێڋڴ٦̵̖٣ـكٞ١٦فٿ٢ՠچɡٛٞۗځك١٦فٿ٢Ełق֚چٞ
ۏړۓێڋڴۘلڂـ٠مۏړۓێڋڴÞڂڅӾ̤٦ƦƼ٠٦Þũٌڂֻْچ٠٧ٌۗڀلڃ٦ڋڴ
ۏړۓێɟџ٦ƦƼĺ,٣ٹθـ٣փׂٜٹ٦ٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ٌٵڃٟ٦ۏړۓێڋڴƗģچÙْڂ٠ۗمۏړۓێڋڴÞڅٛٞڂـƦ֥٣έْڂƙٻɃ̭
٣ٜـٞϐٛ٘Ɨģ٧ځٵؿƙэ٘ڀ٢ۘـՍƗģٟ٧ۗƨ̖٦̵̵̖ۗ¶٢١٣ٜـٞƼٛ٘ǆ˓
٦ƼځٟؾۉڷڦۓڋۛؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍڂؿԱچȺۏړۓێڋڴۗـ٠ƦƼ٠٦ÞچځڅɺЫګۓښ
ڀلڭڠږǠȦِ٘ؾۉڷڦۓڋۛؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍۘـ٠٧̵̖ۗٻħ٦ʰ֮ɝ٦ŸƟۉڷڦۓڋچ
ٌڂْؾ٠٣ٿ̖ٛٞۗ۠٦ڀَ̩ۗ¶̵ٻڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٣ۏڒؾۑ٢ԅkٻɺڂֻْچЇ
ȁԱۤȣ* 2005ۥٟۗځؿƦƼ٦փ´چƨ̖٦̵̖٦ϯٟׄљЫ٣Ζڂֻْق٣Ьِ٘Ɨģ
Աٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ՍƗģ٧ۗڀلڠێڕڋթƩdθ¯٣ِ¯׆ٞ ڂـ3 ̖٦چۏړۓێڋڴέ˧٣ۗۏړۓێڋڴ٦
̵̖٣ڂيكӾ̤٦Ʀ֥٦փ´٠ՠۗۏړۓێڋڴ٘ٵ٦Ʀ֥٣έْڂɃ̭٣ٜـٞϐۘڂ3 ̖٦
̵¯׆٧ٖۗۓڋھڠڃٗڃ٠ډڰډڭێۗڠێڕڋ٠ۗڠێڕڋϯǲ٠ڠێڕڋ٦چؾڊګڊګۓڬڋډ
ɡٚۗۓڮۓۑۗڠێڕڋ٣ԥْڀθ¯̵ٟۗۓڮۓۑ٦Ձθ¯ٟѶՍƼ͙چǓِٞۘڂـ3 ̖٧ٖٗڃ
̩̐ۗ¯׆ڠێڕڋڃζ٦ٯڠێڕڋ٦#զۗϯǲ̖٦ӭ٠̖ڠێڕڋ٦Ԧ٦ǲȔƇǹ٣ځٿӾ̤٦
ƦƼÑķ٣ڃلك̯ٞЉِٞۗځكѶ˲Ы٣ 2 ٜ٦ƦƼ٣˿ڃ٢ِ¶̵ڀمٞۘڂـ
ӑɻ٧ 3 ̖٦̵¯׆٠ٖ ڃٗڃ2 ٛٞ/̖э٘ځǭŻ 2 ɢÝٲ١٦ڦۓڋۛؾێؾڭڠڹڋۍ
چؾۉڷǣٛ٘ۘƦ֥٦ʛѡ٣Þڂڅħ٦ʰ֮ɝٻŸƟۗڀلѲٜ٦Ʀ֥٣έْڂɃ̭٠Ѳٜ٦
ƦƼچɨԁ٦ƦƼ٣ِٞوـХ٣ڂيكƨ̖٦'ـ٣ϴչِٞԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘۏړۓێڋڴ٦ԟ
֏ƦƼٯ٦ΰф٧ƨ̖٦̮¤ٻÑķ٢١٣۠֡ځٿٌٟۘڂؿ٦فٿ٢ƨ̖ۏڽې٦ۏړۓێڋڴ
Ɨģ٧ۗΧ֡٢ƦƼƥ˧٦ֻ٣ǦƖٟٹڂن٦ٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂق
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The life story of 3 bilinguals: How they conduct their
lives with two or more languages

Heesu OH (թƩdθ¯)

From the perspective of monolinguals, bilinguals who are living in a multilingual environment are
often recognized as a special person. However, living in multiple language speaking environments is
very natural for the person who speaks in two or more languages. What are the meanings of bilinguals'
languages in their lives and what kind of influence do they have had from the languages? Understanding
the relationship between bilinguals and languages is considered to be a crucial reference to the language
education of bilingual children.
In this research, I investigated the relationship between bilinguals and languages from the social
context by using the life story interview, which is a survey method (Sakurai 2005) to understand
people's identity, living world, local culture and society by interviewing the experience of personal life
or past events. For the better understanding of the meaning of bilinguals’ languages and involvement
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in their lives in the context of the societal culture in which they have grown up and now live, life stories
are potentially rich and qualitative tool for the bilingual research.
I tried to explore the role and meaning of multiple languages in bilinguals’ lives and attitudes toward
languages they possess in three bilingual university students from UK. Those foreign students majoring
Japanese at their home university and now learning Japanese in Japan. They have the identity of Spain
and UK, Lithuania and UK, and UK and China respectively and contact two languages on a daily basis.
I met the students twice and conducted life story interviews about 2hours in total and analyzed their
attitudes towards the two languages from the past experiences including learning language focusing on
individual differences in the process of making the two languages as “my languages”. Bilinguals'
attitudes towards owned languages vary according to personal characteristics and circumstances.
It is considered that this sort of bilingual research at the individual level can contribute to
understanding various language phenomena.
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зɠچȺْ֤ڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦
ڗۓڔڋګڭؾڲ٦ɳΰЇȁ
Sachiko KITAGAWA (̎йƼθ¯)
Yuri ASANO (ѶՍǲȔĺ,ɊSĴ)
Yukiko KAWASUMI
Miharu AKIMOTO
ՍƗģ٧ɖ©٣˩٦ڂؿѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمʍņچʌڂيȔۗ¯ʛ٦٘ٸ٣mچ١٦فٿ٣Ăِ״
ٞڂـ٦ٖۗل٦ɳΰچիلڀ٣ْۗٸ٘ڂЇȁچǣٛ٘ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ
͕ǣƗģ٣ـكٞۗǲѫ٦ĺ,ùÞ٣ɖ©٣˩٦ڂؿѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦Πȕ¨مѺَڃٞ
ۗمڂـҽچڀέ˧٠ِ٘ѶՍƼĺ,ĺȖ٧ۗВ˲٦ĺȖ٦зօҲـˇچٞ٧ƙэ٘ڀ٢ۗ٘ٵۘـ
ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦٘ٸ٦ɩˀ٦зօҲ٧ƥȕʰҲَڃٞ˪ںڎڍۗٓڀك٦ɩˀچȺف٣٧ڞڢږډ
ڊګێڷ٦սκمِ٘ۘڂؿمٛٞۗĺɆ٦˂مي٢˵ـļٟۗɨʛْڂ٣٧ۗʍņ٦Ȕ٣Ăۅِ٘״
ۆ٢١ٌڂْ֤¶چ٠مٟڃن٨֏Ǆٟڂؿ٠Ɉٖۗڃڅ٦٘ٸ٣٧ۗӐ֦٢˳ԪچЬ͌٣Ăڂْ״
ٌ٠مٟن٢ڃي٨٢ڀ٢ِلِۘـ٢ۗڀمзɠچȺْ֤ڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣١٦فٿ٣Ăچ״٠ٿڂ
فΒٔ٨ـٿ٦ل٣ٜـٞ٧͕ǣƗģю٣ـكٞٹիلڀ٣َڃٞـ٢ۘـ
ҨӘɻڀ٧ۗѶՍǲѫ٦յ¯ǕٟزġٻՐ٢١٦͙վuչ¯چ٫ۗǲtəƟǭ¤چչɉْ׆
¯̵چέ˧٣ۗѶՍƼ٦¯ʛɊSچǣٛٞۘڂـҽڀ٦ѶՍƼۏڽې٧ۗѶՍƼ҄וəƟ N ڀلۿN
۾ХфٟۗځؿѶՍƼ¯ʛۗקзɠٯ٦ʛʯф٧ٖ"ڃٗڃ٢ۘڂǷۗҽمڀʍņϯ٣١٦فٿ٣
Ăِچ״ٞڂـ٦چلիلڀ٣ْۗٸ٘ڂɲսɓЇȁٿك٫ؾۉڷڦۓڋЇȁچɳɋَِ٘ۘڀ٣ۗѶ
ՍƼ٦ʍņچɳȔ٣ǣـۗـٜٹ١ځكĂِ״ٞڀٹٛ٘ڦؾڬ٦ԁ̈́ٹǭٔڅٞǣٛ٘ۘ
ٌڀڃ٦Їȁ٦ƇwۗȺْ֤ۏؾڪڂ٣٧ۗ״iùìۗзɠҺۗзɠٟѷʰוٟڂنкɄùìюۗ
¯ʛɻ٦Ýٟ'ٌڂؿمـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘلۗ٘ٵٜٞ״iùìچȺٛٞʍņͮά״چiِٞٹ٘ـ
٦٦ۗ¯ʛٷ̓م٣ٜۗڃкɄùìٟ֦зٙچيˀنʄفٿڂ٣٢ٛ٘٢١ۗǄׁ٦ـٿԱ٣#ǣ
ْ¯ڂʛɻۘ٘ـٹзɠ٣٧ԉlթٻÐɠ٠ـٛ٘lթ٦ŕԓم٢ڇ¯وِ̈ۗمـٙόƼ٦Ðɠ
٣ٜـٞ٦˳ԪچĂِ״ٞ֡ڂـɄٹÙȦَؿۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃ٠ٟӹʛڂْچȔ٣Ɣȡ٣ٿـْٻيل
ف٣ْڂ٢١َۗٵُٵ٢˪ڗۓڔڋګڭؾڲ٦ǋӤٹƙۘ٘ڃڀ
Ƿ٦ЇȁچВِٞۗзɠچȺْ֤ڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦Ă״٣έْڂѺɬ¯ۗٻʛɻɨ̑مËّ
ٞڂـκ٦/ϓٹիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠مٟۘ٘نǷƹۗѶՍƼĺɆمɖ©٣˩٦¯ڂؿʛɻ٣ɉ
ќڂْچȔۗ١٦فٿ٢ɊSٌڂْچ٠مٟڂن٦ۗلǷ٦ƗģƇwِۗل̵چƔѓِٞۘـ٘نـ
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A Study on Note-Taking of Visually Impaired
Learners of Japanese as a Foreign Language

Sachiko KITAGAWA (̎йƼθ¯)
Yuri ASANO (ѶՍǲȔĺ,ɊSĴ)
Yukiko KAWASUMI
Miharu AKIMOTO

This study is to find out what and how visually impaired learners of Japanese as a foreign language
record for their study when taking a class.
Previous studies have acknowledged visually impaired learners of Japanese as a foreign language in
educational institutions inside and outside Japan. However, there are no Japanese language education
teaching tools designed for them except Braille translation of standard teaching tools. No Braille
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translations of dictionaries for those learners have been published currently, and there is a problem of
accessibility when they use online dictionaries. So, it is considered that when they self-study without
any help from the teacher, it is effective to utilize notes they took in the class. For this, they need to
appropriately take notes of necessary information. However, previous studies have not made clear how
to encourage Braille-using learners of Japanese as a foreign language to take notes.
The speakers are supporting learning of Japanese language for foreign students who are learning
specialized subjects such as acupuncture and massage in a school for the blind in Japan towards passing
a national examination. Their level of Japanese language is equivalent of N3 to N2 of Japanese
Language Proficiency Test, with varying learning history and Braille skill. In this study, we conducted
a questionnaire survey and an interview survey to find out how they take notes in class. We also
analyzed data of notes they took as usual in an actual Japanese language class that we gave.
These survey results indicate that there is a difference among the learners in the tools they use such
as recording device, slate and stylus, and electronic device with Braille interface. Some learners used
to record the entire class using their recording devices but as their learning went on, shifted to more
efficient ways such as writing down merely the key points using their electronic devices. Although
Braille ignores the distinction between scripts such as Hiragana and Kanji, some learners took notes of
information on Kanji of newly learned words. Various efforts in note-taking were also found including
taking an easy-to-search note for convenience in carrying out a review later.
Our surveys have successfully found out about how Braille-using learners of Japanese as a foreign
language recognize notes and what challenge learners themselves face. Our future challenges include
utilizing the result of this study in order to find out what support Japanese language teachers can give
when teaching visually impaired learners.
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̖ԅۛɺu¯ŷԁց٦ɛԁ̈́ŭۛӾǭŭԅ٣Ӡ
ʰْڂӘƥ٦ʛѡچɊSْڂ
ڗۓڊګڋۍۛږکۃڬڒډĺȖə
Yayoi OSHIMA (ыİ֢θ¯)
Tomomi NABATAME (ыİ֢θ¯)
θ¯θ¯9٣ـكٞѶՍƼٟԅѧۛԅȝ̯چǣ¯فʛɻ٣Ǉيٞ٧ۙʥ֮٧ۙЇȁٻɳƟ
٣íٝوƔ˥ŭ٦ԅ٣Ӡʰْچם֤ڂϯ̅٣ĺȖمФıَڃِٞۙلِۘ٘نѶՍ٦ǲѫ٠ٹ
٣ۙɳȔ٣ѶՍƼٟԅ٣ʄځͶٷ٦٧̖ۙԅۛɺu¯ŷԁց͙چǓْ¯ڂʛɻمΧڀڃٌۙو٦
ԁց٦ԅѧۛȝ̯ɊS٦٘ٸ٦˦ȑ٢םԅʡ٠ϛЫ٢ĺȖمğڃڀٸٞۘ٘نՍҨӘٟ٧ۙ
ʥ֮ۙĺȖk٦əٶ٦Ըِل̖ٛ٘ԅۛɺu¯ŷԁց٣ـكٞۙ¢ԁցۤקȽ¯Ÿȍ¯Ϡ+
Ɨģԁցԅ¯ŸD¯юۥӾ̤٦ԅ٦ԅˡڠڵؾښچkِ٘قفٟۙӠʰْڂԅŭۛӘƥٿك
٫ϝбچԁٹچڃֻِٖ̱ۙۛכ٠٣ۙѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ĺɆ٣Ǉ٘يĺȖچəȝِ٘ƇwچԪǱ
ْۘڂ
ĺȖ٦ѣϾ٣٧j٦зمīًۘڂڃڀ
ۛɳȔ٦Ӿ̤ԁց٦ԅ٦ɳٹچם٠٣Әƥچϲʰٌِٞڂـ٠مם֤ۙڀلΧٟ֡٘ۘڂؿ٠ق
٨ۙԅ٦¢ǖ̯֦͵ۤۥںؾۄ٦ЯŭЫ٢֤ۜםۤםƗģչЫٻԱ٦ФɦۙƇw٦Фɦۙơ5٦
ǠȦюۥ٦ٶ٢ۙٓڀʥ֮ם֤ڂٽڅـ٠ِٞĺȖ٣ʄڃڀً˪ځ٣لوٛ٘Χ֡٢ӘƥۤקۜםȽЫ
Ƚ٦6֤چВّٞȽϯ٦̖Ԁ٦ɈǠٻË˳ٹچӘٖف٠ْڂ6֤ʀЫ˃ʲ٦ϝбۙק
ȽЫŸ%ˏچµْڂӘƥۥ٣˝зچэٞٞۘڂـ
ۛԅό٦֤ם٦ٶ٢ۙٓڀԅ٦ǖ̯֦͵ۤۥںؾۄ٦١ٌٟ֤٘ڃڀـӘƥل٣ٜـٞڗڦٹ
ӣچǣٌٛ٘٠٘ۙڀل٠ق٨њّۢۮ٦ٙԅۯٟؿٌٛٞۮۙٹ٦فٿ٣ۢمĒŎ٦κ٠٢ٛ٘٦ٟؿ
ۯڂ٠ـٛ٘κќѷӵ٦˝зk٦ْۮۙٻם٢څٌٚۢ٠مĸЇَڃٞڂـ٦ٟۯڂؿ٠ـٛ٘Ƚ
٦ʀٟ٦֤ם٢١مɦَڃٞۙځكњ/ӘƥٟؿٛٞٹƦƼù҄٦"٢ٌڂؿمځ٠¯مʛɻ٣
ۘـْٻֻِٹ
ۛӾ̤ԁցۙӾ̤ڨؾۑڻډ٦ԅ٦ɳם٣íٌٝو٠٘ۙڀل٠ق٨ۙ6֤ٟڃؿ٨͕ۙǣƗģ٦
6֤٦ٶ٢ۙٓڀơЯۙȽۙؾۉڷڦۓڋۙѐŻɛю٦6֤٦֤چםīًۙŏɞ٦ƦƼùٟ҄ؿٛ
ٞם֤ۙٹ٦ٌڂؿمۓۋڞؾڏێڴ٠ۘـْٻֻِم
ۛԦƼۛӆԦƼٟԅ٣˿٘ڃŸƟ٦ԶӦ٢θ¯9ۏڽې٦¯ʛɻ٦ٶ٢ۙٓڀθ¯¯ӵۏڽې
֘ٻӉĺ,ϛ٦¯ʛɻ;چОِ٘ۙϛЫ٢֤ם٦ֻ٠ʛچäڇٟۘڂـ
ՍҨӘ٣ـكٞ٧ۙəȝĺȖ٦;ОȺ֤ɻٟڂؿĺɆ¯ٻʛɻچږکڴڮؾڊڹڀلѡٌڂ٠چВ
ّٞۙĺȖ٦͐ŻٻۓڋڝڬФɦԱ٦Ǉ˪ۘـ٘ځ̝چ
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Proposed Materials to Teach Academic Writing to
Facilitate the Learning of Expressions Frequently
Found in Academic Papers in the Humanities and
Social Sciences

Yayoi OSHIMA (ыİ֢θ¯)
Tomomi NABATAME (ыİ֢θ¯)
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In the past, teaching materials consisting mainly of examples from papers verifying the results of a
survey or experiment have been provided to learners of Japanese in university or graduate school to
help them read and write papers in Japanese. Many learners of Japanese who are reading or composing
a paper in the language in Japan or abroad are majoring in the humanities and social sciences. Sets of
detailed sample sentences and graded teaching materials are needed to help learners read and write
papers in these fields. Given the dearth of teaching materials in the humanities and social sciences,
sentences from multiple papers in different fields (e.g. history, economics, area studies, literature, and
management studies) were compiled into a corpus. Frequently appearing sentence patterns and
expressions and ways in which points were presented were compiled and categorized, and an attempt
was made to develop teaching materials for learners of Japanese and teachers. Results of that work are
reported here.
The devised teaching materials have several characteristics. 1) They feature varied examples based
on identification of expressions found in papers from different fields. These examples include typical
examples of the elements of a paper (e.g. describing a study’s aims or methods, describing results, and
a discussion of the reasons for those results) as well as various examples seldom found in previous
teaching materials (e.g. presenting an interpretative description of a historical figure’s thoughts and
feelings based on quotes from historical materials and summarizing historical events). 2) The teaching
materials highlight examples of wording as well as where expressions are found in a paper. As an
example, the “-noda” construction can be used in different ways (e.g. presenting points or interpreting
historical materials), and these different usages are explained to learners. 3) The teaching materials
feature examples from papers in different fields and with different approaches. Although citing or
quoting performs a similar role (e.g. citing previous studies and quoting from original texts, historical
materials, interviews, and statistical data), varied examples are presented to help learners better
understand how to cite or quote from a source. 4) The teaching materials include an explanation of
graded examples and practice using them. These examples are intended for learners at the
undergraduate/preparatory school level as well as for learners at the graduate school level who have
often encountered papers in their native tongue or in a foreign language.
This presentation will discuss the design of the teaching materials and how to present them based on
feedback from intended users of the trial teaching materials and learners.
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ɖ©٣˩٦¯ڂؿʛɻڀلƙ٘ ICT ĺȖ٦ڞڢږډ
ڊګێڷ٣Þْڂ/ǠȦ ―õΠ٦ۏڦڟڬ
ٯڪۓګۓښ٦ڊګێڷڞڢږډ٦Ɣ˥―

Yukiko KAWASUMI
Sachiko KITAGAWA (̎йƼθ¯)
Yuri ASANO (ѶՍǲȔĺ,ɊSĴ)
Megumi FUJITA (ׂĺθ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ

ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗɖ©٣˩٦¯ڂؿʛɻڀلƙ٘ ICT ¯ʛĺȖ٦چڊګێڷڞڢږډԁِ̈́ۗږۓڋ
ںڞؾۏ٣Ⱥ֤q҄٢ڪۓګۓښۏڦڟڬ٦ůΰچƔѓْۘڂ
2006 ѽ٣ǲٟ˩ɻƕַ˴քمȋξَ̩ۗڃ¢ǲٟÑķ̱Ӊڃڀٸ̓مٌٞۘڂـ٦فٿ
٢ʄځͶٶ٧ѣ٣`Ԏ͕̓ˁǲٟקȽمЉۗوĺ,٦ԁց٣ـكٞۗٹĺɱٻĺȖю٦ڮؾڳձۗ
ĺ4ٻ٠ٹ٣¯¯٭ʛɻۗɊSӵʿю٦ڭڹڤձ٠ٹ٣ֻۗ٠ʷӉڇ̓مٟۘڂـ/ٟۗѶՍǲ
ѫٟ٧ֻ֑چ˩ۮ٠ْڂȀԓ٦˚٦̟̓٣ÞْڂԱ˩ۮڂٽڅـۤۯ׀ɻȀԓ˚Աمۥۯԉ
̯ 28ۤ2016ۥѽ٣ɋǣَۗڃǭֻЫғׇ٣Þْڂʑϟ٠ʷӉۗمƥȕ̓ڃڀٸٜٜڂؿ٠ٌڄٟؿ
ۘڂ
ٌ٦فٿ٢ϯٟۗՍƗģ٦έ˧ɻٟۗڂؿɖ©٣˩٦¯ڂؿʛɻمѶՍƼٸ٘٭¯چ٦ĺȖю
٧ʤԁٟ٧٢ۗوʍņCD¯ٻʛκюۗĺʍ˪٦ϟƙ٦ϫ͆ٹː٢ۘـѣ٣ۗŏѽ̲ۗæɻ
چέ˧٠ِ٘ĺ,ٟ͆ŉЫ٣¶َ֤ڃٞ ڂـICT ĺȖ٧ۗΧ֡٢;چؾڝؾۊОِ٘ٹ٦٠٧Ƨڀ
ٓۗκ٠ِٞФɦَڃي٘ڃ١ٹȺ֤ٟن٢لٛ٘٠ٹ̹فـԆۘڂڃلВ˲;ОَڂڃԱ٠٧
"٢ڂԱٟ˰ڂْڠڢږډǭ٣̵ّڂفսκۗٻΧ֡٢;چؾڝؾۊОِ٘Ⱥ֤Ա٣ٜـٞ٧ۗ
ի¨٢̔مɦَڃٞـ٢ـ٦مƥ˵ٟۘڂؿ
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗɖ©٣˩٦¯ڂؿʛɻ٦Ĵچוѡٞۗi̹ѧـ֤چڭڹڤً˪ٶٞڦڟڬ
ۏĺȖ٣ِ٘ڠڢږډȔ٦ʆΝچنĂʲٌْڂ٠٠ِ٘ۘۏڦڟڬĺȖ٣٧ڃَمڭکڢۄؾېڹٞـ
ٹڂ٦ ڻکډڻکہۗٻձٹڂـ֤چ٦ۗ مΧَ֤ڃٞٹڂـ٦٢١مː٢و٢ڀڃٌۘـ٣i
̹ѧڭڹڤً˪ٶِٟ٘ڠڢږډȔ٦ȝ̮ۗچĺ4ِ ҇ٹٌٞوك٠مӐ֦ٟͦۗ٘ٵۘفڄؿξ
ɫսκ٦ͦξɔٯ٦ۗٻږکڎڨĂʲɫսκ٦яֳٯ٦#љۗ̂ۓڦۀ٦ȝ̮ю٦Ɣ˥ٹ
Ӑ֦ٟۘڂؿ
ĺȖ٦зօ٠зɠ3ȥ٣٧ѣʇ٢ùìٻзɠ٦ϟɬچɡٜȝņɻمӐ֦ٟښۏڦڟڬۗمڂؿ
ڪۓګۓٟڃؿ٨ٖۗ٦ٵٵi̹ѧً˪ٶù҄ـ֤چٞȺٌْ֤ڂ٠مqٟ҄ۗځؿФıq҄٢ĺȖ
٦ӺمǍۘڂمȟǷۗɖ©˩ɻ٣ۓڐڹڭؾۂڠٹю٦ڠڋڴڬۏڦڟڬ٧ӫĚِٜٜۘڂؿ
TOEIC ٻJƔچɁٸ٠ْڂ¢ʈƼ¯əƟ مCBT ٦Ҩ٣Ϯʆٌِٞڂـ٠چÜٶٞۗٹΧ֡٢¯
ʛɻمȺٌْ֤ڂ٠;چОِ٘ĺȖ٦ůچƔѓِ٘ՍƗģ٦̯w٧ۗǷƹ٦ĺȖۗĺŘƗģۗʍņ
Ɨģ٦Ι²ځل٠٢ٹڂ٦ٟۘفڄؿ
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Accessibility and usability of ICT tools for visually
impaired learners of Japanese as a foreign language

Yukiko KAWASUMI
Sachiko KITAGAWA (̎йƼθ¯)
Yuri ASANO (ѶՍǲȔĺ,ɊSĴ)
Megumi FUJITA (ׂĺθ¯ ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
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This presentation gives an analysis of accessibility of ICT education tools from a point of view of
visually impaired learners of Japanese as a foreign language, and gives a discussion on the form of
inclusively usable digital contents.
In 2006, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities was adopted by the United
Nations, each country promotes improvement of the environment deep-rooted in its own region and
culture. Such efforts have a long history particularly in Western developed countries, where
understanding and preparation have been advanced also in the field of education, both in tangible
aspects such as classrooms and teaching tools and in intangible aspects such as teachers, co-learners
of Japanese as a foreign language, and supporting departments.
In Japan, Act for Eliminating Discrimination against Persons with Disabilities was enacted in 2016,
and publicity and preparation related to reasonable accommodation are currently in progress.
In this situation, however, Japanese language teaching tools for the target of this study, i.e., visually
impaired learners, are not sufficiently provided, and findings in teaching including class operations
and extracurricular study tasks are also insufficient. In particular, ICT tools actively utilized in
educational practice for visually healthy people in these days are not necessarily designed for users
with various needs. There was a case where the use of ICT tools was part of a task but some students
were incapable of using them. Currently, there are no clear policies regarding problems that may be
caused by accessing ICT tools in ways different from those usually intended and usage methods
intended for users with various needs.
With the help from visually impaired learners, this study describes the procedure in which they
access digital teaching tools using a screen reader. Not a few digital teaching tools include screen
splitting, pop-ups, and many images. It is necessary also for teachers to understand the operability in
accessing tools using such a screen reader. Also, the operability needs to be validated regarding
checking options of multiple-choice questions, motion to answer columns of essay questions, and
send buttons.
Braille translation and print of teaching tools require operators who have working knowledge of
special devices and Braille. However, digital contents can be used directly with a screen reader,
allowing a wide range of teaching tools to be provided. These days, the visually impaired are getting
started to use smartphones and other digital devices. Various language tests such as TOEIC and
EIKEN Test in Practical English Proficiency have launched developing CBT. In this context, the
outcome of this study, discussion of the form of teaching tools in consideration of use of a variety of
learners, will be a stepping stone for studies of teaching tools and studies of teaching.
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ыѯډڟډ٦ǫюĺ,٣ڂيكѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦٘ٸ٦
ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٦ĺȖҨ٦٘ٸ٦ЇȁƗģ―ڦ
ۗډڞڱڮۓڋۗڠڑۍۗڋ
ډڟۀۓڒ٦θ¯٠ؾ
Leaksmy LOCH (aׂۓھۓڲڻθ¯)
ٌڀلڃȝْ̯ڂыѯډڟډ٦ǫюĺ,٣ڂيكѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦٘ٸ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٦
ĺuˀ٦ڭڻڢۓښ٠չӖ٠ѫ֝٣ٜـٞҨӘْۘڂ
ŏѽۗѶŷéņمыѯډڟډ٦ѶՍƼ͙Ǔ٦θ¯Ξņ̵چȋِ֤ٞڂـŪǇمչׂٛٞۘڂـ
ٌ٦˵ļ٦ϯٟۗ۠ыѯډڟډѶՍƼĺ,Þũɻٖٹ٦Ѷŷéņ٦ڠؾڰ٣я̖ڂڃڀقȖچ
,ٞ٢ـ٠يـ٢ـ٠ûمٜٖۘ٘ـ٦٘۠ۗٸ٧ٌ٦ۮыѯډڟډ٦ǫюĺ,٣ڂيكѶՍƼ¯
ʛɻ٦٘ٸ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼĺ,٦ĺȖҨ٣ـكٞ٦Ɨģچǣۗۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷۗـ
"ԅkЇ̱҄ۗוսκҨƙƄ҄̑مו٣ӣـ̖ٞȖچ١ڇ١ڇ,ِ̯ٞۘـ٘نـƶٜ٦ǲ٦
ƶٜ٦θ¯٦ѶՍƼĺ,͙վ٦ĺ4مʡٵٛٞ˪Ă٦ĺȖȝ̯٣Ǉٸ٘فل٦ٻڠڴۍڞѫ֝
٦Ɣѓ٣ـكٞĳњƗģِچٞۘڂـ
ĺuˀթ٧ۮыѯډڟډ٦ǫюĺ,٦¯ʛɻ٦٘ٸ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼۯٟۗڪۓګۓښ٧j٦
٠ځكٟۘڂؿ
1.BJ ٠٧
2.ձ͍ۛ;ڭؾڞؾێڭۓڏɨƭۏؾڸډ٠éņԁ̈́ۗؾگۂڠڱڟڷ
3.Оŭڠڱڟڷк
4.Оŭ ڠڱڟڷE-mail
5.ڋېڻۏؾۑ
6.ڠڱڟڷѧۜѶՍŸȍ̈Ԇۗ˳ڭکڱԪ٢١
7.ڠڱڟڷԅˡȝ̯ۜԪǱˀۗé ˀۛۛۛ
8.PBL
9."ԅkڭږێڹۓښ
10.әn
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"Study research for developing teaching materials for
Japanese language learners for Japanese learners in
higher education in Southeast Asia - universities in
Thailand, Laos, Indonesia, Cambodia"

Leaksmy LOCH (aׂۓھۓڲڻθ¯)

Present is talking about the concept ,goals and contents of textbooks for business Japanese language
education to Japanese learners in Southeast Asia's higher education to be created from now.
In recent years, there is a tendency for Japanese companies to adopt university graduates of
Southeast Asian in Japanese major. Under this circumstance, we also realized that we also need
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people in Southeast Asian to study Japanese to develop human resources for answering to the need of
Japanese companies. Therefore, we conduct research on teaching materials for business Japanese
language education for Japanese learners in higher education in Southeast Asia, acquire human
resources by acquiring business communication, cross-cultural adjustment ability, problem discovery
and solving skills to develop more and more.The faculty specialized in Japanese language education
of five universities in five countries gathers and they are collaborating in discussing the syllabus and
contents to head toward the preparation of the above teaching materials.
The name of the textbook is "Business Japanese for learners of higher education in Southeast Asia",
and the contents are as follows.
1. What is BJ?
2. Interview · entry sheet; self appeal and corporate analysis, business manner
3. Standard business Telephone
4. Standard Business E-mail
5. Role play
6. Business reading comprehension: Nikkei newspaper, net information etc.
7. Business writing preparation: report, proposal · · ·
8. PBL
9. Intercultural Conflict
10. Evaluation
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ѶՍƼٟ٦Ȭϝ٣ƥڂڃɨƭһj٦ԁ̈́ۜ
ȃ˪٦јن٣ϴչِٞ

A
Are HAJIKANO (թƩdθ¯)
Natsuho IWATA (ыİθ¯θ¯9ǋ¯ŷƗģuѶՍƼĺ,ӵվ)

ۮɨƭһjۯ٧ɨԁٻɨԁ٣Λْٹڂ٦٣έْڂҼОЫ٢ۮәnۯٟۮۘڂؿәnۯ٠فـǣ!٧ۗ
В˲ۮњۯ٣ٿٛٞҮ]ٌْڂ٠مЬ͌٣٢ۮۗمڂԴۮٻۯٸɨƭһjۯ٧ۮӆњمۯЬ͌٠٢ۘڂ
ِٖٞۗԅk٣ٿٛٞ٧ۗöίَڂڃҮ]"م٢˰ڂǭٌڂؿم٠ۗڀلѣ٣͍˿˰ձ٣ځٻڂيكʄ
ځٟ٧ۗѶՍƼ٦ԦƼɻۗӆԦƼɻ٣٠ٛٞбمѱِـǣ!ٌٟۘڂؿ٦فٿ٢ǣ!٧ۗ
˪ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښʪ֦ٟڂؿ٣ۗٓڀڅللٹѶՍƼĺ,٦˰ٟ٧ٲ٠ڇ١ʄڃڀً˪ځٌٞ٢
لٌٖٟٛ٘ۘۗՍҨӘٟ٧ۗθ¯̵ۗθ¯9̵٣˰˿͍ڂٿձۗԦƼ˰ձ٦״ۛ ״چiِٖۗ
ٌ٣ƥۮڂڃɨƭһjۯ٦̵ĄÑķٻȃǖΑ٣ٜـٞۗԁ̈́٦ʆԱـ֤چٞ˦ȑ٣ÙȦۛԁ
ِٖ̈́ۗ٦چۄڡڰڒۅիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչɉِْٖٖۘٞۗ٦Ƈwچєۗقٵԁ̈́٦̯wچĺȖ
Ҩ¶ٻљۓڋڝڬ٢١ۗѶՍƼ٦ĺ,٦ƥ˰ڂْ֤]ٯѠچϐۘڂ
ۮɨƭһjۯ٣ٜـٞ٦͕ǣƗģ٧ː٢ٖۗو٦Χو٧ۮԴۯٸ٣έْۮڂƚΥۯ٠ِٞ٦ۮɨƭһjۯ
ٟقםۘڂؿ٨ۗڇَۋڔۮ٧ѶՍƼʰ֮ۙڀلڂΧԁ١ٌٟٹјڂي٠Ɉۯۚف٠فـҨ٣έْـۮڂ
ۚقـقѶՍƼ٧ٵٙٵٙۚۯ٠ـٛ٘ɨԁ٦҄ٯו٦ҼОЫәnٟۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦فٿ٢Ћ
͍Ы٢ۮԴٯۯٸ٦Ү]ٟ٧٢ۮـɨƭһjۯ٣ϴչْچڦؾڬۘڂԁِ̈́٘ƇwۗۮԴۯٸ٠ٖ٦Ү
]٠ِٞ٦ۮҼОمۯŢځԚَڂڃϥٟۗԴچٸǣ٢ٛٞڂـȯpɻ٦/̖مˢـ٢ۮڀمɨƭһ
jچۯǣ٢ٛٞڂـɝمםÙȦٌٌَۘ٘ڃٟ٦ۮɨƭһjۯ٧ۮԴۮۯٸҼОۯ٦ȃچʐΗَٔۗɣ
٦κ٣#ٌڂ٠چq҄٣ِٞڂـ٠ۮۗ٘ٵۘڂقـθԖْٟ٥ۯ٦فٿ٢΅ʆٯûƛـ٣έْڂҮ
]٠ِٞۮɨƭһjمۯƥڂڃɝڀَۗם٣ۗـ٘ځٻٹڃٌـ٘ځٻٹڃؿۮٛٞ ͮӵʆ:ʰِٞ: ͮӵ
ɰҏْڇ٦ۚۯ٠فـɨԁ٦ƃзچɉЩْۮڂɨƭһjۯ٣έِٞԆنʆوͮۮمfۯۚٻڃٖٹ٠ɨԁ
ٹњٌّٟڂؿ٠چɦٌْ٠٣΅ۗځٿʆ٦ۮɨƭһjۯ٦Хфفٿڂًڀچ٢ۮɨƭһjٹۯÙȦَ
ۘ٘ڃ
ٌـفٛ٘б٦ԱچѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمЬ͌٣Ⱥفٿڂق٣ْٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗɳȔ٦٣ك
ڂيȃǖΑ٠̵ĄÑķ¯چʛɻ٣Фɦٌْڂ٠مʪ֦ٟڃٖۘڂؿ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦ɬkچΒِۗ
ɨ׀Ы٢ɻ٠ِٞ٦ȯpچq҄٣ٌْڂ٠٣ٜ٢ڂم٠Ǡۘڂق
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An Analysis of Self-deprecation in Japanese Daily
Conversation

Are HAJIKANO (թƩdθ¯)
Natsuho IWATA (ыİθ¯θ¯9ǋ¯ŷƗģuѶՍƼĺ,ӵվ)

Self-deprecation is a negative assessment of one’s own character, ability, and other traits. While
agreement is usually considered to be an appropriate response to an assessment, disagreement is a
suitable response for compliments and self-deprecatory behavior. As expected responses differ across
cultures, both native speakers and language learners experience difficulty in giving the appropriate
response. Though self-deprecation is one of important interactional behaviors in our daily conversation,
comparatively little attention has been paid in Japanese language education. In this presentation we
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analyze the sequential environment of self-deprecation and the construction of self-deprecatory
sequences in university students’ conversations through conversation analysis to develop Japanese
conversational materials.
Previous studies have discussed self-deprecation as a modest response to compliments. For example,
the negative assessment “I’m not any good at it,” which is a reply to “You can work at any place (in
Japan) because your Japanese is so good,” is a typical sign of modesty toward a compliment. In this
study, we focus on other types of self-deprecation, such as the case in which a participant self-deprecates
with a laugh after other participants’ repeated compliments and modesty. This type of self-deprecation
is thought to function as a stoppage of the repetition and an attempt to make participants move on to
the next topic. We also show some other cases such as a self-deprecation used in the response to the
sympathetic comment “it must be hard for you”, or used in the response to previous speaker’s selfdeprecation to mitigate the degree of its negativeness.
For Japanese learners to acquire the skill to act appropriately in such a conversation it is quite
important to show the sequential environment of self-deprecation and how self-deprecation sequences
are constructed in actual conversations making learners aware of such processes and enabling them to
participate in conversation as autonomous speakers.
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"ԅkֻ٠ږڠڦ٦ɳͥ
―ږکۃڬڒډѶՍƼʼĤۏڽې٦ɝ―ڀلם

Hiroko FUJIMORI (ыİǲƼθ¯)

̩Ы٣ِۗ̈ـƦƼĺ,Ùٯ٦مڭڹڞۄڋڧۍڵĄنٞۮۘڂـJLPTUFS ږکۃڬڒډѶՍƼ
Can-do ۯڭڠێ٧ CEFR  ٻJF ѶՍƼĺ,ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٠њ֡ۗC֤҄چוʪɖِ٘ƦƼĺ,ɉӖٟ
ۘڂؿθ¯юٟ٦ԝ¯ۛƗģ٣Ӑ֦٢ѶՍƼו٦̯֨چչɉْ٘ٸ٦ɉӖٟۗʛʯфԓۛċ҄ԓ٣
مۢۮٟۯڂن٠فـĂʲԅٟǣљչӖمɦَڃٞۘڂـՍڭڠێ٣έ]ِ٘ʼĤĺuˀچȺِ֤ٞ
ڠۍږڂـ٣ـكٞۗ֡۠٢ږڠڦ٦ɳͥچǣٖٛٞۗمڂـ٦ϯ"ۮڀلԅkֻچۯչЫ٠ِ٘ڠڦ
ږɳͥ٦ɝچםˣِۗږڠڦϯ̅٦ĺ,٦ڠڢۑڻ٠ٖ٦Ǆw٣ٜـٞƔѓٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ۗٓٵʼĤۏڽې٦ږکڸڭۛۂؾګ٧ۮѶ˲̵¶٣Þْ̑ڂŏ٢ѫ֝ۯٟۗʼĤͪҭ٦ĺuˀ٣ڀٶ
̤ږڠڦڂڃ٧ 51ۗʼĤƹҭ٦̤ږڠڦ٧ 57 ٟŻ 108 ٟږڠڦۘڂؿ٣٧ۗѦۛέۛԆۛوѧۛٷ
ˀو٠܁فـٜ٦ʈۗځؿمכӾǭЫ٢ٹږڠڦäٖۘڂڃٵ٦فٚۗ"ۮԅkֻچۯչЫ٠ِ٘ږڠڦ
٧ۗͮӵٟ 21 ۗځؿƷـ٦ǲۛϠ+ٻԅkٰۗ̀ԀۗʛÌ٢١٣ٜـٞ͒իِۗ˳Ԫچѡڂ٠ـٛ٘
κ٣٢ٛٞۘڂـ
ۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋl͒ۤGass1997ۥٟ٧ۗƷـ٦ٸ٘ڂֻْوٿچ٣Ӣի٢Ƽ٦ՠچɲս
ِ٘΅ۗځʆ٦ֻ¨چѺِ٘وٵفۗځВّٞـ٢ـӵԁ٦ՠچƦƼЫځٻ٠ځٟƄِ٘ڂْځ
مۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋʛѡچΒْ̓ڂ٠ƦڃڅٞۘڂـՍˀ٦ږڠڦ٦ϯ٣ۮۗٹɨǲ٦āΔۛÌʛ٣
ٜـٞʲٰٞԆنǭۮۗۯفǲ٦كٻֻٸْْكхȲۗÙǁϠ٢١چԆنǭۯف٢١ڀڃٌۗځؿم٧
چۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋǣٌف٠٣ٿٛٞκ̢ǣَږڠڦڂڃٟ"ۗځؿԅkֻچΒْ̓ٹڂ٦ٟؿ
قםۘڂ٨ۗʼĤƹҭ٦ږڠڦٟۗۮѶՍٟ٧ۗˏ¯̵مɨԁٟĺɱفٖڂّْفٖچْٟۗمՍэٟ
ْۮۯلĐ٦|ِڭۓڣېڻچٞ٧يـ٢فٖـْٟۗمՍэْٟمڂَۮۯلѷڂh͜فٖڂؿمْٟ
ۗمՍэْٟۯل٢١٣ٜـٞۗѶՍ٦̖٣ԆـٞنٞҨӘْڂ٠ۗځؿمږڠڦفـѶՍ٦ɺԅk
ڂֻْچ٠њɢ٣ۗɨǲ٦˰ǭ٣ٜـٞ٦ҨƦ֔چҨْڂù٣ٹ٢ٛٞ˪ۘڂـ٦فٿ٣ۗڦ
ږڠ٦̢ǣ٣ٿٛٞمۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋΒٌَ̓ڂڃ٠ٖۗڀل٦ѣϾ٠ِٞ˳ۮԪҨ̂ŭۮۯӁ«ŭۯ
ۮŸƟ˃ʲŭۯ٢١٦چږڠڦǖْ̯ڂϝچڠڢۑڻӁ«ِٖۗ٦ǄwĚ٫κ٣ٜـٞƔѓْۘڂ
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Intercultural Understanding and Task
Implementation in a Beginner-Level Academic
Japanese Course

Hiroko FUJIMORI (ыİǲƼθ¯)

A paradigm shift is occurring throughout the world which is leading to a new view of language
education. “JLPTUFS Academic Japanese Can-do List”, like CEFR and the JF Standard for Japanese
Language Education, is a language-education index which places emphasis on language proficiency.
With the view of clearly indicating the level of Japanese ability necessary both for academic work in
universities and other institutions, and for research, the list provides a series of action-goals arranged
by level of mastery and specific linguistic skills, and with descriptive statements (e.g. “(I) can…”).
While this list has been used in the implementation of multiple kinds of educational tasks in
corresponding beginner-level textbook, this presentation will focus on the implementation of tasks
involving intercultural understanding, and examine the effectiveness of the list within the context of the
process of task-based teaching.
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It should first be noted that at the beginner-level, the theme or topic is relates to the everyday life of
the learner, and there are 51 tasks in the first half of the textbook, and 57 in the second half, for a total
of 108 tasks. The tasks can be divided into the following five categories: monologues (presentations),
dialogues (interaction), listening, reading, and writing; it should be noted that some tasks are composite,
in that they include more than one type of category. Among said tasks, 21 are devoted to intercultural
understanding, involving the learner attempting either to explain or to get information about other
countries, regions, cultures, foods, customs, and so forth.
According to the Interaction Hypothesis (Gass 1997), language acquisition is facilitated when two
people engage in communication involving questioning regarding the meaning of unclear utterances,
confirming one’s counterpart’s comprehension, and utilizing linguistic interaction to clear up
misunderstandings. Among these are such tasks as, “describing and talking about your own country’s
rules and customs,” “comparing the metaphor ‘work like an ant,’” and, “discussing the food, souvenirs,
and tourist-sights from your own country you would recommend to others.” Carrying out these tasks
necessarily involves interaction on the part of students, and serves to encourage intercultural
understanding. For example, the first half of the textbook includes such topics as, “Is it true that in
Japan elementary school students have to clean their own classrooms,” “Is it true that (in Japan) one
can’t give a chrysanthemum as a present,” and “Is it true that there are hot springs that monkeys like to
go into,” which require students to ask questions of Japanese people and then make presentations,
prompting them not only to a further understanding of Japanese society and culture, but also to make
declarations about their own countries and cultures. With the above tasks in mind, this presentation
looks at how carrying out such tasks facilitates interaction, and compares the process by which
dialogues are constituted through tasks characterized as information-transmission-type, comparisontype, and experience-description-type, with the goal of elucidating the effectiveness of this list and
addressing remaining problems.
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ۓڦڠڹڝڒ٣ڂيكÙǁņ٦٘ٸ٦
ѶՍƼĺȖ٦Ҩ
Yumi ONISHI (ǲȔƿׄíŐ)
Samal BORANKULOVA (ڹڝڒǲׂθ¯)
Madina SHADAEVA (ڹڝڒǲׂθ¯)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗۓڦڠڹڝڒ٦θ¯ٟВօ͙چǓْ¯ڂӵ 4 ѽ̵چέ˧٠ِ٘ڠۍږ٦٘ٸ٣Ҩ
ϯ٦ĺȖ٣ٜـٞۗҨ٦ʆʺ٠ə֤چםԪǱْۘڂ
Ùǁņ٦٘ٸ٦ѶՍƼĺȖچҨӘɻڀθ¯ĺ4مҨِۗ2018 ѽфڹڝڒځٿǲׂθ¯٣ٞə
֤Ҳ٦3ȥٿك٫ə֤Ɂ֘چОِٞۘڂـ
ۓڦڠڹڝڒٟ٧ 1992 ѽ٦Ѧׂƹ٣ѶՍƼĺ,مɁَۘ٘ڃѶՍ٠٦̖ЫۛŸȍЫƿׄمː
٢ـƬׂÑķ٠ƪ٨ڂڃϠ+ٟۗѶՍƼڇ¯چٟڂٔل¶ٹùمː٢ۓڦڠڹڝڒۘـ٣٧ѶՍ
Ƽ͙ǓХچɡٜȮٜ٦ǫюĺ,ùÞٵڃٌۗمڂؿمٟÙǁ٣ѣkِ͙٘վĺ,ٻĺȖ٦ȝ̯
٧ǣڃڅٌٞ٢لٛ٘ۘ
ۓڦڠڹڝڒٟ٧ 2017 ѽs٣ EXPO مȆَۗڃѶՍٹڀلΧو٦ÙǁĕمԵِۗلِۘ٘ڃÙ
ǁņ٦Ҩбمϧڃٞۗٸ٘٘ـѶՍƼВօ̖Ȗ٦ӢΙ٠فـսκمիلڀ٣٢̰ٛ٘ۘȠжÍ٣ٿ
ځǷƹٹʎ֦ΎمƙǵڂڃٵÙǁņ٣έِۗÙǁ͙چվ٣ْڂВօ٦Ӑ֦̮مǫٵٛٞۘڂـθ¯
ٌٟٵڃٟȺَ֤ڃٞ٘ن/ҵѶՍƼХ֤٦ĺȖٟ٧Вօɻ̯֨٣٧Ӣʤԁٟڠڹڝڒۗځؿ
ۓڦ٦ɺɝ˳٣ǭ٘ٔڅĺȖمӐ֦ٟۘڂؿ
Ùǁņ٦٘ٸ٦ѶՍƼĺȖ٧ۗمڮڋړɳȔ٣ŸƟْ˰ڂձچϯ̅٣ۗ13 ʟ٦ʍņ٣ǭٔڅٞ
ǖَ̯ڃٞۗٓٵۘڂـΦǲ٣ڂيكÙǁņچέ˧٠ِ٘õΠ٦ĺȖ٦ԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ۘɣ٣ڠڹڝڒ
ۓڦ٣ـكٞڮڋړŸƟڂؿمѶՍƼӆԦƼɻ 30 թ٣چڭؾژۓډǣٖۗـ٦ϯ˰ڀلձ٦ͦО
چǣٛ٘ۘ٘ٵӐ֦٢Ƽؐ٦ͦО٣ٜـٞڮڋړٹŸƟɻ٦Ĵچוѡ٘ۘ
َڀ٣ۗҜԀá٣ـكٞچؾډڪؾڦڰۆɳɋِۗВօڦؾڬ٦ȋʡۗٿك٫ڮڋړɳʛ¯̵٠ȯ
pѶՍ̖Ùǁĕٯ٦چڭؾژۓډǣٛ٘ۘǸѱзۗÙǁĕ٦әnю¯ֻِ̱ۗچʛѫ֝٣Ͷٶǵڇ
ٙۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗə֤ҲچˣِۗǷƹ٦κ٢١٣ٜـٞďۘڂْ
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Developing materials for Undergraduate Students in
Kazakhstan “Japanese for the Tourism industry”

Yumi ONISHI (ǲȔƿׄíŐ)
Samal BORANKULOVA (ڹڝڒǲׂθ¯)
Madina SHADAEVA (ڹڝڒǲׂθ¯)

In this presentation, we will report development procedures and trial examples on teaching materials
for classes for undergraduates majoring in interpreting in Kazakhstan.
We are developing teaching materials for cultivate the interpreter specific for the tourism and we are
planning to start the class with the trial version from September 2018.
In Kazakhstan Japanese language education began after independence in 1992.Kazakhstan is
‘isolated Japanese language learning environment’ with little economic personnel exchanges with Japan.
There are few opportunities to use Japanese even if studying Japanese. There are three Higher education
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institution with Japanese language courses in Kazakhstan, special education and teaching materials
specialized for tourism have not been done.
In 2017, Expo was held in Kazakhstan and it was clear that the shortage of professional guides for
Japanese tourists. The need for interpreters in the tourism industry is undeniable.
Teaching materials for general Japanese language courses in universities are not specialized for train
interpreters. It is necessary to develop the textbook that match the social circumstances of Kazakhstan
are necessary.
Teaching materials for the interpreters of the tourism industry are structured 13 chapters, focusing
on scenes actually experienced by interpreters. We analyzed textbooks for tourism industry in other
countries. In addition, we carried out a questionnaire survey to choose items for teaching materials.
In this presentation, we will report trial examples and discuss future issues concerning.
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ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيك՟ ٦ĺȖ٠ِٞ٦Ь̮٣
ÞْڂǠȦ ―ھڭۂڲڑ٦ɳ˥Ыԁ̈́چВّٞ―

Qiao LING

ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيك՟ ĺȖ٦¶֤٣Þْ͕ڂǣƗģٟ٧ۙ¯ʛљù֔چҨْڂ٠Ǡڂڃڀق
՟ چĺȖ٠ِٞĺ,ƥ˰٣ʄځѷٌڂڃ٠٧ۗʍņ٦¶̮k¯ٻʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛٯ٦Þ̅چ
ǫٌڂڃڀٸ٠٣źڂم٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠öίَڃٞۘڂـ/ۙѶՍƼ¯ʛɻǇي٦՟ ĺȖ٧ْ
ٟ٣ȝۗڃڀ՟ ۛۅڰډF ٢١٦̵ĺȖٹɳƟЫ٣ѶՍƼ٦ʍņٟȺَ֤ڃِٞۗلِۘڂـ՟
ĺȖ٦Ⱥ֤٣ۗځٿ/ά١٦فٿ٢¯ʛǄwمöίٟڂن٦٘ٵۗلõΠ٦Φ٦ĺȖ٠Ӂٰۗ١٦
فٿ٢لڂؿمڭکێۅ٣ٜـٞ٧ٵٙʤԁիَڃٞفٿڂـ٣٧Ɉڃڅ٢ۘـ
ٌٖٟۙՍƗģٟ٧՟ چĺȖ٠ِٞѶՍĺ,ٟ¶ٌْ֤ڂ٠٦Ь̮چǠȦْۘڂƗģ٦/ӵ٠
ِٞۗٓٵ՟ ٟچھڭۂڲڑɉќٌْڂ٠;چОِۗ՟ ٦ϯ٦ھڭۂڲڑ٦ѣϾچԁِ̈́٘ۘԁ̈́
έ˧٠ِ٘٦٧¯ۛ תۮǕۂؾګچۯ٠ْڂ՟ 10 ʈۗכŻ 100 ȤٟۘڂؿŘάЫ٣٧ۙ՟ ٣֤
ͮڂڃڀـٞ٦ƼؐچӜɗԓ٣ϲʰِٖۙ٦ϯ٣ھڭۂڲڑڂيك٦ʈٻכʰƥӠфۗ٘ٵ՟ ٦ͮ
άƼؐ٣١ـڀوڃ٦´ǭٸ͗چٞچلڂـԁِٖ̈́٘ۘ٦˪ۗۯڠڵؾښۮ٠٦Ӂ«ԁ̈́ٹǣٛ
٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٦Ƈwۙ՟ ٣ʰƥْھڭۂڲڑڂ٧ͮάƼؐ٣ـكٞۗ13۹٦´ǭٸ͗چٞۗځكթɗۗљ
ɗ٣ɣ´ۗهǭۿمҹչ٣Χلٛ٘ۘ٘ٵ,Ӹɗ٠ِٞȺھڭۂڲڑڂڃڅ٧Φ٦Ӝɗ٠ِٞȺَ֤ڃ
ھڭۂڲڑڂ٠Ӂٰٞ/ҹΧٌـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ/ٟ,͕ǣƗģٟھڭۂڲڑۮ٦íՍƼؐۯ٠َڃٞ
ھڭۂڲڑڂـ٧՟ ٣ʰƥْھڭۂڲڑڂ٠ ٖٿكك25۹٦´ǭٟ/Ϧٌِٞڂـ٠لڅٹٛ٘ۘԁ
̈́ͮάڀلҬϚْڂ٠ۙ¯ۛ תۮǕۂؾګچۯ٠ْڂ՟ ٣ھڭۂڲڑڂيك٧̤ٻדʈכ٠فـз
٣ۗھڭۂڲڑ٦¯ʛĺȖ٠ِٞѶՍƼĺ,٣¶֤ٟڂن٠Ǡڂڃڀقٙۘفڄ
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Investigation of Suitability of Japanese Manga as
Teaching Materials in Japanese Language Education:
Through Empirical Analysis of onomatopoeia

Qiao LING

According to previous researches on the utilization of manga as teaching materials in Japanese
language education, incorporating manga which is thought to induce motivation for learning as a
teaching material into the educational site, can increase the interest in learning Japanese and enhance
activation of classes. Meanwhile, manga teaching materials for Japanese learners have already been
created, and raw teaching materials such as manga, animation movies are also experimentally used in
Japanese class. However, it seems that when it comes to what kind of learning effect can be expected,
or what kind of merit will be obtained compared to other teaching materials, which have not been fully
clarified.
Therefore, in this research we investigate the suitability of using manga as a teaching material for
Japanese language education. In this paper, we first analyzed the characteristics of onomatopoeia in
manga. The subjects to be analyzed are 10 kinds, totaling 100 volumes of manga,which belong to the
type of "romance · campus". Specifically, we extracted all the vocabularies used in manga by parts of
speech, analyzed the type and appearance frequency of onomatopoeia, and the percentage occupied in
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the whole vocabularies of manga. In addition, we also conducted a comparative analysis with
"conversation corpus".
As the result of analysis, onomatopoeia appear in manga accounted for 13% of the total vocabularies.
Followed by nouns, verbs, onomatopoeia is the third largest proportion. Moreover, onomatopoeia used
as an adverb is found to be the most numerous compared with onomatopoeia used as other part of
speech. On the other hand, we also find that onomatopoeia, which has been referred to as "basic
vocabulary of onomatopoeia" in previous studies, is consistent with onomatopoeia appearing in manga
by about 25%. Judging from the analysis as a whole, onomatopoeia in manga that symbolize the type
of "romance · campus" can be considered to be useful for Japanese language education as onomatopoeic
learning materials in terms of quantity and type.
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ɨ¯׀ʛٟΎْٻÐɠۛƼؐ ―˪ĤÐɠۛ
Ƽؐڠۍږ٣ڂيكĺȖȝ̯٠ٖ٦ɳͥ―

Satoko FUJITA (Őπθ¯ǲȔùǖ)ؾڦۓڢ̵¯׆

ӑɻمϏэِٞڂـθ¯٦ڠۍږٟ٧ۗҭѽٟĦѶ҄ə 1 ĤÐɠ 42 ɠۗ2 ĤÐɠ 170 ɠۘ٭¯چ
¯̵٧ N2 چչɉْ ڀلۏڽېN1 چЈٵۏڽېڂقٟ٠ۏڽې٣ӺۗځؿمÐɠۛƼؐϟɬ٦Ȁٹ
θ¯ۘـنʛÐɠ٦ϯ٣ϟڀ٢ـÐɠۤƙٌ٘٠م٢ـÐɠچلڂؿمۥЇٰڂ٠ۗٲ٠ڇ١٦Ðɠچ
ۮϟٛٞۯڂـ٠ْم̵¯ڂΧۘـ
õ٣ϟٌٛٞڂـ٠چԝĸِفٿ٠ِٞڂٻۗٹû٧Ąن٢̵¯ۘـ٠΅ϝِۗíͳɝǩمٟنٞـ
لڂ٧¢ɨـ֤چڭۓێڻمٞɨνٟ¨Ѻٌْڂ٠٣ِٞۗʍņٟ٧ٖ٦͕٦ҨбЫ٢¯ʛۗǠڂق
ٌ٠٣ٌٙڅٛ٘Ĵј¯ʛٌڂْچ٠٣ِ٘ۘ
íͳɝǩۯفپِٵق©ۮڭۓێڻ٧ۗíͳɝǩمҩٌڂي٠٢¯وʛٟفٿڂنȝِ̯٘ۘۮՠۯ٦
ǩչ٧ˏ¯̵Ǉي٦ÐɠɩЯ 3 Ȥ٣ĳВْڂǩչچնِ֭ۗǩչٍ٠٣jӣڷۏن٦ٜם٘ـԅ
چӣۮۘ٘يƼؐۯ٧ 3 ՜ 6 ͖Ƽڇͦڀلٙ¯ʛɉӖϞ 5 ˪ۤѢǏ 2006 ٣íٝۥو٦Ƽؐ٦ْٰ
ٞ٠ِۗʪ֦٢ʺ٣Ăȓِ٘ۘ
¯̵٣٧ڭۓێڻғӧɢ٣ۗíͳɝǩ٧ْٰٞѷٌٛٞڂـ٠ۗíͳɝǩمٟنٞـ٢ـ٠ҨбЫ
٢ʍņچ°ِٸ٢ٌـ٠ِچٛځلи¯ۗقʛ٦љù٠٢فٿڂ٣ِ٘ۘۗ٘ٵՖʟ٦ˏڭڠګ٠Оöګ
ڭڠٟۯفپِٵق©ۮ٦םԅ٦ÐɠƼؐ٦ѧچٶʰκٌْڂ٠ٸ֘چǱϟٌِ٘ۘڃ٧ۗɨԁٟٟن
ٞچلڂـѺɬِۗΙځ٢ـ٠ٌڄ٧ɨԁٟԝĸِٞٸ٘فڀٹٟۘڂؿ
ٌ٦ځٻ٣ۮۗځٿϟٛٞڂـÐɠٙڀلԝĸِ٘و٢ۯـ٠̵¯فـ٧ـ٢و٢ٛ٘ۘۮϟٛٞۯڂـ
٠َڃٞ٧ۗم٘ـʍņچɁͪڂٸ٣٧םԅ٦ÐɠƼؐ٦ѧٶ٦̳яׁ٧ 25.5۹ۤ10 սلِۥ٢ل
ٛ٘ۘ¢ɨ٣ѹٔٞʍņٟ٧ͮڅو٢لٛ٘٣ۗٓڀڅللٹϯÝǠȁٟ٧ 85.5%ۤ55 սۗۥö՚
Ǡȁٟ٧ 85.7%ۤ57 սۥ٠̳яׁ٣٧իلڀ٢́٫مƙۗڃڀíͳЫ٢ϟɬ٦Ǉ˪¨مѺٟۘ٘ن
ڭڠګ٣٧ʰ٢ـƼؐ٣ٜـٞٹЇٰٞ©فٿق٠ِ٘¯̵مΧۏڽېۗو٦ǫٲ̵¯ـ١ٖۗ٦Ū
Ǉ٧ƞϸٟؿٛ٘ۘ
ڭؾژۓډٟ٧ۗچۯفپِٵق©ۮɨν¯ʛٌْٟڂ٠٣٧ͮ4مǡОЫٟǫـәnۗ٘ٵِۘ٘چ
ʍņɢÝ٣֙֓مٟن̵ن̵ۗن٠ِ٘¶љٌڂْچ٠مq҄٣٢ۗځʍņɨά٦әnٹǫٹـ٦٠
٢ٛ٘ۘ
Ñķَڃق̱ق٨ۗ¯̵٧ɨٌ٭¯ڀ٠مٟۘڂنǷ٦Ա٧¯̵٦¯ʛ֪چ6نʰْǄw
Ы٢¯ʛԱٌٟڂؿ٠مɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
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Students’ Autonomous Learning of Kanji and
Vocabulary: Designing Classroom Materials for
Advanced Japanese Learners

Satoko FUJITA (Őπθ¯ǲȔùǖ)ؾڦۓڢ̵¯׆

Students’ Autonomous Learning of Kanji and Vocabulary:
Designing Classroom Materials for Advanced Japanese Learners
In my course at Kanazawa University, during a semester, students learn 42 kanji from the previous
JLPT (Japanese-Language Proficiency Test) N1 level and 170 kanji from the JLPT N2. Although it is
the most advanced kanji course in the university, the student levels vary (some are beyond the JLPT N1
level, while others aim at JLPT N2).
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In At the beginning of the course every semester, most students say, “I know most of the target kanji,”
and seem less motivated to relearn it. In fact, however, they have not mastered the target kanji, although
they might have seen them before and believe they know the material. For example, in the first class of
fall 2017, the rate of correct answers on a test of vocabulary reading skills was only 25.5%.
After discussions with my students, I decided to conduct progressive training in class that focused
on thinking about kanji and vocabulary. The ultimate goal of the training was to enable the students to
complete tasks whose solutions cannot be found in a dictionary, instead using class discussion, the
Internet, and any other means that they could think of to discover rules for complicated questions.
However, the progressive training required basic knowledge of kanji and vocabulary; therefore, I
instructed the students to complete the chapters of a kanji workbook before class to acquire basic
knowledge.
Accordingly, I created a self-study workbook Oboemasyou ( ©  ف پ ِ ٵ ق/ Let’s learn!). The
workbook consists of three parts: “Reading,” “Meaning,” and “Vocabulary.” “Reading” covers all
readings in the Revised Joyo Kanji List (2010). “Meaning” covers all of the common meanings from
three kanji dictionaries for Japanese schoolchildren. For each definition, I added example sentences
with kana. “Vocabulary” covers all words with a learning index-value of more than five (based on
Tokuhiro 2006). It also covers all words from the previous JLPT N1 - N4 levels.
I told the students that the workbook would familiarize them with basic reading, definitions, and
vocabulary of the target kanji, and it would enable them to enjoy advanced learning in class.
Additionally, I announced that quizzes and regular exams would be conducted on several readings from
the example sentences in the workbook on a weekly basis, because I wanted them to realize what they
did not know and study it autonomously.
Following this method, over the course of the semester, none of the students said, “I don't want to
study kanji, I already know it.” Though Oboemasyou was never used directly in class, the rate of correct
answers on vocabulary reading skills tests clearly increased: 85.5% in the mid-term exam and 85.7% in
the final exam (both from Fallfall 2017). Many students even learned vocabulary that was not on the
quizzes or exams (it was also noted that higher level students tended to learn more by themselves).
By the end of the semester, every student positively evaluated Oboemasyou and recognized the
importance of self-study. They also gave high evaluations of the course itself, as they enjoyed the
advanced learning in class. When a study environment is altered accordingly, students can learn
autonomously. The results suggest that progressive training, along with self-study, is an effective
teaching m ethod that motivates students to learn.
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Quizlet چȺٛ٘Ðɠ¯ʛɊS٦əٶ

Ryoko KATO (_ӝǲׂθ¯θ¯9ĺ,¯Ɨģu)

1ۚ٧ّٸ٣
ӆÐɠƎ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞÐɠ٦ʛѡ٧֝ ٟ٧٢ۗوѣ٣ÐɠƼؐمΎڂقϯĤǨٟθن٢
Ǹѱ٣ЋձِْۗلِۘڂÐɠ٧ɨ¯׀ʛ٣ѹٌَڂڃ٠مΧۗوϯĤۏڽې٣٢ٛٞۮٹmٹˀۯو
Աٟۗɠůٌڂق©چ٠٨ځل٣ȏِ̑ٞ¯ڂـʛɻمΧوƙʌۘڂڃڀي/ۗIT k٣ځٿԅɠ
Ñķ٧ԖkِۗÐɠ٦ʆˀن٧Ӑ̜ٟ٧٢ۑڻؾےۗوѷו٦ځٿمʪ֦٣٢ڂq̮҄مǠڀق
ٌٖۘڂڃٟۗÐɠƼؐچlթِٟ̳وѷِוÐɠԖÍٌٟڂن٠ۗ°ِوÐɠƼٌؐڂق©چ٠چչ
Ы٣ۗQuizlet(όƼمۄؾڙۗڭڠګٻڮؾڒÖό٣ȝ̯ٟچ)ڭڹڤؾێڹڂنȺٛ٘Ðɠ¯ʛɊSچ
ɳِͥ٘ۘ
2ۚԱ
έ˧ɻ٧ϯĤۏڽې٦¯̖ۓڸێڊڹʛɻ 16 թۘք 6 ʟÝۗʥ֮٦Ðɠɉќ٣p قQuizlet چќ
ѷِۗՖ٣ۗڡڋږȈƹ٣چڭؾژۓډɳɋِ٘ۘɨ¯׀ʛ٠ِٞʍņٟ٦ Quizlet ַِ֤ˍ̟ٹ
٘ۘ/٦¯ʛ٦ׄڃ٧ɣ٦٠ځكٟۘڂؿ
(1) ̈ʰÐɠ 10 ɠХфќѷ(ք 60 ԁ)
① םԅϯ٦ÐɠƼؐ٦ѧٶ٠ՠ٦¨Ѻ
② όÐɠ٦ՠ٠ӑʺ٦¨Ѻ
③ ̈ʰÐɠچäٷÐɠƼؐˣ
(2) Quizlet ¯ʛ(ք 60 ԁ)
① ÐɠƼؐ٠ѧٶ٦ڮؾڒۉڞکۍڹ
② ÐɠƼؐ٦ѧڭڹڤۑڻؾےچٶٟlթѷۗוÐɠԖÍ
③ ڭڠګ
④ ۄؾڙ
(3) Ֆ٦ڡڋږ
ۛͮ 10 սۗ20 з՞з
ۛםԅ٦Śֳ٣ѷڂÐɠƼؐͦچξɔͦڀل٫(1 з)ٖۗ٦ѧچٶlթٟˀ(و1 з)
3ۚƇw٠ǠȦ
ڡڋږ٦ԉŌ٧ٳٲՖ 19 зͪƹٟۗʍņѫٟ Quizlet ¯ʛمɳɋٟن٢لٛ٘٧ۗɳɋِ٘
ځٿКـƇwٌٙٛ٘٠ۗڀلQuizlet ٦/О٦ǄwمÙȦَڭؾژۓډۘ٘ڃƇw٧ۗۮ°ِلٛ٘ۯ
ۮÐɠمǈن٣٢ٛ٘ۮۯÐɠۯ٘ڃڀق©م٢١ǡОЫ٢ƙ٦ٶٟۗڠؾښʚƹ ٹQuizlet ַ֤
چñՀْم̹ڂΧۗوŹΝЫ٢ɨ¯׀ʛچΒْǄwمɦǾَۘ٘ڃ/ٟۗڗۓڸڋڦ٣ӢÌڃ٢
¯ʛɻچѷו٣ÌڂَٔڃǋӤمӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠ю٦Ƿƹ٦κٹիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘۗ٘ٵǷ٧
ÐɠƼؐ٠ѧٶ٦¯ʛ٣ƧОِ٘ۗمǷƹ٧ Quizlet ٟ٦ÐɠƼؐ٦ՠ¯ʛۗٻԅդ٦ϯٟÐ
ɠوِ̳چȺڂقC֤§וѡ٣Ǉ٘يÐɠ¯ʛɊS٦ɳͥٹəـ٘ٶ٠Ǡقٞۘڂـ
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The Attempt to Support Learning Kanji Through
“Quizlet”

Ryoko KATO (_ӝǲׂθ¯θ¯9ĺ,¯Ɨģu)
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1. Introduction
Mastering kanji is undoubtedly not easy for L2 learners of Japanese language who don’t use Chinese
characters in their mother language. They might face the difficulty that they need to understand a large
number of kanji vocabularies by the time they reached intermediate level. However, learning kanji tends
to be left up to learners who sometimes stick to the strategy that they write single kanji repeatedly for
just memorizing its shape. Since handwriting may not be necessarily required in the recent society
where IT has been developing, the ability of converting kana into kanji with a word processor seems to
be more practical than handwriting. The purpose of this study was to practice a typing method of
learning kanji combination through “Quizlet”, which is a free software allowing one to create not only
his or her own flash cards but also quiz and games, in a fun and easy way.
2. Method
The participants in this study were 16 intermediate-level learners of Japanese language from
Philippines. The author introduced Quizlet to kanji lessons in addition to the orthodox method for six
weeks. Furthermore, she implemented quiz after each lesson and the questionnaire survey at the end of
the period. The author also encouraged her students to use Quizlet for self-study. Each lesson was
composed of three steps. The first step is the introduction of new kanji (around 10 kanji in a 60-minute
lesson) where the author briefly explained sounds and meanings of kanji combinations in context,
checked stroke order and meaning of each single kanji, and introduced other kanji combinations). The
second step is leaning through Quizlet (for 60 minutes or so each lesson) in which learners studied kanji,
using each feature of Quizlet such as flash cards, typing, test and games. The third step is quiz where
the author provided her students with 10 multiple-choice questions. 20 points for full marks and each
question has 2 points; 1 point is for filling in a blank of a sentence with the right kanji combination
chosen from among 10 choices and another point is for writing the right sound of the kanji combination
in hiragana.
3. Results and Discussion
Their score on each quiz was around 19 points out of 20 on average. Quizlet seemed to have certain
effects on students’ learning kanji, considering that the performance when they did not have a chance
to use Quizlet was lower than the one when they did Quizlet. Other positive impacts that Quizlet has
on pupils were clarified by the participants who gave only positive feedback such as “It was fun”, “grew
to love learning kanji” and “much easier to memorize kanji”, and some of them has desired to study
kanji through Quizlet even after the six-week lessons. With this in mind, Quizlet seems to encourage
students’ autonomous and continuous learning. This study could not cover adequate consideration for
those who unfamiliar with typing, implementing meaning study of kanji combinations to Quizlet and
supporting to improve practical ability for using kanji combinations appropriately. The author would
like to investigate them as her future research.
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љɗ٦ۓۋڞؾژۑښϟɬچΎٸْ٘ٻ٦
¶ڡڋږљ
Naoki NAKAMATA (İтĺ,θ¯)
ٌ٦ҨӘٟ٧ۙ¯ʛɻم°ِڇٟљɗ٦֡۠٢¯چۓۋڞؾژۑښʛٌْڂ٠مٟ¶ڡڋږڂنљ
٦٘ٸ٦ĺȖچФْۘڂĺȖ٦ů٧ۏڻۓڞٟۙۓۋڞؾژۑښ٠٧В˲ۙϯ̅Ƽۤۜםٜۥٷل٠ĳ
ĄƼۤۙچ̅ۙچڠۓۇڨۜםʆڀلۥ…چ٢ٌۙمڂ٦فٚĳĄƼ٦ چٶ10 Ƽٲ١ڭڠێ٣ِٞɦٌِٖۙ
ڀلϯ̅ƼچǠڂق٠¶فـљٟۘڂؿՍҨӘٟ٧ۙѣ٣ڠڵؾښ٦Ӡф˳ԪچƠ٣ٌ٦ĳĄƼڠێ
چڭȝِ̯ۙۮѶՍƼɻ٧ӠҴ٣Ⱥٛٞ¯ۙمڂـʛɻ٦ϟɬ٣٧٢چۯۓۋڞؾژۑښـԢٌف٠چ
չЫ٠ْقםۘڂ٨ۙj٦فٿ٢սκمǠٌڂْ○○ۮۘڂڃڀق٠ۙچ̔ۙچ̠ۙچَلۙچهوۙچɉۙچ
ľۙچ12 ɢͮۙچάۙچ٠١ۤچٸяۯۥَْۜق
ٌٵڃٟ٣ NLB ٢١˳ڠڵؾښԪچƠ٣٘چۓۋڞؾژۑښٙۮФɦْډڎڍڭڹڤۯڂ٢١٧Ҩ
َڃٞڃٌِۙلِۘڂـ٧ַ֤ɻمϯ̅ƼچѷِוٞڀلƇwمӘɦَٖۙٸ٘ڂڃ٦ƹ٦¶љ٧
Ă٠ٌفـ٠٣ßۘـْٻځ/ۙڡڋږůɫٟڃؿ٨¯ʛɻ٧ɡٛٞڂـƦƼϟɬ̮¶چkْڂ
Ӑٌ֦ۙ٘ٵۘڂؿم٦ڡڋږ٦Љʽ٧ 10 ƨ٦ͮۓۋڞؾژۑښٞچϟٛٞـ٢وٞ۽ۙٹٜ۾لٜڅم
ڃل٨̟ۙΘِٞяٌْڂ٠٧qٟ҄ڂؿ٠ٌفـ٠ٟۙځؿυ̯Ëمѡٖۘـْٻڃڀ٦˪ٟۙɨ
ԁمϟڀ٢لٛ٘ۓۋڞؾژۑښ٦͒چѧٌۮۘٷ٦Ͷٶǭٔڅ٧ڀلڅ٢ۙـϟڀ٢ۯـ٠فـû
ɡٚمǫٵٛ٘٠ٌڄٟ¯ʛچǣف٦ٟۙό٣ۓۋڞؾژۑښ٦چڭڠێпَڃٞĂْ¯ٹځٿڂʛ
Ǆw٧ǫـ٠Ǡڀَۘڂڃڀق٣ۙϯ̅Ƽ٠٢ڂљɗؾڔچ٣ۙڭڠێ٣٢ڠۍږچۓۋڞؾژۑښـ٦
̯4ٟҨӘِڂْډڎڞ٠ـٛ٘¶љٹǠۘڂڃڀق
ՍĺȖ٧ٵٙəȝϛٟ٧ۙمڂؿӆԦƼɻٟ¯ڂؿʛɻ٘ٵۙٹڀلѶՍƼԦƼɻٹڀل
ۮձҞۯـ٠فـәnمѡڃڀٞڭڠێۙ٘ٵۘڂـ٣٢ۓۋڞؾژۑښـīً¶ڂљٟ٧ۙقם٨ۮɡٜۯ
ٟ٧ۯۏؾۀۮٻۯڭکڴۮ٠ـٛ٘ŘάЫۛՍ֮Ы٢ՠ٦ۮٹځٿۓۋڞؾژۑښûۮٻۯɬۯ٠
ـٛ٘ϲ˧Ыۛ£ϼЫ٢ՠ٦چۓۋڞؾژۑښīًڂŪǇمչׂٛ٘ۘ¯ʛɻљɗ٦ՠ٦Ǎم
ځ٣չچǇڂَٔيǄwڂؿٹ٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
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A Quiz Activity to Improve Knowledge of Noun-Verb
Collocations

Naoki NAKAMATA (İтĺ,θ¯)

This study proposes a quiz activity through which learners can acquire various collocations of verbs
with joy. Collocation is a frequent combination of a node word (e.g. 'tsukamu' grasp) and a collocate
word (e.g. chance.) This proposed material shows just a list of 10 collocate nouns and the node verb is
hidden. Learners guess the hidden verb. The list is built by frequency information from a large corpus
for learners to acquire the collocations that native speaker frequently use but learners do not.
Some pieces of software have been developed that show learners collocation on the basis of
information of corpus (e.g. NLB). However, with these tools, learners are likely to fall into just
memorizing. On the other hand, in a quiz activity, learners must activate their language knowledge. The
good point of this quiz is that learners do not need knowledge of ALL collocation but a couple of
collocation to answer. This point encourages learners to feel efficacy. After trying a quiz, learners read
the explanation of collocation that they do not know. They do this with the mind of "I don't know this
combination", it is estimated more effective than just memorizing a collocation list. Moreover, based
on this material, additional activity is available that learners collaboratively consider and share unlisted
collocation of a node verb.
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This material, though in a test phase, is evaluated favorably by various people from learners in novice
class to native speakers. In additional activity to consider unlisted collocation, for example, for verb
'motsu' have, learners tend to make expanded and abstract collocations such as 'yuuki wo motsu' (have
a courage) or "ishiki wo motsu" (be conscious) than basic and concrete ones such as 'batto wo motsu'
(have a bat) or 'booru wo motsu' (have a ball.) This activity can encourage learners to focus on an
expansion and network of verb meaning.
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ѶՍƼĺ,٦٘ٸ٦i°ĺȖ
ۮΦљɗۛɨљɗ٦yۯٟ¯ٌٰڂ٠
Hiroyuki MIZOKUCHI (ŏüθ¯ǋņǫю͙վ¯Ǖ (Kindai University Technical College))
ѶՍƼ٦љɗچĺ,ۛ¯ʛْڂ٠ۗنΦљɗ٠ɨљɗچ/ʾ٣ٌف٠٧ǄׁЫٟقםۘڂؿ٨ۗ
ۮɑ٧ٌٌۗ٣ ɽ چɍ ۯۻِۘ٘ٵځٵ٦ʲƼۤљɗۥ٧ɨљɗٙۗمչЫƼۮɽځؿمۯچΦљɗۮɍ
چۯِ٘ٵٸȺنٰفٟۗЬ͌٢љɗ٦ͦξۤΦљɗۛɨљɗۘڂٰ¯مۥѶՍƼ٠Φ٦ƦƼٟ٧ۗۮΦ
љɗۛɨљɗۯ٦ù҄ٻӘƥ٦ȸمњّٟ٧٢ـ٠ٌ¯ۗځؿٹڄʛمӐ֦ٟۘڂؿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,٦٘ٸ٦i°ĺȖۮΦљɗۛɨљɗ٦y(ۯ2017)ٻÞ¯ʛڀلm¯م
ٰلڂɦِۗѶՍƼ٦Φљɗۛɨљɗ٦ѣϾ٠¯ʛԱچƙٞۘوـ
i°ĺȖ٦Ⱥ֤Ǆw٧ۗӑɻمǣ٢ٛ٘ʍņÙȦٻɳƟۤĂeձ˳ۗۥձ٦ڭؾژۓډЇȁ٢
١ڀلѺۘڂڃڀٸOxford(1990)وـمٜل٦¯ʛچؾڟګۍڭڠФɦِٞۮۗمڂـΦљɗۛɨљɗ
٦yۯ٦yɗ٧¯ʛ֤٣ȝڃڀٞڂـ٦ٟάŷЫ٣љɗ٦Үӹ¯ʛمٟڂنĂeؾڟګۍڭڠ٠ِ
ٞۗ٘ٵi°Ⱥ֤ٟ¯ʛچ°ِ¯ځِ٘وʛɻ٦Ӣچżوٟؾڟګۍڭڠ˳ڂن٠ِٞٹùْ҄ڂ
٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ۮΦљɗۛɨљɗ٦yڭکێۅڂٰ¯ڀلۯ٣ۗΦљɗۛɨљɗ٦ѺɬۗѶՍƼ٦Φљɗۛɨљɗ٧
Ƽůمɞ٘مډھΧو/ʾ٣¯ʛٌٟـْٻق©ن٠ۘڂڃڀً˪م/ӵچҩ̡ۘ
①  چٵڂو مؾڴڋۍڮ٠(ْۘٵٸΦ)
ٽٛځو٠  مٵڂو٠(ْۘٵځٵɨ)
② (ْۘٵٶ چنِي موٺنفٌڇلΦ) ٧ٛځن٠ (ْۘٵقٶ منِيɨ)
③ ك٥ چډڮ مڇَق٪(ْۘٵنڀΦ)
ٞچ٬ٓڃ٣  مډڮ٪(ْۘٵنڀɨ)
ٖڃٗڃΦљɗۛɨљɗ٦ԅ٦ډھٟǖَ̯ۗڃm'مٛٞڂـ٦①ۘـْٻځلڅل٧Ƽůم
ɞ٘Φљɗۛɨљɗ٦ډھ٦ٹ②ۘםњ֡٦םٙۗمɨљɗۯْٵقٶۮ٧ۮمنِيչ٣ѷٛٞو
ۯڂɨҨ٠ٌڂٶۮ٠مٟۯڂنq҄٦ՠٌڂؿم٠¯مʛٟۤڂنJƼ٢١ٟ٧Φљɗ٦ʌљΰ
ٟٹӘٔ③ۘۥڂ٧Φљɗ٠ɨљɗمњů٢٦ٟۗԅԱЫù҄٦'ۤـíՍٸمۥٞ¯ٰ٘ٵۘڂ
Þ¯ʛڀل٧ۗѶՍƼ٦ɨљɗڀلʌљԅمȝٌڂڃ٠٢١ۘڂٰ¯ٹФɦʺ٠ِٞ٧ۗչЫƼ٦
֏ը٣Þِٞۗyɗ٦فٿ٣Φљɗ٦ԅ͕چ٣ɨљɗ٦ԅچƹ٣ف٠ֻِـْٻ٠Ǡڃڀق
ۘڂ
˪ʲ٦ѫ֝چɳȔٻםi̹چȺـ٢ڀمɦِٞۘـ٘نـ
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What can be learnt with the music teaching material
for Japanese language education -“The Song of
Transitive and Intransitive Verbs”

Hiroyuki MIZOKUCHI (ŏüθ¯ǋņǫю͙վ¯Ǖ (Kindai University Technical College))

Considering that the functions and expressions of transitive and intransitive verbs are not always
the same between Japanese and other languages, learning them is important. For example, it is a
mistake to use the intransitive verb “tomarimasita” as the predicate in the sentence, “Watasi wa koko
ni kuruma o tomarimasita”. The transitive verb “tomemasita” should be used in this case because this
sentence has an object, “kuruma”. The selection of transitive or intransitive verbs is important.
Therefore, when we teach transitive and intransitive Japanese verbs, it is efficient to teach them
together.
In this study, "The Song of Transitive and Intransitive Verbs" (2017) will be presented; and the
features of Japanese transitive and intransitive verbs, as well as how to learn them, will be introduced.
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The effects of using music teaching materials were discerned from experiments on the memory aspect
of learning and by a survey about students’ emotions.
The lyrics of "The Song of Transitive and Intransitive Verbs" were created for learning Japanese
language in a manner similar to the learning strategies mentioned by Oxford (1990). It functions as a
memory strategy in which repetition is used to learn Japanese verbs systematically; and an emotional
strategy, that makes learning fun by using music to lessen learner anxiety.
A merit to using this music teaching material is that it is possible for students to discover the
existence of transitive and intransitive verbs. Since Japanese transitive and intransitive verbs have
many similar pairs of words, it can be said that the word pairs are easier to remember when learnt
together. The following are lyrics which have been excerpted:
1) Doraibaa ga kuruma o tomemasu. (vt).  Yukkuri to kuruma ga tomarimasu. (vi)
2) Kankoukyaku ga kesiki o mimasu. (vt)  Hakkiri to kesiki ga miemasu. (vi).
3) Oneesan ga doa o hirakimasu. (vt)
Te o hurezu ni doa ga hirakimasu. (vi)
Since these respective pairs of transitive and intransitive verbs are placed together, it is easy to
understand the differences.
No.1) is an example of a pair of transitive and intransitive verbs with similar words.
No.2) is a similar example, however, the intransitive verb "miemasu" has meanings of "The scenery
comes into view." (spontaneity) or "Someone can see the scenery." (possibility). English transitive
verbs can also be expressed in the passive voice.
The transitive and intransitive verbs in No.3) are isomorphic, so it is possible to learn the
fundamentals of their different grammatical functions. In addition, we can also learn how to create
passive sentences using Japanese intransitive verbs, when studying related grammatical patterns.
It is thought that transitive and intransitive verbs are easier to understand when taught in the
sentence order of transitive verb before intransitive verb, as in the lyrics, with relation to the presence
or absence of objects.
The above-mentioned contents would be illustrated using actual examples and sounds.
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ֻŷ̵¯׆٦٘ٸ٦JѶֻŷíͳόƼʡ٦ȝ̯
Emanuel LELEITO (թƩdθ¯ǋ¯Ɨģu)
Kiyohisa NISHIYAMA (թƩdθ¯ǋ¯Ɨģu)
Atsushi HATTORI (թƩdθ¯)
ѶՍ٦θ¯ĺ,ٟ٧¯׆٦ůΰمΧ֡kِۗѶՍƼچӐ֦٠ٔٓۗuչ٦ʍņْٰمٞJƼٟ
ǣٹۄۍڗۑڻڂڃڅٟنِٖٞۗلِۘڂـ٦فٿ٢ۄۍڗۑڻٟٹ¢͙վԁց٦ǫф٢ѫ֝٭¯چ
ȔۗǥĎٟJƼ٦έ]مʤԁ٣٢َڃٞـ٢ٌـ٠ۗځؿٹѣ٣ֻǋŷ٦ԁցٟ٧íՍЫ٢ѶՍƼ
٦Ƽؐچϟٌٛٞڂـ٠مǈ˰ـِٵǭٹΧ۠ۘڂؿǥĎ٣ٿٛٞ٧ۏړۓێڋڴ٦چؾڦؾۉڨғϥ
ِٞɊSٌْڂ٠ٖۗمڂؿٹ٦͙مؾڦؾۉڨվԁց٣̷Вِٞـ٢˰ـǭ٣٧ʤԁ٢ɊSمٟ
ن٢ٌـ٠ٌۘڂؿٹ٦فٿ٢ƥɳچєقٵٞۗՍƗģٟ٧ֻǋŷԁց٣ـكٞ¯̵٣Ӑ֦٢íՍƼ
ؐ 2,000 Ƽ٦JѶέօ٦όƼʡچȝֻِ̯ۗŷ٦ԁցۗؾڦؾۉڨ̵ۗ¯٭¯چϏэĺ4٦փ٣ׂ
ٜɛچФıٌْڂ٠٠ֻِ٘ۘŷ͙վ֤Ƽ٦ɩЯڭڠێٻ٧õΠ٦ٹ٦ٌۗمڂؿم٦όƼʡ٦ѣ
Ͼ٧ۗѶՍƼ٦ֻŷ͙վƼؐ٦ЇȁڀلӐ֦Ƽؐͦچξْڂ٦ٟ٧٢ۗوJƼ٦ֻŷԁց٦ԅ
٣ʰٞڂوӠф٦ǫـJόƼ٦ѶՍƼօ٠فـůٟƼؐͦمξَڃٌٞڂـ٠ٟڃٌۘڂؿ٣ۗځٿ
ӫϛJƼٟӠҴ٣ȺٛٞڂـíՍЫ٢֤ƼچѶՍƼ٣ԖÍٌْڂ٠ ֝م٣٢ۘڂ
ٌ٦όƼʡ٧ۗJƼ٦ǋ¯ԁցĳВƼؐ(ڭڠێʼĤ)٦ 2,106 Ƽٹچ٠٣ِٞȝَ̯ڃٞۘڂـǋ
¯ԁց٦ԅځٿϲʰَٹ٘ڃ٦ٟ٧ۗمڂؿⅠŷڀلⅤŷ٣ԁڂڃلǋ¯٦ͮԁց٣ĳВِٞʰ
ƥِ٘ƼٟؐۗځؿΦ٦ֻŷ٦ԁցֻۤ¯ۗ҆¯юۥ٣ـكٞ¯ٹʛǄwمöίٟڂنѫٟ֝ۘڂؿ
ڭڠێٟ٧ۗthe, of,̤ɠю٦Ƽ٘ـˇچք 2,000 ƼچӠфʺ٣ԋٰ٘ۘڭڠێ٣٧ use, used, using ٦
فٿ٣ۗњّƼٟůمԖڅٛٞڂـٙي٦ٹ٦مӾ̤چڀڃٖۗمڂؿɩˀů٣ѐ/ٔٓۗ֡۠٢ů
ٟƥ٘ڃƼ٦ѶՍƼօڃٗڃٖم٣'˰فǭٌڂؿم٠فٿڂٰ¯ٹ٣ِ٘ۘůف'مٙي٦Ƽ٧۽
ٜ٦ڻؾۏڗ٣ٵ٠ٸٖٞۗ٦ڻؾۏڗ٦ϯٟȈʺٹ٦ǫـƼ٦ʺ٦٠ٌڄ٣ϥڻؾۏڗۗنѫ
٦۾ҹչǨ٦όƼ٧Ӡфʺ٣ɦِٖ٘ۘڀڃ٦JόƼ٣ѶՍƼ٦έօچٜۗيѶՍƼ٦όƼ٦Ð
ɠ٣٧٬مځ٢چٜڀَۗي٣ۗ٪مڀ٢مѧٸ٢̵¯ـ٦٘ٸ٣ۂؾۑɠٟٹɦِ٘ۘόƼʡ٧˲ɢ
Ŵήٟ¯ۗنʛِٹـْٻ٦٠ْ ٸ٘ڂA5 Ҳ٦ȤɄ٣ِ٘ۘÃ՚٣JƼۛѶՍƼ١ٚڀٟٹƔȡٟ
فٿڂن٣ʺڭکڽڈڹۏډ٠ 50 iʺ٦ȡ6چٜۗيÖό٢ɩˀ٠ِٞٹȺ֤ٟفٿڂن٣ِ٘ۘ
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A BASIC VOCABULARY LIST FOR STUDENTS
IN THE SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING FIELDS

Emanuel LELEITO (թƩdθ¯ǋ¯Ɨģu)
Kiyohisa NISHIYAMA (թƩdθ¯ǋ¯Ɨģu)
Atsushi HATTORI (թƩdθ¯)

The form of instruction in universities in Japan has become more diverse, with many universities
starting new programs whose medium of instruction is English reducing the need for Japanese language.
However, even in such programs, the instruction and support given in English is not always sufficient,
especially when studying advanced content in specialized fields in science and engineering. Knowing
basic Japanese vocabulary in many of these cases is preferable. Support services of bilingual tutors
could be used, but sometimes the tutors may not provide adequate support if they are not familiar with
the specialized field. With this background in mind, a list of 2,000 words which form the basic
vocabulary necessary for students in the field of Science and Engineering was created. The list can
serve as a useful resource for students, tutors and teachers in these fields. While there are other existing
dictionaries and lists of scientific technical terms, the unique characteristic of this word collection is
that it is derived from words that frequently appear in English journal papers in the field of Science and
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Engineering. This makes it easier for a user to understand the Japanese words of basic terms that are
frequently used in English journals.
This word list has been created based on 2,106 English words (Elementary Level) that were found to
be common in all fields of Engineering. Although this list is based on academic papers in the field of
Engineering, the vocabulary is common to all fields of Science and Engineering (including agriculture,
etc.) and is therefore expected to be equally useful for study in these other fields. In this list, about 2000
words, excluding words such as "the”, “of”, and “a", and numbers have been listed in order of frequency
of use. The list also contains many words such as "use”, “uses”, “used” and “using" which are basically
the same word in different tenses. The authors purposefully avoid combining these different forms
because the Japanese translation for these words can be different, and it would be more useful for
students to learn that difference. Same words that appear in different tenses have been grouped and the
most frequently used form has been placed in the column called “Words” while the others have been
placed in order of frequency in the “Word Group” column. Next to these English words, the translated
Japanese words are given in both Kanji and Hiragana. And for international students who might not be
able to read Japanese, the reading of the Japanese words in Roman alphabet has been provided in the
“reading” column. The vocabulary list is contained in an A5 sized book making it easy to carry. And
for ease of word search, an index ordered in both the Roman alphabet and the Japanese syllabary is
provided at the end of the book giving it the function of a simple dictionary.
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ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦٘ٸ٦
ۮѶՍƼۯڠؾڽڦؾڬ̹٦ȝ̯
Tomoko IKEYAۤSHIRAISHI̎( ۥƯ˙8˄Ʉ¯9θ¯)
Kunihiro KUROKI (̎Ư˙8˄Ʉ¯9θ¯)
Toshihisa TATSUKI (̎Ư˙8˄Ʉ¯9θ¯)
ŏѽٟۗٹѶՍ٦՟ ۗۗۅڰډF ٦̖ûمǫڂٵ٣ٜنچڀڃٖۗڃٛيل٣ѶՍƼ٦ԝ
ĸچɁ¯ڂٸʛɻمΎقِٞۗلِۘڂـ՟ ٢١٦ȝԀٟȺَ֤ڂڃѶՍƼ٧ۗփ´Ƽ٦فٿ٢
ѣʇ٢ٹ٦ۗٻѶ˲ٟوٿٹԆۛ׃˟ڂڃلʭքůچΧ̤äڇٟڀڃٖۘڂـ٧ӆāҷЫѶՍ
Ƽ٠َۗڃʥ֮٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧ٌڂڃڅځٵؿ٠م٢لٖٛ٘ۘ٦٘¯ۗٸʛɻؾًْۮم٪ٻٛ
٠ْٛۯڀل٠̹فـ٦ѷٛ٘ηɗفٿֻِچ٠ِٞۗٹɨԁɨْٟ̑ۮۯؾًْۮٛچۯڀلЇٰڂ
ʆׂٞم٢ـ٦مƥ˵٠٢ٌٛٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢ٌ٠ۗڀل՟ ٢١٦ȝԀمӫĚِ٘ƥȕ̹ۗ
٦ֻۛʛѡ٣Þِٞ٧ۗѶՍǲѫچսۗٓڅѶՍƼ¯ʛɻڀل٦/О٦֦Հۘڂڃٵٌٶم
ՍؾڦڠہҨӘٟ٧ۗҨӘɻ٘ٚم՟ ڀلڠڵؾښٻȋʄِ٘םٟȝ̯ٸ̓چٞۮۗڂـѶՍƼ
(ۯڠؾڽڦؾڬ̹j ̹ۮDB )ۯ٠ٖ٦ַ֤Աٿك٫֏֤̮چˣْۘڂѶՍƼ٦̹
(sandhi) ٧ۗɨͭi( כnatural class) چҮFِٞلڂـҼچلսۗٓڅƼכ٢ِـƼؐ٦ձٟƧО
Ы٣̵ّ٘ۘڂ٠ق٨ۗƥȕ٦ɨͭiכٟ٧٢ۗوħ٦ٖڃ٣Īۮڂʄٛٞۯ٦فٿ٢ګů̹٧ā
ΔЫلٜӠҴ٣Ąٌۗٸ٘ڂѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦Хٟ¯ْۮۯؾًْ→ـٍْۮِۗلِۘ٭ٛڂْ→ڀل
ۯڀل٦فٿ٢̹٦ֻۛʛѡ٧ۗ¯ʛɻƨ̖٣٥ڃڀٌٌٞۘڂـ٣ҨӘɻ٘ٚ ̹مDB ٦
ȝ̯٣Ϯʆֻِ֑٘ ̹ۘڂ֏مDB ٧ƥȕ٦٠ٌ ڄβ ҲٟۗځؿMS Excel ٟȝڃڀٞۘڂـ
 ̹DB ٧ۗӘͽůۗíРůۗǖ̯֦͵٢١٦٘ۘڂ̯ڀلڦؾڬ٠ق٨ْۗۮٛۯڀل٠فـƼچ
̹ DB ٟЇٰڂȔ٧ۗi͵ӘĂۮsuQkaraۯ٣ٿٛٞٹlթӘĂْۮٛۯڀل٣ٿٛٞٹƔȡٟٖۘڂن
ِٖٞۗ٦íРůۮمsurukara; ْۯڀلڂٟۗځؿ/ҵЫ٢ǲƼɩЯ٣Īڃ٨ۗљɗۯڂْۮ٠͍Ν˂
ɗۯڀلۮ٠٣ԁٌَ̈́ڂڃ٠ٹДۘڂفٶњɢ٣ۗэ ٦Ƽ٣ӣْ̣̹ڂ٦i<ЫۛůΰЫ˴Ɗ
ۗٹÆ̯Ҳ٦Ɣȡ̷фǇ˪٦٘ٸ٣ѷڃَוٞ ̹ۘڂـDB ٧ۗڭڹڤ٦ӫĚфۗڦؾڬѷו٦Ö
̮ю٦ձۗڀلǷ٦٠ٌͪۗڄʲ٦٠ ځكMS Excel ٣Ī֮ٛٞˎۘڂـЫ٣٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻم
web ˪ٟûżلٜɨׂЫ٣¯چ̹٫ۓڐڹڭؾۂڠۗفٿڂفŸַ֑ٟ֤ٹٟڂنůɫٟ٦ǂچ
չɉِٞۘڂـ
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Making of "the Japanese sandhi database" for
Japanese learners

Tomoko IKEYAۤSHIRAISHI̎( ۥƯ˙8˄Ʉ¯9θ¯)
Kunihiro KUROKI (̎Ư˙8˄Ʉ¯9θ¯)
Toshihisa TATSUKI (̎Ư˙8˄Ʉ¯9θ¯)

In recent years, an increasing number of learners begin studying Japanese as a result that the
popularity of Japanese cartoons, animations, and movies has grown overseas. However, Japanese used
in creations such as manga includes a large number of special elements as role words and abbreviated
or omitted forms often heard in everyday conversation. They were regarded as non-standard Japanese
and were hardly treated in conventional Japanese language education. Under the circumstances, even
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if the learners tried to understand the dialogue with sandhi “sugē hiyatto sukkara (coz somebody
definitely feels cool)” there is no way to consult a dictionary for the sandhi forms “sugē (very)” and
“sukkara (coz sb does)” by themselves. Japanese creations such as manga have become widespread,
and certain requests from Japanese language learners who would like to understand and acquire
Japanese sandhi are accordingly expected both in Japan and abroad.
Japanese sandhi occurs almost lexically, regardless of whether it reflects natural classes or not. For
example, the learners, in the process of learning Japanese, study the -te-form sandhi such as “totte
(and sb takes)”, based not on the current natural classes but on the past ones, because it occurs
regularly and frequently. However, the learners have to understand and master the irregular sandhi
such as “sugoi → sugē” and “surukara → sukkara” by themselves. For this reason, the presenters
started to create “Japanese sandhi database” (hereinafter referred to as “sandhi DB”), which helps the
learners to study the sandhi. In this poster presentation, the presenters will introduce sandhi DB with
examples from manga and corpus and its usage and usefulness. (Incidentally, the database is currently
in beta version and is made with MS Excel.)
Sandhi DB consists of data of words such as surface forms, underlying forms, and constituents. The
phonological and morphological conditions of sandhi are also input for improving the search accuracy
in the completed version. For example, when consulting the database for the word “sukkara”, users
can search both by the phonetic representation “suQkara” and by the kana notation ْٛڀل. Then,
users can understand also that “sukkara” is derived from “surukara” and is analyzed into ْ ڂand ل
 ڀaccording to common Japanese dictionaries. From the standpoint of the diffusion of software and
the simplicity of data entry, the database is currently based on MS Excel as mentioned above. In the
future we aim to make it available in a format that can be accessed via smartphones, so that Japanese
learners can casually and independently learn the sandhi on the web.
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ѶՍƼڭڠڔګԁ̈́ ۄګڠڞCo-Chu ٦Ҩ٠
ԁ̈́ɝם
Matthew LANIGAN ()ۏڎڍڱڳ
Hiroko YAMAMOTO ( ϟʬѢθ¯)
Tae HOMMA (ϯӵθ¯)

ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗҨӘɻ مڀ2015 ѽڀلҨِٞڂـѶՍƼڭڠڔګԁ̈́ ۄګڠڞCo-Chu ٦֦٠
ۓۋڞؾژۑښƔʰ٦ʆԱچˣْۘڂCo-Chu ٧ؾڦؾۉڸۓښ٣Ŗʆɬ̖ڂؿمٟۗٹɨٟ̑
ʡڠڵؾښچڦؾڬۏگڟێڑ٘ٸkַِ֤ٟٞۗڂنȝ٦ԉ ٢ۓۋڞؾژێڻډںڎڍٟۘڂؿ
Co-Chu ٧۲Build۳۲Import۳۲Edit۳۲Analyze۳٦܀ٜ٦ù҄چ/ٜ٦ڠڋڎڹؾڦۓڋٟȺفٿڂق
٣ڃَۓڋڝڬٞۘڂـ٧ّٸ٣۲Build۳۲Import۳۲Edit۳٦ù҄چȺِ֤ٞچڠڵؾښǖϨْۘڂ
۲Build۳ٟڠڵؾښ٦ͽǖΑ͐Оۗچڦؾڬڦۅڠڵؾښȝِ̯ۗ۲Import۳ٟ٘ٵڭڠڔګ٧ CSV ٟ
ȝِ̯٘ڦؾڬ٦ʄځǵچٶǣۘفʄځǵٶɢ٣٧ UniDicۛMeCab ٣íٝـٞůΰ͵̈́Ě٫ۍڏ
ؾʻֻمɨљٟǣۗمڂڃڅʄځǵٶƹ٣ûӣ̈́٘ـ٦ӢӉٻƽځ٧۲Edit۳ٟʕْ̳ڦؾڬۘڂ
چʄځǵڇٟڠڵؾښkِ٘ƹ٧ۗ۲Analyze۳ùٟ҄ۗƔȡۗӠфۗۓۋڞؾژۑښԁ̈́چǣۘف
ڦؾڬԁٟ̈́٧ۗ"٢ڂƔȡԱ٣ڂٿƇw٦Ӂ«"ۗٻ٢چڦؾڬڂέ˧٣ِٞѡ٘ڃڀƇw
٦Ӂ«٢١ۗӾ̤٦ƇwچӁ«ٌْڂ٠مӢqƃٟۗمڂؿCo-Chu ٟ٧ٌ٦ʪ֦٢ȝņمƔȡӁ
«ù҄٣ٿٛٞӆ˲٣Öό٣ǣۤڂقȰՍΦ 2017ۘۥ
 ٘ٵCo-Chu ٟ٧Ӿ̤٦ٻڭکڢڦؾڬӾ̤٦ƔȡԱ٣ڂٿƇwۗچњ/ ձ٣ʰِוٞӁ«
ٌْڂ٠مٟۘڂنN ̈́ۄۍڗ٠ MI ډښڠ٦ȳʰٹԁ̈́έ˧ͦچڦؾڬξِ٘Ȕ٣ǣف٦ٟۗΛ̮
٦"٢ڂɻ٣چڦؾڬڂٿέ˧٣ِ٘˰ǭۗٹԁ̈́έ˧ɻ٦Λ̮چɉОْڃ٨ۗԦƼԓۗ
ɻԓ٣Ƈwچʰٌڂْו٠مٟۘڂن
ٌ٦فٿ٣ Co-Chu ٟ٧چڦؾڬۏگڟێڑέ˧٣ِٞۗ֡۠٢Ɣȡچԉ ٢ȝٟɳǣٟۘڂن
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗCo-Chu ٟ٦ԁ̈́ם٠ِٞϯǲ̖˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ(CS)٠ѶՍ̖θ¯̵(NS)٦Ȭϝ
ڦؾڬٟۗʚ˂ɗۮۯٿۮ٥ۯ٦Ⱥ֤چԁِ̈́٘Ƈwچˣْۘڂɨԁ٦¯ʛɻ٦چڦؾڬʄځǵڇٟ
ԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٟۗ¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼ٦ɳΰ҇ مٟۗنĺ,٣¶֤ٟۘڂن
6֤ԅƖ
ȰՍ֓Ʉۛˏ̉ǗɄۛՍÝեۛ(ؾۉڞۂ ۓړڰۍ2017) ۄګڠڞڠڵؾښۮCo-Chu ٦ƔȡӁ«
ù҄چȺٛ٘ƗģɝۯםCastel/J2017.
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Development of the Text Analysis System Co-Chu
Matthew LANIGAN ()ۏڎڍڱڳ
Hiroko YAMAMOTO ( ϟʬѢθ¯)
Tae HOMMA (ϯӵθ¯)

In this presentation, we will introduce the Japanese text analysis system Co-Chu which has been in
development since 2015, including techniques for finding collocations. Co-Chu is an easy-to-use web
application designed such that even people without deep technical knowledge can build and analyze
corpora made from original data which they have collected.
Co-Chu incorporates four major functions into single consistent interface: Build, Import, Edit, and
Analyze. A corpus is first created using the Build, Import, and Edit functionality. The Build tools are
used to create the corpus tree structure and define metadata, after which the Import function is used to
process data in text or CSV format. During data import, UniDic and MeCab are used automatically to
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perform morphological analysis and error correction, and the Edit tools can then be used to further
correct any problems noticed after data has been imported. After data is imported and the corpus is
created, the Analyze tools are used for search, frequency, and collocation analysis.
As comparison of multiple searches and comparison of results among multiple data sets are important
in data analysis, Co-Chu allows these valuable comparisons to be performed simply on a single screen
using its Search Comparison feature (Yamamoto, Komori, Homma, & Lanigan, 2017).
N-Gram analysis and MI score calculation are also performed in real time on the selected data set,
allowing for complex comparative analysis of speech patterns among groups of speakers with different
traits such as mother tongue or even speaker-by-speaker comparison.
Using these functions, Co-Chu can be used to perform a wide variety analyses in an easy-to-use
interface. In this presentation, we will present as an example of Co-Chu's analysis tools a comparison
of usage of the sentence-final particles "yo" and "ne" between advanced-level Chinese learners of
Japanese (CS) and Japanese native university students (NS). By using data of one's own students,
teachers can be more aware of the big picture of their students' Japanese usage, making Co-Chu useful
in education.
References
Yamamoto, H., Komori, S., Homma, T., & Lanigan, M. (2017). A case study using the result
comparison feature of the corpus system Co-Chu. In Proceedings of the 7th International Conference
on Computer Assisted Systems For Teaching & Learning Japanese (CASTEL/J).
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ѧɊS ۄګڠڞMOLE-J ٦Ҩ٠ͫ

Tetsuya TOYOTA (̾Ȱ¯9θ¯)
Etsuko TOYODA (ۓۏۀۏۅθ¯)
Tatsuhiko MATSUSHITA (ыİθ¯)
Roger EDGECOMBE ()ڠۓۍؾێڹ

ĺ,ۛ¯ʛÑķ٦ ICT k٣ٿٛٞۙѶՍƼ¯ʛÑķٹθن٢Ԗkً̢چٞۚڂـѶՍƼ¯ʛ٦٘
ٸ٦ e-leaning ۄګڠڞ٦ʣɳ ٻWeb ۓۋڞؾژێڻډ٠ِٞ٦ѧɊSوـمۄګڠڞٜلФıَ
ٌ٘ڃ٠ٵڃٌۙڀلٟ٦ɩˀ6͙ۙٻنվЫ٢ˀ͇٣֯ٓڀ٠ٹƨ̖٦¯ʛÑķٟѶՍƼ٭¯چù
مѡفٿڂڃڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۚΦ٦ƦƼ٣ӁٰٞόƼ٦Ƽؐʻֻ҄ו٦Ǉ˪مѶՍƼ٦ֻ٣ٜ٢
ڂم٠Ǡڃڀقٌٞڂـ٠ۙڀلǄwЫلٜù҄Ы٢ѧɊSمۄګڠڞğڃڀٸٞٵڃٌۚڂـٟ
۠٧ۙΧù҄ѶՍƼѧɊS ۄګڠڞMOLE-J(Multifunctional Online Learning Environment for
Japanese)چҨِٞۚ٘نMOLE-J ٧ۙ ڍڮۓڊڍ٣ѶՍƼچڭڠڔګеځӣيٞڂْږکێږچۓڦۀ
٠ۙƼŔ٦ՠ˳ԪٻÐɠ٦ՠۙÐɠ̯ԁ٠ـٛ٘˳Ԫ٦JօچΧªЫ٣Әɦٟۙ٘ٵۚڂنÌ֤
Әƥ٢١٦Ӿ̤٦ƼŔٟӘƥَٹڂڃ٦ۙٻԅ՚Әƥٌفچ٠ٟõΠ٦ѧɊSۄګڠڞ٠٦Ȁ
ԓk̝چٛٞۙ٘ٵۚڂـѷ˳ڭڠڔګ٘ڃَוԪڠؾڽڦؾڬچ٣Ăڂْ״ùِ҄ۙ֏چѶՍƼ¯ʛ
ɻم١٦فٿ٢Ʀ֥چЇٰ٘٦چلϫٌْ͆ڂ٠٣̖ۙځٿǋϟ҄Ы٢ڨؾۑڻډٟ¯ʛɻ٦ƽځŪ
ǇٻԒ٢١·چǭЫ٣ԁ̈́ۛҨƙٌْڂ٠چչӖ٠ِِٞۙلِۚڂـҨϯ٦ MOLE-J ٦ƼŔϲʰ
ۄڡێڛۏډ٧ۙѷڭڠڔګו٦ϯڀلȈٹЉـӘƥِ͕چٞƼŔچϲʰْۙٸ٘ڂӵԁЫ٣ƼŔ
٦ϲʰمٟنٞـ٢ٌـ٠لڅمٖٛ٘ۚ٦٘ۙٸÌ֤Әƥٻԅ՚Әƥفچ٣٧Ƨٌٖۚڂؿمٟۙ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۙѷِ٘וѶՍƼڭڠڔګ٦ƼŔϲʰچۄڡێڛۏډҩՍЫ٣ƙЋِۙƼŔϲʰ٦̷ф
چǇ˪َٔڂԱچФْۚڂŘάЫ٣٧ۙȈٹЉـӘƥڂْ͕ڀل٦ٟ٧٢ۙوůΰ͵֤̈́چ
ـٞȈٹȑـلůΰ͵٦ϛٵٟѶՍƼچڭڠڔګԁٌِۙڀڃ٦ůΰ͵چƇǭَٔٞوـХ
ٟƼŔچϲʰٌْۚڂ٦ב٣ٿٛٞۙMOLE-J ٦ƼŔϲʰ٦̷фمǫٵٌٛ٘٠چԪǱْۚڂ
MOLE-J ٧ۙ ̖ǋϟ҄Ы٢چڨؾۑڻډȋٌِ֤ٞڂـ٠ۙڀلΧو٦¯ʛɻٌڂַْ֤م٠٣ٿٛ
ٞۙMOLE-J ٦ٖۄګڠڞ٦ٹ٦مǔَ̈¯ۙڃʛɻƨ̖٣Ьǭِ٘ٯۄګڠڞ٠̯Љٌْڂ٠چé
ِ̝ٞۚڂـ
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The Development and Improvement of
Multifunctional Online Learning Environment for
Reading Japanese

Tetsuya TOYOTA (̾Ȱ¯9θ¯)
Etsuko TOYODA (ۓۏۀۏۅθ¯)
Tatsuhiko MATSUSHITA (ыİθ¯)
Roger EDGECOMBE ()ڠۓۍؾێڹ

Due to the informationization of educational and learning environment, the Japanese language
learning environment has undergone major changes. Because of the enhancement of the e-leaning
system for learning Japanese and the provision of some reading comprehension support system as a
Web application, learners got the opportunity to learn Japanese language in personal environment
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without depending on professional books. Especially, since it is considered that improving the
vocabulary processing ability of words leads to understanding of Japanese as compared with other
languages, an effective and functional reading comprehension support system is required. So far, we
have developed Multifunctional Japanese Reading Support System MOLE-J (Multifunctional Online
Learning Environment for Japanese). MOLE-J can display English translation of information such as
semantic information of words, meaning of kanji, kanji component, etc. by pasting Japanese text on
window and clicking button. Also, we are trying to distinguish it from existing reading comprehension
support system by dealing with expressions expressed in multiple words/phrases such as idiomatic
expressions and expression of sentence end. In addition, by accumulating in the database what kind of
words the Japanese learner examined, it has the function to record the input text information in the
database, thereby improving learner's error tendency and habit by artificial intelligent approach The
purpose is to analyze and discover comprehensively. However, the word extracting algorithm of
MOLE-J under development seems to extract words and phrases partially because it extracts
words/phrases with the longest priority in the input text. Therefore, there are limits to dealing with
idiomatic expression and end-of-sentence expression. Therefore, in this research, we will drastically
review the word extraction algorithm of input text and propose a method to improve accuracy of word
extraction. Specifically, rather than giving priority to the longest representation, we decompose
Japanese text up to the finest morpheme stage using morphological analysis, and extract phrases in the
process of combining these morphemes. We report that this improvement improves the accuracy of
extracting the phrase of MOLE-J. Because MOLE-J employs an artificial intelligent approach, many
learners use it to update the system itself of MOLE-J and grow into a system suitable for individual
learner is intended.
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ѶՍƼٿك٫ϯǲƼ¯ʛɻÝ٦
E ۄڬۓڦ٣ڂيكЦ̳ږکڴڮؾڊڹ

Kumiko MORIYA (ыİǲƼθ¯θ¯9ҜɀƹöХ)
Chunchen LIN (ыİǲƼθ¯)

ڭکڱؾڦۓڋ٦Ҩυ٣ҫٛٞ¯ʛɻمɨ׀Ы٣¯٫ۗչӖƦƼچԦƼ٠ِۗɨ̑٦ԦƼ¯چʛ
ْ¯ڂʛɻ٠ԀֻЫ٢Į־٣چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٓڀڅللǣٌف٠مq҄٠٢ِِٛ٘ۘل٢ڀم
΅Ʒ٣¯ʛْڂXƿׄ٣٧ۮԦƼɻٟؿٛ٘٠ِٞٹĺيڅڂڃڀقٟ٧٢ۮۯـѲƦƼȺ֤٦
ۯڠۓۍڴ٢١٦κзمΠȕْڀڃٖۘڂ٦κз٣έْڂɊSچǣ¯ۗـʛɻلڡؾۄڠمٜ
ǄwЫ٣Φ٦¯ʛɻٸ٘٭¯ڀل٦ۄګڠڞǖϨچǣٌف٠ٟۗĺɱ٦ϯ٣٠١ڀٵ٢¯ـʛɻ٦
ɨ׀Ы٢¯ʛ٦˂ي٠٢ڂ٠ǠۘڂقՍɳͥ٧ۗE ۄڬۓڦ٣¯ڂيكʛɻÝ٦Ц̳ږکڴڮؾڊڹ
ɊS٦٘ٸ٦íͳЫ٢ƗģٟۘڂؿѶՍٟϯǲƼ¯٭¯چʛɻ٠ϯǲٟѶՍƼ¯٭¯چʛɻ 2 Ͷ
˪ڭکڱؾڦۓڋمٟǣٛ٘ E ۄڬۓڦ٣ٜـٞɳͥԪǱچǣۗـЦ̳ږکڴڮؾڊڹ٦Ա٠ٖڃ٣
έْ¯ڂʛɻ٦Ѻɬٿك٫ԖkچĂʲْۘڂՍɳٟͥ٧ɨƭˣچǣٛ٘ؿ٠ۗږکڸڭ٣ٜـٞګ
٘ٵڭکۇڨڭڠڔ٧i̹ڭکۇڨٟچǣٖۗـ٦ƹѫ֝٣ٜـٞȝԅچˀٖۗن٦ȝԅ٣ٜـٞ
΅Ʒ٣Ц̳چǣفٿف٣ɉɦچǣٛ٘ۘ¯ʛɻÝ٦ѶϯƦƼ٣ڂٿ٦ڗۑ٠¯ʛɻمĂʲِ
٘Ц̳ͪٿك٫Ц̳ƹ٦ȝԅڦؾڬچ٠ِۗBower  ۺKawaguchi (2011)چȯǠ٠ِٞЦ̳ڴڮؾڊڹ
ږک٦ʈٿكכ٫چדԁِ̈́٘ۘۗ٘ٵɳͥƹ٣¯ʛɻٿك٫ԦƼɻ٠ِٞ٦Ц̳ږکڴڮؾڊڹ٣
έْڂǠق٠ٖ٦Ԗk٣ٜـٞɲսɓЇȁ٠ҭǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋǣٛ٘ۘԁ̈́٦Ƈwۗکڸڭ
ږ٣Þْڭکۇڨڂɢ٣٧ؾۍڏ٣έْڂՠƿ˛ځٵؿمǣڃڅ٢لٛ٘/ۗȝԅ٣έِٞ
٧¶Ҩ٢Ц̳مږکڴڮؾڊڹǣڃڅٌٞ٘ـ٠مիلڀ٠٢ٛ٘ۘۗ٘ٵi̹ɢ٣٧ږکڸڭ
ٿك٫ȝԅږکڎڨɢ٣ـكَٞٵُٵ٢Ա٣ٿٛٞمږکڴڮؾڊڹǣڃڅٞۘ٘ـɳͥ
ƹ٦ɲսɓЇȁٿك٫ؾۉڷڦۓڋٟ٧ۗȯpɻ٧¯ʛɻ٠ِٞ٧چؾۍڏɉЩَم٘ڃٛٞ٘ـ
/ٟۗԦƼɻ٠ِٞ٧٦Ϛ͓چҨ̵َٔ٢ٌـ٠چɬِٞ٘ـ٠ʲٰۗ¯ʛɻ٠ԦƼɻ٠
ِٞ٦ɬ٦'مـիلڀ٠٢ٖٛ٘ۘڃ٠њɢ٣ۗكƷـ٦ږکڴڮؾڊڹԱـٿڀل٠Ëّٹڂ
٦٣ٜـٞʄځѷڃٞɳɋٌِٞ٘ـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ¯ۗ٘ٵʛɻ٧ʃ٣چۓڐڹڭؾۂڠВِٞƿׄ
چǣٌٛ٘٠ۗڭکۇڨڭڠڔګ٣٧ӢԜچËٌّٞ٘ـ٠مիلڀ٠٢ٛ٘ۘ
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Corrective feedback in eTandem between Japanese and
Chinese learners

Kumiko MORIYA (ыİǲƼθ¯θ¯9ҜɀƹöХ)
Chunchen LIN (ыİǲƼθ¯)

This paper is a report on corrective feedback during E-tandem session in which Japanese and Chinese
learners collaborate via Internet to improve their target language. The participants were paired and each
pair was asked to communicate using text and voice messages in a chat session and write a summary
about what previously discussed. After that, they had reading session on their compositions. The
participants were also requested to give corrective feedback to their partner during the online
communication session. Results of questionnaires show that the participants found various difficulties
in giving corrective feedback both in text and voiced chat. Their conversation logs show that their
written feedback was mainly provided during reading session and that their oral one was given in both
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sessions. Moreover, it is clear that they have learned how to produce more effective feedbacks in the
online communication process.
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ڠڵؾښ٣ھڭۂڲڑڂيك٦
ۓۋڞؾژۑښ٣Þْڂ۵ǠȦ
—ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچӁ«ِٞ۵

Yuchen CHEN (ǍчɅׂθ¯)

ٌٵڃٟۗھڭۂڲڑѶՍƼĺ,٦ϯٟӺǍوƗģَڃٞقםۘ٘ن٨ۗĺȖ֤٦Ƽؐ٦ͦОٻѐ
Ƽ˪٦ѣϾ٢١٣ÞْڂƗģمӾ̤ٖۘڂؿ٦فٚۗѐƼЫѣϾ٣Þِٞ٧ۗƹ͍̯ԁ٠ù҄٣ٜ
ـٞٻƹΝ˟׃٣٧իلڀ٣َڃٞھڭۂڲڑۗمڂـ٦ۓۋڞؾژۑښ٣ÞْڂƗģ٧ۤ2013ۥ٧
ْۮٛچۯځنϯ̅٠ِٞǠȦِ٘ٵـۗمٙƗģمː٢ۗوȷَ٘ڃκ٦/ٜ٠٢ٛٞۘڂـϯٟۗٹ
ѶՍƼԦƼɻڠڵؾښ٠ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻڠڵؾښ٦ـ֤چٞھڭۂڲڑ٦چۓۋڞؾژۑښӁ
«ِ٘Ɨģ٧ۗÕƙ٦Ƨٵځٙ٢ٌٖۘـٌٟ٦Ɨģٟ٧ۗԦƼɻ٠¯ ʛɻ٦ھڭۂڲڑ٦ژۑښ
ڃٗڃٖۓۋڞؾ٦Ⱥ֤چӁ«ِۗԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٟٖڃٗڃ٦ѣϾچիٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
Ȯ˪ۤ2006ۥٟ٧ѶՍƼĺ,٦٘ٸ٦íՍھڭۂڲڑ٦ͦОمǣۗڃڅ70 Ƽ٦مھڭۂ ڲڑə
٠ِٞФɦَۗم٘ڃՍƗģٟ٧ٌ٦ 70 ƼچƗģέ˧٠ْۘڂȺْ֤ڠڵؾښڂ٦فٚۗ ԦƼɻ
٦ڠڵؾښ٧۰ѶՍƼِƦ֥ڠڵؾښ۱ِٖۗچٞѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ڠ ڵؾښ٧۰KY ڠڵؾښ۱٠
۰BTSJ ٣ڂٿѶՍƼِƦ֥ڠڵؾښ۱٦ϯ٦¯ʛɻ٦ ӵԁڃٗڃٖچȺْ֤˪ۘڂٟФ
ɦِ٘ڠڵؾښ٦ϯٟۗ70 Ƽ٦ ھڭۂڲڑ٣ٜـٖٞۗڃٗڃ٦چۓۋڞؾژۑښʐʡِ٘قفٟۗӜ
ɗٍ٠٣ԁِٖۗכ٦Ƈwٹچ٠٣ԦƼɻ٠¯ʛɻ٦Ⱥ֤ɳΰچԁِ̈́٘ۘ
ھڭۂڲڑ٠ĳĄْۓۋڞؾژۑښڂ٧ۮљɗمۯȈٹΧۗوԦƼɻڠڵؾښ٧ 77۹ٸ͗چٞۘڂـ
۰KY۱77۹ٸ͗چٞـٞۗ۰BTSJ ۱٧ 78۹ٟ[ۘڂؿΤۤ2008ۥ٣٧ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻٯ٦ھڭۂڲڑ٦
ɉќ٦Ȕ٣ĳĄْڂљɗچ/ʾ٣ĺٌڂق٠مʪ֦ٟڂؿ٠فـɉЩٌۗمڂڃڀٶم٦Їȁٟի
لڀ٣٢ٛ٘¯ʛɻ٦Ⱥ֤ɳΰ٧ٌ٦ɉЩ٠ּچӣٹڂي٦٠Ǡھڭۂڲڑۘڂڃڀق٠/ҵ٣ Ӹɗ
٠٦Ƈ٫ٜن٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٣٧ƙэ٘ڀ٢ۗمـԦƼɻٟ٧ǫـӠфٟ ʰƥٌْڂ٠مիلڀ٣٢
ْٛ٘ۘ٢څٚۗԦƼɻ٧ۗچھڭۂڲڑӸɗЫ٣ŢځȺْ֤ڂ٠فـѣϾڂىڂىۜםۤڂڃڀٶم
ٌۘۥڂڂىڂى٦Ƈwچєِ٘فٌۗقٵԦƼɻ٦ѣϾ٣ٜـٞۗ¯ʛɻ٣έِɉќْٰنٟؿ
لڂ٠فـз٣ٜـٞٹƔѓْۘڂ
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A Study on Collocation of Onomatopoeia in Corpus Comparing Japanese native speakers and Japanese
learners-

Yuchen CHEN (ǍчɅׂθ¯)

It has been studied widely in the onomatopoeia and the Japanese-language education up to now. For
example selection of vocabulary for teaching materials and a study about the feature on the syntax,
more than one, I have that. Since it's concerned with the syntactic feature shortly, about a nochisetsu
ingredient and the function and, it's made following abbreviation clearly, Sou (2013) "sukkiri" for a
study about a collocation of an onomatopoeia, it was considered as the center, but it's one of the
problems for which a study was still left little. As far as it's narrow view, the study with which a
collocation of an onomatopoeia was also compared using both of a Japanese native speaker corpus and
a Japanese learner corpus at the inside isn't yet. So I have for my object to elucidate the respective
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features by comparing use of each collocation of learner's onomatopoeia with a native speaker by this
study and analyzing.
Then a basic onomatopoeia for Japanese-language education was selected, and 70 onomatopoeias
were shown as a tentative plan, but Mikami (2006) makes these 70 words a subject of research by this
research. A corpus of used over corpus and mother tongue speaker, "Japanese spoken language corpus",
and a corpus of a Japanese learner uses learner's conversation part in "KY Corpus" and "Japanese
spoken language corpus by BTSJ" respectively. After collecting the respective collocations about 70
onomatopoeias in the corpus shown above, it's classified every part of speech, the result, and, the use
reality of the mother tongue speaker and the learner was analyzed.
There are "verbs" for the collocation concurrent with an onomatopoeia, and a mother tongue speaker
corpus accounts for 77%. "KY" "BTSJ" accounts for 77%, and is 78%. The comment that it's important
to tell the verb concurrent in case of guidance of an onomatopoeia to a Japanese learner to Okumura
(2008) together is seen, but I can think the use reality of the learner who became clear lines one this
comment with this investigation. The relation with the adverb wasn't generally found for a learner with
an onomatopoeia, but it became clear that I appear by the high frequency by a mother tongue speaker.
Or a mother tongue speaker can reel an onomatopoeia like an adverb and see the used feature (Example:
gurugurugurugurumawaru.) It's based on this result and a point whether to guide in the feature of such
mother tongue speaker to a learner is also considered.
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Ʀ֥٦ԑځˬچNقٞέٹڂڃٵ̵ڀل٦
۵ΧƦƼۛΧԅkkْ¯ˏڂǕ٣ۮڂيكɄ١ٹ
ۯۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۏڱڵ٦Ǆw۵
Yukari HASHIMOTO (_ӝǲׂθ¯)
Hiromi KUBOTSU (_ӝɅׂѯđйˏ¯Ǖ)
Ӿ̤٦ƦƼԅkمĳΠْ`ڂʔٟ٧ĺ,Աڇ̓ٹٟۗمڂـѶՍٟ٧ŏѽǲ̖مĞΎِۗ
Оِ٘ɺ٣Ǉيٞ֡۠٢սκ٣έʻٌْڂ٠مĒŎ٦κ٠٢ٛٞۘڂـѽːɻĺ,٣ٜـٞ
٧ƦƼٻĺu¯ʛۗĺ4̯֨٣ÞْڂƗģۤئђӝй 2011 юۗمڂؿمۥԅkՐȩ٣˝зچэٞ
٘Ɨģ٧Õƙ٦Ƨځː٢ۘـJǲ#զچЇȁِ٘ǽĘÝۤ2007ۥ٧ՍɲЫ٢ٹ٦٧Ԗځڅ٣ووٞٹ
"ԅk͍˿٣ځٿԖْ֝ڂԅkڂؿٹ٠ɉЩِٞۘڂـĻՍۤ2004ۥ٧ʌѷڃΓڊګێۋڟۂ٦ѶՍ
̖ɟџ٠ڊګێڲڋۂ٦ǲ̖ɟџمƷـ٦ԦƼٻԅkچϟٌڂ٠ٟԖٌِ֝٘٠چԪǱِٞۘڂـ
ٌٖٟՍƗģ٧¯Ǖƥ˰٦ԅkՐȩ٣˝зچэٞٞƄȠچϐٌڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ɟџÝ٦ՐȩمѶ˲Ы٣ ڂڃڀٶM ˏ¯Ǖ٧̖ƕ٣ѣkِ٘ʄͶچǣٛٞۗم٘ن2016 ѽڀل
έچʪɖِɄ١چۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۏڱڵٹȆِ٘ۘњǕ٧ǲ̖ɟџمք 6 ´٣υِۗϯǲ
چϯ̅٣ 15 لǲ٣źۘڂمɣ٦ 2016 ѽф٠ 2017 ѽф٦چۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬƗģέ˧٠ِ٘ۘ
A. 2016 ѽф۰ڇٶ٢٠٠ٹ٣¯٫ Ɉچـиقǭفك۱ ڭڠێڱڵ5ۗ6 ѽ 9 թۤϯǲ 4 թ/ۓڸێڊڹ
1 թ/ѶՍ 4 թͮۥǕɟџۤ1 ѽ-6 ѽ 743 թۥ
B. 2017 ѽф۰Ʀ֥ڀلڅم٢وٞك ٹƷمـԁځلǭٸ٘ف٣۱ ڭڠێڱڵ4-6 ѽ 11 թۤϯǲ 3
թ/ ۓڸێڊڹ1 թ/ѶՍ 7 թͮۥǕɟџۤ1 ѽ-6 ѽ 745 թۥ
Ɨģκ٧ۗ1) ǲ̖ɟџ٦սκچի¨٣ْۗڂ2) ď٦Ǆwچիلڀ٣ْۗڂ٠ِۗ①ڠێڱڵ
ڭ٦ɝͪΪǭٔ٠эѶ٦ƙۗ②Іʝ٦ƙۗ③̇Ԛځ٣ڂڃڀٶɝͪɝƹ٦ԖkچɲЫ٣ԁ̈́
ِ٘ۘ
ƇwۗѶՍ̖٠ǲ̖ɟџ"م٢˰ׂڂٟԮڂقսκمѺɬَۗڃĳ֏k٠ѫ˟Β̓٦Ǆwم
ۤ٘ڃڀٶƙۮםǷٵٟӅيٞ٘ي١ۗٵْٛى٣Ǉنǭٛٞۘۥۯـ٘نـɟџڀل٧սκƄ٣Ǉ
يٞۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦Řά٦Фم٢َۗڃΧƦƼΧԅkÑķٌٖٙڀلѡٹڂڃڀ٦ٯ٦ûӣ
٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀٶمنѶՍ̖ǲ̖ɟџ٠ـٛ٘ 2 ǩέׂ٦ǖ̝ٙيٟ٢ۗوǲ̖ڊګێۋڟۂ٦ϯ
٣ԩَ͎ڊګێڲڋۂ٘ڃ٦Πȕ٠ҽڀ٦Ԯڂقѣ"٢սκٹիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘսκ٦ΧƠЫلٜӾ
Ȭ٢֡΅مӬل٫˪مٛ٘ۘɄ١ۓۋڞکڒڠڊڬۏڱڵٹ٦Ǆw٧̩ԉ٣ǇيٞѶՍ٦ٶ
٢ٓڀ٦ѽːɻĺ,٣ٹɦǾٹڂق֚چ٦٠Ǡۘڂق
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Enhancement in Communication by Overcoming
Language Barrier -Effects of “Children’s Panel
Discussion” in Rapidly Diversifying Multicultural
Elementary Education Environment-

Yukari HASHIMOTO (_ӝǲׂθ¯)
Hiromi KUBOTSU (_ӝɅׂѯđйˏ¯Ǖ)

The educational system and teaching methods are advanced in Europe where multiple cultures coexist,
but in Japan, where the number of foreigners has rapidly increased in recent years, coping with various
problems associated with this increase towards maintaining a stable society has become an urgent issue.
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Research on language, subject learning, and teacher training (Hamada and Saito 2011 etc.) has been
done for primary education, but only a few studies exist that focus on cultural friction. Sakuma (2007),
whose research focused on British immigrants, pointed out that there are some cultures that change with
cross-cultural contact, even though the essential aspects of a culture are difficult to change. Hashimoto
(2004) reported that Japanese children, who are the majority, and foreign children, the minority, have
transformed by learning about one another’s languages and cultures. This research aims to explore
solutions by focusing on cultural friction in schools.
At M elementary school where cultural friction amongst the students is seen on a daily basis, efforts
had previously been made focusing on human rights, but in 2016, focus was shifted to place emphasis
on open conversation and discussion with the launch of "children’s panel discussion.” The school has
approximately 60% foreign students from 15 countries, the majority of foreign students being from
China. Panel discussions for the year 2016 and 2017 were studied as follows:
A. 2016 "Let's Learn and Chat Together"
9 panelists in Grade 5 & 6 (4 from China / 1 from Philippines / 4 from Japan), audience: all students
(743 students Grade 1-6)
B. 2017 "Understanding Each Other Without a Common Language"
11 panelists in Grade 4-6 (3 from China / 1 from Philippines/7 from Japan), audience: all students
(745 students Grade1-6)
The objectives were 1) to clarify the concerns and issues foreign students have, and 2) to clarify the
effect of the panel discussion.
The research methods were to qualitatively analyze the changes in 1) the panelist's opinion during
the preliminary meeting and on the day of the panel discussion, 2) the audience’s opinion, and 3)
discussion after the panel.
As a result of the panel discussion, it was made clear that Japanese and foreign students each have
their own separate concerns. Openly discussing and admitting these issues encouraged students to speak
and reflect outwardly and introspectively. Sample opinion: "I have avoided talking about it up to now,
but now I want to face it straight on." Students made specific suggestions for methods of
communication toward problem solving and recognized that there are benefits that exist because of
being in a multilingual, multicultural environment. Moreover, not only did issues between Japanese
and foreign students become clear, but also the existence of issues amongst the foreign students
themselves, between the foreign majority and minority students were revealed. The depth and
complexity of the issues were discovered. The positive outcome of the "children’s panel discussion"
will give hints toward world peace, not only for the education of Japanese students, but also for foreign
students learning Japanese.
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ǲ̖ɟџ٦ۮƙԅچǖْ̯ۯוڂ٦Ҩυ
۵ˏ¯ 6 ѽ̵٦ȝԅ٦ԁ̈́چВِٞ۵

Masae SUGAHARA (ыİ¯Žθ¯ǲȔĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
Hiromi SAITO (ыİ¯Žθ¯)

ѶՍǲѫٟٹӾ̤ƦƼÑķٟ̯,ْڂɄ١مٹΎpِٞڀڃلۗمڂـ٦ؾڞۍګێ٦Ҩυمĺ
,κ٠٢ٛٞۘڂـՍЇȁٟ٧ۗȝԅ٦ԁ̈́چВِٞۗѶՍ̵ۛڃٵ,ٚۤ֜ːö֮Ѷچäۥٷ٦
ǲ̖ɟџمѶՍƼٟۮƙԅچǖْ̯ۯוڂ٦Ҩυچƙۘڂ
͒ѡ̮٦ǫـƙԅ٧ۗʃϼ٠ٖ̳چڃэkْٸ٘ڂ٦ֻ֑٣pۗقҮ٣ٹƦĚْڂǖ̯ٹچ
ٜ٠ۤفـWolfe.et al.,2009̨ۘۥơΦۤ2017ۥ٦Їȁٟ٧ۗˏ¯܀ۛۿѽ̵٦ǲ̖ɟџ٠ѶՍ̖ɟџ
٦ƙԅچӁ«ԁِ̈́ۗ܀ѽ̵٦ѶՍ̖ɟџ٧ۗ/Ú̮٠Әƥו٣κٸ٘ڂؿم٣ۗۮҮۯ
͒مѡ̮٣ïِ֚ٞـ٢ٌـ٠مɦَۘ٘ڃՍƗģٟ٧ۗњ֡٣Ү٣Ϯչْۗمڂέ˧ چ6 ѽ̵٠
ِۗۮƙԅچǖْ̯ۯוڂ٦ҨυچĂʲٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ȝԅ٧ۗǆїٟ۰͕́چ٢ڇٶۗمفٲِ٘و٢م١٦ٟ́فٿڂٓٽچ́ۗٹ٣٢ڂ۱٠فـǠق
٣έْڂƙۗچ3 ٜ٦ֻ֑چгقٞˀفٿو٣ɉɦَڃٞǣٹ٘ڃڅ٦ٟۘڂؿԁ̈́έ˧٦ƙԅ
٧ 57 Ɗۤǲ̖ɟџ 27 ƊۗѶՍ̖ɟџ 30 ƊۥٟۮۘڂؿҮۯ٦֏ը٠ֻǖ̯٦/Ú̮چԁ̈́
ِۗѶՍ̖ɟџ٠٦Ӂ«چВِٖٞ٦Ҩυ˪٦ѣ̮چԁْ̈́ۘڂȝԅ 1 Ɗٍ٠٣ۗҮ٦֏ըۤҮέ
٦˰ǭ٧˪Ăɉɦԅ٦۰ ۱ӵԁٯ٦Ү٦֏ըۥ٣ϴչِٞǖ̯چԁِ̈́٘ۘ
ƙٯ٦ȵҼ٧ۗǲ̖ɟџ٧ȵ̯ 3 ƊۗҮέ 24 ƊۗѶՍ̖ɟџ٧ȵ̯ 3 ƊۗҮέ 27 Ɗٟؿ
ٛ٘ۘҮمƙ٘ڃڀ٦٧ǲ̖ɟџ 20 ƊۗѶՍ̖ɟџ 24 Ɗٟؿٖٛ٘ۘ٦ѫۗҮέ٦ׂ˰ٟۗɉ
ɦԅ٦Թзӵٯ٦Үچäٷǖ̯ٹچٜȝԅۗمǲ̖٣ 10 Ɗۤ50۹ۗۥѶՍ̖٣ 18 Ɗۤ75%ۥ٠ۗ
/О̤ƙۘ٘ڃڀ۰ ۱ӵٯ٦Ү٧͒ѡ̮٣ـكٞƄОЫ٢ՠٹچٛٞۗځكWolfe مƦ͒فѡ
Ы٢ďچǖْ̯וڂ٣٧'ڂؿمـ٠Ʀ٘ۘڂقِٙۗڃٓـ٦ڻؾۏڗ٣ۗٹҮ٦ʲٰͪم
ƹ٦ԅդ٣ǭۗٓڅōمВڀ٢ٹـ٦ٹƙ͒ۗڃڀѡ̮٣٧ǖ̯٦ٶ٢ٓڀӘƥْمוڂθونE
łِٞڂـ٠Ǡٌۘڂقڀق٦з٧̨ơΦمϯ¯ѽ٦ɟџ٣ÞِٞЇȁِ٘Ƈw٠ĳВِٞۗځكѶ
ՍƼɉќ٣ڂيكκ٠Ʀۘفٿق
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How do foreign children construct arguments on their
opinion essays?

Masae SUGAHARA (ыİ¯Žθ¯ǲȔĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
Hiromi SAITO (ыİ¯Žθ¯)

In Japan, children grow up in a multi-language environment are increasing. The development of their
literacy has become an educational issue. This study examines the development of foreign children’s
competency in constructing arguments in Japanese through analyzing opinion essays as one aspect of
literacy development. Foreign children targeted in this study are mainly born and brought up in Japan,
therefore have been educated in Japanese school system.
The highly persuasive opinion essay contains counterargument, in addition to one’s assertion and
statements to justify it (Wolfe.et al.,2009). Sugahara and others (2017) compared opinion essays written
by foreign and Japanese children in their 3rd and 4th grade of elementally school and found out that
apart from Japanese 4th graders, counterarguments in their essays did not contribute to persuasiveness
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because of the problems of consistency and expressive skills. In this study, counterarguments in 6th
graders’ essays were examined to describe foreign children’s competency in constructing arguments.
Children were instructed orally to write their opinions on the statement ‘Abolition of the priority
seats make people vacate their seats for someone who need it.’, accompanied with 3 reasons. 57 essays
(27 foreign children and 30 Japanese children) were analyzed from the existence of "counterargument",
especially the direct rebuttal to the statement, and the consistency of logical structure. Then describe
foreign children’s developmental characteristics through comparisons with Japanese children.
In foreign children, 3 agreed with the abolition of the priority seats and 24 were against it. 3 Japanese
children agreed and 27 against it. 20 foreign and 24 Japanese children’s essays contain counterargument.
In that, essays including the direct rebuttal to the statement was 10 (50%) for foreigners, and 18 (75%)
to the Japanese. It seems that there is a difference in ability of constructing a persuasive discussion
between foreign and Japanese children. However, there were some essays which the way of describing
rebuttal is not suitable for the context and the result the argument was not logical. The persuasive essay
requires not only the ability to construct the sentences but also the ability to express exactly what they
meant. This point is common to the results of previous study on 3rd and 4th graders, and it can be said
that it is a task in teaching Japanese to young learners.
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ǂĳ̮٦Ùз٘ٶڀلОʢǲ̖٦٘ٸ٦
ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكκ
―̿bƘٟ٦ 2 ٜ٦ĺ,ɳͥםچ٣―

Nozomi SHIKINAMI (1йθ¯θ¯9ѶՍƼĺ,ƗģuҜɀƹöХ)

ۮǂĳۯ٠فـƦ֥٧ۮǂĳƿВùÞۮۯǂĳۯڠڷؾڜ٢١̖ۗ۠٦̵¶٣̋وǺȀْٹ٦ٟڂؿ
ٌۗم٦ѾمѶՍƼĺ,٦ԁց٣ـكٞƙفٿڂڃڀ٣٢ٛ٘٦٧Ȉŏ٦ٌ٠ٟۗځؿѶՍƼĺ,
٣ڂيكǂĳ̮٦ď٧Ɂٵٛ٘٨ځلٟۤڂؿr̤ 2011͚ۗ˪ 2016 ٢١ۘۥ/ۗѶՍǲѫ٦О
ʢǲ̖٦˵ļ٣չچǇڂي٠ۗѶՍƼĺ,٧θن٢κ٠ِٞƼۮۗڃڀОʢǲ̖ٯ٦ѶՍƼ
ĺ,٧ǂЫ٢ڠڷؾڜٟنٰڂؿ٢٦ۯل٠فـď٧Ƅِِٞ̈ٹـ٦ٟ٧٢ۘـɺ٦˳̭ٻ
Ϡ+٦ڡؾڰ٣]قٞ٘نϠ+ѶՍƼĺ,٦Ӑ֦̮٣ٜـٞ٦Ѻɬ٧ѶՍƼĺ,Þũɻٿك٫
Ϡ+٦ǣ̰Þũɻ٦Ýٟĳ֏َڃٞٹڂـ٦٦ۗƥ˰٦ɳͥɻمƗģ٠ِٞҨٌْ̂ڂ٠مѱِ
ۘـ
ՍƗģٟʄ̿ڂً˪ځbƘӝ˙Ʌ٧ۮǲ̖ʡʢтɅďۯ٦4тɅٟۗځؿΧو٦Оʢ
ǲ̖مԥِۗڀјوϠ+ٟئۘڂؿђۤ2000ۥ٧ǂĳ̮٦ՠۮچofficialۮۯcommonۮۯopenۯ٦ 3 ٜ٣
ԁيٞۗمڂـՍƗģٟ٧Ϡ+ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكǂĳ̮ٖم٦ɳͥ٦ůΰٻչЫ٣ٿٛٞ"٢
ٌڂ٠چիلڀ٣ْۘڂŘάЫ٣٧ۗ̿bƘӝ˙Ʌ٦ӝ˙Ʌǲ̖¯ʛɊSڭږڎڟۑڻمؾڦۓڢ
ږؾےůɫٟǣۮفɳͥۤۯڠۍږӝ˙Ʌǲ̖ɊSۥؾڦۓڢ٠ۗОʢǲ̖مɨԁٻɺ٣ٜـ
ٞƼٌڂ٠چչЫ٠ِ٘ۮԝĸۤۯӪ ױ2017ۥ٦ 2 ٜ٦ɳͥ ①ۗچɳͥچʄځÃوǖΑ② ɳͥ٦չ
Ы③ ɳͥ٦Ա٦ 3 з٣ٜـٞӁ«ِۗɳͥ٣Әۮڂڃǂĳ̮چۯǠȦِْٖۘڂٞۗǂĳ̮٦Ùз
ڀلϠ+ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكɳͥ٦κ٠q̮҄چʲٰۘڂ
ئђʸ/ۤ2000ۥ۰ɈǠ٦ ډڊګۓۑڹǂĳ̮۱ç҉ˀв
Ӫױ٦ٗۤٶ2017ۮۥϠ+ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكОʢǲ̖٦Ζقچսۮ―فսκƄŭĺ,ۯ
٦əچٶВِٞ―ۯ,۰1йѶՍƼĺ,¯۱ι 23 Ǭ, 93-100
r̤ˊӌۤ2011ۥ۰ۓۋڞؾڣێڴؾۑڗ٠ѶՍƼĺ,̰Ƞ:ڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٠ڊګێڜؾڴڰۊ٦
΅ǯڀلǂĳ̮ٯ٦ʐؘ۱
͚˪-֖ۤ2016ۮۥ۰ǂĳѶՍƼĺ,¯۱ǖϨ٦ՠ ۵ɳͥ٦¯٦ɖзۯ―ڀل۰1йѶՍ
Ƽĺ,¯۱20, pp.33-47
ӝ˙Ʌǲ̖ɊSۣؾڦۓڢǥȄ٦֘О http://www.hi-hice.jp/u-toc/class.php
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Problems in Japanese Education for Immigrants
from the Viewpoint of Publicness :Cases of Japanese
Educational Practice in Shizuoka prefecture

Nozomi SHIKINAMI (1йθ¯θ¯9ѶՍƼĺ,ƗģuҜɀƹöХ)

This study examines the Publicness of two forms of educational practice conducted in Hamamatsu
city, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan. Hamamatsu city is a member of The Committee for Localities with a
Concentrated Foreigner Population (Gaikokujin Shuju Toshi Kaigi), where twenty thousand (20,000)
foreign residents dwell.
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The term “public” can be found frequently in our daily life, such as public transportation and public
service. However, it has started to be discussed in the domain of Japanese education only recently (r
̤ 2012, ͚˪ 2016). Meanwhile, Japanese education for foreign residents has been raised as a social
issue in society, with the question of “Should Japanese education for them be a social service?”, which
is not a new theme. The necessity of “local based Japanese education (Chiiki Nihongo Kyoiku)” has
been discussed and shared among staff in local government and Japanese educators; but, those educators
haven’t been able to publicly share their practice and theory.
Saito has categorized the notion of “public” into three; official, common, open (ئђ 2000). This
study will also show the publicness varies greatly depending on the purpose or the method of the
educational practice. Specifically, a class conducted by Hamamatsu Foundation for International
Communication and Exchange(HICE) and a practice of study group (benkyo-kai) explained in the paper
by Shikinami(Ӫ ױ2017) will be examined in terms of 1) the social structure around the practice, 2)
The purpose of the practice, 3) The method of the practice. This study aims to examine the Publicness
shown in those two forms of practice and discuss the possibilities and problems in local based Japanese
education.
ئђʸ/ۤ2000ۥ۰ɈǠ٦ ډڊګۓۑڹǂĳ̮۱ç҉ˀв
Ӫױ٦ٗ(ٶ2017ۮۥϠ+ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكОʢǲ̖٦Ζقچսۮ―فսκƄŭĺ,ۯ
٦əچٶВِٞ―ۙۯ۰1йѶՍƼĺ,¯۱ι 23 Ǭ, 93-100.
r̤ˊӌۤ2011ۥ۰ۓۋڞؾڣێڴؾۑڗ٠ѶՍƼĺ,̰Ƞ:ڊګڊګۓڬڋډ٠ڊګێڜؾڴڰۊ٦
΅ǯڀلǂĳ̮ٯ٦ʐؘ۱
͚˪-֖ۤ2016ۮۥ۰ǂĳѶՍƼĺ,¯۱ǖϨ٦ՠ ۵ɳͥ٦¯٦ɖзۯ―ڀل۰1йѶՍ
Ƽĺ,¯۱20, pp.33-47
ӝ˙Ʌǲ̖ɊSۣؾڦۓڢǥȄ٦֘О http://www.hi-hice.jp/u-toc/class.php#00282ۤ2017 ѽ
12 Ɖ 14 ѶȈʚOֶۥ
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έC֤҄ו٠ِٞ٦ĳЫҮ] ―àǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯
ʛɻ٠̖ډڞڱڮۓڋѶՍƼ¯ʛɻچέ˧٣―

Soonhyung LEE (àǲŲՆθ¯Ǖ)

1. ϯ̅٠٢ڂʃϼٻƇ
ِʆ٠Ԇنʆ΅مƷ٣јڂيلن٠فـΓձ̠مω(1988)٣ځٿĸЇَڃ֮ٞۗĳЫҮ]
٦ʪ֦̮مƦĚَڃٞ( ٘نǴ غ1995ۗ>ǽӌۛշ ח2002ۗҨӘɻ 2015 ٢١)ۘՍҨӘٟ٧ۗԦƼ
ɻ٠٦ɨͭϝ٣ـك̖ٞۗډڞڱڮۓڋѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ(jۗIJL)٠àǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ(
jۗKJL)٦ĳЫҮ]٦C֤چϐۗځѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمȺْ֤͕ۮڂʄۮۯځƦـÍۯق٢١٦ĳЫ
Ү]٦ŭ٠ٖ٦ù҄چիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ʃ٣٧ɣ٦فٿ٢Ƈwمѡۘ٘ڃڀĳЫҮ]٦ŭ٣ـكٞ٧ۗIJL ٧͕ۮʄۯځ۸ۮƦـÍۯق
ۮŢځԚِۯ۸ۮɾۮۯځսـԚِۯ٦ʺ٣ۗKJL ٧͕ۮʄۮۯځɾۯځ۸ۮŢځԚِۯ۸ۮսـԚِۯ۸ۮƦـ
Íۯق٦ʺ٣Χلٛ٘ۘĳЫҮ]٦ŭمϏفù҄٠ِٞ٧ۗIJL ٧ۮԢΙۯ۸΅ۮʆ˂ۯي۸¨ۮѺۯ
ۮњۮۯҮۯ٦ʺ٣ۗKJL ٧ۮԢΙۯ۸ۮњۯ۸ۮҮ΅ۮۯʆ˂¨ۮۯيѺۯ٦ʺ٣Χلٌٌٟٛ٘ۘ
ϴչِ٘ـ٦٧ۗIJL  ٹKJL ΅ٹʆ٦Ҩ͕چʄٛٞԢΙْڂչЫٟĳЫҮ]چǣ˰فǭمΧ
ۗ٘ٵۗوKJL ٧ۮɾ͕ۮٹۯځʄۯځњ֡٣Χلٛ٘٠ٌفـ٠ٌٟۘڂؿ٦ۮɾۯځ٠٧΅ʆِمٞـ
ڂ٠ٌڄ٣´ٛٞѷٌڂ٠΅ۗڀلʆ٣ӢËڂق֚چq̮҄مǫۗوP·٢έ٦Իً٣٢ڂĹڃ
ۘڂؿم
2. ˥٦ĂʲۤۛڦؾڬɳƟԱۥ
Їȁڦؾڬ٧ۗIJL ٠ KJL ٖمڃٗڃѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠٦ 1 έ 1 ٦ʼέձچǣچڃٖۗـ
״iۗԅɠkِ٘ٹ٦ٟۘڂؿ¢Ͷ 15 ԁХфٟۗ7 ͶٜٓŻ 14 Ͷ٦ѫ֝چԁ̈́έ˧٠ِ٘ۘԁ
ٟ̈́٧ۗԦƼɻچέ˧٣ِ٘ҨӘɻ(2015)٣íٝۗنԆنʆ٦ĳЫҮ]٦ŭ͕①چʄ②ۗځƦ
ـÍ③ۗقսـԚِۗ④ɾ⑤ۗځŢځԚِ٦ 5 ٜ٣ԁ¨①چڃِٖۗכѺۗ②΅ʆ˂③ۗيњۗ④
ԢΙۗ⑤ĳËۗ⑥Ү٦ 6 ٜ٦ù҄٣ԁِۗכԁ̈́έ˧٠ِ٘ۘ
3. ѣĂْٰ͕ۤڭۓڋہنǣƗģ٠٦'ۗـѶՍƼĺ,٣ïْ֚ڂз٢١ۥ
̠ۛω(1995)٧ѶՍƼ٦έ٣Ì̖٘ڃٟٹĳ٣٢ّٸ٢˰ـǭمΧـ٠فـɉЩِچٞڂـ
ڃٖۗم٠٧"٢ڂƇw¯مʛɻ٦ɨͭϝچВِٞ¨Ѻٟۘ٘ن
ۛҨӘɻ(2015)ٟ KJL  مOPI ЈĤ٣٢ٛٞۮٹսـԚِۯ٦ĳЫҮ]٦ŭۗ¨ۮѺۯ٦ù҄مC
֤ٟن٢ـ٠فـɉЩِ٘ۗمǷ٦ɨͭϝٟ٧ٖ٦Ⱥ֤¨م
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Co-Construction Responses as conversational
proficiency - The Case of Korean and Indonesian
learners of Japanese-

Soonhyung LEE (àǲŲՆθ¯Ǖ)

1. Main thesis and conclusion
Since interaction between speaker and listener has been emphasized by Mizutani (1988),
importance of Co-construction has been mentioned several times (Kurosaski1995, Usami · Kibayashi
2002, Lee 2015, etc.). Goal of this presentation is to study employment of Co-construction in natural
conversation of Indonesian Japanese learners (IJL) and Korean Japanese learners (KJL) with Japanese
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native speaker and investigate Co-construction responses such as "anticipation" "paraphrasing", etc.,
which Japanese learners use and their functions.
Primarily, results of the following were obtained. For Co-construction responses, IJL commonly
showed the responses in order of "anticipation"> " paraphrasing " " repetition "> " interruption " "
counter questioningۯwhereas KJL showed the responses in order of " anticipation"" interruption
">"repetition">"counter questioning">"paraphrasing ". As for function of Co-construction responses,
it was most common in order of "supplements"> "assistance"> "confirmation " "agreement" "counter
arguments" in IJL , whereas it was "supplements"> " agreement" > "counter arguments" "assistance "
"confirmation " in KJL. What is important here is that, IJL has as much tendency to use Coconstruction to anticipate and supplement partner’s speaking as KJL. Also, KJL commonly employed
"interruption" as much as "anticipation". This "interruption" has a great risk of giving displeasure to
partner since it interrupts partner’s speaking and may harm fluency in conversation.
2. Demonstration strategy (Data experiment method · example, etc.)
For investigation, fundamental data was obtained through literation of recording of each IJL and
KJL’s first 1-on-1 face-to-face conversation with Japanese native speaker. 14 dialogues from 7
couples which they were timed to about 15 minutes were used for analysis. For analysis, according to
Lee(2015) which used Japanese native speaker for subject, listener’s Co-construction responses were
classified into 5 categories of ①anticipation, ②paraphrasing, ③counter questioning,
④interruption, and ⑤repetition. Then, they were further classified into 6 functions of
①confirmation, ②assistance, ③agreement, ④supplements, ⑤sympathy, and
⑥counterarguments.

3. Additional notes (Difference from preceding studies, contribution to education of Japanese, etc.)
· Mizutani (1995) pointed out that there are many cases where even individuals with fluent skill in
Japanese conversation are not experienced in Co-construction. However, result different from such
assumption was found from natural dialogue of Japanese learners.
·Lee(2015) pointed out that even when KJL developed his/her Japanese skill to advanced level of
OPI , they still have a struggle with Co-construction response of "counter questioning " and function
of "confirmation", but based on natural dialogue in this study, it was able to see their operation.
· Since more and more learners are having contact with Japanese native speaker via institutions like
EPA(Economic Partnership Agreement) or overseas employment in Japan, education of fluent
conversation employment skill in such situation is considered to be viable.
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ۓۋڞؾګۓڣېڻـْٻځلڅ٦٘ٸ٦
e-learning ĺȖ٦Ҩ
―Ԇنʆ٣ғׇِ٘ƦـÍق٦Ф―

Mieko SAKAI (θԁθ¯)
Tomoko NAKAMIZO (Ȱǆθ¯)
Yumi KANAMORI (θԁθ¯)
Kotaro OIWA (OITA UNIVERSITY)

ŏѽڗۓڰؾۍںڊګږډ٦Ǎۤۓۋڞؾګۓڣېڻٻڨؾڸڠۗڀلځٵjچۥۓڣېڻʄځѷڃ
٘ʍņمΎقٞۗځكѶՍƼĺ,٣ـكٖٞٹ٦٘ٸ٦ʷӉمӐِ֦ٟۗلِۘڂؿѣО٦κ٣ٜ
ـٞ¯ʛɻɨ̑مЇٰٞҨӘْۓڣېڻڂٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻمʼٸٞȺفƦ֥ٻӘƥٹΧۗوԅԱЫۛ
ƼؐЫ٢َِ̳٦ٶٟ٢ۓڣېڻۗو٣٬َـِڅӘƥ٦ͦξ٠فـѣ֏٦Ǹѱَڂؿم٠Ɉڃڅ
ۘڂϯĤۏڽې٦ۓڣېڻٟ٧ۗɩˀٟЇٰ٘Ʀ֥ٖچ٦ٌڂـ֤ٵٵ٠ٟۗԆنʆ٣٧ֻ٣ِ٣و
ـӘƥوٿٹƙٌٖۘڂڃڀٟۗϯĤۏڽې٦¯ʛɻٸ٘ڂْچۓڣېڻـْٻځلڅم٦ƦـÍق
ӘƥچФِۗځٿЬ͌٢Әƥͦمξٌٟڂن٠چչЫ٠ِ٘ e-learning ĺȖچҨٌْڂ٠٣ِ٘ۘ
ĺȖҨ٦٘ٸ٦íͳڦؾڬ٠ِٞۗ۾θ¯٣ـكٞϯĤۏڽې٦ڠۍږ٦ɳȔ٦ۓڣېڻ٦i̹
چڦؾڬʐʡِۗք 100 ̖ԁۤ/̖ 3ۢ10 ԁۥ٦ҨچڦؾڬԅɠĄٌِِۗچڠڵؾښۓڣېڻȝ̯
ِ٘ۘȝِ̯٘چڠڵؾښԁِ̈́٘Ƈwۗځلڅ٣ـوӘƥٻƼؐЫ٢ƽ֤٢١٦ӢЬ͌٢Әƥ٣
٧ۗj٦ѣϾ٠مםƙښکڒۘ٘ڃڀѫ٧ФْڂƦـÍقӘƥ٠̳֤ٟۘڂؿ
۷۽ÐƼљɗ٦Χ֤۸
ۜםϩٟ̺ΑَڃٞۤڂـȝڃڀٞۗۥڂـȘȲچԃɰْۤڂɰۗۥْوĂeچוΎْ̓ۤڂΎْ̀ۗۥ
Ӝ٦ױӄمĄٌۤڂըΫ٣٢ۥڂ
۷2 ÐƼթɗ٦Χ֤۸
ۜםzȎمĄٌۤڂzɝ̲ۗۥаچýــۤڂаûۥ
۷ۿˀنƦ֥٦Ⱥ֤۸
ۜםВ˲٠"٢ڂ¤ǈۤӫВ٠'ۗۥفԜַَِۤ٘ڀ٘ٹچԜַ٣٢ٛ٘ۥ
۷ڂهْۏډۉڟڒ܀Ʀ֥٦Ⱥ֤۸
ٻۜם٨ـϠ̕مĄٌۤڂêƝ٢ۥ
۷܁ɨљɗ٠Φљɗ٦ǻњ۸
ۜםɑ*مƙӣلٛ٘Ԁۤƙӣۗۥ٘يɓو*چٜٛوۤوٜٛۗۥڂي
۷ۓۋڞؾژۑښ܂٦ƽ֤۸
ڟۓہڠۜם٣*ѷۤڂڃٜۗۥڂي٬٘ۗۥڂْڂٔ٭لۤڂٔˬ*چƠ٣*ْۤڂռْۥ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗϯĤۏڽې٦ۓڣېڻ٦Әƥ٠ِٞځلڅ٣ـو٠Ɉٹڂڃڅ٦٣٧ۗځٿÖόٟ̑
ŏ٢Ʀ֥ٟ٦ƦـÍچقФِۗƼؐЫ٢ƽ֤٣٧̳֤چɦَْۘڀ٣ۗҨ֘О٦ e-learning ĺ
Ȗٟ٧̳ۗ¨لٜـْٻځلڅӘƥٟƦـÍڂقʛچВِٞۗӘƥו٦Ǉ˪ِٖۘڂ̝چٞۗԦƼ
٦'ٻـƼؐٻӘƥ٦ʛʯф٣Ȁ¯ڂؿمʛɻÝٟۗـْٻֻِٹԆنʆ٣ғۓڣېڻׇِ٘
مٟ¯ـِ̈ۗفٿڂنʛĺȖ٦Ҩچչɉْۘ
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Developing an E-Learning System for Clear
Presentation ۵Suggestions of Paraphrasing Using
Easy-to-Understand Words for Listeners۵

Mieko SAKAI (θԁθ¯)
Tomoko NAKAMIZO (Ȱǆθ¯)
Yumi KANAMORI (θԁθ¯)
Kotaro OIWA (OITA UNIVERSITY)

In Japanese universities active learning has become popular recently, and speech and presentations
are being adopted in the classrooms, and we have to prepare for that in teaching Japanese as well.
However when a learner makes a presentation which (s)he researches her/himself on a topic, (s)he
encounters new phrases or new words. In that case a learner has difficulty not only with correctness in
grammar and vocabulary, but also with selecting an appropriate expression. Some expressions
which are difficult for listeners to understand can be seen in a presentation of an intermediate level
class, because a presenter finds some words in a dictionary and just uses them without thinking. That
is why we decided to develop an e-learning system which aims at suggesting paraphrasing for
intermediate learners to understand easily and selecting an appropriate expression. In order to make
basic data, we recorded real presentations in intermediate classes at two universities, and made scripts
of about 100 students presentations (3-10 minutes each), and then completed a corpus of
presentations. Analyzing the corpus resulted in the following features of inappropriate expressions
which are difficult to understand or mistakes.
1. Using too many Sino-Japanese-Verbs
2. Using too many Sino-Japanese-Nouns
3. Using style of literary language
4. Using too casual expressions
5. Confounding of transitive and intransitive verbs
6. Misuse of collocation
In our presentation we suggest easier and more familiar ways of paraphrasing inappropriate
expressions, and show correct usage of mistakes in a typical intermediate-level presentation. Further
we plan to develop an e-learning system which improves learner’s skill of making presentations
through exercises of paraphrasing using easy-to-understand words for listeners. We aim at completing
such an e-learning system so that a learner will consider listeners and be able to make a presentation
which is easy for listeners even at different levels or from various countries to understand.
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͙վuչ٣ڻؾۏڗڂيكٟ٦ِǭـ٣έْڂ
ѶՍ̖¯̵٠̵¯׆٦ɬ٠ΰф

Hiromi NISHINA (Yamagata University)

̩٦ۏڴؾۑڗkٷ̓مϯۗɺ٣Ȱِ͆ٞڂـսκ٦Ƅ٣٧ۗ"٢ڂґŶچɡٜɻمĴו
ٌِٞڂ٘ؿ٠مӢqƃ٢ɢζ٠٢ٛٞۘڂـϊمٹΦɻ٠٧"٢ڂɬچɡٌٛٞڂـ٠چѺɬْ
ٌڂ٠ِٖۗٞۗƷٸ٘فؿֻِچـ٣٧ِۗǭٌف٠مʪ֦ٟڂؿ٠Ʀۗ٘ٵۘڂڃڅĳВ٦Ѻɬ
چɡِٚۗ̈ـmٶ̵چلʰٌْ٠چչЫ٠ِ٘ۮέۯ٧¯ʛٯ٦̋ڨؾۑڻډـ٣ـك֤ٞ֏ٹ
ٟڂؿ٠ٌَڂڃ٠ۗٹڀلέĺ,٦ʣɳ٧Ğէٟڂؿ٠Ɉٵڃٌۘڂڃڅٟ٦ÞڂْƗģ٣ك
ـٞ٧ۗ"ԅkֻٻǲȔĳʕ٠ـٛ٘uչٟۗٻ̵¯׆ѶՍ̖¯̵٦ûٝن٣Þِٞԁِ̈́٘
ƗģۗٻսκƄٵٟ٦ِǭـ٦Хچԁِ̈́٘Ɨģюوـمٜۗمڂؿلэɝɻ٦ɬձ٣ٜ
ـٞ̋وşځjًٞԁِ̈́٘ٹ٦٧ځٵؿƙڃڀ٢ۘـՍƗģٟ٧ۗ"ԅkֻюچչЫ٠ِ٢͙ـ
վuչ٦ʍņ٣ـك̵ٞۗ¯׆٠ѶՍ̖¯̵م١٦فٿ٢ɬۛΰфٟڻؾۏڗٟ٦ِǭچـΖ
قٞ چلڂـPACۤPersonal attitude construction ƨ̖ԓΰфǖΑۥԁ̈́٣ځٿƔѓِ٘ۘЇȁĴו
ɻ٧ۗθ¯٦ǋ¯ӵ 2 ѽ̵٣ǥَڃ͙ٞڂـվuչۮċʱɻۯֻז٦ʍņ٣њّڻؾۏڗ٦ۓۅ
ؾڴ٠ِٞʌǥِ٘ ̵¯׆3 թ٠ѶՍ̖¯̵ 3 թٟۘڂؿԁ̈́٦Ƈw̵ۗ¯׆٣٧ۗĴِו٢ۗڀم
ѶՍ̖¯̵٠̵¯׆٦ɖзڀلκچƄِ٘ـבۗـӘ˳ٟƙچʲٰ٘ـ٠چ;ֻفـԮنٜ
ٜۗٹѶՍƼ҄ו٣Ą5ْۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂ٦˩ԑچËّ٢ِڀمǭـ٣ȯpْڂΰфمĳ
Вِٞƙۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀƨԓ٣٧ۗu¯Ы٢ѫֻ֝٦Ǹѱَۗ˰٦Ñķ٣ٜـٞٹɬمĚڇٟـ
مڠؾژڂƙۘ٘ڃڀ/ۗѶՍ̖¯̵٣٧ِۗم̵¯׆ǭـ٣ȯpٟنٞچلڂـûƛفɃ̭م
ĳВِٞƙ̵¯ۗڃڀ٣ٿٛٞ٧ۗЫ¨٣̝چиٌڂق٠٦ʪ֦̮ۗٻǲƼچŗȺْٯ̵¯׆ڂ
٦ŵۗґŶ"م٢قٽمڂ٦ɈǠ٦Ǎځم٣ٜـٞٹɬمĚڇٌٟڂـ٠مիلڀ٠٢ِٛ٘ۘ
ِل٢ۗڀمƷمـ¢ɨ٦ɬٻΰфچиقǭٌف٠٧٢ٌۗو٦зڃڃَͫم٨ۗځٿЬ٣ِ
ǭ̓مـбْٹڂ٦٠Ɉۘ٘ڃڅ
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Consciousness and Attitudes of Japanese Students
and International Students towards Group Discussion
in Engineering Courses

Hiromi NISHINA (Yamagata University)

As globalization moves forward, it has become crucial for people from different ethnicities and
backgrounds to come together and work on solving the world’s social problems. In order to
understand the viewpoint of others and recognize other’s options, it is necessary for people to engage
in discussion with those from various backgrounds. It is through such discussion that new ideas and
innovations will be born and such discussion can be used as an efficient tool for language learning.
Thus the development of language teaching methods that utilize discussion is an urgent topic. While
previous studies have focused on Japanese and international students’ consciousness of cultural
differences in classes on cross cultural understanding and intercultural co-leaning, as well as
discussion as a method for problem solving, few studies have focused on students’ attitudes toward
discussions with classmates from different cultural backgrounds. The study is conducted through a
qualitative PAC (Personal Attitude Construction) analysis of students’ consciousness and attitudes
toward group discussions in engineering courses not focused specifically on cross cultural
understanding. The participants of the survey were three international students and three Japanese
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students who belonged to the same group in a second year Faculty of Engineering course on
engineering ethics. The course consisted of 15 weeks of classes in which the students took part in a
group discussion each week. The theme of the first discussion was ‘Military technology and
university research: General and ethical issues’. A PAC analysis was conducted within 10 days of the
first group discussion. As a result of the analysis, the international students were motivated to
participate in the discussion and to discuss their opinions with the Japanese students in a positive
manner even if their level of Japanese competence partially hindered their ability to effectively
communicate. A number of international students also reported that they were troubled by the
difficulty of the subject. On the other hand, Japanese students made a conscious attempt to involve the
international students in the conversation. Some of the Japanese students reported that they felt the
importance of accurately portraying their opinion, they felt respect toward the international students
who were capable of sharing their opinion even though Japanese is not their native language, or that
the discussion had given them a new awareness of how cultural differences help to shape our
opinions. Both the Japanese and international students, however, did not talk about their attitude
toward the group discussion itself with their group members. The students could hold a more
constructive conversation if they were to share their attitudes toward the discussion.
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2 ǲÝ٣ڂيكљ ĳ֏¶ږکڴڮؾڊڹۛډڸљ

Anna KOBAYASHI
Eri KAMIYA

ƦƼ٧ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦/ʆϛ٠ِٞΖۗڃڀقƦƼĺ,٣ـكٞچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٹʪɖ
ِ٘ɉќم٢َڃٞۘڂـǲƼĺ,٧ٹ٧ٻӆԦƼɻ٠ԦƼɻ٦͍˿٦مٶչЫٟ٧٢و
٢ٛٞنٞۗځكǲȔƿׄíŐمҨِ٘ JF ѶՍƼĺ,ڮؾڧۓڦڠ٣ـكٞۮٹǲ͇ٻզΜچЈ
٘قѶՍƼȺ֤ɻ٦ٌڂْۯןˍچۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٠چѣϾ٠ِٞīًٌٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٣չӖƦ
Ƽٟ٦ӆԦƼɻњɀ٦͍˿ځٿۗٹΧ֡٢̖ÝÞũچǖϨْٸ٘ڂ٣ӆ˲٣ՠڂؿم٠Ǡڀق
ٌٖۘڂڃٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗѶՍ̖٠٦͍˿ùمː٢ـ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ˪ۓڋۍۓڑۗمٟΦ
ǲ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ƿٌْׄڂ٠چВّٞۗ١٦فٿ٣Ëّڂ٦چلիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٠ِ٘ۘȝԅٻ
ڨؾڸڠٟ٧٢ځٻۗو٠ځٟ٦ږکڴڮؾڊڹۛډڸ٣Þْ͕ڂǣƗģ٧ٵٙː٢ۍۓڑۗ٘ٵۗو
˪ۓڋٟ"٢ڂǲ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمƿْׄڂ٠فـзٟՍƗģ٧ِ̈ـÙзڀل٦ɳٟͥڂؿ٠
Ʀۘڂق
έ˧ɻ٧àǲƼɻ 18 թۗۄگڭڽƼɻ 13 թۗA2ۢB1 ۏڽېٟۘڂؿՍƗģ٧ 1.ɝͪۓډ
ۗڭؾژ2.ʍņۗ3.ۗڭڠګ4.ɝƹۗڭؾژۓډ5.ؾۉڷڦۓڋڻکډؾۑڐڹ٦ׄڃٟǣۗـ1ۗ4ۗ5
٦Ƈwچԁ̈́έ˧٠ِ٘ۘʍņٟ٧õΠ ڀلڭڠڔګ10 ͦچڭکڰۊОِٖۗڃٗڃ٣
Can-do ͐چОِ٘ۘʍņ٦̓ٸ٧j٦Вځٟ①ۘڂؿCan-do چФɦِۯڭؾڞږکڎڨۮ٣ʍņ
ͪ٦ɨƭәnچĂѷ②ͪ٦ʍņ٦ۯڭؾڞږکڎڨۮ٦Ү˟з¨چѺ③Can-do ٣Þْڂѫ֝٣
ٜـٞ④ږؾڭڻؾۏڗ٣ÞْڂƼؐٻӘƥ٦ќѷۗʛ⑤ډھٟڋېڻۏؾۑ٦ʛ
⑥ڻؾۏڗѫҨӘƹۗǆїٟͮ⑦ږکڴڮؾڊڹۛډڸάҨӘƹۗۮәnچۯڭؾڞȺٛٞ΅Ʒәn
⑧ۯڭؾڞږکڎڨۮ٣ʍņƹ٦ɨƭәn٠ɨƭѫ˟چĂѷ⑨٦љ چȝِ̯ۗĺ,֤ SNS
۰Edmodo۱٣щǝ⑩àǲۛۄگڭڽ٦¯ʛɻͮ4م۰Edmodo۱ٟљ چɖІِڭۓۅښ
ՍƗģ٦Ƈw˪ۓڋۍۓڑۗڀل٣ـكٞΦǲ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٠ƿٌْׄڂ٠ٟۗ̈٘٢ûٝن
٣ٜ٢¯ۗځمʛɻ٦ΧموՍ¶љ٣ĎچËٌّٞڂـ٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ/ٟۗƿׄůΰ٣՞Ιِ
ٞـ٢ـ٢١ۗҼОЫ٢әn¯ِ٘چʛɻٌ٘ـٹ٠ۗڀلǷƹ٧¶љѫ֝ٻĺɆ٦Þځڅ٣ٜ
ـِٞͫۗΧو٦¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ֏Ď٢ʍņ٠٢ڂԱچФِٞۘـ٘نـ
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Video sharing peer feedback activity between two
countries

Anna KOBAYASHI
Eri KAMIYA

Language is regarded as one means of communication, and even in language education,
communication is emphasized.
Foreign language education is no longer the only purpose of contact between non-native speakers
and native speakers. Even in the JF Standard for Japanese-Language Education developed by the
Japan Foundation lists " Encourage communication of Japanese users beyond nationalities and ethnic
groups” as a feature.
In this way, contact between non-native speakers in the target language is also considered to be
very meaningful for constructing more diverse human relations.
Therefore, in this research, we decided to clarify how overseas Japanese learners who have few
opportunities to contact with Japanese native speaker feel through online exchange with Japanese
learners of other countries.
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There are not many prior studies on peer feedback in Interaction conversation, not compositions or
speech, and it can be said that this research is a practical research from a new perspective in that
Japanese language learners from different countries interact online.
This research was conducted 1. Pre questionnaire 2. conversation class 3. Test 4. Post questionnaire
5. follow-up interview, and analyzed 1,4,5 results.
In the conversation class, researcher selected 10 units from the conversation text, and made Can-do
in each.
The lesson method is as follows.
① read Can-do and fill in "check sheet (pre self-evaluation)"
② Confirm reflection point of "check sheet" of last lesson
③Group talk about topic
④Introduction of vocabulary and expression that can be used in conversation, then its practice
⑤Conversation practice of role playing in pai
⑥Conversation in front of group member, then do peer feedback each other
⑦ 2-3 pairs do conversation in front of class member. The class member evaluate it using
"evaluation sheet".
⑧ fill in "check sheet (post self-evaluation and self-reflection)"
⑨ 1pair make a video of the conversation and post it on educational SNS "Edmodo"
⑩ All class member in Korea and in Vietnam watch videos with "Edmodo" and comment it.
From the results of this research, it was found that by interacting with Japanese language learners
of other countries online leads to new awareness. Therefore, it can be said that the activity in this
research worked positive for the learner's consciousness and motivation.
Researcher would like to improve methods of activities and teacher involvement.
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ڦؾڬԁ̈́٦ʆԱٸ٘٭¯چ٦ĺȖҨ
۵¯ӵʍņ٣ڂيكə֤٦ԁ̈́ڀل٦ǠȦ۵
Yoko NAKAI (ыİǲƼθ¯)
ڦؾڬԁ̈́٧ۗ״iۛۛ ״ԅɠkِ٘ڦؾڬ٣ٿٛٞۗɳȔ٦ƦƼۛӆƦƼǣљ˦چȑ
٣Ăʲۛԁْ̈́ٹڂ٦ٟڃٖۘڂؿưۗڦؾڬԁ̈́٧ۗچĕÙЫ٣ԁْ̈́ڂɖзۗـ֨چɨ
̑٦چѫ˟ِۛͫٞۗٸ٘ڂيـѶՍƼĺ4̯֨٣ڃَل¶ٹٞۗځكʍņɳͥٹԪǱَڃٞ
ۤڂـϯ* 2012 юۘۥٙڀڃٌۗم٦ʍņɳٟ֤ͥ٘ڃڀـĺȖ٧ǂَڃٞـ٢ڬۗ٘ٵۘـ
ڦؾ٦љ ٦ԁ̈́ڀلíՍЫ٢ʆԱ¯چ٫ۗɨ̑٦چѫ˟ْٸ٘ڂ٦ʼ¯ɻ֤ĺȖمάŷЫ
٢ůٟաٙĳ֏َڃٞـ٢ۘـ
ٌٖٟۗӑɻ٧ۗɣ٦(1)-(3)٦ֻѾۛչЫ٦ٹ٠ۗʼ¯ɻۤѶՍ̖¯̵ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۗѶՍƼĺ
Ɇچչɉْɻюڦؾڬمۥ٦ʐʡۛԁ̈́Աю٦íՍЫ٢ʆԱڂٰ¯مĺȖچҨِ٘ۘ
(1)ɳȔ٦ۤڦؾڬљ ۗԅɠkɛچۥԁْ̈́ڂάƟچВِٞۗíՍЫ٢ԁ̈́ʆԱٖۘ٭¯چ
٦Ȕۗ¯̵њɀڻؾۏڗمٟԁ̈́íʷ٦ǺĪچի¨٣͒իِǭ٘̈ۗـ٢κچҨƙِٞۘوـ
(2)ڦؾڬ٧ۗʼέձڨؾڸڠۗـ֔ۗюۗθ¯̵¶ٟ̑ŏ٢ٹ٦ۘفچ
(3)ԁِ̈́٘зچȯǠ٣ۗɨ̑٦چѫ˟ِۗͫзچϐۘڂ
ِٖٞۗ2017 ѽфƹöۤͮ 13 ۥ٣ۗڦؾڬԁ̈́٦ʆԱ¯٭¯چӵʍņٟ˪ĂĺȖچəِ֤
٘ۘʌǥ̵٧ۗѶՍ̖¯̵ۤ29 թۥ٠ǲ̵̖ۤ¯׆9 թۥٟؿٛ٘ۘՍɳͥ٦ͪҭ٧˪ĂĺȖ֤چ
ـٞچڦؾڬԁْ̈́¶ڂљچǣۗـƹҭ٧ͪҭٟ¯ڇٌٙ٠ٹچ٠٣¯̵مѦɨ٣ڦؾڬ
چʐʡۛԁ̈́ۛҨӘِ٘ۘ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗ˪ĂĺȖͪ٘ـ֤چҭ٦ʍņ¶љٟۗ¯̵ڦؾڬمԁ̈́٦١٦فٿ٢ɖзچ١
٦فٿ٣¯ڇٙل٣ٜـٞۗ¯̵٦ڭؾڞږؾے٦ĂʲۗʍņÙȦĂڀل״ԁِ̈́٘ۘԁ̈́٦Ƈwۗ
¯̵υڻؾۏڗمٟԁ̈́íʷچǠقʰِۗƦƼۛӆƦƼǣљ˦چȑ٣ƙٞوـɖз§چѡِٖۗڃ
ٹچ٠٣ɨ̑٦چѫ˟ٌِٞڂـ٠مԁلٛ٘ۘ/ۗĺȖ٦κمѱِوɢÝ˰ڂللمǭٹ
ؿٛ٘ۘǷƹ٧ۗκ٦چۏڽېȇƔѓِۗըֻ٢ڂٰ¯وĺȖ٣ٌْͫڂ٠ٟۗʼ¯ɻڬم
ڦؾԁ̈́٦ʆԱچάѡِۗɨ̑٦مѫ˟ٟڂنĺ,٣ǦƖٟڂن٠Ǡۘڂق
ȯǠԅƖ
ϯ*֧Ʉ 2012 چו҄ۓۋڞږډؾڦۓڋ,ٞڂѶՍƼ٦ĺ, ٪ّٜˀԾ
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Development of Teaching Materials for Learning
Methods of Conversational Data Analysis: Results of
the use of these Materials in an Undergraduate Course

Yoko NAKAI (ыİǲƼθ¯)

Conversational data analysis has an approach in which actual verbal/non-verbal behaviours are
described and analysed precisely using conversational data that are recorded/videotaped/transcribed.
Thus, it is possible to gain insight into how to analyse conversations objectively and how to
reconsider/improve one’s own conversational skills through conversational data analysis. As a result,
conversational data analysis is utilized in Japanese teacher training programs and such practical studies
have also been reported on (e.g., Nakai 2012). However, the teaching materials used in these teacher
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training programs were not published.  Additionally, these teaching materials, with which beginners
are able to learn basic methods of conversational data analysis and reflect conversations utilizing
videotaped data have not been shared yet.
Based on the following concepts and purposes (1)-(3), the author developed teaching materials which
enabled beginners (e.g., Japanese students, Japanese language learners and students who want to
become Japanese teachers) to learn basic methods of collecting and analysing conversational data.
(1) Students learn basic methods of analysis through the experiences of analysing actual
conversational data (video-clips and transcripts). They also discuss and explain criteria of analysis
clearly in group activities and find new problems.
(2) Conversational data includes conversations often encountered on campus life such as first-time
meeting conversations, invitations, and presentations.
(3) Students reflect on their own conversations and find a way to improve them, referring to what
they have analysed.
These teaching materials were used for trial in an undergraduate class in which the students learned
the methods of conversational data analysis in September 2017 to January 2018 (thirteen sessions were
held). The students included 29 Japanese students and 9 international students. In the first half of the
course, the students engaged in activities of analysing conversational data using the teaching materials
explained above. In the second half of the course, they collected their own data, analysed it and gave
presentations on it, based on the things they had learned in the first half of the course.
In this study, the author has analysed how and what kind of insights the students acquired from the
activities of conversational data analysis in the first half of the course, based on the students’ written
comments, and observations of the class activities. As a result, the author found that the students created
criteria of analysis in group activities, acquired insight into how to analyse verbal/nonverbal behaviours
precisely and how to reflect on their own conversations, referring to what they had analysed. On the
other hand, some activities were difficult for the students to deal with and took a longer time than
expected. It appears necessary to re-examine and improve the level of the activities and materials. Then,
these materials should contribute to the education for beginners in methods of conversational data
analysis and in reflecting on their own conversations.
References
Nakai, Yoko. 2012. Intaakushon noryoku o sodateru Nihongo no kaiwa kyoiku (Japanese
Conversational education growing interactional competence). Hitsuji Shobo.
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ۮƬׂÑķۯ٣ڂيكʍņ٦ĎچǠ― ڂق۰ڂٵ
ٍ٠ ѶՍ٦ٌ٠٨٠ԅk ϯĤ 1ۤB1ۥ۱
ۯڂْۮ٦ӵԁچʄځѷ٘ڃəٶ۵
Chika SAITO (ڹڏڔǲׂƦƼθ¯)

گڋۍږڍٟ٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۮمƬׂÑķۯ٣ϥڃلٞۮۘڂـƬׂÑķۯ٠٧ۗ¯ʛɻۗمǣۗ
¯׆ٟѶՍ٣ǣٌو٠ٹÿٟۗѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠٦͍˿٦ː٢ـÑķ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ¯ʛÑ
ķ٦ٌ٠ٟۤۘڂؿӼчۛ ڈ۔ڲڈ۔ڋ2006ۥ
ɳȔ٣ԪǱɻ٦θ¯ٟ٧ۗǲӄچ¯׆չӖ٣ԝĸ̵ِٞ¯ڂـ٠چ¯׆Ч¯٘ٸʛɻڠۍږم
٣ǻȕِٞۘڂـʼĤԅԱچʚ٘قǶۗڀلƹɻ٦љùمϸِوКjِۗ¯ʛљùچɰفŪǇ٣ۘڂؿ
˵ļٸ٘ڂْͫچ٣ٌۗٵڃٟ֡۠٢ĺȖچʄځѷڃٞۗم٘نΧو٦ĺȖ٧ԅԱʛѡچչӖ٣
ِٞۗځكӐِٓ¯ٹʛɻ٦ŀՠ٣ǭٛٞڂـ٠٧Ʀ¯ۗٓقʛɻ٦љù٦$ɡمѱِلٛ٘ۘ
ٌٖٟۗՍƗģٟ٧ۗ۰ٍڂٵ٠ ѶՍ٦ٌ٠٨٠ԅk ϯĤ 1ۤB1ۥ۱ۤjۗ۰ٍڂٵ٠۱چۥȺٛ٘
ʍņچВِٞۗƬׂÑķ٣¯ڂـʛɻ٦љù٣Ԗkچلڂڃڀق֚چƙ٘ۘـ۰ٍڂٵ٠۱٧ۗڞ
ږڠڦمڠڴۍϯ̅٣ǖَ̯ڃٞ¯ۗځكʛɻ٣̑ŏ٢κچٛٞۘڂـ
ʼĤچʕۿۗ۾ِ٘ѽ̵چέ˧٣۰ٍڂٵ٠۱٦ʍņچǣٛ٘ۘĺuˀم̵¯ڀلŀՠچɡٖٚف
٢κͦچ٫ۗۯڂْۮ٦ӵԁچȺِ֤̤ٞۗ٣ځ٘څʍņچǣٛ٘ۘʍņ٦ƹۗۼۿթ٦¯̵٣
ڭؾژۓډЇȁچǣٛ٘ۘɲսǩչ٧ۗARCS ע(ۏڬۆշ 2015)چȯǠ٣ِٞȝِ̯٘ۘ
ڭؾژۓډ٦Ƈwۗ¯ʛɻڀلʍņ٣έِٞǡОЫ٢Ү]مѡוۗ٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀ٦Ǉ˪ٙيٟ
٢ۗوɨƭٻɨԅk٦ѫ˟ٻΦɻֻٯ٦Þ̅ٹǫٵٛٞفٿ٘ـٟۘڂؿ
ʍņ٦̤٧Ƨڃڀٞ¯ۗم٘ـʛɻ٦љùچǫڂٸq̮҄ڂؿم٠ԁلٛ٘ۘњ֡٣ۮƬׂÑ
ķۯ٦¯ʛɻمΧـǲۛϠ+٣ـكٞۗٹԅԱچϯ̅٠ِ٘ƦƼ¯ʛٙيٟ٢چږڠڦۗوϯ̅٣ِ٘
¯ʛچЬĊѷٌڂڃ٠ٟۗ¯ʛљù٦$ɡ٣փׂٜ٠Ʀڂق٦ٟ٧٢ـٙۘلفڄ
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The effect of conversation lessons in an “isolated”
environment --- the use of “Marugoto Intermediate 1
(B1)”

Chika SAITO (ڹڏڔǲׂƦƼθ¯)

In Ukraine, students of Japanese language are in an “isolated” environment. An “isolated”
environment is where they have few contacts with members of their target language community due to
the absence of their language community and/or the opportunity of studying abroad. (Fukushima &
Ivanova 2006)
In fact, at the university where I work, I have a mixed group of students; those who study Japanese
with much enthusiasm, hoping to study as government scholars in Japan, and those who gave up on
studying abroad. The latter group tends to lose their motivation significantly as they are predisposed to
find it meaningless to study Japanese after they finish studying Japanese grammar for beginners.
In order to improve this situation, I have previously used some textbooks to motivate students’
intentions. However, it can be difficult to maintain that level of motivation, because many of the
textbooks are setting a goal for acquiring grammar that doesn’t always align with the students’ interests.
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In this study, I would like to find how Japanese conversation classes, when using “Marugoto
Intermediate 1 (B1)” (hereafter,“Marugoto”), can exert changes on the students’ levels of motivation.
“Marugoto” is intensely focused on familiar topics for students, because the syllabus covered is centered
around the task.
I taught both the second and the third-year Japanese class using “Marugoto”. I chose three topics,
which I thought may be of interest to students, and taught them using the “Have a Conversation” section
from each topic on several occasions. After class, I conducted a survey with thirty students. I created
each question based on ARCS models (Suzuki 2015).
The result from the survey showed a positive response for using this method. In addition, not only
did it increase the students’ interests in improving their language skills, but also in reflecting upon
themselves and others.
Although class attendance was limited, it indicated that this method may develop the incentives of
students. It may also be useful for maintaining students’ level of motivation by the inclusion of learning
centered on the task, as well as language learning centered on the grammar.
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˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ѹ٦ʚ˂ɗۮ٥ۯ٦
ֻ٣ٜـٞ
Zhen CHEN (Ǎчθ¯ĺ,¯Ɨģu)
Chenxin LI (Ǎчθ¯ĺ,¯Ɨģu)
1. սκ٦ʽȕ
Ѷ˲ٟوٿȺَ֤ڂڃʚ˂ɗۮ٥ۯ٧ۙԦƼɻۤj JNSۥ٠Ӂٰۙ˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٧Ⱥ
ِ֤٢ـŪǇۘڂؿمʚ˂ɗۮ٥ۯ٦ʛѡمǸѱ٢ֻ֑٦/ٜ٠ِٞۙ¯ʛɻ٦ۮ٥ۯ٦ѹ̮٣Þ
ْڂϟɬمː٢ـ٠فـɉЩۤڂؿمǫۙ2008͕ۘۥǣƗģ٣٧¯ʛɻ٦ۮ٥ۯ٦Ⱥ֤˵ļٻȺ֤Ӡ
ф٣ÞْڂƗģمΧ֤ۙوԱ٣ځٿȀلڅمڂؿمٛٞ¯ۙمڂـʛɻۮم٥چۯ١٦فٿ٣ֻِٞ
ڂـ٦ل٣ٜـٞ٦Ɣѓ٧ː٢ڂֻْۙ٘ٵۘـȔ٣֤٘ـϟɬمիɦЫ٢٦ۙلĂeَڃٞڂـ
٦ل٧ڀلڅ٢ۤـEllis et alۙ2009ۘۥ
ٌٖٟۙՍƗģ٧ѹ٦ʚ˂ɗۮ٥چۯʄ˪ًۙ˪ځĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۤj˪Ĥ JSLۮمۥ٥ۯ٦ֻ
٣ٜـ֤ٞۙԱԓ٣١٦فٿ٢իɦЫϟɬۙɦЫϟɬِ֏چِٖٞۙلڂـٞիɦЫϟɬ٠ɦ
Ыϟɬ٦'چـģիْۘڂ
2ۚЇȁ֦
͕ǣƗģٹچ٠٣ۙѹ٦ۮ٥ۯ٦֤Ա چAۚɲսٯ٦˳ԪۙBِۚʆ٦ҬϚ٢١ۙCۚԆنʆٯ٦
֯٢١٣ԁ˪ِ٘כٟۙۮ٥چۯӣٹ٘ي٦٠˟ٹِ٘׃٦ڭکڢچ٣ِٞԅچȝِ̯٘ۘԅچ
JNS16 թ٣ѹ٠ِٞ٦Ωэ̮چҬϚَ֤ٔۙԱԓ٣ԁيٞۙـڀٹ/Ϧ̮مǫٹـ٦چȋِ֤٘ۘ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۙяɢÝ٦̬Ƨ٦֏ը٣ۙځٿ2 ٜ٦Їȁچɳɋِ٘ۘĴוɻ٧ۙJNS ٠ϯǲ̖˪Ĥ
JSL ٟؿٛ٘ۘЇȁ 1 ٧ɲսɓٟۙЇȁ 2 ٧І©Фɦٟۙ¢ڭکڙؾڦԅۤچؾۍڊڹäۙٸŻ 52 ԅۥ
٦̳ƽچҬϚَٔ٘ۘԁٟ̈́٧ۙڭکڢ٣ِ٘ԅ٦ـِ̳چ٠ҬϚِ٘˰ǭچѹ٦ۮ٥ۯ٠
ѺОِ٘ٹ٦٠ِ٘ۘ
3ۚƇw٠ǠȦ
JNS ٧ͮάЫ٣ C ۮچѹۙۯAۙB ۮٳٲچѹۯ٠ٶ٢ِ٘ۘ˪Ĥ JSL ٧ɢÝ̬Ƨ٣ٿٛٞۙѹ
̮٦ҬϚŪǇ٠ѺОׁمԖڅٛ٘ۘЇȁ۽ٟ٧˪Ĥ JSL ٧֤Ա٣ÞۙٓڀڅԉŌѹ̮ѺОׁم
50%ͪƹٟؿٛ٘ۙمЇȁ 2 ٟ٧ѺОׁ֤ۙځم˪مԱ C چ٥ۮѹۯ٠ٶ٢ْŪǇمƙٵۘ٘ڃڀ
٘ۮѹۯ٠ҬϚِ٢لٛ٘˰ǭۙۮ٥چۯٜلڂيҼل٠فـΓձٟ٧˪Ĥ JSL  مJNS ٠"٢ڂŪǇ
٣ؿَٛ٘ۘڀ٣ۙяɢÝ̬مƧَ˰ڂڃǭۙ˪Ĥ JSL ٧ҬϚ٦֟مڃƙۘ٘ڃڀ
˪ۙѹ٦ʚ˂ɗ٦ۮ٥ۯ٣ٜـٞۙ˪Ĥ JSL ٧ٖ٦ϟɬ֤مԱÝٟθن٢Ȁم٢ۙ˪ـɬЫ
٢ٹ٦ٟ٧٢ـ٠Ǡٌۘڂڃڀق٦ٌ٠ۙڀلĺ,ƥ˰ٟ٧ۙѹ٦ۮ٥ۯ٣ÞْڂɉќمӐ֦ٟۘفڄؿ
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Comprehension of the Optional Sentence-Final
Particle Ne in Advanced L2 Learners of Japanese

Zhen CHEN (Ǎчθ¯ĺ,¯Ɨģu)
Chenxin LI (Ǎчθ¯ĺ,¯Ɨģu)

1. Introduction
The sentence-final particle Ne which often appears in ordinary conversation is hardly used by
Japanese learners. One of the reasons is that learners have little knowledge of the optionality of Ne
(Gao, 2008). Previous research mainly focused on the application and frequency of Ne in learners.
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However, the research on how learners understand Ne is still limited. Particularly, whether learners’
knowledge is explicit or implicit is unknown.
The goal of this study is to identify how learners understand the optional sentence-final particle Ne,
especially the difference between the explicit and implicit knowledge of learners.
2. Method
Based on previous research, the usage of the optional sentence-final particle Ne was classified into
three patterns: A. the response to the questions, B. the opinion of the speaker, C. the request to the
listener. The set of the conversations were made, including one with a Ne and the other not. Sixteen
Japanese native speaker (JNS) were asked to judge the validity of the optionality of Ne and classify
conversations into one of three patterns of usage. The conversations which had a high agreement rate
were adopted.
Based on whether there is a limitation on answer time, two kinds of surveys were conducted. JNS
and high-level Chinese learners of Japanese (JSL) participated in the study. The first survey was
conducted by questionnaires without a answer time limitation, while the second one was conducted by
auditory presentation which had a limitation on answer time. In total, 52 sentences which were
randomly presented were judged by participants, including interference. However, Ne was judged as
optional only when the set of conversations were judged correct by participants.
3. Results and discussion
Considering three patterns of the usage, there was a difference between JNS and high-level JSL in
the comprehension of the optional sentence-final particle Ne. JNS judged “C” as optional and “A”, “B”
as approximately optional. However, the judgement of high-level JSL varied depending on if there was
a time limitation. In the first survey, the average rate of judgement was around 50% regardless of the
patterns of the usage. Nevertheless, in the second survey, the rate was over 50% and “C” was judged as
generally optional. Especially, when the optional Ne was not judged as optional, there was a different
trend in JNS and high-level JSL as for whether it is supposed to add it. In addition, high-level JSL
showed hesitation in the judgement of the optional Ne with a limitation on answer time.
Therefore, it could be inferred that high-level JSL don’t have a specific sense in the comprehension
of the optional sentence-final particle Ne. It is also noted that instructions of the optional sentence-final
particle Ne is necessary in the field of education.
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ϯǲ̖ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ٦Ԧi/a/٠/e/٦
ϟ©
Kei RI (ʋтθ¯ыİθ¯9)

ѶՍƼĺ,٦ƥ˰٣ـكٞۗ¯ʛɻ٧ʼĤ٣Ƨ˪ۗٓڀĤ٣٘ـٛٞؿۮۛۯـڀنۮچۯـڃنۮٹ
ۯـٵـقۮچۯـٵـ٣ҨiْڂŪǇوٿمƙِ͕ۗلِۘ٘ڃڀǣƗģٟ٧Ԧi٦ǻњ٣ـكٞ٧ۗ
/ܘ/٠/ܕ/٦ǻњ٣Þْ͕ڂǣƗģمƙۗم٘ڃڀѶՍƼ٦Ԧi/a/٠/e/٦ϟ©ǻњ٧Õƙ٦Ƨځƙ
э٘ڀ٢لٛ٘ۘ
ٌٖٟۗՍƗģ٧ۗϟ©˪¯ʛɻ٣ڂيك/a/٠/e/٦ǻњ٦ŪǇچիلڀ٣ْ¯ۗٸ٘ڂʛɻ٣έ
ْڂϟ©Їȁچǣٖٛ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۗ①/e/٠/a/٦Ǉ٦ǻњمƙ¯②ۘ٘ڃڀʛɻ٣ڂٿѶՍƼ٦
Ԧi/a/٠/e/٦ǻњ٧ƹْ͍ؖڂi/N/٠Ԧiۤѣ٣/i/ۥ٦˰ǭقםۘـْٻ̵ّم٨ۗ/ҹǻњم
Χلٛ٘όƼ٧ۯڇيـيۮٟۗځؿѣ٣/ٜ٦όƼ٦ϯٟۗؖi/N/٠Ԧi/i/مĳ٣ʰƥِ٘˰ǭ
٧ǻњ¯③ۘـْٻ̵ّمʛɻ٣ڂٿ/a/٠/e/٦ǻњ٧ƼїۛƼϯ٦ϥ٣ٹڂٿ٦ٟ٧٢ۘـ
ِٖٞۗ¯ʛɻ٣ڂيكѶՍƼ٦Ԧi/a/٠/e/٦ϟ©٣Þ֦ڂڅ5چǠȦِٞ①ۘ٘ٶiÑķ٦'
ـ٣ٿٛٞۗѶՍƼ٦Ԧi/a/٠/e/٦ǻњ٣Ełٌڂق֚چ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ②̤ۍؾۆ٣ٹڂٿ
٦ٟ٧٢③ۘـƦ٦Eł٣ۗځٿՆƦ٦¯ʛɻ٣٧وٿƙۘڂڃڀ
ۗ٘ٵѶՍƼ٦Ԧi/a/٠/e/٦ϟ©٠Ȳʰ٧ǫ΅ـÞچɡٌٜ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ȈƹۗѶՍƼĺ,٦Ùз¯ڀلʛɻ٣ڂٿ/a/٠/e/٦i̹ɉќ٣ٜـٞƙچʲٰ٘ۘ
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Perception of Japanese vowel /a/ and /e/ for Chinese
Japanese learners

Kei RI (ʋтθ¯ыİθ¯9)

At the Japanese education scene, no matter elementary learners or even advanced learners they all
have a tendency to confound the pronunciation between  ـڃنand  ـڀنas well as  ـٵـؿand ق
ـٵـ.
Therefore, the main purpose of this research is to clear the confusion of Chinese learners' perceptions
about Japanese vowels. In order to achieve this goal, learners were tested by listening to recordings and
writing pseudonyms. The testing results are as followed:
1. Among the aspect of perception, the confusion between /a/ and /e/ is bidirectional.
2. This phenomenon is easily found when the last letter of Japanese words were followed by /N/ or
/i/ .
3.This kind of confusion between /a/ and /e/ is not influenced by the position in the sentence.
Then the author analysed the factors which influenced the confusion, the results are as followed:
1. The sound environment is an important factor that could cause the confusion of /a/ and /e/.
2. The number of syllables does not affect the confusion of /a/ and /e/.
3. There is a difference between primary learners and advanced learners, primary learners are more
prone to make such confusion.
4.The confusion of /a/ and /e/ is more likely to occur in people who speak dialects in northern China.
According to some related statistics, the author drew a conclusion that the confusion between /a/ and
/e/ and the output correlation is very high.
Finally, from the aspect of Japanese learning, the author analysed the sound of learners on /a/ and /e/.
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BJ-CAT ٦ΘОέ˧҄ו٦Ăʲ―ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ
Can-do statements ـ֤چٞ―

Yayoi AKAGI (ыθ¯)
Wakana ONOZUKA (ڢکڱڽĺ,·ǭƗģʽ)
Sukero ITO (ыİǲƼθ¯)
Keiko HORII (ӳΏցθ¯)
Akiko HONDA (ׂժáډڟډΨԉ֢θ¯)
Nobuko YANEHASHI (ыθ¯)

ՍƗģ٧ۗƥȕҨϯ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼڭڠګ٣ـكٞۗڂؿѡзچ٠ٛ٘ʌƟɻمŘάЫ٢ڷ
˰ڠڱڟձٟmمٟڠڱڟڷۗچلڂنѶՍƼ Can-do statements ـ֤چٞիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠چչЫ
٠ِٞۘڂـ
ѶՍéņ٣ڂيكǲ̖Ȗ٦ȋ֤مǷƹpΚٌْڂ٠مƙǵڃٵٞۘڂـѶՍéņمǲ̖Ȗ
٣ğٸٞڂـѶՍƼ҄ו٧ۗ˰ڠڱڟڷձٟέ]q҄٢ۗۏڽېںڊګڋڱ٦ǫф٢ѶՍƼ٣ښڂٿ
ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃٟڂؿ٠ٖۘفـ٦فٿ٢˵ļ٣ـكٞۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ؾژڰۉۃښڠڱڟڷ
ـچו҄ۓۋڞٜٟٹ١ٌٟٹĕÙЫ٣ΘОْڃؿمۏؾڪڂ٨ۗʓ˽ñՀɻ٣٠ַٛٞԜ̮مǫ
ٌٖۘـٟӑɻڀ٧ۗ2012 ѽڭکڱؾڦۓڋځٿ٣ڦؾۉڸۓښڂٿЬ]ŭۮڭڠګBJ-CAT ڠڱڟڷѶ
ՍƼۤۯڭڠګj BJ-CATۥ٦ƗģҨچǣ٢ٛٞۘ٘نƥȕۗɝͪڭڠګ٦ɳɋچʚِۗǩչ]
яֻ٣ڂٿǩչԁ̈́٢ڀ٫٣҄וϞ٦̟Оچǣٛٞڂـ٠ٌڄٟۘڂؿ
ɝͪڭڠګٟ٧ۗʌƟɻ٧ڭڠګ٣яْڂ٠њɢ٣ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ Can-do statementsۤj
Cdsۥ٣ڂٿɨƭәnچǣٛٞڠڱڟڷۘڂـѶՍƼ Cds ٧ͮ 40 ǩչٟۗѶՍƼ٦ȿċ҄ٙيٟ٢
وӾǭċ҄ۤۮІن٢ڀمѧۮۯٷѧڇٟˀۯو٢١ٹۥäڃٵٞ ۤڂـơۗ2014ۮǲ̖٦ڠڱڟڷѶ
ՍƼ҄ו٦әn٣ÞْڂíͳƗģ―әnۄګڠڞ٦ǖϨچչɉِٞ―ۯƗģ̯wԪǱˀۗJSPS u
Ɨӄ 22520535ۘۥՍƗģ٧ٌ٦ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ Cds ـ֤چٞۗBJ-CAT ٦ʌƟɻۉۃښڠڱڟڷم
¶ۓۋڞؾژڰљ٣ـكٞѶՍƼچȺِ֤ٞŘάЫ٣١٦فٿ٢ٌ٠مٟڂن٦ـڂؿۗل٧١٦ٿ
ف٢зمӢΙِٞڂـ٦چلիلڀ٣ْۘڂ
Ա٠ِٞ٧ۗ ٓٵBJ-CAT ٦ɝͪڭڠګ٦яڀلڦؾڬʌƟɻ٦҄וϞچȳʰِۗ3 ٢ ِـ4
ٜ٦̠ʷ٣ԁۗي¢̠҄וʷٟڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ Cds ٦ѐŻچדɦْ̠ۘ҄וʷمǫٲـ١ڱڟڷ
ڠѶՍƼ Cds ٣ڂٿɨƭәnمǫـǩչچϲʰْۘڂ
ȈʚЫ٣٧ BJ-CAT ٦ѡзۏڽې٠ڠڱڟڷѶՍƼ Cds ٦έ]Әچȝْ̯ڂŻ ٟڃٌۘڂؿ
٣ٿٛٞѡзڀل٦ٶٟ٧ِ̟ڃד٢ۗـʌƟɻمƥɳ٦˰ڠڱڟڷձٟ١٦فٿ٢҄لڂؿمו
ו҄چĂʲԅٟɦٌْ٠مٟۗنBJ-CAT ٧ʌƟْڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣٠ٛٞٹéņȋ֤Ϗэɻ٣٠
ٛٞٹـْٻֻِٹ٦٣٢ۘڂڃڀڂ
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Descriptions of the Abilities Measured by the BJ-CAT
-By using Business Japanese Can-do statements-

Yayoi AKAGI (ыθ¯)
Wakana ONOZUKA (ڢکڱڽĺ,·ǭƗģʽ)
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Sukero ITO (ыİǲƼθ¯)
Keiko HORII (ӳΏցθ¯)
Akiko HONDA (ׂժáډڟډΨԉ֢θ¯)
Nobuko YANEHASHI (ыθ¯)
This paper clarifies what the test takers are able to do or unable to do in communication of business
settings based on their score on the Business Japanese Test (BJ-CAT). The BJ-CAT is a computerized
adaptive test, which has been in development since 2012. The BJ-CAT will be useful for checking the
Business Japanese ability of those who want to work for Japanese companies where their Japanese
language ability is expected to be as good as the native Japanese.
In order to construct the BJ-CAT, pre-tests were used for the question item analysis based on IRT
(Item Response Theory). With the data from this item analysis, the BJ-CAT, using an adaptive
system, is uploaded to examine whether the test taker’s ability is properly estimated or not.
The Can-Do questions used for self-assessments of the business Japanese abilities, are also
uploaded in the BJ-CAT. These questions describe basic skills and also complex skills such as
‘Reading while listening’ and ‘Reading and writing’. In the pre-test of the BJ-CAT, we used 40 CanDo questions. With the result of the item analysis data, 20 Can-Do questions out of 40 questions were
selected for the BJ-CAT. The Can-do analysis proved that the test takers’ high self-assessments
showed their ability is high.
From this Can-Do analysis, we obtained ability values gained from the theta of the BJ-CAT item
analyses. Then these ability values were divided into three or four standards. Then the statistics of the
Can-Do questions in each standard was calculated. In the result of the above-mentioned questions, we
found that as the test taker’s ability values rise, the self-assessments also rise.
We plan to make a table comparing the score of BJ-CAT and the Can-Do questions. With this
table, the test takers’ capability in business settings can be described when the test score itself is not
able to show all their capabilities. With these Can-Do questions, BJ-CAT will be more helpful for
both Japanese learners and companies in understanding their capabilities. We hope BJ-CAT will be a
useful tool to assess business Japanese ability and it will be used for internships and getting jobs with
Japanese companies.
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̳̮̍٦ǫـѶՍƼІڭڠګ٦Ҩ
Megumi SHIMADA (ѶՍθ¯)
hiroko YABE (ыİ¯Žθ¯)
Yuan SUN (ǲׂ˳Ԫ¯Ɨģʽ)
Toshiko HOSAKA (ѶՍθ¯θ¯9·ǭɺ˳ԪƗģu)
Aki SHIBUKAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)
ѶՍƼІڭڠګ٣ÞْڂƗģ٧ۙΦ٦ċ҄٦ڭڠګ٣Ӂٰ̯ٞwمː٢ڃٖۘـ٧ۙҨ٣ɢÝ
ٌڂللم٠ۙɳɋ٣Ɣѓْٰ˴نƊمΧٌـ٠٢١ۘڂڃڀًؿمƥȕۙٹٛ٠ٹǍوɳɋَڃٞـ
ڂІڭڠګ٧ѶՍƼ҄וəƟٟ˪ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮۙځؿ٦κ̢چǣٟچוۯڂنΘڂ٠ِٞ
͵ۙمڂـȖۙκ٢١٦ձٟ̳̮̍مǫڭڠګـ٠٧Ʀـѱۘـ/ۙڦؾۉڸۓښċʱ٦Ҩυ٣٠
ٹ٢ۙـІڭڠګ٦Ҩ٣٘ؿٛٞ֡۠٢͵Ȗ٦¶֤ٻʰκůΰ٦ȋ֤ ֝م٣٢ٛٞنٞۘڂـ
ٌٖٟՍƗģٟ٧̳̮ۙ̍٦ǫـѶՍƼІ Web چڭڠګҨٌْڂ٠٠ِ٘ۘ
έ˧ۏڽې٧ CEFRۤCommon European Framework or Reference for Languagesۥ٦ B1 ۏڽې٠
͐Оِ٘ۘCEFR ٦ A ۮمۏڽېƨ̖ٻtΜ٠فـЋ͍ɨԁ٣Þהِ٘+ٟ٦ƦƼȺ֤ۯ٠فـ
ϥӣي٢٦٣έِۙB1 ۏڽې٧ۙۮІʝ٦/̖٠̵ِٟٞԆٌو٠ۯ٠فـΘОɿфمpڂڅ٢١ۙ
ה+˰ٻձۙκ٢١٣ـكٞ£چځمƙْٔٞۘڂـ٢څٚۙA2 ٠ B1 ٦Ý٣٧ǫـԑمΠȕِٞ
ڂـ٠ƦڂقٌٖٙۘفڄٟۙՍچڭڠګВِٞۙ¢¯ʛɻ مB1 ۏڽې٣ёυْٸ٘ڂ٣١٦فٿ٢¯
ʛمӐ֦ل٠˳فـԪچФıِ٘ـ٠Ǡٖۘ٘ق٦٘ۙٸCEFR ٦ͶچٶȯǠ٣ΘОْ͐چ͵֦ڂ
ОِٖۙچڀڃΘОٟڂنѶՍƼІ Web ۤڭڠګəǣҲچۥҨِ٘ۘڭڠګ٦ѣϾ٧ɣ٦ 3 зٟ
ۘڂؿ
ۥ۽ѶՍƼІ٦֦͵٠ِٞۙCEFR ٦ĂʲچȯǠ٣ۙה+ۙԆنۙ׃٢١٣Þْ͐چ͵֦ڂО
ِ٘ۘ
ۥ۾CEFR ٦І¶љ٦فٚۮʌ֝Ы¶љۯ٦چٶΘОέ˧٠ِۙ΅ۮƷǣ!¶љۯ٧έ˧٠ِ٢ۘـ
Χو٦əƟٟ٧ۙČɞЫ΅Ʒǣ!¶љ٠ِ̖ٞۙ۾٦چԆـٞκچČɞЫ٣̢ǣْڂ٠فـս
κچȋِ֤ٞۙمڂـČɞЫ٣٦ȯpɻ٣٢ڂ٠͐فـО٧̳̮ۙ̍مǫـ٠٧ƦـѱۘـՍګ
ڭڠٟ٧ƥɳ٣ʌƟɻمΌŜْڂq̮҄٦ǫـκچʰκٌْڂ٠٠ِ٘ۘ
ۥۿWeb ڭڠګ٦ַз¯ِۙل̵چʛɻمΌŜْڂq̮҄٦ǫۙۂۍڮۙڠؾۉڰۙـCM ٢١/ҵۅ
ډڊڬ٦چڠؾڤێF٠٠ٹ٣Фɦْۘڂ
ٌ٦فٿ٣ۙ͵Ȗۙκ٠ٹ٣̳̮̍٦ǫڭڠګـٟۙځؿǷƹ٦ڭڠګȝ̯٣θـ٣ǦƖٟڂن٠
Ǡۘڂق
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Development of an Authentic Japanese Listening Test

Megumi SHIMADA (ѶՍθ¯)
hiroko YABE (ыİ¯Žθ¯)
Yuan SUN (ǲׂ˳Ԫ¯Ɨģʽ)
Toshiko HOSAKA (ѶՍθ¯θ¯9·ǭɺ˳ԪƗģu)
Aki SHIBUKAWA (ǲȔíѤĺθ¯)

Compared to other skill tests, there is little research on Japanese listening tests. Reasons for this
include the time needed to develop one, as well as the many conditions that should be considered
when conducting a test. Currently, the most widely employed Japanese listening test is the Japanese-
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Language Proficiency Test, which can be described as one that measures “communicative
competence required to perform tasks.” However, it is not very authentic in terms of its materials,
tasks, and so on. On the other hand, with the development of computer technology, it is increasingly
easy to use a variety of materials and question formats when developing a listening test. Thus, for this
study, we decided to develop an authentic web-based Japanese listening test.
The test was set at the B1 level of the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages). While CEFR describes the A1 and A2 levels as the use of language in “areas of most
immediate relevance” (personal and family domains), the B1 level is wider in its domains, situations,
and topics and includes, for example, the illustrative scale of “listening as a member of a live
audience.” In other words, there is a high wall between A2 and B1. Therefore, through this test, we
wanted to provide information regarding the kind of study necessary for learners to reach the B1
level. For this reason, we decided upon the elements to be measured while referring to CEFR’s
framework, and developed our web-based Japanese listening test (trial version) to measure these
elements. Our test has three notable characteristics:
1) Its listening elements relating to domains, methods of listening, strategies, and so on were set
with reference to the CEFR’s descriptions.
2) It only measures receptive listening activities, not interactive listening activities (as defined
by CEFR). Many tests include tasks in which, in order to measure interactive activities, one pretends
to complete tasks after listening to the conversation of two people. However, pretending to be a
participant in a conversation is not very authentic. In this test we decided to include tasks that
examinees are highly likely to actually encounter.
3) Taking advantage of its web-based format by using images and videos, the test presents
ordinary media resources that learners are highly likely to encounter: news, television shows,
commercials, and so on.
In this way, our test is highly authentic with regard to both materials and tasks. We believe that it
can greatly contribute to the development of other tests in the future.
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θ¯ʕ¯҄וəƟۮѶՍƼ I ۯ٦ѡзюk٦٘ٸ٦í
ͳЫƗģ

Koichi OSAWA (Kyoto University)

2015 ѽƥȕۙàǲƼԦƼɻ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ̤٧̩ι 3 ٦ 556,237 ̖ٟۙځؿ٦Ѷ
ՍƼ¯ʛɻͮάۤ3,655,024 ̖ۥ٦ 15.22%ٸ͗چٞۤڂـǲȔƿׄíŐ, 2017¯ۘۥʛɻ̤٦āճچ
ҮFِۙθàզǲۤàǲۥٟ٧θ¯ʕ¯҄וəƟۤCollege Scholastic Ability Test; CSATۙۥѶՍ׆
¯əۤExamination for Japanese University Admission for International Students; EJUۙۥѶՍƼ҄ו
əƟۤJapanese Language Proficiency Test; JLPTۥ٢١٦θāճǂЫəƟ٣έْڂɺЫۛĺ,Ы
ʎ֦΅مέЫ٣θن٢ٹ٦٠٢ٖٛٞۘڂـ٦/ٌٟۙڀڃ٦θāճǂЫəƟ_چϚЫۛѐ/Ы٣
έ˧٠ֻِ٘ڭڠګƗģمƥȕٵٟʤԁ٣ǣڃڅٌٞ٢لֻٛ٘٘ڭڠګۙٸ٦Ͷ٦ϯٟ¢
əƟ٦ѐŻЫ٢ѣ̮٣ٜـٞѐǭЫ٣ďٌڂْ٠مٟن٢لٖٛ٘ۘ٦Ƈwۙàǲ٦ѶՍƼĺ,
٦ƥ˰ٟ٧ۙ¢əƟ٦ѱ ф٢١٦ѐŻЫ٢ѣ̮٣ٜـٞǺĪ٦٢ٻ̟ـӢ̳¨٢Ӂ«چǣٛ
٘ۙځƽٛ٘̂ѾچԮـٌِٞفٵ٠مː٢و٢ۘـՍƗģ٦έ˧ٟ ڂؿCSAT ٧àǲ٦θ¯ѷə٣
ڂيك։/٦ĳВ¯ڭڠګוٟۘڂؿŉٸٞڠږؾګڠڋڳ٢əƟٟڂؿ/ٟۙəƟ٦ѐŻЫ̮ɲ
٣Þْ˳ڂԪ٧ٲ٠ڇ١ɦَڃٞـ٢ۘـՍƗģ٦ι/٦չЫ٧ۙCSAT ѶՍƼ I uչ٦ 2001
ѽфəƟۢ2009 ѽфəƟ̠چԉюkْٸ٘ڂ٣Ӑ֦٢íՍЫؾڦڰۆچڦؾڬəƟچɳɋِ̱ٞ
Ӊٌْڂ٠ٟۘڂؿιѲ٦չЫ٧ۙCSAT ѶՍƼ I uչ٠ EJU ٿك٫ JLPT ٦ѐŻЫ̮ɲۤѱ фۥ
چЋ͍Ӂ«ٌْڂ٠مٟؾڦڰۆۙفٿڂنəƟ٣چڗۓڔۓێڂٿəٌڂٶ٠ٟۘڂؿǩչҮ]ֻ
ۤitem response theory; IRTۥ٦ 2 Ԧ̤ۏڬۆږکڊګڠڟۑ٣ڂٿɿфkچǣٛ٘٠ٌۙڄCSAT ѶՍ
Ƽ I uչ٦ͮάЫ٢ѱ фۤՍƗģٟ٧Ǹѱфڦۅۍڵ٦ 50%ۏڋڦзٹچٛٞȝЫ٣ОĎْ
ۥڂ٧ѽфچБٍف٠٣ͬΎۤѱkِۥٌٞڂـ٠مÙȦٟۙ٘ٵۘ٘نCSATۙEJUۙJLPT ٦õʰǩչچ
њɢɿфkِ٘٠ٌۙڄCSAT ٧Ħ JLPT ٦ 3 Ĥ̠ʷٹځٿѱ фمКٌـ٠مɦǾَۘ٘ڃ
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A basic research for test equating and linking of
College Scholastic Ability Test Japanese I

Koichi OSAWA (Kyoto University)

As of 2015, the number of native Korean speakers of Japanese as a second language (JSL) learners
counted 556,237 which was the 3rd largest population in the world and accounted for 15.22% of all
overseas JSL learners out of 3,655,024 (The Japan Foundation, 2017). Because of the still relatively
large number of JSL learners, there have been regular social and educational demands for large-scale
public assessments of Japanese language proficiency such as the College Scholastic Ability Test
(CSAT) Japanese I in second foreign language section, the Examination for Japanese University
Admission for International Students (EJU) and the Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) in
Republic of Korea.
In the meantime there has been observed only a limited amount of research opened to the public on
the CSAT, EJU and JLPT so it has only been possible to discuss the statistical characters of these
three tests transversely and integratedly on the basis of modern test theory such as Item Response
Theory (IRT) and test equating. As a result, people tend to make unsound reasonings or incorrect
comparisons concerning psychometric aspects such as item discrimination power and item/test
difficulty on these assessments.
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The focus of this research, the CSAT, is the only large-scale high-stakes test for university
admissions in Korea. Despite its critical impact on the test examinees, there has not been any official
information opened to the public on the psychometric properties. The first purpose of this study is to
prepare a basic data structure to equate CSAT Japanese I horizontally to see the deviation of test
difficulties amongst CSAT administration years from 2000 to 2008. The second purpose is to link
CSAT Japanese I to old EJU and old JLPT to see the disparity in the test difficulty level amongst the
three tests.
The author conducted a monitor test (total N=4,647) which included all the 270 test items of CSAT
Japanese I from 2000 to 2008 administration years. A horizontal equating based on IRT 2 parameter
logistic model (2PL) was conducted and the result showed that the medians (i.e. 50 percentile points)
of item difficulty parameters of the tests of 9 years saw an incremental change, which cannot be
observed in the official CSAT scoring report by KICE who is officially in charge of CSAT
development and administration.
The monitor test included 487 test items of old EJU and old JLPT, that were previously
administered in the successive main test sessions. Item response data were collected through a
variation of common item design which made it possible to calibrate all the 757 test items
simultaneously. The author conducted a concurrent item calibration and 2PL logistic ability scaling
(linking) of the CSAT, old EJU and old JLPT monitor test data. The result showed that the CSAT was
the very entry-level test and should be easier than old JLPT certification level 3, there might be nonignorable discrepancy in test difficulty between old JLPT lower and upper 2 levels, and the EJU is
somewhat more difficult than old JLPT upper 2 levels.
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ù҄ڠڴۍڞ٠͍˿˰ձԁ̈́٣íٝ٘ـ
ǆї҄ڭڠګו٦٘ٸ٦͐ۂؾګО
kikuko YUI (İтǲƼθ¯)
Osamu KAMADA (ѯȰθ¯)
ѶՍٟȸɝٻԝĸ٣ʥɝِۗѶ˲̵¶چٛٞڂـӆѶՍƼԦƼɻ٧ۗƦƼЫۛɺЫʂɻۗ
ڤی٦ׂ˰٣ϥٌڂڃل٠مΧۘـƦ֥٦ڂ̵ّڀلוӢŌǤ٣ٿٛٞӃɊғɻΓ٠٢ۗځѶՍƼچ
Ⱥٌْ֤ڂ٠٣٢ۘڂѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧ۗۮɊғ۵ӃɊғۯ٦چڻکۇڕՒۗوٰڂٸӆѶՍƼԦƼɻ
٦ٶ٣ѶՍƼ¯ʛچĸـٞڂـƥɳٌۘڂؿم٦ӢŌǤ٦˚چɬِٞѶՍƼĺ,ْۓڋڝڬچ
ڂ٣٧ۗӆѶՍƼԦƼɻ٦ɳȔ٦ѶՍƼȺ֤˰ձٟ˰˿͍ۮڂؿձچۯԁِٖ̈́٦Ƈwْل̵چ
ٌ٠مƃٔل٢ۘـƨ۠٦͍˿˰ձ٦ƦƼƥ˧ۗƦƼۛӆƦƼѣ̮ۗԅդچԁْ̈́ڂ/ٟ͍ۗ˿
˰ձ٦άŷkٹǣفӐ֦ۘڂؿٹ
ՍҨӘٟ٧͍ۗ˿˰ձ٦άŷk٣Ȕِۗۮù҄ۯ٣Ϯչِۗۮù҄ۯ٦άŷk٦əچٶФɦْ̖ۘڂ
Ý٢ن̵ڀٞٸ٘وـ٣٧ϊٟٹӐ֦٠٢ڂ٦ۮمù҄ۯٙڀلٟ˰˿͍ۗځؿձ٣ڂيكƦƼȺ֤
٦Ɯ٧ۮù҄ۯ٣íٝۯږڠڦۮوٙڀلٟۘڂؿǲׂǲƼƗģʽ٦̯w٠ِٞۮù҄ԁۗمڂؿمۯכ
ՍҨӘٟف٦٧ۗҨӘɻ٘ٚڭږڎڟۑڻمƗģٟǣٛٞ˰˿͍٘نձƗģ٣íٝوù҄٦άŷ
kٟۘڂؿƦƼ٦ùֻ҄٣٧ۮpragmatic (narrative, active), magicalۮۯƿËۛӘʰۛиυۯю٦Ùз
ٌٌۗمڂؿٹٟ٧ںڊګږډؾڦۓڋ٢Ùзڀل٦άŷk٦əچٶɦْٜۘ˳ۗځٵԪиυٻɨƭӘ
ƥٙيٟ٢ۗوέ٦΅ʆٯ٦ғٹۏؾۑڭۓښٻׇäٹ٘ٸ٦ٟ˰ۗځؿձچǖْ̯ڂέ̖Þũٻ
˰ۛչЫю٦ǖ̯֦͵٠٦Þٻù҄٦ʡٵچځٵ٠ڂٸơֻۗΧͽЫٹږؾےڭکڱǠٹׇِ٘٦
ٟۘڂؿ
ٻڭڠګĺȖ٦ȝ̯٦Ȕ٣٧ۗάŷkَ٘ڃù҄چɣ٦ 2 ٜ٦֦͵چɭ٣Ǡنٰڂقٟۥ۽ۘڂؿ
ΌŜq̮҄٦ǫٹـ٦ۗۥ۾Þ֚ӆӅ̮٦ǫٹـ٦ٟۗۘڂؿάŷkَٹ٘ڃ٦چ՜ԛ٢وԉձЫ
٣ف٦٧ۗ¯ʛɻٯ٦ӰϏمθۘڂهْنĺȖ٣ـكٞ٧ۗ˪ʲِ٘ӢŌǤ٦˚چѾї٣ۗʈ۠
٦ٹؾڟګۍڭڠäنٰڂٸٙ٠ǠۗمڂقՍҨӘٟ٧ۗѣ٣ǆї҄ڭڠګו٣˝зچэֻِ̱ٞۗ٘
ù҄چФɦْۘڂ
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Theme Setting for Oral Proficiency Test Based on
Functional Syllabus and the Analysis of Contact
Situations

kikuko YUI (İтǲƼθ¯)
Osamu KAMADA (ѯȰθ¯)

Non-native speakers of Japanese who send their daily lives by engaging in work and study in Japan
are often treated as “outsiders” and placed in the position of a linguistically and socially vulnerable
person. The imbalance arising from the difference of language power result in making them use
Japanese as the ruled party. In Japanese language education, there is a reality that only non-native
speakers are forced to learn Japanese in order to bridge the gap of "ruling and ruled". In order to design
Japanese language education with the aim of resolving this imbalance, it is indispensable to analyze the
actual contact situations in which non-native speakers use Japanese with native speakers. While
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analyzing language phenomena including both verbal/non-verbal and contextual characteristics of
individual contact situation, it is also necessary to systematize the situations as a whole.
In this presentation, it is attempted to systematize “function” while systematizing contact situations.
Because human beings need to perform "function" in order to live, the key to using language in contact
situations is "task" based on "function". Although there is "functional classification" as the result of the
research done by National Institute of Japanese Language, in this presentation we organize functions
based on our research of the contact situations. The functional theory of language includes "pragmatic
(narrative, active), magical", "sympathy/ emotion/ transmission", etc., but here we present an attempt
to systematize from an interactive point of view. In other words, it includes not only the transmission
of information and emotion but also the consideration and control of the partner in the dialogue,
principles and multi-layered networks which synthesize the relationships and functions of such
constituent elements as interpersonal relationships, places and purposes of the situations.
When preparing tests and teaching materials, one should think about the systematized function from
the following two conditions.
(1) high possibility of encounter
(2) high possibility of involvement or unavoidance.
Excessive burden will be created on learners if all the systematized functions are handled in a planar
way. With the above-mentioned solution of imbalance in mind we think that various strategies should
be included in teaching materials, and following this guideline we present the organized functions
focusing on the oral proficiency test.
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˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ȝԅ٦гȞڀلƙ٘ԅˡۏڽې
٦ƽ֤ԁ̈́ ۵¯ʛɻɖз٦ƽ֤͒ի٦Ӑ֦̮
Mitsuko KIDO (Ϫ҉θ¯)
ՍҨӘٟ٧˪Ĥȝԅ٦ʍņٟƙ˪ڂڃڀĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ԅˡۏڽې٦ƽ֤چʄًۗ˪ځƽ֤
چЦِ̳֘Յْٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗƗģɻٻĺɆ٦ɖзٙيٟ٧٢¯ۗوʛɻ٦ɖзڀل٦ƽ֤٦ґŶٻ
֦5٦͒իمӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠چʲٰۘڂȝԅ٦ƽ֤ם٧ӑɻمѶՍ٦θ¯ٟ 2006 ѽфځٿՖѽǣ
̵ٛٞ¯׆٘نέ˧٦˪ĤȝԅʍņٟÙȦَٹ٘ڃ٦ٟۗ2006 ѽф ڀل2010 ѽф٦ȝԅʍņ٦
ʌǥɻځٿƗģĴچוѡٞʐʡِȝِ̯٘ȝԅ ڠؾڽڦؾڬ211 թԁ٣íٝـٞ˪ۘڂـĤȝԅ٦
ԅˡۏڽې٦ƽ֤ٟ٧ۗʺ͍ٻė͍٢١͍Νɗ٦ͦξ٦ƽ֤ۗɨљɗԅ٠Φљɗԅ٦ͦξ٦ƽ֤ۗ
ۮɈۮۯفǠۮۯڂقƦۯڂق٢١ԅ՚٦ҬϚӘƥ٦ƽ֤ۗڧڲԅ٦ˮȺ֤٘ٵ٧Ӆ֤ۗʥΛ͑٠ʃ
͑٦ʃάچӘْʃƼ٦ړ٠ڳ٦ƽ֤٢١مƙڀڃٌۘ٘ڃڀ٦ƽ֤٧۽ԅ٦ٶϲʰْڂ٠̳֤٣ƙ
ۗمڂقԅդ٦Ӣ̱ǭۗځؿمԅˡۏڽېٟ٧ƽ֤٠ѺОٟٹڂن٦ٟۘڂؿ
قם٨ۗė͍٦͍Νɗۮٟۯِلِۮۯٹ٦'ـ٧ۤؾڦڠڟېregisterۥ٣Ą5ْۗمڂњّė͍٦͍
Νɗۮ٠ٌۯِلِۮۯمڄ٦'ـ٧ؾڦڠڟې٦ٶٟ٧͒իٟۯ̮ۮۗٓن٠فـՠЫ٢֦5م
ۘڂؿʍņٟ٧ۗ٢ٕė͍٣ۯ̮ۮ٦فٿ٢ՠچpٌڂق٠مԅچڭؾہېٻˀ˪وٟ٧ӢЬ
͌٢٦ل٠فـɲս¯مʛɻڀلʰٞڃٌۘڂو٧ۤؾڦڠڟېHalliday Φ 2004ۥ٣Ą5ِۗٻֻ̮
ɳ˥̮چʪɖْڂԅˡٟ٧ۯ̮ۮ٦فٿ٢ʃÙЫ٢Әƥ٧ǈۗٓڃٵĕÙЫ٢Әƥͦمξَڃ
ٌڂ٠٣ڂٿ٠Ʀ¯ِۗلِۘڂقʛɻ٣Ɨģ٦ɖз͒ڀلիِچٞٹƽ֤٦֘Յ٣٧٢ڀ٢ۮۘـ٠ٌ
مۯمڄΦ٦ė͍٦͍Νɗ٠٧"٢ۯ̮ۮځ٠فـՠچäٷ٠فـՠЫϟɬَۗڀ٣ɳ˥̮ۛ
ȇƥ̮ۛچֻ̮ʪɖْڂԅ٦فٿ٢ԅˡٟ٧ĕÙЫ٢Әƥͦمξَڂڃ٠فـԅάЫϟɬچ
ɡٌٜ٠٣ۮۯِلِۮۗځٿ٠ٌۯمڄ٦ͦξ٦ҬϚمq҄٠٢ۘڂٜۗځٵĺ,ɳٟͥ٧ƽ֤٦ґŶ
֦ٻ5چєقٵ٢¯ۗٹڀمʛɻ٣٠ٛٞ҃ѡ٦ǣ͒وիمӐ֦٣٢ڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
¯ʛɻ٦ƽ֤چЦِ̳֘Յْٸ٘ڂ٣٧ۗ˪٦فٿ٣¯ʛɻ٦ɖзڀلԅˡۏڽې٦ƽ֤م
ĄٌڂґŶ֦ٻ5͒چիٌْڂ٠مӢqƃٟۘڂؿՍƗģ٧¯ʛɻ٦ɖзڀلԅˡۏڽې٦ƽ֤
چիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٣ۗځٿȝԅ¯ʛ٣Ӑ֦٢¯ʛɻ٦٘ٸ٦¯ʛǩչ٦ͦО٠ՠ֤Ա٦Ăʲ٣
ǦƖْۘڂ
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Error Analysis of Text Structure in Advanced
Japanese Learners Composition: Necessity of Error
Explanation from a Learner Perspective

Mitsuko KIDO (Ϫ҉θ¯)

In this presentation, I will consider sentence-level errors in compositions by advanced learners of
Japanese. I insist that to correct and prevent such errors it is necessary to provide explanations for the
misuses background and other factors from a learner perspective, rather than only from a researcher/
instructor perspective. I observed composition errors in advanced writing classes for international
students who I have been teaching at university level in Japan every year since 2006. Writings were
collected from the students of advanced composition classes from 2006 to 2010, resulting in a database
based on compositions of 211 students. Sentence-level errors of advanced-level compositions included
errors of conjunction selection such as order and inversion, errors of intransitive vs. transitive sentence
selection, errors of modality expressions at the end of the sentences such as the verbs "OMOU"(think),
“KANGAERU” (consider), “IERU”  (evaluate), overuse or avoidance of “NODA” (extended
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sentence), and errors of subject representation by “HA” or “GA” in both main and subordinate clause.
Although these misappropriations appear to be correct if only one sentence is extracted, there is a
mismatch with the context, and at the sentence-level it can be recognized as misuse.
For example, the difference between the conjunctions "DEMO" and "SHIKASHI" in the inverse
connection is due to register, but the difference between the conjunctions "TOKOROGA" and
"SHIKASHI" of the same inverse connection cannot be explained only by register and “TOKOROGA”
requires the meaning "unexpected things". In class, some learners asked why it is inappropriate to add
meanings like "unexpected" in reverse connections when writing papers and reports. This is caused by
register (Halliday et al. 2004). In academic writing where logic and objectivity are priority objective
expressions are to be selected. Subjective expressions such as “TOKOROGA” including the meaning
of "unexpected things" are not preferred. However, even if teachers explain the problem to students
from the perspective of research, composition errors will not be prevented. Semantic and stylistic
knowledge are required for “TOKOROGA”. This inverse connection contains a different type of
"unexpectedness" compared to other inverses conjunctions, and in addition, in papers objective
expressions are selected to emphasize evidence, reproducibility, and logic. An explanation like the
above from a learner viewpoint enables the learner to correctly choose between "TOKOROGA" and
"SHIKASHI". In other words, in education it is necessary to give convincing explanations to learners
while taking the error background and other factors into account.
As described above, the explanation of the error background and other factors on the sentence level
from the viewpoint of learners is indispensable for correcting and preventing errors by learners. This
research contributes to select learning items for learners necessary for composition learning and
description of usage by clarifying errors on the sentence level from the viewpoint of learners.
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`ʔѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣ڗۓڊګڋۍڂٿ٦ۏڽېԓ
 ۏڻۓڜ۵ږکڊګڠێڿәn٠ۏڻڊګۏۂ
ڭڋېڭәnڀلƙڂقΧ̮֡۵
Yoko KAGEYAMA (ѶՍ˄Ʉά,θ¯)
Mari TANAKA (թƩdǲƼθ¯թ֛ĺʍ)
Aiko SASAKI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽыİ¯Žθ¯θ¯9ǭ¯Ǖĺ,¯Ɨģu)
1. չЫ
ՍؾڦڠہҨӘٟ٧ۙ`ʔѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼۏڽېچۏڻۓڜڗۓڊګڋۍԓ٣Фɦْۘڂ
ٌٵڃٟۙӑɻڀ٦ڭږڎڟۑڻٟ٧ۙ`ʔ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٣έْڗۓڊګڋۍڂәnɊSچչЫ٦
/ٜ٠ِٞۙ¯ʛɻ٦چڗۓڊګڋۍʐʡِ̤ۙѽÝ٣ڗۓڊګڋۍځ٘څәn٠ÞƗģچǣٛٞن
٘ۘ
ۏڽېԓچۏڻۓڜɦٌْ٠ٟۙ١٦فٿ٢ٹ٦م١٦ۏڽې٣Ϟْڂ٦ږکڊګڠێڿۙ٘ٵۙلә
nۤjۙH әnمۥњّٟۮۗٹչЫۛѫ֝ۮۯǖ̯ۛƇΗ̮ۮۯѶՍƼۯ٦ 3 ڀلڭڋېڭ٢ڻڨۏۂڂ
ڭڋېڭۏәnۤjۙMT әnۥ٣ـكٞ٧әn"م٢ٹڂ٦ю٦Řάچםɦٌْ٠ٟۙӆԦƼɻ
ĺɆٻΦ٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٠ƿׄمɡٚٝـڀϠ+٣ڂـюۙѶՍƼڗۓڊګڋۍәn٣ǸѱچËّڂ
`ʔϠ+٦ĺɆ٣έْڂɊS٣٢ڂ٠Ǡقٞۘڂـ
2. Ա
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۙ`ʔ٦ƗģĴוɻ٦Ĵچוѡٞʐʡِ٘ѶՍƼۤڦؾڬڗۓڊګڋۍ577 Ԙۥ٦فٚۙ
ۮӁ«ۛۤ˥ƙڮؾۆۯۥ٦چڦؾڬέ˧٠ِ٘ۘәnۏڽې٧ 1ۢ6 ٦ 6 ϛٟڦؾڬۙځؿ٣έِ
ٞۙՍڭږڎڟۑڻ٣ٞҨِ٘әn٦͕ʺچȋз٣̵ ِ٘لH әn٠ MT әn٦ؾۇڨؾۑڹ
ۤڭjۙFCـ֤چۥٞәnِ٘ۘәnɻ٧ؾڴۓۅ5 թۄڧۓۍڀل٣´ ٘ڃڀ̇ځ3 թٟͮۙځؿ4
ٟәnɻÝچڗۓڊګؾۃǣٛٞȈʚЫ٢چۏڽېƄОِ٘ۘ
3ۚѣĂْٰڭۓڋہن
ʥ֮ۙѶՍƼڗۓڊګڋۍәn٣Þِٞۙۏڽېԓәníʷ٧ɦَڃٞٹ٘ن٦٦ϲ˧ЫĂʲ٣
ۜםۤځٵ׆ѶՍ¯׆əƟۮĂʲսκۯ٦ȋзíʷۙۥŘάЫ٢ۏڽېԓمۏڻۓڜФɦٌَ٘ڃ٠٧
٢ۏڽېۘـԓچۏڻۓڜФɦٌْڂ٠ٟۙڗۓڊګڋۍәn٣ÞڂڅĺɆɊS٣٢ڂ٦ٟ٧٢ۙلـ
¯ۙ٘ٵʛɻ٣ ٹGood writing چˀٸ٘و٦ڂڃڀق֚چڭۓڶ٦ٟ٧٢لـ٠Ǡۘڂق
َڀ٣͕ۙǣƗģۤйϯΦ 2016مۥɉЩْډڟډۙڂ٦¯ʛɻ٠Ӂ«ِٞۮůɫ٣٠ٓڃڅڀԶل٢
Әƥ̝`ۯڂْ֏چʔ¯ʛɻ٦ڗۓڊګڋۍ٦ѣϾ٣ٜـٞٹŘάЫ٣ԪǱِ٘ۘـ
۲ȯǠԅƖ۳йϯֻ̍ۛҠйĘӌɄۛցйˑȽۤ2016ۮۥѶՍƼ¯ʛɻڠڵؾښ٣ڂيكέؾۑ―
ڋڢکڏۙۏؾۅۙڋېڻۏ٦ԁ̈́چВِٞ―ۯ۰ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ, 20 2015 ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,
ۄڍڟہۓڞԪǱۛҨӘԅʡ۱ۙ102-119 ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺɆ
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Essay Samples Written by European Learners of
Japanese as a Second Language at Different Levels:
Different Outcomes in Multiple-Trait and Holistic
Ratings.
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Yoko KAGEYAMA (ѶՍ˄Ʉά,θ¯)
Mari TANAKA (թƩdǲƼθ¯թ֛ĺʍ)
Aiko SASAKI (ǲׂǲƼƗģʽыİ¯Žθ¯θ¯9ǭ¯Ǖĺ,¯Ɨģu)
1. Purpose
This poster session will show the writing samples of different levels of European Learners of
Japanese. Our project has been collecting the essays written by JSL learners for a few years and
conducting related research in order to support Japanese language teachers in Europe.
Many European teachers who teach Japanese are struggling with how to teach Japanese writing
because they have fewer opportunities to discuss with other Japanese language teachers. In addition,
they are not native speakers of the Japanese language.
By showing actual samples for each writing level more clearly, teachers can be equipped with more
helpful materials.
2. Method
577 writings were collected with the cooperation of European teachers of Japanese language. In this
poster session the material used was a comparison essay. The evaluation of essay writing was rated into
6 levels. We had two methods of evaluation which were multiple-trait ۤ "Purpose and Content,"
"Organization and Cohesion," "Accuracy of Japanese ” ۥand holistic ratings. For both of them we used
different flow charts which we created in our project. Five elevators were there, but only three were
randomly selected. When the three evaluation results did not agree, a meeting with all five members
were held and the level was decided with all five’s consent. The random selection of 3 out of 5 results
were done on each evaluation of writing.
3. Special Information
Evaluation criteria by Japanese writing level has been shown before, such as the scoring criteria for
the exam (ex. Examination for Japanese University Admission for International Students), but the
criteria is too abstract without examples. Therefore, we wish to show authentic examples of Japanese
writings which will support both Japanese teachers and JSL learners in writing more comprehensively.
Particularly, for teachers to improve their evaluation of learners’ writing and for learners to improve
their writing skills.
Additionally, previous research on European JSL learners pointed out that they tend to value
individual ideas and are generally freer to express their thoughts in writing compared to Asian students,
not minding too much about grammar or form.
Reference
Mari Tanaka, Kumiko Sakota, & Hisashi Noda (2016). Dialogues in Learner Corpus of Japanese as
a Second Language: Analysis of Role Plays, Emails and Essays, The Proceedings ofthe 19 th Japanese
Language Symposium in Europe 27-29 August, 2015, pp.102-11, Association of Japanese Language
Teachers in Europe (AJE)
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ֻЫ٢ԅˡȝ̯٦٘ٸ٦ǄwЫ٢¯ʛ¶љ
Rumiko MUKAI (ыİθ¯)
Kaori NAKAMURA (ο˻θ¯ǲƼ¯ӵ)
Hiroko KONDO (Ȱֺ¯9θ¯)
ۛڭؾہېԅ٦ֻЫ٢ԅˡȝ̯҄چו١٦فٿ٣ْ̯֨لڂ٧θ¯ĺ,٣ڂيكʪ֦κ٠
٢ٛٞ¶ۗځكҨ٢ďمбَڂڃ٠٠ٹ٣ۗԁցچս۠֡ٓڅ٢ׂ˰ڀلɉќԱ٦Фٹ٢َ
ڃٞ ̪̯ۤڂـ2016ۗӼ ء2002ۗǽпч 2008 ٢١ِلِۘۥ٢̵¯׆ۗڀم٦ֻϛ٣ǭۗٔڅ
ֻ̮٠٧١٦فٿ٢ٌ٠لŘάЫ٣ֻَٔۗȈʚЫ٣Ь͌٢ԅˡȝ̯مٟفٿڂن٣٢ٵڂٟ٦
ԱچФِٞٹڂـ٦٧ƙэٵـۗٓڀٙղȡ٦ϛ٣ٌٖۘڂؿٟۗҨӘɻڀ٧ֻۗЫ٢ˀنچ
ʛѡْٸ٘ڂ٦ϛЫ٢ɉќԱچŘάЫ٣Ɣѓْۗٸ٘ڂ/٦¯ʛ¶љ͐چŻ̵ِٞۗ¯׆
٣έِٞɳɋِٖۗ٦֏Ǆ̵̮¯ۗچ٦ȲʰԀ٠¯̵ٯ٦ɲսɓЇȁ٦ƇwڀلƔ˥ِ٘ۘՍҨӘ
٧ٖۗ٦ǠȦƇw٠ٌٖۗڀلɦǾَ٘ڃɉќ٦κچʲٰٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿ
/٦¯ʛ¶љ٠٧ۗ①Ӿ̤٦ԅˡ٣ٜـٞӇֆ{ʽچɉЩِۗӇֆچՒڂٸԅچȝ̯ۗ②ĺ
Ɇ①م٦ԅˡ٦Ӈֆ{ʽ٠ѫ֝͒چիِٞӇֆѫ֝چĳ֏ۗ③Ӈֆ٦٢ـԅˡ٦ˀو٠ن٦׆
ɝǩ͒چիۗ④①٦ԅˡچӇֆ٦٢ـԅˡ٣ˀنЋِۗ⑤①ۢ④٦ϟɬچєقٵ֚ٞ٘ڃڀقκ
չ٣ٜـٞɨ֑ȝԅۗ٠¶فـљٟۘڂؿέ˧٠ِ٘¯̵٧ۗN1 ˪٦ѶՍƼ̵҄¯׆ڂْ֏چו
ۤθ¯9Ɨģ̵ۗԦƼ٧ϯǲƼ܅ۥթٟۘڂؿ
¯ʛ¶љ٣ٿٛٞȲʰَ٘ڃԅˡچԁْ̈́ڂ٠ۗٲ٠ڇ١مӇֆ{ʽ٦ɉЩ٧ٟۗنӇֆ{ʽ٣
ѷنٰڂڃѫ֝ٹɉЩٟۗمڂنɳȔ٣Ӈֆ٦٢ـԅˡٯ٦ˀنЋِڂْچ٠ۗЬ͌٢ˀنمٟن
٢ـŪǇٌڂؿم٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘɲսɓЇȁ٦Ƈw٣٧ۗ/٦¶љ٣ٜـٞۮԦƼٟٹǠق
ٌ٘٠٦٢ـԅˡ٦Ӈֆ٣ɬمĚ٫ۗӇֆ˚٦ϟɬ§ѡ٣փׂٛ٘ۯ٠فـɉЩؿمٛ٘/
ٌٟۗ٦فٿ٢ʛ٧ۗЉԅ٦ϯٟǣ٢فӐٌ֦ڂؿم٠ۗ④ٯ⑤ڀل٦ϟɬ٦¶֤مѱٌِـ٠٢
١٦ɉЩؿمٛ٘ۘ
ٌڀڃ٦ƇwۗڀلҨӘɻڀ٦͐Żِ٘¯ʛ¶љ٧ۗӇֆ{ʽ٦ɬkۗӇֆѫ֝٦¨Ѻ٠فـ
зٟ٧֏Ǆٟؿٛ٘ۗمӇֆ{ʽچԅդͪٻƹ٦ԅ٣ǭٔڅٞЬ͌٣̱ٸ٘ڂق٣٧֏Ǆٟ٧٢
لٌٛ٘٠مիلڀ٣٢ٌٛ٘ۘڃ٧ۗɣ٦ʛ٠ֻِ̮ٞۗ٦ϟɬ٠ۗӘƥů٦ϟɬْۗ٢څٚѫ
֝٠ůɫ٦ϟɬچѨنǭڂٔڅϛمӐٌ֦ٟڂؿ٠چɦǾِٞۘڂـǷƹ٧ٌۗ٦ϛ٦ɉќ
ԱچƔѓِۗɳȔ٦ԅˡȝ̯٦Ȕ٣]֤ٟו҄ڂن٦̯֨چչɉِ٘ۘـ
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Effective Classroom Learning Activities for Logical
Writing Skills

Rumiko MUKAI (ыİθ¯)
Kaori NAKAMURA (ο˻θ¯ǲƼ¯ӵ)
Hiroko KONDO (Ȱֺ¯9θ¯)

An important issue in college education is the cultivation of the ability to write logically for a
report/thesis, and active discussions (Naruse 2016, Fukuzawa 2002, and Sadoshima 2008) in various
research fields have proposed teaching methods to develop this skill. However, we are still struggling
to find a method to help international students understand logic at their comprehension level and to
instill the ability to write logically. In this article we tried a scaffolding method for teaching logical
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writing to international students using a series of learning activities, then examined the effectiveness
from the outputs and questionnaire results of the students. This paper describes the discussion results
and teaching issues generated from this trial.
The scaffolding activities were: 1. The students identified gaps in logic in a series of sentences and
then each wrote a sentence to bridge the gap, 2. The teacher explained the gap in logic of 1 and shared
the students’ attempts, 3. The teacher provided important techniques in logical writing, 4. The student
rewrote the sentences of 1 with no logical gap, then, 5. The students wrote free composition on a
given topic using the knowledge gained from 1 ~ 4. The study targeted 9 international students
(Chinese graduate students) who tested NI or higher on the Japanese Language Proficiency Test.
When analyzing the sentences produced by the learning activities, the students could identify most
of the gaps and suggest appropriate ways to bridge them. Yet, when actually rewriting sentences to
bridge the gap, it was clear that they tended to experience difficulty in using appropriate expressions.
In the questionnaire results, the series of activities was reported as “I became aware of gaps in logic
that I would not have notice in my native language and the activities were helpful in acquiring the
skills needed to bridge the gaps”. On the other hand, it was also evident that using the knowledge
gained in steps 4 and 5 did not transfer to longer pieces of writing.
From these results, the learning activities we designed may have been effective in terms of creating
an awareness of gaps in logic and confirmation of the content, but it was also clear that such activities
would not be effective in extending to making appropriate adjustments with the sentences before and
following the gap. This suggests that a further stage is required to make a connection between logical
knowledge and expression to form knowledge or contents and formal knowledge as a next exercise. In
the future, we will examine this teaching method and try to teach how to apply the knowledge to write
logically.
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ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ۏؾۅԅ٣ڂيكғׇӘƥ٦κ
Kumiko KANENIWA (ׂĺθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ
ՍƗģ٦չЫ٧ۗѶՍƼ¯ʛɻۤj¯ʛɻمۥѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠ۏؾۅٟځٻʄڂْچځȔۗ
ѧٶʆ٠٦̖ÝÞũ٣Ɋ˩مʰڂ٠Ɉڂڃڅԅچϲʰِٖۗ٦ŪǇچϐٹڂ٦ٟۘڂؿȮν(2011)
٧ۗғׇƦƼǣљ٣ٜـٞڠۍڻۮ٦ғׇƦƼǣљۯ٠ڠگڋۂۮ٦ғׇƦƼǣљڂؿمۯ٠ʲٰٞ
¯ۘڂـʛɻ٦˰ǭ٧ِ̝ۗٔٓٞڠگڋۂۮ٦ғׇƦƼǣљۯ٦Әƥـ֤چٌِٞفٵ٠ڂؿم
¯ۗمʛɻ٦ۏؾۅԅ٦Ⱥ֤˵ļ٣ٜـٞ٧ϟڃڀٞـ٢فٿـٟۘڂؿ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗۏؾۅۮȝ̯٘ـ֤چږڠڦȝԅɊSۯۄګڠڞ٦Ҩ٦٘ٸ٣¯ʛɻ٦ۏؾۅԅچ
ʐʡِٖٞۗمڂـ٦فٚۗϯĤۏڽې٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ 90 թۤڪڋڮƼԦƼɻ 30 թۗàǲƼԦƼ
ɻ 30 թۗϯǲƼԦƼɻ 30 թۥ٠ѶՍƼԦƼɻ 30 թچέ˧٣ʐʡِ٘܂ٜ٦"٢ۏؾۅڂ
ԅ②ְۗ①ۤږڠڦսـǭ④ۗסك③ۗٔڅϚ⑤ۗځձɬ٦٢ٯ̵͕ـ٦֯ۗ⑥Õֻ̖ٯ٦
֯ۥ٣ٿٛٞˀۏؾۅ٘ڃلԅ 720 Ɗۗـ֤چѧٶʆ٠٦̖ÝÞũ٣Ɋ˩مʰڂ٠ɈڂڃڅӘƥ٣
ٜـٞɲЫԁ̈́چǣۗـԁِۘ٘כ
ٖ٦Ƈwۗ (1)̐ͲÞũچǠׇِ٢ـӘƥۤ֍̖٣Ϲѻ٣ِ̌ۮօٍُۯڇٔٵـ٠ɼȗۘ٦Õ
ֻ̖٣έِۮ٦ũۯٯڇَځ٠ˀ(ۗۥو2)ѫ֝٣ǭڅ٢ـӘƥۤЉԅ٢٦٣ۮʄځĞۯه٠ˀ(ۗۥو3)
΅ʆچˮ٣ڂٸٲӘƥۤ֍̖٣έِكـِڀ̲͵ۮǠقْٟ٥ۯ٠Ʀۥف٢١مƙ(٘ٵۘ٘ڃڀ4)ԅ
՚٦˟ۤ׃ϚځِٟƦ֥٦فٿ٣ۮٚپٛ٠ɢÝۯۘ…م٠˟( ۗۥڂْ׃5)ـٿ3˧ق֚چ٢ـƼؐ
٦ͦξۤچۏںۍڭͷڂقȔۮսκۯڂؿم٠Ʀ(ۗۥف6)΅ʆ٦тǭچǠׇِ٢ـӘƥۤكۮԽِـ٠ٌ
ِ̌ڄօۯمڇٔٵځؿю٦ғׇӘƥ٢ِ٣ۏؾۅ٦Ԛ֦̂چğْۥڂюمƙۘ٘ڃڀ
¯ʛɻِ٘فٌمӘƥڂـ֤چơ5٠ِٞۗѶՍƼ٦ۏؾۅԅِٻƦ֥ٟ ڂڃڀـ֤وٿȧ
ٻОŭŔچѧٶʆ˰ٻձ٣Þũ٢وȺٌِ֤ٞڂـ٠مǠ٘ٵۘڂڃڀقԦƼٟ٦ٻځٵنʛÌۗ
ـ٧כɞӘƥٖچ٦ٵٵՎօِٞȺِ֤ٞڂـq̮҄ۘڂؿم
¯ʛɻ٦Ⱥِ֤٘Әƥ˰مձ٣ٖڅى٢˰ـǭٖۗ٦Әƥمѧٶʆ٣١٦فٿ٣иچلڂڅĺق
ڂӐ֦˰ِ٘فٖۘڂؿمǭۗѧٶʆ٣]ّ٘Әƥ¯چʛɻ٣ɦِۗƽچӅٟفٿڂن٣ِٞنـ
٘ۘـ
ȯǠԅƖ
ȮνɄ(2011)۰ѶՍƼ٦έ̖Þũ҇

٠ғׇƦƼǣљ۱٪ّٜˀԾ
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The Inaccurate Use of Considerate Expressions in Emails Written by Japanese Learners

Kumiko KANENIWA (ׂĺθ¯ѶՍƼĺ,)ؾڦۓڢ

The purpose of this study is to detect trends in e-mail communication from Japanese language learners
to native speakers of Japanese that could negatively affect relationships with readers. Miyake (2011)
has noted the existence of both positive and negative considerate linguistic behaviour. Learners
sometimes unintentionally exhibit negative considerate linguistic behaviour. However, the types of
expressions learners use in e-mail are not yet understood.
This study collected learners’ e-mail texts for the development of a writing support system based on
e-mail composition tasks. Text was collected from 720 e-mails written by 90 intermediate-level
Japanese language learners (30 native speakers each of German, Korean, and Chinese) and 30 native
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speakers of Japanese for six distinct tasks: (1) making simple contact, (2) making an enquiry, (3)
expressing gratitude, (4) making refusals, (5) making requests to teachers with whom the writer is
unacquainted, and (6) making requests to administrators. Expressions that could negatively affect
interpersonal relationships were qualitatively analysed and categorised.
The following categories were found:
(1) Expressions lacking consideration of the degree of closeness in a relationship (e.g., over-politely
apologizing to a friend with "moshiwake gozaimasen" [“please accept my humble apology”];
addressing the dormitory custodian as "ryo no kakari-san e" [ “Hi, Mr. Janitor”] implying excessive
informality).
(2) Expressions out-of-sync with the content of the text (e.g., writing "toriisogi" [“this is just a quick
note”] despite the e-mail being long).
(3) Expressions that excessively praise the reader (e.g., remarking "subarashii o-kangae desu ne"
[“What a wonderful idea!”] to a friend).
(4) Omissions of sentence endings (e.g., implied refusal as it appears in spoken Japanese, "chotto
jikan ga …" [“About that…”]).
(5) Choice of vocabulary that gives a negative impression (e.g., when questioning a potential issue,
"mondai ga aru" [“There is a problem.”] implying excessive directness).
(6) Expressions that lack consideration for the recipient’s circumstances (e.g., sending an e-mail
requesting a response without using a considerate expression such as "o-isogashii tokoro moshiwake
arimasen ga" [“I apologize for troubling you when you are busy, but…”]).
Behind these misuses are learners’ attempts to use greetings and set expressions that frequently occur
in Japanese speech or e-mail text without considering the specific audience or situation. They may also
be directly translating set, customary, or similar expressions from their native languages.
When expressions used by learners are inappropriate, they need to be taught how such expressions
will be received by the reader. The researcher hopes to demonstrate suitable expressions to learners in
these situations such that misunderstandings can be avoided in the future.
References
MIYAKE Kazuko (2011). Nihongo no Taijin Kankei Haaku to Hairyo Gengo Kodo [“Understanding
of Interpersonal Relationships and Considerate Communication in Japanese”]. Tokyo: Hitsujishoboo.
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ѶՍ̖¯̵٠ϯǲ̖¯̵٦ԦƼ٣ڂٿƙԅ٦
ǖΑ٦'ـ
Sanae OHNO (ʺаћθ¯)
Yan ZHUANG (ʘիθ¯)
Xiaohong LUO (ϯǲ ؙѯθ¯)
۲1.ϯ̅٠٢ڂʃϼٻƇ۳ѶՍ̖¯̵٠ϯǲ̖¯̵٦ƙ٦ˀن٦'چـիلڀ٣ْٸ٘ڂ
٣ۗѶՍ٦θ¯ٟ¯٭ѶՍ̖¯̵٠ϯǲ٦θ¯ٟ¯٭ϯǲ̖¯̵مњّږکڸڭٟٖڃٗڃ٦Ԧ
Ƽٟˀ٘ـƙԅچԁِ̈́ۗǖ̯֦͵ۤʃκۛʃϼۛĪۛҮۥ٦ғۗר¢ǖ̯֦͵٣äڵڂڃٵ
ڹۍڗۍ٦̤چʃ٢Ùз٠ِٞӁ«ِٖ٘ۘ٦ƇwۗѶՍ̖¯̵٧ۗ①ғۓؾڦڵר٣٨ڀٜؿمن
②ۗڂʃϼچĪ͕ځٿ٣ɦْŪǇ③ۗڂؿمĪ٧ 2 ڹۍڗۍڵХфٟˀۗڃلΦ٦ǖ̯֦͵٧
ٲ٠ڇ١ م1 ڀلڹۍڗۍڵ٢ۗڂ٠فـѣϾۗځؿمϯǲ̖¯̵٧ۗ①ғۓؾڦڵר٦٨ڀٜمنː
٢②ۗـĪچʃϼ͕ځٿ٣ɦْŪǇمĸ③ۗـĪ٧ 3ۢ4 ڹۍڗۍڵٟˀۗڃلΦ٦ǖ̯֦͵
ٹӾ̤ڹۍڗۍڵٟˀٌڂڃل٠ۗڂؿم٠فـѣϾٌڂؿم٠لڅمٛ٘ۘ۲2.˥٦Ăʲ۳ѶՍ٦
ʋтƎ٦θ¯٦ѶՍ̖¯̵ 66 թۗϯǲǍы˟٦θ¯٦ϯǲ̖¯̵ 73 թ٣ڂٿƙԅچԁ̈́έ
˧٠ِ٘ۘԁ̈́٧ۗϯ̅ԅچʆځلم٠ِ٘ڹۍڗۍڵ٦ѺОۗڹۍڗۍڵњɀ٦ٜ٢چځمʆځلم
٠ِ٘ǖ̯֦͵٦ѺОۗǖ̯֦͵٦ғۓؾڦڵר٠¢ǖ̯֦͵٣ä̤ڹۍڗۍڵڂڃٵ٦ڭۓڍڒ
٠فـʆʺٟǣٛ٘ۘǖ̯֦͵٦ғۓؾڦڵר٧ۗѶՍ̖¯̵٦˰ǭۗۨʃϼ۵Ī۵ʃϼ۩م
34.8۹ۗɣـٟۨʃκ۵Ī۵ʃϼ۩ م25.8۹ٙٛ٘ۗمΦ٦ғٹۓؾڦڵרΧۗو٨ڀٜمنƙڃڀ
٘ۘʃϼل͕مĪل͕مٟƙڂ٠ۗۨʃϼ۵Ī۵ʃϼ۩٦فٿ٣ۗʃϼ͕چ٣ɦْٹ٦ͮمӵٟ
59.1۹ٙٛ٘ۘϯǲ̖¯̵٦˰ǭۗۨʃκ۵Ī۵ʃϼ۩ م67.1۹٠ӆ˲٣Χچڃٌۗوä ˪ٷ3 ڵ
ۓؾڦٟ 94.4۹ۗٸ͗چғۓؾڦڵר٦٨ڀٜن٧ˏَلٛ٘ۘʃϼ٠Ī٦ʺ˅ٟ٧ۗۨʃκ۵Ī
۵ʃϼ۩٦فٿ٣ۗĪ͕چ٣ɦْٹ٦ͮمӵٟ 68.5۹ٙٛ٘ۘǖ̯֦͵٣ä̤ڹۍڗۍڵڂڃٵ٦
ԉŌچƙڂ٠ۗѶՍ̖¯̵٠ϯǲ̖¯̵ٟٖۗڃٗڃʃκ٧ 1.0 ٠ 1.1ۗʃϼ٧ 1.0 ٠ 1.3ۗĪ٧ 2.3
٠ 3.5ۗҮ٧ 1.1 ٠ 2.5 ٙٛ٘ۘ۲3.ѣĂْٰڭۓڋہن۳ˀنʆ٦ʰ̑ϠٻԦƼ٣ڂٿˀن٦'ـ
٣ٜـٞ٧ِۗ٨ِ٨ďڃَٖٞۗم٘ن٦ٲ٠ڇ١٧ѶՍƼ٣ڂٿȝԅچƗģ٦έ˧٠ْٹڂ٦
ٟؿٛ٘ۘՍƗģ٧ۗѶՍ̖¯̵٠ϯǲ̖¯̵مԦƼٟˀ٘ـƙԅچʄًٌ٘˪ځ٠٣ѣϾؿم
ڃٌۘڂ٧ۗˀن٦'ـ٣Þֻْـ̋ځٿڂ٣ٜ٢ٹڂم٦ٟۘڂؿ
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A Comparison of Logical Structures of Essays
Written by Japanese and Chinese Students in Their
Native Tongues

Sanae OHNO (ʺаћθ¯)
Yan ZHUANG (ʘիθ¯)
Xiaohong LUO (ϯǲ ؙѯθ¯)

Many studies have been published concerning the differences between Japanese and Chinese students
in Japanese essay composition, mainly in terms of overall structure. Specifically, such research often
focuses on the order of essay components such as topic explanation, main claim, reasoning, or refutation.
These studies contribute not only to the teaching of Japanese composition to Chinese students but also
to the arrangement of classes where Japanese and Chinese students study together through discussions
or group work. This is especially true because the structures of writing are closely related to the
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structures of thinking. Assuming the analysis of writing can offer insight into writers’ ways of thinking,
this study compares the compositional structures of essays written by students in their mother tongue
in order to exclude the influence of Chinese students’ skill levels in Japanese as a foreign language.
This paper analyzes 66 essays written by Japanese students in Japanese and 73 essays written by
Chinese students in Chinese using the same topic with the aim of revealing the characteristics of the
overall structure of essays and comparing the structures favored by each group. The analysis examines
the order in which the components are stated and the number of paragraphs in each component.
Japanese students showed variations in component patterns, with the pattern of
claim/reasoning/claim occurring in 38.4% of the essays and the pattern of topic
explanation/reasoning/claim occurring in 25.8% of the essays. Additionally, many other pattern
variations were seen. In contrast, there was much less variation in the order of components in Chinese
students’ essays, with the pattern of topic explanation/reasoning/claim occurring in 67.1% of essays.
Moreover, 94.4% of essays employed only three patterns, including topic explanation/reasoning/claim.
Examining whether claim or reasoning takes precedence in the whole passage is important because it
is related to the methods of persuading others, for example, methods of inductive reasoning or deductive
reasoning. In 59.1% of Japanese students’ essays, the claim was presented before the reasoning, whereas
in 68.5% of all essays by Chinese students, the reasoning was presented before the claim.
Analysis of the number of paragraphs employed in each component highlights other differences
between Japanese and Chinese writing patterns. In Japanese students’ essays, an average of 1.0
paragraph was employed in the explanation component; an average of 1.0 paragraph was employed in
the main claim component; an average of 2.3 paragraphs was employed in the reasoning component;
and an average of 1.1 paragraphs was employed in the refutation component. In contrast, in Chinese
students’ essays, an average of 1.1 paragraphs was employed in topic explanation; an average of 1.3
paragraphs was employed in main claim; an average of 3.5 paragraphs was employed in reasoning; and
an average of 2.5 paragraphs was employed in refutation. The analysis suggests that Chinese students
incorporated more ideas in each component than Japanese students.
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ѶՍƼ٣ۮڂٿˀو/ΪٜۯƦƼǣљ٦ɳΰ
۵ǲȕʢ٦ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠ǲѫ٦
ӆѶՍƼԦƼɻ٣ϴչِٞ۵
Mizuki FUNAHASHI (ŦҌθ¯ ǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ
Junko HINO (Пİθ¯ĺ,¯ӵ ĺ,ԅk¯u)
Ko SENGOKU (1йθ¯θ¯9ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģu)

ۮˀٌۯو٠٦ĺ,٣ـكٞۗʥ֮٦ۮƦƼڀلʰҨْڨؾۑڻډۯڂ٣ζٹنٰڂڅ٦٠ِٞۗ˵ۮ
ļڀلʰҨْۤڨؾۑڻډۯڂjۗ˵ļۥڨؾۑڻډ٦ʪ֦̮مɉЩَڃٞ חˏۤڂـ2017˵ۘۥļ
ڨؾۑڻډ٠٧ۗѶՍƼĺ,٧ɳȔ٦ۗۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښٜۗځٵŘάЫ٢˵ļ٣ڂيكƦƼȺ֤چ
نٰفٟڂؿ٠فـǠق٣íٝڂؿۗنŘάЫ٢˵ļ٣ڂيك٬ۗمـٵڂɨ̑٦Ɉچʤԁ٣и
قٞلڂـ٠فـɖзچʪɖْڨؾۑڻډڂٌٟۘڂؿ٦˵ļچڨؾۑڻډɳْͥڂ٣٧ۗι/٣ۗѶ
˲٦ۮˀۯوƦƼǣљ٣٧١٦فٿ٢˵ļڂؿم٦ٖۗل٦ɳΰ҇ مğۮۘڂڃڀٸˀۯوƦƼǣљ
٣ÞْڂЇȁƗģ٠ِٞ٧ۗǲׂǲƼƗģʽۤ1950ۥ٣٧ّۗځٵ۰ƥζѶՍƼˀنƦ֥ŌǤڵؾښ
ڠ۱٣ƙفٿڂڃڀ٣ۗՃθ٢ڦؾڬ٠ϟƙ٦ϫ͆ڀڃٌِۗلِۘڂؿم٦͕ǣƗģمٛٞڂـ٦
٧ۗѶՍǲѫ٦ԦƼɻ٣ڂٿˀ͇ۛȬɚю٦ԅɠƦƼمʃٟۗځؿѶ˲٦ɑЫ٢ځٻ٠ۗٻځǲ
٦ԦƼɻۛǲѫ٦ӆԦƼɻ٣ۮڂٿˀۯوƦƼǣљ٧äڃٵٞـ٢٘ٵۘـƥζ٧ۗ˳ԪВ̂
ùì٦ӫĚ٣ۗځٿʆˀ ڀلنPC ۏڋڴۆٻϓ՚ٟۮΪٜۯƦƼǣљ٣#ǣِٞۘڂـВ̂ےڭکڱ
ږؾ٦Ҩб٣ҫۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښف٦Χձk٣ۮۗځٿˀو/ΪٜۯƦƼǣљچʄځÃٹ͵֦وΧ֡k
ٌِٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢ۮˀو/ΪٜۯƦƼǣљ٦ɳΰ҇ ۗمՍƗģ٦չЫٟۘڂؿǲѫ٦֡۠٢Λ
̮٦ԦƼɻۛӆԦƼɻچέ˧٠ِۗ¢ɨ٦ۮˀو/ΪٜۯƦƼǣљ٣ٜـٞ web ˪ٟяِٞٹ
ڀٛ٘ۘŘάЫ٣٧ۗԉѶۛęѶ٦¢ 1 Ѷٟۗˀځ٘ـΪٛ٘ٹِ٘ځ٦٦ۗɢÝۛչЫۛȺ֤ƦƼ΅ٻ
ʆۗȺ֤ϓ՚ю̘چ٥ۗ¢ɨٟƨ̖˳Ԫ٣սκم٢ـ٠ҬϚِ٘ɳם٧Фıِٞڀٹٛ٘ۘǲȕ
ʢ٦ԦƼɻ٠ǲѫ٦ӆԦƼɻڀلѡڦؾڬ٘ڃڀ٣˝зچэٞԁِ̈́٘Ƈw͕ۗǣƗģٟ
٧ڃڅٞـ٢ۗ٘ٵۗـ¢Λ̮٣ЯŭЫ٢ۮˀو/ΪٜۯƦƼǣљمիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘ
ǲׂǲƼƗģʽۤ1950ۥ۰ǲׂǲƼƗģʽԪǱۜ1 ҧ˫ч٦ƦƼЇȁ۱ʘJʰҲ.
ǲ ׂ ǲ Ƽ Ɨ ģ ʽ ۰ ƥ ζ Ѷ Ս Ƽ ˀ  نƦ ֥ Ō Ǥ  ۤ ڠ ڵ ؾ ښBCCWJ  ۥ۱  ֦
http://pj.ninjal.ac.jp/corpus_center/bccwj/ 2017.12.14 Ɣȡ
ˏۤگۃח2017˵ۮۮۥļڀلʰҨْۯڨؾۑڻډۯڂ۰1йѶՍƼĺ,¯۱22ۙ1
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Survey of Writing Behavior: Focusing on the Writing
Behavior of Japanese Native Speakers Living Abroad
and Non Native speakers

Mizuki FUNAHASHI (ŦҌθ¯ ǲȔ)ؾڦۓڢ
Junko HINO (Пİθ¯ĺ,¯ӵ ĺ,ԅk¯u)
Ko SENGOKU (1йθ¯θ¯9ѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģu)

In the education of "writing", importance of the approach "start on from the situation" (hereinafter
called situation approach) has been pointed out as an alternative for the conventional approach " start
on from language" (Kobayashi 2017). The situation approach places an importance on the view point
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if a behavior in a certain situation conveys the own intention sufficiently based on an idea of using the
language in actual communication, a concrete situation in other words. In order to practice this situation
approach, it is necessary to grasp the type of daily verbal behaviors of "writing". Investigative
researches on verbal behaviors of "writing" originate in the National Institute for Japanese Language
(1950), and enormous data and knowledges have been accumulated as seen in "Balanced Corpus of
Current Written Japanese". However, what these precedent studies deal with are mainly written
language such as books and journals by the Japanese native speakers in Japan and they do not cover
daily personal exchanges and verbal behaviors of "writing" By Japanese native speakers (NS ) living in
other countries and non-native speakers (NNS) living both in Japan and other countries. Moreover, in
this modern era, verbal behaviors have been shifted from handwriting to "typing" on PC and mobile
terminals by the spread of information communication instruments. The elements surrounding verbal
behaviors "writing / typing" have been diversified by diversification of communication accompanied
with the evolution of communication networks. The purpose of this study is to grasp the actual situation
of such verbal behaviors of "typing / writing". The subjects were Japanese NS and NNS in both Japan
and other countries with various attributes. The author requested the subjects to answer for the questions
about verbal behaviors of "writing / typing" of each person on web. Specifically, The subjects were
asked to what they wrote and typed in each day of weekdays and holidays, time, purpose, language, the
persons they communicated and terminals they used, and obtained examples which were judged not to
contain personal information problem by themselves. Data obtained from the subjects were analyzed
and typical verbal behaviors of "writing / typing" for each attribute which have never been examined in
precedent studies have been revealed.
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̖ԅŷ¯ʱԅ٣ڂيكԅ՚љɗ٦҄љůʌљů
٣֤ڂٿԱ٦Ɣѓ ―ɈǠۛҬϚљɗ
ۮǠڂقǠםچۯڂڃڀق٣―

Haruka SAKAI (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9 ̖ԅɺu¯Ɨģu ԅŽۛƦƼ͙Ǔ)
Yuki SEKIGUCHI (Ϫ҉θ¯)
Seiya NIIYAMA (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9)
Satomi TAKEMOTO (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9̖ԅɺu¯ƗģuԅŽۛƦƼ͙Ǔ]֤ƦƼ¯ה+)

¯ʱԅ٦/ҵЫ٢ѣϾ٦/ٜ٠ِٞۗљɗʌљů٦Ⱥ֤٦ΧَمīًۗمڂڃڀǫֺΦ(2017)
مӆԦƼɻ٦ʕɀԅΈǝٟ٦ۮɈۯۘڂڃڅ٦ƽ֤٣ٜـٞۗʌљů٦ˮ/ҵk٣ڂٿq҄
̮چɉЩِٞفٿڂـ٣ۗ¯ʛɻ٣٧҄љů٠٦ȺـԁميǸѱٟڂؿ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ՍƗģٟ٧̖ۗԅŷ¯ʱԅ 80 Սۤ۰ƦƼƗģ۱۰ǲƼuƗģ۱۰ǲȔƿׄíŐĀ֦۱۰ˏʰĂ
ѾѶՍƼĺ,Ɨģԅʡ۱¢ 20 Սۥ٦ԅ՚љɗ٣Ϯչِۗ҄љůۜʌљů٦ʰƥ̤چŻِۘ٘ד
ٖ٦ƇwۗۮǠ҄ۯڂقљů 149 Ɗۜʌљů 330 Ɗۗۮɦْۯ204ۜ54ۗۮǣۯف206ۜ45ۗۮɈۯف34ۜ141ۗ
ۮʲٰۯڂ155ۜ8 ٠٢ٛ٘ۘȈӠʰ٦ۮǠڂقǠۯڂڃڀق٦ͮ 479 Ɗ٣ٜـٞۗ҄љů٠ʌљůٟ
ϥÍq҄لȝڂْچڭڠګם٠ۗۮǠۯڂق149 Ɗ٦فٚۮǠۯڂڃڀق٣ϥÍq҄٢ مם63 ƊۗϥÍ
Ӣq҄٢ مם61 Ɗۗۮ٘ٵǠۯڂڃڀق330 Ɗ٦فٚۗۮǠۯڂق٣ϥÍq҄٢ مם268 ƊۗϥÍӢq
҄٢ مם61 Ɗؿٛ٘ۘɣ٦(1)ۗ(2)٧ϥÍӢq҄٢(ۗם3)٧ϥÍq҄٢םٟۤڂؿɳچם/ӵԖ
ِٞۘۥڂـ
(1) Սǝٟ٧ ۮȧۯ٠֤فـƼ٣ٜـٞj٦فٿ٣۪Ǡ*ڂقǠۘ۫ڂڃڀق
(2) ʥΛ͑٦ѣϾ٣¯ۗٓڀڅللʛɻمʃ͑چʀٟڂنq̮҄*۪ٹǠڂقǠۘ۫ڂڃڀق
(3) ۤ9ٹۥњ֡٣ wh #љ٦םٟڂؿ٠۪ǠڂقǠۘ۫ڂڃڀق
ٌڀڃ٦ԁ̈́¯ۗځٿʱԅ٣ۮڂيكǠۮۯڂقǠۯڂڃڀق٦֤Աچɣ٦فٿ٣Фɦْۘڂ
a. ӑɻ٦Ǉ٦ĳ֏Фɦۤ(1)ۮǠۯڂق٦֤Աۥ
a-1. ʲ֘ǱɈǠʺ˅Фɦۗa-2. ׂ˰Фɦۗa-3. әnèՀФɦۗ④ʃάФɦ
b. ǠȦَڃѡڂǀԢ٦Фɦۤ(2)ۮǠۯڂڃڀق٦֤Աۥ
b-1. /ҵЫϟƙۗb-2. ˴ƊӣنǠȦۗb-3.q̮҄Фɦ
c. ӑɻ٦ʃϼ٦Фɦۤ(3)ĳ֏٦֤Աۥ
ՍƗģٟ٧ۗԅѫٟ٦ù҄٣íٝ҄٘ـљůʌљů٦֤ԱچФɦٌْڂ٠ٟۗکۃڬڒډ
ڗۓڊګڋۍۛږ٣ڂيكƽ֤٦ƣː٣ٜ٢ڂمq̮҄چɉЩْۘڂ
ȯǠԅƖ
ǫֺ̂ѿۛՇʘ؊ۛǃ֖ۛضђӌԣۛΨй֧Ʉ (2017)˪ۮĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٣ƙڂڃڀԅԱ٦ս
κ : ʕɀԅ٦Έǝםچ٣ۯ۰ȚθѶՍƼƗģ۱29,pp.159-185.θȚθ¯θ¯9ԅ¯ƗģuѶՍ
Ƽ¯ǥȄ
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Use of Active/Passive Form at the end of Sentence in
Humanities Academic Papers: A study of Thinking,
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Cognition and Judgement verb
“Kangaeru/Kangaerareru”

Haruka SAKAI (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9 ̖ԅɺu¯Ɨģu ԅŽۛƦƼ͙Ǔ)
Yuki SEKIGUCHI (Ϫ҉θ¯)
Seiya NIIYAMA (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9)
Satomi TAKEMOTO (Ϫ҉θ¯θ¯9̖ԅɺu¯ƗģuԅŽۛƦƼ͙Ǔ]֤ƦƼ¯ה+)
In general, native Japanese speakers tend to use passive forms many times in academic papers.
However, it seems difficult for learners of Japanese to use active forms and passive forms properly in
academic papers. As Takanashi et al. (2017) pointed the overgeneralization of passive form in the draft
of master's thesis written by learners indicates errors of "Omowareru".
First, we surveyed 80 academic papers from the field of humanities ("Gengo Kenkyu ", "Kokugoka
Kenkyu", "Bulletin of the Japan Foundation", "Koide Kinen Nihongo Kyoiku Kenkyukai Ronbunsyu"
20 papers each). The results show that the active forms and passive forms used in the end of sentence
are as follows: “kangaeru”149: 330, "shimesu" 204: 54, "okonau" 206: 45, "omou" 34: 141, "noberu"
155: 8.Next, we tested whether 479 of the most frequent forms "kangaeru / kangaerareru" could be
replaced by each other or not and found that there were 63 cases in which "kangaeru" which could be
replaced with “kangaerareru”,and 61 cases in which it could not be replaced by “kangaerareru”. There
were also 268 cases in which "kangaerareru" could be replaced with "kangaeru", 61 cases in which it
could not be replaced.
The following (1) and (2) are examples in which the active/passive forms are not interchangeable,
and (3) is an example in which the forms are interchangeable substitutable examples (examples have
been modified).
(1) Honko deha “aisatsu” toiu yougo ni tsuite ika no yoni kangaeru/ kangaerareru.
(2) Zyuzokusetsu no tokutyo ni kakawarazu gakusyusya ga syusetu wo kaisyaku dekiru kanousei mo
kangaeru/ kangaerareru.
(3) (9) mo doyo ni wh-ido no rei dearuto kangaeru/ kangaerareru.
As a result of the analysis of the 61 cases in which "kangaeru" ((1)) could not be replaced with
“kangaerareru” and the 61 cases in which "kangaerareru" ((2)) could not be replaced with “kangaeru”,
we present the following scheme of usage for “Kangaeru” and ”Kangaerareru” in academic papers.
a. show intentions of the author ((1)”kangaeru”, 61)
a-1. show development of the discussion, a-2. show standpoint, a-3. show evaluation/ wish, a-4,
show agent
b. show possibilities of consideration ((2)”kanngaerareru”, 61)
b-1. show general knowledge, b-2. show consideration with condition, b-3. show possibilities
c. show arguments of the author ((3) interchangeable, 331)
In this research, we indicate that it is effective to teach the usage based on the functions in academic
papers for properly use of active form and passive form in academic writing.
References
Takahashi Shino, Saito Miho, Park Sooyun, Ota Yoko, Iori Isao(2017) "Grammatical problems
observed in Japanese of advanced learners : A case study based on the analysis of the drafts of master’s
theses." Handainihongokenkyuu 29, pp.159-185. Osaka University.
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ѶՍԅ¯٘ـ֤چѶՍƼʍņ٦ɳͥƗģ¯ؾʛɻ
έ˧ڀلڭؾژۓډƙقٞٹڂو٦
Vicky RICHINGS (Þ̻¯9θ¯)
ѶՍǲѫ٦ѶՍƼĺ,ٟ٧ۗˏ͒ٻԅ¯ȝӜ٢١٦ԀƼԅچέ˧٣ِ͕٘ǣƗģ٧ը٣юِ
ۗوĺ,ƥ˰ٟ٦ԅ¯ĺȖ٦¶֤ٹŉٸٞƧڃڀٞۘڂـӑɻ٦ٌٵڃٟ٦Їȁ٣ڂٿ٠ۗѶՍǲѫ
٦ѶՍƼĺ,٣ڂيكԅ¯ĺȖ٧Ȉŏ٠٢ٛٞϴչ֫چ٫فٿڂ٣٢ٛ٘ٹ٦٦ۗԅ¯ĺȖ¯مʛ
ɻ٦ѶՍƼʛѡ٣١٦فٿ٣ǦƖْڂ٦ل٣ٜـٞ٦ď٧̓ڇٟـ٢˵ـļ٣ۘڂؿՍƗģٟ
٧ۗԅ¯ĺȖ٧ѧוٙيٟ٢۠֡ۗو٢̑چۏڔڠ٣ٜٸ٘ڂيփׂٜĺȖ٦/ٜٟڂؿ٠ׂفـ
˰ۗڀلõΠ٦ԅ¯ĺȖچʄًۗ˪ځԅ¯ĺȖ٧¯ʛɻ٦ѶՍƼʛѡ٣١٦فٿ٣ǦƖْڂ٦ۗل
¯ʛɻ٧֤٘ـĺȖ٠ĺʍԱچ١٦فٿ٣Ѻɬِ٘ڭؾژۓډۗلЇȁچВِٞƔ˥ِ٘ۘՍҨӘ
٧ۗ2016–2017 ѽфɳƟЫ٣ǣٛ٘ѶՍ٦ǫюĺ,ùÞ٣ڂيكѶՍƼʍņ٦ɳͥԪǱٟۘڂؿ
ٖڃٗڃϯ˪Ĥۤ7 թۥ٠˪Ĥۤۏڽې11 թۥ٦ѶՍƼڠۍږٟۗsչͅؠ٦۰Ժٛٚڇٺ۱چ՟ ٠
ԅƮՍۗѲٜ٦ůάٟʄًۗ˪ځƦƼЫۛԅkЫۛɈǠЫ҄ו٠ـٛ٘Ǎـՠٟ٦ѶՍƼC֤ו
٦Ǉ˪چչɉِ٘ʍņچəڭؾژۓډۘ٘ٶяچԁِ̈́٘Ƈwۗ¯ʛɻ٧э ʍņۗĺȖۗ¯ʛ
κچǫوәnَِۗڀ٣ѧו٣ƧۗٓڀǍـՠٟ٦ѶՍƼC֤ו٦Ǉ˪ڂ̝چ٣֏ځ٘ؿM٢
¶љٙٛ٘٠ʲٰٞۘڂـՍҨӘٟ٧ۗɳͥ٦˦ȑ٠ƇwچԪǱِۗˏ͒ٻԅ¯ȝӜ٢١٦ԀƼԅ
٘ـ֤چѶՍƼʍņ٦q̮҄٣ٜـٞďۘڂْ
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Japanese literature in Japanese language learning:
what students think

Vicky RICHINGS (Þ̻¯9θ¯)

Research in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) has highlighted the positive effects of literature as
a language-learning tool on language learners and how they can benefit from reading literary texts in
the language class. In Japanese as a Foreign Language (JFL), however, little attention has been paid to
the use of literature in the Japanese class. Although there is a slow resurgence in its usage overseas,
research in this area is still very limited in Japan. From the viewpoint that Japanese language learners
could benefit as much from the usage of literature as English language learners, this study argues that
learning Japanese through literary texts can have a positive outcome on students’ interest and
confidence in reading Japanese and help enhance language awareness skills. For this case study, the
story 'Botchan' by Soseki Natsume was used in manga and novel form, in two classes of international
students-a 7-member high-intermediate class and an 11-member advanced class-at a private university,
in 2016 and 2017. The purpose of this study was to gauge the possibilities of using canon texts in the
Japanese class and to examine how Japanese language students at university level perceive the learning
outcome of this practice. In this poster presentation, I will introduce the materials and methods used,
together with work produced by students and the results of a questionnaire administered at the end of
each semester. I will illustrate that using canon texts not only in novel form but also in manga form
could be an innovative and effective way of encouraging students’ Japanese language learning in terms
of rich linguistic input, practice of the four skills, and cultural and language awareness skills in general.
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ۏڴؾۑڗ٢ۓڋۍۓڑɺٯ٦͆ŉЫ٢ȯpچ
ΒْډڊڬھڔڊڍĴјՎօ٦əٶ
Kristina HMELJAK-SANGAWA (گؾۇێںۉێθ¯)
ںڊګڋڱۏڦڟڬ٦ѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٧Ʀ֥٦¯ʛ٣ـكٞۓڋۍۓڑɩˀٻӕuɝЯۗԅԱ
͒ۗڭڋڜƼ¯¯ʛ ٻۏڦؾہSNS ٢١ۗ͆چڠؾڤێۛۓڋۍۓڑŉЫ٣¶ٌِ֤ٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢ێ
ڠؾڤ٦ًلكٟۗĺɱ٦ٟѶՍƼچȺفùمƧڃڀٞڂـѶՍ٦¯ʛɻٟۗٹѶՍƼ٦
Ñķ٣ٌ̊ڂ٠مٟۘڂن
¯ʛɻ٣ǈڃٵٞڠؾڤێڂـ٦/ٜ٧ډڊڬھڔڊڍٟٖۘڂؿ٦̖û٦ֻ֑٧ַۗԜ̮ۗѫ֝
٦ʣɳ٠ΧƦƼٙ٠Ɉ¯ِۗلِۘڂڃڅʛɻ٧مډڊڬھڔڊڍ١٦فٿ٣Ԙʡَڃٞلڂـ٠فـ
ٌ٠ډڊڬھڔڊڍۗٹ٦ѶՍƼؾڊګڰۉۃښ٣ɨԁٹȯpٟڂن٠ٌفـ٠ٹϟڀ٢ٌـ٠مΧۘـ
ٌٖٟۗ¯ʛɻ٣ډڊڬھڔڊڍ٦Ĵјȝņ٠ɨƭÕֻ٦ȕځ ںڎڍֻَۗٔچ2.0 ٦Ñķل
ڀѡ˳ڂڃڀԪ٣έْ̆ڂʪ٢ҬϚـ֨چו٢ۗڀمƼ¯ו٠ۏڴؾۑڗɅզ٠ِٞ٦ؾژڰۉۃښ
چו҄ۓۋڞ,ٞۗ͆ŉЫٟ͉ѹٯؾڊګڰۉۃښۛۓڋۍۓڑڂؿ٦ȯpچΒِۗڦؾۉڸۓښҖ٦
ƦƼĳњάٯ٦ɺkچɊSٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ِۗډڊڬھڔڊڍ٦Ĵјɯӑچڭږڎڟۑڻé ِ
ٌ٘ۘ٦ڭږڎڟۑڻٟ٧گۇێںۉێθ¯٦ϯ˪ĤѶՍƼ¯ʛɻمѶՍڀل٦ϒö̵¯׆٠ 2ۢ3
̖٦چۄؾڨͶٌۗٶ٦ѶՍƼԦƼɻ٠ӆԦƼɻ٦ۄؾڨ٧ډڰڽۑڠ٦̖Ԁ˰ٻʽ٢١٣
ٜـٞ٦JƼҲ٠ډڰڽۑڠƼҲډڊڬھڔڊڍ٦ĂɝچѶՍƼ٣օِۗѶՍƼҲډڊڬھڔڊڍ٣
ųȓِ٘ۘé ٧ڨؾڜێۛۓۋڞږډ٠ِٞۿѽÝ٣ِͫځ٘څ٢ ڀم3 ǣٛ٘ۘ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۗʍņÙȦۗډڊڬھڔڊڍ٦ɯӑָק٦ЇȁۗڭؾژۓډЇȁ٠¯ʛɻٯ٦ڷڦۓڋ
چؾۉԁِ̈́٘Ƈwچˣْڭږڎڟۑڻۘڂ٦չЫ٧/ӵυِ̯ۗډڊڬھڔڊڍ٦ȕځ٦ֻۗ
ѶՍƼԅά٦Ⱥـԁي٣Þْ¯ۗځٵ̋مֻڂʛɻمɨԁ٦ѶՍƼו٣ͪځٿɨ̂چɡٜٿ
ف٣٢ٛ٘٠Ʀډڊڬھڔڊڍِۗلِۘڂق٦ԘʡȝņۗȑـلāО٣٢ڂڃ٦٣ʆÝvهْيلچ
٘٠Ëّ٘¯̵ِٖۗٞɨԁمųȓِ٘ĂɝچȞˇֱَڃϔِ٘¯̵ٌۗځكٹ٦فٿ٢սκ٦Ƅ
٧κ٠ِٞȷۘڂȈƹ٣Ƿƹ٦ډڊڬھڔڊڍĴјɯӑɳɋ٣Ǉ٘يϴзچʲٰۘڂ
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Collaborative Wikipedia translation to foster active
participation in a global online community

Kristina HMELJAK-SANGAWA (گؾۇێںۉێθ¯)

Learners of Japanese of the digital native generation willingly rely on online resources during their
language learning, ranging from online dictionaries, encyclopedias and grammar reference sites to
language exchange portals and social networks. Learners who do not live in Japan and have limited
access to Japanese language interaction outside of the classroom can thus immerse themselves in a
Japanese language environment. One particular site that is widely favoured by learners is Wikipedia,
presumably because of its accessibility, wide coverage and multilinguality. However, learners are often
not aware of how Wikipedia articles are created and edited, nor of their own potential as legitimate
participants in this Japanese language community. In order to foster student awareness of the
collaborative and self-regulating nature of this reference portal, to help them develop a critical approach
towards information available in a web 2.0 environment, to encourage their active and responsible
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participation in an online linguistic community in order to develop both their linguistic skills and their
ability to communicate and collaborate as global citizens, and support their linguistic formation as valid
writers of Japanese through computer-mediated language socialization, we launched an action research
project in which upper-intermediate learners of Japanese at Ljubljana University were matched with
students from Japan on a short exchange programme, forming small mixed groups of native and nonnative Japanese speakers to translate Wikipedia articles about people, places or cultural objects related
to the host country into Japanese. The project was reiterated for three consecutive years with some
adjustments. We report on the outcomes of the project by presenting an analysis of data obtained
through class observation, Wikipedia page revision histories, questionnaires and semi-structured
interviews with learner participants. Some of the project goals were reached: we observed an increase
in student awareness of the nature of Wikipedia, some progress in their linguistic repertoire and stylistic
choices, and greater confidence in their own linguistic ability. However, some problems remain to be
addressed: some students felt that the technical aspects of editing and linking wikipedia articles required
too much time and effort, and in a few cases were demotivated by negative comments or deletions by
other Wikipedia editors. We conclude with suggestions for improvements to the project setting for
future implementations.
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љȝʃ٦ۍۇڔ٠Әƥ٣ÞْڂѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦
ƽ֤٣ٜـٞ
Yukiko SHUKURI (̎Ưθ¯)
̖ۮԀۤ٘ٵڦږۍۇڔ٧ۥۍۇڔ٣ÞْڂƗģ̯wچѶՍƼĺ,٣]ْٰ֤لنҼۯ۞ل٠فـ
սκ٧ْٟۙ٣ѶՍƼĺ,Þũɻ٣٠ِٛٞ̍̈ٹـ٦ٟ٧٢و٢ٛٞۘڂـՍƗģ٧ٌۙ٦սκ٣
ٜـٞڦږۍۇڔۮљȝ٦Әƥ[ۯ1] چĺنٰڂقٌٟڂؿ٠چʃϼْڦږۍۇڔۮۘڂљȝ٦Әƥۯ٠٧ۙ
ۯٷٓ٘٘ۮ٦٧ۮθ̖ۮۙۍۇڔۯ٣٘ځ٠ٖوٲˢۯٷ٦٧ ۮɻۍۇڔۯ٠فٿفـ٣ۙљȝچӘƥْڂ
Ʀ֥ۙمљȝٙيٟ٢ٖو٦љȝچǣفљȝʃ٦ٹچۍۇڔɦْ٠ٹفـ٦ٟۘڂؿ
ՍҨӘٟ٧ۙѶՍƼ¯ʛɻ٦ٿك٫ȝԅڠڵؾښ٣ƥۍۇڔۙ٘ڃ٠ڦږۍۇڔۮљȝ٦Әƥۯ
٦ڨکۂڠۃ٣ڂٿƽ֤٦Řάچםīًٖۙمڀڃƽ֤٠٢ۙچֻ֑ڂʥ֮٦ѶՍƼĺȖ٦Ăʲڀل
٧ʤԁ٣͒իٟن٢ٌـ٠چɦْۘ(1)٧ۙ¯ʛɻȝԅۮڠڵؾښ٢٘٥ۯ٣ųȓَڃٞڂـȝԅ٦/
ӵٟۘڂؿњڠڵؾښٟƽ֤٠ԁ{٘ڃَכʽ٣j͡چӣِۙЦ̳ۥ→ۤچם٣ɦْۘ
(1) لۧ׃ͪۦ٨ڇ٧١٦ڠڱڟڷٟٹȺڃڅٞڂـ٦ٟڇَوٺنك٧ـٜلٹ٨ْٵٶمٔچڇ
ۤ→ۦۘۥْٵځمِٲƹۧ׃
ۨ¯ʛɻȝԅۮڠڵؾښ٢٘٥ۯhttps://hinoki-project.org/natane, 2017 ѽ 11 Ɖ 20 Ѷ¨Ѻ.۩
(1)٦ۯٷمٔۮ٧Ӿ̤٦ѶՍƼ҄וəƟսκʡٟڃڅٌٖٞۙمڂـٟ٧ۮըֻ٣ِ֯ۘٷٌٜ
و٥ٙۯڂ٠ٙيˣَڃٖٞۘڂـ٦٘ۙٸĕمըֻ٣ٌ֯ٷ٠چӘƥِفٿ٠ِ٘¯ʛɻمٔۮم
ۯْٵٶ٠ˀ٘ـ٠Ǡۘڂڃڀقٙمۯْٵٶمٔۮۙمƽ֤ٟۯْٵځمِٲۮ٣Цֻْٰ̳֑ن٧ۙս
κʡڀل٧ҬϚٟن٢ۘـ/ɩˀ٦םԅٟ٧ۙۮԦ٣ˏƛۯۘٷمٔچـ٦فٿ٣ǣљʃάۮچɄ١
ۯٹ٠ْ˰ڂǭٲم٠ڇ١ٌٟۙځؿ٦љɗ֜مϤ٢ۍۇڔ٠Ƈ٫ٜڦږۍۇڔۮ٘ـљȝ٦Әƥۯٟؿ
ٌڂ٠ۘڂقملفمʃάٟۯڇَوٺنكۮڂؿ٠ۙۯٷمٔۮ٦֜Ϥ٢ۍۇڔ٦ڨکۂڠۃ٣'ڂٿ
Ëۙمƽ֤٠ҬϚَ٘ڃ/5٠Ǡۘڂڃڀق
ՍƗģ٧ۙۍۇڔ٠Ʀ֥٦ڨکۂڠۃ٣¯ڂٿʛɻ٦ƽ֤٦ΠȕچɉЩٌْڂ٠٣ځٿۙځٿƥɳЫ
٢ѶՍƼĺ,٦ځؿچǠڂقȖچФıْۘڂ
[1] ОRַҀۤ2011ۥ۰ѶՍƼɺ٦ٗځوۍۇڔن۱Ȯ˟ћ.
ՍƗģ٧ۙѶՍ¯ʱ̇ŀѣԓƗģ4ˍןӄ(17J04518)٣چ̯˂ڂٿʌيٞۘڂـ
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Japanese Language Learners' Errors Caused by
Mismatch between "Characters" of Agents and
Expressions about Their Actions

Yukiko SHUKURI (̎Ưθ¯)

For teachers of Japanese language, it is no longer a new question whether knowledge about “agent’s
image (Character)” should be taught in Japanese teaching field. The purpose of this poster presentation
is to emphasize necessity of teaching about relationship between words and “Character”, especially
“expressions about Characters’ actions” [1]. They express not only how agents act, but what kind of
“Characters” are agents; the agent “standing alone (tatazumu)” should be an “adult character”, the agent
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“chuckling to him/herself with a big grin (niteri-to hokuso-emu)” should be a “rogue character”, for
example.
This presentation shows examples of the misuses caused by mismatch of “Characters” and
“Expressions about Characters’ actions” in corpuses of Japanese language learners’ conversation and
essay, and indicates that the reason why these mismatches are accounted misuses cannot be adequately
explained by traditional Japanese textbooks. Following example (1) is a part of a learner’s essay from
corpus “Natane”. Where classified as a misuse in this corpus is underlined, and an example of correction
is shown in (→).
(1) […]kaban wa dono bijinesu demo tsukawareteiru node okyaku-san wa itsumo kaban o
segamimasu (→ hoshigarimasu). (Because bags are used for any businesses, customers always pester
them (→want).) […]
[Learners essay corpus “Natane”, https://hinoki-project.org/natane, 20/11/2017]
“Segamu (to pester, to beg)” is introduced in several Japanese Language Proficiency Test work books
as a verb, which simply means “muri-ni tanomu (to ask unreasonably)” or “shitsukoku nedaru (to nag
persistently)”. It is therefore possible to guess that this learner chose “segamu” to express customers
asking bags unreasonably. However, it is not possible to guess a reason why “segamu” is a misuse
which should be corrected to “hoshigaru” by these work books. In illustrations of dictionaries, agents
of “segamu” are always “children” like “haha ni kozukai o segamu (to pester his/her mother for pocket
money)”; thus we can suppose that “segamu” is a verb of “expressions of “Characters’s actions”
connecting with a “childish character”. This example indicates a possibility that incongruousness from
mismatch between “okyaku-san (customers) characters” and “childish characters” connected with
“segamu” would be a factor of judgement as a misuse.
This presentation shows learners’ misuses by mismatch between words and “Characters”, which have
not been casted light upon, and gives data to discuss the more practical Japanese teaching.
Reference
[1] Sadanobu, Toshiyuki. 2011. Nihongo shakai nozoki kyarakuri. Tokyo: Sanseido.
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EPA ٣íٝوǲ̖ƾ̖ȖمΖ٘ق
˽˰٣ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂيك
Hiroko TAKEUCHI (ʋтθ¯ыİθ¯9)

ՍҨӘ٧Ϡ٦ɋ͐٣ȕْ͇ ڂEPA ٣íٝوǲ̖ƾ̖ȖۤǲtəƟǭ¤ɻ 1 թۗǀԢɻ
2 թۥ٣έِۗ˽˰٣ڂيكѶՍ̖˽4٠٦ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣ٜـٞۗɋ͐Ϯѹэʼ٣ϮչِѶՍ
Ƽ˽ٻ4٠٦Þũۗۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٦ِٯ˰˽ٻَْٻ١٦فٿ٣ѭ͟ڇٟـٛ٘٦لюچǩչ
٠ِ٘ҭǖΑkچؾۉڷڦۓڋɳɋֻِ٘ۘזЫғׇ٣íٝنњچѡ٘ƹ IC ؾڧؾښې٣״iِۗ
چڭڻێږڠۓۍڭȝِ̯٘ۘڦؾڬ٦ԁ̈́٣٧ː̤فچڦؾڬƗģٟؿֻٛٞٹkمqٟ҄ۗځؿ
ԁ̈́ʆΝمنիɦٟ ڂنSCAT ۘ٘ـ֤چԁ̈́Ա٣Δ ځ1 թٜٓԁ̈́چǣٛ٘ƹֻۗĂʲچȝ
َِ̯ۗڀ٣ڀلڦؾڬŘάɝٹםʄً˪ځ¢۠٦ֻĂʲ٠ŘάچםƠ٣ǠȦچǣ٢ٛ٘ۘ
ԁ̈́٦ƇwۗϮѹэʼɨڀ٦ѶՍƼٻѶՍƼȺ֤٣ӢچԮٹو٦٦ۗ˽4٠ȸɝ˪٦ڰۉۃښ
ۓۋڞؾژ٣ـكٞ٧Xׇ٢وɲսمٟۗنȸɝچВّٞƼؐ٦ʛѡٷ̓م٣ٜڃƦ֥٦սκ٧
Ƅٯ٠Ǉفل٠ۘفـ/ۗҽۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښمڀٟûځلم٢٦٧ۗɳȔ٣ƥ˰ٟɨԁ٦Πȕم
ʌيѷڃڀڃٞلڂـ٠فـзٟۗځؿѶՍ̖˽4٠٦Þũ̮ǖϨ٣ٜـٞѱِـ٠Ǡقٖٞۘڂـ
ڃ٧ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښɢ٣ѶՍ̖˽4ڀلËّڂǲ̖٣έْڂԑٟؿٛ٘ۗځѶՍ̖٠ْɢЬ
͌٢κڀلڅم٢ٌـ٠ٻȸɝ٣έْڂǠق٦'ۗـʛÌ٦'ـ٠Ʀٛ٘/ҵ٣ԅkȀ٠ٹΖ
ٌڂڃڀق٠ٯ٦Ưٌڂؿمـ٠٢١٣ڀَۘڂٿ٣ɨԁ٦ѶՍƼمВّ٢ـĹچڃԮچيم̹ۗن
Xٌڂׇْ٠٘ٵۘڂؿٹȸɝ٦ځٻ٢١٣ٜـٞƙ"م٢˰ڂǭۗÞũ̮و م٢ٌڂ٠چĹ
ۗڃҨƦچǒٌ٘ق٠ۘڂؿٹ
˪٦ٌ٠ڀلҽڀ٧ѶՍƼٻѶՍƼȺ֤٣έْڂӢچɡٛٞڀڃٌۗمڂـ٧ْ˚ڃٓـ
ڂ٠ǠقٞڄِٷۘڂـƦƼ٦֦͵ْۗ٢څٚـْٻِۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښÑķٟلڂؿҼمل
ƥ˰٦ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣θونÞْ֚ڂ٠Ǡٌۘڂڃڀق٦ـْٻِۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښÑķ٧ٖۗ
٦ڊګڰۉۃښ٦/̖/̖٦ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ٣ǇفلɃ̭٣ٿٛٞΑَٹڂڃ٦ٟٿۘڂؿٛٞ
ѶՍƼĺ,ƥ˰ٟۏؾڪ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼچĺڂق٦ٶ٢̖ۗٓڀ٠١فÞũچϨـٞۉۃښۗلوـ
ۓۋڞؾژڰΰф٦,̯٠فـзٹɖց٣ѷ٘ڃǍĎ٦ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښĺ,͆چŉЫ٣ǣفӐ
֦ڂؿم٠ӑɻ٧Ǡۘڂق
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How do EPA foreign care worker and care worker
candidates view the communication with Japanese
nursing staff?

Hiroko TAKEUCHI (ʋтθ¯ыİθ¯9)

This study examined what EPA care workers and EPA care worker candidates who have working
opportunities provided by Economic Partnership Agreements experienced and thought about their
communication with Japanese nursing staff in a local nursing home in order to offer more effective
support for both parties by Japanese language instructors. With a semi-structured interview, one EPA
care worker and two EPA care worker candidates were mainly asked about the working relationship
and communication such as the tendency of communication with the Japanese nursing staff and their
adaptation to working place from the start of working at a nursing home. The data from the interviews
were analyzed with the Steps for Cording and Theorization (SCAT) based on the Structure-Construction
Qualitative Research Method, and theoretical descriptions and concrete examples of each person were
prepared for the consideration of this study.
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The results were as follows. Although EPA care worker and EPA care worker candidates were not
confident with their language skill at the beginning of working, they could ask and communicate with
Japanese nursing stuff about the way of working and other details of practicing. They also felt that they
could communicate more easily as they could learn working terms of caring and develop their language
skill. On the other hand, they often worried about the working relationship with Japanese nursing staff
and the acknowledgment of their working. They sometimes felt that something was wrong when they
contact with Japanese stuff and confused about the cultural differences such as the way of thinking or
working and cultural customs. They also had some difficulties with for example general talking about
current events in Japan to communicate more friendly, and saying something more for discussing their
different opinions of working because of their anxieties for not being understood or becoming the worse
relationship between Japanese stuff and them.
As the conclusion, they thought their language skill itself was gradually improved through working
with Japanese stuff even if they firstly worried it at the beginning of work. On the other side, their
concern was increasingly focused on making the better relationship and communicating more smoothly
with Japanese stuff to work together. In other words, it got much concerned with not their language
skill itself but their communicational environment to make better working relationship and
communication. To develop better communicational environment between EPA care workers and EPA
care worker candidates and Japanese nursing stuff, positive and constructive communication of each
person and cross-cultural understanding and acknowledgment of others are needed. In the Japanese
language education, it is necessarily important to instruct not only Japanese learning skill as a tool of
communication but also communicational attitudes and understanding of cultural differences so that
both Japanese and foreigners are able to make the better relationship and communication in working
together.
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¯ʛɻ٦ɖз٘ٶڀلұ֤Ы҄ו٦ȇǠۜ"ԅk
ֻ٣έْڂǲ̵̖¯׆٦ɬЇȁٹچ٠٣
Etsuko NAGAOKA (ׄВŸȍθ¯)
Hyeseon JUNG (ՆѠθ¯)
ƥȕۗ21 ̩Āٟ,ْٰ̯نұ֤Ы҄ו٣ٜـٞۗOECD  ٻEU ٦چڒێۅډۗؾڞۓګڸۓښؾڔ
ϯ̅٠ِ٘ 21 ̩Āۏڔڠ٢١̩ۗځؿم¢ǲٟďڃڀٸ̓مٞڃٌۘڂـ٧ۏڴؾۑڗkɢζ
ن̵چҩٸ٘و٦"ԅkÝ҄چוƼ˪ڂٟӐ֦Ӣqƃ٢֦͵ٙ٠ǠڃڀقٞۗمڂـƧ٘ڃڀɢÝ
ٻÑķ٦ϯْٰٟۗٞ٦ǩչ¯چʛɻمюِوʕѡٌْڂ٠٧ѱٌِٖۘـٟՍƗģٟ٧ۗ¯ʛɻ٦
ѣ̮٣]ّٞ١٦فٿ٢͕҄چוЫ٣¯ʛْۗلنٰڂѶՍٟѶՍƼـ֤چ٢ڀمǫюĺ,ùÞ
ٟ¯٭ǲ̵̖¯׆٣ɳɋِ٘ۗ"ԅkֻ٣έْڂɬЇȁ٦Ƈwۏڴؾۑڗۗڀلɺٟ٦
"ԅkֻ٣Ӑ֦٢ұ֤Ы҄ו٦ĺ,ԱچȇǠٌْڂ٠چչЫ٠ْۘڂ
ŘάЫ٣٧ۗ①θ¯٦ĺ,Ñķ٦'ڭؾێڏۤـŭθ¯ڭؾێڏۓڲŭθ¯٦'¯②ۗۥـʛ
ɻ٦ǲ͇ۛԦƼ٦'ـ٣ٿٛٞۗ¯̵مӐ֦٠ْڂұ֤Ы҄ו٣'ڂؿمـ٦ۗل٠۾فـٜ٦Ùз
ڀلЇȁچǣۘف٢ۗكՍҨӘٟ٧ۗڭؾێڏۮŭθ¯ۯ٠٧ѶՍ٦ۏڴؾۑڗؾڵؾڠθ¯̯ɊS
ɝņ٦ڻکڭŭ٣ͦОَ٘ڃθ¯چՠْڀڃٌۘڂ٦θ¯٧ 13 θ¯ϯۗ11 θ¯٧ǲׂθ¯ٟؿ
ۗځǲ̵̖¯׆٧θ¯9̵ٻϒö̵ۛ¯׆ƿÍم̵¯׆ϯٟ̅ڭؾێڏۓڲۮ٘ٵۘڂؿŭθ¯ۯ
٠٧ۗ¯̵٦θʝk٦̓ڇٙϯāճɑׂθ¯چՠْڀڃٌۘڂ٦θ¯ٟ٧ɑӄ¯׆٦¯ӵ̵م
Χٸ͗چوٞۘڂـ
̌̽ɻ 2 թ٧ۗ2017 ѽ 7 Ɖ٣ٖڃٗڃ٦ŋէǕٟ ڂؿA θ¯ۤۏڴؾۑڗؾڵؾڠ̯ɊSɝ
ņͦОǕۗ۬ڭؾێڏŭۭ24 թۗۥB θ¯ۤϯāճɑׂθ¯ۗ۬ڭؾێڏۓڲŭۭ25 թۥ٦¯̵چέ˧٣ۗ
̵¯׆ۮ٦"ԅkֻ"ԅkÝ҄ו٣έْڂɬЇȁۯ٠ِٞɨ֑Ăʲ٣چڭؾژۓډڂٿɳɋ
ِۗKHCoderۤӈǆ 2014ـ֤چۥٖٞڃٗڃ٦θ¯٦ѣϾ٣ٜـٞԁٌِ̈́٘ۘڃ٣ڭؾێڏۗځٿŭ
٠ڭؾێڏۓڲŭٟ٧ۗۮğۮٻۯו҄ڂٸϴչْۯ͵֦ڂ٣'¶̵ۗځؿمـÑķ֮ˎٻ٦չЫ٣ٿٛ
ٞӐ֦٠َڂڃұ֤Ы҄ו٣'ٌڂؿمـ٠مիلڀ٣٢ٛ٘ۘՍҨӘٟ٧ٌۗ٦Ƈwڀَچ٣¯ʛ
ɻ٦ǲ͇ۛԦƼԓ٣ԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠٣ٿٖٛٞۗ٦ѣϾچիلڀ٣ِ٘ـ٠Ǡۘڂق
Ƿƹǲ̵̖¯׆٦Χ֡kڂڃَ;֘مϯٟۗ¯̵٦ɛɲٻչЫۗ¯ʛґŶ٣]ّٞʍņ͐Ż
مٟۗفٿڂنʍņ٦άŷkۗǖΑkمӐ֦ٟۘڂؿՍҨӘ٧ѶՍƼĺ,ٻǲȔֻĺ,٦ʍņ
͐Ż٣ǦƖٟڂن٠Ɉۘڂڃڅ
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Reconsidering of the Competencies from the
Learner's Perspective: Based on an Attitude Survey of
International Students toward Intercultural
Understanding

Etsuko NAGAOKA (ׄВŸȍθ¯)
Hyeseon JUNG (ՆѠθ¯)

With regard to Generic Skills to be nurtured in the 21st century, several definitions or competencies
are discussed in the various countries around the world, such as Key Competencies of OECD, Key
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Competencies of EU, 21st Century skills and so on. It is said that those Generic Skills are absolutely
imperative to survive in today’s globalizing society, but it is extremely difficult for students to learn all
the skills in a limited time.
In this study, focused on the international students who study in Japanese universities in Japanese.
We conducted an attitude survey focusing on intercultural understanding, and analyzed the order of
priorities of skills to reconsider the education of Generic Skills depending on the backgrounds or
tendencies of the students.
The survey attempts to clarify the influence of the following points to the needs of students’ Generic
Skills, i.e., (1) the differences of students’ educational environment (elite university / non-elite
university), and (2) the differences of students’ nationalities and native languages.
In this study, ‘elite university’ means the universities which were selected as top universities in Super
Global University project. Eleven of thirteen universities are national universities, and the majority of
the international students are graduate students and exchange students. On the other hand, ‘non-elite
university’ means a middle sized private university which accepts various levels of students. The
majority of the students at these universities are privately funded foreign students and mostly
undergraduates.
A survey was conducted of 49 students in an elite university and a non-elite university. The type of
questionnaire was free description and the data processed with KHCoder (Higuchi 2014), analyzed the
tendencies of two universities. As a result of the survey, it becomes clear that there are differences of
ability and elements which are paid attention to between elite and non-elite students, and it becomes
clear that the Generic Skills to be earned are different depending on the environment and the purposes
of the students. In the presentation, we will reveal the relationship between this result and the influences
of students’ nationalities and native languages.
As the background of international students becomes more multifaceted, it is necessary that
classroom be designed systematically and structured depending on the qualities, purposes, and
backgrounds.
This study will contribute to the classroom designs for Japanese language education and International
Education.
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ٌ٠٨ٻԅkچNق̖ٞ٠̖٠مϰوב٢ڂʵÝۜΧԅ
kÑķڗۓڊګؾۃڨۓۍ٦ԁ̈́ڀل
Yuka KAWAKAMI (ǍчʕѠθ¯)
ՍҨӘٟ٧ѶՍ̖¯̵٠ǲ̖ڻؾۏڗم̵¯׆ٟǣٛ٘ڭږڎڟۑڻ٦(ѫЫ˰ձ͍ۛ˿
˰ձۛιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձمњɢ̓ǣ٦)ۮӾ چڗۓڊګؾۃڨۓۍ˿͍ۯ8 لƉ k Ýؾڬِ٘ ״
ڦ٦ÙȦ٠ԁٌ̈́ۗڀل٠٨ٻԅkۗƨ̮٦'ـ٦ԑچNۗق¢۠مƨڀلĳњά٠٢ٛٞوـХ
ٟmمĄٌٛٞڂـ٦ل٣ٜـٞʲٰۘڂ
ڦؾڬف٧ѶՍ̖¯̵ 4 թۗ ̵¯׆4 թ٠Ϗэĺ4٦ 9 թ م2016 ѽ 6 Ɖ ֬ڀل1 Ɖ٣ۗيل
¯öϯٳٲՖʟǣٛ٘ۮϠ+٦ˏϯǫǕٟ٦Χԅkֻ٦چ,ۯڭږڎڟۑڻٷ٦é ۛʷӉ٦
٘ٸ٦ѶՍƼچĳВƦƼ٠ِ٘ۮӾ ڗۓڊګؾۃڨۓۍ˿͍ۯ19 (ք 12 ɢÝ)ٹِ٘ ״چ٦ٟؿ
چڦؾڬِ٘ ״ۘڂԁ̈́٦ʆԱٟˀنĄٌٌِٖۗ٣ڂڃڀٶƥ˧چi̹٠љ مњɢ٣ϴʀ
q҄٢ڭڹڤ٦ ELAN ۏڧؾۆڨۏۂـ֤چ٣ԁٌْ̈́ڂ٠ٟۗƨ۠مŏٝنوٛيل٠٢ڂƦƼۛӆ
ƦƼǣљ٦ɳΰچիلڀ٣ِْ˿͍ۘڂǭ˰ـձٟ٦ԅkՐȩٻƦƼ٦ԑځˬچNقٞĄٌڂ
ǇЫ٢ɬ٦Ԗ֝٣ÞْڂƗģ(Ѣ*ۗ1999)ٌٖٻٟ٦˳ԪƿÍ٦ځؿٻד٣Ȁٻսκم
̵ّڂ٦٧ӆԦƼɻٙي٦սκٟ٧٢ۗوѶՍƼԦƼɻ٦"ԅkۏڔڠӢΙٹÞũِٞۗځك
ٖ٦Ƅ٦٘ٸ٣٧٦ԡٶïمځӐ֦ٟڂؿ٠ɉЩْڂƗģ(bțۗ1994)ۘڂؿم
ՍƗģٟفĳВƦƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼچȺِ֤٘ڗۓڊګؾۃڨۓۍ٣٧ۮѫЫ˰ձ˰˿͍ۮۗۯ
ձۯ٠ۮιȮɻƦƼ͍˿˰ձمۯњɢ٣ΠȕِӾȬ٣ְٶǭٌٛٞۘڂـ٦فٿ٢چڦؾڬ͕ٛ٘
ǣƗģ٧ː٢(و՚˙ۗ2017)ٖۗ٦ɳΰچիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٧Ď٘ٵۘڂؿمՍڦؾڬ٣ـكٞۮϰ
Ý٣٢نۯڂٛيل٦ƦƼۛӆƦƼȺ֤چիلڀ٣ٌْڂ٠٧ٖۗ٦̯w̵¯׆مĺ,٦ٶ٢ۗٓڀ
ѶՍ̖¯̵٣έْڂΧ/"ԅkֻĺ,ٯ٦]֤ٹqٟ҄ۘڂؿ
bțӡ֖(1994)ؾڊګڰۉۃښۮ٣ڂيكƦƼЫĳ̵k٦/Ñ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼ٦ǲȔk-ѶՍ̖٠
ǲ̖٦ѶՍƼۯ۰ѶՍƼ¯۱13-13, իɤˀ9, 60-73
՚˙Ʉ(2017)ۮۮѫ٢ڂǲȔkۯٟ̖ۏڴؾۑڗȖچ,ٞ―ڂǲȔĳʕچВِ٘ۄۍۉڔێڒ٦
ǲȔk―ۯ۰ыՆθ¯ǫфĺ֨ĺ,ۛ¯̵ɊSùǖĀ֦۱3, 41-51
Ѣ*ǅɄ(1999)ۮΧԅkڠۍږ٣ڂيكәn٦ə―ٶɨƭԖ֝٦چڠڢۑڻ٠ِكٞƙقٞٹڂو
٦ۯ۰ډڊڬۅĺ,ƗģƗģ۱3ۗ61-71
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BECOMING CLOSER WHILE OVERCOMING
LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL BARRIERS:
Analyzing lunch-meetings in multicultural situations
focusing on Japanese

Yuka KAWAKAMI (Hiroshima Shudo University)

To understand how Japanese and foreign students could become a community from being merely
individuals by overcoming the barriers of different languages, cultures and personal differences, we
observed and analyzed “multicultural (native, contact and third-party language contact situations)”
meetings in this Japanese based extracurricular project. 
The data recorded are around 12 hours of multi-contact meetings (around 30 minutes × 19 times)
held almost every week from June 2016 to January 2017 (8 months), by 9 participants (4 Japanese
students, 4 foreign students and a teacher) for the purposes of planning, preparation and carrying out
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the extracurricular project, which contributed to multicultural understanding for schoolchildren in
Hiroshima.
By using ELAN (software that could annotate audio and video simultaneously), and referring to
Conversation Analysis (Jefferson, 2004), I transcribed the recorded data. Then by analyzing the
phenomena occurred, I explore the facts and the relationship between language and non-verbal
behavior, and the point at which the students begin to become closer to one another.
There are some researches on interactive change of consciousness by overcoming cultural friction
and language barriers in the contact situation (Tokui, 1999, etc), or the problems between Japanese
native speakers and non-native speakers, such as an imbalance in the amount of information exchange
and the information itself, are not only the lack of language skills of the non-native speaker, but also
the lack of intercultural skills of the native speaker. So that it is necessary to compromise with each
other in cases such as the contact situation (Okazaki, 1994 etc.).
The multicultural lunch meetings, with Japanese as a common language, naturally included into
“native to native (native situation)”, “native to non-native (contact situation)” and “non-native to nonnative (third-party language contact situation)” conversations simultaneously, which became
intertwined therefore creating complex data from which I have based my current research.
There is little to no previous research (Suematsu, 2017), so it is meaningful to clarify the
phenomena which occurred. Also, the result of this research may/could contribute to not only
Japanese education, but also to multicultural studies or cross-cultural understanding for Japanese
students.
Reference
Jefferson, Gail (2004). “Glossary of transcript symbols with an introduction.” G. Lerner (Ed.),
Conversation analysis: Studies from the first generation. Amsterdam: John Benjamins. 13–31.
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